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WILLIAM S

HART
Adapted /or the screen by Lambert Hillyer.
fnn the story Va.v. Kurrie's Inning" tyKusseUj1.Bo%s

DIRECTED BY

LAMBERT HILLYER,
AUGUST A.S.C
HART PRODUCTION

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JOE

A WILLIAM

S,

jd (paramount
jrtrtcraft

(Picture
big drama of the

west — the story of a
man who was all "Sand*
and a

man who was

—

and their
dirt
fight for a girl

all

(FAMOUS P LAYERS -LAS KYCORPORATION

Published by
Chalmers publishing Company 516 Ctifth cdvenue CNewVork
,

A
-

Weekly.

,

Subscription Price: United States and its Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $3 a year; Canada, $3.50 a year; Foreign Countries (postpaid),
$5 a year. Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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The Blame
The man who has been badly bitten doesn’t much
care whether it was done by a dog or a bitch. In either
case the injury

is

irreparable.

But

to the exhibitor

who

has just had an unprofitable performance it
matters a great deal whether the failure was due to his
program or his posters. Certainly it was due to one or
the other.

As

he exercised his best judgment in
the selection of his film it stands to reason that the
posters were to blame. It also stands to reason that
the posters in question were not RITCHEY posters
for RITCHEY posters never result in disappointing
in all probability

box-office receipts.

The

RITCHEY

poster is the most
is the finished pro-

potent possible selling agent, for it
duct of the greatest organization of poster advertising
Hence it is bound to result in
experts in the world
satisfactory ticket sales, and this, despite the quality of
the film screened!
!

exhibitor who does not exercise the same care in
securing posters that he does in procuring films is like
the man who goes hunting with an excellent gun and
blank cartridges. He may make a good bit of noise
The real
but he will get nothing in his game bag
time for the exhibitor to make a noise is before booking
the film. It should be a big noise and it should voice
an insistent demand for

The

!

—

RITCHEY POSTERS!

RITCHEYNEW LITHO. CORP.

406

WEST

31st

STREET,

YORK

PHONE, CHELSEA

8388

3,

1920
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HIM

President

likes Hart's Pictures!”
fere's part of the authoritative interview with
President Wilson written by
Louis Seibold for the New
York World and published
in almost every paper in
America on Friday, June 18^
-*
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electros of this advertisement in three-column coarse screen for newspaper use supplied at cost. Address Advertising Department, Home Office.
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cheap necktie will make a
hundred dollar suit look

like a

hand-me-down.

And a poor single-reel will make
the best program look cheap.
IVise exhibitors

everywhere

are just as careful about short
features as they are about
long ones.

They show the Paramount
Magazine regularly!

Some Recent Features
“The Garden

of

Dreams”

“Dying As a Fine Art”
“Why Do They Do It?”
“Beach Pirates”
“Double-Crossing Your Eyes”
Smart Set Epigrams
Animated Cartoons

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

Cparamount cAlagazine

3,

1920

July
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BILLIE

BURKE

'Away Goes Prudence
By Josephine Lovett Directed by John S,
Robertson Scenario by Kathryne Stuart
,

,

jz/ Cf>aramountjflrlcraft (picture
“I’ll

go!” said Prudence

—and

she went!

join a gang of crooks. And she
And one night
cleverest of the lot

Where? To
became the

!

—when she burgled

her

own home—

But why she went and what she did and >vhy
in the
she came back Billie Burke will tell you
brightest and snappiest comedy she has ever

—

made.

-LASKY CORPORATION
FAMOUS PLAYERS
LASKY Vw Pms CECIL B.DE MILLE
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.
©

Director General

'-NEW YORKw

J

6
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DOUCL S
Mac LEAN
and

DORIS

M AV

Lets Be Fashionable
jd Q>aramountjdrtcraft picture
^TT OW hopelessly old fashioned! Why, goodness, my
Al dear, you’re in love with your own husband!”
So they said “We gotta be in style
here!” Soul mates! Affinities!

And they

if

we’re going to live

tried!

It all makes a picture as funny and delightful as “Mary’s
Good wholesome
Ankle ” and “ 23-g- Hours’ Leave.”
comedy, of the kind that these two stars have already become famous for.

By Mildred

Considine. Scenario by Luther Reed.
by Lloyd Ingraham. Photographed by Bert Cann
Thomas H. Ince Production.

Directed

A

r

ityasamou/U''*
i

pictures

PLAYERS -LAS KY CORPORATION
FAMOUS
ADOLPH
L.LASKY
MILLE
ZUKOR

j;

JESSE

CECIL B OE

O**aor Ctr^rol

3,
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Born on
the Fourth of July
The

Associated Producers, Inc., nation-wide sales organization that

our

will operate

own

exclusive branches in twenty cities has been

organized and goes into operation on the Nation

birthday.

s

We

announce the appointment of twenty men of power, position and
standing in the motion picture industry to represent our organization face to face with the exhibitors of the country.

Associated

Producers,

Inc.,

the

is

largest

and

independent producing and releasing organization

—

absolutely free of alliances

most

powerful

in the

industry

and entanglements with any other

organization.

MANAGER

BRANCH

ATLANTA
BOSTON

To be named
William H. Jenner
To be named
Sidney J Goldman
Hubert A. Bandy

BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI
DALLAS

Hubert A. Bandy
John C. Shannon

DENVER

H.

DETROIT

Edward A. Crane

KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS

Benjamin Blotcky
F. A. Wagner

O

To

be

Bartels

John C. Shannon

NEWARK

John G. Rohlfs
Edgar Moss

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

SPOKANE
ST.

LOUIS

WASHINGTON

J. J.

15 Gardner

St.,

Allston, Mass.

220 S. State St. Mickey Film Co.
2050 E. 83d St., Cleveland, O.
2050 E. 83d St., Cleveland, O.
220 N. Rosemont St.
3611 Zuni St.
,

Tourraine Apt. Hotel
1934 W. 3d Street

named

NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK

Marx

TEMPORARY MAIL ADDRESS

S.

220 N. Rosemont

St.,

Dallas

Nathan
5420- B Angora Terrace

Millstein

William A. Crank
H. O. Lukan
B. W, Copeland
C. D. Hill
Rudolph Berger

965 Geary Street

Our branch offices will be opened in these exchange cities August 1 to 15
manned by picked staffs ready to serve you efficiently and courteously.
Our managers arrive in the branch cities July 4.

—

THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT - MARSHALL NEILAN - ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER - MAURICE TOURNEUR - J. PARKER READ JR.

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES:

729 SEVENTH AVE.,

NEW YORK

CITY

Inc.

MARY
PICKFORDS
NEWEST
PICTURE

S U D
FROM THE CHARLES FROHMAN
"OP O'

S'
PRODUCTION

ME THUMB"

BY FREDERICK PENN AND RICHARD PRYCB
DIRECTED BY JACK DILLON
SCREEN ADAPTATION BY WALDEMAR YOUNG

PHOTOGRAPHED BY CHARLES ROSHER

UNITED
ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY

PICKFORD- CHARLIE CHAPLIN

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS D.W GRIFFITH
HIRAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY PTCKFODD CHARLIE CHAPLIN
(

•

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS DW. GRIFFITH
•

HIRAM ABRAMS,

President

THE
MOLLYCODDLE
TORY BY

HAROLD MAC GRATH
Scenario

by

TOM GERAGHTY

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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6EVAERT
Cinematographic

Rav^ Film
tj i

Fat. U.S./I.

COLOURED

POSiTiVE

OUR SPECIALTY

\7e used

on

supply r&vfilm to the principal Film Manufacturers
the Continent for many hears "before the War.
to

L.GEVAERT&C?
Vieux-Di eu .ANTWERP.

BELGiUn
LOUIS DESTENAY, UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
L.

GEVAERT &

CO., Antwerp, Belgium

Room

801-6;

Telephone, Bryant 7835; Longacre Building, 1472 Broadway, N. Y. City.

July

3,
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“A

11

Great Production”
says X Louri
Beacon, Boston

li

‘A Clean

Up”

says A. Goodside
Capitol, Springfield, Mass.

B.

I.

Van Dyke

of the Royal,

has linked up “Riders of the
largest

store

in

Des Moines

a Live

It*®

527

Fifth

Dawn”
for

a

with the

week’s

Pictoire to Exploit

W.W. H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
Avenue, New York Gty

Distributing through

Des Moines, Iowa

PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

run.

/? Beautiful
\

Star-

A

Wonderful

Cast-

An Exceptional

A

StoryCapable
Director

A Sure Draw Ai
The Box Office

4MERIC4N
m LY
c
I

Xrf

-A.

-

PICTURES

See American
Representative

At

Pathe' Exchange

For Full Details. -

II II

"

\PEC!AL Release.
American film company,

inc.

Presents

MARY

MILES MINTER//7

n

ill

CAdapted. Bom Ole Male of the Bally Am
One
to

of those sweet

and wholesome

stories

— known

—

exhibitors

everywhere as certain successes only
occasionally to be found.
A play exactly suited to

the talents of this dainty star.
An attraction that any
theatre can show to capacity business.
Distributed by

PATHE

Produced by

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY,
Samuel

S.

Hutchinson

Inc.

President

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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and white reproduction of the smashing]

TO ALL INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES!
Gentlemen, here’s a smashing box-office winner for you if there ever was one. A great, big super feature
which, especially for the hot weather, will outdraw anything on the market. A tremendous story, a boxoffice star in a production that will draw them for miles.
Directed by Jack Adolfi and presented by
L.

Roy

.

Curtiss.

WORLD PREMIERE AT

SHUBERT’S POLI’

World Premiere at Shubert’s big Poli theatre in Washington, D. C., July 4th, with the most novel,
most unique publicity and exploitat on ever conceived for any picture ever released. Write or wire
for territory, prices and terms for this smashing winner. Get the facts before you buy ANY inde:

pendent production.

1

July

3,
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15

s Presents

24 sheet stand on “Keep To

Here’s

The Right”)

A Smashing Box

Office Winner For You

Properly handled along the lines prepared for “Keep to the Right” you can outbook any feature on the
market for hot-weather business. An elaborate advertising and publicity campaign book goes with
this picture- It is packed with money-getting prop aganda. Write or wire us for information on “Keep
to the Right” and get the facts on the big picture surprise of the year.

HEATRE, WASHINGTON,

D.

C.,

JULY

YOU

1920

4th,

SEETHE

YOU

the big beauty of this production is just this :
CAN
PICTURE BEFORE
IT. Your own eyes can’t deceive you. You can see the exploitation behind it- A big trade paper
campaign, of which this is the beginning, will acquaint every exhibitor in America with the hugeness
of this super feature.
GET BUSY! Write or wire for complete facts
Don’t

And

BUY

TODAY— NOW!

lose a minute!

EQUITY PICTURES CORPORATION,

Aeolian Hall,

New York

!

H

enry Arthur

Jones’s sensaproduction, “WHISPERING
DEVILS,” brings to the screen a story
saturated with the tensest human emotions.
It is the type of photo dramatic production that guarantees box office records.
The Godliness of the Minister pitted
against the evils and temptations of the
world makes a love drama of extraordinary
strength.
With the unusual exploitation ready prepared for this picture, no theatre on earth
but what can draw capacity for a run.
The title, the Star, the brilliant cast and
support, story and production match up to
what experienced showmen call “hundred
per cent.”
Watch for release date and leave a date
open on your schedule for this sure fire
winner.
tional

:

]

u!v

3.

THE' MOVING

1920

PICTURE

WORTH
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CAROLINE"
oG

A COMEDY ot COMPLICATIONS

BOB B^y

VEB^On
TEDDY SAMPSON
RN S
STEADMAN
VERA
N EAL B U

CHARLOTTE MERFUAM,
AND THE FOLLIES GIRV)

FIRST

OF THE NEW 0RISTIE (pMEDIES

A REMINDER ’ TO IBOOK
“Four Times Foiled”

“A Fresh

Start”

—A Chester Comedy

—A Mermaid Comedy

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
729 Seventh ^tve. JYew lork.

a
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CarlLaemmle offers
for the Season 1920 1921
l.UIII

l

ill

l

1 | |||

1J

New Star Series
Universal Special Attraction s
N

CARMEL

sets of eight

I

lar stars

a

new

—the

shown on

star

shortly

six nationally poputhese two pages plus

to

be

announced

—

whole year of features that

will give your
audiences the very highest type of picture
entertainment in a variety of offerings warranted to keep them on pins and needles for
the next.
in big, outdoor
productions
in heartappeal features EDITH
in love
stories rich in surprises
&
in modern comedy dramas of the better sort
in redblooded romances
of virile realism. Equipped with these pic-

MYERS

HARRY CAREY
— CARMEL MYERS

—

—FRANK

RORERTS

—LYONS

MORAN

MAYO

tures for a whole year’s run, you need not
fear competition, combinations or capitalists.
Book them today as the industry’s
finest productions independently made for
independent exhibitors.

HARRY
CARET

EDITH
ROBERTS

LYONS and

MORAN

!

July

3,
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First

19

Deleave
Hill

V

V

I

I

July

1

n

r«l III

IedLane^
A GREAT

story for every

man, woman or child,
from your highest priced
seat to the back of the
gallery.

A

romance of the Big Woods,
wonderland up
along the Canada Border, and
laid in a scenic

full

of

A

A

outdoors

inspiring

atmosphere.
The story of a

young Revenue Officer
up a band of smugglers but finds his work complicated by the
fact that the girl he has come to love is the
fighting

who undertakes

to clean

daughter of the chief offender. Just exactly
the kind of part that vigorous FRANK MAYO
can play to perfection a part full of roman-

—

encounters and man-to-man struggles in
dramatic situations.
Directed
by LYNN
tic

REYNOLDS, who made that great money-pic“THE BRUTE BREAKER,” with MAYO

ture,

a few

months ago.

popular author,

Story by the famous and

HOLMAN DAY.

UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL ATTMC1T0N
The Great Forty- eight

New Star Series 1920-1921

Bill

"As*

i

?
THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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It

Ami^hty Drama
of the three Loves
of Woman
a

Romance

that

rocked a Throne
Adapted from
the Novel br
S>dney McCall
and Pictured
inamagniflcent

Production,

/

Starring

RUCK AOK
(MRS. SESSUE

HAYAKAWA)

with a convincing Oast including:

STANHOPE vheatcroft

JDADNEY SHERRY
ETHER SHANNON
PAT O'MALLEY
MARION SKINNER
ARTHUR. CAREVE

Directed

ROLLIN

by3

STURGEON

andawonderEul
ENSEMBLE.

UNIVERSAL - JEWEL

SUPER-PRO DU CTI O

July

3,
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CftlMCON SKIES
(j7qi-jou&

fam&jvce ofMove ond 7fS(fA-tfevL?

a great picture.
A rousing, stirring picture. A romantic
picture. A story that sweeps you up out of your humdrum life and
ca ries you off to sea to fight with strong, silent Elmo Lincoln
against the perils of mutiny on the high seas to fall in love with a beautiful woman and sacrifice liberty for her sake
to make a miraculous escape
from the fetid dungeon of a southern republic and become master of a
colony of beach-combers, conquering them by might of fist and brain and
then to save the one woman f-om a terrible fate in the midst of red
revolution.
Splendidly acted by a great company in outdoor scenes of
tempest and sunshine rarely equalled for their marvelous photography. One
of the few big productions of the year.

T

RULY,

—

—
—

—

VTQJTJ/jf

ELMO
LINCOLN

tyory 7y tJ.G.IU^VK^

Diretted by ItJ-X

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL
PEP PPODUCTION
-

21
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SCOOP AGAIN
First Pictures of the

BOLSHEVIK LEADERS

LENINE
AND

TROTSKY
EVER SCREENED

IN U.S.A.

Released Thru

UNIVERSAL
NO.

38

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

July

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1920
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STATE RIGHTS
A REVIVAL OF

THE COUNTRY
THAT GOD FORGOT
Directed by

MARSHALL NEILAN
WITH

TOM SANTSCHI

MARY CHARLESON
GEORGE FAWCETT
A

big smashing

story

of the

Western wastes

and of a man s
love for woman.
“Tm. COUNTRY"//

A

T»*r£OD rORCOT
iA^itih.

r
'

picture

THE COUNTRY//
.««CeDnB
68T
T9ith

//.

that

Tom. Sarttsciii

Mary CharlesoTa. and. George

Tom CJantcjchl

Mary dhaTlegon and. George FavDdetb
oP
and oP a Naan's Love For aVoniaa.
Orreoted try

the

MARSHALL

SR

O

y

out

bring

will

A Big gmagkinrf

Parudett

A Big drr-iAcK-mp ‘Story oP theVe«?tem Wa/Ste^
and oP a.NIan's Love For aVomfln
Directed. Iry

MARSHALL

sign.

Above are two of the many advertising cuts which we
supply. If you are not listed below, wire us at once.

Exhibitors

—Book

Indiana, Wisconsin and Northern Illinois

KLINE ENTERPRISES,
59

West Lake

Inc.
Street, Chicago, 111.

Georgia, Florida, North and South Carolina,

Tennessee and Alabama
K. & R. FILM CO.
146 Marietta Street, Atlanta, Ga.

State and Greater New York
SPECIALTY PHOTOPLAYS, Inc.
727 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia
QUALITY FILM CORP.
414

Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia
and Virginia

1325

Vine

CO.

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

South

St.

Paul Street, Dallas, Texas

Northern

New

Jersey

SPECIALTY PHOTOPLAYS, Inc.
New York City
Oklahoma

727 Seventh Avenue,

Ferry Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

DE LUXE FILM
C.

Texas and Arkansas
SPECIALTY FILM CO.
107

TUCKER BROTHERS

Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey

RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE
Mather Building, Washington, D.

from the Following Exchanges

New York

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Kansas and West Missouri

CRESCENT FILM CO.
Film Exchange Building, Kansas City, Mo.

Write for detailed information

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES,
126 West 46th Street

Inc.

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

—
24
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Another Record Breaker!
Sid

Grauman

wire*:

the third week for 'Below the
Surface’ at the Rialto, and business far surpasses our fondest expectations The press

“This

is

.

unanimous in its approval Business for
the past two weeks has exceeded by sevis

thousand dollars both ‘Every woman’
and ‘Huckleberry F inn 1 ’*

eral

.

AND

(GVtN V.

WIM

WAS THE DIRECTOR WHO MADE
Now

Released through

IT

Producing his own Features
W. W. Hodkinson
Pathe Exchanges.

—

^

1920

July

3,
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Leuns

J.

25

Sel'z.nick.

f|JEMAK| w^q

;

.jtfIk

lq

UIMSELP
H.deVefe Qtadpoole
I

Duredted. Tdi^ (De02r$e ID
i

*

Baker

^Ke pkotodxamatid kit op ike
Season at tke Strand.N.Y. Palact<
\ ljJa^k. 9tillman Cleve. .Bartee *s
/

(

Loop, Chid.,
'

)

(

Grauman^

Rialto,

and RotL'S Imperial ?an
FzariciislcJo.

——

26
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Lewis'

sJ,

CeUnldo

Jxesen.t'S

1

Herbert Kaufman's

Weekhj
Illustrating the thoughts of the

HIGHEST PAID WRITER

IN

THE WORLD

Showing at the

—

Strand,
New York,
Strand, Providence
Randolph, Chicago

Toledo

Temple,

Stillman, Cleveland

Euclid

Cleveland
California, Los Angeles
,

-and scores
ofothers of
the country's

biggest
theatres

Dfstriljuted

b~y

elect:

3,

1920

July

3,
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National
Picture Theatre
Exhibitors wanted this
well-known star and
Mr. Selznick went out
and got him.

Conway

Tea

r

l

e

has just been signed on a long
teim contract to star in production

made by

NATIONAL PICTURE
THEATRES,

Inc.

“Marooned Hearts”
His First Production
By Lewis Allen Browne

George Archainbaud

IS

READY

!

NATIONAL
PICTURE
THEATRES, Inc.
LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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ALICE CHAPIN S

LLOYD CARLETON PRODUCTIONv
feaced,

bij

*

fermont Photoplays Corp.
IZutf&ed Drama,
that Grips and Thrills

REPUBLIC DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
LEVIS

J.

SELZNICK Advisory

729 SEVENTH AVE..

NEW YORK

Director

BRITON

N.

BUSCH. President

3.

192C

cA
dreat stage
success

with the

who
made it

star

su ccessful
CONSTANCE
B I N N E Y
QELDOM

In

“3 9
By

EAST”

show
way

RACHEL CROTHERS

can motion picture theatres

a great stage success with

stary right

upon the

its

heels of

Broad-

its

stage

presentation.
But “39 EAST” which has
just closed long and successful engagements
in the leading cities will

soon be ready

splendid Binney-Realart photoplay.

as a

Every

who is a showman will want this
And he will not be content
production.
exhibitor

with that alone, but will play the two

Management
Made Easy

maining Constance Binney Realart pictures
as quickly as he can get them.

able right now.

The

first is

They

are avail-

“ERSTWHILE

book “Barnabetta,’’
by Helen R. Martin, directed by John S.

SUSAN,’’ from

Operating

re-

a theatre

Robertson

next season

the

— the photoplay that established

Constance Binney
other

becomes a “cinch”

is

as a

Realart

“THE STOLEN

star.

The

KISS,” Kenneth

Webb’s production from TfCathryne Stuart’s
adaptation of “Little Miss By-The-Day,”

under
§** 4.5

A-

by Lucille Van Slyke.

Realart’ s 1920-21 plan,
Call on our local manager today!

to be

REALART

announced soon.
I

PICTURES CORPORATION
469

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

CITY

I

WILLIAM FARNUM
iri

Joyous
[roublemaker
JJie

From the famous novel by Jackson Gregory
Scenario by Charles Kenyon,
'Directed by J. (yovdon> Edcoarois

$00 fa

it

Today

— arid make Summer Profits Sure!

FOX

ENTERTAINMENTS

assure

ammmm

jomiflipc

3 Gold Coins
from, the story by

HH Van Loan

m
eves Harvest
Story by Veavi Doles Bell
Vurectcon- Howard M Mitchell

WILLIAM RUSSELL
Twins ./Suffering Creek
from

the novel by RidqiveU Cullum

Scenario by Julius

G Furthman- direction

Scott Dunlap

ENTERTAINMENTS

FOX
ENTERTAINMENTS
_Assure

C /attractions
C/hat will

thrill,

amuse and

delight your patrons no matter

what the thermometer

registers,

offered for your selection.

0411

for

you and your Box

Office if you

Book them

Now

EILEEN PERCY
Her Honor tiu Mayor
from

the stage success
Direction

in

BUCK TONES

She Square Shooter
Story and Scenario by Venison CLift -Direction Paul Cazeneuve

by triune Van 'Xess-HLnes

PauL Cazeneuve

c

iOUlia/wijfox

SUNSHINE
COMEDIES
Supervision

Hampton Del Ruth

Mutt &Jeff
Captain Bud Jisher's

fox News
FIRST IN THE FIELD
Wo program complete tvithmtit

unrivalled mirthmakers

Mabel Kformand romps with
typical

abandon through

this

delightful picturization of

George Ade’s famous

wea

play.

ummer

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

Written by

George Aae.
'

Dii

ected by

Victor Schertzinger

I

GOLDWYN PICTVRES CORPORATION

July
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Extra! Extra!
FRANCES EDMONDE
THE INTERNATIONAL
CLASSIC GIRL
Has

Just Completed
Initial

Her

Feature

“PEGGY
WISE”
SUPPORTED BY

GEORGE LARKIN
and an

ALL STAR CAST

DIRECTED BY

ELSIER LA MAIE
This

is

a

Drama

that Appeals to the

Heart and Soul

Write or Wire for Particulars

Frances

Edmonde

Productions
1676 Arlington Ave.

Los Angeles,

Cal.

o

ROBERT/DN - COLE

GEORGE/*
CARFENTIER
/CORE/ AGAIN

*ere c?*s&

S,o
5/7

K

a

°S!?r

°«f ftr,of tb(

r

l

7

0u >
;

9t

r.
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i

'•

.

!-
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Speaking of
'

'hand-picked

circulation

—out

in Waterloo, Iowa, there’s a theatre which
has been receiving a certain trade paper for over a
year. Nobody ordered it and nobody pays for it.
Sometimes as many as three copies of the same

issue arrive.

—advertising—rates for which are based on
lation— costs money. But what
sort of “hand-

circu-

is this

picked circulation” worth?

—insert stock costs money. What is a beautiful
insert
on which time, art, brains have been
lavished worth when it is “hand” distributed like

—

—

this?

—paper costs money, and

it’s

scarce.

Some pub-

lishing houses are desperate in their paper needs.

What about the “paper obligations” of a publisher
who sends three copies of a single issue to a “subscriber” who hasn’t been in town for over a year?
And you, Mr. Advertiser, are paying for all this.

—Moving

Picture World will shortly publish the
A. B. C. audit of its circulation to show that in real

bone fide, paid subscriptions,
the trade papers of the industry.
circulation, in

“The
Trade Paper
of Features”

aim

ll

iMMMIIUI

li
llllllllllllllllllllMllllllllllllllllllllillllllltlll

IJ

ipncmnunm
W©ESlLdn>
Founded by

J. P.

Chalmers in 1907

it

leads

5
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STERLING FEATURES PICTURES,

Inc.

Present

“THE FIGHTING
KENTUCKIANS”
Directed by

A Human
blooded

J.

HARRISON EDWARDS

Interest Story Dealing With Real Redof the Kentucky Mountains.

People

AN ALL STAR CAST
ASSEMBLED TO

THE PARTS

FIT

THORNTON BASTON
MYRA BROOKS

IRMA HARRISON
TOM BURROUGHS
COLEN CHASE
AJDELE KELLY
PETE RAYMOND
MAY WICK THOMAS SWINTON CLIFFORD WILLIAMS
-

-

5— REELS OF ACTION—
—

—

—

—

Manly Sports Fights Feuds Shooting
Locations Never Before Photographed

Tender Love

Address Inquiries to

ROBERT W.

PRIEST, President The Film Market,

Inc.

EXCLUSIVE SALES AGENT

503

TIMES BUILDING

NEW YORK

CITY

3,

1920

July

3,
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Review
Pathe
SCREEN MAGAZINE
A
“Imagination In a Movie”
“Yesterday in a picture theatre we saw a scene
on the Pathe Review which is an example of what
imagination can do in a motion picture. A girl
was shown skating. She was an expert. She did
several of the stunts. Then the same scenes were
shown by slowing down the camera or the projection machine. The effect was uncanny and yet
there was a touch of the beautiful in it.

“We
do

wonder why

often

have

not

the big film companies

experimental

departments

where

effects of this sort may be worked out. There are
so many possibilities for imaginative things being
worked out, and the picture theatres are eager for
novelties. Ask Dr. Riesenfeld of the Rivoli, Rialto,

Criterion, or Mr. Spiegel of the
the Capitol.”

Strand, or Mr.

Bowes of

—

S.

JAY

KAUFMAN in N.

Y.

GLOBE.

Pathecolor, Slow Motion Photography, Science, Art, the wonders
of

Nature and the odd and unusual

from every corner of the

One reel

a

earth.

week every week in The

Pathe Review.
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OPEN TO STATE RIGHT BUYERS

THE

ISLE

OF DESTINY
Rich

the magnificent

in

tropics

where men’s

and the savage
true

in

splendor

of the

souls are not their

man

arises,

own,

exposing his

character.

Character Pictures
offers

this

exceptional production with

individual line of exhibitor
serVatiVe buyers

and

helps

to

an

con

exhibitors.

CHARACTER PICTURES CORPORATION
1

7

West 42nd

Street,

NJev?

PHONE VANDERBILT

York City
8498

July

3,
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SHE’LL TREAT

YOUR AUDIENCE
THE SAME WAY!

They'D Be "‘Wrapped

GARNETTE SABIN

Up"

in

Her

presents

OSTRICHE
IN

TWO-REEL HIGH-CLASS COMEDIES
Filling That

Want With Comedies

Near to the “1GO Per Cent
Perfect " as Human Endeavor Can Achieve
as

FOR THE LIVE WIRES OF THE INDEPENDENT FIELD
ENDORSED

ARROW

DISTRIBUTED by

the

FILM CORPORATION
W.

220

and

E.

SHALLENBERGER,

President

WEST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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STATE RIGHT BUYERS
Here’s

What You’re Waiting

For

Ready for Release

The Gold

Seal Film Corporation
presents

CHARLIE JOY
Joy Comedy
a travesty on Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde entitled
in a special four-reel

“WHEN QUACKEL DID HIDE”
Written and Directed by

CHARLES GRAMLICH
A

real

comedy sensation with plenty of

It

will

pack your house.

thrills.

Six other two-reel Joy Comedies now ready and others
coming one every month for fifteen months.

—

— Book These Joy Comedies with CHARLIE

Managers
JOY.

They

will bring joy to

your patrons and big

profits

to you.

Wire for territory quick from the

distributor.

NATHAN HIRSH

AYWON

FILM CORPORATION

729 Seventh Avenue,

New York

City

1920

July

3,
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TOLD

you last week that
every Marcus Loew theatre in
Greater New York would run HallRoom Boys Comedies.

E TELL you now
if

that seldom,

ever, has a happier reception

been given any two reel comedies
than was accorded, in these houses,
to “Oh Baby!” “This Way Out!”
“Four of a Kind,” “Tell Us, Ouija!”
“Movie Madness,” and “Tit for Tat!”*

H

ALL ROOM

Boys Comedies

sparkle with originality— they appeal because they are true to life
they score because they are inimitably funny— they bring wholesome
laughter into your theatre and
healthy receipts into your box office.

Hall

Room
Produced by Jack

Boys Comedies
&

Harry Cohn, 1600 Broadway, N. Y.

,

^
-

With an All-Star Cast

5,000 Actors,
50 Gorgeous Settings
$100,000 Worth of
Mechanical Devices

/ 7/te
Most Novel and
Amazing Picture
of the year 'v-w

TRIP TO MARS
You can now make

Tower Film

Coi'

July

3,

1920
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45

Kane presents

CHARLES RAY
in

George

Sparkling

45

M.

Cohan’s

Comedy Drama

MINUTES FROM BROADWAY
The

first

for

First National

of a big series

Every One a Winner

Book

FIRST NATIONAL

the Series

Now

ATTRACTIONS

TALMADGE
But In

“YES OR NOT”
Presented by Joseph M. Schenck

She Has the Strongest Role of Her Career
I

Kipling said: “The Colonel’s lady and
Judy O’Grady are sisters under their
skins.”
I

Here’s a picture in which the greatest
emotional actress plays both roles.
!

Look for the answer.

i

Adaptation from the play by Arthur Goodrich
Directed by R. William Neill

Photographed

by

Ernest

Haller

Technical Director, Willard M. Reinecke

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue,

New Tork

City

Great Star in Her Greatest
i

<

Jhere’II

be & Franchise everywhere

A

ALWAYS A HIT

Can you guess which
Tell

Picture

your patrons

—

to

is

the “Yes” Girl and which the

study these faces and

tell

which

“No” Girl?
is

which!

Big Money Maket
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NOTICE
TO FILM SALESMEN
We

have not employed a single new

man

to sell Franchises.

We

will not

sales-

do

so.

Our regular salesmen on their rounds selling film are
explaining the Franchise Plan to exhibitors whom we want to
have with us. The Circuit had grown powerful before Franchises were thought of and we are content to let the Franchise
Proposition take care of itself. Business is good.

—you

ought to wake up,” said an
exhibitor who has just joined up with First National.
“You
ought to put a lot of salesmen in the field and sell out your Franchises quick.” He said he would have bought a month ago if
he had been urged. But the point is he came in and joined
of his own accord

“You fellows are slow

—

.

The

no wild rush to sell Franchises.
We don’t want any theatre owner to join us until he is convinced
it will be for his own good, and we are convinced that he is
the man we want. It is for our mutual benefit and we do not
want any man to act hastily. We know our proposition is
sound. We are giving exhibitors more than they are giving us.
fact is that we’re in

Our Franchises
to exceed the supply.

are a lot like sugar

— the

demand

is

sure

3,
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M(WING PICTURE WORLD
Managers and Theatre Chains
N

O

of the points brought out at the complimentary
dinner given Joseph Plunkett in celebration of his
return to Broadway's Strand is the growing trade
importance of the manager of the large theatre. As one
of the speakers declared, some of the industry’s prize executive positions in the future will be filled by men of managerial training and possessing unusual talent for bringingpatrons to the box office. Theatres are being built of large
seating capacity, the owners of chains are extending their
holdings.
Dividends will depend in increasing degree on
the particular skill of the man at the head of the institution.
Managers who are not also owners of houses will find
increasing opportunities for advancement if they work hard
and keep informed as to the methods pursued by the most
successful of their contemporaries.

T

-Li.

has been said

many

is

only as strong

its

is

it

ECENTLY

R

a

in

whose

the question

was asked

of an exhibitor
hundred-thousand-population town, a man
house is in competition with a chain theatre

“Can the chain house compete on an equal footing with one
independently owned and operated?”
“Emphatically no !” was the answer. “In the first instance
the manager is circumscribed in his activities by rules laid
down by a man at a desk in a city perhaps hundreds of miles
away a man who is inclined to assume the problems of all

—

houses are identical, without making allowances for character of clientele, to mention but one of the many factors
entering into the situation- The independent manager, on
the other hand, can trim his sails to match or catch varying breezes. Neither he nor his subordinates are obliged to
Oh,
fill out a long questionnaire every twenty-four hours.
yes, there are many compensating and non-handicapping
circumstances connected with managing your own house,
with being your own boss, in other words.”

O

B

will

weekly by the Chalmers Publishing Company, 516 Filth Avenue,
(Telephone: Murray Hill 1610-13). President, J. P. Chalmers,
Vice-President and General Manager, J. F. Chalmers
Secretary and
Sr.
Assistant General Manager, James L. Hoff
Treasurer, E. J. Chalmers
Advertising Manager, Wendell P. Milligan.
Editor, George Blalsdell

Published

New York

;

;

;

;

The

office

correspondence to the company.
of the

company

is

that the
exhibitors gathered in Cleveland had laid on the table
$15,000 as a nucleus for an organization treasury- At
the time the telegram was sent the sum actually subscribed
at the moment was $14,300.
chance was taken that the
enthusiasm would carry the sum to the even amount. It
appears now that the tabulation has been completed $19,030
was subscribed.

the address of the officers.

President Cohen announces this week that organizers
are to be sent throughout the country to complete the work
so well begun in Cleveland.
are justified in believing
the task will be done in the same thorough manner that
has marked the prior organization activities of the men at
the head of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.

We

©

Rothapfel Talks to Exhibitors
N

a series of interesting articles to be printed in the
L. Rothapfel outlines to
of his many experiences
in theatres in the United States. The first of these will be
found on another page in this issue. In his opening sentence Mr. Rothapfel disclaims any intention to “teach” his
brother managers. He also points out that what he has to
say must not be taken too literally, as naturally he is writing of large houses, but he believes the general principles
may be applied to any theatre in proportion to its physical
limitations-

Moving Picture World Samuel
exhibitors some of the results

I

subjects to be taken up by Mr. Rothapfel following
story are “Service,” “The Box Office,” “The
Lobby,” “The Auditorium,” “The Stage,” “The Program,”
“Music,” and “Lighting.” This is a comprehensive survey of
the larger questions confronting the manager of a motion
picture theatre.
believe the executives of houses will
find much in common with the writer of these articles as
well as solid satisfaction in perusing every one of the series.
Mr. Rothapfel has had rare opportunities for gathering
material on exhibitor difficulties, he has many times been
called in as a consultant. The World takes pleasure in presenting the series to its subscribers.

the

print a series of articles dealing with the problem
of uniforms for theatre employes. That it is a problem many of the most successful managers will agree, and
one to the best solution of which much highly paid thought
has been devoted. It will be the aim of the World to make
these stories as informative as possible, for the smaller
house as well as for the large one.
The opening article will give the opinions of some of the

all

T

Was

$19,000, Not $15,000
weeks ago we printed the statement

It

WO

—

The

Shall Employes Be in Uniform?
EGINNING this week the Moving Picture World

Address

O

A

times that a chain

weakest link. The axiom may need restating if
to be applied to motion picture theatres.
If we
may believe what we are told weak members of such chains
are in several instances being carried by stronger sisters.
as

I

Louisville managers as told by them to our correspondent
in that section.
Also there are views of theatre men in
Albany and Buffalo. If among our subscribers there are
managers who have views on the subject of uniforms which
they believe of interest to their fellow-managers and who
are not visited by our correspondents we shall be glad to
receive letters from them.
The series of articles, which
will be found in the Equipment Section, is designed to be
an additional feature in The Trade Paper of Features.

initial

We

Suite 1021-1023 Garrick Building, 64 West Randolph Street
Chicago Office
(Telephone: Central 5099). James S. McQuade, Manager.
Los Angeles Office 610-611 Wright & Callender Building (Telephone Broadway 4649). A. H. Giebler, Manager.
Cine-Mundial, the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture World, la
published at 516 Fifth Avenue by the Chalmers Publishing Company. It
reaches the South American and Spanish-speaking market. Yearly subscription, $2. Advertising *ates ?n application.
:

:

:
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Snappy News Secured from Sundry Sources
Ora Carew, Sennett Beauty,
to Play

Leads for DeMille

RA CAREW,

Mack Sennett

erstwhile
beauty, has been chosen by William
DeMille as leading woman in his speThe first
cial productions for Paramount.
production in which she will appear will
be “His Friend and His Wife,” which Mr.
DeMille will start early in July at the
Lasky studio. This is an adaptation by
Genevieve Daniels of Cosmo Hamilton’s
new novel of that name.
In making the announcement, Mr. DeMille said: “I believe that in Miss Carew
I have found a girl who is capable of being made into a star. At any rate, she has
shown much interesting promise. Just as
Cecil B. DeMille combed the comedy field
and took from it two actresses who have
developed into screen luminaries Gloria
Swanson and Bebe Daniels so have I
ended my search for a leading woman in
my special productions for Paramount by
selecting a young woman who started her
career in that same branch of energetic
farce whence came the Glorious Gloria and
the Beauteous Bebe.
“Early training in the comedy school is
essentially invaluable later, when the actor begins to work in the more difficult
and repressed school of the drama. Those
who have mastered the technique of the
comedy school if they are possessed of
genuine talent are splendid material.
I
am really enthusiastic over Miss Carew’s
promise.”

O

—

—

—
—

Loew Enrolled as Member
of Chamber of Commerce
T

A

meeting and luncheon of the TheOwners’ Chamber of Commerce,
held at the Hotel Astor, New York,
on Tuesday, June 22, Marcus Loew was ena

member

of

the

organization.

Mr. Loew said he had been considering the
step for some time and felt that he could
not longer withold from being identified
with such a representative body of exhibitors, and is proud to be known as one of
them.

He

always has been known, and
as an exhibitor, although he is

is

known,

piiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^i

|
|

|
|
|
|
|

|

1
|

1

ing and publicity
nick Enterprises,

Mr. Kugel is
Forty-second

manager

motion picture and

West” Barred as

Brooks was charged with stealing a print
“Sinners” from the Realart exchange.
Testimony indicated that Murray Rader,
shipping clerk, saw Brooks taking it away
and put Eddie Wallace, an office boy, on
his trail. The boy is said to have followed
Brooks to the Bowery, where the man was
arrested. He is said to have confessed and
he was held in $1,000 bail.
of

Title

in-

Cole of the Robertson-Cole

Held in $1,000 Bail.
Angelo Birnunzio was also held in $1,000
bail on the charge of stealing a print of
First National’s “The Beauty Market.”
It
is said the man was caught trying to sell
the film in the cellar of the building at 729

Com-

pany, owning the exhibition rights of the
made affidavit that the RobertsonCole Company is not now using and will
not use the title “East or West” or any
colorable imitation thereof.

picture,

Jesse L. Lasky in Paris
cablegram received at the Famous
Players-Lasky offices on Saturday, June 19,
stated that Jesse L. Lasky, who is in Europe on production business, was leaving
London that day for Paris.
minium

j

Executive Secretary Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America

j

“Battle of Fort Winton” was sure a strange affair;
The “rebels” came from every state they came to do and dare.
“They’ll never get together,” the old-time prophets said.
The rebels sniffed old Erie’s air and knocked the prophets dead.
Surcharged was Cleveland’s atmosphere with near a million volts
But though the rebels stood for “nuts” they wouldn’t stand for “bolts.”
In almost savage attitude they’d answered to the call,
And nothing could divert the “rebs” not e’en a game o’ ball.
No flashlight stunts, no banquets with blood in every eye,
Cold “Business Business Business !” was the rebels’ battle cry.
The “little man” from Alabam the “big man” from N’Yawk
All kinds o’ men of all degrees were welcomed for a talk.
And when the job was finished at the end of a perfect day
The rebels folded up their tents and quietly stole away.

—

j

;

*

*

*

be

continued

during

ITH

an increase of $2,063,540.63 in
the admission taxes collected during
April, as compared with the same
month of 1919, some indication can be found
of the great increase in theatre attendance
during the past year. Collections for April.
1919, as reported by the commissioner of
internal revenue, amounted to $4,970,815.88;
in April, 1920, they totaled $7,034,356.51.
Collections of admission taxes for the
ten months ended with April totaled $61,523,856.33, an increase of $21,526,092.46 over the
$39,997,763.87 collected during the same period of last year. The admission tax is the
fourth largest producer of income for the
government under the war taxes, being exceeded only by the taxes of freight, personal transportation and corporation capital stock.

total of $296,800.40

for April.

was received from

the rental tax during April, bringing the
receipts from this source to $3,422,808.76 for
the ten-month period.
Total collections
from all sources during the month amounted to $245,435,702. and for the ten-month

;

*

the committee will
the coming year.

A

!

period

to

$4,178,988,300.

Included

|

in

this

were the following April collections
of interest to the industry: $9,047,430 on
freight shipments: $3,010,474 on express
packages: $5,695,424 on personal transportation; $465,261 on seats, berths and staterooms, and $3,541,528 on telegraph and long-

total

*

Methinks I hear the prophet wise: “What makes my ears so burn?”
Quoth prophet number two: “Old pal. Fort Winton called the turn!”

activity of the Film Theft Committee
much to reduce the number of
thefts of films, a recapitulation of figures
for 1920 as compared with 1919 shows, and

Heavy Increase

—

!

The

has done

W

mu

By Sam Bullock

HE

Seventh avenue.

Admission Tax Increase Shows
Bigger Crowds Visit Theatres

A

Ilium

first to

the committee.

Justice Platzek of the New York Supreme
Court has granted an injunction to restrain
the production of a motion picture “East
or West.”
An agreement has now been
reached with William Harris, Jr., producer
of the stage play “East Is West,” who
brought the action, whereby this picture
may be released under title of “The Third
S.

sit-

low Room” and a United Artists picture,
“Down on the Farm,” mysteriously disappeared. All have been recovered, several
as a result of the arrest of Brooks, says
W. C. Hawkins, special representative of

ment.
is

Arrests

Magistrate Simpson,

Films Recovered.
be held was Joseph Brooks,
a “picker-up” of shows for the Atlantic
Garden Theatre on the Bowery. During
May, prints of Robertson-Cole’s “The White
“Smouldering Embers,”
Dove,”
Pathe’s
Metro’s “The Winding Trail,” Pathe’s “All
Lit Up,” Realart’s “The Mystery of the Yel-

When Mr. Kugel was asked as to his
future activities he said he had several
plays awaiting production and that these
would receive his early attention. Also he
has motion picture associations to which
Mr. Kugel said it
he intends to hold.
would be several weeks before he would
be able to make a more definite announce“East

IS,

Many

The

for Selzeffective June 26.
opening offices at 140 West
street, where he will greet

his many friends in the
theatrical fields.

Ill

*
b

L

June

cases.

|

T
|

Lee Kugel Leaving Selznick
to Open Offices for Himself
EE KUGEL has resigned as advertis-

Fort Winton Called the Turn

|

I

mull

O

N

ting in a New York City court, held
for the grand jury two men who had
been arrested through the efforts of the
Film Theft Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
The two men were involved in different

merce.

Rufus

a

as

Two More New York

Woman.”

atre

rolled

Film Theft Committee Makes

directly identified with producing, only as
a matter of self-defense and not as a
matter of choice, he says.
Again he declared his loyalty to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
and hoped to strengthen it by his affiliation
with the Theatre Owners’ Chamber of Com-

distance

telephone messages.

July
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Theatre Owners Will Fight Aggression;
“Hands Off” Is Warning to Offenders

A

S president of your national organization,

I

am

them

sider

carefully.

offending elements persist in
mistaken policy of seeking to undermine our investments they must be prepared to meet the consequences. One concern engaged in distributing has intimated
a desire to co-operate with the exhibitors,
and we have assurances from one of the
big producing companies that they want
to discuss the situation with us in a spirit
The men who will
of reason and amity.
see the light first and accede to the just
demands of the organized exhibitors of the
country will show good business sense.
Prepare Record of Proceedings.
The executive committee of the organization is preparing a complete printed record of the proceedings and all the ofin
ficial documents which played a part
If

certain

their

the
letin

the

By

receiving enthusiastic as-

surance of support from every secThe tenor of most letters is optition.
mistic, but there is an undercurrent which
makes it plain that the great exhibiting
body of the country demands action against
the aggression of certain producers.
The great responsibility that the convention laid upon my shoulders makes it imperative for me to consult with the execuWe propose to move and
tive committee.
move quickly, but we do not propose to
move without due deliberation. I have received many suggestions and we will con-

The bulat Cleveland.
be published under the seal of
organization and will constitute the

deliberations
will

SYDNEY

COHEN

S.

Motion Picture Theatre
Oivners of America

President,

sent out in order to bring the organization to the exhibitors through all parts of

record.
exhibitors, big and small, throughout the country realize that the one reliable source of insurance for protection of
their investments is a powerful national
organization. No time is being lost in pro-

The

viding adequate quarters properly equipped
where data may be gathered from all over
the country as to conditions existing, and
if any inroads are being made by producerexhibitors, so this organization can meet
the attack.
In a very short time organizers will be

:

Convention Donations Totaled $19,000;
President Seeks Necessary Corrections

T

HE

following is a list of contributions
to defray the preliminary expenses
for the maintenance of the national

organization which was formed amid such
unparalleled
enthusiasm at the recent
Cleveland convention.
While the utmost
care has been used to have the names of
the contributors distinctly specified and
the amount properly stated, it is quite possible that owing to the hurry with which
the list had to be prepared for publication
some errors may have crept in. The contributors are requested to send in notice
of corrections to the temporary headquar-

Times Building, New York
The contributors are as follows
Lewis & Brisco, Elmwood, Ind

City.

ters, 708

:

Peter

J.

Kaminiski,

New York

5

State

1,000

Chamber
merce, New York

Theatre

$5

Cleveland

Owners’

of

Com-

C. D. Cooley, Tampa, Fla.
George W. Brown, Williamson, W. Va.
George Kyros, Charlestown, W. Va.
.

.•

.

official

country, so that every exhibitor, no
matter how small his investment may be,
will be given an opportunity to join with
his fellow exhibitor in bringing about a
100 per cent, national organization, an organization that will prove its motto
“An
Injury to One Is the Concern of All.”
the

.

Wyman &

Lick, Fort Smith, Ark
Tulsa, Okla
Motion Picture Exchange Association,

W. M. Smith,

Milwaukee

New

.

Jersey Exhibitors’ Association..

Texas Exhibitors’ Circuit
Strand Theatre, Steubenville, Ohio....
Jackson & Markowitz, San Francisco.
Theatrical Protective League, Minne-

100
362
300
30
500

Motion

Picture

Exhibitors’

Association
Kansas State Exhibitors’ League
H. A. Victor, McKeesport,

Pa

Mo

Bluff,

Dalle & Rees, Louisville, Ky.
A. J. Bethencourt, Houma, La
Illinois Exhibitors’ Alliance, Aurora,
Thos.

J.

111

Maurice Davis, Washington, D. C
G. Bryant, Rock Hill, S. C
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors’
Association

W.

Jake Wells, Richmond, Va
American
Exhibitors’
Association,
Pittsburgh
Indianapolis

1,000

300
100

50
100
100
500
250
50

700
500
500
325
100
100
60
25
100

Amusement Co
Theatre Exchange, Omaha
Huss Brothers, Cincinnati
W. G. Bryant, Rock Hil, S. C
Abe Kramer, Cleveland
James Ginn, Wilmington, Del
H. W. Kress, Piqua, Ohio

75

Cionciola, Roma Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio
R. T. Megibben, Marianna, Ark
Dan Gutella, Belief ontaine, Ohio
Bert Fiala, Dayton, Ohio
C. A. Hoffman, Cleveland.
C. C. Hauber, Pine Bluff, Ark
Charles H. Miles, Detroit
M. C. Kellogg, Lead, S. D
J. H. Kunsky, Detroit
Paul Banker, Dayton, Ohio
Regent Theatre, P. E. Morrea, Cleveland, Miss
Roland Hill, Greensboro, N. C
C. H. Burkey, Kansas City
C. H. Burkey, Kansas City
S.

.

.

Maryland
250

apolis

Michigan

500
100
20
30
100
500

W. Rogers, Poplar

J.

West Virginia
Eastern Pennsylvania
Theodore Mikolowsky,

2,000

100
500
5Q
50
100
80
20

150
100
1,000

Rex Theatre,

Masontown, Pa

20

Chillieothe, Ohio, C. A. Smith,

Sherman

Theatre

James Boyd, Arkansas
Mr. Lucas, Georgia
J. Kleist, Michigan
Murray, Elliott & Robbins, Warren,
Ohio
M. Rosenbloom, Chalerio, Pa
J. C. Flack, Covenant, Ohio
The Squark, Auditorium Theatre, Ni-

A.

ligh,

50
50
50
25
100
50

Neb

io
50
100
100

50
10

20
5

Regent

50

Mrs. R. R. Moore, Ideal Theatre, Akron,

Ohio

25

Amusement Co. and Smith
Amusement Co., Alliance, Ohio

Tender

Michael

50

Philadelphia

100

Flayer, Detroit
Miss A. J. Drumm, Moline, 111
Jacob S. Fox, Riverside, N. J
C. A. Barbian, Akron

10
20
20
25
50
10

S.

Steffel,

B.

James Danlevy, Akron
John Brennon, Cozy Theatre, Detroit.
F. S. Kirk,

Malone, N.

Y

Marcus Loew, New York City
H. Grombacker, Spokane, Wash
H. C. Farley, Montgomery, Ala
Cash report of Sub-Committee on Registration

Total

20
2,000

100
80

2,853

$19,030

“Screen Snapshots” Released
Cohn, producer of “Screen Snapannounces that the first issue has
been released and is meeting with great
Jack

shots,”

“Don't Be Bashful— Don’t Be Shy— Cupid’ll Get You By and By!”
Chimes in the miniature girl chorus while Tom Mix folds his hands
and says to
to himself:
Why pick on me." A scene from “3 Gold Coins," a« lands,
new Fox picture.

success at all openings.
Exhibitors who
have screened it report that audiences are
well pleased with the idea and that it is.
arousing an unsual interest.
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Home-Brewing Trouble.
Here's a film advertiser with

The Come-backs:
Rothapfel.
Joe L. Plunkett.
S. L.

o

of Lies” (Para-

fire

o

—

Wives

for

Souls”

trade

o

—

Dana Proves Equal to
Toe Dance as Well as Shimmy”

man’s

own

fault.

tradepaper headline that
only lacks reference to Nautch
dancing to make it complete
poetry of motion.
is

a

o
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They were

You Do and You Don’t
And
You Don’t and You Do.

land.

job.

Prepare for another Armistice
Day:
“The general release of ‘The
World and His Wife’ is scheduled

"I’m highly satisfied to be with
the ‘Big Six,” mimeographs Mr.
Irvine, “and especially to be with
Maurice Tourneur, as he is a veritable mine for news and features, not press agent stuff, because he is a great man a student, a traveler, a soldier, a
And you don’t have to
painter.
concoct a lot of bunk about a
man of this caliber.”
So it seems, sez I'm.

—

—

o

Getting Wise to Women.
Annette Kellerman shows:
“What Women Love.”
Louise Huff tells:

Who

knows:

“What Women Need?”
o

—

Bill Hart, in “Sand,” has been
proclaimed a favorite feature in
Woodrow Wilson’s private theatre.

And we have yet to hear of a
man in public life who has dismore sand than the
White House convalescent.
played

o

This

Tom

—

North

feller,

of

Washington, is forever doing
something different.
Instead of taking flash-light
pictures of crowds standing in
line he photographs the satisfied
audiences leaving the Tom Moore
theatres.
o

—

York’s Strand advertises:
“The Great Accident.”
“Married Life.”
o

—

lucky,” said one chap.
“All the checks I took went
through without being stopped,
o

for July 25.”

a

intrigue and love.”
Also “a gripping story ©^romance, love and adventure.”

Who’ll do ’em?”

—

The On-Coming O’Days.

« ‘One-Thing-at-a-Time’ O’Day”

(Metro).

“Peep O’Day” (Goldwyn).
Saving O’Daylight (Not
versal).

—Publicity.

uni-

manager of the Selznicl; interests to establish a Correspond-

licity

“Bennie” Zeidman’s passport

O

—

With so many ouija boards in
operation the Bible Film Corporation should have little difficulty in finding “spiritual” faces
to play atmosphere in religious
pictures.
o

—

When

the voice of the crities
do not unite in praise, “Consensus
of Trade Press Reviews,” as published exclusively in Moving Picture World, is apt to be classed,
by the producer most concerned,
as consenseless.
o

—

and other photo-

plays with numerals in the
are coming along nicely.

o

Filmdom.

title

—

Every time Harry Reichenbach gets a thousand-a-week
exploiting a picture, he
it that much easier for
others to get $300 a week for
similar occupation.
Less than ten years ago $75
was top figure for a theatrical
advance agent. There were no
film exploitationists in those
days.
for

makes

Brewing,

—

Double-Feature Offering:
“Should a Wife Work?”
“For Love or Money.”

'iiHimmmitiuitiniinnuimHiiimtmBiiuuiiitiuiwtiiim»iii)uainini»iHMHwiiiiwiiiHi««uuiiureitmriiimiinMii»inmmniinuiuiinunfBiiHMiiiHiwiinnwniin

Clip

and Paste

For Photoplay Editors and Theatre Programs
dent picture will be a film version of George Weston’s story,
“Girls Don’t Gamble Any More.”

Lloyd

Ingraham

will

direct

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven in
“Twin Beds.”

—

..

i

“The

David Butler’s third indepen-

Jack Livingston plays an important part in Alice Lake’s current picture for Metro, “The Misfit Wife.”

“The Brass Bowl,” by Louis
Joseph Vance, and “The Second
Latchkey,” by C. N. and A. M.
Williamson, have been purchased
by Sam Rorke for Katherine
MacDonald.

Wal-

James Cruze will
lace Reid in “The Charm School”
for Paramount-Artcraft.
direct

Tiger

'

'

snill

-

featuring

Lady,”

Hope Hampton as

the star and
Maurice Tourneur as the director, will be the last of the Tourneur pictures under his present
contract.

The George Melford company,
Opie Read’3 “The
Jucklins” for Paramount, has
gone for a three weeks’ location
trip to Truckee, Cal.

“The Girl Who Dared,” Louise
Glaum’s latest feature for J.
Parker Read, has been completed
at the Ince studio, Hollywood,
Cal.

House Peters, who has just
completed a picture for Louis B.
Mayer, is soon to head his own
production company.
Molly

Betty Ross Clark will be leading woman for Fatty Arbuckle
in “The Traveling Salesman,” just
begun at Lasky’s this week.

George

Melford

soon

begins

filming “The Jucklins,” taking
the entire company with him to a
location in northern California.
Monte Blue, Mabel Julienne Scott,
Charles Ogle, Winter Hall, Guy

Burton and Ruth
Renick play the principal roles.

Oliver, Clarence

H. B. Warner is about to begin
work in “Going Straight,” under
director Henry King, for Jesse
D.

Hampton.

Fritzi Brunette will play the
leading role in “Shadows of the
Past” for the Doubleday Pro-

ductions.

Anita Stewart has started production on “Sowing the Wind,”
her next First National attraction.

“The Money Changers,”
new Benjamin B. Hampton

the
pro-

duction from Upton Sinclair’s
novel, has been completed.
Mitchell Lewis
for his part in

is

getting ready

his third Jack
Star
“The
picture,
Rover,” to be filmed by C. E.
Shurtleff at Metro.

London

Malone

Goldwyn

has

contract

five-year

signed a
play in

to

films.

Forrest Stanley has been engaged to play the leading role
in the next Cecil De Mille pro
duction.

William Duncan has completed
“The Silent Avenger,” the first
of six serials to be produced
under his new contract with
Vitagraph.
Mrs. Joseph Dowling, who was
on the stage in vears past, plays
a part in the current Allan Dwan
production for Mayflower.
Director J. P. McGowan has
started on a new Universal feature, entitled “Below the Deadline,”

Let them climax with “7 or
o

Home

ence School in
of

—

now making

disclosed, according to Carlyle
Robinson, the fact that the
and Mary
guest of Dougla
Fairbanks, now Europing, is actually monnikered Bernard.
“And Barney,” sez Carl, “don’t
fit
his type.”
o
The number of “foremost authors” who have sold stories for
screen presentation are only exceeded by the number of “foremost exhibitors” who have enattained
screen-res”lts
dorsed
from said stories.

11 .”

A feature
“story of mystery,

o

—

o—o

Filmdom Needs:
based on

o

Lee Kugel has resigned as pub-

Gloria Hope.

1 1

was

“Officer 666”

New

This name was selected in honHokum’s father. Fuller
Bunk, who founded the Bunk
School of Pufflieity.

.nuttu/naMmiuMiMa m ii uimatu w u cuui u MuatuauauM timuuu uaitatsuuutw

—

“What Women Want.”

—

talking about

Clark Irvine having switched
from Goldwyn publicity to Assocarols
ditto
ciated Producers’
gaily because Maurice Tourneur
is to be his specialty on the new

kum.”

effort last

—

still

Randy Lewis gets word from
Mr. and Mrs. Hercules Hokum
that the first fruit of their union
is to be christened “Fuller Ho-

Hope Hampton.
And Leatrice Joy.

the polkadotted pebble championships that were decided in Cleve“I

—

The Cheer-Ups

1920

3,

or of Mrs.

film-trade

o

Viola

Going nutty over party politics is an affliction, but those
nose-wide “moustaches” are a

Your Vi-

papers
week.
Not one screen player organized his or her own producing
company.

was wasted
“Old

advises:

Husband True?”

Publishing

New.”
o

cinity:
“Is Your

escape,

Our Swap Department.
“Simple

He

disposition.

“Start Something!”
“Ask the Ladies in

mount).
Pufflicity’s

mean

a

—

“The Ladder

July

with Bob Anderson, Bert

Sprotte, James Warner
lian Biron in the cast.

and

Lil-

Ruth Stonehouse and Winifred
Greenwood play important roles
the Metro feature
Alike?” starring

in

Men

“Are All

May

Alli-

son.

George Loane Tucker, who has
settled his differences with Mayflower, is now cutting and editing his production. “Ladies Must
Live,” which will be sent to New

York as soon as

it

is

completed.

July

3,
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’s

Bulletin

Dealing with Gov. Coolidges Candidacy
N

the last
trade paper
the caption
leaders to keep

I

of a motion picture
appeared an article under
of “Efforts being made by

issue

industry out of the political
It points out that a “movecampaign.”
ment” with this idea in view is in accordance with the program adopted by the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry at its annual meeting.
It also says that the naming of Governor
Coolidge as Republican candidate for the
vice-presidency “was accepted in various
circles as meaning the motion picture men
throughout the country would make every
effort to elect him out of gratitude for his
attitude toward the censorship bill which
passed the Massachusetts Legislature, but
which he vetoed.”
The article was written after an interview at the offices of the National Asso-

Royal K. Fuller, who quoted
President William A. Brady’s statement
with reference to keeping pictures out of
politics, the attitude of the industry, etc.
Politics and Gratitude.
The following statement by Lewis J. Selznick is in reply thereto
“I have just read with much chagrin the
‘supposed to be authentic’ bulletin issued
from the offices of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry on the subject of keeping this industry out of policiation with

tics.

“No sane one among us would want to
become a football for poli-

see the screen

be kicked in either direction at the
discretion of ‘the gentlemen who claim to
control its destinies.’ It is a wild dream,
however, and just as indiscreet to publish

tics, to

and advertise to the world that this industry, with the wonderful power of the
screen in its hands, will sit idly by and
permit our political enemies and politicians
catering to ‘wild reformers’ to maltreat and
harass us while we keep deep silence and
turn the other side of the jaw to a proper
angle for another punch.
“Bulletin of Ingratitude.”

“The reference
nor Coolidge and

this article to Govera statement of what the
‘indisposition’ of this industry would be,
was not a political statement or a statement of politics. 'It was a bulletin of ingratitude, thoughtlessly put out, which
does not express the feelings of the men
and women of this industry toward the

“Suds!”
woi

in

“Suds!”
t

is

fearless Massachusetts governor, now candidate for the vice-presidency of the
United States.
“It not only was uncalled for, but I for
one do not believe it was born solely from

Governor Calvin Coolthoughtlessness.
idge gave three hours of his valuable time
to a committee from this industry in his
office in Boston before he vetoed the censorship bill which had already passed the
Massachusetts House and Senate.
Exhibitors’ Wire Not Political.

am

informed that when the gentlemen
called upon him they were received courteously and listened to attentively. When
the censorship bill reached the governor
for his signature or veto, he was besieged
and importuned from all sides by many
of his friends and numerous powerful organizations and urged to sign it. Governor Coolidge vetoed this bill, showing that
he understands motion pictures, what they
stand for and what they are trying to accomplish for the good of humanity.
“I

“I, for one, appreciate
fairness, his fearlessness,

ieit.

says

wnere

s

I

hope

I

his

may

ciation.
“I am in

full

which was sent

my

appre-

accord with the telegram
to Governor Coolidge by

the independent motion picture exhibitors
in convention at Cleveland, expressing their
thanks and appreciation for the great service which he did for this industry and for
the great wrong which he alone averted.
Theirs was not a political wire it was a
wire of appreciation.

—

Unappreciative of Square Deal?
“Let me repeat once more it isn’t a
question of keeping the motion picture industry out of politics in this case.
We
want to stay out of politics, but we are
not afraid to fight our own battles and

—

them effectively. Above all things,
us not go on record as apostles of ingratitude, and let the gentlemen who take
the liberty of publishing these bulletins
fight
let

about how everybody feels about Governor
Coolidge and other friends of this industry
be sure they are right before they put us
on record again as being unappreciative of
a square deal.”

Forrest Stanley Is Cecil B. DeMille*s New
Leading Man; Succeeds Meighan and Dexter

A

FTER

a search covering several weeks
and involving nearly a score of candidates, Cecil B. DeMille has chosen
Forrest Stanley, favorite stage and screen
actor, as

the leading

man

of future Cecil

DeMille special productions for Paramount.
Stanley, who succeeds Thomas
B.

Meighan and Elliott Dexter, signed a fiveyear contract with the Famous Players
Corporation, following his negotiations
with the director-general of that organization.

Forrest Stanley has been^a

member

of

the Oliver Morosco stage forces as a juvenile and leading man for the past decade
and has found time to support several feminine stars of the screen. It was his work
in a recent Paramount Picture which first
attracted Cecil B. DeMille’s attention to the
young actor and eventually won for him
his present position.
“I believe that in Forrest Stanley I have
found a worthy successor to such versatile

Where, Oh, Where Are They?

ne ver

bigness,

his

and

have the opportunity to show

Pickford

in

We

this

that guy that just asked

actors as Thomas Meighan and Elliott
Dexter,” said Mr. DeMille in discussing
his plans for his new leading man. “He has
youth, intelligence, ability and a certain
amount of experience which I am certain
will combine to speedily placed him in the
forefront of screen players.

Value of Stage Training.

“While stage experience can be as much
of a hindrance as an aid to photoplay
progress, I believe that in Mr. Stancase his past stage work will be of
decided value. He has acquired poise and
his versatility has, I think, received considerable impetus from poise and this
work.
“My plans for the next production have
not yet taken definite form, but I have two
stories in mind, either of which will give
Stanley ample opportunities to show his
And I am certain that he wHl live
ability.
up to my expectations.”
ley’s

Ash. Mary Says They’re Not in the Bottom of the Collar Box.
Artists’ special.
Wonder who gets the brown derby at the
me for a ’leven an’ a half collar, huh?” chirps Mary.

new United
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Bryant Washburn and Lee Ochs Combine
Plan Five Annual Independent Specials
y

B

RYANT WASHBURN
ing'

his

is

now

complet-

the details for the formation of

own producing company

to

make

four or five special productions annually.
Lee A. Ochs will be associated with Mr.
Washburn in the production of these spe-

the Washburn-Ochs
of the four or more features to be made each year will be given a
particularly strong exploitation and adverIt is planned to conduct
tising campaign.
separate picit so as to not only give each
ture the best publicity but to have the combined campaigns add to the already great
popularity of Bryant Washburn.
Both men have entered into the undertaking with their whole hearts and souls.
Mr. Washburn is determined to spare no
money to make the finest possible series of
Both Mr. Ochs
box office attractions.
and he will give careful attention to the
matter of stories, direction and supporting
cial

features.

arrangement

Under

all

cast.

Strand Buys Proctor House
Announcement has just been made

is

Commerce and W. J. Lytle of the Lytle CirMrs. Washburn will accompany him
cuit.
will be entertained by the various women’s clubs en route.
On the evening of July 1, Mr. and Mrs.
Washburn will leave for Dallas where the
star will address the Exhibitors’ League
of Texas as the guest of E. T. Peter and
M. H. Gwynn of Terrell, Texas. He will
York
leave Dallas so as to arrive in
City on July 5, and will stop at the Hotel

and

New

twelve

he said.
Mr. Patterson asked the ministers to
consider Sunday motion pictures. No comment was made at the time by any members of the body, but several ministers
declared afterwards that the association
stood against Sunday movies squarely and
never would change its views.

.

expected to complete
his last picture for Famous Players-Lasky
by June 29. He will immediately leave for a
tour of Texas, later coming to New York
and then sailing for Europe. He will arrive
in San Antonio on July 1, where he will be
the guest of the Rotary Club, Chamber of

Bryant Washburn

pictures were condemned as
for Atlanta, in 1919 only two were
condemned. In 1916, a total of 3,665 feet
was cut from films because of suggestiveness or immorality, while in 1919 only 325
Mr. Percy stated that this
feet were cut.
indicated the producers are learning what
to put into their picture and what not to
put in, and that the stage of experimentation has virtually passed. The percentage
of pictures now received for exhibition
that are unfit is so small as to scarcely be
meritous of any consideration any longer,
1916

unfit

tained.
The theatre is located on State
street and occupies a strategic point.
iiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiuiiiiiiiiiimiiitiiiiiiiiiiiu

Are Uniforms an Asset?

Biltmore.

spend a short time in
the city while he is completing the various
details of his producing company. On July
10 Mrs. Washburn and he will sail for the
other side. The trip is for the two-fold
purpose of giving the star a much needed
rest and to permit him to film some scenes
for his first independent production, an
English story. It will be filmed in England
with an American star, an American director and an American company.
Mr. Ochs has made no arrangements regarding distribution. An announcement relative to this will be forthcoming later, at
which time further details of the producing
arrangement will also be given out.

Mr. Washburn

He Wants Sunday Shows

T

HERE

are very few picture theatre
managers who would care to get up
in front of a ministerial body to
speak in behalf of an open Sunday
for motion pictures, but Willard Patterson,
manager of the Criterion Theatre in Atlanta, Ga., recently did it.
Though it is
not likely Atlanta will enjoy Sunday movies
as a result, Mr. Patterson nevertheless had
the satisfaction of expressing his views
on the subject.
Not satisfied with the fact that Atlanta
is closed tight so far as moving pictures
are concerned on Sunday, the ministers are
now waging a campaign to bring about
a more stringent local censorship of the
films.
It was at a meeting of the Atlanta
Ministers’ Evangelical Association that the
question came up and William L. Percy,
former secretary of the Atlanta board of
censors, and Mr. Patterson were present
to address the association on this subject.

Concerning the work of the Atlanta
Mr. Percy declared that while in

board,

N PAGE

will

Patterson Tells Ministers

in

Albany, N. Y., that the Strand interests
have acquired Proctor’s Theatre in Schenectady, taking over the house as well as
a lease which has five years to run. While
no details are given, it is generally understood in local real estate circles, through
which the deal was made, that a Strand
theatre will be located in Electric City,
but whether the present building housing
Proctor’s Theatre will be partially torn
down and remodeled, or an entirely new
building will be erected, cannot be ascer-

130 of this issue
representative
e x h ibitors
say “Yes” and say so em-

|
1

|

phatically.

They

also

tell

why and

explain how to get the best results
from them.

Sails for

1

|
l

Europe

a series of cabled negotiations,

Following
John Emerson, the new president of the
Actors’ Equity Association, has announced
his intention of sailing for Europe on Wednesday, June 23, accompanied by his wife,
Anita Loos. Mr. Emerson refused to discuss his mission except to say that it had
for

its

purpose a closer consolidation be-

tween the English Actors’ Association and
a similar organization in Paris, and a study
of the methods of these organizations. He

make

the trip as speedily as possible
and expects to be in New York again in
about a month or six weeks.
will

Dues of Washington League
Based on Theatre Capacity

W

ASHINGTON,

D.

C.,

exhibitors have

new

league and are putting
firm basis by levying dues
it on a
on its members according to seating capaFor convenience, they have adopted
city.
the scale used by Congress in its original
tax law 'with annual dues of $25 for houses
having a capacity up to 299; $50 where there
are between 300 and 499 seats $75 for between 500 and 799, and $100 for the larger
houses. It is proposed to make a donation
to the national league from this fund in
the amount of $250.
The exhibitors went on record as favoring the strict observance of existing regulations with respect to Sunday opening.
A

formed

a

;

•iiiiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiimuiniiiimiiu

a local exhibitor was haled
into court for having opened too early. The
other members of the theatre field here
are not in favor of conflict with the regulations and showed it in their resolution.
Some years ago when there was agitation

few days ago

against

Sunday opening, the theatre men

agreed that they did not desire to compete
with the local churches for attendance and,
therefore, would not open their houses until
This was
3 o’clock Sunday afternoons.
agreeable to the people who sought to have
the theatres closed on the Sabbath and to
the commissioners of the District of Columbia. It was also agreed that no new
shows should be put on after 10:30 p. m.

1

|
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Emerson

E. T. Peter.
of the Treasury of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.

Watch-Dog

Get Ready for Production

at

Famous Players London Plant

A

T

last the

new

studios of the

Famous

Players-Lasky British Producers Company at Islington, London, are approaching completion, and are indeed already in a condition that permits work on
actual production.
The big No. 1 studio,
with its fifty-foot water tank, is cleared
for action scenes are being set in the No.
2 studio, for “The Great Day,” the five-act
drama by George R. Sims and Louis N.
Parker, which has been adapted for the
screen by Eve Unsell; Director Hugh Ford,
assistant director J. C. Boyle, Hal Young,
cameraman, and a party of fifteen all told
are now away shooting scenes in Devonshire and elsewhere with some of the leading players of a star cast and return to
carry on work for the interior sets now
;

;

being staged at the studios.
Among visitors to the studio lately has
been Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
who, with Mrs. Lasky, made a thorough inspection of the Poole Street building on the
day after his arrival in England. Mr. Lasky
declared his satisfaction at all he saw and
at the completion of the big undertaking
which, in face of many difficulties, has been
so successfully carried through under the
supervision of Milton E. Hoffman.

Tuchman

Joins Associated

A1 Tuchman, for the
nected with Universal

last six years conin the capacity of

secretary to the president, assistant general manager and purchasing agent, has
joined Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., in the capacity of purchasing agent.
For the last two and a half years of his
connection with Universal Mr. Tuchman
acted in this capacity.

July
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Circuits Southwest Franchise Holders

Ready

to

Fight Lynch-Hulsey Interests

RGANIZATION

of the independent
exhibitor forces which will carry to
a finish the theatre war between
them and the Lynch-Hulsey interests of
Dallas was completed in New York last
week when four prominent exhibitors, representing more than 400 independents in
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, joined
hands in accepting leadership as holders
of the Associated First National Pictures
franchise for the three states.
Custodianship of the franchise was given
to Tom H. Boland, of the Empress Theatre,
Oklahoma City; Ross D. Rogers, of Dye,

O

Ford and Rogers, owning and operating
theatres in Amarilla, Wichita Falls, Plainview and Canyon, Texas; Saul S. Harris,
who operates the Royal, Kempner,. Crystal
and Gem theatres, of Little Rock, Ark.,
and Claude J. Musselman, owner of the

Grand Theatre
is
!

building

a

in

Paris, Texas,

new house

in

and who
Corsicana,

Texas.

Immediately upon their return to the
Southwest these four independent exhibitors will perfect the organization of the
new territorial enterprise for First National, to be known as Associated First

National Pictures, Inc., of Texas. The new
co-operative body will maintain offices in
Dallas, Oklahoma City and Little Rock.

step in the activities of the exhibitor opponents of the theatre monopoly
first

which has occupied the major attention of independents throughout the
three states for months past, will be the
strife

.

extension of sub-franchises in the territory
for the independent feature attractions for
which Associated First National Pictures
has contracted with fifteen independent
stars, producers and directors. This action
brings to a focus the problem that has
faced the 400 and more independent exhibitors whose present franchises in the
First National Exhibitors’ Circuit exchange
of Dallas, controlled by E. H. Hulsey, will
expire in December of this year.
It was the general opinion throughout the
territory that because of his affiliation with
S, A. Lynch, to whom he is said to have
sold his own theatre properties, Mr. Hulsey
would be constrained to make numerous
changes in the present alignment of franchised exhibitors when the time arrived
for renewals and consideration of other

—

This opinion gained strength

became known, shortly after the
Lynch-Hulsey affiliation was confirmed,
it

Mr. Lynch’s theatre-acquiring activities in the Southwest were to be extended
to the Southwest, and on a supposedly
larger scale, especially in view of the impetus he gained through ownership of Mr.
Hulsey’s houses in Dallas and other important key cities in the territory.
that

After Hulsey Refused Agreement.

The hundreds of rumors afloat in Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas concerning the
future disposition of First National franchises gained force when it became generally known that Mr. Hulsey had not
signed the new Associated First National
Pictures agreements, together with the
other original owners of First National
franchises. This implied a definite termination of his association with Circuit members, and led to radical action among the
400 independent exhibitors whose theatre
interests were deeply concerned in the mat-

representative sources of film supply with
all which that implies.
This divides the

Southwest territory into two distinct factions, and it remains to be seen to just
what extent a united opposition from independent exhibitors, thoroughly intrenched
with guaranteed production sources, will be
able to more than hold its own in maintaining individualism among the theatre owners.

Sentiment Is Unanimous.
“The sentiment among the members of
First National is unanimous in its determination to assist us with every means and
agency at its command, to remain independent and to preserve individual ownership
of theatres in the Southwest.
This is a
sincere application of the principle which
actuated First National members in extending the protection and safety of the
franchise to other exhibitors throughout
the country. The Southwestern exhibitors
may now consider themselves as bona fide,
representative members of the big national

co-operative body, with

ter.

affairs

Special Trip to Dallas.

This special committee went to Chicago
to confer with the executive

committee of

First National while that organization held
its

To Extend Sub-Franchises.
The

applications.

when

annual convention

at

the Hotel

Con-

gress.
Following this, several important
exhibitor-officials of the Circuit made a
special trip to Dallas and met more than
100 independent theatre owners from the
three spates, who made formal pledges of
support to the proposal for a new main
franchise grant to the entire territory by
Associated First National Pictures. This
was agreed to with the understanding that
the entire independent exhibitor body involved decide upon its own leaders to head

the organization.
A formal statement, issued jointly by
Messrs. Boland, Harris, Rogers and Musselman, outlines the policy and course they
have adopted as the guide to their activity
in directing the affairs of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., of Texas. It reads,
in part:

and

official

voice in

its

policies.”

T. Roy Barnes in West
Roy Barnes has arrived in Los Angeles to do “So Long Letty” with the ChrisT.

Work

tie Film Company.
is to start within a week under A1 Christie’s direction.

A1 Christie declares that T. Roy Barnes
a great bet for the part of Harry Miller
“So Long Letty,” the plot of which, he
says, is a typical “glorified Christie comedy” on a big scale. There will be two
married couples and a domestic tangle, the
like of which Christie is quite familiar
with in his successful comedies of married
is

in

life.

McQuade
Margaret

in Cast of “Jenny”
McQuade, well known as

a

portrayer of character types, is included
in the cast supporting Olive Thomas in
her
forthcoming
Selznick
production,
“Jenny,” written by Roy Horniman, a British

novelist.

Laurence Trimble

is

direct-

“With our fellow independent exhibitors
the Southwest we have obtained definite

ing the production at the Selznick West
Coast Studios.
Other members of the cast are Betty
Schade, Barney Sherry, Colin Kenny, An-

and lasting assurances, through the new
main franchise award, of permanent and

drew Arbuckle, Richard Tucker, Walt
Whitman and Mrs. George Hernandez.

Committee’s Statement.
in

“Oh, But Ain’t I a Sick Man *N I’m Gonna Stay This Way Just as Long as This Nurse Insists on Petting Me,”
Says Ben Turpin with a smile. Ben continues to state that the more pretty nurses he sees the sicker he gets and that if they
keep on coming he’s willing to be an invalid for life. Some snappy views of “Married Life,” a five-reel
Mack Sennett comedy released by First National.
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Will Rogers’ Son Dead.
Frederick Rogers, aged three years, son
of the Goldwyn comedian, Will Rogers,
died June 17 of diphtheria, while his father
was on location at Sacramento, Cal. Mr.
Rogers’ other sons, Willis and Jimmy, are
ill with the same disease, but their condition is not considered critical.

“Broken Blossoms” Sold for France
During

present stay in Paris, J. J.
McCarthy has just advised the home office
of Guy Croswell Smith, Ltd., in New York,
which concern controls all foreign rights
to D. W. Griffith’s “Broken Blossoms,” that
he and George Bowles, the European representative of the film, have sold the rights
of this picture for France, the French African Colonies and Switzerland to the
Compagnie Generale Francaise de Cinematographic of France. The initial French
presentation will take place at the Salle
Marivaux in Paris early in October, one
of the leading picture houses of that city.
his

By

T

Releasing

New

HE growth

of the Equity Pictures Corporation under the guiding hand of
Joe Schnitzer, its president, who set
its
policy at few but great productions,
has made another leap to the forefront by
the release of two special features and the
worth of its Clara Kimball Young pictures.
Following the success of Equity’s first venture, “Silk Husbands and Calico Wives,”
with House Peters, comes “Keep to the
Right,” with the fascinating Edith Taliaferro in her screen debut, and “Whispering
Devils,” with Conway Tearle and Rose-

mary Theby.
This expansion of Equity’s output sets
rest the inquiries of many interested
friends who could not understand how
Equity’s nineteen exchanges could be kept
busy with the product of Clara Kimball
Young alone.
Until recently, Equity’s

at

& Finkelstein

epresenting

the outcome of eight
years of faithful service to exhibitors and the public of Minneapolis and
vicinity, announcement this week from the
Ruben & Finkelstein Theatre Enterprises,
holders of the Associated First National
Pictures’ franchise for that territory, climaxes a consistent expansion of activity
with the taking over of the fourth floor of
the Loeb Arcade, one of the most centrailly located and prominent office buildings of Minneapolis.
The new offices will provide quarters for
the executives and a large developing room,
projection room, accounting department
and a section for the press department.
One end of the floor will contain quarters
for the northwestern branch of the Educational Films Corporation of America, of
which M. S. Finkelstein, I. H. Ruben, Theodore L. Hays of the firm, and J. F. Cubberley, manager of the Minneapolis First
National exchange, are officers.
At the
other end of the building are the offices
occupied by First National.
Finkelstein
& Ruben will begin moving their new
offices in the next few days.
Messrs. Ruben and Finkelstein have just
completed the New Astor, one of the best
picture houses in St. Paul.
In addition,
they now have under construction the New
Capitol, Blue Mouse and Nicollet theatres

R

3.

1920

Equity Increases Output of Features

Take New Offices;
Theatres Held Up By Labor Conditions

Ruben

July

These

Minneapolis.

in

their theatre holdings
past the thirty mark.

additions bring
the Twin Cities

in

Uncertain labor conditions alone have
been responsible for delays in christening
the

New

Capitol

in

St.

Paul.

However,

present indications are that it will open
in September. This theatre, which in architectural beauty will probably be the equal
of any theatre in the country, will cost approximately $2,000,000 and will seat 2,500.
The Minneapolis New Capitol, which will
be a fit mate for its companion theatre
across the river, will probably be opened
late this year.
Operating plans and personnel of the directing staffs are now being
worked out and are expected to be made
public within a few weeks.
Work on the other two Minneapolis theatres is progressing. The Blue Mouse, in
the heart of the loop district, is raply nearing completion. The new building enterprises will give the firm an increased seating capacity of more than 7,000 for the

Twin

Cities.

Ambition
(From the

St.

Louis Globe-Democrat.)

“What is your boy’s ambition?”
He wants to be a movie cowboy.”

Special Productions

answer
star

this concentration on a single
been that one genuine pearl is

to

has

worth many pieces of polished glass. Many
producers asked Equity to market their pictures through its solidly organized exchanges, but Equity held off till the right
picture came.
So when “Keep to the Right” appeared,
starring the irresistible Edith Taliaferro,
Equity decided that here at last was a production that paralleled the quality standard
of Young. It cost a small fortune, but the
“class” was all there it was a picture that
was “different.” And then came “Whispering Devils,” with Conway Tearle and Rose-

—

mary Theby.
Universal Holds Outing
The annual outing of the Universal employes in New York was held last Saturday,

June

19,

at

the

Eastern

Boulevard

Park.

Four hundred and fifty strong, from Carl
Laemmle, the Universal president, down to
the most elusive messenger boy, the Universalites boarded big sight-seeing buses
in front of the Universal office and motored to the picnic grounds.
The morning was devoted to sports, including running, jumping nad other contests.
In the afternoon there was a spirited ball game between a team from the
home office and one from the Fort Lee
factory.

In the afternoon there was dancing at
the Eastern Boulevard Hotel. In the evening there was more dancing.

Gordon Finishes Second Vitagraph
“Dollars and the Woman,” a current release, was the first Vitagraph production
in which Robert Gordon appeared in the
leading masculine role with Alice Joyce.

His work therein was of such merit that
Vitagraph arranged with J. Stuart Blackton with whom Mr. Gordon is under contract, to appear in another special production, just completed.
At the termination of his contract with
Mr. Blackton, Mr. Gordon had expected to
head his own company, for which negotiations were put under way some months ago.
Mr. Gordon now faces a unique situation.
It
is
determining whether to go ahead
wih his own company or tarry a while and
accept one of the several offers from different producers for his services.

The Sea Was Sparkling Bright with Foam and It Tempted a Mermaid with Form Divine.
Annette Kellerman seen here in a few extemporaneous poses for "What Women Love,” a comedy drama that will be distributed by
Sol Lesser. She’s traveling: the rocky road to the briny deep an d on the way we get a peep of her new bathing costume.

—
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Richardson Speaks in Philadelphia;
Finds Trenton Houses Lack Beauty

W

E

had sent the Philadelphia union
secretary a registered letter concerning our intended vi it to that
city and had a receipt therefor. Although
we had requested a prompt reply thereto,
no reply at all had been received. This is
However, we met H. D.
unfortunate.
Cherry, manager of the Savoy Theatre,
which is one of the forty-three in Philadelphia owned by the Stanley Company of
America, of which company Frank W.
Buhler is general manager. We told friend
Cherry that we had written a letter to the
union and that we received no reply. Mr.
Cherry is himself an old-time projection\

ist.

“Huh,” said he, “we will see about that!
C’mon.” And he hurried us over to General
tion

Manager Buhler’s office. The situawas explained to Mr. Buhler, who im-

ir.diately decided that his managers and
projectionists should have the benefit of
the message we were there to deliver. He
issued orders for all his managers and
projectionists to gather at one of his theaThe representative
tres at a given hour.
of the Philadelphia fire marshal was also
present, and we did our best to convince
him that the limiting of the size of the

observation ports is not only unnecessary
but very bad practice.

May Have Use

of

Any

Theatre.

After the lecture Mr. Buhler shook hands
with us and remarked “Any time you can
come to Philadelphia again you may have
the use of any theatre or anything else
we’ve got; moreover, we will pay your
:

expenses,” and this in face of the fact that
we stepped a bit heavily on two or three
of the “corns” of the Stanley company. It
is a broad-minded, progressive man who
can accept and assimilate constructive criticism.

And now we are a bit in danger of being
thought insincere, because after repeating
these nice things we are going to pay the
Stanley company what is, from our viewpoint, a high compliment. We visited five
of their projection rooms and they were
the best five rooms we have ever visited
To begin with, they are all
in one city.
of good size, with high ceilings and painted
We may therefore
dark bronze green.
say that in so far as concerns size and
color they are correct.
All

the

All

were

all

Well Equipped.

rooms were very

clean.

They

equipped with Safe-T-First film

containers, with individual gravity closing
film compartments. The ventilation in all
the rooms was ample, except that the air
did not come from the outside, though in
some cases it came from a hallway not
connected with the auditorium.
All the lamphouses were piped straight
up through the roof or to an air line conIn one of
nected with an exhaust fan.
them, although the projectionist had no
warning of our coming, no lights were
burning in the room. In all of them the
light ray was enclosed clear from the condenser to the aperture. In all of them the
machinery and lamphouses were clean as
a

new

pin.

Small Observation Ports.
criticism is that the observation ports are too small, though that is by
reason of an entirely foolish Pennsylvania
compliment to the Stanrequirement.
ley company. In so far as to do with their

The only

My

By

F.

H.

projection rooms,
the right lines.
general charge of
Stanley company

RICHARDSON.
they are working along
Rupert Scheblein is in
projection matters in the
theatres.

Is Well Ventilated.
At the Savoy, managed by H. D. Cherry,
Joe Leofch is chief projectionist and Jack
Dubin is assistant. The room is about
9 by 12 feet, with a fourteen-foot ceiling.
It is tainted a dark bronze green eight
feet up, above which is a battleship gray.

Ventilation is excellent.
The Princess has a 10 by 14 room, with a
twelve-foot ceiling and dark green walls.
Vent in ceiling twenty inches square. D.
Berkowitz is in charge of projection. Rob-

Madden is manager.
The Capital Theatre has

ert

a

with a fourteen-foot ceiling.
chief projectionist
assistant.
is

fine

room,

Stevens
Farley is

J. J.

and Leo

ager audience, because they understand
the importance of these things from the
box office viewpoint.
Trenton exhibitors and managers should
take the foregoing not as a “roast,” but
rather as words spoken for their own ultimate benefit. Certainly we have nothing
to gain by offending them.
It even requires some courage to risk doing it, but
we have faith to believe that Trenton exhibitors and managers are, after all, of the
right sort, and merely careless in the matters we have named.
If this is true they
will not feel hurt at having the truth pointed out, even though it be a bit unpalatable.

Urges Exhibitor Alertness.

Wake

up, gentlemen!
You have some
good theatres, but they stand sadly in need
of expert attention. Those announcement
letters right down close to some of your
screens are big enough and bright enough
to be easily read a thousand feet away.

From

the optical viewpoint they are atroc-

ities.

The Victoria Theatre, Martin Wolf, manager, has Oscar W. Lummis, a very progressive man, in charge of the projection.
It has a projection room of good size, with
a high ceiling and excellent ventilation.
Lummis has a motion picture dissolver
rigged up which is unique.
hope to be
able to describe it in the projection department at an early date.

Then, too, there is one theatre in which
the projection room is perched clear up at
the top of an unused gallery. Surely at
least you might place that room at the
front of the gallery, thus doing away with
at least some of the distortion, though
better still would be at the rear of the
first balcony.
Your seats were half filled,
or less. No wonder!

Handbook in Every Stanley Theatre.
The Stanley company has provided

Every Projectionist on Hand.
was a rather warm night and we
were more than willing when H. R. Manners, president of Local Union 359, came

We

every one of its theatre with a handbook,
and Mr. Buhler tells me that just as soon
as another edition comes out it will be
placed in all their theatres.
Some time ago the projection department published a cartoon entitled “He
Knows It All.” To our surprise we found
this cartoon redrawn, printed about 10 by
16 inches in size, neatly framed and hanging
on the walls of the Stanley Theatre projection rooms. We are told it is to be found
in every one of their projection rooms.

Wide Awake But Not Far Advanced.
The last stop was Trenton, N. J. We
had written the local offering to include
that city in our itinerary and the response
was immediate and enthusiastic. The projectionists of Trenton are wide awake,
though perhaps not very far advanced
as yet in the tenchnique of their profession.
There is a surprising lack of attention
paid to decoration in Trenton theatres. In
one house, which lends itself structurally
very well indeed to interior decoration,
there was nothing at all but dingy (or at
least it appeared dingy in the half-light)
white walls. The stair covering was badly
worn, the whole place not exactly scrupulously clean. The general effect was distinctly depressing.

Forecasted Small Attendance.
After viewing a few of the houses we
made the prediction that few if any Trenton exhibitors and managers would attend
the lecture.
It has been our observation
that where conditions are especially bad
it is because the exhibitor does not realize
the importance of just such things as we
were there to discuss, hence he remains

away. It is in the cities where exhibitors
and managers are progressive and up-todate, and where we find, as a result, conditions as
good, that

to

lighting, decoration, etc.,
a large exhibitor-man-

we have

It

with his Harley Davidson and sidecar and
offered a ride. We enjoyed it thoroughly.
Accept our thanks.
At midnight we found every projectionist
in Trenton on hand, but, as we had predicted, no exhibitors and Only two or three
managers.
The Trenton projectionists
have a hard row to hoe. Their projection
rooms are small, some of them poorly ventilated, some of them badly located, and
in many cases the projection equipment is
rather ancient.
But they are doing the
best they can under the unfavorable circumstances, waiting for the time to come,
as come it will, when exhibitors and managers will realize that such things do not
make for the best possible box office re-

turns.

For the Trenton projectionists we have
every admiration, and for Trenton exhibitors and managers every feeling of friendliness, notwithstanding the fact that constructive criticism has been necessary.

St.

John

Now Managing

Director

John, well known showman and
for several years manager of Clune’s Auditorium in Los Angeles, has resigned to become managing director of the California
Theatre in Los Angeles.
Mr. St. John has been connected with
amusement enterprises for a great many
years. He was long with the B. C. Whitney Enterprises in the East and helped
stage many of their biggest successes.
Since joining the California he has presented a number of big Goldwyn specials,
including “Jes’ Call Me Jim,” with Will
Rogers; Jack Pickford, in “Double Dyed
Deceiver”; Rex Beach’s comedy “Going
Some”; Edgar Rice Burroughs’ second
Tarzan story “The Return of Tarzan,” and
the Realart special “The Deep Purple.”
Bert

St.
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Pay

and Stars in
and Eliminate Gambling
Directors

OLLOWING

the lead of the Federal
Reserve Board, which has ordered
banks to call in their loans as a protection against gambling on the national
productiveness, Richard Stanton, the well-

F

director, suggests that the same
principle of risk elimination be followed
in the moving picture industry.
Speaking of this, Mr. Stanton declares:
“Now that competition among the producers has greatly strengthened the quality
of the whole output of motion picture features, it is high time that the people of
the industry turn their attention to the
eradicating of all gambling in production.
This subject is the least thought of and at
the same time one of the greatest obstacles in the path of motion picture

known

achievement.
“For instance, the loss on every mediocre
feature released is paid by the profits of
the real successes, thereby being a tangible
drawback in the business of satisfying the
entertainment requirements of the general
public. The failures may be traced to the
deadwood in the production organization.
It is the mediocre director, the mediocre
star and the scenario writer of the same
classification who are responsible for the
Eliminate
vast number of poor pictures.
them and the mediocre picture will vanish
with them, for it is the people of average
ability who are responsible for the greatest gamble in the manufacturing of pictures.

“To do

suggest that the directors,
the stars and the scenario writers be paid
on a royalty basis. In this way the creative brains of the industry would receive
their remuneration in proportion to the
results they achieve, and their earnings
will not be based upon a hearsay evidence
of their work, but upon actual results.
“I believe that every director of moneymaking successes would be only too glad
to bet upon his ability to deliver the goods,
and if such a system of royalty payment
was adopted it would force persons of
average ability out of the industry and
thus eliminate the production gamble which
It would mean
is a heavy tax upon us all.
the survival of the fittest, which is the
greatest boon to any trade.”
this

I

Chalfin Goes to Coast
Paul

Chalfin,

architect,

landscape artist

and authority on interior decorating, who
recently signed a contract with the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, has left for

3,
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Fougner Heads Hemmer Publicity
Selmer Fougner, who was in complete

Royalties

G.

in Production

will make a preliminary study of production methods as practiced by Cecil B. DeMille at the Lasky

Hollywood where he
studio.

“Tiger’s Coat” Is Next Dial
The Dial Film Company telegraphs W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation that the next production following “King Spruce”

July

is

“The

Tiger’s Coat,” and this is well under way
at the Brunton Studios in Los Angeles.

Lawson Butt and Myrtle Stedman have
two of the principal roles in a cast that includes Tina Modotti, Helene Sullivan, Jiguel
Lance, Myles McCarthy and Charles Spere.
The production is being made under the
direction of Roy Clements.

charge of all newspaper publicity for the
Liberty Loans in New York, has been appointed publicity director for the Hemmer
Superior Productions, Inc.

Showing

of “If

I

Were King”

Invitations are out for the first screening of William Farnum in “If I Were
King” at the Palace Theatre, New York on
the morning of Tuesday, June 29. This is
the first of the William Fox Fall production releases, and from all studio accounts
is said to be the best of the romantic
it
roles, so far, in which William Farnum has

appeared.
Louis Rosenbluh, executive of the New
York exchange, is in charge of the showing and those desiring to see this initial
screening should make application for invitations to Mr. Rosenbluh or his ex-

change

assistants.

Baltimore Censors' Failure To Reinsert
Eliminations Hurts Washi ngton Business

w

"ASHINGTON,

D.

C.,

exhibitors are

arms because of having
“thrust” upon them reels censored
by the Maryland State Board of Censors
up

in

without eliminations being inserted.
In
one of the local papers a letter from “A
Reader” contained some very caustic remarks concerning the exhibition of a named
feature and suggesting that the manage-

ment of the theatre (named in the letter)
was either very lax in forgetting to show
of the firm or had purposely left out several reels for the purpose of shortening the

all

show and making more money.
The methods pursued by the Maryland
board are viewed jokingly until some the-

man

to

“The exchange managers should awaken
the situation,” said a Washington ex-

hibitor who owns a string of houses. “In
some of the films the continuity is cut to
are in
pieces by the Maryland board.
a different position from the Baltimore exhibitor who can tell his patrons he is not
responsible for the condition of the film and
that if the patrons do not like it they should
see to it that the censor board change its

We

They should welcome complaints,
these Baltimore exhibitors, and the sooner
the public gets tired of present methods, the
better. In the meantime, the local exchange
managers should see that the Washington
exhibitors get what they pay for a full

tactics.

—

finds that he has to run a film so
badly chopped up that it is impossible to

story.”

follow the plot. When patrons begin kicking about the continuity, then the exhibitor
gets a bit wrathy. He tries to explain, but
is told in no uncertain terms that the District of Columbia is not a vassal state of
Maryland and that Washingtonians are
not concerned with what that state does.
It is said here that if the Maryland censor suffers a death in her family, thereafter during the period of mourning no
film depicting a similar bereavement can
go forth for exhibition in Maryland. If
the censor happens to have some old fashioned idea about styles be it clothes, automobiles or dogs any films depicting
those commodities not in accord with said
views are barred.

a

atre

—

—

An

exhibitor in the residential section had
run picture so badly mutilated by
eliminations that the picture was positivefirst

When shown at another house
with the eliminations reinserted, it would
have been a hard matter for anyone to discover what actuated the demand of the
Maryland board that so many pieces be cut
ly foolish.

out.

Stars Meet Again in Christie Film
Harry Gribbon and Neal Burns, two of
the stars in the original company of “The
Stubborn Cinderella,” which was produced
here several years ago, met again this week
at the Christie studios, where both are featured in a new special Christie comedy under A1 Christie’s direction.

Love-Sick-Abed and a Beautiful Nurse— Guess Wally Reid Can Become Sick at Will in Paramount’s “Sick
Abed.”
In scene 3 he's originating a new song which he calls "I’m in Love with My Nurse, My Condition
Worse, So Please Forget
My Temperature for Now. Scene 1 is a daily happening with Wally and he hates it Is
Bebe Daniels savs
that every time she comes near his heart triples its beat.

—

July

3,
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Associated Producers* Branch Managers

,

Just Announced,

A

NNOUNCEMENT

is

made by Oscar

A. Price, president, and F. B. Warren, general manager of distribution
of Associated Producers, Inc., of the managers of the branch office organizations of
the big producing and releasing affiliation
of Thomas H. Ince, Mack Sennett, Marshall Neilan, Allan Dwan, George Loane
Tucker, Maurice Tourneur and J. Parker
Read, Jr.
Associated Producers, Inc., will operate
and maintain branches in nineteen cities
of the country with branch managers for
three additional zones, three managers
using the facilities of closely adjacent
larger offices.
The nafnes of the newly appointed manAtlanta,
agers and their territories are
to be named; Boston, William H. Jenner;
Buffalo, to be named; Chicago, Sidney J.
Goldman; Cleveland, Hubert A. Bandy;
Cincinnati, Hubert A. Bandy and aide;
Dallas, John C. Shannon; Denver, H. O.
Bartels; Detroit, Edward A. Crane; Kansas City, Benjamin Blotcky; Los Angeles,
F. A. Wagner; Minneapolis, to be named;
New Orleans, John C. Shannon and aide;
:

New

York, Marx

S.

Nathan; Newark, John

G. Rohlfs; Philadelphia, Edgar Moss; Pittsburg, J. J. Millstein; San Francisco, William A. Crank; Seattle, H. O. Lukan Spokane, B. W. Copeland; St. Louis, C. D. Hill;

Go On Duty Immediately

consists of Mr. Tarte, Mr. Gagne and Maurice R. Coste.
The board of directors is
composed of Mr. Perron, who is of the
firm of Perron, Taschereau, Rinfret & Genest; Mr. Tarte, president of La Patrie Publishing Company, Ltd., and director of the
Quebec Railway, Light, Heat and Power
Company; Oscar Dufresne, of Dufresne &
Locke and director of the Slater Shoe Com-

Work on

inception.

its

Film
Well Under Way

for W. W. Hodkinson Is
RVIN

V. WILLAT, formerly a director
with Ince and Lasky, and his brother,
C. A. (Doc.) Willat, general manager
of the National Film Corporation of America, are “shooting” the last scenes on their
first production to be released through W.

I

W. Hodkinson-Pathe Exchange.
Under the terms

of their contract with

W. W. Hodkinson,

the Willats will stage
four super productions yearly to be known
as Irvin V. Willat Productions and to be
made with the same painstaking care that
has characterized the past successes under
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Washington, Rudolph Berger.

version and continuity were written by Irvin V. Willat.
An all star cast of nearly thirty was engaged. It includes Leatrice Joy, Edward
Hearn, James O. Barrows, Aggie Herring,
William Robert Daly, Edward Nolan, Sidney Franklin and Bert Hadley.
Irvin V. Willat is one of the best informed men in the producing end of the business today, having made his start with
the old original Imp Company at the time
C. A. Willat was general manager, as a
helper in the laboratory, graduating to be
a cameraman with the same company. Having been factory superintendent of the
New York Motion Picture Company, in
charge of photography at Ince-Triangle,
at Keystone and with Lasky
and Ince, his new productions will be
awaited with interest.

cameraman

with Records for Accomplishments.

The managers named have
familiarity with the

since

Initial Irvin V. Willat

;

Men

pany; Albert Hudon, president of the
wholesale grocery firm of Hudon & Orsali;
Mr. Gagne, managing director of La Prevoyance and secretary-treasurer of the
Sun Trust Company; A. Reynolds Allison,
author, playwright and producer, and Mr.
Coste, of Amherstburg, Ontario, who has
been associated with the picture industry

a long-time
territories for which

they have been named, and are drawn from
the top and representative film distributing
and sales organizations of the motion picture industry.
Application for these important posts came from literally hundreds of men in the employ of the biggest distributing companies, and the selections made for Associated Producers represent a careful sifting of men with records for delivering in their respective

Points of Interest in Maine
to

T

Be Reproduced on Screen

HE

state of

Maine

is

motion pictures.

fields.

its

in Boston and
fices throughout the

out of the Seattle

this enterprise.

New York

men with headquarters

Of the territories named, Spokane, with
own manager, will give physical service

named on Monday, July
in

of this date.

each mandays ahead
Leases are being signed for
5,

Of the

Irvin V. Willat Productions.
Irvin V. Willat and C. A. (Doc) Willat,
who will release their pictures through

W. W. Hodkinson-Pathe Exchanges.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiliiii?

tories.

Montreal Financiers Organize
Canadian Producing Company

O

N

Canadian producing company,
by Canadian capital and
directed by Canadian producers with
Canadian ideas,” has been formed at MonIt is called
treal.
the Patricia PhotoPiayers Ltd. Its capital is $1,500,000, and
included in its board of directors are some
of the biggest Montreal financiers.
The
company will make dramas and comedies.
Distribution plans have been finished, but
are not announced. A studio is now being
built at Point Aux Trembles.

The

all

backed

officers are J. L. Perron, president
Tarte, vice-president;
J. C. Gagne’,
secretary-treasurer.
The executive board

J.

L.

world,

is

of-

carrying out

ion.

his city several

branch office quarters in all cities and the
new managers will take possession of them
between August 1 and 15. Meanwhile they
are establishing temporary quarters in each
city to meet the exhibitors of the
terri-

—

Already a crew of camera
at the Congress
Square Hotel, Portland, are at work. Ashley Miller, director general, is in charge of
the work.
Philip Davis, northeastern director, looks after the New England divis-

office, Newark out of the
City exchange and New Orleans
out of Dallas.
The entire Associated Producers managerial personnel goes on duty in the of-

ager being

reproduced

The grandeur

New York and branch

fts

fices

to be

of
natural resources its educational
institutions, its picturesque industries, are
all to be presented in motion pictures. The
Community Motion Picture Bureau, a Massachusetts organization with headquarters
in

the direction of Irvin V. Willat, such as
“Behind the Door,” featuring Hobart Bosworth, and “Below the Surface,” featuring
the same star.
“Behind the Door” having had its premier at Grauman’s Million Dollar Theatre,
Los Angeles, and “Below the Surface”
breaking records at Grauman’s Rialto, Los
Angeles, Imperial, San Francisco, and at
the Rivoli, New York City, much is to be
expected of the forthcoming Willat Productions which will be staged on even a
more elaborate scale than heretofore.
The title of the initial picture, which will
be ready for the cutting room within the
next few days and will be personally edited
by Irvin Willat, has not been made public,
but it is stated that the story deals with

country life in New England and was
adapted from a popular book. The picture

If Governor Carl E. Milliken’s plans can
be carried out, as now seems probable, the
work will be finished in time to be shown
at the Portland celebration.
Further than
that it is believed the films will prove to
be a means of arousing patriotism during
the year of the Maine Centennial Celebra-

tion.

The

state institutions, some of the oldest
finest in the country, are to be filmed.
It is planned to photograph them on festive occasions such as Colby’s Pageant and

and

the commencement exercises in various
other colleges.
Some of the industries
will be represented, such as the cotton
mills at Biddeford, the pulp and paper
mills and the sardine canning industry.

Edmondson

in Philadelphia

A

recent visitor to Philadelphia's film
row was D. E. Edmondson, proprietor of
the Danville Opera House, which seats 800.
He has combined the insurance business
with the exhibiting of pictures for a long
time..
He packed ’em to the doors recently

when showing William Farnum
Adventurer.”

in

“The
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A few

scenes of

ALICE JOYCE
in

“THE PREY”

Showing how the beantl
fnl star
latest

appears in her

Vitagraph

special production.

July
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“Putting

Your House

in

61

Proper Order

”

;

Exclusive Article by

S.

L. Rothapfel

Make Your House Institutional Because to Maintain Steady Earning Average
Must Have More Than Physical Ensemble, Says Manager of New York's
Capitol Theatre and One of Greatest Showmen of All Time
,

Rothapfel, manager of the Capitol
New York, and closely identified
with Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, has written an instructive series of articles, of which
this is the first, that will be of the greatest
Through the
interest to other exhibitors.
courtesy of Goldwyn, Mr. Rothapfel s valuable essays on the art of showmanship will
appear exclusively in Moving Picture World.
L.

S.

Theatre,

writing this series of articles I think
that I
is in order to say right now
am not writing to teach the exhibitor
or any member of his respective staff how
My
to run his theatre or his business.
aim is merely to bring to his attention, and
for his assistance, the experiences of the
writer, not alone in New York, but throughout the whole of the United States, in
many theatres of almost every classifica-

N

I

it

tion.

These experiences may be valuable for
guidance or reference, and should any
peculiar problem crop up I should be glad
to take it up with him personally. I think
also a good time now to state that I
it
must not be taken too literally and that
his

the instances set forth pertain only to big
theatres where every physical equipment is
at hand, but they can be applied to any theatre in proportion to its physical limitations.

Make Your Theatre
The

idea that

I

want

the Thing.

to get across

is

the

fundamental idea of the thought and reason behind our business. I have a wonderful opportunity of going around the
country and studying and watching and
I am now more certain than ever that what
I have to say will be of great use not merely in theory, but as a practical fact which
has been applied and found successful.
As I have advised so often in the past,
and what has been a prophesy really fulfilled, is the slogan “Make Your Theatre
the Thing.” Build it with a ground work
that will be institutional, because, after all,
you will find that to maintain the steady
regular earning average it must have more
than pictures and music and attendants,
advertising and the other things that go to
make up the physical ensemble.

Comparable

to a Rifle.

Compare, if you will, the theatre with a
your pictures the ammunition, and
you aiming at the public taste and patronrifle,

!

age. Assume that this rifle was not kept
absolutely clean and immaculate, and you
did not know how to use it, how often do
you think, no matter how fine the ammunition is, that you will hit the mark?
Again, suppose that you did have your
house in order, or, in other words, your
rifle in good shape, the ammunition need
not be perfect and yet you will come
nearer to hitting the mark than if your rifle
were not in order. So we will call this first
article “Putting Your House in Order.”
The most essential thing is making your
house immaculate, and under no circumstances would I save money to the detriment of the sanitary conditions of cleanliness of my physical plant.
The motion
picture is rapidly coming into its own;
it is no longer the cheap claptrap, penny
amusement “the poor man’s entertainment,” as it was called. It is now accepted
by all classes as it rightfully should be

—

in the large cities
are catering to an audience as fine as any
legitimate attraction.

and our picture theatres

A Common

Fallacy.

sure that every man in every house,
whether it be in the poor section or aristocratic section of the city, feels it is his
duty to always cater to the best, and never
to pander. He will find that he will greatly
profit by his endeavors and will be inspired to do better and better things as his
He will also
ability and resources permit.
find that giving the public what it wants
as he knows it is a fallacy for two very
good reason First, he doesn’t know what
the public wants, and second, the public
itself doesn’t know what it wants.
This last sentence may seem strange to
you, yet, stop and think it over. Look at
any successful institution today and you
will find that behind this institution is a
thought and an ideal, and whether it be the
theatre or any other business, the individual personality behind the thought has created something that the public wants and
they go to him because of this creation
and their belief in his product.
I

am

brought home to Cincinnati its first
pennant and world’s championship in a
decade. They were not the best baseball
club,
because statistics prove that the
White Sox were much the better team,
but the belief that they were the world’s
champions before they started, the spirit
infused in them by Pat Moran, carried them
through to victory.
Team work and co-operative force and
spirit of enthusiasm will always defeat
greater ability which is unorganized and
working in separate directions.
that

Look Out
I

:

Do Not

know

it

is

seven days a

for Ruts.

very hard, this work of ours,
week and fifty-two weeks in

the year. It is little wonder at times that
get into a rut, and once in this rut it
is very difficult to get out of it.
Those of
you who drive automobiles know how true
this is and it is practically the same thing

we

with our work.
It has often been said that an organization will never rise above the level of its
head, and on the whole I think this is
true, but as the organization advances, so
does its level of leadership, and there is no
limit

Imitate.

It

the

to

excellence

of

the

efficiency

which can be procured by proper applica-

It is not a good thing to imitate; do not
do the thing that everybody does; try to
do just a little different. If you see somethink that you like and that has been successful, take it home with you, analyze it
and try to improve on it, because, after
all, imitators are looked upon
with contempt and an imitation has never been
equal to the real thing.
The man who
can imitate to perfection will never stop

tion.

of

First of all, the
inspiration; he

He must

example.

head must be a point
must make himself an

be careful in the seleclieutenants, and they in turn
must be careful in the selection of their
assistants.
He should keep himself well

tion

of

his

groomed, and toward
say a few things.

this

end

I

want

to

to imitate.

Remember that behind every single picture that you get there is a big idea upon
which this picture is founded, and this big
idea may immediately inspire a lot of little
tributaries, with any number of other ideas,
and

you will concentrate and apply yourand get the most out of the picture,
you will have mighty few poor weeks and
you will be amazed at what you can really
accomplish if you only try.
if

self

Creating Esprit de Corp.
Do not be discouraged if what you do
does not show results immediately. Very
few things that are worth while come
easy.
Do not become discouraged if an
effort on which you have spent a great deal
of time has proven a failure; dig your toes

ground and try again. You will
and victory will be all the sweeter
just as the sun shines so much brighter
into the

win,

after a storm.
Creating esprit

de corp, in

my

opinion,

one of, if not the most important fundamentals of a successful business, and
toward this end I want to take those men
who are at the head of the theatres, showing them the very essence of the methods
and theories that have been used and which
have been extremely successful.
is

Why

Cincinnati

the

world’s

series

of

it

entirely depends upon the class
you are running. If you have a

house situated in the center of a large city
or in the better residential districts, I absolutely advise at least dinner dress in
the
evening, and you will always be safe
in
wearing black clothes, without any jewelry or flashy accoutrement. As the
head
of a theatre, you should be very
careful
not alone of your personal attire,
but ol
Ur P er s ® na ^ conduct, because you are
ir
^i?
the public eye and on your conduct
wil
depend greatly how you will be regardet
not alone by your community but
by youi
employes.
You have a great responsibility on youi
shoulders.
After you are satisfied thal
you have selected the proper assistants
tc
conduct your business, get them
togethei
and enthuse them. Make them
believe
you and your proposition; weld them ir
together by bonds of affection and
love foi
their work; create for them
an atmosphere
of loyalty and trust. If they
merit praise
give it to them freely; if they
make misC
ar d
re ne ^ Il g'ent, bear with
their
ln^d teach
l tthem;
u
many a wayward vine ha:
been straightened by a little
guiding rod.
.

L

Individuality and Success.
,ast
esort let them so- Conr
suit with them often.
Place as much responsibility on their shoulders
as they car
safely assume; make them
feel that the?
are as important to you as you
are to youi
board of directors, and let them
see thal
you know what they are doing. Don’t
bg
stingy with your praise and
don’t be toe
quick to censure. Don’t take all the
credil

X

Won.

Those of you who are baseball fans

member

First,

of house

last

reyear.

The Cincinnati Reds, at best admittedly a
second-class team, were led by a virile,
energetic and able leader, Mr. Moran, and
it was. the installation of the
spirit of cooperation and belief in themselves by him

:
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yourself, but see that they are also given
If an institution is successful
their share.
and prosperous, there is credit enough for
all and the man at the head will receive
the credit to which his position entitles
him. If these little rules are carried out,
there will be a smartness and snap about
your place that spells individuality and success and this is the first step towards an
institution.

Architectural

Display.

the nature of a man by
the clothes he wears” is an old saying that
I do not altogether agree with, and this
applies to the theatre. The modern theIt does
atre is built upon valuable sites.
not offer great opportunities for architectural display and dignity because the space
generally used up to obtain revenue,
is
which is perfectly proper, but there are
many theatres where more attention could
be paid by the architect and by the owners
toward beautifying and making the theatre
an edifice that will add. to the beauty of
the street, and very often can be made a
landmark and one of the show places of
the community.
I dare say the Rivoli Theatre, of New
York, with its beautiful facade and dig-

“You cannot

nified

front,

amount

tell

has

been

worth an

untold

the theatre’s publicity and exploitation. In a measure, its style has been
copied by many architects throughout the
United States. This, in my opinion, is the
ideal front for a theatre; but, of course,
we all can’t have Rivoli fronts.
in

Dead Lights

in

Front.

However, we can do something to improve and make the front of our theatre

more

distinctive.

The

first

essential

is

to

looking fresh and clean and see
that the marquee and canopy are kept
I
free from dead lights.
can invariably

keep

July

.

it

tell whether a theatre is well managed
or not by the appearance of its front, and
an unfailing way of detecting bad management is to watch and see if any lights are
out, while good management is evident if
the lights are clean and of even illumina-

tion.

Show me a theatre where lights are out
and carelessness in illuminating the front
and I will show you a theatre that is not
well conducted. Avoid cheap signs painted

This, more than anything else,
an entire front. I do not mean
that signs should be eliminated, but they
should be attractive and artistic sensaI am not opposed to
tional, if you will.
sensationalism if it is done in good taste.

in a

hurry.

will spoil

—

Plants in Summer.
If you have a stone front, see that it is
cleaned every once in a while, and in the
summer it is always advisable to use plants
and shrubbery. This will pay big returns,
especially in large cities, where the glimpse
of green is always a welcome sight. Your
outside frames should be given great conYour inside dissideration and thought.
play should be in conformity with your
architecture and in conformity with the
character and dignity of your institution.
This, of course, must rely entirely upon the
taste of the individual and his knowledge

of the respective

Beware

conditions.

of Glaring Posters.

Some

of the displays that I have seen
in some of our larger cities, to say the
least, are beautiful, and theatres like the
Strand, Rialto, Rivoli and the Capitol spend
vast amounts and their displays are most
artistic and beautifully conceived and are

more

effective than a cheap, shoddy display with glaring posters that are only re-

minders of a terrible past.
First

Appearance Important.

You will find that today
case, except in the very common districts,
the people leave their homes with the purpose of going to your theatre. This is
true, not only of the large theatres, but
also of the community theatres. Probably
eight out of every ten people that go to
your theatre are sold before they walk
into your doors, and you will see that unless you display good taste wherever possible, you have taken your first step toward
in

almost every

unselling them by creating an unfavorable
impression upon your prospective patron.
First appearance is very, very important, just as first contact is. Go across the
street, study the front of your theatre
carefully and see if you can improve it.
Go to your architect or to some decorator
and consult with him, and you will be
amazed at what a little idea or suggestion
may do for your theatre.

3,
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Tom Moore

“Presents” Film
on Wilson’s Private Screen

T

OM NORTH
New York

made

his

first

—his

June 20-23

to
since

visit

first

he went to Washington to become
managing director of Tom Moore’s theatres
in the National Capitol. With North came
his boss and W. E. Richardson, vice president and attorney of the Moore Corporation.

North brought along, among other accouterments of a country gentleman visiting Broadway, copies of the Washington
papers that told more of the movie theatre
President Wilson maintains in the East
Room of the White House. North’s interest in the show amounts to this
Tom Moore arranges for the films, providing the President with what are prereleases
pictures that get to no other
screen outside of the companies’ projection room until Mr. and Mrs. Wilson have

—

them.
House Manager Robert E.
of Moore’s Rialto, chaperones the
reels to the White House and Charles Plunseen

Ward,
kett,

one of the projectionists

theatres

“shoots”

the
screen.

in the

subjects

Moore

onto

the

White House
Stars from all producing companies get
to the White House and in an interview
with the New York World special staff
correspondent Mr. Wilson was recorded
as greatly admiring Bill Hart, in “Sand,” as
representing one of the greatly enjoyed
photoplays Mr. Wilson has lately viewed.

“Doug” Fairbanks and Mary Pickford are
also declared to be welcomed exceedingly
to the White House screen.
The Washington Herald is authority for
the statement that the President has not,
until his illness,

been a “movie fan.” Vaude-

has always been his favorite theatrical
diversion. But it is the ambition of “Bob”
Long to have the President make an “all
star” appearance at Moore’s Rialto.
ville

Dwan Engages

Gottschalk

Recognizing the important part “played”
by music in the successful presentation
of motion pictures, Allan Dwan arranged
for Louis F. Gottschalk to prepare the
music score for “A Splendid Hazard,” Mr.
Dwan’s first production to be presented
through First National by Mayflower. Mr.
Gottschalk’s engagement by Mayflower in
connection with the Dwan production is in
line with that organization’s policy of sparing no expense in assisting exhibitors to
present
these
independent
productions
properly.

Mr. Gottschalk is now working on the
musical presentation of Allan Dwan’s “In
the Heart of a Fool” and “The Scoffer,”
which are also presented by Mayflower
through First National.

Paramount Books Star

Series

All reports from Universal headquarters
indicate that the Star Series of fortyeight features for the 1920-1921 season is
going over the top with great success. The
innovation of obtaining six series of eight
pictures each, featuring eight different
stars, appeals greatly to exhibitors. Charles
Rosenzweig, who is selling the Star Series
around New York, has reported as his
latest conquest a solid booking for the
entire forty-eight pictures in the Paramount Theatre, one of Newark’s leading
photoplay houses. Forty-three of the fortyheight pictures will be shown for seven-day
runs at the Paramount.

Been ‘Below the Surface’ Many Times.

I’m a Submarine Pirate!”
Grace Darrnond is the frightened one who is willing to
testify that he is some below the surfacer.
Dramatic moment
from “Below the Surface," made by Paramount.

“Understand?

I’ve

Says Hobart Bosworth.

Next Lloyd Release on July 11
Hal E. Roach has changed the name of
Harold Lloyd’s next two-reel comedy special from “High and Dry” to “High and
Dizzy.” Pathe will release the first of the
new series of specials on July 11, and its
metropolitan presentation will be made at
the Capitol and Strand theatres.
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We Have
Rose Mullaney,

A

LL

three telephones clamored

as Selznick Casting Director, Is Definition of Verb “See
that prizefighter’s picture and his telephone
ly WILLIAM J. REILLY
at once.

stilled

than

“Rose,” came the
it clattered again.
plea over one wire, “get me a one-legged
man.” “Rose, get me a cab driver,” came
another call, “the kind who used to stand
in front of Jack’s twelve years ago.” “Rose,
I want a mob of a hundred and twenty tomorrow at ten o’clock.” “Rose, please get
me a head waiter— like the one with the
“Rose, I
fancy mustache at Gabrielo’s.”
want twenty girls for a harem scene for

two o’clock Thursday.”
It was one of the “more peaceful moments” in the day of Rose Mullaney, Selznick casting director. Call after call was
coming in from the studios at Fort Lee.
Outside the office door the line of jobseekers waited. No, it couldn’t be called a
It

was

a

mob, milling

deletrying to

like

gates in a convention lobby, all
reach the little half door that separated
Rose Mullaney from the pleas of the
No, the door didn’t keep her from anything.

No “Up-Stage” for Rose.
Rose Mullaney was seeing them all, lisShe listened
tening to everyone’s story.
to the mother with the little girl who
“simply had to get in pictures,” the chap
in the soft shirt who was trying to hard
to

be English, the fat

With Us To-Day

Who

No sooner had one been

“line.”

63

woman who knew

Mary

Pickford’s mother so well, but “you
know, who didn’t want to impose on friend-

mum

.mum

im

»l

sweet young thing fresh from
Dunlap, Tenn.— ingenues, heavies, chaps
with whiskers who “would make awful
good atmosphere”— Rose Mullaney was seethe

ship,”

ing

them all.
know, because we were

We

cauli-

a ringside scene

more realistic, and I reach Mr. Ex-Pugilist
by telephone right away. He’s quite apt
to be so realistic as to walk off with that

.

Why?
Mullaney asked us—

“Chips That Pass in the Night.”
the living definition of the active
she ever starts playing
If
verb “see.”
poker, she’ll make the bluffer’s pile of
chips look as if it had been in a subway
wreck. Rose “sees” them all the time.^
“I see all these people,” she said, “and
But it isn’t just
I try to be kind to them.
because I happen to be of that nature. I’m
paid to cast people in Selznick pictures.
The more people I see, the wider my range,
and the more effective my choice. Therefore the better pulling power of the pic-

She

make

flower ear or two to

part of the picture.”
.

sitting there

waiting to take her to lunch, and she
“simply had to see them.” And even after
she had cleared the office and we had
started, she listened to them as they
stopped her on the street.
Well, why not?
That’s what Rose
“Why not?”

Sometimes we may need a

number.

is

ture.
“I don’t listen to the

hard luck tale of a
broken down prizefighter just because I’m
sympathetic or enjoy conversation. I get

Has Had Experience.
Rose Mullaney spoke as the chap who

—

the

writes

stories

Have Succeeded”

about
say

will

“Women Who

— with

the wis-

For Rose Mullaney
ran Chamberlain Brown’s booking office
here in New York for five years, and previous to that did the same work with the
U. B. O. Metro inveigled her into casting

dom

experience.

of

for pictures last year.

Her beginning with Metro was nothing
Miraculous is perof sensational.
haps the better word. For the day after
she started, Director George Baker came
rushing in to her office with her first “assignment.”
“Rose,” he said, “I’m working on a fadeout and I want a man to play the part of
Death. Get me a man to play Death right
away.” Exit Mr. Baker; enter Mrs. Conshort

sternation.
“Well,” said Rose Mullaney, half smiling
as she recalled the dilemma, “I just sat
there and prayed. ‘Please God,’ I said, with
no idea of being sacrilegious, but in dead
earnestness, ‘send me a man to play Death.
Rose Mullaney speaking.’ Well, I waited.
In about five minutes an emaciated man

with

hollow

and

cheeks

sunken

eyes

shuffled up to the window.
I never saw
a man more fitted for the part. He started
to ask for work, but I grabbed him and
pulled him in on Mr. Baker’s set myself.
Death had arrived.”

Screen Directors Working.
Such was Rose Mullaney’s beginning in
picture activity.
She is now casting for
Selznick and handling all the people for
seven companies.
Jerome Stormer, production manager, is keeping, the telephone
company busy installing extensions in their

new

quarters

at

117

West

Forty-sixth

Ralph Ince, George Archainbaud,
Robert Ellis, Hobart Henley, W. S. Earle,
Burton George, Edmund Golding, Alan
Crosland and W. J. Scully are the Selznick
directors who are monopolizing most of
the studios at Fort Lee and a lot of beautiful outdoor scenery up New York State
way.
Notice that we don’t call her “Miss Mullaney”? “Rose Mullaney” is what you just
street.

naturally

her.
That’s the way everyto her.
Rose Mullaney it
the tongue like all those good,
call

—

body refers
rolls

off

names— Herbert Hoover, Sherlock
Holmes, and not forgetting a touch of the
Celtic to match, Brian Boru.
strong

J.

Parker Read,

Jr.,

to

Film

Stewart Edward White Story

F

EELING

that no other popular work of
more ideally suited to the tal-

fiction is

ents

star, Louise Glaum, J. Parker
has purchased “The Leopard
Woman,” by Stewart Edward White. The
picture’s locale is South Africa, Cairo and
Monte Carlo. So eager was the producer to
secure this work for Miss Glaum that he
went to San Francisco to negotiate with the

of

Read,

his

Jr.,

author.
Cairo, the city that has held magnetic
for peoples of the whole world, will
be an important locale in the picturization
of “The Leopard Woman.” Reproductions of
the streets of Cairo will be built by the producer and he will remain consistent in the
locales of the story throughout the entire
filmization.
Wesley Ruggles has been as-

charm

“Sure,

—

Three Spanish Atmospheres, a Harem Dancer, and a Bolshevik Mob?
have them over to you right away.” You couldn’t disturb the cool equanimity of
Rose Mullaney, Selznick casting director, with an order for six regiments of
cross-eyed artillery and a mob of 500 blond ingenues f.o.b.

“What

Is It?

I’ll

at the studio

tomorrow

at

9

a.

m.

signed to direct.
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Merritt Crawford Resigns from Fox;
to Form Own Publicity Organization

M

erritt crawford,

director

of

Fox Film Corporation
and widely known in the industry as
publicity

for

an editor, publisher and exploitation
pert, has resigned, according to an
nouncement just made.

exan-

He

has allied himself with big publishing

the departments under his direction until
the return of Mr. Sheehan from abroad.

Leaves with Regret.

am

leaving Fox Film Corporation with
the greatest regret,” said Mr. Crawford,
“for the associations I have formed there
have been most pleasant and will always be
recalled with genuine pleasure. But much
as I value them, I do not feel that I can
afford to delay longer in perfecting plans

and completing affiliations I really should
have concluded weeks ago.

“My

only reason for delaying until

making

Fox

Pictures.

I

know because

I

have seen

them already.”

from present methods.
Mr. Crawford, who joined the Fox organization at the same time with Arthur James
in June last year and whose retirement was
predicted at the time Mr. James resigned
as supervisor of advertising and publicity,
agreed to remain and carry on the work of

in

Praises

“In doing so I can with great enthusiasm
call advance attention to the coming big
things which are already prepared for the
Fox company’s season of 1920-21. Unquestionably, in point of great productions and
really fine pictures it will be the greatest
year in the history of the organization. The
Fox policy of preparedness has yielded a
crop of entertainments that is well nigh

prodigious and

Publicity.

interests and will specialize in the organization of publicity departments for independent motion picture concerns and the
handling of publicity for individual stars
and directors along lines totally different

“I

years and I did not wish to embarrass
him in any way by leaving before his return
from abroad. Now, however, I feel that I
have fulfilled this obligation and am free to
inaugurate the plans I have been holding in

abeyance.

Mr. Crawford is said to be leaving Fox
in accordance with plans which he has been
developing for some months past and which
were only delayed by reason of the absence of Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and general manager, in Europe. Upon
the severance of his connections with Fox,
Mr. Crawford will complete the organization of a publicity, advertising and exploitation service along entirely new lines.
“Different”

many

now

announcement was the abMr. Sheehan in Europe. Mr. Sheethis

sence of
han has been a valued personal friend for

Before joining Fox, Mr. Crawford was associated in an editorial or executive capacity
with Motion Picture News, Exhibitor’s
Trade Review, Exhibitor’s Herald and the
Morning Telegraph and with the Mutual
Film and Metro Pictures Corporation.

George N. Montgomery
general sales manager for the
Hallmark Pictures Corporation.

Who

is

Doug Fairbanks in “The Mollycoddle”
Draws Big Crowds Despite Hot Weather
LITTLE more than

a week ago at Cleveland critics viewed a special showing
of “The Mollycoddle,” the latest screen
offering of Douglas Fairbanks and a production which has since been released by the
The preview
United Artists Corporation.
was given for the benefit of the independent
exhibitors who had gathered there in convention.
It was a hot, sticky night, such
as only Cleveland knows, yet the Stillman
Theatre was jammed ot the doors, and as
each exhibitor entered the picture house he
did so through curiosity and not desire. And
all came out two hours later satisfied they
had seen one of Doug’s best pictures.
Last week “The Mollycoddle” was thrown
on the screens of theatres through the na-

A

tion and in less than a day after its initial
showing for public approval it was declared

by

many

the greatest

picture

ever offered

by Fairbanks. Even New York swarmed out
on one of its very hot days and nights to
watch “The Mollycoddle.” The Strand Theatre’s opening of “The Mollycoddle” was just
as enthusiastic as any midwinter offering.
Six policemen were summoned at 8:30 p. m.
to clear a passage wide enough to permit
pedestrians to walk along Broadway for a
half block each side of the theatre.
Boston was also another scene of great
enthusiasm at the opening of “The Mollycoddle” and the balance of the week has
been far above normal business, and yet it
is

hot.

Hiram Abrams, newly elected president of
the United Artists Corporation, is daily receiving telegrams and letters of a complimentary nature regarding “The Mollycoddle,"
and just as many words of congratulation
have been received for the star at the "Big
Four” headquarters. One New York critic
bad that Douglas Fairbanks
is on
the high seas at a time when his

states: “It is too

greatest picture is getting great ovations."
New York’s critics have placed their approval on “The Mollycoddle” in one voice.

The New York Sun said: “The Mollycoddle"
is good for what ails you.
Any owner of a
crabby spirit who sees this picture will lose
his most treasured possession and come away
a happier and wiser man.”

Prepare Elaborate Press
Book on Hayakawa Film
HE campaign and exploitation book

T

which Robertson-Cole is issuing on “Li
Ting Lang," Sessue Hayakawa's newest
picture, will be quite the most pretentious
in connection with a Hayakawa picture.
“Li Ting Lang” is an unsual study of race
problems as related to love and intermarriage, founded on ‘Li Ting Lang, Chinese
Gentleman,” the Green Book magazine story
by Howard P. Hockey.
The exploitation
angle followed chiefly by the Robertson-

Cole advertising experts, who evolved this
book, is that of racial problems which the
picture presents.
The exhibitor is urged to rush the question
of whether or not it is proper for a Chinese
prince to marry a white girl, and whether
such a marriage, should it take place, would
result happily.
To this end the exploitation

that in

Do You Know These People?
You’d hardly recognize them from the above, but they’re all well-known film players.
left is Julia Swayne Gordon.
The cute little doll in the middle, who
learning to be a pickpocket, is Jewel Carmen. The handsome well-groomed individual
on the right is J. Herbert Frank, noted for his sartorial perfection, “on and off.”
Miss Carmen is the star and the others are among her supporting cast in a picture,
“Out of the Darkness,” being made under the direction of Roland West at the Estey
Studios on 124th street.

The lovely lady on the
is

where there

book suggests

is a Chinese
colony the exhibitor have his publicity man
inquire into the results of any inter-racial
marriages which have taken place.
Any
theatre in the town which has a Chinese colony or which has a large school, such as a
university which is attended by Orientals,
can easily follow out this suggestion to good
advantage.

all

cities

July
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Now That Merchandise Costs Are Lower
Will Public Spend More on Amusements
N

the downward trend of
probable effect on the industry in last week’s issue of the Moving Picture World, the producing situaIn this contion vyas dealt with mainly.

I

By

discussing

and

prices

its

W.

McKAY
will not

MEASURE

Another healthy sign is the fact that detendency of banks to tighten loans
and the heavy demand for credit issuing
from various industrial sources, the majority of financial institutions are show-

the

has

Borough Council

spite the

He is circularizing the town and had a
two-column letter printed in the Jeannette
Dispatch, showing just why it is absolutely

ing^ disposition to favor loans for theatre
projects.
With banks viewing the picture
theatre as a sound investment, there is
every reason to regard the present situation as one of great promise.
That a sweeping price decline affecting
articles of necessity will exert a beneficial
influence on theatre business is a logical
as-

necessary to increase prices at the present
stage of the picture game. Here’s part of
the

held to a minimum. Yet, despite all this’
the past two years in the amusement field
were marked by a high degree of prosperity.

Now, with the high

cost of living showing
tendency to descend, families that
heretofore were forced to limit their theatre visits to once or twice a week,
find
themselves able to seek diversion with less
a positive

consideration of the cost.
As a result,
meritorious attractions will have a larger
market than ever before in the history
of
the industry.
In

some

quarters, the question is being
asked whether a readjustment of the admission scale will result as a natural outcome of the. general price decline. Having
discussed this phase of the amusement situation with some of the country’s foremost
exhibitors, the opinion has been shown to
be that the present scale of admission
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How

|

started

my

film

rental

amounted

T

to

a

|

i
1

5 cents.

1

“Five years ago my film rental averaged
$150 a week, but employes’ salaries were

|

not advanced very much. Then musicians
and operators formed their own unions.
Today we do not have piano players they
are called organists.
“I installed one of the finest pipe organs
in western Pennsylvania, which cost me

1

— today

cost me
$17,000.
organist’s salary has trebled.
operator’s salary has trebled.
film
rental has advanced from $150 to $500 a
week. This does not include ijiy overhead
weekly expense.
weekly salary exthis

My

My

organ

|

cooling system, or booked certain
pictures of the frozen North, for in-

1

stance.

|

Moving Picture World

|

pense

is

|

|
|
1
1

\
|

§

you read

week’s issue of the

last

i

as carefully as

§
1

|
|

|
|

The summer business
town wasn’t big enough for

that

in

|

up my house and patronage
so that I now rank among the first exhibitors in western Pennsylvania.
I have
spent ten years at my door to meet my
patrons.
I have never failed a night or
day.
My employes are courteous.
built

|

davs excepted.

|
|

of them, so they split it up, fairly
and squarely. That’s the way they
met the local situation.
are^ you meeting the situation
in your city or town?
Let’s have
your ideas to pass along to your
all

|
|

|

|
|
f

How

1

,

|

|

|

brother showmen. A great national
exhibitor
organization
has
been
formed because in unity there is
strength. In the interchange of ideas
there is success, so send in your ideas
for' increasing your summer bflsiness.
Then read what suggestions
others make for your benefit. There
are more small exhibitors than big
ones, so let’s have the small ideas

|

as well as the big, costly ideas.

1

:

have

§

|

I

$125.

“Just as styles advance, so have the motion pictures advanced.
The theatres are
now called motion picture theatres. Before
the war exhibitors know nothing about
taxes; today it is all taxes.
“To operate my theatre I must pay the
following taxes Mercantile tax, $25 a year;
borough tax, $60 a year; special seating
tax, $100 a year, and a 5 per cent, tax on
all film rental.
Also I collect the admission
tax, which is paid every month.
It takes
time and labor to do this.

|

f

1

My

|

its wealth of interested news merited,
you learned how three showmen in
one town got together in true exhibitor spirit and took turns opening
their houses during the week, Satur-

|

1

My

|

—

If

would

|

have redecorated your house with
flowery chintzes, or installed a novel

|

—

|

Moving

We

1

$7,500

HE

Picture World wants
concise descriptions of what
exhibitors, large and small, are
doing to attract business during the
want to know everysummer.
thing you may do to offset the lure
of the summer resort and seashore
ads, to keep the crowds coming during the hot spell. Tell us how you

nickelodeons and charged an admission of

“I

Are You Increasing

Your Summer Business?

week; then we had only a piano
player for $10 a week; operator’s salary
was $10 a week. Theatres were called

$25

•

budget for amusements was, of necessity,

me $300. Today they cost $700. Carbons before the war cost $29 a thousand,
today they cost $160 a thousand. I have
Ad
just installed new Simplex machines.
paper once free now costs from $75 to $100
a week.”

letter

first

that a large portion of the money that
formerly passed into the cafe till was lured
to the box-office.

at their zenith, had to strain all resources to make both ends meet.
The

“Motion picture machines before the war
cost

have been an exhibitor in Jeannette
for ten years and my investment in my
theatre amounts to over $100,000. When I

in

were

scale.”

“I

sumption substantiated by precedent. The
departure of the late 'John Barleycorn
proved a great advantage to amusements

Similarly, with the advent of cheaper living costs, the public, requiring less money
to cover the necessities of life, is allowed a
larger portion of its income for diversion.
The average American family, when prices

H. C. Horater, managing director of the
Pantheon Theatre Company, Toledo, tersely summarized the situation when he said:
“My opinion is that the motion picture industry will be very much benefited by the
price reductions. I can see no reason to
believe that admission prices will ever be
lower than they are today. In the face of
cost of production, overhead expenses in
operating theatres, the people have willingly paid the advanced admission prices that
all exhibitors have been forced to charge
and for the sake of good entertainment
they will continue to support the present

been

introduced in
of Jeannette,
Pa., providing for a double tax on
all admissions to moving picture theatres
over ten cents and a trebled tax on all
admissions over twenty cents. Oliver A.
Kihchel, proprietor of the Eagle Theatre,
is taking up the fight against the measure.

A

well represented.

Amusements.

previously.

as

Running a Small Town Theatre Seems
To Be Just One “Gyp” After Another

Theatres Going Up.
A concrete manifestation of this optimistic spirit is the unprecedented building
activity now in progress. Never before in
the history of the industry have exhibitors
been more active in enlarging their theatre
holdings.
At the present time, it is estimated that over 200 theatres are being
erected, with every state in the country

for

rapidly

The public recognized the justice of the
move and continued to support the theatres

change

Exhibitors, in fairness to themselves and
to their public, cannot afford to lower their
Production costs have
admission prices.
not and in all probability will not decrease.
The cost of maintaining a modern theatre
Consequently, to
is
bound to be high.
furnish patrons with high-class entertainment and to operate on a profitable basis,
exhibitors will undoubtedly be justified in
maintaining the present-day admission
scale, regardless of the extent to which
prices on other commodities may drop.
That the public appreciates the high cost
of film making and is willing to pay more
for better entertainment was proved some

Many

More Money

facing

exhibitors

mounting rentals and overhead costs were
forced to advance their admission prices.

General Manager, Mayflower

charged by picture houses
to any appreciable extent.

when

ago

time
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nection, my aim was to show why the cost
of production has not been materially affected by the price decline and why it will
probably hold its present level except in the
event of a sweeping readjustment in the
economic and social influences governing
the nation.
Exhibitors are now giving much thought
to the influence that the imminent price
slump may have on their business. I have
discussed the question with several prominent showmen and the prevalent spirit
seems to be one of clear-headed optimism.
In view of existing conditions and what is
prophesied for the future, they are moved
to the belief that theatre owners the country over will benefit substantially by any
radical price readjustment in a downward
direction.

I

JOHN
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William Fox Appoints Vivian M. Moses
Director of Publicity and Advertising

V

IVIAN M. MOSES

has been appointed
supervisor of publicity and advertisMr.
ing of Fox Film Corporation.
Moses has entered at once upon the duties
of his new position at the Fox Film stu-

New York.
Mr. Moses has made an enviable record
in motion picture circles for the industry,
integrity and ability he has brought to
the performance of every position he has
held.
He entered motion picture work
through the scenario department of Goldwyn during the early days of its organization and later transferred his activities
to the publicity department of Goldwyn,
which he helped to organize.
When Select Pictures Corporation was
formed in the summer of 1917, he started
with the new company on the day it opened
its doors, having charge of the publicity,
advertising and exhibitors’ service.
He
built up a compact and efficient department which quickly gained a reputation
for hard work and results achieved.
For
the better part of two years Mr. Moses
personally wrote and designed the advertising, wrote or inspired all the publicity
and directly handled a very large traffic
of correspondence and service to exhibitors
and branch offices. He also had entire
charge of the production of paper and

Enterprises, which post
relinquishing in order to assume the
executive position at the head of the Fox
publicity and advertising departments.
of

Guy Empey’s

he

is

Has Great Opportunity.
I have been handed one

dios in

Vivian M. Moses

New

director of publicity and advertising
for Fox Film Corporation.
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Levey Resigns from Universal
Harry Levey, manager of the educational
and industrial department of the Universal,
resigned on June 23 to enter the independent producing field. Mr. Levey will make
educational and industrial films. Temporary offices were established in the Hotel
Astor.
Fifteen departments of the new
Levey firm have already been organized,
and production work was started on Thursday, June 24.

advertising accessories.

Left Select to Join Empey.
a half years later Mr. Moses
resigned from the Select organization and
accepted the position of general manager

Two and

Harley Knoles Honor Guest At Dinner
Given to Speed Him Along to Big Job

T

HE

champion handball player of the
Friars Club was guest of honor at a
dinner tendered by his fellows at the
Friars Monastry Wednesday evening, June
23.
Aside from being acclaimed the best
all ’round athlete in the club Harley Knoles,
hero of the occasion, was declared by all
present to be the best director of motion
pictures England ever sent to America.

The dinner was given because Mr. Knoles
soon sailing for London, where he will
immediately enter upon his duties as diis

rector general for the Alliance Film Cor-

poration, a concern that will produce pictures by the American method in the studios
of the old London Film Company. William
A. Brady, Anthony Paul Kelly, John Adolfi
and Elmer McGovern were film men of the
Friars committee in charge of the Knoles
farewell feed and the moving picture entertainment that followed the speeches.
Stuart Blackton was the principal
J.
speaker, with Walter C. Hoban and Abbot

John Gleason throwing in many kind
words concerning the handball champion
and the moving picture director for good
measure. Following the feast pictures of
the Friar’s 1919 Outing, a Mutt and Jeff
cartoon, a comedy introducing the Dooleys
of vaudeville note and “The Great Shadow,”
a six-reel feature which Mr. Knoles directed
for Canadian producers, held the guests
until

of

feel that

“I

opportunities of

greatest

the

my

life

by

Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan,” Mr. Moses
“Fox Film Corporation has done
says.
great things in the past, but it is on the
eve of doing greater things in the very
near future, and I am fired with enthusiasm at the prospect of having a hand in
the fray. It is my determination to bring
the publicity and advertising departments the work of the very best talent

to

that the industry affords. The list of great
specials which Mr. Fox has produced for
presentation during the coming season offers unprecedented opportunities for exploitation.”

Ben Atwell Leaves Capitol

E

to Re-Enter Musical Field
XECUTIVE Director Herbert M. John-

son of the Chicago Opera Association,
has announced by cable from London
the appointment of Ben H. Atwell to succeed John Brown as eastern representative
of the Chicago Grand Opera Company, with
headquarters in New York.
The resignation of Mr. Atwell, director
of publicity at the Capitol Theatre, New
York, during its formative period and operation for the past year, became effective
He is to secure a much needed
24.
rest before returning to his former activities in the musical field in the early fall.
He may sail shortly for Europe to visit Italy
to serve as an advisor to the executive
heads of a big musical enterprise at Rome

on June

contemplated American acaccompanied by Mrs.
Atwell (Marcella Johnson) who will take
advantage of the occasion to enjoy a holiday abroad.
relative to

tivities,

its

and

will be

Managing Director Edward Bowes has
not decided upon a successor for Mr. Atwell’s post and will delegate the responsibilities for the present to Miss Bessie
Mack, press representative under the Atwell regime, and Herbert Berg, principal
assistant.

10 :30.

Was Engaged As An

American,-

In making his
farewell address Mr.
Knoles said that his greatest satisfaction,
apart from the honors and the money involved, took him to the job in London as

an American director.
final

It was not until the
negotiations, said Mr. Knoles, that the

fact of his being English born was brought
out.
Mr. Blackton said during his speech that
the really great motion picture director

would be ultimately disclosed in an Englishman who has been educated in the United
States to utter “the last word” in motion
picture direction and presentation. It was
further disclosed that both Mr. Blackton
and Mr. Knoles were born in Sheffield.
Press agents who have occasion to refer

Who

Elliot Dexter
after a long illness returns to the screen

in the

Paramount special, “Something
to Think About.”

to their clients for publication usually assert that their star is “too well known to
need introduction.” Suffice it to say that
Mr. Knoles is too well known to readers
of Moving Picture World to make a recapitulation of his directorial successes.

Who

is

Harley Knoles
Famous Players-Lasky

leaving

become director general for the Alliance
Film Corporation in London.

to

July
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Harold Lloyd Becomes Associated Star;
Pathe Continues as Releasing Agency

H

AROLD LLOYD

has just been signed
Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,
star. More than $1,500,000 are said to
be involved during the first year of the contract in the arrangement whereby Paul
Brunet, vice-president and general manager
Pathe Exchange, Inc., has released
of
Lloyd from his contractural obligations to
Pathe, in order that he might sign with
the Associated Exhibitors. Fred C. Quimby,
general manager of the Associated Exhibitors, engineered the three-cornered deal,
with Lloyd and Hal E. Roach, the producer,
forming one side of the triangle and Mr.
Brunet and Mr. Quimby the others.
Mr. Quimby went to Los Angeles two
months ago after an understanding with
Mr. Brunet, and he did not return to New
York until he brought Lloyd and Roach
with him to complete the details of one of
the greatest deals that has been made in
the industry in years. Lloyd will begin his
career for Associated Exhibitors after the
release of three more of his comedy special productions under the Pathe banner.
as

an

Two More

for Pathe.

“High and Dizzy,” which inaugurates the
second series for Pathe, will be released
July 11. With the completion of the two
comedies following, Lloyd will be free to
enter into his Associated Exhibitors contract. Hal Roach, who has developed Lloyd
to his present commanding status, will con-

!

!

tinue to direct all his pictures.
Under the arrangements made

when

Lloyd began

his motion picture career under the direction of Hal E. Roach. During
the period he was starred in one-reelers,

Lloyd produced approximately 300, which
were shown in an average of at least 5,000
theatres.

Figuring that 1,000 persons saw Lloyd
in each of these 5,000 theatres, fully
5,000,000 persons were amused by each one

perform

of his single reelers.

All told, 1,500,000,000

admissions were taken in at the box offices
of theatres throughout the country which
have played the three hundred comedies
Lloyd has produced since he first began his
film career.

Never a Set-Back.

No

estimate can be made of the
persons who have seen Lloyd
disport on the screen in the six two-reelers
Pathe has thus far released, but their number should run into several millions.
A
noteworthy fact in connection with the
career of Lloyd is that he has never reHe has continually
ceived a set-back.
pushed forward, making every comedy a
better, or at least, equal to its
little
predecessor.
The big exhibitors composing the founation of the organization that has signed
him, consider that they are dealing with
official

number

of

(iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiumiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiii

fore Lloyd

the

and there-

to

when

Howard, New York; F. R. and M. G. Corporation, $5,000, James A. Davis, Maxwell
Shapiro, Milton Winn, New York; An Innocent Idea, Inc., $20,000, Charles E. Cook,
Richard L. Truex, Joseph D. Fackenthal,

New York; Victor Kremer, Inc., $50,000,
Victor and Curt Kremer and Paul Gross,
New York; Preferred Pictures, Inc., $25,000, Walter F. Welch, Louis H. Ferber,

New

York.
Photoplays,

Inc.,

$100,000,

via Amusement Corporation, $5,000, Morris
Wolf, Alan R. Rosenberg, Morris Feldman,
New York; Cohen & Rothstein Amusement Company, $10,000, Philip and Max
Cohen, Louis Rothstein, New York; Hugo

Edward Jose.
The signing

Leo

is

Productions, $105,000, Hugo Ballin,
Heilman, H. L. Galler, New York;
Storyart
Pictures
Corporation,
$75,000,
Charles F. Ames, Arling Alcine, H. S.
Schanck, New York; Sphere Pictures Corporation, $10,000, George M. Arthur, Randolph Mailer, John S. Lopez, New York.
Ballin

The young comedian has developed

Assured 350 Big Bookings.
signing with the Associated Exhibitors, Lloyd is assured of bookings in 350 of
the leading theatres of the United States,
controlled by the thirty-two regional franchise holders. In addition, judging by the
number of applications already made to
Associated Exhibitors for sub-franchises,
nearly 8,000 other exhibitors will be playing
the Lloyds within the year.
Between the release of “Bumping Into
Broadway,” which inaugurated the Lloyd
two-reel specials for Pathe, and “An Eastern Westerner,” which concluded the first
series, the comedian appeared in more than
5,500 theatres.
To the assured patronage
of exhibitors he will gain through his signing with Associated Exhibitors, Lloyd will
retain practically all of the 5,500 showmen
who, through their box offices, have learned
the powerful hold he has won upon the

By

public.

His Rise Rapid.

The

Harold Lloyd is one of the
impressive achievements in the “industry
rise of

of rapid-fire changes.” Six years ago, virtually unknown to the world at large, except for a comparatively few thousands
who had seen him perform in stock, Harold

S.

Sidney Garrett, Inc., $50,000, Sidney C.
Garrett, Charles C. Burr, Anthony J. Romagna, New York; Ansonia Pictures Corporation, $100,000, Eltinge F. Warner, T. B.
M. Terhune, Conrad Milliken, New York;
Cayuga Pictures, Inc., $525,000, Sara B.
Buck, Grace L. Clock, Winifred Robinson,
Ithaca.

owned organizations.

,

three or four months
there was hardly a day
did not witness one or more
firms incorporating in New York State for
the purpose of entering the motion picture business, the last two or three weeks
reveal but a few concerns embarking in
the business and incorporating.
Among
those, however, are the following:
Screen Snap Shots, $10,000, Joseph L.
Hochman, A. M. Pateracki and L. M.
Goetz, New York; Aeolian
Film Sales
Company, $100,000, Nat G. Rothstein, John
N. Weber and Gustave F. Myers, New
York; Allied Authors, $10,000, Thomas E.
McEntegart, Paul Kaiser, Jr., E. Pendleton
ago,
that

not to leave the fold of the
Golden Rooster entirely. His comedies for
Associated Exhibitors will go through the
Pathe exchanges, as will Geraldine Farrar’s big production, “The Riddle: Woman,”
now being filmed under the direction of

drama.

;

—in-

Harry M. Marks, Jacob S. List, Freda
Freeman, Brooklyn; Hepworth Picture
Plays, $5,000, P. Kimberly, Thomas F. MacMahon, Bailey C. Elliott, New York; Syl-

into such a powerful box-office attraction
that his acquisition advances the new combination to the forefront of exhibitor-

j

C OMPARED

Film-Crest

of Lloyd is another step in
the Associated Exhibitors’ plans to become
established among the greatest organizations of its kind in the realm of the silent

j

purpose

Incorporations in Industry
Decrease in New York State

David Elkins,

Associated Exhibitors was formed, Pathe
will distribute all of its product,

successfully
demonstrated
creasingly bette-r pictures.”

That
Is

$1,500,000

Laugh

the property of Harold Lloyd, who will
make a series of comedies for Associated Exhibitors, Inc., released
through Pathe.

niiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiifniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.niiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiii

which has been
demonstrated
than
abundantly
throughout his singularly successful career.
a proposition the value of

more

As Harry Crandall,

of Washington, D. C.,
“Lloyd needs no selling
talk.
He comes to us completely sold.”
Hal E. Roach has expressed enthusiastic
appreciation of the new arrangement. “The
relation of Pathe to the Associated Ex-

tersely has put

it

:

hibitors make for a perfectly functioned
plan,” he said. “We feel that Associated,
in the capital represented and in the widespread strength of its physical holdings,
can do more for us than any of the similar
organizations that have made tempting offers, and we realize that the great amount
of money involved will mean, more than
ever as determined in our original and

—

Namara

to Start on Second Feature
Namara, star of the operatic stage, and
remembered for her stage success in “Alone
at Last,” is shortly to start work on her
second screen production for American
Cinema Corporation. Her first appearance
for the cinema, “Stolen Moments,” has

been

completed

under

the

direction

James Vincent, and is to be given an
tional showing in the near future.

of
invita-

Namara has also settled her concert contracts for next season and has carried out
an extensive contract for the making of
records of her songs for one of the big
phonograph companies during her “rest”
between pictures.
Beranger-Halsey Comedy
Clara Beranger and Forrest Halsey, coauthors of the Broadway stage success
“His Chinese Wife,” has written an original story for Universal. It is called “White

Youth” and is a comedy-dram?
amusing situations.
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Motion Picture Theatre Planned

ADSDEN, ALA.

Fred Clark. construcsuperintendent. Theatre Buildings
Corporation, Washington, D. C., is in
charge of erection of one-story brick and
terra-cotta theatre; marquise effect in foyer
and lobby, concealed steam radiators, fan
ventilation; seating capacity of 1,500; install
$10,000 pipe organ; for S. A. Lynch Theatre
Corporation, to cost $75,000.
tion

HOPE, ARK. —C. H.

Crutchfield has plans

by Witt, Seibert & Company, Texarkana, Ark.,
for fireproof brick theatre, to cost $145,000.

BERKELEY, CAL.— William

Krahn, proprietor Lorin Theatre, has plans by James W.
Plachek for theatre, to cost $60,000.
DENVER, COL. Denver-American Theatre
Company has been organized with $800,000
capital and has purchased American Theatre at Sixteenth and Curtis streets. DenverColorado Theatre Company has been incorporated with $450,000 capital and Case-Bishop
Company organized with $2,500,000 capital.
F.

—

ing, 44 by 150 feet, to be erected at East
State and Garfield streets, to cost $30,000.

—Brighton

BROOKLYN,

Beach Park,
York, has awarded
contract to Macaday Building Corporation, 15
Maiden Lane, New York, for an amusement
park and building, including an open air
moving picture theatre to be established on
east side Coney Island avenue, south Sheepshead Bay Road, to cost $11,000.
Inc., 31

N. Y.
street,

Nassau

New

theatre and store building on Odin avenue,
to cost $22,000.

—

MERKEL, TEXAS. Gem Theatre, which
was damaged by fire, has reopened under
management of W. S. Dale. New electric
piano costing $4,000 has been installed.

MARTINSBURG, W. VA.— Walter

J.

Lam-

bert will erect new building to replace old
Central Opera House recently destroyed by
fire.

HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON,
will be erected here
to cost $40,000.

Y.— Theatre

N.

by Foster

L.

Hastings,

—

MASSENA,
N.
Y.
Northern
Counties
Realty Company, 70 Ford street, Ogdensburg,
N. Y., has plans by Pratt & Felix for contemplated moving picture theatre, to cost
$40,000.

MARTINSBURG, W. VA. —H.

remodel

and

an

build

P.

addition

Thorn
to

will

Apollo

Theatre.

FORT ATKINSON, WIS.— Fred

Langholff

will
erect fireproof moving picture and
vaudeville theatre, with seating capacity of
800 to replace Crystal Theatre.

—

N. Y.- Theodore A. Meyer, 117
street, is preparing plans for alterations to two-story theatre to be erected at

MARSHFIELD, WIS. A. A. Thomas, proprietor Metropolitan Theatre, has purchased
the Trio.

holding company for other two orCompany plans a construction
purchasing campaign throughout the

southwest corner Audubon avenue and 181st
street, to cost $65,000. Lessee Sol J. Saphier.

chased

Address James R.
region.
Noland or E. A. Bishop.
KEY WEST, FLA. South Florida Contracting & Engineering Company has contract to erect moving picture and vaudeville
theatre for Karl Thompson, to cost $30,000.
BENLD, ILL. Daniel and Iocca have plans
by M. B. Kane, Edwardsville, 111., for theatre,

East 33d street, has plans by Herbert J.
Krapp, 116 East 16th street, for brick theatre

Latter

is

ganizations.

and

Rocky Mountain

—

—

to cost $30,000.

—

ILL. Yanger
& Company,
CHICAGO,
Chamber of Commerce, has contract for onestory film storage building, 40 by 100 feet, to
be erected at 418 South Wabash avenue for
Estate S. Z. Leiter, Isabella Building, to cost
$ 10

,

000

.

—

LAPORTE, IND.- Phoenix Theatre will be
remodeled, with seating capacity of 1,000.
WHITING,

IND.

—A.

owner

Obreshk,

J.

new

Star Theatre, will purchase
and projecting machines.

seats, screen

SIOUX CITY, LA.— Smith Brothers, who operate Gem and Scenic moving picture houses,
at Seventh and Pierce
streets for $70,000 for erection of large new
fireproof theatre, to cost $250,000.

have purchased

site

BALTIMORE, MD. —Henry Smith &

Sons, 7
East Redwood street, have contract to erect
at
1518
two-story theatre, 130 by 150 feet,
West Baltimore street, for Capital Theatre
Company, 2012 East Baltimore street, with
seating capacity of 1,500, to cost $250,000.
EDGARTON, MASS. R. R. Colster will
erect one-story wood and stucco finish moving picture theatre, 49 by 80 feet.
BEDFORD, MASS. V. J. Bigney
Construction Company, Inc., has contract to
erect three-story moving picture and vaudeville theatre, 70 by 140 feet, on Elm street,
between Purchase and Pleasant streets, for
Empire Theatre- Company, 1821 Purchase
street, to cost $200,000.
DETROIT, MICH. Elmer G. Kiehler, Huron Building, is preparing plans for brick,
stone and concrete theatre, 73 by 102 feet, to
be erected at Palmer avenue and Chene

—

—

NEW

—

NEW

HIGHLAND PARK, MICH. —John

F.

Kun-

theatre at Woodward and
sky will
Waverly avenues, with seating capacity of
erect

2,500.

—

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Eleventh Street
Company has plans by Fallows, Huey & Mabe erected on
Eleventh street, near Necollette avenue, to

comber for large theatre
$100,000.

MORRISTOWN,

N.

J.

—

J.

to

S.

Rogers

&

Sons,

Drexel Building, Philadelphia, have contract
to erect one-story moving picture theatre, 60

by 140 feet, at Main and Mills streets, for
Criterion Theatre, to cost $50,000.

—

PATERSON, N. J. Charles and Peter
Johnson have purchased 137 Main street from
Harry B. Crosby for $100,000. New owners
will remodel the building and continue to occupy ground floor as moving picture theatre
to be known as Washington.
TRENTON, N. J. Walter Hankin is preparing plans for one-story brick and terracotta moving picture theatre and store build-

—

—

YORK,

YORK,

N. Y.

— Edward

to be erected at 215-37
cost $50,000.
Lessee S.
225 West 24th street.

West
and

L.

Magolies, 19

49th street, to
Shubert, Inc.,

—

COLUMBUS, O. Longacre Construction
Company, 127 North Dearborn street, Chicago,
has contract to erect three-story theatre, 104
by 187 feet, on West Broad street, for William M. James Company, to cost $750,000.

—

GREENVILLE, O. John Q. Adams, Southern Hotel, Columbus, O., is preparing plans
for one-story fireproof theatre, with seating
capacity of 500, to cost $30,000.

KENTON, O. — Langrel & Bauer have plans
by M. & M. Stophlet, 608 Nasby Building, Toledo, O., for one-story brick moving picture
theatre, 66 by 165 feet, to cost $50,000.

SIDNEY,

O.

—

De Weese

B.
Q.

C.

Company

has plans by John
Adams for three-story
theatre and office building, to cost $200,000.
TOLEDO, O. East Side Amusement Company, 519 Main street, has plans by A. H.
Hahn, Close Building, for brick fireproof
theatre to be erected on Main street, near
Starr avenue, to cost $100,000.
UHRICHSVILLE, O.— C. S. Valo has plans
by Arnold & Lewis, New Philadelphia, O., for
two-story brick and concrete moving picture
theatre, 60 by 100 feet, to cost $35,000.
URBANA, O. O. W. Norton has contract
to build one-story addition 30 by 100 feet, to
moving picture house for Lyric Theatre on

—

—

South Main

ment Company will erect large theatre, 100
by 200 feet, to cost $120,000.
ENID, OKLA. W. S. Billings, American

—

Theatre, has plans by Carl Boiler & Brothers,
508 Ridge Building, Kansas City, Mo., for
two-story brick, steel and terra-cotta theatre, 75

by 185

feet, to cost $125,000.

—

JOHNSTOWN,

PA. Farcus Brothers, care
Lyric Theatre, have plans by M. Nirdlinger,

Empire Building, Pittsburgh,
theatre, lodge
building, 40 by 150 feet.

brick

TOWANDA,

Pa., for three-

and apartment

—William

Woodin, proprietor and manager Keystone Opera House,
plans to expend $50,000 in remodeling strucPA.

ture.
Will be devoted to moving pictures,
vaudeville and road shows. House will have
seating capacity of 1,000.

TOWANDA,

PA.

—Wayne

Theatre has been

remodeled. Is devoted exclusively to moving
pictures and has seating capacity of 500.

WASHINGTON,

—

PA. Spero Kosmos, Main
streets, has plans by Carlisle SharArcade,
Pittsburgh, Pa., for oneJenkins
rer,
story and balcony brick moving picture theatre, 72 by 167 feet, to be erected on Main

and Pine

street, to cost $150,000.

KNOXVILLE, TENN. — Signal Amusement

Company, Chattanooga, Tenn., has plans by
Manley & Young to convert Logan Building
at 510 South Gay street into theatre, 50 by
200 feet.

HOUSTON,

RICE LAKE, WIS. — G.

E. Miner has pursite at southeast corner Main and Eau
Claire streets for erection of theatre, with
seating capacity of 1,200, to cost $12,000.

—

WAUKESHA, WIS. Park Building Company has plans by Brust & Philips, Free
Press Building, Milwaukee, Wis., for one and
two-story reinforced concrete and stucco
theatre, store and office building to be
erected at Grand street and Wisconsin avenue, to cost $50,000.

MOBILE, ALA.

TEXAS.

—Paul

erect one-story brick and tile

Baraco

will

moving picture

—

B.

J.

Webster and Hern-

son Fowler, of Empire Theatre, have acquired
site on Davis avenue for erection of moving
picture theatre, with seating capacity of
2,500.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. —Large moving
ture

theatre

be

will

erected

at

pic-

Westwood

Park by Baldwin and Howell, with seating
capacity of

1,000.

—

CHICAGO, ILL. Balaban & Katz, 5 South
Wabash avenue, have plans by C. W. and
George L. Rapp, 190 North State street, for
brick and steel theatre, 70 by 160 feet, with
seating capacity of 5,000, to be erected at
southeast corner State and Lake streets, to
cost $1,300,000.

—

CHICAGO, ILL. Ascher Brothers have
plans by Harry
Newhouse, 4630 Prairie
avenue, for two-story theatre to be erected

L

at 110-112 North State street, to cost $500,000.
DWIGHT, ILL. Amos Orr has plans by R.
G. Hoen, 417 Joliet National Bank Building,
Joliet, 111., for one-story brick and stone
moving picture theatre, 32 by 165 feet, with
seating capacity of 800, to cost $20,000.

—

EAST MOLINE,

street.

ARDMORE, OKLA. — Consolidated Amuse-

story

street.

cost

NEW

East 28th

ILL.

—Henry

Horst Com-

pany has contract to erect Carpentier Theatre at Tenth street and Fifteenth avenue,
with seating capacity of

1,100, to cost $40,000.

ESTHERVILLE,

ILL.— Grand
Theatre,
which was recently damaged by fire, has been
repaired and opened again under the superManager Graab.

vision of

EAST

—

LOUIS, MO. Eroc Amusement
plans by H. G. Clymer, St.
Louis, Mo., for steel and concrete fireproof
theatre, with seating capacity of 2,800 to be
erected at Collinsville street and Illinois aveST.

Company has

nue.

LITCHFIELD,

ILL.

expend about $12,000
to

—W.

in

B.

Kneedler will

making improvements

Gem Theatre.
COLUMBUS, IND.— Hege Company. Colum-

bus, O., has contract to remodel theatre for

Crump Theatre Company, to cost $35,000.
CONNERSVILLE, IND. Site has been purchased by George W. Ansted at Sixth street

—

and Central avenue for erection of theatre.
OELWEIN, IA. Theodore W. Bryant has
plans by M. S. Cleveland, Waterloo, la., for
iy> -story brick and stucco moving picture
theatre, 54 by 140 feet, to cost $50,000.
ASHLAND, KY. Columbia Amusement
Company has plans by J. M. King for fourstory theatre and store building, 100 by 75
feet, to be erected on Winchester avenue.
Theatre will have seating capacity of 1,S00.
Also erect three-story brick theatre on West
Greenup avenue.
PORT JERVIS. N. Y. Moving picture theatre will be erected here by Harry H. Dunn.

—

—

—

July
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KEEPING IN PERSONAL
TOUCH
SAM SPED ON
By

L

ESTER KESSEL, son of Ad Kessel, of
Kessel & Bauman, has decided to study

the production of motion pictures and
has become assistant cameraman with the
Muriel Ostriche Comedies.
While he drives
to work every day in a high priced roadster
of his own, he takes his place among the
workers and stays on the job all day.
*

*

role

in

“Tomorrow” and

the
is

Coast to play opposite Anita Stewart in her
latest feature. This is the first time “Jimmy”
and Anita will have played in the same picture since their Vitagraph days.
*

*

D. N. Schwab Productions, Inc., have decided to state right their
first
offering,
“Fickle Women,” starring David Butler and
Lillian Hall.

headquarters

New

street,

Schwab Productions have opened
at No. 117 West Forty-sixth
York, under the general sales
of Jerome Lewis.

management

*

*

*

*

*

after

*

*

*

Fineman, publicity director of the
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, is planning
an advertising campaign for the foreign
market in fact, the whole world for the
Hall Room Boys comedies, the foreign rights
for which have been purchased by the InterL.

—

—

Ocean.
*

W.

*

*

Rothacker, president of the Rothacker Film Corporation, will visit New York
the first week in July, prior to his departure
for Europe.
R.

*

*

leading man in “The
Stolen Kiss,” is to be featured for the first
time in this country in “The Discarded
Woman,” a Burton King production, which
will soon be released.

Binney’s

+

*

*

“Doc” Willat arrived in New York from
the Coast on June 19, to remain here two or
tlfree weeks before returning to Los Angeles.
Mr. Willat came here on the same
train with J. L. Selznick, but suffered no
discomfiture from the wreck which happened to the train. Mr. Willat is making
a big feature on the Coast and came east
to confer with those who are interested
in putting it on the market.
*

Paul

Ocean
Berlin

Cromelin,

*

*

president

of

the

Inter-

Film Corporation, who is now in
and Paris, will return to America

about July

*

*

*

W. H.

Stafford and C. P. Tobin, of the Chicago office of the Rothacker Film Corporation, were in New York the week of June 14
in consultation with the New York headquarters.
*

*

*

Rubenstein, special sales representative
of the Arrow Film Corporation, starts for
Atlanta and points south this week, for a
trip of three or four weeks.
S.

*

The exhibitors
June

25

and

at

C.,
26.

*

*

of the Carolinas will

hold
Wrightsville Beach, Wilon Friday and Saturday,
*

|

*

*

*

Weinberg, the well-known Pathe
Joe
salesman, is looking for an apartment for
two. He is tired of single blessedness.
*

*

*

Campbell B. Casad, formerly with Shuberts for seven years, handling New York
Winter Garden attractions on the road, is

now connected with
licity

the First National pub-

department.

Guy Hammond,

*

*

export

manager

*

*

J. P. Muller, of J. P. Muller & Co., general
advertising agents, has just returned from
a month’s trip with the Oklahoma Chamber
of Commerce, which makes a yearly trip

of

the

Arrow Film Corporation, leaves for Mexico
and South American countries about June 25.
*

*

*

Vincent Coleman, who plays opposite Josephine Victor in “Martinique,” at the Eltinge Theatre, New York, is playing the
leading male role in support of Constance
Talmadgfc in “Good References,” exteriors
for which are being made at Greenwich,
Conn.
Vincent leaves the Eltinge immediately after the play every night and lodges
in Greenwich to be ready for the picture in
the morning.
*

Oscar

Jacob

New

*

*

opening

is

offices

at

York,

as

Joe Moore, younger brother of Tom Moore,
and Eileen Sedgwick, under the brand of
the Oscar Jacobs Productions, Inc.
*

*

*

Edgar Haines, formerly salesman

D.

Craver,

New York

in

the

U

Exchange, is now Universal branch
at Des Moines.
He is spending his
vacation in New York, getting a whiff of
ozone.
*

*

manager

R. V. Anderson,

of the Interna-

tional News Weekly, has removed his
from 729 Seventh avenue, New York,
Universal Building, 1600 Broadway.
*

*

offices

to the

«

Jack Lewis, who has been engaged on special and personal publicity with J. Stuart
Blackton, has been employed by the Vitagraph company, by special arrangement with
Mr. Blackton, for the summer, as editor and
titler of features.
Mr. Lewis will resume
with Mr. Blackton in the fall.
•

*

•

Sam Kantor and A1 Hamilton, of the K. &
C. Amusement Company, of Norwalk, South
Norwalk and Danbury,
representatives

Conn., were the sole

Connecticut

the

of

exhib-

They have

returned all hopped up over what has been
accomplished at Cleveland and can’t get over
talking about it.
*

*

*

Sam

Farber, who has been heard of in a
variety of situations since January 1, finds
himself in another one, not of his own
choosing. He was robbed on Friday night,

June

IS.
Burglars broke into his apartment
while he and .his wife were at the theatre,
and they stole over $700 worth of clothing,
jewelry and silverwore. Sam says: “In the
words of the classics, ‘Soc et tu em.’ ”
*

*

*

D. A. Appel, who recently sold the Palace
Theatre, Bristol, Conn., is planning a 2,000seat house for that city.
*

*

*

Sam Kramer has been appointed manager
of the

New York

tures Corporation.

office

of the National Pic-

N.

C.,

was

*

*

*

H. L. Ohrt, who was in the accountant department of the Famous Players-Lasky, has
been appointed comptroller of the Universal
by Carl Laemmle, president. Mr. Ohrt succeeds G. M. Davidson, resigned.
*

*

*

Gildersleeve & Roberts, of the Hathaway
Theatres, are owners of the New Keeney,

Opera House and Auditorium,
Kingston, N. Y.
They control the Oneonta
Theatre, Oneonta, N. Y. the New Paragon,
Beacon, N. Y., and the Stratton, Middletown,
N. Y. The New Keeney is considered one of
the finest theatres in the Empire State. The
Hathaway Theatre interests is one of the
growing circuits in the East and no better
managerial conduct is to be found anywhere.
Kingston

;

*

#

*

Gene Goldsmith, formerly

of the Philadel-

phia Republic office, was in New York June
18.
He is leaving the Republic to launcl)
out in “rain insurance,” to insure theatres
against losses on rainy days.
*

#

*

the Academy of Music,
Newburgh, N. Y., is finding it hard work t6
keep the aisles clear and the S. R. O. sign
where people can see it.

Jack

Taylor,

of

*

*

*

McGee, eleven years general manager for Selig and still managing the Selig
studio and zoo at Los Angeles, was in New
York week ending June 12. While here he
purchased five blue mackaws for the Selig
zoo. Peacocks did not enter into his famous

James

L.

,

Mr. MGee returned to the
this time.
Coast Monday, June 14.

menu

*

*

*

young woman

of originalideas, is doing a line of exploitation
that is new and efficacious. The pictures she
has centered her efforts on so far are “Why

Elsie Stevens, a

ity

*

*

Charlotte,

this

manager

Broadway

*

of

1600

a film exchange
to sell Oscar Jacob’s productions, featuring

Broadway,

itors to the Cleveland convention.

1.

a convention
mington, N.

Klickauf,

H.

*

R.
in

*

manager of the HippoBristol theatres of Bristol, Conn.,
it
is
rumored, will shortly take over the
management of three more theatres in Connecticut.
M.

Big

*

Rod La Rocque, who was recently seen as
Constance

*

drome and

*

eleven years’ service
with Vitagraph, has resigned.
Mr. Morey
has not announced his future plans, but it
is only natural to suppose that he will be
heard from in connection with his own company or some stellar aggregation.
A.

week. He left for Wrightsville, N. C., on Thursday, June 25, to attend
the Southern convention.

*

Frank Reardon, until recently Connecticut
representative for United Artists, has been
appointed manager of Robertson-Cole’s Boston office.
Harry Morey,

profitable.
*

Community production
now on his way to the

*

George W. Davis, of the Collinwood, Liberty and Stratford, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., with
these three theatres playing to capacity, has
his managerial hands full with the fastidious
tastes of a college town.

*

James W. Morrison has just completed the
leading

the chambers of commerce in the cities
Oklahoma. The parent chamber, located
Oklahoma City, charters a train and all
members of the board make a yearly itinerary throughout the state to exchange ideas
and policies of commerce. Mr. Muller says
the trip wars exceedingly interesting and
to

of
at

and

Change Your Wife?” "Male and Female” and
“On With the Dance.” Possessed with skill
as a dancer and a pantomimist and a fascinating personality, she has arranged an introductory preface to the photoplays in the
nature of a brief monologue, while she
dresses to suit in bewitching costumes that
are a fashion show in themselves. The little
performance adds zest to the picture and
awakens interest in it. By an ingenious
manipulation of a spotlight she creates a
fade-out of her performance, which blends
into the picture, producing a most striking
effect.
Miss Stevens has given these demonstrations at Allentown and Bethlehem, Pa.,
and has aroused the interest of some of the
leading exhibitors of Pennsylvania.
*

*

*

F. P. McGovern, manager, and Tom Bible,
his assistant, presiding over the Philadelphia
office of the Supreme Pictures Corporation,
are still firing repeaters on “Mickey” and
say she beats the mark on long distance.
*

*

*

Tony -Luchese, manager of the De Luxe
Film Company, is handling a production
called

"The Square Shooter.”

“That’s me,”

says Tony.
*

*

*

Joe Singer, manager of the B. B. Distributers of Philadelphia, the hot weather to the
contrary notwithstanding, likes to be out
in the sunshine of Vine street.
He believes
it is a business-getter to be in nature’s lirhelight.
*

*

*

Ted Eltonhead is now connected with the
David P. Howells publicity staff.
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More British Producers To
American Firms Hard at Work

Visit India;

London, June

O

8,

1920.

the heels of the announcement that
Famous Players is invading India
comes the news that a British com-

N

pany, organized by I. J. Monti, who is associated with the Dunlop Rubber Company,
and Captain Road-Night, a well known
Anglo-Indian, are to go out early in July

and will build studios at Calcutta. Lewis
Willoughby, known as a screen actor on
your side, will be in charge of production.
He has directed a number of pictures here
since his return early in 1919.

Fred Goodwins, who played

in the States
Pickford,
Fairbanks,
Chaplin,
Washburn and several stars, and made a hit
in “For Husbands Only,” was married to
Peggy Linden, a musical comedy star, the
Goodwins has been difirst week in June.
recting for the past year and a half and
has lately made several very successful
pictures, including “The Chinese Puzzle,”
Thackeray’s “Colonel Newcome” and “The
Ever Open Door.” With his wife he is sailing for the States in July, chiefly, it is
believed, because disgusted with conditions
here on the producing side.

opposite

An Actor
Martin Harvey, who

London

change men. A. George Smith is the man
aging director of the new company, with
All the
Charles Lapworth as secretary.
provincial men are well known in the film
trade, and have been with one or other of
the big distributing companies previously.
Several hav$ been -with Fox and FamousLasky.
“Blind Husbands,” which is being handled
here by Film Booking Offices, who, through
the medium of Robb Lawson, introduced
presentation to this country .by means of
“Broken Blossoms,” is creating a sensation.
It is being shown at the Alhambra and is
presented with a prologue and an epilogue.
“Broken Blossoms,” now being shown
throughout the country, is a box office success on a big scale. Out of consideration
for the Hun prejudices, which are still very
strong here, F. B. O. has changed Stroheim’s
name to Eric Strome, which seems rather
a futile move, if not dangerous, as it opens
the door to ignorant accusations of attempt to disguise something German, which
it

not.

is

The French Ban.
The trade

is

agitated as to the outcome

Convert.

of the negotiations

created the parts of

the French Federation of Kinematography
and the Ministry of Commerce with reference to the prohibition of film imports. The
French government has announced that the
ban applies to all classes of film and not
only raw stock, as was at first proposed.

Reresby the Rat in “The Breed of the Treshams” and of Sidney Carton in “The Only
is now playing in a screen version of
the former piece, which is the first production of a new British company, Astra Films,
having an ambitious program mainly comprised of novel adaptations.
Hugh Ford has now started on “The
Great Day,” a Drury Lane drama, at the
Islington studios of Famous Players. The
cast is not revealed but is composed entirely of British players, more or less unknown,
from whom it is believed the company
hopes to develop a number of screen stars.
Major Charles Bell, Milton Hoffman’s assistant, who has given invaluable service
to the organization in reconstructing the
buildings and securing the co-operation of
the authorities, has just signed up for three
years.

Way,”

in

now proceeding between

seeking a compromise
on the lines of the complete prohibition of
the importation of positive, permission to
import raw stock, and the importation of
negative, by either foreign or French
houses, in the same proportion as the quantity of French film handled.
That is to say that an American distributing organization would have to take an
equivalent amount of French production

The Federation

is

own output. Import duties on a reciprocal basis are also asked for by the

to its

Federation.
Exhibitors to Act.

Natalie Talmadge and her mother have
Goldwyn Starts.
gone to Paris and Dave Kirkland is visiting
The British Goldwyn Distributing Com- the British studios to get an idea of how
pany has now completed its organization
we stand technically and otherwise. E. W.
and has engaged all its provincial branch
Hammons has arrived to look after the inmanagers, who correspond to your ex- terests of the Educational Films Corpora-

July

3,

1920

tion here. He denies the rumor that he intends to build “the largest picture house in

the world” in London.
British exhibitors, who have a powerful
organization known as the Cinematograph
Exhibitors’ Association, are preparing to
abolish the advance and block booking systems, which are the causes of the late releases and the impossibility of getting new
pictures before the public for from nine
to eighteen months after they are made.
They are also turning down cold percentage proposals, and minimum rentals
which the distributors are seeking to fix
are likely to cause trouble. The association,
as it includes at least 80 per cent, of the
exhibitors in the United Kingdom, is in
a good position to put up a strong fight on
any point. The renters (distributors) are
also organized, but internal troubles and a
system of meeting behind closed doors nullifies a great deal of the cohesion they
might otherwise have.
FRATIL.

Joseph L. Plunkett Welcomed

Home from London

A

at

Banquet

T Keene’s Chop House, Friday

even-

ing, June 18, fourscore of the friends
Joseph L. Plunkett names by the legion gathered to welcome back to his old

job, the

manager

of the

New York

Strand.
“pinch hitting”
at the theatre during Air. Plunkett’s absence, was there to show how glad he was
to turn back the task of presenting big
league films in a big league house to the
man who only a few months ago went to

Jack Eaton,

who had been

London for Lewis J. Selznick.
The dinner was a lively affair. After the
guests had gone the distance from empty
plates to empty coffee cups the speechmaking began. Most of the oratory was
enjoyed by everybody, some was enjoyed
by a few, and take it all in all Joe Plunkett

learned pretty well how he stood on the
public testimony of a score of speakers.
Harry Reichenbach acted as master of
ceremonies and was in his happiest mood.
He “opened the show” with Tommy Gray,
who made the laughing hit of the evening
with his timely quips and well-directed
shafts of wit that “cleaned up” with the
film folks.
Reichenbach closed the show
and made another hit and between opening and closing the regulation speakers
had their time at bat.

—

—

Arthur Lucas Heads Southern
Company Acquiring Theatres
HE American Theatres Corporation

T

capitalized at $5,000,000, has completed
its
organization and elected its officers.
Arthur Lucas, of Atlanta, supervisor of Goldwyn’s southern exchanges,
is
president; Shepard Bryan, also of

Atlanta
secretary and treasurer. The directors
are James Hamilton Lewis, former
United
States Senator, of Chicago; W. E.
Kav of
Jacksonville; W. G. Neal, Richmond; F. L
Woodruff A. O. Blalock, Arthur Lucas and
Shepard Bryan, Atlanta; John Evans and
Marion Lucas, Savanah.
The corporation has prepared an aggresis

.

sjve faff campaign.
It will buy, lease and
build theatres throughout the South
It

has taken over the Folly and Odeon
theatres in Savannah, the Rex Theatre
in Sumter, S. C., will build a new
theatre in Savannah, and will take over the new theatre

now

nearing completion in Americus.
Uther theatres in the larger cities of the
South will be taken over as rapidly as pos-

or new theatres built.
Besides being identified with both the
producing and exhibiting ends of the industry, Arthur Lucas is publisher
of the
sible,

Group Picture Taken at Welcome-Home Dinner to Joseph “London” Plunkett.
At Keen’s Chop House on June 18. Many well-known film men attended the dinner.

Americus Times-Recorder and a director
in the Exchange Bank of Savannah.
Sheplrd Bryan is a leading Atlanta lawyer.

July

T

3,
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a rich week for rubberstruck pay dirt almost everywhere I went. The word “dirt” is

\HIS has been
ing.

•

1

scandalous sense, although
I saw might be considered scandalous if they were not ex-

not used

in its

some

the things

of

plained.

You might think, for instance, that
was scandalous in the extreme, as well

it

as

per-fect-ly ter-ri-ble, for a big six-footer
of a husband to make a little bit of a
wife— and his own wife at that— weep all
over the place. And you might also hold
up your hands in horror and give vent to

three or four “Did you evers?” at the sad
recital of a respectable and highly dignified
general manager of a studio being bound,
fastened, secured and otherwise hog-tied
to the cow-catcher of a locomotive by his
own employes if I did not explain that
all this was done for art’s sake and with
the laudable purpose of giving a kick to
fifteen or twenty million fans.

—

Real and Glycerine Tears.

The weeping scene was

part of a special
feature that Allen Holubar is making for
a First National release, and the lady who

wept was Dorothy

Phillips.

prevailing opinion

The

that

is

all

movie

tears come from Bermuda, or out of a
bottle of glycerine and many of them do.
All screen sorrow of a liquid form is not
faked, however, although much of it might
just as well have its origin in the onion
or come from the end of a fountain pen
filler so far as reality is concerned.
There are two kinds of real tears the
moist manifestation of misery from the
willing weeper who can emit tears and muss
up a handkerchief by thinking of the last
time the cat got the canary about as convincing as looking at a lady with hay
fever and the real thing; tears that spring
to the eyes because the heart has been
touched and the soul made in tune with the
part that is being played.

—

:

—

—

Few Cry
There

are

Convincingly.

very few actresses on the
can cry convincingly Mary

—

screen who
Pickford, Nazimova, Lillian Gish, Dorothy
Phillips and a few others, and at times even
the tears of these artists smack as much
of simulation as they do of sincerity.
But the scene I saw Miss Phillips do was
real so real that my specs got dim, and

—

Ham

Beall,

who was

with me, said

:

that don’t get my goat,” and
is a press agent.
Can you imagine
realism?

gone

The

if

set

was

a girl’s

room.

“Dog-

Ham
such

Only Allen Holubar Knows
Why Dorothy Phillips
Wept Real Tears
Not Glycerine
By GIEBLER
iimiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiililiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiimiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiio

the few steps that separate the sublime
from the ridiculous by going over to the
National studios, where Flannagan and Edwards are making a Goldwyn comedy, and
just in time to witness another
Eddie Flannagan
I saw
touching scene.
touch a safe.
Some people think that no one but the
dramatic stars do emotional work in the
movies. This is a mistake. Eddie Flan-

arrived

nagan was

Of course we could not hear what he
Everybody in Filmland knows that
Allen Holubar and Dorothy Phillips are
man and wife. Maybe he spoke of tender
things; maybe he awoke memories that
were filled with grief. There are things
between every man and wife strings of
said.

—

the heart that will sing a sorrowful tune
Maybe he jangled a chord,
at a touch.
maybe he played jazz; maybe he was kind,
maybe he was cruel. No one but those two,
the woman sitting hunched up in the chair
and the man who stooped beside her,

knows.

“Niobe Come to

Life.”

After a few minutes Holubar came away,
softly, then Dorothy arose, turned
to the lights, and faced the camera an embodiment of grief. Sorrow was written all
over her expressive face; the misery of a
broken heart was in her eyes, and tears
she was Niobe come back to life.
All of the Holubar-Phillips film is not

walking

There are many beautiful
the picture, for instance, twentyseven, to be exact, and one of them is
ornamented
with
crystalized
butterfly
wings.
But I noticed that none of them
weepy, however.

gowns

in

when

they were making
the grief stuff.
I
should say not.
No
woman, no matter how great an actress she
might be, could weep with those gowns in

were

in

evidence

the same room.
The tears are a symbol of a theme that is
going to please the lady fans, and if Pm not
greatly mistaken, give many of their gentlemen friends a terrible kick in their egotistical slats.
I wish I could tell you about
it, but I can’t, it’s
a secret.

To the

Ridiculous.

James

Kirkwood, Ralph Lewis, Emily
Chichester, Jean Calhoun, Margaret Mann
and Velerie de Valeria are in the cast in
support of Dorothy Phillips.
After looking at the Holubar stuff I took
iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiinimiiiiir

just

emerging from

a large safe

got on the stage. He had to emerge
in a hurry, because the safe was blown up
with a large bomb. Just as he got out a
property man pulled a rope that released
a bushel or so of plaster, lath ends, brick
bats and other explosion atmosphere from
overhead. The heavy stuff missed him by
about half an inch, but the dust and soft
plaster didn’t miss him at all, it mussed

when

him

I

up.

all

A

Real

Mean

Trick.

Just at this moment, Mark Goldaine, who
was directing the piece, was told by the
cameraman, who likes a little joke now
and then, that something was out of kilter
with his machine, and the scene would have
to be taken over again. Eddie was so over-

come with

his

emotions when he heard this

that he presented me with a large bunch
of stage money he had pinched from the
safe instead of his mitt when I tried to

shake hands with him.
I dropped in at Christie’s for a while and
watched Scotty Sidney working on some
interesting stuff for the big seven-reel Robertson-Cole production, “813,” an Arsene
Lupin story by Maurice Le Blanc, with

Wedgwood

Nowell, Wallace Beery, Laura
La Plante, Kathryn Adams, Vera Steadman and a lot more in the cast; and Jacques
d’Auray, a

technical expert looking after
the French atmosphere, and playing the
part of an Apache.

An Excusable
"8:13”

Error.

going to be some picture. Sidney
had one of the biggest stages on the lot
covered with sets, and every one of them
was double back action, bust up in the
middle and turn into something else at the
is

press of a button.
panels everywhere.

Secret

doors,

secret

Pat Dowling wanted to turn me loose on
if I could get out, but after
I had discovered that the nice, kind-looking
fireplace was an enrance to a den of tough
looking “eggs,” and two or three doors that
I approached with perfect confidence
disappeared and left me scratching my fingers
on a solid wall why, even the clocks were
crooked All you had to do to them was to
give them a look, and the hands would
stop right at 2 :20, or wherever they happened to be and fly around to 8:13.
At any rate, I said I would prefer to
make my exit in the regular way before the
roof fell in on me, and I got in wrong at
that by walking- down a passage and bumpthe stage to see

—

Miss Phillips

entered, tossed her coat on a chair, then
flung herself across the bed in an excess
of grief. Margaret Mann, who was playing
the part of her mother, came in the room,
raised her up, comforted her with tender
words and little dabs on the nose with a
powder puff. This was the preliminary
stuff, the long shot.
Real tears are not
needed in a long shot.
forlorn facial
expression, a trembling shoulder, a sob or
so, and a crumpled hanky, is enough to put
the idea over.

!

A

ing into

making

a

ty girls

a set where Bill Beaudine was
Bobby Vernon comedy with twen-

who

represented burlesque queens

and didn t believe in letting the profiteers
or anybody else get anything on them in

What Did He Say?
were getting close to tears, however.
Lyman Broenning moved his camera nearer
to the scene and tuned it for a close-up.

the

We

Miss Phillips sat down in a chair with her
back to the camera. Allen Holubar stepped
to her side, put one arm around her shoulders and began talking in a low voice.

71

way

of clothes.

An
“There He

Is!

See Him?”

to Studio Manager
plays in Vitagraph’s

Says Jack Richardson
Smith,

who

“Silent Avenger.”

Actor

Named

Smith.

unearthed a conspiracy at the Vitagraph plant. When Bill Duncan started his
last serial he needed an actor to play the
part of the heroine’s father.
Bill looked
high and low and all over for just the type
I

:
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of actor he wanted, or that is, he seemed
One day however, he apto be looking.
proached W. S. Smith, the studio manager,
with much palaver and honeyed words.

SipecPa^roApVt

V

actor of an especial type.

/

Mr. Smith could do it
It
easily. There wasn’t hardly anything to it.
Nothing to keep Air. Smith away from his
desk in the front office for much of the
time. All he would have to do would be
to appear in a scene here and there as

was

/

I

Hoi

is

Abe \a«V visible

Hof— 12>%
i

They usually kill off fathers
after that.
early in a serial; it wins more sympathy
for the heroine to be an orphan.

wilted

33fc

iiii

313 \1H1
3o3

J

T

21b

things like that.
One of the popular sports at the Big V
studio nowadays is to watch the big boss
acting in the movies.

Prager Denies Mayflower Will
Distributors

A. PRAGER, president of
the Alayflower Photoplay Corporation, denies the published report that
his company is to be affiliated with a contemplated producing-distributing organization sponsored by Isaac Wolper, formerly president of Alayflower.
“The report printed in a recent issue of a
trade paper to the effect that Alayflower is
considering a proposal to align itself with
a new producing-distributing concern being
formed by Isaac Wolper is altogether untrue," said Air. Prager. “No such proposal

B

EXJAAIIN

has even been tendered to Mayflower and
we know nothing whatsoever of the project.

Calls It Impossible.

“Because of our contract with the Associated First National Exhibitors, signed a
few weeks ago, it would be impossible to
consider such a proposition even if it were
submitted.
“Any statement linking Alayflower’s name
with another producing or distributing concern is an injustice to us and to the organizations which distributes our product.”
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May
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_

has called forth the following

interesting letter from Arthur G. Eldridge,
head of the department of photography of
the University of Illinois
The difference in the complexion of people is in part due to the evenness and inIf you extensity of color in the skin.
amine faces in the light of a mercury vapor
light (minus red rays) the evenness is
very apparent. The mercury vapor light
is much used for motion work, but I am
inclined to think the unevenness is overcome to some extent by regulation of contrasts in the developing printing, as evidenced by the pallor of many faces seen
on the screen. Very full exposure of the
negative will also smooth the gradation.
The skin reflects much white light as well
as blue from the sky and the colors of
adjacent objects. This latter fact is often
not observed by the eye but becomes quite
apparent in rtiaking direct color photographs.
The color sensitiveness of the negative
film has much to do with the results. Figure 1 shows the spectral sensitiveness of tbe
regular Eastman film. You will see that it
is remarkably good, embracing all of the
violet, blue, green and yellow, but is blind
There may be cases
to orange and red.
where so-called orange and red will be
recorded, but it is either because the red
is more or less blue or yellow or because
the object has a rough or mat surface,
thereby scattering the white light.
do not have to concern ourselves very
much about the active invisible rays in the
light source, for nearly all of it is absorbed
by the lens, although there is some differ-
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Complexions on the Screen
HE article about the actinic ray in the
issue

I

3Soljtit

Figure

Actinic

line.
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invisible.

The Big Boss Makes Good.
Mr. Smith consented; in other words he
fell for it and now he’s a regular serial
actor and Bill Duncan says he’s a good one.
After Bill had shot a few scenes it suddenly developed that the story of the serial
would be strengthened if the father part
was continued all the way to the end.
Father appears in every episode and in
some of them he appears very strong. Gets
tied on to the front end of a locomotive,
manhandled by the heavy and all sorts of

fojj

mercuaj Vajpor

visile aMci u\W-violet region-

I

Edith Johnson’s father, maybe only in the
first episode; they’d probably kill him off
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Honeyed Words.

He needed an

July

in

the

amount transmitted by various

lenses. You will see in Figure 2 how much
of the invisible light is absorbed by the
lens.
I judge that regular film is used by
most producers, as evidenced by the dark
lips and lack of detail in the hair and some
other objects.
In Figure 1 the sensitiveness of the Panchromatic film is seen to extend to the deep
red and that the violet end is subdued.
Panchromatic film is slower, more expensive and more difficult to handle. It requires
full

exposure, otherwise

its full

value

is

not

Full to over-exposed negative requires careful treatment, but assures us
superior results. If some of these facts are
considered I believe complexions would give
less trouble.
realized.

Thousands Greet Mary and
Doug on Arrival in England
HE oldest inhabitant of Southampton

T

has scratched his head and jogged his
to recall a reception that is
a parallel to that given Alary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks on their arrival on English soil on June 22.
There was a wild
rush of waiting thousands and a shrieking
as big Air. Fairbanks with tiny Airs. Fairbanks on his right shoulder ran down the
gangway and into the thick of the crowd.
Alary and Doug made a great impression.
Alary kissed a tiny ragamuffin and Doug
hauled a newsie out of the mob and bought
his bundle of papers.
They did exactly
what the crowd wanted them to do gave
themselves up to it and kept their good nature intact.
The hydroplanes and aeroplanes that escorted their vessel into the
harbor, and dropped bouquets of flowers
on the decks, followed the train as it sped
from Southampton to London with Mary
and Doug on board, recuperating from the
great experience.
In London, England’s
most stalwart “bobbies” bucked a still
greater crowd in helping them to a waiting
motor. When they got to a hotel, they
found 5,000 letters waiting for them.
Alany events have been arranged for the
newlyweds. Royalty as well as uncrowned
heads are to do them homage, it is said.
With them is Bennie Zeidman, a close personal friend, and Edmund Guebel, Doug’s
major-domo and a man speaking seven languages. There are no others in the party.
Just how long the party will remain in
England is not known.
The trip is a
hurried one, as both must return within
a month to continue making pictures for
the United Artists Corporation, it is said.
They hope to make pictures overseas within

memory

—

a year.

Lewis Retains Bijou Theatre
Rumors that his Bijou Theatre in AtlanN. J., has been sold to the Stanley
interests of Philadelphia are causing Alan-

tic City,

ager P. Alortimer Lewis annoyance. He denies the rumors and reports splendid busi-

Figure

1.

ness.
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Carl Laemmle ’s Offer to Star Winner
Helped Chicago Elks’ Beauty Contest

E

VER

since

March

1,

this year, the

Her-

ald-Examiner-Elks’ beauty contest has
been under way in Chicago. The purpose of this contest has been to secure for
the Elks’ national convention and the spectacular parade on the night of July 7, the
most beautiful girl in all Illinois. The winner of the beauty prize will impersonate the
“Spirit of America” in that parade, and it
promised that the Chicago event will
is
surpass in magnificence any Mardi Gras
festival ever held in New Orleans. As the
promoters of the Chicago spectacle have
been responsible for all the notable, modern Mardi Gras events in the Crescent
City, Chicago ought to win out with honors on this occasion.
Interest in the event at first was slight,
as was shown by the few entries made by
the Illinois girls. Then Harry Rice, publicity director for Universal in Chicago,
had a talk with Walter Howie, publisher
He suggested
of the Herald-Examiner.
that a tie-up with Universal be made, in
the shape of a contract for the winner of
the beauty contest, as a star at Universal
City.
Mr. Howie took the tip and names
of aspirants for the beauty honor at once

began

to

pour

appear. This picture will be in charge of
the ablest director that President Laemmle
can secure.
So interested is Mr. Laemmle in Miss
Olmstead’s screen career that he has announced publicly that he will give a bonus
of $2,500 to the director whom he selects
for this first picture, providing the director makes the success expected from Miss
Olmstead. Mr. Laemmle believes that the
director’s special interest in Miss Olmstead’s first trial is absolutely essential to
her success.
It may be stated that Miss Olmstead was
entertained on Saturday, June 19, by Mayor
Thompson of Chicago at a reception in the
City Hall, when she was introduced to all
the city officials. The Elks of La Salle en-

In Minneapolis, where Mr. Tarbell spent
week, he found exhibitors both optimistic
and enthusiastic over business conditions.
All, without exception, were showing to
fine business and the Vitagraph office was
getting its full share of the bookings.
Business in Vitagraph’s offices in Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Detroit is also reaching the
high-water mark, while in Chicago the
volume is also very satisfactory.
a

Edward Laemmle Describes
,-

000

feet

of

this year.
this expedition,

8,

Mr. Laemmle has
brought fresh honors to Universal by entering wild and remote regions which
have never before been visited by a cameraman. His policy throughout was “cam-

the

era

first,”

ignored

and personal

in

peril was frequently
order to secure a number of

exciting scenes.

among

being devoted to her
studies at
Miss Olmstead graduated from the La Salle High School on
June 16, just three days after she was declared winner of the beauty contest.
On the evening of June 7, Miss Olmstead
will be enthroned on the leading float, in
the magnificent Elks parade, typifying the
“Spirit of America.”
The writer has met
this beautiful and unspoiled American girl,
and is certain that all her thoughts on
that occasion will not be of herself. While
she may be elated, she will still have a
kind thought for each of those who missed
the honor only by a mere hair-breadth.
Accompanied by her mother, Miss Olmstead will leave for Universal City on
July 11. Work will soon be started there
on the first production in which she will

His Thrilling Experiences
AVING brought back to America 40

New

May

of

latter
school.

the most popular screen attractions

in that section.

In

good standing and had many friends. Mrs.
Olmstead and her daughter have lived there

sea-

in Chicago on his way
York, June 12, for a two-days’
visit.
His film represent one year’s experiences in Japan, China, Siam and the Malay archipelago.
In company with W. F.
Alder, he left the United States on May
17, 1919, and arrived at San. Francisco on

little

the girls who stood highest in favor
all the aspirants.
Mr. Laemmle was
present while these tests were being made.
He has been so enthusiastic over the selection of the winner that, when Gertrude
Olmstead was finally chosen by the judges
of t
contest, instead of giving her a contract for one year at $10,000, he handed her
a contract for five years at $108,000. This
instrument is the regular form of contract
used in contracting with all stars employed
by Universal.
Miss Olmstead was born in Chicago seventeen years ago. Her father was a dentist and, later, settled in La Salle, 111., where
he died two years ago. He was an Elk in

summer

comedies are

Laemmle, stopped

arrangements with
and the Elks, and he
has given the matter his constant care
and interest for over two months.
He
brought Eric Von Stroheim from the West
Coast to test before the camera fifteen

the

among

to

Herald-Examiner

since,

a strong attraction for the
son, while the Larry Semon

negative,
comprising
scenes of Oriental adventure and
travel, Edward Laemmle, nephew of Carl

in.

Laemmle required

Marge O’Doone” is being booked solidly in
Nebraska and Iowa, Mr. Tarbell stated.
“Hidden Danger,” Vitagraph’s next serial,
which features Joe Ryan and Jean Paige,
is being generally booked by exhibitors as

H

in

Gertrude Olmstead Gets Big Contract.
President Carl
urging to close

73

Gertrude Olmstead

Winner

of the Examiner-Elks beauty contest
who will be starred by Universal.
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Monday, June 21, and the
Commerce, that city, the folThe Elks of Chicago will also

tertained her on

Chamber

of
lowing day.

entertain her at a monster reception and

banquet
June 24.

their

in

clubhouse on Thursday,

Not to be lacking in showing Miss Olmstead due honor, the manager of each of
the downtown dramatic theatres tendered
her the use of a box during her stay in Chicago.

Vitagraph’s Middle Western
Business Very Satisfactory
fi TARBELL, division manager for

E

Vitagraph in the Central division,
returned last week from a trip to

Omaha and

Minneapolis.

Manager T. E. Delaney and his -force
had just moved into the new Omaha office at

1512

excellent

Howard
business.

street,

“The

which is doing
Courage of

Mr. Laemmle considers the pictures of
the Kia Kia tribe of head-hunters in New
Guinea by far the greatest and most unusual of his achievements.
In order to
get satisfactory pictures, he was obliged
to spend two months with this wild tribe,
an experience not without its thrills. Had
it not been for the crew of Dutch sailors
who offered their protection to the cameramen, Mr. Laemmle says they would have
been completely at the mercy of the Kia
Kia, who, it appears, have a particular
fancy for collecting human heads. Their
favorite method of attack is from the rear,

weapons being poisoned arrows
which they shoot from six-feet blowguns.
In Borneo he found an abundance of local color in the many curious customs of
the cannibals.
His companions and he
succeeded in making friends with the natives and before their departure were roytheir

ally entertained at a feast in their honor,

which lasted two days.
This occasion
gave fresh insight into the mode of living
of these savages and furnished some of
the most spectacular scenes secured during the expedition.
Sarawak, a territory
owned by the British on this island, is

known
and

in

“Land of the White Rajah,”
showing the manners and laws of

as the

the British in dealing with the natives, it
offered many fine opportunities for interesting camera shots.
Sections of Japan, China and Siam were
also covered.
The scenes in Southern
China will be of historical value, as they
include camera shots showing the revolu-
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activities. For his courfollowing up these events, Mr.
Laemmle was decorated by the commander
of the First Division of the Kwantung expeditionary forces in China.
While in
Japan, the Universal camera was devoted
to photographing some of the well-known
natural beauties, and in Siam there was a
tiger hunt in the filming of which Mr.

and their

tionists
age in

Laemmle took

particular

their

showing by interesting

lectures.

Tom

Gallery,

Heading Toward

Stardom, Visits Chicago

T OM

GALLERY, who

up lead

in
arrived in

Home

plays the grown-

Marshall Neilan’s “Dinty,”
Chicago on June 2 to pay

his parents a short visit.

he

More

specifically,

Thomas

Patrick Sarsfield Gallery, son
of Michael Gallery, popular Chicago police
captain, and can boast of a career as promising, although his experience has been
is

short.

Persistent

questioning

said.

“He has

a

of helping an actor find himself.”
Mr. Gallery was smilingly mysterious
about his future plans. Rumor has it that

he

is

now

considering a

flattering

offer

from Director Neilan, and again that he is
to be co-starred with ZaSu Pitts by this
same director. It was quite evident that
something favorable was in the wind, but it
wasn’t clear just what.

pride.

Universal will release these pictures as
travel-adventure features, in two and five
reels. There will be about six of them altogether and it is expected that they will be
on the market early in the fall.
Mr.
Laemmle announced that during his stay in
New York he will appear personally during
the presentation of these pictures and will

accompany

works under him,” he

way

revealed

that

about six months ago when, as a reporter,
he “happened in” at the Brentwood studio
in Los Angeles, he was spotted by Director
Henry Kolker and was tested for the
movies. As a result he was cast for the
juvenile lead (he is quite young) in “Bright
Skies,” which starred ZaSu Pitts. Following that he played a corresponding role
in “The Heart of Twenty,” another Brentwood picture soon to be released by Robertson-Cole.
In “Dinty,” Wesley Barry’s
starring vehicle, Mr. Gallery plays the
father of the small Irish hero, a role opposite to that of Colleen Moore’s. He is
most enthusiastic about the opportunity
to receive Marshall Neilan’s direction.
“Mr. Neilan has something in his personality rather than in his method that
tends to make an artist of everyone who

Garrick

Is

Leased.

The Garrick Theatre has been

leased by
the Garrick Building Corporation to Jones,
Linick & Schaefer for a term of twentyfive years, beginning September 1, 1923.
The rental for the period will be $75,000 a
year. The house will be remodeled by the
new lessees when they take possession, and
the seating capacity will be largely increased. It will be devoted to vaudeville,
for the period mentioned, by Jones, Linick
& Shaefer.
The Schubert Brothers, the present
lessees, have used the theatre for many
years as a high-class dramatic house.

Universal Promotions in Middle West.
Lew Baum, formerly manager of Universal’s Cincinnati office, tvas appointed district manager of the middle western district by Harry Berman, general sales manager of Universal, during a recent visit.
The territory includes Chicago, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Des Moines, Omaha, Kansas
City and Oklahoma City.
Joe Roderick, formerly manager of the
Minneapolis office, has been appointed special representative in the Chicago office by
Mr. Baum. I. Gettleson, formerly Chicago
manager for Jewel Productions, has succeeded Mr. Roderick in the Minneapolis
office.

Sarah Mason Visits Chicago.
Sarah Mason, one of the youngest of

modern

successful scenarists, paid a short

Chicago last week on her way to
Los Angeles. Miss Mason had just signed
a contract with Lewis J. Selznick, whereby
visit to

is to write scenarios for Owen Moore
for the next six months, with the option
of an additional six months. Two of her
recent photoplays, “Bright Skies” and “The

she

July
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Heart of Twenty,” were produced by Brentwood and released through RobertsonCole.
ZaSu Pitts Is the star in both of
these and Tom Gallery, a Chicago boy, is
her vis-a-vis.

Eddie Polo Visits Chicago.
Eddie Polo was in the city last week and
was entertained by Edward Morris, of
Morris & Co., packers, at the stockyards.
After a luncheon at the Saddle and Sirloin
Club, Eddie gave an exhibition of saddling
and riding one of the wildest and most
untameable br mchos at the yards, for the
special edification of the stockyards cow
punchers.
Mrs. Polo accompanied Eddie on his trip
to the West Coast studios.

Further Increase in Wages
Asked by Chicago Musicians

T
last

HE

Chicago Federation of Musicians
and picture theatre managers held
meetings Wednesday and Thursday,
week, in the Palace Music Hall, to dis-

cuss the musicians’ demand for a 75 per
cent, wage increase to take effect July 1.
The union was represented by the board of
directors and by James G. Petrillo, acting
president of the federation, and the picture
theatres by Maurice Choynsky, president
of
the Allied Amusement Association;
Harry Lubliner, of Lubliner & Trinz; L. P.
Xewhafer, general manager of the Ascher
Brothers theatres, and Sam Katz, of Balaban & Katz. A number of managers of dramatic houses also were present.
No settlement was made at these meetings.

The Theatre Managers’ Association

asked the

federation for written proof
that the increased cost of living has warranted the demand.
According to the
terms of an agreement, made July 1 1919,
the present wage scale was to remain effective for two years from that date, provided the cost of living had not advanced
,

in

an unforeseen manner.

The minimum wage at the present time
is $36 a week for thirty-three hours’ work.
The federation holds that considering the
duty and experience now required to fit a
musician for a position in a theatre, the
present pay is insufficient.
“A musician in a first-class theatre or
moving picture theatre must be prepared
at all times to play the most difficult music
at sight, and this has a tendency to create
nervousness which in the end is bound to
affect his health,” Mr. Petrillo says.
“No
musician can last for any great length of
time in a picture house for the reason that
the continuous glare of light on his box
music rack will ruin his eyesight.”
Acting President Petrillo has confidence
that the demand of his union will be granted.
He stated during an interview that
the managers had

shown

a disposition to

be fair and square.
Efforts were made to interview L. P.
Newhafer, of Ascher Brothers, and Sam
Katz, of Balaban & Katz, but the former
was out of the city at the time and Mr.
Katz did not feel disposed to give any
information on the matter.

Shows Willard-Dempsey

Pictures

G. N. Montgomery, general sales manager, Hallmark Pictures Corporation, while

Photograph Taken at Famous Virginia City Mine in Nevada, Where $700,000,000 of
Silver Was Mined.
This group shows Emmet Boyle, Governor of Nevada, with Jane Lindsay and
“Bobs” Lorraine, two Angeline beauties. Scenes were taken here for the
Sunset-Burrud Scenics, distributed by Special Pictures Corporation.

present at the convention in Cleveland, received a wire from Harry P. Diggs, home office, suggesting that a print of the WillardDempsey fight picture was available for exhibition.
Mr. Montgomery got an idea.
It was hot in Cleveland, some of the boats
operating up and down the river could accommodate 1,200 persons. He chartered
one for a moonlight excursion, rigged on
the deck a projection machine and screen,

and gave more than
exhibitors their
ionship battle.

first

a

thousand visiting

glimpse of the champ-
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Advertising and Exploitation
By Epes Winthrop Sargent
*

Fifteen

Thousand Crowd Cost $78

Princess Theatre, Denver,

Pulls a Ballyhoo Stunt at

Suburban Park
Cleans

Up

Which

plan was outlined. Owing to the fact that
the Princess had been restricting its advertising exclusively to the Post, the copy
on the stunt was confined entirely to this
paper, which assumed supervisory charge
of the scheme.
Several days before “Below the Surface”

for “Below the

bottom of the

lake.

They were

to

free

themselves and swim to the surface to win
the prize.
All Safeguards Used.

Stout ropes were to be hitched to the
boxes, so that if the prisoner was not free
at the end of 40 seconds the box could be
pulled to the surface.
Doctors with pulmotors were to be on hand to insure against
accidents.

Surface.*

*

The story was run, with variations for
just three days before the event took place.

Cost $5.20 per

The Denver Street Car Company, which
previously had never before permitted
signs to be placed on its cars, fell for the
novelty of the stunt, and on the front and
rear of each car carried a large sign. This
was free because the cars got the crowd.
With this as the sole publicity more than
15,000 people gathered around and upon the
lake in automobiles and canoes or on foot
to watch the contest.

Thousand

G

ETTING

fifteen thousand people to
look at a ballyhoow at a cost of $5.20
per thousand is the prize winning
stunt pulled by the Princess Theatre, Denver, for the Paramount-Ince special, “Below the Surface” with Hobart Bosworth.
And the funny part is that the stunt was
not primarily designed for the Ince picture, but was suggested by Pat Kearney, of
the Famous Players, for use with Houdini’s
“Terror Island.”
A. G. Birch, of the Denver Paramount
office, figured that it would be just as good
for “Below the Surface,” and he aided H. E.
Ellison, of the Princess, to put over one of
the best stunts yet pulled. And it can be

Hired the Contestants.

By pre-arrangement
a girl,

worked

for any picture in any town where
there is a summer park with a lake. If you
can get the lake you don’t have to be so
darned particular about the park, at that,
and if you can’t get a lake, perhaps you can
borrow someone’s nice little river.

Hooked up a Paper.
was started as a “Diving Contest” and
the Denver Post, one of the hard boiled
sheets, opened up its columns when the
It

The
commenced

Street Car Signs.

run

the Post carried the
first announcement of a diving contest in
the huge park lake, in which contestants
were to try and duplicate the packing box
trick.
Volunteers for the prize, which

was

its

fixed at $200, were to allow themselves
to be tightly nailed in wooden packing
cases, weighted with iron and sunk to the

four young men and
whose names and addresses had all

been published in the Post as they announced their intention to enter the contest, were on hand for the trials, as well as
one or two novices.
The theatre’s carpenter had built two
stout boxes of 1 by 12-inch pine, 18 inches
wide, 28 inches tall and four feet long. On
the sides were wooden pockets that could
be loaded with iron window weights. One
of these boxes was perfectly solid while the
other was built with a trick bottom.
These boxes were open for inspection
and* they were inspected by that huge
crowd without disaster, while above them

two banners announced “Hobart Bosworth
‘Below the Surface,’ a Paramount picCertainly every one
ture, the Princess.”
in

Here Are Fifteen Thousand People Waiting to Be Ballyhooed at a Cost of Half a Cent Each.
The crowd waiting at a Denver Amusement Park, gathered to see the Diving Contest arranged by a local theatre and the Paramount
exploitation man. The picture was taken in only two sections, and you won’t find the whole fifteen thousand present
if you count noses, but the overflow meetings beyond the range of the camera will more than make the total.
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Try a Treasure

Map

July

Gain Box

to

Office

to the park
of that picture.

The

Girl

knew

Was

of the

coming

First.

one to try. Twice
as she was being lowered below the surface
in the midd'e of the lake she apparently
lost her nerve and screamed for help. An

The

girl

was the

first

in the mob who deliberately yelled
“Piker” and “Quitter” was almost stoned

aid

by the crowd which yelled: “Why don’t you
For a while the scene
try it yourself.”
threatened to develop into a

riot.

mer

in the vicinity

m um

was the

last contestant.

His entrance was acclaimed by the multitudes who expected great things of him.
By this time the first box was so badly
damaged that the judges, as agreed, pronounced it dangerous for further experiments. So Ott was lowered in the trick
box while the crowd yelled: “Put him in
his coffin.”

Owing

1920

Wealth
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who went

3,

Muddy Water
the muddy

Helped.

condition of the
water, objects a short distance below the
surface are invisible; but as an extra precaution the police moved the canoes of
spectators back about 75 feet. As the box
was being lowered one of the racks containing the iron weights caught on the side of
The
the launch, seemingly by accident.
bottom of the box was then about two feet
under water. It required a few seconds’
jimmying to get the box free, and while this
was being done Ott kicked his way out and
dived deep. After a reasonable delay to
insure his escape the box was lowered to
the bottom.
In just 56 seconds Ott appeared on the surface and the crowd
cheered his feat to the echo.
Later on he was awarded the prize with
reservations.
The entire stunt only cost the Princess
Theatre $78, but it made “Below the Surface” the talk of Denver. Not only that,
but according to Mr. Birch “the publicity
given the Denver affair will put the stunt
over anywheres in this or a neighboring
section” owing to the wide prestige of the
Denver Post which carried the stories on
the stunt.
to

are plentiful. You can’t paste up a dozen
and expect to do it. Twelve will help, but
they won’t turn the trick big.

Flint’s

Ancient

Map Helps

Put Over Treasure Island
SING

a chart of Treasure Island, with
the location of the theatre indicated
as the hiding place of the treasure,
helped the Majestic Theatre put over the
Tourneur production at St. Louis.

U

—

The

Woman

Contestant Getting

In.

The next contestant, a young man, was
discovered to have a crowbar and hammer just about the time he was being
placed in the box.
He was bawled out,
barred from further participation in the
contest and dropped in the lake and made
to swim ashore as ppnishment while the
crowd howled

at

the

fun.

Some Real One.
The next

entrants,

some

of

them

real vol-

unteers were lowered for the forty secfonds
and then pulled up, having failed in the attempt to liberate themselves.
Alexander Ott, former chief life guard,
at one
of Denver’s municipal bathing
beaches and the most widely known swim-

Put Out Toronto Teasers
Wherever Paper Would Go
ULES BERNSTEIN,

of Loew’s Theatre,
Toronto, made a drive on teasers for
“Down on the Farm.” He put them
everywhere on street corners, on cars,
wagons, ash cans, dead walls, some live
ones, until you could not turn your head
without seeing a fresh snipe. They were
all half sheets, black on yellow, with a
number of changes of copy, including
,” “Ask
the conduc“Please take me
” and “Trans,” “All aboard for
tor
,” in each case the copy ending
fer to
with “Down on the Farm.” And the next
week the Building Department sent an inspector around to see if the side walls
were still safe. Snipe teasers pay if they

J

—

The map was drawn from

that found
most' editions of the Stevenson work
and the location of the house was marked
.in as shown in the cut.
Some of the editions of “Treasure Island” contain more
elaborate maps than others. It is best to
cut out some of the detail to make for
clearness and to give prominence to the
theatre mark. It would be effective to mark
the house in red, but it would scarcely pay
for the second printing.
The sample is
about five inches square and folded once,
with the back printed up “Flint’s Treasure
Chart.”
in

Another Newspaper Hook-up
For That “Huckleberry Finn”
NOTHER hook-up stunt for “Huckle-

A

berry Finn,” which bears all of the
of Oscar A. Doob, comes in
from Cincinnati. The Post offered prizes
for the best letters of 150 words or less
detailing the writer’s own adventures to
see if he could match those of the famous
Huckleberry Finn. Five dollars and two
tickets to the Strand to see the film were
offered as a prize and the newspaper got
good copy for several days, while the
Strand was busy selling tickets.
A special showing timed to begin a quarter of an hour after school let out was
featured in the advertising, and this was
one of the best patronized shows of the

marks

day.

Plenty of Jazz Put Over

“Down on

the

EALIZING
Down on

R

—

Just Before

The judges'

boat, with some
The packing case

They Went “Below the Surface.”
of the contestants ready for the underwater trials.
is seen just behind the diver at the left.

Farm” Amply

that the best way to sell
the Farm” was to advertise it, Pete Adams, of the U. S.
Theatre, Paterson, took all the billboard
space he could buy, and then he built on
this with a rube band for street work,
farm tractors and a hay wagon. He did
not wait for people to come" and look in
his lobby to see what he had.
He went
out and told them and he did not whisper,
at that. Knowing when to circus and when
to play on dignity is what puts the U. S.

Over.
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Keep

Fine National Tie-up for

“

Footprints on Broadway, New York,
Just as Well as in the Smaller
ECAUSE

he was managing a house in
did not scare Frank A.
Gerard, of Keith’s Eighty-first Street
He knows that the bigger the
Theatre.
town, the bigger the yaps, and he worked
just as Barnum worked three-quarters of
a century ago, for one of the stunts he
pulled is merely a modification of the brick
stunt related in Barnum’s history of his
He even worked the “footprint” stunt,
life.
which any wise manager would bet could
not be done in the big town. And the result was that he sold “The Idol Dancer”
to more people than the house would hold,
and the house seats 2,100 people at that.
Mr. Gerard went at it just as though he
were not running a Broadway house in

B

New York

,

the largest city this side of London. He
that he drew most of his business
He worked that
within a mile radius.
territory just as he would a small town.
He got the same results. That’s all.

knew

Began

Early.

He believed in letting the people ask about the playing date.
“The Idol Dancer” was not new. It had
played the Strand, which offers most of
the First National releases. It had played
that house some weeks before, and had
attached.

People knew aboul^
The trailer merely localized

been seen elsewhere.
their

junction with scenes from’ the play.
A banner with the familiar “Oh! how she
can dance !” was above the front, and dancers flanked the side photo frames.

The Blowoff.
crack, it was announced
last
And for a
that a motion picture of .the crowd in

Wednesday afternoon

would be shown at the Thursday matinee
and for the remainder of the week.
This prevented any possible slump, for
those who had come before came again to
see how they looked on the screen and

Daddy could not get away
was dragged out with the rest
if

to pose, he
of the fam-

see little Willie act just like
right in front of the camera.
The only difference between New

ily to

Chap-

lin

Three weeks before the show was due
he started to use a trailer. No date was

the picture.

Did
Towns

mounted on either end of the awning,
where they were visible for several blocks.
Stress was laid upon the engagement of
a Hawaiian troupe for the prologue and
their photographs were worked in con-

front of the house

interest.

Then he went

after windows, a mile each
side of his house. He had a plentiful supply of cutouts of the dancer, and also some
paintings. He got them into the best class
of windows from Sixty-sixth to One Hundredth street. And he got them in early.

and the

1,200

town

is

in

the

York
number of

people. They fall just as easily and land
just as hard perhaps a little bit harder.

—

Just Like Barnum.

Years and years ago, when the goats
were browsing on the site of the EightyStreet Theatre, Barnum hired a man
to put bricks on the four corners of Broadway at Ann street, in front of his museum.
He kept changing them for a fifth brick he
Every fifteen minutes he entered
carried.
first

museum, followed by the crowd.
Wednesday evening Mr. Gerard had

displays were changed weekly.
part of the change consisted in the
addition of small lettered cards telling
about the attraction. In the window of a
music store, for example, a card referred
to the drum which can be heard for twenty

Plans National Hook-up for
New Taliaferro Production
UGGESTED by the title of the new

These

A week

later stock cutouts were added
to the larger displays. These were put into
a majority of windows for a two-mile
stretch, not only on Broadway, but on

Amsterdam avenue and on Madison ave-

Right

99

innumerable accidents are directly due to
failure to observe the regulations.
The Equity plan book, presently to be
issued, will carry the details of the campaign and will play it up strongly. It is
a self selling stunt with no possible comeback and can be made to apply to towns of

any

size.

Made “Connie” Synonym for

Omaha Summer Temperature

G

ETTING

ready for the hot weather,

Harry Watts,

of the Strand,

Omaha,

determined to use, the coming of summer for the purpose of planting a picture.
While the weather was still cool h.e began to advertise with such lines as “Connie’s coming as soon as the weather is hot
enough.”
Building on this he had stickers printed
and followed these with snipes and cards
until all Omaha began to associate Connie
with the coming heated term. The advertising was so persistent that warm days
were referred to as “Connit weather,” and
the name became a synonym for rising temperature.

Finally the announcement was made, “It’s
nearly hot enough and Connie has decided
to come next week” followed with the full
advertising for Constance Talmadge in “The
Love Expert.”
She had not only been made into a town
catchword, but somehow the public was
led to believe that she required hot weather
to show, and they did not stay away because it was too hot. It was regular Connie weather so they went.

—

a

Changed Weekly.

miles.

to the

the

photographer take flashlights of the window shows, winding up at one close to the
house. A crowd followed him around and
into the house when his work was done.
It was good in 1850.
It still works.

And

77

S

Taliaferro picture, “Keep to the Right,”
the Equity Pictures Corp., is planning
a national campaign for observance of the
rules of the road. Many cities are already
driving on the traffic laws and it should
be easy to interest the other places, since

Measuring Stick Helped
Pull for Bill Russell
SING

a measuring stick in the lobby
and advertising that all who attained
the required measurement would be
admitted free to see William Russell in
“Six Feet Four” made business for the
Kinema Theatre, Salt Lake City, recently.
To make it work to the utmost the theatre
advertised that there was a. good show in
the lobby as well as the house.
People
drifted down to see the measuring and
when they got tired they went inside and
bought tickets. It is an old stunt, but it
is still working as well as ever.

U

nue, on the other side of Central Park.
These displays were dated, and dates
were now added to the larger window

shows.

Hawaiian Page.
Heralds were distributed to- the patrons
the week before by a page undressed as
a Hawaiian. This supplemented the house
program, which carried an advance advertisement for three weeks.
Late the night before the opening Broadway was tracked up and down with large
white prints of a naked foot, all pointing
to the house and all lettered with the title
of the play.
They were placed on both
sides of Broadway from Seventy-eighth to
Eighty-sixth.
Some curious people took
the trouble to follow the tracks, but most
of them knew that the show was at Eightyfirst street.

There is a small army of press agents
who would have been willing to bet that
this stunt could not

be pulled off in New
York, but Mr. Gerard did it.
Of course the lobby was lavishly decorated with stills and special paintings and
cutouts,

and

the

largest

cutouts

were

Three of a Kind Always Beats a Pair, As You Know.
But the Eighty-first Street Theatre, New York, had a whole suit of windows in a
mile radius from the house for “The Idol Dancer’’ and it worked as well as
in the tiny towns.
It can be done in New York if you are not lazy.

,
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Get the Low-down on Making Turkish Coffee
1

minim

JUllIilUt

A

S

mm

mi

in

Practical Small Display

Helped a Louisville Lobby
EVERAL suggestions have been shown

in these pages for large lobby displays for Griffith’s “The Idol Dancer,”
but the Mary Anderson, Louisville, conies
in with a small display which is practical
for those who cannot afford either the
space or the cost of decoration. As can
be seen from the cut, the hut is of comparatively small size, scaled to work with

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

mi

sent out a set of cards, every other day, to
and others having waiting
physicians
rooms a stunt also worked by another
house for “Don’t Ever Marry.”
troupe of Hawaiians were employed
in a prologue and the routine of stunts
built Monday’s business $250 above the
Sunday takings, though usually the Monday drop is around $300 below Sunday.
;

A

The

work anywhere and
means of advertisement.

cards will

office

afford a valuable

Good Ad Copy If
You Have Not Played “Sex”

This

Is

this copy for a series of four
advertisements worked well for the
Teck Theatre, Buffalo. The copy will
work as well for a single large display with
the title worked in a large extended letter.
It runs

U

SING

has been the greatest factor in the
creation and destruction of the empires?

What

“Sex”
What has spurred many of the greatest
men in history to success and broken
countless others ?
“Sex”
Since the earliest history of man what has
been the elemental force most instrumental
in building for a greater civilization?
“Sex”
What transforms sinners into saints—-and
saints into sinners?
“Sex”

Paramount
cutoucs from lithographs. A red light back
of the window and below the ledge gives
light to the cutout figures behind and suggests a cooking fire in the hut.

The

Louisville

Lobby Display.

In addition to this, the house used a
series of striking lobby cards, taking the
text from the sprightly plan book, and

A

Now

Syndicates
Stunt Suggestions

All Its
to make use

IMING
up

by

its

of all ideas turned
exploitation men, Para-

now promptly syndicating
exchanges. As an example,
the Orowitz hook-up with the army and
navy recruiting services in Detroit was
promptly picked up by Oscar A. Doob in
Indianapolis, and probably will make the
rounds. Indianapolis tied up with the navy

its

mount

ideas to

is

all

“Why Change Your Wife?” which probably will please Josephus Daniels, who is
strong for morality in the navy.
In the same way Doob’s stunt of getting
a Cincinnati paper to use a rotogravure section front page for pictures of Huckleberry
Finn was taken over the following week
by the Pittsburgh Dispatch, which worked
from the same layout and reproduced in
half tone.
And the Dispatch did a whale
of a lot of special advertising to put it
over as a beat.
on

It is always easier to
and Paramount is going

of

its

syndication.

sell

a

proven idea

make the most
Meantime you have the
to

same advantage plus the best ideas of all
the exploitation men and not merely those
of one exchange if you follow these pages
closely.

Turkish Coffee Helped to
Sell “Virgin of Stamboul”
ERVING coffee in Turkish style in his

S

lobby was one of the stunts used by
Dur.can, of the Plaza, Sioux City.
It was a novelty and helped to put the
play over strong. To make Turkish coffee
you roast the bean almost to the point of
burning it, beat it in a mortar to a fine
powder, let it boil up three times, removing

J. C.

from the

fire

and

stirring

down

after

each boiling up, and serve it in tiny cups
with the sugar already added and without
cream. The finely powdered coffee is not
strained out, but is supposed to be drunk.
If you do not care to donate the coffee
you can let some women’s aid society
serve it for a small price and get the added
value of this advertising.
Most of the Plaza advertising ran to
food, for candy stores served Priscilla
Dean specials in candy, a hotel had a
punch and salad named after the star and
the Stamboul
the fountains.

Sundae was

a

favorite

at

Mr. Duncan also broke into the daily
paper with a mathematical contest, the
details of which are not announced.

Pittsburgh Exchange Treats

H

Newsboys to
ERMAN STERN,

Special

Show

of the Universal
Exchange, Pittsburgh, recently staged
a free show for the newsboys of
Pittsburgh and the surrounding towns.
Some 3,000 tickets were distributed through
the local papers and every invitation was
accepted, with the result that the big
Moose Temple was jammed to its capacity.
In place of big features, Mr. Stern wisely
showed a lot of one and two-reel subjects,

short comedies and snappy dramatic stories,
interspersed with vaudeville acts presented
by the graduate pupils of a local dancing
school.

Tapestry Framed Painting
Told of “The Silver Horde”
HANGING from its usual remade
lobby, the New Lyric used a paint-

C

ing

for

was framed

in

“The Silver Horde.” This
velvet tapestry and gave a

and attractive effect. A smaller painting was set into the panel below the box
Paintings suggest large exoffice window.
pense, yet they should not cost as much as a
built up lobby, and for a change they give

rich

When Lumber
The

New

Costs Too

Much Try

Painting.

of built-up lobby displays,
seldom done better than with this well-framed painting.

Lyric,

Minneapolis,

makes much

but has

a good attractor. Sometimes it is possible
to build up a painting with figures cut
from the three or 24-sheet6, which will
dispose of the difficult figure painting,
which is the bane of the sign painter.

*
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This Fashion

Show Used Only Gingham Gowns
Eifel Tower for
Charles Ray’s “Paris Green”

Used an

“Jimquin” Makes His Own White Way
to Light the Lane to Once Dead Theatre
own White Way
prospective patrons down

/TAKING

1%

V

I
•*-*-*-

his

to lead
a dark

side street is one of the means Jimquin has taken to put back on the amusement map an El Paso house never very

strong.

,

the Texas Grand,
playing road attractions, the house, poorly
It
was
situated, died a natural death.
about four blocks from the center of
things, and when it breathed its last there

Under the name

were none

of

him

a

good show window for

Then Jimquin Happened.
Then Jimquin James C. Quinn — renamed
it the Rialto, and El Paso woke up to the
fact that there was a live wire. His “Park
your cares at the Rialto” was widely
copied when he used it to launch the house

for

“Why

planning to light the four
blocks to the main street to get the people in the habit of walking down the
street to

is

house.

his

Newark, N.

J.,

first

to

realize

the value of lights to pull the shoppers
over to the dark side, and since then hundreds of towns have changed their business thoroughfares with electric lights.
Jimquin is going to add to the number and
make his section a part of the real sidewalk.

Always Busy.

And Jimquin

does not believe in doing
something to attract attention and then
stopping.
He is working all the time.
Many of his stunts have already been reported, and there are more to come. One

of his

late

efforts

ambulating alarm

Your
is

all

“Paris Green” with the accent on the Paris.
The allusion is somewhat far fetched, but
the pulling attraction of the huge tower
was undeniable.

Wife?” and
more de-

the

not

in the trav-

“Jimquin” Says:
|
I
|
|

|

1

j

This thing of putting a new kick
into the hoofs of a dead one is the
It
the world.
in
sport
greatest
doesn’t always make you a lot of
money, but what a riot of fun you
have doing it! And when you get
away with it, as we are doing here

—

!

|
\

|
|
|
|

|

fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiniiiHiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiniiHiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHHiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiir

Prologues are frequently used, and newspaper hookups are of almost weekly ocQuinn probably has acquired
currence.
more free publicity of a feature sort than
El Paso ever knew before— and the editors
are glad to give it, because it is all framed
to help the paper as well as the house.
One recent scheme is a card 11 by 14
inches, ready printed with the house name
and slogan. These are run off in quanti-

When window cards are wanted for
ties.
any attraction, it is a simple matter to
send a sufficient number through the press
for a second imprint in a contrasting color,
or to paste scene stills on the blank space,
which gives a two-color effect at considerably less than a two-color price for a single small job.
And in the meantime, the Rialto is on
the map with a dot and circle, like a cap-

A

Towering Display.

Pay Back What You Borrow.

Send in a Stunt.

was the use
clock

for

of a perthe Charles

recent stunt was a hookup with the
“Sassy Jane” dresses, which not only gave

One

of the

j

Owing to the peculiar construction of
the lobby, this was a very practical stunt,
rising to a height of nearly three stories
and affording ample room for an entrance
below the arch. It represents less work
than appears from the cut and was sufficiently out of the ordinary to attract an
unusual amount of attention.

Alarm Clock.

Ray picture, “Alarm Clock Andy.” This
was made up before Phil Gersdorf reported
his bass drum clock, and uses a canvas
frame with a cap bell. The back is lettered for the attraction, the front merely
showing the theatre name. A gong inside
was worked for the alarm.

A

U

in

an Eifel tower three stories high

was the way the Princess Theatre
somewhere, put over Charles Ray in

jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiii'i'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'^

ital city.

Jimquin’ s

week

SING

eled section.

|

was the

Change

brought another window;

—

and now he

a

conjunction with his stage fashion show,
but the inventor of the brand, Miss June
Rand, who is in partnership with Charles
and Sydney Chaplin, made personal appearances for four days, which is better
than Grauman did with a similar show in
Los Angeles.
Another hookup was with bathing suits

sirable, since the Rialto

weep.

to

79

When Jimquin Gallivants with “Sassy Jane.”
show windows hooking- up his Rialto with a fashion and window show
of a brand of gingham gowns. He did much the same thing
for bathing suits and "Why Change Your Wife?”
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Sold Press Book Material for a
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Her'e’s
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RESS work

is not merely the grabbing
of space in a newspaper. It is grapping space for material which will be
read with interest. There is a difference
between the perfunctory story and one
with news interest, and T. H. Schrader, of
the Columbia, Pittsburgh. He says
“The average exhibitor knows the value
of publicity, but he doesn’t know what
publicity is,” says Mr. Schrader. “Many a
man believes that he is getting publicity
when he hands out a synopsis of a picture
his theatre is going to run and sees it
published in a motion picture column because he is also represented in the advertising columns. Such an item is not publicity, it is merely advertising space used
with different copy than that which ap-

P

pears on his

iiiiiiiiiim

letter was received by the newspapers
while the story was being used to the effect that in the opinion of the writer the
young women who had in words exalted
the ‘shimmy’ would not dare submit their

Make

the

first

It

News.

element of publicity from the

exhibitors’ standpoint is some story that
will make his theatre attractive. The story
which makes the theatre itself the basis of
it will never appeal to
a newspaper, so
the attraction must be used as the basis.
Here is an example of what I mean. This
spring the owner of a neighborhood house
decided upon quite a large outlay to install
a ventilating and cooling system in his

house and he asked me how I would go
about it to get the newspaper to print the
I advised him to make an appliitem.
cation to the department of streets for a
permit to blockade the street in front of
his theatre for a period of three days despite the fact that the alterations never
would blockade the street for a minute.
Naturally the permit was refused, and then
he brought suit for a writ of mandamus to

compel the issuance of the permit. He
charged discrimination and several other
things and a tip to the court reporters was
all that was necessary. His attorney argued

selves as exponents of it in public.
club declared it was willing at any
time to expound their belief by performing the ‘shimmy’ for any representative
audience, and then the Columbia Theatre
offered its stage as a place for the test.
There is the difference between publicity
and forced reading matter. ‘A Virtuous
Vamp’ made a success at the Columbia
which taxed the large seating capacity at

The

court ordered the issuance of a limited
permit.
That theatre benefited through
the public getting the impression that the

every performance with no added money
expense, and solely because I was fortunate
enough to have an able publicity man.”

manager would fight to make patrons comfortable
and the Columbia benefitted
through the fact that it was generally advertised that it was already equipped to

Something Fishy about This
Exploitation for Beach Film

give

that

comfort.

example of legitimate
is an attraction publicity.
Perhaps another specific incident
is the best illustration of the method which
should be employed is getting this brand.
is

a

fair

louse publicity. Another
.

“The

own

along with

“That

bills.

Work

improvement was a necessity
all that it would mean to patrons of the theatre through the hot summer months. He based his charge of discrimination upon the fact that the Columbia Theatre, on a downtown street, has
installed the same apparatus with the full
permission of the department of streets.
The newspapers used fairly full accounts
of the hearing^ and also the fact that the
that

iiiHiiiiiiii-inimiiiiiiimmimm

A

Man

What

1920

Feature
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with the Right Ideas on
Really Constitutes Press

3,

Played Up the “Shimmy.”

“When

the Columbia booked Constance
Talmadge in “Virtuous Vamp,’ I decided
upon a chorus made up of local young
women who were adepts at the ‘shimmy’
dance.
A bare announcement that local
girls would ‘shimmy’ at the theatre might
have gotten into the news columns, but to

make

certain

pursued.

A

of

it,

here

is

the course

I

week and

a half before the picture was to open each of the local papers
r
received a cop 3 of resolutions adopted by
the P. Y. W. S. C., explained as a social organization of young women, to the effect
that the ‘shimmy’ was not indecent or immodest. Appended to it was a list of the
sixteen members of the club with their
addresses.
These members were the

chorus which I had arranged for.
“The papers liked that sort of thing and
seized upon the story as genuine novelty.

G

ETTING

over

“The

Silver

Horde”

against the hot weather in Philadelphia called for some special exploitatio stunts planned by Abe L. Einstein, of
the Stanley Company, and W. J. Ferguson,
of the Goldwyn forces.
The lobby of the Victoria was made over
into a long cabin effect, with a thirty foot
salmon over the electric sign. Salmon in
nets and tanks were used in the show windows of sporting goods and other stores,
and the restaurants were persuaded to offer
special salmon dishes on their menus. Cut
outs were used for book and other stores
and an advertising wagon led the way over
the route of the Barnum-Ringling circus
parade, and a red ink edition of a local
paper gave the final smash.

Book Material
Newspaper for Feature

Sold Press
to

ETTING

G

press book material accepted

—

as pure reading and without a space
bill
is a stunt recently pulled off by
H. C. Plath, of the Crescent Theatre, Tem-

—

Texas.

ple,

The

campaign sheet for “Don’t Ever
Mary,” prepared by the First National for
the Marshall Neilan production, contained
a cartoon and a snappy synopsis.
Mr.
Plath laid out a page with a three twentytwos in display and filled in the page with
this material and a couple of portraits. It
was all framed as pure reading and when
Mr. Plath asked for terms he was given
a rate on his 66 inches and the rest of the
stuff was run as the newspaper’s own material.

Naturally Mr. Plath was pleased at getting
discount on his display stuff instead of
having to pay for the entire page.
a

Used Rube Band on Street
for “Down on the Farm” Week
ENNETH M. LEACH, of the Regent,
Calgary,

used

“Down on

a

street

band

for

Farm” and put the
show over for a week. The rubes made
daily parades and worked in the house as
the

well, carrying ten pieces, including a yellow clarinet.
Harness was used to decorate the lobbj’
and give a rural flavor, and a picture of

Miss Fazenda climbing over the fence was
out and placed on top of the lobby
frame in front of the box office. It was
not a very elaborate display, but it sufficed to get the business for the week.
Linen dusters and straw hats are easily
obtained, which makes this about the simcut

Not a
of

Did You Think They Made ’Em Different in Canada?
The Calgary rube looks just like Hiram of New Hampshire and Silas
South Carolina. And none of them looks like the Ford-driving “Hayseed”
of today. These champs blew themselves for the Regent Theatre
bit of

it.

plest

form of ballyhoo.
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Works Well in
Loew Euclid Ad Paneling

Caricature

P

REVIOUS

displays in the half pages
theatres in Cleveland

Loew

the

for

have all been of an elegance to harmonize with the lettering and border design, but for “Huckleberry Finn” a caricature was used and the effect is about as
good. It is more striking and it does not
surroundings, but it does
not give quite the same air of elegance.
fight

with

its

Sometimes in
smaller advertising value.
a small space the use of hand lettering
will improve the display through the ability to use all of the space to the best advantage, but here there is room to do all
done here through the use of good-looking
type faces, and type should at least have
been used for the lesser lines. Hand lettering is a delicate matter and should be
used only by those who can do it properly.

—P.

than three. Then larger type could have
been used, and they could have avoided
the use of a cut which illustrates such lines
as “Gambler Shoots Negro Witness in
Thrilling Murder Trial Scene” with a cartoon.
The line and the drawing do 'not
match. The caricature weakens the effect
not only of that line but of the entire
argument. The Euclid, Cleveland, displays
are exceptional examples of the intelligent

A.—

T.

Took Entire Page for
Their Five House Circuit
ULL

page displays in the Cincinnati
papers are not usual, but this display
for the Libson houses splits the cost
between five houses, in proportion to their
importance and ability to pay. Most of it
is hand lettered stuff, but the right hand
division is mostly type and shows to bet-

F

A PICTURE THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL LOVE!
ALSO A VAUDEVILLE BILL OF ALL HEAD LINE FEATURES DIRECT FROM THE BIG TIME

The Five

“Pauline Saxon and Sis”

JO The Best Shows in Qnunnatj%
IKalpaJu.

CLARA
of the Euclid Half Pages.

CHARLES
.

This Euclid stuff is about as handsome as
they turn out, and generally it is an ex-

YOUNG

T

man

style,

the

advertising

and original, and
stantly used.

is

im

—P.

T.
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$
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0X100 Ankle'

Lowe, Evans
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wondrouj
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of

COMEDY, too
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alto

NEWS

Thursday -IVitLw- Saturday

lEX,

SUF3«

FEATURE

KEENAN
FRANK
DOLLAR DOLLAR

PPiTii3

for

M/Z 8 MRS. CARTER, de HA MENin "SPRING
KINOGRAMS - " TOPICS OF THE DAY "
MENTOR SCENIC - CONCERT SELECTIONS

K ETA ME /a/ "ROMANCE" _
OWEW MOORE /n" A DESPERATE HERO-

COMING <"00f9 IS

Threes Which Would Be Better
for Type.

would cost more than the entire space,
since this is only a little more than twelve
inches, and two cuts would cost twenty
inches on a minimum rate, but the effect
is
not there and the saving on the cut
does not offset the loss caused by the

ter

Full

anyone should be able to get
good results from a full page. It is

,

'WHISPERS"

Page Covering Five Houses.

'

*

MARH

*

advantage than the others. Artists sim-

ply will not use care in lettering.

They

to make an “artistic” effect. “Shimmie” letting may be artistic, but if it is not
legible its value fails from an advertising

want

we

much space

not easy to take that

in

thsOxcode mountain!. droaulu: diDLUSt thit’wll »iir vour heart

G~A

Full Pages

LMOST

thing very different. Men who can score
two and three inch singles are rare.
These three examples are from Edward
The
L. Hyman, of the Strand, Brooklyn.
top is 35 lines, double, while the singles
are 35 and 33 lines. These spaces are com-

Lm$«ttMt*aTUttNtR

A TOCABce Amid

DAY

A—

and not get some effect. Its very size
But to take a
saves it from obscurity.
small space and make good in it is some-

da vj

ford-

T.

Means More Than

A

oecuc rru a

^TOOLSGOLD

KINOGRAMS

—P.

bill

beautiful .\nd authentic

hi
The Epic of
Budduut’Wjman heiod

Overstuffed Cross Page Tens.

Adroit Use of Small Spaces

hi Hurt

And a comblele jhokniLwf

Mo, told in wonderfully
picture;.
n*r«£ hevi

Ada Meade

department is to give examand bad work, with comment;
what has been done, but what
can be done. Unless you read these pages
for ideas and suggestions, you are not getting all that you can out of the paper.

The darintf danh of
Ernest SfucLl*Um>
expedition for the South
5ir

Al StJohnicSS*

HUMOR AND SONS"

They
use of cut matter in half pages.
should be studied for ideas against the
time some idea may be used. The entire

Pcvui'

OP THRILL

up light Then a four flush,™
tnirugur Uwched V* rprir$
of Andy'* ire and—»i*jjl

"A HODGE PODGE OF

i

“Bcginnfcigol Ihe World

Mlei lallr. hic'procpKla'
alvovs ordervd from
bOdytHio That was before
o*rl got Unbennj vrth
hit heart and wound him

A

BRADY
ill ALICE
V SINNEPS”

A Two

THOMAS

(bro he could stutter his

KEITHS

.

BIG DOUBLE

l

OLIVE

THE FOUR ELLENS

Misses

idea of this
ples of good
not to show

NOSSES

ELAINE UAMMERSTEIN

the pen is mightier than the
sword, but the line was written before theatrical advertising was invented and is not intended for press agents.
Here is a two threes from Newark in which
a far better effect could have been gained
through the use of type. The two cuts

MAY 30

lo Ihe

Six Musical

Uif main tprirfg wat right

ERHAPS

in"

Broidwy

i

FOOTLIGHTS

Why Use the Pen When—

P

light; of

Alarm
CLOCK

distinctive

is

apparently profitable, since the same large spaces are conit

Pleasant’.

midnight

.

’Sj

cellent example of hand lettering, to boot.
This display, for example, is as clear as

though from cut type and yet with a tiny
touch of ornamentation which makes it
distinctive.
The artist has not sought
to show that he could put more frills on
the lettering than any man this side of
the insane asylum.
He has simply made
distinctive what might be a fancy type letter, and about nineteen times out of twenty
he does this. Now and then he slips, but
his average is high.
The theatres under
the Loew management in Cleveland take a
lot of space, but they dominate the pages
and so dominate the town. Like the Grau-

‘Look

-gRAY

KIMBALL

An

;SUNDAyJl«*L

STAPT} SUNPAV-X^tLt

One

Ada Meade

PALACE

l KEITHS;

Violin

‘Teasing, Tingling Tunes’

"Follies of Vaudeville”

^ ANITA

d

D

a national institution
FULTON ST * ROCKWELL PI

BROOKLYN

‘a/ieYELLOW,

STEWART ^TYPHOON

that most
space is taken with the idea of getting the
show over and not merely to gratify the
Hand
artistic instinct of some hired man.
lettering is handy where it will get a pro-

point of view, and

take

it

portion not obtainable in newspaper job
faces, but even here the aim of the artist
should be to approach as closely as possible the legibility of cut type.

—P.

T.

A

.

Geometrical Layouts Are
Not Always Best Planned

T

HIS

B

re,

o O K- L.'v'

ITRAND

PL
rsi

?7

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION
VULTOM ST ««o ROCKWELL PL

K

-3

BROO KLYN
ff/eelc

^

ONSTANalALMADGt
1

^

from Lexington, Ky.,
though the effort had been

display

looks as

made

FULTON ST b ROCKWELL

JACK LO WO ON’S

^

Love Expert

to use all of the cuts sent in,
And the lay-

though they did not match.

HmoldLloyd

out of the general display is as regular as
one of those old-fashioned gardens. Three
panels above are matched by three panels
below. The shortness of two of the cuts
is made up with lines top and bottom to
get balance, and at four points in the cross
page tens a reglet could have been run
from one side to the other. It was beautifully regular, but one cut, backed up by
type, probably would have worked better

An

—-

Eastern Westerner

— Overture —
Beethoven

Hiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiii’

'E ^mont
<

strand .symphony orchestra

Three Examples of Small

Stuff.

paratively large for the New York papers
and stand out well. They are hand lettered merely because it is not possible to
get type into mortises so small as are

——

—
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Put Your Advertising, on

July

Ice This

3,

1920

Summer
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these, but the artist is careful in his lettering and comes as close to type face as
he can. And in passing it is worth noticing that he gives the drawing in the
double column to the Shackleton picture
rather than to the main title. He knows
that the main title will care for itself. He
wants to clean up with the real novelty,
just as he splits his space with the comedy
when he has Harold Lloyd bottoming the
bill.

—P.

T.

A

.

Finds Personality Pays, So
Plays Up Personality Angle
HIS

is an exchange stunt, but there
no reason why it should not work
as well for theatres. As a matter of

T

is

The Selznick Cincinnati office
it has.
sends out a weekly postcard with a line
for some coming production and a panel
in which Jack Conant adds his own say
The form
about the release advertised.
of the card remains the same, only the
fact,

A

Hundred Line Advertisement

Six

a single frame design made and reproduce
it in two or three widths.
If you order a
a frame have it cut at the bottom so that
the type may be shoved in instead of being
dropped into place. It will help the compositor and will give you a better display.

Of

years there seems to have been a
from the seasonable design, yet it pays, if well done and anything which helps to build business in the
hot spell should be picked up and used.
late

dropping away

—P.

T.

A

.

Another General Program
Now Makes Its Appearance
Two

of

—P.

T.

Adv ertising on

A

.

Ice for the

Summer Season

H

arold

b.

Is Profitable

franklin

is

the

first

to

here, for the airdomes are suffering here. Mr. Franklin writes that he
believes in making his ads look cool, and
this frosted specimen of a three fours is
certainly sightly. If you do not care to go
to the expense of much art work, or if

there

it

is

is

no engraver

in

SEMON5
//

latest

'SCHOOL

DAY

3 S'

A

first

to

make

its

appearance

find some stuff especially prepared for their
use, but we would appreciate an occasional
credit line on some of the stuff lifted. Help

BERT
tsi /Ae.

Symphony

LYTELL
Paul

c/
gnzal stoge, success

rejzsz prcxo/uc Z/O/l

Armstrongs

^VALENTINE'

Four Threes from Harold

is

“Filmland,” published in Reading, Pa., by
Frank F. Shinn. It is a very creditable
sheet of 32 pages and enamel cover; rather
too costly a proposition to be continued
in its present form.
It is a monthly and
seems to carry sufficient advertising to
help, though, oddly enough, it does not
contain the advertisement jf a single one
of the motion picture theatres.
thank
it would pay to list the attractions briefly
even if this must be done without charge.
In sending in the first copy Mr. Shinn asks
a question which may interest some others
when he requests permission to lift maContemporaries
terial from this paper.
are welcome to use the material, and will

town, you can have yourselves.

LAR R-Y
»T „uj
\~

About the

We

come in with a frappe advertisement for the summer season. Apparently the weather is warmer in Buffalo
than

years ago the general program,
a publication covering all of the motion picture activities of a town, was
a common thing, but the war knocked them
out and they apparently did not come back.

S

the Selznick Postcards.

color changing. Mr. Conant does not use
his cut through vanity.
When men get
as fat as that they are seldom vain. But
he knows that his clients take his personal
say-so. George A. Bleich works along the
same lines. Every try to build your own
reputation up? It pays.

OME

Orchestra

/

3<5

SOLOIST
SPEC IAL

for

“Suds.”

Here’s First Advertisement
for the New Pickford Film
VIDENTLY Mary Pickford does not

E

share George M. Cohan’s aversion to
appearing in Providence, for the Majestic was the first house to show “Suds,”
the latest Pickford. This is one hundred
lines deep, across six, which is a pretty
sizable display as Providence goes, but in
spite of the space, the star and attraction
are not clearly announced.
It would be
easy in so large a space to get a neat
type display, all of the argument, the prices

and the added offerings and still have some
white space, but W. M. Strong, the publicity man, writes proudly that all his ads
are hand drawn. We hope that in time
he will come to see that the Grauman type
of display is a better business getter both
for display and legibility.
Providence is
one of the strongholds of the hand drawn
stuff,

but there

is

—P.

still

T.

hope.

A.—

Jimquin Again Steals Space
with Glaum Kalogram Puzzle
IMQL JN,

of El Paso, has been cleaning
Jimquin is perfectly willing to pay money to advertise his Rialto, but if he can swing it to get
some free space, he does not hesitate a moT

J

up the papers again.

ment.
get.

He wades in and eats up all he can
He hooked the Times with the Louise

Glaum Kalogram puzzle for “Sex” with
ticket prizes, and then helped them to make
it the basis for one and two-page hookups. He was not content with one double
deck. He .encored and drew some singles.
Some men can make two blades of grass
grew where one previously flourished, but
Jimquin can raise a bale of hay on a square
foot of ground when he gets started. Lately an evangelist concluded a revival at
one of the churches and stayed over for
an extension of the engagement in a new
location.
Jimquin provided him with his
throwaways on condition that he preach
He plasa sermon on the sex problem.
tered the town, and all you could see at
first glance was an eight-line “Sex” and a
five-line

“Problem,” the

way down

the page.

latter

about half-

There was not a word

about the show at the Rialto, but not a
person could overlook the combination.
The parson got the converts and Jimquin
got the unregenerate and the hypocrites
and all on the strength of the same cirB.

Franklin with Cold Storage Suggestion.

cular.

July

3,
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Philadelphia Uses Perambulators for Ticket Sale
iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMSiiii™

Used a Ripple Effect

to

Cool the Idol Dancers
UST

because the weather was hot and
getting hotter did not seem to H. M.

J Thomas,

Omaha, a good
reason why he should not get them in to
of the Rialto,

“The Idol Dancer.” He figured out
it would take a stronger efifort to pull
them off their front porches or away from
see
that

the amusement
be done.

parks,

but that

it

could

He booked some local girls to sing and
play the tin guitars, and he found a hula
dancer resting up and willing to work for
what she thought was a reduced price, but
which did not look that way to Mr.
Thomas.

He figured that between the girls and
the hula expert he could arouse some interest, and he did, but he went a little
further: he put up a river scene with a
ripple effect, and the prologue faded into
that and so to the picture, and the set
was so cool-looking that people went out
and told others that the picture was great
and the house was nice and cool.
That got the rest of them in and Mr.
Thomas could even pay the hula handler
without feeling a sensation of goneness in
the pit of his stomach.

Sought “The Beloved Cheater”
in the Streets of Phoenix

U

TILIZING
that

a

press

Lew Cody

book suggestion
“The Beloved

in

Cheatef” be advertised along dressy
the Strand, Phoenix, used a woman

lines,
in handsome

dress for a street attractor.

She was taken all over the town in a fashionable automobile carrying a sign reading
“I am looking for my Beloved Cheater.” To
help the mystery suggestion, she was masked. As this was done before the advertising
started, the town soon began to wonder
what a beloved cheater was.
Then the mystification was added to
when a man in evening dress, but with a
stetson hat and with riding boots made his
appearance afoot. He carried a somewhat
similar sign on his back.
He, also, was
masked, and refused to tell anything about

merely returning to first principles in
application of an old rule, which

son

is

his

new

he expresses as “the souvenir is a means of
retaining patronage rather than of gaining
it.”
And old timers know that he is right.

and

it

pane.

will cost just as much to replace the
It is a good thing to keep away

from, though

the

Victory came through

all right.

On

the other hand, that “No Bull” stunt
to be working strong all over the
country. Spring it now and then hold it
until the county fair season comes along.
It will be worth ten times as much then.
Backing up the parade stuff, the Victory had a rural lobby in which handlers
of agricultural and dairy machinery collaborated, and it used a rube wagon, which
drove on the wrong side of the street,

seems

Philadelphia Street Stunt
Stopped to Offer Tickets
UILDING up on the rural idea, the

B

parade for “Down on the
Philadelphia stopped at
convenient corners where tickets might
be purchased for the showing. The parade
street

Farm”

in

consisted of a farm tractor pulling a hay

wagon loaded with kiddies and clowns and
followed by a “No Bull” cow.
The show was booked in at the Metropolitan Opera House, which is too far
north of the City Hall to catch much transient trade, and the street sale brought
the people down. The Metropolitan possesses the largest auditorium in Philadelphia and to fill it with the Sennett comedy
called for a lot of hustle, but the parade
with its ticket sale helped to do the trick.

One of the local hits was a letter purporting to come from a child, in which she
wrote: “If Grover Cleveland Bergdoll sees
‘Down on the Farm’ he will be caught by
the authorities, for the pigs will squeal on
him.”

This

No

Bull Stunt Is
as Hard as Ever

Working
OKOMO,

Ind., had an industrial parade the other day and some 25,000
people turned out to see the procession pass. The Victory Theatre added to
the gayety of the event by turning loose
a “runaway” cow labaled “This is no bull”
and leading another in the parade.

K

That loose cow stunt
in

damage

is

likely to result

suits unless the

mildness of the

animal’s temper

is

known. Even
do as much dam-

positively

mild-tempered cow will
age to a plate glass window as a mad bull

a

staged breakdowns and everything else its
crew could think of. F. W. Greenewald
reports that

it

all

made

for big business.

Underwear and Books Join

C

in Aiding “Pollyanna” Run
OMBINING books and underwear in
a special drive for the

Mary Pickford

engagement

Metropolitan Opera
offered an odd mixture. There is a brand
of undies named after the joyous star;
possibly because they do not scratch, and
all of the leading department stores made
joint displays of the book and the underthings for the week, while the underwear
people organized a special drive for a
“Pollyanna” week.
It is pretty hard to tell, these days, just
what hook-up can be effected with any
given plays, but it is a far cry from books
Because of the coto intimate garments.
operation of the manufacturers the windows were unusually extensive, and when
you realize that the shopping district in
Philadelphia is relatively small and that
the stores co-operating were scattered all
over the territory, it will be seen that the
hook-up was more than worth while. It

was unusual.
iiiiiitimiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiuiiii

stunts are new, but any clever man
a new stunt by changing an
old idea. It’s the new twist that counts.

Few
can

make

himself.

Then the regular advertising was flashed
with the entire town in a receptive mood,
and a cleanup followed.

“Don’t Ever Marry” Souvenirs
Still in Demand at Atlanta
EVERSING the usual idea, Willard c.

R

Patterson, of Samuels’ Criterion TheAtlanta, contends that the souvenir is better as a means of pleasing patrons than for making them.
In other
words, he uses them to hold, rather than
to make business.
tre,

When

he booked in “Don’t Ever Marry,”

he obtained a supply of the miniature rolling pins lettered with the title, and advertised the souvenirs. He laid in a supply for
the week of full business, but the picture
built

up a turnaway and Mr. Patterson gave

the disappointed ones souvenirs, with the
result that he made friends, but ran out of
pins before the end of the week.
He reports that even now he is receiving
requests for “those little rolling pins” and
contemplates laying in an additional supply, just to

make

friends.

The souvenir— as distinct from the old
fashioned gift shows, was originally used
to mark the century performances
of New
York runs, which shows that Mr. Patter-

No Wonder
This

Butter Costs So Much! The Cows Are Actors, Now.
two cows used by the Victory Theatre, Kokomo, Ind., to put over
s rural feature.
The other was supposed to
a runawayand
had no bewhiskered valets. To date 28,729 other cows be
have played
dates for “Down on the Farm,” so butter is scarce

°n

Jf
Mack

|
Sennett

of

“Pollyanna” at the
House, Philadelphia,

in
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Among Busy Film Exchangemen
iHuitnHtminumumnummmmimunuimiuiui m uii umiimm

have found need for larger quarters and will
occupy the premises of Fox after their re-

Kansas City
Careless With

C

RESCENT

of

moval

Live Lions.

Kansas City

Eisner with Exhibitors’

Office.

Edwards, president of the Exhibitors’
Film Company, has appointed A. M. Eisner
Mr.
as general manager of the company.
Eisner is one of the oldest exchange men
and exhibitors in the territory. Besides his
C. S.

manager

of the Exhibitors’

Film Company, Mr. Eisner has taken over
the management of the Strand Theatre, at
Thirty-sixth and Troost, this city.

Changes at F.
H.

Lewis,

P.-L. Office.

special

representative

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
district,

has

been

promoted

New York

to

a

in

for

the

in

San Francisco
New' Manager for

Howard

similar

office.

P. R. Isley,

Film Personals.
formerly a salesman for World

and Republic, has now joined the force of
Goldwyn. Mr. Xsley’s territory is Northern
Kansas.

W. C. Truog, manager of the Kansas City
branch of Goldwyn, attended the Western
Mangers’ Convention in Chicago.
E.

W. Green, representative

sas City

office,

of Fox’s

Kan-

has gone to Los Angeles to

visit his folks.
H. L. Craig has just returned from a short
business trip through Kansas in the interests of the Universal Film Exchange.

Resigns as Film Board Head.
Harry Taylor reports that the rapid growth
of the Pathe branch and his numerous duties
prevented him from devoting all the time
he should like to in taking care of the presidency of the Kansas City Film Board of
Trade. And so he has resigned. Mr. Taylor
has been succeeded by Syd Haldeman, manager of Metro in this city.

Jack Frazier Invades Nevada.
Jack Frazier, star salesman for Universal,
left in his trusty auto on a six weeks’
trip through the Nevada territory.
Reports
of another of his one hundred per cent, trips
has

are expected.
Selznick

Exchange

to all Rotarians.

Bill

Fox Opening in Oklahoma.
Fox will open a branch office about July 1
in Oklahoma City for the exclusive service
The Fox Exof the State of Oklahoma.
change in Kansas City will move from their
present quarters about July 1 to the new
Film Exchange Building. The Kansas City
branch

of

the

Peacock

Productions,

Inc.,

Drummond

Breezes

In.

end of the business.
He plans
to remain here and to enter the distributing
field again. He is just the same as usual, but
has a fine lot of new stories worth hearing.
exhibiting

Community Bureau Branches Out.
The Community Motion Picture Bureau has
increased its space in the Pacific Building
and has added largely to its line' of films,
having taken over the film exchange business of the Atlas Educational Film Bureau.
Charles Sprink, formerly booker for the Republic Exchange, is now booked for this concern.

Exhibitors

Buy

a

Picture.

•

George Roy, H. C. Schmidt and M. Klein
have taken over the Pacific Coast rights to
“That Something,” controlled by Irving Lesser,

and plan

to

commence exploiting

it

at

once.

Film Men Go Camping
Bernard Debkin, of Baltimore, headed a
large party of film men and their friends in
a camping expedition in the Blue Ridge sec-

West

Virginia.

Included in the party

Morgan and “Johnnie” Payette, general manager and assistant general
manager of the Crandall theatres; Eddie
were Joseph

Ben Blotcsky is severing his connections
with Hodkinson on June 22 and will become
district manager of the Big Six about July
Meantime, Mr. Blotcsky will take a much
5.
needed rest and trip to Omaha, Minneapolis
and other northern points. Mr. Blotcsky’s
headquarters will be Kansas City.

Have New Manager.

Wild Bill Drummond, alias Big Bill Drummond, formerly in charge of the local Mutual office, blew in recently from Spokane,
where he has been engaged of late in the

tion of

Rests Between Engagements.

to

Word has been received here that Harry
Goldberg is being sent from New York to
take charge of the local Selznick interests.
M. E. Cory, who has been on the sales staff
for the past two years, has resigned to go
with First National.

Film Man a Rotarian.
Harry Taylor, manager of the Pathe Film
Exchange, has recently been elected a member of the Rotary Club of Kansas City and
hereby extends a hearty welcome of Pathe

Butler,

joyed.

•

C.

Fox Exchange.
who has been

connected with the San Francisco Fox exchange
for the past year and a half in the capacity
of salesman has been appointed to the position of manager, succeeding Charles Muehlman, who left for New York several weeks
ago to become associated with Joseph M.
Schenck.
Mr. Butler is one of the most
popular of local film men and has been
deluged with messages of congratulation.
A. M. Goldstein has been transferred to this
office from the St. Louis branch and J. C.
Lingenfelter, formerly with Universal, has
also joined the sales staff.
M. J. Dunn has
been appointed assistant manager. District
manager Howard Sheehan, who makes his
headquarters here, has left with his family
for Venice, where a vacation is being enF.

here.

K.

Hubbard Joins
B. F.

this

Before
leaving here Monday, all unexpectedly, the
office force presented him with a diamond
scarfpin.
Mr. Lewis was so overcome that
he broke down crying.
Before coming to this city Mr. Lewis was
manager of the San Francisco branch and
previous to that managed the Los Angeles
exchange for four years. His promotion was
entirely unexpected and came as a great surAccording to
prise to his many admirers.
Mr. Goring, publicity man for Famous Players, Mr. Lewis accomplished wonders while
position

Pittsburgh

building.

trying a
of advertising

pen.

M.

new

to the

is

novel stunt in the way
their serial “The Lost City.” Two live lions
are to drive from K. C. to Wichita in a
car and as the stop is made in each town
placards will be shown on the side of the
car asking managers of picture theatres
why they don’t book “The Lost City.” A
salesman will drive with the lions, accompanied by contracts and a handy fountain

duties as general

uit»tuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii»iiiininiiiiiiiuiiiwiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiitMiiiaiiiiMuiiuiuiimiitiuMimiMHi«iiinimii«i«miMiiiiitmiumuuummmiiiniuiniiiniitiiuiiintiiiuuiiuininiiuimiiiiiiiiiii

P.

Sherwood, who heads an exchange of his
own in Washington, and Manager Milstein,
There were a number of
of Hodkinson.
others who “dropped in” on the party for
a short stay.
The film men go to a bungalow up in the
mountains, where the nearest neighbors are
so far away one has to take a compass to
prevent becoming lost while making a visit.
All they have to do is play ball, quoits, swim,
fish and paddle and listen for the dinner
bell.
Of course, there are the usual bouts
with galloping dominoes and pasteboards,
while pingpong is tabooed.

R.-C.

Hubbard, well known Pittsburgh

film

salesman, has joined the sales force of the
local Robertson-Cole branch, in the capacity
of special feature salesman.
Mr. Hubbard
has gotten off to a fine start, and has already
landed some juicy contracts in the various
key cities on the Carpentier film, “The Wonder Man.”
Duality Gets Neilan Film.

The Quality Film Corporation, Pittsburgh,
has secured the distribution rights for this
territory on “The Country God Forgot,” directed by Marshall Neilan.

Dana Hayes to California.
Dana Hayes, who has been connected with
the First National in Pittsburgh for the past
four months, handling “In Old Kentucky” and
“The Confession,” has resigned his position

and

left

home

for his former

Film

Salesman

in

California.

Marries.

Ben Gould, Fox salesman, was married on
Decoration Day to Francyse Lapidus, of New
York City. They spent their honeymoon in
the East.

Former Showman
Arthur Woodward

is

a

Sells

Film.

new salesman on

the force of the Pittsburgh branch of the
United Theatre Equipment Corporation, Mr.
Woodward was formerly in the show business in Michigan.

Merit

Is

New Exchange.

The Merit Film Company is the name of a
new independent film exchange which has
just started business in Pittsburgh.
The
office is located at 1033 Forbes street, and
the manager,

Sam Wheeler,

local film circles, is the

well

known

in

manager.

Penn Film Gets Essanays.
The Penn Film Service, Pittsburgh, has
secured a large batch of Essanay successes
for release in this territory.

Buffalo
Knappen

First National Chief.
H. L. Knappen, of San Francisco, has been
appointed manager of the Buffalo First National office, succeeding P. H. Smith, recently
resigned. Mr. Knappen is an old newspaper
man, having started in the game in Minneapolis and St. Paul and wandered through
the United States and Canada in various journalistic ventures.
He has also dabbled in real estate in
Western Canada and as a salesman has sold
everything from flour in carload lots to perforated rubber mats. Mr. Knappen is a former editor of the Helena (Mont.) Independent and was press agent for the Montana
State Fair.
He started in the film game in Salt Lake
City in 1914 as publicity director for the
American Theatre, then the largest motion
picture house in the country. While in Salt
Lake City, Mr. Knappen joined up with Pathe
and went to California to take charge of
Northern California and Nevada.
Is Known the Country Over
Next he became manager of the Denver office of Pathe, then went to Atlanta, Ga., and

was appointed manager of the HearstInternational exchange in Frisco, which was
merged with Pathe. Resigning this position
he jumped to New York and entered the employ of the General Film Company in 1917,
taking the Atlanta office of this company.
In December, 1917, Mr. Knappen was employed by Arthur S. Kane to manage the
Denver Select Exchange, where he remained
until September, 1918, when he was transferred to Frisco with the same company.
later

(Continued on paste SS)
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News from Everywhere
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box office looked like a run on a bank. Mr.
Skinner recently succeeded J. H. Michael as

Buffalo Bulletins
Mysterious Movie

Party.
registered as Mrs. Helen
McCarthy, of Los Angeles, started a
visiting
lot of excitement in Buffalo when on
the Hotel Statler she ordered Manager John
party
dinner
a
for
Daniels to prepare covers
which would be attended, she said, by Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Norma Talmadge, Charlie Chaplin, Wallace Reil, Mary
Miles Minter and other screen celebrities.
Mrs. McCarthy, when approached by newspaper men, “tipped” to the story explained
that she was going to entertain in honor of
a party of movie stars, who, she averred, were
going to 1 e her guests.
Some of them fell hard, some not so hard
and some were skeptical. At any rate the
newspapers used first page stories on the
some, however, pointing out that
affair,
Mary and Doug had sailed for Europe and
therefore would not attend the dinner. The
register signer left as mysteriously as she
came. There was no dinner, and according
to the hotel officials, there was a small matter of $17 owing Mr. Statler.

WOMAN

A
«

who

Becker Company Expanding,
head of the Becker Theatre
Supply Company, announces that commencing July 1 his firm would be known as the
Becker Electrical Appliances Company. On
A1

Becker,

date also the filrm will take over the
building adjoining the present site on Franklin street, in which will be stocked a full line
Associated with Mr.
of electrical goods.
Becker in the new venture will be John

this

E. Carr, formerly of Paramount pictures,
brother of Henry Carr, of Shea’s vaudeville
house and Edward Carney, of the General

Company.
Improvements for Dunkirk Theatre.
Manager James Drohen has announced
that the Drohen Theatre, Dunkirk, N. Y.,
will be closed for the summer, during which
time extensive improvements costing about
$10,000 will be made. The lobby floor at the
front of the house will be lowered to corre-

Electric

spond with the sidewalk grade, many of the
posts will be eliminated giving an unobstructed view of the stage from all parts of
the theatre; the stage scenery will be repainted, and the seats at the back of the
house will be raised. Many new furnishings

manager

Golden Gate Gleanings

at the Victoria.

Musicians Planning Increase.
Members of the local Musicians Union are
planning to present a schedule to exhibitors
calling for a boost in wages, according to
Manager Harold B. Franklin, of Shea’s Hippodrome. Harry C. Davis, secretary of the
Union, says the schedule is not ready as yet.
this coming boost, exhibitors will
not increase the size of their orchestras this
fall and winter, they say.

Because of

Attractions Ending June 26
New York City.
Capitol.

— “Passers
—

By.”

Broadway. “The Servant Question.”
Strand— “The Great Accident" and “Mar-

—
—

ried Life.”
Rivoli.
“Sick Abed.”
Rialto.
“Sand.”
“Humoresque.”
Criterion.

—
Chicago.
(second
Mollycoddle”
Randolph. — “The
week).
—
“The Great Accident.”
Castle.
Barbee’s. — “Passion’s Playground.”
Playhouse.— “The Blindness of Youth.”
Casino. — “A Tokio Siren.”
Orchestra Hall. — “Away Goes Prudence.”
Ziegfeld. — “Are You Legally Married?”
Riviera. — “The River’s End.”
State-Lake— “The Invisible Divorce.”
Buffalo.
Shea’s Hippodrome. — “Shore Acres” and
Room
“The Woman
Strand. — “The Idol Dancer.”
Family. — “The New Moon” and “Faith of
the Strong.”
Lyric. — “Bubbles.”
Teck. — “The Lone Wolf’s Daughter.”
Empire. — “The Daredevil.”
Boston.
Park. — “Silk Husbands and Calico Wives.”
—
Punctured Romance.”
Boston.
Majestic. — “The Mollycoddle.”
Modern and Beacon. — “Sick Abed.”
Orpheum. — “The Man Who Lost Himself”
13.”

in

and “The Figurehead.”
Tremont Temple.— “The

Shepherd of the

Hills.”

Cleveland.

Stillman.— “The Mollycoddle.”
Metropolitan and Strand. “The Great Ac-

—

cident.”

— “Romance.”
—
—

Euclid.

Theatre Rentod by Evangelist.
The Cazenovia Theatre, Buffalo, has been
rented for the summer by Evangelist A. E.
Sanderson, pastor of the S. D. A. Church. He
will hold a series of bible lectures in the
theatre every night. At the close of the soulsaving campaign the house will reopen with

Mall and Alhambra. “The Flapper.”
Standard. “Human Stuff.”

W.

H. Fitapatrick, Jr., Marries.
Wliliam H. Fitzpatrick, Jr., a member of
the South Park Amusement Company, operating the Capitol Theatre, was married June
17 in the Church of the Immaculate Conception to Jule Farley. Mr. and Mrs. Fitzpatrick will be at home after September 1 at

Pawnee Parkway.
Manager Skinner Exploits Film.
When A. L. Skinner, manager of the New
Victoria Theatre, presented Norma Talmadge
55

in

Lies,’’ he put on an excampaign which included a half

“She Loves and

ploitation

dozen window displays in stores in the vicinity of the theatre; a window in a large downtown department store in which Norma Talmadge toilet articles were displayed and the
distribution of special bulletins and advertising.
In the lobby of theatre there was a
stand where the Talmadge toilet goods were
displayed and given free to women patrons.
As a result of this campaign the Victoria

—

—“The Harvest Moon.”
Philadelphia.
Stanley. — “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” (second week).
Palace. — “The Fighting Shepherdess.”
Victoria. — “The Wonder Man.”
Regent. — “A JTale of Two Cities.”
Arcadia. — “The City of Masks.”
Rivoli. — “The Virgin of Stamboul.”
Great Northern. — “The Woman Gives.”
Metropolitan. — “The Mollycoddle.”
Chestnut Street Opera House.— “Eyes of
the World” (second week).
Garrick. — “A
Maid”
(second
Mormon
week).
—
Locust. “On With the Dance.”
Los Angeles.
Grauman’s. — “A Cumberland Romance'.”
—
Kinema. “Polly of the Storm Country.”
— “The Return of Tarzan.”
Tally’s Broadway. — “Don’t Ever Marry.”
—
Superba. “Alias Miss Dodd.”
Garrick. — “Sick Abed.”
Symphony. — “The Fighting Shepherdess.”
Alhambra. — “The Mother of His Children.”
Victory. — “Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm.”
Rialto. — “The Mollycoddle.”
Clune’s Broadway. — “Remodeling Her Hus-

FFICES

Michelena Films in Demand.
Beatriz Michelena, whose home is in this
city and whose film work has all been done
in this vicinity, has become quite a favorite
and attractions in which she is featured are
being shown by a number of downtown
houses.
The Sun Theatre has booked “The
Heart of Juanita” and the Central has just
shown “The Flame of Hellgate.”
Theatres Change Hands.
The United Theatre Exchange has effected
the transfer of the following moving picture houses of late: Jose Theatre, San Jose,
from the Blum Estate to M. Mamlar; a half
interest in the Golden Gate and Clement
theatres, Oakland, from H. M. Parlier to
Harron & Chicani; Rex Theatre, San Francisco, from O. B. Atkisson to C. F. Hawley;
the Marquis Theatre, Oakland, from Mrs. J.
Heilman to O. B. Atkisson, J. J. Blair and
J. R
Richards, and the Park Theatre, Oak%
land,* to these same interests; a one-half interest in the Majestic Theatre, San Francisco,
from J. R. Richards to M. Kline, and the Re-

gent

Theatre,

Shaw

to

band.”

from

San Francisco,
William Berlin.

New Manager

W.

J.

for Frolic Theatre.

Robert Abraham, formerly manager of the
New Mission Theatre, has taken charge of
the Frolic Theatre, a

downtown

house, suc-

Wallace Feehan, who has left to
become advance agent for Barney Goodman.
Mr. Abraham has been succeeded at the New
Mission by William J. Citron, for many years
an exchange manager, but at one time an
exhibitor.
Charles Newman, of the Curran
Theatre, was to have taken this position, but
changed his mind at the last moment.
ceeding

Joe Cohen Getting Better.

Liberty.

California'.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Joint Offices Opened.
for the California, Imperial and
Portola Theatres have been opened in
the Humboldt Bank Building, which separates the California and Portola.

O

“Tillie’s

will be added.

pictures.

Attractions Ending June 19.
California “The Mollycoddle.”
Portola “Let’s Be Fashionable.”
Imperial “The Man Who Lost Himself.”
Strand “The Heart of a Child.”
Rialto “The Slim Princess.”
Tivoli
“The Fighting Shepherdess.”
Frolic “The Path She Chose.”
Sun -“The Heart of Juanita.”

Joe Cohen, of the Consolidated Amusement
Company, Honolulu, who spends much of his
time in this city and who was recently taken
seriously ill, is able to be out again and is
rusticating at Bartlett Springs.

Supply House Adding to Lines.
The Atlas Educational Film Company
California, Inc., is
tion exclusively to

equipment and

is

now devoting
cameras
preparing

of

attenand projection
its

take

to

over

additional space in the Pacific Building. In
addition to handling portable projectors it
has added standard theatre equipment and is

handling Motiographs and Simplex machines.
Devrys have been placed on all the Matson
steamships and machines of this make
have been sold to Mayor James Rolph, Jr.,
and to the Board of Public Works.
line

Convention Film Reaches

The

moving pictures

S.

F.

of the Republican
convention at Chicago to reach this city were
those of the Selznick News and these were
shown at the California Theatre. Special interest was taken in these, as this city also
has the convention fever, the Democratic
cohorts meeting here late in June.
first
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years ago to become manager of the Regent
and Strand theatres in Toronto and to have

Baltimore Briefs
Attractions Ending June 26
Strand— "Partners of the Night.”
New Wizard "Love Without Question.”
Blue Mouse “What Becomes of the Chil.

—

—
Picture Garden — ‘"Who’s Tour Servant
New Theatre— “Dangerous
Men.”
Parkway— “Shore Acres."
Hippodrome— “Paris Green.”

dren.”

Film Made for Builders.

W

picture

production

which can

be termed a romance of home building
the scenario for which was written by I. H.
Scates, secretary of the Builders Exchange
of Baltimore, was shown at the annual meeting for_ the election of officers held night of
June 15. It dealt with builders and architects and a member of the exchange had the
stellar role. The theme of the play was how
to build a house and get a wife.
Capitol Contract Awarded.
The contract for the building of the Capitol Theatre, 1518-32 West Baltimore street,

has been awarded J. Henry Miller, Inc., by
the Capitol Theatre Company.
It will cost
about 5250,000 and seat 1,500.
Theatre Company Incorporates.

A charter of incorporation was recently
filed by the Hornstein Amusement Corporation with a capital stock of 5150,000. The incorporators include: I. L. Horstein, Simon C.
Hornstein, Louis Hornstein and Michael Miller.
This company will build a motion picture and vaudevile theatre to seat 2,000 for
colored people. It will be called the Regent
Theatre.
Horn

to Rebuild.

Application for permission to build a moving picture theatre at 2016 to 20 West Pratt
street, has been asked by the Horn Amuse-

ment Company,

of

which Prank Hornig

is

This will include the present Horn
Theatre. The approximate cost of the new
theatre will be 518,000.
Fail-mount Will Close.
While the Fairmount Theatre is closed for
the summer, it will be renovated and repainted.
This playhouse is owned and operated by Wallace High. It will close July 2,
president.

and reopen on September

tres last fall to
Alen Theatre at

made once more

become manager of the new
Winnipeg, and an effort was

to obtain the services of Mr.
latter is leaving Omaha on
trip to California, after which
he will proceed to Toronto to be the director
of the many theatres across Canada of the
Famous Players’ organization in the Do-

Thomas. The
August 1 for a

9”

to

A MOVING

general supervision of all other Paramount
houses.
Mr. Thomas did not come, but Mr.
Nathanson did secure Will M. Elliott, of
Detroit, for the Toronto Regent.
Mr. Elliott left the Famous Players’ thea-

11.

Merit Films Locate in Baltimore.
The Merit Film Company, of New York,
which is under the management in Baltimore
of F. J. Willis, has taken two offices in the

Palmore & Homand Building.
Fairyland Theatre Sold.
The Fairyland Theatre, 624 North Chester
street, which has been operated by Mr. Welch
for some time, has been taken over by B.
Rabinowitz and L. P. Rubin, who now operate the Plaza Theatre. Mr. Rubin will manage the Fairyland as well as the Plaza.
Excelsior Changes Hands.
The Excelsior Theatre has changed hands.
This playhouse has been operated by L.
Benesch for a number of years and it is
said to have been taken over by Mr. Lindenbaum.

minion.
“Birth of Nation” Plays Return.
Griffith’s “The Birth of a Nation” enjoyed
its annual revival in Toronto during the week
of June 14, when it was presented as a road
show in the Grand Theatre at prices ranging
up to 75c. It was screened with all the mechanical effects and with a large orchestra
and chorus. Once again this screen classic
drew good houses twice daily in spite of the
slackness of the season.

Theatre Manager Seriously

111.

A. Laurie, of Toronto, manager of the
of the large new
theatres in Toronto under the control of the
Famous Players’ Canadian Corporation, has
been seriously ill for several weeks. In addition to the management of this house, Mr.
Laurie exercised general supervision of all
bookings for the F. P. chain of theatres in
the Dominion. During the past six months
he has inspected many of these houses
throughout Ontario.
J.

Alhambra Theatre, one

Leaves Showmanship for Raueh.
Mr. C. G. Schuberg, manager of the Globe
Theatre, Vancouver, B. C., has left Vancouver to become a ranch owner near Everett, Wash.
His departure from the Canadian
Terminal City marks the passing of a real
film pioneer of British Columbia.
Way back
in 1903, Mr. Schuberg opened the first moving picture film exchange in Vancouver. It
was called the Nash Film Exchange and the
releases of the old General Film Company
were handled. In 1910 Mr. Schuberg took
over the Province Theatre, Vancouver, one
of the large local houses, which he operated
for five years.
Next he secured the Rex
Theatre and later the Province Theatre. His
departure has been lamented by many film
men of the Canadian West.

Camera Makes Trip with Editors.
Ray Peck, of Ottawa, an official of the Exand Publicity Bureau of the Departand Commerce, was in charge
Canadian Government cameraman who accompanied a tour through Eastern
Canada of a large party of newspaper ediThe cameras retors of the tfnited States.
corded the whole trip, starting at Halifax,
hibits'

ment

of Trade
of a battery of

N.

The Government bureau

is being reannounced. Mr. Peck is a
former film exchange manager of Toronto
and Montreal.

organized,

it

is

Theatre Organist for Church.

Dominion of Canada
Thomas Going to Canada.
announcement that H. M. Thomas,
manager of the Rialto Theatre, Omaha,
Neb., would go to Toronto on Sept. 1 to become general manager of theatres for the
Famous Players' Canadian Corporation has
occasioned little or no surprise among moving picture men of Eastern Canada who have

T

HE

been in direct contact with developments in
the moving picture theatre business during
the past few years.
Mr. Thomas was scheduled to take over
prominent duties with the Paramount Theatres, Limited, Toronto, about two years ago.
The Paramount enterprise has since been
superseded by the Famous Players Canadian
Corporation, but he comes ultimately to the
organization after all. It is understood that
N. L. Nathanson, of Toronto, managing director of the Famous Players’ Canadian
Corp., made an offer to Mr. Thomas two

Incorporate to Build Theatres.
are now being perfected in
Indianapolis toward the formation
of a theatre
company for the purpose of erecting
theatres
Ur
cltles according to announce,
men°i made this week.
ment
The first theatre will
be erected at Anderson, where
several sites
are said to be under consideration
Charies M. Olson, Edward M. Sourbier
and
other Indianapolis men interested
in the Central Amusement Company,
which operates
several theatres in the Hoosier
capital are
said to be interested in the new
which will be affiliated with theircompanv
company now building theatres in present
Toledo
Lima,

p

LANS

’

Portsmouth and Columbus, O. It
planned to have the Indiana cities included
that circuit.
F. P.-L.

Fred

Announcement has been made that Amedee Tremblay, pianist in the orchestra of the

Regent Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, will leave
the Canadian Capital shortly to become an
organist in a church at Salt Lake City, Utah.
Mr. Tremblay is one of the most accomplished musicians in the Capital and it is understood that he was offered a large salary
He recently visited
for the new position.
Salt Lake City to complete arrangements for
change.
his
Tax Levies Hurt Business.
Many Canadian exhibitors admit that business took a decided slump immediately after
the announcement in the Canadian House of
Commons regarding the many new sales and
luxury taxes to be collected throughout the
Dominion. The new levies, which were drastic in several respects, went into effect immediately after they were announced. Many
people apparently stopped spending money
to a considerable extent because merchants
have been complaining that business has been
affected adversely since the imposition of
the heavy taxes.

F.

W

ill

is

in

Open Exchange.

Creswell,

representative of the
Corporation, while
Indianapolis recently, announced that F.
P.-L. has leased the building at 18-40
South
Capitol avenue for a distributing center
for
the Paramount pictures.
The building formerly used by the United States Government
as an employment bureau, will be remodeled
and converted into an exchange.
C. C. Wallace, of Irvington, will
be manager of the local branch and seven salesmen
will be attached to the office. In the past the
Lasky corporation has distributed its pictures in Indiana through the Chicago and
Cincinnati exchanges.
English Hotel Will Be Theatre.

Famous Players-Lasky

in

The Famous Players-Lasky Companv

re-

cently leased a part of the English Hotel and
theatre building in Indianapolis and will begin the erection of a motion picture theatre
on that site about Jan. 1. The theatre will
be built at a cost of approximately 51,225,000,
according to Mr. Creswell.
Inviting Summer Breezes.
In order that its patrons may be more
comfortable during the hot weather, the
Princess Theatre at Seymour, Ind., is undergoing a number of alterations and improvements.
Additional windows are being cut
on each side of the building and a series of
electric fans are being installed throughout.
A new ventilating system whereby fresh air
will be drawn through the theatre every few
minutes also is being put in. Since the hot
weather set in the management of the Princess has reduced the number of shows to one
matinee a day and two shows each evening.

Work Beginning on

Lafayette House.
Actual construction work on the Mars
Theatre to be erected by the Luna Amusement Company on the east side of Sixth
street,

S.

Mr. Peck is slated to succeed Mr. B. E.
Norrish as director of the Canadian bureau
at Ottawa, Mr. Norrish having resigned to
become associated with the publicity department of the Canadian Pacific Railway at Montreal.

Hoosier Happenings

between Main and Columbia

streets,

Lafayette, will be started within the next
few days, it was announced this week. The
contract for the equipment has been awarded
to the Twin Cities Scenic Company, of Minneapolis.
According to present plans, a central heating plant will be constructed which
will be used also for the Luna Theatre, the
other motion picture theatre operated by the
Luna Company at Lafayette.
School Superintendent Now Showman.
The Isis Theatre, Kewanna, Ind., which
has been operated for the last few years by
L. D. Howard, of Rochester, Ind., has been
sold to John Tannehill, of Knox. Mr. Tannehill formerly was superintendent of schools
at Knox.
Mr. Howard has not announced
his plans for the future.
“Cools” to Newcastle.
The Princess Theatre, Newcastle, Ind., has
just completed the installation of a new
cooling system for the summer months.
Electricians have installed fourteen large
fans and two large exhaust fans, which
makes 100,000 cubic feet of air circulating
throughout the theatre every minute. The
management is advertising the Princess as
the “coolest spot in town.”

Improves Mishawaka House.

Several improvements have just been made
in the Temple Theatre at Mishawaka. Ind.
The exterior of the place has been repainted,
new electric signs have been installed and a
handsome new oak-finished front has been
The interior of the place also has
erected.
been artistically redecorated.
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Des Moines Doings
Attractions Ending Jane 26.
Des Moines “Paris Green” and “The Bottom of the World.”
Garden “April Polly.”
Rialto "The Butterfly Man.”
Palace “The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes.”
Majestic "Twenty-three and a Half Hours’

—

—
—
—
—
Leave.”
—
Casino “20,000 Leagues Under the
Royal —-“Sex” (return).
Empress— “The Honey Bee.”

Sea.”

HE

Des Moines Theatre secured the cooperation of the Des Moines Capital in
the showing of “Bottom of the World,” with
the result that the Blank house secured some
The first announcefine front page publicity.
ment of the film was a long story on the
announcing that
the
Capital,
of
front page
the picture would be shown under the auspices of the Capital, under the management
of the Des Moines’ manager, Arthur G. Stolte.
Each day during the week of the film and

T

preceding the film, the Capital printed a coupon which was good for seven cents on the
admission price for any matinee during the
“Paris Green” was shown also on
week.
the program, and the films drew big business.

Sioux City’s

New

House.

A new

$250,000 house will be erected at
Sioux City by Smith Brothers who operate
They have just purthe Gem and Scenic.
chased a lot at Seventh and Pierce for $70,000.

Empress Going Strong.
Big time films at the Empress (now under
the management of Adams Circuit) have been
very successful. House is drawing close to
capacity every night, and it is the largest
Photoplays are run
house in Des Moines.
continuous from 11 a. m. to 11 p. m. with
three vode shows on the bill.

Pittsburgh Pointers
Ending June

—Attractions
“Why Change Your Wife?” (second
Olympic — “Suds” (second week).
Columbia— "Double-Dyed Deceiver.”
Minerva— “Bolshevism on Trial.”
—
Liberty and Grand “The Turning Point.”
Loew’s Lyceum — "Mrs. Temple’s Telegram.”
and
Cameraphone — “Miss
Blackstone
26.

Alvin
week).

neighborhood of $70,000. The building is 50x
120 feet and is modern in every respect.
It
is arranged similar to the Strand in Oakland,
the booth being located in the rear of the
building and the screen over the entrance.
Production Company Organized.
Pittsburgh’s newest motion picture producing company has arrived.
Bonds are
being sold in what will be known as the
Trinity Film Corporation of America.
Offices have been opened in the Arrot Building
and representatives are selling the bonds of
the company, which is headed by Robert W.
Teed, who has been identified with the industry for several years.
About July 15 the first cast will commence
production, the scenes of which are to be laid
near West View Park. Other men who are
connected with the new corporation are: T.
C. Hicks, of the Hicks-Obenour Manufacturing Co., of Pittsburgh, vice-president and
consulting advisor; Charles G. Bryson, member board of governors, and Carl W. Moldenhauser, special representative.

New Owner
John
tre,

of Reedsdale House.

Coslett, formerly of the

Avalon Thea-

Avalon, has taken over the Union Theafrom the Prager BrothMr. Coslett took charge on June 1, and

tre at Reedsdale, Pa.,
ers.

has installed new Powers Cameragraphs and
an automatic organ. He is an experienced
exhibitor and within a few weeks will, no
doubt, have a good consistent money-maker.
Theatre Notes and Personals.
The Regent and Liberty theatres. East Liberty, have installed white seat covers, which
present a cool and inviting appearance.
J. Lester Bush, manager of the Grand and
Strand theatres, Grafton, W. Va., has been
married to Maud E. Moore.
Henry Gauding, of the Lincoln Theatre,
Mt. Washington, Pittsburgh, is rusticating
in the wilds of West Virginia.
He will also
visit his son in Washington, D. C.
Temple, St. Marys, Changes Owners.
W. P. McCartney has taken over the Temple Theatre at St. Marys, Pa., and assumed
charge June 14, showing “The River's End”
as his premier attraction.
The Temple is a
1,100-seat house and i« equipped for road
shows. Before reopening Mr. McCartney installed a Minusa Gold Fibre Screen and
declares that he is now putting on the screen
at this theatre the nicest picture in the state
of
Pennsylvania, the only exception, of
course, being that which is presented to his
patrons of the Jefferson Theatre at Punxsutawney. “Mac” says this is not blowing his
own horn, but all his patrons from Pittsburgh
always return and fall on his neck and weep

from

sincere

appreciation.
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Seattle Siftings
Attractions Ending June 19.
Strand “The Courage of Marge O’Doone.”

—
— “The Woman in Room
Colonial — “The Double Standard.”
Coliseum — "The Woman Gives.”
Liberty — “Paris Green.”
Clemmer

Open New Yakima House.
every exchange maanger in
Seattle went over to Yakima to the

N EARLY

of Jensen & Von Herberg’s new
the Liberty, on the night of June
is the second fine, new theatre to
be opened in Yakima this spring, the other
being Fred Mercy’s magnificent new road
show and super-feature picture theatre, the
Mercy.
The new Liberty seats 1,200 and
marks the advance of the Jensen & Von
Herberg Company into the smaller cities of
the Pacific Northwest.
J. Von Herberg chartered a Pullman to
take his guests from Seattle to Yakima for
the opening.
Among those who went were
L. M. Cobbs, manager of Vitagraph; A. W.
Eden, manager of Realart; Jack Lannon,
president of Greater Features; Hugh Rennie,
manager of Select; L. Sturm, manager of
Fox; L. J. McGinley, assistant manager of

opening
theatre,
14.

This

Fox; Mike Rosenberg, manager of De Luxe
Feature Film Company; C. C. Thompson, manager of Hallmark; Charles W. Harden, manager of United Artists, and L. W. Wingham,
manager of Robertson-Cole.

Clemmer Building Another.
James Q. Clemmer, manager of the Clemmer Theatre, Seattle, is to build a new
downtown house this summer. The location has been arranged for.
It is on Third
avenue between Pike and Pine streets. The
new house will seat 1,000 and will cost when
completed $250,000.

“Marge” Plays Second Week.
“The Courage of Marge O’Doone”

is

playing

a second week to capacity houses, according
to Charles C. Branham, the Strand’s new
house manager. This feature has been booked over the entire Jensen & Von Herberg
Circuit.

House Manager Transferred.
Mike Weinkirch, who has managed the
Strand Theatre for the past three years, has
been transferred to the Strand in Tacoma,
one of the houses controlled by Jensen &

Von Herberg

in

that city.

Report Business Sagging.

Hobbs.”

New House Opens

in McKees Rocks.
was added ^:o the list
in McKees Rocks, Pa., where the new
Strand, owned by Max Engleberg and managed by Harry Meyers, was opened June 12,

A

13.”

NOTHER

the opening attraction being Goldwyn’s “The
The house has a capacity of
Silver Horde.”
It is a model
700 and cost about $75,000.
photoplay theatre in every respect.
A large and beautiful lobby, rest rooms,
efficient ventilating system, a large organ,
installed by E. T. Lehmer, Simplex machines,
Hertner transverter and a beautiful marquee
being all in harmony with up-to-date plans
and equipment. Mr. Meyers, the manager,
is
an experienced showman and will no
doubt quickly popularize the house with the
people of McKees Rocks.
The first week
saw a change of program each day, but
the policy of the house will be a threechan ge-a- week.

an

Strand Opens at Wellsbnrg.

W. G. Adams is the owner of a new
theatre, the Strand, which opened in Wellsburg, W. Va., June 14.
It is a handsome
house of 500 capacity and cost $50,000. “A
Daughter of Two Worlds” was the opening
attraction.
Mr. Annas is also the owner of
a theatre at Mingo Junction, Ohio, in which
town he owns the First National franchise.
Another Link for Weiland Chain.
The Weiland Theatres, Inc., owners of the
Strand Theatre, Knoxville, and the Rialto,
Mt. Oliver, Pittsburgh, are extending their
chain and are planning to open the newest
addition on Sept. 1
The new house is located at Bridgeville, Pa.
It will have a
seating capacity of 500 and cost in the

All the exhibitors

’

In Philadelphia

theatre

HE
T
ment

Allegheny

the

season.

Theatre

Under the

has

closed

local

for

manage-

of Joseph E.

Cohen, residents of the
Northwest were given the best in the way of
popular vaudeville acts in conjunction with
feature photoplays.
The season just ended,
the first under the direction of the Stanley
Company of America, was the most successful in the history of the theatre.

New Manager

for First National.
L. Bache, formerly manager of the Electric Theatre Supply Company, has been appointed manager of the First National Exchange.
Bill Heenan Joins Stanley.
“Bill” Heenan, who relinquished his position as manager of the First National Exchange, has accepted a position to head the
new offices to be opened in New York by
the Stanley Company of America.
DelJ.
mar and J. Hennessy will accompany Mr.
Heenan in their new venture.
The men selected for the New York office
have each had a long and varied career in
the film business and are expected to give a
good account of themselves in the very near

Hennessy was formerly manager
Company and recently
Jack
conducted an exchange of his own.
Delmar has been the out of town booker at
future.
of

J.

the General Film

the Philadelphia offices of the Stanley Company and has done business here. During
the past season Mr. Delmar has increased
the out of town list of theatres for the Stanley Company by over fifty houses.

from Western Washing-

who have

paid a visit to Seattle recently
report business as very slow.
J. D. Rice,
manager of the Dream, Chehalis, says that
general business in Chehalis is better than
it has been for years, but that the amusement business is worse. He is unable to account for this.
There is a great building
boom going on in his town, he says, (but he
has decided to wait another year at least before building the new theatre that he planned
ton,

to erect this year.
William G. Ripley, of the

ment Company, Aberdeen,

is

Western Amuseanother who re-

ports poor business, as well as W. F. Quinby,
of Bellingham.
Both of these say that they
are simply sharing the general slump in
business in their respective towns.

“Pan” Preparing for Features.
The Pantages Circuit of theatres through-

West are having all their projecrooms remodeled so as to accommodate the showing of big feature pictures, as
out the
tion

well as serials, in conjunction with their
vaudeville shows. Each theatre is also having installed an organ constructed for the
accompaniment of vaudeville as well as pictures.

The ordinary organ made for the picture
unsuitable for the showing of
it was explained by Ed. G. Milne,
manager of the Seattle Pantages, because by

theatre is
vaudeville,

the time the sound reaches the audience the
act has progressed too far for that particular note to be suitable, hence the special construction. This idea of showing a full picture
program, as well as vaudeville has been
tried out in the Spokane and Tacoma houses
for the past month or two.
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District of

are: “Pep” Derby, Lafayette to Russell Airdome; Harry Keller, Royal to St. Louis Airdome; “Battling” Nelson, Novelty to Compton Airdome.
Going Ahead with Construction.

Columbia

Protection Against Darkness.
the supply of electric current likely
to be shut off at any time, especially
during- a heavy rain storm, Harry M. Crandall is not taking any changes by depending
strictly on the local commercial company.
Recently he had a private plant installed at
the Metropolitan.
A few days ago. the house went dark
through failure of the current and the new
plant was brought into use. It supplied both
the booth and the house lighting system and
the photoplay program went on without further interruption.
In the neighborhood houses, supplies of
candles, oil lamps and electric torches are
kept in readiness, but no means are provided
for operating the projection machines. It is
a difficult matter to keep a large audience

tITH

amused under such conditions.
Zeb Clark, of the Apollo, another Crandall
house was formerly on the stage as a whis-

When

tling artist.

the lights

fail,

he

thrills
ability.

audience

his

on the new Paramount houses, the
Monte and the million dollar theatre,
which probably will be known as the Missouri, is progressing rapidly.
They will be

ready for fall openings, when many ceremonies are planned.
Fred McClellan Goes to New A'ork.
Fred McClellan, of Famous Players-Missouri, departed for New York this week. He
is no longer connected with the St. Louis
organization.
Albert Wagner

else is all right;
with his thrilling

Own

and

Ed.

Freudinger,

of

Famous Players-Lasky, are still in St. Louis.
Goldman Features Exploitation.
William Goldman, St. Louis’ most progressive showman, is eagerly waiting for the
fall season.
Goldman is the only St. Louis
exhibitor who has gone in for prologues
and special presentations. He plans a number of features when the airdome season is
finished.

Mound

as soon

makes sure everything

as he

Work

Del

City

News

Items.

The Fox Liberty Theatre closed for the
heated term, June 6, and C. B. McDonald,'
manager, has returned to the Fox executive

New

Bouquet.
E. J. Stutz. manager of Loew’s Columbia
Theatre, is attracting a great deal of attention along the F street boulevard with his
new coupe. This is an up-to-the-minute
vehicle, fully equipped even down to a flower

York.
Garrick Theatre, a combination
theatre presenting Loew vaudeville and first
run feature photoplays, has announced a
reduction in admission prices during the summer to 13 cents for .matinees and 22 cents

vase.

Dell Goodman has resigned as local branch
manager for the Hodkinson interests and
left for Los Angeles to embark in the pro-

Motors with

Psychology of Summer “Fixings.”

Manager Talbot, of the Metropolitan, and
Manager Beatus, of the Palace, have completed the transformation of their houses
into most delightfully cool-looking and. attractive places.
All of the seats have been
covered with cretonne and the draperies
match. The members of the orchestras are
attired in palm beach suits.
“The appearance of our houses,” declared
both of these managers, “is responsible for
a much larger patronage during the recent

warm

days than we would otherwise have
been favored with. The summer coverings
and the fans really coax the people to come
in and spend an hour or two.

Around Kansas

City

Opening the Hutchinson Midland.
of the most notable events among theatres in Kansas is anticipated for June 21. On
this day will occur the opening of the new
Midland Theatre, Hutchison, under the direction of M. B. Shanberg.
Aspecial pullman

One

car

was chartered to take a representative
of Kansas City business men to the

body

opening.

Newman Adds to His Chain.
The Twelfth Street Theatre, Kansas City,
has joined the Frank L. Newman chain of
houses and under this management opened
June 19 with Anita Stewart in "The Tellow
Typhoon.” This feature is to be followed by
William S. Hart in “The Toll Gate.”
Will Watch Production Grow.
William Flynn, of Richards and Flynn, will

offices in

Loew’s

for nights.

duction branch of the industry.
E. H. Brient has resigned as General Manager for the Skouras interests to accept a
position as special representative for the
local Robertson-Cole exchange.
Opens Eight Airdomes Pronto.
Ben Cornwell, in charge of construction
work for Famous Players-Missouri, claims to
have earned a year’s salary in two weeks.
Benny opened eight airdomes within that
space of time, which is pretty good stepping
for even a fast stepper.

The Grand-Florissant Airdome will be
Theatres which
opened Sunday, June 27.
are closing for the summer months are the
Juniata, Lindell and Grand-Florissant.
Newspaper Seeing the Light.
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, cooperating
with exhibitors, will run a series of attractive advertisements urging the public to read
the Post movie directory. The St. Louis Star
has specialized in this sort of work for five
years ajid opposition papers are beginning
Some day the film industry
to fall in line.
may really come into its own with the St.

Lopis press.

Handling Films for F. P.-Missonri.
“Pep” Derby is booking short subjects for
the Famous Players-Missouri chain. William
Goldman handles the purchasing of features.

Busy Exchan gemen

,

go to Culver City, Cal., to be there when
Jack Gardner begins screening.

St.

Louis Sidelights

(

Continued from page 84)

this position he was holding when he
received word to come to Buffalo as First
It

was

National executive.
Mr. Knappen is now making trips through
the territory getting acquainted with exhibitors.
He has made no changes in the local
office

staff as yet.

With Robertson-Cole.
Smith, former First National manager, is now guiding the Buffalo RobertsonCole exchange, succeeding E. A. Crane, who
Mr.
has been transferred to Washington.
Smith has many friends in Buffalo and surrounding territory who will be glad to know
that he will remain in the Queen City of the
Lakes.
The Gardiner Pictures, Inc., is advertising
in the local newspaper the further expansion of the business and inviting Buffalonians
The Gardiner
to buy stock in the company.
company controls “Mickey,” “The Birth of a
Race,” “Yankee Doodle in Berlin,” "The Lost
Battalion,” “Tillie’s Punctured Romance” and
“Silk Husbands and Calico Wives.”
Smith

Attractions Ending June 26.
Kings “The Woman and the Puppet.”
Pershing “The Silver Horde.”
Mozart “The Silver Horde.”
Shenandoah "The Sea Wolf.”

—
—
—

—

Airdomes Getting Into Action.
Shenandoah
The New
Airdome
was
opened on Sunday night, June 30, with
Paramount’s version of "The Sea Wolf” as
the feature.
Record business was reported
by Manager Schwarz, who was transferred
from the Shenandoah Theatre to run the
house.

Changes
the

of

Famous

Managers as announced by
Players-Missouri

Corporation

P.

H.

July
Second

Buffalo

3,

1920

Feature.

The Buffalo Motion Picture Company will
soon show its second production, “The Sport
Negotiations are now
under way, but the house to show the film
has not yet been announced.
J. William
Prouse, secretary of the company, announces
the third production, a Blue Ridge story, is
completed and will probably be called "The
of Kings,” in Buffalo.

Eyes

of the Hills.”
The company’s local
executive offices are in the Ellicott Square

Building.

Cleveland
There have been a batch of changes in
the Cleveland film offices, one of the most
important being that at the Robertson-Cole’s.
Manager Levy was transferred to the Washington office, where he is manager, while he
has been succeeded by A1 Lebensburger, formerly with the Famous Players exchange.
Nate Fleisher, formerly with the Warner
Film Attractions, also has gone to Washington to sell Roberts-on-Cole pictures.'
S.
S.
Webster, formerly manager of the
Cleveland Select branch, has gone to Charlotte, N. C., to open a branch of the Select
there.

Benjamin Bloch and Nate Bader have been
added to the sales force of the B. & B. Film
Attractions.
C.

W. Burnham and W.

man

D. Singleton, sales-

Goldwyn’s Kansas City Exchange,
have been sent to Cleveland by that company.
George A. Schneider has been made
office manager, succeeding W. J. Kimes, promoted to city salesman.
Henry Laws has resigned as booker at the
Metro and accepted the position as chief
booker at Pathe exchange.
Ralph Myerson, field manager for Hallmark, is in Cleveland, in charge of the local
office because of the resignation of W. W.
of

Kulp.
Gilbert Penn and Johnny
the sales force of Select
Cleveland.

Hayes have joined
and Republic at

Philadelphia Film Personals
G. Humphries, formerly manager

William

of the Triangle Film Exchange, Philadelphia,
is at present winning his laurels all over
again as the feature sales manager of the

Pathe Exchange.
R. Rosenfield and J. Golder, formerly of
the Triangle sales force have opened their
own exchange known as the Rialto. They
are at present booking “The Common Level”
with Edmund Breese, "Wolves of the Street,”
and Strand comedies.

Los Angeles Studio Shots
Jerome

Storm,

recent

director

of

the

Ray pictures, leaves for New York
week to form new film affiliations.
A new scenario writer has been added to
the Benjamin B. Hampton force in the perCharles

this

son of Blanche May, a newspaper writer.
Gene Corey has left the Christie Comedy
Company to play an important part in the
Goldwyn film version of “The Great Lover.”
G. M. Anderson, of "Broncho Billy” fame,
is in Los Angeles with his “Follies of 1920”
show at the Mason Opera House.
"Bucko McAllister,” the second Hobart
Bosworth production for J. Parker Read.
Jr.,
has been completed this week at the
Ince studio.
Bessie Love leaves for New York next
week on very important business connected
with her film company.
George Walsh is expected to come out to
the West Coast to make his productions for
First National.
Work has begun on "Red Potage,” the
first of the Ida May Park productions.
Sarah Y. Mason is writing the continuity
for “The Five Dollar Baby,” the first of
Irvin Cobb’s stories to be filmed by Metro.

Harry Carey and Pell Trenton have declared their intention to attend the Democratic National Convention at San Francisco
the last week in June.
Between pictures Betty Compson is studying dancing and pantomime with Theodore
Kosloff, the Russian dancer.
Joseph De Grasse has been engaged to
direct Charles Ray in his new picture for
First National, “Forty-five Minutes
from
Broadway."

July

3,
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Film Market Will Handle Sterling Features
First Offering “The Fighting Kentuckians”
,

J

IARRISON

EDWARDS',

au-

and director of the
Sterling Feature Pictures, Inc., production entitled
“The Fighting Kentuckians,’’ has
arrived in New York and is engaged in editing and putting the
picture in shape.
The story is announced as a
gripping heart-interest drama of
the Blue Grass and Mountain sections of Kentucky and Mr. Edwards is said to have succeeded
in securing atmosphere and putting into his story the human
element that rings so true to life.
He announces that it was comparatively easy to picturize the
story as he went among the
people it concerned and used
many of them in his large scenes.
The cast includes Thornton Baston, Irma Harrison, Adele Kelly,
Myra Brooks, Colen Chase, Tom
thor

first

Burroughs, Pete Raymond,
Wick, Thomas Swinton ahd

May
Clif-

ford Williams.

The board of directors of Sterling Feature Pictures, Inc., consisting of Mr. William Shinn,
president; Olin F. Phillips, treasurer, Judge Hastings, Prof. Beacombe (president Beacombe College) and Howard Turner and
Brothers,
all
of
Wilmington,
Delaware, announce they will
make a series of six productions
under the direction of Mr. Edwards.

The

directors

viewed

“The

Fighting Kentuckians” at a private screening and expressed
delight with the story and approval of the production. Robert
W. Priest has been appointed
sales agent for the entire world’s
rights to Sterling Feature Pictures output.
He favors the
state rights plan on account of

the fact that independent buyers
have demonstrated that good
pictures would find a ready market provided the price was right.

Charles T. Dazey, author of
“In Old Kentucky,” has been engaged to write the titles and inject local color into the “text” of

"The

Fighting

Kentuckians.”

Mr. Dazey has a long

list of

suc-

cesses to his credit.

Hollywood

to

House

All

Reelcraft Comedy Units
With the transfe
of Alice
Howell’s company from Chicago
to Los Angeles with the completion

of
her present
picture,
“Lunatics in Politics,” all of the
production activities of the comedy units of Reelcraft Pictures
Corporation will be united at the
latter point, in one studio, and
will be under the direct supervision of Production Manager,

Nat Spitzer.
Dick Smith

is

directing

Celebrated's

M

in
ANY

the

Hunt

Jeske

Comedies, while
handling the

is

for Billy Franey and Jay
for the Texas Guinan films.

Five Well-Known Stars
in Pioneer Autumn List
Several prominent stars are
included in the list of productions'
which the Pioneer has
scheduled for autumn release.
Marie Doro will be seen in “Midnight
Gambols,”
followed
by
Louise Huff in “What Women
Want.” Then Jose Collins and
Godfrey Tearle will appear in an
emotional drama, “Where Is My
Husband?”
an
adaptation
of

George Edwardes Hall’s play,
“The Whirlpool,” and Alma Rubens in the Daniel Carson Goodman production “Thoughtless

Women.”

An

additional offering will be

Emily

Stevens

in

Harold

Mc-

“The

Place of Honeymoons,” a pretentious production, with Montague Love.
Grath’s

Many Prominent

biggest theatres in the heart of
the loop, and at the Riviera, a
beautiful theatre; also at the
New York Strand and at the
sumptuous Valentine in Tolodo.
In Louisville the Majestic is
“Gump” headquarters; three of
Cleveland’s leading cinema show
palaces are regular exhibitors of
the cartoon the Alhambra, the
Mall and the Stillman; the Tabor
Grand of Denver, the Metropolitan in Philadelphia and the Gordon chain in Boston have booked
them, as have Ascher Brothers
and Lubliner and Trinz of Chicago.

—

Picture Theatres

Ralph Kettering, general press
representative for Jones, Linick
Schaeffer, who control McVicker’s,
states that “The Gumps”
have resolved themselves not
into mere animated cartoons, but
into clever photoplaylets n capsule-cartoon form, and as such
they are a valuable asset to McVicker’s big weekly comedy bill.

&

Jans Makes
Jans Pictures,

More
Inc.,

throughout the United States
have booked the new series of
single reel comedies in which
Billy Franey is being featured
by the Reelcraft Pictures Corporation, according to an estimate
completed by the Sales Department.
Reelcraft officials consider it
a very remarkable showing for a
selling campaign that has only
been four weeks in progress.
o

Two

of Arrow’s Force
Will Make Sales Trips
Two of Arrow’s home- office

sales force are scheduled to leave
the week for extensive
trips.
Guy R. Hamilton, manager of the export department
will sail for Mexico and will
also visit Porto Rico, Cuba and

within

San Domingo. He has three big
deals which he expects to close.
S.
Rubenstein, special representative, will leave for a trip
through the South and East calling on the independent exchanges
in Atlanta, Philadelphia, Wash-

ington and other cities. Mr. Rubenstein will concentrate on this
trip,
on the Ostriehe comedies
which are distributed by Arrow.
Miller Completes Films.
has been received by the
Radin Pictures from A. Lincoln
Miller, the West Coast humorist,
that he has shipped three new
releases of “The Weakly Indigestion” of New York.
This series
of single reelers present in burlesque fashion the important topics of the day enacted by a cast
of well-known comedians.

Word

Sales..

announces

the sale of the following additional territory on “A Woman’s
Business,” the second of their
B. A. Rolfe-Olive Tell features.
To Leon D. Netter, of Masterpiece
Pictures, Cleveland, for Ohio and

Kentucky, and to W. G. Underwood, of The Special Film Company, of Dallas, for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

Two

Reel Comedies for
Reelcraft; Leon Errol One of Stars

Series of

R— EELCRAFT

Out From Under Cover.
Romaine Fielding seen here
in “Woman’s Man,” a new
Arrow production.

George

“Gumps” Cartoons Shown

prominent theatres in
the big cities are showing
"The
cartoons,
Gumps”
from the pen of Sidney Smith, of
Tribune,
announces
the Chicago
Celebrated Players Film- Corporation.
In Chicago they are appearing at McVicker’s, one of the

New

Howell

Alice
reins

Franey Comedies Make Record.
Nearly two thousand theatres

Pictures Corporation announces the completion of plans for the distribution of another series of
two-reel comedies to be known
as the Royal Comedies and released on a weekly schedule. The
brand name rather than the
names of the individual stars
who may appear in the series
from time to time, will be featured.

Leon Errol

is

announced as the

star in one of the first pictures.
He has a wide reputation in

vaudeville and has made many
people laugh with his satire of
the good-humored “souse.-. Errol makes his motion picture debut in a two-reel farce comedy
titled “Buggins,” a story that is
closely related to and along the
lines of his vaudeville act.
With Leon Errol as a criterion
of what is to be offered in this
series, the producers state exhibitors may expect a series of excellent comedies.
A standard of
quality has been set which every
release must surpass.

Here They Are Now.
Matty

Roubert

and

Henry Warner, author

A Vamp”
ful

William
of “She’s

in which the youthstar will appear for

Reelcraft.

—

”
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RAPID-FIRE

selling

paign

which

much

interest

has

dependent buyers and

cam-

aroused

among

inalready re-

sulted in the sale of considerable
territory was recently inaugurated by Exclusive Features, Inc.,
on the reissued Marshall Neilan

production “The Country That
God Forgot,” in which Tom Santschi, Mary Charleson and George
Fawcett are featured.
Rights to Indiana, Wisconsin
and Northern Indiana have been
secured by Kline Enterprises,

West Lake

59

Inc.,

street,

Georgia, Florida, North
and South Carolina, Tennessee
and Alabama by K. & R. Film

Company, 146 Marietta street,
Atlanta, and Delaware, Maryland,
District of Columbia and Virginia
by Reliance Film Exchange, Mather Building, Washington.
will be hanSpecialty Photoplays,
New
avenue,
Seventh
727
Inc.,
York; Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia by Quality Film
Corporation, 414 Ferry street,
Pittsburgh, and Texas and Arkansas by Specialty Film Company, 107 South St. Paul street,

N'

York State

,v

this

for three years.

J.
Cooper, who is one
of the old school of stage character actors, played in the Chicago Company of “Friendly Enemies” the role which Louis Mann

and around the metro-

of the finest cabaret scenes ever
used in a short comedy.
Garnette Sabin, who is producing the comedies, is endeavoring
to obtain only the best “shots”
possible, and is carrying out a

politan district are included in
the third Arrow-Muriel Ostriche

resolution to make the series
high-class in every respect.

had

New

in

York.
o

New York
Several

taken

in

Scenes in Comedy.
interesting

scenes

by

De Luxe Film Company,

With Juvenile Comedies Pioneer Will
Inaugurate Short Subject Department
IONEER

has contracted with
Atlas Film Comporation for
the production of a series of
juvenile
comedies
featuring
Frank McGlynn, Jr., the son of

P

Frank

McGlynn,

Abraham Lincoln
the same name at

appearing

as

in the play of

the Cort TheaYork.
The Monaghan
Kids, including Sonny Monaghan,
who is known as the Charlie
Chaplin Kiddie, will share honors
with young Frank McGlynn.
The Pioneer staff- is engaged
tre,

New

from a field of independent short productions what
they consider to be the most
meritorious short subjects, with
the idea of inaugurating a complete short subject program, exchanges having notified the home
office that there is a widespread
in selecting

demand

for short releases, including comedies, scenics, cartoons and travel pictures. These
short reels will be available at
the exchanges of Pioneer Film
Corporation and its associates.

1325

Shallenberger of Arrow Sees Bright
Future for Independent Productions

Tucker Brothers, Oklahoma City,
for Oklahoma, and Crescent Film
Company, Film Exchange Building, Kansas City, Mo., have Kansas and Western Missouri terri-

at

that they can get a square deal.

the Cleveland convention, W. E.
Shallenberger, president of Arrow, is convinced that exhibitors
are looking forward to the independent exchangeman and producer for the solving of many
problems. “I made a statement
before going to Cleveland,” says
Dr. Shallenberger, “in which I
contended that the independent
field is now on a solid footing
and growing daily. My visit confirmed this.
Th eexhibitor who
wants to be independent has decided to be that in every sense
of the word by joining the inde-

The next few months will to my
mind see a decided change in the
exhibitors’
movements.
That
movement will be toward the in-

tory.

This picture is described as a
big smashing story of a man’s
love for a woman, and an attractive line of advertising matter
has been prepared by Exclusive
to assist exhibitors in properly
handling the production.
-o

Lesser Buys Rights
on Many Productions
Mildred S. Rosenfield, eastern
business representative for Sol
Lesser, announces the purchase
of California, Arizona and Nevada rights for All Star Feature
Distributors, Inc., of Los Angeles
and San Francisco on the fol"Tillie’s
lowing
productions:
Punctured Romance,” from the
Tower Film Corporation; “Neglected Wives,” featuring Anne
Luther, from the Wistaria Productions; “The Lone Hand,” featuring Roy Stewart,” and “The
Married Virgin,” from the Fidelity Pictures Company; the Norma
Talmadge reissue of “Captivating Mary Carstairs,” from the
National Film Corporation; the
Mack Sennett-Keystone single-

From information gathered

pendent

field.

“Exhibitors know they can
find splendid productions in the
independent market today and

dependent

field.”

New “Hallroom” Comedy
Titled “Tit for Tat”
Jack and Harry Cohn report
the release of “Tit for Tat,” their

Hallroom Boys comedy, in
which Percy and Ferdie are fealatest

tured.
This two-reeler was directed by Harry Williams, who
also wrote the scenario.
The Cohns report that the

Loew

theatres

in

Greater

the revival of three
Viola Dana dramas “The Cossack Whip,” “The Children of

Eve”

New

—

and

“The

Innocence

of

This company is also reissuing a series of Shirley Mason
dramas and Flagg comedies.
These are to be followed by several series of original releases.
Conspicuous among these is
"The Rich Slave,” starring Mabel
Taliaferro.
Other big productions are to follow, including a
Ruth.”

series of
a series

Copperhead dramas and
of comedies still un-

named.

Third Olive Tell- Jans
Film “Wings of Pride”
Pictures,

Inc.,

announce

that B. A. Rolfe has completed
the filming of the third of the
Olive Tell features, and adaption
of the novel “Wings of Pride,”
by Louise Kennedy Mabie. The
scenario is the work of Violet
Clark, who handled the continuity
for the Jans special production,

“Madonnas and Men.”
On “Wings of Pride,” as well
as the second Olive Tell-Jans feature, “A Woman’s Business,” the

company

is

planning an extended

advertising
campaign, to acquaint exhibitors with the manner in which these pictures can
be exploited. Both pictures were
made under the supervision of
B. A. Rolfe, and Olive Tell has
the assistance of carefully selected supporting cast.

President of Pioneer

Will Visit Exchanges
is

to the Coast.
Because of the
rapid growth of the Pioneer exchange systenr the officials are
of the opinion that the field
should be carefully studied before decisions are arrived at on
several important questions.
Mr. Lefcourt’s itinerary will
include visits to the Pioneer exchanges in Buffalo, Cleveland,
Detroit, Cincinnati and Chicago.
His next stop will probably be
Portland, Ore., and from there
will swing down the coast to
His return journey will include
San Francisco and Los Angeles,
stops at Dallas and Atlanta.

Radin Reports Two Sales.
The Queen Feature Service of
Birmingham has purchased the
rights from Radin Pictures on

With Ostriche Comedies
stage players,

Henry

street.

Viola Dana Reissues
Products Export Com220
West Forty-second
New York City, an-

expected that within the
next few weeks A. E. Lefcourt,
president of the Pioneer Film
Corporation, will begin his first
tour covering all the Pioneer exchange centers from New York

Bagley and Cooper Sign

J.

Cooper, have prominent roles in
the Muriel Ostriche, comedies
being distributed by Arrow. Bagley who has been on the stage
for years and who has also appeared in a number of picture
productions is best known as the
song and dance man and the
plumber in the musical comedy,

pany,

It

tures Company.

Two well-known

Photo

York are now running Hallroom
Boys comedies this week.

reel reissues, the single and two
reel new Triangle comedies and
the George Beban reissue of “The
Italian,” from the Majestic Pic-

Edward Bagley and

Jr
'

Jans

has secured rights for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey; Specialty Photoplays, Inc.,
rights to Northern New Jersey;
street, Philadelphia,

—o

Phpto Products Offers

nounces

Dallas.

Vine

ready for distribution according
an Arrow announcement. The
books include or»e for the second group of three "Tex” productions, “The Trail of the Cigarette,”
“The Bromley Case"
and “The Sacred Ruby,” one for
“Woman’s Man,” which stars Romaine Fielding, and the other for
“Love’t, Protege,” which stars
Ora Carew.
to

“Meet
My Husband” comedy
which had just been completed.
One was “shot” at the Belmont
race track during a race.
Another is on the Hotel Pennsylvania roof, and is said to be one

Chi-

cago;

dled

He was with

“Going Up.”

company
Henry

1920

Arrow Campaign Books Ready.
Three new campaign books are

Rights to Ten Territories Sold by Exclusive
on Reissue of “ The Country That God Forgot
i\

3,

They’re Smiling Now.

Look

at This

Picture

Tomorrow.

They’ll Still Smile.

Scene from "Up in Mary’s Attic,” which is being released by
Fine Arts Pictures, Inc. This photograph was
taken in the room below the attic.

the two-part series of "Real Star
Dramas,” for Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, North and South Carolina,
and “Thru Eyes of Men,” starring Frank Mayo, has been sold
by the same company to the
Screen Art Pictures of Philadelphia for the Pennsylvania and

Southern

New

Jersey territory.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Oakman

vVEeeler
in

Scores

Kellerman Picture

The leading supporting role in
Sol Lesser’s Annette Kellerman
production “What Women Love”
is portrayed by Wheeler Oakman,
who has won great praise for
Mr.
his work in this picture.
Oakman has been identified with
a number of special productions,
including “The Spoilers,” “The
Ne’er Do Well,” “Mickey” and

“The Virgin of Stamboul.”
In "What Women Love” he
portrays the role of a dapper
young chap who finds that his
to
the
style does not appeal

He

therefore .introduces
cave-man methods and turns out
he-man, thereby
regular
to be a
winning the girl of his choice.
“girl.”

Mabel Taliaferro Is Star of New Production
Announced by Photo Products Export Company

M

ABEL TALIAFERRO

is

Products

Export

Company,
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West Forty-second street, New
York City, and some of the territories
lotted.

have

already

been

drowned, nearly imprisoned and beset by fire and other
nearly

fea-

tured by Jaxon Film Corporation in a forthcoming
production entitled “The Rich
Slave.” The picture is being offered to state right buyers by
the selling agents, the Photo

al-

The picture is described
as a thriller, dealing with a lost
heiress who meets with innuThere are
sensations, surprises, plots and
counterplots.
She is abducted,
merable adventures.

Owing

to Increase in business,

Twenty Per Cent.
Discount.
Contending that the motion
picture industry is not unlike
other
businesses,
Robert W.
Priest, of the Film Market, Inc.,
announces that the final unsold
territory
on the Robert McLaughlin feature “The House
Without Children” will be offered for thirty days on a novel
Selling

C. B. Price Company, Inc.,
moved to 1446 Broadway,
where it occupies the entire

third

floor,

about

1,200

square

^planning to enlarge its business
in the fall, to include additional
features as well as short length
subjects.

splendid

which

is

The new
display

offices

window

have
space,

being utilized to advan-

tage.

The Price company has only
been In business for one year,
during which time it has staterighted the sensational pictures
of the German submarine U-36
and is now handling the Mona
Darkfeather series of short subjects, as well as the feature “His
Pajama Girl,” starring Billie
Rhodes.
o

Comedy
Warm- Weather
Remedy

Garsson Praises

as

During July and August Fine
Arts Pictures,
Inc.,
announce
they will conduct an intensive
sales campaign in behalf of “Up
in Mary’s Attic,” which, according to Murray W. Garsson, president of the company, will be
found by exhibitors to be an
excellent remedy for the hot
weather when motion picture
patrons are prone to desert the
theatre
for
the
seashore
or
mountains.
This comedy Mr. Garsson believes will find a ready welcome,
regardless of the hot weather,
and that it will help to counteract the usual falling off, as when
people are amused they forget
about the weather. Already the

summer bookings

of this picture
are said to be heavy and increas-

ing daily.

The announcement states
House Without Children”

plan.

“The

Fine Arts Film “Up

ters,

directly across from the
feet,
Broadway Theatre.
With the
new facilities the company is

at

Hiller Reports Spirited Bidding for

which necessitated larger quarhas

but finally triumphs.

difficulties,

Price Company Moves
Into Larger Quarters

91

HILLER,

state right distributer and sales agent
.
for “Up in Mary’s Attic,”
the Fine Arts Pictures’ six-reel
comedy feature, states he has re-

L

L.

ceived more offers from large
exchanges on this production
than on any other feature he has
ever handled, and says that the
offers have been so lively that
in some territories competitors
outbid the price actually paid.
“Live showmen recognize in
this production an unsurpassed
box office attraction,” says Mr.
Hiller.
“Its innumerable angles
for publicity create unusual advertising values.
It is a combination of comedy, drama and
farce so cleverly Interwoven as
to make an entertainment that
holds the interest from beginning to end. It is for this reason
a repeat picture.
“The
exploitation
campaign
has already attained notable results in many sections of New
York.
Lingerie shops, department stores, novelty shops and

in

Mary's Attic

111th

street.

requesting

Broadway and

Store,

Other

similar

stores are
co-operation

and the wide interest in the photographs and paintings displayed
has led to many inquiries from
the

public

regarding

tion of this picture.
It is seldom has a
ture built up such a
pre-release interest.

presenta-

comedy

fea-

tremendous
The novel
exploitation campaign is largely
responsible for this.
But the
picture will stand on its own
merits, which include such comedians as Eva Novak and Harry
Gribbon,
beautiful

hilarious

and

situations,

dog and
baby who strike an ingeniously
funny companionship.
girls

scheduled at $100,000

figure

Big Campaign Planned
for Farnum Pictures
The Canyon Pictures Corporawhich is now producing a

tion,

series of five-reel westerns, semi-

westerns

and Canadian (woods
featuring
Franklyn
announces many inquiries have come in both from
state right buyers and exhibitors
pictures,

Farnum,

relative to these productions.
An exploitation campaign will
be inaugurated shortly. Mr. Far-

num

”

other mercantile establishments
are co-operating in window displays tying up articles of apparel worn by the girls in this
production.
Among them are
Gray’s Drug Store, on Broadway
and Forty-third street; Cosmopolitan Ladies’ Shops, Broadway
and Forty-first street, and Straus

Department

You can
your own territory and
then deduct 20 per cent, therefrom (during the clean-out perriod) and wire your bid.
is

a

has just completed “VanishTrails,” the fifteen-episode
serial produced by Colonel Selig,
ing

and also released by the Canyon
company.
This serial has sold
very fast, and the company will
take advantage of the fact that
this will keep Franklyn Farnum
in the public eye for fifteen consecutive weeks.

Take Heed of
Tower Film, “Trip to Mars”

Scientists

The Tower Film Corporation
arranged to show its
“A Trip to Mars,” to the

recently

feature,
editorial

staff of the Popular
Science Magazine. These writers
were interested because the subject of the film has recently been
so much
in
print that they
decided to get the film man’s
view of the planet.
The editor of the astronomy
department of the magazine in
question was especially concerned
in the production, and declared it
to be an interesting conception
of our relations with Mars. Showmen who decided to play this
attraction are advised to consult
various authorities for information on which to base press work

and exploitation.

Sixteen Celebrated Screen Stars Seen
in Second Section of Screen Snapshots
Jack Cohn reports that the second issue of the single-reel bimonthly,

“Screen

Snapshots,”

which has just been released, is
made up of shots of sixteen difcombination, he
states, which
has never been
equaled in his long experience in
turning out single-reel features.
ferent

stars,

that it is a very live number and
a big improvement over the first
“It is

I

am

in real life.

my

intention,” states

Cohn, “to keep up a steady Improvement on each ‘Screen Snap-

tor of the U. S. Observatory at
Flagstaff, Ariz., is the latest work
on the subject; but the libraries
reference
of
contain a fund

books.

Music Boosts
The

a

Critics who have viewed this
film agree, according to Cohn,

issue.

From all sections
receiving reports that patrons are very much interested
in seeing the stars as they are
shots’ release.

“Mars, the Abode of Life,” by
Professor Percival Lowell, direc-

Strand Features Buys Radius.
The Strand Features, Inc., of
Detroit, has purchased the rights

from the Radin Pictures for the
State of Michigan on the "Zip
Comedies," “The Weekly Indiges-

Frank Mayo feature
“Through Eyes of Men” and a

tion,”

the

five-part
sions.”

drama,

“Human

Pas-

“Tillie”

firm of publishers that has

put the film “Tillie’s Punctured

Romance”

into

song form

is

pre-

paring extensive exploitation of
the work throughout the country.
Showmen who play the

Tower Film Corporation’s

attrac-

have the song to awaken
general interest in advance of
the hooking and also to hook it
up with the immediate showing.

tion will

Three Scenes from the Latest Equity Release, “For the Soul of Rafael,” Starring Clara Kimball Young.
These pictures show the star in the various moods that she exhib its in this inspiring drama. The villain in Scene 3 is giving what
might be called a toast table d’hote
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Non

Educational and

Conducted by Margaret

I.

theatrical

QUARTER

of a million dollars a year
sight for supplying just a few New
York City schools with films is merely
“a drop in the bucket” in comparison with
what the future will bring forth when a
general use of films for visual instruction
becomes a fact and the making and distribution of films for this purpose is brought
down to a business basis.
At a meeting held at the Board of Education Annex, 157 East Sixty-seventh street.
in

New York
19,

City, on

Saturday morning, June

more than twenty-five persons, consistmembers of the investigating commit-

ing of

tee of the department of visual instruction
of the Board of Education, persons interested
in the production of educational films and
press representatives gathered together for
discussion and furtherance of plans to locate

and supply high schools already equipped
with standard projection machines.
Note
the fact that the elementary schools have
not been taken into consideration and only
a limited

number

Those

Who

of the

high schools.

Attended Meeting.

Among those present at this meeting were
L. Crandall, supervisor of public lectures and director of visual instruction of
the Board of Education; Misses Rita Hochheimer, Rosemary F. Mullen and Alice Rostetter. of Washington Irving High School;
Carl H. Pierce, Urban Enterprises; T. Kimwood Peters. Mrs. Katherine F. Carter and
Mrs. Woodallen Chapman, Carter Cinema Enterprises; Mrs. Adele F. Woodard, National
Motion Picture League; Orrin G. Cocks, National Board of Review; Charles D. Isaacson,
New York Globe; Margaret I. MacDonald,
Moving Picture World; Dr. G. Clyde Fisher,
Museum of Natural History; Carroll H. Dunning, Prizma, Inc.; K. K. Bosse, Beseler Lantern Slide Company; Rowland Rogers, Bray
Pictures Corporation; Mrs. Mary G. Schonberg, secretary Women’s City Club; Charles
F. Powlinson, National Child Welfare Association; G. P. Foute, Underwood & UnderErnest

wood.

A

hint that should be of unusual moment
who intend to enter this branch,
either in the co-operative manufacture of
new material for instructional purposes or
in digging up old prints and negatives which
might be used in toto or in part, is that
there is enormous capital waiting for the
psychological moment to form a sane and
stable center of distribution for the millions
of dollars’ worth of films which will be the
future requirement of visual instruction. The
following list gives a clue to what films are
required in the high schools of New York
City for the teaching of biology and Engto producers

lish,

as found by the investigation committee

in their

preliminary report.

Elementary Biology.
Topic A Bacteria Attacking Foods Protozoa in relation to diseases: malaria, ty-

—

—

phoid, tuberculosis.

—

Topic
B Interdependence
Living
of
Things; Prairie dog and snake, bacteria, sea

anemone and

crabs.

Shelter Relation: Birds'

nest, man’s
shelter, from
primitive cave
through modern skyscraper. Mutualism.
Topic C Protoplasm: Tissue, organs, organism, cell-function.
Topic D-— Digestion: The Effect of Emotion
on Digestion.
Process of Starch Making.
How Fruits Are Dispersed Reproduction.
The Work of Luther Burbank, The Carnegie
Experimental Station, etc.
Topic E Bacteria: Fermentation, rodding
hemp. Butter, cheese.
Diseases of Plants
and Animals.
Sterilization: Uses for preserving food, for wounds.
Topic G Food Produced by Truck Farm:
Large sale garden, cereals. Body Control and
Habit Formation. Work of Department of
Health.
Work of Department of Street

—

—

—

—

Disposal of garbage.
Work of
of Public Markets.
Museums,
Baths, Schools.
Selection, Hybridizing, Eugenics.
Visits to Darwin, Huxley, Pasteur,
Burbank, Agassiz, Davenport.
(Topics refer to corresponding topics in
high school syllabus in elementary biology.)
Eirst Year English.
1. Not yet located: Homer’s Odyssey.
Old
English ballads: (a) Robin Hood ballads;
Macauley’s ballads:
(b) Sir Patrick Spens.
(a) Virginia; (b) Horatius.
Kipling’s Jungle
Book. Life of Scott. Old Testament Stories.
Obsolete or no print available: Scott’s
2.
Ivanhoe.
Dickens’
Oliver Twist.
Scott’s
Lady of the Lake. Tennyson’s The Brook.
geography
The report on
is not yet completed, but is expected to be ready for publication shortly.
It is also expected that
moving pictures as visual aids in teaching
these three subjects will be used in the New
York City high schools in the fall.
Cleaning:

Department

New

Vocations for

Shown
N

in

Wounded

Ford Educational

the latest Ford Educational Weekly to
be distributed by the Goldwyn company,
the re-education of wounded soldiers along
vocational lines is shown. Some of the men,
in wheel chairs, are seen weaving baskets;
others are learning how to write with their
left hands. The electrical repair shop has in-

I

3,

1920

News

MacDonald

Gold Mine Predicted for Producer in
Near Future When School Market Opem
A
J \

July

terested hundreds of men who are now learning the fundamentals of a trade that will assure them of a means of earning a good livelihood.
Then there is the typewriter class,
and the course in carpentry. And on the artistic side, we see a man propped up in bed,
pursuing his vocation as landscape painter,
using as his subject th» scene outside.
This Ford Educational Weekly, called “ReAwakening,” presents fully the ways and
means that the United States Government is
employing to prepare for useful activity
those soldiers who have been partially incapacitated.

Colored Scenic, Slow Motion
and Millinery in Pathe Review
A N amusing and entertaining feature of
Review No. 56, released June 20, is
"The Heavenly Haymakers,” in which the
Novagraph slow-motion camera catches a
fistic
encounter between two five-year-old

Jy Pathe

battlers.

Something to recall the interest of the returned doughboy is the beautifully tinted
Pathecolor offering, “Where Kings of Old
Held Court,” showing views of Blois, France.
Blois is the one city of France that best shows
the contrast between the new and the old.
The ancient streets, built for trundle carts,
are shown; the great cathedral; the famous
Victor Hugo Square; the Castle of Blois,
where Kings held forth in olden times in the
beautiful courtyards, and the famous exterior
circular staircase of Francis I.
Inside stuff on the manner in which Miss
New York goes shopping on Fifth Avenue is
presented in “Milady Buys a Hat.” Dr. Ditmars shows the dietary peculiarities of his
charges at the New York Zoological Park in
an amusing animal study, “Animated Appetites.”

Pictograph Editor Chooses
Subjects of Novel Character
HE Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph No. 7044

T

contains a couple of novel subjects which
prove interesting to the majority of
The opening theme, “Speeding Up
the Play/’ takes the spectator behind the
scenes at the theatre, and shows the actual
setting up of the interior of the cabin used
in one of this season's Broadway successes,
“The Storm.” A scene is also played for the
benefit of Pictograph by some of the leading
players, including Edwin Arnold and Helen
MacKellar, after which the removal of the
cabin set, and the completion of a bedroom in
the cabin in six minutes is shown.
The second subject, “The Passing of the
Hobo,” is an amusing series of reminiscences
in the life of the hobo, a profession which
will
people.

said to have become almost extinct since
the breaking out of the war, the demand for
labor and the advent of prohibition.
is

The Dance of the Wood Nymphs Makes PrettySpectacle in This New Paramount Magazine.
These scenes are called “A Forest Fantasy,” included in the issue which is released under the title of “Beneath the Southern Cross."
Other pictures in this reel show the South Sea Islands and an animated cartoon.

July
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Bard

to Build

director in the policy of the new
keep Joe busy all the time.

Another House

First

of

the Frances

productions, has been completed
studios, and is now in process of cutting and titling by the director
and author of the story, Elsier La Maie,
who also plays a part in the picture. Frances Edmonde is the star of the production,
and the story, “Peggy Wise,” was written
around her personality, giving her opportunities to display her histrionic talents in
a highly up-to-date and romantic drama.
George Larkin, star and leading man in a
large number of productions since the old
Kalem days, is leading man, and in the cast
are Harry Van Meter, Katherine Lewis and
other well known film players of the west

Garson

coast.

gage experienced west coast

film
to interpret the principal roles.

players

New

Quarters for Metro Writers.
double “L” structure, surrounding a
garden, fountain and arbors, is about completed on the Metro lot, and is being made
ready for the occupancy of the story and
scenario writers who are responsible for a
great number of the Metro productions.

A

“Animated Mud” Comedies.
The formation of a $100,000 film corpora“Animated Mud”
comedies is announced by John W. Dawn,
artist and sculptor, and head of the Dawn
Films, Inc.
Clay figures on a miniature
stage, will be used to enact the roles of the
characters in the comedies to be produced.
The films are to be distributed by Lewis
tion for the production of

W. Thompson,

president of the Special PicCorporation.
Plans are now being
made by the Dawn Films company to build
a studio at Culver City.
tures

McRae

to

Produce for

Henry McRae, who has

Circuit.

just recently re-

turned from the Orient, where he filmed
“The Dragon’s Net,” a Universal serial featuring Marie Walcamp, has left for New
York to complete arrangements for the filming of several stories by Ralph Connor for

of great benefit, and will mean the saving of a great deal of time and thousands
•of dollars to the motion picture producers
who have heretofore depended entirely upon individual shipments from New York in

the First National Exhibitors. The Dominion Photoplay Company, of which Ernest
Shipman is one of the heads, will produce
the pictures, and McRae will act as supervising director of the two units to be used
in making the productions.
Among the
Connor novels that will be filmed are “The
Foreigner,” “Corporal Cameron,” “The Sky
Pilot,” and “Pilot of the Sun Trail.”

“the past.

(1)

first

Edmonde

at the

Plans Film Storage Warehouse.
E. Brulatour, of the Eastman Kodak
‘Company of Rochester, New York, is now
in Los Angeles negotiating for the building
•of a huge film storage warehouse in or
near Hollywood in which ten million feet
of raw film will be kept for the use of
the motion picture manufacturers on the
west coast. Between 200,000,000 and 300,'000,000 feet of raw film are used annually
by west coast film producers. This local
film distributing branch is expected to be

li

Edmonde Production Completed.

“Peggy Wise,” the

J.

Joe Rock Forms Producing Company.
Joe Rock, for five years a Vitagraph comedian, and a member of the team of Montgomery and Rock, heads the newest film
company to have been organized in Los
Angeles, the Joe Rock Film Company. The
new producing concern is being financed by
Santa Ana and Los Angeles capitalists, and
•on June 28 will start producing a series
•of one and two reel slapstick comedies,
and
two reel comedy dramas. Grover Jones,
who directed a number of the Vitagraph
•comedies in which Joe Rock was featured,
will be associated with the new
company
as director, and will alternate with another

company

to

member

of a theatrical enterprise which operates a chain of eighteen
theatres in California, has announced that
his firm will erect a new playhouse at 446
South Hill street, Los Angeles, in the near
Albert C. Martin, architect, who
future.
designed the plans, estimates that the building and equipment will cost about $100,000.
All the latest devices for comfort and convenience will be installed, as well as a large
•organ to furnish the music.
L. L. Bard,

93

Margery Wilson Becomes Director.
Margery Wilson, star of the recent film
success, “That Something,” and of other
earlier film productions, has begun work on
a series oi two reel super-comedies at Brunton, which she is directing, and for which
*

she has written the stories.
will not act in these

Miss Wilson
comedies, but will en-

New Manager
William
olis,

who

manager

for Superba.
formerly of Minneapcame here recently to be house
of Grauman’s Rialto, has been
F. Jones,

chosen as managing director of the Superba
Theatre, succeeding Arthur S. Wenzel, who
is now in charge of the Victory Theatre.

The new manager

will make a number of
the Superba personnel, and in
collaboration with C. L. Theuerkauff, manager of the Universal exchange, has ar-

changes

in

ranged for a strong array of coming attractions for his house.
“Every bill a
double bill” will be the motto of the new
executive.
Standing Bring Suit.
Herbert Standing has brought suit against
the Pacific Electric Company for $27,000
for injuries sustained when he was struck
by a car belonging to the company on the
day of May 22.

1 ne
womans Man" and “Dr. Jeykll and Mr rlyde Admit 1 hat Betty Sets the Pace” for
Love-Making.
Romaine Fielding is the star in the first mentioned; z) A
C2) a two-reel burlesque on the well-known story, with Hank
V
(3) Scene from a new comedy production,
with Muriel rio+^,^v,a
Ostriche. All Arrow Film Corporation current releases.

Mam

PARLOR-BED
CZOith

an

ALL

(/ww ike stage cowiedy success
by C.W. BELL and MARK, SWAN

METRO

PICTURES

CORPORATION

2/utyelica liked 'em.
wild! She wanted &

man who had

to

shave between meals

or else looklil%3nf.

hetm 'yound by
dinner time
.

.

Cdnd she married
a miidyoun% tiling
shackled with the

name ofdiedfie.

.

Why 7 cdna what
came ofIt

7

.

.

dJ he answer to that
is

the most hectic

and hilarious story ever screened.

'Directed

^EDWARD DILLON From

the

Scenario by JUNE MAIMS &Al.roUmEM

JURY IMPERIAL HCTUUE 5
•

*

Li <L. ^Exclusive 3Di/s
tributors throughout Great IGritcciru
SIR WILLIAM JULRY\ iJhana^in^ ^Director
-

•

•

—
;
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“Skirts” is Announced by Fox Corporation
as Title of Big Hampton Del Ruth Comedy
long-heralded big special Fox Sunshine Comedy, in six side-splitting,
hair-raising reels of film, at last has
been given a title by Fox Film Corporation.
This is the film on which exhibitors were
asked to compete in a one-word title contest, the winner to receive $250. Thousands
of suggestions were received by William
Fox, but it was found that none was ac-

HE

T

ceptable.

that the matter
be left to the heads of several departments
and a new series of titles were submitted
within the company, from which these department heads selected “Skirts.”
“Skirts” is a comedy spectacle something
novel and original, with an appeal that will
reach alike mien, women, and children.
Everybody will find what they like, and
It

was thereupon decided

—

lots

of

it,

in

this

production.

Described as Screen Revjue.
This picture has
screen revue. That

been

described

as

a

combines comedy
and spectacle, beauty and girls, dancing and
and many
thrills, and all those features
more that make revues the most popular
form of entertainment at present on the
speaking stage.
Hampton Del Ruth wrote and directed
It took a little more than five
“Skirts.”
months to make the picture, and then two
months were devoted by Mr. Del Ruth and
his staff to the polishing and finishing prois,

it

—

—

cess.

Three thousand persons appear in the
comedy spectacle. These include seventyfive Sunshine Widows and one thousand
comedy girls. The girls supply one of the
big features.
Many of the girls are socially prominent,
not only on the Pacific coast, but elsewhere. They took part in the picture for
the novelty of the .experience. How the
girls

the

were chosen by Mr. Del Ruth, and
and elimination,

process of selection
make another story.

Wide Variety

And

of Costumes.

the costumes they
and dinner gowns,

wear

!

There are

dancing frocks,
bathing suits and other varieties of feminine adornment, all of a kind to make
women and men sit up and take notice.
This display of girls and costumes alone
would provide an unusual entertainment
but it forms only a part of “Skirts.”

ball

A

highly

amusing

story

is

capitally

acted by the entire comedy organization
Among the
at the Fox Hollywood studio.
funmakers are Chester Conklin, Jack
Cooper, Harry Booker, Alta Allen, Laura
LaVamie, Ethel Teare, Alice Davenport and
Harry Gribbon.

Singer Midgets a Feature.

famous Singer
are
the
there
Also
Midgets. William Fox engaged this entire

company

folk to participate
of them.
They introduce their clever circus act and.
many novelties, and use their entire menagerie in their share of the performance.
All the Midget’s elephants and dogs and
ponies and lions and deers and monkeys
contribute liberally to the comedy as well
as to the spectacular element.
As to thrills, there are three tense scenes
that hold spectators breathless. There is a
daring rescue of a girl from a runaway
of gifted

in the picture.

little

There are nineteen

horse by a naval officer in a motor car.
is a rescue from the top of a speeding railway train by a hero in an airship,
and a parachute drop from an airship into
the water to save lives of people on a train
that has plunged through a burning bridge.
And other scenes are scarcely less exciting.
The foregoing furnishes a hint of the
abundance of “Skirts” a hint, no more, for
it would be a task to describe all the wonders and delights of this Sunshine comedy.

There

—

Dague Assumes New
Duties at

Editorial

Famous Players

OSWELL DAGUE,

the new Eastern
production editor of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has taken over
the editorial department, following the recent resignation of his predecessor, Gardner
Hunting.
Before entering upon his new
duties, Mr. Dague was assistant scenario
editor under Mr. MacAlarney.
Mr. Dague states that in forthcoming
Paramount productions illustrated titles
will be used, owing to the success of those
employed in the titling of Billie Burke’s
latest picture, “Away Goes Prudence.”
“It is not our intention to make the illustrated titles overelaborate,” Mr. Dague explained, “because titles which are too beautiful and intriguing to the eye are apt to

R

distract

the

attention

from the

printed

matter.

“Our titles will be designed to impart atmosphere and a certain psychological touch

An

July

3.

1920-

will tend toward making the printedblend into the action, thus securing a
smooth effect, instead of the jarring one sonoticeable in present-day pictures.
“There would be no talk of eliminating
titles if they could be made to harmonize
to appear as an intrinsic part of the
photoplay, instead of merely printed captions thrust in more or less appropriately for explanatory purposes.
Coincident with Mr. Dague’s assumptioa

which
title

—

new duties comes the announcement
from Famous Players-Lasky that, compara-

of his

tively quiet since the first of the year,,
production in the East will be speeded up
during the summer.

Chandlee-Laub’s New Service
Harry Chandlee and William B. Laub,
of 130 West Forty-sixth street, New York,
specialists in editing and the writing of subtitles, are inaugurating a new service to
producers without any charge for their
time, largely in the interest of better pictures. They have set aside Monday afternoon of each week for the review of pictures, limiting each producer to one fivereel feature for which they will offer suggestions embodying their own special technique of editing and titling.
It is with the idea of awakening a realization of the vast importance of proper editing and carefully prepared subtitles that
Chandlee and Laub are offering this service
gratis, for it is their contention that a fair
picture may be transformed into a release
of much more than average merit through
the artistry of the subtitle writer.

Vignola Completing Merwin Story
Robert G. Vignola is rapidly nearing the
completion of his second feature for Cos.mopolitan Productions, “The Passionate
Pilgrim,” from the story of the same name
by Samuel Merwin. Under his direction

the Merwin story is being turned into an
exceptional screen production, not the
least interesting scenes of which are the
courtroom and the newspaper office. A
stickler for realism and portraiture of
things as they are, Director Vignola is mirroring true life in “The Passionate Pilgrim.”

Not to Build Own Studio
Maurice Tourneur, the Big Six producer,
denies the rumor that he will erect a costly
Hollywood studio. “Why build,” he says,
“when I have a complete studio at my disposal?
I will make my pictures
at Uniersal City, where everything is handy. If
I need extras, they are here.
If I want carpenters for an hour, they are on hand. The
same with everything else.”

Excellent Panoramic View of the Goldwyn West Coast Studios Which Are
The long- building at the extreme left of the picture, running the length of the
production department building, which faces the smaller building, to
them glass-topped, are more or less grouped together. In the
picture, “The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come.” and
one used in picturizing George Ade's "The Slim

July

3,
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Leland at Albany Reopens

Universal Installs Commission Form
of Management in its Chicago Exchange

The Leland Theatre, Albany, N. Y., remodeled and with a handsome new lobby,
has just been opened and is playing to
The theatre now
a capacity business.
The former stage was
seats about 1,600.
removed and an entirely new entrance replaced the antiquated arrangement that

O

had served for several years.

form

Awards Certificate of Merit
for Eastman Co. War Work

the Chicago exchange would be operated under a commission form of management such as was recently inaugurated
at Universal City and the New York home
office by Carl Laemmle.
In a statement Mr. Berman made he
pointed out the satisfactory results obtained by this plan at Universal City, claiming that for the first time in Universal City
history an efficient and satisfactory plan
of government had been established.

F

OR

co-operation

terials and for
ance to various

service,

tion’s

the

furnishing war maextraordinary assistbranches of the na-

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany has been awarded a certificate of
merit by the War Department. That the
certificate was well earned is made apparent by the fact that it was given upon the
recommendation of three general officers,
the recommendation of any one being usually considered sufficient for the av/arding
of the certificate.

Baker Awards Certificate.
The Eastman company was named for
this honor by the chief signal officer, the
director of the air service and the surgeongeneral of the army. The certificate was
signed and forwarded by Newton D. Baker,
secretary of war, and reads as follows
The War Department of the United
States of America recognizes in this award
for distinguished service the loyalty, energy
and efficiency in the performance of the
:

war work by which Eastman Kodak Company aided materially in obtaining victory
for the arms of the United States of America in the war with the Imperial German
Government and the Imperial and Royal
Austro-Hungarian Government.

thor whose “Street Called Straight,” is one
of the most inspiring photoplays and who
soon will be represented on the Goldwyn
program by a production of even greater
magnitude, “Earthbound,” has found time
to write a scenario calculated to strengthen
the friendship between the United States

and England.
of “The Ultimate Aim,”
dedicated to the AngloAmerican Unity League, Inc., an organization for the purpose of promoting, fostering
and maintaining good will and comradeship

scenario

title
is

between the American and British peoples.
Mr. King has finished titling and editing
“Earthbound,” which will soon be released
under the Goldwyn banner.

Located

recent

visit

versal

exchange,

to

Chicago,

Harry

manager

of Uniestablished a new

of

Laemmle Pleased with Results.
is more than pleased with

Mr. Laemmle

the result obtained there, pointing out that
productions are being made with less waste;
more concentrated effort is being put on
the selection of stories and their production.
The plan has proven most economical, not from the standpoint of cutting
down expenditure on the production itself,
but assuring that all moneys appropriated
for a production, is put into the production
itself.

As

be recalled, Universal City is
operated by three commissioners.
Every function of whatever importance
must be sanctioned by at least two of the
commissioners before being adopted. This
plan, shortly after being tried at Universal
City, was put into effect in the New York
office, the commissioners there being Harry
Berman, Abe Stern, treasurer, and E. H.
Goldstein, assistant to Mr. Laemmle.
it

will

being

King Writes Amity Scenario
King, the Goldwyn Eminent Au-

Under the

a

Berman, general

least,

Basil

the

N

management in the Chicago office.
Mr. Berman announced that, for a time at

in
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It

Experimental Exchange
was Mr. Laemmle’s desire

Station.
that this plan

be a success in the Chicago exchange,
which it will be adopted in all exchanges throughout the world. Mr. Lesserman is enthusiastic over the new form of
management, and takes this opportunity of
assuring the exhibitors of his territory a
better service than has been heretofore
given, although Universal is known for the
efficient manner in which it has served exhibitors throughout the country.
There have been no drastic changes other
than this made in any of the departments.
will

after

Vignola Plays Sheriff Role
G. Vignola, who has just finished
his first feature for Cosmopolitan Productions, “The World and His Wife,” and is.
now engaged in directing his second, “The
Passionate Pilgrim,” evidently has lost
none of his old time cleverness as an

Robert

actor. He hasn’t done any histrionic work
for years, devoting himself exclusively to
directing.
But the other day he went out
into the wilds of New Jersey with his company to film exteriors for ‘“The Passionate

Pilgrim,” and his chance came. The fellow
who was to play the role of the sheriff became ill. There was no time to get another

man from New

York, and Director Vignola

was faced with the
whole day.

possibility of losing a

play the part,” he said suddenly, and
paint, and the sheriff’s rig
including badge, gun, and all, he went in
and saved the day. According to Phil Carle,
“I’ll

donning grease

some

his assistant, he’s

To Write

sheriff, too.

Capitol Comedies

Harry Wulze, formerly with Keystone,
Mack Sennett and other comedy producers,
has been engaged to write stories for a new

be tried in the operation of his many distributing centers and exchanges.
Chicago
was selected as the experimental station.

series

The Chicago exchange

ain have been in frequent consultation with
Harry Wulze over the new releases, among
the first ones being “Hearts and Hammers,”
a farce in which a village blacksmith is
caught masquerading as a piano tuner while
trying to win the hand of the village belle.

a

will be

operated by

commission of three consisting of Lou

Baum, the newly announced

district

man-

ager over the northwest, I. Lesserman, manager of the Chicago exchange, and Louis
Laemmle, manager of sales promotion, Chicago. All questions of policy, adjustment,
and relations with exhibitors will be decided by this commission. As in the other
commission centers, it will be necessary
for two of the three commissioners to
approve or disapprove all of the propositions.
It is

confidentially expected that the plan

in Culver City, Cal., and Comprises Almost Fifty Acres of Land.
lawn, houses the players. To the rear the “Goldwyn Studio’’ sign perches on
the
the west, in which are the general offices.
The six stages, five of
Toreground is the rear of a street set used in the Jack Pickford
to the extreme right are the remains of another set—
Princess,” with Mabel Normand in stellar role.

of

Capitol

comedies

for

release

through Goldwyn.
Directors Harry Edwards and

Mark Gold-

Finish Ostriche Two-Reeler
Muriel Ostriche, who is producing high
class two-reel comedies which will be distributed through Arrow, has just completed
the second of the series. It has been given
the tentative title of “Betty’s Green Eved
Monster.”
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Buffalonians Plan Local Film Studio;
to Utilize Niagara Falls for Scenes

B

UFFALO

to

is

have

its

own motion

The Buffalo Motion
picture studio.
Picture Company, the executive offices of which are at 338 Ellicott Square,
Buffalo, and business offices at 844 Sixth
avenue, New York City, is negotiating for
the purchase of the large building at Main
and High

streets,

Maltosia Hall.
Maltosia Hall
city.

is

which

at

present houses

one of the largest

The building

is

in

the

a three-story struc-

ture, the top floor of which has a glass roof
and is at present used as a skating rink.
According to Frank D. Caldwell, president
of the company, the top floor will be used
as the studio and the second floor as offices.

Buffalo Motion Picture Company has
met with success with the productions it
has made so far. These are “The Price of
Innocence,” in which Florence Talbot was
the star; “The Sport of Kings, ”^with Margot Kelly and Matt Moore, and a third
picture for which “The Eyes of the Hills”
has been suggested as a title. “The Sport
of Kings” was shown the week of June 14
at the Strand Theatre, Washington, D. C.,
and three local houses are negotiating for
its first run here.

The

All Stockholders Local

All the stockholders are Buffaloians and
is necessary for the office force in New
York to send all papers here for the final

“O. K.” before business can be transacted.
Because of this the stockholders are anxious to transfer the entire business to Buffalo.

The company believes that it can overcome all obstacles that they would encounter through removal from Gotham, where
always within
thousands of players ar
reach and properties are available at all
times.
However, if the local deal goes
through, and President Caldwell says that it
is about completed, the company will equip
the local studio most completely, and players will go anywhere as long as the coin
of the realm jingles aplenty.
As for locations there are few districts
more ideally located than Buffalo and its
Within a half hour’s ride is
environs.
Niagara Falls. To the east is the beauti-

Genesee valley, the Finger Lakes region and Watkins Glen. To the south is
the famous lake shore and further south
the famous Lake Chautauqua region. The

plans

to

use the Niagara Falls

background extensively for

its

The company, which has been

leading parts

several

in

big

3,

1920

productions.

Adele Farrington has an important part
as a society matron; Thomas Jefferson,
Christinie Mayo and Hayward Mack have
the other principal roles. The date of the
picture’s release has not been set as yet.

locations.

Officers and Directors.
in existence

three years, has passed through the
dangerous part of the business, according
to J. William Prouse, secretary, and has
now arrived. Bookings are coming in from
for

all sections of the country.
The officers
are: Frank D. Caldwell, president; J. William Prouse, secretary; Eugene E. Person,
vice-president; J. W. Lansing, treasurer;
Peter Ernst, assistant treasurer. The above
and the following are members of the board
of directors; John J. Roesch, William J.

Simon, George P. Spohr, Andrew J. Keller,
Louis E. Moschel and Edward A. Jones.
It is hoped to have the new studio ready
in the fall and production will begin this
winter at the latest. Some interesting news
should come from the Buffalo office within
the next few months, as it is planned to
bring some prominent directors, cameramen and film experts to the city. The company’s product is now being distributed by
the First National Exhibitors’ Circuit.

Universal Eastern Managers
Instructed as to Fall Plans

HE

eastern division exchange managers of Universal were assembled
in convention in Cleveland on Sunday,
June 13, to hear sales and production plans
for the coming season.
Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal, and H. M. Berman,
general manager of exchanges, addressed
the meeting.
The principal reason for the convention
was Mr. Laemmle’s desire to assure his
lieutenants, personally, that Universal is
planning an unusual series of big pictures
for the fall.
In the evening a testimonial dinner was
given to Mr. Laemmle.
The other two
guests of honor were Mr. Berman and
Louis Baum, formerly manager of the
Cincinnati Universal exchange and now
district manager for Universal’s middle

T

western

offices.

Albany Ushers Are Restless

Select Blanche Sweet’s

Men.

it

ful

company

July

T

Next

Starring Vehicle for Pathe
HE GIRL IN THE WEB,” a society
drama, in which a young woman is

falsely accused by circumstances surrounding a jewel robbery, is the title of
the next feature in which Blanche Sweet
will appear for Pathe.
The picture is an
adaptation of Geraldine Bonner’s “Miss
Maitland, Private Secretary,” which Jesse
The direction is
D. Hampton produced.
by Robert Thornby, who directed “Simple
Souls,” the Sweet starring vehicle already
released by Pathe.
“The Girl in the Web” gives Miss Sweet
a vehicle that differs somewhat from any
It conof her previous Pathe pictures.
tains a meaty plot and the action and situations are stressed to build up suspense
in which a young secretary is entangled in
a web of circumstances which point to her
as the thief of some jewels removed from
the safe in the home where she is retained.

Nigel Barrie plays the leadlngTOle oppoMiss Sweet. The supporting cast reveals names of players who have all played
site

Some

of the

managers

in picture theaare complaining of
labor troubles, in that the ushers are constantly quitting and that it is almost impossible to provide uniforms because of
this constant change.
One manager volunteered the information the other day
that he is surprised when an usher remains
for more than a month, and that the majority work for a week or so and then
quit, attracted by the high wages which
are being paid to women in the shirt and

tres

in

Albany, N.

collar factories of

Y.,

Albany and Troy.

Melford Starts on “The Jucklins”
George Melford’s big Paramount production, “The Jucklins,” was started when the
entire company took leave of Hollywood for
a location in Northern California, where a
large street scene is to be built and where

much

of the important action will trans-

pire.

The

cast

now

consists

of

Monte

Blue,

Mabel Juliene Scott, Charles Ogle, Winter
Hall, Guy Oliver, Robert Brower, Clarence
Burton, J. M. Dumont, William Boyd and
Ruth Renick.

ALBERT E. SMITHpresents
werful drama of the snow country

HABOLD

LLOYD

V CTOCt
I

&

E

A

L

S

^

y

by

areatestjoF screen comedians, in

An eastern
WESTERNER"

HAL ROACH

A TWO REEL COMEDY
Blase Critics Unite In

A

SPECIAL

Paean Of Praise At The Surpassing Excellence Of The Wonderful

Two

Reel Lloyd Comedies;

“There has been more and better laughter on Broadway because of these comedies. They are funny
They have found clever, unexpected, original things
is kept laughing all the time
for Lloyd to do,
stunts irresistibly risible ... So thanks for the Lloyd comedies. They make people
laugh whole-heartedly, healthily.” New York Times.
.

.

The house

.

—

.

.

.

—

“

‘An Eastern Westerner’ is a very good comedy
That Harold Lloyd is its star should be
enough of a recommendation to those who have seen him before.” New York Tribune.
.

“

.

.

.

‘An Eastern Westerner’, the best of
Lloyd is more amusing than ever.”

its

—

.

type since Mr. Lloyd’s previous comedy (‘Haunted Spooks’)
York Telegraph.

—New

“For unusual tricks and gags, for hilarious surprises or real plot, you will search long and far before coming upon the equal of the Lloyd picture. In ‘Haunted Spooks’ Lloyd shows new trick after new
trick.
His attempts at suicide, each one winding up with a preposterously funny surprise, the rapid
action in the ‘haunted’ house, these are scenes that for sheer nonsensical comedy value attain the topmost
heights. And the biggest laugh of the season, the one in which the Jewish gentlemen are revealed talking
in the automobile, is destined to go down in history as a piece of tomfoolery par excellence.”

—Picture Play Magazine.

THE THEATRE SHOWING THE HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES HAS A

BIG

ADVANTAGE OVER

ITS

COMPETITOR.

PERSONALLY DIRECTED

by J.

WITH

STUART BLACKTON”

HERBERT RAWLINSON
Adapted from the stage success

by

CHADDON CHAMBERS

Driftwood of a great

city,

thrown up from

its

depths and brought to

his door.

Like the driftwood of the ocean some of

it

was good and sound; some

weak and

rotten.

The

big-hearted Cabby; Outraged Innocence in a Girl; the dirty,

bluff,

useless Vagrant; the wilful

Wanton

flitting by;

from

his

window he

saw them and read and understood the comedy and the tragedy

of their

lives.

Mr. Blackton has created a wonderful
acting is beyond reproach, from a stage
success that

is

pure drama.

human

picture,

in

which the

YOUNG BUFFALO

O/xglUestr In 3esL.nty

,

Action ajnci JZomsLnce

Philip Yale

Drew

known

is

world over as “Young Buffalo.”
has played in every

city,

the

He

town, and

hamlet in the United States, Canada

and England.

These
tures,

will

healthy

adventurous

pic-

with a wealth of scenic beauty,

fill

just the

demand you have

heard for actionful stories of

the

great mountains and forests.

Five two-reel

~

^ country

virile

blooded pictures of

“Tex

A

and redthe

plot as

of the Northwest:

of the Timberlands.”

tale of

lumber camp

giants.

“The Law of The Border.” —
The law of the land without
lawyers.

“The Hobo

of Pizen City.”

In which an angel

woman

Every story

great

finds

a man's soul.

‘The Hold-Up Man.”—
Abounding in thrill, action, and
the great out-doors.

Distributors

is

as strong

a feature.

and

full

Show them

A
p

They Played
Loews Grand,

IK flK'i

1 *J
1
x1
11

1

I

ill

I

Wayne

Pantages, Minneapolis

Loew

Circuit,

Exeter,

New York

Boston

.

Strand, Portland, Me.
Strand, Providence
Princess,

Hartford

Strand,

Washington
Denver
Liberty, Terre Haute
Isis,

Strand,
Bijou,

Evansville
Battle Creek

dill
1 w j
I

k

it

Atlanta

TYPICAL OF ALL THE REVIEWS

They Played
Poli's,

Loew's Bijou, Birmingham
State Lake, Chicago
Strand, Fort

U tfil

1
1

A

breezy picture with plenty of action
and a story that is so well presented as
to hold the interest of the average
audience
throughout. Thoroughly entertaining.
The
presentation is a typical J. Stuart Blackton
production.
It carries all the earmarks
of
one who knows how.”
in

The Exhibitors Trade Review

it

Wooster, Mass.

Fox. Springfield, Mass
Blackstone, Pittsburg
Palace, Cincinnati

Auditorium, Dayton
Strand,

Philadelphia

Savoy,

Wilmington

Rivoli,

Philadelphia

Temple. Camden
City Square. Atlantic City
Blue Mouse, Baltimore
American, Salt Lake
Ohio, Indianapolis

Mecca Palace, Saginaw
Garden.

Flint,

Mich.

July
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To Announce New Plans
American Cinema Corporation, through
represident, Walter Niebuhr, who
its
turned on Saturday, June 19, from a trip
and other
to the Cleveland convention
Middle West

promises an interesting
announcement shortly relative to reorganization and plans for the distribution of
Extensive advertisits screen productions.
ing has been arranged for, the campaign
on the E. K. Lincoln feature, “The Inner
Voice,” and the Mollie King film, “Women
Men Forget,” being already well under
way. Two new productions are now practically ready for release in the James Vincities,

cent directed subject, “Stolen Moments,”
starring the magnetic Namara, and “His
Brother’s Keeper.” Wilfred North directed
these subjects. In the latter feature Martha Mansfield, L. Rogers Lytton, Greta

Hartman, Gladden James, Albert Barrett
and Frazier Coulter play important roles.

99

Educational Secures Interesting Films
Showing Varied Work Done By Y. W. C.

M

OTION

pictures made by and
Young Women’s Christian Associafor the

tion will hereafter be distributed by
Educational Films Corporation through its
own exchange system as the result of a
contract just signed with the association’s

national board. The exact date at which
distribution will begin and the detailed
plans will be announced later.

This agreement adds another powerful
organization to the list co-operating with
Educational, which includes the American
Red Cross, the world survey of the Interchurch World Movement, the New York
State Conservation Commission, the Alaskan pictures of the National Geographic
Society and a number of others.
Addi-

tional

organizations are

now seeking

A
the

same methods of distributing their pictures
and other announcements may be expected
in a

short time.

The Y. W. C. A. has already produced a
number of pictures showing the various
phases of the organization’s work and

many

others are planned for the immediate
All of the pictures have a decided
educational value and unusual interest, not
only to members of the association but the
public generally.
This latter appeal will
be developed greatly under the present
plans.
Co-operation in publicity will be
afforded by the Blue Triangle, the national
Y. W. C. A. publication.
future.

To Plan

for Future Pictures.

Work

Charles Ray's New Studio at Hollywood
Completed; Tank Under Stage a Feature

T

HE

Ray

Holly-

Vaness

wood, Los Angeles, have been com-

Council

Charles

studios

at

pleted.
Despite the high costs of
labor and of materials and the inevitable
perils of labor unrest, the building was
completed just three months from the day
on which Mr. Ray, in the presence of other
officials of his company, turned the first
shovelful of earth.
Perhaps the most striking feature of the
studios is the glass-enclosed stage, topped
by a glass roof. The sides may be removed to permit openings when the shooting of street scenes is required, and, with
comparatively little additional construction the stage itself may be enlarged in-

A number of columns supporting the roof of the building may be taken
down without imperiling the stability of
the structure, and the open space within
the walls thus increased.
definitely.

Tank Beneath Stage.
The placing of the tank beneath the
stage was a unique arrangement, tanks in
most instances being outside the studios.
This pool may be drained and utilized as
a cellar, a trapdoor in the movable floor
of the stage affording access. Though the
glass walls insure a wealth of California
sunshine for daylight effects, the complete
electrical equipment fits the stage for use
in interior night scenes when the windows

Los Angeles City
property and
found it good in their eyes for a park site.
Watterson R. Rothacker did not want to
street,

but

looked

the

upon

this

wait for the Council to make a definite
decision, so the other site was purchased.

The

Rothacker

Film

Company now owns two

Manufacturing
of

the

choicest

properties in Hollywood.

Let Contracts for Construction.
H.

J. Aldous, treasurer of the Rothacker
company, who negotiated purchase of the

new

has just

contracts for the conof the laboratories.
He has left for Chicago.
The Rothacker laboratories, being on
the Melrose-Gower site, will adjoin the
Brunton studios and will be next door
neighbor to the million dollar studio units
now being erected by Robertson-Cole.
It is expected that the formal opening
of the Coast laboratories will take place
about November.
Watterson R. Rothacker, accompanied by officers and executives of the home office in Chicago, will
attend the opening.
site,

struction

and

let

will be started in a few days in
putting in shape all of the material ready
and the various committees will then outline the scope of future productions.
The
association will have the benefit of the expert advice of the entire Educational staff
in preparing its material and affording aids
in its exhibition.
appreciate the confidence in us that
is shown by the Y. W. C. A. contract,” says
a statement from Educational. “The organi-

“We

zation had many other offers to distribute
these pictures, some of them without
charge, and the members of the national
board made their final selection because
they believed that this was the one organization equipped to distribute the pictures
and the one with the past record of perfect
co-operation with national organizations
of .he high**. d

equipment

New
Allman

Theatre,
theatre at
seat 800,

Theatre for Dover

Brothers, owners
Dover, Ohio, will
226

making

Factory

of the Pike
erect a new

street,

Dover, to

the largest in the countv.
There will be a pipe organ and a platform
for lectures and concerts. Jess E. Allman
is the pioneer exhibitor of that section of
Ohio, having conducted the Pike Theatre
for fifteen years. His brother is Edwin F.
it

Allman.

are curtained.

The

installation includes a brilliant array
artistic lamps, twins and spots,
and a 300 kilowatt K. C. generator.
Mr.
Ray has installed two complete Bell and
Howell camera outfits, to supplement the
already large picture-ta'-ing equipment in
the old studio.

new and

of

Has Transferred

Activities.

According to word from Hollywood, Mr.

Ray has already transferred
to

the

his

activities

new

studios for the productions
which are to be exhibited under the auspices of the Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, for First National releases.
The
new studios are connected with the old and
with the Ray administration offices, which
oc cu Py an imposing building in the
o°
old Spanish
mission style.
_

.

Rothacker Buys Another Site
for Laboratories in

Hollywood

N

order not to delay actual construction on the Rothacker Coast
labora*>««, another site has been purchased
at Melrose and Gower
streets in Hollywood. The site originally intended
for the

I

j

laboratories

was

at

Sunset Boulevard and
i

Thomas Meighan, Paramount

Star, All Dressed Up, Pulling the Rescue Stunt.
While attending the Cleveland convention, Paramount pulled a novelty stunt by
having their star rescue a frightened but satisfied maiden from a
fire. The little episode was directed by Jerome Beatty.
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Albany Colonial Plays Stock
The Colonial Theatre, Albany, N.
residential house, has

opened with

Y., a
a stock

company. Whether or not the management will return to pictures next fall is
unknown. It is to be presumed that the
management believes that a stock company will prove a better paying investment this summer than the screen. HereAlbany’s stock companies have
found a home at Harmanus-Bleeck^r Hall,
which was turned into a picture theatre
this spring and which is playing to capacity audiences each day.
tofore

Filming of “Twin Beds” by
De Havens Arouses Interest
R. AND MRS. CARTER DE HAVEN

M

announce

from

Los

Angeles
studios that production will begin
shortly on “Twin Beds,” the Selwyn comedy
hit. to be released through First National
their

Exhibitors’ Circuit. The news of the beginning of their new production work follows
closely upon the completion of negotiations
with the Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, with whom this pair will be identified
henceforth in all their eastern business
interests.

with Selwyn &
Co., producers of “Twin Beds,” were concluded several weeks ago, and news of the

Although

negotiations

rights by the De
briefly in the trade
journals, the immediate interest that has
been manifested in the picturization of the
legitimate piece by this skilled pair of

acquisition

of

the

film

Havens was published

stage favorites

Kane

to be

is

declared by Arthur

S.

phenomenal.

Arbuckle

in “Traveling

Salesman”

Betty Ross Clark, one of the prettiest
of the younger actresses of the screen and
who is likewise talented in a large measure,
has been specially engaged to enact the
leading feminine role for Roscoe Arbuckle
in “The Traveling Salesman,” a new Paramount Picture to be directed by Joseph
Henabery, which has just been started at
the Lasky studio. Walter Woods wrote the
scenario. Miss Clark recently appeared in
the cast with Doris Keene in “Romance.”
Another well-known face in this picture

be Wilton Taylor. Mr. Arbuckle will
portray the role made famous by Frank
McIntyre on the stage.
will

“Big

U” Short Subjects Popular

Universal

short

subjects

are

becoming

more and more popular in the New York
territory, it was learned recently from
George Uffner, chief of the Big “U” short
subjects sales force. More and more theathe metropolitan district are calling for Universal westerns, Century comedies and the New Screen Magazine. Among
the theatres recently added to the list of
patrons of the Universal New Screen Magazine service are Mr. Reisenfeld’s Rialto
tres

and

in

Rivoli.
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Variety of Popular Material Is Feature
of Pat he’s Schedule of Short Subjects

N

INE

subjects in which are contained
both variety and material of proven
popularity make up the short subjects
schedule to which Pathe now points as the
most complete service that company, long
known for the one- and two-reel program
attractions, has offered the exhibitor since
its

The prominence and popularity won by
Harold Lloyd in his $100,000 two-reel comedies, produced by the Rolin Film Company under the direction of Hal E. Roach,
has definitely established him as an attraction and his pictures are in great de-

mand

at all times.

beginning.

The Pathe policy in regard to the short
subjects has always been a progressive
one, and only by keeping on the alert for
improvement in quality and advancing with
the times, could the organization have held
its present importance as a source of supply to the exhibitor.
The nine subjects are the Harold Lloyd
two-reel comedies, which are featured regardless of what other attractions are run
with them; the “Bringing Up Father” comedies, also two-reel comedies and based on
the George McManus cartoons; the Rolin
one-reel comedies in which “Snub” Pollard is featured; the Mrs. Sidney Drew picturizations in two reels of the favorite
“After Thirty Stories” of Julian Street;
the Pathe Review; the Pathe News and
“The Young Buffalo Series.”
“Travelaugh*”

in

August.

acquisition of the Hy Mayer “Travelaughs” for the Pathe Review is perhaps
the greatest single move which Pathe has
made to keep the offering in the forefront.
At this time it is one of the most widely
distributed of the short subjects offerings.
The “Travelaughs,” which have been appearing at the Capitol Theatre, New York,
for sometime, should increase the popularity of the review greatly.
This new de-

The

partment will be added in August.
“The Young Buffalo Series” is composed

dramas of life in the great
outdoors. Howard Yale Drew, long known
on the American and European stages as
Young Buffalo, is featured in these western plays. The first of the series, “Tex of
the Timberlands,” will be released July 11.
of five two-reel

Rolin Comedies Progress.
Recent accomplishments have served to
bring the Pathe News into greater prominence than ever. The Rolan comedies, in
one reel, are reported to be increasingly
popular.
Harry Pollard is building up a
big following and his success before the
public is regarded as more than satisfactory
to those who elevated him to stardom
Marie Mosquini and the colored-child prod
igy, who work so successfully with Pollard,
are also becoming widely known.
Mrs. Sidney Drew’s contributions to the
Pathe short subjects schedule have lined
up to the high expectations her former
works in screen comedies created for them.
John Cumberland plays the role of Jimmy
Wickett in all these “After Thirty Stories,”
which present a type of high comedy.

H. B. Warner to Make Debut
as Pathe Star on August

H.

B.

WARNER

is

to

make

his

1

debut as

a Pathe star on August 1, when
“One Hour Before Dawn,” the Jesse
D. Hampton production of “Behind Red
Curtains,” the novel by Mansfield Scott,
will be released, it was announced by Paul
Brunet, vice-president and general manager

of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Warner’s formal introduction to the public as a Pathe attraction is to be an auspicious occasion according to the Pathe officials, who have extreme confidence in the

production

which he

in

will

who

appear and

predict the production will prove one
of the most sensational successes of the
year.

“One Hour Before Dawn” is a mystery
A murder is committed and

melodrama.

the evidence points to the hero as the
guilty man.
The screen version is the work of Fred
Myton, whose adaptations for other Hampton pictures received the highest compliments from critics. Henry King directed
the picture.
The supporting cast includes Anna Q.
Nilsson, Dorothy Hagan, Thomas Guise,
Augustus Philipps, Ralph McCullough, Lillian Rich, Adele Farrington, Frank Leigh,
all

Howard Davies and Winton

Taylor.

Watertown Talks Censors
The question

of censorship in Waterbeing revived by Commissioner C. C. Burns, of that city, who at
the last meeting of the City Council said
there have been many complaints of suggestive and immoral pictures being shown
The matter was left to the
in that city.
city manager and the city attorney to first
investigate conditions and later on formulate a plan of action to be reported.

town, N.

Y., is

%

Reports Offers for Serial
Wortham, of the foreign sales
partment for Bech, Van Siclen & Co.,
Alvin

says that he has had

serial,

“The

many

deInc.,

offers for the

Mystery of the Hope

Dia-

advertising.
He has not
closed for any foreign territory, pending
the arrival this coming week of “Jack”

mond,” due

to

Wheeler with the completed print. The
serial was made under the exclusive supervision of Jack Wheeler, with Stewart Paton
as director.

A

ES OLIVER CURWOODS
powerful drama of the snow country

"GODS COUNTRY

£ WOMAN

II
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Hodkinson Says Increased Bookings
Indicate Indorsement of His Policies

T

HE
in

Hodkinson organization has withthe past few weeks received a

great increase in business. It is believed that this increase is in no small
measure due to a growing recognition on
the part of exhibitors that the Hodkinson
organization is built on a foundation of
permanent values and well suited to giving the exhibitors a steady supply of quality pictures.

Mr. Hodkinson
was much gratified at the
indorsement which the independent dis-

Speaking on

this subject,

stated that he

tributor received at the hands of the national convention at Cleveland.
“I am delighted to find,” said Mr. Hodkinson, “that exhibitors are beginning to
find out in a practical way how the mechanism and the selective machinery which
I have been at pains to build up is coming
to their aid at what may be described as a
very critical moment in their existence.

The independent exhibitor

is

inconceiv-

able without the independent producer
the independent distributor.

and

Has “Common Sense” Booklet.
“Personally I have always strongly opposed control. It was my opposition to
producer control which caused the severance of my relations with Paramount. I
have attempted to set my case simply and
clearly before the exhibitors of the country in a little booklet called “An Appeal
to Common Sense,” which will be forwarded, free of charge and post paid, to any
exhibitor who is interested in the subject.
“This booklet embodies the practical experience of a man who has been an ex-

and who knows
from intimate personal knowledge how
dangerous producer control is, not merely
to the existence of the independent exhibitor, but to the existence and prosperity
hibitor and a distributor

of the industry itself.

“My mechanism and selective machinery,
which automatically attract the best individual producers and furnish a supply of
pictures to the exhibitor on a basis of
strict equity, is not the result of an acci-

dent, but has been built up by years of
study and practice.
“"The Hodkinson organization has no
sell, no franchise plan to promote,
and does not present to the exhibitor any
complicated scheme of so-called co-opera-

stock to

tive booking.

Our plan

is

exceedingly sim-

have no doubt of its ultimate success, and the decided increase in the
volume of our business in the. days immediately following the convention at Cleveland convinces me that the methods and
policies of our organization are beginnng
to be understood generally and what is
more important are beginning to be used
by the exhibitors in a practical way.
ple.

I
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The

S.

Honoring Wells Hawks
Rankin Drew Post, No. 340, Amer-

ican Legion, has staged another affair to
to its list of successful entertainments
held since its organization, less than a
year ago. It was a smoker held at Keen’s

add

Chop House,

in

Monday

York,

Forty-fourth street,

in honor
Wells Hawks, U.

given

mander

New

night, June 21, and was
of Lieutenant Commander
S.

of the post

N. R.,

who

is

com-

and who on that date

celebrated his fiftieth birthday.

Mr. Hawks, who for many years has
been generally known as a press agent of
the stage, the screen and the circus, was
the founder of the Drew Post, and it was
he who conceived the idea of enrolling in
one legion post those representatives of
the stage and the screen who served in
the country’s fighting forces during the
recent world war.

Vitagraph Managers Soon to Be Shown
‘Trumpet Island," Tom Terriss Feature
LTHOUGH

“Trumpet Island,” the next
big Vitagraph special production, will
not be released until September,
Vitagraph reports great interest among exhibitors throughout the United States and
Inquiries from exhibitors have
Canada.
caused several of the Vitagraph exchange
managers to wire the executive offices for
early prints of the special, but the same
time-consuming care which characterized
the production of the picture is being given

A
it

by Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Ches-

ter in their final editing.

Mr. and Mrs. Chester wrote the scenario
on this super-feature and announce that
it
will be a couple of weeks before the
final picture will be seen by Vitagraph’s
managers. About one-half of Vitagraph’s
key-city men have taken trips to New
York to see the film, even before its final
editing, and representatives from San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland and

Lake City saw the film in Hollywood
before the final eastern scenes were taken.
All have pronounced it the best Vitagraph special to date. “Even better than
‘The Courage of Marge O’Doone’ ” has

Salt

been the verdict. The latter picture was
the first of the Vitagraph specials to be
released and was greeted with unanimous
praise when shown in theatres from one
coast to the other. Vitagraph’s Brooklyn
factory will work night and day to get the
finished prints on “Trumpet Island” to the
exchanges at the first possible moment.
Tropical Scenes and

The

picture

New

York.

was adapted from

by Gouverneur Morris.

a story
Terriss dicast, over a

Tom

rected it, with an all-star
period of several months, and it is being
exploited as a Tom Terriss production.
Its scenes are for the most part on a semitropical island of wild, uncultivated charm.
The action shifts from time to time to the
heart of the metropolis, where extravagant
midnight celebrations of a newly made
millionaire are shown.

Equity’s “Whispering Devils”
Stars Tearle and Miss Theby

T

HE

third of a series of Equity superwhich “Silk Husbands and
Calico Wives” was the first and “Keep
to the Right” is the second, is announced
for early release under the title of “Whispering Devils,” featuring Conway Tearle
and Rosemary Theby.
It is
a five-reel
specials, of

drama.
In keeping with Equity’s Clara Kimball
Young product, the picture is said to be an
elaborately staged production with costly
properties, one of the scenes showing an

immense cathedral

in

the process of con-

struction.

The story is based on the dramatic play
was so successful here some years ago,

that

Michael and His Lost Angel,” written by
Jones.
It deals with the

Henry Arthur

struggle of passion against purity,

it

is

an-

nounced.

The cast includes Lenore Lynard Dr
Walter Bytell, Esther Ralston, Laura May
and Warren Millais. John M. Voshell is
the director.
Tony Gaudio is responsible
for the

photography.

Movette Increases Capital
Movette,
ers

of

ment

—

The Dangers That Once Were Hidden Here They Are Commencing to Appear.
‘Recite the constitution of Badmanland backward or I’ll put you up with the 1-li-lions,”
commands Chief Badmanners. A scene from “Hidden Dangers,” a new
Vitagraph serial production co-starring Jean Paige and Joe Ryan.

Inc., of Rochester, manufacturmotion picture devices and equip-

for home use, has increased its authorized capital from $1,250,000 to $1,750,000.
the increase is all in common stock, mak11
e en $1-000,000 of common stock and
Y
a
$250,000 in preferred stock.
According to
attorneys for the concern, the increase is
intended to provided additional working
capital and to take care of the company’s
increased business.
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Goldwyn Adds to Early Releases
“Stop Thief" and “Cupid" Are Announced
,

T HE

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation’s
feature

of

attractions

summer was augmented

for

the

last

list

early

week by

the addition of Tom Moore in "Stop Thief”
and Will Rogers in “Cupid, the Cowpuncher.”
These productions have been included on the
schedule that already numbers Tom Moore in
“The Great Accident," Pauline Frederick in
“Roads of Destiny,” Mabel Normand in “The
Slim Princess,” Madge Kennedy in “The
Truth,” Res Beach's “Going Some” and other
productions, such as Rupert Hughes’ successful comedy, “Scratch My Back,” that is
now going the rounds of first-run theatres.

Tom Moore Has

Star Role.

In “Stop Thief,” the Cohan & Harris stage
success written by Carlyle Moore, Goldwyn
says it has one of the big hits of the past
After a prolonged Broadway run,
decade.
this mystery farce was taken to all the principal cities and towns of the country by road
companies and later became a favorite play
in stock.
Its unusual plot structure that
brings all of the action within the actual
playing time of the piece, makes it ideal
screen material. Harry Beaumont directed a
company including Hazel Daly, Irene Rich,
Kate Lester, Molly Malone, Otto Hoffman and
Raymond Hatton, in support of Tom Moore.
Will Rogers has a role after his own
heart in Eleanor Gates’ story of the West,
“Cupid, the Cowpuncher.” He has plenty of
opportunity to ride and threw a rope and
to be his natural self in the interpretation
of the cowboy who is dubbed “Cupid” by his
fellows because of his success as a promoter
The story
of romance among his friends.
hinges upon Cupid’s efforts to unite the
daughter of his boss and his closest friend,
the “Doc.”
Clarence Badger, who has been successful
with earlier Rogers pictures, directed this
one.
The beautiful Helene Chadwick is the
heroine who wins the heart of Cupid, while
others in the cast are Andrew Robson, Lloyd
Whitlock, Roy Laidlaw, Gwynn Williams,

Catherine Wallace and Nelson McDowell.

National Picture Theatres
Productions are Announced

A

T a

recent meeting of the board of directors of National Picture Theatres,
Inc., of which Lewis J. Selznick is president, it was decided that “Out of the Snows,”
a Ralph Ince special, and “Marooned Hearts,”

Conway Tearle, with Zena Keefe
playing the leading feminine role, be issued
as National Pictures productions.
starring

The addition of these pictures to the roster
National Pictures marks the fifth and
sixth productions, respectively, to be released by that organization.
The first four
productions are “Just a Wife," “Blind Youth,”
"The Invisible Divorce” and “The Palace of

July
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Claire Whitney In “Passionate Pilgrim.”
Claire Whitney, star in “The Innocent
Idea,” a play now running at the Fulton
Theatre, New York, has been engaged by
Director Robert G. Vignola for the role of
“Esther Canter” in “The Passionate Pilgrim,”
the Samuel Merwin story which he is now
directing for Cosmopolitan Productions at
the International Studios on Second avenue
and 127th street, New York.

of

Darkened Windows.”

The last-named

is

now

in the course of production.

Louise Huff in Society Girl Role.

The Louise Huff Selznick production, “The
Dangerous Paradise,” which was recently
completed by Director William P. S. Earle,
gives the star a splendid opportunity to
interpret the role of a young society girl
in a story that is entertaining throughout,

“Out of the Snows,” it is stated, tells a
story of the far north.
Ralph Ince
and Zena Keefe play the leading roies. The
supporting cast includes Gladys Coburn, William Hartigan, Red Eangle, Jacques Suzanne,
Huntley Gordon and H. L. Atkins.
“Marooned Hearts,” with Conway Tearle
and Zena Keefe in the leading roles, was
written by Lewis Allen Browne. Members of

according to an announcement this week.
Although but a few members of the supporting cast are known, it is said that Director Earle has a strong constellation of
talent under his command. The names mentioned are Ida Darling, Templar Saxe, Jack

the supporting cast include Ida Darling, Tom
Blake, Eric Mayne and George Backus. The
picture was directed by George Archainbaud.

dramatist of note, who has acted, directed
and appeared in several Selznick produc-

virile

Raymond and Harry Benham. The story is
from the pen of Edmund Goulding, a phototions.

“Moon Madness, ’’Featuring Edith Storey, Is
Listed for Early Release by Robertson-Cole

T HE

next big production by RobertsonCole is “Moon Madness,” which is scheduled for release in the early future.
The glamorous Latin Quarter of Paris and
the fascinating and mysterious border line
where desert and jungle meet are two of
the chief backgrounds for “Moon Madness,”
which was produced by Haworth. In this
picture there appears an all-star cast, which
includes Edith Storey (who has two distinct
roles at different times), Sam De Grass,
Josef Swickard, Wallace McDonald, William
Courtleigh, Irene Hunt, Frankie Lee and

Fred Starr.
The picture

is one which will appeal to
the exhibitor by reason of the certainty of
its interest to the picture-goer.
Its backgrounds as named above hold out an alluring
promise which is fully kept by the action
The story combines a draof the picture.
matic love theme with another of even
greater intensity the tale of a man who
waited for years to revenge himself upon
the intruder who despoiled his home.
There is great box office value in exploiting the very incident about which the name
“Moon Madness” is built. It is a custom

—

the Bedouins, who brought up the
heroine (played by Miss Storey), that each
time when a new moon appears the young
men of the tribe may ride a wild race on
horseback, the winner being allowed the
privilege of selecting from the girls of the
tribe his choice as fiancee.
Won in this manner by the son of a chief,
the central character in the story finds that,
although she has a certain affection for the
young man, she does not love him well
enough to marry. There is in her soul a
strange longing, which she cannot fathom.
She realizes what this is when a Parisian
artist, a man somewhat older than herself,
comes to the desert and woes her. She wants
to go to Paris, and does go, only to find
that the man is a profligate. Then enter into
the story several other forces which bring

among

about a most startling climax.
“Moon Madness” has, in addition to its
dramatic love story and its rich background,
a wealth of scenic effects. It starts off, for
example, with a most thrilling rainstorm,
which destroys a tree and causes a violent
death.
After this come scenes showing the
interior and exterior of the tents of the
Arabs and life along the edge of the jungle.
When the scene shifts to Paris and the
climax of the picture pushes in, other sumptuous sets appear. The highest moment of
the story takes place in an artist’s studio in
the Latin Quarter.
“Moon Madness” is from the pen of J.
Grubb Alexander.

Two Widely

Differing Films

Promised by Pathe for July
HE

two features for July release by
Pathe are “A Broadway Cowboy,” a
farce produced by Jesse D. Hampton,
with William Desmond in the name role, and
“Man and His Woman.” a dramatic offering
produced and directed by J. Stuart Blackton.
The release dates are July 4 for “A Broadway Cowboy” and July 11 for “Man and His

T

Woman.”
offer widely differing subto be up to an especially
high standard. The sponsors of these pictures are so deeply impressed with their
quality that they are confidently expected to
be important factors in realizing Pathe's
plans for a total during July that will set

The pictures

jects

and are said

records for summer business.
The Blackton picture will present an emiHeaded by Herbert Rawlinson.
nent cast.
the picture has in an important role a comparative newcomer to the Blackton forces.
May McAvoy, as the heroine. The other
principals are familiar figures in Blackton

new

Among them are Warren
productions.
Chandler, Eulalie Jensen, Charles Kent and
He’s the Kind of Timber the Mounted Police Cut Down and Bring to Justice.
Scene from “Tex of the Timberland,” a two-reel Pathe scenic with Young Buffalo
as the featured player. Perhaps he's been trying to make alcohol
out of wood and kept “still” about it!

Louis Dean.
In

“A

Boadway

Cowboy”

Betty Francisco, who
tation on the stage as a beauty.

woman

is

the

leading

won

a repu-

July
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Closed for the Summer
Some of the theatres that are closed for
the summer in New York State are the Star,
Newburgh; Vassar, Poughkeepsie; New Or-

Vitagraph’s Costliest Serial Finished;
“Silent Avenger” Stars William Duncan

pheum, Kingston, and Goode, Beacon.
*

*

*

The Paramount has leased the Lyric Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., for the summer.
The
Lyric

is

run as a stock house in the winter.

Exchanges Get Prints
of “The Invisible Divorce”

Select

A

LL

the branch managers of the Select
exchanges are in receipt of prints for
“The Invisible Divorce," the third pro-

duction

National Picture

of

Theatres,

Inc.,

announced for release within the near fuExhibitors are said to be assured in
production an attraction more powerful
than “Just a Wife” and “Blind Youth.”
The production was directed by Thomas R.
Mills, under the direct supervision of Harry
Rapf at the Selznick West Coast studios.
Katherine Reed wrote the continuity from
Prominent
a story by Leila Burton Wells.
in the cast are Walter McGrail, Leatrice Joy,
ture.
this

Walter Miller and

Irvin

V.

from a

Tom
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C

OVERED
iam

with crude

Duncan

last

oil

and glory, Will-

week emerged from

both a tank of the liquid gold and from
six months of the hardest kind of effort to
finish the scenes of his Vitagraph serial,
“The Silent Avenger.” Vitagraph’s most expensive serial is now completed, and the
even bigger things that are being planned
for William Duncan will soon be announced
by Albert E. Smith.
The final episodes were replete with big
sets and difficult action. In fact, while Duncan was working in the thirteenth, four-

tenth and fifteenth episodes, the twenty
acres of Vitagraph’s studio grounds proved
insufficient to hold the large sets he required and additional space on each side of
the lot was leased to meet his demands.
First of Six Serials.
first of the six serials Will-

Vitagraph

exchanges all over the United
Over and above the 5,000
using Vitagraph serials regularly,
this serial added close to 1,300 new houses,
States and Canada.

houses
is

it

Will Rest Two Weeks.
Mr. Duncan will rest at least two weeks
before starting his next serial, now being
prepared for him by Albert E. Smith and
Cleveland Moffett. The last month of production of “The Silent Avenger” required
great endurance on the part of the star for
the undertakings which featured the final
episodes. Edith Johnson, his leading woman,
will appear opposite him in his second serial
of 1920, and several members of the supporting cast of “The Silent Avenger” will be retained for the new production.

This was the

iam Duncan

is

to

make

for

Vitagraph over

the period of the next three years on his
contract.
It created new records for

Goldwyn

new

Bates.

Willat Promises Rural

New Angle in

RURAL

New England and New York
drama on the screen will be approached

Drama

His Dabney Todd”
accordance with the scenes depicted
Elizabeth Robins’ novel, from which it

strict
in

from a new angle in Irvin V. Willat’s
first production under his own banner, Wil-

was adapted.
Miss Brady completed camera work on the

Mr.
Productions, Inc., it is promised.
Willat selected Frank N. Westcott’s novel,
“Dabney Todd,” to introduce himself to motion picture fans as an independent prod cer.
Mr. Willat, however, has long been
known to the public as one of the most
gifted and zealous of directors through his
work for Thomas H. Ince, among others.
Mr. Willat is now at work on the pic-

production recently in Chicago, simultaneously with the closing of her stage engagement there in “Forever After.” The star is
now taking a thorough rest before starting
work in a few weeks on another picture in

lat

turization of “Dabney Todd” and has made
arrangements for the W. W. Hodkinson Cor-

The
poration to release his productions.
chief character in the novel has been called
a blood relation to David Harum in the book
of that name which was written by Mr.
Westcott’s brother, Edward Noyes Westcott.
By a curious coincidence both brothers died
before their books were published, although
Frank N. Westcott had previously published
one New York novel, “Hepsey Burke.” His
brother had published nothing before “David
Harum.”
Rural Drama Is Stereotyped.
“The rural drama,” said Mr. Willet, in
commenting on his first production for his
own company, “has been produced both in
pictures and on the stage so many times and
under so many guises that it has become
stereotyped and fails to succeed because all
but a very few versions have missed the

claimed.

New York
The

City.

“A Dark Lantern” is in three
countries Italy,
England and Argovinia.
The characters range from an Austrian
prince to titled Englishmen and the action
moves from a small English country home
to a coronation ball in Argovinia.
A number of elaborate sets were necessary to make
the production.
John S. Robertson was Miss Brady’s director.
James Crane, who was Miss Brady’s
leading man in her former Realart pictures,
‘“The Fear Market” and “Sinners,” plays the
leading male role again in this production. A
large cast of capable players was engaged in
New York and taken to Chicago to make the
locale of

picture.

—

Issues Sixteen-Page

Catalogue of Early Releases

F

OR

the

benefit

of

exhibitiors

who may

have missed some strong productions
on the program of Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation during its first and second years,
a complete catalogue has been prepared covering the entire output of Goldwyn.
The
catalogue is in sixteen pages and gives a
convenient survey of the feature photo-plays
that carry the stamp of Goldwyn, starting
with Mae Marsh in “Polly of the Circus,”
and continuing up to the current releases.
This is a part of the service prepared
by the department recently founded to supervise

the

distribution

of

early

releases

for

which there is an increasing demand, particularly from small exhibitors who missed
them at the time of their issue. In order
to present these pictures at their best, they

are

backed by up-to-date advertising and

exploitation.

Catalogue Conveniently Arranged.
is conveniently arranged so
that an exhibitor may learn at a glance the
general nature of the pictures available.
Each one is illustrated with a scene typical

The catalogue

of the action of the story.
The names of
the star, director and author are given, along
with a brief synopsis of the picture. If an
exhibitor wants more detailed description
of a production, it will be supplied on application, either at the home office of Goldwyn, or the nearest exchange.

keynote of true rural drama by not giving
a faithful insight into the life of this great
class of the American people.
“The locale of ‘Dabney Todd’ is in the
rural districts of New England and upper
New York State, where the foundations of
the American Republic were laid and whose
people typify the real Yankee spirit and
breeding. As an Americanization factor this
picture will be found to be a typical exposition of
ideals.

American home

life,

customs

and

my mind, the picture which does not
teach a lesson, does not give the audiences
“To

which see it an incentive for self-improvement, in some manner or other, has lost its
reason for being.
This object can be attained without the slightest suggestion of
preaching or propaganda and without detracting an iota from the picture’s amusement qualities. The lesson must be inherent
in the theme of the story and presented by
a careful and artistic handling of every detail.”

“A Dark Lantern” Starring
Alice Brady Nears Finish

A DARK

LANTERN,”

Alice Brady’s forthis nearing completion in New York City and
will be available for exhibitors about the
middle of July. The picture is said to contain a variety of architecture in its sets, in

coming production for Realart,

Page the Ukelele, Hercules! These Maidens Want

to Execute the Hula for Our Readers.
They’ve been in this identical position for the past week, waiting for the strumming
of the South Sea Island instrument. A picture from “The Adorable Savage,”
being made by Universal, with Edith Roberts.

:
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Wilson Likes William S. Hart's “Sand”
and Asks for Second Paramount Release

P

RESIDENT WILSON

has

displayed

two Paramount features recently released. Accompanied
by Mrs. Wilson and a newspaperman, the
chief executive last week went into the
East Room of the White House to see William S. Hart in his new Paramount picture,
“Sand.” Also, the President was so impressed by the editorial indorsement by
Dr. Frank Crane of “Humoresque,” the
Paramount feature now being shown at the
keen interest

in

Criterion Theatre in
quested his private

New York

tive script made Mr. Bill expresses the opinion that his job as train dispatcher was ‘not
a bed of roses.’
The President laughed
heartily when he read this announcement,
and said, with a dry chuckle: ‘He should
have had
job once in a while. There

House showing.
Secretary Tumulty immediately got into
communication with the Washington exchange of Famous Players-Lasky. Branch
Manager Lester Rosenthal informed Mr.
Tumulty that owing to the fact that the
production was not scheduled for general
release until fall, there was no print in
Washington, but in order that Mr. Wilson
might not be disappointed he called up the
New York exchange on the long distance
telephone and a special messenger was dispatched to Washington with a special print.

The President Enjoyed the Picture.
The newspaperman has recorded the
scene in the White House projection room
when “Sand!” was shown, in part, as follows (we quote from the N. Y. World)
“The President, Mrs. Wilson and myself
were the only spectators at the movies and
we occupied the front and only seats. The
movie showed Mr. Bill Hart at his best.
The title of the play was ‘Sand.’ I guess
it was Mr. Hart’s latest picture, because I,
who am a Bill Hart fan, never saw it before. One of the two movie operators that
daily entertain the President and such
guests as he invited said it was the picture that laid Mr. Bill up in the hospital
because the horse he was riding kicked
first.

“The President likes Mr. Hart’s pictures.
So does young Gordon Grayson, the 3-yearold son of the Admiral, who sits in the
President’s lap four or five times a week
and refreshingly interprets the various
moves on the screen. Mrs. Wilson and the
President seemed to enjoy ‘Sand’ immensely.
Once in a while the President commented on some episode that seemd to be
unusually ‘strong stuff’ even for Mr. Bill
Hart.
“At one period in the action the interpre-

3,

1920

nurses had difficulty in restraining their
charges when the exciting action of the
picture was started.
Beyond the thrill of
seeing this French war hero and pugilist
on the screen, the little ones found much
to interest them in the “kid stuff” and humor which Director John G. Adolfi got
into the production.
As for the elders, they applauded loudly
when the big fight scene was on.

my

were times when
fectly willing to

I would have been per”
have traded with him.’

New York

that he re-

secretary, Jeseph P.
Tumulty, to procure the picture for a White

July

A

Society Pays $5 a
Seat to See Carpentier Film
T $5 a seat, the social colony at West-

I., one of the most exclusive
country seats near New York, showed
“The Wonder Man,” starring Georges Carpentier and released by Robertson-Cole,
and made a profit of several thousands of

bury, L.

dollars for the Country Home for Convelescent Babies, one of the leading New

York charities, recently.
The fact that society people from all over
this part of Long Island came in their automobiles and on trains to see the production is one more evidence of the interest
which Robertson-Cole is finding everywhere the Carpentier picture is being
That Carpentier has not been
shown.
vainly represented by the distributing company as a gentleman and actor a figure
commanding the respect ,of the most cultured people is proved by the success of
this showing.
The picture is being received everywhere
with enthusiasm, and the social world

—

—

seems as much attracted by him and his
picture as is the man in the street, who
thinks of him chiefly as the pugilistic champion of Europe and the fighter who is likely to meet Jack Dempsey for the world’s

heavyweight championship.
Pleased

Young and

The Long Island showing took place in
the skating rink on the private estate of
W. J. Whalen, which is situated three miles
from the Westbury station of the Long Island Railroad. Most of those who attended
came in their own machines. Some went
out from the city by train and took taxis
to the Whalen estate. There were no reserved seats. Each ticket was $5. At each
performance the rink, which holds several
it

to

ca-

pacity.
a

G

“Velvet Fingers,” in which he
with Marguerite Courtot,
and on June 14 commenced production of
“Rogues and Romances,” the feature in
which Pathe will star him with June Caprice.
Mr. Seitz intends filming only a
few of the interiors in his New York studio,
for on July 6 he will sail with a company
to Algeciras, Spain, where the major portion of the scenes will be taken.
The first feature in which he will appear
is to be a picturization of his own play,
‘“The Golden Senorita.” Marguerite Courtot has been cast for a leading part, and
Harry Semels, well known for his interpreserial,

will

star

tations of heavy roles in Pathe serials, is
another member of the company assembled
for the trip.
William Sullivan, assistant director to
Mr. Seitz in the production of “Velvet Fingers,” will accompany the unit to Algeciras.
Mr. Sullivan is one of the old timers in
Pathe serials. He played important parts
in one of the pictures starring Pearl White
and a number of Pathe features. Frank
Redman and Harry Wood are the other
members of the technical staff.

Eastman Praises Color Films
Leon Gaumont has journeyed to RochesN. Y., to give a private exhibition of
his
newly-developed three-color motion
pictures.
He was the guest of George
ter,

Old.

hundreds of people, was crowded

Pathe Serial
and Begins on First Feature
EORGE B. SEITZ has completed the

Seitz Finishes

Several hundred children were present at
matinee performance and governesses and

Eastman and the colored pictures were
shown in Mr. Eastman’s offices in the

Kodak

Building.

Mr. Gaumont says he is confident he has
solved the problem of color photography,
so far as applied to motion pictures which
may be generally shown with a fair degree
Mr. Eastman has always
of perfection.
shown a keen interest in anything that
would enhance the beauty of motion pictures.
Mr. Eastman said the film was a
splendid scenic achievement and that the
colors were reproduced acceptably.

July
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ner in which you handle unusual situations
confronting the exhibitor make it a genuine pleasure to do business with you.’”

Exhibitor Letters of Congratulation
Please Famous Players-Lasky Officials

T

HE

recent announcement of the production and distribution plans of the

Famous

Players-Lasky

Corporation

has struck a responsive chord among Paramount exhibitors everywhere, according to
A1 Lichtman, general manager of the department of distribution, who states that

from
representative theatre owners and man-

more than

200 telegrams of approval

agers have been received.
“Many of these telegrams were received
by me in Cleveland during the exhibitors’
meetings and indicate that their senders
believe firmly in the Famous Players-Lasky
policy and are looking forward to the
coming year and succeeding years with optimism and with confidence in our organization,” said Mr. Lichtman.
“Without a single exception, these messages voiced the keenest satisfaction with
and praise of the productions and service
furnished by Paramount and a desire and
purpose to continue and in most cases to
broaden their business relations with our
organization.
These exhibitors plainly
recognize that we are in a position to furnish them an ample supply of the best pictures that unlimited artistic and financial

resources can provide. They are getting
they want and they are making
money with what they are getting. Consequently they are both contented and prosperous.

what

is

charac-

teristically reflected in a message from R.
E. Hicks of the Cabrillo Theatre, San Diego,
Cal.,

who wired:

with great pleasure
that I have perused Paramount’s list of releases for the coming year a list which
is the
equal or better than that of last
year which enabled me to play forty-five
weeks of high-class material with you.
This means another year of prosperity for
me and I trust many more years of the
pleasant relations with your company.’
“Andrew Karzas of the Woodlawn Theatre, Chicago, wired
‘After looking over
the list of productions for the coming year
and the announced policy for bookings, I
feel that the success of exhibitors who play
these pictures will exceed all expectations.
Congratulations and best wishes for con‘It

is

—

:

,

tinued success.’

Pauli of the Fairbanks Theatre,
Springfield, Ohio, registers his satisfaction
‘Congratulations on Septemas follows
C.

:

October and November releases. Have
used all Paramount and Artcraft pictures
with few exceptions and Cincinnati manber,

ager advises we will be able to do business
with you this year as in the past. Best
wishes.’

Encouraged

to

Build Theatres.

“‘You have a wonderful line-up for next
year; wish you and Paramount success,’
wired Louis Marcus of the Majestic TheaCouncil Bluffs, Iowa.
“Decidedly to the point is the following
from Feterman & Klein of the Palace Theatre, Admore, Pa.:
‘Your productions have
shown through box office receipts that the
independent exhibitor makes no mistake in
tieing up with Paramount.’
“Louis R. Greenfield, of Kahn & Greenfield, San Francisco and Santa Cruz, Cal.,
wired at considerable length, and I will
quote only a part of his telegram: ‘It is
product such as yours that has caused exhibitors to build bigger and better theatres
each year. In laying the foundation stones
of the New Mission, New Fillmore, Realart and Progress theatres, San Francisco,
and New Santa Cruz Theatre, Santa Cruz,
tre,

we were encouraged by the fact that we
would receive the support of this company.

Sees Continued Prosperity.
“This feeling of satisfaction

“Ed

Their present policy of entering

in a

slight degree the exhibition field we believe
is justified and it is not their intention to

put any exhibitor out of business.
have seen the list of releases for
the coming year and we believe that the
product which this company will release
will be even bigger and better than in the
.

.

.

We

past.’

Praises Sales Policy.

“Frank

Newman

of

Kansas City

is

an-

who

has made Paramount the backbone of his programs, and in the course
of a long message he said: ‘I feel confident
that the coming year will be the most successful in the history of the industry if
the releases for the first three months next
fall as announced by your company are
other

any criterion of what you

105

will give us for
the balance of the year.
Your fair and
equitable sales policy and the elastic man-

Albany Theatre Segregates
Audience with Good Results
RED ELLIOTT, manager of the Clin-

F

ton Square Theatre in Albany, N. Y.,
uses a little scheme of segregating
his audience which could well be employed
by managers of other houses, particularly
in cities or sections where women are
sometimes subjected to annoyances from
men. Mr. Elliott claims to have conceived
the idea himself, and states that in four
years only four parsons have called at
the box office and demanded a refund of
the admission price because they refused
to take the seat or the section which the
usher had pointed out.
Mr. Elliott’s theatre was formerly a
church. It has been but little changed in
interior design, having a ground floor
and balcony which extends around three
its

sides, much after the manner of the theatres that were built half a century or so

ago.

Lone

Women

Provided For.

Mr. Elliott’s idea is to permit women
accompanied by male escorts to occupy
the center of the house, unaccompanied
women being shown to the seats to the
right of the center, or to those along the
right hand side of the house.
A single

man

theatre is shown to
hand side of the house
generally by motion of the thumb on the
part of the doorman or head usher a motion so slight on the surface as not to

entering

the

seats along the left

—

attract attention, with the result that they
take that section of the house without

knowing the reason why.
Of course, men and women coming

to-

gether are permitted to occupy seats on
the left hand side in case the house is
The whole scheme has been
crowded.
found to work out in admirable shape and
as a result the theatre today is drawing
heavily in unescorted women.

Proctor’s Raises Prices
Proctor’s Harmanus-Bleecker Hall, the
largest motion picture house in Albany, N.
Y., has again increased its prices of admission, the prevailing rate for the evening shows being 55 cents. When the theatre was first opened two features, as well
as a comic and a news reel, was given for

an admission of 25 cents, a program and
a price which brought consternation to
the proprietors of other local picture theatres.

_

of the Hall is now givtogether with a comic
and a news reel, but has added a grand
opera number which it is claimed is packing the house, although under the former
arrangement there was always a scarcity
The young women ushers apof seats.
peared last week in light gray Palm Beach
uniforms, which replaced the dark blue

The management

ing

one

feature,

of the spring.

Why

“Explosive Dusts” Film
is
dangerous is shown

dust

in

a

one-reel motion picture, “Explosive Dusts,”
recently issued by the United States Department of Agriculture, in co-operation
with the United States Grain Corporation.
The picture is a popular presentation of a
subject that was covered more technically
and at greater length in a previous twosubject, “Grain-Dust Explosions in
and Elevators,”- which traveled all
over the United States and into Canada and
did yeoman service in helping to stop the
disasters that threatened America’s bread
reel

Mills

Featured Player and Star of Pathe Serial, “Pirate Gold.”
Marguerite Courtot and George B. Seitz, the star in this ten-episode serial.
will soon leave for Spain, where he will produce a feature for Pathe.

He

supply during the war.
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many productions

” Bessie Love’s

Second Picture,
“Bonnie May,
Completed; Charles Gordon in Leading Role
ESSIE LOVE has

just completed in Los
the production of “Bonnie May,"
the
of her new, especially produced photoplays for the Andrew J. CalThe film has
laghan Pictures Corporation.
been adapted to the screen from the popular
novel of theatrical life by Louis Dodge and
carries out the advertised policy of Andrew
J. Callaghan, head of the western concern,
to feature this young actress in well-known
novels and plays produced in a high class

B Angeles
second

way.
Supporting Miss Love in her latest Callaghan offering is a distinguished cast of
picture players, foremost among them being
Charles Gordon, the well-known English
leading man, who has recently transferred
his film activities to this country. As a leading man Mr. Gordon has to his credit a long
and varied list of cinema achievements

abroad.

who

collaborated with
Miss Love’s
initial Callaghan photoplay, “The Midlanders,” has repeated his first success in directing "Bonnie May,” according to reports from
Mr. de Grasse is
the Bessie Love studios.
now directing the cutting and titling of the

Joseph de Grasse,

Ida

May Park

in the direction of

film.

The producer, Andrew

J.

Callaghan,

in

an-

nouncing the news of the completion of his
second Bessie Love photoplay, laid considerable stress on the fact that its theme was
so close to contemporary life, and as such
contained not only a powerful appeal from
the entertainment and story angle, but likewise from the point of view of exploitation
was abundant in advertising elements.
Miss Love is expected to remain in Los
Angeles until her production of "Bonnie May”
assembled.
The star has already made
reservations for the trip to New York City
and will leave in the early part of the week.
Her mother, Mrs. Horton, is expected to accompany her during her vacation in the
East.
is

Eight Exploitation Stunts

of the production by an exwhether he is in a city or a small
town.
The book gives the impression of
having been boiled down and blue penciled
to exclude anything that does not fulfill the
one aim service.
There are sixteen pages, starting with a

exploitation

hibitor,

—

brief description of the high spots of the
picture and telling how the production was
handled at the Broadway Theatre, New York,
during an engagement originally set for one

“The Return

of

in

which they have ap-

peared.

One of the big sets in the picture is said
be a barroom distinctly original in conception in that it reveals some of the more
The author
in.portant phases of the story.
of the story, William H. Hamby, a wellknown figure in literary circles, is credited
with being a writer of original plot stories.
,

to

Katherine MacDonald Picture
Has Much French Local Color
HE Notorious Miss Lisle,” the forthcom-

T

week, but continued indefinitely.
There are eight practical exploitation
There are three businessstunts outlined.
pulling teaser campaigns, and a variety of
press matter suitable for publicity purOne
poses in programs and newspapers.
page is given over to theatre decoration
house
of
illustrations
appropriate
with
fronts and lobbies. The service of mats and
one
four-column,
one
includes
electros
three-column, four two-column and three
one-column.

ing release starring Katherine MacDonald and to be distributed by Associated'
First National Pictures, Inc., is now undergoing finishing touches under the general direction and supervision of James Young who
personally directed every scene of the production. It is a version of the stopy by the
same title by Mrs. Baillie Reynolds.
A colorful set was the replica of a typicals
Porz Gwenn, Brittany,
village street in
France, and a small town French circus makThis uning its way through that street.
usual scene was filmed at the expense of ai
large set constructed in such faithful reproduction of the original streets that it caused

Several New Theatres to Open
with Alice Joyce’s “The Prey”

to all

comment from a group of European
who visited the studios.

visitors

politics

Gets Expert Opinion.
Director James Young called in every available authority on French architecture and
French mannerisms in order that the atmospheric background would be true to French
color.
Quaint buildings lined the cobblestone thoroughfare, which was as crooked as
the straightest streets in Cork, and on one
side the colorful little church lent an impressive dignity to the setting.
When the
circus, consisting of several hundred people,
some animals, carts, customs and much courtesy, came around the corner, there was a
train of small boys, young men, old men and
maids galore and following these came the
old watchdogs, pigs, chickens and other denizens of a small town in France.

villain, has the “heavy,” porGeorg*
traying an unscrupulous promoter.
L. Sargent directed the picture.

Fox Houses Have Bill Made
Up of All Fox Productions

S the result of enthusiastic comments on
Alice Joyce’s new special production,
“The Prey,” Vitagraph is exploiting
this September release in a manner which
should make it known throughout the counAn ungual 21-sheet
try by early autumn.
stand is now in the hands of the lithographer.
One of the largest Broadway, New York,
theatres has announced its intention of featuring “The Prey” during the first week in
will open at least half a
September, and
dozen large new houses which have recently

A

been completed.
Alice Joyce is supported by a strong cast
in this forceful drama of society,
Harry Benham appears in the
finance.
role opposite her, and L. Rogers Lytton, al-

—

and

ways a polished

in “Return of Tarzan” Book
A SERVICE book has been issued by Goldwyn Pictures Corporation on Edgar
Rice Burroughs’

107

to Cast of “Ited Foam.”
Recent additions to the cast of “Red Foam,”
a forthcoming Ralph Ince special production for Selznick, embrace the names of
Harry Tighe. Peggy Worth, John Butler,
Ad<l

Tar-

zan,” produced by Numa Pictures Corporation and released by Goldwyn.
All text
and illustrations have direct bearing on the

Huntley Gordon and Daniel Hays,
have shown marked ability

whom

all
in

of

the

O NE

hundred per cent, programs of Fox
Entertainments were played the past
week in the majority of theatres playing William Fox productions.
This is thesecond time in four weeks that full programs
of Fox products have been played exclusively, and it speaks well for the efforts that
the New York exchange is putting forth to
book complete bills of Mutt and Jeff cartoons, Sunshine comedies, Fox News (now
issued twice weekly) and the Farnum, Mix,
Walsh, Buck Jones, Shirley Mason, Madlaine
Traverse, Vivian Rich and other all star pictures in the 800 odd theatres with which
business is now being done in the territory
controlled under the direction of Louis Rosenbluh.

Booking Super-Productions.
The super-special Fox productions, notably
“Les Miserables,” “A Tale of Two Cities,”
“Salome,” “A Daughter of the Gods” and
“The Honor System” are being extensively
booked by exhibitors, while the later releases, particularly “Love’s Harvest,” with
Shirley Mason; “A Manhattan Knight,” with
George Walsh, and “Twins of Troublesome
Creek,” with William Russell, are in particularly strong demand.

Republic’s “Gift

Supreme”

Opens Chattanooga Theatre

T

HE

booking of the Republic picture,
“The Gift Supreme,” starring Bernard
Durning, by Manager Thompson, of
Chattanooga, Tenn., for an auspicious open-

—

—

“Don’t You See You’re Only a Hick You Can’t Even Define Jazz for Me.”
William Russell shown here in a scene from American’s “A Live Wire Hick.”
The star admits that he dosn’t know what jazz is, but claims
that he grows bushels of jazz berries on his farm.

ing of his new Criterion Theatre, has given
an added impetus to the Republic sales organization in Atlanta, according to an announcement.
Manager Thompson is said to have selected the Republic picture after screening
several hundred productions. So careful was
his canvass for a strong opening attraction
that, according to report, it took him three

weeks to view the pictures offered. That
“The Gift Supreme” was chosen after this extensive process of elimination is said to ba
a tribute to the production.
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Hammerstein Working on ‘’Daughter Pays.*’
Elaine Hammerstein. the Selznick star,
who recently completed “The Point of View,”
is now working on her forthcoming Selznick production, “The Daughter Pays,” under

Jack Mulhall

Man

the direction of Robert Ellis.

Thomas Meighan

T

Starts

Work

on “Frontier of the Stars”
HOMaS MEIGHAN, Paramount’s mag-

commuting star, having recovered
from his transcontinental tour and
donned the rough clothes of a gangster and
thrust a big gun in his pocket, work has been
started on Albert Payson Terhune’s “The
Frontier of the Stars.” The Biograph Studio
netic

at 807 East 175th street. New York, has been
leased by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation especially for this production.
Since n.11 of the scenes are in New York,
the major part being laid on the roof top of
an East Side tenement house, it was necessary for the star to come east. This is Mr.
Meighan’s third trip east in a few months,
he having been alternating on locale between
Charles
the two extremes of the country.
Maigne, who, since the completion of “The

Copperhead,” with Lionel Barrymore, went
to the West Coast to make “A Fighting
Chance,” with an all-star cast, came east to
direct the production.
He was accompanied
by Bert Dorris, who has been his assistant

director in many productions, and Faxon
M, Dean, his cameraman.
Mr. Meighan’s leading woman will be Faire
Binney, who scored an individual success in
Rachel Crothers’ play, “He and She,” played
opposite Georges Carpentier in "The Won.der Man” and is one of the featured players
in the B. A. Wolfe production, “Madonnas and
Others in the cast include George
Men,”
Fawcett, the veteran motion picture actor,
who has just finished an important role in
the George Fitzmaurice production, “Idols of
Clay”; Alphonse Ethier, who followed Lionel
Barrymore in “The Jest”; Edward Ellis, lately seen in "The Ouija Board,” and Florence

Johns,

who was

in

“Abraham

Lincoln.”

Dwan’s Sixth Mayflower for
First National

CTUAL

Nearly Done

Allan Dwan’s sixth
/A independent production to be presented
by the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation
through First National is rapidly nearing
completion. The Dwan company has just returned from the mountains of Southern California, where the last of the exterior scenes
was filmed. In “shooting” difficult mountain
locations, invaluable aid was given the com-,
pany by government forest rangers and
Joseph Elliott, reputed to be the largest landholder in the California mountains. It is expected that final camera work on the subject
will be completed within the ensuing week.
The story on which Mr. Dwan is working
*

filming

of

an original, wT ritten by the director and
bearing the working title of “Twisted
Thoughts.” A new production plan used by
is

Mr.

Dwan

making

this subject is said to
yielded excellent results in saving time
in

have
and achieving unique and difficult effects.
A strong cast has been assembled. The
le ding feminine role is played by Mary
Thurman, while the principal male part has
been entrusted to Niles Welch. Others in the
cast are Frank Campeau, Eugenie Besserer,
Joseph Dowling and George Hackathorne.

EALART’S
with

portrayer of society matron roles; Warren
Cook, who has appeared in many Selznick
productions and who was recently signed for
the Selznick stock company, and Joseph Flanagan and Tom Blake, both known for their
appearances
in
many screen successes.

Jack Dempsey’s Acquittal

name given Miss Daniels

to fit a style of
role she will interpret as a Realartist.
He
is an actor of much experience, having played
as leading man for many of the country’s
screen stars and as a featured player in a
number of special productions.
Harold Goodwin has also been assigned

an important role. He comes to the Bebe
Daniels’ company from a part in the production which Mary Miles Minter has completed recently for Realart at the Hollywr ood
studios.
He is considered one of the most
popular and capable juveniles in the profession and is said to be well cast in "You
to

Never Can

1920

Bebe Daniels' Leading
in Her First Picture for Realart

demonstrated emphatically in “You Never
Can Tell,” the initial starring vehicle for
Bebe Daniels.
Jack Mulhall has been chosen as the first
leading man for “The Good Little Bad Girl,”
a

3,

is

policy of surrounding its stars
casts of consistent and balanced
excellence and providing its productions
with perfectly appointed settings is to be

R

July

Tell.”

Neely Edwards in Cast

For a character sport type Neely Edwards
has been obtained. Edward Martindale and
Leo White, both well known players, have
also been cast in the production. Mr. Martindale came to motion pictures after prolonged success on Broadway in middle-aged
roles.
He was under contract to the Frohmans for many years in many of their productions.
L*o White is widely known for
his French and Italian characterizations, particularly as the amorous barber in “Mrs.

Temple’s Telegram.”

Helmar Walton Bergman has evolved a
clever and interesting scenario from the two

Saturday Evening Post stories by Grace
Lovell Bryan, “You Never Can Tell” and
“Class,” according to reports from the Realart West Coast studios. Both stories created
a great deal of favorable
published last December.

comment when

Is

Signal for Serial Bookings
OOKINGS on

“Daredevil Jack,” the Pathe
starring Jack Dempsey, have received a great impetus as a result of
the verdict by a jury in the United States
District Court in Los Angeles, which acquitted Dempsey of the charge of evading
the selective draft.
Following the verdict,
the second indictment
charging Dempsey
and Jack Kearns, his manager, with conspiracy to evade the selective draft act, was
dismissed.
Therefore Dempsey has been
cleared of all the charges held against him
and his war record given a clear bill.
Simultaneous with the acquittal of the
champion-star, Pathe released the picture
in
California,
where it was withheld.
Throughout the state “Daredevil Jack” will

B

serial

commence

its first run immediately and it
have showings in the biggest houses.
The wide publicity given the affair and

is to

the preparations for his proposed bout with
the French champion have brought him back
into the limelight almost as prominently as
he was the day following his defeat of Willard in Toledo. This fact has a direct bearing on the increased activity in the bookings
on “Daredevil Jack,” which is now a much
greater attraction than it was at any time
since its release.

Realart Schedules a Minter
Picture for Release in July
\ CUMBERLAND ROMANCE,” in which
Mary Miles Minter

one of a girl whom pinching
with an ambition to rise
A job as the cigar stand
girl in a large New York hotel makes her
hunger to be one of the well-dressed throng

is starred, has been
completed and is announced by Realart
Corporation as available early in
July. It is an adaptation of John Fox, Jr.’s,
novel of the Cumberland Mountains published
under the name of “A Mountain Europa.”
Charles Maigne directed the new Minter pic-

promenading

ture.

Chester Franklin Is Directing.

•

The story

poverty has

is

filled

to better things.

in the lobby.
a middle-aged man-about-town invites her to dinner, she is fascinated by his
gentlemanly demeanor and is nearly caught
in the flame when she discovers he is already
married. In the meantime a young “Prince
Charming” has entered her life and she soon
recognizes the difference between real love
and the tawdry substitute she had spurned
from the older man.
Chester Franklin is directing “You Never

When

Can

Tell.”

To Support Eugene O'Brien.
Following the recent announcement of
the purchase of “The Nobleman,” from H. H.
Van Loan, as the forthcoming starring vehicle
O’Brien, the names of the members of the supporting cast are made known.
The prominent members of the cast are
Martha Mansfield, the “Follies” beauty and
magazine cover girl, who plays the leading
feminine role; Ida Darling, the well-known
for

Pictures

J. S. Woody, general manager of Realart,
declared, after viewing the picture, that it
was, in his opinion, the greatest piece of
work that Mary Miles Minter had ever made.
Emphasizing his opinion strongly, Mr. Woody
immediately used wires to urge exhibitors to
increase their playing dates on the picture
as they did on the star's last picture, “Jenny

Be Good.”
In addition to directing the picture, Charles

Maigne also wrote the scenario. Previous
to becoming a director Mr. Maigne wrote
a number of scenarios, among them “The
Bluebird,” “Prunella,” “Barbary Sheep” and
“The Copperhead.” Faxon Dean did the photographic

work on the

picture.

Bugene

Weinberg

Sells Plays.

Weinberg, formerly owner of the Plaza
in the Bronx, New York, has sold this theatre to Greenberg Brothers and is now repreL.

senting Selznick

in

the Bronx.

ES OLIVER CURWOODS
werful drama of the snow country
'S

COUNTRY
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New

Records Are Made as “Humoresque”
Continues to Attract Broadway Crowds

UMORESQUE,”

Cosmopolitan’s production for Paramount, entered the
fourth week of its run at the Criterion Theatre, New York, leaving a trail
On the Satof broken records behind it.
urday which terminated the third week of
its engagement the picture played to 2,726
paid admissions, breaking all records of
the previous weeks. The figure, in view of
the limited seating capacity of the theatre,
means that more than four daily performances were given to packed houses.
Starting from a satisfactory introduction over the sultry three-day Memorial
Day holiday, the picture has attracted
steadily increasing patronage.
The first
week showed a substantial attendance. The
second week broke all records held by Cecil
B. DeMille’s Paramount super-special, “Why
Change Your Wife?” which opened the
theatre as a motion picture house and
which played there for four weeks. The
third week broke all records of any previous picture, day or week, at the theatre,
while on Monday of the fourth week it was
necessary to hang up the “S. R. O.” sign
at 2 o’clock in the afternoon.

H

Stops Sale of Tickets.

theatre that the sale of
tickets was to cease as soon as the seating
capacity of the theatre had been filled.
According to Major G. C. Shor, director
of publicity for the Criterion, Rivoli and
Rialto theatre, “Humoresque” has brought
out a remarkably large number of “repeatthe

of

ers.”

“‘Humoresque’,” he claimed, “is a bigger
getter than ‘The Miracle Man.’
It
has been exploited better and will bring
better results even than that record breaker.
The record which the picture is now making at the Criterion Theatre is due to the
fact that people have learned that there is
a chance of getting in and getting a seat
immediately between noon and 2 o’clock
and between 6 and 7 p. m.”

money

New

Christie Beauty

A new beauty has been added to the
forces making Christie Comedies for release through Educational Exchanges. Miss
Dorothy Orth
just started

is

the

work

dios, leaving a

young woman who has

at the

Los Angeles

prominent part

in the

the Follies Girls.

are

in

the

department

legs.

Bronston Contracts to Write
Scenarios for

Lichtman Announces More
Sales Force Appointments
HE following additional appointments

T

take motion pictures of Coppinger at work.
Delavan found his job no picnic, but he
came back with fine pictures of the capture
of alligators and with thanks that one particular member of that breed got hold of
a leg of his tripod instead of one of his

of

distribution,

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
announced by General Manager A1

Lichtman
P. Wolfberg,
formerly branch
at Cincinnati and more recently
special representative in charge of District
No. 4, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, is
appointed district manager of District No.
5, with headquarters at Chicago.
Fred C. Cresswell, formerly district manager of District No. 5, comes to the home
office where he will act as special representative at large.

Harris

manager

Mr. Wolfberg also assumes temporarily
the duties of branch manager at Chicago,
recently relinquished by R. C. Bradford,

stu-

Nora

Appointment of a branch manager at Des
Moines to succeed R. C. LiBeau, who was
recently named as district manager of District No. 6, will be made by Mr. Lichtman
next week.

Fox Cameraman Gets Pictures
of Thrilling Alligator Hunt
OR

a unique and hazardous means of
earning a livelihood young Henry
Coppinger, of Miami, Fla., deserves a
place in the front rank of courageous men,
Coppinger, 21 years of age, runs an alligator farm and supplies his own livestock
by diving into the waters of the Everglades,
grabbing hold of alligators and bringing
them to the surface alive. He is not armed
when he dives, but keeps an express rifle

F

handy in case of trouble.
As an old soldier will show

A
the

story

tiles.

Fox News sent Fred M. Delavan,
New York into the Everglades

is

made from the

West

Coast
studios
of
Famous
Players-Lasky of the signing of a
contract by Douglas Brcfnston, well-known
scenario writer, to write for that organization.
Mr. Bronston’s first work under his
new contract, “Wanted: A Blemish,” from

by

Jessie

E.

Henderson and

Buxton, is now in production,
with Bryant Washburn featured.
Mr. Bronston is a veteran craftsman of
both stage and screeji. Stage director for
big Liebler productions in New York, he
left the “legitimate” in 1913 to write “Neal
of the Navy,” a Pathe serial. His success
with this was so great that Pathe sent him
to Los Angeles to superintend the con-

Henry

J.

struction of several more similar stories.
Then he joined the Universal scenario
staff.
His work there was interrupted by
the world war and he became a bayonet
instructor with the rank of first lieutenant.

Joined Fox Organization.

On

his

joined

the

discharge from the Army he
Fox organization and among

scripts for that concern were “The
Merry-Go-Round,” “Thieves” and “Right
After Brown.” He also had adapted “The
Gorgeous Girl” for Metro.
Mr. Bronston’s forte has always beerl
In addition to his
light, sparkling comedy.
screen success he had a half dozen or
more one-act vaudeville sketches playing
his

^

throughout the country.

Yellowstone Studio in Denver
Rapidly Nearing Completion

T

HE

six weeks of rapid work spent
upon its new Lakeside studios in
Denver by Yellowstone Productions,

a photoplay company recently organized with a capitalization of $300,000, is be-*
ginning to show tangible results.
The main stage measures 90 by 200 feet.
The flooring is of polished hardwood.
Along one side are the carpenter shops,
the, entrances to the executive offices, and
the glass-enclosed motor-generating room
where the company has installed its own
electric plant.
The other sides of the stage are borfurnished
well
twenty-four
dered
by
dressing rooms, and upon a balcony above
are several larger rooms for extra talent
and lounging rooms for members of the
The balcony also affords a
company.
place where strangers and guests of the
company may watch the making of photoplays.
Laboratory Installed.
Inc.,

his scars to
prove his experience in the art of war, so
can this young Floridian display twisted
and tooth-marked fingers, scratches and
bruises suffered in his battles with the rep-

from

Famous Players

nnouncement

resigned.

The records were made despite orders
issued by Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director

Bayes company. Miss Orth attracted much
newspaper attention with the expression of
her demand to “danth inthethantly.” She
is likely to get the opportunity as one of

109

Jr.,

to

A

laboratory with every modern improveinstalled.
An unusual feature of Denver’s new studio is an indoor
plunge, located under the main stage.
The officers of the corporation are George
W. Plummer, president and treasurer, and
Sam M. Thompson, secretary, both well
known as Western capitalists, and Charles

ment has been

photoplay producer of broad
experience, vice-president and director of
productions.
The company plans to produce only
Western subjects from popular books. Hal
Hoadley, who has written the continuity
of some of Universal’s biggest features, has
been engaged as scenario editor and already has the script of the first Yellowstone production well on its way to comE. Bartlett, a

Lillian and George Randolph Chester.
Pted “Trumpet Island,” the Vitagraph special production, from the story
by Gouverneur Morris. Mr. and Mrs. Chester are also editing the picture.

Wh ° vi?

r*

pletion.
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My

Back ” Proving to Be Big
Comedy Hit; Goldwyn Promises Another

“Scratch

R

UPERT HUGHES’ Goldwyn picture,
“Scratch My Back,” is sweeping the
country as one of the greatest comPrachas known.

hits the screen
tically unheralded, it

edy

came to the Capitol
Theatre, New York, as the feature attraction during the first week of S. L. Rothapfel’s management, and was greeted with
a chorus of praise from the critics and
members of the audience that took the
trouble to express their appreciation in letters addressed either to the management
of the Capitol, to Goldwyn Pictures, or to
Rupert Hughes, who is credited with having designed a new type of photoplay comedy.

Following the success of the production
New York, there came an immediate
demand for the picture from exhibitors in

in

Dispensing with Their Madness.
Edith Story seen here in a new Robertson-Cole

picture

called

“Moon

Madness.”
mmimimiiiumiiim

uiiuiuuinwmiiifimiMir

Selznick Chooses Director
and Title of Color Picture
MPLIFYING his announcement that

A

work would begin June 15 on a fivereel color photoplay, Myron Selznick,
under whose personal supervision the feature will be made, says he has selected
the story for the feature and arranged for
Alan Crosland to take charge of the direcLewis Allen Browne, author of sevtion.
eral screen successes, has completed the
story.
is

the

“Don’t Announce Your Marriage”
title.

is neither natural or
Selznick. “Accordingly
we have selected a story that is naturally colorful rather than a subject that blazes
with brilliant primary colors. The colors
will be absolutely true to life. Among the
varied scenes will be included such natural
extremes as a financier’s office and the
studio of a painter in pastels; there will
be brilliantly lighted streets among the
night scenes and the landscape charms of a
lake resort. The story will call for moonlight bathing scenes, afternoon gatherings
in gardens and a burning bungalow.”
Working with Mr. Crosland are William
Van Dorn Kelley, of the Prizma technical
staff, and William T. Crespinel, who will be
in charge of the camera work. The camera
to be used is an absolutely new type. The
leading role will be played by Zena Keefe.

“A riot of
restful,” said

colors

Myron

“Sex” Meets Censorship in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey
HE Hodkinson Corporation has just

T

been informed that the Board of Censorship in Pennsylvania has changed
the title of J. Parker Reed’s production of
“Sex.” They have requested several changes
in the film and also that the title be changed
to “Sex Crushed to Earth.”
This delay has held up many bookings
.
throughout the State of Pennsylvania, but
new paper and advertising is being prepared at the Hodkinson offices for “Sex
Crushed to Earth.”
In New Jersey at Bloomfield the local
board of censorship has asked for a private
showing of “Sex” before it can be shown
in that town and this is being arranged by
the Hodkinson representative, George FowNewark, who reports a great demand
for the production throughout his territory.
ler of

other parts of the country, including many
who have not heretofore been on the list
of regular Goldwyn exhibitors. Wires received at the home office from Goldwyn’s
twenty-two exchanges indicate that the
Rupert Hughes’ picture is destined to set
a new record, not only with first-run exhibitors but with those to follow.
Realizing the present scarcity of genuine
comedies, Goldwyn is prepared to follow
“Scratch My Back” with another picture
that promises to be its equal in point of
humor. Mabel Normand, in the adaptation
of George Ade’s great stage success, “The
Slim Princess,” gives, according to those
who have seen advance prints of the picture, an inimitable characterization.
It is
a rollicking farce comedy from start to
finish in which the Goldwyn comedienne
romps through a lively series of situations.

Victor Schertzinger, the director of previous Mabel Normand successes, devoted
many weeks to transforming the ample material in “The Slim Princess” into the comedy sensation that the pictures promises to

become.

Tarkington Visits New York
to Confer with Goldwyn Men
OLLOWING the announcement that

F

Booth Tarkington has agreed

to write

long feature photoplays to be released
by the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, the
famous Indianian arrived in New York to
confer with officials of the corporation respecting the projected pictures.
Air. Tarkington, who has declared himself as eminently satisfied with the shortreel productions that Goldwyn has made
of the “Edgar” themes he wrote for the
screen, said that he was preparing a statement dealing with his decision to apply himself to the screen as a medium for serious
expression.

While no

definite

nature of the

announcement

new photoplays has
is known that they

of the
as yet

been made, it
will be
predicated on American life and developed
much in the manner which has brought Mr.
Tarkington the reputation of being one of
the excellent literary craftsmen of the age.
The author of “Edgar” recognizes, however,
that the screen, as a vehicle of expression,
peculiar to itself and needs certain original elements of creation aside from those
commonly used in a novel or play.

is

“Pirate Gold,” the ten episode serial to be
released August 15; “Velvet Fingers,” which
is in fifteen episodes and is slated for release in the late fall, and in a leading role
with Mr. Seitz and June Caprice in “Rogues
and Romances,” the feature to be produced
in Spain.
Since becoming a Pathe special star Miss
Courtot has been kept constantly before
the public. “Bound and Gagged,” in which
she is co-starred with George B. Seitz, was
released in December, 1919. It is still one
of Pathe’s biggest serial attractions and has
showings in representative houses throughout the country at the present time. A
large number of bookings on the picture
assure it of practically first-run prominence for a long while to come.
In both “Pirate Gold” and “Velvet Fingers,” the latter completed only recently
at the Seitz Studio, Aliss Courtot has the
style of role in which she made such a
notable success in “Bound and Gagged.”
The part she has been chosen to play in
“Rogues and Romances,” the feature, is
that of a Spanish girl.

Engages Technical Expert
In order to properly interpret the native
life, customs and garb of East India for
“The Palace of Darkened Windows,” a

forthcoming National Picture Theatres
production, Director Henry Kolker secured
the services of Lieutenant Colonel Alacgee,
a former British army officer, as technical
Colonel Macgee, who was staexpert.
tioned in the locale necessary for the prois said to know minutely all matters pertaining to the habits and modes of
living in East India.
Playing the leading roles in the picture

duction,

are Claire Anderson, Jay Belasco, Jr., and
The story, from the
Adele Farrington.
pen of Mary Hastings Bradley, was picturized by Katherine Reed.

Robert Bruce Leaves London
C. Bruce, creator of “Scenics
Beautiful,” has left London for his motor

Robert

jaunts through England and Scotland, according to advices received by Educational
Film Corporation. After making a number of pictures in those countries and in
Wales, Mr. Bruce will go to the Continent.

Undaunted by Cyclone Plus
Fire Small Town Showman Is
Busy Building a Third Time

DESERVING

example of the
uncrowned, unsung courage of
the country exhibitor, who is
really the backbone of the moving

A

picture business, is A. Campbell, of
Shortly after the
the Bixby, Okla.
completion of his new theatre it was
destroyed by a cyclone.
Since he had no insurance on the
property, Mr. Campbell rebuilt his
theatre with his own hands. Scarcely

was

T WO

serial roles and one feature part
the program mapped out for Marguerite Courtot by Pathe. Aliss Courtot figures as one of Pathe’s most prominent stars for the year, during which she
is to be starred
with George B. Seit
in
is

'

this

done when

a fire

which

started among the shacks spread to
the vicinity of Campbell’s theatre and

burned

Miss Courtot Will Appear in
Two Serials and One Feature

"1

=*ti!iimmiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiui!tnn

When

it

down.

the reporter called on Air.
Campbell, the showman was perched
on a ladder hammering in supports
Mr.
in the ceiling of his theatre.
Campbell was whistling just as cheerfully as ever, facing the task of rebuilding his picture house for the
third time in a vear and a half.
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Hallmark Announces 26 Sennett Comedies
for Release; Prominent Fun-makers on List

F

RANK

HALL,

G.

president

of

mark Pictures Corporation,

Hall-

will

re-

lease during the year twenty-six Mack
Sennett two-reel comedies, one release
every two weeks. The first scheduled for

immediate release

“Dodging

is

his

Doom”

featuring Chester Conklin and Dora Rogers.
Following in release Mr. Hall announces
“Madcap Ambrose” with Mack Swain and
Polly Moran
“Thirst” with Mack Swain
and Ethel Tearle and “The Betrayal of Maggie,” with Charles Murray, Louise Fazenda
and Chester Conklin.
;

Many Comedy

Stars.

In the series of twenty-six Sennett comedies, Mr. Hall has a number of stellar
comedy lights of the screen. The list includes in addition to those mentioned above,
Walin Trask, Bobby Vernon, now starring
in Christie comedies; Gloria Swanson, who
has since become a De Mille star; J. Hanson, R. Milliken, M. Trick, F. Dwiggens, F.
Shade, Ford Sterling, Wayland Trask, Slim
Summerville, B. Armstrong, George Bims,

Blanche Payson, Harry Gribbon, Fay
Tincher Mary Thurman, Ben Turpin, Glen
Cavender, Peggy Pearce, Ethel Tearle and
A1 St. John.
As announced last week, Mr. Hall is also
releasing a series of fifty-two Triangle
star productions including five reel features
with Douglas Fairbanks, Norma Talmadge,
Constance Talmadge, Charles Ray, Frank
Keenan, Bessie Barriscale, William S. Hart,
Dorothy Dalton, Louise Glaum, Bessie Love
and others.

Open Branches
Kansas City and St. Louis
ducational films announces that

Educational to
in

E

exchanges

its

in St.

Louis and Kansas

City will be opened shortly as a result
of a contract signed with S. P. Skouras, a
leading exhibitor of St. Louis, who will
particiapate in the ownership of the exchanges.
Mr. Skouras owns the New
Grand Central Theatre and a number of
other houses and has the First National
franchise for his territory. Separate Educational Exchanges will be opened in both
St. Louis and Kansas City just as
soon as
it is physically possible.
All arrangements have also been
completed with Jensen & Von Herberg for the
Seattle exchange. Jansen & von
Herberg
are prominent exhibitor interests
in the
Pacific northwest, assuring a large
number
of first runs for all of the Educational
releases.

In all

exchanges Educational Films Coi
poration is permitting local interests
t
share in exchange ownership up to
49 pe
cent, of the capital stock,
the majorit
control remaining vested in the home
com
pany I his plan is expected to bring
abou
the utmost in co-operation,
since it unite
*b.e
P r ° d C ng a d distributing interest
P
with localV c
financial concern of leaders
i
the various territories.
Educational expects all of its offices
i,
the twenty-four principal
exchange center
° per atlon within thirty days,
man
of
ot tL
them having already opened.
,

m

.

coming season.

Before leaving for the
Coast, Mr. Goldwyn, in consultation
with other officials at the home office, prepared a detailed plan of operation to be
followed.
During the past few months the corporation has secured the rights to a large number of stage sucesses and novels by well
known authors, a number of which will be
adapted into super-features. The productivity of Rex Beach and the Eminent Authors is expected to be greater than ever
during the next year, which also will bring
the first of Booth Tarkington’s features
written directly for the screen.
Since Mr. Lehr visited New York last
winter, he has made a number of additions
and improvements in the Culver City studios
preparatory to meeting the needs of the
extensive production plans for the next
twelve months. The length of Mr. Goldwyn’s stay on the West Coast is indefinite.

West

Frank

Before Leaving for the West
Pete Smith Issues Statement
ETE SMITH departed this life June 18

P—

this life of finding a place to eat,
finding a subway seat, finding a place
to live and finding the right card to fit on
either end of a straight.
Mr. Smith has
gone from Broadway, New York, to Broad-

way, Los Angeles, where he will be nearer
Marshall Neilan and his productions.
Friends gave Peter a “going away” party
in Brooklyn the night before he left for
the
west. Pat Dowling had arranged a “Welcome to Hollywood” seance to greet him on
his reaching the coast.
As he stood gripping the hand-rail of the
last car of the Twentieth Century
Limited
Friday morning, June 18, Mr. Smith made a
statement
.

“On leaving for the land of oranges,
lemons, prunes and movies I would like to
say the Moving Picture World is a wun-

nerful publication.

You have

S wyn

Pictures Corporation, left
Thu
y n h
Ju
17 for the Goldvv
St«d,vf
d c n r l’VCr ?-Cl
-7 Where he wil1
fer with v"
ter
Vice-president Abraham Le
a
er
thC
s tudios
who has a long
°/
of e1ab
<of
elaborate productions
scheduled for t
-

Will

Do One Hampton

Maurice Tourneur

’

,

1

Story

finishing the fina:
picture before launching his first
independent offering for Associated Producers
of which new organization he is
a part.
I agreed to do but one
Hampton story
not a series,” states Mr. Tourneur,
“because of my new contract. It is an adapta*'° n b y J ack Gilbert, of
Sidney Toler’s play
T
The Tiger Lady.’
Miss Hampton is in the
is

;

title role.

This picture concludes

which we

productions.
itial

We

will

one about July

my

start

present con-

making Big Six

commence on

Open
Irvin

,,,

l'

Title
Martin,

1,

Writing Studios
Neil

E.

McGuire and

Newcombe have opened studios
727 Seventh avenue, New York,
for hanthe utmost in art titles and
special
A.

in

effects.

These men

experience in

title

have

writing.

L. Shellabarger.

with Arthur

S.

Kane

publicity

""""""
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Minimum

Frank Shellabarger Succeeds

T
.

S. F. Seadler at Kane Offices
HE Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation
announces
the
addition
of
Frank L. Shellabarger to its pub-

licity staff.

Mr. Shellabarger, former edithe Paris edit; on of the New York
Herald and a well known newspaper and
tor

°/j

man, will succeed Silas F. Seadhas been handling the advertising
and publicity for the young concern since
its
inception several months ago.
Mr.
Seadler has secured a leave of absence
from the Kane company during July and
August and at the advice of his physician
W eave shortly for the mountains.
vi
Mr. Shellabarger comes to the Kane corporation with a long record of ‘achievements in journalism, and at the same time
renews an old acquaintance with President
Arthur S. Kane, the two men having been
associated years ago in Kansas newspaper
publicity
ler,

who

circles.

Experienced Newspaper Man.
With an educational background gained
at Washburn College and the
University
of Kansas, Mr. Shallabarger turned
immediately to newspaper work as
a chosen
profession and was on the staff of the
To-

peka Capital and later the Kansas City
Journal.
After changing his affiliation to the
Kansas City Star, where he remained
for four
years, Mr. Shellabarger was
subsequently
on the staff of the Denver Post and
managing editor of the Salt Lake
Evening
Telegram. He then became editor of
the
Pans edition of the New York Herald,
ng tHlS important post from 1908 to

1913
In the latter year Mr. Shellabarger
returned to America and joined the staff
of

New York Sun, where he remained up
America’s entrance into the world war.
He returned to France in the Y. M. C. A.
service, managing a canteen
in the area
occupied by General John
J. Pershing.
the

to

the in-

with Barbara Bedford
playing the leading feminine role.”

’

«

a great staff.

complimentary copies please put my name
on the list.
at the re 9 u est of Marshall Neilan.
t “l f.°
L
i
shall probably
return at the command of
the Los Angeles police department.
If I
can become acclimated I shall stay
on the
West Coast where I can start publicity on
Marshall Neilan productions from the
fountain-head, said Mr. Smith just as the
starting train jerked him violently
onto
the back platform.

tract, after

Goldwyn and Lehr to Confer
in West on Plans for
Futu
AMUEL GOLDWYN, president of Go

You have

a great printer.
You buy your
printing stock from a great paper-mill.
The
ink you use is great. If you give away
any

Now

department, and formerly editor of the
Paris edition of the New York Herald.

had extensive

Strand Opens Labor Day
The new Strand Theatre, in North Pearl

street, Albany, N. Y., which has
been in
course of construction for the past several
months, will be opened, according to a
late announcement, on Labor Day.
It will
seat about 2,600 and will be one of
the
most modern theatres of its kind in the
city.
Three-day first-run pictures will be

shown.
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Mary’s ‘‘Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm”

and
J

“City of

Masks” Released June 20

UNE

20 is the date selected for the release of “Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,”

the Artcraft feature starring Mary Pickwhich is now issued for the second
time by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Robert Warwick in “The City of
Masks,” a Paramount picture, is also scheduled for the same date.
A story of romantic adventure is “The City
of Masks,” which is described as something
unique among photoplay adaptations. In it,
the author, George Barr McCutcheon, who
wrote “Graustark,” “Brewster’s Millions” and
a score of other well known stories, has
brought to light in a delightful manner a
On the
little known corner of New York life.
screen it has no mission except to furnish
evening
of
entertainment.
wholesome
a
According to the picture. New York is a
veritable “city of masks.” There are chauffeurs and governesses and dressmakers, who
are really of a noble rank and are masquerading in humble occupations for various reasons. The plot concerns the romance
of two of the masqueraders and their adventures with politicians and the police, and
the bounder son of a rich family who tries
to upset their affair.
Robert Warwick is supported by Lois Wilson and a large cast including Theodore Kosloff, Edward Jobson, J. M. Dumont, Robert
Dunbar, Helen Dunbar,' Anne Schaefer and
Richard Cummings. The scenario was written by Walter Woods and Thomas Heffron
was the director.
ford,

"When Rebecca

of

Sunnybrook Farm” was

released by Artcraft about two years
and a half ago it was pronounced Mary
Pickford’s best picture.
To satisfy the desire of people to see it again or to have
their frie-ds see it, the company has had a
prints made and assures exhibitnew set
ors that trie picture in its precent form is
fully on a par with the best productions being made to-day.
The story is by Kate Douglas Wiggin.
Marshall Neilan directed this picture from
scenario
Frances
Marion’s
and Eugene
O’Brien plays opposite Miss Pickford.
The
cast includes Charles Ogle, Helen Jerome
Eddy, Maym Kelso, Jane Wolff. Josephine
Crowell, Frank Turner and Kate Toncray.
Majorie Da.w also has a prominent part.
A complete new line of accessories has
been issued, including paper of all sizes, and
the firm of Grosset and Dunlap has published a special photoplay edition of the
first

picture.
The members of the supporting
cast will be required to play unusuaPy difficult roles, wh^ch will portray characters
of different periods.
Miss Compson and Mr.
Rosson are giving considerable effort to

placing the support in the most capable
hands obtainable and will not make their
selections until the tests are completed and
scrutinized most carefully.

Elmo Lincoln

T

Universal-Jewel Production
HE many patrons who have seen Elmo

shores.

Mabel Ballin, who supports Lincoln, is
well remembered as a popular player on the
speaking stage. Before she entered the pictures she was on the Keith vaudeville circuit and worked also with the Charles Dillingham enterprises.
Harry Van Meter plays a dramatic role as
How he
a scheming and desperate villain.
tries to trap the hero, Elmo Lincoln, and how
he pays for his deceit with his life forms
one of the principal themes of the story. The
cast also includes Frank Brownlee, Paul
Weigel, Dick La Reno and Ethelyn Irving.

Reproduce Canadian Village
for William Faversham Film

A

REPRODUCTION

of a

Canadian village

has been made at the Selznick Fort Lee

studio for “The Sin That Was His,” a
Hobart Henley production in which William
Faversham will make his second bow as a
Selznick star. Details were secured by Hobart Henley and Edmund Goulding, who
wrote the continuity from the story by Frank
Another large set for this picL. Packard.

ture is said to be the interior of a church
that gives it the essential atmosphere.

3,
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entire week of its showing. The production
won the unqualified endorsement of the local
press, many of the critics proclaiming it one
of the best all-around photoplays of the
year.
One of the „aistanding features of its run
was the interest displayed in the acting of
Henry B. Walthall in the role of Karl Breitman, the ambition-crazed descendant of Napoleon.
For Walthall, the Circle showing
proved one of the greatest personal tri-

umphs ever

scored in Indianapolis by a mo-

tion picture actor.

Many

New

Lincoln in serials will now have the
opportunity of seeing him in a Universal-Jewel production which will be released
July 6, entitled “Under Crimson Skies.” It
is a story full of gun-play and revolutions
in Central America and an unusual picture
of life at sea.
Elmo Lincoln appears as the
captain of a freighter plying the. Pacific

P

Theatres Will Feature

“Pirate Gold,” Pathe Serial
IRATE GOLD,” the serial co-starring

George B. Seitz and Marguerite Courtot,
which Pathe has placed on the specially
selected program for the summer, is to be
accorded feature honors on the programs of
many big theatres that have booked it for
first

runs.

These exhibitors declare the serial will be
advertised extensively with the names of the
stars featured, because of the popularity
gained by Mr. Seitz and Miss Courtot in
“Bound and Gagged,” which played more
first-class theatres than any Pathe serial up
to the time of its release.
The picture is in ten episodes. The scenario
is an original by Frank Leon Smith, author
of “Bound and Gagged” and other Pathe
serials.
Mr. Seitz produced “Pirate Gold” in
New York. The story plays in the busy metropolis and deals with a treasure of gold
in the vaults of a ship sunk off the Atlantic
coast by a submarine. The incident is treated
altogether in its post-war phases, no details
or the sinking of the ship being shown in the
picture.

Week End”
Ideal Summer Film

American’s “The
Called

HE

new photoEnd.” has been
shipped to the Eastern branch of the
“Flying A," and was run in the New York
office.
E. B. Wright, Mr. Hutchinson's personal representative, calls it an ideal summer

T

first

novel,

attraction.

print of American's

“The

Week

It

announced

is

as

a

typical

Cosmo Hamilton subject, dealing with a very
modern miss, who finds an oasis in the desert
home surroundings
of
her conventional
through the friendship of a jolly young
widow.

A week

Dwan-Walthall Feature Draws

novel.

Picking Cast for Betty Compson’s Next.
Probably the most exacting and exhaustive
photographic tests of scren artists ever made
in the history of motion picture production
are being recorded by Arthur Rosson, who
will direct Betty Compson’s second starring

Stars in

July

D

to Capacity in Indianapolis
ESPITE the combined opposition of the

hot spell encountered by Indianapolis and the celebration of the city’s
centennial, Allan Dwan’s latest independent
production, "A Splendid Hazard,” in its initial presentation at the Circle Theatre last
week, drew capacity audience throughout the
first

by the

end’s visit at Hideaway Cottage
sea, a note explaining the hasty de-

parture of the hostess and the presence of
another, an unexpected guest, a young man
ripe for a love-at-first-sight affair with his
former schoolmate start a lively plot, which
moves rapidly, all the action being crowded
into three days. The interference of curious
neighbors, scandalized parents, and the offering of the shelter of his own fair name

by an ambitious young fortune hunter, complicates

the

ALBERT E. SMITHpresents

situation.

July
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Fox Cameras

in Closed Taxis Catch Wall
Street Cro v'J* in Scenes for “The Plunger”

W

HEN Thomas

F. Fallon wrote "The
Plunger,” the newest William Fox
production, in which George Walsh
is the star, he put into it a series of scenes
depicting the activities of Wall Street and
the immediate - icinity.
It was his aim, in
drawing these scenes, to put into them such
business as would make it imperative to
have them photographed on the actual
ground.
With George Walsh, who plays in the story
the part of a financial gambler; two cameras
and a company of men familiar with the
methods of the curb brokers, Director Dell
Henderson, with the author, Mr. Fallon, set
forth from the Fox studio to take the Bulls
and Bears into camp for the motion picture

screen.

With a camera in each of two closed taxis,
the Fox outfit worked its way into the heart
of Wall Street.
Under the guidance of Mr.
Henderson, the two photographers, Charles
Gilson and his assistant, John Geisel, thousands of busy

New

Yorkers who throng the

streets in this section of the city played
their parts unconsciously and naturally.

Approaching the curb market, Mr. Hendergroup of experienced players made

son’s

themselves part of the howling, gesticulating, swirling crowd.
Both cameras, hidden
within the taxis, shot the operations of the
would-be
“curb
brokers,”
covering
the
shouting mob of genuine stock manipulators
as a background for the scenes. They then
moved to and fro, catching the crowds of
office people as they surged from buildings
into Broad street, Exchange place and New
street at the lunch hour.
The company selected for “The Plunger”
shows the usual strength of casts found in

Fox

productions.

Besides

Virginia

Valli,

store, a display of toys of all kinds giving
the lobby a striking and gala appearance.
To offset the suggestion that “The House of
Toys” is a juvenile attraction, the sub-title
“The Story of a Gamble in Matrimony” appeared in large caption on the posters.
The drama is a dissection of life by a
Pittsburgh lawyer, who has written several

N

order to keep pace with the

new

sched-

ule of special Christie comedies, which
will be presented twice a month, A1 Christie has two directors besides himself who
are producing the new specials, featuring
such players as Bobby Vernon, Fay Tincher,

I

Harry Gribbon and Eddie Barry.
While Mr. Christie and William Beaudine
have finished the first two of the new releases, “Kiss Me, Caroline” and “A Seaside
Siren,” these two directors and Reggie Morris

are

all

at

work on three new

reel productions,
the same type of
seen in Christie

special two-

which are being made with
comedy as has always been
two-reelers,

but produced

more elaborate scale. Mr. Beaudine
made “Petticoats and Pants,” the most sucon

a

cessful of the previous Christie two-reel fun
films.
Mr. Morris directed the “Bringing Up
Father” comedies, three of which have been
filmed at the Christie studio with great success.

At present Christie is producing a twoAmong
featuring Harry Gribbon.

reeler

territories.

During the week’s run of “The House of
Toys” at the Isis in Kansas City the usual

Loos and Maie Havey.
This elaborate and continuous schedule

advertising of the special was augmented
by two-color posters distributed throughout
the business and residential sections, and in
the lobby an attractive exploitation stunt
was put over in conjunction with a toy

comedy productions

and Robert Vivian.

Many

First

Run Houses Book

American’s “House of Toys”

R

ECENT

first run
bookings in some of
the most active moving picture centers,
including the Isis of Kansas City, the
Playhouse, of Chicago, the Beacon of Boston,
Loey’s Garrick of St. Louis, the Kinema of
Salt Lake, the Belmont of Philadelphia, the
Ottaway of Charlotte, N. C., and the Ferry
Field of Detroit, are being quickly followed
by multiple contracts from these and other

plays,

including “The Man Higher Up,” as
His analysis of problems, such
Drift

an avocation.

"Why Do Wives and Husbands
Apart?” “Why Doesn’t the Man With
as

Real

Ability Succeed?” and his expose of the luxury-loving wife who fails to make the sacrifices demanded of the real helpmeet are
said to make an inevitable appeal to men

and wo'men.
Seena Owen does her initial work as a
star in this picture. Helen Eddy has an appealing role and Pell Trenton, a popular
leading man, has the characterization of
the

young husband.

William Beaudine and Reggie Morris Aid
Christie in Keeping to Comedy Schedule

other features of this production, there is
a cabaret revue and club dining room setting
which illustrates Christie’s ideas of dressing
up comedies on a scale equal to that of any
features.
Gribbon, Teddy Sampson, Helen
Darling and Oscar, the baby, are in the cast.
Reggie Morris is directing Eddie Barry,
Charlotte Merriam, Neal Burns and Margaret FitzRoy in a farcical comedy under
the title “Out for the Night,” which will be
one of the early Christie two-reel releases
through Educational. Mr. Morris is giving
a vivid contrast in this picture, for it ranges
from dancing girls on the lawn of a fashionable Pasadena home to a prize fight.
The fourth comedy to be released through
Educational will be another of Beaudine's,
which has been titled “Seven Bald Pates.”
This will present Bobby Vernon, supported
These new two-reel
by Dorothy Devore.
Christie comedies were written by W. Scott
Darling, Frank R. Conklin, Jack Jevne, H. B.

who was promoted from the role of ingenue
in "The Dead Line” to leading woman for
Walsh in this latest film, it includes Byron
Douglas, Richard Neill, W. S. Harkins, Inez
Shannon, Edward Boulden, Irving Brooks

113

of
of course, in addition
to Christie’s special productions, the first of

The
is being started within a week.
production, “So Long Lett-y,” with T.
Hiers
Walter
Barnes, Grace Darmond,

which
first

Roy

is,

and Colleen Moore in the
ing in a beach locale.

cast,

has

its

“The Challenge of the Law”

open-

Is

New

T

Play for William Russell
WINS OF SUFFERING CREEK,” William
Russell’s latest vehicle completed on
the West Coast, has already been shown

in New York, and the star has started a new
one, according to word from Hollywood.
The new picture brings again to the screen
the work of E. Lloyd Sheldon, whose stories

have been seen too seldom during the past
This new Sheldon story, “The Challenge of the Law,” was purchased by William
Fox just prior to the author’s departure on
an extended tour of the Orient.
Scott Dunlap has been assigned to the
direction of Russell in “The Challenge of
the Law,” which was scenarized by Denison
season.

Clift.

The cast supporting the star consists of
Helen Ferguson, as leading woman; Arthur
Morrison, James Farley, Fred Mala*osta and
J.

M. Mitsoras.

o

for the picture will'be made
in Northern California, and a complete comspecial
electrical traveling outpany, with a
fit, will be carried from Los Angeles by Director Dunlap, who will make the exterior

The exteriors

night scenes in the open country, obtaining
lighting power from outlying points.
This is the first story written by Mr. Sheldon to be used as a starring vehicle by William Russell.
Iteelcraft Star Visits

New

York.

Texas Guinan has taken a vacation from
the Hollywood studio of the Reelcraft Pictures
Corporation, where she has been starring in
a series of two-reel Western features under
the direction of Jay Hunt, and hurried home
The present series
to New York for a visit.
is being released every other week by Reelcraft and its affiliated exchanges.
During her stay in New York, Miss Guinan
will appear in person at several theatres
where her pictures are being shown. She
expects to remain in New York a few weeks
before returning to the Coast.

William Faversham Seen Here In Views O f “The Sin That Was His,” Produced by Selznick for Future Release.
1
He must have been brought up to answer for the sin. This Selznick picture enables the star to portray a powerful role
and show his many emotions. Wonder if they call it a sin when he “cleaned-up” the villain, who is seen in picture number 3.

Scene

1

:

1
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Beauty Intelligence and Person ality Are
First Requisites of Picture Stardom
,

W

HAT

constitutes

motion

picture

Realart has put the question to twelve well-known artistic
and professional people chosen as a jury
to select the company’s sixth star, whose
identity will be revealed next week.
The names of those acting on the jury
are known not only in this country, but
abroad, as leaders in their various professions.
Their opinions on motion picture

stardom?

a dictum of
kind ever at-

stardom constitute, therefore,
consequence, the

tempted and

a

first

of

method

its

of

star

selection

unique in the industry.
Although all twelve agreed that beauty,
intelligence and personality were the primary requisites, the interpretation which
each one put upon these qualities varied
so greatly it was considered remarkable
that they were able to reach a unanimous
verdict. That they did is taken by Realart
officials to sustain their conviction that the
new star will prove one of the greatest
in screen history.

Wilbur Finley Fauley.

Who

the author of the new Mary Miles
Minter picture, “Jenny, Be Good.”
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Those Comprising the Jury.
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1

of the jury who selected
Realartist were as follows
Riesenfeld, composer, conductor
and manager of the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion theatres, New York City; Madam
Frances, America’s youngest, and considered its greatest, creator of gowns and
fashion; Charles Hanson Towne, poet and
a former editor of McClure’s; Harrison
Rhodes, essayist, novelist and short story
writer for the Saturday Evening Post;
Robert W. Chambers, well-known novelist;
Penrhyn Stanlaws, artist, whose portrayal
of beautiful women for magazine covers
is famous the world over; Cosmo Hamilton,
plawright and author of international
fame; Paul Chalfin, architect and connoisseur; F. Lynn Jenkins, renowned English
sculptor; Arnold Genthe, artist photographer; Frank Crowninshield, editor of
Vanity Fair, considered one of the country’s best judges of beautiful women, and
E. R. Thomas, president, the Morning Tele-

The members

New York Newspaperman

new
Hugo

the

Author of “Jenny Be Good”
T xILBUR FINLEY FAULEY is the auYY/
thor of the novel, “Jenny Be Good,”
”

"
in the screen version of which Mary
Miles Minter is appearing the week of
July 4 at the Rialto, New York. Mr. Fauley
has been on the staff of the New York
Times for ten years. This is his first novel,
and his second one is about ready to be delivered

publisher.

his

to

“Jenny Be Good” made its appearance
the week of June 20 in popular edition form.
There were 10,000 copies in the first edition, which will be called a Mary Miles
Minter edition. The McClure Newspaper
Syndicate is serializing the story in the
United States and Canada, and its agent
sailed

on June

form

in

12 to place the

story in serial

Great Britain, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, the Orient, Philippines
and Hawaii. This will be one of the first
American novels to practically circle the
globe in serialization.

Officers Elected for

graph Company.

Wide Divergence

in Professions.
obtaining this jury, Realart officials
sought as wide a divergence in the professions of those chosen as possible. Almost
every profession was represented.
The
purpose in mind was to get a composite
and representative opinion from twelve
persons, as though the proposition had
been submitted to a million fans to vote
upon.
The requirements laid down by each
member of the jury on the essential quali-

In

New

Sumner Charles

Britton, Inc.
T the first organization meeting of
Sumner Charles Britton, Inc., recently formed for the purpose of producing super features, Sumner Charles Britton,

A

formerly president of Reilly & Britton and
Britton Publishing Company, was chosen
the

for

chief

executive

office;

ties

George

Cochrane, for many years a director for
Universal and a brother of R. H. Cochrane
of

that

company, was elected vice-presi-

dent in charge of production; Norman
Whiteside, half owner and treasurer of
the National Credit Office, was elected secretary and treasurer. These will also constitute

the

Board

of

Directors.

Executive offices were established at 354
Fourth avenue, New York. The firm is a
New York corporation with an authorized
capital of $200,000 and will shortly begin
production.

-

of

stardom

is

authoritative.

In

emphasis on

ability

to

gowns and

display the
on the screen.

wear fashionable
modes of the day

Charles Hanson Towne declared that a
must possess what he described as the
“All great
“poetry of motion pictures.”
artists,” he said, “are poets at heart.”
star

Beauty First

in

Importance.

Harrison Rhodes held to the opinion that
beauty was of first importance, and that
in acting a star must not adopt an attitude
of looking down upon her audiences, but
one of playing up to their intelligence.
Robert W. Chambers placed the greatest emphasis on the intelligence of the star,
and said: “I regard intelligence as the
most vital factor in an actress’ success.”
Declaring that there was no such thing
as a perfect type of beauty, Penrhyn Stanlaws said that the perfect motion picture
star should be chosen not through the human eye, but through the eye of the camera.

Cosmo Hamilton regarded the ideal star
as a. woman who summed up all the most
attractive qualities of her sex.
Paul Chalfin, architect, formulated three
canons in his opinion of the perfect feminine type for a motion picture star. They
are beautiful proportion, blonde and absence of race type.
Says Spirit and Charm Necessary.

and radiating charm were regarded
by Arnold Genthe, artist photographer, as
Spirit

necessary sister graces to beauty to the
equipment of a motion picture star.
E. R. Thomas, publisher, declared youth
and beauty to be the first essentials of
stardom.

John D. Perry Arrested
John D. Perry, who organized the Hyart
Film Corporation of New York, has been
held in $1,500 bail on a charge of grand
larceny brought by two women attendants
of the Waldorf-Astoria who, they said,
gave him $410 to make them movie stars.
Perry gave them stock for the money. He
described himself as 35 years old, of 136
Most of the
Belmont avenue, Newark.
money received from the sale of stock

went

into

the upkeep of offices

Thirty-fourth

street,

Perry

in

West

said.

the

aggregate they constitute a symposium on
this important subject which is probably
the first of its kind ever to be collected,
and the names of those contributing render
it of international consequence.
A number of candidates who, in the
opinion of Realart officials were exceptionally qualified for stardom were submitted to the jury with the request that
an agreement be reached on one, or that
all be rejected in case it was found that
none was ideally equipped. After a short
deliberation, a verdict was reached, and
this is to be announced next week by

Realart.

Exhibitors Film Buys Radin Pictures
The Exhibitors’ Film Company of Pittsburgh has purchased the rights from Radin
Pictures on the “Zip Comedies” featuring
Chris Rub and Florence E. Turner, and the
two-part series of “Real Star Dramas,” for
the Pennsylvania and West Virginia territory.

Regards Personality as Greatest.
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld regarded personality as the most important quality a star
must possess, and said: “The only answer I can give as to the essential qualifications of an actor is personality.”
In defining her ideas on the qualifications
for stardom, Mme. Frances laid special

Geraldine Farrar
"The

Who is now starring in
Woman” for Associated

Riddle:

Exhibitors,
for release through Pathe.

July
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Author of “If I Were King” Opens New
Fox Building in London Film District

O

NE

of the finest buildings in the British film world is now occupied by the

Fox Film Company.

The

building,

London, was
recently by Justin Huntly

situated at 13 Berners street,

opened officially
McCarthy, author of “If I Were King,”
which William Fox has made into a motion
picture with William Farnum in the role
of Villon, the vagabond poet.
Two gold keys were made. With one of
these Mr. McCarthy opened the front door
and later it was given him for a souvenir.
The other key was sent to William Fox in
Winfield R. Sheehan, general
Fox, was in London at the
time and took an active part in the opening ceremonies.
The building' which is a double one in
depth has a frontage of 25 feet and a
depth of 108 feet, the rear opening on a
small street or alleyway known as East
Castle street, through which the films, posters and other material are shipped, so
that there is no carting by way of the
front entrance. Just within the front door
a reception room measuring 19 by 23
is
This contains comfortable leather
feet.
covered chairs for visitors. A large table
on which are trade paper magazines, newspapers and weekly publications is in the
center of the room. On the walls are pic-

New

mer, like the reception room and the managing director’s office, is decorated with
leather wall paper.
The second floor is occupied by the sales
manager and the contract department. On
this floor the main building is connected
by a bridge with what is called the annex
on East Castle street. In the second floor
annex is the Fox News staff, and it may be
said in passing that the Fox News, which
was first released April 26, is doing a big
business.

Supplies in the Annex.

York.

manager

of

—

—

tures of the

Fox

stars.

Four Fireproof Vaults.
Back of the reception room are the

of-

the purchasing agent, the London
branch manager, his assistant and the London branch accounts department. In the
basement is the office for the receiving
and dispatching of films and posters. Here
also is the film hospital, and the film is
kept in four specially made fireproof vaults.
Under the front sidewalk is the boiler for
heating the building.
The managing director’s office is on the
first floor front, half the front space being
occupied by his private room and the other
half by his secretaries. Back of this is the
sales manager’s quarters and also the office of the Fox News sales manager.
Further back is a theatre 13 by 30 feet, alongside which is a smaller theatre, 6.6 by 14
feet, used by the technical manager.
Two
projection machines are used in the larger
and one in the smaller theatre. The for-

third floor of the main building is
occupied by the counting house, while
across the bridge in the annex the poster
Here,
stock and the stationary is kept.
too, is the telephone operator. The fourth
floor contains the publicity department
and the technical manager, who has charge
The annex is only three
of the films.
stories in height. On the fifth floor of the
main building are the negative and positive
examination rooms and the Fox News projection room, also seven specially built film

The

iimiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiii

The Fox Company is now under the managing directorship of F. W. Mordaunt Hall,
who was appointed to the position soon
after he was discharged from war service
At present there are
in the British navy.
Fox branches in Birmingham, Cardiff, Dublin,
Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, London,
Manchester and Newcastle.

Construction Has Begun on
Downtown Atlanta House

F

OLLOWING

the recent organization of

Metropolitan

the

Theatre

Company

Atlanta, Ga., a permit has been issued by the building inspector for the new
in

Metropolitan Theatre at Broad, Luckie
and Forsyth streets, in the downtown hotel
district.
$350,000.

It

calls

for

a

building

to

cost

Announcement that such a theatre would
be constructed in Atlanta by Sig Samuels
and others was made some time ago in the
Moving Picture World. The project is
just now getting under way and the buildings which occupied the site are being
wrecked.
Construction work will probably start in the near future, and it is believed the theatre will be completed and
ready for occupancy by January 1, 1921.
The building is to be six stories high, 191
by 50 by 50 feet, with a frontage on Broad
and Forsyth streets running along Luckie
street a full block. The upper stories will
devoted to offices. The main entrance

be_

be on Broad, street. The theatre was
designed by C. K. Howell and will be one
of the most modern in the South devoted
will

entirely

.to

motion pictures.

The following officers have been elected
James S. Floyd, president; Werner Byck,
vice-president; Sig Samuels, present owner
:

of

the Criterion Theatre, treasurer and
general manager. W. V. Kingdon and Sig
Montag are on the board of directors in
addition to the officers.
Willard Patterson,

who

will also

now manager of the Criterion,
manage the new theatre.
is

Gaumont Buys

—

in particular
just spreading sunshine with her cheerful smile. Wanda
Hawley in Realart’s “Miss Hobbs.”

|

direct

will
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limit

vaults.

fices of

No one

Allen Holubar
“Man, Woman und
Marriage,” to be distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

Who

Crest Play Rights

Carle E. Carlton, president of Crest Pictures Corporation, has cabled his New
York office that the exhibiting rights for
the United Kingdom of the Crest photoplay entitled, “Children Not Wanted,” starring Edith Day, who is now captivating
British theatregoers in “Irene” in London,
have been sold to Gaumont Film Company.

Holubar

to Direct Picture

for Release via Associated
First National Pictures

epresentative

of the aim of Associated First National Pictures/Inc.,
to enable directors and producers to
bring forth screen entertainment of high
merit, negotiations
between Joseph M,
Schenck and Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., terminated this week in the
signing of a contract whereby Allan Holubar will direct the most pretentious and
ambitious picture of his career.
Joseph M. Schenck, as the producer of
this feature, announces that the title will

R

be “Man,
star

Woman

Dorothy

and Marriage” and

will

Phillips.

Details coincident with the production of
feature are unusually novel from an
exhibitor standpoint.
“Man, Woman and
Marriage” will mark one of the few pictures
arranged for under contract and
qualifying which no time or money limit

this

It
has been unanimously
has been set.
agreed between Messrs. Schenck, Holubar
and First National executives that, regardless of the time needed for its making,
“Man, Woman, and Marriage” shall bear
the stamp of Mr. Holubar’s maximum in

direction.

Examination of the

script

from which the

production will take its theme shows that
the producer and director have selected
the type of picture most successful from
a box office standpoint and have determined to create an attraction that will
elaborate on the previous productions featuring domestic situations, especially aiming to surround the central theme with
events of sufficient importance to make the
happenings in “Man, Woman and Marriage” hold a vital interest for others besides the central figures of the story.

First

Parker-Talmadge Picture

Woman” is the title of the
feature starring Norma Talmadge to
be directed by Albert Parker. Previous to
his affiliation with the Norma Talmadge
Film Corporation, Mr. Parker directed
Clara Kimball Young in “Eyes of Youth”
as well as several of the Douglas Fairbanks
pictures.
Mr. Parker is one of those who
has come to motion pictures from the stage.
For many seasons he was leading man in
successful plays while his early training
was received as a member of the HunterBradford stock company of Hartford.
“The Branded

first
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William Russell Comedy.
“A Live Wire Hick," the coming American
release, adapted from “New York Luck,” presents William Russell in the stellar role of
a comedy, with Francelia Billington as the
leading

woman.

This hero of 100 fights

is

Nick Fowler, the muscular village beau of
Hohokus, Maine, who longed for new worlds
to conquer.
After casting an admiring eye
on a f&mous movie beauty as she passed
through Hohokus on the train, that town
would hold Nick Fowler no longer.

Los Angeles Sees

Two Works

of Famous Players Scenarist
ALTER WOODS, who is one of the

W

chief

members

of

the

big

scenario

department of the Lasky studio, was
well represented by his works in Los Angeles during the second week in June. Two
of the biggest -pictures shown in the film
capital during that week were founded on

These were “The
Robert War-wick,
which was being shown at Grauman’s Million
Dollar Theatre, and “Terror Island,” the second Houdini starring vehicle, which was running at the Victory Theatre. Both of the
pictures were Paramounts.
The widely contrasting themes and types
scenarios by Mr. Woods.
City of Masks," starring

story of these two pictures provide a
proof of Mr. Woods’ versatility as a scenarist.
“The City of Masks” is a novelty
love story. “Terror Island” is a melodrama.
Mr. Woods adapted the former from the
novel by George Barr McCutcheon, while his
scenario of ‘Terror Island” was based on an
original story by Arthur B. Reeve and John
W. Grey.
air. Wood wrote the scenario for “The Life
of the Party,” Roscoe Arbuckle’s first Paramount feature picture, recently completed,
i nd
is now engaged on the continuity for
“The Traveling Salesman,” Mr. Arbuckle’s
second starring vehicle for Paramount.
of

Stroheim’s Next Will Be
Tale of Continental Europe
FTER enjoying a six weeks’ visit to New

Von

the first in three years, where
his latest Universal- Jewel production,
Devil’s Pass-key,” was shown to the

York,

“The

and declared even a greater achievement than his first creation, “Blind Husbands,” Erich von Stroheim is back at his
critics

desk at Universal City.
He took only sucient time to shake hands
with his co-workers at the huge studio and
immediately rolled up his sleeves and began
making preparations for the filming of his
next super-feature, which will be a story of
Continental Europe tentatively called “Foolish Wives.”
The scenes will be laid in Southern France,
with the most important sequence at Monte
The famous Casino at this worldCarlo.
renowned resort will be duplicated in every
detail and Universal will probably erect the
sets on Catalina Island, within sight of the
Pacific.
Mr. von Stroheim will play a role
He has
himself, that of a Russian prince.
already selected Sam DeGrasse, who played
the leading male roles in both his former
successes.
Maude George, who played the
Parisian modiste, and Mae Busch, who had
the role of the Spanish dancer in “The Devil’s
Pass-key,” will also have parts in the forth-

coming production.
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Allan Dwan’s “In the Heart of a Fool,"
Problem Play, Is Set for Fall Release

W

ITH

Allan Dwan’s “A Splendid Hazard” successfully launched through
the First National Exhibitors’ Circuit,
the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation is now
making arrangements for the presentation
of “In the Heart of a Fool,” Dwan's next big
independent production scheduled for release
through First National in the early fall.
This production brings the total of Allan
Dwan subjects presented by Mayflower to
four, the others being “Soldiers of Fortune,”
“The Luck of the Irish” and “A Splendid
Hazard.”
According to a statement from Benjamin
A. Prager, president of Mayflower, “In the
Heart of a Fool” marks a radical departure in
theme and treatment from the preceding
Dwan productions. The story is based on the
novel by William Allen White, former governor of Kansas, proprietor of the Emporia
Gazette and one of America’s best known
writers.

Unlike the thrilling adventure stories with
which Mr. Dwan's name has been associated
in the past, “In the Heart of a Fool” is essentially a

problem picture.

Into the story are

woven three separate romances culminating
in a striking dramatic climax.
The title is
derived from the activities of one of the
main characters, Tom Van Dorn, a libertine
whose heart holds the blasphemous conviction that “there is no God.”
The picture is said to be noteworthy for
its
scenic investures.
Mr. Dwan’s artistic
perception is evidenced in lavishly mounted
interior settings. Exterior scenes of a woodland provides some attractive “shots.”

The cast assembled by Dwan is strong. The
principal feminine role is played by Mary
Thurman, erstwhile leading lady for William S. Hart. In the role of a woman who
blindly weds a rake to reform him and suffers the tortures of a loveless marriage. Miss
Thurman is said to give a striking performance.
John Kirkwood, who scored as the
fighting plumber in Dwan’s “The Luck of
the Irish,” is cast as a man whose life is
blasted when he succumbs to the lure of a
professional siren, played by Anna Q. Nilsson.
Others in the cast are Philo McCullough,
Ward Crane, Emmet King, John Burton,
Maryland Morne, Arthur Hoyt, Kate Toncray, Percy Challenger and Margaret Campbell.

“Moon Madness” Is
with Strong Box

A ROMANTIC

love

story,

a Picture

Office Pull
with

a

back-

ground formed by locations which are
instantly associated with the mysterious
and fascinating, is “Moon Madness,” which
is to be released at an early date by RobertThe picture, which
son-Cole as a special.
was produced by Haworth, presents the
work of an all-star cast, and an atmosphere
which takes one far out in the deserts of
Africa and into Paris.
With a humanly interesting story, which
concerns a man’s life-long wait for revenge
on the man who broke up his home, the production should draw big at the box office. Its
while laid in a rich foreign setting,
thoroughly cosmopolitan in its appeal. It
might have happened anywhere, and to a
story,
is

person of any class. With this element to
appeal to the average motion picturegoer, and
the elements of exoticism and Old World
mystery to appeal to those who like a back-

ground which
is a picture
exhibitor.

is

“Moon Madness”
bound to attract any

“different,”

which

is

Edith Storey is featured, and the producwas written by J. Grubb Alexander.
The supporting cast includes Wallace MacDonald, Sam De Grasse, Josef Swiekard, William Courtleigh, Irene Hunt, Fred Starr, and
tion

the child actor, Frankie Lee.

Its

Capitol Success Brings

Many Bookings
OLLOWING

to

Walsh Film

highly successful run at
the Capitol Theatre, New York, R. A.
Walsh’s initial indepenfient production,
“The Deep Purple," presented by the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation through Realart, has been booked for runs extending from
one to two weeks by many of the largest
houses in the country.
Sales reports together with the large volume of advance
bookings already received by John W. McKay, general manager of Mayflower, indicate that Mr. Walsh’s debut as an independent producer.
Among the advance bookings that epitomize
the calibre of the theatres seeking the Walsh
production are the Majestic Theatre, Columbia, Ohio; Grand, Cincinnati; Temple, Toledo,
Ohio; Doric, Kansas City, and Rialto, Washington, D. C., all “Class A” houses operating
under a weekly change policy.
“Despite the advent of hot weather,” said
Mr. McKay, “the volume of bookings on ‘The
Deep Purple’ is steadily mounting rather
than decreasing. In making the production,
Director Walsh kept firmly in mind the box
office requirements, as is evidenced by his
cast, which includes Miriam Cooper, Helen
Ware, Vincent Serrano, Bird Millman and a
host of other prominent players.”

F

its

Lynn Reynolds Back With Fox;
Now Making Tom Mix Feature

A FTER

an absence of more than a year,
Lynn F. Reynolds has returned to the
William Fox studios in Hollywood to
direct a series of Western films.
Tom Mix

will be the star for his first production. He
already has many productions to his credit,
including five Tom Mix Westerns which he
made during his previous connection with
the Fox organization, "Western Blood,” “Mr.
Logan, U. S. A.,” “Fame and Fortune,” “Ace
High" and “Treat ’Em Rough.” In addition
he staged "The Forbidden Room,” with
Gladys Brockwell and “The Rebellious Bride”
and "Miss Adventure” with Peggy Hyland.
Each of these productions bore the distinctive touches of Mr. Reynolds’ art and technique, and he returns to the Fox staff with
many new ideas for the screen and with
much entrusiasm over the prospect of association with his friend and former star.
Work on the first Reynolds production, with
Tom Mix in his usual irresistible role, has
already been started.

ES OLIVER CURWOODS
werful drama of the snow country

COUNTRY

July
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Consensus of Trade Press Reviews
Here are extracts from available news pri nted in the five motion picture trade papers.
The
It is the aim to present one sentence that will reflect the spirit of the writer’s opinion.
papers are indicated as follows: Moving Picture World (M. P. W.); Moton Picture News
(N.); Exhibitor’s Trade Review (T. R.); Wid’s (W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (E. H.),

I

S
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Dollars and the

Woman

M. P.

W.

— Timely

story of domestic econ-

omy.
N.

— Character
—

in

—

Little Cafe
(Max Linder Pa the)
M. P. W. The plot is a cream puff of comedy, and will bring many laughs.
N. A pleasing comedy with an amusing

—

—

—
story.
W.— Contains
sequences,

a number of good comedy
but lapses into the commonplace
quite often.
Should be especially valuable as fulE. H.
filling the demand for comedies of feature
length.

of Tarzan
(Gene Pollar Goldwyn)
W. Contains thrilling scenes of dar-

—

—

M. P.
ing in jungle.
N.
Fantastic picture fails to meet expecta-

—

'

tions.
T. R.

— Rich in wild adventure.
W. — melodramatic diamond in the
Is

M. P.

—

(Elmo Lincoln Universal)
W. The outstanding picturesque fea-

—

ture of this entertaining number is not the
attempted mutiny or the great storm, admirably as they are depicted, but the island
scenes picturing the political exiles.
N. Action and incident make colorful melo-

—

drama.

— Red-blooded story.
—Little to recommend

T. R.

W.

in

this

either

story or production.

—
—

RIDE ALONG, KID

(Western).

—A

two-

written by George C. Hull.
McCullough and Matthew Biddough
play the parts of two pals on a ranch. The
arrival of the girl, portrayed by Magda Lane,
throws them into deadly rivalry. They ride
bucking bronchoes to see which is the best
man. The riding scenes are unusually good
all through this number, and there is a fierce
running fight between cowboys and bad men
in the final reel.
A typical Western in action and subject matter, above the average
subject,

reel

in interest.

A

TWIN LIZZIES

(Star Comedy), June 28.
full of action and quite
in spots.
The hero is a detective,

burlesque subject,

amusing

who

trails

some kidnappers.

The

latter

have

abducted a girl and are holding her for ransom. Some of the small business is laughable, though the plot interest is rather slight.

THE SCARLET RIDER

(Universal) .—The
a series of two-reel subjects, written
and directed by Jacques Jaccard. Leonard
Clapham and Virginia Faire head a strong
cast of players.
The scenes are laid in the
great Northwest, where the hero is a member of the mounted police. This first number serves to get the spectator acquainted
The
with the characters and atmosphere.
events of the second reel are melodramatic
and stirring. The series promises to be one
Each of the stories is to be a
of Interest.
first of

By

Passers

is

,

—

—

—

production

and

story

— Is

well produced.

—A

(Jans)
picture of fine sentiment and

N.

—

N.
A big, spectacular and well-acted production.
T. R.
A big box office attraction.
W. Lavish production values get better
of impossible story.

—

—

Let’s Be Fashionable
(Doris May, Douglas MacLean
Paramount-Artcraft)

W.

tale

— Conventional

W.will

figure

from

The

to

creat

in-

story that the wise ones

start.

Restless Sex
Paramount)

(Marion Davies

—

fails

retold.

—

M. P. W. Is so rich in values that it must
be accorded high place as a fascinating and
beautiful entertainment.
Lavish production given Chambers’
N.
story which carries interesting moments.

—

—

and entertaining.
amusing farce with consider-

—Very

story

Very lavish, costly and lovely to
T. R.
the eye, but slow of action.
W. Artistic and lavish production given to
story that drags badly during latter half.

co-stars.
T. R.
Is bright

—

—Hackneyed
—Familiar

terest.
T. R.

—

—

M. P. W. Pleasing entertainment.
N.
Mild but pleasing picture with Ince’s

—

—

—

Madonnas and Men
M. P. W.
high ideals.

—

—

with

genuine appeal.
E. H.-

age audience.
N. London’s vital story makes good audience picture.
T. R.
Good picturization of a Jack London story. It has a pleasant human quality
and an interesting climax.
E. H- Is interesting but is lacking in intensely dramatic moments.
A World of Folly
(Vivian Rich Fox)
M. P. W. Is above the average in high
aim and entertaining subject matter.

—

and pathos.

— Splendid

and the production will please the aver-

tory,

(Herbert Rawlinson, Lelia Valentine Pathe)
M. P. W. Is an excellent screen version
of popular Chambers’ play.
T. R.
Is well made, makes a strong appeal and offers a strong blending of humor

able appeal for metropolitan audience.

—

Subjects

complete episode in itself, though
the same characters appear.

|

many

of

WILD LIONS AND FEROCIOUS CHEESE

—

(Century).
An unusually funny two-reel
comic, written and directed by Wm. H. Watson.
The cast includes Harry Sweet, Zip
Monty and Charles Gay with his troupe of
lions.
The “piece de resistance” in a certain
grocery store is a large cheese, kept under
The
cover because of its great strength.
cheese is impressed into service in subduing
a bandit, and later knocks out one of the
lions.
The theatre scenes are all good, and
George Ovey contributes considerable to the
merriment. A good comic.

A SON OF THE NORTH (Universal).—
powerfully developed two-reel subject, by
Jacques Jaccard.
Leonard Clapham makes
a dashing hero, appearing as a member of
Virginia
the Northwest Mounted Police.
Fine scenic
Faire plays the role of Jean.
effects, excellent lighting and a splendid cast
make a strong general appeal. The story is
so packed with movement and plot that it
might have been developed into a feature of
five reels.
It sets a new pace for two-reel
productions.
The fight in the tavern is ex
cellently staged.

THE DEATH TRAP

This contains many interesting complications and is well above
the average story of its type.
The hero is
falsely imprisoned for the murder of some
Indians and an accompanying theft of furs.
He breaks jail and is then suspected of another shooting affair, but emerges with a
clear name and weds the heroine of the tale.
The subject is strong in riding scenes and

and Virginia Faire.

Dangerous Days
(Lawson Butt and Clarissa Selwynne
Goldwyn)
M. P. W. As a careful illustration of a
printed work of fiction, “Dangerous Days”

Comments on Short
Ralph

W.

it

—

W.

the treatment.

in

— Excellent production.
— Subject not timely, but splendid production may get
over.
E. H. — Qualifies as high-class drama.
Burning Daylight
(Mitchell Lewis — Metro)
generally satisfacM. P. W. — The cast
T. R.

divert-

—

rough.

Under Crimson Skies

—

N. Frail story with a single-track idea
presents Wanda Hawley as a star.
T. R.
A pleasing screen feature.
W. Is delightful comedy.
Contains box office value and estabE. H.
lishes a precedent for Miss Hawley.

—

The Return

taken

—

(Wanda Hawley Realart)
W. Distinctly different and

M. P.
ing.

development emphasized

interesting picture.
T. R.
A simple story without angles, but
provocative of real interest. A hit above the
average.
W. Deeply human and appealing picture
dealing with rfal characters.

The

shows plainly that great pains have been

Miss Hobbs

—Vitagraph)

(Alice Joyce

(Universal-Western).

Another of the Jacques Jaccard stories of
the Northwest, featuring Leonard Clapham

gripping action.

THE JAZZ BANDITS (Fox-Sunshine). A
two-reel comic, directed by Roy del Ruth,
with Ethel Teare, Glen Cavender, Dave Morris and others in the cast.
This moves
through laughable scenes and situations,
without very much plot, but plenty of small
humorous stunts. The barber shop, presided
over by lady barbers, is entertaining, and the
device for waiting on customers in the restaurant will bring laughter.
JIGGS

AND THE SOCIAL LION

(Pathe).

Another two-reel comic, based on the George
McManus drawings, produced under direction
of Reggie Morris. The characterizations are
again pleasing, both Johnny Ray and Margaret FitzRoy looking their respective roles
The situations are amusing in
to the life.
themselves, but the action too uncertain to
get the full comedy effect. This opens with
Later
Jiggs taking his athletic exercises.
he is reluctantly drawn to a social affair
by his wife, who has aspirations for high
life.
Jiggs gets in bad and is invited to
leave. He returns later with a live lion and
takes his revenge by scaring the guests half
death.

to

START THE SHOW

(Pathe).

A

one-reel

comedy, featuring Beatrice La Plante. This
has rural settings and concerns the desires
of a country girl to become an actress. She
studies a book on the subject and later appears in a performance of “East Lynn,” with
quite amusing results. The burlesque of this
old

melodrama

is

the best feature of this.
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“Twins of Suffering Creek”
William Russell Featured
Reel

Reviewed by Robert

A

in

Strong Five-

IN THIS ISSUE.

Western Fox Production.

WESTERN

C.

subject

McElravy.
|

Twins

|

The Figurehead

|

The Heart

|

The

|

The Discarded

unusual

of

strength has been developed in this
adaptation from a novel by
Ridgwell Cullum, entitled “Twins of Sufcontains much of the
fering Creek.”
It
romantic and heroic and at the same time
dips deeper into human feeling than the
average Western. It has a strong heart
appeal and vivid action.
William Russell, cast as Bill Lark, a
rough and ready man of the plains, finds
himself once more in a role that brings out
his best points as a screen performer. He
five-reel

'

rises to the

demands made upon him

in fine

Louise Lovely also has a good part
as Little Casino. Malcolm Cripe and Helen
Stone play the twins, and do some splendid
Henry J. Herbert,
acting for children.
Florence Deshon and E. A. Warren all play
strong roles, the support on the whole being capable and evenly balanced.
style.

E. A. Warren
Bill Ryno

Minky Clark

Henry

Jim Pemberton
Sunny Oak

Florence Deshon
f Malcolm Cripe
1 Helen Stone
Story by Ridgwell Cullum.
Scenario by Julius G. Furthman.
Directed by Scott Dunlap.
Length, Five Reels.

The Story.
Bill Lark in “Twins of Suffering Creek,”
owns a saloon in a tough Western mining

He

is

a quick

man

on the trigger

to gambling.
One day he quarrels in a game with Jim Pemberton, a local
sport. They deal the cards to see which shall
have first shot in a gun duel, which is bound
to be fatal for at least one of them.
Bill

Lark

loses on the deal and throws up his
hands, but Pemberton is agraid to shoot him,
as he fears death for himself at the hands of
Bill’s friends.
Bill then agrees to meet him
at five o’clock on the evening of the third

day thereafter.
Pemberton has been making love to Jess
Jones, wife of a placer miner and mother of
twins.

and

He induces Jess to desert her family
away with him to his cabin in the

ride

hills, where he is boss of a gang of bandits.
Jess agrees, but refuses to accept Pemberton’s love until he goes for her children,
which he refuses to do. Her husband comes
for her, but is kicked out of the district by
Pemberton’s men. Bill Lark then takes a
hand, boldly going to the cabin and recovering the erring wife.
Bill also drives a stage through Spawn
City, and though badly wounded goes back
to meet Pemberton.
But the latter has just
been killed by Scipio Jones.
Bill marries
Little Casino, the heroine of the story.
Program nnd Exploitation Catchlines: Story
of Love and Hate in the Far West How

Man Was Given Five Days
Romantic Drama of the West
a

—

to Live.

with Great
Heart Appeal.
William Russell in a Stirring Western Play
Story of a Man Who Read His Death
Sentence on the Turn of a Card But He
Was a String Man and in the Face of
Death Won Life and Love.

—

Twenty (Robertson-Cole).

|

Woman

(Hallmark).

—

Exploitation Angles: Tell them that here
is Bill Russell at his western best.
There is
plenty of action to the plot, which keeps

encounter

Nevertheless

moving. Tell them the high lights of the
date with death and play heavily on the “He
had only three days to live.” Start off with
the faked announcement that Russell has
only three days to live, using a big headline
and setting in imitation of news stories, then
give the explanation and tag with the “Advertisement.”
Played right, you can get
this on the front page of a small town paper.

Try

to.

Drama Built Upon a Fight
Against Corrupt Political Powers Stars

Stirring Selznick

Eugene O’Brien.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

Joe Ray

The Twins.

camp.

|
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Hebert

J.

Jess Jones

and devoted

(Selznlck).

“The Figurehead”
William Russell
Louise Lovely

Little Casino
Scipio Jones

of

Creek (Pox).

Girl In the Rain (Universal).

Cast.

Lark

Bill

of Suffering

perate

OLITICS

spectator.

Thrilling scenes

are frequent.
A fight in an underworld cafe, the raiding
of “the figurehead’s” apartment, the sensational episode of his speech in the big hall
are a few of the high points of suspense.
These tempestuous passages have been effectively directed and are alternated by

more

quiet interludes, where romance and
interest dominate.
Eugene O’Brien, as the impulsive, bighearted hero, gives a spirited performance
on the whole, but indicates at times a lack
of poise. Anna Q. Nilsson is well cast for
the role of the settlement-worker who
gives her earnest support to “the figurehead.”
From the standpoint of photography and lighting the picture is not of the
best.

human

Eugene O’Brien

Anna

Q. Nilsson

Sylvia Freeman....
Ora
Story by John Lynch.
Scenario by R. Cecil Smith.
Direction by Robert Ellis.
Length, Five Reels.

Sherry

but

they use

against

story

the

him and the extra appears during Sherry’s
big speech. Popular opinion is immediately
prejudiced against him, but Mary begs the
editor of the paper whom she has previously
served to make a speech declaring the article
to be false. Remembering Mary’s great service to him in saving the life of his child, the
editor consents, and once more the mob
swings to Sherry’s side and he is elected.

Program and Exploitation Catchlines: They
Put Him in the Race for Mayor Merely
as a Figurehead.
When the Time Was
Ripe They Ordered Him Out.
But He
Was In to Stay. And He Won.
He Showed the Common People His Heart

—

and the Grafters His Fist And He
Proved to Them All That He was Some-

From Golf Champion to Mayor! Could
He Make the Grade? Political Bosses
Said He Couldn’t. But the Girl Who Was
in Love With Him Knew He Could.
Eugene O’Brien In a Stirring Drama Showing Fight
Powers.

Carew

The Story.
In an effort to boost the election of Jim
Durfee for Mayor, his friends resort to a
very crooked game. They decide to choose
some man from the upper classes who is
scarcely known and who has no influence
with the middle classes, as an opposing candidate.
They select Sheridan Dows, whose
life has been devoted mostly to golf.
Sherry surprises them all by going into
the thing in earnest.
Mary Forbes, a girl
who works in the settlements, gives her support to him. He makes many friends among
the poor and puts over his master stroke
one evening in a cafe by knocking down a
brute who is insulting a young girl. A des-

Against

Corrupt

Political

Ex-loitation Angles: Feature O’Brien and
co-star Miss Nilsson, but remember that this
is a strong story of clean politics brought
forward at a time when politics is the enPile into it from that
grossing theme.
angle, and direct a special appeal to political
organizations.
If you can hook the situation to something of the sort in your local
or state politics, spend money in a series of
personal letters to the electors. It will pay
big if you make the letetrs direct and
strong.

“The Heart of Twenty”
Brentwood

Picture

Starring

ZaSu

Pitts

Appeals Because of Its Simplicity and
Sincerity Released Through
Robertson-Cole.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

—

Cast.

Sheridan Dows
Mary Forbes

place,

thing More Than a "Figurehead.”

as they are and as they might
be are dramatically set forth in “The
Figurehead” in a way that should be
highly interesting to the masses. There is
a spirit of democracy and altruism which
permeates this drama and which will be
sure to enlist the sympathy of the average

P

takes

wins out.
His enemies now try to persuade him to
withdraw, telling him that he has no chance
of winning, that he has been only a "figurehead” from the start. He insists upon running.
Their next move is to involve him in
some scandal by sending Mary Forbes a false
message urging her to come to his apartment.
A daily paper has been bribed to
put Sherry in as black a light as possible.
Sherry and Mary outwit them in this game
by a clever ruse managed by summoning a
neighbor to the apartment.
She comes in
through the fire escape and gets into bed so
that when the police and reporters arrive,
Mary is found nursing the old woman.

F

ROM

first

fade-in

to

final

fade-out,

“The Heart of Twenty” is distinctly
worth while. There are several reasons why.
In weaving this countryside
romance the scenarist really had something to write about. She knew her characters and she knew their setting; the director appreciated the spirit of the drama
and knew how it could be best brought
out; finally, it has a cast of players who
are interested as well as talented. There
is an unmistakable sincerity about the production that will be sure to please.
ZaSu Pitts is creative. As Katie Abbott,
the village joke, a forsaken creature halfstarved for love and romance, she has a
role that calls for just her quaint gawkishness, her elfish charm, her plaintive humor.
Tom Gallery’s smiling personality
makes him ideally suited to play a role
opposite the pathetic figure of Katie. Percy
Challenger’s characterization of Higgin-

July

botham,
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whom

Katie boosts for mayor,

The

a masterly achievement.

Escape

is

ZaSu

A

Man
Tom

Gallery

Percy Challenger
Hugh Saxon
Briggs
Billie Lind
Alma Dale Briggs
Story by Sarah Mason.
Direction by Henry Kolker.
Length, Five Reels.
Katie Abbott lives in Greenboro with Aunt
Lucy, whose idea of dissipation is sewing
patch quilts. Katie, who Is not appreciated
in her village, sees ahead of her long years
She decides in
of patching and pining.
favor of a watery grave.
But she is prevented from this by a young stranger whom
she refers to afterward in her dreams as
“Rudolpho.”
At the village ball she is, as usual, a wallflower, except for the attentions of Skinny,
the ballroom heavyweight.
She is rescued

j

A

plays

from complete misery by “Rudolpho,” who
guides her through several merry dances.

elected and Katie and "Rudolpho” celebrate their victory as sweethearts usually do.

Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
"The Heart of Twenty” a Romantic Comedy-Drama Exploiting All the Charming
Eccentricities of ZaSu Pitts.
“The Heart of Twenty” Twenty Years
Old and No Sweetheart, No Hopes Surely Death Would Be Preferable to a Life
Without Love But Just Then See What
Happened to This Little Village Wall-

—

—

—

—

—

flower.

—

—

Queer And She Won the Fight for Higgenbotham!
Exploitation Angles: Play up Miss Pitts
for what she is worth to your patrons and
stress the political angle, which is the most
timely right now.
Wade right in on this
end and try to arrange for the attendance

ance.

Suffering Creek.”
iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiii|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi'iMifiiiiiiniiiiiliiiimniiiiiiin1iiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

teresting feature is the pretty
which the heroine meets the

romance

in

chivalrous

Southern hero on an island. The storm effects are noteworthy, and the appearance of
a steamboat in certain scenes aids greatly
in

yarn

A

lucid

mixture of mystery and romance has
been developed in this five-reel Uni-

versal subject,

“The

Girl in the Rain.”
It
a situation which

plunges at once into
stirs the imagination.

From

the

moment

two

girls and a young man appear at a
country inn, evidently fearing pursuit, the

challenging grip of the unusual is felt and
the spectator begins the effort to unravel
the plot. If he were given time, he might

succeed in doing so, but that is where
clever construction gets in its work.
Instead of pausing to give one a chance to
guess at the relationship of these characters, the attention
is
carried along by
a series of entertaining events, each building up fresh interest, so that the original
situation is practically forgotten until the

denouement.

The scenes have been

that

genuinely

entertains.
Cast.

Lloyd Bacon
.Anne Cornwall

Walter
Judith

Vera

Jessalyn

Max Williams

Van Trump
Jas. Farley

...

Jim West
Boone
Bill Cortwright

George Kunkel
Jas. Liddy
Neal Hardin
Story by Varick Venardy.
Scenario by Doris Schroeder.
Directed by Rollin Sturgeon.
Length, Five Reels.

The

Story.

Three persons, in “The Girl in
emerge from an automobile at
inn and engage rooms.
Two of
young women, named Judith and
the third a young

the Rain,”

a

country

them

are

Vera, and

man

island.

her to his cabin.

esque river locality, and not

a picturthe least inin

The river

is

swollen

by the storm and Judith remains’at the cabin
several days and nights, meeting only with
honorable treatment from Pendleton, whom
she learns to love but says she cannot marry.
On her return to the hotel Judith finds that
Walter and Vera have been placed in jail.
She herself is being pursued, but manages to
aid them in escaping.
Later the principals
all meet at Walter's country home, where
the mystery is explained and happiness restored to all. Judith weds Pendleton, explaining that her wedding ring was worn for purposes of deception.
Program anil Exploitation Catchlines: An
Engaging Mystery Story That Is Full of
Surprises.

—

Mystery and Then Some You See Them
Leave the Automobile and Enter the
Inn Their Actions Lead One to Believe
That They Are Being Pursued One Girl
Leaves with a Package of Saw Blades
What’s It All About? See “The Girl in

—

the
laid

e. j. Radcliffe

Samuel Radburn

Rod La Rocque

Scenario by Lawrence McCloskey.
Direction by Burton L. King,
Length, Six Reels.

Woman” takes as its cenfigure the young wife of Martin Wells,
a prospector in a western mining town. The

ries

and

" ~

r.

way

A storm comes up and she is thrown
from her horse and slightly injured. Boone
Pendleton, a wealthy young Southerner, car-

SURPRISINGLY compact

J

n

Grace Darling
James Cooley
.....Madelene Clar^

The Story.

Universal Production Unfolds
Engaging Mystery and Romantic Story.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

“The Girl in the Rain”

Clare, in the role of the

—

Rain.”

She Wore the Wedding Ring in Order to
Deceive She Aided
Her Friends to

—

“The Discarded

tral

mak-

Five-Reel

treatment,

titles

called Walter. Judith
wears a wedding ring. They are plainly ill
at ease and once inside their rooms talk over
the possibility of pursuit.
Walter evidently
fears this and advises Judith to get into her
riding habit and go for a ride in the woods.
He hands her a small package of saw blades,
which he requests her to smuggle to him in
case he is arrested.
Judith fords the river on her horse to an

of the various political clubs in a body,
ing a small discount, if necessary.

of

Cast.

is

and flows so smoothly that
might well be spared. It has taken
a rather slight plot and spun it out in a

Madelene

Esther Wells
Martin Wells.....
Cora Montayne,..,.
Ellis Graeber

so clear
certain sub-

of this little

artistry

feminine antagonist, does good work. The
cast throughout is a good one.

the general realism.

The action

considerable

although at times the plot is rather too obvious.
Grace Darling is very attractive ih
her portrayel of the heroine, Esther Wells,
and gives altogether a creditable perform^

Don’t Let ’Em Suffer!
William Russell in a “thoughtful” moment taken from Fox's “Twins of

—
—

"Votes for Higgenbotham for Mayor” She
Campaigned the Town on a Mule She
Made Stump Speeches This Little Village Maid Whom Every One Thought

Woman”

“The Discarded

Grace Darling Gives Creditable Perform*
ance in Hallmark’s Six-Part Story
of Castaway Wife.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
SIX-PART production made by Bur^
ton L. King and distributed by Hall-;
mark features Grace Darling. “The
Discarded Woman” is of the sort to please
the average audience.
It contains
suffir
cient of human interest and conflict to
fascinate the ordinary spectator and dis-

Story.

is

Thent
This Story of Ro-

Exploitation Angles: Offer this as a snappy
mystery story and try the question style of
advertising as “Why Couldn’t ‘The Girl in the
Rain’ marry the man she loved?” Hook tip
with raincoat displays and if possible get a
wax or living model to stand under a hos^
SDrav in one of the advertised garments.

Pitts

In the meantime clouds in the political
horizon are gathering.
Wiseman, from the
city, has taken possession of the “works”
and is promising the town that he will boom
things and make it a “second Detroit.” The
overzealous citizens then decide to run him
for mayor. But Katie has decided that Higgenbotham, a kind, honest old man whom
Wiseman has fired, shall be Greenboro’s next
mayor. She goes out stump-speeching and
starts a campaign.
She teaches Higgenbotham how to orate, but when the time
arrives his tongue suddenly leaves him and
he is the laughing stock of the whole town
which has assembled to hear the two candidates. Katie comes to the rescue and makes
his speech for him.
“Rudolpho” then leaps
upon the platform and exposes some of
Wiseman’s past dishonesty. Higgenbotham

Escape and

to

mance and Mystery.

Higginbotham

The

Manages

Weds Her Rescuer— See

Cast.

Katie

— She Is Then Pursued Herself But

Finally

activities of

Higginbotham’s children provide much of
the human interest and fun.
Abbott
Very Good-looking Young
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married

life of Esther Wells was anything
but happy in view of the fact that a woman
of loose morals, Cora Montayne, was found'
by Martin Wells more fascinating than thewoman he had made his wife. Under a pretense of taking her to New York, WellS‘
boards the trgln with Esther, and when some
distance from their home he deserts her.
In her distress Esther leaves the train at
the first stop to telegraph an appeal, which
is inspired by a note from Wells handed
her by the conductor. When the train pUUs
out without her she wanders about in search

and finally is discovered in a cabin belonging to Samuel
Radburn, otherwise known as “Polka Dot
Jack.”
Radburn, arriving home that night
with a bunch of money and an overdose of
liquor, falls asleep, leaves his money on the
table, and in the morning he finds himself
short two hundred dollars and Esther, whom
he believed to be a dance hall girl, gone.
Later Esther meets Jack in the East, accepts a position in his office and afterward
marries him. As the situation develops complications
occur.
Radburn seeks Esther
Wells to give her half of a fortune which
has accrued from a mine owned jointly by
himself and Wells, not knowing that his-wife and Wells’ widow are one and the same
woman; and Esther, unaware that Radburn.
shot her former husband in self-defense,
struggles against the machinations of a
swindling gang, to hide her former identity.
Finally she is dragged into the plot, and'
succeeds in protecting certain papers of her
husband’s which the gang steal and attempt
Affairs are cleared up in the ehdl
to hold.
and Jack and Esther and her child, of which
Wells is the father, live happily.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
Who Was “The Discarded Woman”?—Why
Was She Cast Aside? See This Interesting Drama.
He Found a Woman That Was More Interesting Than His Own Wife— So HeBoards a Train With Her and Then Disappears See What Brings Them Toof shelter for the night,

—

—

gether Again.
Grace Darling in an Inspiring Drama of
a Castaway Wife.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Miss Darling
and get all you can out of the title, which
should make a good selling point; to the
Give a suggestion of the,
average patron.
,

story and leave the rest to curiosity.

'

—

.
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Current Film Release Dates
Numbers following
'

titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared.
“C” refers to
to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewer’s opinions. Ex. indicates
have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.

Comments, and “R”
pages on which
information was

—

His House in Order (Elsie Ferguson) L-4943
Vol. 43; P-1333.
Ft.
(Robert Warwick)— L-4707 Ft.
Vol. 43; P-1837; C-R 455.
Mary Ellen Comes to Town (Dorothy Gish).
L-4707 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-1680.
Excuse Mv Dust (Wallace Reid) L-4330 Ft.;
Vol. 43; P-2003; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299; Ex.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

—

SPECIALS.
The Strongest

(All-Star)

—Vol.

C-R-Vol. 44; P-299.
Should a Husband Forgive?

P-1234;

43;

Vol. 42; P-1191.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES.

—Six

Heart Strings (William Farnum

The

Vol. 43; P-299; C-R, P-1619.

Adventurer

Parts).
P-134.

Vol.

(William

43;

P-1650;

Parts)

Farnum — Six

C-R; Vol.

The Orphan (William Farnum

—Six

44;

Reels),

Vol. 44; P-858; C-R, P-1105.

The Trouble Makers.

TOM MIX

The Feud (Tom Mix).
2002

Vol. 43; P-1008;

C-R

The Daredevil (Tom Mix).

Vol. 43; P-2005.
Vol. 44; P-599.
Vol. 44; P-1235.

The Terror.
3

Gold Coins.

FOX ENTERTAINMENTS.

A Manhattan
43

.

Knight (George Walsh).

p-2173.
I (Shirley Mason).

Molly and

C-R 455.
Black Shadows
P-142; C-R

(Peggy Hyland).

Vol.

Vol.

44;

Vol. 44;

Vol. 44;

of His Children (Gladys BrockVol. 44; P-458; C-R, P-857.
well).
Would You Forgive? (Vivian Rich). Vol. 44;
P-724' C-R P-979.
The Dead’ Line (George Walsh). Vol. 44; P980; C-R, P-1105.
Forbidden Trails (Buck Jones).
Vol. 44;

The

—

April.

Treasure

’

P-1234.
Spirit of

Good (Madlaine Traverse).
Love’s Harvest (Shirley Mason).
Vol. 44;
P-1360; C-R, P-1499; Ex., P-1744.
The Iron Heart (Madlaine Traverse). Vol.
44; P-1501; C-R, P-1787.
White Lies (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. 44; P1630; C-R, P-1787.
The Twins of Suffering Creek (William Rus-

A

5003 Ft.

(Robert Warwick); LVol. 44; P-459; C-R, P-1787.

44: P-141;

C-R, P-857.

of Folly (Vivian Rich).

Vol. 44; P-

1790.

To Salome (Gladys Brockwell).
Number 17 (George Walsh).
Square
Shooter (Buck Jones).
The
The Spirit of Good (Madlaine Traverse).
The Little Wanderer (Shirley Mason).
The Rose of Nome (Gladys Brockwell).
Firebrand Trevison (Buck Jones).
Her Honor, The Mayor (Eileen Percy).
Extraordinary Special*.
Salome (Theda Bara).
The Honor System (All-Star).
A Daughter of the Gods (Annette Kellerman).
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
Les Miserables (William Farnum).

The
The
The

Vol.
Vol.

Partners of the Night.

44; P-724.

—

Terror Island (Houdini) L-5,813 Ft. Vol. 44;
P-861; C-R, P-1105.
The Toll Gate (Super-Special William S.
Hart)— L-5. 590 Ft. Vol. 44; P-727; C-R,
857; Ex. P-1479.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hvde (Super-Special). Vol.
44; P-239; C-R, P-723; Ex. 1086.

—

May.

Why

Vol. 43; P-1113; C-R, Vol. 44; P-455; Bx.
85.

Dangerous

828,

Slipping Feet.

Days

(Rex

Beach

Production).

Vol. 43; P-2175.

—All

The Street Called Straight
Star).
P-134.

Vol.

Woman
Vol. 44;
The Woman
The

—

(Basil King
P-1293; C-R, Vol.

43;

Room

44;

(Pauline Frederick).
P-138; C-R, P-597; Ex. 949.
and the Puppet (Geraldine FarSeven Reels). Vol. 44; P-142; C-R,
in

13

rar
P-723.

Change Your Wife?

(Cecil B. DeMllle
—
L-7,175 Ft. Vol. 43; P-1678; Ex.
1087, 1332, 1596; C-R, P-1359.

Vol. 43; P-1342; C-R,

Vol. 44; P-723.

The Strange Boarder (Will Rogers).
P-729; C-R, P-979.

Vol. 44;

Mrs. Temple’s Telegram (Bryant Washburn).
Vol. 44; P-862; C-R, P-1233; L-4, 138 Ft.

Out of the Storm (Barbara Castleton). Vol.

Special).
LVol. 44; P-1236; C-R, P-1359.
The Dancin’ Fool (Wallace Reid) L-4, 124 Ft.
Vol. 44; P-982; C-R, P-1233.
A Lady in Love (Ethel Clayton) Vol. 44; P-

Jes’ Call

The Sea Wolf (George Melford
6,797 Ft.

—
—

The Return

New

Jane.
(DeMille Special Reissue)

L-5. 663 Ft.

Special)
Vol. 44; P-1633; Ex. 1330; C-R,

P-1787.
Paris Green (Charles Ray)

Vol. 44; P-1789.

Sick Abed (Wallace Reid) L-4327 Ft.
44; P-1793.
L-4869 Ft.
S. Hart)

—
ARTCRAFT.
of Sunny Brook Farm
Re-issue) — L-5382 Ft.

Vol.

Sand (William
ford

(Mary Pick-

Tarzan (Gene Pollar).

My Back

A Double Dyed

Vol
Vol.

(T.

It

(One Reel.)
Up-Country in Siam.
—
—
In Lovely Lorraine.
May —In Happy Alsace.
May —An Oriental Sing Sing.
May 16 — Artistic Antwerp.
May 23 —Musko and Musume of Nippon.
May 30 — Battlefields of France.
June — Beautiful Bruges.
June 13 — The Lure of the Loreley.
June 20 — The Lake of the Sun and Moon.
June 27 — Battlefields of France.

(Jack

Pickford).

BRAY P1CTOORAPHS.
(One Reel.)
Wireless Telephony.
Pheasants, Aristocrats of Blrdland.
Professor B. Flat A Musical Novelty.

—

Guardians of Our Gateways.

Famous Robberies.

High Cost

of Courting.

Taos Indians and Other Subjects.

FORD EDU CATION ALS.

2
9

6

Deceiver

Vol. 44; P-1791.

COMEDIES.

—
from the City (Sennett).
Spring (DeHaven).
— Fresh
23 — Let 'Er Go (Sennett).
30 — Beating Cheaters (DeHaven).
June — By Golly (Sennett— Two Reels).
June 13 —A Model Husband (DeHaven —Two
Reels).
June 27 — You Wouldn’t Believe
(Sennett
Two Reels).
May
May
May
May

of

Roy Barnes and Helene
Chadwick). Vol. 44; P-1632; C-R, P-1787.
The Great Accident (Tom Moore). Vol. 44:

Scratch

—

L-4257 Ft.
(Dorothy Gish);
L-4844 Ft. Vol. 44; P-1630; C-R, P-1787.
The City of Masks (Robert Warwick) L-4708

Remodeling Her Husband

Vol. 44; P-

(Madge Kennedy).

P-1634.

Below the Surface (Thomas H. Ince
L-5987 Ft.

(Will Rogers).

P-1504).

44;

Old Wives for

Me Jim

Dollars and Sense
44; P-1363.

1238.

Rebecca

P-1107.

44;

1361; C-R, P-1499.

(One Reel.)
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Apr. 18
Apr. 25

Take with a Grain of
—
The Flowing Road.
—
De-Light.
—
15 — In Higher Spheres.
22 — Silverware.
29 — Tick-Tock.
— Broken Silence.
14 — With Every Meal.
21 — Alligator Hunt.

25

Salt.

1

8

7

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

2

Virtuous Husbands.
Mary’s Little Lobster.

9

MUTT AND JEFF.
The Toy Makers.
The Tango Dancers.
One Round Jeff.
3 Raisens and a Cake

The

Ft.

— L-5,547

PICTURES.

Through the Keyhole.
Money Talks.
Ten Nights Without a Barroom.
A Lady Bellhop’s Secret.

The

The False Road (Enid Bennett-Ince).

PARAMOUNT BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL

SUNSHINE ^COMEDIES.

Bow (Tom Moore). Vol. 42; P-1139.
Silver Horde (Rex Beach Production).
Vol. 44; P-460; Ex. 949; C-R, P-1359.
Palllser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol.
43; P-115, Ex. 835.
Blooming Angel (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
43; P-1286.
Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick). VoL
43; P-1290.
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack
Pickford). Vol. 43; P-1622.

Toby’s

Duds (Tom Moore).
Water, Water, Everywhere (Will Rogers).

Ft.

Sister

Departed

Vol.

Thou Art the Man

sell.

A World

(Super-Speclal-Tourneur).
44; P-560; C-R, P-857;

Island

L-5, 143 Ft.
Ex. 1332.

Special)

455.

It to Me (William Russell).
P-739.
Tattlers (Madlaine Traverse).
P-303' C-R P-979.

The Mother

—

Vol. 44; P-138;

Leave

The

414.

Lady's Garter (Tourneur Production) L4823 Ft. Vol. 43; P-1837; C-R, P-723.
Easy to Get (Marguerite Clark) L-4,110 Ft.
Vol. 43; P-1678; C-R 2002.

My

The Cost (Violet Heming)

SERIES.

.

Desert Love.

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING

Jack Straw

6

of Yeast.

Spirits.

of the Galvanized Iron Ash Can.
The Breakfast Food Industry.

The Mystery

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE.
(One Reel.)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
March.

Alarm Clock Andy (Charles Ray)
Vol. 43; P-1293.
April Folly (Marion Davies).
C-R, P-2172.

—L-4988

—
Mental Acrobatics.
The Nurse of the Tenements.
—
May —A Featherhead Physician.
May — The Teeth of the Law.
May 16 — Lounge Lizards of the Jungle.
May 23 — Stars of the Stage and Screen.
May 30 —A Jungle Honeymoon.
June — Long Live the Umpire and Others.
June 13 — Portraits from Acid.
June 30 — A Forest Fantasy.
June 27 — Quizzing the Prophets.

Apr. 18
Apr. 25
2
9

Ft.

Vol. 43; P-1339;

6

Six

Eve
The
The

The

Feet Four (William Russell). Vol. 41;
P-1703.
Vol. 42;
in Exile (Charlotte Walker).
P-854.
Valiev of Tomorrow (William Russell).
Vol. 43; P-463.
Honev Bee (lime. Marguerite de Sylvia).
Vol. 44; P-600.
Dangerous Talent (Margarita Fisher).
Vol. 43; P-2011; C-R. Vol. 44; P-134.

Slam Bang Jim (William RusseM).
The Thirtieth Piece of Silver Margarite
Fisher). Vol. 44; P-9S1.
VoL 44;
of Toys (Seena Owen).
P-1502; C-R. P-17S7.
Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter).
The Week End (Margarita Fisher 4Six Reels)
A Live Wire Hick (William Russell).

The House

—
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3,
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Comments, and “R”
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Week

Releases for

W. W. HODKINSON
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON — GREAT
AUTHORS PICTURES, INC.
The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production). Vol.
43; P-297;

C-R, P-1619.

ZANE GREY PICTURES,

INC.

—

Riders of the Dawn (Six Parts Hampton).
Vol. 44; P-980; C-R, P-1105.
Desert Gold (Hampton Production).

PARKER READ,

J.

JR.,

PRODUCTIONS.

Vol. 43;
—
P-2013; Ex. 1331.
DIETRICH— BECK, INC.
The Bandbox (Six Parts— Doris Kenyon).
Kenyon — Six
(Doris
Harvest Moon

The

and

—Seven Reels).
Vol. 44; P-723.

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS.
Baird

(Leah

— Six

Parts).
(J.

Warren Kerrigan).

Warren

and

The Dream Cheater

(J.

Vol.

43

Warren Kerrigan).

Vol. 43; P-2013; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 44; P-1234.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol.
43; P-773; C-R, 2002.

Week

INC.

Releases for Week of May 16.
(Terrible Venof Daredevil Jack
geance)
No. 7 of Trailed by Three (In the Pasha’s
No.

14

Harem).
2 of Bringing Up Father (Father’s Close
Shave Two Reels).
Nearly a Maid (Harry Pollard One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 51.
No.

—

—

Topics of the Day No. 55.
Pathe News Nos. 40 and 41 (Shipped

and

May

19

22).

Releases for

Week

of

May

23.

Souls (Blanche Sweet Six Reels).
Vol. 44; P-989; C-R, P-1233.
No. 15 of Daredevil Jack (The Triple Chase).
No. 8 of Trailed by Three >.The Brand of
No.

Fire).
1 of The Third Eye
Eileen Percy Serial
ger).

—

(Warner Oland and
The Poisoned Dag-

—

Dressed Up (Harry Pollard
Pathe Review No. 52.
All

— One

and

May

5

of

Week

by Three

Sherry (Pat O’Malley
C-R, P-1499.

May

Day

(Rolin

9 of Trailed by Three (The Pasha’s Revenge).
No. 2 of The Third Eye (The Pendulum of
Death).
No. 3 of After Thirty (The Emotional Miss

— One

Reel).

Topics of the Day No. 57.
Pathe News Nos. 44 and 45 (Shipped June
5).

METRO PICTURES CORP.

Day

Comedy

— One

Reel).

No.

Pathe News Nos. 50 and 61 (Shipped June 23
and 26).
Releases for Week of June 27.
No. 13 of Trailed by Three (The Door of
Death).
No. 6 of The Third Eye (The Death Soark).
No. 3 of Bringing Up Father (Jiggs and the
Social Lion Two Reel Comedy).
Any Old Port (Harry Pollard One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 57.
Topics of the Day No. 61.
Pathe News Nos. 62 and 53 (Shipped June 30
and July 3).

—

Releases for

Week

of July

4.

The Man From Make Believe (William Desmond).
No. 14 of Trailed By Three (The Hidden
Crime).
No. 7 of The Third Eye (The Double Trap).
Don’t Rock the Boat (Harry Pollard One

—

Reel).

Pathe Review No.

of Way (Bert Lytell).
Vol. 43;
P-1116; C-R, 2002.
Six Parts). Vol.
43; P-938.

The Right

The Walk-Offs (May Allison

60.

68.

Topics of the Day No. 62.
Pathe News Nos. 54 and 55 (Shipped July

A Modern

—
—
—
—

March

Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn). Vol. 44;
P-301; C-R, P—723.
Shore Acres (Alice Lake Six Reels).
Vol. 44; P-135; C-R, P-723; Ex. 1329.
April Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-456; C-R, P-857;
April Dangerous to Men (Viola Dana). Vol.
44; P-598; C-R, P-979.
Ex. 1328.
May 31 The Best of Luck (All Star Six

—

— Parts).
—
— TheParts).
Cheater
(May Allison —Six
Vol. 44; P-1791.
July
—Parlor,
Bedroom and Bath (All Star
— Six Parts).
July 19 — The Misfit Wife (Alice Lake— Six
Parts).
Aug.
— Held
in Trust (May Allison — Six
Parts).
Aug. 16 — The Chorus Girl’s Romance (Viola
Dana— Six Parts).
Sept.
—The(AllFour
Horsemen of Apocalypse
Star — Six Parts).
13 — The
S
Price of Redemption (Bert
Lytell — Six Parts).
Sept. 20 — The Saphead
(Crane-Keaton — Six
Parts).
Sept. 27 — Clothes (All Star — Six Parts).
Oct—The Hope (All Star—Six Parts).
June

7

5

2

—

4

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS.

January

17).

— Stronger
Than Death
Vol.

2

(H. B.

Warner).

(Seven Reels).

44; P-631.

ril— The Heart of a Child (Seven Reels).
Vol. 44; P-459; C-R, P-857.

Oct. 11

— Billions

(Six Reels).

E SHURTLEFF,

INC.,

PROD.

April— Burning Daylight (Mitchell LewisVol.

44;

Six Reels).

Au =-

P-301.

23

——The
Six

Star

Understood (Bessie Barris-

Vol. 44; P-139; C-R, P-597.
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
44; P-302; C-R. P-455.
The Third Woman (Carlyle Blackwell). Vol.
43: P-2174; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
Bright Skies (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 44; P-859.
The Devil’s Claim (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
44; P-984.
cale).

—

March

pt.

Releases for Week of July 11.
No. 15 of Trailed by Three (The Reckoning).
No. 8 of The Third Eye (Dangerous Trails).
Tex of The Timberlands (Young Buffalo Series
Two Reels).
Hello Uncle (Beatrice La Plante One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 59.
Topics of the Day No. 63.
Pathe News No. 56 and 57 (shipped July 14

A Woman Who

Vol. 43;

1

7

10).

The White Dove

—

Salome (Hope Hampton).

P-773.

C.

Vol. 44;

SCENICS.

Sons of
Ghosts of Romance.

56.

26

No.

and June

ADVENTURE

—Sheep O’Leavenworth.
Salooskii..

February

30.

— Seven Reels).

Vaughn).
Grab the Ghost (Harry Pollard
Pathe Review No. 53.

MARTIN JOHNSON.

(The Burning

ROBERTSON-COLE
of

Supreme Comedies.
Mumps.

The Third Eye (The Black Hand

Pathe Review No.

29).

Releases for

—

Six
P-1502; C-R, P-1787.

Lonely South Pacific Missions.
Recruiting in the Solomons.
The City of Broken Old Men.
Marooned in the South Seas.

A

Topics of the Day No. 56.
Pathe News Nos. 42 and 43 (Shipped

.

Her Novel Idea.
Artistic Temperament.
In Room 202.
Come Into the Kitchen.

Fuse).
No.

and

Reel).

44;

—

Vol. 44; P-1735.
No. 12 of Trailed

and

—

Simple

Vol.

of June 20.
Passers-By (Herbert Rawlinson Six Reels).

—

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Reels).

Torture

19).

All in a

Vol. 43;

The Wonder Man (Georges Carpentier

Take Doctor’s Advice.
You Kid!

— —

Topics of the

Kerrigan).

(The

Vol. 44; P-1108.

Oh,

No. 4 of The Third Eye (Daggers of Death).
Start the Show (LaPlant One Reel).
High and Dry (Harold Lloyd Two Reels).
Pathe Review No. 55.
Topics of the Day No. 69.
Pathe News Nos. 48 and 49 (Shipped June 16

Bag).

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
P-777.
$30,000
(J.
P-1286.

9

of June 13.

by Three

Trailed

of

11

Releases for

DIAL FILM COMPANY PRODUCTIONS.

Cynthia-of-the-Minute

Week

44; P-1107; Ex. P-1598.

The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale).

Mollie’s

12).

Releases for

Vol. 44; P-302; C-R, P-723.

King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis

Live Sparks

—

Trap).

Seven Parts). Vol. 42; P-1010.
Sex (Louise Glaum Seven Reels).

Vol. 43; P-2177; C-R,

The Fortune Teller (Marjorie Rambeau). Vol.

6.

Path).
You’re Pinched (Harry Pollard One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 54.
Topics of the Day No. 68.
Pathe News Nos. 46 and 47 (Shipped June

No.

The Lone Wolf’s Daughter (Louise Glaum

Reels).

of June

Vol. 44; PLittle Cafe. (Max Linder).
1504).
No. 10 of Trailed by Three (The Slave Market).
No. 3 of The Third Eye (In Destruction’s

The

Vol. 44; P-1108.
of the Elsinore

Mutiny

Reels).
22— The Star
Reels).

Nov.

Rover

(All

(All

Star— Six

TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS.

—
—

March

The Very Idea (Six Reels).
P-1527; C-R, P-2002.
April Nothing But Lies (Six Reels).
P-1235; C-R, P-1787.

Vol. 44;

Vcl. 44;

——

—
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No.

The Moon Riders (The Menacing

of

7

Monster).
No.

TRIANGLE

1

Confessionl.
’N Everything (Montv
Reel).
Moonshines and Jailbirds (Billy
Ester Jackson Two Reels).

A Hero

a Farmer’s Daughter (Sennett
— Only—Two
Reels).
Speed Cop (Mabel Normand
— Mabel’s
— Sennett—One Reel).
Jan. 25 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton).
—The
His Baby Doll (One Reel).
Feb.
Dancing Master (Alice Lake
—

Jan. 11

Jan. 18

8

Two

Reels).

Feb. 15— Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish).
Feb. 15 His Day of Doom (One Reel).
Feb. 22 The Love Riot (Two Reels).

—
—

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
Releases for .Week of May 3.
Bullet-Proof (Harry Carey). Vol. 44; P-728;

C-R

P-857.

Hand on
The Moon Riders (The Masked MaElmo

of

13

iso.

the Fearless (The

the Latch).

No.

2

of

rauders).

—

Why Lee! (Lyons-Moran One Reel).
Tiger Hand (Major Allen’s Animal Hunt
One Reel).

A

Restaurant Riot (Lyn Cole-Celeste Zlm-

—Two

lick

Reels).

Wolf Tracks (Hoot Gibnon-Thelma Percey
Two Reels).
International News Nos. 23 and 24 (Shipped
May 4 and 7).

New

Screen Magazine No.

64.

Releases lor Week of May 10.
No. 14 of Elmo the Fearless (The Avalanche).
No. 3 of The Moon Riders (The Red Rage of
Jealousy).

One Reel).
Reels).
——Two(Shipped
and

Concrete Biscuits (Lyons-Moran
Ransom (Hoot Gibson Western
International

May

News

26

11

65.

of May 17.
Girl in No. 29 (Frank Mayo).
15 of Elmo the Fearless (The Burning

Releases for

No.

25

and 14).
Screen Magazine No.

New
The

—
Nos.

Fuse).

No.

of The
Hills).

Too

Many

4

Week

Moon Riders (Vultures
Burglars

News

International

June

and

8

(Lyons-Moran

P-1237; C R, P-1359.
Elmo the Fearless (The House of

intrigue).
5 of

The Moon Riders (The Death Trap).
End (Lyons-Moran One Reel).

in the

The Tale

Two

of a

Dog

—
(Brownie-Century

Dog

Reels).

Bought and Fought For (Mart Huson and
Magda Lane Western Two Reels).
N^w Screen Magazine No. 67.

—

Jnt

--ltional Netvs Nos.
25 and 28).

May

—

29

and

30

(Shipped

Releases for Week of May 31.
Everything but the Truth (Lyons-Moran
Five Reels). Vol. 44, P-1106; C-R, P-1359.
No. 17 of Elmo the Fearless (The Trap).
No. 6 of The Moon Riders (The Caves of Mystery).

—

His Friend’s Tip (Lyons-Moran One Reel).
An Artist’s Muddle (Harry Mann and Lillian
Byron Two Reels).
B 9 Ught and Fought For (Mart Huson and
Magda Lane Western Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 68.
International News Nos. 31 and 32 (Shipped
June 1 and 4).
Releases for Week of June 7.
of Elmo the Fearless (The Fatal Let.No,

—

—

'

ter).

—

(Shipped

11).

Releases for Week of June 14.
A Tokio Siren (Tsuru Aoki).
No. 8 of The Moon Riders (At the Rope’s
End).
No. 2 of The Vanishing Dagger (The Night
of Terror).
Three Pairs of Stockings (Harry Keaton

BIG V COMEDIES.
(Two Reels.)
Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock).
Fists and Fodder (Jimmy Aubrey).
Pals and Pugs (Jimmy Aubrey).
A Parcel Post Husband (Earl Montgomery).
He Laughs Last (Jimmy Aubrey).

HENRY FEATURES.

O.

(Two Reels.)
The Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Ryan).
The Ransom of Mack (All-Star).
Thimble, Thimble (All-Star).

An Afternoon

Miracle.
of Men.

A Ruler

FIRST NAT’L EXHIBITORS

One Reel).
Jaws and Kitten’s Paws (Harry Sweet
and Edna Gregory Two Reels Century).
Bought and Fought For (Magda Lane West-

In Old Kentucky (Anita Stewart).
Vol. 43;
P-145; C-R, P-1619; L-7649 Ft.; Ex. 1041.

New

Heart

Lion’s

—

— —

—

ern Two Reels).
Screen Magazine No. 70.
International News Nos. 35 and 36 (Shipped

June

15

and

Clutches).

—

The Last Nip (Lee Kohlmar One Reel).
A He Male Vamp (Zip Monty and Connie Henley To Reels).
The Fightin’ Terror (Hoot Gibson Two Reels

—
Western).
—
International News
June

—

Nos. 37 and 38 (Shipped

and June

22

Releases for

25).

Week

June

—

19

News

.

(Katherine

MacDonald).

Vol. 43; P-453.
the Hills (Mary Pickford).
Vol. 43; P-353.
;

o’

L-6329;

L-6018; Vol. 43; P-774.

Two Weeks (Constance Talmadge). L-5998;
Vol. 43; P-939.
A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma Talmadge).

L-6078

;

Vol. 43: P-463.

The River’s End (Marshall Neilan).

L-6534;

Vol. 43; P-1523; Ex. 570; C-R, Vol. 44;
P-723, 1328; Vol. 43; P-1523; Ex-570.
In Search of a Sinner (Constance Talmadge).
L-5458 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-2005; C-R. Vol 44;
P-134.
The Inferior Sex (Mildred Harris Chaplin).
L-5695 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-2175; Vol. 44; Ex.

The Family Honor (King W. Vidor).

28.

A Villain’s Broken Heart (Billy Engel and
Celeste Zimlick — Two Reels).
A Tough Tenderfoot (Helen Lynch and Jack
Carlyle— Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 72.
June

Thunderbolt
L-4940

949.

of

Human Stuff (Harry Carey), Vol. 44; P-1792.
No. 10 of The Moon Riders (The Moon Rider's
Bride).
No. 4 of The Vanishing Dagger (On the Trail
of the Dagger).
Twin Lizzies (Star Comedy One Reel).

International

The

The Beauty Market (Katherine MacDonald).

18).

Releases for Week of June 21.
Alias Miss Dodd (Edith Roberts).
Vol 44;
P-1633; C-R, P-1787.
No. 9 of The Moonriders (The Triple Menace).
No. 3 of The Vanishing Dagger (In Death's

No. 39 and
nd July 2).

—One

(No. 16 of

Caught

Nos. 33 and 34

40

(shipped

of the

He Loved Like He Lied (William Irving and
Consuela Henley— Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 66.
International News Nos. 27 and 28 (Shipped
May 18 and 21).
Releases for Week of May 24.
The Path She Chose (Anne Cornwell). Vol.
No.

—One

Engel and

—

VITAGRAPH

Reel).

44;

Banks

Two from Texas (J. Farrel McDonald — Two
Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 69.

1

Feb.

The Vanishing Dagger (The Scarlet

of

Vol.

44; P-859.

The Notorious Miss

Lisle

Donald).

(Katharine Mac-

— The Vol.
Fighting Shepherdess (Anita
44; P-141; C-R, P-979.
—
The Idol Dancer (David Wark
Griffith).
Vol. 44; P-137; C-R, P-597; Ex.
828, 1328, 1477, 1480.
March 29 — The Woman Gives (Norma Talmadge). Vol. 44; P-460; C-R, P-857.
April
— Polly of the Storm Country (Mildred Harris Chaplin). Vol. 44; P-1360.
April 11 — Don’t Ever Marry (Marshall Neilan
Production). Vol. 44; ‘P-726; C-R, P-979.
Ex., P-1743.
April IS — The Love Expert (Constance Talmadge— John Emerson-Anita Loos Production). Vol. 44: P-860; C-R, P-1105.
April 25 — Passion's Playground (Katharine
MacDonald). L-5968 Ft.; Vol. 44; P-981.
May — The Yellow Typhoon (Anita Stewart).
Vol. 44; P-1106; C-R, P-1233.
May 31 — David Wark Griffith Production.
June 14 — Marshall Neilan Production.
June 28 — Constance Talmadge Production.
July 19 — Yes or No? (Norma Talmadge).
Aug.
— Curtain (Katherine MacDonald).
Aug. 16 — Jack Knife Man (King Vidor).
Aug. 30 — Forty-five Minutes from Broadway
March

1

Stewart).

March

22

4

3

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
Reels).
P-1086.

Vol. 43;

—

Joyce Seven
P-1840; C-R, P-597; Ex.

The Sporting Duchess

(Alice

Captain Swift (Earle Williams). Vol. 44; P728; C-R, P-979.
Dollars and the Woman (Alice Joyce Six

—

Reels).

The Courage

Vol. 44; P-1501.
of Marge O'Doone

—

(James

ver Curwood- Seven Reels).
1239; C-R, P-1787.

Human

Oli-

(Corinne

(Harry

Griffith).

Vol.

Morey).

Vol.

(Corinne Griffith).

Vol.

T.

The More Excellent Wa; (Anita Stewart).
The Garter Girl (Corinne Griffith). Vol.

44;

P-984.

The Sea Rider (Harry

T.

Morey).

Vol. 44; P-

1362; C-R, P-1787.

Clover's Rebellion (Anita Stewart).
May A Master Stroke (Earle Williams).

—
June— Bab's Candidate (Corinne Griffith).
July — The Gauntlet (Harry T. Morey).
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan — 16Bpisode Serial).
The Invisible Hand (Antonio Moreno— 16 Episode Serial).
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES.

The Fly Cop (Two Reels).
School Days.
Solid Concrete.

(Charles Ray).

Vol. 44; P-

STAR PRODUCTIONS.
Collateral

43; P-775.
The Birth of a Soul
43; P-1285.
Deadline at Eleven
43; P-2009.

2

Vol. 44; C-462.

HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
The Screaming Shadow (Ben Wilson
Chains of Evidence (All-Star).
High Speed (Gladys Hulette and
Earle).

Carmen

Vol. 43; P-467.
of the North (Anna Boss).

P-726.

—Serial).
Edward
Vol. 44:

The Veiled Marriage (Anna Lehr and Ralph
Kellard). Vol. 43; P-1342; C-R Vol 44
P-299.
The Evil Eye (Benny Leonard 15 Episode
-

Serial).

A Dangerous

Vol. 43; P-2174.

—

Affair.

Wit Wins.

Wits

vs.

Wits (Marguerite Marsh).

P-1504.

Woman

SPECIALS.

When

a

Life’s

Greatest Problem.

Strikes.

The Other Man's Wife.
The Littlest (Junior Special).

Vol

44-'

|

—
July
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The

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

L. J.

For

EQUITY PICTURES.
Woman (Clara

Forbidden
Young). Vol.

Kimball

43; P-1291; Ex. 1800;

Vol. 44; P-299.
Rafael
the Soul
of
Young). Vol. 44; P-983.

C-R,

Kimball

(Clara

SELZNICK PICTURES.

—
—
—
June — The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore).
June 21 — The Figurehead (Eugene O'Brien).
— Stop That Man (Owen Moore).

(Two Reels Each.)

Escaped Convict.
The Square Gambler.

12— The

July 19

Aug.

Conway

Tearle.

SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION.

—

Vol. 44; P-599.

—
P-979.
March — Blind Youth. Vol. 44; P-600.
April — The Invisible Divorce.
REPUBLIC PICTURES.
duction). Vol. 43; P-2173.
Trilby (Clara Kimball Young

— Tourneur

Re-

(Julien

Eltinge).

Vol.

44;

Sent

(Special).

Vol.

44;

P-985.

Woman God

P-726.
April The Gift Supreme.
Vol. 44; P-727;
C-R, P-1499.
The One Way Trail (Edythe Sterling). Vol.
44; P-1236.
The Great Shadow. Vol. 44; P-1237.

—

Man’s Plaything (Montagu Love-Grace Davison).

Vol.

44;

P-1792.

Chester Comedies.

An

1240.

Reels.)

(Two

Shirley

Apple Tree

Law

with Carranza.

Modern Centaurs.
C.

Log of the La Viajera.
Song of the Paddle.
Chester Outing Scenics.
(One Reel.)
and Eve in the Andes.

— An

Elevator.

Special Features.
of the Irish (Dwan).
Vol. 43;
P-774; Ex. P-1085.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan Seven Parts).
Vol. 42; P-454.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard
Six Parts). Ex. 339.
The Deep Purple (R. A. Walsh Production
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-983; C-R, P-1233;
E*., P-1595-1744.
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller Production Six Reels).
Star Productions.
Judy of Rogue’s Harbor (Mary Miles Minter).
Vol. 43; P-1120; C-R, 2172.
The Stolen Kiss (Constance Binney). Vol.
43; P-2011; C-R, Vol. 44; P-134.
Sinners (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; P-2175.
Nurse Marjorie (Mary Miles Minter). Vol. 44;
P-135; C-R, P-723.
Jenny Be Good (Mary Miles Minter). Vol. 44;
P-984; C-R, P-1233; Ex. 1478.
Miss Hobbs (Wanda Hawley). Vol. 44; P1630; Ex. 1599.

The Luck

—

(Split

Troubadours

Reel.)

of the Sky.
Infant Icebergs.
Forbidden Fanes.
Barks and Skippers.

Milburn Moranti Comedies.

(Two

STATE RIGHT RELEASES

Perils of the Beach.

Gale Henry Comedies.

ARROW FILM CORPORATION.

(Two

The Chamber Mystery.
Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White).

Vol.

P-1632.

44;

Unseen Witness.
The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White).
44; P-1503; Ex., P-1747.

The Bromley Case (Glenn White).

Vol. 44;

P-1502.
Woman’s Man (Romaine Fielding).
Love’s Protege (Ora Carew).

44;

P-2000.

—
—

(E.

K. Lincoln).

UNITED ARTISTS.

Vol.

—

Jan. 18 Follyanna
(Mary
Pickford
Six
Reels). Vol. 43; P-636; Ex. 887.
Apr. 25 Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett).
Vol. 44; P-862; Ex. 537; P-1084-1087, 1597.
.
Reels). Vol. 44; P-1239.
Romance (Doris Keane Seven Reels). Vol
44; P-1239; C-R. P-1787.

—

(“The

Gumps

Comedies.)

INC.

U.

S.

PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION.

Washington, D. C.
Determination (All-Star Ten Parts).
ROMAYNE SUPER-FILM CO.
Culver City, Cal.
Jan. 15 Shot in the Kitchen.

—

—
—Underground

1

Romeo.

WISTARIA PRODUCTIONS,

CROSS MAN PICTURES INCORPORATED.

$1,000,000 Reward (Lillian Walker
Vol. 43; P-1623.
Face to Face (Marguerite Marsh).

— Serial).

P-1841.

Vol.

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES.
6 — This Way Out.
Kind.

Neglected
P-601.

A Dream

Wives (Anne Luther).

INC.
Vol.

44

;

MURRAY W. GARSSON.
of

Fair

Women (Two-Reel

Fea-

ture).

NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION.

The Confession (Henry Walthall).

— Four of a

RADIN PICTURES,

Johnny Dooley Comedies (Two Each Month).
Brind’s Educationals (One Every Week).

Feb.

a Diet.

Andy’s Wash Day.
Andy’s Night Out.

April
April 13

(One Reel.)

The Mountain That Was God.
The Wind Goddess.
729 Seventh Avenue.

Hank Mann Comedies (Every Other Week).

Andy on

Reels.)

Heirlooms.
Help!
The Movies.

Burrud (Sunset) Scenics.
Vol.

‘

The pinner Voice

Reels.)

Barber Shop Gossip.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies.
(One Reel.)
Dreamy Chinatown.

Blazed Trail Productions (Every Other Week).
Lone Star Westerns (Every Other Week).
Lightning Bryce (Serial).
The Lurking Peril (Serial).
The Fatal Sign (Serial'
Celebrated Play
Film Corp.
43;

.

Wild, Wild West.
Bungalow Bungle.

—

AMERICAN CINEMA CORPORATION.
Women Men Forget (Mollie King). Vol.

.

Tarred and Feathered.
The Glutton.
Hard Cider.
The Hasher.
Play Hookey.

True.
Screenlcs.

—

MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES

Happy Days.
The Dreamer.
K-nds Up.

(One Reel.)

Pigs and Kava.

Dreams Come

CORPORATION.

West Comedies.
(Two Reels.)

Texas Guinan Comedies.
(Two Reels.)
The Night Rider.
The Wild Cat.
Alice Howell Comedies.
(Two Reels.)
Her Bargain Day.
Rubes and Romance.
Billy Franey Comedies.

Bruce Scenics.

Chilkat Cubs.

Wanderlust.

Wanted

PICTURES

Billy
Vol.

44; P-1362.

Robert

of the North.

REELCRAFT

Specials.

The
The
The
The

CO., INC.

Mason Revivals.

Girl.

—

Fresh Start (Marvel Rea).

The Why of a Volcano.
The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes.

Vol.

Cy Wittaker’s Ward.
Flagg Comedy Revivals.
Girls You Know
(One Reel).
The Bride.
The Screen Fan.
The Matinee Girl.
The Man Eater.

Mermaid Comedies.

A Day

Vol. 44; P-

GAUMONT COMPANY.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

Reels.)

Me Caroline (Bobby Vernon).
Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher).

Torehy Comedies.
Tdrchy (Johnny Hines).
A Knight for a Night (Johnny Hines).
Torehy. Comes Through.

A

— Godfrey

In the Clutches of Hindoo (Serial).
Husbands and Wives (Vivian Martin).
44; P-142.

Foiled.

Overall Hero.
Christie Comedies.

Adam

REALART PICTURES

Collins

FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY.

Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton).

issue).

An Adventuress

(Jose

The Married Virgin (Six Reels).
Frivolous Wives (Vera Sisson).

A

Through Republic Exchanges.
Kinograms (News Reel).
Girl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Pro-

Child

Tearle

Kiss

Distributed

The

Nobody’s

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
(Two

Vol. 44;

Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro).
The Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens
and Montagu Love Six Parts).
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Sheldon Lewis).

—

(Comedyart Two Reels Each.)
Uneasy Feet. Vol. 43; P-2176.

Four Times

NATIONAL PICTURES.

Reels).

P-1790.

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.

Hammer-

Distributed by Select Exchanges.
March Just a Wife. Vol. 44; P-468; C-R,

Madonnas and Men (Seven

Democracy.

Jennie (Olive Thomas).
Marooned Hearts (Zena Keefe and

—

P-1505.

DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY.

stein).

——

2

Point of View (Elaine

INC.

Question
(Olive
Tell Six
Vol. 44; P-141; C-R, P-597.
Business (Olive Tell). Vol, 44;

A Woman’s

7

5

JANS PICTURES,

Without

Reels).

lier).

July
July

Spirit of the Birch.
Suds.
Precisely as Polly.

Love

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.

Distributed by Select Exchange.!.
The Man Who Lost Himself (William Paversham). Vol. 44; P-1500.
The Flapper (Olive Thomas). Vol. 44; B-1239;
C-R, P-1499.
May 17 Whispers (Elaine Hammerstein).
May 24 The Valley of Doubt (Special).
June 14 The Servant Question (William Col-

GREIVER EDUCATION A LS.

The

WARNER BROTHERS.

43;

The Lost City (Juanita Hansen).
P-775.

Ashes

WILK AND WILK.

of Desire.

Vol.

48

;

g

!
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In Justice to Great Falls
Great Falls, Montana, men are just
aching to bounce a nice soft cobble
stone off the departmental editorial
bean, on account of the first article in
June 12 issue. They take us to task for not
ascertaining the true facts from them before publishing the article, and making
them the “goat” for something for which
they are not to blame.
The facts are that the local did NOT receive the first two letters friend Ellis, of
Harlem, Montana, says he wrote to it. They
did receive the third and last one, however,
to which they promptly replied, giving the

^iiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

Notice to
1
1
§
§
I
I
I
g
g

g

We have
poured something less than a bushel of
ashes on our head and are contemplating
arraying our form in sackcloth, but mebby
not, for it looks mighty scratchy.
Did Wrong.

we

did quite wrong, as Great
practice we did not, for
nowadays it is so very unusual for letters
to go astray that when two are written
to the right address we have' every right
to assume they, or at least one of them
reached destination. The Great Falls posAnd most certal failure is the exception.
tainly Ellis would not have any possible
reason for writing as he did unless he
And
really had done as he said he had.

We

The Passing

of President

Shay

Charles Shay has resigned from the
presidency of the I. A. That much is an accomplished fact and a matter of history.
The I. A. has done the right thing by
recognizing the debt it owes Shay substantially, in the form of a check for ten

thousand

dollars.

We are genuinely

sorry for the one thing,

and glad of the other. Shay told us some
time ago he did not want to remain in office, owing to poor health, but we had
hoped for sufficient physical improvement
to enable him to continue.
There are a few individuals in the organization who feel disgruntled because
of what they are pleased to term the “large”
gift made to Shay.
Thanks be, however,
they are, we believe, few. For their benefit let us point out the fact that the gift
really is very small. It is, we believe, somewhat less than one dollar per man for the

membership.
Looking back over the past, remembering what the organization was and what
the conditions of labor were when Shay
entire

took the helm, particularly for the stage
employees, though the motion picture projectionists have also been greatly benefited, is

there a

man

in

all

the

I.

A.

who

begrudge him a dollar? If there is,
for heaven’s sake let him stand forth, that
we may examine him and see what manner

will

of

man he is
Rather should

For special replies, by mail, on matters which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through the department,
remit one dollar.

be two dollars for each

g
g

g
=
1
1
g
g
g
g

have two paper covered booklets g
containing 150 questions designed as a g

to study.
the projectionist
Either booklet,
cents; both, forty
stamps accepted;
stamps.

They indicate what

g

should know,
postpaid, twenty-five g
cents. United States g
cannot use Canadian'

THE LENS CHARTS.
g

g
1
1
1
g
1
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g

Are Yon Working by “Guess,” or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date
Methods f
You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to
date.
He owes it to both himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in knowledge and in your methods,
The lens charts (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
are in successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists,
Don’t “guess.” Do your work

g

i

1
I
g
g
g
g
=

RIGHT. I

Price, fifty cents, stamps,

Address Moving Picture World, either
Fifth Avenue, New York City;
Garrick Building, Chicago. 111., or
Wright & Callender Building, Los
516

g
1

g

g

Angeles, Cal.

Rillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

it is not at all unlikely, as we understand the matter, that Charlie Shay will
do no more active work for a long while
to come, and in these days of the gay
profiteer, while ten thousand dollars may
look big, it does not last very long.

of us, for

Need More

of

Shay’s Kind.

We

have differed with some few of Shay’s
policies, true, but we nevertheless admire
the man for what he is, an able, energetic,
honest labor leader, We need more of his
kind.

successor we know little, except
has Shay’s indorsement, which
goes a long way with us.
This department cordially offers to the
new administration all the aid that it can at
any time give. In the past we have tried
always to aid the I. A., and have in our
files correspondence from the general office, proving that our efforts have by no

Of

his

that

he

however,

We

might
vain.
that up to this date we

means been

in

remark,
have yet

to receive even the very slightest evidence
of a desire to reciprocate, insofar as concerns the general office. No doubt this is

unintentional, but one cannot help but nosuch things as years go by.
But we are not at all thin skinned, and
will continue to do our duty as we see it,
even though those who accept our aid and
even, upon occasion, ask it, forget to say
thank you.
would suggest to all our friends that
they give to the new president every astice

horn and BOOST.

Serious Error

From Oklahoma

We

guide

sistance in their power.
He follows in
the footsteps of one of the most able men
in the labor movement, and the road he
must travel will be no boulevard. Without
hearty co-operation from the members it
will be very hard, hilly and rough, with
slippery,
skiddy places, deep ruts and
stretches of boggy mud. But with hearty
co-operation from us all he will be able to
carry on the work that Charles Shay has
pushed so far along the road to success.
Therefore bury the hammer, buy you a

g
g

QUESTION BOOKLETS.

We

it

All.

on our columns Is such i
[ that published replies to questions i
cannot be guaranteed under two or g
three weeks. If quick action is desired, g
remit four cents, stamps, and we will ||
send carbon copy of department reply g
as soon as written.
g

In

there you are.
are sorry the Great Falls local was
given unmerited publicity, but after all,
gentlemen, the sermon was NEEDED by
some other locals, who possibly benefited,
and if we can be made the goat hundreds
of times a year for the benefit of others,
as we most certainly are, surely you boys
can stand it once. So lay aside your scalping knives, and accept our ’umble apologies,
and let’s be friends again.

^’

1

RESSURE

¥)

desired information.
Gentlemen, we stand convicted.

In theory
Falls says.
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F.H. RICH ARDS ON*

HE

We

3,

E
CTI
ON
RO
%

P
T

July

comes the following
but expressive letter:
trouble with carbons and
need some dope, so please send me a hand-

brief,
I

am having

book at once.

And

there you are! Orders a handbook
he gets stuck. Never occurs
to him that an ounce of prevention may be
worth several pounds of cure He regards
books of instruction merely as a help when
in trouble, which is the very least of their
real purpose. The intent of the handbook

ONLY when

is to supply real information and education in the profession of projection. The
man who only uses it when he is in actual
trouble gets the least possible good out of
it.

Months

Minutes.

in

Then, too, the man

who grabs

a

hand-

book when in trouble is attempting to grasp
knowledge which should have required
months of careful study, in just a few moments. The result is that while he may
discover the remedy for the particular
thing which bothers him at the time, he
acquires no real knowledge of the why
and wherefore of things, and it is a broad
knowledge of those whys and wherefores
which make him a really efficient man.
Study your handbook, gentlemen.
Do
not be content with knowing, for instance,
that when your carbons needle, using a
larger carbon will stop it, because under
some conditions while a larger carbon will
stop needling, it would
be the right
remedy. You should learn all the various causes of needling, and know exactly
the relation of needling to the current

NOT

you

strength

carbon

can

efficiently.

use

And

on

a

the

is true of all other things.
tent with a smattering of

given

size

same thing

Don’t be conbe
content with nothing less than complete,
accurate information on all points of your

knowledge

—

profession.

Mazda Dope
Ralph

L.

Hadden, Newark,

New

has the following comments to

Mazda

Jersey,

make on

light for projection.

have

read with considerable interest
the various comments on Mazda equipment
appearing in the Projection Department, and
would like to add a few words as to our experience.
We have three outfits equipped with 900
watt Mazda lamps, using A. C. through choke
coil transformers.
These equipments, we believe, have more wear and tear than the
average stationary machines in the theatres,
as they are used for road work and are transported in trucks. Although reasonable care
is used in packing the lamps are subjected to
considerable vibration, and although the
equipments are over six months old. we have
yet to replace a lamp. At the present time
the glass in one of the lamps is just starting
I

—
July

3,

1920
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Westing house Mercury Rectifiers

For Moving Picture

Projections-

Westinghouse Cooper-Hewitt
Mercury Rectifiers

3

Reduce initial cost.
Produce better projections.
Produce higher efficiency.

4

Eliminate mechanical troubles

1

2

Better Projection
at Less Cost
The cost of operating one or two arc lamps for
projection purposes in moving picture theatres
amounts to considerable during a year.
Because apparatus must be introduced

to convert

alternating to direct current this expense is materially increased.
Can this power consumption be
eliminated, or can it be reduced to a minimum?

Westinghouse Cooper-Hewitt Mercury

Rectifiers

represent the answer to this question.
For moving picture theatres having only one or two arc
lamps, these outfits have proved very successful. They cost
less and operate for less. Their noiseless operation and light
weight permit their installation in the projection room.

Send for a copy of our
Hewitt Mercury Rectifiers.

leaflet

on Westinghouse Cooper-

Westinghouse Electric

&

Mfg. Co.

East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sales Offices
in All

Large American

Cities.

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC

125
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to discolor.
to start the

We

are very careful, however,

minim

they are warmed up.
We have put these machines up against

1

Projection Experience

some pretty

I

MOTION PICTURE

stiff propositions and have yet
have trouble. The greatest distance we
have projected has been 9S feet and we got
good results.
The two faults with the Mazda equipment
which we have discovered so far are (first)

to

the inability of the light to penetrate tinted
titles and (second) the spot is much hotter
than an arc and will start a blaze on any
bits of film which fly off.
Also running a
full show on one machine, as we do, the aperature is so hot that the film buckles up when

threading a

new

otherwise

reel,

The

from some more

of

you Mazda users.

Adjustable Revolving Shutter

Mark

Isaacs,
projectionist,
Steinway
Theatre, Astoria, Long Island, presents
diagramatic plans for an adjustable shutter
which he describes as follows
The study of the optics of the projector
which has led to the discovery of the correct optical train line-up, as exemplified by
the lens charts, has been one of the greatest
aids we yet had toward perfect projection.
As an aid in making practical application of
the lens charts I offer, for your approval,
plans for an adjustable revolving shutter.
An examination of the accompanying diagram will show the proposed shutter to consist of an outer metal ring, a center disc
and adjustable blades made in two parts.
This plan may be utilized for either two or
three wing shutters.

Manufacturer Can Adjust.

With such a

By

shutter, given the length of
throw, size of picture and screen surface, the
manufacturer can determine, before the projector leaves the factory, exactly what^optical train is required, the correct width of
shutter blades and the correct distance of
revolving shutter from aperture, instead of
the present hap-hazard method, which would

F. H.

I

RICHARDSON

1
I

The recognized standard book on the work of projection.
Complete descriptions and instructions on
all leading machines and projection equipment.

1
=

There isn't a projection room in the universe in
which this carefully compiled book will not save its
purchase price each month.

Buy

1

First Time.

This is the first time we remember any
one having intimated that the Mazda spot
was hotter than the arc spot, nor can we
see how this can be. The inability of the
Mazda to penetrate heavy tinting is well
recognized, and should be a warning to
producers, now that so many Mazda projectors are in theatres. This latter is especially true in view of the fact that heavy
tinting appeals to comparatively few, and
usually defeats the very object it is intended to accomplish, the latter because of the
wider range of projection light intensities.
The record of your lamps is remarkable,
friend Hadden, especially if you have used
them for a long number of projection hours.
It may be emphasized, however, that Mazda
lamp life is very largely dependent on careful handling and non-overload. Let us hear

1

For Managers and Operators

-

It

Today

$4 the Copy, postpaid

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1
1
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Fifth

Schiller

Building,

Wrigh*

i
To

|

New York

Avenue,

save

&.

Chicago,

order from nearest

j

§
M
1

!

n
i

III.

Callender Bldg.. Los Angeles, Cal.

time,

§
|

n

City

office.

§|

1

5

?

when

projector installation an installation especially designed for that particular
house.
As for the projectionist who wishes to use
this shutter, all that is necessary is to set
it at the plain of the aerial image, make sure
there is no travel ghost. Then having slightly loosened the bolts which hold blades to
the rings, adjust blades until he obtains the
desired result.
At the central point, or line A A, there
should be studs to hold blades in position,
and at proper distance therefrom, B B should
be bolts to allow for adjustment by means of
slots in

We

blades.

Admit the Desirability.
have had the matter of an adjustable

revolving shutter up with the various pro-

manufacturers many times. They
admit the desirability and mechanical
practicability of such a shutter, but voice
the following objection, in which there is
much justice. Say they: “If we put out an

jector
all

adjustable shutter it will work fine where
there is a projectionist capable of making
proper, intelligent adjustment thereof. But
unfortunately, while it is true there are now
many competent men in charge of projection, it is also true that a very large proportion still lack the knowledge necessary
to successfully adjust such a shutter, and
when they tried and failed the blame would
NOT be placed on their lack of knowledge,
where it rightly belongs, but on the projector itself. As a result we would quickly
be flooded with complaints and trouble.”
All of which is so very true that we concluded we had no right to create a demand
for an adjustable revolving shutter as a
part of the projector standard equipment.
The manufacturers are all quite willing to
add such a shutter, in even simpler form
than that proposed by Brother Isaacs,

1920

it

intelligently.

Isaacs is in error, however, in supposing that the projector manufacturer could
fit the optical train and revolving shutter
to the local condition before it leaves the
factory, because projectors are practically
never sold directly to the theatre from the
factory. They are sold to dealers, who in
turn sell them to the theatre.

Why

Not?

But we see no earthly reason why the
dealer should not be required by the manufacturer to fit himself to properly install
their product, and to wherever possible
himself make the installation, and in any
event ascertain the throw, size of picture,
etc., and equip the projectors with an optical train and shutter which will be correct for the local conditions.
True this
latter may be deemed a duty of the projectionist, but the projector manufacturer

very well knows that unless it is done the
projector will NOT deliver the best possible results,

make each

3,

the projectionist as a whole are able

handle

to

HANDBOOK
1

we have

no
complaints, and are in fact enthusiastic over
the Mazda equipment.

An

'‘Ji

iiiiiiiuim

lamps on low amperage until

7uly

the seller

it

and that unless it is done by
probably will not be done at

all.

We hold that every dealer ought to have
an installation man in his employ who has
thoroughly demonstrated his ability to fit
a projector optical train to the local condi-

The knowledge is available and lens
now accompany every Power’s and
Simplex projector when they leave the

tion.

charts

factory.

An

adjustable revolving shutter
a part of the pro-

would then be properly

jector equipment.
As to friend Isaacs’ shutter, it is all right,
and any projectionist can make one for
himself, being very careful, however, to get
it properly balanced.

Questions Wanted
young man in Massachusetts, who
seems to be a young man of rather more

A

than

ordinary

common

sense,

arises

to

remark
Brother Richardson

—Although

I

have never

before written the department, I have nevertheless been its constant reader for the past
year. Am now assistant projectionist at one
of the leading theatres in Northampton, with
full-fledged desire to one day become a projectionist.

Have

studied from the Handbook, the deand every other source of real
projection information I have been able to
lay my hands on. Have two years more to
work before I can apply for license, making
a total of three years’ apprenticeship. The
law does not require that, but I thought it
the best way.

partment

What He Wants.
So much for myself.
Now, what I want
is a continuation of the questions you have
been publishing in the department, extended,
if possible, to cover the
entire ground of
projection.
You said you wanted to hear
from locals on the subject. Well, I am not
a “local," but just the same I felt I must
voice my views on the matter as one very
greatly interested in the profession.

Of course, a large number of requests
from individuals would be the same as a
few requests from locals, which latter we
have

not,

save for the Duluth union, as

yet had.

This department is here for the good of
projection and projectionists. It is, in fact,
YOURS.
try to run it so that the
greatest good will be done to and for the
greatest number.
sometimes ask you
to express your views, with which requests
you do not always pay us the courtesy of
complying. This is one of the times.
If you are not interested in the questions, why should we clutter up the department with them And if you are not
enough interested to write a note to that

We

We

effect,

why, you cannot be wriggling your

ears with anxiety over the matter, we
think.
Hence we remark to ourselves, in
the privacy of our den, “Umph, they can.

”
j
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EAGLE ROCK
FILM

Gundlach

The Quality

Raw

Stock

Projection Lenses
Can not be surpassed for

critical definition,

flatness of field, brilliancy of

Right Photographically.

image and

Maximum Service in

and we maintain absolute

illumination,

uniformity of quality. That’s the reason
they are used in nearly every theatre in
the United States and Canada.

the

Projector.

flTS AUJ
IN THE J
I

Made

OENS/

by

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.

Gundlach-Manhaltan Optical Go.
808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Verona,

New

Jersey

—Says the Projectionist
“I

If

Eastman Film was not

as

good

as

it

Park, where
factured,
large as

Park

is

it

is,

is

Kodak
manu-

would not be
it is

as

— and Kodak

never knew what really

good A.C. projection was
until

I

Alterno

used the Speer

Carbons — the

new white combination
sets.”

the largest photo-

graphic manufacturing
plant in th° world.

Speer “Directo—Hold-Ark” Carbons for D. C.
Projection

Speer “Alterno” Carbons for A. C. Projection

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

“The Carbons
With A Guarantee

N. Y.

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
SAINT MARYS, PA.

:

:

:
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Generator Connections
Fred
Neb.,

is

For Color Effects

C. Shivers, projectionist, Lexington,
in difficulty, concerning which he

writes

Am

coming

to

you for another bunch of

the excellent information you seem to have
on tap. Have a 20-42 Hallberg motor generator, which I am using to supply two projection arcs, “stealing” the arc at changeover. Have some trouble in making my sec-

ond

Hoods

Use

Colors Are

Beautiful,

arc.

When we installed the machine there were
two wires connected on the other side of
the field wires, which were not connected to
anything. We tried the arc, but were un4 K.

W.

Generating

Electric

Set

60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable

moving picture work and theatre
Smooth, steady current, no

ing.

light-

all

self-contained.

Send for Bulletin No. 30

UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
OSHKOSH, WISC.
go chase themselves,” and the questions
cease. And there you are. If you wantum,
SAY SO. Silence, to us, means NO.

Proposed Change

An

in License

Law

ordinance has been introduced

in the

Board of Aldermen of the City of New
York providing that no license to project
motion pictures shall be issued to any but
citizens of the United States of America
or to those who have declared intention
of becoming citizens.
The propo-sed change is in the form of
an amendment to the present law, which
has the same provision, but goes further
and does not allow of renewing any
licenses now held by non-citizens and profor
the
revocation of licenses
granted aliens who have declared their intention of becoming citizens but who fail
to acquire citizenship within six months
after the right to citzenship accrues.
It seems to us the proposed amendment
are surprised that any
is
good.
lawmaker would have the petrified nerve
to attempt to thrown down the bars thus
soon after the late excitement. Just a

viding

We

NOT

After a time we, as
experiment, connected these two wires
whereupon we got
shorted them
together

short while ago these same lawmakers
were frantically waving United States flags
and declaring for citizenizing the alien in
what was almost a screech. But the exis over now and the little item
citizenship is already, it seems, relegated to a place of minor importance.
have nothing whatever against the
are
man or woman of foreign birth.
quite willing to welcome them, provided
they come with intent to adopt the standards of the country, become citizens thereof and do their part. But we can see no
good reason why the man who refuses or
fails to assume the privileges and duties
of citizenship should be licensed to take
a job which can be well filled by those who
are willing to do their full duty by the
country which gives them the protection
have
and privileges of its hospitality.
plenty of citizen projectionists. Give them
the jobs.

citement

of

We

We

We

and
Permanent

able to get anything.

an
an

—

—

For 5 or 10 W.
and 25 or 40 W.

arc.-

What

flicker.

Portable type with cooling radiator

Brilliant

Now, what

want

Is

It

Lamps

t

know

a series
wound generator, and if not, then what in
thunder are those two wires for? If" you
can give me a simple wiring diagram for
two arcs for this machine I will be greatly
obliged.
Another thing: with a shunt ammeter does
the shunt resistance hook into the positive
One party
line or into the field circuit?
tells me one way and another says the opI

Which

posite.

to

is,

right?

is

Hoods Slip Over the Bulb
Way Ahead of Dip and Less Costly

is it

Reynolds Electric Co.
426 S.

Talman

Ave., Chicago,

111.

resistance will operate to cause the second
arc to establish itself almost instantly.

In lining up my optical system, which is
correct for a five-inch objective, when one

For His Machine.

using 35 amperes D C? If you will send
a simple wiring diagram I will pay your
price, no matter what it is.
For questions answered in this department there is no charge. Here is your

For the machine Lexington, Neb., has It
is recommended that he use %-inch Holdark,
or 5/16-inch Silvertip lower and a %-inch
cored upper of any good make. In no case
should the lower be of larger diameter than
above specified, though the upper may, in

is

diagram

case

necessity,

of

though the
GlHfMTOK
\

-4

f

?

FIELM
T

17

1

f

i

\
1

HHBOSTt-r

Jy If—

r
AMMETER -»

SWITCHES 4NU

—\

Ti/S£S OVUTEJI

—

\

In order to make sure you have the absolutely correct dope we called up Mr.
Hallberg and asked him to give it us in
writing. Here is what came

—

%

is

be as large as

recommended.

%

inch,

I might add that the connecting of the
two wires has the effect of compounding
the generator. If you follow the instructions given by Mr. Hallberg you will, I
think, experience no further difficulty. The
generator armature must rotate counter
clockwise as you face the D C end of the
machine. For optical lineup we would recommend that you get a lens chart. For
35 amperes D C use two 6.5 piano convex

condensers, spaced not to exceed 1/16 inch

between their tips, with 19.75 inches from
center of condenser combination to film.

New Non-Rewind

Reel Soon

My Dear Mr. Richardson I take pleasure
in responding to your request concerning
Lexington, Neb. It is, of course, immaterial
whether the shunt be placed in the positive

We are in receipt of a letter from the
Ever Ready Sales Company, Denver, CoL
in which occurs the following:

or negative line.

“Just as soon as we can get one set completed you are going to see the reel in
practical operation, and you are going to
be very much surprised at the way they
have succeeded in
handle the film.
eliminating all friction from center and
side and fully expect starting to make the
final patterns within the next fifty days—
maybe considerably sooner.”
This reel is the one of which we told you
It certainly does look
a few weeks ago.
like the real goods, and if it is, then rewinding will soon be a forgotten “art.”
Well, we will see what we will see, meanwhile living in hope, for the possibility of
so great a jump ahead in such a very silB*
pie way seems almost too good to be true.

It is well to remember that
of this sort, that
the arc the current
“stealing”
before
just
should be slightly increased by cutting out
some of the field resistance by means of the
field rheostat control.
This will increase the potential of the
generator.
It is also well to slightly increase the separation of the carbons of the
arc which is burning, so that when the carbons of the idle lamp are brought into contact and separated again the first arc will
go out easy. The added potential given the
generator by cutting out some of the field

when operating machines

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street

We

Send on the sample so that we may
it stands up in operation.

see

how

W. I. London, England

“THE BIOSCOPE”
The Representative Weekly Journal of
the British Film Industry
Of special Interest to

all

who buy

or sell

Films.

OFFICES:

85,

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W.I.
Specimen copy

Foreign Subscriptions:
.

free

on request.

One pound

ten shillings
.

(Gold).

Has the quality circulation of the trade In
Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members
this journal.

are published exclusively in

YEARLY RATE:
$7.25.
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST.
POSTPAID, WEEKLY,

Appointed by Agreement Doted 7/8/14

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND. LTD.

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIAN A ED ESTERA
Official

Organ of Lb. Italian

Cinematograph

Untoa

Published on the
15th and 30th of
For*lgn Sutuorlptlen

Editorial

:

Each Month

2# franc, par annuli.

and Business

Via Cumiana,

31,

Offices:

Turin, Italy
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COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives

Has the QUALITY and

RELEASE

INDIVIDUAL attention.
which SELL prints.

PUNCH

WORK
QUANTITY production.
QUALITY such as only

Specially

equipped

Uniform

SUPERIOR

EXPERTS

with scientific supervision can produce.

for

SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are REST qualified to do it.

Empire City Film Lab., Inc.
345 W. 40th

St.

New York
Bet. Eighth

Bryant 5437

City

and Ninth Aves.

129

PRINTING
Stationery
Labels (all kinds)
Inspection Cards
Invoices
Booking Sheets
Contracts
Ledger Sheets

Cash Records
Report Sheets
Heralds
Circulars

Binders

ONE PRICE

absence of misrepresentation, quick service and genuine
satisfaction with every business transaction.

to all, the

It

will be to

MADE US FAMOUS
your

financial interest to send us your orders.

—

Disbursement Records
Weekly Reports
Monthly Reports

Specialists

In drafting individual
forms or systems to

Salesman’s Daily Reports
Salesman’s Expense Books
Inventory Sheets
Reel Bands

meet any requirements.

—

At your service an expert film accountant.

SHIPMENTS MADE PROMPTLY TO YOUR
OFFICES —ANYWHERE

Ross

&

Company,

Printers

RODERICK ROSS
|"

AMERICA'S GREATEST INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURE MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE"!

Printers to the M. P. Trade for 20 Years

l,3S5.<g&a6' rmuccrois

448-450 N. Wells

AMERICA’S FINEST
DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING

FOR AMERICA’S FOREMOST PRODUCERS

Chicago,

111.

RESULTS TALK

LABORATORY
NOW

St.,

Send for a sample of the world famous
Mirroroid Screens.
Test it against any
other screen and you will buy a Mirroroid.

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
H. J.

STREYCKMANS, Managing

Director

PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE,
OPPOSITE 129TH STREET

N.

J.

Telephone: Morsemere 621-422

MINU/A
Gold Fibre Screens

Why

to give results?

A

real daylight screen.

off

Wise Exhibitors demand perfect projection. Minusa
screens produce it. Twelve years ahead of the experimental stage proves

it.

buy a streaked curtain painted by hand
a Mirroroid built by machinery

when you can buy

fans and

still

Open your windows, shut

get a clear picture.

You spend enormous sums

to build

your theatres,

equipped

with wonderful machines.
Then you
buy the big productions. So project them properly.

Use Mirroroid.

Distributors from coast to coast.
Telegraph or Call To-Day
Bryant 9184

Samples and literature upon request.

MINUSA CINE
SCREEN CO.
ST. LOUIS, U.

S.

A.

United Mirroroid Manufacturing Corporation
7th Avenue
NEW YORK CITY

725

Mil:
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Better Equipment
BY
E.T. KEYSER

CONDUCTED

The How and

As Told
F

ROM

time to time

we

Why of Theatre

Uniforms

by Representative Exhibitors
PART

receive inquiries

from exhibitors and house managers

regarding the advisability of including
uniforms in their equipment. And the inquirers seek information as to the best
methods of financing the expenditure—
whether the house should bear all or a

exhibitors are of the opinion that the house
As one exshould furnish uniforms.
pressed it, “it’s hard enough to get and

keep an usher nowadays without asking

The
to furnish his own uniform.”
general opinion is that employes do not
stay in one place long enough to justify
requiring them to buy uniforms.
The B. F. Keith Co., in ordering 500 unihim

of the wardrobe cost, the best
methods of cleaning and repairing and
what fabrics and colors are best adapted

portion

summer and winter wear.
Frequently the question arises as to just
how small a house would be justified in
uniforming its ushers and other attendAlso what method of purchase and
ants.
size selection would reduce to a minuimum
the chances of the house being left with
misfits in its wardrobe as old employes
resigned and were replaced.
This is the first of a series of articles
embodying the actual experience of many
representative houses with the uniform
problem, the practical advice offered by
exhibitors and managers to those about to
bring their houses up to the minute in
this important item of equipment.
It certainly looks good for the uniform

I

to

imiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiimiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiimiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii

coat

is

cuffs

cut

cap and on the neckband of the coat
“Strand” in gold letters.

is

Fred Dolle Says.

Fred J. Dolle, manager of the Alamo,
which has a seating capacity of 1,050, holds

•

the following opinion
“The smaller houses do not need uniforms.
theatre of less than 500 seats
cannot use them to advantage. Our uniforms are dark blue for winter and dark
green pongee for summer. They are plain.
Our suits are cleaned by professional
cleaners periodically. The house, undoubtedly, should buy the uniforms worn by
:

A

As Louisville Sees It.
The consensus of opinion among Louis-

employes and keep them in repair. It is
impossible to require employes to furnish
them. We ordered two each of four different standard sizes and find that they
fit the general run of ushers very well.”
The Alamo. uniform is dark green pongee.

ville exhibitors is that any house employing a doorman or usher should use uniThere are, however, exceptions
forms.
who do not agree with this, notably Lee
Goldberg, secretary of Big Feature
L.
Rights Corporation, which operates several
theatres in the smaller towns throughout

Mr. Goldberg makes his limit
according to population and says that a
moving picture theatre in a town of less
than 25,000 inhabitants not only does not
need to use uniforms, but also that they
Another exception is
can’t afford them.
Fred J. Dolle, who holds that a house
having a seating capacity of less than 500
cannot use uniforms to advantage.
Mr.
Dolle is manager of the Alamo.
In regard to material, the favorite is
dark blue serge. All uniforms in local theatres are dark, either blue, gray or green.
Pongee is widely used for summer uniforms, and also palm beach cloth in dark
Winter uniforms are usually of
colors.
serge or similar cloths.
Most of the exhibitors interviewed prefer plain uniforms, but Fred C. Maurer,
manager of the Strand, is of the opinion
that uniforms must be ornamented in order to distinguish them from civilian

The coat

military style, with black tape
The cap is lettered “Alamo”
in gold thread.

around

Kentucky.

clothes in the dim light of the picture theatre.

House Should Furnish Uniforms.
The only method employed to keep

is

cuffs.

Dittmar Believes

How

Louisville Does It.
Left. Majestic doorman; center, usher.
Strand, Keith, and Mary Anderson;
right, Majestic usher.

forms of employes in Louisville, Cincinnati,
Dayton, Ohio, and Columbus, Ohio, took a
medium-sized boy of the average age of
ushers employed by the company, gave
him a general fit, and made the trousers
with long legs which can be altered to
Fred
suit every wearer at small expense.
Dolle ordered two suits each of four different standard sizes and secured satisThis latter method was
factory results.
used also by L. J. Dittmar, of the Majestic
Theatre.

What Maurer

Says.

Following are the individual opinions of
exhibitors on the uniform question
Fred C. Maurer, manager of the Strand,
which has a seating capacity of 1,800, said:
“Any house employing a doorman or usher
:

uniforms clean and in repair in Louisville is

should use uniforms.
They lend dignity
to the house, and that is what the public

send them to professional cleaning
houses periodically. Usually the head usher
is in charge of the care of uniforms arid

wants nowadays. For attractiveness and
dark gray cloth, preferably
durability,
serge, is good.
The uniform should be
ornamented.
It
should have at least a

held responsible for their condition.
Without a single dissenting opinion, local

and collar of coat. The
along military lines. On the

and around

advocates.

to

wise it would hardly be recognized as a
uniform. Dark blue is also good. At the
Strand the chief usher is in charge of all
uniforms.
He sees that the ushers take
reasonable care of them, and that they
hang them up when they take them off.
He inspects them often, and when a uniform is in need of cleaning or repairing
sends it to our tailor. The house should
furnish all uniforms. One cannot reasonably expect employes to do this.”
The Strand uniform is dark gray, with
wide, black tape stripe along trouser seams

stripe, or

some

distinctive marking, other-

in

Uniform.

the Macapacity of
1,220, said: “Every usher should be in uniform. We use the same kind, summer and
winter. The house stands the full cost of
uniforms there is nothing else to do. Our
suits are plain.
send them to professional cleaners for repairs.”
The Majestic doorman’s uniform is of
army whipcord, dark brown in color. The
coat is plain, civilian style.
There is no
lettering on the uniform.
The only fea-

Dittmar,
L.
J.
jestic, which has

—

manager
a

of

seating

We

tures which distinguish it from civilian
clothes are the color and the cap.
The
coats of the ushers are military style of
the same material, with a black tape stripe
along the trouser seam and black cord on
the cuff.
It has three rows of brass buttons down the breast.
These uniforms
were made by the same company as the

doorman’s.

Serve as Identification.

The main reason given by exhibitors

for

the use of uniforms is that they serve as
a means of identification and enable persons seeking information or advice to recognize readily the employes of the theatre.
This avoids a great deal of confusion and
oftentimes trouble.
Fred Maurer, speaking of this advantage

July
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Federal Changeable Letter
Silveray Sign

Carries an Irresistible

Appeal

Your Patrons

to

It invites them to your theatre from blocks around.
It dispels gloom and emphasizes brightness
and prosperity. It suggests live warm thrilling pictures. A Federal Sign goes a long way toward
filling theatres.
You can change the lettering as often as you like. You are paying for an electric
sign right now in lost business and empty seats Let us suggest the right sign for you.

—

—

—

You Have 9 Months

to

Pay

The first payment brings you the sign. You have 9 months to make the remaining payments.
This sign works for you, ceaselessly glistening in the day and sparkling at night. A few cents a day
for electricity runs it. Fill your theatre as others are doing. Mail coupon for full information today.

—

No

obligation.

FEDERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Representing

Federal Sign System (Electric), 8700 South State Street, Chicago,

111.

Please send me full information on the Changeable Letter
Silveray Sign for my theatre and your 9 months-to-pay plan.
Sign to project over sidewalk?..
of sign

Sign to be erected

Width
flat

of sidewalk

against building?

Letters on one side or both sides

.....Sign to be attached to Marquise or

Canopy?

Name
Street

Name

j

and No
of

My

City
State

Theatre
(M.P.W. 7)
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of

the uniform, cited a case which occurred at the Strand recently. A “roughneck” came in and sat down next to a
woman who was with her husband. He

of uniformed ushers and house attendants.
This was established beyond any question
of doubt through interviews with the managements of houses running all the way

began to annoy the woman, but owing to
the fact that her husband was an exceptionally strong, quick-tempered man, she
hesitated to tell him for fear of creating
a disturbance in a public place and attracting unpleasant notoriety.
Seeing an usher in the aisle and recognizing him by his uniform, she called him
and told him what the trouble was without
either her husband or her annoyer knowing what was going on.
The usher immediately called the superintendent, who tapped the masher on the

from

shoulder and told him he wished to speak
He conducted the undesirable
to him.
person to the office, where he told him that
theatre would not tolerate such conduct
and that the management would be just as
well satisfied if he never darkened its doors
again.

Add

Dignity to the Theatre.

Uniformed employes add dignity

to

the

theatre and give an air of refinement which
conduces to a sense of comfort on the part
of the patrons. A neatly dressed employe
in

uniform

is

a

good advertisement for

a

Harmanus-Bleecker

big

Hall,

perhaps 2,500
persons, down to the Albany Theatre, which
can comfortably handle 700. While some
of the managers naturally enough differ as
to the color of the uniform and other minor
details, not one could be found who did
not believe that the uniform gives tone
and distinction to the house and becomes
likewise an invaluable adjunct in handling

crowds.
Take, for instance, the Leland Theatre,
managed by J. J. Hagan, with a seating
The house is a downcapacity of 1,500.
town theatre, with a 20-cent admission
charge for the night shows.
•

Hagan Goes

Into Details.

“I think that a house of even 800 seating
capacity can use uniforms to advantage,”
said Mr. Hagan to a representative of the
Moving Picture World. “For winter, I personally prefer a dark blue uniform, but
for the summer, as you will notice, we are
using a light gray, for the reason that it
I am
is cooler looking and cleans easily.
in
favor of uniforms bearing a small
amount of ornamentation.
send our
uniforms to the cleaners every two weeks
or so and pay the entire expense, both in
providing the uniforms as well as keeping

We

house.

uniforms are to be used at all
they should be as nearly as possible a good
An employe in a unifit for the wearer.

But

the

with a seating capacity of

if

form too small or too large for him makes
a ludicrous appearance which detracts from

them

the dignity of the house.

so that they can be made to fit ushers that
come and go, some big, some little, for we
believe that it is far more essential to get
a courteous man or woman to replace an
usher who has quit, than to elect one sim-

Albany Favors Uniforms.

The proprietors and managers of Albany
motion picture theatres are firm advocates

“It

in
is

condition.

almost impossible to order uniforms

July

3,
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ply because he or she is of about the same
weight and height as the one who has
just severed his connection with the house.
There is no argument, so far as I can see,
against the use of uniforms, unless it is
that the house may be too smal', but even
a uniform and courteous attendant
paying proposition, for one must figure
these days in plasing his patrons not only
with a picture but in the surroundings
which go so far in adding to an afternoon
or evening’s enjoyment.”

then
is

a

Suckno Has Uniformed Usherettes.
At the Albany Theatre, with a seating
capacity of about 700, and managed by Sam
Suckno, who also handles the Regent, both
downtown houses, favorable consideration

was found to the use of uniforms, although
Mr. Suckno explained that he was having
hard

rather

a

time

to

keep

his

ushers,

young women, because of the extremely
high wages being paid in the collar factories. At the Albany Theatre, Mr. Suckno
employs young women who are dressed in
black and uniformed to the extent of wearing white collars and cuffs and white
Mr. Suckno
aprons, an attractive outfit.
said that inasmuch as he was uniforming
the ushers in a house of 700, that he believed that a theatre, even as small as the
Albany, could well afford to adopt some
sort of a uniform.

Blue and Gray for Elliott.
The Clinton Square Theatre, managed by
Fred Elliott, seating 750, and also downtown, employs young women dressed in

dark uniforms, changing to a

light colored

This house
summer.
for the
charges 25 cents admission, not including
the tax for the night shows. Mr. Elliott,
a firm advocate of the uniforms, says that
dark blue is best for nine months out of
the year and a light gray for the summer.

garment

volunteered the information that with
house he would use a man in a

He

a larger

Tuxedo

suit

at the door.

Uniforms Create Respect, Says Hill.
At Harmanus-Bleecker Hall, one of the
Proctor chain, and managed by Uly Hill,
ushers are employed, appearing in
girl
light gray Palm Beach suits on June 14.
Mr. Hill is a firm believer in uniforms,
saying that it is easy for the patron to
pick out the usher or house attendant if
in uniform, and that a uniformed usher
commands greater respect, particularly if
the crowd is large, than one without. He
is in favor of dark uniforms for the winter, slightly braided and with a collar.
The house meets all the uniform expense.
All told, there are probably a dozen motion
picture houses in Albany, big, little and intermediate, but almost without exception

managers

the

of

these

theatres

express

themselves as favorable to uniforms, even
in houses where uniforms were not being
used, although the proprietors were free
in admitting that they would give added
tone and distinction at a small initial outlay.

No House Too

Small, Says Franklin.

exhibitors are agreed that no
house is too small to use uniforms to_ adThey declare that the uniform
vantage.
adds distinctiveness to a theatre. House
owners should also pay for the complete
It is also
cost of the uniform, they say.
the consensus of opinion that the only
arguments on the uniform question are all
on the favorable side.
“No house is too small to use uniforms,”
said Harold B. Franklin, managing director
of Shea’s Hippodrome. “Uniforms not only
tend to give distinctiveness to the theatre,
but they also are a necessity because they
immediately distinguish the employe from
the patron. The color and fabric of the
Buffalo

The Beauty Squad

New summer

uniforms of grey

at Shea’s

linen,

Hippodrome, Buffalo.

with white collars and cuffs and white shoes

and stockings.

uniform to be used depends in a large
measure on the color scheme of the house.
At no time should uniforms clash with the

uly
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For houses of
small capacity^
limited orchestra

^ pit

cfhe

new style 15

Fotoplayer
will satisfy the

'"The

musical require
ments ofyour show
variety of tonal effects in the

'-'new model 15 will justify a ready
acceptance by the smaller exhibitor-' '
^7he famous workmanship £> material
used in the larger instruments is contained
-

in this

The American
NEW YORK CITY
-

”ECCA BIDG.-/600 B'WAY.

compact and efficient Fotoplayer

Photo
Co.
Playeb
CHICAGO
<S +£.-//*

ILL.
,
CKSO /V &IVD.

SAN TRANCISCO CAL.
/o9 GOVOEH GATC AV£.
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other

SPECIAL

ROLL
TICKETS
Your own

special Ticket,

colors, accurately numbered ; every roll guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prise

any

Drawings;

5,000. $8.00.

Cash

Prompt shipments.

with the order.
Get the
Send diagram for Resamples.
served Seat Coupon Tickets, serial
or dated.
All tickets must conform to Government regulation
sad bear established prloe of admission and tax
paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Fire Thousand

$3.00
5.00
6.50
9.00
12.50
18.00

Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

National Ticket Co.

shamokin. Pa.

GUARANTEED

fittings

of the theatre, they should

merge with the whole atmosphere of the
“At Shea’s Hippodrome the girls wear a
combination gray and white linen dress,
with white collars and cuffs, shoes and
The boys wear a light blue
stockings.
serge suit of military style, and in summer
Plain unithe white trousers are used.
forms are always the most attractive. At
Shea’s Hippodrome we employ a wardrobe
mistress to keep the uniforms in constant
cleanliness

and

repair.

MOVING PICTURE THEATRES

“By all means the theatre should pay the
complete cost of the uniform. There is
really no way to order uniforms so that
there will be a minimum of misfits and
have the ushers always look their best.
When old employes leave we usually buy
new uniforms for those who take the vacant places.
We try to keep our usher
staff intact by paying good salaries, providing comfortable rest rooms and exercise space on the roof of the theatre. The
uniforms worn by our boy ushers are made
by a New York concern and a dressmaker
designs those used by the girls. We employ girls on the ground floor and boys
in the balcony. There are really no argu-

—

Erery State

total

by

25,300;

States,

$4.00.

Per M.
1,057 film exchanges
313 manufacturers and stndios
368 machine and supply dealers

$7.50
4.00
4.00

Further Particulars:

A.F.WILLIAMS,

166

W. Adams

St.,

Chicago

has a novel plan for providing uniforms
for his girl ushers.
ployed to the staff

5

PHOTOGRAPHER
NOW

Big opportunities
Qualify for thle faednstlng
profession.
Three month,'
oourse cover, all branch**:

uniform

Portralture

The School

terms.

of

N. Y.
141

W.

Recognized

evening

Superiority.
25.

INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
605 State 8t„ Brooklyn. N. Y.

36th 8t.. N. Y.

Write for our up-to-date price

list.

Amusement Supply Co.
We

are the Oldest Supply

House

in the

MOTION PICTURE TRADE
2nd
220

floor

Consumers

Bldg.,

South State Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

Dealer* In Monograph Moving Picture Machine*.
National Carbon*, Mlnuaa Screens and everything for
the Theatre.

WE 8ELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN

We

take moving picture! anywhere.

ANDLAUER & SIMES
625

GLOYD

BLDG.,

KANSAS

CITY. MO.

RELIABLE CAMERAMEN
Let ni take care of your
work In the Middle

with

One
usher staff who

Call or write for oomplete catalog No.

camera
West.

FRAMES

BRASS RAILINGS
THEATRE FIXTURES

THE NEWMAN MFG.

CO.

em-

in repair.

every theatre, no matter

white

collars,

cuffs

and

the members of our
is unusually adept with the
needle and thread and has some knowledge
of dressmaking, designs the dresses for

pockets.

Motion Plcture-Coramerdal-

easy

of the girls

an expert with the
needle and thread, and also has some
knowledge of dressmaking. She makes all
the uniforms for the girls and keeps them

“A blue serge material is the best for
winter, and a blue linen with white trimmings is excellent for summer use. The
planer the uniform the better.
“At the Palace we use a plain light blue

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

claeeeu;

One
is

what the size, should use uniforms,” said
Mr. Mosher to the World representative.

am 35to’100aWee
Cameras and Materials furnished free.
Day or
instruction; modem equipment.

Plan.

M. Mosher, of the Palace Theatre,

“I believe that

Practical

Every up-to-

date house should use them.”

Mosher Has Novel

of

and also keeps them in repair.
paid extra for her work. Once
a week we send the uniforms to the
cleaner.
In providing replacements when
employes are changed our seamstress refits
the dresses and hems them up where
needed. There must always be someone in
uniform about a house. There is no argument against the theatre uniform. It is
a courtesy paid to the patron.
It shows
him where to apply when he wants some-

our
This

girls
girl

thing.

A

designates

the official of the
a seating capacity

The Palace has

500-Seat House Should Use

“Any theatre

Them.

of

500 capacity or over
should use uniforms,” said E. O. Weinberg,
manager of the Strand Theatre, Buffalo’s
pioneer first-run house, which has a seating capacity of about 1,200.
“We use a
plain blue serge at the Strand and believe
that this is the best material for uniforms.

In the

summer we change

to a

gray Palm

Beach suit.
“Our uniform

is a plain blue serge outfit
with black trimmings and old English gold
letters spelling STRAND on sleeves, some

on breast and some on collar. The uniforms are inspected daily and constant
watch is kept to see that the boys and
girls always look in tiptop shape.
“Ushers are also instructed to keep us
informed on the condition of their uniforms.
I
believe that the house should
pay the entire cost. As a rule we seldom
employ an usher unless he will guarantee
to

stai

In this way we have few changes.
“When we buy uniforms we purchase

We

get sizes 18 to 20 for
sizes.
the girls and size 36 for the boys. These
are the normal sizes and we find that we
are usually able to fit our new ushers with
used uniforms.
“In the summer time our girls use a
light gray linen dress, easy to walk in,
close-fitting waist and flowing skirt with
medium sleeve. It is a one-piece dress with

A

a belt.
New York concern makes our
boys’ suits and we purchase the girls’ uniforms in local department stores.
find
this the cheapest way to obtain girls’ outfits.

“There are no arguments against the uniform.

It is a

modern

necessity in the

pic-

ture house.”

Plain Suit the Best, Says Fowler.
“Every theatre should dress its ushers
in uniforms,” said Bruce Fowler, manager
the

of

Elmwood Theatre,

Buffalo’s

big

neighborhood house at Elmwood avenue
and West Utica street, which has a seating
“The Elmwood
capacity of about 2,500.
uses a blue serge uniform the year round.
The plain suit is always the best. Those
ornamental things are terrible. We send
our suits to the cleaner once a week.
“I

believe

that

the

theatre

should

as-

sume the cost of the uniform and its upkeep. Our uShers have been with us for
years, so that the problem of misfits as
old employes go has not presented itself to
any degree here. We use high school boys,

who

usually stay with us for four or five
years at a time. However, when we purchase suits we usually buy average sizes,
which we find can be used again and again.

The Elmwood uniform

is

made

of

blue

with black braid trimmings and a
small gold E on the collar.
“The uniform is as necessary to the
house as any other equipment. No one
serge,

would think

of using bellhops in hotels
uniforms, no one would know
where to look for service. This is the
exact situation in the theatre.
Patrons
look to the uniformed man for service.
Ushers without uniforms impair the service and this is detrimental to the morale

without

of the theatre.”

Even the Small Towns
Appreciate the Simplex

is

It

house.”
of 800.

1920

We

Theatre Should Pay Cost.

Ira

3,

period.

average

interior.

ments against the uniform.

Mailing Lists

July

A

N

analysis of the Simplex sales reports shows that while an astonishing
number of large theatres in the leading cities throughout the country are being equipped with this popular projector,
the Simplex distributors are placing their
machines in a great many smaller towns,
many of them with a population of less
than 700 inhabitants.
A report received from the Yale Theatre
Supply Company, located in the Film Building, Seventeenth and Main streets, Kansas
City, Mo., contains a number of striking

examples of the work being done by Simplex distributors everywhere in the smaller

and towns.
While the average manufacturer

cities

invariably points with pride to the “big town”
installations, the Simplex folks call attention to the demand of their machines by
the smaller town exhibitors as evidenced
in the following report of the Yale Company’s installations, with the population
of each town appended, as they appear on
the card index at the Simplex factory:
Electric Theatre. Skiatook, Okla., population 606; Liberty Theatre, Ada, Okla.,
population. 1.000; Palace Theatre. Skiatook,
Okla., population 606; De Luxe Theatre, St.
John, Kan., population 1,400; S. W. Kenzie,
Deval, Okla., population 500; Wigwam Theatre, Altus, Okla., population 4.000; Gold
King Theatre. Altus. Okla., population 4,000;
Electra Theatre, Hominy, Okla., population
500; Sunflower Theatre, Peabody, Kan.,

July

3,
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
3c Per word for situations wanted and help wanted*
5c Per word for all commercial advertisements.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
WANTED — Position as manager of

CAMERAS,

Canton, China,
100,000 customers use our wonderful catalogue and
service for all their photographic needs.
Movie
cameras, tripods, projectors, northern lights, text

Experienced.
picture or combination.
M. P. World, New York City.
First class, at liberty July 15;
Adopen for offers commercial Industrial work.
dress, Box 117, M. P. World, N. Y. City.
Vaudeville,

115, care

Box

CAMERAMAN—

New York City.
MUSICAL AND ART DIRECTOR

New

etc.,

Chicago,

St.,

STANDARD

North Dearborn

ORIGINAL

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Tessar’s 2 and 3 Inch
F.l :3.5 for sale slightly used $30.00 apiece. Call
or write to Harry Davis, care Capitol Theatre, New

City.

Carl

Zeiss

;

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.

York

SAVE MONEY when

building that new house.
“Modern Theatre Construction,” by Edward Bernard Kinsila, will enable you to Insure safety, com$3.00, postpaid.
fort and moderate building cost.
Chalmers Publishing Company, 616 Fifth Av., New

City.

TWO HUNDRED
Tessar lens,

FOOT motion picture camera,
focus, trick crank, tripod and

side
Guaranteed to make good pictures.
leather case.
$150 takes outfit. Reynolds, 1046 Lakeview Road,
Cleveland, Ohio.

City.

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the

picture

Write for particulars to E. Suckow, Maple
Fort Lee, New Jersey.

St.,

film.

West

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
POWERS, SIMPLEXS, Mazda Lamp

outfits, transformers, 24-inch exhaust fan. Universal motor, and
theatre chairs. Theatre Supply Co., 124 West 45th
St.,

CAMERAS.

America’s
Largest Dealers. Our tremendous business built on
honesty.
Write
or
wire
your
needs.
unswerving
Bass Camera Company, Charles Bass, Pres., 100

York,

FILMS WANTED.
WANTED TO BUY— Junk moving

Ultrastlgmat

111.

CINEMA

;

York

Miner

ERA

Dearborn

excellent condition.
Zeiss Tessar lens
3-400 feet magazines.
Tripod, changing bag,
equipment. Taylor, 644 Eighth Ave., N. Y. City.

full

all at

NOW READY—The New

highly recommended as to his musical and executive ability,' desires engagement out of New York;
extensive modern library of music for pictures. Address Musical Director, Apartment 6-B, 433 Central

Park West, New York

etc.,

F:1.0 lens for motion picture cameras; price In
barrel, $75. Quotations for mounting on any camera
on request. Send your orders In now. BA88 CAMCOMPANY, Charles Bass, Pres., 109 North

St.,

in

to

sensational moneysaving prices.
Write for this valuable, F-R-E-E
catalogue today.
David Stern Company, "Value,
service, satisfaction since 1885,” Chicago, 111.

books, supplies,

CAMERAMAN with camera wants position.
Holmes, 360 West 58th St., New York City.
PROJECTIONIST, photographer, desires position,
theatre or studio. Have own movie camera. Chas.
Totoritis, 5214 Harriet St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
CAMERAMAN wishes position for weekly or
studio work; also still photography, if necessary.
Have own outfit for either. Apply to Joe Church,
434 West 57th

ILLINOIS,

$0.50
$1.00

CAMARA,

FOR SALE.

ETC.,

3.5,

FROM CANTON,

theatre.

Minimum
Minimum

New York

City.

5 KILOWATT, 110 volt generator ; new motor
driven 6A 6 horse kerosene engine, new 10 horse
gasoline. Sell or trade for chairs or 4 or 5 kilowatt,
60 volt gasoline unit. Rustic Theatre, South West
;

;

City,

Mo.

SALE— ONE MARTIN ROTARY CONVERTER, TWO PHASE; TWO TWENTY VOLT,
SIXTY CYCLE DOUBLE SEVENTY AMPERE OUTFIT, LESS PANEL BOARD BARGAIN, $350. WE
ARE REPLACING SAME WITH A LARGER MACHINE, HOWELLS CINE EQUIPMENT COMPANY, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
FOR SALE — Hallberg Economizer, 110 volts, 60
cycle, $40.
Two motor attachments for Power’s
machine, $5 each. Gem Theatre, Randolph, N. Y.
FOR

;

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

THEATRE TONIC
That Will Cure Your Theatre Of All Summer
Undercrowding
easy to remedy with this
book full of crowd-pulling adis

vertising ideas, all tested, all
practical.

Projection Worries

Current Troubles

Growing Pains

same booth with
an operator who owns this book
full of sound advice and practical

disappear with the help of the
practical advice that fills this book
on every phase of electrical theatre equipment and maintenance.

cease to bother you when you plan
to remodel or build and spread

Motion Picture

Modern Theatre

can’t live In the

information on every projection
point.

Motion Picture

Picture Theatre
Advertising
300 pages

$2.00

pages

700

$4.00

..

280

pages

$2.50

Postpaid

$3.00

Postpaid

.

fGft

s

Postpaid

HANDBOOK

r I

-

Construction
266 pages

MOTION PICTUW:

.

'?*

Vtr.

your business if this book guides
you and your architect.

Electricity

Handbook

Postpaid

Ills

MAHA65 hS
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Order from your nearest Supply House, or from

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
WRIGHT-CALLENDER BLDG.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

516

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

64

W. RANDOLPH
CHICAGO, ILL.

ST.

—
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Slide

Okla., population 1,576; El Reno TheEl Reno, Okla., population 700;
Fletcher Theatre, Fletcher, Okla., popula-

to

tion 374.

with Type S equipment.

RADIOS
mo re

os

W

RADIOS

&

Brown

Williams,

ILLIAMS,

Earle

a

Chestnut street, Philadelphia, state
that they are experiencing exceptionally good business and that the rush
has continued later into the year than usual.
Their business has been largely in the educational field with churches, schools and

$2 ::

community

For Stils by

A Powers
in the New

Fool-Proof Splicing Machine
FOR

Laboratory

Exchange
Theatre
Price:

Write

fe*

centers.

er

Tour

Ask

Dealer

GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
859-3*3

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
New York
East 155th Street

of

Louisville,

City

PERFECTION IN PROJECTION

Gold King Screen

in

THEATRE
ARCHITECTS
These men can design a good
Let them plan yours.

house.

Columbia
ZINK & SPARKLEN, lac.
District of

Demand.

Munsey

943

Bldg.,

Washington, D.

C.

Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT

Condenser lenses, especially in Meniscus
and Biconvex, have been greatly in demand.
Screens, also, have been selling well and
the concern has for the last fifteen years
been manufacturing one of its own.

Krute

1114

C.
199

has installed a Powers
6B Excellite motor drive equipment at the
Pa.,
Protectory,
Abbotstown,
Paradise
while a Powers 6A motor drive equipment
has been furnished to the United States
Air Service and another Powers 6A to the
Harrisburg High School for educational
Quite recently

Supply Comthan

PICTURE

This concern prides itself upon its enormous stock of lantern slides over 90,000
and issues two very complete catalogues
It reports increased
descriptive of same.
demand for its fireproof rewinder, due to
the requirements of many states and on
account of the reduction of insurance rates
when a fireproof rewinder is used. The
Williams, Brown & Earle rewinder has
been approved by the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, and with it rewinding
impossible unless the magazine doors
is

Condenser Lenses

Felder

&

who

are more
satisfied with the business outlook.

pany,

are closed.

$ 7.50

equipment has been installed
Majestic Theatre, of Taylors-

by the Carrell Film

ville,

—

onlt

1920

Carrell Outfits Majestic

Good Season
BROWN & EARLE, 918

Are Having

3,

nished, one to the Melvin and the other
the Dragon Theatre of Toledo, Ohio.
All these projectors were motor driven

atre,

Bow,

RadiO

July

Bide., Detroit, Mich.

HOWARD CRANK

Griswold Bide., Detroit, Mich.

Missouri

it

&

Car] Boiler

Brother

Theatre Architects
RIDGE BUILDING, KANSAS CITY. MO.
CoeaaltsDts to ottier architects.
Advisors

use.

to

specifications

owners regarding plass and
at
contemplated theatres.

10 Days’ Trial
No.

1

Grade, $1; No. 2 Grade, 75c,
Strechers Included

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Sold by all the leading supply
dealers throughout the country.

ALTUS,

Factory:

OKLAHOMA

Morton Co.
Are Doing Well, Thank You
ollis, smith, morton co, inc.,

H

AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL
ST.

CO.

LOUIS. MO.

Your Negative Investment Is Protected When
You Place Your Printing with the

Standard Motion Picture Co.
THE RELIABLE HOUSE
Excellent

work

reasonable

at

prices.

Address 1007 Mailers Bldg.

Cameramen furnished

Chicag.

for all occasions.

TVJX

Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.

HERTNER ELECTRIC
West

National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
Manufacturers of Electric Ticket Issuing
Machine* for Moving Picture Theatre:* and
Restaurant*. Sold direct or through your
dealer.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC

TICKET

REGISTER
1511

St.

North

Louis.

COMPANY

Broadway

Mo..

U.

S.

A.

New York

Street,

Pennsylvania
South 17th SL, Philadelphia. Pa

83

may be mentioned two Simplex machines,
with S type lamphouse, complete with 220

W. ALBERT SWASEY,

volt D. C. current, 90 Amp. rheostat, was
made to Spang Chalfant Company for a
new 1,500-seat house at Etna, Pa.
Two other Simplexes with motor drive
were sold to the Rowland & Clark interests
for installation in the Arsenal Theatre, But-

Architects and Engineers
101 PARK AVENUE, N. Y.
SPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL WORK

:

No Charee

ler street, Pittsburgh.
For the same parties for the Strand Theatre, Pittsburgh, an
Argus Crystal Bead Screen was installed.
Hollis, Smith, Morton Company, Inc.,
have just fitted out the Strand Theatre at
McKees Rocks, Pa., M. B. Engelberg, pro-

with

two

12.

Peerless Supply

T

Inc.

for Preliminary Services

STUDIO TO LET
(All

Also

Building

80x250,

Simplex

projectors, a
Hertner 50-50 three-phase, transverter, and
a complete line of Stanley frames, wall
cases and photoframes.
The house contains 600 seats and is managed by M. F. Myers. It was opened Satprietor,

CO.

Cleveland. Ohio

114th Street

West 40th

RITCHER-LEE COMPANY

first

Equipped)

New

in

City

Y'ork

Which Can Be

Factory Exchange: 17 West 44th

Fitted Up
Street, New York City

Vanderbilt 5610

ROMAYNE COMEDIES

amt

f

110

of the current year.
Among their recent sales, the following

urday, June

IransVerteK
IWJW.W J-WVUB

York

EUGENE DE ROSA

Twelfth and Liberty streets, Pittsburgh, Pa., Simplex distributors, have

been enjoying good business since the

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

New

Hollis, Smith,

Company

Among- the Best Two-Reelers on the Market
WRITE OR WIRE

Keeps Right on Supplying
HE Peerless Theatre Supply Company,

ROMAYNE SUPERFILM

403 Ohio Building, Toledo, Ohio, reports some interesting installations.
The company has just supplied the new
1,000 seat Pantheon Theatre with a Sim-

plex Projector.

Another Simplex with complete

equipment, also frames, scenery, etc., has been
furnished to the 1,350 seat Ohio Theatre,
now being built by the La Grange Movie
Company at an expenditure of $200,000.
Two other Simplexes have been fur-

CO.

LOS ANGELES

15,012 Motion Picture Theatres
in
or

the United
lift

Also

service
of

lift*

—no

State*

and save SO
State

more.
to

Right*

Use our addrreal eg

50%

in pottage.

Buyers,

Supply

Deals*

and Producers.

Motion Picture Directory Co.
244

West 42nd Street, New York. N. Y.
Phone: Bryant 8138
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SIMPLEX DISTRIBUTORS
OF SIMPLEX SERVICE
IMPORTANT LINKS IN THE CHAIN

THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES, INC.
CLEVELAND RETAIL BRANCH
Avenue

815-823 Prospect

ALBANY THEATRE SUPPLY

NORTHERN
OHIO

Cleveland, Ohio

EASTERN

CO.

NEW YORK

Clinton Ave.
ALBANY. N. Y.
4

(Except Greater New-

York

Selling Agents

BOSTON MOTION
TURE SUPPLY
69

MASSACHUSETTS

PICCO.

RHODE ISLAND
CONNECTICUT

Church Street

B R E C K PHOTOPLAY

SUPPLY

CALIFORNIA

CO.

WESTERN NEVADA
OREGON

98 Golden Gate Ave.

-

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

ARGUS

BROS. & CO.
620 Broadway
CINCINNATI. OHIO

Dutchess

PORTER

Putnam

729 Seventh Ave.

NEW

YORK.

Counties

Orange

in

New York

Suffolk
Sullivan

N. Y.

State

Rockland

SEATTLE STAGE LIGHT-

CO.

Madison

ST. LOUIS, MO.

St. Clair

Counties

(Except Madison, St.

Monroe

Clair and
Counties)

INDIANA

QSOUTHERN
EASTERN

and

WISCONSIN, and
Clinton

Manhattan Building

Des Moines

Jackson
Lee
Louisa
Muscatine

Counties
in

Iowa

Scott

-o-

HOLLIS-SMITH-MORTON

COMPANY

WEST VIRGINIA
and

WESTERN

1201 Liberty Ave.

-

PENNSYLVANIA

LELAND THEATRE SUPMAINE
PLY HOUSE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
97 State St.

VERMONT

MONTPELIER, VT.

IDLUCAS THEATRE SUP- N. Carolina Alabama
S. Carolina Louisiana
PLY CO.
Georgia
Tennessee
158 Marietta St.
Florida
Southern
ATLANTA. GA.
Mississippi
Virginia

O

-

NEW

JERSEY

EASTERN

LUCAS THEATRE SUPTEXAS
PLY CO.
SOUTHERN
1816 Main St.
ARKANSAS
DALLAS, TEX.

CENTRAL and
SOUTHERN IOWA

THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES, INC.
WYOMING
COLORADO
Equipment Co.
uamt
a kj a
1514 Welton Street
NFW^MEXICO
MEXICO
NEW
DENVER, COLO.

Denver Retail Branch
Formerly The Swanson Theatre

THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES,
Salt Lake City Retail Branch
Formerly The Swanson Theatre
Equipment Co.

SALT LAKE CITY

UTAH

INC.

UTAH

IDAHO
EASTERN NEVADA

Minnesota, South and
TECO PRODUCTS MFG. North
Dakota, NorthCO.
245

Loeb Arcade

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

WEBSTER

YALE

ern and Eastern Iowa

and Northern and
Western Wisconsin.

ELECTRIC WASHINGTON,

rnMPANY
COMPANY
N.W.

WASHINGTON,
MICHIGAN

INC.

DES MOINES, IOWA

719 9th St..

MICHIGAN MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY CO.
63 East Elizabeth St.

EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
SOUTHERN

THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES,
Des Moines Retail Branch
Formerly The Swanson Theatre
ent
E

318 Locu s t Street

Henry

MILWAUKEE. WIS.

DELAWARE
lewis M. SWAAB
1327 Vine St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES, INC.
Omaha Retail Branch
Formerly The Swanson Theatre NEBRASKA
Equipment Co.
an j
423 South 15th Street
WF8TFRN IOWA
WESTERN
OMAHA, NEB.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO

OREGON
ID-

MARYLAND

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
157 North Illinois St.

and

Illinois

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. ILLINOIS
St.

MadUon Block
SEATTLE, WASH.
21

in

1

Monroe
-o-

WASHINGTON

ING CO.

MISSOURI

NORTHEASTERN
ARKANSAS

608 Olive St.

DETROIT, MICH.

F.

KENTUCKY

BROS. OPTICAL

PITTSBURGH, PA.

B.

and

- EASTERN

608 South Dearborn
CHICAGO, ILL.

M

GREATER NEW YORK
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

ARIZONA

- SOUTHERN OHIO

DWYER

r

Selling Agents

and

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

204

BECKER THEATRE SUPWESTERN
PLY CO.
NEW YORK
184 Franklin St.
STATE
BUFFALO, N. Y.

ENTERPRISES, SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
Inc.

Calmy Bros. Division
842-46 South Olive St.

ERKER

THEATRICAL CENTRAL
SUPPLY CO.
NEW YORK
AUBURN, N. Y.
STATE

AUBURN

Selling Agents

- NORTHERN

BOSTON, MASS.

City)

D. C.

WESTERN
MARYLAND
NORTHERN

VIRGINIA

D. C.

THEATRE SUP- WESTERN
MISSOURI

PLY

CO.
Film Building
17th and Main Sts.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

KANSAS

OKLAHOMA
NORTHWESTERN
ARKANSAS

Hi

3,

1920

0

July

3,
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our Slide Library at

BESELER LANTERN
SLIDE CO.,

Inc.

131 East 23rd Street
New York, N. Y.
Manufacturers and renters of Slides on every

NEW YORK

conceivable subject.

PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE!
Have your photo put on

a slide.

M^kej'your
R0TARY
converter

“MARTIN”
mnn in
i

FOR REAL
-

SUN-LIT PICTURES
FURTHER INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC
412 S. Hoyna Ave., Chicago

1

1

0

Brokaw

Bldg.,

all

summer

Send for Booklet

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
V/RITE FOR

PAY

theatre

6

Philadelphia Office:
703 Finance Building

CO.

New York

70 Wie^t <45

NEW

I

«ft«

YORK.

THE FOUNDATION OF PRESENT-DAY

MOTION

PICTURES

STANDARDIZED
CAMERAS
PERFORATOR

PRECISION

The Utmost in Screen Brilliancy

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
Film Trade
Organ
The Leading, Independent

8u b cr
fo r e% n

1

C0 UNTR|°E3
Advertisements: Tariff on application.

TURIN

B. F.
PORTER

(Italy)

PRINTERS
SPLICER

Italian

SIXDOLLARS A YEAR

PT

Editorial Offices:

B. F.

of

—Galleria

SUPPLIES
For Motion Picture Labo-

ACCESSORIES

ratories, Studios,

Theatres

PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY

new york

Nazionale

BELL
1801-11

& HOWELL CO.

losargeles

Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

PUTS MORE LIGHT ON BROADWAY
LARGE SIMPLEX PROJECTORS,

Special Spot Light, Robin's Cinema Time
Indicators, International Special Screen and Special Booth at CRITERION THEATRE,
installs

and Speed
44th ST. and BROADWAY, The MARVELOUS PROJECTION
PERFECT from all VISUAL ANGLES.

B. F.

MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT

PORTER, EXCLUSIVE EQUIPMENT,

of

“WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE”

729-7th AVENUE,

at

49th STREET,

is

NEW YORK

1

luly

3,

1920
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Gut theatre
is insured in

every other

°why not
insurejrour
projection?

The Precision

Machine (oJnc.

317-29 East 34th: St— NewYork

,

—
PICTURE WORLD

'HE ..MOVING

July

3,

192C

TOM MOORE. Prcs.ocnt
FRANKLIN 3730

Offices RIALTO Tw CAT AC 8UH.ON6.

**

APq.
®20 /g

April 26, 1920.

u
%A
%/?

*icho

.

Nicholas Power Company,
90 Gold Street,
We w York City,N.Y.
Attention of

?^r.

9p*f

Power’s

C

^c

!

Will C. Smith. General Manager .

.

have, a9 you know, been using. your machines for the past 15 years, during
which time I have of course tried about every machine manufactured, with the
result that I have always had to replace such other make3 with Powers to be sure
hence the above
I had the best. I am- taking no chances of further experimenting
order.

now

in

Moore’s

.1

—

look upon your .concern as not only having the best and the most reliable machine
but the matter of personal service and attention that follows
on the market,
the sale of your machines is one that gains for you full confidence of the
purchaser. Your accomplishments in the direction of putting a perfect picture
on the screen and in the durability of your outfit are especially deserving of
my high praise.

i

is

Gentlemen:
As I am about to begin the construction of two additional theaters
in this City, I am most naturally concerned as to whether or not I will be able
I will not require them for four
to get six of your latest model machines.
or five months, but, knowing the demand for your machine, want to get my order
in early.

t

I

Rialto

power to the Powers."

"fcore

Kith thank6 for pa3t and future courtesies, believe me to be
Very sincerely yours,

President,
Moore's Theaters Corporation*
.

No. 2

—Tom Moore Has Stopped Experimenting

have, as you know, been using your machines
for the past 15 years, during which tune I have,
I

of course, tried about every

machine manufac-

|

V

tured, with the result that

*I

HAVE ALWAYS HAD TO REPLACE
SUCH OTHER MAKES WITH POWERS
TO BE SURE I HAD THE BEST.

I

am

taking no chances of further experimenting

^

hence the above order.

?),?

NICHOLAS

’

POWER COMPANY

INCORPORATED

EDWARD EARL,
Ninety Cold St

President

New York. N.Y

-

JULY

10,

1920

Price 15 Cents

»t* ICKtT
r

UBRART

FOUNDED BY

J.P.

CHALMERS IN 1907
has more
Laughs than,

ft
!

theve

cxve

Smdks in the
'fkone

booh

'

A

A SUMMER.

CLEAN^UE

JPARLOR-BEDROOE

AND BATH

QOith an ALL“STAR

CAST

MATH 1 5 and A.P.YOUNGEH
EDWARD VILLON.

Scenario ized by JUNE
Directed,

by

Published by
Chalmers {Publishing Company 516 Jifth olvenue
^

,

A

Weekly.

,

5Vewl/ork

Subscription Price: United States and its Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $3 a year; Canada, $3.50 a year; Foreign Countries (postpaid),
Flittered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Copyright, 1920, by the Chalmers Publishing Company.

$5 a year.
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Genuine or Imitation — Which
TF

actual value

is

?

not taken into account there

is

apparent difference between sterling silver
and silver plate. Because of their apparent similarity
every genuine article is stamped ‘Sterling.” Such is
little

the law.

Unfortunately

RITCHEY

there

poster

no
from

law

is

imitations.

its

mediocre posters, unmarked by
foisted

off

upon exhibitors

protect

to

genuine

as

Many

makers,

their

are

RITCHEY

The RITCHEY LITHO. CORP. and

posters.

the

the

mutual victims

exhibitor are the

Of course the exhibitor can always tell the difference
But then it’s
after he counts the box-office receipts.
The one immediate way to identify a poster
too late
It should
is by the lithographic trade mark upon it.
appear upon every poster that he uses.
!

An anonymous

poster

may

be as

harmful

as

an

A
A

wise man will ignore the
letter.
wise exhibitor should oppose
posters. Though they do not constitute
an attack upon his character they do constitute
a very definite attack upon his pocket book.

anonymous
anonymous
anonymous

letter.

—

He

should protest against their use.

RITCHEYNEW LITHO. CORP.

406

WEST

31st

STREET,

YORK

PHONE, CHELSEA

8388

10, IS

i

—
July

10,

n
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and tM®®eans
This advertise-

ment

also ap-

pears
ald,

C

i

the

in

Christian

Her-

June

rcu

266,296.

1

26.

a t ion

YourTiJfea®,
If You Chd6se.
^

Here’s an ad for a theatre.

It tells

several mil-

lions of people to go to that theatre.

It tells

them why.

And

they’ll go!

To whose theatre? Well,
if you tell them

that’s

up

to you.

To

yours,

We show (paramount (pictures
m.

FAMOUS
PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION fP]|
ADOLPH
ZUKOR

/*»«.

JESSE

L.

LASKY

ttc*AVr>

CECIL B DE K

If.

1

ill

£Jhe wife — beautiful,
young, charming.
old,
JJhe husband
rich Jealous

—

,

—

Then the tongues oF scandal
began to wag and did not

—

stop

till

a real love

was

destroyed and a woman's
honor was torn away.

The Famous stage play
by an all-star cast

acted

including Montagu Love,
Pedro de Cordoba Gaston
Glass and Charles Gerard

^

~

Uis

.

Gild

Iflhfe

BY CHARLES FREDERIC NLRDLINGER

FEATURING

^LMA RUBENS
tfZSSZ

mm

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

July

10,
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INCE

CHARLES RAY
Homer Comes Horn
Homer’s Come Home--a Millionaire!

W

HAT?
lieve

Homer?

That poor durn

fool?

Don’t be-

it!

But the whole town--the folks that laughed and said he’d
never amount to beans--all turned out to cheer when
Homer came home.
Then--when he was making a speech and selling stock in
corporation, came the wire from New York:
new
a

paramount

“He’s a fake.

why.

^jirtcraft

Lots of real Ray comedy and real
By

BJMOUS PLAYE RS LAS KY CORPORATION?

human sympathy.

Adapted by Ag"“s Christine Johnston. Directed by
Photographed by Chet Lyons. A Thomas H. Ince Production.

Alexander Hull.

J.rome Storm.

(^picture

He’s only one of our clerks.”
Seeitandyou’ll know

Was Homer a fake? Not onyour life!

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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July

PHOTOPLAY:

n

Space can be contracted for at

Itttur raal (Eitij, (Ealiftmtia
An

entire city dedicated to the production of motion pictures, housing in one plant the
most complete all-around equipment necessary for the production of perfect

photoplays.

—

nearly 500 Acres of land, situated between the Hollywood and the Sierra
Madre Mountains, with a splendid variety of beautiful natural scenery, lake,
mountains and plains.

Area

Six covered stages over 1,000 feet long
stage area of

Complete

any studio

electrical

and 50

100 feet wide, the greatest covered

in the world.

equipment securing every modern

Large stocks of furniture, wardrobe, and props,

Permanent

to

streets of

New

effect.

at the disposal

of tenants.

York, Arizona, Mexico, Paris, Constantinople, Tokio,

Canada, Spain, and Colonial Style.

A

regular theatre with fully equipped stage.
Los Angeles Examiner om June the 17th had
the following notice:

Maurice Tourneur, the Big Six Producer,
rumor that he will erect a costly
Hollywood studio.
“Why build,” he says,
“when I have a complete studio at my disposal? I will make my pictures at Universal
City, where everything is handy.
If I need
extras, they are there.
If I want carpenters
for an hour, they are so hand.
The sane
with everything else.”
denies the

constantly used by the largest producers.
following have used and are still using our facilities:

Our

studio

is

Vitagraph
Metro
Ascher Enterprises

Kosmik
James Oliver Curwood
Samuelson Co., Ltd., England
Fox Studio
Robert Brunton
Katherine McDonald

Edgar Lewis

J.

Maurice Tourneur
Paramount-Lasky
Goldwyn

D.

During the

last

year the

B. B. Hampton
Hawovth Picture Corp.

Comedies
Ben Wilson Productions
McCarthy Productions
Christie

Numa

Picture Corp.

Hampton

Space and equipment can be contracted for at surprisingly low figures. For
information please communicate with Mr. Sigmund Moos, Manager Leasing Department at Universal City, California, or Universal Film Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway,

New York

City.

,

10,

1920

July

10,
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2.P Will Play the

Game

Because we believe the exhibitors as well as the other distributing

and

interested
all

organizations in

sales

we quote

the motion

herewith, in

full,

picture

be

industry will

our definite instructions to

Associated Producers branch office managers:
" For years the picture business was
sales

methods and

We

1.

made

a yellow

dog business because of the

of picture employes.

ethics

are to sell bur pictures

on

their individual picture

and Producer

merits.
2.

We

3.

We

are not to sell or attempt to
other companies’ product

sell

by innuendo or by attacking

do not want

to attack

in our employ those whose idea of salesmanship
competing companies’ product.

is

—

Every big, successful picture in the market no matter who makes
and owns it helps us in maintaining and getting proper rentals for
our own big successes.

4.

—

The men who

have been engaged for our organization have been
analyzed in advance from many angles
and one of the chief angles
of analysis has been their capacity for clean, fair salesmanship.

5.

—

is not affiliated in any way with any other organization.
can afford
be free of entanglements and alliances.
any week-stand first run the absolute protection of our big productions to keep it
free from dictation by any of the elements seeking to obtain a control over the

"Associated Producers,

We

are

and

Inc.,

We

will at all times

business of exhibiting.

"We

are not unfriendly to any of the elements
wide open to any clean buyer.

IVe

are pleased to

hare

exhibitors

all

intending

to

visit

New

York

their

mail and

grams

We
may

any

product

is

will and expect to play on merit and on clean selling theatres owned by the
Marcus Loew houses, Zukor houses, Rowland and
various factors in the market
Clark houses, William Fox houses, Goldwyn houses and those of the various other

—

organizations.

"The

feuds or politics of the industry are none of our

business,

or our men’s business.

make your

advance reservations
in

Our

tele-

our care.

in

will

direct

"We

in the industry.

hotel

desire.

you

"Our

business

for our

hold

it

is

to sell pictures; to

men, for our organization
and increase it.”

make

a reputation for our Associated Producers,

collectively

and

— having

made

a reputation

— to

THOMAS H.INCE * MACK SENNETT - MARSHALL NEILAN * ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER * MAURICE TOURNEUR - J. PARKER READ JR.

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES:

729 SEVENTH AVE.,

NEW YORK

CITY

Inc.

T^i«®©y§ nysDM

MARY

UNITED ARTISTS

CORPORATION

MARY PICKFORD

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS DWGRIFFITH
HIRAM ABRAMS,

PRESIDENT

!

The ri$ht starts

when Dou$

leaps

cliff into

From a

a tree ah

the villain-

they Fi^hi

down

The greatest
fight ever

thru

the treefall through
the roof of

a hut —

screened

over

the hut —
ridht

all

Just one of the

many

punches
that make bi{5

then through -the
wall and down
a mountain side,
fighting all the way-

n
i

m
newest picture

MOLLYCODDLE"
The Sensation
of the year
Story by HARD1D MCGRATH

iScemriohyTOM GERAGHTY
then over
a precipice

into

the

rapids —

and over
the falls
into the
river

below.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
PICKFORD
d.w Griffith
dougias Fairbanks

MARY

HIRAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT.
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Tie Slim

Bumping, wheezing, bouncing about the
harem of the ruler of Morovenia in the
shape of dozens of enormous women!
little

Princess Kalora

a garden of peonies.

But

was

a violet in

in the

eyes of

the Morovenian lounge lizards she didn’t

—

have a chance and never would until the
day when she could boast of at least three
chins.

The adorable Mabel Normand plays the
irrepressible Princess in this picture made
from George Ade’s funniest comedy.
is

1920

NQRMAND

MABEL

The

10,

a

warm

splendid

box-office

bracer for

It

the

months.

GOLDWYN PICTVRES CORPORATION

UAYAKAWA
L
of

for his screen

A

ability.
class,

a

especially

role

moulded

in

production

tension

heart interest.

A

and
big

star in a big story pro-

duced in

a big way.

Directed by

CHARLES SWICKARD

"pHE Fortune

teller,

starring Marjorie

Rambeau,

is

a screen

with
is

triumph.

thrills,

one

It

abounds

love and honor.

of the best pictures

!

It

have

ever reviewed.

— George
Exhibitors

Pardy,

Trade Review

July

10,
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/>

-£ HC)Uvfc.of

torch V

il§8£

;

Z°M>

Produced

Iqy

Master

^
rf

/

Films Inc

Corporation of America
7^9 Seventh ^ve. J/eivKorhs

(
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is

July

the only barrier

betiveen

Bower

—

the

millionaire speculator

—

an (I

Death

ARTHUR
and

F BECK

CHARLES

C.

BURR

Present

THE
SILENT

BARRIER”
From

MMIIHIHMI

the Novel by Louis Tracy

Photoplay Version by Chas. T. Dazey
Directed

by

William

Worthington

A LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTION
¥

do not know that I ever directed
a picture that interested me more
I

than "The Silent Barrier”, It is a
panorama of vivid dramatic contrasts.

William Worthington

•

*'

10,

1920

July

i

i
i
i
i
i
I

i
f
i
i
i

M

10,
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Sheldon Lewis heads

in

charming

strike;

Adolph

while
give

Cameron

Snow Clad Alps

the Peaks of the
Dixon

Florence
notes

Milar,

remarkable

Donald

A

-Hulette,

remarkable coiUpany of players

"The Silent Barrier’

A Triumph of Love on
Gladys

a

155

of

sex

in

characterizations
the

Corinne

"The

Silent

Mellish

Fuller

plays

and

to

American

and
old

Barrier"

Joseph

men

Mining

Fine Picture Play of Winter Scenes for

Barker

Burke
parts.

Engineer.

Summer Audiences

W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
.

527

Fifth

Avenue, New York Gty

Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated
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INTER - OCEAN FILM

CORPORATION
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE
THAT IT WAS ACQUIRED

The

firsf

of

LOUIS

"f

he series

o-f

TRACY

PRODUCTIONS
FOR FOREIGN DISTRIBUTION
PRIVATE SHOWINGS OF THIS SUPER-PRODUCTION
TO RESIDENT FOREIGN BUYERS CAN BE MADE
BY WRITING AT ONCE TO

INTERrOCEAN
SBgWTTSFSt?!

FII>A\

f&KTSM

July

10,

1920
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VITAGRAPH SEPTEMBER RELEASES
ALBERT

As

SMITH

E.

the heroine of this absorbing story',

presents

ALICE JOYCE

ALICE
JOYCE

proves the age-old truth that the heart
woman may beat as sadly beneath
silks and satins as beneath more humble
of a

garb.

A play with great, crashing moments of
drama which at no time becomes melodrama — a story of unexpected twistings

—

and turnings which create SUSPENSE
a picture which will add still more prestige

to the

name

of this beautiful star.

1

in

“THE PREY”
A

Vitagraph Special Production
By Jollph Le Brandt
Directed by George L. Sargent

.

B

ALBERT

E.

SMITH

announces

S'

.

Terriss Production

TROTPET ISLAND”
AND MRS.
GEORGE RANDOLPH CHESTER
From

kJ

By

excesses, following

the story

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS

man

the sudden acquisition of great wealth, the

seeks seclusion on
out his
life

own

with a

is

riding

an uninhabited island to

The

salvation.

man who

her, plans to

Adapted by

MR.

I

own

-

AT
•

Impatient with his

an

Girl, seeking to escape

has proved loathesome to

jump from an

— but

work

airplane in which she

electrical

storm changes her

The airplane is wrecked, and crashes on
Trumpet Island. The man and the woman meet.
plans.

This

is

only the beginning.

The

story

was

judged big enough to spend more than a quarter

Directed by

With

An

TOM

TERRISS

All-Star Cast

of a million dollars in producing
of several months.
the year.

It

will

it,

over a period

be the big picture of

VITAGRAPH SEPTEMBER RELEASES

CORINNE GRIFFITH
in

a
An

THE WHISPER MARKET”
Strong in drama and intrigue. Corinne Griffith,
appears as the wife of an American consul, and to help fatten

exciting story of consular service in South America.

one of the best gowned screen
his lean purse,

becomes

stars in the world,

a silent partner in the

shop

of a fashionable modiste.

Gorgeous gowns by the

hundred.

EARLE WILLIAMS
in

U
A
the

THE PURPLE CIPHER

99

melodramatic story of Chinese tongs in which Earle Williams will score as notable a success as he did in
production of “The Fortune Hunter." He appears as an amateur detective. Replete with

now famous

surprises, exciting situations

and creepy. Oriental mystery.

LARRY SEMON
in
Hi

THE STAGE HAND

99

another one of his inimitable comedies which have laugh-swept the country
He goes backstage in a vaudeville theatre this time, flirts with the “actorines” and is assisted in his fun by dogs,
And a big
cats, ponies and other animals which will make grown-ups chuckle and the kiddies shout with glee.
Vitagraph’s

comedy ace

in

beauty squad, headed by Lucille Carlisle.

158
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so?you

diUnf
iv rite

tttir
letter;

eh?"

The

JOAN TILM SALES CO. (INC) presents
Brilliant International Star

FANNIE

WARD

"SHE P1AYID AND RAID"
ADAPTED FROM UENRI

BERNSTEIN'S

CELEBRATED STAGE SUCCESS "LA RAFALE"

NOW
SELLING

ON
STATE
RI GHTS
BASIS

A
F

Clean-up for

STATE RIGHT MEN

WARD

in “SHE PLAYED AND PAID” is one of the surest fire clean-ups
ever offered to State Rights Buyers and Independent Exchanges. The title is
a -whale of a money-getter. The Star possesses as brilliant a reputation and
standing as the biggest star in the industry. The author is one of the foremost
French dramatists. The posters are sensational. The advertising and accessories
are wonderful. Everything is ready for you. No State Rights buyer in the picture
game for money can afford to overlook this extraordinary Box Office winner. Write
or wire TODAY for terms, territory, prices and complete details. It’s the chance of
a lifetime. ACT NOW.

ANNIE

JOAN FILM SALES
33

W. 42ND

ST.,

NEW YORK

CO., Inc.
CITY

NOW
SELLING

ON
STATE
RIGHTS
BASIS

a

YOUR WAY
The

Exhibitor

The

E xhibitor

ages, flat rentals

First!

That

is

the Realart policy.

Why dispute over the relative merits of percentFirst !
and other means of fixing values? Realart ’s way is your way;

take your choice.

The Exhibitor First ! You have not approved present booking methods,
hence Realart forsakes them and offers you a plan, new, novel, and inviting
plan radically different from all others and one which we predict will be a

—

model for many seasons to come

—the

sale to individual theatres of the

REALART STAR FRANCHISE
Here
that

—

a proposition so plain a child can understand it so uninvolved
can be announced in twelve simple words The theatre rights to thirty-six

at last is

it

:

'productions, each starring one of six actresses.

The

Exhibitor

First!

A

system more equitable than any proposed even

— one embodying the best points developed in years of
experience — the
really constructive plan advanced
a

in Exhibitors’ conferences

observation and

only,

in

decade for attaining results fair and equitable to both exhibitor and producer.

The

Exhibitor

First!

Realart will not bother you during 1920-1921 with
Here, too, it has a definite, fixed-inIt will produce, under its own supervision, four, and only four,

persistent solicitation on special features.

advance plan.

special features, all to be

made by

WILLIAM DESMOND TAYLOR
The
chise

Exhibitor First ! And with the photoplays of the Realart Star Franand the William Desmond Taylor Productions will be frankly conceded

your right to a fair profit, to dependable service, to the best stories, to a high
grade of production, to adequate accessories and, above all, to a square deal.
Foi seseial weeks Realart managers and salesmen have been explaining this
plan to the exhibitors of the country. The response has exceeded expectations.
Many franchises have been sold and many more will be sold in the next few
weeks. Your opportunity is now!
It’s first come, first served!
The time is
limited in which to get your name
motion picture business.

to the fairest contract ever written in the

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
469 FIFTH

AVENUE,

NEW YORK

CITY
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"OWEET LAVENDER”

^

LITTLE CLOAVN,”

both stupendous

stage successes

‘‘BLINDNESS,”
women
Do

and ‘‘THE

a heart interest story that has been read by nearly 2,000,000

these sound good to

you

as titles for the season 1920-1921

ARTHUR WING PINERO,

“The Second

?

Mrs. Tanqueray,”

“The

Gay Lord Quex,” “The Amazons,” “Mid-Channel” and many more

stage

author of

triumphs

AVERY HOPAVOOD,

creator of such dramatic triumphs as

“Seven Days,”

“Fair and Warmer” and “The Gold Diggers,” now packing them

in at the

Belasco Theatre

DANA BURNET,
American

Do

Avriter of

popular

one of the most successful younsr

stories,

novelists

these appeal to you as

Plays, authors, all
actress, the Girl

names

—they're

to

bank on

in the

coming season?

yours, Avith the productions of that

with 40,000 Admirers.

And

superlative

these are only a feAV of the early

pictures planned to add neAV triumphs to the already long

list

of achievements of

MARY MILES MINTER
Realart policy

Her

is

reflected in this

announcement for Miss Minter’s coming season.
might have been an incentive

successes of the year uoav ending

to decrease

expenditures for stories, direction and production during the next feAv months.

But

that’s not the Realart way.

These very successes are Realart’s reasons for

building in 1920-1921 on a foundation that

any

r
eA er

is

bigger, stronger, broader, than

before provided for a motion picture actress

Miss Minter has taken her place among the greatest screen stars of the times. Her
present season has been the most successful of her career and
intention that lack of initiative on

Mary

Miles Minter mighty box

its

office

it

is

Realart’s

part shall not stand in the Avay of more

triumphs

in .the

season to come.

In a Group of Big Photoplays Available

to All

Holders of the Realart Star Franchise

takes more than promises to

YT

down

Realart gets

make

And

pictures profitable to you.

to brass tacks in the matter of its plans for Alice

so

Brady’s

1920-1921 season.

How

Whale

starter?

And
New

“THE NEW YORK IDEA”

does

of a

title,

York.

Mrs. Fiske

you for a

strike

isn’t it?

one of the few plays in

Avife of

by Langdon Mitchell

all

history that has a record of two

made a triumphant

William A. Brady, repeated.

success in

it

major runs

in

and then Grace George,

Noaa7 Mr. Brady’s daughter
,

to

is

appear

in the play in pictures.

But

that isn’t

all.

There are other big stage successes on Miss Brady’s schedule

—among them “THOSE

WHO WALK

IN

DARKNESS”

and

“BLACK-

BIRDS.”

ALICE BRADY
good

will not lack for

by Henry Miller,

Avith

and play.

you'll recall, Avas

Laura Hope Crews

Lyceum Theatre one

“THOSE

or competent direction, or great production in the

“BLACKBIRDS,”

coming season.

the

titles,

of the brightest spots along

It is

hunt

and the dramatization

a long

titles or stories

that Miss

New

role.

It

made

York’s Rialto.

based on the novel by Perley Poore Sheehan, which Avon remark-

running simultaneously on Broadway

will

female

WHO WALK IN DARKNESS” has passed the test supreme as story

able popularity,

You

produced as a stage play

in the leading

is

by OAven Davis, who had three plays

last season.

time before you will find better material than this

better suited to a great dramatic

Brady

will be shoAvn in

and that her opportunities

to

star.

And you

—better

can be sure

an atmosphere of elegance and good

wear handsome gowns

will be constant.

In a Group of Emotional Dramas Available
Holders of the Realart Star Franchise

to All

taste,

\T)

now an announcement!

—the

interesting

modest statement of great expectations
sition

whom

by Realart of an actress

woman

in

critics

!

story of a jury's award!

—

—the important news of the acquiacclaim the most beautiful young

America!

JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
becomes a Realart star by virtue of a verdict returned by a jury comprising
twelve nationally

known

leaders in the world of literature, art and commerce.

She was chosen on merit as the
It

was not alone hair

of

spun

closest

approximation of the jurors’

ideals.

gold, or eyes like the deep waters of the ocean,

or complexion comparable to the pale pink petals of the rose, or yet her Venus-

form

like

— not

beauty, nor youth, nor personality, nor talent alone that

the verdict for Miss Johnstone.

them

— that

robbed the

New York

It

was the combination

stage of one of

its

of these

— the

favorite actresses

won
sum of

and gave

whom

is

the promise of great achievement.

In dramatic experience, Miss Johnstone

is

well qualified for her

to

motion pictures a new star

was
in

a

member

of the Follies of 1915

stage productions

Deslys in “Stop!

with

in

Ed Wynn

in

—with

Look!

“Over

For Miss Johnstone’s

first

the

talent

and beauty

and 1916 and has had many important

roles

“Watch Your Step”; with Gaby
Raymond Hitchcock; in “Oh, Boy”;

Listen!”; with

the Top,” and so on through a

list

of real triumphs.

production, Realart has obtained a recent

which Ruth Chatterton was the

famous books and plays,

She

Castles in

stage success, George Scarborough’s
in

new work.

New York

“MOCLNLIGHT AND HONEYSUCKLE,”
star.

Exceptional

will constitute the repertoire in

will be introduced to the patrons of

stories,

based only on

which Miss Johnstone’s

America’s most represen-

tative motion picture theatres.

In Plays of Young American

Womanhood

Available to All

Holders of the Realart Star Franchise
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TT'OUR

super-specials, each to he

1920 - 1921

And

Franchise

Star

the

made under Realart supervision!

comprise

will

Realart ’s

complete

These and

program during

.

for these super-specials, one director!

work on four pro-

a full year’s

ductions!

man who made “Huckleberry Finn,” “Mile-AMinute Kendall,” “Captain Kidd Jr.,” “The Tale of Two Cities,” “Johanna
Enlists,” “Anne of Green Gables” and many other productions of golden
And

as for the director, the

memory.

WILLIAM DESMOND TAYLOR
is

one of the very few directors

whose name

him

is

whom you

familiar to your public.

— as director of Mary Miles Minter, of

and of other foremost stars of the screen.
his originality, his artistic sense, his

—

really know whom you advertise
You know him your patrons know
Mary Pickford, of Kathlyn Williams

—

But

it

is

in big special features that

wonderful faculty for story-telling have

been most forcefully shown.
Realart has had prepared for him a special story of the sort which he likes
best to do

—a

story of boyhood

—“THE

Julia Crawford Ivers and the picture

achievement which you and every one
ful

is

else

SOUL OF YOUTH.”

The author

is

the fulfillment of the great promise of

saw

so plainly in

Mr. Taylor’s delight-

“Huckleberry Finn.”

It is a story of a freckled,

story so tenderly sympathetic, so full of the real

heart of any

man

or

woman who

and

life

as to

win the

And among

the real

JUDGE BEX LIXDSEY of Denver, LEWIS

LILA LEE.

“THE FURNACE,”

a Canadian romance by Pan, the distinguished English

author, will he the second of Mr.
will be

heart interest

romance of

has not turned to stone.

characters in the wonderful cast are

SARGEXT

—a

homeless boy and his faithful dog

two others which,

in

Taylor’s productions and following this

production quality and story value, will rival the

most pretentious pictures of the season.

Four Great Feature Productions,

the First of

Will Be Available in September

Which

!

/CONSTANCE BINNEY

^

in one of

James M. Barrie’s greatest

You who were charmed by “Erstwhile Susan”

—you

stories!

who have exclaimed

over the winsomeness, the radiant beauty, the brilliant talent of this debu-

and stage

tante star of screen
fitting

— can

you conjure up for her a character more

than the lovable heroine of a Barrie novel?

Realart can’t!

And

this

announcement

charming actresses of

all

and in the production

to be

times

is

our pledge of faith in one of the most

For we are investing

!

made from

it

in the rights to this story,

an amount of money which shall firmly

bespeak our intention of standing back of Miss Binney and back of the

army
any

who helped her

of exhibitors

star ever has

achieve the most successful

first

little

season which

had

CONSTANCE BINNEY
open her second season on the screen in

will

to the well-beloved

Since

its

“Sentimental

“TOMMY AND

publication in 1900, this has been one of Sir

premier story

And

“The

Little Minister,”

“What Every Woman Knows,” “The Admirable

“Quality Street,”

“A

a sequel

James Matthew Barrie’s

most popular romances, sharing that high honor with

“Peter Pan,”

GRIZEL,”

Tommy.”

Crichton,”

Kiss for Cinderella,” and other masterpieces of this

teller.

there are others coming of equal quality

— plays

wherein

lie

opportunity

is

of

“TOMMY AND GRIZEL”

— and thinking, too,

in

terms of values that usually are associated

for true creative work.

But

it

thinking now-

that Realart

is

only with the greatest special features.
Realart ’s promise to exhibitors

up

is

that production

to that high order of ability Avhich has

and story

shall fully

made Miss Binney one

standing figures of the screen in the season just ending.

In a Group of Sentimental Stories Available
Holders of the Realart Star Franchise

to

All

measure

of the out-

!

!

!

MARGARET ANGLIN success! A MAUDE ADAMS
read novel

A

play by

CARRE,

a

And

!

!

A

widely

one of the best short stories of recent years

PAUL

IvESTER, a comedy from
novel by ALICE DL^ER MILLER, a

Post yarn by

success

the

French of

BISSON

and

rip-roaring Saturday Evening

SOPHIE KERR

“THE MASKED BALL!” “HER FIRST ELOPEMENT !”
“SWEETIE PEACH!” “FOOD FOR SCANDAL!”

And what

Some

titles!

we’ll say, for

stoi’ies,

—stories

any actress!

—

stories of

unusual box

that have double and treble the ordinary appeal

be produced in a

way

to

—

office

stories

power!

which will

enhance their intrinsic value

WANDA HAWLEY
is

the star for

whom

Realart

is

making these plans for the coming

season.

She

“FOOD FOR SCANDAL.” This is from Paul Kester’s
“BEVERLY’S BALANCE,” in which MARGARET ANGLIN made a

has just completed
play,

sensational success in

by James Cruze from

New York and
a scenario

“THE MASKED BALL” was
it MAUDE ADAMS made her
greatest production of Mr.

en tour.

The screen version was directed

by Edith Kennedy.
produced by the
first

late Charles

big success.

Frohman ’s

Frohman and

in

This play was probably the

career and Realart proposes a screen

version which will be a credit to the memorable history of the play.

You

will miss one of the great opportunities of the

book does not
star in

list

the productions of the actress

coming season

who had her

your date

introduction as a

Jerome K. Jerome’s “Miss Hobbs.”

In a Group of Charming Comedies Available to All

Holders of the Realart Star Franchise

if

—

—

—

IIE Good Little Bad Girl the Girl with the laughing black eyes from which
two taunting little devils fling the age-old challenge: “/ clare you!” the
Girl of the Stygian tresses and peach bloom cheeks who makes you think
of far-away Spain where romantic youths strum mandolins ’neath the windows

—

of the senoritas; who combines the forcefulness and energy of her Scotch father
with the rich beauty of her mother’s pure Castilian ancestry

has Realart prepared for her whom you recall in leading roles of “Male
” “The Dancin’ Fool,” “Why Change Your
and Female,” “ Every woman,
Wife?” and other special features what has 1920-1921 in store for

What

—

BEBE DANIELS
Never have more ambitious plans been made for a successful young actress.
Miss Daniels comes to stardom cast in an unique role. She is a type unto herShe is the shop girl,
self born to the portrayal of dashing, impetuous youth.
the
Giltmore,
or
girl
perhaps
your manicurist.
or
the
cigar
stand
at
perchance,
fringe
of
convention,
yet
never
falls tantalthe
sagging
Always she dances upon
;

;

izing, fascinating, ever daring.

will meet her as Rowena Jones, a poor girl who sets her cap for a millionaire
and then has the toughest job of her life toeing the line of social propriety.
The story, as we’ve told you before, is “YOU NEVER CAN TELL,” and somehow we have the idea that this title and a picture of Miss Daniels’ flirtatious
eyes
well, we’re all human! It took two stories to make “YOU NEVER CAN
TELL,” and both were published in the Saturday Evening Post over the famous

You

name

GRACE LOVELL BRYAN.

of

duction and he’s

Do you

recall

made

it

one of the

Chester Franklin has directed the pro-

liveliest pictures of the year.

“OH LADY, LADY!”

that sparkling

of 174 performances at the Princess Theatre,

Well, that

BOLTON

is

to be another

and P. G.

New

comedy which had

a run

York, during 1917-1918?

Bebe Daniels subject. It was written by GUY
and has been played, we’re told, in every

WODEHOUSE

English-speaking country of the world.

Other themes just as big as these will be provided for Miss Daniels, and in them
all,

whether as clerk or student or social butterfly, you
always interesting, good little bad girl.

will find her a constantly

different,

In

Group of Light Dramas Available to All
Holders of the Realart Star Franchise

a

Los Angeles

Oren

Minneapolis

Harry

New York
New

Woody

F.

Lester

L.

922 So. Olive Street

Hollander

801

W. Adler

Omaha

C. G. Kingsley

St.

Louis

Washington

West

46th Street

1216

Farnam

Henry
F.

Albert

E. Wilkinson

Simpson

W. Eden

Floyd H. Lewis
Louis Reichert

.

Street

.1018 Forbes Street
985

Market Street

...2012 Third

Avenue

3626 Olive Street

Rooms
916

G

Bryant 6941

Sts.

£53 North 13th Street

San Francisco ..Ben
Seattle

.

Saenger Building,
Tulane and Liberty

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Produce Exchange Bldg. Nicollet 6681

130

Orleans ...Truly B. Wildman

64844

Douglas 8788
Locust 6121
Court 3452

Douglas 5450
Iliot

1827

Lindell

4223

806-820 Mather Bldg

Street, N.

W

Melville E. Maxwell, Special Representative

Main

467
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10,
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IMPORTANT TO ALL

HOPE HAMPTON
The Lady Beautiful

MAURICE TOURNEUR
the master artist-director with a long

of the Screen

brilliant

successes

“Barbary Sheep

”,

including

“Poor

list

of

“The Whip

”,

Rich Girl

”,

Little

“Sporting Life ”, “The Blue Bird”, “Treasure
Island

^TT Here’s news that will
Til because

it

”,

“Victory”, etc.

make you happy

brings assurance of big busi-

ness for your house.

Hope Hampton’s next stellar vehicle will
be “The Tiger Lady” by Sidney Toler
personally

directed

by

Maurice Tourneur

and made at Tourneur’s Hollywood Studio.
#TT Here’s a combination that will make film
history and will establish house records

everywhere

!

Maurice Tourneur Productions,
Universal City, California

Inc.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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July

10,

1920

Presents
]

btar

le

IN

of

Screen and Stag*

THE b PART EXCITINGPATHETIC SENSATIONAL
AND

July

10,

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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sorrows* sufferings and
final happiness, with the following marvellous cast of
established favorites of the screen.
The Story of

an orphan

ROMAINE FIELDING

girl’s

HARDS
HERBERT STANDING

IRA

BEN HENDRICKS

M.

JUNE DAY
JOSEPH SMILEY

A.H.*BUSBY

EMILE LA CROIX
ROBERT FORSffHE

EDGAR VILLER

BARNEY GILMORE

BERT HODGKINS

Jr

TERRITORY OPEN
SELLING AGENTS

STATE RIGHTS
THE

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT COMPANY
Z 20 West 42nd. St.
Telephone

Bryant 384-5

New

I NC.

YorK City

^
(NATIDNALlpjJlPICTURES)
_

*

Bi)

Lewis Allen

Browne

Directed

btj

George Arch

CONWAY TEARLE,
than

whom

there

is

more popular screen
will

star,

appear regularly

NATIONAL

no
in

PICTURES

NATIONAL PICTURE THEATRES
INC.

Announces

SEVEN BIG PRODUCTIONS
Now

playing or ready to play

Distributed by Select

“JUST A WIFE”
“BLIND YOUTH”
“THE INVISIBLE

DIVORCE”
CONWAY TEARLE in
“MAROONED HEARTS”
“THE PALACE OF

DARKENED WINDOWS”
“OUT OF THE SNOWS”
A RALPH INCE PRODUCTION

“WHO AM

I”

GET A FRANCHISE
at

any

SELECT Exchange

NATIONAL PICTURE THEATRES
INC.

LEWIS
729

^0S

J,

SELZNICK, President

SEVENTH AVENUE

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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July

Independent Productions Are Failures?

—

It Is

a Fact

That

'Eighty Per Cent of the most successful

pictures during

the past

made by independent
“There

good picture finds a
market with competitive

that every

is

ready and

profitable

from the releasing houses.”

That’s the statement of
of

producers.

an open market and the best proof

is

of this fact

bids

two years have been

Edward Hemmer, former Manager

Mary Pickford and President

Hemmer
Now making

of

Superior Productions, Inc.
the first Superior Production

studio at College Point, L.

I.,

in

N. Y., under per-

Edward Hemmer. Watch for
surpassing production and be ready to know

sonal direction of
this

the superior qualities of the

bring to your house

Hemmer
Telephone:
Bryant 4193

pictures that will

money and

lasting friends.

Superior Productions, Inc.

10,

1920

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

^ How

man}?

165

pictures

kave

you

passed up tkrougk skeer neglect?
tj

CJ

How many

opportunities ka^e })ou

overlooked

to

How many

times kave you regretted

passing

up

real

make

box

mone})?

real

office

winners?

‘UP IN
MARTS ATTIC”
IS

d

Its

ANOTHER WINNER!

unique

will

stymie

be copied

b})

producers for years to come.
It

kas every element necessary for

a successful picture;

kuman

interest,

suspense, dramatic quality, romance,
tkrills,

pretty

pep,

action,

kumor

and

girls.

another opportunity
for a big clean up

It’s

WIRE
M. W. GARSSON,

NOW
CHARLES SCHWERIN,

President

Treasurer

1457 Broadway-Phone Bryant 9500'
or

LLHILLER —4476 -Bioadwayi

^

'

—

—
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NEW ENGLAND STATES—
FIRST NAT. EXHIBITORS’
CIRCUIT
BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK

STATE and

NORTHERN NEW JERSEYNEW YORK CITY

MERIT FILM CORPORATION

COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, UTAH,
WYOMING, IDAHO, MONTANA,

WASHINGTON

and

OREGON-

SUPREME PHOTOPLAYS CORP.
DENVER, COLO.
CALIFORNIA, NEVADA and

ARIZONACONSOLIDATED FILM CORPORATION
LOS ANGELES
CONSOLIDATED FILM
CORPORATION
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
.

and FLORIDA—
SAVINI FILMS, INC.

ATLANTA, GA.

EASTERN MISSOURI and SOUTHERN
ILLINOISUNITED FILM SERVICE
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
WEST VIRGINIA—
APEX PICTURES,

INC.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
ILLINOIS and INDIANACELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORP.
CHICAGO, ILL.
LOUISIANA and MISSISSIPPI—
PEARCE FILMS
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
OHIO and KENTUCKY—
WARNER FILM ATTRACTIONS
CLEVELAND, OHIO
EASTERN PENN, and SOUTHERN

NEW JERSEY-

t

Wm

f,p;

and

ROYAL PICTURE,

INC.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NORTHERN WISCONSIN, NORTH and SOUTH
DAKOTA—
MERIT FILM

CO.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
TEXAS, ARKANSAS and OKLAHOMA—
R. D. LEWIS FILM CO.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

SOUTHERN WISCONSIN
LUDWIG FILM EXCHANGE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
STATE OF MICHIGAN—
STRAND FEATURES, INC.
DETROIT, MICH.

IOWA AND NEBRASKAGREATER PRODUCTIONS
DES MOINES. IOWA
WESTERN MISSOURI
and

KANSAS

CRESCENT FILM CORP.
KANSAS CITY
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yoUR HEART
A PLAy THAT
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GABLIkC

STUDIO^

B.A.

ROLFE

presents

OLIVE TELL
WINCS Or PMDE
ADAPTED PROM THE NOVEL BY
LOUISE KENNEDY MABIC.
/he was a snob when surrounded bv luxury but

THE TANILY SKELETON CLIPPED HER WINCS OP PRIDE.
NOW READY FOR RELEASE!
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pre/ert/

/
in
II

LOVE WITHOUT QUESTION

A WOMAN'S

BUSINESS"

AND

WINGS OT PRIDE
also

f

The Girfantic Classic

TTie

Wrth an all star cast
Bi'$ Production of the Year
*

Produced

b'

JANS PICTURES

Inc

FOREIGN RIGHTS CONTROLLED

EXPORT AND

IMPORT
129

CO. hi
FILM
Seventh Ave. N.Y.

Cable Address

ExitnfiTm.
OAftLIKV STuOi
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SPEAKING OF
“BEST SELLERS”

Moving Picture World
the best seller nine times over of Picture Theatre Equipment and Appliances.
Nine times stronger than all other film

is

“The
Trade Paper
of Features’’.

magazines combined

EVIDENCE!

— HERE’S THE

1920
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State
Right
Buyers

RHODES
IN

Pajama

His

Girl

This may be your last opportunity to purchase this production. It is proving one of
the most profitable and widely exploited
pictures on the state rights market. The
proof of its worth is the representative exchanges which have already purchased it.

NEW YORK:

First National Exchange, Inc.,

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
ILLINOIS AND INDIANA:
OHIO:

:

S.

H. Fabian,

New York City
New York City

Superior Screen Service, Inc., Chicago,
First National Exhibitors Co., Cleveland, Ohio

MICHIGAN:

Hennessey

&

111.

Moross, Detroit, Mich.

NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA, GEORGIA, FLORIDA, ALABAMA AND
TENNESSEE: Wassman & Stephens, Atlanta,
LOUISIANA AND MISSISSIPPI: S. T. Stephens

Ga.
Distributing Corp.,

New

Orleans, La.

TEXAS,
City,

OKLAHOMA AND ARKANSAS:

N.

&

M. Film Exchange, Kansas

Mo.

MISSOURI AND KANSAS: N. & M. Film Exchange, Kansas City, Mo.
CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA AND NEVADA: Clune Film Exchange,

Los

Angeles, Cal.

CANADA:

Canadian Exhibitors Exchange,
s

,

Ltd.,

Toronto
xoromo, Canada.
Canada

x
jt ustt a j
ew territories open on
• ,

,

Holbrook Blynn
in

“POWER”
a five-reel poltical

hour with an

C. P.

PRICE

1446 Broadway,

CO., Inc.

New York

City

drama

of the

all star cast.
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Founders of the
Harry Levey Service Corporation

HENRY CLAY GRANT

C.

C.

KLEBER

HARRY LEVEY

PIONEERS IN THE MAKING OF
INDUSTRIAL-EDUCATIONAL FILMS
C.

ALFRED KARPEN

OWN

ORGANIZE

COMPANY

DON CARLOS ELLIS

By their energy and perserverance, these people have
made industrial-educational films as popular with the
general public as are the newspapers and periodicals.

They have created a new industry within the moving
picture business from which you profit directly and
indirectly; directly through the money paid for the
exhibition of the films, and indirectly because of your
increased patronage resulting from the popularity of
these films brought about by intensive methods of
exploitation.
BEN

K.

BLAKE

These fourteen people are the founders of this new
organization and will continue their labors so that
industrial-educational films will maintain their position among the great mediums of education and entertainment.

HARRY FRASER

HARRY LEVEY SERVICE CORPORATION
PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF
INDUSTRIAL — EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Temporary

Offices:

1662 Broadway,
PAUL GOLDMAN

To the hundreds of

exhibitors

we wish

MORTIMER

M.

FLANDERS

HARRIET HARRIS

to

New York

who have wired

us

congratulations

GEORGE HERLIHY

express our thanks.

TOM DE BARYSHE

BELLE

L.

MOSKOWITZ

WILLARD VAN DER VEER

July
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Three years ago

They

said First National wouldn’t last

because a

lot of exhibitors couldn’t

possibly get along together

Well, it has lasted and grown, hasn’t
reason

The Square

deal to

it?

—and

for just one

all.

We know we’ve got to give our new Franchise Holders a square
deal. We know their franchises have got to pay them in dollars
and

satisfaction.

honorable

men

A

printed and signed contract

is

between

only to be referred to in case either forgets or

ceases to play fair.

After you’ve got your franchise agreement signed and put away
in the safe you can forget the contract part of the deal
for
you’ll find the square deal working every minute.

—

No

We

organization can thrive on crooked one-sided

tactics.

don’t claim the possession of a Franchise will

—but we do know

mean

the

make his personal
happier as is the citizen of the U.
S. A., compared to the subject of an old world autocracy.
A
Franchise gives its owner citizenship in an organization of independent men.
Exhibitor’s millennium

business existence as

it’ll

much

A FRANCHISE WILL PAY

——

—— —

— — —

—

—— —
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No Limit to Business
Critics call

it

MACK SENNETT’S
greatest
funniest

comedy ever produced
(Not a

PICTURE
“

‘Married Life’

and

to finish,

ture

is

is

a

Mack

IS

riot-.

It

Picture)
HIS BEST COMEDY.

on high from start
Motion Picbest.”

travels

Sennett at his

News.

“A

War

A RIOT.

WHIRLWIND OF ACTION.
and

and the

picture

whirlwind of action, alive with laughable incidents
innumerable.” Exhibitor’ s Trade Revieiv.

“Mack Sennett

has outdone all his previous efforts
mirth-maker in ‘Married Life.’ A satire full
of surprises and a hitherto unknown feat
a real thrill
with a laugh in it. One of the most impressive arrays of
comedy stars ever presented. From the opening scene to
the final big thrill there is a kaleidoscopic parade of
laughs, action and thrills.”
New York American.

as master

—

thrills

MOLIERE OF MOVIES.
BIGGEST LAUGH OF LIVES.
“A

comedy
week

success, and gave the audiences at the
the laughs of their lives.
It contains
more germs of satire than all the pictures released during
An amazingly funny series of episodes that
the year.
result in a comedy rich and rare.”
York Morning
real

Strand

Numerous
the Moliere of the Movies.
are mixed with the comedy. The star cast causes
the audiences to emit constant laughter to the point of
being dizzy.” New York Sun.
“Sennett

last

is

thrills

ROCK WITH GLEE.

New

“

Telegraph.

EVERY ONE ROARED.
“One

of the best laugh-producers

this year.

Never more laughable

ences at the Strand roared.”

shown on Broadway
and the audiYork Mail.

results,

New

‘Married Life’ is the supreme laugh-making achievement of Mack Sennett’s life, and he has well earned his
title of Comedy King.
The Strand audiences rocked
with glee at the countless mirthful situations that flashed
before them with the rapidity of a machine gun. A truly
great picture that will add to the laurels Mack Sennett
has already won.” New York Journal.

FULL OF THRILLS.
“The aeroplane
in the

most

scenes are

more

than any seen
Audiences brought
gasping with suspense.
thrilling

stirring serial of the year.

edge of their seats literally
Full of fun.”
The News.

to the

LAUGHS WITHOUT END.

IDEAL FOR HOT WEATHER.
“An

DOUBLED INTO KNOTS.
“Ben Turpin doubled thousands into knots
York Strand.” New York Tribune.

“Laughs without end and roars, and having said this
you haven’t said a millionth of it.” New York Globe.

ideal

laughing.
at the

hot-weather picture, guaranteed to keep

all

Detroit Journal.

New
“A

great laugh-producer.”

Detroit Free Press.

Hher&II be a Franchise everywhere

jo

July

10,
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Married Life
and adds:

That’s what Wid’s says
“All

you need

your ropes

to

will

worry about is whether
stand the crowds and

whether the lobby floor
“At the

New York

theatre at hours

comfortably
case in

is

Strand

when

filled.

it

strong enough.
it

jammed

the

usually only

is

Such should be the

all localities.

a comedy riot that will satisfy

“It’s great,

the biggest

appetites.

Go

the limit

on

exploitation stunts.”

A

Super Comedy
in

5

Rollicking Reels

A Satire

5

on the

Problem Play

A

There'll

First National Attraction

'Franchise

everywhere
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The Extravagance
of Cheapness
The important thing about any purchase is
not what you pay, but what you get for the
purchase price. The “cheap” purchase is usually
the most extravagant.
^
— ^ ^
'W
Simply and briefly: The relation of first cost
to final economy is the important thing.
*

’

distributors and exhibitors genconcede that Rothacker Prints are the
most desirable from the standpoint of screen
brilliancy, security, service and general satisfaction.
As a matter of fact, the many savings in
Rothacker Prints and Rothacker Service soon
cancel the slight difference in first cost over less
beautiful and less durable prints.

Producers,

erally

There are many who still believe that
Rothacker Prints are “too expensive,” but
actually this

be very

is

much

not the case.

You will probably
how little more

surprised to learn

Rothacker Prints really

cost.
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The Trade Paper of Features

N

North Carolina Hooks Up
orth Carolina exhibitors wasted

nick referred to a “bulletin” issued by the National
association he was acting under a misapprehension.

no

time in deciding whether to affiliate with
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America. Not only did they make prompt decision
as to joining forces with the national body, but
they also came forward with their checks to cover
the state’s quota in the hundred-thousand-dollar
fund authorized by the Cleveland convention. They
did better than that they oversubscribed the stipulated sum by 50 per cent.
North Carolina is a political division containing
no large cities. It is a “small town” state. Its mo-

No

bulletin has

Mr. Selznick

been issued.
is an advocate of employing the

screen to further the interests of those candidates
for office who in the course of the conscientious
performance of their official duties have been impelled to take action in line with the contentions of
motion picture men and against the wishes of selfselected representatives of a vociferous minority.

:

tion picture exhibitors, if one may judge the mass
by the representatives that on June 25 and 26
gathered at Wrightsville Beach, are men of vision
action.
About them there was nothing of
the “small town,” as that term sometimes is construed by the unthinking.
The action of the North Carolina Motion Picture Exhibitors Association in regard to the national
body undoubtedly was awaited with particular interest by the men who gathered at Cleveland. They
realized the effect upon other states of the attitude
of North Carolina, which with one notable excepThere is no
tion was unrepresented at Cleveland.
doubt it will be on hand for the second annual convention and with a full representation.
In line with its policy of keeping informed the
exhibitors of the country as to organization activities the Moving Picture World this week prints the
story of the gathering at Wrightsville Beach.
are sure those who attended the gathering were well
paid for their journey. They participated in interesting and timely discussions, they took action on
vital questions and they listened to stirring talks
by Willard C. Patterson, Samuel I. Berman and

and of

M

R. BRADY, in his annual report to the members of the National Association in convention recently in Cleveland, advised against
concerted political action in favor of one party
He advanced the -very logical arguor the other.
ment that the screen had an abundance of enemies
now. He set forth that if in the course of a campaign the screen was employed to advance the interin a state where Party B was domiests of Party
nant it was a foregone conclusion at the coming

A

session of the legislature in that commonwealth
the forces of Party B, enthrowned in power, would
give scant heed to the pleas of motion picture men,
regardless of -the fact that they might have in law
and in morals by far the best of the argument.

M

L

R. SELZNICK’S concern in the article mentioned is in the candidacy of Governor
Coolidge of Massachusetts, whose recent
veto on constitutional grounds of a censorship measure was applauded by motion picture men all over
the country and brought from the Cleveland convention a congratulatory telegram. Mr. Brady’s argument had to do not with individuals but with
parties.
It is not difficult to see that Mr. Selznick’s
statement of position is based on a misunderstanding of what Mr. Brady said.
Actually they may
not be so far apart.
It is fair to state, however, the National Association as a body took no action on matters political.
That particular phase of the president’s annual report, as a matter of fact, was not even discussed in the meeting. The question if it were left

publication did an injustice to an attache of the association.
are convinced that when Mr. Selz-

anywhere was to the individual judgment of the
members.
The statement, therefore, in another
trade paper than this one and the publication of
which was responsible for arousing the wrath of
Mr. Selznick, that “The National Association will
do its utmost to keep politics out of the industry”
was untrue.

We

Edward A.

Schiller.

National Association and Politics
AST week under the heading of “Selznick

Scores N. A. M. P. I.’s Bulletin Dealing with
Governor Coolidge’s Candidacy” the Moving
Picture World printed the comments of Lewis J.
Selznick on a “supposed to be authentic” bulletin
issued from the offices of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry.
We regret the
story was printed in these columns. We believe its

We
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Snappy News Secured from Sundry Sources
Showmen Organized

E

XHIBITORS from

in

nine

—

Altoona

counties

a bridge
$2 000

Washington May Have Group
of Houses for Colored Folk

The bridge on which the accident occurred was to have been closed next day
to make way for a new concrete structure.

A

Maine, persons damaged by going through
may claim damages not to exceed

Association of Pennsylvania
in

Central Pennsylvania Blair, Huntingdon, Cambria, Somerset, Bedford, Cenmet at
ter, Clearfield, Miffin and Indiana
the Strand Theatre, Altoona, Sunday afternoon, June 20. They effected an organization known as the Keystone Exhibitors’ As-

—

,

.

letting

it

down on one

side

and precipitating

truck into twenty-five feet of water.
The two men on the driver’s seat saved
themselves by jumping.

held in the Nemo Theatre, Johnstown, on
Sunday, July 11.
The organization will be affiliated with
the Moving Picture Theatre Owners of
America Association, recently organized in
The preliminary organization
Cleveland.
of the Keystone Exhibitors’ Association

Ohio Enforces Sunday Law

was effected in Altoona on Sunday, May 30.
Already more than fifty exhibitors have
become members of the body for their mutual protection against the high priced producers. The aim of the organization is to

secure an equitable and uniform contract
all exhibitors, and for the abolition of
deposit system, to prevent the imposition
of representatives of motion picture producers peddling their pictures on a bidding
system, thus running up the prices in the
district in which the practice is prevalent.
for

Midland Theatre, Hutchinson,
Voted Prettiest Kansas House
HE Midland Theatre, Hutchinson,

T

Kan., opened Sunday, June 20, with
great success.
On the special car,
which was chartered to take up a representative body of Kansas City business
men, were J. N. McMeekin, of Realart; S
Haldeman, of Metro; M. Gilday, of
J.

Famous Players;
Feld,

manager

F. L.

of the

Newman, Milton H.

Newman

Theatre;

L.

Forbstein, conductor of the Newman
orchestra, and Laurence Lehman, manager
of the Newman Theatre.
M. B. Shanberg, who owns the new theatre, entertained the guests with an after
theatre supper to the delight of all conIt is the unanimous report from
cerned.
all the exchange men who attended the
opening that the Midland is the most beautiful theatre in Kansas.
Crowds were packed clear to the street
on the opening day. Those who gained
entrance were doubly pleased while those
who waited outdoors had to be content
with admiring the theatre’s outward beauF.

ty.

the

The

moving
signed

Universal Film Company, $18,000; Metro
Picture Corporation of New England, $5,000; State Health Film Company, $350; William Selig Company, $400; Edgar Lewis
Production Company, $400. The truckman
asks for $1,000 for damage to his machine.

According

to

the

revised

statutes

of

Bangor and

may become

age

corporation commission granted a charter
to the Dudley-Murray United Theatre Corporation of Alexandria. The officers and
incorporators of the company are S. H.
Dudley, Washington, president; F. Morris
Murray, Alexandria, secretary; D. W. Barnett, Charles S. Cuney, George W. Day,
Emmett J. Scott, John T. Rhines and William Bowie, all of Washington; Norman D.
Murray, F. Norris Murray, Thomas M.
Watson and Raymond H. Murray, all of
Alexandria, and Isaiah T. Hatton, Lincoln,

ing to the fact that other cases from cities
of Ohio are now being fought through the
courts, they decided to pay the fines. The
judge ordered them to keep their theatres
closed on Sundays.

Md.
^uiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiimiiuiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiitiiiiiiiii*^

There’s Nothing Original

|

Two Methods of
Beating the Summer Bogey
HERE are only two ways of in-

in

T

These

1

creasing summer business,” said
the publicity director of a New
York picture theatre last week. “One

1

way

is

to

show good

pictures and the

1

other to advertise them properly.”
It is to be supposed that the publicity
man was referring only to
Broadway picture shows. It is a question if most exhibitors will agree with
him, because so many things enter
into the presentation of pictures at
That the Mark Strand
all
times.
Theatre, New York, thinks differently
is shown by its recent installation of
a new cooling system especially for
the purpose of bringing people in off
the hot street. A description of this
system will appear in the next issue
of Moving Picture World.
The exterior attractiveness of the
Rivoli Theatre, New York, has been
enhanced by green stuff growing
above the marquee, and S. L. Rothapfel says that people are just naturally
persuaded to enter because of its in-

|

viting exterior.

|

|
|
1
|

|
|
|

1

1
|

|
|
1

|
|
|

|

Harry M. Crandall

1

against the city of Belfast, Me., by
several
moving picture companies
which lost thousands of dollars worth of
films when a motor truck dropped through
a Belfast bridge into the river. The American Feature Film Company asks $30,000;

to

giant bonfire after the three
picture managers in Bangor had
a statement that the films were

Four exhibitors of Findlay, Ohio, have
b?en found guilty of violating the state
Sunday closing law and fined $25 each.
They were arrested in a crusade and at
first determined to fight the cases, but ow-

1

C

were brought

in a

ruined.

|

for Loss of Films in River
LAIMS for $55,150 have been brought

films

destroyed

|

Ask $55,150 Damages of City

of theatres for colored patrona reality in WashingIt is
ton, D. C., in the near future.
understood that Harry M. Crandall has become interested in the subject and has secured several excellent sites on which theatres might be erected, in the heart of the
various colored sections of the city.
In view of the high cost of sand, cement,
gravel and other construction materials,
however, ground has not yet been broken
for the erection of any of these theatres.
But it is probable that the work of building will be started as soon as materials,
labor, etc., become available at more moderate prices.
In Alexandria, Va., this week, the State

Notices had been placed at each entrance
to “pass at your own risk,” it is said. The
heavy truck with its big load caused the
chains to pull out of the wooden draw,

sociation.
Officers of the organization as the result
of the election are as follows: President,
Jacob Silverman, of Altoona; vice-president, L. W. Barclay, of Johnstown; secretary, C. O. Baird, of Portage, and treasAn exurer, A. Notopoulos, of Altoona.
excutive board consisting of one man from
each of the nine counties, will be selected at the next meeting, which is to be

CHAIN

|
|

|
|

|
1

|

|
|
|
1

|
|
|

of

tracting much attention.
It will be
seen throughout the year, but it is
especially appropriate at this time.
What are you doing along this line?
How are you meeting the hot weather
“menace?”
Tell
Moving Picture
World so that we can pass your ideas
along to the other fellow. Are you
only showing good pictures and advertising them properly?
Or have
you got your ingenuity working overtime to devise new means of keeping
your theatre filled when folks are
dreaming of vacations at the seashore
and the mountains? Let’s have your
ideas

eral

the

of

|

|
|
|

§

are
colored

other incorporators

among

prominent
1

also

Washington

people.

company

incorporated with a
is
capital stock of $500,000 and a
The purpose of the
of $50,000.
concern, as named in the incorporation papers, is to conduct a general real estate and
theatrical business.

The

maximum
minimum

|

|
§
|

|
1
1

|

Liquor Interests Turning to
Picture Theatre Promotions
AWRENCE, MASS., is to have a new

L

moving picture theatre.
modern structure, which

The
will

new

have a

1

seating capacity of 1,500 persons, will be
erected shortly by James A. and John J.
Dineen, ex-liquor dealers. The site of the
new playhouse is between the Broadway
and Strand theatres on Broadway.
The building, it is estimated, will cost

f

$15,000.

|

niences.

1
§
|
|

§
|

|
|

Washington,
D. C., has planted a boxwood hedge
on top of the ornamental marquee of
his Metropolitan Theatre that is at-

!

}

S. H. Dudley has for many years been
prominent in local theatrical circles, as
proprietor of a colored theatre and several
moving picture houses and operator of a
Sevcolored theatrical booking agency.

|
|

1
I
1

1
|
|

1
1
|

It

will

Plans

have all modern convehave been made for an

opening early
only

will

in the
be shown.

fall.

Moving

pictures

Sues Famous and Realart
The Arsenal Amusement Company,

that

formerly operated a motion picture theatre
at Grand avenue and Arsenal street, St.
Louis, has filed suit in the United States
District Court charging that the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and the Realart Picture Corporation are monopolies in
restraint of trade and that they have refused to furnish films unless motion picture
properties to whom such films were leased
would increase their admission fee to their

show houses.
Damages amounting to

|

respective

|

$75,000 and an adare
attorneys’ fees
asked by the plaintiffs, who allege in their
petition they were forced to close their
house owing to a refusal on the part of
the defendant companies to furnish films
to the Arsenal Amusement Company because the latter company would not increase its admission fee to 17 cents.

|
1
1

I
|
1

1
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Cohen Asks Famous Players to Dispose
of Theatres
In an open letter to Adolph Zukor, presi-

Famous Players-Lasky CorporaSydney S. Cohen, president of the MoPicture Theatre Owners of America,

dent of the
tion,

tion

asks Mr. Zukor to publish a complete

list

of

theatres controlled by his company and agree
exhibitors
to dispose of them to independent
doing business in the territories where they
himself.
to
loss
are located, without financial
on
When Mr. Zukor was asked to comment
feel called
the open letter, he said: "I do not

addressed to me
Mr. Cohen should have
of writing
courtesy
the ordinary

answer this
on
through the press.
to

letter

extended me
for publicame before releasing his letter copy
of the
I have not received a
tion.
letter."

T

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
America recently met at Cleveways
land to advise as to the best

HE
of

competiand means of resisting the unfair
which has tor
tion from your organization
polsometime past pursued a destructive
exhibitor.
icy toward the independent
the eviWe desire to inform you that in
shape
dence to sustain our allegations is
group of tairto be presented to any
minded men, either within or without the
In fact, our evidence is ready
industry.
to be used at the proper time.
The convention has given me a strict
mandate to seek a remedy against your
placed
policy of destruction, and it has
mandate. As I units power behind this
derstand the instructions of the convenof the
tion, a fair and amicable adjustment
troubles which have arisen is the first deam happy to say that. this, view
I
sire.
the
fully accords with my own feelings in
matter and I therefore deem it my duty
dito exert every effort possible in the
rection of a settlement on a basis of mutual understanding.
.

Expresses Sincere Regret.

Your

rise

to wealth

and power

in

this

industry would have been impossible without the appreciation and assistance of the
I
great exhibiting body of the country.
am glad to say that the same progress
which attended the development of your
organization resulted in benefits to exhibitors, and you will bear witness when
country
I say that the exhibitors of the
applauded your pictures and. supported

your efforts in a very substantial way.
There is a feeling of sincere regret among
many of us who have thus associated your
name with their own success at the thought
of the profound change which has taken
For years we
place in our relationship.
have been your constant friend, friends
You have
in a definite and concrete way.
compelled us now to regard you as our
most dangerous enemy, the man who is
seeking to destroy the properties which we
have built up, to be sure to some extent
with the aid of your pictures, but also
with the aid of our own unremitting efforts,
our own money and our own ability.
Alleges Bitter Resentment.

may be, and I believe it is, difficult
you to measure the bitter resentment
that you have bred in quarters where
formerly your name was honored and respected.
Exhibitors throughout the country now think of you as a man bent on
It

for

creating a monopoly in this field, regardless of what the cost may be to those who
stand in your way. Motion picture theatre owners in this country are firm in their
belief that you want to make them a
sacrifice to your ambition, which they believe aspires to a complete control of
this great art and industry.

to

Independent Exhibitors

The motion picture theatre owners represented at the convention at Cleveland,
in person or otherwise, have in their judgment as much right to seek their livelihood
in this industry without any dictation from
you, even as you believe that you have
the right to regulate your organization
without dictation from any outside source.
Says His

Men Made

made into the hands of one man or
group of men.
It would view with equal alarm an attempt of one individual or group of individuals to obtain complete possession of

Threats.

legitimate and
substantial interest in the. industry, as legitimate if not as substantial as your own,
we believe the exhibitors of the country
have a right to ask certain plain, straightforward questions of you and. that you
have a duty to answer them in a plain
ask for nothing
straightforward way.
less than an avowal of your intentions.
Some of your representatives have
threatened to drive the independent exhibitor out of business if he does not submit to the dictation of your company in
some form or other. Some of your branch
managers and other representatives have
threatened independent exhibitors in different parts of the country in various ways
to force and coerce them into disposing
of their theatres to the interests you represent. They have threatened and intimidated exhibitors, and have told of a contemplated theatre in close proximity to the
exhibitor’s theatre, using it to try and
force the exhibitor into a deal he otherwise would not entertain.

Having thus established

a.

We

Can Refute Defense, He Says.
the claim that you were

You have made

forced into doing this because exhibitors
unreasonably refused to show the pictures
of your organization in their houses. Conclusive evidence in our hands shows that
Our facts
this excuse will not hold water.
show cases where an exhibitor built up the
reputation of your pictures, creating a valuable patronage, only to have it taken
away from him by means of a competitive
theatre acquired in close proximity to his
own by your organization.
It
is
hardly possible that the men in
Wall street have such an unshakable grip
on your organization that they are in a
postion to force you into this policy,
whether you deem it wise or foolish.
have this plain question to ask of
you, which we think is fair and legitimate,
arising out of the interests which we have
in our theatres and in our profession.
Is
it the purpose of your organization to continue its present policy of acquiring and
building theatres in competition with the
independent
exhibitors
throughout
the
United States?
A plain, definite avowal of your intentions will clear the air quickly and, I have
no doubt, remove the odium under which
you personally and your organization are
resting at this moment.
are approaching you in a spirit of fairness, almost in a
spirit of conciliation, although you have
been the wrongdoer and not us.

We

We

No Monopolies Wanted in U. S.
This question has a profound significance
for the public which visits our theatres.
Its importance, not only to the public but
to the

whole society

in

which we

live,

may

not be fully appreciated by you. The fact
is that the motion picture today is more
than a mere amusement. It is a medium
of expression and it is to the public interest
that every medium of expression remain
free and untrammeled. The people of this
country would view with profound alarm
monopolistic combinations toward placing
the materials out of which our newspapers

are

all

publications in the country.

The

public

will not long countenance a plan to monopolize this industry, to bring all the
sources of production as well as the motion
picture theatres under the control of one
man or a group of men.

Curtailed Producer’s Credit?

Current rumor has it that financial
groups desirous of strengthening their hold
on our industry have selected at least one
of the well known independent producers,
whose efforts have been applied to producing pictures and not in acquiring theatres, for their special consideration by impairing the credit of this concern, no doubt
with the hope of curtailing the output of
the independent field. This will gain them
independent exhibitor
nothing,
as
the
throughout the country will rise to the
support in a very substantial way of the
independent producer who is being threatened by the same forces who have also
been endeavoring to eliminate the independent exhibitor from the field.
Aside from other important public considerations, they know that monopolistic
control of this field would mean poorer
pictures and higher prices of admission.
We realize that if we take this fight to the
public we will win, for no man has the
power to stand up against the popular will.
However, we have no desire to engage in
a warfare with you with the public for our
judges, unless we are forced to do so in
self-defense.

Mr. Cohen’s Suggestion.
In conclusion we beg to remind you of
your own stand publicly and emphatically

announced some time ago when you and
your organization took the position that
it was wrong for the
exhibitors and injurious to the prosperity of the industry
to have the theatre owners invade the

producing

field.

you will only adhere to the policy
which you then so well defined, you may
restor normal conditions in this industry,
both to your own benefit and to the benefit
If

of the men who own theatres.
As a test of your good faith, are you
willing to publish a complete list of the
motion picture theatres under the control
of your company, your associates or yourself in the United States?
Will you agree
to dispose of these motion picture theatre
holdings to the independent exhibitors who
are doing business preferably in the zones
in which these theatres are located, providing that no financial loss will accrue to
either your company, your associates or

yourself?
This organization

is
prepared to meet
basis so that no loss will
accrue
you and so that the great motion picture exhibiting body will be independent and the market open to your
product as well as that of other producers,
where merit will be the first consideration.
are inclosing an authentic copy of the
resolution unanimously passed at the contion of the M. P. T. O. A. at Cleveland,

you on

a
to

fair

We

Ohio, June

10, 1920.

Awaiting your response,

I

beg to remain

Sincerely yours,

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS
OF AMERICA.

SYDNEY

S.

COHEN.

President.

North Carolina Exhibitors Hold Eighth Annual Session

— The
Washington;

at Wrightsville

—

Beach

2.
From left to right: R. T. Good. Fox.
regular afternoon diversion of the exhibitors and film men and their families.
C. C. Loftus, Robertson-Cole, Washington; O. K. Bourgeois, Quality Film Service, Atlanta; W. R. Hart, “Up in Mary’s Attic,”
Hill,
executive member for North Carolina
3.—
Roland
G.
Washington.
manager,
Krieger,
Fox
Atlanta; Gilbert M. Tyler. Fox, Atlanta; Paul E.
4.
Percy Wells, president North Caro lina Exhibitors, Wilmington. 5. Henry B. Varner, secretary-treasurer.
in national body, Greensboro.
Southern
sales manager, American Photo
Ricksecker.
7.—
K.
F.
Lexington. 6. Willard C. Patterson, third vice-president, M. P. T. O. A.
Player Company, Atlanta. 8. J. L. Clavton, Boulevard Theatre, Leaksville. 9. A. F. Sams, attorney, Winston-Salem. 10. Carl F. Senning.
12.—
Scene
“buddy.”
at
Wrightsville Beach. 13.— J. S.
First National, Richmond. 11. Lieut. “Jim” Anderson, First National, and congenial
Wadsworth, Southern Theatre Equipment Company, with Power machine, Atlanta.

1

.

—

—

—

——

—

—
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North Carolina Exhibitors Affiliate
with National

Body and Pay In Money

League Exceeds by 50 Per Cent. Sum Asked
by Theatre Owners Wells and Varner Re-Elected Will Investigate
Franchise Propositions Denounce Producer-Exhibitor

At Eighth Annual Convention

State

—

HE eighth annual convention of the
North Carolina Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Association was held at the
Oceanic Hotel, Wrightsville Beach, near
Wilmington, June 25 and 26. The attendance was not large, but distinctly it was
representative of the progressive picture

T

showmen

of the state.

One

of the princi-

pal events of the meeting was the indorsement of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, the formal affiliation
with that body and the prompt raising in
cash of the $600 estabkshed as the state’s
hundred-thousand-dollar
the
of
quota

fund being created by the national organiNot only was the stated amount
zation.
contributed in cash “on the table,” but
when the returns were in it was found that
This
the sum exceeded the call by $300.
will be returned to the state treasury,
together with all subsequent contributions
on the part of North Carolina exhibitors
unable to be present.
The delegates decided to investigate independently all franchise propositions now
before exhibitors, to ask for a verified
duplication of all contracts presented to
them, declared their opposition to censorship in all official forms and protested
against abuses of exhibitor-producer organizations.

There were stirring addresses by Willard
Patterson, of Atlanta, who told of the
events at Chicago and Cleveland; by Samuel
Berman, representing the national organiC.

and by Edward A. Schiller, Southern representative of Marcus Loew.
There was a goodly attendance of ex-

zation,

change men from Atlanta and Washington.

By

Percy Wells
as president and H. B. Varner as secretary-treasurer.
The other officers chosen
were R. D. Craver, first vice-president;
H. T. Drake, second vice-president; Roland
G. Hill, third vice-president, and A. F.
Sams, attorney.
The executive committee was selected in
accordance with the plan of the national
body, one from each Congress district, as
follows
First district, Sam T. White,
Greenville; second, H. F. Stallings, Kingston; third, H. R. Mason, Goldsboro; fourth,
O. R. Brown, Raleigh
fifth, A. B. Huff,
Highpoint
sixth, H. T. Drake, Fayetteville; seventh, W. G. Atkinson, Rockingham; eighth, W. E. Stewart, Concord;

GEORGE BLAISDELL

when combined you have got
Secretary-Treasurer

Albemarle, $25; James A. Estridge, Gastonia, $25; R. D. Craver, Charlotte, $125.
Social

Anderson and
as a

possible to

A.

Anderson

work and

had been sent to newspapers
throughout the state, and that many letters
had been sent to legislators. He expressed
his belief that the best way to combat
censorship was to keep legislators informed
and to make every effort to negative the
subject

proved
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Wall

I

to Enter the Small Towns
From speech of E. A. Schiller, Marcus
Loew representative in the South, to

1

North Carolina

T
1
|

take

1

from you the thing that you
created.
Wall street will never be
able to drive the exhibitor out of the

|

many towns and hamlets where

|

can’t

1

1
1
1

1
|

1

|
|
|
1

|
'

§

exhibitors.

minutes ago proved the
beginning of the organization
needed to combat the fellow
who is trying to crush you, trying to

it

afford to enter. The big producers must exhibit pictures in the
small theatres. They can’t get along
without them.
You are going to find out that our
organization was compelled to do the
very same thing that you gentlemen
did today.
Mr. Loew was wise enough to know
that your solution was better than
his.
If your national organization
had come into existence six months
ago I don’t know but Mr. Loew would
have been spared doing what he did.

|
|

|
|
|

;

James A. Estridge, Gastonia; tenth,
Steve A. Lambeth, Canton.
The contributions to the fund for the
benefit of the national treasury was as
follows:
H. B. Varner, $25; H. O. Sink,
Baden, $25; H. R. Mason and H. S. Stallings, Goldsboro and Kingston, $75
H. T.
Drake, Fayetteville, $25; W. E. Stone,

ninth,

;

Boardman,

$10; A. F.
Sams, WinstonSalem, $100; C. Coley, Burlington, $50; Roland G. Hill and J. C. Hedgepath, Greensboro, $100; E. L. Hearne, Alameda, $25;
W. E. Fields, Kings Mountain, $10* A. B.
Huff, High Point, $25; O. R. Brown, -Raleigh, $25
Percy Wells, Wilmington, $100;
W. G. Atkinson, Rockingham, $15; Bachelor
Brothers, Weldon, $25; W. L. Kornegay,
Mount Olive, $15; G. N. Roberts, Silver City,
$10; W. E. Stewart, Concord, $15; J. L.
Clayton, Leaksville, $50; Jethro Almond,
;

he would be elected.
“I do not propose to advertise the pictures of any concern that is going to attempt to drive or put me out of business,”
Mr. Varner went on in speaking of the
producer-exhibitor situation. “I am going
to deal in independent pictures
and I’m
getting all I want and more, too. Don’t be
scared to death about one booking.”

—

\

Saturday Morning’s Session.

|

|
|
|

1

1
1

§

Saturday morning the delegates got down
to business at 10.30.
President Wells announced the first thing on the day’s program was a report from the Cleveland
convention.
“That report will be given
us,” said Mr. Wells, “by one of the leading
exhibitors of the South, and one of our
friends, a
things at

man who was

— and

the thick of

in

1

from what we
have read we know that to have been one
of the most successful gatherings in the
history of the industry Mr. ‘Pat’ Patter-

§

son, of Atlanta.”

|

|

|

|

:

;

efforts of those favoring censorship before

the introducing stage was reached. He told
of the nomination of Mr. Sams for the
Senate and of the very general hope that

Street Can’t Afford

WENTY

named

committee on credentials.
Censorship Preparedness.

play at the

|

Warren.

Secretary Varner, talking on censorship,
said much printed matter bearing on the

in entertaining were Mrs.
Percy Wells, Mrs. O. R. Brown, Mrs. H.
R. Mason, Mrs. R. D. Craver and Mrs. F.

is

F. B.

Messrs. Stewart and Willard were

women prominent

it

announced

He read
telegrams from George F. Lenahan, R. G.

There was a pronounced social side to
the convention, and this was due in large
measure to the presence of the wives of
some of those in attendance. Among the

that

to stick.”

Varner

there was $238 in the treasury.

Side Not Overlooked.

K. Ricksecker.
Lieutenant James

“You cannot achieve things
You have got to combine and

he said.

state,”

individually.

|

re-elected

—
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President and Secretary Re-elected.

The convention

—

same time. In fact, the harder he played
the more business he did, and the harder
he played the more he added to the entertainment of the party. The man who
said “Nobody loyes a fat man” never met
Jim Anderson.
The first session was held in the assembly room of the hotel and was called to
order by President Wells at 2.30 o’clock
Friday afternoon. The president in opening declared his belief that it was the most
important convention the North Carolina
men had ever held.
President Wells named the standing committees of the convention as follows Resolutions
H. R. Mason, Goldsboro; A. F.
Sams, Winston-Salem; W. E. Stewart, Concord ;. H. T. Drake, Fayetteville; D. M.
Bain, Wilmington.
Legislation
Roland G. Hill, chairman,

Cleveland

—

Mr. Patterson was greeted with applause.

“You are

all familiar with the reasons for
calling the meeting in Chicago, April 26,”
he said. “Probably no section of the country has been hit as hard by the producerdistributor-exhibitor menace as have the
Southern states. Probably no exhibitors
were in a more precarious condition as a
result of that than Mr. Samuels and myself.
didn’t have any organization or
group of exhibitors to appeal to, therefore, after discussing the matter, -we decided
on what has since been called a most radical thing to do.
determined to appeal

We

We

to the independent exhibitors and ask them
to come to Chicago and exchange ideas
as to what was the best manner to pro-

ceed

for the
exhibitor.

benefit

of

independent

the

:

:

:

and Messr.
and Joyner.

McLane, Eisenhauer, Brown

The president

said the exhibitors of the

country had gone through a year which
he could describe only as a bad period.
“You must have united strength in your

Chicago Proved to Be

No

Joke.

“In Chicago we found several hundred
exhibitors in relatively the same position
we were. Before the sessions opened the
convention had been termed a joke. Probably there never was a convention where
so many monkey-wrenches were thrown in
the works, but there was a large number
of. capable exhibitors who realized something had to be done. They appointed a
committee to call on and ascertain the
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menace and this false system,” said Mr.
Berman. "There is only one answer, and

and distributors

this

“The latter, with two exceptions, as you
have learned from the trade papers, were
favorable to the movement, but they also
said you will never get exhibitors to come

that

views of the producers
of the United States.

exhibitors
Nevertheless,
the
formed their greatest organization, and this
in spite of all the confusion and handicapping incidents with which they had to
contend.”
Mr. Patterson praised Sydney Cohen,
describing him as a man who had done
things, who had perfected organizations and
together.

who knew how

to go about that sort of
“In the selection of Sydney Cohen
for president,” said the speaker, “the independent exhibitors have secured a man
who, in my estimation, cannot be touched
in the country. I had never met Mr. Cohen
prior to the gathering in Cleveland, al-

work.

though
in

I

knew he had performed wonders

Albany.
Gives Credit to

“You have got

New

York.

to give credit to

New York

for having an organization that is functioning better than any other state league
in the country.”
Mr. Patterson said he hoped North Carolina would indorse the Cleveland convention and the organization that was formed
in that city.
He said Mr. Samuels had
spent $5,000 on the Chicago convention and
intimated there were no regrets.
“You have got to have the 80 per cent,
boy,” said Mr. Patterson after referring
to generals and colonels, “the small town

You have got

have his money or
we will go out of existence.” Mr. Patterson
praised Secretary-Treasurer Varner, R. D.
Craver and Roland G. Hill. The latter was
North Carolina’s only representative in the
convention.
“Mr. Hill was watched very

man.

to

closely by the leaders of the convention,”
said the speaker, “and his advice was
sought.
At the timely moment he was
elected on the executive committee, the
most important committee of the national

organization.

urge upon exhibitors to pay attention
your contracts, and particularly to the
companies with which you do business.
Th ere is no reason on earth why we should
pay for the ammunition with which they
are blowing off their heads.”
“I

to

“The

first

my mind

question in

is

why

is

lack of organization

in

the

past.

you men, the exhibitors of this country,
had been banded together you would not
If

now

be facing the troubles that confront

you today.
“I don’t want to start knocking, but in
the past too many men in attendance at

conventions had

—a

badge and

in

mind but one thought
The three greatest

a title.

evils the exhibitor is facing are the producer-exhibitor proposition, percentage and
The question of preserving abdeposits.
solute control of our business is one affecting every theatre in the country. If things

to drift without a battle on
only a question of time when
two or three companies would be owning

were allowed
our part
all

it

is

the theatres.”

Speaking of the deposit bill passed in
New York, Mr. Berman declared exhibitors
had asked only that the money they gave
to distributors should be protected. “Can
anybody properly object to that?” he inquired. “I know one bird who said, ‘This
damned deposit bill caused me to go out
borrow three hundred thousand
and
dollars.’

Deposit

Bill

Iron-Clad.

“Another said, ‘We have gone to the three
most prominent attorneys in the state of
New York and they tell us the thing is
iron-clad, that we cannot do anything with
it'.”

Mr. Berman urged that a similar deposit
be passed in every state in the Union.
Mso he praised Mr. Patterson for his work
in bringing into Cleveland the exhibitors
unaffiliated with state organizations.
“The situation is not of tomorrow. It
I tell you
is today, the hour, the minute.
you are too calm. I have been told that
one of Zukor’s missions abroad was to buy
up most of the books and stories on the
other side of the water, as they can be
bought cheaply now by reason of the exchange rate situation.
Charges Loan Calling on Independents.
“Do you know that Wall street today,
with its powerful influence, is going to the
banks lending money to independent exhibitors and forcing them to call in loans
I had an independent exhibitor tell me a
few days before I left home that certain
influences have been brought on his bank
bill

July

10,
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Do you realize their
power and what they are trying to do?
I
tell you it is serious.
The Cleveland
convention will win only if it is backed up
by every American exhibitor.”
Mr. Berman brought a message of cheer
from President Cohen and said that North
to call in his loans.

Carolina by aligning with the national
body would reap the benefit of the strength
of the entire organization. “We want the
support of every 200-seat house and we
must have it,” declared Mr. Berman. “If
the 200-seat man should contribute one admission each day do you think that will
hurt him? If the big exhibitor contributes
two admissions do you realize how much
that would mean?
“The New York theatre owner is assessed
5 cents on each seat.
We have got to raise
a fund of $100,000 in the country at large
and we want to do it quickly. Will North

Carolina come in?”
Decides to Join National Body.
A motion was offered and passed without
discussion that North Carolina indorse the
national association and contribute its
quota of $600 to the fund. Mr. Hill announced he would guarantee the entire
amount. A bit of consideration decided the
members that the better method would be
to raise the amount right then and there.
The result is told in the beginning of this
story.

Following an address by W. Stephen
Bush the resolutions committee reported.
The first resolution covered complete
affiliation with the national organization,
with moral and financial support, and was

carried amid applause.
The chairman of the convention was empowered to appoint a committee to investigate all co-operative or franchise plans
now before the exhibitors, to forward to
the president all findings, who in turn was
instructed to communicate these to the

membership.
Ask Preference for Independents.
The convention pledged its support to
the independent producer and distributor,
and the members were asked, other things
being equal, to give preference to the independents.

Members were urged to refuse to sign
any contract which was not accompanied
by a verified duplicate.
The convention reaffirmed

its allegiance
the cause of good pictures and its opposition to the creation of state and local
boards of censorship.
The members passed a resolution deploring the growing encroachments of Wall
street and registered their protest against
the abuses of exhibitor-producer organiza-

to

tions.

In conformity with a suggestion made
by Mr. Berman the convention decided to
elect a state executive committee of ten
men, one from each Congress district in
accordance with the plan of the national

organization.

“Remember Now,
Says Edith Taliaferro

Girls

and Boys, Always Keep

Edith’s got the traffic

to the

Right!”

new Equity production, “Keep
signals down to perfection, as is

to her little scholars in

a

the Right.”
evidenced by her beckoning in this photograph.

Schiller Regrets Lack of Organization.
Mr. Schiller told of the beginning two
years ago in Atlanta, so far as the Southern exhibitors were concerned, of the recent gathering in Chicago and the later
action in Cleveland. He told how Mr. Sams,
of North Carolina, had at that time talked
to the Georgians. Also he related how Mr.
Patterson and several other exhibitors had
then seen the handwriting on the wall and
urged the formation o* an organization
covering seven states.
He expressed his
regret that the body that grew out of the
suggestion had not proved to be an effective one and also that the smaller exhibitors of Georgia had not seen fit to follow
the wonderful example of North Carolina.
Mr. Schiller paid a tribute to Mr. Patterson, telling of his having known the manato

ger of the Criterion for nineteen years,
from the time he was a little treasurer in
a box office earning seven or eight dollars

July
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a week. He told of conferring two and a
half years ago with Mr. Patterson and
other leading exhibitors of the South in an
effort to devise some scheme that would
prevent the occurrence of the very things
that have since happened. “We didn’t have
on the one hand the generals and the
colonels and on the other the doughboys,"
he said. “And you can’t get along one without the other.
Little

Fellow Not Asleep.

personally interested like some of
you in the very small theatres in one
little house where, in the event of a rainstorm or other untoward happening, we
The
take in less than we pay for film.
greatest thing that has ever happened to
the motion picture industry is what has
happened in the past two months in Chicago and Cleveland.
“Two and a half years ago a certain
prominent producer and a representative
one said: ‘Ed, you are a bolshevik.’ All
of you have been termed the same thing,
because the bolshevik is against what the
other fellow wants usually, and you are
against what the other fellow wants when
he wants it all. I take issue with the man
who says the little fellow is asleep because
of his belief that one theatre doesn’t make
any difference. The boys down here are
not asleep, but they are too prone to believe what the other fellow says.
“Twenty minutes ago proved the beginning of the organization needed to combat
the fellow who is trying to crush you, trying to take from you the the thing that you
Wall street will never be able
created.
to drive the exhibitor out of the many
towns and hamlets where it can’t afford to
The big producers must exhibit
enter.
pictures in the small theatres. They can’t
get along without them.
Why Loew Became a Producer.
“Don’t put your money on the table and
then forget it. When you leave the room
from now until the next convention carry
out the thought that prompted you to lay
your money on the table and help this
“I

am

—

cause.

“You are going to find out that our organization was compelled to do the very
same thing that you gentlemen did today.
We had to protect certain interests and the
only way in which we could do that was
something to place in those theatres
the other fellow got into a position
where he could do things to us.
“Mr. Loew was wise enough to know that
your solution was better than his.
If
your organization had come into existence
six months ago I don’t know but Mr. Loew
to get

when

would have been spared doing what he did.
“We are going to call a convention in
Georgia within a fortnight to awaken Georgia exhibitors. I don’t believe any organization of exhibitors is trying to do anything
that will hurt anybody that deserves well.
need producers, but we want producers
to understand that the man who buys film
must be able to buy it on terms mutually
profitable, not to say that a picture costing
$150,000 must be sold for $400,000.

We

Declares Opposition to Percentage.
“I am opposed to percentage, of giving
50 per cent, of what you take in.
I hope
that Georgia will have as strongly organized a state as you have here in North
Carolina.”

Mr. Schiller in closing extended his
thanks to Mr. Hill for his work at Cleveland and to the national association for
naming him on the executive committee.
Mr. Hill in replying expressed his appreciation for the kind things that had been
said by different speakers.
He reiterated
Mr. Berman’s message from President
Cohen.
“The Motion Picture Theatre
Owners are back of you heart and soul,
financially and every other way” he said,
“and you will have their support.”
Following a short talk by the editor of
,

“O — Oo — Ooh, Larry!

Never Saw Such a Big Mouse Before.
Five Cats!”

Larry Semon

is

for

—

make a clean sweep and bring back the bacon excuse,
picture with a “point” of view called “The Stage
Hand,” and released by Vitagraph.

preparing to

please, mouse.

A Meal

A

mil nun

the Moving Picture
elected as honorary
Patterson, Schiller,

World the convention
life members Messrs.
Berman and Blais-

dell.

The

secretary was authorized to send
congratulatory message to President
Cohen and Charles O’Reilly.
The convention adjourned after deciding
to leave the selection of the next meeting
a

place to the officers.

Lay Plans to Organize Showmen

A

of Pennsylvania at Meeting
MEETING of the exhibitors of East-

ern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware was held in Philadelphia Monday, June 21.
The meeting was called by the president
of the Philadelphia
Exhibitors League,
Albert J. Fisher.
Among those present
were Charles Goodwin, John Evans, John
Cook, Albert J. Fisher, Frank Buhler, M.

Brenner and George Bennethum.
Plans were laid for the intensive organizing of the exhibitors of Pennsylvanin, and
an organizer
for

the

is

being sent out. The quota
national fund is being

$100,000

raised.

Sydney

S. Cohen, president of the MoPicture Theatre Owners of America,
was present in conjunction with C. I.
O Reilly, member of the executive committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

tion

of America, from New York City, and
Joseph Stern, executive committee member
from Newark. Also in attendance was
J.
T. Collins, president of the New Jersey Motion Picture Theatre Owners.
The division of the territory was agreed
upon by all parties, and an active campaign
inaugurated for organization purposes.

Bud Geary in King Film
Bud Geary, known by no other name,

during his entire career in motion pictures,
back again in New York after many conquests in California productions of various
companies.
_Mr. Geary, who has many times been
mistaken for Wallace Reid, has been selected by Burton King for the important
role of the district attorney’s brother
in
the new production, “The Loop Hole.”
is

Reverse Distribution Custom
for “Son of Tarzan” Serial
EVERSAL of the accepted practice

R

marks the
presentation of “The Son of Tarzan,”
the fifteen episode animal novelty attraction now being produced by the National
in the distribution of serials

Film Corporation of America for state
rights by David P. Howells, Inc.
In the instance of this adaptation of the
novel of the same title by Edgar Rice Burroughs, the serial will follow, instead of
preceding, the exhibition throughout the
country of one of more special feature
attractions in which the same characters
are featured.
“This,” says an explanatory statement by
David P. Howells, Inc., “means that ‘The
Son of Tarzan’ in serial form has awaiting
it a great public following.
“This is shown by the success of ‘Tarzan of the Apes.’ with which First National Exhibitors’ Circuit broke all records, for aggregate gross return from the
exhibition of special features.
“This has served to create a large following for the serial and amounts to a reversal of the usual method of first releasing a big and patronage-getting serial story
by episodes, only to reduce thirty or forty
reels, after the serial’s booking life is
ended, to five or six reels for exploitation
as a feature picture.”

Pat Dowling in

New York

Pat Dowling, director of advertising and
publicity for the Christie Film Company,
has arrived in New York from Los Angeles
to consult with the advertising and publicity department of Educational Films Corporation which is releasing all of the tworeel Christie comedies.
Three of the New Christie Comedies
have been received in New York. These
are “Kiss Me Caroline,” with Bobby Vernon, Teddy Sampson, Vera Steadman, Neal
Burns and Charlotte Merriam; “A Seaside
Siren” with Fay Tincher, Jimmie Harrison and Eddie Baker; and “Out for the
Night” with Eddie Barry, Neal Burns, Margaret FitzRoy and Charlotte Merriam. First
of the new Christie will be released the
week of July 4.

o

oo
oo

oo

:

o
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Hen Grimm Knocks Opportunity
For the Winning GoaJ.
Arthur James started something when he left Fox to establish his own bureau of publicity
and exploitation.
Lee Kugel left Selznick to establish his
tising and

own bureau

of adver-

publicity.

Merritt Crawford- left

own bureau

establish his

Fox

to
of pro-

motion and publicity.
Theodore Deitrich left Cosmopolitan to establish his own bureau of promotion, publicity and
advertising.

have at last taken
heed of the paper shortage.
Most of them have disearded
the standard mimeograph size of
sheet (SX/£xl4) and substituted
Puflflicists

the regulation letter size (8l/x

Charley Verhalen left Robertson-Cole to establish a bureau
of publicity and exploitation.
Jack Reilly, ditto, the same and
also.

Julian Solomon had previous-

Famous Players-Lasky

ly left

11 ).

This shortage in length is,
however, atoned for in the increased number of sheets it
takes to encompass a “statement.”
iiiimiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiH,

Valor Plus Diplomacy.

to

establish his own publicity and
exploitation system.
Lee Letender left the Orpheum
Circuit to establish his own pub-

and advertising service.
Ben Atwell left the Capitol
Theatre to establish a bureau of
publicity and exploitation espe-

licity

Movie Queen (who has made
a
reputation on the stage)
“How old do you think I am?”
Interviewer
“I
think you

cially

look splendid.”

foregoing publicists, their bureaus and their services; committing to their combined and individual thoraxes a dose, as it
were, of their own dope.
Thus does Ben translate the
knock of opportunity into a

:

May

—L.

—

H. R.

o
Allison will ask in a film-

on Nov. 29:
“Are All Men Alike?”
They may be by that time,

title

—

o
Gallantry Contest. One hundred leading exhibitors have

been asked

—

personal letter

in a

from Hope Hampton, to comment on her drawing power,

—

To the

list

o
of

titles

that

“Moon Madness” and
“Mountain Madness” may be
“Movie Madness.”
o

boost.
o

—

Don’t Overlook Nellie Ravell’s
& H. Theatre, July 11.

Benefit, C.

—

Arthur

produce; secured

a. cask of contracts; got a tierce of publicity;
and a hogshead of exploitation
and
would
have
made
a
puncheon of gold eagles only
it didn’t have the punch!

—

—

o
“Let’s Be Fashionable.”
"Ladies Must Live.”
"Don’t Announce Your
o

Way

The
“I

am

—

In Is the

with

fired

Way

Out.

ambition,”

“I am fired with enthusiasm.”
he declared once he was the duly
installed skipper of a mimeograph.
“I am fired with apprehension,”
said the pufflicist as he watched
the Big Boss sharpening the adz.
“I am fired,” said the ex-pufflicist as he read the note he
found on his desk one day when
he came back from lunch,

—

Filmdom may soon have 1,000
Islands of its own, where we may
spend vacations.
have a good start
“Treasure Island,” “Terror

all

We

in

—

—

Dailey, Salt Lake
Key Cityite for Pathe, insists
that plural shall be applied to
the female of the specie in the
S.

“The Man and His Woman” for Utah distribution.
title,

lady

for

Sessue

be

Clip

(through pufflicity given in this
space-wasting) that the lately
arrived son of Hercules Hokum
and Lotta Bunk (who has been
christened Fuller Hokum, in
his granddad) was
blessed with a step-sister upon
his
launching on a sea of
mimeograph ink.
Little sister’s name is Lina
Bunk, of Bull, Ala.

honor

of

Hayakawa

in

C©le..

direct “The
the Apocalypse,” which will be started at
Metro’s Hollywood studio about

July

1.

•

H. B. Warner is supported in
“Going Straight,” his new Jesse
D. Hampton feature, by Lillian
Rich, Howard Davies, Frederick
Huntley and Fred Kohler.

Bryant Washburn has
completed the bull fight scenes

new Paramount

“Wanted

—A

picture,

Blemish.”

Sweet’s newest picture for Jesse D. Hampton, which
was filmed under the title of
“Port o’ Caprice,” has been re-

Blanche

named “The Unwilling Husband.”
John Inee

is

making prepara-

tions to begin the all-star Metro
the
“Someone
in
production

Clarke Irvine, with the Goldpublicity department for the
past year, has left that firm to
join the Maurice Tourneur unit
of the Associated Producers as
publicity director.

Take Wood Alcohol

I

And Risk

It?

rmiiiiilmiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiinimmiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiMiiiiuiiiiitiiiiiiiiiimiiiB>uiiinn£

When

the movie mother and her

angel child
takes a man of intuition
Plus analytic disposition
To separate the matron from the
maid.

With

and

bleacheries

flufferies

they each
Resemble one another like two
peas
With capes and furs surrounded
(Sweltering man looks on dumbfounded)
In July they’d make a bally

tombstone sweat.
But here’s a sign
out

A way

go by with-

to

fail,

to give the

“up and down”

correct;

Mother wears her dresses shorter
Than she will permit her daughter.

And

the prospect’s rather pleasing to the eye.

It’s
too hot to worry
more than one rhyme to a

o

over
verse,

—

“Suds” is at the Sew
Strand this week.
Suds should clean up.

York

—

Perhaps it is because the
heated term has arrived filmbosses seem to be making this
the firing season.

—

o

First

National

eary start

in

is getting an
the “straw vote”

game.
Here’s

the

poll

of

Rambles

Round Filmtown:
Debs,
Ray, 1.

0.;

Harding,

0;

Charley

coming
nier.
S

just

House.”

wyn

Why

1

Blind.

Otis
Skinner in his
picture, “Kismet,” which
will be directed by Louis J. Gas-

and Paste

-

IIM

for his

Rex Ingram will
Four Horsemen of

i

to

opposite

For Photoplay Editors and Theatre Programs

leading

“The First Born,” his first independent picture for Robertson-

Be

A Tough Summer

Rosemary Theby has been cast

expected at Metro’s Hollywood
studio about July 1 to begin production on “The Passion Flower.”
will

£

1920’s

o

Randy Lewis has discovered

-Doraldina, the eccentric dancer,

Eddy

1

Isl-

and,” “Trumpet Island,” “Isle of
Destiny,” and “Island of Regen-

is

Helen

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmmiiiiiiiimiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiimniiiiBiiHvar

It

Mar-

said the famous journalist, magazine writer and editor.
"I am fired with inspiration,”
said he on second thought. “I’ll
get a job pufflicking films.”

o

1920

Go browsing round the studios
for work

‘

riage.”

10,

s

o

of a change Ted Eltonhead applies the reverse English
and closes his bureau of advertising and publicity to become
the publicist for one concern,
o

The Cooperage of Films.
There was once a film that:
Cost a barrel of money to

eration.”

By way

now

includes

added:

for vocalists.

But right here the chain parts:
Ben Grimm left Associated
Exhibitors, Inc., to open a publicity bureau for the above and

July

In the cast of “The Charm
School,” the new Wallace Reid
picture for Paramount, are Adele
Farrington, Edwin Stevens, Lincoln Stedman and Lila Lee.

Jeanie McPherson has signed
a five-year contract to write
scenarios for production by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Glaum’s

Louise
will be

next

picture

made from Steward Ed-

ward White’s novel “The Leopard
Woman,” which has just been
purchased from
J. Parker Read,

the

author

by

Jr.

Rex Ingram will direct “The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,”

soon

to

be

filmed

at

Metro.

Ora Carewe and Conrad Nagle
will

play

the

leading

roles

in

William De Mille’s film version
of “His Friend and His Wife,” a

Paramount- Artcraft feature.

The entire cast

of “813,” fea-

turing Wedgwood Nowell, now
being made at the Christie studio,
Hollywood, Cal., includes Wallace Beery, Ralph Lewis, Kathryn Adams, Colin Kenny, J. P.

Lockney, William V. Mong, Mark
Fenton, Frederick Vroom, Milton
Ross. Vera Steadman and Laura

La Plante.
Ora Carew, Melbourne MacDowell and Lawson Butt will
play the principal roles in “The
Crossroads,” the second big Clermont production to be directed
by Lloyd B. Carleton.

Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick are the featured players in
the Universal picture “The World
Inside,” now being filmed by Director William Crafts.

July

10,
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Sol Lesser Hastens End of Production;
First National Acquires Undersea Film

W

an announcement that Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
has acquired the rights to the Annette Kellerman starring vehicle, “What
Women Love,” for fall release, is issued a
statement that Sol Lesser, producer of the
underwater novelty attraction, in response
to an official request from exhibitor members and executives of the organization,
will hasten the disposal of his production
interests to preserve the status of the cooperative exhibitor alliance as an assoindependent theatre owners
of
ciation
without production interests of any character represented in its personnel through
investments or stock ownership.
The production, described as “a comedydrama with novelty and originality in its
story and underwater action,” was started

ITH

classification as a special. The story action
reveals startling discoveries of possibilities
for tense dramatic situations enacted underwater. It is a production with infinite
opportunity for unique exploitation.”

Merwin Holds Meeting with Vignola
Samuel Merwin, author of “The Passionate Pilgrim,” the second of the Robert G.
Vignola Productions, was an interested visitor at International Studio last week where
he saw his brain child transferred to the

Marcus Loew and
MONG

ritory.

York

uncompleted production investments which
made a combination of producer and exhibitor interests that was
trast to the avowed policy

in

direct

con-

and practice of
First National members which prescribes
an absolute division between the two industrial branches, without any affiliating conditions other than contracts for exhibition
rights to the works of leading independent
stars, producers and directors.

Picture Pleases First National.

Mr. Lesser met this objection by announcing that he would withdraw entirely
from his production interests as soon as he
could perfect arrangements to that end.
Negotiations which Mr. Lesser had started
with exhibitor officials of Associated First
National Pictures at the time he began
production work on “What Women Love,”
terminated before the Los Angeles franchise transfer was contemplated by Mr.
Tally, in an option giving the exhibitor or-

Take Franchises

for Product of First National Theatres
the interesting news of the
the announcement by Lewis
Selznick that Marcus Loew has
J.
secured National Picture Theatres franchises for eighteen of his theatres in New

of the franchise automatically placed Mr. Lesser in the ranks of independent exhibitors, but with active and

successful production.

U. B. O.

by Mr. Lesser with Miss Kellerman as the
star, before he concluded negotiations, in
company with Gore Brothers, for the purchase from T. L. Tally of the First National franchise for the Los Angeles ter-

The transfer

motion picture screen under the direction
of Robert G. Vignola. This is the first time
that these men have ever met.
After Mr. Merwin was shown about the
studio and had had explained to him the
mechanics of a modern motion picture making plant, he went into a conference with
Mr. Vignola on “The Passionate Pilgrim.”
The conference lasted several hours and
when it was over both director and author
expressed themselves as having benefited
highly thereby and hold high hopes for a

A

week

is

Brooklyn and
City,
throughout the country.

other

cities

Among other big interests who have secured franchises in National Picture Theatres are the United Booking Offices, for
their Boston Theatre of Boston and their
house in Providence, R. I. The announcement from Mr.

Selznick’s office also infranchises are being
closed each week and that the organization
and its product are gaining in favor rapidly.
Three pictures have been placed in the
exchanges for distribution. They are “Just
a Wife,” “Blind Youth” and “The Invisible
Divorce,” all specials with all-star casts.
“The Place of Darkened Windows,” which
is declared to place Henry Kolker firmly
before the exhibitor as a leading director,
is finished and is expected to be released
as number four on the schedule.
Immediately following the completion of this picdicates

ture,

Am

many

that

production work was begun on
I?” with

Henry Kolker

“Who

directing.

picture is released,
that “Marooned
Hearts,” which will mark the entry of Conway Tearle as a national star, will be presented. In this Zena Keefe is leading woman.
The Ralph Ince Special, “Out of the
Snows,” has also been announced as a NaMiss Keefe also
tional Picture release.
has the featured feminine role in this. These
productions make a total of seven pictures
already completed or in actual work. Six
of them- are Specials with all-star casts

Before
however,

and one

this
it

is

is

latter

expected

a star production with

Conway

Tearle.

Am

Following the completion of “Who
I?” on the West Coast, future productions
for National Picture Theatres will be made
at the eastern Selznick studios in accordance with the plans of Selznick Enterprises
to center all work in the East.

Ascher Resigns from Famous
Harry Ascher, of the Famous PlayersLasky Boston office, resigned his position
two weeks ago, taking effect Saturday, June
19.
Mr. Ascher will for the time being devote his
house.

attention

to

his

Boston supply

ganization the privilege of first decision upon screen examination.
This option continued in force as a voluntary arrangement suggested by Mr. Lesser as the result of his original intention,
when he decided to produce “What
en Love” to create a novelty attraction that
would meet the First National standard,
and it was exercised with the arrival in
New York, late last week of the first positive print of the picture. Screen inspection
led to the decision of the executive committee to conclude negotiations for its release by Associated First National Pictures.

Wom-

With the production almost completed
opportunity came for Mr. Lesser to

the

Gore Brothers in purchasing the franchise from Mr. Tally. One of the conditions established by First National officials, it is said, was that Mr. Lesser would
dispose of his studio holdings before taking any active part in the operation of the
West Coast franchise. This was promptly
agreed to, but several contracts for star
services which Mr. Lesser has
signed
months before, necessitated considerable
rearrangement and delay.
“‘What Women Love’ will be released
in. the fall,” the statement continues.
“It
will be given a date reserved, when the
tentative schedule for the coming season
was prepared, for a special feature attraction.
The amount of genuine novelty material in it alone is sufficient to justify its

join

“Help!

Help!” Shouts the

Wally Reid

in

not a

fly

Germ

Fiend.

“You Forgot

That Spoon.”
“Sick Abed,” a new Paramount
trap he has on

release.

to

Thoroughly

Sterilize

No, you’re wrong!
horrible

—just a device to strain the air of the

germs he has seen through the microscope.

It’s
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NAZIMOVA

reaches the peak of her
brilliant career in her

newest

METRO

triumph

— M mm

10,

1920

1

BILLIONS

The story, entirely different from anything she has yet done
on the screen was prepared for her by Charles Bryant.

Metro announces “BILLIONS” for release

in

October

VM2&

A.

:
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Made-in-India Film Sells for Big Price
Despite Great Production Difficulties
Feature Produced by Two Americans Succeeded Though Technically Very Faulty—
Have Female Players — Our Serials Delight the Natives—
Was First
to

Hindus Object
producing
conditions in India is contained in the
of
Spedon,
Sam
following letter written
the Moving Picture World, by Mrs. Dorothy Kingdon van Raven, wife of Captain van
Raven, a former Vitagraph actor and later
connected with the technical end of the In-

A

most interesting

recital

of

dustry in this country. The writer was also
a Vitagraph player at one time and, like her
husband, is well known In American film
What she has to say is of great
circles.
Interest In view of the fact that the industry
in this country is seeking new fields of conquest and looks toward India as not only a
market for American-made pictures but a
new locale offering scenes to tickle the
palate of theatre-goers the world over.
Editor.

Y

Bombay, India, May 8, 1920.
see by this letter that I am
far away from home, in a country that

OU

will

America and Americans know very
little about, and that “little” often wrong.

I

get the

Moving Picture World

here, al-

but it is because of the
World I am taking my nerve and pen in
hand and writing you.
My husband, Captain van Raven, and I
left America a year ago last February to
come out here to work for an Indian company which purchased all equipment in the
United States. Captain van Raven attended to purchasing it, the best and latest
obtainable; he was engaged as head of the
photographic end. I was to be featured
and promised a supporting company of
Indian women and men of good moral
standing.
To make a long story short, many promises were made and many things told that
were untruths. I must tell you that the
picture we made was the first one made
in India with females playing female parts;
males have always played female parts on
the stage and in whatever pictures that
have been made in India until now. The
other companies now producing here are
slowly coming into line and getting women
to take part in the pictures, although it is
a very hard thing to do, to overcome the
prejudices of hundreds of years against
women doing so “bold” a thing as to appear on the stage.

though very

late,

Picture

Made Big Money.
six months to make

our
the players would not
come to work on time, only when they
pleased. The negative was beautiful, but
the natives persisted in playing with the
printing machine, and my husband being
but one man and in one place at a time,
the print made was very bad because the
machine was put out of commission. My

took over
picture, because
It

husband begged the company to give him
time to make repairs and turn out a good
print, but the picture had been sold and
we were obliged to let it go as turned out.
Notwithstanding the bad print and bad
(by a native director, who said
he had learned how in America), and only
an occasional girl playing girl parts, and
no trimming, the production sold for four
times as much and made more money than
any other picture made in India.
Everyone took me for an Indian girl
my husband was thought to have a native
wife but it was impossible for us to continue our contract on account of misrepwere immediately offered
resentations.

to

Characterizations of Themselves as Villains

positions with every other company in India except one, but we decided we had had
enough of Indian dramatic productions and
determined to take pictures of an educaAt
tional, scenic and industrial nature.
the same time we could see India in a

motor

car.

Now

whict- has made the best picture here in
India, entitled “Urinda and Jalandar,” a
religious subject, Captain van Raven is
making some experiments to prevent
shrinkage and stretching of film during

the hot season and the monsoon. Captain
van Raven has had twenty years’ experience in motion pictures and chemistry and
he thinks he has found a solution of this
problem.
The American pictures are the most popular in India and in Bombay one sees the
All serials that have thrills, fights,
best.
a hero and a heroine with action, go well
in India.
For instance, I have seen Pathe,
Vitagraph, Wharton and Universal received
Of
with about the same enthusiasm.

—

course, the Indians see the ridiculousness
of a lion being knocked out with the butt
of a revolver.
The Indians, even those
who read English, cannot understand
American slang. It seems strange to a real
Yankee when he sees it here in India on
the screen.

Hindus Resent Characterizations.
representations of a Hindu
the American pictures, the
white population as well as the Hindu himself object to them.
When I first came to
India, a year ago, and saw Indian men and
women and India itself, I could not help
but recall a picture in which one of our
best beloved actresses appeared. I thought
of the vast amount of money expended in
making it, for technical directors and
others.
I could realize how badly it had
been produced by those who claimed they

As

to

We

the

one sees
-

in

knew how.
Even the tying

of a turban, the

way

of

wearing the doti and the way the sari is
worn, whether Hindu or Mohammedan,
high caste or low, and even those men who
have 'adopted the English dress, will either
war a cap or mustache or beard so their

Even the shoes
caste is distinguishable.
and sandals in different provinces are different. I saw a picture several weeks ago,
made by one of the foremost manufacturers, in which the “punka” was pulled
wrong, and the servant appeared to be
pulling it in the room with the officer,
“sahib,” a thing no punka walla would do
or be allowed to do.

direction

—

Taking Scenics.

So we have started. We have a ScrippsBooth two-seater and a Ford with a speWe
cial body for tent, food, luggage, etc.
are held up here at Nasik, but through the
kindness of the Hindustan Film Company,

Thugs

No

in the Minority.

servant ever

sits

if

a white sahib or

any other sahib is near. No Hindu will
enter your presence with sandals or shoes

are

the minority, very few belonging

in

caste that have always been
thugs. Many of the Brahmin business men
do business without written agreements,
bonds or contracts. Their word is their
bond.
This holds good among many of
the old-time orthodox Mohammedans. The
Persis, another race in India, are often
called “the Jew of the East.” Though they
are shrewd and saving, they give much to
the poor. They have adopted many of the
customs of the Hindus.
I read an article in the Moving Picture
to a certain

World written by Mr. Banerjea,

in

which

he said he “saw an Indian picture in which
the leading lady (an Indian dancing girl)
wore a wrist-watch and he was much disgusted.
He needn’t have been, and I am
certainly surprised at him, an Indian, not
recognizing
an
amulet
(a
protection
against evil and ill health) on the Indian
actress’ arm.

Cinema Business Really

Active.

There is really much activity in India in
the cinema industry, but things are just
about where they were in America fifteen
or twenty years ago. They have had a very
hard time trying to get cameras that stand
the tropics, like Pathe and Bell & Powell;
it seems impossible to get them.
My husband ordered a Bell & Howell in October
and has not received it yet, so we are
obliged to use another kind which he dislikes very much.
We encounter another

—

too much humidity in the monsoon and not enough in the dry season.
All pictures made here up to the present
have been religious, or Indian mythology,
most of them taken from the life of “Shree
Krishna,” one of their gods. Of course, the
Indian people like to see their own pictures
and subjects, the ones they understand, on
the screen. They love our American pictures and have tbeir favorites the same as
we do for instance, Helen Holmes, Ruth
Roland, Pearl White, Eddie Polo and Elmo
'Lincoln are a few of their favorites.
difficulty

;

Lovely Theatres in Bombay.

They have very lovely cinema houses in
Bombay, with terrace gardens and immense compounds filled with beautiful
flowers, and the interiors are extremely
pretty, finely lighted and ventilated.
Now, Mr. Spedon, this letter may not
interest you or the Moving Picture World,
but as we will be passing through a good
big part of India, if you are interested, I
will be glad from time to time to send you
bits of interest abou tthings in general.
The Indian people like the American people very much and would like to know
more of us and our ways. In India we get
no news of America in the newspapers except strikes, murders and epidemics.
Selling Agents for Hiller Picture
Bamberger & Levy, motion picture sales
agents in the Putman Building, New York,

haye

just

completed arrangements with the-

on, unless he

Lejarin A. Hiller Productions whereby they
take over exclusive selling agency throughout the entire world for the first production

here

of

wishes to insult you; even
our camp in the jungle our bearer’s
and servants always leave their sandals
and slippers outside the limits of the camp.
It is true there are thugs and villains in
India, as in every other country, but they
in

this

new producing company

entitled

“The Sleep of Cymba Roget.”
This picture

is

a strong five-reel

drama

produced under the direction and supervision of Lejarin A. Hiller.
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ULES SARZIN, who

J

has

Famous Players-Lasky

been with the

force for
the past year (previous to that he was
with George Kleine and was also a New
York exhibitor for eight years) is now associated with the Robertson-Cole New York
sales department.
*

*

sales

»

Murrey Beier, formerly with Selznick and
national and sales manager for Magnet Film
Company and the Mutual, has joined forces
with Sam Zierler and the Commonwealth.
*

*

*

Ben Roman, formerly

wealth

New

in

the

Bill Bournazell, of

of

Baltimore, for Maryland, Virginia
of Columbia.

*

Famous Players-Lasky,

*

Sam Suckno,

of Albany,

New York

in

June 25 for a day’s outing on the Great
White Way and getting the latest angle on
the film market.

*

Woman.”

of film
of the

First National, Cleveland, is stopping at the
Hotel Astor, New York, for a series of conferences with J. D. Williams of the First

National.
*

*

*

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Niblo (Enid Bennett)
have arrived in New York from the Coast
and are stopping at the Hotel Claridge. It
is understood they are here considering future productions under their own name.
*

*

*

H. Francis, sales manager of the Teco

L.

Manufacturing and Theatre Equipment Com-

is in New York, week of
purchasing equipment material for

pany, Minneapolis,
«

June

*

Morris Heilman, manager of the short subdepartment of the Chicago Universal exis spending his vacation in New York

28,

the fall trade.
*

ject

change,
City.

»

*

»

5.
*

*

Gettelson, formerly of the Universal Chicago sales force, has been appointed manager of the Minneapolis Universal exchange
succeeding J. D. Roderick.
J.

*

*

*

C.

(Bill)

*

*

»

*

Topical

*

Film Company

assembling

is

its

library of films at the Joe Miles studio. The
Topical Film Company has an ever-ready
library from which any topic can be selected.
For instance: a shipwreck scene is required.
They are “Jerry on the job” with the ship-

wreck.
*

*

#

Robertson-Cole Detroit
II
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*

resignation, to take effect July

Arthur

Brilant

He went

3.

*

never

missed

a

minute.

direct from Cosmopolitan publicity
to a position under Vivian Moses on the
Fox advertising and publicity staff.
*

*

»

»

*

*

*

tion of several

new

theatres in Connecticut.

They already control

three.

»

»

»

H. Rosenfeld, sales manager, and M. E.
Van Berg, treasurer, of the Climax Film
Corporation, made a trip to Buffalo June 28
to dispose of the following features: “Common Level,” starring Edwin Breese and Claire
Whitney; “A Woman’s Business,” starring
Olive Tell and twelve two-reel Muriel Ostriche comedies, for New York State.
They
contemplate opening a Buffalo office in anC.

*

*

*

Lee Francis Lybarger, president of the International Chautauqua Association, gave a
showing of his ten-rreel feature, “Democracy,”
at the Simplex projection rooms Saturday
evening June 26 to a company of film men.
*

»

*

Billy Hart, the veteran film salesman, disposed of the six-reel feature produced by the
General Film Company of Dublin, Ireland
(“The Days of St. Patrick”) to a syndicate of

men connected with

the Benevolent Pro-

tective Order of Elks.
•

*

*

Frank Lawrence, Universal’s

— for

film

—

editor

years with the Vitagraph is a high
and speed artist with the aeroplane. He
is the owner of a high powered plane known
as the Eagle. Dorothy Philips, the Univarsal star, made an ascent with him the other
day and immediately gave him a commission
to purchase her one of the same kind.
Then
Allen Holubar, the star's director, went up
to see that it was all right.
*

*

in

—

Mayer-First

*

the Wind”;

National production, "Sowing
Rosemary Theby has been signed

by Louis Gasnier to play opposite Otis Skinner in “Kismet”; Earl Williams, with Mrs.
Williams, has been motoring through the
Yosemite, and Rex Ingrahm is directing at
Universal City all of the Vitagraph roster
of some years back.
Last, but not least, is
Mary Charleson (Mrs. Henry Walthal), who
is playing for Universal.

—

*

*

Conway

Who

Tearle.

will star in forthcoming productions
for the National Picture Theatres.

»

»

Dana, sales manager of the Arrow
Film Corporation, has returned from Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Washington and he
will leave on June 29 for a trip to Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Des
P.

•

Selznick publicity department, 729
Seventh avenue, has moved to 130 West

*

*

Adolph Schwartz and Joseph Sapersteln will
shortly announce the news of their acquisi-

Rollin Sturgeon is directing Carmel Meyers
at Universal City; James Morrison is playing with Anita Stewart in the new Louis

Bob.
*

*

lyn representative of the Select Pictures.

—

Donald W. Fairservis, until recently a
salesman for Vitagraph in Connecticut, left
June 26 for Los Angeles, where he intends to
follow a screen actor’s life for Master Films,
Inc.
Carlton King will be his director. Robert Horsley will take up Fairservis’ territory
in Connecticut, an old stamping ground for

The

*

William H. Hollender, an old time exhibitor
of Brooklyn, is about to start as the Brook-

*

Sheldon Lewis and Virginia Pearson appeared in vaudeville at B. F. Keith’s Alhambra, New York, the week ending June
They are presenting a travesty on jeal26.
ousy. Their act is a headliner.
»

*

personal touch with the old
Vitagraphers is second nature for the writer
of this page
there are more than a few
of us left
but I don’t want to lose them.

circuit.
*

*

returning to the Coast.

Keeping

Morris Saffier, manager of the National
Distributing Corporation of New Haven, was
in New York June 25.
He reports signing

up the Poli

original methods.

flyer

Murphey, of the Selz*

own

“Doc” Willat is projecting “The Kentucky Colonel” at the Miles projection room,
preparatory to editing and titling it before

film

Jerome Safron, formerly salesman

nick publicity department, has tendered his
*

•

ticipation of fall trade.

»

Albert Teitle, the patentee of a film cleansing and preserving machine, giving longer
life to a film, is negotiating to put it on the
market in England, France and Canada, for
which countries he holds patents.

William

der his

Underwood & Underwood are cutting and
editing a special feature, for early release
at the Miles plant in the Leavitt Building.

Jack Reilly, publicity director of Robertson-Cole, has resigned his position to take
effect at the termination of his vacation,
*

*

*

(Manny) Mandelbaum, the dean
men in the Buckeye State and head
E.

advertising manager

»

*

Elmer McGovern is located permanently in
the Miles studios and is now editing a Hemmer production, featuring Lottie Pickford.
Mr. McGovern is arranging to release a picture of his own, exploiting and issuing it un-

*

*

*

play opens.

*

was

ex-

Vincent Coleman, Josephine Victor’s leading man in “Martinique,” is rehearsing the
leading role in “Self Defense,” a new Edgar
MacGregor production. Vincent will resume
his motion picture work as soon as his new

*

»

of Universal, was awarded $100 for renaming “Ambition.”
He suggested "Once to Every

July

*

*

•

New York

*

Charles Goetz and Rudolph Flothow, formerly with Famous Players-Lasky, are now
members of the Robertson-Cole sales department.
Moffat,

pany,

and District

*

*

*

*

*

ager of the Robertson-Cole
change.

’

succeeds Jack Fuld, whose resignation takes
effect July 3.
Mr. Fuld went to Famous
Players from the Trade Review. Mr. Bournazell has been with F. P.-L. for the past
three years.
*

*

H. B. Schlessinger has disposed of “Mother
Need You,” starring Enid Markey and Edwin Coxen, to the Commodore Film Com-

*

4.
*

Ed.

*

*

»

Harry Reicenbach has connected with the
Universal to exploit “Shipwrecked Among
Cannibals,’’ which opens at the Astor Theatre,
York, July

*

*

Jerry Herzog has been selected to cover
the Albany territory for Hallmark and has
bid Connecticut adieu.

Jersey.
*

New

street.

I

New

Jersey
territory for Robertson-Cole, has been appointed special representative for Commonin

Forty-sixth street, occupying the balcony of
the exchange on the ground floor. These offices were recently vacated by the casting
department of the Selznick Enterprises, which
are now located at 117 West Forty-sixth

D.

Moines, Kansas City and

St.

Louis.

(Continued on page 249)
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Passive Sales Policy Will Mean Decline
of Popularity of American Films Abroad

D

ESPITE

uncertain

trade

widely circulated
past few months.

in

By

conditions

and fluctuating rates of exchange, I
am convinced that there never was a
greater opportunity than that which exists
today for American producers to cultivate
The facts in the
the European market.
case do not, it appears to me, bear out the
pessimistic views that have been rather
the trade during the

picture business, in common
with other businesses, is bound to be affected by the readjustments which are taking place in the markets of the world, but
these are temporary and even now there is
evidence of improvements that will bring
about more stable conditions.

The

past.

Must Take the

Initiative.

manufactured

bear

good

Following Already Created.
hand there is no disputing
the pre-eminence of America as the producthe other

ing center of the world. In technical efficiency, in stories, in stars, we have gone
far ahead of our rivals and, speaking for
Goldwyn, I feel certain that we have created a loyal following for our product.
Experience shows that when motion picture audiences become accustomed to a
certain type of picture and are personally
interested in the players, it takes considerable time to accustom them to a different
style of photoplays.

The problem
is

attitude

these

to

The question is, who
pictures?
Will they
come from America as they have during the
past few years, or will the studios of
France and Germany and Italy meet the
competition of America and carry off the
bulk of. the business?
It is well to remember that at the outbreak* of the war the foreign market was
almost exclusively supplied with French,
Italian, Danish and German films, and that
the studios in all these countries are being
reopened with a view to regaining their
past dominance.

ducers

take-it-or-leave-it

adopted when there was no rivalry worth
mentioning must give place to real salesmanship.

basis.

Ever.

in mind is that the
pictures is becoming
greater than ever before, with the erection
of many new theatres in all European
countries and the establishing of affairs on

On

Goldwyn Corporation

Instead of waiting for foreign buyers to
to us we will have to send properly
qualified agents to them. These men should
be thoroughly versed in the business methods and social conditions of the countries
they aim to serve. They must use tact
and discrimination in dealing with customers who no longer are obliged to take anything that is given them by American producers.
They must make friends for
the concern they represent and dispose
of their product at a figure that is not out
of proportion to the prices asked for films

Demand Greater Than

a peace time
shall supply

Sales,

which we have gained. As a premise it must
be conceded that the day of easy sales is

The motion

The point
demand for

ARTHUR ZIEHM.

Manager Foreign

how

to be met by American proto maintain the advantage

come

in Europe.
prepared to market its fourth
year pictures abroad with all of these conOur representatives in
ditions in mind.
foreign lands are men chosen for their par-

Goldwyn

ticular

is

knowledge of the countries

to

which

they are sent. They are doing missionary
work for the future in establishing friendly relations and creating confidence in the
business integrity of American producers
and faith in the quality of the pictures they
have to offer. In dealing with the Europe
of today, it is well to have the vision to see

changed Europe one year from now.
As to the merit of our photoplays in comparison with those being put out by the
European studios, Goldwyn has nothing to

a

Great productions, such as “Madame
Penalty” and “The Branding
Iron,” to mention only three of the big
dramas that in due time will be offered to
foreign buyers, will carry quite as strong
an appeal abroad as they do in this country.
Pictures of the rugged type being
turned out by Rex Beach are very popular
with Continental audiences. They are accepted as an authentic depiction of life in
America.
The emotional acting of Pauline Frederick is right in accord with the European
traditions
of
dramatic expression, and

ever seen Kerrigan in.
They stand the
of the box office and indicate why

test

Kerrigan is a star of growing popularity.
I have secured ‘No. 99,’ ‘The Green Flame,’
‘Live Sparks,’ ‘$30,000,’ ‘The Lord Loves the
Irish,’ ‘The Dream Cheater,’ ‘The Joyous
Liar’ and ‘A White Man’s Chance.’
“The Dial Film Company’s production
of ‘King Spruce’ provides a great melo-

drama of the Maine woods that is of universal appeal from Norway to Australia.
There are scenes in the lumber region
that will undoubtedly open the eyes of the
lumber men of Northern Europe.”

“Big Mack” Quits Presidency
of

to Sell Projectors

has just resigned the
presidency of the Detroit Operators’
* Union to sell Power’s projectors. “Big
Mack,” as he is generally known in Detroit, accomplished the difficult task of securing the friendship and confidence of the
exhibitors while proving very successful as
president of the Operators’ Union. He is
an expert projectionist and for six years
was chief operator for the J. H. Kunsky

J

Company.
In taking up the work of selling projectors and equipment, Mr. McDonald says
“I am a firm believer in Power equipment,
as it has stood the test.” The equipment
business is not new to Mr. McDonald as

he

was with the Enterprise

Company

Equipment

one time. This experience,
and the knowledge he has gained by working for a long time as an operator, should
be of great assistance to him in solving
projection problems encountered by exhibitors and operators.
at

fear.
X,’’

“The

comedy of the style supplied by Tom
Moore and Will Rogers is certain of ac-

Canuso
Michael

1

1

|
|

new company

of foreign distributors,
Sidney Garret, Inc., signalizes his entrance into the field under his own banner
by placing a big contract with W. W. Hodkinson Corporation covering The Dial Film
Company production of “King Spruce” and
eight J. Warren Kerrigan pictures.
Mr.
Garrett will cover Australia, New Zealand

and Tasmania with “King Spruce” and Kerrigan productions, and also controls foreign rights on “King Spruce” for Belgium,
Holland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden.
“The Kerrigan features made for Hodkinson by Robert Brunton Studios,” says
Mr. Garret, “are the best productions I have

Kentucky Mourns Death of
G. A. Bleich in Owensboro
By Wire to Moving Picture World.)
ENTUCKY is mourning the death
on June 28 of George A. Bleich,
of Owensboro, which followed
an illness of several months. About
a month ago Mr. Bleich returned to
his home from Chicago, where he
had been in the Mercy Hospital. He
was 45 years old and the most prominent exhibitor in Western Kentucky,
as well as one of the largest in the

|

(

sales policy.

S

Studio Manager

J.

E'liiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiith

Considering all angles of the question, I
can see nothing to fear for American producers, providing they maintain a high
quality of production and follow a judicious

Garrett Closes Big Foreign
Contract with Hodkinson
IDNEY GARRETT, president, of the

Now

Canuso, formerly a clerk in the
offices of Hallmark Pictures Corporation,
has been made studio manager of Hallmark’s Thirty-eighth street studio in New
York. He has managed the studio routine
for the production of the three Burton
King specials soon to be released by Hallmark, “For Love or Money,” “The Common
Sin” and “The Discarded Woman.”

ceptance.

Arthur Ziehm.

Union

McDONALD

A.

|
|
|
|
|
|

K

state.

|

Mr. Bleich began as an exhibitor
at Jonesboro, Ark., going to Hopkinsville, Ky., and to Owensboro in 1912.
He successfully cornered the amusement interests in Owensboro. At the
time of his death he was operating

|

the

|
|

|
|

|
|
|
|
|

|

Empress Amusement Company,
which controls three houses in the
city, and was erecting the New Superba Theatre. He was formerly
vice-president of the old Kentucky
Exhibitors’ League and had many

|

|
|
1
1
|

|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

1
1

|
|
1

|
|
|

friends in Louisville.
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A. L. Grey

Paul Brunet Sails for France; Forecasts
Important Announcement to the Industry

P

vice-president and gen-

AUL BRUNET,
eral manager of
sailed for Paris

Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
on June 24. Some of

the biggest projects in the history of the
organization render his presence necessary
of
in Paris, where will be held a meeting
Pathe Cinema, the big international organization, of whose board he is administrator,
being the only vice president of the American organization who has been accorded
Mr. Brunet, if all plans
this recognition.
develop as expected, will return to New

York about September 1.
Mr. Brunet was accompanied by Mrs.
Brunet, and, though their visit to France
comparatively brief, they expect to
spend some time in relaxation.
Returning to France on the same steamer

July

1920

10,

Back from Europe

Albert L. Grey, general manager for D.
W. Griffith, who, with Mrs. Grey, has been
abroad for the past five weeks, returned
to New York on the S. S. “Arabic,” Friday,

my experience in the picture business,
do not recall an engagement in which I
have enjoyed more co-operation, or which
afforded me more pleasure than the one I
am about to leave. Were it not for the
large inducement held out to me by Mr.
Naulty and Mr. Hunting, and the fact that
I have given my word to direct their first
picture, I should hesitate to leave my
friends at Vitagraph.”
Mr. Griffith is taking William McCoy,
formerly chief cameraman at Vitagraph,
with him to the Cayuga concern. They have
left for Ithaca to begin work upon the exteriors of the first production.

Mr. Grey visited London and

all

June

I

Paris in the interests of the Griffith productions.

25.

Selznick Engages Popular Players
“Buster” Collier, son of William Collier,
known stage comedian, and
well
Theresa Maxwell-Conover, both of whom
are recognized as possessing unusual acting ability, have been engaged by Myron
Selznick to play important roles in two
forthcoming Selznick productions.
Roles that are particularly suited to the
players have been provided.
the

will be

was Leon Madieu, chairman
of

of the

board

One of Michigan’s Prettiest Theatres is

directors of the Pathe Cinema, Paris,
spent a month at the home office of

Pathe Exchange, Inc. in conference with
Mr. Brunet regarding the international
propositions that have developed during
the last year. It is probable that the meeting of the board of directors of Pathe
Cinema, Paris, will result in an announcement of world-wide importance to the motion picture industry.

Mr. Brunet expressed himself more than
with

pleased

the

business

conditions

of

“Our selling organization,” he said, “has been brought to a
high state of efficiency and the statements
and analyses submitted by Elmer Pearson,
director of exchanges make a showing of
which I have every reason to feel proud.
“As Pathe’s selling system has been
broadened and strengthened by intensive
effort, so is it merging into an era of bigger
and still better productions. T.he announcePathe Exchange,

Inc.

ment soon to be made of impressive special
features and new organizations releasing
through Pathe, while at once indicative of
largeness and business capacity, may be
taken merely as the beginning of larger
things now in the shaping.”

Griffith

W

Leaves Vitagraph to

Direct for Cayuga Pictures
ITH the engagement of Edward

Vitagraph directorial
staff, to direct their initial production, James N. Naulty and Gardner Hunting,
formerly of the eastern studios of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, made public the formation of Cayuga Pictures, Inc.
In speaking of his resignation to the
Vitagraph Company, Mr. Griffith said “In
Griffith of the

:

Oh

New Regent in

Butterfield’s

who

NE

of the prettiest of the new Michigan theatres to be erected during
the past year is the New Regent TheIt is located on Saginaw
atre at Flint.
Its cost was
street and Louisa avenue.
It has a seating capacity of 1,800,
$200,000.
of which 1,600 seats are on the main floor
and 200 on the mezzanine.
The owners are the Flint-Regent Theatre

O

Company,

of

which

W.

S.

Butterfield

is

president and general manager. Mr. Butterfield is at the head of the Butterfield
Circuit of theatres in Michigan, the largest circuit in the Wolverine state, operating in the seven largest cities outside of
The chain
Detroit and Grand Rapids.
comprises both vaudeville and picture theatres.

is 18 by 22j/$. The screen is a Minusa.
In the box-office, National Ticket Registering machines are used.
Other features of the new Regent are

which

inter-communicating telephones throughout
the house; a blower system is used for
heating and cooling; an elaborate electric
sign is in front of the theatre; Spanish
effects include spot lamps and flood lights
in the orchestra pit; music is furnished by
an orchestra of sixteen pieces, including
a harp and other instrumental soloists. In
the basement will be found lounging and
smoking rooms.
Ed Beatty, chief booking manager of the
Butterfield Circuit, has adopted a policy of
two changes weekly for the Regent, although on some he has tried a week.

The architect and builder of the New
Regent was John Eberson of Chicago, who
has erected and designed practically all of
the Butterfield theatres.
The theatre itself is 85 by 175 feet in size.
It is finished in Andalusian Spanish style
of architecture. The colorings are rich, in
keeping with Spanish tastes. The foyer
represents the sunny walks of a typical
Spanish patio. The lighting fixtures are exceedingly artistic and conform with the
general Spanish decorative scheme through-

The

out.

floor covering

is

of tile

and ce-

ment.

The projection room

the rear of the
mezzanine floor is 14 by 20 feet and is
equipped with two Powers machines, spot
Hertner Transverter and other
lights,
equipment to make it the last word. The
projection distance is 160 feet and practically on a direct line with the screen.

yes he talks the English language fluently.

Scene

1

in

must have been taken around
a glass of iced tea.

5 p.

Flin*

Ohrt Made Universal Controller
Carl

Laemmle, president of Universal,

has announced the appointment of H. L.
Ohrt as controller of the Universal organization.
Mr. Ohrt formerly was associated with the accounting department of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
He will take over the work of G. M.
Davidson, who recently resigned from the
Universal accounting department.
'

Hadley Re-editing Triangle Releases
Hopp Hadley, who was made recently
manager of productions for Frank
engaged in re-editing and titling

is

G. Hall,
a series

fifty-two
Triangle
productions
and
twenty-six Mack Sennett produced tworeel comedies, recently acquired by Hallmark Pictures Corporation for distribution.
of

m. because he appears to be offering her

I
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Straw Vote

To Be Launched Soon by

First National

Holders of Circuit Franchises Will Provide Patrons with Ballots After Democrats
Choose Their Candidates Expect to Reach More Than 4,000,000 Voters
Will Show Power of Screen and Feminine Interest in Politics

—

—

OR

the first time in motion picture history the screen is to play a prophetic
part in national politics and demonstrate the magnitude of its intimate daily
contact with public life, through a presidential straw vote to be launched by between 5,000 and 6,000 exhibitors of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., immediately following the conclusion of the
Democratic national convention in San
Francisco.

F

The plans, which
worked out in detail,

been
probably the
most far-reaching canvass of public opinion
ever undertaken in the history of the
United States. It is expected that through
the medium of the motion picture theatre
between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 voters will

Newspapers

reached.

be

have

already

call for

in

a

local

way

and magazines nationally have conducted
straw votes in the past, but never have
they recorded the political leanings of more
than a few hundred thousand voters.

With the united front that several thousand theatres will present in systematically
testing the public pulse, the motion picture
industry is expected to prove the most accurate political gauge yet employed, and
the results will be looked for with the
deepest interest at Washington.

Will

Show Power

of Screens.

For a long time leading members of the
different political parties have debated the
actual power of the screen in censorship
agitation and legislative proceedings affecting motion pictures. The question of
screen influence on the public has been discussed without any tangible conclusion for
the reason that no effort ever has been
made either by states or nationally to actually test exhibitor strength as an agency
through which to reach the millions of motion picture theatre patrons in this country.

recorded and classified and the total
each exhibitor’s state will be sent
to him as soon as complete returns have
been. received.
will be

vote

in

same way the national result of the
straw vote will be made known by the
In the

home

National exhibitors
As a result, each
enabled to benefit by

its is

exhibitor will be
the local publicity which his part in the
canvass will consequently bring about. The
publicity for the exhibitor will be cumu-

The local newspapers will first
news about the results of the local
canvass. They will then publish the results
of the statewide exhibitor canvass when
these become known. And finallj they will
have the big news of the national results
lative.

print the

r

of the straw vote.

Source of Paper Articles.
In addition, the straw vote will provide
abundant material for newspaper feature
stories.
Last but not least, it is expected
to give the most accurate forecast of a
great national election that has ever been
made, and to demonstrate that the screen
is in closer touch with the public than any
other institution.
Associated First National
exchanges

have already received pledges of support in
this undertaking from more than 3,000 exhibitors, who appreciate the publicity their
theatres will gain through it and who have
recognized the significance of a demonstration to the country at large to the presidential candidates and their respective constituents, to federal, state and
political bodies, to newspapers,

municipal

magazines

and the reform interests of the country, of
the tremendous power and scope of motion picture theatres when they function
as a unit on any given proposition.
Previous straw votes of newspapers and
magazines have had their responses con-

exhibitor officials of Associated
First National will offer to Senator Warren
C. Harding and Governor Calvin Coolidge
as Republican nominees for president and
vice-president
respectively
and to the
Democratic nominees to the same offices,
a special service of tabulated reports by
cities and states as rapidly as the straw
ballots are counted and classified.
in

September.

expected that all returns from the
straw vote will be in and completely classified by the middle of September and that
is

to

Sex.

at the

home

be classified according to cities
and states and not by the generally recognized film territory, or by the so-called
presidential electoral districts.
The home office will divide the feminine
from the masculine votes, and the listing
will show the feminine votes which come
from states that have suffrage and the
feminine votes gathered in the other states.
This method of classification will provide a
means of determining, after the official
election returns are in next November, just
what effect pre-election feminine opinion
has on the masculine vote. It will also reveal to what extent future presidential elections may be swayed by the feminine vote
in case women are given the ballot nationoffice will

ally.

The final returns of the straw vote will
be so classified as to show the political
leanings of not only those who are legal
voters, but those whose opinions may have
influence with bona fide voters. Children
and unnaturalized aliens will be barred from
voting. Only persons of voting age will be
permitted to fill out the ballot.
Await Democratic Nomination.
Already a large number of exhibitors
have made arrangements for turning their
theatres into “voting precincts” and balloting will start, they say, just as soon as the
Democratic convention is over.
The necessary ballots have already been
printed and are being distributed by the
thousands to the Associated First National
exchanges. Each ballot calls for a straw
vote on either the Republican or Democratic nominees for president and vice-

ballot.

the result will give a close forecast on the
outcome of the election in November.
Every exhibitor of Associated First Na-

La Rose Back with Riesenfeld
Joseph La Rose, one of the best known
and best liked young film men in America,
has resigned as production manager and

tional Pictures will co-operate in the taking
©f this straw vote among patrons of the

more than 5,000 theatres which they own.
The exhibitors will have printed ballots
supplied them by their Associated First
National exchanges for distribution among
their patrons, and as fast as the ballots
are turned in at the theatre, they will be
tabulated and mailed to the home office in
New York. At the home office the ballots

According

The bulk returns received

president.
The socialists are not mentioned and no candidate for any other office are included in the test.
The theatre patron is to be handed the
straw ballot form as soon as he enters the
theatre. He merely checks his party preference, fills in his name and address and
hands it to any employe of the theatre on
leaving.
It is understood and so stated
on the ballot that under no circumstances
will the voter’s name be used.
He is advised to watch his newspaper for local,
state and national returns on the straw

test.

The

Expect Totals

Classified

available.

—

It

of Associated First National Pictures that an average of 1,000 ballots will
be returned from every theatre.
ficials

office to all First

as soon as

The contemplated straw vote will in a
large measure reveal the really great power
of the screen a power the extent of which
has never before been put to so severe a
determining

few hundred thousand readers
and consequently were restricted, whereas in this instance it is estimated by offined to a

Jerome Storm

Who

recently resigned from the Charles Ray
organization. He is now in the East and
is considering- several big offers to
direct

well-known

stars.

general assistant to C. L. Chester, president of the C. L. Chester Films, Inc., and
has returned to his old post as production
manager for Hugo Riesenfeld at the Criterion, Rivoli and Rialto theatres. La Rose
will include in his position complete charge
of all stage work, where his lighting effects won for him considerable popularity.
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Associated Producers Lease Offices in
New York; Name Exchange Managers

T

HE

Associated Producers, Inc., announces the permanent location of

its

New York home

in

offices

the

and forms and supples to the
exchanges.
John T. Murnan, associated
with the exchange service department for

accessories,

number of years, becomes assistant exchange service manager.

Godfrey Building, 729 Seventh avenue. A
lease has been signed with George Backer,
the owner, for the entire fifth floor of the
building for a term of years, occupancy
of these quarters being deferred a few
months until present tenants’ leases ex-

a

In the meantime Associated Producers has taken a unit of offices on the
tenth floor of the same building and its
executive and departmental managers already are installed there.
Announcement is made of the appointment of Frank L. Hudson as Atlanta manHe resigned as the manager of
ager.
Pathe’s Atlanta office to take the management of the new alliance of Thomas H.
Ince, Mack Sennett, Marshall Neilan, Allan
Dwan, Maurice Tourneur, George Loane
Tucker and J. Parker Read, Jr.
Ralph C. Bradford has been appointed
He was with the
Minneapolis manager.
and
initial strong Triangle organization

is believed by Vitagraph to be
Earle Williams’ best feature since
“The Fortune Hunter,” was completed last week under the direction of
Chester Bennett at Hollywood, Cal. It is
called “The Purple Cipher” and is a melodrama of Oriental intrigue and American
nerve and resourcefulness.
The story is by Will F. Jenkins and appeared recently in a popular magazine. It
was arranged for the screen by J. Grubb
Alexander. The star plays a resourceful
American who frustrates the designs upon

pire.

became the

first

Goldwyn manager

in

Min-

He has been with the Stephen
neapolis.
Lynch interests in the South and resigned
last week as Chicago manager for Famous
Players-Lasky to resume association for
the new organization with F. B. Warren,
with

whom

he was

allied in

Goldwyn.

entire sales and executive personnel

The

of Associated Producers

and all managers are
twenty-two exchange

now

is

Earle Williams Completes
“The Purple Cipher” Serial

W

HAT

himself, his sweetheart and his friends of
a blackmailing Chinese gang.
The story
is
laid on the Pacific Coast.
Submarine

scenes were taken off Los Angeles Harbor
and San Diego.
Vola Vale plays opposite Williams. Henry
A. Barrows, Ernest Shields and Alan Forrest have strong roles. There are several
Chinese actors in the cast, prominent among
them being Frank Seki and Goro Kino, both
well known in the Los Angeles Film colony.

completed

at their posts in the
cities of the United

Organization of the personnel of
Associated Producers, Ltd., of Canada is
now being completed.
States.

Carleton Injures His Foot
P. Carleton, the handsome lead-

William
ing
so

man who has been seen recently in
many Famous Players-Lasky produc-

tions,

including

“The

Copperhead,”

Amateur Wife’ and “The Society

Advertising Accessories in
F. P.-L.’s Special

M

elville

a.

Department

shauer,

formerly

assistant to F. V. Chamberlain, general service manager, assumes the
duties of manager of the newly created
department of advertising accessories with

July

1920

caught him on an innocent but somewhat

compromising

visit

to

the

heroine’s bed-

room, and, as Mr. Carleton says, the distance, which had not seemed disturbingly
high when he had looked at it from down
to up, suddenly loomed terrifyingly deep
when he looked from up to down. But the
camera was grinding, and the scene was
important, and Mr. Carleton went ahead.
Result a few broken bones in a foot.
He hopes that he will not be incapacitated
for more than a week, however, as he is
scheduled for many more scenes in the
Farrar feature.
Mr. Carleton is at present under contract
with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation but was released through the courtesy
of that firm to play in the Farrar produc-

—

tion.

Will Run Pictures Exclusively
The Trenton Theatre at Lynchburg,

and

Norma Talmadge

in

“The

Woman

Marshall Neilan’s “The River’s End” and Constance Talmadge in “In Search of a Sinner” filled in
the second week, and two other First National attractions were used the third week.

Gives” completed the week.

“The

Inter-Ocean Buys Rights
president of Equity
I. Schnitzer,
Pictures Corporation has sold to Carl
Schlesinger of the Inter-Ocean Film Company, all the foreign rights to the distribution of Equity’s six-reel production, “Whispering Devils,” starring Conway Tearle and
Rosemary Theby, leaving Equity in control
of the American and Canadian rights.

Joseph

This innovation
regarded as assuring the exhibitor at all
times an adequate supply of advertising
posters and material from his nearest exchange.
Under the plan the home office will keep
a check on all orders for advertising accesCertainty of
sories from each exchange.
supply is assured the exhibitor in the establishment of a minimum stock that each
exchange must have on hand.
In harmony with the increased efficiency
installed in every department of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, the new procedure will eliminate waste by establishing
a maximum on advertising accessories on
any production that any one exchange can
requisition on a single order. This maximum, howeved, will be adequate to care
for the largest needs at any given period.
F. V. Chamberlain, who has charge of the
general service to the exchanges, is responHe has been assible for the new plans.
sisted in their development by Mr. Shauer.
The head of the new department is the
son of E. E. Shauer, assistant treasurer
and manager of the foreign department of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. After
his graduation from college Shauer entered
the producing department at the eastern

Famous Players-Lasky.
is

studio of

Famous

Players.

Sarah Lyons, formerly assistant exchange service manager, has been promoted
to the position of exchange service manager. filling the vacancy caused by the
resignation of Joseph di Lorenzo.
Miss
Lyons’ new duties give her entire supervision of service to exchanges governing
the shipment of positive prints, advertising

Don’t You Think That This

Is

We

an Artistic Group?

Yes?

That’s

Why

Printed It.
Reading from northeast to south pardon! left to right, from top to bottom:
A. Metzetti, R. C. Currier. B. Metzetti, V. Metzetti. Alva Taylor. Hazel Powell, Alma
Link. Tex Hewston, Joe Bonner, Max Asher. Harry Belmour and William Bletcher.
They are all featured comedians in “ComedyarC’ pictures, made by Special Pictures Corporation.

—

Va.,

has announced that after a trial of three
weeks of exclusive picture programs as
contrasted to its previous policy of vaudeville and pictures, that it will continue to
show screen productions exclusively. The
announcement states that the increased
number who have attended the theatre during the three weeks that vaudeville has
not been shown has proved conclusively
that motion picture productions are the
greater attraction.
The Trenton inaugurated its exclusive
picture policy the week beginning May 24.
D. W. Griffith’s “The Idol Dancer” was the
attraction the first three days of the week

Exile,”

suffered an injury to his foot a few days
ago, when he leaped through a window to
the ground twelve feet below, in a scene
in the Associated Exhibitors production of
“The Riddle: Woman,” starring Geraldine
Farrar.
Mr. Carleton, as the heavy, was escaping
from the wrath of an irate father, who had

10,

—

July
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Your Religion and
You Will Find It Pays Big Dividends
Service

Your Employes Should Be Courteous as Well as Efficient, Your Theatre Clean,
Attractive and Well Ventilated, Your Advertising Truthful, Your
Entertainment Presented to the Best of Your Ability
“Service” is the title of the second article
on the management of a motion picture theatre of the series being- written exclusively
for Moving Picture World by S. L. Rothapfel,
present manager of the Capitol Theatre, New
York City, and a showman of the first water.
His first article, “Putting Your House in
Order,” appeared in the issue of July 3. Moving Picture World will publish one each
Read them carefully, for they are
week.
written by a practical showman and of practical value to you.
Editor.

—

T

HEATRE

owners

to be really successservice a religion.
better the service, the more
the theatre.
And it does not

should

ful

The

profitable

make

make any

difference how small or how
the institution, there must be that
kind of service which will put the patrons
in a happy frame of mind and keep them
in it and send them away feeling that they
have gotten their money’s worth and anxious to come again.
Service includes the conduct of your
employes, the administration of your theatre, the advertising of your institution and
the kind of entertainment you give. Competent help and running a clean theatre
does not always relieve the management of
all responsibility. The service that he owes
large

the. patron he
entire work,

must extend throughout his
and we will take it up as

follows

Conduct of Employes.
Courtesy is the cheapest thing in the
world and yet it appears to be the most
difficult

ferent

to

procure.

There are many

dif-

temperaments in
perhaps by their

an

First, take your
(this applies to the

organization in
very small thea-

organization

that,
environment or
their mode of living, are habitual grouches
or easily upset.
The way to overcome
this

is

hand

:

tre as well as the large) and give its personnel a heart-to-heart talk that sinks in.
Study the habits and temperaments of
every one of your employes and especially

those who come in contact most frequently with your patrons.
They may have a
sufficient amount of efficiency, but are they
as courteous and polite as they can be?
Can they smile when things go wrong and
can they assume the attitude that the
patron is always right?

Good Will Pays Dividends.
not good taste to make yourself an
example, but I want to tell you some things
I have done to create a spirit of good will
and co-operation which paid big dividends
in our theatres.
First, I took a great inIt

is

terest

in

my

employes,

no

matter

how

small their capacity. I made it my business to see what they were doing and let

them know it.
I got them together every so often, gave
them a little lunch and made them feel that
they were one of our family. I got them
enthusiastic and made them believe, with
the result that we had a smoothly running
happy family that worked as few theatre
organizations ever worked, and I hope
that their affections toward me were as
deep and sincere (and I have reasons to bethey were) as were mine toward
them.
I coached my ticket sellers to say “Thank
you” and smile, and the same with the
door man and the man who directed the
lieve that

By

S. L.

ROTHAPFEL

Manager

New

Capitol Theatre

York City
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patrons to the various parts of the theatre,
as well as the ushers. “Thank you” was the
pass word. The stage hands employed it
to the musicians and the musicians employed it to the stage hands. The managing director employed it to the ushers and
the ushers employed it to the managing director until it got to be a habit, just as we
wanted the patron to have the habit of
coming to our theatre.
I saw that my ushers and doormen were

groomed and physically clean and
them every opportunity, such as

well

gave

shower baths and clothing facilities. If I
saw them looking badly, or if they lacked
pep, they were called on the carpet and
asked the cause.

did not desire to control the actions of my employes while outside the theatre, but I did have the right,
and did expect them to come to the theatre
fresh ,and ready to give me the best that

was

in

had remarkably little trouble and never
an employe from an executive position
and was compelled to discharge but very
few probably three people in the course
of my regime in the Strand, Rialto and
I

lost

—

Rivoli.

The

manager, or whatever appelbe given to the man who is in
charge of the help, can speed up the serHe should
vice by a personal application.
see that his employes are on the job, walk
with a quick snappy step, are quick to help
patrons on and off with their wraps, to
bring them to their seats, and to keep an
eye on the auditorium and its occupants
to have quickly and silently
at all times
reported to him any breach of conduct or
misbehavior on the part of the audience.
ation

floor

may

;

He

will see

make a friend of the press of
his community. He will cultivate the influential people of his community and arouse
an interest in them for his institution because he is sincere in his efforts, but will
above all things keep his entertainment on
his screen just as immaculate as he does
his physical theatre.
He will not tolerate, under any circumstances the temporary gain, to the everlasting decadence of 'his institution, but will
breathe, live and worship his theatre. In
other words, he will be the theatre and
what it stands for. He will inspire his conductor, or if he hasn’t any, his musicians,
to give their best.
He will keep them
snappy and full of pep and he will impart
right thing,

with humaneness and gentleness and yet
with all firmness, the interpretation of his
respective

entertainment.

I

them.
Personal Application.

—

resent in the advertising copy for the
newspapers, and by endeavoring to do the

that they refer

all

arguments

him, and under no circumstances will
they attempt to argue or adjust any differences or disputes.
Pep and Peace.
He will see that his help is well drilled
in first aid and in handling big crowds;
that they know their positions and their
to

He will make this a
duties in fire drill.
feature.
He will let the public know it
and the public will have more confidence in
his theatre. He will see that his auditorium
and his lobby and the front of his building
are clean and immaculate. He will see that
his bright work is polished, that his theatre is well ventilated, clean and wholesome.
He will see that everything is in ship-shape
condition so that the most exacting patron
will find it hard to do anything but praise.
The managing director will see that his
family is at peace and harmony. He will
enthuse the different heads of his departments and see that he himself exemplifies
that pep and spirit that he wishes to imHe will scrupart to those under him.
tinize, lay out and plan the publicity, and
he will see that the publicity is in strict
conformity with his policy. He will avoid
superlatives and will be sincere.
He will tell the truth and never misrep-

Quick

He

to Aid.

patronize local industry whenever possible and he will endeavor to exert
his influence and the influence of his theatre toward the welfare of the community
and his policy thereon will be broad and
generous even to a fault. He will be quick
to aid those in distress, and will not, because he has done so, shout it from the
house tops, because if he does, the public
which otherwise would feel kindly disposed toward him, will sneer and the rewill

sult of his efforts will have been in vain.
He will endeavor to establish cordial relations between the various film exchanges
and his institution. He will not only be
frank and honest in his criticism, but will
be eager to praise and slow to censure.
He will not depend entirely upon the film
to draw the crowds into his house, but will

present the picture and whatever material he puts into his entertainment to the
best of his ability so he will get the maximum amount of efficiency and good out of
that which he has on hand.

Interchange of Ideas.
be conversant with the daily
news and conditions of his country and
community. He will read and keep well
informed on general topics and especially
those connected with his business. He will
make visits to other theatres operated under similar conditions to his own and esHe
tablish cordial relations with them.
will interchange ideas and courtesies.
He will if possible become acquainted
with the men who control the destinies of
the things that go to make up his business, and he will try to impress them favorably by his earnestness and sincerity, and
they in turn will be glad to do something
for him because he is earnest and sincere
and because it is for their welfare as well
as his own that such a man succeed, because if such a man cannot succeed, they
themselves can never hope to.
He will give a thought to the industry
as a whole and will do his utmost to furthere its interest, and will take pride because he has done something somewhere,
sometime, so that when his labor is finished
and he closes his book of life, he will be
able to say, looking every one squarely in
the eye, “I have done my best.”

He

will
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Release for Betty Compson;
“Prisoners of Love, ” Her First Feature

A

to

nnouncement
by the Goldwyn
tion

that

it

is

Compson Productions.

has just been made
Pictures Corporato

distribute

Betty

The company has

secured the rights to the productions of a
actress who promises to be a leading
“Prisoners of Love,” the
feminine star.
first photoplay of the Compson organization, has already been completed. The release date has not yet been published.
Miss Compson, who has now attained the
rank of “artist-producer,” is supervising the
making of her pictures at the Brunton studios in Los Angeles, where she has established the offices and studio of Betty Compson Productions. She is selecting her own
stories, assembling her own supporting
casts and personally transacting all the
financial and other business of her company.
Many producers sought to place Miss
Compson under contract as a star following her portrayol of her role in “The Miracle Man,” and when it was learned that
she had decided to make her own pictures,
overtures were likewise made to her by
most of the big distributing organizations.

young

Four Features a Year.
Miss Compson will make about four features each year, and the first six or eight
productions will be entirely different from
one another, both from the standpoint of
the theme of the story and her own stellar

characterization.

Her production staff includes many of
the George Loane Tucker aides who assisted him in the making of “The Miracle Man.
Alfred A. Grasso, general manager, was
for eleven years with Henry W. Savage in
New York as secretary and later in the
publicity,

booking and stock play depart-

He was engaged by Edgar Selwyn
Margaret Mayo for the Goldwyn

ments.

and

scenario department.

Ernest Palmer, as chief cinematographer,

and Chester Roberts and Jack
nical directors, are others

Little, tech-

who have

joined
the organization.
Arthur Rosson is her
director in “Prisoners of Love,” and has
been signed to direct her second picture,
which has not yet been named. The cast
engaged for “Prisoners of Love” is a notable one.
It includes Roy Stewart, Emory
Johnson, Walter Miller, Ralph Lewis, Clara
Horton, Claire McDowell, Kate Toncray

shares, of which 1,100 are of a par
of $100, classified as preferred stock,
6,000 shares will be listed as common
without par value. The company will
on business on a capitaf of $140,000, the

value
while
stock
carry

cipal business office to be located in
York City.

New

Employes Share

prin-

in Profits.*

new company

is probably the
motion picture producing company to
be established^ on a co-operative, profitsharing basis. Each employe in the company becomes a partner in the business.
The privilege is extended to employes of
buying capital stock, and percentage of
profits is to be paid to every employe in
the company.
It is Mr. Levey’s belief that this form of

Mr. Levey’s

first

organization will make for a big step forward in the progress of motion picture
production, eliminating all waste and making for the greatest care and best efforts
obtainable in the screen industry.

Royal Air F jrce Veterans
on Famous Players’ Staff
at Studios in Islington

M

UCH

of the credit for the smoothness of operation which characterizes the administrative machine of
the new London studios of the Famous
Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., belongs to the staff of assistants with which
General Manager Milton E. Hoffman has
surrounded himself.
Without exception,
they are men of proved executive capacity
and in many instances they have led picturesque careers.
Two of these officials, Major Charles H.
Bell, assistant studio manager, and Charles
E. Lovick, location manager, not only are
veterans of the world war, but were members of the Royal Air Force. On leaving
college, Major Bell pursued the study of
electrical and general engineering and his
sound knowledge of these subjects and of

Harry Levey Incorporates to
Conduct Film and Ad Agency
OLLOWING the severance of rela-

building and construction work in general
have stood him in good stead in tackling
the reconstruction work at Islington.
Location Manager Lovick, who also
served in the Royal Air Force, lived for a
few years in Toronto before the war and
then migrated to Phoenix, Arizona. Eventually he located in Santa Barbara, but returned to England when the war started.
He was commissioned in the Royal Field
Artillery and was in action on the Somme,
at Armentieres, Arras and in the Peronne
sector.
In 1917 he was transferred to the

between the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company and Harry
Levey, manager of the company’s industrial department, and the withdrawal of
Mr. Levey with a considerable portion of
his working force to temporary headquarters in the Hotel Astor, New York, papers
incorporating the Harry Levey Service
Corporation were filed on June 28 in the
secretary of state’s office in Albany.
The papers reveal the incorporators and

Royal Air Force as an artillery observer
and saw seven months’ further service. He
was wounded over Mount Kemmel, but
later rejoined his old squadron and in a
subsequent encounter with six Boche
triplanes had a narrow escape from death.
The art director is Leslie Dawson, an
artist whose work frequently has been
seen at the Royal Academy. Air. Dawson
finds himself in a most congenial atmosphere, for he has had many years of ex-

directors to consist of Harry Levey, 522
Riverside Drive, and Isaac A. Harris, 314
West 100th street, New York City, and Herman A. Mintz, 142 Berkley street, Boston,
each subscribing to 100 shares of stock.
In outlining its purposes, the company
declares its intention of conducting a general film and advertising agency, producing either for itself or others all sorts of
industrial,
educational
and advertising
films, slides, photographs and lithographs,
together with the privilege of erecting and
operating studios and theatres.
The amount of capital stock is 7,100

perience in theatrical designing.

and Betty Schade.

F

tions

Betty Compson.

To be starred in pictures distributed
by Goldwyn.
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Report Girl Missing
Ethel Palmer Leake, 22 years old, of 6208
Chestnut street, West Philadelphia, Pa.,
has been missing since April 29 and is supposed to have gone with a motion picture
company. She is five feet, two inches in
height, weighs ninety-six pounds, has light
brown hair and blue-gray eyes, is of slender figure and has a small scar on the left
Communicate with
side of her upper lip.
Bureau of Missing Persons, Police Detartment, Spring 3100, West Philadelphia, Pa.

Western Inter-Ocean Office
Just Opened in Hollywood
ORMAL opening of Inter-Ocean Film

F

Corporation’s Los Angeles service ofBoulevard,
at 6614 Hollywood
fice
Hollywood, the first of three offices which
the company proposes to establish on the
West Coast, and which will serve as branch
depots to accelerate shipments of American films and motion picture accessory
products into the far eastern film markets.
An entire building has been rented at
the above address. It is further understood
that the building has been entirely overhauled to suit the company’s manifold requirements. Eugene H. Kaufman, manager
of Inter-Ocean’s accessory department, who
left for California two months ago as accredited representative, selected the building and was instrumental in arranging the
lease.

After remaining at the Hollywood office
few weeks, Mr. Kaufman will proceed to San Francisco where plans are under way for the opening of another branch
office.
After his work in San Francisco,
Mr. Kaufman’s itinerary will take him into
Portland, Oregon, where an additional
branch office will be opened.
for a

Musicians Get More Money
threat of a strike of New York theatre musicians disappeared June 30 when
Local 310 of the American Federation of
Musicians voted to accept a compromise
offer made by the theatrical managers.

The

Change MacLean Film

Title

MacLean’s sixth Ince-ParaDouglas
mount-Artcraft picture, announced previously under the working title of “Lucid Intervals,” has been changed to “The Rookie’s
Return.” The new comedy is described as
“a cousin, in action, speed and original situations, to the unforgettable “Twenty-three

and One-half Hours’ Leave,” depicting the
ups and downs of an American rookie upon
his return from gallant service overseas.

Musicians

in dramatic productions hereafreceive $45 weekly, those of the
musical shows $57 and those of the vaudeville, burlesque and motion picture houses
$56 to $70. The figures represent average
increases of about 40 per cent, in the vaudeville and picture houses and 50 per cent,
in other troubles.
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Farnum Seen to Advantage in
Were King

Scenic Production of “If I
P

RESENTING

William Farnum

By EPLS

in a fine-

staged version of “If I Were King”
as the initial offering of his fall campaign, William Fox has scored strongly,
for the star has not been seen to greater
advantage and the play has had a long and
honorable career in stock following the
initial production by E. H. Sothern in
these days when he was still spoken of as

IV.

SARGENT.

Cast.

ly

young romantic actor.
Justin Huntley McCarthy, who wrote the
play for the stage, could find little fault
with its transfer to the screen with its
wide scope for scenic display and the
screen version has been carefully prepared
to carry over to the new medium the romance coloring and poetry of the original.
a

Star Has Fine Role.
In the role of Villon Mr. Farnum has
every opening to display his versatility
and he was equally happy in the dignified
moments of the latter scenes as in his impersonation of the care-free roisterer, king
of the unruly spirits who haunted the Fircone tavern. Even in his moments of power

there came the flashes of the real Villon,
the poet beloved of the people, who saved
France to an unworthy king to gain a

woman’s
It is

love.

He was always human.

the type of character a player loves;

a “fat” part offering boundless opportunities, and in no single characterization of

the past has Mr.
count of himself.

Farnum given

Support

own

better ac-

Good.

excellent

work

mirable foil to his kingly patron. Betty
Ross Clark was a charming picture, though
she was not successful in winning sympathy and Renita Johnson did well in a
small role.
From the scenic angle the picture is far
superior to the play. The scenes in the tavern, though too dimly lighted, were charmingly characteristic; by far the best in the

and the chief fault

in

direction

lay

handling of the crowds. In the return from the field the regular alternation
of
scenes showing the soldiers riding
through the gate and up to the palace suggest the repeated use of the same small
army. It would be better to reduce the
number of these scenes since they are not
required.
The effect of vastness is fully
gained through the distant shots and this
device is not required.
in the

The

Story.

of the people and
leader of a crowd of roisterers almost as
reckless as himself, frequents the Fircone
tavern.
He plans to steal the plate in the
chapel of the royal palace while the priests
are at Notre Dame. As he is about to start
Thibault, Grand Constable of France, accosts
him with a request that he carry a letter to
the Duke of Burgundy, who is about to beVillon takes Thibault’s
siege the town.
money and tosses it to his followers with
which to drink damnation to the Duke, and
laughing at his joke makes his way to the

Francois

Villon,

poet

his

to this

new

divinity.

caught as he tosses the poem into her
lap and is placed under arrest by Thibault,
is

who does

not relish his allusion to the Fircone tavern These hints are overheard both
by Katherine and by Tristan, confidant of
the King.
Katherine procures Villon’s release that he may prove his charges and the
King and Tristan also visit the tavern in dis.

guise, where Villon recites to the monarch
his poem from which the play takes its
title.

with grim humor decides to make
Constable in place of Thibault, who has been wounded by the poet
and who has made his escape to the Burgundian forces, but tells Villon that he shall
hold office but a week and his last official act
shall be to decree his own death, should he
fail to win the heart of Katherine.
Villon foils a plot to abduct the King,
defeats the Duke and gamely starts to the
scaffold when Katherine offers her life for
his. proclaiming the love which sets the adventurer free.
^.ouis,

Villon

Grand

William Farnum
Betty Ross Clarke
Fritz Lieber

Walter

Triestan

Henry

Montigney

Law

Carvill

Claude Payton
y. ciogg
Harold Clairmont
Renita Johnston
Story by Justin Huntley McCarthy.
Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon.
Directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
Photography by John W. Boyle.
Prog-ram and Exploitation Catclilines: Beware of a poet with ideals and a King
with a sense of humor.
He risked his neck for a woman’s love.
The most picturesque character of French
romance made real by William Farnum.
The man who slept a jailbird and woke the
Toison D’Or

Noe
Hugette
l

real ruler of France.
Exploitation Angles:
Bear down heavily
on Farnum. Work on his popularity to get
attention and tell that he is seen in E. H.
Sothern’s great stage success. If you want
a newspaper hook-up try an “If I Were King”
contest.
Use paper lavishly. You need to
reach those who do not follow the pictures,
but who will be drawn by the title.

E. J.

followers ransack the treasure
chest of the chapel, Villon encounters Katherine, the ward of Louis XI, who would
Villon's
mood
make her his mistress.
changes. The plate is replaced and he steals
only a sheet of paper on which to write a

While

—

“I’d

Francois Villon
Katherine
Louis XI
Thibault

palace.

poem
He

Is

was supplemented by an admirable performance of
the King, done by Fritz Lieber, though occasionally his facial pantomime descended
to clowning.
Louis, weak and vacillating
though he was, should at all times show his
royal blood, tainted though it might have
been. Walter Law gave good account of
himself as Thibault and Henry Carvill as
Tristan was always in the picture; an adHis

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

play,

”

Ryan Has Accident

Ryan, publicity director of the
Woodlawn Theatre and well known in Chicago film circles, was the victim of an unfortunate accident recently which resulted
m the breaking of one of his legs in
three
E.

J.

places.

He

is

a

patient

at

the

German

Evangelical Hospital and is bearing up
hopefully under his affliction.
The surgeons in charge of his case say that he
will probably be able to walk again in
about four or five months.

American Lists Six Features
The American has three specials now in
the making ready for fall release, “The

Blue Moon,” adapted from the novel by
David Anderson; “The Siren,” from Robert
Browning’s poem, “The Light Woman,” and
“Whispering Smith,” from the novel by
Frank H. Spearman.

The summer schedule, following the recent showings of “The House of Toys,” will
include “Peggy Rebels,” starring Mary
Miles Minter, and the seasonable productions, “A Live-Wire Hick,” and “The WeekEnd.”

“Just Think,” Says William Farnum to the Queen, “‘If I Were Only King’ How Great That Would Be.”
hand you the sun and moon and stars for exterior decoration, and as for interior decorations well, Champagne is just over
the east and I’m getting ready to lick the Duke of Burgundy. Just fancy that!” Three scenes from the sumptuous Fox
production of this famous romantic drama.

—

to
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Pictures of Laemmle-Alder Expedition
to Be Released by Universal Next Week
emarkable

moving pictures of
their life, their customs
and gruesome practices are included
in six thrilling reels taken in New Guinea

R

cannibals,

by Edward Laemmle and William F. Alder,
two camera men sent to the Orient by the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company in
co-operation with the Southern California

Academy of Sciences.
The picture is called

“Shipwrecked

Among

Cannibals” and is the picturization
of the actual experiences of the two white
men, marooned in the land of the headhunters. It will be released next week as
a Universal-Jewel production.

Several times Laemmle and Alder were
on the brink of the cannibal chief’s broiling
Night after night, for four months,
pot.
they alternated on guard with riot guns.
A plentiful supply of tobacco and trinkets,
issued daily, helped to preserve the friendship of the savages until a Dutch searching
party located the adventurers.

Decorate Their Bodies.

With no written signs, little language
and with nothing but the blood-lust, the
Kia Kias have no art except the hideous
decoration of their bodies, and no craft
except the manufacture of weapons.
Mr. Laemmle is the nephew of Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal. Mr. Alder is an expert camera man. The pair started out to film scenes and customs in the
Orient. They took many pictures in Japan,
China, Java, Siam and other parts of the
Dutch West

the Lottie Blair Parker story

pictures were obtained by
an accident that all but cost the life of the
two explorers. After cruising around Java
and its vicinity they obtained permission
from the Dutch government to visit certain islands inhabited by semi-civilized
tribes.
They put to sea in a small vessel,
chartered from the colonial government.

Among

Shipwrecked

coast.

Included

in

the six-reel feature are seve-

brought down.
Laemmle and Alder brought back many

the tiger as he

is

Two

souvenirs are
“heads” which formerly adorned the doorpost of Chief Umboo and more previously
rested upon the necks of Chief Umboo’s
two most hated rivals.
trophies.

of

“Way Down

D

W. GRIFFITH

has secured the Fortyfourth Street Theatre, just west of

•

Broadway,

second annual
New York season, which probably will open
on or about August 9 with the Griffith
for

his

screen version of “Way Down East,” work
on which has been in progress since last
January and only recently completed so far
as the actual “shooting” is concerned.
Albert L. Grey, general manager of the
Griffith

interests,

immediately on

his

re-

turn from London, announced the leasing
of the theatre and the preliminary plans
for the second Griffith season on' Broad-

way.
“Mr.

open with ‘Way
Down East’ on August 9,” said Mr. Grey
“but the big production he has made from
Griffith

plans to

Oo-Lo oka -My -Cocoa
Kia Kiar warrior in “Shipwrecked

|

Henry Kolker

T
1

1
|
1

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
1

|

|

HE

Theatre Combine Granted
Maryland Tax Commission

Baltimore granted a charter
on June 30 to D. W. Griffith, Inc.,
for a $50,000,000 corporation. This is
one of the biggest motion picture
combines recently made. The organization will produce pictures, acquire,
buy, sell and operate picture theatres,
music halls, property for studios and
all the necessary buildings which go
with the studios, and conduct a reguat

lar business of theatrical productions,
concerts, vaudeville and grand opera,
according to the charter. New Yorkers control all of the capital.
The incorporators named in the papers, which were filed by Piper, Carey

&

Hall and which named J. Bannister
Hall, Jr., the resident, are Edward
S. Hawley, Ferdinand H. Butchborn

and George

F. Jebbett, all of 37 Wall
City. The tentative

New York

1

street,

|

board of directors

|

|
|

1

1
1

is

composed

of J.

C. Epping, Albert L. Grey, T. W.
Jones, R. E. Long, J. A. Manning and
John Powers, all of New York City.
The charter calls for the issuance
of 500,000 shares of common stock.
novel provision of the charter is
that David Wark Griffith’s life be insured for $500,000 as long as the corporation is in existence.
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to Direct for

Selznick in Eastern Studio

ENRY KOLKER,

H

Griffith’s $50,000,000

Among

Cannibals,’’ a Six-Reel Universal Thriller.
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tor

who

the well known acrecently entered pictures

with the avowed purpose of becoming
a director, has reached the full realization
of his desire, according to an announcement
this week from the production department
of Selznick Enterprises at Fort Lee, N. J.

Myron

Selznick, in charge of production,

announced that Mr. Kolker has been engaged to come from the West Coast to the
eastern studios on July 1 to take up production

work

for Selznick Enterprises. He
as a di-

will make his debut in the East
rector, the same capacity he held

with Na-

tional Picture Theatres on the West Coast.
Under the latter trade mark Mr. Kolker
directed “The Palace of Darkened Windows,” woven around a story of East Indian

and thereby proved himself an able

life,

director.
|

g

|
|

1
|

Mr. Kolker is now in the midst of his
National Picture Theatres production
at Hollywood.
This picture is “Who Am
I?” and it is expected to prove unusual in
many respects. The story concerns a young
final

girl

who

inherits

a

gambling house.

|

§

Lichtman Makes Promotions

|

|
|
1

|
|
|

East”

at 44th Street

A
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their

Expect to Open

McIntosh,

Hale, Kate Bruce,
Vivia Ogden, Edgar Nelson, George Neville, Porter Strong, Florence Short, Myrtle
Sutch and more than a thousand supernumeraries.
The screen version of “Way Down East”
was written by Anthony Paul Kelly from
the original story by Miss Parker and
Joseph R. Grismer. It was a William A.
Brady stage success for twenty-two years,
and those who have seen the scenes as
“shot” by Griffith believe it will prove to be
his biggest thing he has done since “Intolerance.”
Griffith repertory seasons also will be
opened in Philadelphia, Boston and Chicago immediately following the New York
opening.

|

Griffith’s

Burr

Sherman,

Mary Hay, Creighton

|

ral artistic scenes taken in Java and its
vicinity. Another thrilling chapter in their
travels is a tiger hunt in Siam, showing

Lowell

mess,

|

Several days out they were caught in a
storm and driven upon reefs off the coast
of New Guinea. They got their equipment
ashore and watched their boat sink. They
had been wrecked 300 miles from civilization on a wild part of the New Guinea

this

Down

|

Savages.

postponement from

a

East”
The complete cast for “Way
will include Lillian Gish, Richard Barthel-

Indies.

The cannibal

may

necessidate, in
which event he will revive a former success,
probably ‘The Birth of a Nation’ or
‘Broken Blossoms.’ This, however, has not
been definitely decided.

tate

Morey Resigns from Vitagraph
Harry Morey, for many years one of our
foremost screen stars, has severed his associations with Vitagraph, after having been
with that company for twelve years, to become a star of his own producing company,
plans of which are well under way.
His ideas for production are the materialization of years of study and observation, as well as experience, and the details
will result in contributions worthy and
for the formation of his own organization
resultant of the experience and knowledge
he has accumulated.
Mr. Morey will specialize on personality
stories, three of which are under consideration, the first having practically been setThe title will be announced in the
tled.
near future.

A1 Lichtman, general manager of distribution, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, announces the transfer of J. W. Hicks,
Jr., formerly branch manager at Minneapolis, to the home office in New York, to be
assistant sales manager.
Philip Reisman,
salesman w orking out of the Minneapolis
office, will succeed Mr. Hicks as branch
manager.
Mr. Lichtman also announces the appointment of John A. Muchmore, formerly
a salesman working out of the Des Moines
office, as branch manager at Des Moines.
r

Buys Twelfth Street Theatre
The Skouras Brothers, owners of a

cir-

and operating the
First National franchise, have purchased
the North Twelfth Street Theatre in Kansas City from Richards and Flynn for $250,000, the purchase price includes the Exhibcuit of picture theatres

itors’ First National franchise for the Kansas City district resulting in their control-

ling the First National bookings for
state of Missouri.
Morgan T. Nugent, son of Daniel C.

the

Nu-

Louis department store owner,
has been appointed managing director of
the theatre and distribution offices there.
gent,

St.
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Robertson-Cole Plans to Confine Output
to Release of “Super-Special” Features

A

S.

KIRKPATRICK,

mum

of thirty-six big specials for the comEach picture is to bear the
brand “super-special.”
Stars contracted to make Robertson-Cole
pictures will appear in only four pictures
a year, so that they can devote all necessary time to making productions. Twelve
productions listed for early release carry
with them the names of Otis Skinner, Pauline Frederick, L. J. Gasnier, Mae Marsh,
John G. Adolfi, William Christy Cabanne,

ing season.

Cody, Sessue Hayakawa, Dustin FarAl. E. Christie, Wedgwood Nowell; a
special Haworth production, and a new
Martin Johnson exploration picture.
Robertson-Cole plans to announce a feminine star who will start production as
soon as her present contracts expire. This
star is said to be at the peak of her profession and at the height of her career.

Lew

num,

Plan Fine Release

in

Those who saw Oliver Morosco’s “So
Letty” (and that number ran close to

vice-president

and general manager of the RobertCorporation
Distributing
*son-Cole
states that the new policy embraces a mini-

“Kismet.”

One of the items of the outlook will be
the “Kismet” production which is now under way. Otis Skinner made a great record,
in this play of Edward Knoblauch.
The screen version is being directed by
L. J. Gasnier.
With Mr. Skinner playing
his original role, the success of the picture
foreshadowed.
Pauline Frederick is strongly established
as a dramatic actress in the world of motion pictures and the mere announcement
that she will be seen in Robertson-Cole
productions is assurance to exhibitors and
the public that here is a desire to give them
the best productions. Miss Frederick will
also have advantages under the RobertsonCole banner that she has not always enjoyed. Every arrangement is being made to
give her fitting surroundings.
is

Ready with “So Long Letty.”
The name of Mae Marsh is coupled with
that of John G. Adolfi as the director of
her first picture.
Exhibitors can gauge
following of Miss Marsh and with Adolfi as
her director, her picture will undoubtedly
add to her box-office values.
Mr. Adolfi is fitted to direct Miss Marsh
owing to his penchant for the human side
of stories and also for getting the comedy
value out of them. These claims are demonstrated in Mr. Adolfi’s direction of
Georges Carpentier in “The Wonder Man.”

Long

during the first three years of its
tours of the continent) will remember that
the attraction was a musical comedy with
a plot. Al. E. Christie will direct “So Long
Letty” for the screen, thus combining successful direction with the successful vehicles for camera reproduction.
production directed by William Christy
Cabanne will be also included in the first
twelve pictures released. His first picture
will be a screen version of a story he has
been working on for twelve months. It
is
his own story and when he outlined
it for Robertson-Cole executive they were
so impressed with its possibilities that they
ordered its production.
a million

A

“Big Happiness” for Farnum.

Powerful and clean

is “Big Happiness,”
“super special” selected for Dustin Farnum.
It is declared to be a twofisted story and Farnum is just that kind
of an actor. Mr. Farnum believes that “Big
Happiness” will carry one of his best roles.
The Haworth production will be “The
Beach of Dreams.” This is a version of a
sensational novel written by H. De Vere
Stackpoole, and suited for motion picturi-

the

With society and a desert island
as backgrounds, the subject gives opportunity for directorial skill and for lavish
scenic expression. The cast is equally important, including as it does, Edith Storey,
zation.

Captain Templar Powell, Joseph Swickard,
Cessare Gravine and George Fisher.
The vogue of Lew Cody in “The Beloved
Cheater” and “The Butterfly Man” has
raised this actor to stardom. “The Mischief
Man” is to be released as a “super-special.”
This feature will show Cody in a somewhat different role to the other productions. Betty Blythe, Barney Sherry, Cleo
Ridgely and some feminine models of accredited beauty support the star.
As a dramatic actor Sessue Hayakawa
promises to again prove his claims to stardom in his latest production, “The First
Born.” This will be the first Hayakawa
oicture under his new contract calling for
four pictures a year.

Featuring “Arsene Lupin.”

A

rig-ht:

limited

number

of

the

Maurice

Le

Blanc Arsene Lupin stories are to be picturized and the first one, “813,” is nearing
completion. Wedgwood Nowell is to be
featured in these productions and he will
be supported in “813” by Kathryn Adair,

Stars That
Left to

first

Otis Skinner; Sessue

Frederick Vroom, H. Milton Ross and William Mong.
Last in mentioning the twelve productions is the latest exploration picture taken
by Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson. This
will be “Wild Men of Malekula.”
Malekula is the island on which the Johnsons
were captured two years ago by the cannibal Chief Nagapate. They have since dared
Nagapate again and their adventures among
these wild people will be subject of the new
release.

These are not “travel pictures” in the
ordinary sense of the term. Every foot of
film represents real adventure and the
Johnsons have risked their lives again and
again to bring this great attraction to the
public.
It is declared that the foregoing selection has been made with an eye to exploitation possibilities. The pictures lend themselves to publicity-creating material. There
only one class of production “superis
special” and each production will be sold

—

—

to the exhibitor

under separate agreement.

The care

that is being taken in the selection of pictures is also being given to the
selection of Robertson-Cole representatives
in the field.
This firm has gathered the
best of selling organizations. Every Roberfson-Cole employe must give the best that
is in him in order to hold his association
with the firm and his best, it is declared,
must be that of an expert.

—

Marks Steady Advance.
Robertson-Cole has been steadily pushing ahead by giving to the exhibitors and
the

public

the

better

pictures

that

are

wanted. Georges Carpentier in “The Wonder Man” is cited as- an example. It exemplifies Robertson-Cole ideas production
combined with business economy.
Everything indicates that “The Wonder

—

Man” will retire a tremendous quota. “The
Fortune Teller” with Marjorie Rambeau
and “The Butterfly Man” with Lew Cody
are two other recent releases that are likely
to prosper throughout the summer and fall.
The success attained by Robertson-Cole
is noteworthy when it is remembered that
the firm has been in the business only eighteen months.
Robertson-Cole has grown
to a sturdy independence and has acquired
its own system of exchanges.
The independent producer seems eager to release his
product under the Robertson-Cole banner.
The honesty of purpose of Robertson-Cole
is to be found in every one of the firm’s
business transactions.

Are Now Producing Pictures for Robertson-Cole.
Hayakawa; Mae Marsh; Pauline Frederick; Dustin Farnum and Lew

Cody.
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Bert Lytell’s
Newest Metro Special

“The Price of
Redemption”
excels anything- this
brilliant young star
has ever done on the
stage or screen.

The production is
one of the most
elaborate Metro

|r

mm

mi

i

has ever made. It
will be released

IOH

in the fall.
;'a

i

;
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HIS week has been Temblor week.
The word “temblor” is one of our

quaint old Spanish terms that still
adorn the vocabulary of the Coast of which
we are very fond at certain times. Of
course we’d rather not be compelled to
use a word of that character at all in connection with our fair city, but there are
some things that just cannot be kept out
of the papers, so when we have an earthquake we refer to it as a temblor; it means
the same thing and doesn’t terrify the tourists as much as “earthquake” would.
We have had about a dozen temblors this
week. Most of them were not very severe
and did not do much damage, except the
one that came along Monday evening and
scared everybody out of a year’s growth
and wrecked a lot of buildings and tore
up jack down in the Inglewood neighbor-

hood.

Back to Nature Movements.
were seated at the table in the bosom
of our family discussing a lamb chop when
I
the big shock of Monday night came.
mention the lamb chop merely as a matter
of accuracy, and not with the idea of grabbing off publicity on my wealth and social

We

Everybody seems
sire to take the air
to carry on; some

to be seized with a dewhen a temblor starts

people jump right up
from the table and beat it for the outside.
This is foolish, for by the time you’ve fallen
downstairs and made the open it is all over.
Of course you don’t have to go right back
in the house; there’s no reason why you
shouldn’t take a lot of air while you are at

Some folks like the air so well they
sleep in the parks on the nights we have

it.

temblors.

A

Really Futile Feeling.
of my family are extremely
nervous about- temblors. They wanted to
join the exodus from our apartment house,

The members

so I reluctantly relinquished my chop and
joined them. Just as I expected the temblor didn’t last but a few seconds why,
by the time the family had caught up with

—

was all
Earthquakes
it

^

FILMLAND

Temblor Week

Finds Colony Folk
Parking Selves
in the

over.
are

funny

things.

You

Miss Allison says that “Are All Men
Alike?” is a fine film vehicle, and on top of
that the story if full of vehicles of various
sorts, incuding a flivver which she is expected to drive at the rate of eighty-five
miles an hour, and an airplane.
All Sorts of Vehicles.

Open

also got to look in on Dallas Fitzgerald,
who was directing Viola Dana in her new
Viola
play, which is called “Blackmail.”
was playing the part of a lady crook in
the piece, and Wyndham Standing, EdI

By GIEBLER.
in

might think that people who
riding around in trolley cars and flivvers
wouldn’t mind a little jolting, but the kind
of jolt you get when old mother Nature
starts shimmieing is different to any other
You’ve
kind of jolt you can think of.
really got to go through a temblor to fully
I don’t know of anything
appreciate it.
that makes you feel more futile.
The temblor didn’t do any damage to the
studios or disturb Filmland to any great
extent. I found things going on as though
nothing had happened when I started stepping around the colony.
are used to

Little Exercise for the Neck.
picked out a bad day for my visit to
Metro, however.
Very few stars were
Mitch
available for rubbering purposes.
Lewis was between pictures John Ince was
getting ready to start on “Some One in the
House,” with an all star cast, and the
Alice Lake company was being whipped into
shape for Miss Lake’s next picture, “Body
and Soul,” but neither of these outfits will
be shooting until next week.
Nazimova was locked up in the cutting
room editing “Billions,” her latest contribution to the Metro program. Buster Keaton
had just finished his first two-reeler and
was resting one whole afternoon before
starting another, and Rex Ingram, who is
directing “Hearts Are Trumps,” was down
at San Juan Capistrano with his entire outfit, grabbing location
stuff.
I

position.

me

Terrible

IN

197

;

I
did get to see May Allison, Wallace
MacDonald, Ruth Stonehouse and John
Elliott making scenes for “Are All Men
Alike?,” an Arthur Stringer story, with
Phil Rosen doing the directing.

ward

Cecil, Florence Turner and Alfred
Allen were suporting her.
After Metro I dropped in at the National
plant, where the Willat productions are
operating, and I stuck around for quite a
spell watching Irvin Willat direct scenes
for a story from a book called “Dabney
Todd,” written by a chap called Westcoat,
a brother of the Wfestcoat who wrote that
fine old rural classic, “David Harum.”

Another David Harum Story.
“Dabney Todd” is another David Harum
kind of story. The scene is laid in New
England and the characters are true to the

—

every respect and the story is absolutely running over with human interest of the down-to-the-ground, salt-of-theearth variety.
The part of Dabney Todd is played by
soil in

James Barrows. Aggie Herring is his wife;
Edward Hearn is Chet, their son. Chet
works for Joe Pelot, a booze-fighting
blacksmith, played by William Robert Daly.
Joe has a beautiful daughter named Nan.
This part is taken by Leatrice Joy, who
doesn’t thank printers for making her

name

Beatrice every time she gets it in
the papers.
There are two good wicked heavies, one
of them a city slicker played by Frank
Broadwood and the other an ex-pugilist
depicted by Edward Nolan. Chet and Nan
are leads, and if you are good at imagining,
you can work the story out for yourself. It
shouldn’t be difficult with a cast like that.

Tears Compete with Smiles.
is

Can't you just see how young Chet Todd
going to fall in love with Nan, the black-

This Is What They’re Doing Way Out on the Sunny California Coast.
William Robert Daly playing- a character role in the first Irvin V. Willat production. Jim, his pet monkey, seen guarding his
alfalfa harvest. 2 Irvin V. Willat and Florence Gil bert thinking things over. 3
Slim Summerville in a

—

characteristic pose

showing

off his

komedy

—

kilts.
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fore just

the everlasting tar knocked out
I betcha.
of them before it’s all over?
“Dabney Todd” looks to me like it’s going
to turn out to be one of these one minute
a laugh, and the next minute a tear, kind
of pictures.
Bob Daly, who plays Joe Pelot, told me
that he has never had a better part than
that of the old blacksmith, and that his
only regret connected with the work was
the fact that the eighteen different colors
in the set of whiskers he has raised for
the part will not show in the film.

1920

how becoming

kilties

were, but

still

more pleasing

to the eye.

get

Special Pictures Third Birthday Finds

Company Releasing Four Films a Week

T

Hirsute Scenic Effects.

intended asking Irvin Willat if he
couldn’t have some of the film with Bob’s
whiskers in it hand-colored so that the
tints would register, but I thought better
of it. Bob is not playing the hero’s part.
Old Joe is some character just as he is, and
Bob is going to come pretty near to walking
away with the show, no matter whether the
sunset effect of his facial foliage gets over
to the audience or not.
I also stopped off at the Fox lot one day,
but it was so late in the afternoon that I
didn’t get to see much before the whistle

and

for

Shanks, business manager, and Ward Lasgeneral of production. The
corporation was backed by the Aronson
and Heilman interests, long associated with
financial projects on the West Coast. From
a standing start the Special Pictures has
attained a great momentum, now releasing
four subjects a week and planning for additional releases later.

With one release a week, designated as
“Comedyart,” which consists of a 1,400-foot
comedy, a 400-foot scenic reel and a 200-foot
novelty, Special Pictures on July 1 will
have four distinct short reel offerings each
week.
Through negotiations recently completed
the Sunset-Burrud scenics will be made
and released through Special Pictures. An
expedition is being sent to Alaska over

Conversations.

Zangwill’s

regular

stage

Lascalle.

calle, director

watched Edward Le Saint making

scene

Ward

As the organization stands today, Thompson is president, Roberts, sales manager;

blew for quitting time.

A Few

HE

Special Pictures Corporation celebrated its third birthday on June 28.
Just three years ago four men saw
a need for exceptional short reel features
and got together to work out an idea of
organization. They were Louis Thompson,
formerly special representative of Mary
Pickford; H. J. Roberts, Earl D. Shanks

I

I

10,

twenty beautiful girls headed by Joey Lee perhaps that is because I never saw them
through the paces of a dance for a Sun- on a person so well adapted by nature to
them as Mr. Sommerville. It isn’t everyshine comedy.
body that can wear kilts and get away
Scottish Sport Pants.
with them, you know, but Slim seems to
Slim was playing a part as well as direct- have just been cut out for them, and if
the person who cut out those he was wearing’ the action of the piece, and he was ating had made them a wee bit longer at the
tired in a set, pair, assortment, or whatever it is, of kilties. I never realized be- bottom, the tout ensemble would have been

smith's daughter, and how Chet’s father,
being “some punkins” in the village, and
Nan’s father, being an old soak that hardly
draws a sober breath from one day’s end to
another, is going to complicate matters?
Can you see the city slicker “slicking
around’’ stirring up trouble for all hands,
and the coarse work of the rough heavy,
who’s an ex-pug, and don’t you just bet
that one and maybe both of them villains
will

July

a
play,

“Merely Mary Ann,” with Shirley Mason
and Casson Ferguson in the leading parts,
and had a pleasant little chat with Mr.
Le Saint and Stella Razeto, who is Mrs.
Le Saint; said a few words to Jimmie Ho-

the inside route to film picturesque bits of
scenery.
The public will view this as a
scenic serial. Wallace Irwin and Stewart
Edward White, writers, will accompany the
expedition.

who is directing Locklear, the airdevil in his sky-scraping films listened to a
thrilling tale by Scotty Dunlap about how
he took a company of forty-five from a ten
thousand foot mountain location, where the
temperature was zero, to below sea level
on the Mojave desert, where the thermometer hit the hundred-and-twenty mark in
gan,

;

An Animated Mud
new manner,

Cartoon, presented

will be the third release.

in a

The

reel will be utterly unlike anything previously done along this line, it is said. The
original scenarios will be prepared before
the sculptor and cameraman start work.
The characters will enact their roles like
humans. The feature is to be specially

—

the shade all in three hours, while he was
out with Bill Russell, making “The Challenge of the Law” last week.
Then I stopped over on the comedy lot
and watched Slim Summerville putting

for Special Pictures by Jack Dawn
and his organization.
Within two weeks, the fourth release
which is being kept a secret, will be di-

made

vulged, acording to President Thompson.
Special Pictures has taken practically complete possession of the Balboa Studios at
Long Beach and keeps four comedy companies busy under the direction of Ward
Lascalle. A comedy a week is their quota
toward the “Comedyart” release.

A cameraman has been sent to Norway
and Sweden for scenics.
An efficient exchange organization has
been built up all over the country by Sales
Manager Roberts, while
tion

bureau

has

a general exploita-

been

organized

in

Los

Angeles.

on
Make Pathe Feature

Seitz to Sail for Spain

July 3 to

W

;

ITHIN
a

a week of his departure with
company of screen artists and

technical experts to produce a feature in Spain, George B. Seitz changed his
sailing date from the sixth to the third of
Mr. Seitz and his company booked
July.
passage on the Canopic of the Cunard Line,
sailing from New York Saturday, July 3 for
Gibraltar, across the bay from Algeciras,
which will furnish locations for the big feature. For two weeks prior to his departure
Mr. Seitz was busy with all details for the
trip.
His scenario was gone over and several interior scenes of minor importance
were filmed in the New York studio.
The players who are to appear with him
in

“Rogues and Romance,” which he will
in Algeciras, include June Caprice,

produce

who

Marguerite Courtot, cast
Harry Semels and Frank
Redman. Harry Wood will be in charge of
the camera work and William Sullivan,
long associated with Mr. Seitz, will be the
in

will co-star,

the leading role,

assistant director.

The feature is to be the first essayed by
Mr. Seitz either as director or star since
his entry into the field of motion picture
production. His former work has been confined to serials.

Stanton Decries Screen Waste
Richard Stanton, the director of many

Fox special features, is a stickler for production efficiency. His record as a director
of box office successes shows an unusually
low production expense for the screen excellence of his pictures.

Frank Mayo, the

Who

Tread “The Red Lane,” Made by Universal.
here in his latest photograph: while at the right is
plays the leading feminine role in this new release.

The Two Leading Players

lead, is seen

Lillian Rich,

who

,

Mr. Stanton declares “In this day of conservation of our national resources, both of
money and of goods, whj- must we of the
film world run riot.
In the production of
special features the general impulse seems
to be to outdo all competitors in lavish expenditure. That policy would be all right
if the money spent showed upon the screen
in the completed picture.
As a matter of
fact fifty per cent, of the money spent on
the so-called “million dollar production” is
lost to view when the picture is shown on
the screen.”

July
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Advertising and Exploitation
By Epes Winthrop Sargent

Copy the Kiddie’s Circus Parade for
“Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm ” Revival
EVIVING

an old idea and putting it
over big brought a big cleanup for a

R

Denver lately. The
was used for “Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm” when it was first released,
reissued film in

stunt

man

The only other effort to put the story
over was with the Young Women’s Christian Association. There was a drive on for
funds, and the members were given a small
commission on all tickets they sold. Be-

for Paraa second

tween the two stunts the week was as good

run with equally good results when it
played the Rialto.
He enlisted the interest of the newsboys,

capable of many
handlings.
It
may be organized by the
house, or the house may merely provide

but A. G. Birch, exploitation

mount

Denver, and he gave

at

it

“circus” won their
hearts. They were told to fake a costume,
and the home-made tights and regalia were
better than the house could have provided,
for there was a greater variety to the costuming. Of course, each boy was told in a
general way what he was expected to do,
but the rest was left to his own or his
mother’s ingenuity.

and the

magic word

as for a first run.
The circus idea

band and
make-ups.
the

offer

prizes

for

the

best

Everyone loves a circus. Let
circus bring in the coin for you.

Try the Water Cure

it

is

Automobile Airplane Used

did.

lltllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIinillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllll'lllllililllllliillllll

to Exploit Air Pictures
The ringmaster

led

the parade.

Where this is done it is best to offer a
series of small prizes rather than one large
one, giving prizes for the best boys and
girls and for the best groups.
Another good scheme is to offer prizes
for the best den of wild animals, the dens

home made.

This has worked very
successfully for other plays and can be
made to work for this. In a contest of this
sort the children should be invited to attend the performance while the exhibits
remain parked in front of the house.

to be

of the “Dens.”
It’s

miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiii:imiiii

But the director general saw to it that
there was no lack of variety. He provided
several hay wagons for floats.
One was
labeled “Jungle Tigers,”
and another
“Wild Lyons,” and the impersonators of
the beasts did the best they could to imi-

The

the Circus.

the big idea, and anything
which serves to sell that serves to sell the
circus

is

T

HIS

a closeup of an automobile
rigged as an airplane which has been
used to exploit several air pictures in
Omaha and which is shown in use for the
advertisement of Locklear in “The Great
Air Robbery.” Primarily it is a perambulator for the auto company, and is supposed to suggest that this make of car is
as

light
a

gives

is

and speedy as a ’plane. The cut
rear view of the machine, from

which

it
should be possible to construct
a framework for your own use if you have
a clever house carpenter on your staff, or

you may pass the scheme along to the
local auto agency and get first use of the
car for one of the numerous air pictures.
Keep it in your files in case you do not
wish to use
tell

it

immediately.

when you may want

to fix

You cannot
it

up.

tate the originals.

Some boys worked a calliope fabricated
from an old dry goods box and some electric bells.
The calliope was not exactly
in tune, but it made a bully noise, and the
kids were not particular.
Acrobats, Too.

Some sidewalk

acrobats were formed ingave cart wheels enwas a ringmaster who
had borrowed an old dress coat somewhere
and two kids claimed distinction as the
official water carriers to the elephants.
A
band was provided. It was not a very good
band. Musically it was in a class with the
calliope, but it was about the sort of band
that was needed.
The boys were given a good time, some
small prizes were slipped to the best of
them, and when the expense slip was made
out, it was around $65 for an eye-compelling street parade.

kid

you’ll get the man who
too hot to go to the show. If
you have concrete fire alleys open the
doors and keep the concrete moist. It will
help, surprisingly.
A wet cloth over the
air intakes will also help, and if you can
put a fountain on the stage people will
think it is cool, even though it may not
be.
Help them to fool themselves.

for the parade strung out over half a mile,
and most of the kids wanted to carry some-

One

the

Try running water as a cure for bad
business in summer. Get an electric fountain or hitch a hose to some rockwork in
thinks

Plenty of Signs.

— and

ing.

your lobby and

There were plenty of home-made signs
provided by the house. They needed a lot,
thing

story over. In a
small town it might even pay to purchase
a few sheets of stock circus paper, strip
it with hand painted printing announcing
the circus with a two pins admission, and
let this run for a week before stripping it
for the film.
Let it appear to be some kid performance and get the town interested in the
idea before springing the regular advertis-

is

—

—

circus idea will get the

to a “family” and
route, while there

If This Airplane Ever Loops the Loop, Good Night! !
Rear view of the airplane-rigged-auto used in Omaha to advertise Locklear and other
aerial productions. Try it on your own car, but don’t try it on the piano.

—
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Get Busy with Your Lobby;
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Worth Money

It’s

Hum

From

E

Syndicate to Talcum
for “Up in Mary’s Attic”

VERYTHING

from syndicate service

to talcum powder
ploitation for “Up

going to be exMary’s Attic.”
It is announced that a newspaper syndicate
will send out a series on swimming and
diving by Eva Novak. The articles will be
lavishly illustrated by means of photographs of the writer and the girls in the
A sporting goods house will feature
film.
is

in

the gymnasium scenes in the windows of its
various stores and a talcum powder concern will play up the baby in its advertising
supplied dealers. A bathing suit company
will play up the bathers, and hook-ups for
the lingerie have already been shown in
though
as
It
looks
department.
this
“Mary” would be a second “Mickey” for
exploitation.

This “Virgin of Stamboul”
Lobby Stunt Looks Great

A

LTHOUGH
Virgin

of

this house front for “The
Stamboul” at the Rialto,

milsmall part of

Waterbury, Conn., looks

like

dollars, it cost only a
It just goes to show
that sum.
lion

be done with some

stiff

brains.

a

what can

is

all

profile stuff

box office
thrown across
lar

is

Still

— except

to

regular chandelier

masked
the
is

in,

an

opposite

arch

wall,

is

the

masked with yellow

and a borrowed lantern hangs above.
looks like a lot more than it costs, so
don’t figure that you can’t afford to do it.
Figure out how you can do it, and you’ll
be surprised to find that it will come within
your means and brings in dollars where it
cost pennies.
Don’t forget that managers who spend
money on “lobby stunts” find it profitable.
fabric
It

Just Think of Building a Fence to Keep the Audience Out!
from Charleston, W. Va., didn’t keep them out, at that. It seemed to
make them all the more anxious to get in; which shows that human
nature is perverse. “Over the fence” is a farm yard with the box
office a house with real sliding windows.

this stunt

board, paint and

the lamps
and is within the means of the average
500 house if it is worked right. The reguIt

And

f or

E
have

New

Another

VERY

“D

time

- - -

Idea

o

-

we swear

t

- -

off

Farm”

from using

any more “Down on the Farm” stuff
another good idea comes along and we

bust the resolution.
This time
George Kyrros, of the Virginian Theatre,
Charleston, W. Va., kicks in with a fence
front and Louise Fazenda climbing over and
the goose chased John Henry in the foreground. This is fine where you can call the
fire chief by his first name, but be certain
that the fire department will not kick at the
fence before you copy the idea. If you can,
you have a winner.
to

The fence with the cutouts is about all
the cut shows, but in back is a vine-clad
box office, the ticket window being a win-

dow with

real sliding panes and shutters,
and the entire back of the rather deep

lobby is masked with plants to carry out
the idea of a house set back from the road.

Put Out a “Duster” Band.
In addition Mr. Kyrros put his band into
dusters and sent them through the streets
in a hay wagon before and after the matinee. It is no wonder that he made business
hold up for. the entire week. But don’t you
build a fence until the fire and police officials have approved, but if they do, you can

make money with

it.

Leased a Store in Order
to Get Lobby for Stunts

S

OME

managers who have large lobbies

regard them merely as standing room
space for waiting crowds, and they
do not always have the crowds.
Other
managers make the lobby make the crowds.

W.

E. Sturgis, of the Hippodrome, Joplin,
Mo., made a lobby just to make the crowds.
That’s what he thinks of the idea.

The Hippodrome was on

a side street, so

he leased a main street store, 50 feet wide

by

How

Seeing What Sari Saw in the Lobby Made Her Think of Home.
the Rialto Theatre, Waterbury, Conn., made its lobby into a slice of turkey,
with a little dressing- on the side, and it did not cost much more
than a slice at some of the restaurants.

150 feet deep,

and made

it

into a lobby,

taking out the back wall of the store and
the side wall of the house. This is used
almost weekly as an atmosphere maker.
For “In Old Kentucky,” to offer a concrete example, he not only used the fencing
employed by so many others, but he used
eight loads of gravel for a pathway between the fences and put a band on the
“lawn.”
As a result he created an atmosphere.
People passed between the 300 feet of
fencing, and by the time they got to the
theatre they were looking for the touts and
the book makers. They were all set for a
racing play, and a racing play looked good
to them, in consequence.
It is the same way with other productions.
Mr. Sturgis makes the lobby representative of the production.
He creates
an atmosphere even before the patrons
enter.
He does not wait and trust to a
prologue.
His lobby is his prologue and
ballyhoo in one.

July

10,
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and Dance Halls Combined on Play
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the cut of Miss Seymour a
sort of trade mark, permitted Paul
E. Noble, of the Liberty, Portland,
to get over “The Idol Dancer,” to a rousing
week. Mr. Noble noted that the dancing
pose was available in most advertising

One bet was overlooked in not hooking
up fruit stores with the statement that
even the cocoanuts fell for the dancer. This
was used in the teaser cuts, with the companion statement that “You’ll fall for her
just like the cocoanuts did.”

forms, and admirably represented the title,
so he used the same cut in seven out of nine
large newspaper dispays, in the teasers,
in front of the house and on slides not
only in the Liberty, but in the other four
Jensen and Von Herberg houses in Port-

Keyed Advertising Works
in Motion Picture Houses

AKING

land.

No one could see the dancing pose without thinking of “The Idol Dancer.” No one
could avoid seeing the dancing pose in one
or more of its various forms. Many other
interesting stunts were performed, but this
was the chief means of getting the picture
over big.
The Lobby.
For the lobby two cutouts were made
and pasted to hand painted landscapes on
There landeithers side of the entrance.
scapes were tropical scenes, and the effect
was heightened by the use of growing flowers in boxes just below the paintings.
These boxes are used each week for
house decoration, but where the idea is
copied any window box may be used. At
a pinch green crepe paper, preferably let-

tered in white with the house name and
play title, may be used to mask the boxes.
The paintings were cut in profile to let
the palm leaves project into the lobby space
above the heads of the passers by, and
the two were connected by a painting hung
from the ceiling showing the ocean.

Ocean Had Waves.
In the

cut

it

a dark
well depicted. In

merely looks

band, but the waves were

like

ROBABLY

you know what keyed adand if you are wise you
probably have wished you might key
your own newspaper work. The trouble is
that it seems impossible. You cannot put

P

vertising

pin

iiinniinnn

Made Dancer Cut a Trade Mark for
“Idol Dancer" Newspaper Campaign

M

201

is,

an advertisement for Charlie Chaplin in
one newspaper one week, take a similar
space for a smaller feature in another
sheet the next and say positively that the
Advertising Chapfirst medium is better.
lin in the second sheet might give good
in

Most keying

is done by advertising one
but having the replies come to various department or box numbers.
Each
paper is given a number and the replies
credited accordingly. In selling motion pictures this will not work to a fair test.
Jqnsen and Von Herberg, with their vast

Northwestern interests, have found a way
to key results very simply and with less
percentage of error than might be imagined
They got up a series of special concerts
and advertised these only in the different
papers, one at a time. The results proved
which paper was most widely read by

amusement

seekers.

In general they have found that the
afternoon papers are better mediums than

the

morning

sheets, since the public natu-

iiBiininii

paper when
The only exception is in Portland, where it was found
that the morning paper drew twice as well

rally turns to the afternoon
in search of entertainment.

the afternoon sheets merely because
that morning issue was so firmly established in public favor. Apart from this the
afternoon sheet is apt to be the best.
as

Mechanical Fortunes Helped
Sell “Virgin of Stamboul”

U

SING the automatic fortune teller
who whispers down a rubber tube by

means of a phonograph helped to sell
“The Virgin of Stamboul” for one manager.
He found the fortune teller in a penny arcade and rented it for a week. The regular
record was replaced by one telling what
Sari saw in the Harem, made on a commercial dictating machine. This was set up
in the lobby with a huge “Free” across the
top and smaller letters telling the readers
to get a blank from the cashier. It worked
nicely and made a lot of talk.

Dance Contests and Book

results.
article,

nnninii

nnniii

Hook-Up Worked Together

M

ONTE

for

five

RICE, exploitation man for
Paramount in Los Angeles, and Arthur S. Wenzel, manager of the Victory, worked the film capital to a frazzle
for the reissued “Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm.” Three thousand school teachers
were specially circularized, every library,
branch and book store was hooked up, and
a Mary Pickford Dancing Contest was run
nights

in

the

largest

dancing

“academy” west of Chicago, the
the fifth night carrying

finals on
ticket prizes. Spe-

matinees were given for the benefit of
the teachers, to whom the announcement
cards were sent, that they might see and
feel safe in recommending the play to their

cial

pupils.

the background a steamer .was shown,
chiefly to give the effect of depth to the
painting through the smallness of the sky,
light tinted, shaded quickly into the boat,
back of the horizon deep blue of southern
skies. The legends were done in white, that
top line being picked out with a black outline.

Amber glow was

kept on the scene, which
the perspective back of the
trees. Bags of orange and deep yellow silk
were placed on each white globe to get
the effect, for lamp dip appears not to be in
common use in the west.

suggested

A Dishpan

Moon.

Inside the house a prologue was planned;
the usual dancer stuff. The “moon” was a
tin dishapn, covered with two thicknesses of
gold colored silk and lighted within by in-

candescents.

The moon was easy, but the ripple on
the waters was a puzzler to Mr. Noble.
Somehow he could not get the ray to diffuse properly. Part of the time the ripple
wanted to be an aurora borealis and part of
the remainder the angle was from the
lower betten toward the moon a V-shape
instead of an inverted V.
Mr. Noble was about to fire the ripple
for misconduct when he tried masking the
projection lens instead of the condenser,
and then he got just what he wanted.

—

Hook Ups Used.
Hooking up with the music stores in displays for “My Rainbow Girl” gave some
good window showings, but for the production a man sang “Aloah Ohe” as a prelude
to the dance.

Building a New Home for “The Idol Dancer.”
Paul Noble, of the Liberty. Portland didn’t like the bungalow Griffith provided for
Clarine Seymour, so he had his artist paint a couple of new ones. Wish
we could get a home as easy as that around New York. Boy!
!

!

!
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Kadow

Francis M.

He Has

F
in

Tried Out in His

RANCIS M. KADOW,

of the Mikadow
Theatre, Manitowoc, Wis., dropped in
on New York the other day to see

was that made the wheels go round
the big city.
The Mikadow has been

what

it

running for a long time as picture theatres
go, but this is his first visit, and he was interested in seeing what was being done.
Unfortunately he dropped in before he had
seen many of the big houses and was unable to record his impressions.
The Mikadow is not a large house and
the stage

room

is

limited.

The

seating ca-

warrant large expenses for
scenery and costuming and the stage would

-pacity does not

not permit the handling of big effects, for
he has practically no head room and uses
the old style wings.

Right

Up

to

Date.

These wings are covered with black cloth
and the scene is sketchy. He does not follow Gordon Craig and that school with
drapes and lights.
He merely uses the
black for a background and on the cloth
are pinned cutouts. A lighthouse on one
side and a ship on the other gives him a
seascape. A pair of large vases gives a garden, or a couple of pictures with a table,
chair and light will turn it into a parlor.
This crudely expresses the idea, but the
cut outs give life to the stage and are decidedly more effective than the bare idea
would suggest.
The description merely
serves as the basis from which the manager can work out his ideas.

Light

Some Ideas

Tells

Effects.

He uses baby spots with mazda lamps for
stage illumination, mostly, for the mazda is
strong enough for his small stage and he
does not want too strong a light. For one
thing his stage acts are mostly amateur;

Own House

the students of a local dramatic coach, and
they would betray their nervousness in a
For another thing, Mr.
full lighted stage.
Kadow frankly admits that too much light
would show up his settings too strongly.

Likes Dressed Stage.
In the half light the sets look all right.
The searching glare of a big spot would
serve no other purpose than revealing crudities.
On the other hand he likes to experiment with lighting effects. He believes
that they help an act, and he gets some

very good

effects,

though he frankly ad-

mits that he spent a lot of time with an
aurora borealis only to find that the lightIt
ing was too weak for the projector.
worked fine in rehearsal, but when the
picture was on the screen the aurora was
not in evidence.
His stage productions are small, for he
cannot afford massive scenes, but he believes that something a little different gets
over, and he is a firm believer in the
dressed stage.. He never shows a bare
stage and he does not regard a single gilt
chair as a dressing, though he is strong
for a piano lamp in lieu of a spot light for
a singing turn.
Most of his advertising is done in his

lobby and

dow

stunts

windows. Some of his winwere treated at length in this

in

department a year or so ago. He believes
in posters and painted signs and something
in the lobby and he does not get very large
results from the newspapers, because his
patrons do not read much. Manitowoc is
largely German in its population, and they
do not respond readily to jazz. They weigh
the attractions and decide what they want
to see. They cannot be forced in.

And

And He Wants Posters.
Mr. Kadow wants

chiefly

posters

that will help sell the picture.
something besides a man and a
the north end of a 24-sheet.

He wants
woman on
He wants

what might be described

as a refined cirstyle; strong but dignified colorings,
effective poses and something of the story

cus
in

the tableau.
Chiefly he wants

a little more picture
He figures
star name.
name large enough to be clearly visible should sell as much of the star as is
The rest of the space, he conpossible.
tends, should be given to selling poses, not
just one to the sheet, but perhaps several
worked in, to most of which probably most
exhibitors will probably say “Amen.”

and

a
that a

little

less

Trusted to Local Police to
Forbid Advertising Stunt
RUSTING to the police to prohibit

T

the stunt, E. E. Duncan, of the Colonial, Lincoln, Neb., advertised that the
coming of “The Great Air Robbery,” the

Locklear picture, would be marked by the
advent of an aviator who would distribute
advertising matter and wind up by alighting at the local four corners; in this case

Fourteenth and O streets.
The aviator had no intention of making
the stop and Mr. Duncan had no intention
of letting him, for he has no more relish
for a few million dollars worth of damage
suits than the next man, but he advertised
the event largely and made certain that the
matter was called to the attention of all
of the city officials.
As a result the police

intervened

and

several thousand people were informed
that the aviator would be prevented from
alighting.
Just to give a dramatic touch,
Mr. Duncan got out where he could be
seen and waved a warning flag at the approaching aviator, who came as close as
he dared, apparently saw the signal, and
went up in the air again.
Then the crowd went to the theatre.
But some of these days the police will
just grin and say “Go to it !,” and what will
happen then? As long as it is certain to

work

it

is

a

good

stunt.

Lobby Display Combined
Evergreens and Cutouts
ORKING evergreens and poster cutouts in combination gave the Tudor
Theatre, Atlanta, Ga., this very effective display for “Riders of the Dawn.”
The centre suggests the heart interest,
while the masked riders make their appeal
from the mystery side. Dressing up with
branches gave a semblance of realism to
the cutouts which is impossible where the
paper alone is used. This works so well
that it might even pay to lay in some artificial plants and work the scheme in winter.
The stuff can be picked up cheaply at a
joblot house or by watching for an auction
of artificial plants. The former source is
the more reliable and is always open. Your
local storekeepers can tell you where the
nearest joblot house is.
It is a concern
dealing with a variety of merchandise
picked up at auctions so that it can be
offered stores at an attractive price.
Supplementing the display the campaign
was started with a warning to Bolshevists,
profiteers

and

I.

W. W. members

that

“Riders of the Dawn” were coming after
them.
This announcement was made by
means of handbills and in small ads in the
daily papers on other than the theatrical
page. Later the advertising was hooked up
with the play, but it ran three days without
explanation to let the populace get all
stirred up about

it.
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To Profitably Play Repeats, Use Winners
egim
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Got Three Large Window Stunts
At a Total Cost of $1.25 for Three

P

there has been a prize hung
up by Paramount for the most economical publicity, for several of their
stunts have been very inexpensive in

CSSIBLY

late

John D. Howard,
proportion to results.
the San Francisco exploitation representative, is the latest to enter for the “Save
and Serve” medal. He got three windows
at a total cost of $1.25.
The outstanding feature of Mr. Howard’s stunts is found in this line from his
report “The very low sum spent was due
to the fact that the merchants themselves
were good enough to pay nearly all of
the expense, realizing the advantage from
:

such a tie-up.”
Tell

It

at

Home.

expense to hook

knew

in

that the play

on a popular

star.

They

would make people look

the window, and looking in, would see
They knew
the merchant’s own goods.
that more people would look in than would
be attracted by any possible display of
razors or drugs. They were eager to ob-

window

stills

free of cost.

These windows were

all

in

prominent

positions and were vastly more effective
than straight lithographic displays.
The hook-up with Shumate also produced a supply of prescription pads such
as are furnished physicians, and on these
the advice was written in proper prescription form to see the play.
These were
hand-worked and were mailed out to the
lists of physicians and dentists.
It was
just a side catch-up, but it was a stunt in
itself.

in

tain a

a screen
with an electric
vibrator. While they had this screen made,
they also had the card for the star and
title prepared, so this window, too, was

frame hooking the

attractor.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimmiimimimiiiiiimiuiiiiniimiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiinm/'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiii

Holds Golden Rule on
to Decide What

DWARD

How

Made Them Eager
VERY,

to

Repeat

of the Wonderland,
Pittsburgh, has qualified as a rebooking expert. Mr. Johns makes a lot
of money with second and even third runs
of popular pictures. He booked Constance
Talmadge in “A Virtuous Vamp,” for ex-

E

ample, played her back in three weeks, and
is again booking the same attraction.
It is
the same with other shows.
If they are
good for him they can come back.
The trouble is, he explains, that most
managers begin by booking back a show
which failed' the first time. They feel that
it should get over, though it didn’t.
They
permit themselves to be persuaded into a
repeat and get kicked twice in the same
place and lay off returns.
is

The way to do it, Mr. Johns points out,
to book back only those shows which

did a big business the first time. These are
established in favor. The patrons can see

some reason why the play should come
back. He can get the business with less
advertising and a smaller rental.
But if he booked a wonder show and for
some reason people did not come, he will
not try to force a second run. For he repeats he wants something his own particular

patrons

know

is

good and

he’ll

book

to

Come

when

the Kentucky Retail Clothiers’ Association hold their
meeting Fred M. Levy, who holds the
First National franchise and also runs a
large clothing store in Louisville, puts up
a picture show.
This year the meeting was held at Dawson Springs, and the four houses nearby,

E

year

W.

Dozier and F. M. Holeman,
Morga, Morganfield, Dawson Springs and Earlington, decided to
put on Constance Talmadge in “The Love
Expert.” Two of the houses already had it
booked, and so they made it a foursome.
As the housese are comparatively small,
the delegates were urged to split their
E.

and located

JOHNS,

Women

Barring Out the

owned by

man you

are trying to
Tell him that the San
sell on windows.
Francisco agency of the Gillette razors
and two large drug stores were glad to
arrange window dressings at their own
Tell that to the

Company, because they planned

back a money maker, even though he may
not care for the production himself. He is
not running a show to see what he likes,
but is selling to others and offers what he
feels they want.
There is a lot of sound sense to this theory. If it's good and also profitable, play
if back, but don’t play back what you feel
your patrons should like when they have
already shown you they do not want it.

visits

them

among

in

the four theatres.
Some of
know if the ladies were

called up to

invited.

This gave Mr. Levy the cue and he urged
the delegates to make it a stag affair, “as
the women know all about love, anyway.”
It was a careless sort of tip; not sufficiently
pronounced to bar them, yet with a strong
suggestion that it was for men only.

Woman’s Curiosity
And you could not have

Prevailed.

kept the women
out of the theatres with a regiment of militia.
They were bound to see what their
husbands were to witness. Better yet word
spread among the local women and they
followed suit.
The net result was that four houses in
closely connected towns all played the
same feature the same days to four record

breaking capacities, and

all because it was
hinted that the women might as well stay
away.
If you have a catchy title don’t bar the
women out. Just suggest that it won’t interest them, and see if it doesn’t.

The Vibrator Window.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiimMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiMiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiMimn

Tell that to the hard-boiled egg who
complains that he can’t go to the trouble
of. redressing
you.

his

How

It

window

Was

just

to

oblige

Done.

The attraction was Wallace Reid

in

“Sick

Abed,” playing the California Theatre. The
razor window showed a doll tucked into a
cot, while a Red Cross nurse was evidently
preparing to give him a shave. In addition
to the bed and table there were a desk and
chair. These were supplied by a toy store
in return for the credit card shown at the
head of the bed. The Gillette people lettered the cards, two of which were made
to fit the regular display frames. This display cost nothing but a little hustle.
The cost was for a window card for a
display in Shumate’s drug store, in which
sick-room supplies were advertised, appropriately enough.
No card was required for the Owl Drug

We Knew Bebe
He seems

to fall in the

Daniels Was Some Doll, But How About Reid?
same category in this picture of a window display from

San Francisco for “Sick Abed." You can always borrow
dolls and furniture.
Try it some time.
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Challenging Belief Helps
Interest in “River’s

End”

ANKING

on the well-known tendency
of the multitude to try and prove a
man a liar got E. O. Weinberg, of
the Buffalo Strand, a good week on “The

B

River’s End” lately.
He started his campaign with the statement that “Next week will break all of the
After you
Strand’s attendance records.
have seen the classic, ‘The River’s End,’
you will know the reason why.”
This was set in a shaded panel in a single
twr o-inch space. Along the same lines was
a Tuesday reading, “The hardest thing to
find in

town next week

will be

an empty

seat in the Strand.”

There was no argument for the play, no
appeal on story or author or production.
It just made a flat statement and waited to
The text was changed
be contradicted.
daily, but the ads ran along the same lines
for the week.
By that time cocksureness had won a
number of goats and a lot of people put up
the price of admission to the house just to
be able to see for themselves that there
was an error in the statement. Most of
them went out to tell that “The River’s
End” was a better than usual attraction,
and actually helped Weinberg put it over.
A stunt like this cannot be worked more
than once in six months, if that often, but
it has a kick like a mule when it is first
sprung.
The two-inch space, used daily
for a week before the showing, worked
better than would larger spaces merely
booming the play.

where “Woman’s Man”
open that day. It made a nice
business for Fred Elliott, who manages
the house.
C. J. Davis, of the Empire
State Film Company, planted the story.
Square

Theatre,

was due

to

Ouija Board Gained Notice
for Poli’s Window Display

W

Star Selection Is Growing
in Popularity as Ad Stunt
ELECTION of a leading woman through

ITH everyone talking about
boards, a window display for

ouija
Poli’s

Theatre, Springfield, Mass., got over

“The Silver Horde,” though it will work
just as well for any play.
A real ouija
board is backed by cardboard sitters, and
balloons in comic strip style tell what the
questions are. This display was backed up
by books written by Beach, not alone “The

S

competition, while not new, has been
coming to the fore lately. The most
recent use of the idea comes from Albany,
where a newspaper made a front page
story of the fact that Romaine Fielding’s
new leading woman would be chosen from
among the applicants who sent in their
photographs to the manager of the Clinton

Silver Horde,” but other of his best liked

works.
If

you cannot draw

it

is

always possible

to dig out a couple of posters
room to use as cutouts.

from the

bill

Revived Old Memories with
the Prehistoric Toll Gate

A

LTHOUGH

is still at least one
Virginia, West Virginia
claims to be free of the lineal descendant of the old corduroy roads, and
Manager Tim Kearse, of the Strand,
Charlestown, W. Va., figured that the
novelty of an actual toll gate would help
draw people to see Bill Hart in the play
of the same title.
He moved his box office over to one
side, rigged it up as a toll house, with

toll

road

there

in

weatherbeaten boards, and then put down
gate.
The big idea was to hoist the
gate each time a passenger went through,
but this was too darned slow for the
crowds that came. They tried it a couple
of times and then hoisted it to stay, but it
worked just as well that way, so they let
it
ride.
This is a simple stunt.
If you
can get the play, try it. You will find that
his

it

will

work.

Two-Way Transparency Is
Cliff Carroll’s Latest Idea
for something new, Cliff Carroll, of the Carroll Theatre, Rome,
I ^ N.
Y., hit upon a device for advertising Anita Stewart in “In Old Kentucky”
which has been adopted as a permanent
scheme.
He made a reflector box large
enough to contain a three-sheet size glass.
Against this glass is pasted tissue paper
of any desired shade, on which has been
pasted the cutout design from a three-

OOKING

sheet, together with the cutout letters.

Lights Give Silhouette.

T’

'

.

\cr Mo

<P0L1S

'

•

By day

it seems to be a cutout backed
by colored paper, but when the lights go
on behind the tissue he gets a silhouette
effect which is excellent, provided the paper gives him proper material. The striking
action in “In Old Kentucky” w hich first
suggested the idea is not always available,
but being inventive, he always manages to

PALACE

T

something.
This idea could be elaborated by the use
of a double reflector, one in front of and
the other behind the glass. With an alternating switch, the picture could be lighted
find

—

How

You Tell ’em, Ouija You’ve Got Wheels.
a Poli manager in Springfield, Mass., used the prevalent craze to help put over
big week for “The Silver Horde.” The Ouija Board is the real thing, but
you couldn’t expect a man and a girl to stay in the window all
the week, so they are cutouts instead of cutups.

a

from

in front, to show the printing or behind to get the silhouette effect, which
should prove even more effective.
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Loom Up
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Hand These Grauman Spaces
to

H

ERE
it

Your
are two

Artist to Analyze
Grauman spaces which

will pay you to hand over to your
Make him put
artist for study.

own

the glass on them and let him see
much better the combination of type

how
and

Then, if he cannot
sketch works out.
get results, fire him and put someone else
on. Not many general artists know how to
do advertising art work, but if they cannot learn from these excellent examples,
they are hopeless. The smaller space is
seven and a half inches across five columns. It is the fourth week of the run

uses more selling talk. The heavy panels
throw into higher relief that line sketch
in the upper portion of the display and
heighten the effect.
That same sketch,
without the paneling, would not catch the
eye as quickly. As it stands, in the original it strikes the eye the moment the
glance rests upon the space. The picture
is interesting; it suggests a good situation,
at the left is the text which tells about it.
Most persons will read the text. It might
be well to note, too, that the figure of the

woman,

in

light

outline,

—P.
Says
An

Artistic Effect

Planned by the Grauman
Artists.

and the picture has been

sold.

The only

service the advertisement can perform is
to keep alive the interest already created,
so the main line tells that 123,864 persons
have already seen the production. Below
the high lights of the picture are briefly
recounted, not so much to sell as to refresh
the memory and remind you of the stunts
you have heard others talking about. The
sketch in the frame is apparently a carbon
drawing, or something done in imitation
of that effect. There is some lettering between the name of Ince and the title, but
it
has sunk into the black because the
artist trusted too much to his drawing.
It
is seldom that the Grauman artists make
such an error. The full text reads “Thomas
H. Ince’s Thunderbolt, ‘Below the Surface.’”
The second example is for the

more important house and drops twelve
inches.

This

is

selling

a

new

story and

is

more promi-

nent than that of the man, because Miss
Hawley is the star, and the darker man’s
figure helps to throw her into relief on the
one side not paneled in. It may be that
we discover more in the planning of the
display than the artist consciously put in,
but unconsciously, at least, the artist did
these things because he knew they were
the proper things to do. It may be merely
the instinctive sense of value which comes
from experience, but in any event the result is there.
And just note that this is
a half-tone effect, yet it is all done for a
line cut and is made at a smaller cost for
engraving while it yields a better effect on
coarse paper with rapid press work. Look
these over and make your artist study them.

Hand

T.

A

.

Lettering in

Ad

Helped to Beat His Record
ENDING

in his campaign for “Why
Change Your Wife?” at the Strand,
Memphis, G. E. Brown says that they
were the first hand-drawn ads to be used
by any theatre in Memphis and that they
helped to fracture some records.
This
makes a pretty display, but it would have

S

it does back up against type.
transposition would have improved the
apearance of the design materially, but, as
Mr. Brown says, this was the artist’s first
time out.
Perhaps he will know better
next time. The general design is above the
average; simple and effective, throwing the

into relief without intrusion.
When
Mr. Brown gets his artist to combine the
sketch with type inserts, he will turn out
some very pretty stuff. Getting out good
drawn displays is something more than a

text

picture and some text. The design must
help the text without obscuring it.
It
must call attention to the display and then
fade away while the lettering is being read.
Sometimes a design too pretty or too pronounced will occupy the attention to the
exclusion of the text.
Drawn work can
never replace type argument, and Mr.
Brown is fortunate in having at command
the services of an artist who at least

seemed

Pretty Cross Page Nines from the Strand
Theatre, Memphis, in Which the Design
Does Not Obscure the Text.

been even prettier had a neat

italic

been

substituted for the hand lettering below
the title. The big splash was a cross page
nines, with two cuts. Since the cut on the
right is planned to run against the column
rules, it is strange that the artist did not
place this at the left, where the straight
edge would not have mattered. Placed as it
the left hand edge is awkward, even
is,

to appreciate this fact.

—P.

T.

A.—

Don’t Hit the Pipe
Last week, at a neighborhood house, we
took the family around the corner to see
a picture.
And we had to stand with the
tickets in our hand while the managerticket taker relit his pipe and puffed volumes of odorous smoke into the faces of
three women. And we’ll bet he wonders
sometimes why his house does not do a

business.
A cigar would be bad
enough, but an old pipe is the limit. Even
if you have only a small theatre, try to
run it like a regular house.

better

—P.

T.

A

—

Up a Twenty-Four
With House Special Sheets

Building

UILDING

up a 24-sheet with threes is
by no means uncommon, but the Newman Theatre, Kansas City, worked a
new stunt with a board worked up with
the special stuff designed by the house.
The “Sex” sheet with the letters one above
the other is a “sexogram,” and the others
are snipes advertising the feature and a
fashion show.
We think a better effect
could have been gained by posting a pair
of them on either side of the larger stand,
but the idea is there in case you want to

B

A

A

though

it for yourself.
A 24-sheet makes as
strong a flash as most houses can achieve,
but where there is ample board space,
building up now and then will help to put
over an unusual feature.
It should not
be done too often or it becomes the regular house display.
Like other splashes, it
should be held for only occasional use.
All display is relative, and to give equal
showing to all subjects is to prevent collecting on the better than usual stuff. Always hold something in reserve.

try

rii a im, u

MK&tn

A

Twelve-Inch Drop Across Five Columns
from Grauman’s Theatre, Los Angeles.

A

Twenty-four Sheet Built Up With Specially Printed House Snipes
Extra Attraction.

to

Emphasize an

—

—
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Ring the Joy Bells Loudly
Here’s a Good Boston Ad
ONG years we have contended that

L

some day someone would put a relooking amusement advertisement in a Boston paper. And someone has! Just think of it! Not long ago
we told that the Tremont Temple was gospectable

over they needed merely to announce her
Since argument was not
in large display.
needed, they turned to cuts. The cuts are
of too fine a screen to show well on the
page, but they get some effect with the
routed cuts, and that is all they need. It
looks more like an art layout than an advertisement, and only about one advertiser in a thousand could have so much

ing to try to beat the long distance record
of “'Daddy Long Legs” with “The River’s
End.” They started in right. The first
Sunday display was a four tens, and it is
good to look at. The title is lettered in,
but the rest is all in clean type and the
border does not pinch the letters until they

First Show at
12.-00 Noon

Tomorrow
and the Rest
of'

the

Week

Nazimova

Usual Prices

Than

in "Stronger

Death’

Marshall Neilati,
The Rivers End
James

Oliver

the rule should always hold good that the
less talk the better the display. Here there
are some good points in the criticisms.
The management wanted to emphasize the
daring of the production without appearing
to do so, and this explains that top bank.
The repetition of the title is the best point.
All of the other type is made subordinate
to star and title.
In spite of the multiplicity of words the black type stands out
almost as strongly as though against white
space.
This is something, to be remembered.
A ten-line letter for title with
eight-line letters for argument will not
sell where the use of a two-line letter for
argument will give the larger face a chance
to be distinctive.
A twenty-line letter in
a newspaper display looks like a poster
effect, but where do you suppose that same
three-inch letter would be on a twentyfour sheet?
It is all a matter of proportion of relative sizes rather than the actual size,- yet some ad-builders never seem

—

CurwoocL

to

grasp this point.

—P.

Took
*

A

and

Mighty

P

Achievement

A

200 Lines Cross

Cut

Work

Motion Picture!

Page Which

Because Cuts Will

Is

Mostly

Work

the Best.

T.

A

.

Page for a Special

a

Split

UTTING

in

Two Ways

to

Bid

“The Virgin of Stamboul”

a holiday attraction, the Casino
Theatre, Halifax, took an entire page
for the display, but split its bid for business by giving the advertisement five colfor

space at his disposal and use so few words.
If you canyet, words will not sell.
not get them in with the mention of the
star, you cannot argue them in, and so
the cuts, poor as they are, work better, in
this instance, than would an excess of type.
This does not always hold good, of course,
even with Nazimova, but where the star is
so superior to the story, it is better to sell

And

TREMONT
TEMPLE

BEjOINNWC

TWICE DAILY

TOMORROW AT 2:15

ft

6.15

P.

M.

READ THE BOOK

the star.

Decent Amusement Advertisement Ever Printed in a Boston News-

The

First

paper.

have their faces all mashed in. About four
points of lead between the lines below the
“Because” would have been an improvement, but this display is so much ahead of
the Boston average that we hope this
second of the First National attractions
beats the first. It shows that it can be
done, even in Boston. Perhaps, after all
these years, a reform is coming, for a
later issue of the Boston Post gives an
even prettier display for the Majestic; a
two sevens, with a neat .frame and all type

—P.

T.

A

.-

This Advertisement Is Full
But Orderly in Arrangement
RDINARILY this six-fifteents would

O

be carrying too much type for the
space, but by paneling and using
contrasting sizes in type the effect is good.
The compositor has held his end up, and

between manager and typesetter the reZelda
It is from the
sult is excellent.
Theatre, Duluth. The matter of text is ala matter of individual displays, though

ways

as pretty as the stuff the
theatres in Cleveland turn out for
are glad to see this
their half pages.
Boston reform and we hope the movement
spreads.

announcement

Loew

We

A

A—
Lines
Hundred
Takes Fourteen
to Advertise Mme. Nazimova

—p.

S

TARTING

off

the rest for press work,
mostly about the big show. While it has
been made up from exchange cuts, the
text is largely original and the layout
planned to fit the space. It makes a very
attractive argument. The play is given fur-

umns and taking

T.

a

campaign with

1,400

Colorado
season opens,
but it is what the American paid for on
its big splash for Nazimova in “Stronger
Than Death,” and it was only one of a
number of large displays. The paper is
only seven columns wide and this display
took the entire width and slightly more
than fourteen inches deep, or more than
But the unusual feahalf of the page.
going some
is
lines
•ings before the tourist

for

ture is not the size of the space, but the
disposition of the layout. The selling text
is only 2^4 inches wide by two deep. The
management figured that the star would
sell herself on the title, and to get her

combination display and reading advertising page from Halifax, N. S.

ther distinction by the announcement that
evening prices will prevail at the matinees
during this engagement with the exception of a special morning matinee when
the children can come in for seven cents.
This was given on the opening day, May
24, now known as Victoria Day,” in mem\ ears ago the
ory of the lake Queen.

youngsters used to chant

The 24th
Is the
If

A

Six Fifteens Which Is Good in Spite of
a Deckload of Talk.

of

May

Queen's Birthday.

you don’t give us holiday,

We’ll all run away.
Perhaps they still do.

^

.Announcement
EXTRAORDINARY
a
_

'uv policy

of bitter

& better pictures, inaugu"

rated so successfully In 1919 "1920, will be conr
tinned 62 expandedforl920'1921. approximately
50 big productions will be produced. On wealth of
story direction, acting and mounting as we LI as in
Variety
general excellence, they will be the great"
est ever offered the exhibitor and pubUc.

&

and energy ofour producing forces in
our eastern and western studios is sparing neither
time nor money to make these tremendous feat"

^fhe^genius

;

&screen art.

ures the Last word in box-office value

un addition

to six big specials , to be

made

by

each ofour world renowned stars, there will be a
senes ofsuper productions with aLL star casts.
tfhe good wdl 62 success we have earned by our
past re tat ions with the exhibitor, will be continued
and cemented. Our pictures will be rented upon aflat
rental basis or ifit is preferred, upon the percentage plan.

^Vfekave no axes to grind ! Our

policy is a pot"

;

17

icy

of " Live

62 let live

the exhibitor

with pictures at a price

can afford

to

pay ! !

Vice nteTlasco Ibanez,
[clrtkur Somers Tgche

$ win

S

.

Cobb
cMrs. Humph reifWa. rci

Lnckell

Smith,

Qeoyge

Kibbe Turner

Ckanninf Pol lock.

ZRjxynxond HubbalL

Cdrtkur Stringer

Die nrif

C.

jf&wloL n d

a rry Cvoins

jSayard 'Veiller

C.W Be Li
ZHolman ZDay

foremost: dramatists,
novelists

and short

story writers of the
world will contribute
the stories for these
superb features.

Every name is
a guarantee of unmatched excellence
and permits the utmost in advertising

and

JcLck^Cpncion;
dienvy ^Arthur Jones

&u$ene~~Waltev
QAnthonvj J-Lope

publicity:

Thomas Jiavdy
Juice

Herne

JustusJiU.es TovemaA

'Cruy /3altovL;

LMavk. Swocn
dj.

far

Seiwtfw

Scott 3itz£e raid

T

METRO SPECIALS
jult

PARLOR, BEDROOM 6/BATH ALL STAR CAST
by C.W.BELL xnd A1ARK SWAN

5

JULY 19
aug.

2

THE MISFIT WIFE
by JULIE HERNE
HELD IN TRUST
by GEORGE KIBBE

AUG

CHORUS

VIOLA DANA

^MUTINY of the ELSINORE

ALL STAR CAST

THE HOPE
CECIL

ALL STAR CAST

LOVE, HONOR and OBET

ALL STAR CAST

F.

by JACK.

i

LONDON

RALEIGH and HENRT HAMILTON

by

SEPT. 6

MAT ALLIS ON

GIRL’S ROMANCE
SCOTT RITZGEHAJLD

16 ‘uhe
by

AUG. 23
sept.

TURNER

ALICE LAKE

by

CHARLES NEVILLE BUCK,

sept. 13

THE PRICE OP REDEMPTION BERT LT TELL
^I.A.U.WTLIE

shpt.20

THE SAPHEAD
by

W VICTORMAPES

CRANE

W AVERY

ALL STAR CAST

WLNCHELL SMITH

sept. 27

CLOTHES
tyCHANNING POLLOCK

oct.

i

^cFOURRORSEMERrmAPOCALTPSE
by

oct.

ii

HOPW0OH

VICENTE BIAS CO IBANEZ/

BILLIONS
Jrtrn

aERENCH tlACaMLfUd.

by

CHARLES BRIAN

S’

KEATON

ALL STAR CAST

NAT UMOVA

oct. i8

TO BE ANNOUNCED LATER

SUPER SPECIAL

oct. 25

COINCIDENCE

ROBERT HARRON

by

HOWARD

E.

NORTON

FOR 1920 - 21

Mmmum

ran

mov.

i

%e MARRIAGE ofMAYFAIR.
RALEIGH

by CECIL

mov.

e

FINE FEATHERS

nov. is

POLLY WITH APAST
by GEORGE .MIDDIITONanI

NOV

22

6

1UCIA CHAMBERLAIN

THE GORGEOUS GIRL
by

pec. 20

NALBRO BARTLEY

THE MISLEADING LADY
by CHARLES

dec. 27

BIG

GODDARD aiuL PAUL DICKEY

GAME

by WILLARD ROBERTSON

jan.

3

VIOLA DANA
ALICE LAKE
BERTLYTELL
ALL STAR CAST

RALEIGH

ALL STAR CAST

THE GOD OP HIS FATHERS ALL STAR CAST
by

jan. it

NAY ALLIS ON

f KILBOURNE GORDON

HEARTS ARE TRUMPS
by CECIL

jan. io

9

BLACKMAIL
by

pec. 13

MEN ALIKE

ARTHUR STRINGER.

INA CLAIRE
ALL STAR CAST

LONDON

ARE ALL
by

eec.

GUY BOLTON

THE STAR ROVER
JACKby

NOV. 29

ALL STAR CAST

EUGENE WALTER-

by

ALL STAR CAST

LONDON

JACK

AoMREIAGE ofWILLIAM ASCHE MAY ALLISON
by HRS HUMPHREY WARD
ALL STAR CAST
THE HOLE IN THE WALL
.

JAN. 24

by?RED
jan. 3i

JACKSON

MADAME PEACOCK
by RITA

WEIHAN

NATIMOVA

?

METRO

ANNOUNCES
»ipl|

VICENTE BIAS CO IBANEZ’S
^IVorioi

famous JVovel

5/2F0UR HORSEMEN of the APOCALYPSE
now in production and when completed will excel anytkinfr ever done on the screen before. 9n size, beauty pcuoer and direction it will advance the art
ofmotion pic-'
turesfive years. Everyone of the millions who have read this
stirnnjf, cobful novel will want to see it on the screen
where it^ains doubly in it s
ippinff, moving story
is

,

—

1

f

METRO

JACKL

ANNOUNCES

LONDON’S

SfeMUTINT^/lw ELSINORE

THE STAR ROVER
THE GOD OF HIS FATHERS
c
Wi.tk ALL STAR CASTS

JMAZIMOVA
PRODUCTIONS/ fkefirst two
<

-

of which

ivLLL

be

BILLIONS "

dn adaptation by CHARLES BRYANT from the celebrated 'JrencW
play of JE AN JOSE FRAPPA and HENRY PUPUT .MAZUEI*

cad

MADAME PEACOCK
by

PITA WEIMAJsT

M.E T

K

O

MMflHHHI

OUR author-directors

JUNE -MATHI5

NCHEII SMITH

A1AX.WELL

KARGER

EUGENE WALTER

CJftnsure the exhibitor a definite supply of bf special
productions made under the supervision of the best
screen and sla^e brains in the world we wilt offer
a series of pictures personally written and directed
by these undisputed masters whose achievements
,

7

meed no introduction

.

METRO

ANNOUNCES

C^~We have planned, another wonderful yearfor this truly great star
whose roles live and Vibrate and preserve the finest traditions
.fits forthcoming productions will
of the stage and screen.
amply justify the covfidence that has been reposed in him by the exhibitors & the public Obey are widely different in theme giving him
y

.

.

Unusual opportunitiesfov his unrivalled.

®PRICE

of REDEMPTION

by I.A.TC.WTJLIE

^MESSAGE
fkmMARS
RICHARD
Ey

GANTHONT

Versatility, jjhefuvstfour will be

^MISLEADING LA0Y
% CHARLES GODBARIWPAUL DICKEY

SfePRBONEIl of ZENDA
t^ANTHONOP

HOPE

'

/i

I v

T

I

T

/^V 1

T

6.

T

n

1—

1

/"«*

productions
If he popular star

of theseforth coming specials

is

at the enith

1 op his powers as a

box-office attraction. Oils portrayals are
always clean-cut and he works with cun earnestness that
makes his roles immortal .... utils new screenfeatures well
>

of ike same hi^h quality that made hum suck a favorite
In XMQriffLtks treat productions. Ztke ftrst one is
he

i

c6

1

nHOWARD
c IDENCE
by

Dlvected-by

E.

CHET

MORTON
WITHER

METRO

ANNOUNCES

POLLY WITH A PAST
Starring

INA CLAIRE

y™ screen

^ionoftkefamoffSeUwco stage success which ranfor
over two seasons at Mr. fiasco's own
tfoaireglfwKekswwnfwafoau%s
Claire will entrench herself in the
hearts ofaudiences everywhere,
tft will be produced Ln \eeping in every

way

with. cMrTOelasco’s

marvelous staging ofQeorge cMiddUton's
andffuyXoLton 's greatest
flay and Miss Claire wilt he surrounded with
a notable cast

)

cl series of big features, excelling anything this popular star
has ever done. Sack will be strong in dramatic and comedy val*
ues & rich in opportunities for this winsome favorite.
Oier girlish beauty, tomboy sense of humor, combined with her splen
did histrionic talent will be displayed to thefull in these stories.
Sack will fit her captivating personality with the nicety and exacts
ness fifililady's glove
^Jhe first two zoiil be ...
,

.

THE CHORUS GIRL’S
by¥. SCOTT TIT GERALD
2

ROMANCE

(.Saturday SveningJbst story)

BLACKMAIL

by LUCIA

CHAMBERLAIN CSaturday Sveninf iPost story

METRO

MAT

A N MOU NT CYR S

ALLISON

Zlready an assured, box-office and artistic attraction this beautiful
andgifted star will increase her hold on your patrons with the ckarac
l

cdudiences appreciate artistic
of kenforthcoming productions
ability andfair young womanhood perfectly blended, and for her will
be supplied stories in which these rare qualities will be shown to even
greater effect than in her well remembered successes "fair and Warmer,
ff
Jhe Cheater” etc. Dkefirst two will be
ter

.

.

.

HELD IN TRUST
ARE ALL
MEN ALIKE ?
ARTHUR STRIUGER
by GEORGE

by

KIBBE TURNER-

METRO

ANNOUNCE

Cfkls gifted young artist, whose beauty, dramatic abdety cPtarm
and personality Lifted Pier tofame witIvin Live sPiort space of
a yean, will be provided 101th the very finest stories obtainable.
Dier successes of the past Like ” Shore chores v and "Skouldf Woman
Sell?” are the basis ofa pledgefar tPiefuture. SacPi will be color-'
fill and strong in theme and an Inspiration to audiences to
forget themselves in the theatre
Uierfirst two will be ...
,

.

.

.

WIFE
THE MISFIT
HERNE
THE GORGEOUS
GIRL
NALBUO BARTLEY
by

by

JULIE

.

METRO
ANNOUN CBS
C

X

fhis world celebrated
‘“and talented artist, the

j

'

a

;

a

'

embodiment oh beauty
and £race,will prove a
veritable sensation. She
comes to the screen difrom her fiery dancing triumphs in England
Prance and on Broadway.

Her rare talents and genius will make her an instant favorite

fleefirst

Vehicle will be

screen version

%

of

CAUE^r
WILSON’S

PASSION

FRUIT

I

July
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Chicago Musicians and Theatre Managers
Disagree on Question of Wage Increase

A

X

informal meeting of representatives
of the Chicago Federation of Musicians and theatre managers was held

3, at which the proposed
increase of 75 per cent, in the wages of
musicians was discussed, but no action was
taken by the theatre managers present.
Thusday afternoon, June 24, another
meeting was held, at which the managers
of “Loop” and outlying pictures theatres,
as well as burlesque and dramatic houses,
were represented by a committee of ten
managers, the musicians also being represented by a committee, of which Joseph
Winkler, president of the Federation, was
chairman.
Harry Ridings, manager of

Wednesday, June

Cohan’s Grand Opera House, was chairman
the theatre managers’ committee, and
Sam Katz, of the Riviera Theatre, was secof

retary.
In their demand for an increase of 75
per cent, in their wages the musicians contend that the cost of living has increased
to such a figure that the raise is necessary
in order to insure them a comfortable living.
After investigating this claim carefully and drawing up a report, the committee of theatre managers communicated to
those present at Thursday’s meeting that
the cost of living during the past year had

increased only 21 per cent. The committee
managers therefore made an offer of a
21 per cent, increase of the present wage
scale to the Federation on Thursday evening. This offer was made by the managers
for the consideration of the Federation, a
report to be made at the joint meeting
fixed for Friday afternoon, June 25.
of

Affects 4,000 Musicians.

The Chicago Federation of Musicians
was granted an increase in wages by the
theatre
managers in July, 1919, which
ranged from 25 to 40 per cent, over the
former

and according to the terms
agreement the new scale was to
remain in effect for two years, provided
the cost of living did not advance during
that period in an unexpected degree. The
present raise demanded by the Federation
of

scale,

that

affects

about 4,000 musicians

in

refused to aceept the 21 per cent, increase
offered by the committee of theatre managers at the Thursday meeting. They were,
however, willing to reduce their original
demand of a 75 per cent, increase to 50 per
cent.
The committee of the theatre managers then withdrew their former offer of
a 21 per cent, increase and the meeting adjourned until Tuesday afternoon, June 29,

when another conference will be held.
The Chicago Federation of Musicians,
its

president, Joseph

ready for opening about
December 1 and will be devoted to firstclass road shows, vaudeville and moving
be

pictures.

Large Modern Building and
Theatre for Chicago “Loop”

HE

T

old McVicker’s building and thea-

a famous landmark of Chicago
on the south side of Madison, near
State street, will be torn down in about a
tre,

year to give place to a great modern

office

structure and theatre. The firm of Jones,
Linick & Schaefer has owned the present
building for several years, and also the
valuable leasehold, which at the present
time has eighty-one years to run.
The
firm mentioned has been running vaudeville successfully in McVicker’s since the
building, the theatre and the leasehold were
acquired.
The new theatre will seat 3,000 persons.
The firm has not decided as yet whether it
will be devoted to moving pictures or vaudeville, but the present tendency is in favor
of pictures. The new building and theatre
are estimated to cost about $2,000,000.

Hallmark’s

On June

New

Chicago Office

the Chicago office of Hallmark will be moved from the Mailers
Building to 63 East Adams street, on the
fourth floor. D. M. Vandawalker, Jr., Hall-

mark’s

Chicago manager, made arrangements about a month ago for the removel
of the film headquarters, at Evanston, to
439 South Jefferson street, which has dispensed with the use of day and night
truck service in the receiving and ship-

ment of films.
The new exchange

office on East Adams
be much more convenient for
exhibitors than the Mailers Building, as it
is just around the corner from the Film
Exchange Building, at 207 Wabash avenue,
which is now the chief booking center in
Chicago. The new Hallmark quarters are
being handsomely decorated.

street

M. Winkler,

has intimated that if a 50 per cent, increase
at least is not granted the musicians will
refuse to work after July 4.

New

Theatre for Manitowoc
The George Brothers Company, of Manitowoc, Wis., is now building a modern
fireproof theatre in that city, with a seating capacity of 1,600 persons. The building and theatre will cost $250,000.
Ti e

Clubs of the World held at Indianapolis.
Mr. Stoughton, formerly an executive in
the advertising department of the H. J.

Heinz Company, met many old friends.
“Fully 5,000 advertising men from all
parts of the world were there,” says Mr.
Stoughton. “Probably the most discussed
subject and the most interesting topic before the convention was the value of motion picture advertising.
“Some of the best known men in the advertising field present strongly indorsed
motion pictures as an advertising and
propaganda medium. The representative
of advertising clubs of the British Empire
eulogized American-made films, saying that

English production is away behind American feature films and practical pictures.
He urged the advertising fraternity to
adopt motion pictures wherever possible.
“Throughout the convention I was impressed by the attitude of advertising managers toward the Rothacker company. As
a class they are not only thoroughly familiar with the quality of Rothacker work,
but a great number of them know Watterson R. Rothacker personally. The Rothacker organization was the pioneer in the
field of practical pictures, and I found that
the progress of the company is being
watched with a great deal of interest by
advertising men.”

Carl

will

Robert Lucas Succeeds Levey
Levey, who has been Chicago man-

Max

ager of the

Robertson-Cole organization
for the past nine months, resigned that
position on June 10, to take effect on June
26.
Robert Lucas, manager of the Detroit
office of United Artists for the last six
months, succeeded Mr. Levey in the Chicago office on Monday, June 21.
R. C. Curtis, of New York, has succeeded
Mr. Lucas in United Artists’ Detroit office.
Mr. Lucas says that business in Detroit
is booming.
He believes it is the best show

town

in America for the moving picture
business and says that Detroit exhibitors
are the finest lot he has ever met.

Laemmle Chooses
Girls in

29

Chicago.

At the Friday meeting, which lasted one
hour and a half, the Federation committee

through

theatre will

207

Six

Beauty Contest

OLLOWING

the selection of Miss Gertrude Olmsted as the winner of the
Herald-Examiner-Elks beauty contest
and the immediate offer of a five years’
contract by President Carl Laemmle of
Universal at $100,800, there remained the
task of selecting from the fourteen girls
who ranked next to Miss Olmsted in beauty
honors the six who best stood the tests
before the camera and who best represented the distinctive types required by

F

Mr. Laemmle.
After the names of these six winners
were announced Mr. Laemmle requested
that it be given out that the girls chosen
were not named in the order of their preference for beauty, as each girl was chosen
because of her distinctive type and because, in his opinion, each will be able to
qualify for the special part to which she
will be assigned.
It has been planned to take each of these
six girls to Universal City as soon as an
opening offers for each individual type,
not to take all of them at the outset.

Reelcraft

“Week-End” Soon

The American Film Company,

Inc.,

has

just shipped to the Pathe offices, New York,
the first print of “The Week-End,” a sixreel special starring Margarita Fisher and
directed by George L. Cox.

Bonus for Salesmen

Rothacker Practical Films
Praised at Big Convention
J. STOUGHTON and Sumter Calvert

S

represented the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company at t' e recent
convention ct the Associated Advei tising
*

Carl Harthill, Chicago manager of Reelcraft Pictures Corporation and supervising
manager of Wisconsin territory, has notified his sales force that the man who has
the greatest number of contracts on July
”1
wi n re-'f’ve a bonus of $100 and a vacation of three wee’’S in August, with salary.
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Metro’s
Star Screen Version
of A. H. Wood’s famous
Broadway Stage Farce
All

“Parlor,

*

Bedroom and Bath”

eclipses even the original play in hilarious
situations.
It's

the piquant story of a

young wife

who wanted a wild man for a husband
and got more than she bargained for.
It ought to keep the crowds coming even
in

hot weather.

10,

1920

July

10,

Jans

W
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Announces Completion of
“Wings of Pride, ” Third Olive Tell Feature
Pictures, Inc.,

INGS OF PRIDE,” the

Charles T. Dazey. Mr. Dazey is
well known as the author of "In
Old Kentucky,” successful both
as a stage and screen production,
and is considered to be an authority on the folklore of old
Kentucky,
and
Mr.
Edwards
freely admits that Mr. Dazey’s
work- in editing and writing the
captions for "The Fighting Kentuckians” has added greatly to

third
of the Jans Pictures, Inc.,
starringOlive
features,
Tell, and which is soon to be
ready for public presentation, is
an adaptation of a novel by
It was
Louise Kennedy Mabie.
produced under the direction of
B. A. Rolfe, of the Jans organi-

zation.

The story of “Wings of Pride”
concerns the life of a aaughty
society girl, who later learns
that her father is a common
drunkard. Her pride takes flight
and she leaves the realms of society to go back to her old home
town, where she becomes a factor in a political fight.
It is said that the leading role
in “Wings
of
Pride” provides
Miss Tell with an unusually fine
dramatic role. There are a number of big scenes in the picture,
including a race between an auto
and a railroad train and a fight
that is carried on in all the lower
floors of a large house, with a
great number of people actively
engaged.
“Wings of Pride” and the second Jans-Olive Tell feature, “A
Woman’s Business,” will be
placed on the state rights market together.

Territory Selling Fast

on “Up

in

Territory on “Up in Mary’s
the comedy drama being
distributed by Fine Arts Pic-

tures,

Inc.,

through independent
rapidly being dis-

is

The rights were sold at one
showing of the picture and offers have been made for practically all the states remaining
unsold.
The following territory has
been disposed of: Georgia, Florida,

box office value.
Releasing
arrangements for
this production are in the hands
of Robert W. Priest, president of
the Film Market, Inc.
its

Hallroom Boys Popular
Jack and Harry Cohn, producers of the two-reel Hallroom

Boys
the

comedies,

showing

Loew

in the
in
cess.

announce that
comedies

of these
circuit of

New York met

theatres

with great suc-

“The

popularity of this seCohns, “is not of
It is of the
the flash variety.
Built on true to
built-up kind.
comedies
these
life
episodes,
have the human interest which
The seall producers strive for.
popularity
ries is growing in
Hallroom
the
every day because
Boys are making friends every
ries,” state the

The Hallroom Boys come-

day.
dies

are alone in their class,”
claim the Cohns, “and that is
why first run houses are increasing their bookings on them
every day.”

to

Joe Brandt, who recently announced his resignation as director general of the. National Film
Corporation,
has
returned
to

talk further regarding my plans.
In the meantime I want to dis-

count

rumors regarding

all

my

future.”

New York and announces

that
he will establish a film clearing
house which will not in any way
be affiliated with any organiza-

now

“It will

in existence.

be a

new organization

with new ideas and unique methods of film distribution,” says
Mr. Brandt. “It will be the outlet for the productions of a select list of independents.
In all
probability I will also produce
several
serials
and series of
short subjects during the coming
year. ‘The Son of Tarzan,’ which
I have been supervising for National, is going to be an unusual
success.
“In the next few weeks I am
going to be busy cleaning up the
work for National, and until that
is finished I will not be free to

Tennessee, Alabama, North
South Carolina, Utah,
New Mexico, Texas,

Carolina,

To Release Two-Reel Careys
A series of fifteen two-reel
western pictures starring Harry
Carey will be released weekly
by the Aywon Film Corporation.
According to Nathan Hirsh, president of the company, these subjects contain an abundance of
human interest, punches and
thrills,
with a delightful love
story, with excellent acting and
fine direction.

A

complete line of paper and

advertising helps have been prepared, together with a press
sheet containing various suggestions as to how the films can be
effectively exploited by exhibitors.

Wyoming,

Oklahoma, Arkansas and upper

New York

V

State.
-o

X

interest has been aroused
y the George Kleine revivals,
starring
Shirley
Mason, Viola

Dana, Alma Hanlon, Irene Fenwick and Anna Nilsson, states
the Photo Products Export Company,

releasing these pictures,
and/there is already a brisk ded for territory. These pictures
ere made at the old Edison
'studio, in the Bronx, N. Y., by the
late John H. Collins.

Dasey Edits “Kentuckians’;
When it came to titling the
initial

Huff Film “What Women Want”

production

of

Sterling

Feature
Pictures,
Inc.,
“The
Fighting Kentuckians,” Director
J.
Harrison Edwards secured

The

press

book

on

"What

Women Want,” in which Louise
Huff appears as the star, is now
ready, and Pioneer claims this
publication
efforts

eclipses

by that

firm.

all

attractively printed in three
colors and is laid out in departments.
The subject matter is
re work of the majority of the
ranagers of the Pioneer ExFchange System, who viewed the
picture in New York during the
\recent exchange conference and
is

furnished written suggestions to
be incorporated in the exploita-

campaign.
These suggestions were condensed and rewritten, with the
result, it is claimed, that from
tion

cover to cover the publication is
a handbook of practical instruction to those exhibiting “What

Women

Want.”

similar

The book

Reelcraft Pictures Corporation
announces the completion of
seven more releases for its exclusive short subject program.
Alice Howell has completed at
the Chicago studio “Lunatics and
Politics.”

At the Hollywood studio Billy
Franey has completed “Fixing
“Getting His Goat” and
“The Professor,” and Billy West
“Italian Love,” in which Ethlyn

Buys A1
Rights

St. John Comedies.
to the series of A1 St.

John two-reel comedies for New
York and Northern New Jersey
have been purchased from Warner Brothers by the Producers’
Feature Service, Inc., 729 Seventh avenue, New York.
The
first
release, “The Aero Nut,”

was shown

at

the Rialto,

Gibson

New

York, during the past week, and
other bookings are being secured rapidly.
These pictures
will be released one a minute.

is co-star.

The Matty Roubert producing
unit has completed “Circus Days”
and “She’s a Vamp.”

Majority of Territory
Sold on “Tillie” Film
Tower Film Corporation announces that “Tillie’s Punctured
Romance,” which is being reissued with an entirely new line
of exploitation matter, is meeting
with great success and that the
entire territory has been disposed of with the exception of
Ohio and Kentucky, Michigan,
Illinois,
Minnesota, North and
South Dakota, Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Maryland, Delaware,

District

of

Columbia

and Vir-

ginia.

Among

the

prominent houses

shown this picture for
week runs or longer are New
Moon, Omaha; Liberty, Daven-

that have

port; Iowa; Boston, at Boston;
Strand, Nashville; Criterion, Atlanta; Alleghany, Victoria and
Grand Opera House, Philadel-

phia.

Attractive Press Book
for Fannie Ward Film
For the initial release of the
Joan Film Sales Company, “She
Played and Paid,” starring Fannie Ward, an unusually elaborate
and expensive press book has
been prepared, with high class
inserts and lavish layouts. There
is a large assortment of cuts of
all
sizes,
publicity
stories,
catchlines, advertising copy and
numerous exploitation stunts in
the press books, which should
prove a valuable aid to exhibitors in handling this picture.

Dana

Pioneer Issues Fine Press Book on

Considerable Interest

Much

Seven Reelcrafts Completed.

Lizzie,”

Form Film Clearing House
Unaffiliated with Any Other Company

Brandt

tion

Mary’s Attic”

Attic,”

exchanges,
posed of.
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P. B.

Visits Philadelphia
Dana, Arrow’s sales man-

ager, spent last week in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Washington, calling on the various

independent exchanges. Mr. Dana
outlined several of Arrow’s fall
productions and made a general
survey of conditions in the three
cities.^

While in Philadelphia he closed
a contract with the Royal Pictures, Inc., for the distribution
of “Woman’s Man,” the Arrow
release, starring Romaine Fielding, for Eastern Pennsylvania
and Southern New Jersey. The
Royal
Pictures
will
release
“Woman’s Man” for distribution
soon after the disposition of
“Love’s Protege,” an Arrow release, starring Ora Carew, which
it is distributing in the territory
mentioned.
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Joan Film Sales Company,

New

NEW

entry into the state
right field is the Joan Film
Sales Company, with offices in the Aeolian Building, 33

West Forty-second

street.

New

A

statement issued by the
company announces that the organization is formed along new
lines and that every production
York.

“different” and
its standard that of first-class
producers with a real star, expert direction and liberal expenditure on each release.
The keynote will be quality
and none of the productions will

new and

will be

be released through large distributing organizations, but will
be reserved for state right buyThe first production is a
ers.
five-reel romance, “She Played
and Paid,” starring Fannie Ward
and dealing with gay Parisian
life, with the color and dash of
French atmosphere. Miss Ward
spent a year in the making of
this and another picture in Paris
and is still in France.

Avwon Reports

Jekyll

Burlesque Film Ready
The comic travesty on “Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” which Nathan Hirsh, president of the
Aywon Film Corporation, announced that he would soon have
ready_ for release, has been completed and territorial rights are

being contracted

for.

‘When Quackel Did Hide”

is

four reels and
said to be a succession of
is
the drama
burlesquing
laughs,
closely, following it scene for
scene, and the leading role is
enacted by Charlie Joy, who also
appears in the series of two-reel
Joy comedies now being released
contains
also
It
by Aywon.
thrills and many new stunts in
photography as well. Both Mr.
Hirsh and the producers, the
Gold Seal Film Corporation, predict that “When Quackel Did
Hide” will prove a big comedy
the

title.

It is in

success.

Mr. Hirsh has already received
bids for territory. Charles
Granlich directed the picture.

many

o

Cohn’s Next “Snapshots”
Jack Cohn announces No. 3 of
“Screen Snapshots.” In this issue are views of Fatty Arbuckle
in a comedy skit with Charles

the aid of a brass band and a
steam calliope Buffalo was officially
notified
that “Bubbles”
had arrived.
Mr. Murphy reports considerable building activity. Four theatres are being erected in Buffalo and several are planned for
Utica, Rochester, Syracuse and

Oswego.

„

Big Deals on

What

Arrow Film

to be record
contracts were signed last week
between the Arrow Film Corpo-

are

said

Ward

Feature

ration and Pierce Films, Inc., of
Orleans, and the First National Exchange of Louisville.
Each contracted for fifteen features, including the “Tex” series
of twelve mystery pictures and
“Desert Scorpion,” “Wolves of
the Street” and “The Chamber

New

Mystery.”
In announcing the closing of
the two contracts Arrow points
out as proof of the quality of
the productions that the two exchanges, absolutely independent
of each other, should contract
for the same group.

Reelcraft Announces Expansion; Will
Handle Subjects of Other Producers
Not only Reelcraft productions
but the productions of independent producers of short subjects
are to be distributed by the Reelcraft Pictures Corporation, according to the announcement of
President R. C. Cropper.
“With
both
the
Reelcraft
studios at Chicago and Hollywood scheduled for full production capacity, there is still a
greater demand from our distributing exchanges than we are
able to supply.
To fulfil this
demand Reelcraft has expanded
its policy to permit the selling
and distribution of independently produced one and two reel
pictures that can pass our standard of quality.
“I believe there are numerous
capable short subject producers
without the proper organization,
and vice versa there are other
organizations without the experts.

“The independent producer of
today stands as the logical solution of the production end of the
industry. Where these independent
producers are
deserving,
Reelcraft stands ready to back
them up, not only with its organization for world-wide distribution, but to buy their oroductions outright.
“During the coming year Reelcraft expects to triple its number of releases. Three new series
have already been given to the
exhibitors, and one of these, the

Franey single-reel comehas proven a sensation in
immediate success through-

Billy
dies,
its

out the country.
A series of
two-reel romances of youth, in
which Matty Roubert is being
featured.

Requests Fine Arts Film
Numerous exhibitors in sections of the country where “Up
Mary’s Attic” has not yet been
released have requested the privilege of pre-release showings on
this picture, says Fine Arts Picin

tures, Inc.

However,

it

has been

decided, after consultation with
buyers, that while they appreciate the publicity this would
bring, they are desirous of the

Georgia Hopkins is to star in
and produce five-reel attractions
for distribution through Arrow
Film Corporation.
The initial
release, which
will
be
ready
within the next three weeks, is
titled "A Bachelor Apartment,”
a five-reel comedy-drama.
It is
announced as a “sub-lease” presented by “Hizzoner the Janitor.”
Joseph Fa'rnham is now editing
the production.

Georgia Hopkins comes from
Georgia and is a capable actress

Murray and Sessue Hayakawa,

this

is

re-

Sells Ardath Comedies
The
independent
exchange
managers in the East are highly
pleased with the quality of the

Fred Ardath comedies

is

shown

in closing of contracts for three

large eastern territories recent-

says Arrow.
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey were secured by the Square
Deal Film Corporation of Philadelphia; for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, by Exhibitors’ Film
Corporation
of
Pittsburgh, and Delaware, Mary-

ly,

land, District of Columbia and
Virginia, by Seaboard Film Corporation of Washington.
With the closing of these contracts very little territory is left
available for the Ardath series.
According to the Arrow statement, the Square Deal Corporation’s Baltimore exchange signed
last week, in addition to the Ardath series, for “Fool’s Gold,” a

Mitchell Lewis production
tributed by Arrow.

dis-

with
In

an

the

attractive personality.
release Frederick

initial

Howard

leading man. He has
in a number
of
Broadway productions, and
played engagements with Fritzi
Scheff, Harry Beresford, opposite
Norman Trevor in "Toby’s Bow”
and with Fay Bainter in “East
Is West.”
He has been in Antonio Moreno productions.
Others in the cast are Joseph
Donohue, formerly opposite Larry Semons in comedies; George
Reynolds,
former
Vitagraph
player; George DuPree, brother
of Minnie DuPree and a former
vaudeville star; Ben Nedell, who
had a prominent role in "His
Majesty Bunker Bean”; Edward
Favor, Eva Gordon, Edwin Bouldon and Ruby Davis.
is

had leading parts

Doraldina Production
J.
McGovern has anhis entry into the state

Encouraged by the
successes of the produche has edited and titled
while employed by various production companies, he has purchased from the Pyramid Photo
Plays, Inc., a Doraldina special,
field.

many
tions

of Buffalo

"The Woman Untamed.”
Headquarters have been estab-

entitled

West Forty-sixth
York, occupying part
of the Joseph Miles office space
on the sixth floor.
lished

at

street,

New

130

o

ingly bright.
Before leaving

Buffalo
Mr.
successful in
putting over “Bubbles,” in which
Mary Anderson plays the leading
part, at the Lyric Theatre. With

Big.

advance sale

phonograph records.

rights

Visits Pioneer Office
R. T. Murphy, manager of the
Pioneer Buffalo branch, has been
in New York conferring with
company officials. Previous to
his arrival he made a motor trip
through the greater part of his
territory and reports the outlook
for the coming season exceed-

Murphy was very

A heavy

ported by Fine Arts Pictures on
the song “Up in Mary’s Attic,”
used in connection with the exploitation of the feature comedy
of the same title. This song was
composed by Ethel Broaker and
Dwight Conn. Miss Broaker is
a well-known singer with a
beautiful voice and is responsible for several song successes.
Arrangements are being made
for her to sing this song for

Elmer
nounced

o

Murphy

o

Song Going

“Attic”

Elmer McGovern Buys

of
release containing the list
stars is said to be proving a big
drawing card and attracting
many new patrons to the photoplay houses.

R. T.

being handled only
through their own exchanges,
and pre-release privileges have
therefore been canceled.

Georgia Hopkins to Produce and Star
in Features Which Arrow Will Handle

Elsie Hammerstein being filmed
the Selznick studio, Viola
in
Dana transplanting herself into
Japan on the Metro lot, Muriel
Ostriche in a bedroom scene, also
shots of Bessie Dove, James Corbett and others.

The unique one-sheet on

1920

10,

production

State Right

Organization Presents Fannie
»

July

Doesn’t Look As Though He’s Being Met in This Picture.
A well-balanced scene from “Meet Betty’s Husband,” an Arrow
release with Muriel Ostriche. Look at the poor little

hubby

in the centre of the

group.

Sales on Three Warners.
J. T. Sheffield, of Greater Features, Inc., Seattle, has bought
rights on “The Lost City,” “The
Jungle Princess.” A1 St. John
Comedies, and "The ’Tiger Band”
for Alaska, Washington, Oregon,
Montana and part of Idaho.

-

July
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G. Patterson Praises the Exploitation

W.

Possibilities of Fine

R EPORTS

from various sections of the country where
the comedy-drama, “Up in
Mary’s Attic” is being- released
indicate that it is proving a
sweeping success, says Murray
W. Garsson, president of Fine
Among the
Arts Pictures, Inc.
distributers who have increased
their number of prints is the
E. & H. Productions, Inc., of Atuses
ordinarily
which
lanta,
three prints, but

is

now working

on this film, with the prospect of using even more.
Mr. Garsson further announces
that Willard C. Patterson, director of the Criterion Theatre, At-

five

“Few

pictures have been released that contain the great exthis
of
possibilities
ploitation
comedy-drama and the fact that
Fine Arts Pictures has made

such commendable efforts to

Roy Barnes

ef'
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Meade of Price Organization

Many

“His

Pajama

Billie

Rhodes:

diana

to

featuring
Girl,”
Illinois and In-

Harry Weiss,

of

SuChi-

perior Screen Service, Inc.,
cago; California, Arizona and
Nevada to Clune Film Service;
Kansas, Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas to N. & M.
Film Exchange, Kansas City;

Michigan

to

Closes

Sales on Billie Rhodes Feature

Sales Manager C. A. Meade, of
the C. B. Price Co., Inc., has returned from a sales trip through
the Central West, during which
he sold the following territory on

Hennessey & Moross,

Detroit; North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala-

bama and Tennessee

to

Wassman

&

Stephens, Atlanta; and Louisiana and Mississippi to S. T. Stephens Distributing Corporation.
In addition to these sales, the
Price company reports considerable foreign territory has been
disposed of.
Mr. Meade will
within the next two weeks leave

on another sales trip to another
part of the country. The Canadian rights he disposed of on a
recent trip to the Canadian Exhibitors’ Exchange of Toronto.
Mr. Weiss, of the
Superior
Screen Service, and some of the
other
buyers
already
report
splendid bookings on this production and have ordered additional prints.

sories and theatre aids is available to exhibitors booking the

production.

Many
A

Exploitation Aids
for Fine Arts Comedy
twenty-four page campaign

book

addition to a complete
press sheet has been prepared
for the use of exhibitors in exploiting “Up in Mary’s Attm,”
the comedy drama distributed
through state rights exchanges
by Fine Arts Pictures, Inc.
in

Advertising and program maexploitation suggestions,
publicity stories, reproductions
and suggestions for the use of
the various accessories are contained in the book, together with
a varied assortment of posters,
terial,

postcards, blotters, stickers, cuts

and mats for both advertising
and publicity purposes, and in
addition to the regular 11 by 14
colored lobby display photos a
half dozen different styles of oil
paintings
for
lobby
purposes

have been made.
“Every effort is being made to
pave the way to success for the
Fine Arts exhibitors’ clientele,”
Charles F. Schwerin, secretary
and treasurer of the company,
announced, “and every possible
exploitation angle has been covered.”

New Radin

Feature Completed.

Radin Pictures last week announced the completion of “Man
and Woman,” a feature with
Betty Mason in the stellar role.
full line of advertising acces-

A

1

Arts Feature Comedy

feet tie-ups throughout the country will naturally develop on the
profit side of the ledger for exhibitors.

lease

seldom that a picture is
independent
through,
exchanges with such an effective
national advertising campaign.

sidered.

“It is

Century Buys Radin Feature.
The Century Company of Chicago purchased the rights on
“Through Eyes of Men” from the
Radin Pictures for Illinois.

“Madonnas and Men.”
of offers and prop-

for

Any number

various kinds have
been received and are being conositions

of

released

Co-operative exploitation is conceded to be one of the best mediums known to create talk
and if they talk about a picture
they will come to see it.
“The complete line of accessories
which has been made
available for the exhibitor’s use
also will prove of utmost value.”

—

Photo Products Offers

lanta, states:

T.
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Alma Hanlon Reissues
George Kleine
revivals of Shirley Mason and
Viola Dana now being marketed
on the state right plan by Photo
Products Export Company, 220
West Forty-second street, New
York, three Alma Hanlon subjects have been added.
These
are “The Devil’s Prayer-Book,”
“The Final Curtain” and “Wild
Oats.”
Two Irene Fenwick subjects, “Sentimental
Lady” and
“The Spendthrift,” and an Anna
Nilsson
subject,
“The Scarlet

To the

list

of

Road,” are also included.

Many

Bids Received for
Jans “Madonnas and Men”
Since the invitation presenta-

tion of

“Madonnas and Men”

at

the Forty-fourth Street Theatre

have been coming in from
buyers all over the country who
are anxious to obtain the rights
offers

for

their

respective

territories,

announces Jans Pictures, Inc.
As yet the officials have not
decided as to the method of re-

'Climax Buys Muriel
Ostriche Comedies
The distribution rights to the
York State and Northern New
Jersey have been sold to the Climax Film Corporation, according to an announcement from
Arrow. The Climax organization
is headed by F. Goldfarb, vicepresident and general manager,
and C. H. Rosenfeld, secretary

and sales manager.

—

A new

suite

has just been opened
in the Godfrey Building, on Seventh avenue. New York City.
C. H. Rosenfeld has expressed
his high regard for the Ostriche
comedies, and it is understood
that a number of the leading circuits in and around New York
City have already booked the enof

offices

tire series.

V. P.

Maurer Appointed
Controller of Pioneer

V. P. Maurer has been appointed controller of the auditing department of Pioneer, succeeding
F. Hurst, who recently
resigned to become a member of
a firm of certified public accountants.
Mr. Maurer, whose past experience includes service with several of the largest mercantile
organizations, is now reorganizing the auditing
department.
Which was recently enlarged in
order to take care of the great

Wilbur

increase in business.

Charles Urban Announces Many Sales
on Kineto Company's “Movie Chats"
Charles Urban, editor of “Movie Chats,” one of the newest
releases of the Kineto Company
of America, Inc., announces the
increase in interest in his “Movie

Chats”
tions.

beyond

is

Many

his expectainquiries have been

received from exhibitors and organizations
asking how they
make arrangements to
could
•
book “Movie Chats.”
Mr. Urban credits this quickening of interest to his recent
and
paper
advertising,
trade
states the general interest had
progressed faster than he could
develop his organization.

New York and
Jersey

will

be

Northern
handled by

New
the

Empire State Film Corporation,
of which Arthur G. Whyte is
president; Illinois and Indiana,
by the Celebrated Players Film
Corporation of Chicago; Ohio,
Michigan and Kentucky, by the
Educational Film Company of
Ohio,

in

Cleveland,

—

and

all

the

southern states by the Harcol
Film Company, New Orleans.
Foreign distribution is being
handled by the Butcher’s Film
Service, Ltd., in Great Britain
and Ireland, and by David P.
Howells elsewhere in Europe,
with the exception of Central
European countries, which are
being handled by the Eagle Film
Service in Berne, Switzerland.

Three Views of the Fox Film Corporation Offices in London.
office; 2
Managing director’s office; 3 Economist purchasing department.

—Contract manager’s

New

Muriel Ostriche comedies in
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M

for Cecil B. DeMille and author of many
of the producer’s successes, will continue to write Cecil B. DeMille specials for
Paramount for at least five years more.
The talented scenarist recently affixed her

J

M

selecting performers and staff
artists for their forthcoming production of “Twin Beds,” to be released through
First National Exhibitors’ Circuit.
From
their Los Angeles studios comes the announcement that Lloyd Ingraham has been
engaged as director and Ross Fisher as

are

cameraman.
Mr. Ingraham was successively stock director for Oliver Morosco and Harry Bishop, and during his screen career has directed “What’s Your Husband Doing?”
“Mary’s Ankle” and "Let’s Be Fashionable,”
having to his credit the development of
Doris May and Douglas McLean.
Mr.
Fisher has been cinematographer for Gene
Gauntier, the Olcott International Players,
Marion Leonard, Wallace Horsley, the
Christie Film Company and the National
Film Corporation.

Associated First National

actual

scenes

in

which

a

Beginning with the selection and revision
of an unusual story, Mr. Neilan has added
to his original idea until he now is said to
be the originator of a motion picture basically different from any of his previous offerings.
The story centres about the efforts of a reporter, told to “go get it” by
his managing editor, to solve a baffling
case. Pat O’Malley playing the part of the
young reporter unearths facts and undergoes gripping experiences.
Among writers secured by
Juanita Hansen.
Working upon her second serial production with George B. Seitz.

for his picture are

Mr. Neilan

Samuel

G. Blythe, Myles
Irvin S. Cobb, Ar-

Lasker, Ring Lardner,
thur Brisbane and Robert Edgren.
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“Back

to

God’s Country”

Is

Fox Members Marry

Welcomed Throughout World

Two minds with but a single thought,
singularly enough determined upon the
same day and place, and then they met and

ACK

to God’s Country,” Ernest Shipman’s picture of the far North which
was distributed in the United States
and Canada by First National and throughout the rest of the world by David P. Howells, is meeting with
striking success in
every country in which it is being shown.
In Yokohama an admission price of $4 a
seat was charged and the picture played to

B

laid their plans.

Maurice

Nathan, special photographer
the Fox publicity staff, and Herbert
Jaedi er. head of the art staff of the same
department, are to be married on the same
day, June 29, and will go to the same place
on their honeymoons. They will not marry
the same girl. That is where the difference
of

crowded houses.

So great was the dethe production in both South
Africa and Australia that extra prints had
to be supplied in order that the numerous

mand

comes

for

following the initial showing were the biggest of the season and that the picture
was being received with the greatest favor. Practically all of the countries in the
world have been sold on this production.

Levey Production
“Truth Productions” is the name of

Virginia Norden, who for several months
past has been acting in an executive capacity at the Louis B. Mayer studios in Los
Angeles, has arrived in New York on a con-

first

mission for Mr. Mayer. # She
with her the Curwood special,
“The Trail’s End,” upon which the Mayer
organization has been working for the past
five months and Anita Stewart’s next release, “Harriet and the Piper.”
It is presumed that the object of her
visit is to look over the ground preparatory
to Mr. Mayer’s coming east the middle of
July. It is known that Mr. Mayer plans to
extend his production activities.

industrial motion pictures.

in.

Hiller Finishes His First
“The Sleep of Cymba Roget,” Lejaren Hiller’s first production, which has been commended for dramatic and pictorial beauty
by Charles Dana Gibson, has been turned
over to Bamberger & Levy, motion picture
sales agents, for disposal.
Mr. Hiller will
leave for Arizona in a few days to begin
work on his new production, “The Love of

bookings could be properly filled.
Frederick Shipman, cabling from London, stated that the English press notices

New York

fidential

Inc.,

It.”

Aboit Ben,” in seven reels.
be handled by Bamberger

Title of First

Virginia Norden in

in his latest fe'ature production,
in the course of making under

did this as the climax of a succession of
features, most of which will be guarded
until his picture is brought before the publice, incident to the production of “Go Get

Worse,” “Male and Female” and Mr.

Lloyd Ingraham to Direct
De Havens in “Twin Beds”
R. and MRS. CARTER DE HAVEN

now

number of America’s best known newspapermen and magazine writers appear. He

studio.

DeMille’s latest production, “Something to
Think About.” She is at present at work
on an original story which the directorgeneral plans to film in the near future.
Under the terms of Miss Macpherson’s
new contract, she will do two scenarios a
year. This clause not only makes it possible for Miss Macpherson to work to the
best advantage, but it also serves as an
answer to the charge that scenario writers
are hack writers who are prevented from
doing work of real literary merit because
of the unusual demands made upon them.

use

Pictures,

Miss Macpherson is recognized as a great
Her work includes such
scenario writer.
successful screen dramas as ‘‘Joan the
Woman" "The Whispering Chorus,” "The
Woman God Forgot,” "Old Wives for New,”
“Don’t Change Your Husband,” "For Better, for

in Marshall Neilan Picture
ARSHALL NEILAN has secured for

his contract with

signature to a brand-new contract with
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation at

West Coast

1920

Leading Newspapermen Play

Jeanie Macpherson to Write
Five More Years for DeMille
EAXIE MACPHERSON, special writer

its

10,

&

This also will
Levy.
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the

series of pictures to be released by
Harry Levey Corporation, the new film
producing company organized by Harry
Levey, for the making of educational and

the

brought

1

•

Photoplay

Population of Town, 1,700
Capacity House, 350

Complete First Broadwell Picture
$100,000 Kiss,” the first of the “Nick
Carter” stories to be filmed was completed
June 19 under the supervision of Robert B.

“The

Broadwell, president and director general
Major
Broadwell Productions, Inc.

of

Robert Ross directed the picture, which
stars Thomas Carrigan, supported by Mae
Gaston and Colin Chase. John Glavey has
been appointed scenario editor and New
York representative with offices at 1457
Broadway. The Boston offices of the corporation are located at 687 Boyleston street
and the studios are at Filmland City, Medford, Mass.

350-Seater in Town of
1700 Can't Get Along
Without Its M. P. World
STAR THEATRE CO.

|

|
1

1

|-

Mansfield, Pa., June 28, 1920.
Chalmers Publishing Company,
New York City.
Gentlemen
Inclosed herewith you will find my
check for $3, which is payment for another year’s subscription to Moving Picture World.
I consider the “World” practically in-

dispensable in connection
theatre business.
Verv truly yours,

with

our

HERBERT GRANT.
iiiiiiniiiiii
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“I Don’t Want A Cracker!”
Says Polly to Robert G. V. G. Hola. who
claims he can converse with birds and

He directed Cosmopolitans "The
World and His Wife.” with Montagu Hove
and Alma Rubens, shown in this picture.

animals.

July

Using Callicott Prologues
Approval of Jack Callicott’s recently initiated theatre prologue circuit for First
National attractions has been evidenced in
the signing of fifteen theatres of the West
prologues.
these
Gore
Coast to use
Brothers and Sol Lesser, owners of the
First National franchise for Los Angeles
and Arizona territory, and of the Kinema
Theatre of this city, are the financial backers of the prologue circuit, and the first

company has been routed

San Francisco,
San Jose, Santa Clara and Santa Barbara,
from where it will travel southward, closing its tour in San Diego. This company
to

presents a prelude to the Katherine MacDonald production, “Passion’s Playground.”
The second company will accompany the

Constance
Expert.”

made

Talmadge picture, “The Love
Bookings for the prologues are

at the First

National headquarters

in

Los Angeles.

Samuel Goldwyn Arrives.
Samuel Goldwyn, president of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, has arrived on
the West Coast to remain several weeks
to

oversee

production

at

the

Goldwyn

studio in Culver City.

Circuit to Release

The

first

m
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Holubar Picture.

production to be turned out by

Allen Holubar and Dorothy Phillips will
be released through the First National Exhibitors’ Circuit, according to an announcement made by Allen Holubar. The deal
was closed by Albert Kaufman, who is
sponsoring the Holubar enterprise, and J.
D. Williams, general manager of First National.
The feature will be a seven-reel
super-special of even more elaborate character than “The Heart of Humanity.”

Davies is expected to arrive on the West
Coast within a few days.
Theatrical Notes.

Fred L. Wolf, manager of the Burbank,
on a bus trip to Goldfield, Nevada.

To Change Bills on Saturdays.
The Kinema Theatre, under the management of Jack Callicott, will open its new
presentations on Saturday instead of Sunday, as has been the rule in the past. The
move will be an innovation in picture presentation, and Mr. Callicott’s reasons for
the switching of opening days are the result
of a close* study of conditions. The opening attraction under the new schedule will
be Jack
London’s “Burning Daylight,”
which will be run from Saturday, June 26,
to the following Friday evening.

Leaves for Boston Post.
Harry Ballance, for the past two years
branch manager of the local Famous Players-Lasky exchange, has left for Boston to
take up his new duties as district manager
for the New England states. Mr, Ballance
will
be succeeded in the Los Angeles
branch by O. V. Traggard, former sales
manager of the exchange.

Quinn Returns from Tour.
A. Quinn, special traveling representative of the Special Pictures Corporation,
has returned from an extensive tour of the
country in the interests of the Comedyart
productions.
J.

MacArthur Turns Producer.
MacArthur,

former advertising
Jr.,
of the Moving Picture World, arrived in Los Angeles on June 18 to make
advance arrangements for the Invincible

manager

Peggy Wise?

You Bet She

new company organized
Mae Murray, under the direction

Art Directors Dance.

The Motion Picture Art

family at Murietta, California.

A.

International to Film at Brunton.
The International Film Company, releasing under Cosmopolitan Films, has taken
offices at Brunton Studios, and commenced
preparation to produce “Buried Treasure,”
With' Marion Davies as the star.
George
Ba er will direct the production, and Miss

vincible Corporation. Production will start
about the middle of July. Mr. MacArthur
considering adding one or two other
is
stars to the production personnel.

Michael Gore, one of the owners of the
Kinema, is spending a vacation with his

is

213

Photoplays, a

to

feature

of

Robert Leonard. Mr. MacArthur will be
located in Los Angeles for an indefinite
period as the resident director of the In-

Directors’ Association held their first annual dinner dance
at the Alexandria Hotel on Saturday evening, June 26.
A’. W. Alley, president of
the association, was in charge of the affair

and arranged an elaborate program.

New Goldwyn

Star.

An

eight pound boy was born on June
17 to the wife of Abraham Lehr, vice-presiThe
dent of the Goldwyn Corporation.
baby has been named Henry Neil Lehr.

Metro Famous Author Arrives.
Hulbert Footner, of the Metro staff of
famous authors, has arrived on the West
Coast with his family, which is settled in
a Hollywood bungalow for a few months,
while Mr. Footner will be employed in
turning out stories for Metro production.
Cuneo’s Car Runs Off Embankment.
Lester Cuneo, film actor, is suffering from
injuries received when, in trying to avoid a
woman picking flowers on the highway, his
automobile swerved to one side and ran off
an embankment between Hollywood and
Beverly Hills, turning over several times
before reaching bottom.

Big “U” to Start
Another new serial is

New

Serial

to go into production at Universal City shortly, directed by

Edward Kull and starring Eileen Sedgwick.
This new thriller is based on “The Diamond Master,” the Saturday Evening Post
mystery story by Jacques Futrelle.
Robert Rodin, who wrote the scenario
assisted by George Pyper, has made but one
important change in the original Futrelle
story, and that is, changing the .leading
character from a man to a woman, so that
Miss Sedgwick can be cast for "The Queen
of Diamonds,” which will probably be the
working title of the production.

Is and Besides She’s Got the “Habit de Riding”— See
It in Centre Picture’
“Peggy Wise,” a Frances Edmonde production. Wonder how Peggy got the fortune’
Maybe she rode the old family pride to a victory on the race track.

Frances Edmonde seen here

in

(

2

v

i
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)

x
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Group

of

Authors and Dramatists Whose Works Are Being Filmed by Metro.

— Jack London; ——Eugene
Walters; —Vincente Blasco Ibanez; — Winchell Smith: — Paul Armstrong: — Henrv Arthur Jones
—
Arthur Stringer;
A. R. Wylie;
—Bayord Veiller; 10 —'Thomas Hardy; 11 —Lewis Allen Browne; 12— Harrison Rhodes
13 — Maude Fulton; 14 — Julie Herne; 15 — Frederic Hatton; 16 —Hulbert Footner; 17 — Sir Gilbert Parker; 18 — Channing Pollock
19 — Frank Danby (Mrs. Julia Frankau); 20 — Fanny Hatton; 21 —Mark Swan; 22 — Irvin
Cobb; 23 —
W. Bell; 24 —James A. Herne
25 — F. Scott Fitzgerald;
26— Guy Bolton; 27 — George Gibbs; 28 — Avery Hopwood; 29 — Raymond Hubball; 30— Terrv Evans
31 — Justice Miles Forman; 32 — Holman Day; 33 — H. V. Esmond; 34
—
Edgar Selwyn; 35 Anthony Hope.
1
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Is in Its Best Position in Its

Accomplish Big Things
During Coming Year Says Rowland

History

to

;

policy of bigger and better picin
tures, inaugurated so successfully
1919-20, will be continued and expanded for ’1920,” says an official statement by Richard A. Rowland, president of
Metro Pictures Corporation, outlining the
company’s plans for the coming year. “Approximately fifty big productions will be
made. In wealth of story, direction, actand
ing and mounting as well as in variety
general excellence, they will be among the
greatest ever offered the exhibitor and the

O

UR

public.

,

aneous drama and contemporaneous fiction.
Eight nationally known writers of fiction
stories Irvin S. Cobb, Henry C. Rowland,
Arthur Somers Roche, F. Scott Fitzgerald,
Donn Byrne, George Kibbe Turner, Hulbert
Footner and Arthur Stringer will reinforce the literary and supervisory efforts

—

—

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiii<iiiiimiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii:iiiiiii

,

“The genius and energy of our producing
forces in our eastern and western studios
nor money to make
is sparing neither time
these features the last word in box-office
value and screen art. In addition to six big
specials, to be made by each of our stars,
there will be a series of super-productions
with all-star casts.

“No Axes to Grind.”
“The good will and success we have earned by our past relations with the exhibitor
Our picwill be continued and cemented.
tures will be rented upon a flat rental basis,
or, if it is preferred, upon the percentage
plan. We have no axes to grind. Our policy
picis a policy of ‘live and let live,’ with
tures at a price the exhibitor can afford to
pay.
“In its array of noted authors “Metro
yields supremacy to no other organization
in the industry. Accepting the truth of the
motion picture axiom that the story is the
most essential groundwork of the successful production, Metro has seen to it that
the stories for its pictures shall be the
best obtainable. No less than four established playwrights— Bayard Veiller, Eugene
Walter, Winchell Smith and Eugene Presbrey are regularly under contract with
Metro and will not only contribute their
original work, but will actively and per-

—

sonally

supervise

the

translation of that
of the theatre

work from the manuscript
to the screen.

“We have built up our authorial staff
consistently and carefully, selecting our
writers from the two fields of contempor-

Richard A. Rowland
President of the Metro Pictures Corporation.
I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiii?

of our quartet of dramatists in supplying
quality material for Metro pictures.

“Last fall we made some big claims for
our pictures, but we have more than made
good every one of them. We said we are
going to make bigger and better pictures
than Metro had ever made before. We said
we were going to stress the story and the
prestige of its authorship as prime factors.
We said that we were going to increase
substantially the popular following that
Metro productions then enjoyed.
‘All these things we are proud to say we
have accomplished. We ask no one to accept our say-so; the unsolicitied testimony
of countless exhibitors throughout this
country and Canada, and even in Europe,
will bear out these assertions. 'Never before has Metro received so many letters and
other messages of commendation from the
so-called
‘hard-headed and hard-boiled’
business men who show pictures for their

June Mathis from the novel by Vicente
Blasco Ibanez, which interested the civilized world, and which has sold past its
125th edition.

East

Indian

Picture.

“Then we will issue a production of ‘Polly
With a Past,’ with Ina Claire in the part
she enacted on the stage. This play by
George Middleton and Guy Bolton is known
Bert Lytell’s
to theatregoers everywhere.
next picture, ‘The Price of Redemption,’ is
the best thing this versatile star has ever
done. It ha% been made on a magnificent
scale, and the East Indian settings of the
novel by I. A. R. Wylie, ‘The Temple of
Dawn,’ upon which it is based, have been
reproduced with fidelity.
“We are in the market for independent
productions providing that they come up to
our exacting standards of excellence.
“Not only Bert Lytell, but Viola Dana,
May Allison,' Alice Lake and all of our
stars and featured players are doing constantly better work and gaining constantly
greater followings. Miss Dana in ‘Dangerous to Men’ has created the most favorable
impression everywhere. Her next picture,
'The Chorus Girl’s Romance,’ will conform
all the fine things that are said about her
May Allison and Alice Lake.
“May Allison, following the splendidly
intelligent portrayal she gives in ‘The
Cheater,’ by Henry Arthur Jones, is to
follow with ‘Held in Trust,’ from George
Kibbe Turner’s Red Book serial story
which attracted wide attention.
“Miss Lake, after her triumphs in ‘Should
a Woman Tell?’ and ‘Shore Acres,’ is next
to be seen in ‘The Misfit Wife,’ a powerful
emotional drama in which Miss Lake also
imparts a few deft comedy touches that
are hers inimitably. She is a fast rising
screen personality.
“In addition we have new st ar s in the
person of Doraldina, who should prove a
most potent box- office attraction, and Robert Harron, whose independent productions
will be prominent among our releases for
the coming year.”
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiii-iimiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiita?

livelihood.

Some

Releeases.

“A glance

our schedule of releases,
completed
the middle of January,
will show how well prepared Metro is to
meet the most exacting demands of exhibitors.
Our district and branch managers
everywhere are on their toes. But they
have been instructed not to oversell any
showman. Instructions to our exchanges
are to the effect that each individual production shall be sold on its merits; not exaggeiated, nor yet under-rated-.
“Naturally some of our managers and
salesmen may make big claims for our releases during the coming six or seven
months, but these pictures will justify
them. Included among these releases will
be the all-star production of ‘The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse,’ adapted by
at
until

W. E. Atkinson
Metro’s general manager.

Joseph Engel

General manager of the Metro West
Coast studios.

9
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Karger Introducing Innovations
,

Humming Again

Metro's Eastern Studios
rlTH Maxwell

Karger, director genthe helm, Metro’s New
York studios are humming with the
high-tension activity that characterized
them before war restrictions operated to
send all of the company’s producing forces
west. Finishing touches are being put on
three big special productions.
Mr. Karger marked his recent return by
eral,

at

launching "The Marriages of Mayfair,” one
of Metro’s Drury Lane melodramas from
the pen of Cecil Raleigh, with Thomas W.
Ross, of “Checkers” fame; Wilfred Lytell,
Gladys Coburn and Thea Talbot in the allstar ensemble.
The photodrama, adapted
by Julia Burnham and directed bj George
W. Terwilliger, is now virtually completed.
r

“Tyranny

Weakness” in Last Stages.
In addition, “Love, Honor and Obey,”
an S-L picture, adapted by Eugene Walter
from Charles Neville Buck’s novel “The
Tyranny of Weakness,” is in final stages
of being filmed.
Wilda Bennett, Claire
Whitney, Kenneth Harlan and Henry Harmon are in the cast. Leander de Cordova
of

the director, and the special art settings,
as in the case of “The Marriages of Mayis

were designed and executed by M.

fair,”

P.

Staulcup.
In addition, work is well advanced on
the all-star production of “Clothes,” the
satirical society drama by Avery Hopwood
and Channing Pollock, with Olive Tell and
Crauford Kent as featured players. Arthur J. Zellner scenarioized the stage play

and Fred Sittenham

To

is

has been before the camera a minute.
conforms to the type.
Want Real Life Pictures.

The

‘villain’

“What

seek

I

is

the substitution of true

What

and consistent characterization.

want

I

to project real human beings
on the screen. I want a picture to bring
to the spectators a sense of real life, of
having lived through a deeply human exto do

is

perience.
“I don’t want the obvious ‘actor’s’ gesturing and grimacing; I want the sort of
art that conceals art the little subtleties
of suggestion that go to make up a picture
of life. It's a composite work, with writer,
art director and actor all working together

—

toward one ideal.”
Karger a Hard Worker.
Mr. Karger is a tireless worker in the
cause of better pictures, and his forwardlooking opinions have earned for him the
name of being one of the really big creative
geniuses of the industry.

Among his numerous other services to
Aletro, Alaxwell Karger has been the discoverer' of not a little- stellar material. He
is
quick to spot ability, and it was this
faculty that caused him to see in Bert
Lytell an actor of great promise.
was

at Alaxwell Karger’s request that
Lytell a few weeks ago came on
from the Pacific Coast, where he had spent
nearly two years at the Hollywood studios.
He intends that Air. Lytell’s forthcoming
It

Bert

Maxwell Karger

Who

is

the director-general of the Metro
Pictures Corporation.

characterizations shall surpass even his
recent notable efforts.
It will be recalled as well that Air. Karger developed the dramatic capabilities of
Alice Lake, who, before her engagement
by Metro as a featured player in dramatic
roles, has made her name as a comedienne
with Alack Sennett, .Fatty Arbuckle and
other laugh creators.

directing.

Start Innovations.

Karger announces that he will put
into practice some of the views he has long
Air.

for the ultimate betterment of mopictures.
Chief among these is his
determination to get away from the hackneyed type of picture.
“Aly aim in motion pictures is the elimination of the obvious,” said Mr. Karger.
“We can’t have any real art on the screen
until the values of suggestion are brought

held

tion

out more importantly than they have been
heretofore.
“Alotion pictures
have established a
number of traditions that we must break
away from. They brought many of the
cheapest traditions of old melodrama. You
will find the hero labeled ‘hero’ before he

Nazimova Completes All Camera Work on
“Billions, ” Her Newest Metro Production;
“Madam Peacock" Among Four Big Specials

N

AZIMOVA

has completed all work
before the camera for her next feature production, “Billions,” adapted
by Charles Bryant from a celebrated French
stage play. This is the first of four unusual
productions which will constitute the popular Russian star’s program for the latter
part of this year and for 1911.

Has
Her character

Different Role.

in “Billions” differs sharprole in which she has ever appeared either on stage or screen and the
plot of the comedy drama is one of which
the outcome is impossible to forecast until
ly

from any

;

the

of the current New York
theatrical success, “The Acquittal,” will be
one of them.

Weiman, author

Is

Now

Editing Picture.

production of “Billions” reflects the strong personality and artistic
genius of the star. Not- only has she
enacted the principal role, but she also has
designed and supervised execution of stage
settings, given her personal attention to
lighting effects and at present is cutting,
titling and assembling the picture.
Ray C. Smallwood directed. The photography was the work of Rudolph J. Bergquist and the scenario that of Charles
Bryant.

Nazimova
Noted Russian actress, who
to display her emotional

will continue

charms

Metro productions.

in

has

entire

The swiftly moving action of the comedy
has made possible use of numerous unusual and fanciful sets, all of which have
been designed under the personal super-

been

One of the effective touches of the production comes at the opening of the picture, where the scene is laid in a fictitious
city of an equally fictitious Slavic nation.
Although the street that is revealed to the
spectator is marked by its simplicity, the
spirit of pre-war times in this particular
corner of the world the era of intrigue
and dark mysteries has been so convincingly reproduced as to arouse a doubt that
it
actually was filmed at Aletro’s Hollywood studios this year.

—
—

fade-out.

final

Although no announcement has come
from the Metro studios in Hollywood,
where Nazimova makes her pictures, regarding the complete list of plays for presentation during this year and next, it is
known that “Madame Peacock,” by Rita

The

of Nazimova.
Simplicity, however,
the keynote, even where the
bizarre was sought.
vision

Scene Will Appeal

Another

set,

to

Women.

and one that

will

delight

eye of every woman, shows the deft
feminine touch of Nazimova in the treatment of the interior of a New York apartment. The sense of ltycury and unlimited
wealth is conveyed rather by artistic arrangement of its few superb tapestries and
regal vastness of proportions than by the
unintelligently lavish expenditure of money
that
is
usually considered necessary in
such a picture.
A garden of dreams, in which an effort
has been made to visualize the ordinarily
inarticulate
mental operations
of
one
asleep, is the product of numerous conferences between the technical experts at the
Aletro plant, the electricians and Nazimova. Even a hint of the result of their
work has not as yet been disclosed to any
but the favored few who already have
been permitted to see it.
Supporting the star are Charles Bryant,
William. J. Irving, Victor Potel, John
Steppling, Alarian Skinner. Bonnie Hill,
Emmett King, Eugene H. Klum and other
noted screen players.
the

July
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Metro Schedule for Next Seven Months
Offers Twenty-six Special Productions

T

HE

On the first of- the month an all-star
including Jack Mulhall, Ruth Stonehouse, Frank Elliott and Marguerite de la
Motte, will be seen in “The Hope,” adapted
by A. S. Le Vino from the melodrama by

Metro Pictures Corporation announces the completion of a tenta.

schedule of releases from July,

tive

up to and including January, 1921. Twentysix special productions are in the list. These
include twenty made by Metro Pictures
Corporation, three by C. E. Shurtleff, Inc.,
one S-L production and one Robert Harron production. All of them are six reels
or special feature length.
The compilation of this schedule gives
an opportunity to the Metro branch and
exchange managers for a fall sales drive
of great strength. In most cases the prints
will be in the hands of the managers four
to six weeks ahead of the date of release.
Two Metro Specials will be released in
July. “Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," adapted
by June Mathis and A. P. Younger from
the stage success by C. W. Bell and Mark
Swan, goes out on July 5. It will have

an all-star cast headed by Eugene Pallette,
Ruth Stonehcuse, Kathleen Kirkham and

Henry

The

Miller, Jr.

director

is

Edward

Dillon.

Alice

Lake

as Manicurist.

On

July 19 “The Misfit Wife,” featuring
It Is an
Lake, is set for release.
adaptation by Lois Zellner and A. P.
Younger of a stage drama by Julie Herne,
daughter of the late Jajnes A. Herne. Alice
Lake’s role is that of a western manicurist
who marries into an exclusive New York
family. The director is Edward Mortimer.
Three releases are scheduled for August.
The- first will be “Held in Trust,” starring
May Allison. It will be seen on August 2.
“Held in Trust” is a picturization of the
novel by George Kibbe Turner which ran
in the Red Book Magazine.
The scenario
is by Sarah Y.
Mason. John E. Ince is
Alice

S.

co-author

November
first

novel.

with

Victor

Mapes

of

of

the

will see five productions.
month will bring forth

The
“The

Marriages of Mayfair,” adapted by Julia
Burnham from the melodrama by Cecil
Raleigh. The production was made under
the personal supervision of Mr. Karger.
George W. Terwilliger was director. The
all-star
cast
includes
Wilfred
Lytell,
Thomas W. Ross, Frank Currier, Gladys
Coburn and Thea Talbot.

Edward Sloman. The photoplay

an adaptation by A.
London’s novel.

Ina Claire as “Polly.”
“Polly with a Past,” starring Ina Claire,
goes out November 15. The screen version
of the play by George Middleton and Guy
Bolton was made by June Mathis. The
production will be made under the direction of Leander de Cordova and personally
supervised by Mr. Karger.
On November 22 “The Star Rover,”
another Shurtleff production, will be seen
with an all-star cast, including Courtenay
Foote. It is an adaptation of Jack London’s

Ibanez Picture in October.
October 4 will be the date of the big production of “The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse,” June Mathis’s adaptation of
Vicente Blasco Ibanez’s great war novel.
It will be produced under the direction of
Rex Ingram, with an all-star cast.
The Robert Harron production of “Coincidence” is to be released on October 25.

including

is

star cast.

“The New Henrietta,” from which “The
Saphead” was adapted by June Mathis.
Herbert Blache is the director.
September 27 will see the all-star production of “Clothes,” adapted by Arthur Zellner from the stage play by Avery Hopwood
and Channing Pollock. The screen version
will be produced under the personal supervision of Maxwell Karger. Olive Tell will
play the role created on the stage by Grace
George. Fred Sittenham is the director.

Mitchell
Lewis,
Helen Ferguson and William V. Mong. The
is

Raleigh and Henry Hamilton. The
is Herbert Blache.
An S-L production, “Love, Honor and
Obey,” adapted by Eugene Walter from
Charles Neville Buck’s novel, “The Tyranny of Weakness,” will be released September 6. It will have an all-star cast including Wilda Bennett, Claire Whitney, Kenneth Harlan, Henry Harmon and E. J. Ratcliffe.
The director is Leander de Cordova.
The production was made under the personal supervi^on of Maxwell Karger, di-

Smith,

marries a Yale “grind.”
Jack London Story.
On August 23 comes “The Mutiny of the
Elsinore,” a Shurtleff production with an

director

Cecil

director

Bert Lytell Feature.

who

cast

adapted by himself and Caroline Rosenthal
for the screen, is scheduled for November
8.
It will be produced under the supervision of Mr. Karger and played by an all-

“The Price of Redemption,” starring Bert
It
Lytell, is scheduled for September 15.
is an adaptation by June Mathis of I. A. R.
Wylie’s novel, “The Temple of Dawn,” directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald.
“The Saphead,” co-starring William H.
Crane and Buster Keaton, comes out on
September 20. The production was made
under the personal supervision of Winchell

“The Chorus Girl’s Romance,” starring
Viola Dana, will be Released August 16.
The picture is founded on F. Scott Fitzgerald’s
Saturday Evening Post story,
“Head and Shoulders.” Percy Heath made
the adaptation and W'illiam C. Dowlan is
the director. Miss Dana plays a shimmy

all-star

“Fine Feathers,” the Eugene Walter play,

cast

rector general.

director.

dancer

ber.

Le Vino of Jack

Five productions will go out in Septem-

May

Allison will be seen on November 29
“Are All Men Alike?” a picturization of
Arthur Stringer’s novel, “The Waffle Iron,”'
now running as a serial in McClure’s
Magazine.
in

.

The
is alloted four pictures.
the month will see “Blackmail,”
with Viola Dana as star. “Blackmail” is
a tale of the underworld by Lucia Chamberlain.
It appeared in the Saturday Evening
Post. Dallas M. Fitzgerald will direct the,
production. The scenario has been assigned
to A. S. Le Vino.

December

first

of

Christmas Releases.

“Body and

Soul,” featuring Alice Lake,
due for release December 4, is an original
play by William Hurlburt.
“The Misleading Lady,” adapted by Lois

Zellner from the successful stage play by
Charles Goddard and Paul Dickey as a
starring vehicle for Bert Lytell, will be

ready for December 20.
Another big Christmas holiday release
will be “Big Game,” an adaptation of the
stage drama by Willard Robertson and
Kilbourne Gordon. It will have an all-star
cast that will include Cleo Madison. The
release date

is

December

27.

Mrs. Humphrey Ward’s Novel.
Four productions are slated for January.
The first will be “Hearts Are Trumps,”
adapted by June Mathis from the melo-

drama of the same name by
The director is Rex Ingram.

Cecil Raleigh.
It

is

marked

for release on January 3.
"The God of His Fathers,”

a Shurtleff
production, comes out on January 10. This
is another Jack London
story, which will
be produced with an all-star cast.

May

Allison, as

star

in

Members of Metro’s Scenario Department.
scenario editor: Finis- Fox, June -Mathis. Lois Zellner and Arthur Zellner,

“The Marriage

Five Leading
Left to right:

Colonel Jasper

Ewing Brady,

have written Scenarios for many Metro successes.

all

of

whom
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of William Asch,” will be seen on January17. It is an adaptation of the novel by Mrs.

on January 24. This, by Fred Jackson, was
one of the biggest successes of the New

Humphrey Ward.

York season, with Martha Hedman

The final production of the year will be
“The Hole in the Wall,” which comes out

in the
leading role. An all-star cast will appear
in the screen version.

Ina Claire Starts Work for Metro on
Her Stage Success “Polly With a Past”
NA CLAIRE,

star

of

“The Gold Dig-

has just made her first
1 gers,”
ance before the motion picture

appear-

camera

Metro’s New York studios in a screen
version of her first big stage success, “Polly
With a Past.” She will continue to appear
in “The Gold Diggers.”
The scenario of “Polly With a Past,”
from the play by George Middleton and
Guy Bolton,” is being prepared by June
Mathis.
The first episodes are in final
form.
Miss Claire’s director is Leander de Cordova, who has just completed camera work
on the S-L production of “Love, Honor
and Obey,” Eugene Walter’s adaptation of
“The Tyranny of Weakness,” the novel by
Maxwell Karger,
Charles Neville Buck.
under whose supervision this picture will
be made, has already started training Miss
Claire in the finer points of her screen
work.
brilliant
In acquiring Ina Claire, the
young Belasco stage star, for the screen,
at

1

and in securing at the same time the picture rights to “Polly With a Past,” Metro
officials feel that they scored another coup
as sensational and important as their purchase of Blasco Ibanez’s “The Four Horsemen.”
After the contracts had been signed
Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro
Pictures Corporation, said:
“The acquisition by Metro of this gifted
young^actress as a star, and of ‘Polly With
a Past’ as the vehicle for displaying her
inimitable talents,’ is, we believe, another
evidence of the desire on Metro’s part to
give the exhibitor only the best.

“We

are

prove a box

certain

that

office

magnet

Ina

Claire will
of the greatest

potency. She has not only a tremendous
following in this country, but her admirers abroad are legion. The success of
‘Polly With a Pasl’ is too fresh in the

mind to call for comment.”
Metro announces that the production
will be on a scale of lavishness that will
public

July

—

1920

take neither time limits, cost nor painstaking effort into consideration.
Special
stress will be put on the dressing of the
production.
“Polly With a Past” had its stage premiere at the Belasco Theatre, September
6, 1917, and ran for forty weeks to record-

breaking box office receipts. Its success
was repeated on the road, where it played
continuously for more than a year. The
authors of “Polly With a Past” are George
Middleton and Guy Bolton. Each has a
long

list

of stage successes to his credit.
Miss Claire said, “that I am

“I realize,”
faced with a

somewhat more difficult probpresenting this characterization on
the screen. Part of the effect which I contrived by striking colors on the stage will
have to be discounted.
“I designed my own costumes for the
stage play with Mr. Belasco’s. aid and I
have designed them for the screen. I rely
almost wholly on design to accomplish
lem

the

in

same sweeping

Rosen

results.”

to Direct

May

Allison

Philip E. Rosen has been signed by Metro
to direct “Are All Men Alike?”, May Allison’s new starring vehicle. Mr. Rosen has
moved into his office at the Metro studios
and is completing preparations for starting
the actual filming of the picture, which
was adapted by A. P. Younger from Arthur
Stringer’s story, “The Waffle Iron,” as published in McClure’s Magazine.

The Line-Up of the Directors Who Will Guide Metro’s Future Productions.
—Herbert Blache; 2— Rex Ingram; 3 M. P. Staulcup, art director; 4— Edward Sloman; S— Henry Otto; 6 John
Fitzgerald; 8 Ray Smallwood.

—

10,

—

E. Ince

7

— Dallas

M.

July

10,
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Add Fitzgerald and Stringer
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started work on a screen version of “Fine
Feathers,” which will shortly go into pro-

Metro's
List of Prominent Authors; Writers Are
Watching Production of Their Stories

F

SCOTT FITZGERALD

and Arthur

Stringer are announced by Metro
* as the most recent additions to the
company’s list of authors. Contracts have
just been concluded whereby Metro obtains
first call on the literary output of Mr. Fitzgerald and Mr. Stringer.
“The signing of these contracts,” said
Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro,
“means that Metro has a great literary
Each one is a writer who
department.
has obtained a large following on the stage
or in the magazines, and, moreover, each
one is a writer capable of producing pictures of distinct originality, popular ap-

and artistic value.
“The contracts of these writers call for
from four to seven original screen stories
a year and an option on their magazine
stories.
In most cases the writer is also
under contract personally to assist in the
peal

production.

In this
the creative writer’s complaint that ‘everything is
changed’ once the story gets into scenario
form.

supervision

From Four

the

of

way we hope

to get

to

away from

Seven Original

Stories.

“As a matter of fact, stories are not
changed except to meet the exigencies of
screen technique. That’s why we demand
that the author be actually on the ground
for the filming of the story. When changes
are made his assistance is usually imperative.
He is the man with the idea, that’s
why he is so highly paid. It’s his story
that has been bought. But his story has to
be of practical screen value. It has to be
‘workable.’
“The scenario writer doesn’t like to make
changes of his own volition. If the author
isn’t
there
for
consultation,
however,
changes have to be made.
The Metro
writers have to learn the technique of the
screen. And we look to them to develop
that technique.”
Of the two writers just signed, F. Scott
Fitzgerald already has his first picture in

This is “The Chorus
Romance,” founded upon Mr. Fitzgerald’s
Saturday Evening Post story
“Head and Shoulders.” In it Viola Dana
production by Metro.
Girl’s

appears as the shimmy dancer who gets
married to a Yale “grind.” The production
is being completed at Metro’s Hollywood
studios. A second Fitzgerald picture, “The
Offshore Pirate,” is scheduled for early
production.
First Stringer Picture.

Mr. Stringer’s first picture is “Are All
Alike?” This will also be done at
Hollywood, with May Allison as the star.
“Are All Men Alike?” is founded on Mr.
Stringer’s novel “The Waffle Iron,” now
running serially in McClure’s.

to

duction.

Bayard Veiller, besides his activities as
chief of production at Hollywood, is writing the scenario for a new picture which
will be the sequel to “Within the Law.”
The same characters will be used and developed in a new story. Winchell Smith
at Hollywood has completed production of
“The Saphead,” co-starririg William H.

Meanwhile the three big dramatists, who
are the backbone of Metro’s literary forces,
are actively at studio work.
Eugene Walter has just completed camwork on his first picture, “Love, Honor

Crane and Buster Keaton.

era

Smith’s

and

of

West

Sixty-first street,

This is Mr.
an adaptation
Henrietta,” which Mr. Smith

picture.

It

is

“The New
and Victor Mapes wrote as a modernized
version of Bronson Howard’s “The Hen-

Obey,” an adaptation of Charles
Buck’s novel “The Tyranny of
Weakness,” produced by Arthur Sawyer
and Herbert Lubin at Metro’s New York
Neville

studios in

first

rietta.”

and has

Such

is

Metro’s literary forecast.

June Mathis Praises Four Horsemen"
Rex Beach Will Direct it on Coast
'

UNE MATHlS,

head of Metro’s scenario department, left the New York
studios recently for Hollywood to assist in what she regards as Metro’s greatest effort— the production of Ibanez’ “The
Four Horsemen of the 'Apocalypse.”
Miss Mathis came to New York several
weeks ago when the intention was to have
the production made here.
It was
later
decided to have the production switched
back to the Pacific Coast, where the locations afford better opportunities for the
realization of Miss Mathis’ ideals.
“Rex Ingram will direct the production.

scenes, of course, will be those depicting
the Battle of the Marne.”
Miss Mathis conferred with the author
in Chicago. Senor Ibanez had already had
experience with motion pictures in France
and his understanding of screen technique
facilitated the preparatory stages of the

J

work.

probably the most important assignto a director this year and I
am very glad Rex Ingram got it,” said Miss
Mathfs. “I regard him as among the greatest directors.
I am sure he will do marvelous work on ‘The Four Horsemen.’
“I think ‘The Four Horsemen’ will be
an inspiration to everybody connected with
it.
I have lived with the story for months
and have written and rewritten the scenIt

is

ment given

ario.

Follows Book Closely.

“The screen version follows the book
closely. I have retained the South American opening, with the character of Madathe Centaur.
The Four Horsemen
themselves w ll be seen, carrying out the
riaga,

;

description in the Book of the Apocalypse
of John’s vision, which the war made so
true
of Pestilence, Death, Famine and
War riding through the human race. The
drawings of Albert Durer will afford guidance in these scenes. Then there will be
the scenes of the fast social life in Paris,
with Julio as the society tango dancer amid
the frivolous atmosphere that made Paris
what it was in those days. The biggest

—

Holds Meeting with Author.
I telephoned Senor Ibanez at the
Auditorium Annex in Chicago/’ related
Miss Mathis, “he seemed disappointed that
I knew neither French nor Spanish, as he
does not speak English.
“Vicente Blasco Ibanez is about 45 and
wonderfully brilliant. We spoke through
an interpreter, but I found the novelist’s

“When

face so expressive, his gestures so eloquent, that oftetj I knew his meaning before the interpreter spoke, and it seemed
that he was just as quick to understand me.
“Ibanez evidently .expected that I would
have a complete scenario for him to look
over. I had discussed the production with
Richard A. Rowland, read the book carefully and outlined my plans mentally, but

wanted to talk them over with Mr. Karger before proceeding further.
Makes Big Suggestions.

I

“Senor Ibanez made several wonderful
suggestions. In fact, he showed a remarkable knowledge of the making of motion
pictures, at least from the European angle.”
Miss Mathis set to work immediately
on the scenario and had a completed draft
ready when Ibanez arrived in Hollywood
He gave unfor a second conference.
qualified approval to the first draft of the

work.
But

more

Miss
to be

Mathis felt that there was
done with it. Upon this pic-

Men

Irvin S. Cobb’s first picture will be “The
Five Dollar Baby.” This will be produced
under the personal supervision of the author at Hollywood.
George Kibbe Turner’s first picture,
“Held in Trust,” founded on his serial story
of the same name in the Red Book Magazine, is now being finished at Hollywood,
with May Allison in the star role.
Eugene Presbrey is already at work at
the Pacific Coast studios, adapting himself
to the business of writing continuity.
He
will shortly be joined there by Hulbert
Footner, Arthur Somers Roche and Mr.
Cobb.
Special quarters have been prepared for the writers, away from the turmoil of the studio, but near enough so that
the writers will be actually on the ground
for their productions.

The Trio That Looks After Metro’s Business
Left to right:

Cohen,

who

is

manager;

Interests.

K. Stern, auditor, and H.
manager of the foreign department.

E. M. Saunders, sales

C.

J.
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The Stars That Are Now Shi ning on Metro s Horizon from Their Latest Photographs.
Robert Harron who will make four big pictures a year; Ina Claire; Buster Keaton, who will appear
Saphead and then follow up with a two-reel comedy series; May Allison, Vioia Dana and Bert Lytell.

1

From

July

left to right:

10,

in

1920

“The
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turization she had staked everything; she
it the biggest opportunity ever offered
to a scenario writer. It was to be the big
felt

Metro

production with which Maxwell Karger at
first planned to
signalize his return to
Metro’s New York studios in West Sixtyfirst street.

But Miss Mathis was again held on the
Coast for the production of “Hearts Are
Trumps,” the Drury Lane melodrama,
which is to be one of Metro’s forthcoming
releases.
When this was filmed Miss
Mathis came on to New York again for
“The Four Horsemen.”

Bayard

to

Present Bert Lytell in Four

Specials Produced in

B

ERT LYTELL

has

started

camera

work on “The Misleading Lady,” by
Charles Goddard and Paul Dickey, at
Metro’s New York studios.
This is the
of four pictures selected by Mr. Lyfor New York production and will occupy his time for a year. Their production
marks the return of the popular star to
first
tell

Metro Production ChiefSidetracks Traditions for Big Results

B

Veiller

AYARD VEILLER,
now

,

the

dramatist,

is

installed as chief of production

West Coast studios in Hollywood. He assumed his new duties immeat

diately
fornia

Metro’s

upon
from

his return to Southern
his recent trip to

Cali-

New York,
where, among other things, he figured
prominently in Metro’s negotiations for the
services of several distinguished authors,
including Irvin S. Cobb, George Kibbe Tur-

ner and Arthur Somers Roche.
Mr. Veiller, who won a reputation as the
author of “Within the Law,” “The Thirteenth Chair” and other notable stage,
plays, has been with Metro since last February as one of its quartet of successful
playwrights, the other three being Eugene
Walter, Winchell Smith and Eugene Presbrey. His initial arrangement with Metro
was to write four original screen stories
a year. He was on the West Coast when
he signed up and was, of course, immediately given an office in the studios, with
access to every part of the lot.
Supervises Literary Material.

The writer of stage plays, suddenly
transplanted to the environment of a motion picture establishment, found so much
to interest and absorb him in the newer of
the mimic arts that soon he was more enthusiastic over the possibilities of the
screen than he had been over the scope
and influence of the stage, it is said. He
detected at once a number of ways in
which, in his opinion, motion pictures
might be improved, and so constructive
were his suggestions that Metro officials
decided to make him chief of production.
Important among Mr. Veiller’s new responsibilities will be the personal supervision of all literary material considered
for screen translation, as well as close inspection of the scenarios constructed by
the staff writers. He will also keep a close

watch on the progress
ductions as they are

New

York Studio

the East after two years spent at Metro’s
western studios in Hollywood.
Following “The Misleading Lady,” Mr.
Lytell will be seen in “A Message from
Mars,” the fantastic comedy by Richard
Gathoney which Charles Hawtrey played
on the stage for many years.
Then comes “The Prisoner of Zenda,” a
screen version of Anthony Hope’s novel,
in which Air. Lytell will play Rudolph Rassendyl. This is a role in which Mr. Lytell
scored one of his greatest stage successes
as a stock company leading man.
It will
be the first essentially romantic role of his
recent screen career.

of the various proat the Holly-

In

made

wood

Different

Role.

Mr.

studios.
Mr. Veiller is singularly open-minded in
his estimate of the present status and coming possibilities of motion pictures.
He
believes they are destined for a larger
sphere of influence and greater popularity
even than they have enjoyed hitherto. He
states his candid belief that the art is still
in its infancy, but that producers and all

Lytell’s recent characterizations have
marked a crescendo of achievement as
Tito, the Italian modiste, in “Lombardi,
Ltd.”; as “Beauty” Steele, the cynical lawyer, in “The Right of Way,” and as Jimmy
Valentine, in Paul Armstrong’s play “Alias

other creative minds engaged in producing
motion pictures are steadily reaching out
after improved methods and a
higher
standard of art. He declares he does not
recognize any fixed or arbitrary screen
technique, nor are there any traditions

did

that

he would hesitate to violate

efforts to

make

in

his

pictures better.

Talbot Writing Continuity
for Alice Lake Feature
AVDEN TALBOT, former newspaperman, author, playwright and scenario
writer, has been engaged by Bayard
Veiller, chief of production at Metro’s West
Coast studios in Hollywood, to prepare the

“Body and Soul,” the forthcoming special production with an all-star
cast headed by Alice Lake.
The screen version of “Body and Soul,”
which was originally written by William

continuity for

Hurlburt, will be completed shortly. Production will start the latter part of next
It
is
week.
a psychological melodrama
based on the dual personality of a young
girl in
Paris, who becomes an artist’s
model, is wrongfully accused of the murder
of a friend

and

is

finally vindicated.

Edmund Mortimer, who

directed Miss
her recently finished picture, “The
Misfit Wife,” will again direct the star.
Forrest Stanley will play the male lead.

Lake

in

—

Jimmy
Henry

Valentine,”

founded

on

the

O.

story.

played ‘myself’ pretty much when I
‘Jimmy,’” said the star, commenting
upon the production. “I like best a role
in which I can completely submerge my
own personality. ‘The Price of Redemption,’ I’m convinced, afforded me the greatest opportunity of my career.”
“After ‘The Price of Redemption,’ ‘The
Misleading Lady’ will be in the nature of
a pleasant vacation,” said Mr. Lytell. “But
it’s brilliant comedy, and Jack Craigin, the
construction engineer who develops into
a ‘cave man’ in order to teach a lesson to
the woman who has led him to false aspira“I

a likeable character.”
Air. Lytell, the only member
of the cast yet announced is Frank Currier,
who will play the lunatic escaped from a
sanitarium in the Adirondacks who surprises the construction engineer and the
misleading lady at his bungalow.
“The Alisleading Lady” was one of the
big Broadway successes of a few seasons
tions,

is

Outside of

back.
In “The Alessage from Mars,” that will
follow this production, Air. Lytell will appear in Charles Hawtrev’s stage role
The play was presented by Air. Hawtrey
for several years in England and this country and twice revived in England with undiminished popularity.
In “The Prisoner of Zenda,” the third
production for Air. Lytell, there will be a
revival of the spectacular features of the
days when romantic drama was the vogue.

July

10,
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Separate Authors' Building With Garden
Latest Addition to Metro's Western Studios
-m
i

ETRO'S new garden

yr

1v0 °d,
VI home

planned

as

studios at Hollythe permanent

future dramatists and
nearing completion. The
structure, in the shape of a double “L,”
partly surrounding a garden, a fountain
and arbor-covered out-of-door spaces for
the exercise of literary minds and imaginations, will be ready for occupancy within
a short time, according to word just received from the Pacific Coast at Metro’s
of

story writers,

home
The

its

is

Longacre Building.
walls between the offices are soundproof. Floors of the sanctums, and of the
hallways along which they are aligned, are
thickly carpeted, so that no clatter of
hurly-burly will intrude upon the silent
meditations of the authors as they write.
In the beautiful frame structure Bayard
Veiller, as chief of productions and “daddy”
of the scenario and story writers, will

make

offices in the

his headquarters,

and be surrounded

S. Cobb, Eugene
Rowland and Hulbert
Footner and by members of the Metro
scenario staff, among them Finis., Fox,

by Winchell Smith, Irvin
Presbrey,

Percy

Henry

Heath, A.

C.

P.

Younger, Sarah

Y.

Mason and Albert Shelby Le Vino.
Authors’

Completed.

Building

The authors’ building

is

the

latest imto be com-

portant construction operation
pleted at Metro’s West Coast studios. Recently the new fireproof paint and assembling shops were finished and work is going along rapidly on a three-story shipping
and property building. This will include
a separate property room for each company.
Meanwhile great strides have been made
toward the completion of a fourth enclosed
stage, of steel and glass construction, on
the additional five-acre lot that lies next
to the main lot of the studios at Cahuenga
•

avenue and Romaine street. When this is
done it will give Metro four large dark
stages for interior photography under artificial

lights.
facilities in

the West now include
the original extensive studios in Hollywood, with the addition of an equally large

Metro

Three

New Views

of the

directly across the street, for future
expansion, and also a sixty-five acre tract
of land in San Fernando Valley. This was
acquired recently to furnish settings.
Six Stages on Main Lot.
lot

There are

in the main Metro lot in Hollystages, two of which are open
and the other four, the last of which is
undergoing finishing touches in the shape
of electrical equipment, dark.

wood

six

Laboratories, cutting rooms and photographic workshops of various kinds have

221
been put up to keep pace with the improve-

ment

of

the

where scenes are

facilities

photographed.
Four
fireproof
cutting
rooms, separate buildings for the plaster
modeling department and art tile department and a storehouse for surplus scenery
were built and furnished.
A two-story building containing five artists’ studios, two lettering shops and a
number of storerooms, houses the art department. On the studio grounds a storehouse 140 feet in length has been built for
laying away extra flats and other studio
equipment when not in use.

The capacity of the studios in Hollywood
as yet has not been tested to the full, but
ten companies easily can work there without interfering with each other.

Success of All-Star Special Pictures
Causes Metro to Plan More for Future
SPECIAL

success recently with allproductions of stage hits and
best selling novels has caused to be
included prominently in Metro’s plans for
the future a still further and more extensive production of this class of picture.
With the inauguration of the “fewer and
better” series of great productions last
fall it soon became evident to the produc-

E

star

1

ing staff at the company’s big studios in
Hollywood that to present such stories
and plays as the company has purchased
for the screen it would be necessary to
contract for not one star in such photoplays but entire casts of stellar grade.
“Though we are aware that the public
is
interested in personalities,” remarked
an official of the Metro organization, “we
are no less aware that, after all, the story
is the thing
the production. What people
really go to the motion picture theatres for
is t® be entertained, and if the picture presented is weak for lack of proper balance,
or is top-heavy because of the prominence
of the part a star is to enact, then that
picture has failed in entertainment value.

—

Preserving the Personalities.

“The solution

of this, obviously, is not
to do away with stars, not arbitrarily to
say, ‘No matter whether you like this star

or not, she or he is not suited to the story
and so we won’t let you see that star.’ It
is
rather the reverse
since the public
likes personalities, yet does not feel satisfied merely with a series of close-ups of
stars, then cast into the production several
players of first-water ability, so that it
shall not be necessary for one star to carry
the entire picture.
“This arrangement is really much better
for the principal players.
Every actor
knows that unless the cast works together,
unless every one of the stage plays up to
the mood demanded of a scene, that scene
will fail; it will drop like an airplane striking a dead spot or an air-pocket.”
For the future Metro has ambitious plans
along the lines of all-star production.
Among the big specials of this sort which
are either in production or soon to be are
“The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,”
by the Spanish novelist, Vicente Blasco
Ibanez; “Big Game,” the stage drama by
:

Willard Robertson and Kilbourne Gordon
which was presented in New York this
season; “Some One in the House,” from
Larry Evans’ stage hit; “The Turning of
the Worm,” a story by Hannah Hinsdale;
Irvin S. Cobb’s “The Five-Dollar Baby,”
“The Marriages of Mayfair,” by Cecil Raleigh.

Hollywood West Coast Studios of the Metro Pictures Corporation.
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Among Busy Film Exchangemen
IIMilUlillUIII

Canada

Baltimore
Jenkins Down on the Farm.
M. Courtney Jenkins, otherwise known as
“Make-It-Plain” Jenkins, resigned as Baltimore representative of the Republic Film
Corporation on Saturday, June 26. Mr. Jenkins is spending a couple of weeks down on
the farm, but will soon join another company.
Ballinger Representing Selznick.
W. E. Ballinger, who has represented Select in Baltimore for some time, will now
handle the Baltimore and Maryland territory for the Selznick.

Smeltzer Returns to Washington.
R. Smeltzer, formerly manager of the
Washington, D. C., office of Republic Film
Company, and who has lately been in the
Baltimore territory for Pathe, has returned

the Pathe
office, succeeding E. R. Champion, who successfully managed that office for two years
and has now gone to New York to join the
forces of the Associated Producers.

to

Washington, D.

.C.,

to

manage

Galanty With Hodkinson.
S. Galanty has taken over the Baltimore
territory for TV. TV. Hodkinson as that company’s representative. Mr. Galanty has been
in the film business for four and a half years
and was formerly in the ’Frisco and Omaha
territories representing Pathe.

Exhibitors See “Wonder Man.”
Before an audience of several hundred
people, including exhibitors and their friends
of Baltimore, “The Wonder Man,” featuring
Georges Carpentier, was privately shown
night of June 27 at the New Theatre. The
theatre was loaned for the occasion by Louis
A. DeHoff, manager of the Whitehurst Theatrical Enterprises, and was held under the
auspices of the Washington office of Robertson-Cole, of which M. A. Levy is manager.

Kansas City
•

Salesmen Out for Themselves.
F. W. Young, formerly with RobertsonCole in Kansas City, and Joseph Fieldman,
special representative, have severed their
connections with that firm and have formed
a partnership for the purpose of distributing
the Blizzard ventilating and cooling system
throughout Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri.
E. J. Tilton, formerly with Robertson-Cole
in Omaha, is now working for the Kansas
He will travel to cities
City branch office.
in this territory.

Hatch With First National.
W. Hatch, formerly with the Select Pictures Corporation in St. Louis, is now manS.

ager for the Association First National Pictures for Southwestern Missouri territory.
His offices are in the Film Exchange Building.

Buffalo
“Bill” Allen
“Bill” Allen,

Named

manager

Officer.

of the Buffalo Vita-

has been named secretary and
treasurer of the Buffalo Exchange Managers’
Association. These offices, formerly held by
Henry E. Wilkinson, now Pittsburgh Realart manager, and P. H. Smith, RobertsonCole chief, respectively, have been combined.
Many grievances have been settled in the
past few months by the association and a
great number of exhibitor claims adjusted
through the co-operation of the Hoy Reporting Agency.
Allan S. Moritz, manager of
Famous Players’ exchange, says the work of
the agency is most satisfactory and is doing

graph

much

office,

better relations between the exchange and the exhibitor.
F. P.-L. Enlarges Staff.
A. S. Moritz, manager of the Paramount
exchange, announces the engagement of
to

George M. Rowell, formerly

selling film, as

members

of his sales

Mr. Moritz also announces plans being
rushed for the opening celebration in the
new building in Franklin street, just above
Chippewa, which will be ready for occupancy in a few weeks. A big party will s>e
held, and it will be "big” in every sense of
the word, declares Mr. Moritz. It is planned
to have exhibitors as guests.
Sheehan in Cleveland.
Clayton M. Sheehan, division manager for
Fox, with headquarters in Buffalo, is in
Cleveland in charge of the exchange there
during the absence on vacation of the manager there. J. H. Greenwald, manager of the
Buffalo office, announces the Albany exchange will open August 1. Alberte Rosenvald, representative in Brazil for Fox, was
a visitor at the local office the week of June
21, studying policy and principles of operation.
Mr. Greenwald reports business booming despite the warm weather.
K nappe n Signs Up Contracts.

San Francisco

staff.

Chicago and
Detroit for Famous Players and Vitagraph,
and M. Rose, who has been traveling through
in

Harry

L.

Knappen, new manager of the

First National exchange, who recently came
here from the Select office in ’Frisco, returned from a tour of the territory on Monday, June 28, with a suitcase filled with conMr. Knappen
tracts for the new franchise.

has engaged Murray Hawkins, formerly with
Select in ’Frisco, as a

member

of his sales

Hayes, former RobertsonCole manager and now First National city
sales manager, reports business holding up
unusually well throughout the territory. R.
H. Clark, general manager New York State,
was in Buffalo Saturday, June 26, for a conference with Mr. Knappen.
Harry E. Lotz, manager of the Realart
office, and his staff pulled up stakes Monday,
June 28, and moved into the new and elaborately equipped exchange offices on the
second floor of the new building just completed in Franklin street, north of Chippewa,
and directly opposite the new Warner Exchange Building. Realart will have the entire second floor and Famous Players will
occupy the first floor.
The Realart office
was filled with flowers from exhibitors in
the territory on opening day. Mr. Lotz has
added C. Nathanson, formerly with Realart
in western territory, to the local sales staff.
Mr. Lotz reports Shea’s Hippodrome packed
them in during the showing of “The Stolen
Kiss” the week of June 28.
Tru-Art Office Expands.
Fred W. Zimmerman, manager of the TruArt office, 221 Franklin street, is now occupying the entire first floor of the building.
This was formerly used by Realart and Mr.
Zimmerman had a corner of the office. TruArt is handling the Clara Kimball Young
subjects and Shea’s Hippodrome showed “For
the Soul of Rafael” the first part of the week
of June 28. A. W. Young, assistant manager
at Tru-Art, has been acting as manager of
the Central Park Theatre during the absence
of Elmer C. Winegar at the Shrine convenstaff.

“Eddie”

tion in Seattle.

Crane Goes to Detroit.
E. A. Crane, who has been managing the
local Robertson-Cole exchange, has accepted
the management of the Detroit Associated
Producers’ office and will assume active duties July 5.
Mr. Crane succeeded E. O. Hayes
as R-C manager and P. H. Smith, former
First National manager, has succeeded Mr.
Crane.
Buffalo Exchange Notes.
Fred Sliter, eastern supervisor for Robertson-Cole, was in Buffalo the week of June
21 installing P. H. Smith as local manager.

Henry

E. Wilkinson, former Realart manager, returned to Buffalo Monday, June 21,
and left with his family for Pittsburgh,

where he is now boosting Realart.
“Buck” Taylor has his big National gon-

dola all ready for an extended tour of the
Adirondacks with his family. “C. A.,” who
is Pioneer chief, reports “The Lost City” going big in the towns of Western New York.

Salesman Becomes Manager.
George C. Blumenthal, for the past four
years with the Metro Pictures Corporation
and a star salesman for that concern, has
been appointed manager of the exchange to
be opened here shortly by the Educational
Film Corporation. Quarters have teen secured in the heart of “Film Row” and Mr.
Blumenthal expects to be booking service
very shortly. He has been succeeded at the
Metro branch as salesman by E. J. McCall,
formerly with Vitagraph in the Middle West.
Goes to Associated Producers.

W.

A. Crank, for several years in charge
of the Mutual and Robertson-Cole exchange
in this city, has tendered his resignation to
accept the position of manager of the San

Francisco

branch

ducers, the change
A location for the

the Associated Proof
to be effective July 5.

new exchange has not
been selected, but one will be chosen on
Film Row.
New Blood for Selznick Forces.
Harry D. Goldberg, formerly in charge of
the Atlanta, Ga., exchange, has been made
manager of the San Francisco Selznick
branch and has arrived to take over his new
duties.
He states that he has long wanted
to make his home here and that he is in
love wiht the town, the climate and the big
houses he has seen, which gets him off to a
fine start.
He has appointed B. R. Miller
assistant manager and promoted E. J. Cantwell from the position of booker to that of
salesman and L. Peters from shipper to
booker.
F. G. Bennett, Selznick auditor, is
here for a stay of a few weeks, having come
by way of the Northwest.

John Visits Branch House.
John, of the Pioneer Film Corvisiting the branch at Los Angeles, conducted under the management of
Sam Whitehead. While in the Southland he
was treated to a moving exhibition in the
form of an earthquake.
St.

Floyd

St.
poration, is

Washington
Metro Man Association Vice-President.
George W. Fuller, manager of the local
Metro exchange, has been elevated from the
office of vice-president of the Washington
Exchange Managers’ Association to its presidency, following the resignation of President Champion.
The executive committee
of the organization also selected Lester W.
Rosenthal, of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation as vice-president to succeed Mr.
Fuller.
The annual election of the association will not take place until November.
O’Donnell and McShane in Partnership.
D. F. O’Donnell, former manager of the
National Picture Theatres exchange, and
Ed. McShane, former salesman for Select
Pictures Corporation and at one time manager of the exchange of the Mutual Film
Corporation, have entered a partnership and
will operate an independent exchange under
the name of the Federal Film Company.

Three Exchanges Under One Head.
Republic and National Picture Theanow all under the one roof in the
Mather Building and under the management of W. A. V. Mack, who came here from
Philadelphia to become manager of the combined outfit. At present the three organizaSelect,
tres are

tions are kept independent as separate units
with common distribution and management.

Change

in

Hodkinson Managers.

Milstein, local manager for W. W.
Hodkinson, will leave Washington shortly
for Pittsburgh, Pa., where he will manage
the exchange to be established by the Associated Producers.
It is rumored that Rudolph Berger, formerly' of this city, but now
head of the Philadelphia exchange for Hodkinson, is coming back to head an exchange
here.
J.

R.

ALBERT

.VARGAS'
X
X

Of—
Clara Kimball

Young
IN

“FOR THE SOUL
OF RAFAEL”
The EXHIBITOR’S

One

HERALD said:-

of the hest of Clara

Youngs

Kimhall

long career in moving pic-

— As fine a piece of work as
has graced the silver screen in a long
time — Will create and warrant un-

tures

usual exploitation on the part of
Exhibitors.
•

J ust as a

by
by

•

•

all

•

wondrous sapphire winsadmiration

own beauty and establishes its
its own intrinsic worth so does

value
Clara
Kimball Young in “For The Soul of Rafael”
stand apart as something finer: as the present era’s highest expression of the advanced art of the beautiful motion picture.
its

Your

nearest Equity

Franchise

Holder

will acquaint you with the necessary details
for arranging playing engagements.

/fin
.

July

10,
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§

Novelty in Orchestra Feature.
Quaint and delightful effect has been
achieved at the Chestnut Street Opera House.
As an overture to the feature “The Eyes of
the World” the first violinist, Don Simpkins,

Louisville Locals
Building.

RTICLES

of

House for Negroes.
incorporation were
last

A.

filed

in

week by

the County Clerk’s office
the People’s Amusement Company, which intends to provide motion pictures and vaudeThe capital stock
ville theatres for negroes.
is $2,500.

Shooting Affray at Camp Theatre.
Investigation is being made of a shooting
affair at the Seemore Theatre, just outside
Most of the audiof Camp Zachary Taylor.
ence left the theatre hurriedly when the
shots were fired. It was said that the operator had become involved in an argument
with some soldier spectators in the gallery,
and when he exclaimed, “Bring on your
M. P.’s,” a general uprising took place. The
shots were then fired by the operator and
The
soldiers below began a search for him.
operator was not found and it was said he
later
had left through a back window. He
claimed that some of the soldiers had attempted to steal some films and that he had

them away.
Sale of Masonic Theatre Confirmed.
Formal confirmation of the sale of the Masonic Temple by the Masonic Widows and
fired in the air to scare

Home to E. M. Flexner & Son at
$300,000 net to the seller was effected a few
days ago and the deed to the building will
Orphans’

A
plays Kreisler’s “Caprice Viennoices.”
light thrown against the musicians allows
their shadows to fall upon the big drop curtain so that the audience sees their performance phantom-like, reflected in silhouette.
The lighting effects and the arranging of
the music was done by Sidney Dowenstein,
the director of the Chestnut Street Opera
House symphony orchestra.

Attractions Ending July 3
New York City.
Broadway.

— “Burning

—
— “Suds.”
—
—
—
week).
Chicago.
Randolph. — “Suds.”
Castle. — “The Mollycoddle.”
Barbee’s. — “The Idol Dancer.”
Playhouse. — “The Boomerang.”
Casino. — “Alias Miss Dodd.”
Orchestra Hall. — “A Cumberland Romance.”
Ziegfeld. — “Romance.”
Rieviera. — “The Love Expert.”
State-Lake. — “Bab’s Candidate.”
Strand.

Rivoli.
“Homer Comes Home.”
Rialto.
“Jenny Be Good.”
Capitol.
“The Slim Princess.”
Criterion.
“Humoresque” (fifth

—Minneapolis.

New
New
New
New

—
—
—

The amusement company, which is owned
by the Keith interests, has been notified of
the sale and of the fact that the purchaser
would require the property, but no response

Lyric. — “A Woman’s Man.”
Family. — “Camille of the Yukon.”
Philadelphia.
Stanley. — “A Fool and His Money.”
Arcadia. — “Old Lady Thirty-one.”
Palace. — “Alias Jimmy Valentine.”
Victoria. — “The Woman in Room 13.”
Locust. — “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.”
Rivoli. — “A Tale of Two Cities.”
Imperial. — “The River’s End.”
Coliseum. — “Why Change Your Wife?”
Capitol. — "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.”
Regent. — “A Lady in Love.”
Chestnut Street O. H. — “The Eyes of the
World” (third week).
Garrick Theatre. — “Shepherd of the Hills.”

W. Flex-

Philadelphia Reports
Interesting the Kiddies.
O aid children in facility of composition,
the Stanley Company offers awards for
the best essays on the picturization of
“Treasure Island,” announced for the Stanley
week of July 12. There are but two conditions governing.
One is that the picture
must be seen. The second is that the spectator write about it, on one side of the paper
only, in 500 words.
School Report Chrd as Admission.
The management of the West Allegheny
announces, beginning July 7, inauguration
of a special scholars’ matinee, to be followed
by a similar performance each week thereafter until school opens.
The current attraction will be shown in all details as
though a regular performance. All that is
necessary for admission is the pupil’s report
card showing the bearer has passed the ex-

T

amination and has been a good scholar.
Uncle Sam’s war tax of 1 cent must be paid
by the scholar.
Dorothy Gish in Person.
Dorothy Gish made a personal appearance
at the Grand Theatre in Camden last week,
in spite of the fact that

“On With the Dance”

was being shown. General Manager Joseph
Murphy arranged a very inviting reception

for the screen star at the theatre, which gave
Miss Gish a fine opinion of Camden hospitality.

3.

Change Your Wife?”

(third

week).

Grand and Liberty. — “The Dancin’ Fool.”
Olympic. — “The Desperate Hero.”
Columbia. — “The Gift Supreme.”
Blackstone. — “Remodeling Her Husband.”
Cameraphone. — “The Deep Purple.”
Loew’s Lyceum. — "The Cheater.”

—

—

Wives.”
Shubert-Teck.

— “Desert

and

Raand

Gold.”

Boston.

—

—
—
Superba. — “Human Stuff.”
Garrick. — “A Lady in Love.”
Victoria. — “Jenny, Be Good.”
Tally’s Broadway. — “Don’t Ever
—

(second week).

Marry”

Alhambra.— “The Brand of Lopez.”
dune’s Broadway.— “Let’s Be Fashionable.”
Symphony.

— "Bubbles.”

Cincinnati.
— “The Price
Woman Pays.”
B. F. Keith’s. — “Miss Hobbs.”
Strand. — “Alias Jimmy Valentine.”
Walnut.— “The Fighting Shepherdess.”
Grand. — “The Mollycoddle.”
— “The Woman and the Puppet.”
Palace. — “The City of Masks.”

Lyric.

Gifts.

HE

in course of erection in Sharon, is expected
to be finished and ready for business about
September 1. This house will have a capacity of 800 and will cost about $65,000.

Will Continue to Expand.
progressing rapidly on the new
Liberty Theatre at Mercer. This house will
be finished by the first of October, it is expected, and will represent an investment of
$110,000.
The building will be five stories
in height and will have more space for offices,
in addition to five storerooms.
Mr.
Young, while in Pittsburgh recently, stated

Work

is

company is in the market for firstclass houses and expects to have a string of
fifteen to twenty by the first of next year.
that his

Majestic.— “The Silver -Horde.”
Tremont Temple. “Kathleen Mavourneen.”
Globe. “Twins of Suffering Creek” and
“The Girl in 29.”
*
Park. “No. 99.”
Modern. “The House of Toys.”
Boston. “The Joyous Trouble Makers.”
Los Angeles.
Grauman’s. “The Prince Chap.”
Kinema. “Burning Daylight.”
California.
“The Great Accident.”
Rialto.
The Mollycoddle” (second week).

—
—
—
—

Chain Firm Building Two.
Alpha Motion Picture Company, of
Sharon, of which F. E. Young is general
manager, and which operates theatres at
Sharon,
Mercer, Grove City, Jamestown,
Sharpsville, Pa., and Hubbard, Ohio, is at
the present time erecting two large houses.
One of these, to be known as the Grand, now

T

Daylight.”

Garrick.- “Victory.”
Strand. “The Toll Gate.”
Lyric.
“The Amateur Wife.”
Aster.
“The Girl Named Mary”
“Milady’s Garter.”
Buffalo.
Shea’s Hippodrome. “For the Soul of
fael” and "The Stolen Kiss.”
Strand. “The Terror” and “Husbands

ner.

Attractions Ending July

— “Why

Alvin.-

tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii

be executed as soon as Mr. Flexner returns
to the city. The purchaser, who, it is understood, is associated with the Schuberts, assumes all responsibility for the lease of the
Cincinnati-Louisville Amusement Company
on the theatre. According to the terms of
the lease, it may be canceled with a payment
of $8,000.
The lease runs until 1927, unless
canceled by a bona fide sale, according to
the contract.

has been received, according to H.

Pittsburgh Paragraphs

Items of Exhibitor Interest.
Mr. Weaver, of the firm of Moorehead &
Weaver, proprietors of the Grand Theatre,
Indiana, Pa., is recovering from an operation
for appendicitis.

The Silverman brothers, Ike and Jake, of
the Strand Theatre, Altoona, have
taken
tarns in vacations.
They both did their
pleasure-seeking in Canada.
The Court of Indiana County has appointed
Sam Gallo, of the Strand Theatre, Indiana,
as court interpreter, the appointment to be
effective at once.
Sam is an accomplished
linguist and no doubt will make a success
of his

new

duties.

Lets the Majority Rule.

George McGowan, of

Blairsville,

moved

his

family from Indiana to Blairsville recently.
George says that his two theatres in the
first-named town require his undivided attention, and says this can only be done by
being constantly on the job.
Mrs. L. C. Van Orsdale, well known as a
musical director in local picture houses and
wife of the projectionist at the Liberty Theatre, East Liberty, is recovering from an oper
ation for appendicitis.
R. & C. Improve Theatre.
Rowland & Clark’s Strand Theatre in Oakland, Pittsburgh, has just had a good scrubbing inside and out and now presents a

newly

painted

appearance.

Morton

and

Smitty, of the Hollis, Smith, Morton Company, also installed a new crystal
bead
screen in this house, and judging from reports it is a wonder.

Will Blake Drive on Comedies.
The Columbia Theatre, Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, has booked fifty-two Bill Franey
comedies from the S. & S. Film & Supply
Company, Pittsburgh. These will have runs
from three to six days each. Another S. & S.
series

of comedies, the Alice Howells, has
been booked by the Olympic, also on the
“avenue,” for full week runs on each re-

lease.

Theatre

Man

a Benedict.

Harry A. Thomas, manager
Theatre,

of the Liberty

East Liberty, was married
Wednesday, June 23, to Agnes Loughrey.

on
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Popular Theatre Man Weds.
William J. Finck, for several years assistant

manager

of

the

Portola

Theatre,

10,

1920

Baltimore Briefs

was

married on the evening of June 16 to KathA surprise was fortherine M. Chaubin.

Three Weeks a Film Record.
unusual event in motion picture ac-

AN

tivities in Indianapolis is the presenta-

tion

of

.

the

DeMille picture

“Why Change

for the third successive week
With the exception of a few
at English's.
hot days during the first part of the run, the
theatre has been filled at nearly every per-

Your Wife?’’

formance.

In the past such big attractions as “The
Birth of a Nation,” which stands outside the
ordinary course of picture production, have
been shown for more than a week. But a
week’s showing is almost invariably the
limit for

any

*

picture.

Would

Efface the Color Cine.
Three young colored women of Vincennes,
Ind., have gone into court to invoke the law
in an effort to compel the motion picture exhibitors there to open their theatres to colDiscrimination is charged in a
ored folk.
suit against the proprietors of the theatres.
Theodore Charles, proprietor of the Moon
Theatre, was named as a defendant in three
$100 damage suits' filed by the women. Two
suits of the same sort were filed against
Louis A. W’ilkerson and Adler Lyons, proprietors of the Lyric Theatre, and two suits
also were filed against Noble and Jacob
Spilier, proprietors of the Strand Theatre.
The young women aver that “color” was
the only ground for the alleged refusal of
admission.
They say their suits were filed
to test the law governing admission to public places.
A similar suit was' filed a few
weeks ago against the proprietor of a motion picture theatre at Fort Wayne.
Sues for Possession of Site.
Suit to recover damages in the sum of
$20,000 was filed in the Circuit Court at
Evansville last week by William E. Stillwell,
an attorney, representing some Chicago capitalists who are planning to erect a big motion picture theatre at Evansville, against
The suit resulted
Clint and Martha Rose.
from a real estate deal between the Roses
and the theatre men.
Stillwell declares in his complaint that on
April 1 he obtained Rose’s signature to an
option on property at Third and Sycamore
streets, the site selected for the erection of
the theatre, and that he advanced $200 to
bind the deal. When Stillwell later sought
a title to the site he found it recorded in the
name of Mrs. Rose, who refused to sell. The
theatre men may chose another site for the
erection of the new theatre, it is said.
Ventilating Evansville House.

A new and modern system of ventilation is
being installed in the Woodlawn Theatre, a
motion picture house on East Main street,
Evansville. Work will be completed soon.

Golden Gate Gleanings
Attractions Ending July

—
—
—
—
—
Tivoli. — “The W onder Man.”
Frolic. — “Everything but the
Sun. — “Seeing
Through.”

Truth.”

Edison Theatres Reopened.
Edison Theatre, which was recently
compelled to give up its quarters on
Powell street, near Eddy, after having been
located there for ten years, has reopened for
business in the same block, just a few doors
north of the old location. The new house,
while a small one, is unusually attractive
and its decorations and furnishings compare
favorably with those of many large theatres.
It is equipped with a fine organ, has unusually wide aisles and comfortable seats

HE

The aim

of the

manage-

everything that can be
found in a large theatre, but at a substantial reduction
in admission prices, which
range from ten to twenty cents. The location is in a very busy district and the theatre
enjoys a regular clientele. H. J. Gosliner is
the manager.
is

to

offer

displays to be made in their show windows
and a large sum was spent in a teaser campaign in the daily papers. House Manager

Frank
offer

Costello, “The Prologue King,” will
a novelty in introducing the screen at-

traction.

Mrs. Turner Coming to New York.
Mrs. J. T. Turner, of the Turner & Dahnken Circuit, will leave for New Y'ork shortly
to confer with Fred Dahnken, Jr., on matters
connected with the First National Exhibitors’
Circuit and plans for the immense theatre
to be erected here shortly.
She will be accompanied by her two daughters.

Fish Cannery on the Stage.
The Strand Theatre recently presented a
novelty to its patrons in the form of a fish
packing contest on the stage.
The act
showed a sardine cannery in full operation,
including the catching, cleaning, cooking and
packing of fish, the scenic effects showing
Monterey Bay.
The unusual character of
it

over in great style.

Fairbanks' Play Swamjis U. C. Theatre.
Owing to circumstances which prevented
the booking of “The Mollycoddle” in Oakland, A. L. Moore, of the U. C. Theatre at
Berkeley, secured the sole right to show this
release in the east*bay cities and advertised

It

ment

Film Gets Unusual Publicity.
publicity campaign of the Tivoli
Opera House on “The Wonder Man,” featuring Georges Carpentier, has been along unusual lines and has met with great success.
theatFor the first time a card announcing
rical attraction has been placed in the lobby
exclusive
athletic
of the Olympic Club, an
organization, while the authorities have permitted the stretching of a banner across
Eddy street. Leading merchants permitted

The

the act put

r

placed well apart.

musicians, furnishing the guests with a musical entertainment that lasted- for two hours,
this feature having been arranged by Van
B. Clement, manager of this tlfeatre.
Earle Laboratory to Move.
The film laboratory of Ralph Radnor Earle
will be moved at an early date to 437 Sutter
street, where space will be shared with the
A plant
F. S. Wythe Pictures Corporation.
with a daily output of 10,000 feet is being
fitted up and Mr. Earle will handle all of
the laboratory work of this producing concern in addition to his regular business. The
move from the old location was necessitated
through an order of the Fire Department
arising from the fact that the upper stories
of the building on Eddy street were used
for living quarters.
Theatre Orchestras at Convention.
Through the courtesy of L. R. Crook, general manager of the Turner & Dahnken Cirthe National Democratic Convention
cuit,
will be entertained by the combined orchestras of the Tivoli Opera House and the Oakland T. & D. Theatre, with Dr. Carlos de
Mandil and Ulderico Marcelli directing alternately.
A feature of the program is to be
the rendition of a march composed by the
latter dedicated “to the next President.”

3.

California.
“Sand.”
Portola.
"The Ladder of Lies.”
Imperial. “Romance.”
Strand. "The Heart of a Child.”
Rialto.
“The Return of Tarzan.”

T

coming at the wedding supper, held at the
St. Germain Restaurant, when William Prior
and his Portola orchestra slipped into the
big banquet room and supplanted the regular

this fact strongly.
Oakland moving picture
fans by thousands visited the Berkeley house
and the production was retained for a full
week.
Several other productions will be
shown exclusively at the U. C. and a publicity campaign carried into Oakland.

Brief Trade Notes.
Richard Pollock, an exhibitor of Ferndale,
Cal., was a recent visitor at San Francisco
and announced plans for opening a chain of

small houses.
Sam Gordon,

who conducts

a

theatre

at

San Rafael, is expected home at an early
date from a business trip to Mexico.

W. W. Lewis, representing the Nicholas
Power Company, returned recently from a

Attractions Ending July

3.

—
—
—
—
—
Byrnes.”
Picture Garden. — “Dollars and the Woman.”
— “The Cheater.”
New Theatre.
Parkway. — “Old Lady
Ford’s. — “Down on the Farm.”
Hippodrome. “Sand.”
Strand. “Judy of Rogues Harbor.”
New Wizard. “Sick Abed.”
New Pickwick. “The White Dove.”
Garden. “Twins of Suffering Creek.”
Blue Mouse. “The Shadow of Rosalie

—

31.”

Will Replace Wilson.
theatre which is being constructed on the site of the old Messiah
Church, at Gay and Fayette streets, by the
Wilson Amusement Company, will be called
the Rivoli.
The auditorium of the present
Wilson Theatre is to be held and used for
Kivoli

T

HE new

commercial enteprises.
The Wilson will
within the next month to allow the
necessary changes to be made in the present
entrance on Baltimore street.
There will
also be an entrance on Fayette street.
Guy
L. Wonders, who has conducted the affairs
of the Wilson for a number of years, will

close

manage

the Rivoli.

May

Build in Waynesboro.
large theatre may be built in Waynesboro, Pa., in the rear of the Hotel Montgomery, by the Stanley Theatre Corporation of
Philadelphia, Pa.
The deal for purchasing
this hotel by the Stanley company and changing it into a rooming and apartment house
has been closed, it is said.

A

Lionel H. Keene Y’isits Home.
Lionel H. Keene, assistant general representative of the southern and southwestern
circuits of Marcus Loew, with headquarters
in Atlanta, Ga., came to Baltimore June 26
to pay a visit to his parents in this city.
Mr. Keene attended Polytechnic Institute in
this city.

Theatre Owner Dies,
Joseph M. Eser, owner of the Fayette Theatre, Fayette street and Patterson Park avenue, died from a complication of diseases
at his home on June 23. He was sixty years
old.
Those who survive him are Milton
his son, who manages the
sisters and three brothers.

Eser,

two

Fayette;

Miss Schanberger Marries.
Marie Dolores Schanberger, daughter of
Frederick C. Schanberger, president of 'the

James L. Kernan Company, operating the
Maryland Theatre, was married to Benedict
J. Frederick on Saturday evening, June 26,
at the Cathedral in Baltimore.
The ceremony was performed by the Rev. Timothy
Kenny. Mr. and Mrs. Frederick are taking_
a wedding trip to Lake Champlain, Quebec’
and Niagara Falls.
Goldberg Manages Ball Park Movies.
The management of the open-air moving
picture entertainments which are now being
held at Oriole Park by Jack Dunn, manager
of the Baltimore Orioles, is in the hands of
D. Goldberg, manager of the Walbrook and Pennington theatres.

Thomas

To Break Ground for

Studio.

Plans are being made for a studio to be
erected at San Mateo, a suburb of San Francisco, by the Golden Gate Cinema Studios
Corporation.
Mayor James Rolph, Jr., representing San Francisco, and Mayors Brady
and Pearson, representing San Mateo and
Burlingame, respectively, will take part in
the ground-breaking ceremonies scheduled
for July 10.
The Marion H. Kohn Productions Company has signed a contract for
the rental of a portion of the studio.
When a Joke Is Not a Joke.
Jules Smith, of the Butler Theatre, Tonopah, Nev., recently spent a week in San
Francisco booking films, and after completing his work received word that his theatre
had been burned to the ground. After en-

The orchestra of the New Mission Theatre,
San Francisco, has been enlarged and Emilio

gaging an aeroplane to take him home he
was informed that the news was but a joke.
The night that this fire was supposed to
have taken place the Cosy Theatre at Susanville. Cal., owned by the Red River Lumber
Company, was destroyed by fire which is no

Meriz appointed conductor.

joke.

trip to the .Yosemite Valley.

The San Joaquin Motion Picture Company
is

preparing to erect a studio at Lindsay, Cal.

—

July
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Attractions Ending July 3.
Kings. “The Slim Princess.”
Mozart— “Burning Daylight.”
Pershing. “Burning Daylight.”
Shenandoah. “Miss Hobbs.”
Grand-Florissant. “Miss Hobbs.”
Expounding the Great Pastime.
ARAMOUNT scored a slashing victory
over Fox in an inter-exchange baseball
game this week, the Famous Players smothering the opposition under a 16-5 count.
There was considerable scandal attached to
the game, inasmuch as Fox resorted to low
methods by running in a “ringer.” He was
Cecil Maeberry, of Goldwyn, who expired in
the fifth inning, after hitting a home run, on
which he only reached second, due to lack
of wind. This sprint was too much and Cecil
returned to his office.

—

—

—

—

P

“Stuffy” Gets His Due.
“Stuffy” Mclnnis, of Paramount, whom we
referred to as the booker, demands a retrac“Stuffy” is the assistant^ manager.
tion.

When an “Ace” Drops In.
Ace Berry, the dynamic field representative
*for Mayflower, caused a large commotion
when he landed amongst a bunch of unsusAce comes
pecting exhibitors this week.
fresh from Toledo, where he assisted in getting a lot of money with “The Deep Purple.”
That attraction is booked for the Pershing
and Mayflower’s booster is on to make a
clean-up. Berry will go to Louisville, Kansas City, Omaha and other cities from here.
Promotion as Theatre Manager.
John Weaver, formerly manager .of the
Grand-Florissant Theatre, has been advanced
by the Famous Players-Missouri Corporation

manager at the Kings. Weaver has a
great opportunity to prove his ability.
to

Wit Saves Desperate Situation.
With the Yankees in town, baseball arguments are the rage with Famous PlayersMissouri employes. Albert Wagner and Ed
Freudinger, on from New York, took up the
cudgel for “Babe” Ruth, while Bill Goldman
and “Pep” Derby contended that George Sisler is the world’s greatest ball player.
The
debate ended in a riot when Derby pulled
the coup de grace by saying: “Ruth couldn’t
hit the

water

if

he

fell

out of a boat.”

Nifty Hits of News.

The new Shenandoah Airdome opened

to

capacity crowds last Sunday. “The Sea Wolf”
was the attraction. The new Grand-Florissant Airdome opens the coming week.
Charles Raymond, exploitation
manager
for Paramount, has mapped out a busy campaign for July. He will visit almost every
city in the district.
John C. Flinn, of Famous Players-Lasky,
after a business visit of ten days, has gone

back

to

New

York.

proved the picture and it will be shown at
the Avenue, a downtown house, for one week,
beginning June 27.
Oscar Dool) Goes to Chicago.
Oscar A. Doob, Cincinnati exploitation
manager for Paramount-Artcraft, and classed
as one of the most successful managers
along those lines in the business, has been
promoted to the Chicago office, and with
Mrs. Doob will take up his residence in the
Windy City in the near future. Mr. Doob is
a former Cincinnati newspaperman.
Favors the “Non-Kick” Star.
Jake Bohrer, conductor of Keith’s orchestra, is having his first experience “playing
pictures.”
He likes the experience because
the screen stars cannot blame everything
on the orchestra; but “It’s kind -a lonesome,” he says.
Labor Troubles Impend.
Several downtown moving picture shows
refused to recognize the musicians’
The local union of operators has
union.
voted to support the musicians’ union to the
extent of calling out the operators employed
in these houses if a sanction of such action
can be obtained from international headquarters.
“Finn” Film Breaks Records.
“Huckleberry Finn” has closed a two
During
weeks’ engagement at the Strand.
the engagement of the film it is said to have
busted several attendance records for the
house.
In the two weeks many organizations had orphans and other children to see
the famous play.

have

Classes Films as Theatrical Shows.
is a state law in Ohio that prohibits

There

theatrical performances on Sunday. On June
23 Judge William F. Duncan, of the Common
Pleas Court at Findlay, Ohio, held that movsynonymous with
ing picture shows are
theatrical performances.
His ruling was in the case of the managers of four of the theatres who pleaded
indictments against them
the
guilty to
charging violation of the state Sunday
amusement law. Fines of $25 and costs each

were imposed.

Buffalo Bulletins
Begin Mammoth Theatre.
large ten-story office and theatre
building to be erected by M. Slotkin and
associated interests on the site now occupied
by the Family and Lyric theatres and adjoining buildings will be under way in a

T

HE

few days. The Family Theatre will close
shortly and the Lyric will shut down about
July 5, to reopen, however, in September,
because work at this stage will allow this
house to continue with performances until
about December. The new building will be
a mammoth structure involving an outlay
of over $2,500,000.
It will replace the Family and Lyric theatres.

Defends “Doug”-Mary Wedding.
“Sometimes the public gets behind the
scenes in a divorce case and sometimes the

Cincinnati Chatter

public doesn’t,” declared the Rev. Dr. James
of the Temple
Baptist Church of Los Angeles, who was a
delegate to the Baptist convention here and
who recently stepped into prominence when
he performed the wedding ceremony of

Whitcomb Brougher, pastor

HERE

Won't Mix with Films.
that house managers

evidence
are vieing with
to offer picture lovers
tainment. Significant

T

is

each

other in

efforts

typical summer enterof this spirit was the
withdrawal of the jazz band at the Grand,
after two weeks of trial.
“Our patrons did not like it,” was the rea-

son frankly volunteered by I. W. McMahan,
one of the managers.
“True, some of the
younger people were delighted, but my partner, Mr. Jackson, and I agree with the majority that jazz does not harmonize with
feature films.” So the Grand is to have an
orchestra, under the direction of Armand
Bolandoneck, member of the Cincinnati Sym-

phony Orchestra.
Willard-Dempsey Fight Renewed.
After a year’s absence the Willard-Dempsey fight pictures are back in Cincinnati.
Just after the famous bout was over at Toledo the fight films were brought to the
Queen City, but survived only one day on
a local screen before being withdrawn. After
almost a year the Ohio censors have ap-

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford in his
Los Angles home. In speaking of the wedding Dr. Brougher said he believed the union
to be a happy and lasting one and declared
he did not regret having performed it, regardless of criticisms heaped upon him for
his part.

went

into the details of the FairbanksPickford case, having known both of them
for at least five years.
I held long confer“I

ences with both Miss Pickford and Mr. Fairbanks before the ceremony. The state did
not hesitate to issue a license which authorized the marriage, and this to me was full
authorization for legality. I believe the marriage will be a happy and lasting one and
I
hope they are enjoying their honeymoon
in London right now.”

Scenario NIan on Tour.
W. Barrell, scenario editor and
publicity expert of the Western Electric
Company, accompanied the annual two-week

Charles
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tour of the Buffalo Truck Dealers’ Association through 100 towns and cities of Western
New York June 14-26. Mr. Barrell, who was
formerly connected with various theatrical
enterprises in New York and Brooklyn, pro-

duced the film “Go-Getter,” which was shown
on the tour before audiences of several hundred each night from the rear of one of the
trucks.
The film was projected on a large
outdoor screen. The film portrays the vast
improvement of conditions on the farm after
the drudgery of house and farm work has
been eliminated by means of electrical devices.

Puts ou Beauty Competition.
connection with the showing of “A
Woman’s Man” at the Lyric Theatre the
week of June 28 Manager Charlie Bowe put
on a beauty competition, in which Buffalo
girls wSre invited to send their photographs
to the Lyric, care Romaine Fielding, who
was in Buffalo for the event. From these
photos Mr. Fielding selected the most promising candidates and made a test picture of
them. These test films were shown on the
Lyric screen.
Mr. Fielding also conducted
a similar contest in Rochester and Albany,
announcing that the winners would appear
Daniel Savage, of the
in his next picture.
Empire State Film Company, is handling the
feature in this territory.
The stunt got a
In

newspaper

lot of

New

publicity.

Straiul

Orchestra Director.

George A. Bouchard, conductor of the
Strand Theatre orchestra since the opening
of this house, has accepted a position as organist at the Regent Theatre, Main and
Utica streets. He has been succeeded at the

Strand

by Martin Thomsen,

violinist.
of the

Thomsen is a former member
Hippodrome orchestra.

Mr.

Shea

Franklin Aids Outing.
Harold B. Franklin, managing director of
Shea’s Hippodrome, co-operated with Gerald
K. Rudulph, conductor of the Portside Col-

umn in the Buffalo Enquirer, in putting over
the Portside Column’s first annual outing for
poor children and their mothers on Monday,
June 28. Mr. Franklin had pictures taken
of the parade to the Crystal Beach boat,
which he showed at a special performance
At this
of the kiddies who took the trip.
performance, on Thursday, July 1, Mr. Franklin put on his entire program for the children, commencing at 11 a. m.
The youngsters 'had the time of their lives when they
saw themselves “in de movies.”
*

Fowler Follows TJp Prospeets.
Bruce Fowler has established a system of
replying by postcard to all patrons who sign
the blank on the back of the house program
requesting that those desiring the program
weekly by mail sign their name and
address and forward it to the management.
It is just one of the little courtesies prevailing at the Elmwood, and it seems to be a
popular move, for several have commented
on this way of thanking patrons for their
bulletin

interest in the Elmwood.
New Rosing- House Plans Ready.
Plans for the new motion picture theatre

by J. Rosing in Broadway and
have been completed by Architect

to be erected

Detroit

Henry Spann.

They call for a 2,300-seat
house, to cost approximately $200,000.
The
house will be one of the largest neighborhood houses in the city and will be in the
center of the great Broadway and Fillmore
'

district.

Candy Suckers at Kids’ Matinee.
All-day suckers are being given free to
kiddies who attend the popular Saturday
children’s matinees at the Regent Theatre,
Main and Utica streets.
Prouse Back from Gotham.
William Prouse, of the Buffalo Motion
Picture Corporation, has returned from New
York, where he conferred with some of the
big men in the industry, and it is possible
that announcement will soon be made of
J.

coming to Buffalo of a man well known
here to accept a responsible position with
the company. Negotiations for the purchase
of the former German-American Building, at
Main and High streets, for a studio, are progressing satisfactorily and it is possible that
the next picture will be produced in Buffalo.
The company to date, has made “The Price
of Innocence,” “The Sport of Kings” and
“Eyes of the Hills,” all of which are being
distributed by First National.
the
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Educational and

Non

Conducted by Margaret

I.

NE

of the most important of recent efforts in instructional film production is
a group of films called the Popular Science Series, made by the Scientific Education
Corporation.
The idea for these films was
.conceived by William Park, formerly of Toronto, Canada, and the films were produced
under the direction of Ashley Miller. The
distribution of this series is in the hands of
the Community Productions Company, which
is an offshoot of the Community Motion Pic-

ture Bureau.

These films have been conceived and produced to aid in the teaching of modern
geography. The series consists of six reels
and comprises a related chain of causes and
effects, from elementary astronomy to commercial geography. The reels are named as
follows: “The Mystery of Space’’; “The Biving and the Dead- Earth and Moon’’; “The
Story of the Seasons”; “God Divided the
Night from the Day’’; “The Winds of the
World’’; “Rains and Storms— the Kingdom of

—

MacDonald

the Storm.” They are intended to lay a foundation for the study of commercial geography, with related history, international
trade, commerce and industry, and are distinctly ahead of anything of the kind that
has ever been attempted.
In fact, we are
not sure that anything along these particular lines has ever been tried before.

Spectacular in Character.

The

two

are quite spectacular
in character.
It is an awesome sight to
watch the solar system, of which our own
earth is a unit, actually in motion; to be
brought face to face with each of the planets
with their satellites, or to watch them moving around the sun, in the position in which
they were phenomenally grouped last December, when fana’tics predicted the end of
the world.
The illusion of these first two
reels
is
complete the limitless depth of
space, with the sun, moon and planets invisibly suspended there, is a revelation in the
possibilities of the screen for the study of
the universe.
The second reel explains the
phenomenon of the eclipse, the corona of the
sun at total eclipse and other features of
this fascinating study.
The other four reels are confined to showing the causes producing the seasons, the
journey of the earth around the sun, the
meaning of the overhead sun, its movement
from tropic to tropic, with the result on the
heating of the earth; also the movement of
the earth round the sun, as viewed from the
sun itself. The system of the winds of the
world leads up to the explanation of rain
first

reels

—

.

and

its

distribution.

The origin

of

storms

and their movement across continents and
oceans, and the movement of air at the equabelt as the controlling factor in the
shifting of the winds is shown.
These pictures are no doubt the forerunner
of even mightier ideas to be worked into
film, and in fact Mr. Park is already busy
on a continuation of the series.
torial

Some Things Worth Knowing
That motion pictures as a medium of
teaching were presented recently at the public
library, Kansas City, Mo., to an audience of
school principals and teachers, by arrangement of Charles H. Mills. director of recreation in our public schools, with the Society
of Visual Education of Chicago. The pictures
are prepared for pupils from the fifth to the
seventh grade, and cover American history,
geography, citizenship, sanitation and health.
*

*

*

That one of the features of the National
Convention of the International Association
of Garment Manufacturers, held in St. Louis,
May 17-21, was the presentation each evening
to the attending delegates of industrial and
educational motion picture programs by the
Community Motion Picture Bureau of New
York. The interest shown by several hundred
manufacturers in the attendance to the pictures devoted to the woolen, cotton, silk and
glove industries, points to a larger production of this class of educational film.
»

*

*

That the plans for the new Larrabee school
at Bellingham, Wash., include an auditorium
with stage and moving picture equipment.
»

*

*

That the Parent-Teachers’ Association of
will purchase a moving
for
junior-senior
high

Waukesha, Wis.,
picture
machine
schools.

*

*

*

That the Paramount-Burton Holmes travel
picture for June 20, “Lake of Sun and Moon,”
is taken in the vicinity of the mysterious
Lake Candidious among the mountains of the
Island of Formosa.
On this lake the inhabitants live on rafts and rarely come
ashore. The geisha dancers of the lowlands
are also shown.
*

*

*

That Gaumont News No. 18 shows the
Yakamas, up in the State of Washington, following their custom of generations in skilfully using their spears on the “Royal Chinooke,” laying in a winter’s supply of
*

*

News

theatrical

Astronomical and Physical Geography
Remarkably Illuminated in Film Series

O
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fish.

*

That a special expedition sent “motion picture hunting” to the South Sea Islands of
the Pacific has returned with a wealth of

material, the first instalment of which was
released in the Paramount Magazine of June
20 under the title “Beneath the Southern
Cross.”
The Paramount-Badger expedition,
responsible for this series, is at present
cruising around the Samoan Islands.
*

*

*

The second instalment of Arctic pictures
taken by the Paramount expedition which
was sent to Alaska especially to take scenic
views for the Paramount Magazine appears
in the release of June 27.
*

*

*

A moving

picture projection machine is to
be purchased for the Eastern High School
of Baltimore as soon as the money can be
raised for the purpose.
In order to raise
the funds for this purpose the Alumnae Association of this institution has planned to
hold a bazar during the first part of October.
*

*

*

In order to stimulate the interest of the
boys and girls throughout the State of Maryland in the teaching profession, a moving
picture production is being made under the
auspices of a special alumni committee of the
Maryland State Normal School to show the
life at the normal school.
*

*

*

That the Long-Bell Lumber Company of
Louisiana has a one-reel film on the lumber
industry of that state called “The Story of
a Stick.” The picture was made by the Rothacker company.
*

*

*

That the first of Hy Mayer’s serias of
Capitol Travelaughs will appear in Pathe
Review No. 67, which will be issued on September 5.

Making of Wicker Furniture
Show in Goldwyn-Ford Weekly
ICKER furiture-— big, comfortable,

W

hollow chairs, straight desk
i
chairs, rockers and tables and lamps
of reed are shown in the process of manufacture in the Ford Educational Weekly No. 206,
entitled “Wickerware,” released June 19.
The reeds for this furniture are either paper
chemically treated, or reeds brought from
sleepy

China and Borneo. The cane is removed from
this rattan and then the strands given a
warm bath and liung in the sun and wind to
dry, after which they are wound on spools
and are ready for weaving.
Part of the
weaving is done by machinery and part by
hand.

Not only the weaving

making

is

shown, but also

the parts of the chair, the
assembling and the weaving over the frames,
the making of soft cushions for upholstering,
and even the completed furniture being wound
and packed ready for shipping. The film is
leleased through Goldwyn exchanges.
the

of

Sun’s Rays, Piercing the Snow-White Clouds, Settled on the Silent Waves, Making Them Sparkle Like Diamonds.
Scenes from a new Burton Holmes Travel picture, “The Lake of the Sun and Moon,” being released by Paramount. Pictures like one
and three are the kind in which poets find inspiration and the photographs of which are a delight to the eye.

The Bright
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Seven Big Features Announced for July
Release on Famous Players-Lasky Schedule
EVEN

productions, including the Cosmopolitan feature, "The World and His
Wife,” and the Thomas H. Ince produc"Homer Comes Home,” starring
tions,
Charles Ray, and “Let’s Be Fashionable,”
starring Douglas MacLean and Doris May,
are listed on Paramount’s release schedule
for July, just announced by A1 Lichtman,
general manager, department of distribution.
First on the list, scheduled for July 4, is
"The Sins of St. Anthony,” with Bryant
This was directed by James
Washburn.
Cruze from a scenario by Elmer Harris, who
made his adaptation from the story of the
same title by Charles Collins which appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post last DecemMargaret Loomis appears oposite Mr.
ber.
Washburn in this- comedy, which is of the
type which is said to be well adapted to Mr.

S

Washburn’s

talents.

Burke’s Comedy Scheduled.
Also released on the Fourth is “Away Goes
Prudence,” Billie Burke’s newest Paramount
comedy, in which the star is supported by a
strong cast headed by Percy Marmont as
leading man.
John S. Robertson directed
from Kathryn Stuart’s scenario. There is said
to be a 'wealth of good character acting in
this picture, which is based upon a young
Ilillie

Evelyn Greeley
Playing title role of Diane in Captain
David Potter's photoplay, “Diane of Star
Hollow." being- made by Macauley Photoplays, for release by Select.

Pathe Reports

Many

Contracts for Serials
Offered as Special Attraction for Summer

ATHE

a large number of contracts for serials to be run in a single
week during the summer months. Two
and three episodes are to be shown a night
at houses in various parts of the country
and a fifteen episode serial story completed
during a week’s bill.
Among the most active pictures booking
on this plan are “Bound and Gagged,” "The
Adventures of Ruth,” "The Black Secret” and
“Daredevil Jack.” These offerings star George
B. Seitz with Marguerite Courtot, Ruth Roland, Pearl White and Jack Dempsey re-

P

reports

spectively.

Reports from the Pathe branches state
that this scheme has been fully demonstrated in past seasons as successful in sustaining business during the hot weather. It is
the intention of the showmen signing these
Pathe serials for a week’s solid booking to
exploit the picture extensively on the expectation of playing to large audiences for
every performance during the week once
sufficient interest is created in the story.
The strategy of the plan hit upon by exhibitors for holding their patronage through
the summer in this manner seems to be that
a well filled house for the showing of the
first episode of a good serial practically insures the week’s program of successful business. Those who have contracted for serials
on this plan have requested all exploitation
material, the full line of paper and publicIt is evident,
ity and advertising material.
therefore, that a great deal of weight will
be thrown behind the pictures to get the
greatest amount of exploitation possible.
The serials leading in these novel bookings
were all released in 1919 except "Daredevil
Jack” which was issued February 15.

Universal Comedians Finish
Screen Version of “Lucille”
tNIVERSAL

reports the completion of
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran’s second
comedy feature, "La La Lucille.” After
the first cut the film was viewed by Isidore
Bernstein and newspaper critics, and although it was in nine reels it kept the audiIt will be edited down to
ence laughing.

L

J

5,000 feet.

“La La Lucille” is from the pen of Fred
author of "A Full House,” "The
Naughty Wife,” “The Velvet Lady” and other
stage successes, and with a musical score
was one of the Broadway hits last season.
Jackson,

Philip Burn made the screen adaptation.
Little Anne Cornwall is the feminine lead,
playing opposite Eddie Lyons, while Gladys
Walton, an ingenue, appears as the bride
of

Lee Moran.

The vaudeville juggler is portrayed by
Burton Halbert; Henry Meyers and Frank
Earle are the opposing lawyers; Rosa Gore
and Charles McHugh are the Amazonian
wife and her henpecked husband; Arthur
Thalasso and Dorothy Wolbert enact the
roles of the huge janitor and his unprepossessing wife; Fred Gamble has the role of
a fire-eating southern colonel; Sam Appel
plays the hotel detective; Marion Skinner
appears as the puritanical aunt, and there
are

many

other characters.

Fifth Blackton Picture

W

Is

ITH

the

Scheduled by Pathe
release on July 18

of

“Man

and His Woman,” a drama produced
from an original scenario by Shannon
Fife, Pathe will present the fifth J. Stuart
Blackton produced picture of the year. The
uniform quality of these pictures and the
recent big success of “Passers By” is claimed
by Pathe to have established a particularly
high regard for the Blackton offerings; and
the fine favor in which they are held is
clearly evidenced by the exceptionally big
business and early bookings on “Man and
His Woman.”
In "Man and His Woman” Mr. Blackton has
taken a subject dealing with the sterner realIt is a
ities. of our complex social scheme.
highly dramatic subject and has been pronounced remarkable for the power with which
it
has been depicted by the producer and
director.

*

Herbert Rawlinson is seen in the leading
role and May McAvoy appears as the heroine.
Warren Chandler, whose last appearance in a
Blackton picture was as the physician in
“My Husband's Other Wife” has an important
Eulalie Jensen and Louis Dean are
part.
others who have principal roads.
Exhibitor Praise for “Deep Purple.”
“The Deep Purple,” R. A. Walsh’s adaptaof the Paul Armstrong-Wilson Mizner
stage success, presented by the Mayflower
through Realart is said to be winning a
hearty endorsement from many of the c. unOne of them is
try’s foremost showmen.
Fred A. Miller, General Manager of the Calition

fornia Theatre, who says in part:
“The writer wishes to extend his congratulations on ‘The Deep Purple,’ which was at
the California Theatre. The undersigned and
his associates twice pre-viewed the production, and arrived at the conclusion that R. A.
Walsh has lived up to his fame as a director
It also has excepin making a real picture.
tional box office possibilities. I heartily endorse it to exhibitors.”

wife’s passion for
the clouds despite

soaring literally among
her husband’s protesta-

tions.

Douglas MacLean and Doris May, Thomas
H. Ince’s young co-stars, are on the schedule
for July 11 in “Let’s Be Fashionable,” a
sparkling comedy of married life among the
ultra smart set of Long Island.
The story
is by Mildred Considine and was adapted for
the screen by Luther Reed. Lloyd Ingraham,

who

directed “What’s Your Husband Doing?”
and “Mary’s Ankle,” both MacLean-May vehicles, also directed this one.

Ince Picture for July 18.
Ethel Clayton in “The Ladder of Lies,” a
domestic drama, is also released on the eleventh.
Edith Kennedy wrote the scenario
from a story by Harold Vickers, which was
published in Snappy Stories, and Tom Forman directed. Miss Clayton is given excellent support by Clyde Fillmore, Richard Sterling,
Irving Cummings, Jane Acker and
others.

The release for July 18 is the Thomas H.
Ince production, “Homer Comes Home,” starring Charles Ray. There is a liberal amount
of. the excellent small-town stuff which Ray
revels in, the story having been written by
Alexander Hull, adapted by Agnes Christine
Johnston and directed by Jerome Storm.
Priscilla Bonner plays opposite Mr. Ray and
the cast also includes Otto Hoffman, Ralph
Mcflullough, John H. Eliott and other excellent character actors.
Robert Warwick Picture Listed.
“The World and His Wife,” the new Cosmopolitan production featuring Alma Rubens,
comes to the screen July 25. and with it a
notable array of dramatic talent. Montagu
Love plays opposite Miss Rubens, and there
is a galaxy of popular players in the supporting cast, including Pedro de Cordoba, Charles
Gerrard, Gaston Glass and Margaret Dale.
Frances Marion wrote the scenario from the
sensational story by Charles Frederick Nirdlinger.
On this date also is released Robert Warwick in “The Fourteenth Man,” which is
an adaptation of F. Anstey’s “The Man from
Blankley’s, which the eminent English actor,

Charles Hawtrey, dramatized and starred in
on the legitimate stage. Walter Woods wrote
the scenario and Joseph Henabery directed.
The supporting cast is headed by Bebe Daniels,
leading woman, arid includes Walter
Hiers, Robert Milasch, Norman Selby (Kid
McCoy), C. H. Geldart and Sylvia Ashton.

Replica for “Way Down East”
Cost Higher Than Original

A NNew

example of the increased cost of makmotion pictures has developed in
York at the studios where D. W.

ing

Griffith

is

making “Way Down

East.”

A

barn erected at the studios at Mamaroneck
is said to have cost more to reproduce than
would the original barn from which it was
copied, the farmhouse and the farm of 180
acres on which the original stood.
The photograph of a typical farm in Vermont was given to the technical department
and the barn was reproduced, excepting the
roof, says A. L. Grey.
“Hay had to be purchased by the bale, corn at the retail rate,
and cows rented at prices that make you understand the high cost of milk.
"When the budget of cost was returned
on this set it was found that the preliminary cost— not including the furnishings—
was $174 higher than the entire farm.”
When Mr. Griffith heard the figures, he remarked: “This framework of a barn cost
more than one of the great sections of the
Babylonian Wall in ‘Intolerance.’ ”
Sells

Alvin

Rights to “Dollars and Destiny.”

Wortham

for the foreign sales de-

partment of Bech Van Siclen & Co., Inc.,
announces the sale of “Dollars and Destiny
for England to Royal Film Agency: to the
“Eclipse” of Paris for France, Belgium and
Films for
Switzerland; to South African
South Africa also sold Japan, India, Ceylon
and Burmah.
'
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Hart’s “Sand" and Reid’s “Sick Abed” are
Scheduled by Famous Players for June 27

B
is

by First National during the
present calendar year. According to present
plans it will follow “The Scoffer,” scheduled
for publication November 15.

ILL, Hart’s famous Pinto pony has a big
part in “Sand,” the new Hart picture

to be released

which, with Wallace Heid in "Sick Abed,”
scheduled for release by Paramount June

27.

To leap from a high cliff, towering above
a river, and land in the water while still
sticking to the saddle of the Pinto, is one
of the thrilling feats accomplished by Hart
in this production.
The fact that the picture abounds in thrills
and human interest was given wide and
unique publicity by Louis Seibold, Washington correspondent of the New York
World, who described its reception in the
White House projection room, in the course

Frank Mayo Has

whom

have prominent roles.
ture was directed by Sam Wood.
all

of

Em Gorman

T

The

pic-

Stars for Chopin

in

“Waif

HE

Chopin Features,

at the

Crossroads”

Inc., of

which

J.

F.

Futteref is president, has announced
the completion of its first six-reel comedy-drama, “The Waif at the Crossroads,”
starring Em Gorman in the ingenue role. In
fact, the new company has been organized
especially for the little star whom the old
Biograph first sponsored and called the “Child

Bernhardt,” and bears her real name, which
is Emelie Chopin.
The present feature is the first of a series
of eight, written and to be produced by Paul
Price.
The second of the series is a story
of the sea and will be begun within a week.
In the feature just completed, Alex. Shannon shares honors with Miss Gorman and in
the supporting cast are Tatjana Irrah, Gordon Standing, Joseph Marquis, Frances Eldrige, Emma Tansey, Robert Tansey, George

Henry and Alexander Loftus.

Camera Work on Dwan’s Sixth
Film for Mayflower Completed
AMERA work on Allan Dwan’s sixth in-

C

dependent production to be presented
by the Mayflower is now completed, according to advices received by President Benjamin A. Prager. The story is an original
one which Mr. Dwan wrote while on his re-

The cast consists of Mary
Thurman, Frank Campeau, Eugenie Besserer.
Joseph Dowling, George Hackathorne, and
cent vacation.

Niles Welch.
In staging the hospital scenes which figure
prominently in the action of the story, Dwan
received cooperation from Dr. Leo Dwan, a
noted Chicago specialist, and brother of the
producer.
Dr. Dwan, at the request of his
brother, made a special trip from Chicago
to Los Angeles to supervise the construction
of the hospital set and to cooperate in filming the scenes.
The new production will be the last of
the Dwan subjects presented by Mayflower

in Universal’s
PICTURE of unusual

“Red Lane”

outdoor atmosphere and stirring adventure is the description given by Universal to the new
Frank Mayo feature, “The Red Lane," from
the novel of that name by Holman Day, author of many tales of the Maine and Canadian border, dealing with adventure and
Frank Mayo appears in a role
romance.
In one of the
of the border customs officer.
scenes he stages a thrilling fist fight with the
leader of the smugglers.

A

of his notable interview with President Wil-

son a few days ago.
Lambert Hillyer directed and also wrote
the scenario from the magazine story, “Dan
Kurrie’s Inning,” by Russel A. Boggs, while
Joe August, A. S. C., did the camera work.
Mary Thurman, once a comedienne with Mack
Sennett, makes her debut as a dramatic leading woman, and G. Raymond Nye, Patricia
Palmer, William Patton, Lon Poff and Hugh
Sackson are also in the cast.
Wallace Heid in “Sick Abed.”
Ethel Watts Mumford wrote “Sick Abed,”
a stage farce which achieved much success
in New York and on tour, and which, adapted
for the screen by Clara G. Kennedy, serves
as the current Paramount vehicle for Wallace Reid.
As a lively young chap who is feigning
illness in order not to appear as a witness
at his friend's divorce hearing, Wally Reid
makes probably the breeziest “invalid” that
was ever confined to a cot.
Bebe Daniels, who created a sensation as
Reid's leading woman in “The Dancin’ Fool,”
was never prettier, it is declared, than in the
role of the nurse who falls in love with her
patient.
The cast includes Winifred Greenwood, John Steppling, Tully Marshall, C. H.
Geldart, Lucien Littlefield and Robert Bolder,

Virile Role

Lillian Rich,

who

plays opposite

Mayo

in

“The Red Lane,” is comparatively new to the
She was last seen in The Day She
screen.
Her work
Paid,” with Francelia Billington.
’

production attracted the attention of
Director Lynn Reynolds, who cast her for
the chief feminine role. The supporting cast
also includes James Mason, Paul Weigel,
Cark Formes, and Jean Hersholt.
in that

i

mill in

i

ii

i

ii

1

1

1

1

ii

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Molly Malone

Who

will play with Jack Pickford in “Just
Out of College,” to be made by

Goldwyn.

1

Pathe Begins Work on “Roaring Oaks”;
Strong Cast Surrounds Juanita Hansen
on the second Pathe serial
starring Juanita Hansen was begun June
28 at the George B. Seitz studio in New
'
York. The picture is to have the strongest
cast of principals ever assembled by Pathe
for a serial attraction. Warner Oland, Pathe’s
premier heavy, will appear in the picture.
Marguerite Courtot, who has played leads,
co-starred and been starred in her own right
important part.
in productions, is cast for an
Miss Courtot will join the company upon her
return from Spain after the completion of
the work there on “Rogues and Romance,
the feature in which George B. Seitz will costar with June Caprice.
"The Phantom Foe,” Miss Hansen’s initial
starring vehicle for Pathe, was completed
a short time ago, only a brief rest being
taken before work was started on "Roaring
Oaks,” the title of her second picture. Bertram Millhauser is directing. The author of
several original serial stories and continuidirector with
ties, he made his premiere as a
“The Phantom Foe.” His work was so sucand
cessful that Paul Brunet, vice-president
general manager of Pathe, engaged him for
the new serial.
The story is an original one by James
work
Shelly Hamilton, whose first scenario
the
after joining the Seitz scenario staff was
serial
continuity for "Velvet Fingers,” the
Marguerite
starring George B. Seitz with
Courtot.
discovery
Bucile Lennox, the recent Pathe
before the
who made her first appearance
to
camera in a part in “Velvet Fingers is
is to
have a prominent role. The heroic role
actor ot
be played by William Bailey, an
pictures.
long experience on the stage and in will be
who
Mr Bailey is another player

P

RODUCTION

,

seen in support of Juanita Hansen

Phantom Foe”

is

released.

when The
„

.

announces that “Roaring Oaks is
pretentious pictures it
to be one of the most
set a new
has attempted and that it willserial plays.
standard for elaborateness in
story a spectacular
It is planned to give the
said to
staging and the subject matter is
Pathe.

accomplishafford rare opportunity for the
of big scenic effects.

ment

Selznick Finishes Ince Film
and Picture of the Outdoors

Selznick productions, “Red Foam,
Keefe
a Ralph Ince special, with Zena
playing the leading feminine role, and
“Wilderness Fear,” with Hedda Hopper and

T WO

William
cast, are

Davidson heading a prominent
completed at the Selznick Fort Lee

B.

studios.

Concluding scenes

of the

Ralph Ince pro-

duction close a production said to be replete
with unusual types and scenes. Distinctive
players for important roles are Huntley Gordon, Daniel Hayes, Peggy Worth, John Butler and Harry Tighe.
The second production, “Wilderness Fear,”
was completed under the direction of Burton
George.
Some of the earlier scenes were

taken

in and around Banff, Canada, where
company worked for five weeks on outdoor scenes.
One of the stirring incidents
is a fight between a man and a mountain

the

bear.

Other prominent members of the cast, in
addition to Hedda Hopper and William, B.
Davidson, are Betty Hilburn, Maurice Costello and Patrick Hartigan.
The story originally appeared in a magazine and was written by Michael J. Phillips.

Tod Browning

New

P

Is

Priscilla

RODUCTION

Author of

Dean Feature

on Priscilla Dean’s “Outside

the Law,” under the direction of Tod
Browning, has been started at Universal
This will be Miss Dean's first screen
City.
work since “The Virgin of Stamboul” four
months ago. Despairing of finding a story
that would prove a worthy successor to H. H.
Van Loan’s romance of the Orient, finally
Tod Browning decided to develop a story for
her. It was put in continuity by Lucien Hubbard, chief of Universal scenario department.
The following cast has been engaged to

support Miss Dean: Wheeler Oakman, who
was her leading man in “The Virgin of Stamboul;” Long Chaney, who will play the heavy
role a San Francisco gangster; Ralph Lewis,
who will enact the role of a reformed crook;
E. A. Warren, who played the bazaar keeper
in “The Virgin of Stamboul” and who will
here be seen as a Chinese philosopher and

—

—

many

others.

Although “Outside the Law” is a crook
drama, its resemblance to the general run
of underworld stories is said to end with the
The opening scenes, show a
classification.
gang fight in Chinatown, ending in the framing of “Silent” Madden, the father of Mary
Madden, which was formerly known as “Silky

Moll.”

Rockliffe Fell owes in Leading Male.
Rockliffe Fellowes plays the leading male
role opposite Elaine Hammerstein in her
forthcoming Selznick picture, “The Point of
View.” Other prominent screen players included in support of Miss Hammerstein are
Arthur Houseman, Helen Lindroth, Hugh

Huntley,
others.

Cornish

Beck,

Warren Cook and
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Sam

T

E. Morris Recites Values

of Six Republic Productions
HROUGHOUT the mass of booking re-

on Republic productions that
stand out conspicuously are found six
screen dramas unique in story and presentation and offering unusual exploitation possibilities, according to Sam E. Morris, general
manager of the Republic Distributing Corporation. They are “Children Not Wanted ,”
The Girl Who Dared,” “The Gift Supreme,”
“Trilby,” “The Blue Pearl,” “Twelve-Ten”
ports

-

and “The One Way Trail.”
"Not only do these attractions offer the
greatest amount of advance publicity for ex-

hibitors,” said Mr. Morris, “but they also
serve to please and corral hot weather audiences.
To gain the attention of audiences

these days

it

is

something

necessary that an exhibitor

and tempting in
of entertainment.
These Republic
productions are meat for exhibitors.
“That they are commanding attention and
proving their results- at the box office can
best be ascertained by one glance at our
booking reports.
To the exhibitor who
growls because he cannot find worth-while
entertainment for his audiences at reasonable prices I commend the six Republic productions and others that we have on hand.”
offer

the

original

way

Conway

Tearle Will Star in
Six National Films Yearly

T

HE

announcement

way

last

week that Con-

Tearls has signed a long term contract to appear as star in National Picture Theatres, Inc., productions, of which
Lewis J. Selznick is president, is elaborated
this week by the statement that Mr. Tearle
will star in six National productions a year.
With the elevation of Mr. Tearle to stardom it is said that bigger and better productions will further enhance his reputation
among lovers of the screen. This well-merited promotion is said to be the culmination
of a unanimous approval made by franchise
holders and directors in National that Mr.
Tearle appear as star for that organization.
It will be recalled that Conway Tearle has

July

10,
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appeared opposite many Selznick stars, and
his appearance in these productions is said
to have created a following that is legion.
Mr. Tearle’s first starring appearance is in

Big Local Advertising on
“For the Soul of Rafael”

"Marooned Hearts.” This picture, which was
recently completed in the Bahamas under the
direction of George Archainbaud, will be
issued as a National Picture Theatres production.
The signing of Mr. Tearle as a National
star marks a distinct departure in the former
procedure of that organization. In the past
productions were made with what is commonly known as all-star casts.

E QUITY

Hampton Filming

B

Churchill’s

“Dwelling Place of Light”
ENJAMIN B. HAMPTON tackles a different

in

field

the

screen

version

of

Winston Churchill’s novel, “The Dwelling Place of Light,” which will soon be released by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
Instead of being a Western photoplay, as
was the case in the previous Hampton-Hodkinson releases, the new picture

New England

is

located

town and depicts the
plight of a modern working girl in a factory
town whose problem is how to advance in
her business career, in association and in
in a

PICTURES are receiving many
clippings of advertising matter on “For
the Soul of Rafael" that come from all
parts of the country, and it is said that
never in the history of Equity Pictures has
such encouraging support been evinced in the
exploitation of its releases.
Theatres are
running full-page and half-page ads in the
local papers, with full-length cuts and elaborate borders.
Of particular interest to
Equity is the fact that many smaller houses
are doubling their space and holding the picture over for several days more than the original booking.

The Strand and Orpheum of Cleveland, the
Blue Mouse of Baltimore, Graver’s Broadway
at Charlotte, the Majestic in Portland, Ore.,
the

Metropolitan,

Cleveland,

the

California

of San Francisco, Asher’s Merrill Theatre in
Milwaukee, the Goodwin of Newark, the New
Orleans Strand, the Walnut in Cincinnati are
representative houses, which Equity advises
have cleaned up with this picture.

mill

competition with men, without tarnishing
her character and reputation. Mr. Hampton
has been most successful in keeping the understanding, delicacy and humanness of the
novel in his screen version.
Claire Adams

King Baggot
is cast for the principal role.
plays the role of the romantic idealist. Robert McKim was selected to portray the role
of Claude Ditmar.
George Berrell, character
actor, is seen as the gentle-dreamy gatekeeper, the father of the heroine. Others in
the strong cast are: Agnes Herring, C. B.
Murphy, John Rolfe, Lydia Knott, Nihel De
Bruiller, Lassie Young, Beulah Booker and
Ogden Crane.
Jack Conway directed the
picturization of the novel under the general
supervision of Mr. Hampton.
Reviews Printed In

The Moving Picture World
Are Written by Experienced
Craftsmen.

Tucker Finishing Mayflower
Special, “Ladies Must Live”

A

DVICES from

the Brunton Studios, where
Tucker is cutting and

George Loane

titling “Ladies Must Live” state that it
will take six weeks or more to complete the
task.

The production is announced as having
powerful dramatic material which makes assembling, cutting and titling a difficult task
and one requiring an unusual application of
Realizing the promise
time and thought.
held forth by his new production and intent
companionpiece to
worthy
upon making it a
“The Miracle Man,” Mr. Tucker is bending
all effort toward developing the story to its
fullest power.
The principal feminine role is played by
Betty Compson, who is now at the head of
her own company, while other players Of
equal prominence comprise the remainder
The Tucker production is beof the cast.
ing presented by the Mayflower Photoplay
Corporation.

Harold Lloyd Seen Here in His Latest Pathe Comedy, “High and Dizzy.”
Sure, he’s very, very dizzy, as may be seen at the left; and as for the high end of the title well, he loves the girl so much he follows
her out on the window ledge, many stories above the earth, during the sleep-walking episode. You're right! He's under
the influence of home brew, which his corpulent friend created the recipe for. Nope, don't know his address!

—
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Realart Star Franchise Designed to
Meet Demands of Independent Showmen
Says Woody; Aim Is for Big Pictures
HE

Realart star franchise is described
general manager of
J. S. Woody,
the company, as being among the
most constructive measures devised to
bring order out of the chaotic conditions
that have existed for some time betweeD
producers and exhibitors.
Discussing its provisions Mr. Woody declared the franchise represented the first
occasion in his knowledge when an important producer had stepped forward voluntarily to meet the exhibitor more than half
way. “The fact of the matter is,” he said,
“that the franchise is written on the exhibitor’s own terms.”
Mr. Woody was present in Cleveland
early in June, when the exhibitor’s convention was held there. He said he had made
as accurate a survey of exhibitor opinion
on what was needed for the coming year
as was possible under the circumstances.
Realart, he declared, had gauged the situation correctly and times its announcement to the minute.
“Are Awaiting with Open Arms.”
“From all I could gather at Cleveland,”
Mr. Woody * continued, “exhibitors are
waiting with open arms for the Realart star
franchise. I explained it in a general way
to a number of the men I met there, and
they agreed with me that it was the fairest,
most equitable and constructive measure

T

by

had made in many a moon.
“Looking at the franchise in a large way
is most acceptable to exhibitors because

a producing firm
it
it

is

written only for a year.

Many

ex-

hibitors would like this sort of protection
for a longer period, but the majority at
present don’t want to tie up for more than
a year.

“From another viewpoint

the franchise is
it leaves him
strictly alone in working out his own problems. That’s essentially what they met at

the exhibitor’s

own because

the

exhibitors

want more than

anything else

is good, strong pictures. Given
those, they’ll fight their own battles and
take care of their own finances.
“And that’s what Realart aims to do
give exhibitors the best brand of pictures
that are obtainable. As to the quality of

our products, what
is

we

put out last year
do not
in the

as fair a criterion as any.

We

wish to talk to exhibitors entirely

Left to right:

in

to guarantee his freedom from worries
a chance to cash in on many excellent

make any exhibitor’s house pay. It is as
varied a program as it is excellent. It appeals to the highest grade of motion picture clientele.
“I’ll miss my guess by the width of this
country if the Realart star franchise does
not double and triple in value within a

We

and
and
the open

big features that are available in
market.
Films Will Stand Up with Others.
“When we put our proposition in these
fair terms it should- be apparent to every
thinking exhibitor that we have the utmost confidence in our product. In other
words, we feel that our pictures will stand
up with any others on the market, special
features or otherwise.
“In other words, Realart emphasizes the
picture, first, last and always. The star is
simply an integral part of it a big part,
to be sure but she must share the honors

—

—

the picture’s success with her director,
the scenarioist, her cast, the vehicle chosen
for her and the art and technical organization behind the picture.
“That is the Realart way of making a
picture. Consequently it eliminates all elements of a gamble in a picture. There are
too many possible elements of guaranteed
success in Realart pictures to permit of
failure.

“Definite Value to Franchise.”
“Realart isn’t asking an exhibitor to sit
in on a gambler’s game. There is a definite
value to the Realart star franchise that will

year’s time.

“Realart has picked of the best of all the
talent that was available in the
country.
It is giving them every chance
and opportunity to make good.
Stories,
directors, physical equipment of the best
every element that goes to make big pictures has been obtained to aid these young

new young

artists.”

Confidence of Showmen Makes Possible Star
Franchise and Increased Production Kohn

—

By Morris Kohn,

W

E

have made some important and

extensive plans for the coming year.
They call for a 100 per cent, increase in our production and distributing

activities.

But

it’s

not so

growth that

Cleveland to establish.

“What

Realart is willing to stand
future tense.
or fall by what it has done as well as what
it intends to do.
“Our franchise takes into account an
evident fact, that there are a number of
other good pictures on the market. For
the exhibitor who shows his productions
for week runs, the Realart franchise leaves
him sixteen weeks in the year in which
to play the best that is offered.
“In other words, we are not to glut the
market and give an exhibitor more than
he can handle and still maintain the reputation of his house.
give him just enough

much

want

of

expansion and

exhibitors as
of the things that have made our development possible. They are the things upon
which Realart was founded:
square deal
for every exhibitor, big or little, productions of an even quality of excellence and
co-operation between the two big units of
the industry that spells success.
Discussing ‘the practical aspects of the
new Realart star franchise, let me say we
I

to

tell

A

know

that

it

can accomplish what

is

prom-

President

of

Realart.

We

have named thirty-six productions as our season’s product and that number will be covered by the new franchise.

ised.

Realart progress has never bqen halted

Each picfor a minute of the past year.
ture has been better than the one which
preceded it.
Realart was started to carry out a definite idea.
It has made good and has been
greeted with open arms by exhibitors. The
that the Realart idea has become a
thing of substance has enabled us to offer
the Realart star franchise.
Without the
backing which exhibitors have been quick
to give and the confidence they have bestowed on us this new idea could not have
been presented.
fact

Five Film Executives Who Are Helping to Keep the Realart Banner Flying.
John P. Futts, director of publicity and advertising; Jay A. Gove, assistant general manager; Morris Kohn,
president; J. S. Woody, general manager; David P. Faralla, comptroller.
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Taylor

Make Four Super-Special

Pictures
for Realart; “Soul of Youth” Is the First

W

r

ILLIAM

to

DESMOND TAYLOR

will

make

four super-special productions for Realart during the coming year. These will supplement the thirtysix productions issued under the Realart
star franchise and will round out the season’s output for the company.
The first of these, “The Soul of Youth,”
from an original story by Julia Crawford
Ivers, has been completed and will be availexhibitors about September 1.
able to
Judge Ben Lindsay, of Denver’s Juvenile
Court, appears personally in the picture in
a role similar to the one he has enacted
so successfully in actual life.
“The Furnace,” from a recent novel of
contemporary English life, which has created a sensation in its published form, will
be the second of the special productions.
It is now in the course of production in

\

%

The fourth has not
Taylor production.
yet been selected, but Mr. Taylor is said
to have a number of well-known works
under consideration.
The four super-specials will be made by
Realart and distributed independently of
the Realart star franchise.
Mr. Taylor is a director of many year’s
experience. During the last year he directed three Mary Miles Minter Realart pictures.

In addition to offering a cast of principals of star calibre the most popular juveniles of the screen appear in the production.
Lewis Sargent, who has a leading role, is

considered one of the best known and
most popular boy actors in pictures since
his performance of the title role in “Huckle-

berry Finn.”

Popular Juveniles

Hollywood.

Thomas Play

“Come On — Knuckle Down There.”
A scene from a new Realart production,

to

Be Third

Special.

“The Witching Hour,” by Augustus
Thomas, will be the subject of the third

'The Soul of Youth.”

real

Realarts Sixth Star;

Justine Johnstone Is
Picked by Jury Composed of Professionals
USTINE JOHNSTONE

J

Realart

star

—

its

is

sixth.

become a
She is the

to

unanimous choice of the jury of twelve
internationally known artistic, literary and
professional people to whom Realart entrusted the task of picking its new star.
Her first picture will be “Moonlight and
Honeysuckle,” by George Scarborough, a
Jack Dillast year’s Broadway stage hit.
lon has been engaged to direct Miss Johnstone, and work on the production is under
way.
Possessed Screen Qualifications.
In agreeing on Miss Johnstone the jury
found that she possessed in abundant mea-

sure all the qualities of beauty, intelligence,
personality and ability which were regarded as the essentials of motion picture sta'rdom. Each juryman wrote a verdict explaining why he or she found Justine Johnstone to be the ideal motion picture star.
Is

of

Swedish Extraction.

Miss Johnstone is of Swedish extraction,
and is twenty years old. She was born
in Englewood, N. J., and after leaving public school attended the Manor School at
Larchmont, N. Y., and later took the full
course at the Emma Willard finishing
school at Troy, N. Y. She evinced a pre-

D

d

You Ever See Such

I.eft to

a

dilection for the dramatic at a very early
Willard
age and while at the
School was president of the Dramatic So-

Emma

ciety.

in Cast.

Ernest Butterworth is another boy who
has been seen in numerous film productions for leading companies.
Lila Lee, although rapidly approaching

womanhood,

is

young enough yet to be
She has a prominent

classed as a juvenile.
part in the feature.

William
the cast,
actor.
Julia
story of

Collier, Jr.,

is

another

member

the son of the noted

of

Broadway

Crawford Ivers has based her
“The Soul of Youth” on a woman’s

crime against Nature, the sale of her unchild. The story is not morbid, however, but is filled with sparkling comedy
to balance the equally effective dramatic

born

She was a member of the “Follies” of
and again in 1916. In the 1916 edition
she appeared as a principal. While a member of the 1915 “Follies” the war was in its
early stages and patriotism ran high; Miss
Johnstone had the part of “Columbia,” and
appeared draped in an American flag, her
beauty having won the honor for her.
1915

Plans” Abandoned.
During intervals in her “Follies” engagements, she supported the Castles at the
New Amsterdam with Ed Wynn in “Over
the Top.”
Last summer Miss Johnstone was a member of the Poli Stock Company at Waterbury, Conn. She had planned a career on
the “legitimate'' stage in serious dramatic
roles, for which this work in stock was
considered excellent preparation, but these
plans have been abandoned since placing
herself under contract to Realart.
Miss Johnstone is a striking beauty and
_
photographs exceptionally well. Her stage
experience coupled with her eager desire
to act for the screen, should in a short
time, make her one of the favorites among

“Legitimate

the younger stars.

Gathering of Beauties?

Neither Did We.

Right: Mary Miles Minter; Constance Binney; Justins Johnstone:

scenes.

Taxes Art Department.

“The Furnace,” second of the Taylor productions, has caused unprecedented building activity at the Realart studios in Holly-

wood. The research and art departments
have been taxed to supply the numerous
large settings, replicas of famous structures
abroad, which were required for the picture.

Agnes Ayres appears in the leading feminine role of this production. In many respects this is declared to be among the most
beautifully staged and costumed pictures
that has Seen made in a long time.
company whose names speak of the
care and lavish expediture of money made
on the production has been brought together by Director Taylor. Among them
are Jerome Patrick, the well-known leading man; Milton Sills, Theodore Roberts,
the famous character actor in many other
Realart productions; Helen Dunbar. Betty
Francisco, Fred Turner, Maym Kelso, Lucien Littlefield, Robert Bolder and others.

A

They’re All Stars Shining in the Realart Sky.
Wanda Hawley; Bebe Daniels, and Alice Brady.
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Three Pictures a Month Are Scheduled

Under R ea lart S tar Franch ise; Plan
Four Special Productions Extra
NDER

the terms of the Realart star
franchise the exhibitor obtains theatre rights to thirty-six productions.
In these productions are to be starred six
actresses who made Realart pictures last
season Alice Brady, Mary Miles Minter,
and Constance Binney and three new ones
Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels and Jus-

U

—

—

—

Johnstone.
An elaborately engraved contract, suitable' for framing, has been prepared for
This contract is
the franchise holders.
It has a scroll
printed on bond paper.
work decoration similar to a bond with
sketches at the top of the six stars and
the Realart trademark at the bottom.
The new proposition will call for almost
For this
doubled production activities.
Realart has been quietly fortifying itself
during the last four months by acquiring
additional studio facilities, three new stars,
a large quantity of the best book and stage
material on the market and directors and
scenario writers of established ability and
tine

reputation.
Fall

Production

Releases Completed.
activities have been started

months

advance of the release
schedule to guard against any mishaps in
carrying out the program. Several of the
pictures announced for release this Fall
have already been, completed.
On the
average three pictures will be released each
month under the franchise.
several

in

In addition to the thirty-six pictures included in the Realart franchise, the company will make and distribute four William
Desmond Taylor super-special productions
during the year. The first of these, “The
Soul of Youth,” of which Lewis Sargent is

the star and in which Judge Ben Lindsay
of Denver makes his debut as a screen actor, has been completed, and the second is
in the course of production.
Specials Not Included in Franchise.

The four special Taylor productions are
not included in the franchise and will be
sold on a separate booking basis.
Each
one has been designed on an extremely
lavish

scale.

Four pictures
ber.

will be available in

Septem-

They are “Sweet Lavender,” starring

—

Miles Minter; “You Never Can Tell,”
Bebe Daniels’ initial picture as a Realartist; “Food for Scandal,” Wanda Hawley’s
second starring vehicle, and “The Soul of
Youth,” the first William Desmond Taylor

Mary

Production.

For October the following productions
have been scheduled: “Tommy and Grizzel,”
in
which Constance Binney is ‘starred;
“Blackbirds,” the first Alice Brady picture
of the new season; and “Moonlight and
Honeysuckle,” Justine Johnstone’s first picture as a Realart star.
Four on November Schedule.

The November schedule calls for four pic“Her Beloved Villain,”
as follows

tures,

:

starring Wanda Hawley, “Oh, Lady, Lady,”
Bebe Daniels second starring vehicle, a
Mary Miles Minter picture not named yet,
and “The Furnace,” second of the William
Desmond Taylor productions.
As an indication of the advance production planned on these, it has been reported from the Coast that Mary Miles Minter
has already started work on her November
release and the Taylor Special is now more
than half completed.
Although Realart officials stated^ that
later developments might necessitate a rearrangement of this schedule, it was offered
as correct so far as such matters can be arranged in advance. The purpose in announcing it, according to the company, is
to give exhibitors a line on the quality of
next year’s productions.

Franchise Meets Exhibitors’ Wants.

major and minor details the
worked out by Realart
officials to conform to the best and most
widely tested exhibitor experience which
the company has been able to study. Several months ago the company’s field force
engaged in an energetic campaign to select and classify exhibitor opinions and
needs for the coming year.
During the convention of field men in
May this information was carefully examIn

all

its

franchise has been

ined.

In

movements

addition the various exhibitor
of the year have been analyzed

for specific complaints or recommendations
to bring about better relations between
producers and exhibitors.

—

The Realart
made to meet
it

star franchise also has

includes only female stars.

by Realart

been

exhibitor preference in that

officials

as to

A

canvass

whether male or

female stars were desired resulted in a
most emphatic call for the latter.
Leaves Sixteen Weeks Open.
From another angle that of advertising
and exploitation the franchise has been
made to order for an exhibitor’s needs.
Under it the exhibitor is assured of the
services of certain stars for a whole. Advertising and exploitation on each one is
cumulative because of the star’s repeated
visits; and while heavy campaigns may be
required at times, the total expense for the
period is less than it would be undersingle

—

—

feature contracts.
Under the Realart franchise the exhibitor
who books pictures for a week has his opportunity to run outside attractions sixteen
weeks in the year.

Brady Will Seek to
Give Variety in Productions

Alice

N my

I

mean

By Alice Brady
work during the new season

to establish one thing, if
else, very definitely
and that

A

—

I

nothing
is

vari-

pretty little word that may mean
nothing at all or everything.
It so happens that on the stage, just as in
other professions, one finds he or she is
able to do one thing a little better than
another. That is to be expected, but it is
the intelligent working out of this idea that
counts. Doing' the thing we do best in the
same old way day after day, we call commonplace. Doing it in different ways, constantly exercising our creative
powers,
makes for variety. When employed in a
high degree we call it genius.
The public would always keep you at one
thing if they liked it, doing it in the old,
hackneyed, stereotyped way. Then when
they had tired of it they would discard you.
It is up to the artist to forestall this.
It
is possible to give the public what they expect and still inject enough of one’s creative personality into it so as to pique their
ety!

interest.

—

1
The Maid of Fashion. 2 A Lass of Deep Thought. 3 A Little Girl of Love.
Mary Miles Minter in “A Cumbersome Romance” doesn’t seem to worry about how soon the butter is churned as long- as she gets
new dress for the party. Wanda Hawley seems to be wondering, but we don’t know what about in “Food for Scandal.”
Look at that bad boy stealing little golden lock’s curl in “The Soul of Youth.” All Realart releases.
'

...

a
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Coming Productions
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of Realart
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1920

Are Based

on Successful Plays and Popular Novels
N

the list of famous novel and stage
Realart
as
by
acquired
successes
screen material for the coming season

I

“The New York Idea,” by Langdon
Mitchell, described by a number of critics
the long awaited “Great American
as
Play.”
survey of the list reveals the following notable names in American and European literature: Sir Arthur Wing Pinero,
Sir James M. Barrie, Avery Hopwood, P.
G. Wodehouse, Guy Bolton, George Scarborough, Harry James Smith, Owen Davis,
Dana Burnet, Grace Lovell Bryan, Paul
Kester, Alice Duer Miller, Sophia Kerr,
is

A

“Pan” and Augustus Thomas.
The purchase of this material for 192021 shows Realart strongly entrenched in
first announced policy of using only
its
the finest available book and screen material for its productions. Negotiations for
a large number of equally successful works
are pending and will be acquired well in

‘‘Oagh^er See the Other Guy,”
Says the hero to Mary Miles Minter in
Realart’s “A Cumbersome Romance.”

advance of production needs.
Deserves Distinction.

Constance Binney Has Big
Plans for the Coming Year
By Constance Binney
has made me happier since
becoming a Realart star than the
many kind words I have received
from exhibitors. I thank them not only
for the appreciation they have shown and
the encouragement this has given me, but

N

OTHING

for all they have done to establish me as
a star during the last year.
I have some rather ambitious plans for
Everything has been
the coming season.

talked over and settled. I am now working
on “39 East,” the stage play in which I
have been playing a whole season. After
that I will do “Tommy and Grizel,” by Sir
James Barrie. Following that there are
some equally wonderful things selected for
me.
The exhibitors are a star’s best friends,
and one would be foolish indeed not to re-

and

always try
to have the exhibitor’s point of view in

alize

it

mind when

strive to please.

I

am making

I

a picture.

It

is

the exhibitor who buys the picture; it is
through the exhibitor that the star builds
up a following; our whole success depends
finally upon the exhibitor
the power behind the throne.
I am always glad to hear from exhibitors and gladly welcome any suggestions.

—

The record of “The New York Idea,” in
which Alice Brady will be featured, shows
that from the standpoint of popular success its distinction as “The Great American

Play”

deserved.

is

It

was

first

pro-

Mrs. Minnie Maddern
Fiske as the star, and had a long run in
New York City and through the country.
Mary Miles Minter’s first production in
the new year will be an adaptation of
“Sweet Lavender,” one of the most success-

duced

in

1906 with

by Sir Arthur Wing Pinproduced in London the
play ran for 683 performances and has had
several productions in the United States.
It has also been published in book form
and has had a wide circulation.
“Tommy and Grizel,” by Sir James Matthew Barrie, has been purchased as material for Constance Binney.

ful plays written
ero.
first

When

“Little

“The

Clown” for Miss Minter.
Clown,” by Avery Hopwood,

Little

has been acquired for

was produced

Mary

Miles Minter.

New York

City several
years ago and enjoyed the uniform popularity that has been given Mr. Hopwood’s
plays.
He is the author of the current
Broadway hit, “The Gold Diggers.”
“Oh, Lady, Lady,” the recent Broadway
comedy hit by Guy Bolton and P. G. Wodehouse, will be adapted to the screen for
It

in

Bebe Daniels. Bolton and Wodehouse were
the co-authors of “Oh, .Boy” and independently have written a large number of suc-

cessful

it

and

“Oh,

novels.

Lady,

Justine Johnstone’s First Play.

“Moonlight and Honeysuckle,” which was
presented last season at the Henry Miller
Theatre with Ruth Chatterton as the star,
with big success, has been purchased as the
first

artist,

starring vehicle for
Justine Johnstone.

the
It

new

Real-

was written

by George .Scarborough.
“The Witching Hour,” by Augustus
Thomas, a veteran American playwright,
has been purchased and will be used by
William Desmond Taylor as one of his
four special productions for Realart during
the coming year.
“The Furnace,” a novel of contemporary
life in England, by “Pan,” an anonymous
author, has been purchased as material for
another of William Desmond Tayor’s sup.er
special productions.

Davis Story for Alice Brady.
Who Walk in Darkness,” by
Owen Davis, has also been purchased for
It was first published as a
Alice Brady.
novel by Perley Poore Sheehan in 1919,
dramatized in the same year and produced
at the 48th Street Theatre.
“Blindness,” a novel which appeared serially in the Ladies’ Home Journal during
1919-20, by Dana Brunet, has been acquired
for Mary Miles Minter. Mr. Brunet is one
of the most accomplished young writers in
this country, and has had numerous novels
and short stories published within the last

“Those

few years.

Two

by Grace Lovell Bryan that
Saturday Evening Post,
“You Never Can Tell” and “Class,” have
been bought as material for Bebe Daniels’
ran

last

first

stories

year

in the

starring picture.

Miss Hawley

in “Food for Scandal.”
“Beverly’s Balance,” a play by Paul
Kester, in which Margaret Anglin made a
successful appearance in New York City
and on tour throughout the country, will
be produced with Wanda Hawley in the
stellar role under the title of “Food for
Scandal.”
“Her First Elopement,” by Alice Duer

been bought for Wanda Hawwas published in Lippincott’s Magafor August in 1905.

Miller, has
ley.

zine

It

Wanda Hawley will also appear in
“Sweetie Peach" by Sophie Kerf, managing
editor of

The Woman’s Home Companion

and author of many short

—

Perhaps

stories

Lady” was presented at the Princess Theatre in New York and had a run of 174 performances during the season of 1917-18.

stories.

The Girl’s Thinkin’ of the Victor He’s in Picture No. 2.
Oh, Boy, Oh, Boy! Looka Those Kids Fight
wasn’t the pretty lass they were battling for after all — Maybe it was "Duke ” the dog. Three typical scenes from
"The Soul of Youth,” with Lewis Sargent. A Realart picture made by William D. Taylor.
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Garbutt Outlines Growth and
Extent of Realart s Hollywood Studio
.

9

W

production at capacity and improvements under way or completed, Frank E. Garbutt, manager

ITH

West Coast Realart studios, faces
new season with an optimistic spirit.

the

of

the

took a considerable portion of last
Mr. Garbutt, “ter get under way.
That preliminary work is now completed
and we have people and equipment fully
capable of turning out photoplays of a
“It

year,” said

high artistic standard.
“Only recently we have completed a new
glass stage which gives us an enclosed
space equal to any in the business. In addition, we have the outside opeff stage and
‘set lot’ for exteriors and emergencies.
“Perhaps the improvement which has
created 'the most talk around the studio is
Realart purthe new ‘Star’s Bungalow.’

chased this seven room house for its private owners and transformed it into two
consisting of sitting room,
suites,
star
dressing room, wardrobes, bath and kitchenette. We are proud of this innovation.
The rooms were all redecorated and furnished. Few studios, it is said, have provided their stars with such eminently desirable quarters.

Building Big Machine Shop.

“We

have just finished a big garage and
started the erection of a fine machine
shop, with a full equipment of precision
instruments so that we may be able to do
our own camera repair work. In the past
we have been severely handicapped
through the necessity of sending East for
necessary parts.
charge and the

Factory men will be in
shop will place us free

of ‘accident fear.’

“We

have

a

fleet

of ‘power

wagons’ of

design, which on night locations
be able to flood a street or section of
country with illumination from forty Klieg
lights. The generators have a capacity of
about 200 K. W. The outfit has been built
so that it can be operated at any angle, or
while running.
This is claimed to have
never been possible before.
“The machine shop will have specially
designed lathes and milling machines, capable of accuracy to 1-10,000 of an inch.
Found Few Changes Necessary.
“We have found it necessary to make
but few changes in our laboratory,” continued Mr. Garbutt. “It has an excellent
record for output. Frank V. Biggy is the
superintendent.
“He is installing one machine, however,
which will equalize the current passing
special

will

the printing machines and do
the light fluctuations due to the
unevenness of curent.
“As far as the production efficiency of
the plant is concerned, I think that was
demonstrated during the making of ‘Miss
I understand we created a new
Hobbs.’
record for speed in turning out the great
number of prints ordered one week in
advance of a very restricted time limit.
Several Deserve Big Praise.

through

away with

“In the actual making of the pictures
there are several people who deserve the
highest praise. Will M. Ritchey, of course,
invaluable in his work as supervising
is
director and scenario editor. To him must
go much of the credit for Realart’s high
standard.
Una Nixon Hopkins in ‘Miss
Hobbs,’ Jenny Be Good’ and ‘Nurse -Marjorie’
showed that- fine creative sense
which has made her one of filmdom’s
leading art directors. Walter Hansen, production manager, has a crew of stage carpenters that have made an enviable record
for their speed and workmanship in the
construction of important sets.
“We have made additions and improvements to our storage space. Constantly
new furniture and other properties are
being added to our permanent supply,
while agreements with leading stores place
at our disposal any of a thousand articles

we may want.
Will

Make

1

12 to

16 Pictures.

“Our wardrobe has overflowed
has been necessary to build a

new

until

it

departthe big

ment on a mezzanine floor of
glass stage.
This is under the charge of
Jessie Hallett, casting director, who has
evolved a new classification idea in handling ‘extras’ that is being widely used by
other studios.

“We will make between twelve and sixteen pictures during the coming year that
will be up to the high grade exhibitors
have expected after seeing our previous
offerings.”

is

Justine Johnstone

a radical world, so

I

am

exhibitors won’t be bewildered
out of a clear sky a new
stretches out a greeting to them.
If I

were

happy

I

starring

pretty

Wanda Hawley.
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ashamed of showing to his audiences. By
that I mean pictures containing a definite
story and mesage, as contrasted with those
which, when analyzed, are simply a succession of star photographs and poses.
Pictures of

Romance and Adventure.

Being a real movie fan myself, I cannot
but appreciate the pluck and business acu-

am

sure

when
star

a conservative I should tell how
to join -the ranks of the tried

soon would be no more pictures, because
always end by having no
That
taste, in the real sense of the word.
is, they can only appreciate the extraordinary and exceptional; the human and ordinary which, after all, is the most healthy
has no savor for them.
Therefore I propose to make photoplays
American
womanhood
red-blooded
of
which we all understand full of adventure
and romance.

connoisseurs

—

—

—

“A Cumberland Romance” in the Course of Operation. In Scene 2 Mary Miles Minter Sure’s Some Little Heroine.
Realart's latest release with this bewitching little star. To the left Monte Blue is saying, “You are a little deceiver, X
distinguish you in another lover’s arm but wait till the end you’ll want me back again!”
Guess Mary Miles
will not lose any sleep over it seems so at the right, anyway.

—

| i

and proved screen artists. But being a
newcomer, and in a position to observe the
exhibitor’s angle of pictures, I feel how
lamentably the average star neglects to insist upon material that is universally popular and instead uses vehicles that enhance
her own values.
I am unwilling to say this is done to torture exhibitors, but I know that I for one
shall attend to the business of making pictures that Mr. Exhibitor will not be

of the exhibitor. He realizes that we
fans are not connoisseurs. If we were there

By

T

Flirtatious Scene
for Scandal,” a Realart release

men

Says She Will Make Pictures of
Redblooded American Women
HIS

A
From “Food

— —

can
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William D. Taylor Calls His Realart
Contract “A Chance to Go the Limit’”
‘

A

T

last

I

have obtained

my

ambition

I

My new

contract with Realart gives
me the opportunity of years to produce pictures with no thought but perfection,” says William D. Taylor, director of
super-specials for Realart. “Plenty of time
and money, and splendid stories at last I
Can ‘go the limit' and bring out the fine, enduring things impossible in the days when
a release schedule bade me make eight
or ten productions each year.
“I have always held that a poor story
On the other hand, the
is a waste of time.
possibilities of good narrative carry endless fascination to a man who imagines.
A story that will help people, lift them out
of the humdrum of life and bring happiness
and new thoughts such a tale is worth
all that is paid for it and deserves every
attention that time and money can lavish
in its preparation for the screen.

—

—

William D Taylor
“Who will direct super-specials for Realart.

Good, Wholesome Pictures
Is

What
By Mary

the

Public Wants

Miles Minter

F COURSE,

any
I should never do
other than absolutely wholesome pictures. Anyway, nobody cares for the
other kind. Pictures, it seems to me, must
The worst, if it
reflect the best in life.
appears, is merely for the sake of con-

O

trast.

My

Realart productions have come closer
what I regard as ideal photoplays
than anything I have ever done in tbe
And I feel that each one is going
past.
to be better than the last. Of course, I am
One never stands
learning all the time.
still but must either advance or retrograde
and I have no intention of doing the
to being

—

latter.

‘‘Sweet Lavender,” which I have recently
completed, is one of the sweetest pictures
And Paul Powell,
I have ever played in.
the director, has caught the spirit of the
story, as have all the cast, and the result,
I feel sure, will be all that could be desired.

The
to me.

much

We

exhibitors haye been uniformly kind
I am grateful because I realize how
such friendship means.”

“Soul of Youth” Finished.
I

“And Realart has given me such stories.
am making for the organization 'The

Soul of Youth,” from

a

gripping story of

‘The
by Julia Crawford Ivers
Furnace,’ by ‘Pan’ and ‘The Witching
Flour,’ the Augustus Thomas stage success.
“I have just finished ‘The Soul of Youth.’
It is the first play under the new contrac*
and I feel that it shows the approach to
technical perfection which is posible only
when the director is neither hurried nor

boy

life,

;

forced to eliminate desirable effects because his company does not care to stand
the expense.
“My first three pictures will present the
struggles and conquest of the soul urider
different conditions of modern life.
‘The
Soul of Youth’ takes the boy of the streets
and illustrates the thesis that kindness,
sympathy and education will cause the
latent seed of character to blossom and
flower in the full beauty of a high charactered American citizen.

Judge Lindsay

in

Cast.

“Lewis Sargent played ‘The Boy.’ Exhibitors will remember him in ‘Huckleberry Finn.” He is a consummate actor and
I believe his work in the part will do much
to create sympathy for the boys who
‘haven’t had a chance.’
“For the part of the Juvenile Court
Judge we secured Judge Ben Lindsay. Lila

Lee, Willie Collier, Jr., Sylvia Ashton and
Grace Morse also did splendid work.
“At the present moment I am working
on ‘The Furnace.’ It is the greatest story
It is a story of
I have ever been given.
soul growth, thl^ time of a woman who has
everything she wants, save the love of
her husband.
“The scenes are laid in London, Monte
Carlo and aboard ship. The story calls for
beautiful settings and gorgeous costumes.

To Cost over

$700,000.

exceptionally expensive
original estimates were for
but now it appears that the
well over $700,000. Two realone cost what the average
man would consider a fortune. One reproduced the interior of a beautiful English cathedral; the other showed the splendors of a gay Monte Carlo hotel.
“Jerome Patrick and Agnes Ayres portray the leading roles. They are supported
by Milton Sills, Betty Francisco, Helen

will Tie
picture.
Our
half a million,
cost will run
markable sets
“It

Dunbar,

an

Theodore

Roberts

and

Lucien

Littlefield.

“Under Realart's policy I fully believe
that ‘The Furnace’ will grow as the finest
thing I have done. ‘The Witching Hour,’
by. Augustus Thomas, is yet in the future.
The story is so marvelous I am confident
that it will score a success equal to that
I expect for ‘The Soul of Youth’ and ‘The
Furnace.’
“Realart Pictures Corporation demonstrated its faith in me when it met my
request for the conditions necessary for
photoplay perfection. In return I wish to
express my gratitude to Realart in a manner that will make William D. Taylor Productions even more desirable entertainments than they have ever been in the
past.”

Discussing Her Work, Realart
Star Says “Never So Happy”
By Wanda Hawley
’VE been so happy of late that it has
seemed I could hardly contain myself.
I Quite
suddenly, you see, I plunged into
stardom.
And my
“Miss Hobbs,” has
Isn’t that

enough

to

first

been

Realart
a

big

picture,

success!

make me happy?

First Time That We Ever Knew That Crackers and Milk As in Scene 3 Was “Food for Scandal.”
always had an Idea that it was the continual diet of the poor artists who dwell in attics. “Look at me in that ancient costume,’' says
Wanda Hawley. “I’m wearing it just to beat the high cost of dresses.” Scenes from the star’s latest picture, released by Realart.
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Of course, I worked very hard we all
did—to make it a success. But many times
hard work fails to register success in the

As it was, we seemed to
returns.
strike a popular vein of humor; the exhibitors, one and all, were so kind that I
feel now every one of them is a personal
and dear friend, whom I Ijope some day
final

my

behalf.

—

stardom means a lot a great
deal more than any one San guess offhand. So I am happy because I am a Realart star. The public has always been kind
to me. But it seems never so kind as now.
My next picture is to be “Food for ScanIt is from Paul Kester’s story, “Bevdal.’’
erly’s Balance,” and Edith Kennedy did the
Realart

I

think

delightful play.
director and he has
and has got a great
a

is

it

James Cruze was my
been very, very good

from the picture. Harrison Ford was
my leading man and he was well, I leave
that to the thousands of people who have

deal

—

learned to like

him

so well in pictures in

the past.

“One Desire

Is to

Public,” Says

Please the
Bebe Daniels

By Bebe

Daniels
school boy who lisped
“You’d scarce expect one of my age
To speak in public on the stage. v
when I endeavor to say what my ideas are
on entering stardom via Realart. But this
much I know and have no hesitation in saying: My aim, first, last and always, shall
be to please the public. Players, however
clever they may think themselves, will not
get far unless that cleverness can be so
directed, as to appeal to the public who
buy their seats in a theatre and are there
to be entertained, amused and instructed.
I know, also, that a great deal depends
on the story, the direction, the cast, the
setting, and so on.
Granted and in this instance I am
aware that it is true that these things
have all been provided in the best possible

FEEL

like

a

I

—

by

Realart

— there

remains

that

factor, the exhibitor.
I

sometimes think the star doesn't take

exhibitor into account as he or she
should at all times. He is the man who
sells the goods
he is the retailer and the

the

—

public

is

And we

consumer.

the

are the

goods

I have always found that the exhibitors
are the first to appreciate good work, good
pictures.
So a picture to be good should
please the exhibitors, who know best what
I count the exhibitors
his audiences want.
as my friends to whom I owe very, very
much already, and to whom I shall owe

—

still

more henceforth.

and personally thank

to shake hands with
for their efforts in

scenario.

manner
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Realart ’s Western Supervising Director
Points to Noted Plays in Preparation
BELIEVE we

I

have done well

we

year; but
the plays

in

of negotiation,

I

view and others
feel that the

course

coming sea-

It indicates to
tion for the coming year.
what extent Realart’s policy has pleased

A man

of seven years’ experience, he
angles of the motion picture
business and can speak with authority.

him.

knows

all

Hope

for

Enlarged Plant.

‘‘The exhibitor already knows,” said Mr.
Ritchey, “the worth of ‘Jenny, Be Good,’
‘Judy of Rogues’ Harbor,’ ‘Nurse Marjorie’
and ‘Miss Hobbs.’ The first three were
Mary Miles Minter productions, directed
by William D. Taylor, \\*ith the supervision
of Julia Crawford Ivers
and the last was
the first Wanda Hawley production. They
gave a hint of what Realart can do and
presage excellent things for the future.
“We expect to concentrate production
at this studio on Wanda Hawley and Bebe
Daniels until an enlarged plant makes it
possible to include William D. Taylor special productions and Mary Miles Minter
;

features.

ducing

in

For the present they are proanother plant under the super-

vision of Realart’s organization in
Their plans are indicated
fornia.

GEI5LER.

further explanation is hardly necessary.
“In preparation for Miss Hawley we have
a very successful French farce by two
noted authors.
For certain reasons the
name cannot be given.

Musical Comedy Success.

“Then will come ‘Her First Elopement,’
from a story by Alice Duer Miller. This
a clever tale of mistaken identity.
“Edith Kennedy is now working on the
script of ‘Oh Lady, Lady,’ the side-splitting
musical comedy by Guy Bolton and P. G.’
Wodehouse. It will be a Bebe Daniels
feature. ‘In the Bishop’s Carriage’ has also
been secured for Miss Daniels. It is being
adapted by Douglas Bronston.”
is

Sr*

ANDREWS

RUTH COLbY

STUDIOS

else*;

Wanda Hawley's Second.
“For Bebe Daniels and Wanda Hawley,
however, we have a schedule that is rapidly
Miss Hawley has
rounding into shape.
just completed her second starring picture, ‘Food for Scandal,’ adapted from the
popular farce, ‘Beverly’s Balance,’ by Paul
Kester.
Edith Kennedy prepared an excellent scenario. It is a sparkling comedy,
well cast by Miss Jessie Hallett. Harrison
Ford again appears as leading man.
“Miss Daniels has recently started in
‘You Never Can Tell.’ The trade papers
have been so full of this production that

N EW3

LA FELL

Cali-

where.

LLU5TSATED

Atf DREW.?-

aUTH C0L5Y

in

With

son will show a product exceeding in quality
anything that has been done. We have the
stars, we have the stories, we have the
I am highly confident that
organization.
1920-1921 will be a year of splendid profits
to those exhibitors who have signed a
Realart contract,” says Will M. Ritchey,
supervising director of Realart’s West
Coast studios.
Mr. Ritchey makes this emphatic predic-

I

STUDIOS

this past

tiave only started.

UNDERWOOD

# UNDERWOOD

Jury That Selected Justine Johnstone, Realart’s Sixth Star.

WHITE
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“

American-Plan ” Cinema will Be Erected
in Sydney by Carroll-Mnsgrove, Limited

O

June Caprice

of

America.

He

left

Syd-

-

-

Big Theatrical
E. J. Carroll

Men

His Partners.

and Dan Carroll are associ-

Pathe Exchange,

Inc.

Under the terms of her new contract
Miss Caprice will make her debut in the
serial field, in addition to appearing in features of international flavor, one of which
Plans have been
will be filmed abroad.
formulated whereby Miss Caprice will be
co-starred with Mr. Seitz in at least one
serial, to be produced following the com-

pletion of

which

work on “Rogues and Romance”
be photographed

will

in

Spain.

Narrowly Escapes Death
When Trapped in Diver’s Bell
OMER SCOTT, acclaimed by the

Scott

Harry Lauded and Mr. Musgrove will sail
London July 23 to meet Dan Carroll
when he lands there with the famous

for

Scot.

Since James D. Williams went to Ausand “put pictures on the map” in that
continent, Mr. Musgrove declares that
there has been no real advancement in the
style and class of theatres Mr. Williams
then opened. Houses seating 1,500 are the
largest and they are by no means modern
in type or equipment.
The Carroll-Musgrove Theatres, Ltd., expect to bring the exhibition side of moving
pictures into the same stages of advancement that obtains in America. The Prince
Edward Theatre will be built American
style, with a massive organ and an orchestra as large as conditions will warrant.
Special consideration will be given to the

tralia

Because of climatic

details of ventilation.

conditions Mr. Musgrove believes that
plenty of fresh air not only fresh, but icecooled will be essential to the modern
ideas he has for his house.

—

—

Promotions in W.W. Hodkinson Branches
Follow Large Increases in Sales Force
ROMOTIONS

and enlargement of the
and increased bookings are
the order of the day with the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, not to mention a
greatly extended program of productions
for release during the next six months.
Among the promotions announced by
Hodkinson is the selection of H. H. Owens
to take charge of the Kansas City branch.
He is succeeded at St. Louis by James
Guest, whose wide acquaintance among exhibitors in that territory is counted on for
the rapid development of business in the

P

sales force

connects the chain of the belt. Through
a stroke of good fortune the air line held
fast and Mr. Scott and Clark Irvin, from
Los Angeles, who accompanied the photographer, were not seriously affected by the

Louis sector.
Jack Krum, formerly a salesman in the
Utah territory, has been assigned to Denver, his home town, as Hodkinson representative. He has been a big factor in stimulating sales of the Benjamin B. Hampton
photodramas.
W. T. Wall in Los Angeles.
C. A. Thompson has been appointed manager of the New York exchange for Hodkinson. He gained his early selling experience with some of the best sales organizations in the country and has earned his
present important office after a thorough
training in the Cleveland territory.
In Los Angeles, the Hodkinson representative is now W. T. Wall, who has been
covering the West Coast territory from
Los Angeles to San Francisco. Mr. Wall
has the reputation of being a cracker-jack
salesman. In Dallas, Texas, Mr. Hodkinson
has appointed Jack Schaeffer as branch
manager. Mr. Schaeffer worked the Dallas
territory until three years ago, when he
went into the army with the American Expeditionary Force to Siberia. Immediately

experience.

upon

H

critics

who prereviewed “What Wom-

Love,” a Sol Lesser production,
distributed by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., as being among the greatest

en

photographers of under-water subjects,
came very near losing his life recently
when he was trapped at Avalon, Cal., in his
diver bell.

For six hours Mr. Scott was believed to
have been almost outside the reach of hu-

man

ated with Mr. Musgrove in an enterprise
that is destined to result in a chain of big
picture house* in the principal Australian
cities, including Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide,
and Melbourne. The Carroll brothers are
now managing the South African tour of

HE

constantly growing list of Pathe
stars has been augmented by the addition of June Caprice, who has just
been signed to a long term contract by Paul
Brunet, vice-president and general manager

T

to

visit

the purpose of arranging
20 fo
with the architect who has built the leading New York City picture theatres to draw
plans for a 3,000 capacity cinema in Sydney.
Mr. Musgrove was managing director of
Australasian Films, Ltd., when he last visited “the States.” Last July he returned to
Australia, and on January 1, this year, resigned his position with the film distributing corporation to promote the theatre
which is now assured of construction.
The pastime of “promoting theatres” in
Australia has, of late, been fraught with incidents that greatly impaired public confidence in such enterprises; but through
his personal standing, as a member of one
of Australia’s oldest theatrical families,
stock for the new Prince Edward Theatre
was successfully placed and the site purchased within a month of Mr. Musgrove’s
start on the project. Land running through
from Castlereagh street to Elizabeth street
has been purchased as a site that Mr. Musgrove declares is the best location for a
theatre in Sydney.

June Caprice Signs Contract
with Pathe; to Play in Serials

ond

May

ney

Recently signed by Pathe to appear in
feature to be made by George B. Seitz in
Spain and later to be starred in serials.

N June 20 Harry Musgrove arrived in
New York from Australia on his sec-

aid.

Due

Mr. Scott was filming a scene far away from Avalon it was
quite a long time before Tinch Morichich,
perhaps the most famous diver in Catalina
was reached. Mr. Morichich finally rescued
Mr. Scott.
The accident happened as a result of the
breaking of the steel suspension ring which
to the fact that

Now

It’s

“The Thug”

During the filming of “The Nobleman,”
Eugene O’Brien’s forthcoming Selznick picture which is well under way, it was definitely decided to call the production “The
Thug.” In renaming the story written by
H. H. Van Loan, it is felt that greater exploitation possibilities can thus be engineered to heighten its box-office value.

St.

return to New York he was
signed by the Hodkinson organization.
Have Seventy Salesmen.
his

At Spokane, Wash., C. S. Merwin takes
charges of a rapidly growing branch of the
Hodkinson distributing system. As previously announced to the trade, H. S. Beardsthe special representative for the
Philadelphia territory, U. F. Seymour at
Chicago, and Joe Bloom at Pittsburgh.
Seventy salesmen are now engaged in
ley

is

Hodkinson product and giving
the exhibitor audiences for such pictures as
“The Silent Barrier,” “Sex,” “Riders of the
Dawn,” “No. 99,” “King Spruce,” “The Harvest Moon,” “The Dream Cheater,” “Desert Gold,” “The Sagebrusher” and “Cynthiaof-the-Minute.”
In the field organization are the following: Albany, H. E. Thompson, E. C. Hochstein Atlanta, L. C. Lowe, Theodore F. Holland; Buffalo, C. J. Predari, W. H. Burnselling the

;

ham; Boston; W. H. Dunbar,

J.

J.

John-

Charlotte, Thomas Little Chicago, W.
F. Seymour, Phil Dumas, I. R. Parnass, Reed
Myers, Edyth Ekblad; Cincinnati, H. H.
Hurn, W. Lasance; Cleveland, H. J. Ochs,
A. J. Rorb, E. P. Ochs; Dallas, J. L. Darnell,
O. H. Ehrhardt; Des Moines, Jack Wilson;
Detroit, S. J. Graham, Edward Lewin, Hal
Smith; Indianapolis, J. S. Gangney; Kansas City, J. L. Doty; Little Rock, S. A. Arnold, Harry Galligher; Milwaukee, H. J.

son

;

;

Terry, Ed Felix.
Minneapolis, H. L. Mitchell, Julius Hoag-

Marcus Rabinowitz; Newark,

land,

Fowler;

C.

New

G.

Orleans, A. G. Gugel, F.

M.
J.

Budd New York, I. Hanover, J. J. Felder,
Weisman, F. A. Kilgour, F. I. Frayne;
Oklahoma City, J. C. DeWalt; S. Micneel,
Harry Wolf; Omaha, H. K. Moss, W. E.
;

A.

Keller;

Philadelphia, G. F. Gourlay,

J.

R.

Lynch, James A. Byrne, G. W. Shanahan,
D. M. Mersereau; Pittsburgh, E. F. Bollbrecht.

Harry

Reiff; Portland, A. B. CleLouis, F. H. Maeser; Salt Lake
City, L. J. Barrette; San Francisco, W. O.

land

;

St.

Edmunds,

Roy

C. B.

Brown;

Seattle. P. G. Lynch,

Craig; Washington,

S.

Galanty.

Madge Tyrone Joins Mayer
Louis B. Mayer has added to his scenario
staff Madge Tyrone, well-known newspaper woman and author.
Miss Tyrone left her newspaper field
about a year ago at the invitation of Director

Edwin Carewe and became associated

with him

in

the writing of scenario and

titles.

Miss Tyrone will write for both of the
stars Anita Stewart and Mildred

Mayer

—

Harris Chaplin.

Inter national Film Service

Inc.,

presents

//

and
the SOCIAL LION
tIGGS
Adapted from GEO MCMANUS Famous
series

BRINGING

FATHEK9

johnny
ray
produced by
CHRISTIE FILM

CO.

HWBMWHWl—

Jiggs takes a whirl at the society game.
The millions who faithfully follow the inimitable
comics in the hundreds of newspapers all over the
land don’t have to be told what that means in
laughter, giggles and snickers!

HI

pBjpaft

^4Cch hoi/bi/ Chance
He was

a matinee

beloved by the girls because
lie was So handsome and looked So heroic.
Even a matinee idol will fall for a girl and he did, idol,

hard
To square himself with the one girl’s chaperone, he told
her he had known the damsel in Montana; he furthermore intimated that he had ridden bucking bronchos,
killed Indians and everything.
And then, — 0 unkind Fate
He had to make good on his boasts
A riotous comedy feature, filled with thrills and the
most astonishing surprises; one of the very greatest

JESSE

D.

HAMPTON

presents

WIIXIAM DESMOND
A BROADWAY COWBOY
by Byron Morgan.
Directed by Joseph

J.

Pafhe'
Distributors

Franz

f

J\

ST LX ART

BLACKTON

FEATURE present
PICTURES
r

INC.,

'

PASSERS
BY
^HERBERT RAWLINS ON
from
Sby

th.e fa.rn.ovis

staae svtccess

HADDON CHAMBERS ®\£)
Dire c t e by
J. STUART BLACKTON

C.

cL

See na.ri o by

STANLEY OLMSTED
Pafhe
Distributors

His sister drove away the
mother of his child.

Bored

woman

in his gilded social circle,

into his

mansion denizens of the

he really loved, the

whim moved him
street who sought

a

to call

shelter

from the storm.
Fate brought in with the miserable crowd the mother of
his child, the guardian of his flesh and blood. What did he
do ? What would you do ?
In building this most remarkable of all his great productions, J. Stuart Blackton has created the finest “type”
picture of the screen.

He

has achieved an amazing analysis of the human heart
in all its emotions.
Truth dominates the picture’s joys
and emotions.
Leila Valentine, Ellen Cassidy, Pauline Coffin,

W.

J.

Ferguson, and Dick Lee are

this distinct success.

among

Tom

Lewis,
the reasons for

“Witk.

S

YLvIA

B REAMER
and

ROBERT
GORDONS
From

the story by
Cyrus Townsend Brady
Psrsonally directed by
J. Stuart Blacktorv

A

picture

successful or
unsuccessful, according to
whether audiences like it or
don’t like

is

it.

Exhibitors report that

“The

Barrier,” Cyrus
Townsend Brady’s last story,

Blood

went over big with them.
That means that it is worthy
of your serious attention.
The- tale of a

man who

tried

to put a barrier of his blood

between

his

wife and the

man

she truly loved.

Distinguished for its action,
dramatic suspense and the fine
production given it.

Pafhe
Distributors

July
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Neilan’s Stunt Made Democrats Think
President Had Come to San Francisco
of the most striking stunts ever
staged as a scene for a motion picture
production with the aid of a national
convention was accomplished last week by
It resulted in sending
Marshall Neilan.
more than 200 delegates on a run to the St.
Francis Hotel, brought more than a score
newspaper reporters and correspondents
to the scene and for fifteen minutes held
the attention of the Democratic national
convention being held in San Francisco.
This occurred when an impersonator of
President Wilson entered the lobby of the
St. Francis Hotel followed by supposed
secret service men, half a dozen persons
with graflex cameras and a number of
motion picture camera men. It was a most
Delegates were
psychological moment.
talking about the logical motion behind the
entire politics of the convention. A thrill
went through the entire hotel, which was

NE

O

entrance. The doors were opened at 1 :30
to take care of the crowds which had congregated for the opening performance at
The large gatherings continued
2 p. m.
throughout the rest of the day because the
public knew that it was bound to be something fine from their previous knowledge
of

i

Without warning, a
to capacity.
giant limousine with a cut-out open, with
armed “secret service men” hanging on the
running board, drove up to the entrance of
the St. Francis heralded by four armed

Frank L. Newman.
The theatre was remodeled

the crowds back, allowing the “president”
enter.
The instant the “president” set
foot inside the lobby a band of fifty pieces
broke into the strains of “The Star
to

Spangled Banner,” and a huge silk American flag was unfurled from the top of the
large staircase overlooking the lower lobby.
An oil painting of Woodrow Wjlson was
thus revealed.
A cheer that lasted for
several minutes began as the “president”
was rushed to the elevator just ahead of
eager newspaper reporters and delegates.
For almost a quarter of an hour the
“president” remained in a suite of rooms,
while the hotel was made the mecca for
the brightest lights attending the convention.
Delegate after delegate phoned the
“president’s” suite of rooms, only to be informed that within the next few minutes
“Mr. Wilson” would appear in the lobby
with information for all.
When the “president” did appear he wore
a silk streamer across the front of his coat

“The Democratic nomination is
Go^and get it.”
The scene was staged by Mr. Neilan with
the aid c5f Publicity Person Parker, of the
Rothacker Film Laboratories of Chicago;
William Jobelman, publicity manager for
the Turner & Dahnken offices of San Francisco, and Pete Smith, director of publicity
reading:

open for

all.

for Marshall Neilan.
It will be used for an important dramatic
climax for Marshall Neilan’s forthcoming
independent special feature production to
be distributed by Associated First National
pictures. This picture is a newspaper story

an expense

known to modern theatre construction as well as a monster cooling system. The opening picture was Anita Stewconvenience

art

“The Yellow Typhoon.”

in

Moreno

Company Goes

Serial

to California for

crowded

mounted policemen.
The “secret service men,” assisted by
policemen and reporters, helped to force

at

of $250,000 and is now a noteworthy example of the “Theatre Beautiful.” It was
designed for the comfort and entertainment
of its patrons and includes every possible

A

ntonio

moreno

has

Scenery
left

direction of William J. Bowman and
be completed well in advance of the
release date, which will probably be sometime in the early fall. Vitagraph is making
every effort to enable exhibifors to view
the whole fifteen episodes before booking.
Five of the episodes have already been seen
by Vitagraph officials here in the East and
pronounced highly unusual. The story was

the

will

written by Albert E. Smith and Cleveland
Moffett.

Antonio Moreno

surrounded by many

is

the same people who helped to make
his previous serial, “The Invisible Hand,”
one of the successes of his career. He has
Director Bowman, Pauline Curley, his leading woman in the previous serial, Henry A.
Barrows, Nenette de Courcey and W. L.
Rogers.
of

Work Ahead on
Work

Next Stewart Play

way on Anita StewMayer-First National
attraction, “Sowing the Wind.”
This is a
picturization of the popular play of the
same name by Sidney Grundy which took
New York and London by storm several
years ago.
The world’s motion picture
rights were purchased by Mr. Mayer.
It is being directed by John M. Stahl.
The cast supporting Miss Stewart includes James Morrison, Joseph Swickard,
Myrtle Stedman, Ralph Lewis, William V.
art’s

is

well under

next Louis

B.

Now Has Third
Newman Picture Theatre

Kansas City
F. L.

T

HAT

Frank

Newman

is getting a
picture market in Kansas City is apparent. Saturday, June 19, the new Twelfth Street Theatre opened under the management of the
Newman chain of picture houses. This is
the third theatre in the heart of the downtown district which Mr. Newman controls.

The

L.

corner on the

new

downtown

theatre was swarmed with
crowds on the opening day and many came
away who had seen no farther than the

in special

her

production made by

own company.

Madlaine Traverse to Star
in Big Special Production
adlaine traverse, who a few

M

will

weeks ago withdrew from the Fox
forces

to

reappear

enjoy a well-earned rest,
fall in her own com-

in the

pany as the star of a big special attraction.
According to an announcement at the
Hotel Algonquin, where Miss Traverse has
been stopping since her arrival in the East,
the story will be based on a subject selected by her more than a year ago.
Tentative arrangements have been made
with H. H. Van Loan, who is now in the
East, to put the story into shape for screen
production as soon as he is through with
the present contracts on which he is workThe name of the story has not been
ing.
selected for the screen, but it is understood
that the plot links up fashionable London
life with the mystical East, leading the
heroine through a series of remarkable adventures from Piccadilly and. the environs
of Buckingham Palace to the squalid haunts
of the pearl divers of the

Red

Sea.

Mong, Margaret Landise, Ben Deely, Harry
Northrup and William

name

Clifford.

of the buyer

Negotiations

“Go and Get It.”
The impersonator of

phenomenal.

To appear

Penn Closes South America
Adolph Penn, head of the Penn Import
and Export Company, announces that the
South American rights for all Hallmark
pictures, exclusive of serials, have been
sold for Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay,
The
Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador.

titled

the President was
Ralph Faulkner, who has imitated the
President in vaudeville for the last year,
and whose likeness to him is said to be

Madlaine Traverse.

for

Truckee, Cal., with his entire supporting company, to spend three weeks
in the beautiful mountain country filming
scenes for the eighth episode of his new
Vitagraph serial, “The Veiled Mystery.”
This serial is progressing steadily under

Elect

The Theatre Owners’ Chamber of Commerce of New York City, at its weekly
luncheon and meeting at the Hotel Astor
on Tuesday, June 29, had a spirited discussion of many questions that were brought
before the Cleveland convention and are
under consideration by the committees of
the national organization.

The guests

of

honor at Tuesday’s meeting were Sydney S.
Cohen, national president Charles O’Reilly
and Samuel Berman, who were given the
;

privilege of the floor. They signified their
desire to enroll as members of the Chamber of Commerce, and they were unanimously elected.
It was
decided by the
Chamber of Commerce to hold an outing at

Bear

Mountain,

New

York,

during the
will be set
at the next regular weekly meeting, to be
held at the Astor on Tuesday, July 6.

first

week

of August.

The date

not disclosed.

now under way

for
Indies, Mexico and Central America and for the sale of the entire series of
pictures, including serials, for the United
Kingdom and for Continental Europe.
Sample prints are in London and trade

the

Cohen a Member

is

are

West

showings have already been made.

Moyer Soon

to

Be Married

Charles E. Moyer, of the United Artists
Corporation, and for the past ten years
associated with other motion picture corporations in which Hiram Abrams has been
interested, is to be married this fall to
Marie Josephine Magennis, daughter of
Dr. Bryant Charles Magennis, the well
known physician and surgeon of Paterson,
N. J. Miss Magennis is a well known cellist

and contralto soloist, and
prominent young women
and musical circles.

is

in

one of the most
Paterson social
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Howells Forms Company
Italy,

Cover Spain,
the Balkans, Greece, Turkey, Egypt

N

I
ells

conformity with his established policy
of dealing directly with each territorial
unit in the foreign field, David P. Howhas formed a new company to cover

the territory of Spain, Italy, the Balkan
States, Greece, Turkey and Egypt.
This latest expansion of the Howells
activities is known as the Howells Picture
Corporation. Associated with Mr. Howells
in this new enterprise- are the Luporini
Brothers. Ferdinando and Mario, wellknown throughout the motion picture business, both in this country and abroad. In
conjunction with Mr. Howells, both of
these men are officers and stockholders in
the new company’. The offices of the new
corporation will be adjacent to the present
Howells offices on the eleventh floor of the
Godfrey Building, at 729 Seventh avenue,

New York

City’.

The

entire general and detailed direction
of the activities of the new company will
be in the hands of the Luporini Brothers.

are both American citizens, though
born in Italy’, w'here they had extensive
film interests, as well as in Spain.

They

Mario Luporini to Go on Trip.
Mario Luporini has just returned to this
country’ from an extensive tour of Italy
conditions
film
studying
Spain,
and
throughout these countries as they now exHe brought back with him a compreist.
hensive knowledge of the entire Italian and
Spanish situation with the detailed requirements of each country’ and just what is required from the American market to fill the
demand.
Mr. Luporini will leave in the near future
for another long trip, in which he will visit

to

The

policy of the David P. Howells or-

based primarily on service,
is
and this will likewise to the policy of the
For this
Howells Pictures Corporation.
reason it was decided to make this territory, which in the past has been handled
from the Paris office as a separate and

ganization

distinct

unit.

To Handle Each Country
to

Separately.

To dispose of the First National Pictures
one company covering this entire terri-

tory would not conform in the least to the

1920

Howell’s policy of service. Consequently,
has been decided to operate under a

it

plan similar to the states rights plan in this
country. In other words, each little country will be handled individually, the rights
to that country being sold to some buyer
who understands the requirements and is
best fitted to supply* them.
Definite plans are now being formulated
not only to sell American pictures in Latin
Europe but to buy both Italian and Spanish
pictures for distribution in this country.
Working in close and intimate co-operation with the new company will be Guido
Luporini, of Turin, Italy. He has been established in the film business there for a
number of years, and is known as one of
the best and most efficient motion picture
men operating in the Latin countries.
’’

,

A

NNOUNCEMENT

is

made

of the sig-

nature of a contract whereby Educational Films Corporation takes over
“The Mystery Mind,” the latest creation of
Arthur B. Reeve and John W. Grey, proIt
is
duced by Supreme Pictures, Inc.
claimed the contract involves a record

amount

for

serials.

Production has just been completed after
more than eight months of continuous work
and the negatives have been turned over
to Educational for printing, exploitation
and distribution, unusual advance and exhibitor aid campaigns being planned. Tenplans are for
early in September.
tative

the

release

to

start

The contract between
Educational and Supreme is said to be unusual in that it provides the minimum
amount of advertising and exploitation that
be done, and assures the co-operation
of the complete staff of Educational and its
exchange organization and Messrs. Grey
and Reeve.

is to

tional Exhibitors Circuit.

“The Mystery Mind” is known in the film
world by the sales slogan, “The Aristocrat
Into it Messrs. Reeve and
of Serials.”
Grey have put the benefit of their years of
experience in writing, in production and
It was
especially’ in serial specialization.
only because Educational officials were

convinced that

it
would really be recognized by exhibitors as the “aristocrat of
serials” that they consented to distribute

their first

this,

—

Here They Are: The “Man and Hi» Woman” Also the Villain.
Pathe release showing Herbert Rawlinson giving Warren Chandler a look of
welcome, while the latter sweetly smiles and says, "Wait till I
get you in the scene where we have to fight.”

serial.

The background

is hypnotheme J. Robert
Pauline, the great hypnotist, was made the
star.
He is said to show screen ability of

and

tism,

of the story

to carry out the

adding to the pulling
of his name an interpretative quality that is rare among some such celeb-

the

highest order,

power
rities.

Paul Panzer, Violet MacMillan and

Peggy Shanor have other

principal roles,
the supporting cast includes fully
twenty well known players.
The entire production was made under
the direct peronal supervision of Messrs.

while

Grey and Reeve, with Fred W. Sittenham
directing.

A

greater portion of the

work

was done at the Supreme studios at Flushing, though many of the scenes were made
in the wilds of Florida.
Mr. Reeve will
write a novelization of “The Mystery
Mind,” which will appear in a popular edition and in serial form, either in a selected
list of daily papers or in a magazine of
national circulation.

Eastman Spends $2,722,280
in Two Years on Buildings
HAT

the Eastman Kodak Company
continues to handle the greatest bulk
of the raw film trade in spite of newcomers in the field is evidenced by a glance
at the building program of the company.
The past few years have witnessed extensive expansion at each of the five great
plants of the company in Rochester, N. Y. r
and still they" continue to expand in leaps
and bounds.
The raw film is made at Kodak Park. In
the last two years the company has been
authorized by the fire marshal to begin
operations on structures with a combined
estimated cost of $2,722,280.
During 1919
construction valued at $1,217,000 was started and thus far in 1920 estimates for new
buildings total $1,505,280. Frank W. Lovejoy, general manager, says this about completes the 1920 program.
Kodak Park, among other things, has long
been noted for the two tall chimneys
which rise above it. Now there will be a
third, authorization being granted for the
construction of a radical brick chimney 350
feet high. The building of the chimney will
be in conjunction with a new power house,
to supplant the power plant already in
existence.
The cost of the new power
house will be about $200,000 and it is estimated that the chimney will cost approximately the same amount. Kodak Park now
comprises more than 225 acres, with more
than 100 buildings having a floor space of
more than seventy acres.

T
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10,

Educational Takes Over “Mystery Mind
Supreme Pictures' Serial on Hypnotism

every’

important film center in the entire
zone covered by’ the new company. This
trip will be for the purpose of establishing
branch offices and representatives throughout Italy, Spain, Portugal, each one of the
Balkan States, Greece, Turkey and Egypt.
On this trip he will visit every film buy’er
of consequence in each of the countries
mentioned for the purpose of selling to
them direct the pictures of the First Na-

July
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Character to State Right

Its

Feature

Corporation
anCharacter
Pictures
nounces that is has decided to state right
special

production, “The
was recently made

of
at Oriental Island, Fla., with Paul Gilmore as the
featured player. It was. only after careful
consideration of all the different methods
of distribution that this method of refirst

its

Destiny,” which

Isle

leasing the production was decided upon by
the company.
special line of attractive paper and
novel exploitation helps, especially designed, to draw money to the box office is now
in the process of making and will be ready
in a few days.

A
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U. S. Films Do More Than Diplomacy
in Convincing Japan We Are Friendly

A

MERICAN

moving pictures are doing
cement peacable relationship between the United States and
Japan than diplomacy, naval programs and
other forms of international dealings, is
the opinion of Henry McRae, who recently
arrived in New York from the Orient,
where he directed Universal’s expedition
to Japan, China and the Phillipines, filming Marie Walcamp in a new international
serial, “The Dragon’s Net.”

more

In

Photoplays

to

ESSE

L. LASKY, who went to England
month ago on important business
connected with Famous Players-Lasky

J

a

production, has completed arrangements
with Sir James M. Barrie, Henry Arthur
Jones, Justin Huntley McCarthy, Edward
Knoblock, Arnold Bennett and H. G. Wells
whereby these dramatists and novelists
will write original plays for the screen.
All of the authors, with the exception of
Mr. Knoblock, are native Britishers and
none of them ever has written directly
for the screen. While it is understood that
their writings for the most part will be pro-

duced by Famous

Players-Lasky

British

Producers, Ltd., at the London studios, it
is possible that some of the productions
will be made in this country at the eastern
or Hollywood studios.
In giving the news to the press in Lon-

don Mr. Lasky said, in part
“As in the United States, leading authors,
realizing their responsibilities in being able
to influence vast audiences, are beginning
to write specially for the screen. Our arrangements with these famous British authors will provide us with original plays
and stories which shall be representative
of the British life and people, and they
will be acted by famous British players.
“I have the greatest faith in the future
of British films and I know that they will
be welcomed on introduction to the United
States, for after all the picture language

Represent British Life
“High and Dizzy,” which marks the
young comedy genius’ debut at the Capitol;
the Pathe News, Topics of the Day and Hy
Mayer’s Capitol Travelaughs, which are to
cials,

be distributed throughout the world by
Pathe following their Capitol showing.
“One Hour Before Dawn” is a mystery
romance, bordering somewhat on the type
of “The Thirteenth Chair” and containing
a situation that is considered as unsolvable
as the situation created by Bayard Veiller
in his play, H. B. Warner, long a Broadway favorite, has as his leading woman
Anna Q. Nilsson, one of the most beautiful

players on the screen. Others who help
interpret the story, which was ad^)ted from
Mansfield Scott’s novel, “Behind Red Curtains,” by Fred Myton and directed by
Henry King, are Dorothy Hagan, Thomas
Guise, Augustus Phillips, Ralph McCullough, Adele Farrington, Lillian Rich, Frank
Leigh, Howard Davies and Wilton Taylor.

Plummer Leaves for

Florida

A. W. Plummer, business manager and
treasurer of the Character Pictures Corporation, has left for Tampa, Fla., where the
company has its headquarters, to transact
some business for the organization. Details as to the purposes of Mr. Plummer’s
trip are not announced, but it is probable
the Character’s second production will be

made

in Florida.

interview, Mr. McRae ex j
how American-made moving pic-

recent

which are popular in the Land of
Rising Sun, have engendered in tho
common people of Japan a wholesome respect and a sympathetic feeling for Ameri-'
ca and Americans, our ways and customs-They have caused a great change in the
attitude of the Japanese toward America,
he said. They are being educated in American achievements by moving pictures.
“To Universal should go the greatest
tures,

the

credit

Lasky Signs Six More Noted Authors;

a

plained

to

for this state of affairs because

College

Men

Entertained.

“We were on

the go all of the time;,
There was one reception after another
for Miss Walcamp and the members of the
party.
were wined and dined by Columbia, Cornell, Yale and other American
college graduates.
Miss Walcamp was al-

We

most mobbed by Japanese photoplay fans
every time she appeared in public. Everywhere we went in the Orient, we found that
Miss Walcamp was a most popular screen
actress.
Eddie Polo, another Universal
serial star, and Miss Walcamp, seem to
share honors in the East.

Had Tea With

Zulus.

“In China our reception

was equally as5
hearty as it had been in Japan. From all*
I could learn we were the first American
serial company to take moving pictures ifil
those countries. In the Phillipines we found
that ‘Universal’ and ‘moving pictures’ were
synonymous.
We could not have been
more royally received. Even the Sultan of
Zulu and his nine wives acted for us and
had us to tea, or the Zulu equivalent of
that afternoon social rite.
“In the Phillipines I worked the action
so we could get pictures of several wellknown battle-grounds where our volunteers
fought, as well as ‘shots’ of the scene of
1

Dewey’s famous sea victory.”

universal because it is universally understood, and the human appeal is the
same throughout the world. Each country is anxious to know, and needs to know,
more of the people of all other countries,
and it is highly appropriate that plays on
British themes, filmed in their original settings and interpreted by British players,
shall become better known abroad.”
Mr. Lasky professed astonishment at the
transformation of the former London power station at Islington into a modern motion picture studio. He paid a high tribute
to the studio general manager, Milton E.
is

Hoffman, and

his

assistants,

under whose

supervision the work of equipping the plant
has been accomplished. The building in
its present state, he said, equals anything
America possesses for the purposes of film
production.

Pathe Furnishes Virtually

S

Entire Program for Capitol
L. ROTHAPFEL, managing director of the Capitol Theatre, New

AMUEL

York, accords the Pathe product an
unusually high honor by comprising his
program for the week of July 11 of virtually all Pathe pictures. His bill that week
will be made up of H. B: Warner in the
Jesse D. Hampton production, “One Hour
Before Dawn,” the inital Warner picture
released by Pathe; Harold Lloyd in the
first

of his

second series of comedy spe-

It

Happened

ay

Roads— the Signals Went Wrong—Then the Smash!”
S ann01?. ln “ The Waif at the Cross Roads,” a Chopin,
F^Tur^sTne" JSe&S? £
10 sc er e fror
th is new production showing
}
Ji
the little’^rf^v,^^
mtle glrl ln the act of explaining
how
the accident occurred.
at the Cross

.

of

the wide distribution of its film product’ in)
When I arrived in Japan with
Japan.
Marie Walcamp and the company I found
that ‘Universal’ is a magic word in that
country. It proved to be the ‘open sesame-’
everywhere we went.

.
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Fox Will Release Lavish Screen Version of
“If I Were King’’ with William Farnum

W

ILLIAM FOX announces

that he has
read for early release a stupendous
film production of “If I Were King,”
from the popular novel and stage play by
William Farnum
Justin Huntly McCarthy.
enacts on the screen the character of Francois Villon, in which E. H. Sothern made so
great a hit on the stage.
“If I Were King” is one of those superproductions that the Fox company frequently
puts out after months of preparation and
months of actual filming.
According to
those who have seen it, and this includes the
author, Justin Huntley McCarthy it is one
of the biggest pictures made this year.
As soon as the picture was completed and
titled, a copy was shipped to the London office of the Fox company, and the author was

—

invited to see

it.

Mr. McCarthy’s enthusiasm grew with each
reel.
“Really Marvelous!” “I didn’t believe
it was possible”; “Farnum makes a fine Villon” were some of the remarks during the

showing.

Mae Gaston

Who

is

starring in “$100,000 Kiss,” being
the Broadwell Productions, Inc.

made by

Author Praises Picture Version.
witnessed the Fox Film Company’s presentation of my story ‘If I Were King’ with
“I

Paramount’s “Prince Chap" Is Accorded
Great Reception at Showing in Chicago
UCCESS

"The Prince Chap” equal to
the popularity of George Loane Tucker’s
“The Miracle Man” and Cecil B. DeMille’s
“Male and Female” is claimed because of the
reception accorded it during its pre-release
run at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, this month.
During the week it played there more than
T5.000 people saw it, and Manager Gillespie
declared that he had more favorable comments upon this production than any picture
The dominathe had previously played.
ing note of “The Prince Chap” is a simple,

S

human

for

love appeal.

newspaper reviewed the
production at length. The Tribune gave the
picture about half a column, using a complete cast and half column cuts of Thomas
Meighan and Kathlyn Williams.
“Not since ‘The Miracle Man’ has Orchestra
Hall entertained a picture of such light and

Every

Chicago

strong grip or one so well acted,” commented
in
a
the Chicago Herald and Examiner
signed article by "Observer.”
Meighan Receives Mueh Praise.
All

of

the

critics

Thomas Meighan

bestowed praise upon

for his interpretation in
his first starring vehicle.
The other members of the east were the subject for favorable comment as well, notably Lila Lee and
Kathlyn Williams. Ann Forrest, in the part

of the slavey, the critics pronounced a genuine surprise, while the two juvenile Claudias of the play were also acclaimed as finds.
That May Giracci, the elder one of the two,
will some day be the screen’s best emotional

actress

was

critic of the

the

prediction

made

by

the

Chicago Post.

The pre-release showing was preceded by
a well planned exploitation campaign. During the limited time available the entire
downtown district was “flooded” with 7,000
block one-sheets, half-sheets and posters, so
that the name of the picture, in bright yellow letters, attracted much attention. The

same message, mentioning Thomas Meighan,
was visualized to thousands of pedestrians
on Michigan Boulevard, so that the picture
played to record-breaking audiences on the
first day, despite the fact that it was a holiday and that there was strenuous competition not only from other theatres but from
outdoor events.
“The Prince Chap” will be released during
the summer.
It is likely to have its first
New York presentation at the Criterion Theatre, following the engagement of “Humoresque.”

Chester Comedy Introduces Child Actress.
Ida May McKenzie, a child actress less
than eight years old, is introduced in the
second of the Chester Comedies, “An Overall
Hero,” which will shortly be released by
Educational
Films
Corporation.
Arthur
Nowell, eighteen months of age, who attracted
Foiled,”

so

much

the

first

attention

in

“Four Times

Chester Comedy, will also

have an important part.
Little Ida May figures prominently as the
jockey in the horse race scene until the villains get in their work and then Alexander,
the wonderful chimpanzee, who was the star

“Four Times Foiled” leaps into the saddle
and wins the race. As in the first of the
remarkable animal actors play prominent parts in “An Overall Hero.”
of

series

Says “Honey Bee” Suits All Tastes.
‘The Honey Bee’ is especially dapted to
please anybody
and that is saying something.”
So writes D. S. Smith, manager of
the Princess Theatre, of Hoopeston, Illinois,
to the “Flying A” office.
This comment is in
line with the producers’ forecast when they
put their adaptation of Samuel Mervin’s big
seller on the •market and starred in it the
Belgian prima donna, Marguerita Sylva, with
a strong supporting cast which included Nigel Barrie, Thomas Holding, Albert Ray,
George Hernandez, Kid McCoy, Harvey Clark.
Charlotte Merriam, Ruth Maurice and Ethel
“

—

Ullman.

keen interest,” wrote Mr. McCarthy to William Fox. “The tale has been retold vividly
and brilliantly in the terms of the new art.
The characterization is excellent, the setting
remarkable for its beauty, and the handling
of the great crowds toward the close a marvel of effect.

“But the triumph of the film was William
Farnum’s interpretation of the part of FranHumor, poetry, rascality, galcois Villon.
lantry, valor, passion, tragedy placed in their
turn upon William Farnum’s face, so elo-

quent in

its

wordless action that I could alI was hearing William Far-

most believe that
num’s voice.”

Sheldon Writes Scenario.

When

Fox company secured the screen
rights to this play and book, the matter was
placed in the hands of E. Lloyd Sheldon to
write the scenario. Technical men were assigned to study the period of the story so
that nothing would appear in the picture
that was not absolutely correct. At the time
the

William Farnum and his director, J. Gordon
Edwards, were in the east they were in conference day after day with Mr. Sheldon on
every dramatic point involved.
The production was made in the east. Mr.
Edwards had built an entire street, with
houses on both sides. He modeled from old
prints the palace of King Louis XI., and
made the royal court look real. He used mor e
than a thousand horsemen and soldiers in his
big scenes.

Betty Ross Clarke Is Leading Woman.
The comedy to support Mr. Farnum was
picked with especial care. Betty Ross Clarke
was selected as leading woman to play Lady
Katherine de Vaucelles. Fritz Lieber, well
known on the speaking stage for his Shakespearean interpretations, was given the part
of King Louis XI. Walter Law was entrusted with the role of Thibault. Remita Johnston
was cast as Hugette.
The Fox company has inaugurated a specialty publicity campaign to aid the exhibitor in putting “If I Were King” over big. A
striking eight-page press sheet is in preparation and some of the finest posters ever

put out by Fox have been designed.

Many

T

Eastern Houses Book
Warren Kerrigan’s “No. 99”
HAT eastern exhibitors now know the

of the J. Warren Kerigan photoplays, says the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation is proved by the bookings for his new drama, -“No. 99.” The Park,
of Boston, has booked it for a six-day run;
it is also booked for 14 days in Detroit
seven days at the Regent Theatre and seven
at the Orpheum.
It will play the Rex for
six days at Wheeling, Signal Amusement Co.,
Chattanooga, six days; Strand. Brockton,
three days: Toy, Milwaukee, seven days.
Modern Theatre, Providence, six days; Savoy,
Wilmington, Del.; three days; Strand. Nashville, three days; Gem, Quincy, four days; Columbia. Washington, D. C., three days.
The Kerrigan drama has also been booked
over the Loew circuit in New York City, the
Fox Academy of Music, and Nemo in Washington, and the Sidney Cohen circuit.
“No. 99” is said to have plenty of rapid
action, stirring drama, heart interest and
humor. It is a screen version of a magazine

drawing power

“One Week-End” by Wyndham Maran English novelist whose writings are
becoming more and more known in this

serial,

tyn,

country.

“Quack Doctor” Has Many Laughs.
“The Quack Doctor,” the latest ParamountMack Sennett two-reel comedy, scheduled for
release July 4. is said to have many laughs
packed into

it.
The comedy king has exmuch mirth out of the original predicament of two men trying to save themselves from falling into a pond.
The cast includes Louise Fazenda, Billy
Bevan, Billy Armstrong, Kalla Pasha, Dave
Anderson. Gladys Ballard, Gordon Lewis and
John Henry. Jr. The picture was directed
by George Gray and Billy Bevan under the

tracted

personal supervision of

Mack

Sennett.

July

10,
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Coney Island's Big Electrical Display

Forms

C

ONEY ISLAND

Setting for “Frontier of Stars
broke into the pic-

tures June 28

when Director Charles

Maigne hired

a

steamship and took
Thomas Meighan, Faire Binney and 200
extras who appear in “The Frontier of the
Stars,” a Paramount picture adapted from
Albert Payson Terhune’s novel, on a typical

Coney

Sees the Picture Business

production of specials with all-star casts.

A

distributing agency to market the productions of Niblo and Miss Bennett will be
named during the visit in the East. All pictures of the new independents will be filmed
The Niblos will return to
in Los Angeles.
the West Coast about July 15.

and incidentally Mrs. “Kid” Broad made a
successful film debut. Mrs. Broad has appeared on the stage hitherto. The “Kid,”
who has appeared in such pictures as “Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,” “Away Goes Prudence,” and other important Paramount
pictures, also did a few scenes.
The party dined at Stauch’s on arriving
at the Island and then went back on the
job for some effective night scenes, with
the lights of the various pleasure places
forming a splendid background.
Several
thousand people collected at the beach to
watch the scenes being taken. The police
were called on to help keep the crowds
back, and had their hands full, but did
their work efficiently. Two big arcs turned
the night into day, and gave one of the
extras a severe case of sunburn.
Through the courtesy of George C. Tilyou, owner of Steeplechase, the party was
given the freedom of the park and took
some fine shots of the various thrillers.
Again the crowds collected, and for a little
over an
hour,
the
amusement-seekers
stopped participating in the various novelties to watch the players. During the later
scenes the actors wore evening clothes,
which were in decided contrast to the overalls that are donned by the patrons to protect their clothes. The camera kept grinding until the park closed.
An amusing incident occurred on the
boat when one of the extras, not recognizing Thomas Meighan, asked if he could
dance. Tommie said no. “Gee!” she said.
“The director told me I had to find a dancing partner for the next scene, and you’re
the third guy that’s turned me down.”
.

|
|
|

|

Leave Ince Studios
Enid Bennett and her husband-director,
Fred Niblo, have left Los Angeles for New
York, following the completion of “I Wonder If
their final picture under the management and supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
Miss Bennett will appear in a series of
specials made by a director to be chosen by
her husband, while Niblo will engage in the

|

C. A. Willat Brings Stills of

Picture

C

\.

|

Made by His Brother

WILLAT

left

New York

last

week

preliminary
arcompleting
• rangements
for Irvin Willat’s first
independent production. C. A. Willat, as
general manager for his brother, has been
in the East for conferences with the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation, through whom
future Willat productions will be released,
beginning with “Dabney Todd,” brought to
the screen from the book by F. N. Westcott,
author of “Hepsey Burke.”
Irvin Willat prepared the original continuity for this picture and then submitted
after

continuity
writers on the West Coast in order to get
all points of view on what he considers
some of the finest screen material he has
encountered. It is a rural drama of New
it

to three or four of the best

England and New York. So far about 18,000 feet have been taken, so that the picture is well under way for release on the

Hodkinson schedule in September.
“Doc” Willat brought East the first batch
of stills from the production, and shows
them as evidence that this is the best production Irvin Willat has yet made.
It is
in an entirely different vein from “Below
the Surface,” one of the pictures directed
by Irvin Willat, which has been running
four weeks in Los Angeles. An extensive
exploitation campaign is being prepared
at the Hodkinson office.

Opens London
J.

J.

McCarthy, who

and Paris

!

—

1

trip.

Several scenes were taken on the boat,

1

|

well

in

the

|
|
1
|
1
1

|

|

|
|
1

|
|
1

|
1

|

that now the exhibitors of the United
States will have a strong national
business organization and one that
will be a power for good to the whole
industry.
I feel that there will be nothing
very radical done by this organization without' giving the matter very
careful consideration, and I also feel
that it will put a check on the producer so that the business of not orly
producing but of distributing and exhibiting pictures will be put on a
straight business foundation and that
within the next two years our business will be run the same as other
legitimate business.
I do not think that any student of
human nature could look over the
representatives that assembled at the

Cleveland convention and feel otherwise than that at last the business

men among the
we must have at once

exhibitors

dilly.

mighty strong
combat the evils

in

Ltd., to elaborate the

photoplay

American scheme

a

organization to
without and within our ranks.
W. H. LINTON,
Nezv York Member Executive ComMotion Picture Theatre
mittee,
Owners of America.

|
|
|
|
|

|
|

|
|
|
|
|

|
|

|
|
|
|

|
|

§
|

|
1

“Married Life,” played to big business at
the Strand Theatre last week. Booked just
four days before the opening date its exploitation required a comprehensive campaign in order to let the public know of its
coming. Realizing the importance of quick
and intelligent action, Mr. Sennett deputized E. M. Asher, his personal representative, to handle the work.

Unique and attractive lobby displays
were installed, the management of the
Strand devoting the entire lobby and all of
the countless electric lights to this display.
Special advertising for the great New York

of

productions so tha*t the same
ideas can be introduced in the distributing
centers of Great Britain and Europe.

licity

was planned and executed and pubstunts and

new

stories put in circu-

lation.

Every performance saw large and appreciative

audiences

comedy work

whose laughter

of the cast of

at

the

comedians and

comediennes was hearty.

I

From

|

|

“Married Life” Draws Big Crowds
Mack Sennett’s new five-reel comedy,

dailies

keeping with previously
announced plans of Guy Croswell Smith,
is

realized

|

Fine Lobby Displays.

Ltd., has opened permanent
London offices for this organization that
are located at 19 Sackville street, Picca-

move

|

:

Office

visiting London
interests of Guy Crosis

Smith,

This

1

Standardized in Two Years
Utica, N. Y„ June 24, 1920.
Editor Moving Picture World
I know that you will agree with me

Be Sure and Get The Point of View in These Pictures. It’s Elaine Hammerstein in a New Selznick Release.
her point of view the view from the box is not satisfactory.
She’d much rather be facing the hero than the villain and his
mustache. Not much point to the center view. Now that we’ve finished about the points and views we’ll say that the
star has a dashing role in her new play.
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Hallmark

Offers Ninety-One Specials,
Mostly Recreations, for Coming Season

BUSY summer and

fall season is expected by Frank G. Hall, president of
Hallmark Pictures Corporation, with
iiis big and complete list of star pictures for
The list includes more than fifty
release.
Triangle star productions in five or more
a series of twenty-six Sennett
and
reels

A

comedies of two reels each.

The

films fea-

ture some of the most popular stars of the
screen today, including Charles Ray, Louise
Glaum, Frank Keenan, Dorothy Dalton, Constance Talmadge, Dustin Farnum, Bessie
Barriscale, Douglas Fairbanks, William S.

Hart and Norma Talmadge.

Two

of the Triangle specials have already
They are “The Pinch Hitter,”
starring Charles Ray, and "Love of Justice,”
starring Louise Glaum. “The Aryan,” a recreated William S. Hart feature, to be released soon includes the names of William

been released.

S.

Hart, Louise

Glaum and Bessie Love. “The

Coward,” another one of the recreated Triangle specials to be released soon stars
Charles Ray and Frank Keenan. Three of
Douglas Fairbanks’ successes are on the list,
including “The Americano,” “The Lamb” and
"The Habit of Happiness.”
Re-Edited by Hopp Hadley.
These recreated Triangle specials have
been taken over by Hallmark for distribution in the territories ripon which state
rights have not been sold. With each one
of these features Mr. Hall holds the exclusive rights for distribution in New York.
These series of pictures are being retitled and
re-edited by Hopp Hadley, production manager. Charles Penser, head of the laboratory
department, is working in conjunction with
Mr. Hadley.
As a means of placing the films before
the public and the exhibitors, Mr. Hall and
Harry P. Diggs, advertising manager, have
run in the important trade publications, a
sixteen-page insert on these subjects, and
the field over which Mr. Hall will distribute
and book these subjects has been covered by
a personal tour by George N. Montgomery,
general sales manager. Mr. Montgomery has
received flattering reports on the first two
releases of this list.

Has Many Attractive

Specials.

Mr. Hall also has on his list of specials
own productions, including “The Discarded Woman,” released in June, starring
Grace Darling and Rod La Rocque; “For
his

Love of Money,” starring Virginia Lee, a
former Ziegfeld Follies beauty; and "The
Common Sin,” starring Grace Darling and
Rod La Rocque, all three of which are Burton King productions made especially for
release by Hallmark. “Should a Wife Work,”
a Plimpton production starring Edith Stockton, is also

on this

list.

Diversified Subjects Listed.

In Hallmark’s series of releases are included “Wits vs. Wits,” starring Marguerite
Marsh; “High Speed,” co-starring Edward
Earle and Gladys Huelette; “Chains of Evidence,” starring Edmund Breese, Anna Lehr
Love or Money,” starring Virginia Lee, a
and Marie Shotwell; “Carmen of the North,”
starring Anna Bos, and "The Veiled Marriage,” co-starring Anna Lehr and Ralph
Kellard.

On Hallmark

series

of serial productions

are “The Trail of the Octopus,” starring Ben
Wilson and Neva Gerber; “The Screaming
Shadow,” starring the same team; “The Fatal Sign,” starring Harry Carter and Claire
Anderson, and “The Evil Eye,” starring
Benny Leonard. These four serials are now
They consist of fifteen episodes
booking.
of two reels each.

Rothstein
Sets
N

“Now

Spell Cat, Doggie!”

Says Mary Miles Minter to the rebelling
canine. A scene from “Peggy Rebels,”
an American release.

& Mack's Keep-to-the-Right Drive

Washington Talking on Equity Filn
—

week’s issue of this paper only a
general idea of the nation-wide tie-up
I planned by Equity on its five-reel special
“Keep to the Right” could be divulged. The
rapid developments of this campaign during

Government employes in short, every
person of importance and influence and every
picture fan in the city have been lined up
in solid formation behind a motion picture
that is a romantic drama, with Edith Talia-

the past week now make it possible to give
further details to exhibitors on the progress
of this tie-up so that they may go and do
likewise.
How Washington Will Boost Picture.

ferro as the star.

last

Twenty-two business and

civic

organiza-

tions of Washington, with a membership of
75,000, including the Civic Club, Merchants’
Association,
Chamber of Commerce and
Board of Trade; fourteen of the country’s
largest associations, fraternal and welfare,
numbering a national membership of 12,000,000, and including the Y. M. C. A., Elks, Rotary Club, K. of C., Big Brothers, etc.; all
the city departments of Washington, Cabinet
officers, city officials, all the public schools,

30,000

Two men were

all that were necessary to
Rothstein,
advertising
this Nat
of Equity Pictures, and A. Johnny

—

achieve

manager

Mack, exploitation man.
In fact, it was no stunt at

all to put the
picture across. What follows will show that
to the Right” and the official co-operation of the city or town in which the picture is shown go inevitably hand in hand.

"Keep

Campaign Suggested by Title.
entire campaign was suggested by
the title of the production, “Keep to the
Right.” Putting two and two together, the
logical hook-up was to start a keep-to-theright movement in co-operation with city
The

officials to

prevent accidents on city streets.

At this time of the year, when motoring
and joy riding is at its height, there is not
a city or hamlet that would not gladly welcome a keep-to-the-right campaign, especially when it doesn’t cost them a cent. With
this idea in mind, the rest was smooth sailing.

The nation’s

capital

was

selected for the

premiere showing.
Every official interviewed took to the idea like a fish to water.

The

police,

departments

health, fire and public service
fell into line cheerfully.

Movement Sanctioned Everywhere.
Newspapers opened their columns

to the
publicity of a Keep-to-the-Right
Week for Washington. Posters, stickers,
tags, window cards, every device of free advertising, was sanctioned by headquarters,
and every available foot of space of billboards, public stations and thoroughfares
was thrown open»to Equity to cover the city
with the campaign.
Opens at the Shubert.
The picture opens at Shubert-Poli Theatre
July 4. The campaign was so arranged that
the program of events calls for the climax
of celebration on that day, when the camfullest

paign will wind up.

New

Yehiele for MacLenn.
Belmont Davis’ stirring story,
“When Johnny Comes Marching Home,” has

Charles

been purchased by Thomas H. Ince for adaptation to the screen with Douglas MacLean
the

in

title

role.

The Davis narrative bears no

—

“Old Pal, I’ll Never Part with You Not Even for ‘3 Gold Coins’!”
Says Tom Mix in horse language, while old faithful looks knowingly on
master.

See that ‘P A” on the fence? Well, that stands for the
press agent who failed to get in the picture.

relation

to

the
at his

stage play of a similar name, and to
avoid any confusion, will be released to exhibitors under an original box-office title to
be announced later.

July
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Tourneur About

to

Sound Assembly for

New Associated Producers Organization

W

force of craftsmen,
signed artists, his studio
overhauled, and settled comfortably

ITH

a

larger

newly

new Hollywood home, Maurice Tourwho is to make feature pictures for
which new
of
Producers,
Associated
in a

neur,

organization he is an important part, is
about to sound assembly for his organiza*

tion.

mendations relative

to

proposed changes

in

the by-laws, affecting a revision of classification of the membership in this division.
Various suggestions were offered in connection with the proposed inauguration of
a drive for new members, and a meeting
of the membership committee will be called
to consider ways and means. The following attended Thomas G. Wiley, Paul Gul;

present contract calls
for is being completed with Hope Hamilton
It is “The Tiger Lady,”
in the title role.
adapted by Jack Gibert from Sidney Toler’s
play of that name. When this production
is finished, Mr. Tourneur will begin at once
on his initial Associated offering, the pic-

The

last picture his

turization of a virile American story, the
title of which is being carefully guarded
by the producer and his staff. Jack Gilbert, who has been writing Tourneur scenarios for some time, has this book in
preparation.
Tourneur to Retain Gilbert.

Because of his clever continuities, directing abilities and popularity on the
screen, Mr. Tourneur has arranged to retain Gilbert for a long term, intending to
give him a company in the near future so
that he can produce independently, but
under the supervision of the Associated
representative.

Barbara

Bedford,

Mr.

Tourneur’s

new

likewise has been signed on a term
She
contract to appear in his pictures.
played the leading feminine role in “Deep
find,

Waters,”

a

Paramount

release.

In order to elevate his productions to
the highest possible standard, photographically as well as in all other ways he has
just signed Henry Cronjager for a three

George Blaisdell, Robert W. Priest,
James Beecroft, J. W. Alicoate, Fred J.
Rothenberg, Julian M. Solomon, Jr.; H. S.
Fulds and Frederick H. Elliott.
ick,

“Charlie” Stern Makes Good
as Officer of Graphic Firm
HARLIE” STERN, who has been in the

C

moving picture business for about
sixteen years, having started as proprietor of a pioneer nickelodeon in New
York City and lately rising to fame as one
of the most successful Universal branch office managers in the country, has resigned
as Universal manager for
Bangor and
Northern Maine and is making a success as
the executive officer of the Graphic Theatres Corporation.
This company, which started in a small
way by taking over the long established
Graphic Theatre of Bangor, run by Grant

&

Burns, has branched out to Dover, where
has taken over the Star Theatre, and
also runs the Chic Theatre at Milo and
the Strand at Dexter.
All four houses are meeting with phenomenal good luck and bystanders in a

it

position to
fact

to

a

know attribute this encouraging
“Charlie’s” skillful management.

year period to crank his first camera.
Floyd Mueller, who has been producing
artistic settings in Tourneur pictures
for a long time, will continue as art director.
Clarke Irvine is handling the exploitation.
James B. Elliott and Charles
Dorian are the assistant directors.

the

Wiley Elected Chairman of Class

5

The members
Class

5,

of the General Division,
of the National Association of the

Motion Picture Industry, met
for

the

election

of

officers.

week
Thomas G.
last

Wiley was elected chairman; George Blaisdell, vice-chairman, and Julian M. Solomon,
Jr.,

It

secretary.

was decided

to appoint a

membership

committee of three and also a committee
of five which is to draft certain recom-

—

Prepare Publicity for “Son of Tarzan”
Realizing to a maximum degree the public
popularity of the character of Tarzan, the
ape man of the jungles, work was started
last week on the advertising and publicity
accessories which will accompany the fifteen-episode animal serial, “The Son of
Tarzan,” now being produced by the National Film Company for David P. Howells,
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Rotarians See “That Something”
Maurie Meyers, publicity representative
for Sol Lesser, has just returned from Atlantic City, N. J., where he gave a premiere
presentation of “That Something,” the inspirational picture 'dedicated to the Rotary
Clubs of the World, which is to be distributed by Irving Lesser.
The Rotarians held their annual convention at Atlantic City this year.
picture was shown Thursday, June
the Casino Hall of the Steel Pier,
which was the headquarters of the convention. In addition to the Rotarians present members of the press also attended
and put their stamp of approval on the
production.

The

24,

at

“That Something”

is

well-known

to

all

Rotarians. It was written by W. W. Woodbridge, produced by the Hermann Film
Corporation and dedicated to the Rotary
Clubs of the world by the Tacoma Rotary

Number

Club

8,

of

Tacoma, Wash.

Irving Lesser expects to make an announcement shortly in regard to releasing
date and policy of the attraction.

Censors Pass “Greater Sinner”
After, considerable difficulty “The Greater Sinner,” the five-reel feature which
marked the return of James K. Hackett to
the screen and in which Ormi Hawley is
co-starred, has been passed by the Pennsylvania Board of Censors with very few
eliminations.
This picture is being handled on a state
rights basis, the First National exchanges
having the rights for a majority of the territories.
Now that the picture has been
passed negotiations will be entered into immediately arranging for its distribution in
that territory.

Lesser Returns to Coast
Sol Lesser has left for Los Angeles. Mr.
Lesser had intended staying a few weeks
longer, but the plans for his new theatre
have developed quicker than he expected
and this called him back.
Mr. Lesser plans to return in about six

weeks with George Beban, who
completing the cutting of

“One Man

in a

his

is

now

production,

Million.”

Book Films Too Closely
practice of some exchange managers
in booking their films too closely is being
criticised by Washington, D. C., exhibitors.
This criticism is more frequent now that a
jury in a Washington court has awarded
damages to a Maryland exhibitor for the
failure of an exchange to deliver a certain
film according to contract.

The

Inc.

The completed campaign

will provide

a

special line of accessories for each of the
episodes, including at least three styles of
posters, black and white and hand-colored
sets
of photographs for lobby frames,
slides, and lithographed cut-out figures for
window and lobby trims.

—

“Oh, Corinne
Remember We’re Just Whispering This What an Attractive B-B-Bathing Suit You Have On!”
Scenes from “The Whisper Market,” starring Corinne Griffith and being released by Vitagraph. The
action takes nlaoe in" Rio do
Janeiro, where she appears as the wife of the American consul. The modest modiste at the left
is breaking the sad newsthe gown costs only about $1,200.
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Myron

upen his return from
Myron Selznick anAngeles
Los
I nounced Tn detail the arrangements he
had completed during his western trip for
the concentration of all production work
of Selznick Pictures Corporation in the
East, beginning July 1.

Olive Thomas completed her work in
California on her forthcoming Selznick
feature on June 27. On the same date she
started for New York and all arrangements
have been completed for the beginning of
her next picture at the main Selznick studio
in

Fort Lee on July 7.
Owen Moore returned

East with Mr.
Selznick, and plans for his next picture
were made en route. The final touches are
now being made on the story which Mr.
will use, and work on the feature
will start within the next ten days at the

Moore

Paragon studio in Fort Lee, recently acquired by Selznick under a long-term contract.

Kolker’s Next in East.

Henry Kolker

will join the Selznick staff
Fort Lee immediately upon completion
of the National feature, “Who Am I?,” now
in course of production on the West Coast.
Mr. Kolker’s first eastern picture will be
shot at the Solax studio at Fort Lee, another property that passed under control
of Selznick recently.
During his stay in Los Angeles Mr. Selznick also completed negotiations whereby
Victor Meerman, who has been directing
at

Owen Moore on

the West Coast, will come
East within a fortnight to join the Selznick directorial staff at the main Selznick
studio in Fort Lee.
Another result of the trip of the president of Selznick Pictures Corporation is
the addition to the scenario staff of Sarah
Y. Mason.
Miss Mason, who is already
working at the Paragon studio in Fort Lee,
has gained a reputation through her work
for Douglas Fairbanks, Thomas H. Ince

and Metro.

Rapf

When

to

Bring Technical

Staff.

the last Selznick star and director

now working

in

Los Angeles has departed

New York Harry

Rapf, general manaSelznick West Coast studios,
will pack up his belongings and start for
New York, bringing with him a corps of
technical experts who will be added to the
already extensive force at the Selznick
studios in Fort Lee.
With the migration to the East of Henry
for

ger of

(1)

the

Kolker

working

and

Mr.

for

Yellowstone

Selznick,

Productions,

Inc.,

Denver’s

film company, announces as its first
picture a screen version of the novel “Ben
Warman” by Charles E. Winter, which is

including

those now engaged in making productions
in Fort Lee, will embrace Hobart Henley,
Ralph Ince, Alan Crosland, William P. S.
Earle, George Archainbaud, Burton George,
Victor Heerman, Henry Kolker and Robert
Ellis.
In addition, William J. Scully and
Edmund Goulding will continue making
pictures for the Herbert

1920

new

Heerman, the directors

Myron

10,

Yellowstone Names First Picture

Selznick Leads Exodus of Forces
from West Coast to Fort Fee Studios

MMEDIATELY

July

Kaufman Weekly.

to be staged under the working title of
“The Vanishing Strain.”
The continuity,
prepared by Hal Hoadley, is now in the
hands of Director Charles E. Bartlett, who

rapidly assembling the cast.
Pete Morrison will play the leading role.
"The Vanishing Strain” is to be followed
by “The Listening Man,” a picturization of
G. W. Ogden’s forthcoming novel, “The
is

Trail Rider.”

Omaha

Musicians Denied Big Increase;
Managers Await Crisis on September

theatres of Omaha may be
without orchestras after September 1
unless the musicians recede from demands for a 60 per cent, increase in wages.

P

ICTURE

The demand for the increase was recently
made. The exhibitors offered to pay some
increase, but they declined to pay that
much. There the matter stands, and on
September 1 all the present contracts will
expire, with no new ones signed.
The musicians’ union told the exhibitors
“You can easily increase the admission
price and thus enable us to come nearer
to meeting the high cost of living.”
:

The exhibitors frankly said they believe
admission prices have gone as high as they
can go in the face of tumbling prices in
other business, and that to increase admission prices would be to behead the goose
that lays the wages of musicians and managers.

Leaders Up to $75 Weekly.
Regular musicians in the Omaha houses
are now getting from $35 to $45 a week,
while leaders are getting $50 to $75 a week,
depending upon where they work. The demanded increase would pay musicians $56

week up, and leaders $80 a week and up.
The Omaha musicians play at clubs, hotels and dining rooms during their off hours
and make considerable money that way.
“We are not making as much net profit

a

under the present scale of admission prices
as we did when prices were 10 and 20
cents,” said Manager Harry Watts, of the
Strand Theatre. “We have eleven players
in our orchestra and under the demanded
scale we would have to pay $42,952 a year
for music, and that is too much. I notice,
too, that our crowds are just as big when
the music is not on as when the full orchestra

is

playing.”

Manager W. Ledoux,

of the Empress, said

1

managers had offered

to pay a flat
of $45 a week to regular musicians
and to give an increase to leaders, but that
the offer was not accepted. The musicians
play only three or four hours a day, he
said.
He also called attention to the fact
that an increase to the musicians will mean
an .increase to other employes.

the

wage

Says Men Ask Too Much.
Manager Harry Goldberg, of the Sun,
speaking for the Sun, Moon and Muse theatres, said it will be necessary for the theatres to discontinue their orchestras if the
men persist in their demands. He said it
is not a fight; that the exhibitors are willing to pay an increased wage, but that they
cannot afford to pay the increase demanded.

Special Art Titles for “Skirts”
For the presentation of the special sixFox Sunshine Comedy spectacle,
reel,
“Skirts,” Fox Film Corporation is planning
many novelties. This picture is said to
abound in opportunities for unusual titles
and the entire force of artists is at work
on thesfe. They will be very striking, according to promise, and will show some-

thing wholly new.
“Skirts,” itself, is said to be a decided
novelty. It is not only a brojd comedy, but
is
a big spectacle with elaborate effects.
It has been called a revue without music.
It has a genuine well defined comedy story.
Also, there is an element of the melodramatic in several of the scenes.
One element that will appeal to the
children is the Singer Midgets circus an
entire troupe having been engaged. These
little folk appear with their animals which
are housed on the lot of the Fox West
Coast studio at Hollywood.

—

Three New Views of a Trio of Forthcoming Goldwyn Productions That Abound in Love, Pathos and Humor.
“Going Some,” from a Rex Beach story; (2) Will Rogers in “Cupid, the Cowpuncher”; (3) Tom Moore in “The Great Accident."
We wonder if when they say cupid the puncher they mean the spectacled gentleman at the extreme left. Time changes
most everybody, but we never knew that cupid aged so suddenly.

July

10,
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David Selznick Reports His Plans for
Reorganizing Department of Publicity

F

OLLOWING
of

the resignation last

Lee Kugel as director

Selznick Enterprises,

week

of publicity of
is

it

announced

by David Selznick, secretary of Selznick
Pictures, that the publicity department will
This
be reorganized and reconstructed.
will be done under the supervision of David
Selznick, who for some time, in addition
to his various other duties, has exercised a

over

supervision

in

assuming

supervision of the publicity department,
he can, by having publicity, advertising, exploitation and service at his immediate
touch, bring these departments into a
closer alliance than ever, heightening the
morale and result-getting possibilities of
these highly important sections of the com-

Ann
woman

in his

pany.
Mr. Selznick says that his supervision of
the publicity department does not mean a
change in the personnel in fact he announced that when a successor is chosen

—

Forrest

De Mille as leading
new Paramount production.
B.

A

Forrest Will

NN FORREST

has

chosen by

been

Cecil B. DeMille as leading woman for
his next special production for Paramount, according to a telegram received
from Mr. DeMille at the home office of
Players-Lasky Corporation.
the Famous
The message also stated that Miss Forrest
had signed a five-year contract and that
production work on the new picture, which
is

titled

“The Other Wife” and is from a
Macpherson, would be

story by Jeanie
started July 6.

was born and educated
Denmark and is a pronounced blonde,

Miss
in

Forrest

rather short in stature and of decidea beauty of face and figure. She has had several
years’ experience in picture work and recently was seen in a prominent role in the

Goldwyn production, “Dangerous Days.”
She also played the character part of a
slavey in William DeMille’s production of
“The Prince Chap,” starring Thomas Meighan, which has just had a pre-release showing at Orchestra Hall, Chicago.
Miss Forrest also played the leading feminine role
in the first Houdini picture for Paramount,
“The Grim Game,” and had a prominent

My

part in George Melford’s “Behold
Wiife !” recently completed at the Lasky
studio.
In “The

Other Wife,” Miss Forrest will
play opposite Forrest Stanley, former Morosco leading man, who has just signed a
contract to play male leads in Cecil B. DeMille’s special productions.

Begin on First Ballin Picture
The first of the Hugo Ballin productions
has been begun at the Victor studio, Achmed
Abdullah’s “The Honorable Gentleman” being the story chosen by Hugo Ballin and
those associated with him in the enterprise.
It

is_a

life, in

The
with

powerful comedy-drama of modern
which fantasy touches upon tragedy.

locale is
several

New York
highly

for the

pictorial

most

part,

episodes

in

China.
Rockliff Fellowes has been engaged for
the leading masculine role, with Mabel
Ballin cast opposite him. The ensemble is
further strengthened by the presence of
Yama Mato, the Japanese actor who created a pronounced impression in Marshall
Neilan’s “The River’s End.” He was brought
from Los Angeles especially for this as-

signment.

Mr. Kugel as director of publicity, the
appointment will be made from the ranks.
Concerning the resignation of Mr. Kugel
and the Selznick plans for the publicity de“Mr. Kugel
partment, David Selznick said
has the best wishes of the entire organization.
Throughout his connection with
the company we have found him to be a
gentleman of the highest type. Under his
guidance the publicity department has been
known as a thorough, efficient and resultgetting one. I am not going to attempt
to head the publicity department myself.
Even should I desire to do this, my duties
to

Have Leading
Feminine Role in “Other Wife”

Ann

:

as secretary would forbid. I intend, howhead will be
ever, to reorganize it.
chosen from the ranks, for it has always
been our policy to promote rather than to
bring in outsiders. When the organization

A

is

completed,

I

will exercise

a supervision

similar to that which I have had for some
time over the advertising department.”

Inter-Ocean Agrees with
Exhibitors Who Ask for
Importation of Pictures

T

HE

Inter-Ocean Film Corporation,

in

a statement issued to the trade press
last week, warmly approves the resolution unanimously adopted at the recent exhibitor’ convention in Cleveland,
urging the importation of foreign-made
motion pictures as an incentive to stimulate American competition, and places itself
on record to pledge its co-operation in obtaining for American distribution the best
cinema offerings available in foreign film

markets.

“By and

Famous Players Buys Four

T

Novels and Short Stories
HE Famous Players-Lasky Corporation announces the purchase of four
stories.

Two, “The Kentuckians,” by

the late John Fox, and “The Quarry,” by
John Moroso, are novels, while the other
two, “The Snob,” by William J. Neidig, and
“The Laurels and the Lady,” by Leonard
Merrick, are short stories. All probably
will be placed in production during the

coming autumn.
“The Kentuckians” was the

first

of the

on the blue grass section
that brought fame to the late John Fox, Jr.
series of novels

is a story of the careers of two rival
orators, with a strong love interest.

It

John Moroso, author, adventurer and
newspaperman, whose experience includes

many

years of service with the

New York

World, wrote “The Quarry” in 1914.
“The Snob” appeared in the Saturday
Evening post in 1918 from the pen of WilNeidig, an author who radiply is
to be recognized as one of the leading exponents of strictly American fiction.

liam

J.

coming

He attended Leland Stanford University,
University of California and University of
Chicago and has served a long apprenticeship in reportorial work and as the editor
of diverse publications.

Leonard Merrick’s “The Laurels and the
Lady” is one of a collection of short stories
which the author published under the title
“The Stage of Fools.” Born in England,
Mr. Merrick has attained an enviable position among European novelists.
He has
also written several plays.

Selznick Enterprises Opens
Additional Branch Offices
O facilitate a wider distribution of

T

Selznick, National, Republic and Select pictures four new branches were
recently opened, according to Sam E. Morris, vice-president and general manager of
Select Pictures.
They are at Oklahoma
City, Charlotte, N. C., Milwaukee and Portland, Maine.

“Our business has grown to such proporsaid Mr. Morris, “that it was imperative for us to open new branches. These
tions,”

large,”

reads

the

Inter-Ocean

statement, “the most important move made
by the exhibitors assembled in convention
at Cleveland

in this, direction.”

exploitation

advertising,

and service.
Mr. Selznick believes that

Chosen by Cecil

cede that the standard of foreign-made pictures is not up to the American standard,
we must not overlook the fact that encouragement and constructive criticism is what
the foreign producer needs most. And the
unqualified stand of the exhibitors at the
recent convention is, to our way of thinking, the first real move that has been made

was the resolution introduced

and unanimously adopted to encourage the
importation of the motion picture offerings.
The problem of importing the product of
other countries has confronted the industry for a long time, but we are glad to
see that it had remained for the American
exhibitor to take the initiative on this allimportant question.

“The readiness and willingness which
characterized the attitude of the exhibitors
assembled, to book all high-class features
regardj^ss of the source of production, is
testimony to the splendid showmanship
and wisdom of the American exhibitor. We
feel certain that in unanimously adopting
the resolution this body of showmen were
re-echoing the spirit of every exhibitor.
“Productions made in foreign countries
have improved more than 100 per cent,
within the past two years. While we con-

will serve to give us a wider distribution of
our product and incidentally bring about a
closer relationship with exhibitors in those
cities.

“During the past few months, and espefew weeks, bookings
on all our productions have mounted far
beyond our expectations.
‘The Flapper,’
cially within the past

with Olive Thomas; ‘The Man Who Lost
Himself,’ wifh William Faversham; “Whispers,’ with Elaine Hammerstein, and ‘The
Figurehead,’ with- Eugene O’Brien, all late
productions, are winning fresh laurels daily

from scores of exhibitors.”

Lucas

at

Convention

Arthur Lucas, supervisor of Goldwyn’s
southern exchanges, has gone to attend
the Democratic convention as delegate at
large from Georgia.
Mr Lucas is one of
the best known political leaders and film

men

in

the South.
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William DeMille Film Six
Will be Under Way at Lasky Studio

Sennett Comedies Announced
“Dodging His Doom,” starring Chester
Conklin, supported by Dora Rogers; “Madcap Ambrose,” starring Macx Swain and

at the Lasky studio of Paramount
after a vacation of several weeks,

Bryant Washburn, under the direction of
Major Maurice Campbell, is being filmed

Swain and Ethel Tearle and “The Betrayal

Wallace Reid has begun work, under
the direction of James Cruze, upon “The
Charm School,” adapted by Tom Geraghty
from the story by Alice Duer Miller, which
appeared in a prominent magazine and
was later published as a novelette. Mr.
Reid will be supported by fifty beautiful
girls, “all under twenty,” besides the regular cast, which includes Lila Lee as leadwoman, Adele Farrington, Beulah
ing
Baines, Edwin Stevens and Lincoln Stedman. Mr. Reid plays the role of a young

temporarily
titled, “Wanted:
A Blemish.” Douglas
Bronston wrote the scenario from a short

New

With

B

,

ACK

man who

inherits

and believing that
cated

the
chief business
for

young

a

women

ladies’ school,
shouldn’t be eduworld that their

—

business
is to be charming.

Melford

at

Truckee.

George Melford and a cast are at
Truckee filming scenes for Opie Read’s
“The Jucklins,” scenarized by Frank Condon.
The party includes Mabel Juliene
Scott, Ruth Renick, Monte Blue, Charles
Fannie

Midgely, Zella Covington,
Hall, J. M. Dumont, Clarence Burton, Guy Oliver, Robert Brower, Jack Herbert, Jack
Hull, William Scott, Arthur
Ogle,

Winter

Treboal, Jack Byron, Frank

Wildash

Charles
Curry.

and

Weatherwax,
George”

“Uncle

Arbuckle Making Progress.

making progress on
screen adaptation of
“The Traveling SalesWalter Woods wrote the scenario

Roscoe Arbuckle
his

is

latest

James

picture, a
Forbes’ play,

man.”
and Joseph Henabery is directing. The
company, including Betty Ross Clark, the
leading woman, is at Jamestown, Tuloumne
County, California, where small town exterior scenes will be filmed.
Tom Forman, director, and Ethel Clayton, star in “Rosanne Ozanne,” from the

by Cynthia Stockley, scenario by
H. O’Connor, are working overtime
so that all scenes in which the star appears
may be filmed this week, as Miss Clayton
intends to depart soon for Europe. After
her tour, Miss Clayton will begin work
in the London studios of Famous PlayersLasky British Producers, Ltd.
story

Mary

DeMille

to Start July 7

scenario.

Stills of

it.

by
Buxton.

story

J.

E.

picture

Henderson and Henry

J.

;

“Thirst,”

starring

Mack

Alaggie,” a
three-star special with
Charles Murray. Louise Fazenda and Chester Conklin are the first four of a series
of two-reel Sennett produced comedies,
scheduled for immediate release by Frank
G. Hall, president of Hallmark.
of

Fox News Photographer Secures

First

Aeroplane Views of Yosemite Valley

A

REMARKABLE aviation
was recorded when

a

achievement

Fox News cam-

eraman, S. E. Greenwald, piloted by
Dan Davison, succeeded in flying over the
Yosemite Valley and photographed at close
range some of the most beautiful natural
scenery on this continent.
In running the print of the Yosemite Valley films, it has been found that not only
does the film show beautiful scenes but in
addition all the thrills which accompanied
the making of the pictures have been photographed, so to speak, in the dangerous dips,
side-slips and spins through which the
put his plane.

pilot

This is announced as the first and only
time that an airplane has succeeded in landing in the Yosemite Valley. Mr. Greenwald
and Air. Davison flew over the valley, dangerously near the precipitous cliffs, waterfalls

and peaks.

The

trip started from San Francisco with
the breaking up of a fog. The gateway was
perfect. The two men flew over the Sierra

Nevadas to Stockton. From Stockton they
headed for the entrance to the valley of
El Portal, reaching an altitiude of 11,000
feet. The plane circled all prominent points
of interest, while the Fox camera recorded
the Bridal Veil, Nevada Falls, Vernal, North
Dome, South Dome, Yosemite Falls, and
numerous other points.
During the flight in and around the valley Davison flew -near the different peaks,
falls and slopes, registering altitudes of
from 4,000 to 7,000 feet.

Coming out of the valley at a height of
9,000 feet the photographer and his pilot
made a fast and safe trip back to San Francisco.
From there the film was immediately raced to the Fox building in
York. It was fast work all around.

Ben Blake Joins Levey
Ben Blake has been appointed chief
direction staff of the

new

of

producing
company organized by Harry Levey, to be
film

known

as

the

Harry Levey Corporation,

Mr. Blake

charge of

tion

company.

will have
details for this

all

produc-

-Air.
Blake’s experience in the
picture field dates back .ten years.

motion

been associated
ous Players.

He has
with Imp, Pathe and Fam-

Exhibitors Fail to Properly
Study Films, Says McAllister

A NEW

angle to the study of motion
pictures from the point of view of
the exhibitor and the spectator was
given by Paul AIcAllister in a talk before
the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
at their last weekly luncheon.
“The result of study has convinced me,”
he said, “of two things: That the crowds
on the lower East Side appreciate a good
production just as much as a Broadway
crowd does, and that the average exhibitor
does not view pictures in the proper light.
In other words, he does not look at his
pictures as an audience wmuld. The average New York exhibitor very naturally
studies a picture from th"e financial point
of view. He first gets it on the strength,
probably, of what the salesman has told
him, and after that he sees it only in
snatches, and even then looks at it only
to see how the audience is taking it.
“The exhibitor should study his pictures
as his audiences view them for the element
of genuine entertainment it^ them.
If he
did that he would soon be able to make
his own selections on his own judgment
and not be swayed by so-called ‘selling

—

talks’.”

Arthur James announced at the meeting
that Nellie Revell is seriously ill at St.
Vincent’s Hospital and that a big benefit
is being planned for her.
President Paul
Gulick said that plans are proceeding satisfactorily for the golf tournament to be
held by the A. M. P. A. at the Bayside Golf
Club on July 10.

Warren Kerrigan Picture, “The Green Flame,” That Is Being Released by Hodkinson.
green flame is not as green as it looks. Guess I can open anything from a can of beans to a bank
Can make fancy jewelry also.” Then to prove it he steps out at the right with said jewelry.

the Latest

see,” says the star, “this

safe with

new Paramount

a

New

William DeMille is scheduled to start
about July 7 on his new special production
which will be an adaptation of Cosmo Hamilton’s new novel, “His Friend and His
Wife.”
Genevieve Daniels is writing the

“You

in

Moran

Polly

J.

July

10,
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All Educational Releases Have Showings
on Broadway; Many Featured in Displays
Educational Films Corporation claims
it has set a new record in that
every release of the company to date
has been given a showing at one of the leading Broadway motion picture houses. It also
claims that practically every picture has
been featured in lobby displays, electric

T HE

that

and newspaper advertising.
week ‘A Fresh Start,’ the first of
the Mermaid Comedies, is given a prominent

lights

“This

position on the bill at the Strand. Managing
rirector Joseph Plunkett has called attention to it in his newspaper ads and has given
This is
it a portion of the lobby display.

unusual, because the

Mermaid brand

en-

is

new and this first picture has no star.
After the Strand showing the picture will
be exhibited over the Loew metropolitan

ican productions.
They Will return here in
the fall for an extended visit. Among their
Richard A. Rowfellow passengers were:
land, of the Metro; J. Frank Brockliss and
Paul Kimberly, of Hep.worth Productions,

The exodus of Englishmen from
America this month, it is understood, to be
prompted by anxiety to schedule their newly
acquired releases on the fall programme.
London.

Meyer Solomon, select salesman, will start
his two weeks vacation on July 12. He lives
at Edgemere, L. I. and that’s a mighty fine
summer resort.

—
*

*

*

tirely

circuit.

“Chester-Outing pictures are also being
at the Strand and the bill last week
included one of these, ‘Dreams Come True.’
These pictures are also being shown over
At the Strand, Brooklyn,
the Loew circuit.
‘The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes,’ one

Agnes Egan Cobb, formerly sales manager
of the Schomer-Ross Productions, is now
with the Stanley Frame Company.

shown

of the

two specials that we have

released,
on the bill

prominent position
It
was given its pre-release
last week.
showing on Broadway at the Criterion. The
other special, ‘Modern Centaurs,’ was shown
occupied

at the

much

a

New York

Strand, where

it

attracted

attention.

Bruce Scenics are being
shown at the Rialto or Rivoli and already
Dr. Riesenfeld is well ahead of the release
schedule with these pictures. Managing Director Edward L. Hyman of the Brooklyn
Strand is also using these pictures and gives
them special musical settings, often employing a soloist in connection with their show“The Robert

“
‘Four Times Foiled,’ the first of the Chester comedies, was shown at both the Rialto
and Rivoli, and Dr. Riesenfeld has booked
others of this series. The second, ‘An Overall
Hero,’ will be given a showing in advance

regular

release.’’

Keeping in Personal Touch
(

Continued from page 186 )

shank’s mare.

Morris Schlank, producer of the Hank Mann
comedies is in New York, from Hollywood,
spend a week outlining his plans for the

to

coming year.
*

*

*

Lee Kugel has established offices for his
new producing enterprises at 140 West Fortysecond street, New York.

licity

Crawford on leaving Fox’s pubdepartment to enter business for him-

self,

was greatly surprised when he was

Merritt

by the

up”

staff

of

who

assistants

worked with him in the Fox organization.
When George Fleming had finished an appropriate little speech, Mr. Crawford found
himself the possessor of a beautiful desk
the gift of those who helped him over
with Fox publicity and wished him well in
his new undertaking.
It would be untrue
to say that Merritt was "struck dumb” with
surprise the surprise part of it is all right,
but he was able to make a response in appreciation of the gift.

set,

—

*

*

*

Travis Vale is to direct the W. A. Brady
production, “Life.”
William Haddock (“Silent Bill”) has been mentioned as associate
director.
*

*

*

office,

has joined the Metro sales force in that
*

Harry

Hayward

*

city.

*

Ward and Henry Kundy,

land June

of the
Production, London, left for Eng26,

in

Illlllltlllllllllltllllll

Doug Fairbanks Breezy “Mollycoddle”

after purchasing

Nationally Popular Despite Hot Spell

G

LOWING

reports continued to arrive at
the United Artists Corporation last week
from the various branch managers of
the organization regarding the showing which
is being made by “The Mollycoddle,” Douglas
Fairbanks’ latest “Big Four” production.
According to Hiram Abrams, president of
United Artists, Doug’s present release is
proving to be one of the most popular pictures of the year, despite the fact that it was
released when the country was in the grip of
a hot spell.
Philadelphia furnished one of the best examples of the possibilities for theatre operation during the hot weather when “The
Mollycoddle” was played at the Metropolitan

The week this production occupied the boards found the mercury high up
the scale, but despite this the Fairbanks picture broke all records for this massive house
and could easily have continued on for a second week and probably longer, had not other
plans been made for the theatre.
Boston was even more enthusiastic over
“The Mollycoddle” and for two very hot
weeks the Bostonians packed the Majestic
Theatre at every showing. One of the unusual happenings here proved to be the matinee attendance every day which resulted
in capacity business.
Continuing on through the Middle West,
“The Mollycoddle” is in many instances establishing new box office records which have
been of long standing and which were recorded under ideal picture weather condi-

many Amer-

When discussing his plans for the future
Mr. Hemmer pointed out that in forming the
present company he had decided to introduce
methods radical changes which he

into his

considered necessary if his productions were
live up to the standard he had set for
them.
“One of these changes,” said Mr. Hemmer,
“is a good screen story.
I intend producing
romantic dramas the stories of which are
bound to find popular favor.”
Though the cast is far from completion
and while most of the names which will
make up the all-star production are still
being withheld, Mr. Hemmer already has
surrounded himself with such stars as Flora
Finch and Pete Raymond.
Maud Sylvester, ingenue of the cast, is
destined, through the forthcoming production, to write her name indelibly in the heart
of the public. Three-year-old Peggy Parnel,
baby vamp of the cast, is quite the champ
and will vie favorably with her older sister
and brother artists.
Then there are a number of other kid
stars, such as eleven-year-old Milton Berlinger, juvenile impersonator of A1 Jolson;
Opie Read, a veteran screen kid; Thor Larsen and Phil and James Brady, both of whom
were raised in a studio from infancy.
to

O

tions.

On the

Pacific

Coast

throughout the country.

Hemmer

to

Make Four

ADICAL

departure
from
recogniz'ed
methods in motion picture production is
promised by Hemmer Superior Produc-

now engaged

it d it/ J

V

in

M

„

S cre * n

./

Pictures

Annually; Plans Big Changes

R

tt

e t

“The

Mollycoddle”
also is scoring.
In Los Angeles, at Grauman’s Rialto Theatre, it is on for an indefinite
run, and now in its second week is daily
turning away thousands of theatregoers.
From San Francisco up through Portland,
Seattle, Spokane and the entire Northwest,
“the Mollycoddle” is being received with the
same character of enthusiasm as that which
has preceded its release in other cities

tions, Inc.,

Morris Simon, formerly salesman with the

Famous Players-Lasky’s New Haven

“Got Any Dessert Now, Ma?”
Asks the hungry lad in “Johnny,” the
Kaufman Weekly released by Selznick.

addition to the regular notification
of meetings, urging a large attendance.
cast,

Opera House.

Bob Horsley, Vitagraph's Connecticut salesman, had his car stolen from in front of the
Mecca Building, on June 28. He will make
his New York trip this week by train and

“held

during the summer season, making the next
meeting fall on Tuesday July 6. Director
James Vincent has sent a message broad-

C.

ing.

of its

The Motion Picture Directors’ Association
meet only on the first Tuesday of the month,

making

its

first

feature film.
Edward Hemmer, president,
plans to turn out a minimum of four big
productions a year and has surrounded himself with a cast that numbers among its
members the most widely known screen
stars of the silent drama.
The first production, according to Mr. Hemmer, will be ready
for release in the near future.

-tlic "*U - star"
single reel
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Consensus of Trade Press Reviews
§

Here are extracts from available news printed in the five motion picture trade papers.
It is the aim to present one sentence that will reflect the spirit of the writer’s opinion.
The
papers are indicated as follows: Moving Picture World (M. P. W.); Motion Picture News
(N.); Exhibitor’s Trade Review (T. R.); Wid’s (W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (E. H.).

Dollars and Sense
(Madge Kennedy Goldwvn)
M. P. W. Appealingly human is “Dollars
and Sense” with its youthful optimism, its
fine pathos, its quick humor.
It is a story
of everyday people and of everyday experience, but it is not commonplace.
N. Should interest.
T. R.
Simple, appealing romance in which

—

—

—

-

human

—

interest element predominates.
W.- Plenty of amusement and vivacious
personality of star makes this pleasing entertainment.
E. H.
Gives Madge Kennedy a chance to
portray a more serious role than she has
been accustomed to.

The Great Accident
(Tom Moore Goldwyn)
W. Splendid melodramatic produc-

—

M. P.

tion of popular appeal.

—An average offering of kind.
— Tom Moore at his best.
W. — Moderately interesting melodrama of
small town.
E. H. — Tom Moore fans are going to enN.

its

T. R.

joy him in “The Great Accident.”

—

—

—

—

-

plicity.
T. R.

ard.

W.

— Below

the average

— Carefully

reproduced

melo.

—Will

many

traits of the old time

please as an average program

W.

—Terribly

sim-

its

not

suited

to the personality of the star.

Twins

melodrama with

convenient

most of action anticipated

Goldwyn standbut

—

attraction.

—

Pickford Goldwyn)
M. P. W. Fair entertainment.
N. Is strong in drama despite
(Jack

—

—

romantic story.
N.
Picture has
T. R.-

Double Dyed Deceiver

The Girl in the Rain
(Anne Cornwall Universal)
W. Unfolds engaging mystery and

M. P.

in sub-titles.

of Suffering Creek

—

(William Russell Fox)
M. P. W. A western subject of unusual

—

strength.

—Will entertain but not
R. — Good Western.
W. —Very acceptable Western
N.

thrill.

T.

The Figurehead

—

(Eugene O’Brien Selznick)
M. P. W. Should be highly interesting to
the masses.
T. R.
Interesting drama of love, intrigue

—

—

and

W.
and
sult
E.

politics.

—Sympathetic

story with star well cast

finely handled spectacular scenes
in very satisfactory picture.

H.

— Has

re-

been done into a screen play

with unusual care and makes a splendid vehicle for

Eugene

O’Brien.

Bright Skies

—

with rather

unusual story.

The One-Way

—

—

road.
N.

—

If your patrons like the star, and this
a big gamble, they will get average entertainment.
is

—

It is a raT. R.- Fully justifies its title.
diant picture, a real sunlight film aglow with
warranted
to
cheerfulness, the sort of thing
strengthen one's belief in the better side of
human nature.
E. H.
It is a pleasing production similar

—

in many
ings.

—

rate of speed.

The Flame

few.

—

FOOTPRINTS (Vitagraph-Big V). A comedy of a super-farcical nature which is distinctly entertaining.
The plot is centered
about a kidnapped bride and a detective employed to trail the villain and the girl. There
are some very funny and original stunts
worked in, including some aeroplane tricks.
PRIDE AND PO’K CHOPS (James Montgomery Flagg). This is a clever satire on the
old-fashioned pride of the South. The daughter of a poor but proud Southern gentleman
tries to replenish the family exchequer by
working in the interests of a certain hair
tonic.
With her beautiful hair she demonstrates for the traveling agent the marvelous effectiveness of the restorative. Her
father, finally discovering why his daughter
is absent from home evenings, tries to dissuade her. When he fails to gain his point
he backs a hair restorer made by another
concern, using his own locks as an advertising medium, and tries to overcome his
daughter’s wilfulness by attempting to put
the other concern out of business. The picture gets its title from the fact that its various complications originate in the necessity
for paying the butcher’s bill and is very

—

—

The Girl in Number 29
(Frank Mayo and Elinor Fair Universal)
M. P. W. Sprightly little mystery yarn
from novel by Elizabeth Jordan.
N.
Surprise ending picture provides average entertainment.
T. R.
Good mystery picture.

—

—

Human Stuff
(Harry Carey Universal)
M. P. W. Will entertain the Carey enthu-

entertaining.

THE GREAT MYSTERY
Jeff are in
ject.

Mutt

good trim

(Fox).—Mutt and

this animated subplays the role of a detective and
in

(Fox).— A Mutt and

A

lines.

PATHE REVIEW,

No.

49.

—The

tinted

views of Merida, Spain, which lead off this
number are very attractive, and interesting
glimpses of life there are shown. The making of ice cream novelties is a good feature
and will interest women spectators immensely.
Various other subjects are pic-

PATHE

—

REVIEW, No. 52. The athletic
stunts, treated by the slow camera process,
are unusually good in this number.
An
amusing feature for these prohibition days
are the scenes picturing a camel and other
animals drinking.
Making pottery in the
Blue Ridge Mountains is a pleasing subject,
and various others are also shown, including
travel scenes in Southeastern France.
YOU'RE PINCHED (Rolin-Pathe) A onereel comic, with Snub Pollard and little
Sambo in the cast. Snub, once more appearing as the Dandy, joins the motorcycle cops
in this subject.
Orders are given out to
make some arrests and he captures the small
colored boy on his velocipede.
A “speakeasy” is also featured in the story.
This
number is good in action and turns up various amusing moments of a characteristic
.

sort.

—

—

siasts.

—
W. —Not

N.
This
interest.

feature

won’t excite any undue

very forceful or compact.

—

Jeff animated, in which Mutt has a wonderful love affair with a nurse in a park.
fish
in a nearby lake becomes excited and takes
part in the wooing. This is built along the

usual amusing

—

The Imp

assistant.
The latter inadvertently
locks Mutt in a trunk during the investigation of an important case and gets the usual
beating at the close. Exceptionally funnv.

tured.

—

N.
As a good old western thriller nothing
better could be wanted.
T. R.
Enough hard riding, rapid fighting,
hair breadth escapes and love-making under
difficulties in this picture to satisfy the most
ardent lover of Wild West adventure.

(Elsie Janis

Jeff his

THE TOY MAKERS

offer-

—

—

Subjects
muiHiuitmJHiiiuiuiuitmitimHiHuiMiuuiHinmiuiiiiiiii.'

—

Brentwood

of Hellgate
Michelena Robertson-Cole)
M. P. W. Strength of plot is lacking and
consequently opportunities for the star are

•imillllMItmiUMinillMIMMIHIMIIIIMIHIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIMIMIIIIIIIfIfNIllJillllflllllUIIIIIMUIIIIHIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIUIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIUnillllllintllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIflllllllllllllllimilllllllllllltlllHHimillllllMlilliiiltD

THE AERO-NUT (Warner). This comedy,
featuring A1 St. John, is one of the most
novel and thrilling of farce-comedies.
The
hero, afte,r various skirmishes on terra firma,
takes to an aeroplane and pulls some hairraising stunts.
The comedy of the picture
is ordinarily good.

to previous

(Beatriz

—

Comments on Short

ways

—

Trail

(Edythe Sterling Republic)
M. p. W. Story of Canadian wilds provides
fine material for thrilling film drama.
N. A good average western which should
satisfy in any house where this type of picture takes the preference.
T. R.
Plenty of action, thrills and excitement keep the picture moving at a startling

—

—

(Zasu Pitts Robertson-Cole)
M. P. W. Is a pleasing story of the open

—

—Selznick)

M. P. W.- Affords good entertainment, with
several thrills and heart throbs in the last
reels.
T. R.

— Possesses a plot of original construc-

and strong melodramatic trend, mostly
underworld settings and good crook atmos-

tion

phere.

—

E. H.
A not wholly unfamiliar plot is
handled with Selznick care as to development and amid the typically excellent Selz-

nick settings.
“X anishing Dagger” Goes Big- on Hottest Day.
Universal’s latest serial, “The Vanishing
Dagger,” with Eddie Polo has proven a big
success.
Bob Abraham, manager of the
Frolic Theatre. San Francisco, ran “The Vanishing Dagger,” on one of the hottest days
in June, and did the biggest business he ever
did with the exception of Harry Carey in

“Marked Men.”
The Frolic is a
the

first

shown

in

first run house.
It was
time in a year that a serial was

Abraham's house.

Making Scenes

for

“Who

\ni

I?”

Following the completion of “The Palace
Darkened Windows,” an elaborate production invested with huge sets of East
India life, directed by Henry Kolker for
of

National Picture Theatres. Inc., first scenes
for “Who Am I?” another National picture,
were taken recently at the Selznick West
Coast studio.
Playing the leading roles are Claire Anderson and Niles Welch. Henry Kolker is
directing.

The story is said to concern the adventures
that befell a young girl who receives a gam
bling house as an inheritance.

July
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LATEST REVIEWS and COMMENTS
CONDUCTED BY'EDWARD WEITZEL, ASSOCIATEIEDITOR

Sidelights

T

HE

manager

justing

a

Peter’s suspicions by telling him that Brent
is a very good friend of Edith’s and that she

and Reflections
of

the theatre

drinking

IN THIS ISSUE.

was ad-

fountain

in

the

when I handed him my card.
“I don’t want to sell you anything,” said I.
“Come in and stay a month,” said he.
lobby

Having started out to gather in as much
first-hand information about the way the
moving picture game is conducted in the
large and the small cities of the Middle
West, I found that it was his individual
problems that interested most the manager of every theatre I visited and that
the gentleman who extended the generous
invitation was no exception to the rule.
He owns and manages two small picture
theatres in the capital city of one of the
lake states.
Seated in the office of the theatre
ceeded to ply the proprietor with

I

“The Ladder

|

“The Joyous Trouble Makers” (Fox).

“The

|

“A Tokio Siren” (Universal).
“Whispers” (Selznick).

“The Slim Princess” (Goldwyn).
“Cynthia

-

of

-

the

-

Minute” (Hodkin-

son).
“If

Were King”

I

in

proques-

(Fox).
m§

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiittiiHiiiiiiiiy^mtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiii

“The Ladder of Lies”

“Do you

find the reviews of feature pic-

tures in the trade papers of value?”
“Not to me,” was the reply.
“Why not ?”
don’t run features.
The
sorts of theatres.
small and low price, and I find
“I

asked.

I

town

is

full

My

houses are
it pays best
to run short western subjects and comedies.
Some of my competitors find fault
with the way I do things, but I'm making
money, so I don’t believe I’ll change just
to please them.”
all

“What

started you in

the picture busi-

ness?”

“My

Invisible Divorce” (Selznick).

“Homer Comes Home” (Paramount).

tions.

of

of Lies” (Paramount).

He

invested some money in
this theatre and did so well, on the start,
that I was more than willing to help him
build the theatre on the next corner. My
regular business is structural steel and I
have quite a good-sized plant for a small
one.
put a man in to run the two
houses and before long we started to run
behind on our investment.”
“That’s when you took hold of the managerial reins?”
“There wasn’t any other way out of it
that I could see.”
father.

—

We

“What about your steel
“I hired a manager for
along all right.”

business?”
it

and

its

coming

Paramount Domestic Drama Starring Ethel
Clayton Takes Up Popular Subject of
Marital Intrigue and Infidelity.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

T

WO

women, both accomplished

in the
gentle art of prevarication, but widely
differing in their motives, find themselves seriously involved in "The Ladder of
Lies.” Many of the situations in this photoplay are not unusual, and the principal
characters are well-known types, but the
story travels on entertainingly, the dramatic construction is thorough and the
acting is up to a high standard- The subtitles are unusually good and lend character
and charm to the scenes.

There

naturalness and smoothness in
the plot unfolds and yet in the
background undeniable suspense, an effect
which shows finesse on the part of director
the

is

way

and scenarist.
Ethel Clayton successfully characterizes
the disinterested friend. It is a role, that
exploits the intelligence rather than the
personality of the star.
The contrasting
type of woman is portrayed by Jane Acker,
who is attractively youthful and quickspirited-.
Charles Meredith, as the man
who worships truth gives an accurate performance and Irving Cummings gracefully
adapts himself to the role of the gay Lothario.

“Then you were a practical business man
before you were a showman?”
“Yes. And, believe me, the picture business has a lot to learn in several of its
branches about real business methods. A
man’s commercial rating doesn’t seem, to
count any in this game. A few months
ago I needed a piece of machinery for the
plant.
The matter involved several thousand dollars. The machine was delivered
here before the company that sold it to
me received one penny. I’ve been careful
to keep my credit good, but that fact
doesn’t get me anything in the running of
my two moving picture theatres.”
“But you are making a success of them?”
“Yes. _I. was -mighty green when I started,
but I tinkered around until I got folks
coming, and we cleaned up about fifteen
thousand dollars last year.”

EDWARD WEITZEL.

Cast.

Edith Parrish
Peter Gordon

Ethel Clayton
Clyde Fillmore
Jane Acker

Dora
Ralph Brent

Irving-

Blaine

Charles

Maid

Cummings
Meredith

Ruth Ashby
Story by Harold Vickers.
Scenario by Edith Kennedy.
Direction by Tom Forman.
Length, Five Reels.

The

Story.

Edith Parrish, a young artist, is told by
Peter Gordon of his engagement to Dora
whose fickle frivolous nature is not in the
least suspected by him.
Edith decides that
it is up to her to prevent this match.
She
invites Ralph Brent, an acknowledged success with ladies, to come to her studio frequently and on these occasions she manages
to have Dora present too.
Dora flirts recklessly with Brent and at the proper time
Edith summons Peter. But Dora is too quickwitted for them all and immediately allays
•

is trying to dissuade Edith from accepting
Brent’s attentions.
Peter believes her and
Edith is forced to admit defeat. Soon after
Peter and Dora are married.
Edith is invited to spend a few days at
their home while Peter is on a business trip.
Late in the evening she thinks she hears
someone leave the house. She goes downstairs and discovers that Dora is in the drawing room, apparently alone. In reality, Brent
is hidden in the room and when Edith leaves
they both go out. Dora wears, Edith’s coat,
which is a rather unusual garment of fur
and tassels. Later, as the two are leaving
the Oak Tree, an out-of-the-way cafe, they
are seen by Brent and his partner Blaine,
who is in love with Edith. Dora is veiled
so her husband does not recognize her.
The next day, however, he sees, the coat
and remembers it as having been worn by
the woman with Brent on the night before.
He believes that Edith is not a fit companion
for his wife and he requests her to leave.
Blaine is pressing his attentions to Edith
and is about to ask her to marry him when
Peter intervenes by telling him about Edith
and the Oak Tree Roadhouse. Edith is summoned, but does not deny the charge, wishing to shield Peter from knowing the truth
about his wife. The affair between Blaine

and Edith

is unhappily broken off, but an
unexpected move from Brent reinstates her
in the eyes of Blaine, who recognizes her

worth.

Program and Exploitation Catchlines: When

Is a Lie Not a Lie?
When It’s Told to
Safeguard a Friend. So She Risked Her
Own Happiness by Telling a Lie. All His
Life He Had Loved the Truth and Hated
Falsehood. And When He Learned See
How It Ended.
One Woman’s Life Had Been a Series of
Lies Another Woman Had Told One Untruth to Save a Friend Yet the First
Woman Was Unsuspected While the Life
Happiness of the Other Was Threatened.
‘‘The Ladder of Lies"
When the First

—

—

—

—

Round Is Weak, Each Step Becomes More
and More Hazardous. Knowing This, She
Tried to Save Him from a Fall. See How
It Resulted.
Exploitation Angles:
This is a conventional society drama of the familiar but
popular type, and this fact ought to be put
over. The advisability of telling- lies can be
brought before the public in some way like
this: “Does One Lie Make a Liar?
Would
You Lie to Save the Happiness of a Friend?”

“The Joyous Troublemakers”
Six-Part Fox Production Features William
Farnum in Breezy Vacation Yarn.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

A

STEP

in advance for the summer
story is registered in this new sixpart Fox subject, featuring William
Farnum. It gives the spectator some real
vacation thrills, opening with the hero on
a fishing trip in a beautiful mountain country.
His favorite resort, known as Hell’s
Goblet, lies along Little Thunder" River, at
the foot of a waterfall. The locations are
fine all through this production and the
sharp, clear sepia effects are very alluring.
Some clever acting is required from Mr.
Farnum and Louise Lovely, in the leading
roles, and both respond admirably to the

demands made upon them.
bert

Henry

T.

He-

also strong in the role of the villain.
Quite a large supporting cast appears i?i
this story, some of the scenes being taken
in a small town inhabited by a ba^d of
rough characters. The production as a
is
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bring laughter, as they are well above the
average.
Cast.

William Farnum
Louise Lovely
Henry J. Hebert
Harry Devere

Beatrice Corlin
Joe Embry
Richard Stanton
Bill Rice

G.

Raymond Nye

Clarence Morgan
George Nichols

Turk Smith
Cash Truit
First Miner
Butler

—

—

Harry Archer
f A1 Frement

Roughs

J

Earl Crain
Chiek Leyva

It

Maid

Pedro DeLeon
Claire Delorez

It.

Steele clashes with Joe Embry, one of the
Queen’s admirers, with whom he had previously come into contact. He saves the girl
from Embry and his followers and later wins
her love. Gold is discovered in Hell’s Goblet.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:

Sparkling Tale of Good Humor and Vacation Days, with William Farnum.
Story of a Wealthy Young Man Who Liked
Fun and Frolic He Buys a Resort Which
Is Claimed by a Pretty Young Girl, Who
Has to Give It Up See William Farnum
How He Gets the Site and the Girl

—

—

—

Besides.

A

Story of Summer and Its Days of Outdoor Sports See William Farnum as a

—

Roving Vacationist.
Exploitation Angles: Play on Farnum, but

make most

of your bid with the vacation
angle.
This will be the best bet. Go to it
strong, starting off with teasers about vacation and advising the reader to spend his
outing in “Hell’s Goblet,” then working into

the

title.

“The
Selznick

Invisible Divorce”
Drama Based on Sacredness

of

Love Bears Poignant, Compelling

T

HE

Message.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
Invisible Divorce” is an intimate,

beautiful revelation of the forces that
separate and unite human hearts. It
has a lesson as profound as love itself, a
story that commands and holds interest,
and a star of supreme loveliness in the
person of Leatrice Joy. The picture is

propaganda, but it is propaganda in highly
dramatic form.
The dramatic construction is excellent.
Climaxes are approached and seized with
marked skill. The treatment of a somewhat familiar subject is free from any
touches of cheapness and the emotional
passages are full of subtle significance.
Much of the credit for this goes to Leatrice
Joy, whose beauty, graciousness and expressiveness illuminate every scene whereWalter McGrail, in the
in she appears.

and Fought

—

Hearts.

She Bought a Statue of Winged Victory as
a Symbol *of Their Happiness But the

—

Wings of the Statue Fell to Pieces and
the Wings of their Love Broke.
She
Mended the Statue Time Mended Their

William Steele, in “The Joyous Troublemakers," is a rich young business man with

later- in disgust.

It

“The Invisible Divorce” a Picture with
a Meaning That Comes Close to Human

Story.

a passion for vacation outings. His favorite
fishing resort is Hell's Goblet, lying at the
He buys this
foot of a pretty waterfall.
little resort from the government, but when
he appears to claim it finds that Beatrice
Miss
Corlin considers herself the owner.
Corlin owns the adjoining property, but does
not know that Hell’s Goblet had passed out
of her father’s possession before his death.
There are some amusing scenes between
Steele and the girl, in which he offends “The
Queen," as she is called. He informs her,
after she has invited him to leave, that he
intends to build a cabin at Hell’s Goblet, and
she tells him ironically that she will get a
She indinner for him when he does so.
tends to have her men keep Steele off the
property, but one of them knows him perthe
has
sonally and before long Steele
Queen’s man helping him with the cabin.
When it is finished the Queen angrily keeps
her promise to cook the meal, but leaves

Exist in Your Home, in Anyone's

Young Couple Recognized

Molly Bishop
Story by Jackson Gregory.
Scenario by Charles Kenyon
Directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
Length, Six Reels.

The

May

Home— With the Death of Love
Comes
—
“The Invisible Divorce’’ — See How One
It

j

Hostler
Mrs. Denham

1920

—

.Sedley Brown
John Underhill

Under Butler

10,

what he set out to do in a day. He is established in a beautiful home and gives an expensive dinner to celebrate his success. After
the dinner he overhears a remark of his
wife’s which sets him to thinking. He hears
her say to Barry that the period of their
married life had been to her as an invisible
divorce.
Her words strike hard and he begins to realize that love is almost dead. He
pleads for forgiveness and promises to atone.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
He Set Out to Conquer the World Married Life to Him Meant a Hard Struggle
for Financial Success To Her It Meant
Patient Endurance of His Slights, the
Experience of a Life Without Love “The
Invisible Divorce” She Called It.

whole is quite unusual and sparkles with
good humor.. Many of the subtitles will

William Steele

July

—

A

Charles

Kiss on the Menu
getting his order in Paramount’s

Ray
“Homer Comes Home."

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiimiiiiiitiiimiiiiitiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifil

less attractive role of the young husband,
has responded sensitively to the demands
of the director. Careful direction as well
as individual ability is evident in the work

of

Grace Darmond and Walter Miller. The

pleasing effect of the whole

is

greatly aug-

mented by good photography.
The picture is one that carries an
It
leaves
ence with it.
thoughtful and impressed.

the

influ-

Love.
Exploitation Angles: Owing to the bigness
of the subject this picture deserves stupendous advertising. Treat it as a propaganda
picture in the form of stirring drama. Make
a personal appeal to your patrons something
like this: “ ‘The Invisible Divorce' has a lesson that belongs in every home.
Yours Is

no exception. It will make you think,” etc.
Also play on the ambiguity of the title
“What is 'The Invisible Divorce’? a menace
that exists all over the world See what it
is
and decide whether it threatens your
home.” Work with any art goods store that
carries a line of Winged Victory statues.

—

spectator

“Homer Comes Home”

Cast.

Peggy Gray

Leatrice Joy
Walter McGrail
Grace Darmond
Walter Miller
John Barry
Story by Lila Burton Wells.
Scenario by Katherine Field.
Direction bv Nat C. Deverich and Thomas

Jimmy Ryder
Claire Howard

R. Mills.
Length, Six Reels.
The Story.

Peggy Gray and Jimmy Ryder are married
without possessing any capital but an allengulfing love for each other and $200 in
cash.
In leaving their home town they bid
good-by to Claire Howard, who is secretly
in love with Jimmy.
Arriving in San Francisco they stop at an
attractive hotel and Jimmy sets out to find
work.
He turns down all mediocre offers
and waits for a big opportunity where he
can utilize all the ability which he believes
But the world is slow
himself to possess.
in recognizing him as a superman, and with
the depletion of his funds his disposition
undergoes some changes for the worse. They
are forced to go into very humble quarters

and

to stretch their pennies.

Peggy remembers something her father had
told them about buying a statue of the
Winged Victory, symbolic of happiness.
Eager to own one of these, she decides to
work for the landlady, unknown to Jimmy.
He believes that her small savings are the
result of scrupulous economy on her part.
One night they go to buy the statue, and on
the way home Peggy falls and the wings are

broken off from the figure. Jimmy is no
longer able to conceal his accumulated rage
and bitterness and cruelly accuses her of
heedless extravagance. The breach between

them widens and Peggy grows more and
more unhappy, although she says nothing.
Then Jimmy meets Claire, who has been
She
married to Walter Miller, an artist.

Jimmy

of looking after
sees a possiacumen by
business
bility for showing his
suggesting that he be allowed to dig for
Claire consents.
oil on her land.
But failure again awaits him. Peggy lends
her sympathy and support, but is silently
hurt by the growing attachment between
Jimmy and Claire. She suggests that they
set up the wells in another part of the land.
Claire agrees once more to finance the undertaking and this time it turns out success-

offers

her property.

the position

He immediately

fully.

After three years

—

Jimmy has accomplished

Paramount Presents Charles Ray in a Comedy of Youthful Aspiration, Thos H.
Ince Supervision.

Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

W
in

ITH

comedy material and
home in a congenial role,
“Homer Comes Home” sails along
plenty of

•the star at

pleasing style with the exception of too

much repetition of “Hooray” scenes. These
may be gratifying to the star, but. just as
the spectator fails to laugh when the
screen actor does too much of that sort
of thing, so people in the theatre fail to

applaud when this

overdone

in the picof film
is devoted to
is fairly idolized by the citizens of his native
town. The central idea is a bright one,
and its development so skilled as to reis

A

amount
showing how “Homer”

tured ensembles.

large

flect high credit on author and scenario
department, but that an entire town should
go mad over a young man who comes back
in a

nice suit of clothes and intimates that

he had done well in the city, is hard to
swallow in one dose. When constantly
repeated, it tends to choke off interest.
Ray is at his best, and the story correspondingly
entertaining,
where he is
brought into direct relation with a few
characters and given opportunity to reveal
amusing phases of human nature. He is
ably seconded by the men of his support,
all admirably selected for the parts they
play. But a Ray comedy is one dependent
for success largely on an outlet for his own
personality, and this is rarely
in large ensembles.
The general sum of values, however, of “Homer
Comes Home,” as shown at the Rivoli Theatre, is so high that it will prove a decided
distinctive

brought out

entertainment whenever and wherever
shown. A safe number for any program.
Cast.

Homer Cavender
Prouty
Rachael Prouty
Arthur Machim
Silas

Old Machim
Mr. Bailey
Mr. Kort

The Grocer

Charles Ray
Otto Hoffman
Priscilla Bonner
Ralph McCullough
Walter Higby
John H. Elliott
Harry Hyde
Gus Leonard

July
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The Shoe Store Man
Farmer Higgins

Joe Hazleton
Bert Woodruff
Lew Morrison
Old Tracey
Alexander Hull, Author.
Agnes Johnston, Scenarist.
Jerome Storm, Director.
Length, Five Reels.

The

Homer

lives

in

a

253
Exploitation Angles: Exploit this as another “Madame Butterfly” story, but without
the tragic element. Be sure to emphasize the
happy ending. The fact that Tsuru Aoki is

Story.

Sessue Hayakawa’s wife will arouse interest.
Atmospheric lobby displays and collaboration with Japanese art stores are obvious
but effective methods of attracting atten-

country town and has

tion.

of them is a non-skid device,
"ideas.”
but it fails to work on a rainy night, and
Homer loses his job. He goes to the city and
works there in an effort to make good. At
the end of two years he has saved three

One

hundred dollars and has thin prospects. He
decides to take a vacation and suggests to
his boss that the home town would be a fine
place to establish a factory. He is told that
it will be established there when cold cash
At the home town
is deposited to build it.
Homer is received with general rejoicings.
spends money
on
a
new
suit
and
has
He
freely .A report is started that he has made
a vast fortune. He is entertained publicly
and privately, but he cannot confess his
love for Rachael Prouty because he is a sham.
At the last moment, whefi he has spent
nearly all his money, he is asked to lay the
corner stone of the new City Hall. He also
learns that Rachael’s father is in financial
Homer, at last, has a live idea.
distress.
He makes a speech at the mass meeting at
corner-stone
laying, demands that the
the
home town be made a live one, and promises
to interest his firm in locating a factory
there.
He permits loyal citizens to subscribe for stock, and he goes away with a
satchel full of money.
He is suspected of
being a fakir when he does not turn up at
the office, but he gets there he had to walk,
having spent his last cent and refusing to
touch that in the satchel.
When Homer
comes home again, it is with real triumph
his firm has consented to place a manufacturing plant in the home town, and he is to
be its manager.
Now, also, is modest
Rachel’s moment of triumph.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
A
Drama of Youthful Aspiration with

—

Charles Ray.
He Was the Town Joke But He Made Up
His Mind That He’d Show 'Em and “Her”
Too Wouldn’t. It Be Great If He Came
Back a Great Man and They Met Him
with a Band ’n Everything Well, Homer
Came Home and His Dream Came True.
He Left His Home Town Just to Show

—

“Whispers”
Pleasing Society Comedy Drama Starring
Elaine Hammerstein and Produced

by Selznick.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
RIGHT modern theme, shall the young
lady of today shape her own career
in accordance with her own needs
and ideals, or shall she closely adhere to
established conventions?
Many are now

B

He’s Just Learning the Game
In ‘‘The Ladder of Lies,” a Paramount
production with Ethel Clayton.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiii'miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimimiimiimimu

and “A Tokio Siren” is no exception. The
sub-titles seem overstocked with native
idioms, however, and would be less monotonous if the same expressions did not
occur and recur.
Cast.

Hakami
Hishuri
Ito

Ethel

Amelia Niblock
Mr. Chandler

Frederick
Story by Gwendolyn Logan.
Scenario by Doris Schroeder.
Direction by Norman Dawn.
Length, Five Reels.

—

—

Them What Was in Him — He Wanted to
Show the Girl Too That He Was Not
Just An Ordinary Fellow — One Day He
Did Come Back —And Strong — They All
Were at the Station with a Band — He
Was Made! See Charles Ray in This
Drama of Plain Folks.

Exploitation Angles: Beyond telling your
patrons that this is a Ray story and a good
one, you do not have to work very hard. Just
keep plugging on the Ray name, but do it
in a large way with liberal advertising,
according to your appropriation.

—

“A Tokio Siren”
Tsuru Aoki Stars as a Romantic Japanese

Maid

in a

Pretty Story Pictured

by Universal.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
S an example of light, picturesque
entertainment, skimming the surface
of life and not touching the undercurrents of realism, “A Tokio Siren” qualifies.
It will not satisfy all classes and will
be more apt to strike the fancy of women
than of men. It is a painted story, with
painted characters and painted situations,
and carries an esthetic rather than emo-

A

tional appeal.

Many members

of the cast are Japanese,
this increases the authenticity and the
pictorial value of the scenes.
Some of

and

them, especially Toyo

Fugita, who plays
father, and Goro Kino, the unloved
suitor, are highly trained actors.
Tsuru
Aoki is a dainty mistress of the art of
harmless coquetry and playfulness.
Her
mood is gay almost continuously, but with
now and then a moment of pathos which
further discloses her charm and ability.
Japenese stories and settings always
carry with them a certain romantic charm,
the

Tsuru Aoki
Jack Livingston
Goro Kino
Toyo Fugita
Arthur Jasmine
Peggy Pearce
Florence Hart

Asuti Hishuri
Dr. Niblock.

Yroom

The Story.
the eve of her marriage to Hakami,
she hates, Asuti Hishuri has a narrow
escape from a runaway horse.
She is rescued, just in time, by Dr. Niblock, a young
American scientist traveling in Japan. After
she has gone home he discovers her fan, that
she has dropped, and he decides to make the
return of it an excuse for calling that evening so as to witness a Japanese wedding.
Before she tastes of the sacred wine which
seals her marriage with Hakami, Asuti suddenly faints.
Her father frantically asks
for Niblock’s attentions, and when no one is
observing Asuti slyly gives the doctor the
wink, assuring him that it was a ruse.
The next day she escapes, wearing the
gardener’s clothing, and makes her way to
Niblock’s Hotel, where she begs him to take
her to America, where she will be free. He
decides to marry her, so that she will be protected from any prosecution at her father’s
hands.
Meanwhile she has been followed
by her father and the enraged Hakami, who
arrive just after the ceremony has been per-

in revolt against old arbitrary rules of society and are demanding that their liberty
of action be extended. More than one intelligent girl of good family is satisfied that
she can safely “live her own life.” They
encounter the dread power of circumstance
and the destructive influences of ill repute,
whether deserved or not, the “Whispers”
that condemn them without any form of
investigation or trial.
Elaine Hammerstein is sparklingly alert
to the opportunities of her role, that of a
pure-minded girl who follows inclination
in a gay comradeship with a young married
man. She depicts the varying phases of a

mind and heart under trying circumstances with both skill and charm. The
performance of Phillips Tead is delightfully human, so admirably done as to arouse
kindly amusement and sympathy at the
same time. Charles Girard is at home in
his part of the social adventurer. The personality of these three carries practically
all the human interest, but they are supported by well-chosen settings and generally good direction. The Selznick social comedy moves with the ease and grace of fine
workmanship, and should prove a pleasing
addition to any program.
girl’s

On

whom

formed.

When Niblock and his Japanese bride arrive in San Francisco his former sweetheart
Asuti realizes that she and
is heartbroken.
her husband are not in love with each other
and she soon finds that Ito, Niblock’s secretary and a former playmate of hers, is the
man of her heart’s choice. Thereupon she
stages a love scene between Ito and herself
so that her husband may find an excuse for
denouncing her. Her scheme works and the
happiness of all four is made possible.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines

A

Pretty Story of the Cherry Blossom
Country, Where a Father Decrees and a
Maid Must Marry.

The “Most Honorable American” Did Not
Love Her But He Pitied Her and Married Her
She Came to America and
Found Her Real Love See What Hap-

—
—

—

pened Then.

Her Husband Found Her in the Arms of a
Servant She Met Him with a Smile and

—

a

Naive

Explanation

Her Reason?

— Did

He

Accept

Cast.

Daphne Morton

Elaine Hammerstein

Matt Moore
Tead

Pat Darrick

Wesley Maee
J.

Phillips

Dyke Summers

Charles Girard
Ida Darling

Aunt Carolina
Saxon
Warren Cook
Story by Marcus V. Connolly.
Directed by William R. S. Earle.
Length,

The

Five

Reels.

Story.

“Whispers” are heard in the social circle
Daphne. Morton because of her constant
Dyke Summers, young married man with an attractive wife.
In vain
her aunt urges Daphne to accept wealthy
young Wesley Mace. The girl is innocent of
wrong intention and she enjoys the companionship of Summers. When she appears
at the opera with him, there is a clash with
his wife, and a veiled account of the affair
appears in a scandal sheet. During a quarrel with her aunt, Daphne decides to seek
out her father, whom she has not seen since
a child. Meanwhile Pat Darrick is assigned
to follow up the scandal and report the details for his paper.
Circumstances combine
against Daphne. On the train by which she
leaves is Summers.
She sits down opposite
him in the dining car before she realizes
that he is there.
On leaving him she drops
of

association with

her purse.

He

does

not return

it

to

her.

On

arrival in Washington she finds herself
penniless. She wanders out at night to pawn
a ring and finds the shop closed. Caught in
the rain she meets the reporter, Darrick, and
they become interested in each other without revelation of identity.
Next morning,
while Darrick is in search of the scandal he
is to report about Daphne, he finds her at
breakfast with Summers, who has called to
return the purse. Darrick, however, decides
that Daphne is the victim of circumstances
and gossip. She leaves Washington by train
for Rockville.
Both Summers and Darrick
are too late to catch the train.
Both hire
cars.
finds

There

Daphne

is

a race

won by

in the office of

Darrick. He
a country news-
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paper; that of her father. There he decides
to abandon the scandal sheet and cast his
fortunes with the live girl who dared disregard a few conventions of good society.
A
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:

Comedy

Drama

of

Social

Elaine Hammerstein.
She Associated with a
the Society

—Then

Life,

Married

Members Began

to

with

Man

So

Whisper

When She Went to the Opera
With Him the Clash Came — It Reached

the Scandal Sheet and Then Things
Started See
Elaine
Hammerstein in
This Society Drama.
Story of a Girl Who Caused the Society

—

—

Whisper The Reporter Who
Followed Her Up to Get a Story for the
Scandal Sheet Falls in Love with Her
and See This Comedy Drama with
Elaine Hammerstein.
Circle

to

—

Exploitation Angles: Play up Miss Hammerstein's name, but make most of your bid
with the very live theme of this story.
Make most of your drive on mothers and
daughters with startling warnings against
“whispers.” You can work up a live interest in the production which can rise even
superior to the star appeal.

“The Slim Princess”
Goldwyn Presents Mabel Normand in an
Amusing Fantasy by George Ade.

She puts
the first time at # a garden party.
on a rubber suit and has it inflated until she
appears to be nearly as fat as her sister. She
it
is received with surprise and admiration
had been reported that she was slim. In the
midst of her triumph, she comes in contact
with a cactus plant and her deception is revealed to the horror of all present.
Her father hears of an institution in

—

America where women are fattened and
sends the Slim Princess there in charge of
a trusted physician. At an ambassador's ball
in Washington, the Slim Princess dances with
no one she is looking for the beloved American she met in the garden. When he hears
that she is the attraction at the ball, he
They
hastens there, dressing on the way.
create a sensation, but her happiness is
short-lived.
She is summoned home by her

—

father.

He is received with
but finally with high honor,
when it is discovered that he is immensely
rich.
It is supposed that he wishes to court
the fat princess. When it is discovered that
the Slim Cinderella is his choice, there is
great rejoicing, which merges into a revolution against fat.
Throughout all her adventures, the Slim Princess finds her way
to happiness from the loyalty of her true
The American follows.

distrust at

heart.

Program and Exploitation Catch lines: She
Had to Be Fat Before She Could Marry

— That

Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

S

OMETHING

Tully Marshall, whose comical dignity is
tha tof a first-class comedian at times.
Hugh Thompson, Russ Powell, Lillian Sylvester and Harry Lorraine contribute to
the fun, making a support of the highest
order.
The whole story, as presented at
the Capitol Theatre, is one of fine direction, authorship and interpretation, an entertainment of high value on any program.
Cast.

Kalora
Pike

Papova

in

Morevania

—

Normand
Drama.

Was

—

Necessary Weight She Meets a Fellow
Whom She Falls in Love With and Then
Everything Takes a Turn for the Good.
Mabel Normand as a Princess of Morevania
She Is Supposed to Be Very Fat Because
the Men There Marry Only Fat Women
See the Fun She Creates When She Makes
An Effort to Take on the Necessary

—

Avoirdupois.
Exploitation Angies: Make Miss Normand
your big point, but get all you can out of
the vogue this stage production enjoyed some
years ago. Have a special matinee performance for girls ten pounds under and fifty
pounds over normal weight for their height.
You can get a wonderful ballyhoo with a
measuring rod and scales. Any insurance
man can give you a table of proper weights.
Get the newspapers in on this and you can
get all sorts of stories.

“Shipwrecked

Among

Cannibals”
Six-Reel
Universal
Production
Reveals
Fascinating Adventures on
Cannibal Isle.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

PECTATORS

viewing these six reels
of thrilling adventurous episodes, released by Universal, are certain to
feel a debt of gratitude to Edward Laemmle, a nephew of Carl Laemmle of the

S

Universal company, and William F. Alder,
a

Lillian Sylvester
Detective
Harry Lorraine
Counsellor General
Pomeroy Cannon
Story by George Ade.
Director, Victor L. Schertzinger.
Length, Five Reels.

Story.

“The Slim Princess” of Morevania is the
despair of her family because she is the elder
of two sisters and cannot get a husband in
a country where only fat women are in demand, thus depriving her three hundred
pound younger sister of marriage, the law
being that daughters must be wed by seniorShe is kept in strict seclusion on acity.
count of her infirmity of being slim, but
she meets an adventurous American, who
comes secretly over the garden wall, and
hears flattery for the first time in her young
life.
She falls desperately in love with him,
and devises a plan to appear in public for

of the natives

manner
they wore

in all

member
Academy of

of the
Southern California
Sciences. These men traveled
for a period of fourteen months, collecting
material for this subject, and the results
of this tour are gratifying from the standpoint of entertainment and educational

There have been other films taken
land of the cannibals, but this present collection stands upon its own merits.
The chief interest naturally attaches to
the intimate views of the Kia Kia cannibals
themselves, but the reels lead off with a
good selection of scenes taken en route.
These include sports on shipboard, views
of live and extinct volcanoes on the island
of Java, an underground river bubbling to
the surface, waterfalls, cloud effects of
rare beauty, a coral island, the Ghost
Rocks of Buru and pictures taken during
a suspenseful tiger hunt in Siam,
This
latter event is a strong feature in itself.
Following a shipwreck, the travelers
value.

in the

1920

were made, picturing them
of pastimes. Such costumes
of their own accord are in

as
the nature of sheer ornament, but others
have been furnished at times by the travelers themselves in order that the pictures
might be exhibited in civilized countries.
These, however, do not rob the subjects
entirely of their weird and frank appear-

ance

in

everyday

life.

The Kia Kia cannibals were

prevailed

upon, through kindness and personal presents, to pose before the camera, but Edward Laemmle explains that they did not
in the least understand what it was for.
The beautiful unconsciousness of their
poses supports this assertion.

These camera studies reveal the head
hunters as a hard, cruel race, chiefly bent
upon killing off one another at a rate which
it
said will exterminate them almost
is
altogether in a period of fourteen or fifteen years.
They are constantly prosecuted for these practices, but persist in
them when opportunity affords. Personal
vanity and lust for power seem to be their
outstanding passions.
The final scenes
show a number of the head hunters on
trial before a military court.

—

Her

10,

reach the land of the Kia Kia head hunters,
where they are met by a startling reception committee of savages, decorated in
the height of native fashion. During the
visit in this risky country many close-ups

Thin But Had to Get Fat Before
Sister Could Marry So Her Father
Sent Her to the United States to Get the

She

Mabel Normand
Marshall
Russ Powell

The

Law

Hugh Thompson
Tully

Governor-General
Jeneka

the

Against a Cactus Plant and See Mabel
in
This Rollicking Comedy

like

piness,” the rollicking, don’t-care kind. She
romps at will among sedate dignitaries,
scattering self importance to the four
winds. She suits that type, and it suits her
so well that it wins sympathetic interest as
well as provides good cheer. To accomplish this, however, requires a fine cast for
contrast, and that is provided in “The Slim
Princess.” Chief contributor to the fun is

Was

What Could She Do? Well, She Blew
Herself Up Like a Balloon, But Bumped

out of the ordinary, more

an extravaganza of the mythical
kingdom type than anything else, the
Goldwyn picture, “The Slim Princess,” contains original ideas, is a burlesque on the
“get-thin” rrtania, and affords sprightly
Mabel the opportunities she seems to enjoy
quite as much as the average spectator
enjoys her antics. Most amusing of all the
incidents is one where “The Slim Princess”
attempts a false front, and a false back for
that matter, in a land where it is the fashion
to be obese.
It is done by means of a
rubber suit blown up through a tube. She
has a rollicking time until a cactus plant
dashes her hopes by letting the wind out of
her pretense.
Mabel Normand is the exponent of what
the French call “Let-well-enough-alone hap-

first,

July

“Cynthia-of-the-Minute”
Hodkinson Photoplay With Leah Baird a
Very Good Adventure Melodrama.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.

C

YNTHIA-OF-THE-MINUTE,”

a

Hod-

kinson production, is a good photoplay and one that will make a hit
with lovers of adventurous melodrama. It
was adapted from a widely read novel by
Louis Joseph Vance and might be called a
story of the sea, since a great portion of the
production was made aboard ocean steamships.
However, one should not get the
idea that it is a war or navy story. Its sea
action concerns a romance between the
heroine and the young purser, a wireless
conspiracy and a mutiny. The scenes on
deck and in the cabins of the steamship
are quite attractive and the fight during the
mutiny makes a fine climax.
There is considerable mystery in the fore
part of the story. Cynthia, a young Eng-

New York

lish girl in
in

two men

seeking work, meets

Greenwich Village.

She finds
a card that one of
on, when companion
to a wealthy woman on a voyage, she finds
out who the men really are and unearths
a plot to sink the ship for insurance.
Leah Baird has the leading part. She
appears to excellent advantage and puts
lots of pep in her work, doing a thrilling
high dive from the ship’s rail into the sea.

name written on
them dropped. Later
her

Another who deserves particular mention
is Burr McIntosh, who plays the role of
Rhode. The ship’s purser, played by Hugh
Thompson, is a human and gallant character.
If you want to show your patrons
a great melodrama, one with lots of action, mystery, fist-fights, water stuff,
less thrills and love, here it is.

—

wire-

Cast.

Cynthia
Leah Baird
Bruce Crittenden
Hugh Thompson
George Rhode
Burr McIntosh
William Claret
Alex. Gaden
Madame Savarin
Mathilde Brundage
Letty Mureal
Ruby Hoffman
Captain Bloch
John Webb Dillon
Mr. Acklin
William Welsh
Senor Parez
Wallace Widdecombe
Story by Louis Joseph Vance.
Directed by Perry Vekroff.
Length, 5,900 Feet.
The story and exploitation angles of
“Cynthia-of-the-Minute” will appear in the
next issue.

July
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(Robert Warwick); L-

Thou Art the Man

FOX FILM CORPORATION
(All-Star)
C-R-Vol. 44; P-299.

—Vol.

P-1234;

43;

P-1191.

42;

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES.

Heart Strings (William Farnum
Vol. 43; P-2'99; C-R, P-1619.

Vol.

Parts).
P-134.

43;

— Six

C-R;

P-1650;

Parts)

—Six
Vol.

Farnum

(William

Adventurer

The Orphan (William Farnum

— Six

44;

Reels),

Vol. 44; P-858; C-R, P-1105.

The Trouble Makers.

TOM MIX
The Feud (Tom Mix).
2002

Vol. 43; P-1008;

C-R

.

Desert Love.

Vol. 43; P-2005.

P-2173.
I (Shirley Mason).

LSpecial).
Vol. 44; P-1236; C-R. P-1359.
6,797 Ft.
The Dancin’ Fool (Wallace Reid) L-4, 124 Ft.
Vol. 44; P-982; C-R, P-1233.
Lady in Love (Ethel Clayton) Vol. 44; P-

—
—

Leave

Vol. 44;

44;

Vol.

44;

His Children (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. 44; P-458; C-R, P-857.
Would You Forgive? (Vivian Rich). Vol. 44;
P-724; C-R, P-979.
The Dead Line (George Walsh). Vol. 44; P980; C-R, P-1105.
Vol. 44;
Forbidden Trails (Buck Jones).
P-1234.

Good (Madlaine Traverse).

Vol. 44;
Love’s Harvest (Shirley Mason).
P-1360; C-R, P-1499; Ex., P-1744.
The Iron Heart (Madlaine Traverse). Vol.
44; P-1501; C-R, P-1787.
White Lies (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. 44; P1630; C-R, P-1787.
Twins of Suffering Creek (William Russell).
Vol. 45; P-118.
A World of Folly (Vivian Rich). Vol. 44;
P-1790; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.

A

To Salome (Gladys Brockwell).
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones).
The Spirit of Good (Madlaine Traverse).
The Little Wanderer (Shirley Mason).
The Rose of Nome (Gladys Brockwell).
Firebrand T'revison (Buck Jones).
Her Honor, The Mayor (Eileen Percy).
Sister

Extraordinary Specials.
Salome (Theda Bara).
The Honor System (All-Star).
A Daughter of the Gods (Annette Kellerman).
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
Les Miserables (William Farnum).

—L-4257 Ft.
Husband (Dorothy

Paris Green (Charles Ray)

Gish);

Vol. 44; P-1630; C-R, P-1787.
of Masks (Robert Warwick) L-4708
Ft.
Vol. 44; P-1789.
Sick Abed (Wallace Reid) L-4327 Ft. Vol. 44;

The City

P-1793.

Sand (William

Slipping Feet.

Virtuous Husbands.
Mary’s Little Lobster.

MUTT AND JEFF.
The Toy Makers.
The Tango Dancers.
One Round Jeff.
3 Raisens and a Cake of Yeast.
Departed Spirits.
The Mystery of the Galvanized Iron Ash Can.
The Breakfast Food Industry.

April.

Treasure Island (Super-Special-Tourneur).
L-5,143 Ft.
Vol. 44; P-560; C-R, P-857;

—L-4869

—L-5382

ford Re-issue).
of St.

85.

Partners of the Night.

Ft.

(Billie

P-134

Be Fashionable (Doris Mav
L-4501

—Douglas
44; P-

Vol.

Ft.

P-117.
Ladder of Lies (Ethel Clayton).

The

45,

L-4271

Ft.

Homer Comes Home (Charles Ray. L-4555
The Fourteenth Man (Robert Warwick).

Ft.)

The World and His Wife (Cosmopolitan Production).

June
June

L-6702 Ft.

43;

P-1293;

C-R,

—All
44;

Vol.

in

Room

13 (Pauline Frederick).

and the Puppet- (Geraldine FarSeven Reels). Vol. 44; P-142; C-R,

—

rar
P-723.

The Strange Boarder (Will Rogers).

Vol. 44;

P-729; C-R, P-979.

Out of the Storm (Barbara Castleton).
44; P-1107.
Jes’ Call Me Jim (Will Rogers).
1361; C-R P-1499.

Vol.

Vol. 44; P-

(Madge Kennedy).

Vol.

P-1363.
of Tarzan (Gene Pollar).
44; P-1504; C-R. Vol. 45. P-117.

Vol.

My Back

(T. Roy Barnes and Helene
Chadwick). Vol. 44; P-1632; C-R, P-1787.
The Great Accident (Tom Moore). Vol. 44;

Scratch

A

P-1634.

Double Dyed Deceiver

(Jack

Pickford).

BRAY PICTOGRAPHS.
(One Reel.)
Wireless Telephony.
Pheasants, Aristocrats of Birdland.
Professor B. Flat A Musical Novelty.
Guardians of Our Gateways.

—

Famous

Robberies.
of Courting.

High Cost

Taos Indians and Other Subjects.

FORD EDUCATIONALS.

—
Fresh from the City (Sennett).
— Spring
(DeHaven).
23 — Let ’Er Go (Sennett).
30 — Beating Cheaters (DeHaven).
6— By Golly (Sennett — Two Reels).
13 —A Model Husband (DeHaven — Two
Reel
27 — You Wouldn't Believe
(Sennett
Two Reels).

(One Reel.)

2
9

s)

June

Vol.
.

Woman
Woman

COMEDIES
May
May
May
May

Production).

Vol. 44; P-138; C-R, P-597; Ex. 949.

Burke). L-5046

Ft.

1503;

Beach

Vol. 44; P-2175; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.

Vol. 44; P-1791.

Away Goes Prudence

— Ince).
C-R. Vol.

(Rex

44;

Anthony (Bryant Washburn).

McLean

Vol. 43; P-1342; C-R,

Vol. 44; P-723.

Dangerous Days

L-4565 Ft.

Let’s

Rogers).

(Will

Vol. 43; P-1113; C-R, Vol. 44; P-455; Ex.

The Return

July.

The Sins

Vol.

Vol. 43; P-1522.

Dollars and Sense

Ft.

Rebecca of Sunny Brook Farm (Mary Pick-

It

PARAMOUNT BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL

—
Take with a Grain of Salt.
—
The Flowing Road.
— De-Light.
15 — In Higher Spheres.
22 — Silverware.
29 — Tick-Tock.
— Broken Silence.
14 — With Every Meal.
21 — Alligator Hunt.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

25

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

7

1

8

PICTURES.
(One Reel.)

Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May
May

June
June
June
June

—Up-Country
in Siam.
—
In Lovely Lorraine.
—
In Happy Alsace.
—An Oriental Sing Sing.
16 — Artistic Antwerp.
23 — Musko and Musume of Nippon.
30 — Battlefields of France.
— Beautiful Bruges.
13 — The Lure of the Loreley.
20 — The Lake of the Sun and Moon.
27 — Battlefields of France.
25
2
9

6

(One Reel.)

May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

IS’

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE.
Apr.
Apr.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

Hart)

S.

ARTCRAFT.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
Through the Keyhole.
Money Talks.
Ten Nights Without a Barroom.
A Lady Bellhop's Secret.

Ex. 1332.

Pickford).

Duds (Tom Moore).
Water, Water, Everywhere

The

Vol. 44; P-1633; Ex. 1330; C-R,

Remodeling Her

of Letty (Pauline Frederick).

43; P-1290.

The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack

Star).

L-4844 Ft.

of

Spirit of

43; P-1286.

The

•

The

The

(DeMille Special Reissue)

P-1787.

Vol. 42; P-1139.

Vol. 44; P-460; Ex. 949; C-R. P-1359.
Palliser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol,
43; P-115, Ex. 835.
Blooming Angel (Madge Kennedy). Vol.

The

Below the Surface (Thomas H. Inee Special)
L-5987 Ft.

Vol. 44; P-138;

It to Me (William Russell).
P-739.
Tattlers (Madlaine Traverse).
P -303 C-R P-979

New

Moore).

The Silver Horde (Rex Beach Production).

The Street Called Straight (Basil King)

L-5, 663 Ft.

Vol.

The Mother

43;

Mrs. Temple’s Telegram (Bryant Washburn).
Vol. 44; P-862; C-R, P-1233; L-4, 138 Ft.

Old Wives for
Vol.

C-R 455.
Black Shadows (Peggy Hyland).
P-142; C-R 455.
The

Vol.
—L-7,175 Ft. C-R,
P-1359.

828, 1087, 1332 1,596;

June.

FOX ENTERTAINMENTS.
Molly and

DeMille
P-1678; Ex.
B.

1238.

A Manhattan Knight (George Walsh).

Bow (Tom

Toby’s

The Loves

May.
Change Your Wife? (Cecil

"Special)

Vol. 44; P-599.
Vol. 44; P-1235.

The Terror.
3 Gold Coins.

43;

Whv

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING

The Sea Wolf (George Melford

SERIES.

The Daredevil (Tom Mix).

—

;

Should a Husband Forgive. Vol.

The

—

—

SPECIALS.
The Strongest

5003 Ft. Vol. 44; P-459; C-R, P-1787.
L-5,547 Ft. Vol.
(Violet Heming)
44; P-141; C-R, P-857,
oad (Enid Bennett-Ince). Vol.
e
44; P-724.
Terro Island (Houdini) L-5,813 Ft. Vol. 44;
P-S61 C-R, P-1105.
The Toil Gate (Super-Special William S.
Hart)-— L-5, 590 Ft. Vol. 44; P-727; C-R.
857; Ex. P-1479.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Super-Special). Vol.
44; P-239; C-R, P-723; Ex. 1086.

The Cost

—The
Mental Acrobatics.
—
Nurse of the Tenements.
——
A Featherhead Physician.
The Teeth of the Law.
16 — Lounge Lizards of the Jungle.
23 — Stars of the Stage and Screen.
30 — A Jungle Honeymoon.
— Long Live the Umpire and Others.
13 — Portraits from Acid.
30 — A Forest Fantasy.
27 — Quizzing the Prophets.
18
25
2
9

6

Feet Four (William Russell). Vol. 41;
P-1703.
in Exile (Charlotte Walker).
Vol. 42;
P-854.
The Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell).
Vol. 43; P-463.
The Honey Bee (Mme. Marguerite de Sylvia).
Vol. 44; P-600.
T-he Dangerous Talent (Margarita Fisher).
Vol. 43; P-2011; C-R, Vol. 44; P-134.
Slam Bang Jim (William Russell).
The Thirtieth Piece of Silver (Margarite
Fisher). Vol. 44; P-981.
The House of Toys (Seena Owen). Vol. 44t
P-1502; C-R, P-1787.
Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter).
The Week End (Margarita Fisher Six Reels)
A Live Wire Hick (William Russell).
Six

Eve

—
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The Fortune Teller (Marjorie Rambeau). Vol
Releases for Week of June 13.
No.

by Three

Trailed

of

11

(The Torture

Trap).
No. 4 of The Third Eye (Daggers of Death).
Start the Show (LaPlant One Reel).
High and Dry (Harold Lloyd Two Reels).
Pathe Review No. 55.

— —

BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON —GREAT
AUTHORS PICTURES, JNC.
The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production). Vol.
43;

Riders

P-297

;

C-R, P-1619.

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
of the Hawn (Six Parts — Hampton).

Vol. 44; P-980 C-R, P-1105.
Desert Gold (Hampton Production).
;

J.

PARKER READ.

JR..

—
DIETRICH— BECK, INC.
The Bandbox (Six Parts —Doris Kenyon).
Moon (Doris Kenyon — Six
Harvest

Reels).

Vol. 44; P-302; C-R, P-723.

—

(Mitchell Lewis Seven Reels).
Vol. 43; P-2177; C-R, Vol. 44; P-723.

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS.
Baird

(Leah

Cynthia-of-the-Minute

(J.

Kerrigan).

Day

and

(J.

Vol.

43

Warren Kerrigan).

Vol. 43; P-2013; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
No. 99 (J- Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 44; P-1234.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol.
43; P-773; C-R, 2002.

26).

No.

13

No.
No.

Releases for Week of May 23.
Souls (Blanche Sweet Six Reels).
Vol. 44; P-989; C-R, P-1233.
Chase).
No 15 of Daredevil Jack (The TripleBrand
of
No. 8 of Trailed by Three (The

—

}

l^of The Third Eye (Warner Oland and
Eileen Percy Serial The Poisoned Dagger)
All Dressed Up (Harry Pollard One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 52.
Topics of the Day No. 56.
Pathe News Nos. 42 and 43 (Shipped May 26

Any

29).

Releases for Week of May 30.
Sherry (Pat O’Malley Seven Reels). Vol. 44;
C-R, P-1499.
„
No. 9 of Trailed by Three (The Pashas Revenge)
No. 2 of The Third Eye (The Pendulum of
Death).
„
,
No. 3 of After Thirty (The Emotional Miss

—

,

.

Vaughn).
„ ,,
Grab the Ghost (Harry Pollard
Pathe Review No. 53.
•

—

„
Reel).
One „

Topics of the Day No. 57.
Pathe News Nos. 44 and 45 (Shipped June

and June

Week

of

June

and

12).

of

of

MARTIN JOHNSON.
Lonely South Pacific Missions.
Recruiting in the Solomons.
The City of Broken Old Men
Marooned in the South Seas.

SCENICS.

Sons of Saloonskin.
Ghosts of Romance.

57.

Day

No.
52

Releases for

61.

and

53 (Shipped

Week

of July

June 30

14

4.

by Three

Trailed

of

(The Hidden

of

—

Reel).

Pathe Review No.

No.
54

62.

and

55

Week

(Shipped July

Vol.

43;

— Six Parts). Vol.

A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton).

Vol. 43;

P-773.

—Old Lady (Emma Dunn). Vol.
P-301: C-R. P-723.
March — Shore Acres (Alice Lake— Six Reels).
Vol.
P-135; C-R. P-723: Ex. 1329.
April — Alias Jimmv Valentine (Bert Lvtell
Six Reels). Vol.
P-456; C-R. P-857.
April — Dangerous to Men (Viola Dana). Vol.
P-598; C-R, P-979.
Ex. 1328.
May 31 —The Best of Luck (All Star— Six
Parts).
June
— TheParts).
Cheater
(Mav Allison— Six
Vol.
P-1791.
July
— Parlor,
Bedroom and Bath (All Star
Six Jarts).
July 19 — The Misfit Wife (Alice Lake—Six
Parts).
Trust (May Allison — Six
Aug.
— Held
Parts).
16
Aug.
—TheDana
Chorus Girl’s Romance (Viola
— Six Parts).
Horsemen of Apocalypse
Sept.
— The(AllFour
Star— Six Parts).
— The Price of Redemption (Bert
Sept.
Lytell — Six Parts).
Saphead (Crane-Keaton — Six
Sept. 20 —rThe
Parts).
27
(All Star — Six Parts).
Clothes
—
Sept.
Oct.
— The Hope (All Star—Six Parts).
March

31

44;

44;

44:

7

of July 11.

No. 15 of Trailed by Three (The Reckoning).
No. 8 of The Third Eye (Dangerous Trails).
Tex of The Timberlands (Young Buffalo SeTwo Reels).
ries
Hello Uncle (Beatrice La Plante One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 59.
Topics of the Day No. 63.
Pathe News No. 56 and 57 (Shipped July 14

—

and

(Bert Lvtell).

44;

58.

Day

Wav

43; P-938.

The Third Eye (The Double Trap).
Don’t Rock the Boat (Harry Pollard One
7

of

P-1116: C-R. 2002.

Crime).
No.

The Right

The Walk-Offs (Mav Allison

mond).

No.

METRO PICTURES CORP.

—

The Man From Make Believe (William Des-

—

17).

7

44;

5

2

in

1

Man

Releases for Week of July 18.
and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson
Six Parts).

9 of The Third Eye (The Race for Life).
His Pal’s Gal (Young Buffalo Series Two

No.

—

Reels).

The Unconventional Maida Greenwood (Mrs.
Sydney Drew Two Parts).
The Home Stretch (Harry Pollard One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 60.

—

Topics of the

Day

Pathe News Nos.
and 24).

—

No.
58

64.

and

59

(Shipped July 21

13

4

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS.

—Stronger Than Death (Seven Reels).
Vol. 44; P-631.
April — The Heart of a Child (Seven Reels).
Vol. 44; P-459: C-R. P-857.
—Billions (Six Reels).
Oct.

Januarv

C. E.

ROBERTSON-COLE

2

6.

3 of The Third Eye (In Destruction’s
Path).
You’re Pinched (Harry Pollard One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 54.
Topics of the Day No. 58.
Pathe News Nos 46 and 47 (Shipped June 9

—

202.

Into the Kitchen.

11

The Little Cafe (Max Linder). Vol. 44: P1504; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.
No. 19 of Trailed by Three (The Slave MarNo.

Week

—

5).

Releases for

Room

Come

Take Doctor’s Advice.
Oh. You Kid!

of The Third Eye (The Death Spark).
of Bringing Up Father (Jiggs and the
Social Lion Two Reel Coinedy).
Old Port (Harry Pollard One Reel).
3

Topics of the

—

—

and

In

6

Releases for

—

(The Burning

Her Novel Idea.
Artistic Temperament.

ADVENTURE

Pathe News Nos.
and 10).

No

by Three

June 27.
of Trailed by Three (The Door

Topics of the

Simple

Vol. 45; P-117.

—

Releases for

'

The Dream Cheater

—

C-R

(Rolin Comedy One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 56.
Topics of the Day No. 60.
Pathe News Nos. 50 and 51 (Shipped June 23
All in a

Vol. 43;

Warren Kerrigan).

Warren

Mollie’s

The Third Eye (The Black Hand

Pathe News Nos.
and July 3).

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
P-777.
(.T.
$30 000
P-1286.

of

5

Pathe Review No.
Six

Parts).

Live Sparks

Vol. 44; P-1735;
No. 12 of Trailed

Supreme Comedies.
Mumps.

June 16

49 (Shipped

—

Vol. 44; P-1502; C-R, P-1787.
of Twenty (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 45;

Death.

DIAL FILM COMPANY PRODUCTIONS.
King Spruce

P-118.

59.

Bag).

P-2013; Ex. 1331.

Reels).

The Heart

Releases for Week June 20.
Passers By (Herbert Rawlinson Six Reels).
Fuse).

PRODUCTIONS.

No.

Pathe News Nos. 48 and
and 19).

No.

The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum
Seven Parts). Vol. 42; P-1010.
Sex (Louise Glaum Seven Reels). Vol. 43;

The

Day

Topics of the

44; P-1107; Ex. P-1598.

The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale)
Vol. 44; P-1108.
The Wonder Man (Georges Carpentier Six

A Woman Who

Understood (Bessie Barris-

cale). Vol. 44; P-139; C-R, P-597.
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
44; P-302;

C-R, P-455.

Woman

(Carlyle Blackwell). Vol.
43; P-2174; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
Bright Skies (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 44; P-859.
The Devil’s Claim (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
44; P-984.

The Third

SHI RTLEFF,

INC.,

PROD.

—

April Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-110S.
Aug. 23 The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All
Star Six Reels).
Rover (All Star Six
Star
Nov. 22 The
Reels).

—
—

—

—

TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS.

—
—

The Very Idea (Six Reels). Vol. 44:
P-1527: C-R, P-2002.
April Nothing But Lies (Six Reels). Vol. 44:
P-1235; C-R, P-1787.

March

July
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Releases for

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

CO.

Week

of July

April 18-

No. 11 of The Moon Riders (Death’s Door).
No. 5 of The Vanishing Dagger (The End of
the Rustlers).
Pills for Papa (Neal Burns and Josephine Hill
One Reel).
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln Six
Reels). Vol. 44; 1503; C-R, Vol. 45, P-117.

—

Releases for Week of May 24.
Vol
Tlie Path She Chose (Anne Cornwell).
44; P-1237; C-R, P-1359.
No. 18 of Elmo the Fearless (The House of
Intrigue).

The Moon Riders (The Death Trap).
Caught in the End (Lyons-Moran One Reel).
The Tale of a Dog (Brownie-Century Dog
No.

5

of

—

—
—Two

Should Waiters Marry? (George Ovey

Reels).
The Boss of Copperhead (J. Farrel McDonald
Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 73.
International News Nos. 41 and 42 (Shipped

—

July

Everything but the Truth

(Lyons-Moran

Vol. 44; P-1106; C-R. P-1359.
No. 17 of Elmo the Fearless (The Trap).
Riders (The Caves of MysMoon
No. 6 of The

Five Reels).

—

His Friend’s Tip (Lyons-Moran One Reel).
An Artist’s Muddle (Harry Mann and Lillian

—

Byron Two Reels).
Bought and Fought For (Mart Huson and
Magda Lane Western Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 68.
International News Nos. 31 and 32 (Shipped

—

—

June

and

1

4).

Releases for Week of June 7.
No. 18 of Elmo the Fearless (The Fatal Letter).

No.

The Moon Riders (The Menacing

of

7

Monster).
No.

1

of

The Vanishing Dagger (The Scarlet
Banks One

Confession).
’N Everything (Monty
Reel).

—

A Hero

Moonshines and Jailbirds (Billy Engel and

Ester Jackson— Two Reels).
Two from Texas (J. Farrell McDonald —Two
Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 69.

News

International

June

8

and

Nos. 33 and 34

(Shipped

11).

Releases for Week of June 14.
Tokio Siren (Tsuru Aoki).
No. 8 of The Moon Riders (At the Rope’s
End).
No. 2 of The Vanishing Dagger (The Night
of Terror).

One Reel).

Jaws and Kitten’s Paws (Harry Sweet
and Edna Gregory Two Reels Century).
Bought and Fought For (Magda Lane West-

Lion’s

—

——

—

ern Two Reels).
Screen Magazine No. 70.
International News Nos. 35 and 36 (Shipped

New

June

15

and

of

Jane

21.

Vol. 44;
Alias Miss Dodd (Edith Roberts).
P-1633; C-R, P-1787.
No. 9 of The Moonriders (The Triple Menace).
No. 3 of The Vanishing Dagger (In Death’s
Clutches).
The Last Nip (Lee Kohlmar One Reel).
A He Male Vamp (Zip Monty and Connie Henley Two Reels).
The Fightin’ Terror (Hoot Gibson Two Reels

—

—
Western).
—
International News

The Sporting Duchess

June

22

and June

Releases for

25).

Captain Swift (Earle Williams). Vol. 44; P728; C-R, P-979.
Dollars and the Woman (Alice Joyce Six
Vol. 44; P-1501; C-R, Vol. 45,
Reels).

—

P-117.

The Courage of Marge O’Doone (James Oliver Curwood Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-

of June 28.

Stuff (Harry Carey). Vol. 44; P-1792.
No. 10 of The Moon Riders (The Moon Rider’s
Bride).
No. 4 of The Vanishing Dagger (On the Trail
of the Dagger).
Twin Lizzies (Star Comedy One Reel).

—

A Villain’s Broken Heart (Billy Engel and
Celeste Zimlick — Two Reels).
A Tough Tenderfoot (Helen Lynch and Jack

—Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No.
Carlyle

News

72.

Nos. 39 and 40 (Shipped

June 19 and July

2).

'

C-R, P.1105.
— Passion’s
Playground

MacDonald).
P-981.

May
May

3

June
June

(Katharine
L-5968 Ft.; Vol. 44;

The Yellow Typhoon (Anita Stew1

art). Vol. 44; P-1106; C-R, P-1233.
31 -David
Griffith Production.
14- -Marshall Neilan Production.
28- •Constance Talmadge Production.

Wark

19—Yes or No? (Norma Talmadge).
Aug. 2— -Curtain (Katherine MacDonald).
Aug. 16- -Jack Knife Man (King Vidor).
Aug. 30- -Forty-five Minutes from Broadway
(Charles Ray).
6- -The
Sept.
Scoffer (Allan Dwan Produc-

July

and the Piper (Anita Stew-

Through

—

Sept. 20-

-The Master Mind

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

—The Woman.

STAR PRODUCTIONS.
The More Excellent Way (Anita Stewart).
The Garter Girl (Corinne Griffith). Vol.
T.

Morey).

Vol. 44; P-

1362; C-R. P-1787.

— R.

A. Walsh Production.
—Nomads of the North (James Oliver
Curwood Production).
-Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin).
-Curtain (Katherine MacDonald).
-Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. Carter

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

15-

Nov.

22-

Nov.

29

Nov.

29

May— A Master

Stroke (Earle Williams).
Bab’s Candidate (Corinne Griffith).
The Gauntlet (Harry T. Morey).

—
—
VITAGRAPH.
Sept. — Trumpet Island (All Star Cast — SpecSept. — The Prey (Alice Joyce).
Sept. — The Whisper Market (Corinne Griffith).
Sept. — The Purple Cipher (Earle Williams).
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan — 15Episode Serial).
The Invisible Hand (Antonio Moreno — 15-EpiSerial).
June
July

DeHaven).
—The Heart of a Fool (Allan Dwan
Production).
-The
Honorable
Peter
Sterling
(Lionel Barrymore).
Girl of Gold
(Norma Talmadge).
-Penrod (Marshall Neilan Produc-

—The

tion).

Dec.

Clover’s Rebellion (Anita Stewart).

Tal-

Barry-

more).

44;

P-984.

The Sea Rider (Harry

(Norma
(Lionel

—Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray.)

1239; C-R, P-1787.

6-

Woman in His House (Mildred
Harris Chaplin).
Human Chess-Board (Constance
Talmadge).

-The

13- -The

Dec.

ial).

sode

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES.

—

BIG V COMEDIES.
(Two Reels)
Pals and Pugs (Jimmy Aubrey).
A Parcel Post Husband (Earl. Montgomery).
He Laughs Last (Jimmy Aubrey).

——

July The Laundry (Earl Montgomery).
August Springtime (Jimmy Aubrey).

The Ransom

.

HENRY FEATURES.
of

SPECIALS.

When

Woman

a
Strikes.
Life’s Greatest Problem.

The Other Man’s Wife.
The Littlest (Junior Special).

HALLMARK RECREATED STAR

School Days.
Solid Concrete.
Sept.
The Stage Hand.

(Two Reels)
Mack (All-Star).

Thimble, Thimble (All-Star).
An Afternoon Miracle.
A Ruler of Men.

FIRST NAT’L EXHIBITORS

—

The Screaming Shadow (Ben Wilson Serial).
Chains of Evidence (All-Star).
High Speed (Gladys Hulette and Edward
Earle).

Vol. 43; P-467.
of the North (Anna Boss).
P-726.

Carmen

Vol

44:

The Veiled Marriage (Anna Lehr and Ralph
Kellard).
P-299.

Vol. 43; P-1342; C-R, Vol. 44;

—

The Evil Eye (Benny Leonard 15 Episodd
Serial). Vol. 43; P-2174.
A Dangerous Affair.
Wit Wins.
Wits vs. Wits (Marguerite Marsh). Vol. 44:
P-1504.

—
The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks).
—
Love or Justice (Louise Glaum).
—
Hell’s Hinges (William
Hart).
—
Fifty-Fifty (Norma Talmadge).
July — The Coward (Frank Keenen).
July— The Lamb (Douglas Fairbanks).
July —The Aryan (William
Hart).
July—The Deserter (Frank Keenen).
July — Wild Winship’s Widow (Dorothy Dalton).

June
June
June
June

S.

S.

The Notorious Miss

Lisle

Donald).

Week

Human

International

—

(Alice Joyce
Seven
Vol. 43; P-1840; C-R, P-597; Ex.

Reels).
P-1086.

—

Nos. 37 and 38 (Shipped

April 25

tion).
Sept. 13- -Harriet
art).
Sept. 20- -Smilin’

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.

O.

Week

monsiance

—juxperi

j-ivva

madge
John Emerson - Anita
Loos Production). Vol. 44; P-860-

madge).

18).

Releases for

9).

VITAGRAPH

A

Three Pairs of Stockings (Harry Keaton

and

6

Two Reels).
Bought and Fought For (Mart Huson and
Magda Lane— Western — Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 67.
International News Nos. 29 and 30 (Shipped
May 25 and 28).
Releases for Week May 31.

-j-iio

5.

(Katherine Mac-

—The
Fighting Shepherdess (Anita
Stewart). Vol. 44; P-141; C-R, PMarch — The Idol Dancer (David Wark
Griffith). Vol. 44; P-137; C-R, P597; Ex,
1328, 1477. 1480.
March 29 — The Woman Gives (Norma Talmadge). Vol. 44; P-46; C-R. P857.
April
— Polly
of the Storm Country (Mildred Harris Chaplin). Vol. 44; P1360.
April 11 — Don’t Ever Marrv (Marshall Neilan
Production). Vol. 44; P-726; C-R,
March

1

979.

22

828,

4

979; Ex., P-1743.

BURTON KING PRODUCTIONS.
The Discarded Woman (Grace Darling and
Rod La Rocque). Vol. 45; P-119.
Love or Money (Virginia Lee).
The Common Sin (Grace Darling and Rod La
Rocque).

PLIMPTON PICTURES.
What

Children Will Do (Edith Stockton).
Should a Wife Work? (Edith Stockton).

COMEDIES.
Dodging His Doom.
Madcap Ambrose.
Thirst.

The Betrayal

of Maggie.
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The

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

L. J.

For

SELZMCK

Vol. 44; B-1239;

—The
Whispers (Elaine Hammerstein).
of Doubt (Special).
—
— The Valley
Servant Question (William ColJune — The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore).
June 21 — The Figurehead (Eugene O’Brien).
Vol.
That Man (Owen Moore).
July
—StopP-118.
July 12 — The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein).
July 19 — Jennie (Olive Thomas).
Aug.
—Marooned Hearts (Zena Keefe and
June

Kimball
(Clara
P-1291; Ex. 1800; C-R,

43;

Vol. 44; P-299.
(Clara
the Soul of Rafael
Young). Vol. 44; P-983.

PICTI RES.

sham). Vol. 44; P-1500.
The Flapper (Olive Thomas).
C-R, P-1499.

Woman

Kimball

17
24
14

GREIVER EDUCATIONALS.

The Spirit of the Birch.
Suds.
Precisely as Polly.

(Two Reels Each.)

Escaped Convict.
The Square Gambler.

P-1505.

DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY.

Madonnas and Men (Seven

Nobody’s

a Wife.

Vol.

44;

P-979.

Blind Youth. Vol. 44; P-600.
Invisible Divorce.
——The
REPUBLIC PICTURES.

duction). Vol. 43; P-2173.
Trilby (Clara Kimball Young

—Tourneur

Re-

issue).

(Julien

Eltinge).

Vol.

44;

Woman God Sent (Special). Vol. 44;
P-726.
Vol. 44: P-727;
April The Gift Supreme.
C-R, P-1499.
The One Wav Trail (Edythe Sterling). Vol.
44; P-1236.
The Great Shadow. Vol. 44; P-1237.

—

Man’s Plavthing (Montagu Love-Grace DaviVol. 44; P-1792.

REALART PICTURES
of

—

—
The Deep

•

Reels.)

.

Law

Mermaid Comedies.
Fresh Start (Marvel Rea).

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORPORATION.
Happy Days.
The Dreamer.
Hands LT p.

with Carranza.

Modern Centaurs.

Texas Guinan Comedies.
(Two Reels.)
The Night Rider.
The Wild Cat.
Alice Howell Comedies.

Bruee Seenics.

Chilkat Cubs.

Wanderlust.

Log

La Viajera.
of the Paddle.

of the

Song

—

Miss Hobbs (Wanda Hawlev).

Vol. 44,
1630; Ex. 1599; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.

P-

Chester Outing Seenics.
(One Reel.)
Adam and Eve in the Andes.
Wanted An Elevator.
Pigs and Kava.
Dreams Come True.

(Two Reels.)
Her Bargain Day.
Rubes and Romance.
Billy Franey Comedies.

Screenies.
(Split Reel.)
Troubadours of the Sky.
Infant Icebergs.

The Glutton.
Hard Cider.
The Hasher.

(One Reel.)
Tarred and Feathered.

Play Hookey.
Milburn Moranti Comedies.

Forbidden Fanes.

Barks and Skippers.

(Two

AMERICAN CINEMA CORPORATION.
Women Men Forget (Mollie King). Vol.
P-2000.

The Inner Voice

(E.

K. Lincoln).

Vol.

44;

P-140.

UNITED ARTISTS.

Jan. 18 Pollyanna
(Mary
Pickford —r Six
Reels). Vol. 43; P-636; Ex. 887.
Apr. 25 Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett).
Vol. 44; P-862; Ex. 537; P-1084-1087, 1597.
Romance (Doris Keane Seven Reels). Vol.
44; P—1239; C-R, P-1787.

—

STATE RIGHT RELEASES

Napoleon & Sally Comedies.
(One Reel.)

Dreamy Chinatown.
Perils of the Beach.

ARROW FILM CORPORATION.

Gale Henry Comedies.

The Chamber Mystery.

Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White).

Vol.

44; P-1632.

Unseen Witness.
The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White). Vol.

(Two

Vol.

44;

P-1502.

Woman's Man (Romaine

Fielding).
Love’s Protege (Ora Carew).

Bnrrud (Sunset) Seenics.

— Serial).

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES.
— This Way Out.

—Four of a

Kind.

S.

PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION.

—
—Underground Romeo.

1

WISTARIA PRODl CTIOXS,
Neglected
P-601.

A Dream

NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION.

P-1841.

U.

Washington. D. C.
Determination (All-Star Ten Parts).
ROMAYNE SUPER-FILM CO.
Culver City. Cal.
Jan. 15
Shot in the Kitchen.

—

GROSSMAN PICTI RES INCORPORATED.

6
April
April 13

Johnny Dooley Comedies (Two Each Month).
Brind’s Educationals (One Everv Week).

Feb.

Vol.

INC.

729 Seventh Avenue.

(“The Gumps” Comedies.)
Andy on a Diet.
Andy’s Wash Day.
Andy’s Night Out.

The Confession (Henry Walthall).

(One Reel.)

The Mountain That Was God.
The Wind Goddess.

RADIX PICTURES.

Hank Mann Comedies (Every Other Week).

$1,000,000 Reward (Lillian Walker
Vol. 43; P-1523.
Face to Face (Marguerite Marsh).

Reels.)

Heirlooms.
Help!
The Movies.

44; P-1503: Ex., P-1747.

The Bromlev Case (Glenn White).

The Lurking Peril (Serial).
The Fatal Sign (Serial).
Celebrated Players Film Corp.
43;

Reels.)

Wild. Wild West.
Bungalow Bungle.
Barber Shop Gossip.

Blazed Trail Productions (Every Other Week).
Lone Star Westerns (Every Other Week).
Lightning Bryce (Serial).

MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES

West Comedies.
(Two Reels.)

Billy
Vol.

44; P-1362.

C.

Mason Revivals.

Girl.

of the North.

The Screen Fan.
The Matinee Girl.
The Man Eater.

The Why of a Volcano.
The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes.

Robert

Vol.

CO., INC.

Cy Wittaker’s Ward.
Flagg Comedy Revivals.

Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton).

The
The
The
The

P-

Vol. 44:

Girls You Know (One Reel).
The Bride.

Torchy Comes Through.

A Day

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

Apple Tree

.

A

Godfrey

GAUMONT COMPANY.

Shirley

Kiss Me Caroline (Bobby Vernon).
Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher).
Torehy Comedies.
Torchy (Johnny Hines).
A Knight for a Night (Johnny Hines).

Purple (R. A. Walsh Production

Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-983; C-R. P-1233;
Ex. P-1595-1744.
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller Production Six Reels).
Star Productions.
Judy of Rogue’s Harbor (Mary Miles Minter).
Vol. 43; P-1120; C-R. 2172.
The Stolen Kiss (Constance Binney). Vol.
43; P-2011; C-R. Vol. 44; P-134.
Sinners (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; P-2175.
Nurse Marjorie (Mary Miles Minter). Vol. 44;
P-135; C-R, P-723.
Jenny Be Good (Marv Miles Minter). Vol. 44;
P-984; C-R. P-1233; Ex. 1478.

—
—

(Two

—

Special Features.
the Irish (Dwan).
Vol. 43;
P-774; Ex. P-1085.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan- Seven Parts).
Vol. 42; P-454.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard
Six Parts). Ex. 339.

The Luck

—

Collins

In the Clutches of Hindoo (Serial).
Husbands and Wives (Vivian Martin).
44; P-142.

Specials.

P-985.

The

son).

Reels.)

Overall Hero.
Christie Comedies.

A

Distributed Through Republic Exchanges.
Kinograms (News Reel).
Girl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Pro-

An Adventuress

(Two

C-R,

March
April

1240.

Four Times Foiled.

P-458;

(Jose

FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY.

The Married Virgin (Six Reels).
Frivolous Wives (Vera Sisson).

An

Distributed bv Select Exchanges.

March— Just

Child
Tearle).

Chester Comedies.

2

44:

—

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.

45;

Vol.

Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro).
The Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens
and Montagu Love Six Parts).
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Sheldon Lewis).

Vol. 43; P-2176.

Vol. 44; P-599.

5

Tearle.

Reels).

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.

SPECIAL PICTI RES CORPORATION.
(Comedyart— Two Reels Each.)
Feet.

—

P-1790.

Democracy.

Uneasy

INC.

Question
(Olive
Tell
Six
Vol. 44; P-141; C-R, P-597.
Business (Olive Tell). Vol. 44;

A Woman's

lier).

Conway

Without

Reels).

7

NATIONAL PICTURES.

JANS PICTI RES,

Love

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.

Distributed by Select Exchanges.
The Man Who Lost Himself (William Faver-<

May
May

EQUITY PICTI RES.
Forbidden
Young). Vol.

ture).
43;

Wives

(Anne Luther).

MURRAY W.
of

Fair

INC.
Vol.

44;

GARSSON.

Women

(Two-Reel Fea-

WARNER BROTHERS.

The Lost Citv (Juanita Hansen).
P-775.

WII.K
Ashes of Desire.

AND

WII.K.

Vol.

43;
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Did

sible.
For instance, they will frequently
place a bit of very important action right
at the end of a reel and then expect the
projectionist to give it full value on the

:5

It

Toronto, Onresponds to our request (April

In your reply to Melvin A. Davis, McLean,
Texas, you request diagram of fifty-five degree arc reflector. Here is the way I did it.
First drill thr'ee small holes in lamphouse
door, and with piece of bell wire, stripped of
its insulation, passed through the two outside ones, fasten a piece of broken condenser
Now move the
lens over the center hole.
aforesaid piece of condenser until the arc
image comes where you want it. I use the
lamphouse of the left hand projector for one
image, and the projection room wall for the
other.

Grab a Protractor.
Now get a “protractor.” which may be had
from almost any stationery store, price from
ten cents to a quarter, and on a piece of cardboard, say one foot square, lay the flat side
of the protractor to the top right hand corner
and mark out the fifty-five degree line. With
a straight edge carry this line clear across
the card. Next cut off the portion outside the
degree line- that is to say, the top left hand
portion, which leaves us a card which makes
a perfect fifty-five degree angle with bottom

—

of the card.
I placed this card on the door of the lamphouse of the left hand projector, and on the
same level, or pitch as the axis of projection (angle of the projector) and with a nail
drew a mark on the door along the fifty-five
degree line of the card. I then fastened a
strip of tin one half inch wide to the door
to mark this line, whereupon I had a very
visible and perfect fifty-five degree angle to

crater image

screen.

fifty-five

:

my

F.H. RICHARDSON*

DOBSON,

T.

tario,
for diagram of
10 issue)
degree arc reflector, as follows

hold

CTION

E

J

to.

On the Wall.

When

using the wall for a screen it is best,
having ascertained the exact pitch of
the projector, to draw two lines from floor
up to the desired height, and about a foot
apart.
Add to the back one the difference
in height due to pitch of projector. Connect
the tops of the two lines and you have the
same slant the projectors have. It is then a
simple matter to place the card on this line
and draw the angle line, using a straight edge
first

Notice to

|
i

For the information of those gentlemen

All.

t^RESSURE on our columns Is such 1
£ that published replies to questions 1

1

cannot be guaranteed under two or
three weeks. If quick action is desired,
remit four cents, stamps, and we will
send carbon copy of department reply
as soon as written.

I

g
g
§
S
3
For special replies, by mail, on mat- g
ters which, for any reason, cannot be g
replied to through the department, 1
remit one dollar.
1

§

g
1
1
1
1

1
1

QUESTION BOOKLETS.

We

have two paper covered booklets H
containing 150 questions designed as a 1
guide to study.
They indicate what g
the projectionist should know.
g
Either booklet, postpaid, twenty-five g
cents; both, forty cents. United States 3
stamps accepted; cannot use Canadian g
stamps.
g

1
1

1
g
g
g
g
g

THE LENS CHARTS.

|
|
g

Are Yon Working by “Guess,” or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date
Methods T
You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to
date.
He owes it to both himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in knowledge and in your methods.
The lens charts (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
are in successful use by hundreds of

g

1
j
1

g
g
M
1
1
g
g

progressive projectionists.
Don’t “guess.” Do your work RIGHT,
Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address Moving Picture World, either
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
Garrick Building, Chicago
or
111.,
Wright & Callender Building, Los
Angeles, Cal.

g
1

1
1
1
1
1

I

scr'een,

desired.
of the wall for a
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Questions licmiiid Him.
Tour series of optical questions are the real
dope. Reminds me of the time when another
series of questions ran for two years. I have

been out of the game for four years, but I’m
back now and absorbing knowledge. Will
drop a line occasionally to the “We lead
others follow” department.

Don’t know about the “leading" brother,
but we don’t aim to do much following.
Don’t have to
Mucha gracias for the angle dope, but
either you’ve left out the important item,
or else I’m full of prunes, and I’ve no immediate way of proving which. A pin-holein-the-lamphouse-door will invert the image
of the crater and as I remember it a lens
over the aforesaid pinhole won’t tip it back
over right side up. And it was just for that
reason we asked detailed information as
to exactly how the angle could be laid out
under different conditions, or different locations of the image, rather, since some have

is

—

You know the rest.
All of which is, as we said in the first
place, eminently true, very timely and just
plain fact.
fiend gets busy, oh, boy!

Another Intermittentless Projector
At the Montreal meeting of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, we had the
pleasure of examining the main optical
element of and listen to an explanation
of

an

invention

Francis Jenkins,
the form of an intermittentless, or “continuous” projector.
were very sorry indeed not to be able
to witness a practical demonstration of the
machine, because, with all due respect to
Mr. Jenkins, we have examined very many
intermittentless projectors, some of which
were demonstrated to us by projecting a
picture, during the past few years.
Most
of these near inventions were exactly what
the term “near invention” implies.
They
came very near to delivering the goods,
BUT there was always some un-removable
fly in the ointment which spoiled it.
Mr. Jenkins frankly admitted he ran
into just such a “fly,” but claims to have
successfully removed it.
hope so, but
seeing is believing, especially after the
wasting of so very much valuable time examining into the claims of other inventors,
who also claimed, doubtless honestly
enough, they had removed the fly, but

Washington, D.

of

C.,

C.

in

We

We

on the

it

floor,

wall and
hole-lens is the

ceiling or front

the combined pin
image right side up? Am

with

I

wrong?

because the crater image shows up

If the projectionist is
larger and better.
careful to get his arc burning exactly right
and his spot the right size and properly adjusted, he may then juggle the piece of condenser until the image is exactly right,
whereupon he wont need to look at his arc
or spot at all. He can maintain perfect conditions by working entirely from the crater
image.

me say, in the slang of the street, there
no such animal.
It just simply is not
done. If it were attempted there would" be
a bum change-over, with consequent welljustified kick from the manager.
Also, we
must change over as soon as the first of the
punch marks the “other fellow” put in show
up on. the screen.
Why not use a little ordinary sense and
end with a sub-title, beginning the next reel
with same, or end on some unimportant action
of which God knows there is an abundance in the average feature. I might also
add, for good measure, that when the reel
ends on important action and the punch
let

,

to carry the line as far as
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For Projector Manufacturers
Mark Isaacs, projectionist, Steinway
Theatre, Astoria, Long Island, makes the
following

Much

if

which seem to
and timely:

suggestion,

to be both excellent

not

most

projector

trouble

us
is

caused by takeup refusing to work, which
turn is due to crooked reel or broken
belt or patches.
This causes, or may cause,
the damage of some film, besides very decidedly increasing the fire hazard.
As A
REMEDY I would suggest: First, deepen
the magazines one-quarter of an inch, then
make the collar against which the reel hub
rests half an inch thick, instead of a quarter
of an inch, as at present. This would operate
to prevent the God-forsaken, bent-up, wobbly caricature of reels with which the average exchange favors us from striking the
sides of the magazine and sticking, thus
pulling weak patches or takeup belts in two.
in

Presumptuous.
suppose it would be presumptuous and
savor of pure gall for the 'umble projectionist to ask the g-r-e-a-t film producers to
I

lend a bit of aid and co-operation.
It is,
however, rather sad to see producers spend
hundreds of thousands of dollars on a feature, almos,t sweating blood and certainly
sweating considerable money to get it perfect, and then make it difficult and often
entirely impossible for the projectionist to
render it on the screen in the best way pos-

found their dream

just

would not come

true.

Economy in Light Problematical.
Several members of the society remarked that there would be a saving of “fifty
per cent, of the light” through the elimination of the revolving shutter. Nothing of
the sort. Just what, if any saving would
result, we are not certain, but it would not
be, we think, very much, because of the
fact that since the film picture must be
illuminated through a considerable period
of its travel, the “spot” must be very large
indeed, which not only sets up loss, but
calls for a totally different focal length
of condenser.
Well, anyhow, Mr. Jenkins has our very
best wishes for success. The optical member he has worked out for “stopping” the
picture during its projection, though the
film continues to move, is simple extreme-

—

as though it ought to
work. It consists of what in effect are two
very thin, long glass prisms, bent into a
This comcircle and placed end to end.
bined prism revolves just like a revolving
shutter, the prism band being at its edge,
and about, as we remember it, an inch in
width. It is placed, we suppose, at some
point between the film and objective,
ly

so,

and seems
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A

though exactly where we are not quite
sure.

The trouble seems to be in getting such
a glass ground as it must be ground to deIt also occurs to us
liver perfect results.
that quite possibly even the very slightest
lost motion in the driving gear of the
prism wheel, or the slightest deflection of
the film itself would tend to an exaggerThis latter is,
ated effect on the screen.
shall see
however, pure speculation.
what we shall see, and we sincerely hope
Jenkins will realize his hopes.

We

Mark

Noticed in department an item concerning
schools.
I am not one of

army vocational
those chaps who

fears some one is going to
swipe my job. I give my "boss” the best
there is in me, and keep striving to do better.
Just at present I have charge of the school
do not claim to
at Schofield Barracks.
make a projectionist out of a man in four
months, but we do try to give him a fair idea
of the nature of the work, and fit him to
take a position as helper in some projection
room when his time comes to leave the army.
use your handbook for everything. Have
just put in a requisition for a dozen more.
They sure believe in sticking us for them
over here. I paid six dollars for the last
one.

We

We

Handbook Worth Fifty

Notes from Wilkes-Barre

it is

Am

A C

on using

Am

through a

HE

following are excerpts from

G E

Compensarc.

using White A C Special carbons. They
are the best I have found for A C. Have
been trying to get our officers to get a motor
generator, but to date, without success.

Honolulu Projection Fierce.
Projection in Honolulu is nothing short of
fierce. They have a bunch of Chinese and Jap
kids, except in one place where a lone white
man is putting a real result on the screen
good as one could wish for, considering the
pretty awful condition of the films after the
Chino-Jap wrecking crew gets through with
them. I have to spend from three to four
hours daily on my programme before I can
even attempt to run it. Never mind publishJust wanted you to know
ing my name.
where we stood on the school question.

letter

Schools Alright

Our position on army schools
all

“Have been nosing around a bit
since your visit to s.ee if your visit
and lecture actually produced tangible
results.
I find that it has, in more

|
|

1

than one case.
“Personally I found that the knowledge acquired enabled me to remedy

|

|

things which were wrong.
And when I say the lecture and visit
produced results I mean that it has
produced them both as applies to the
projectionist and the managers.
“Almost every time a number of our
several

|
|

|
|
|

men meet something

|

about your

|

too.”

|

and

visit,

it

is

is

mentioned
good stuff

grees

is

to the real apprenticeship

matter of some doubt), will result in real
help to your men, the fact remains »that
the average army vocational school of
which we have knowledge does far more
harm than good, in so far as applies to the
projection

field.

|
1
1

f

|

§
1
|

so that the projecinstantly determine from the
marking, or degree scale, the adjustment
necessary to get a master blade of any
given number of degrees. Then he proposes that friend Griffith work out a table
which will give the number of degrees of
master blade necessary to any given condition.

Well,

I dunno.
Like the Scotsman, I ‘hae
doots’ as to the feasibility of such a
chart or table, but hereby sidestep and conceal my ign’rance by passing the matter
up to brother Griffith. Let him be the

me

goat

— I’m

goat often enough.

Cartoon Points Lesson
In the January 25, 1919, issue of the Moving Picture World we published the accompanying cartoon.

wrong on his projectors.
might add that General Manager
Frank Buhler has purchased a handbook for
every one of the theatres his company
owns; also he insists that they be kept at
all

times in the theatre, available for instant

use.

Look

Who

Is

Here

bless my soul, just look who’s
yanked the latch-string after an absence of
something like three years. Well, well,
well! Come right in, shake, kick the office
cat off the best chair in the room and sit

God

down, Ralph W. Martin, Los Angeles, CalReal glad to see you again.
Thought you’d gone an’ went an’ quit us for
ifornia.

good.
Last time we were in Los Angeles we had
looked ahead to meeting friend Martin
personally, and when he did call at our
hotel we were just simply done completely
up, fagged entirely out and dead to the
world. We couldn’t talk— could hardly hold
our eyes open. And we let him depart without getting his local address (which we did
not have with us at the time) or phone
number or anything.
Then we wrote him twice when we got
back home, but received no answer.
So
that seemed to have ended that, and we did
not blame Martin. We’ve really felt mighty
bad over it, in proof of which Martin is
hereby and now cordially invited to dinner
with us at the best danged place he can
pick out when we visit the “Home of the
Moving Picture” next time— which may be
next fall. Also he is hereby fully authorized to order humming birds wings
on
truffles if he wants to, and that represents

penance.

Don’t

it,

huh?

What Martin

Writes.

Brother Martin writes:
notice in the Projection Department for
a question on optics No. 38, viz:
practical effect on screen illumination of spherical aberration in the conI

Hay fifteenth
“What is the

denser beam?"
I do not know whether the questions
are
printed there for the purpose of extracting
correct answers from the readers, or not
(probably not); but anyhow I am going to
volunteer to give the only correct answer
that has ever been given to that question
this side of the Rockey Mountains, or from
any other side of any other kind of mountains.

About five years ago the Projection Department propounded the question, "What is
the

practical effect on screen illumination
spherical aberration in the condenser
beam?” Now, after five years the question is
again asked: “What is the practical effect
on screen illumination of spherical aberration in the condenser beam?”
Answer: Nobody actually knows anything
whatever about what the practical effect
on screen illumination of spherical aberration in the condenser beam is.
These are cold facts; nothing more or less.
The writer is not presenting any arguments
pro or con, or blaming anyone whatsoever,
and hopes to be condemned into everlasting redemption if these are not cold facts.
Facts are stubborn things. So is a mule.
So is the practical effect on screen illumination of spherical aberration in the condenser
of

—

Down

beam.

Pennsylvania, in the City of
Philadelphia, is the headquarters of the
Stanley Company of America, which owns
forty-three theatres in Philadelphia alone.
On our recent visit to that city we inspected three or four of their projection rooms,
models of their kind, or very nearly so,
and were surprised to find enlarged copies
of the cartoon, neatly framed, hanging on
in

them all.
remarked upon

the walls of

seem to be proceeding
and lines which, if the man

But, while you

them out

|
|

may

that they

More Harm than Good.

(a

f

|

marked thereon,

tionist

If

man be given a genuine grounding in projection theory and
technique, and sent forth with the idea
that he must serve a competent apprenticeship in a projection room, but this is not
always the case.
In some of the army schools (so called)
the soldier is given a mere smattering of
technical knowledge, to all intents and purposes no real practical projection experience at all and then sent forth with the
idea that he is a projectionist, which is an
outrage, pure and simple.

follows

1
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tion work, provided the

lines,

|

1

.

right, insofar as applies to projec-

along sane

|

,

—

are

§

Barre, Pennsylvania

|

Wouldn’t do a bit of good to omit your
name because your position would amply
identify you. And anyhow you have said
nothing which could get you in wrong with
your officers which is all that counts in
your case.

Army

|

from Edward Seaman,
Secretary Local 325 Wilkes-

a

1920

We

Just

Dollars.

alright, for I really would
not accept fifty dollars for mine, were it impossible to secure another copy.
L am in charge of two Type S Simplexes at
getting good
the regimental theatre.
results, except for one thing, viz: they insist

But at that

who
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T

Olseson, Seventeenth Cavalry,
W.
Sch'ofield Barracks, Honolulu, T. H., writes
interesting, as follows

Isaacs,

10,

ous things are

recently sent in a plan
for an adjustable revolving shutter, now
suggests a shutter blade width chart to be
used in conjunction with the second chart
of the lens chart. In brief his proposal is
that such a shutter as he has proposed be
adopted, but that there be a scale of de-

Honolulu Talks
A.

Suggestion

July

We

this and were informed that the company had caused a copy
of this cartoon to be made, framed and
hung on the walls of every one of their

projection rooms.

This is what we call practical work, because naturally with such a thing constantly before him a man is going to make at
least some attempt to find out if those vari-

Believe That He Is In Error.
Umph, we wouldn’t wish to see friend
Martin condemned to everlasting anything,
but we firmly believe that he is in error,
wrong and mistaken in his conclusion in
this particular matter.
Our view is that Griffith’s theory that
spherical aberration serves a very useful
purpose in evening up the aperture illumi-

nation, hence the screen illumination, is
correct. It is a proven fact that screen illumination is extremely uneven, due we personally believe, to unevenness in illumination of floor of electric crater, due probably to impurities in the carbon, and to lack
of perfect optical surface in the front condenser.

Experiments seem to prove

this

to

be

[

July

10,

And

true.
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if

it

true

is

it

seems to us that

with a condenser corrected for spherical
aberration the effect of unevenness of illumination at the aperture, hence at the
screen, would be decidedly greater.
With these few stabs at the gizzard of
brother Martin’s argument, we will pass
the matter along to friend Griffith, and any
others who care to take sides.

Have you ever stopped to figure out
exactly what this means in light loss,
If not, suppose you take a slant at the
second cut accompanying this article.
The black ring represents the part of
the lens ordinarily eliminated by the condenser holder. May be somewhat less in
tor.

some

cases. Leaves an effective condenser
opening of about 4)4 inch diameter. The

The Condenser and Economy

I

There are certain things about the condenser concerning which little is as yet
understood, except by those who have listened to our lecture on “Optics of Projection,” and even those have not a very clear
idea on one or two points, since it is only
now that we have been dealing nightly
with certain phases of the matter for
some time that we have come to better
understand other phases.
For instance, suppose we have a projectionist who has his arc located at proper
distance, as per lens chart, and that distance happens to be just three and oneperhaps

projectionist, who
believe in lens charts,

does

not

and who has excessive condenser breakage
by reason of poor lamphouse ventilation,
or other cause, has his arc located four
and a half inches from the condenser. Amperage in both cases is the same. What
is the effect and how can we express it

understandingly and intelligently?
In the first diagram we think we have
found the correct answer to that.
A is 3.5 inches from the center of the
crater. It picks up light cone C D.

We

now remove

upon

it

it

to position B,

where-

can only pick up light cone

E

F.

Now,

as we see the matter, the practical
effect of added distance of lens from crater
as to reduce the collector lens diameter
exactly as in the proportion shown.

The Optical Law.
The

optical law involved

is

that “inten-

sity of light

decreases with increased distince from source inversely as the square
of the distance,” but to the average man
this is largely meaningless. He just thinks
to himself, “Gee, that must be a hell of a
lot 1”

and

Projection Experience

m

|

MOTION PICTURE
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HANDBOOK
For

j§

By

|

I
=

Managers and Operators

RICHARDSON

F. H.

I

The recognized standard hook on the work of projection.
Complete descriptions and instructions on
all leading machines and projection equipment.

j
m
fj

B

There isn't a projection room in the universe in
which this carefully compiled book will not save its
purchase price each month.

fl

B

Another

inches.

half

|

lets it

go

see that one inch of
the light-collecting

at that.

Buy

§§!

Today

516

M

Fifth

New York

Avenue,

Schiller Building,

Wright

§

To save
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M
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$4 the Copy, postpaid
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City

Chicago,

III.

Callender Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
order from nearest

time,

office.
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Paper Screens?
Walter Preddy, the San Francisco supply
deaLer, who ought to advertise his wares
in the Old Reliable, the Moving Picture
World, but who doesn’t (there, darn you,
Walter, waddy y’ gotta say for yourself,
huh?), sends us sample of a paper screen
that he is putting out.
Says it is very cheap, as compared to
ordinary screens; also that it “increases
light wonderfully.” Um, yes; also we suspect the sample submitted would increas’e
fade-away quite wonderfully also,
the
though it might be almost equal to a satin
finish Mirror screen for a long, narrow
house. But even so, the thing has possibilities, it seems to us, because almost any
desired type of paper surface may be secured, and it might be possible to send out
a screen in wall paper width, rolled up in
rolls, hang it with butt joints and have
them, the joints invisible.
In fact the Preddy paper screen is put
out exactly that way, if we rightly understand. We repeat, the thing seems to have
possibilities.

§=

Feed Reel

—Yes? No?

has occurred to us that “upper reel”
hardly is the proper term by which to
designate the reel in the upper magazine.
Seems to us that “Feed Reel” would be
very much better.
What do you chaps
think about it?
It

white part is the slide carrier opening, and
the shaded part the area of the condenser
cut off by the slide carrier.
It is 28 per cent, of the whole effective
lens opening. In other words, always provided you are picking up the entire light
beam with your projection lens, by removing your slide carrier you should get exactly the same result with 28 per cent, less
current. Of course, if you are not picking
up the entire beam with the objective, the
loss due to the slide carrier will not be so
great. It may even be no loss at all if you
are working under conditions which only
allow of using the central zones of the
condenser.
Better
study up on these
things.

But when we

Light Plant

as

though we decreased the lens diameter by
seven-eighths of an inch when it was in
position A we readily understand exactly
what practical effect added distance has.
In effect one inch of added distance acts

for those with experience. For the novice
Looks easy,
it is mighty nearly impossible.
yes, but looks are darned deceiving, as
you will find if you go ahead.

^lifimiiiiiiiimiiTimHniiiiin

added distance reduces

power

It
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E.

Dorig,

Wanted

Chicago

542

street,

Seattle,

Washington, says
I have a truck and a motion picture camera
and propose to travel from one town to an:

Want my own

other.

and want
Will use

electric light outfit
to use the truck engine for power.
T 20 six hundred watt lamp for

projection.

Kindly

let

me know which

the best, cheapest and lightest outfit.
no experience in such matters.

I

A Unique Souvenir
At the time of our recent visit to WilkesBarre, Pennsylvania, the men of local Union
325 gave a midnight dinner, which was attended by the exhibitors and managers as
well as the membership of the local.
The dinner was succeeded by a lecture on
the Optics of Projection, but prior to that

Toastmaster Fred W. Herman, manager
Savoy Theatre, surprised the editor by presenting on behalf of the members of local
union 325, a combined testimonial of their
regard and souvenir of Wilkes-Barre in the
form of a beautifully carved and polished
ink well something like eight inches long
by six wide by five high, made of coal.

AREA OF 4/a" CONDENSER LENS
AREA OF BLACK CIRCLE, Vie" WIDE,

15.9 Sq..lN„

2.54 SQ. INj

OR 16% OF THE TOTAL AREA OF THE LENS.

is

have

DRAWN TO SCALE

The very

best advice I can give you is
suppose of course you propose giving motion picture shows in various towns.
Brother, that game is a mighty hard easylooking stunt, and few there are who manage to get away with it. We prophesy
that you will do more actual work for every
dollar received than you would do working
by the day for a sewer contractor. But if
you are determined to give it a whirl you
probably will and that’s the end of that.
don’t.

I

As To

Outfits.

Presumably you want an electric generator and a projector. As to the former we
would advise that you visit the Seattle office
of the General Electric or Westinghouse
companies, or both, state your needs and
let them figure it out.
They would be better able to advise you than would I. As to
collecting power.
If
my reasoning
wrong, show me wherein the error lies.

is

Another Thing.

And now

another

thing.

Many men

have a slide carrier permanently installed
in front of the condenser of their projec-

a projector, the present standard projectors
all lend themselves to such service rather
poorly.
The Powers Six would be best,
but you rnay have to get one from the factory, which will involve considerable delay.
Maybe you could pick up one out there.
But I again repeat, you had better drop the

whole matter,

if

are figuring on.

it

is

a traveling

That stunt

is

show you

hard enough

Wilkes-Barre is the center of an enormously productive hard coal region, hence
the gift is eminently appropriate.
shall’
treasure it as among the most unique of
all the many tokens of friendship we have
received from unions and individuals during the past years.

We
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Better Equipment
BY
E.T. KEYSER

CONDUCTED

The How and

Why of Theatre

Uniforms

As Told by Representative Exhibitors

W

ILLARD PATTERSON

Patterson

Prefers

Plain

winter

forms may be just the thing
sand seat house in the same

II.
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The

Choose Plain Uniform.
“Plain uniforms, with no figures or designs in the goods, should be chosen and
black or colored braid offers a pleasing

ornament.

=

is

the best

method

of keep-

•iiHiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiftiiiiiiiiitititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiriiiiiiimif iiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiis

Tell

W

section.

“Plain uniforms,” continued Mr. Patterson,” are, in my opinion, always the most
attractive.

“The manager should go carefully over
all uniforms at least once a week and note
their condition, both in regard to cleanliness
and repair, and be particularly careful that

no

hooks

same.

Dry

or buttons are missing from
cleaning is, in my opinion, the

best method.

“As theatre employes are not as a rule
very highly paid, and are generally young
people getting a start in life, the house
should pay the entire uniform cost.”
The uniforms used by the Criterion are
gray and white, plain, hooked. A little
braid is used for trimming, but not enough
to be conspicuous.

In Mr. Patterson’s opinion there is no
argument against the use of uniforms in
moving picture houses, as he considers that
they add to the individuality and up-todate appearance of the theatre in which

they are used.

Remond Uniforms Them

All.

The S. A. Lynch Enterprises controls in
Atlanta the eighteen hundred seat Forsyth,
the eighteen hundred seat Lyric, the nine
hundred and sixty seat Rialto, the six hundred and ten seat Strand and the five hundred seat Vaudette, of which Messrs. L. P.
Whaley, L. M. Semon, H. B. Clarke, J. R.
and A. B. Ewing are the
respective managers.
All of these houses are under the gen-

MacEachron,

Jr.,

management

of N.

W. Remond, who

expressed the following views
“No house is too small to uniform its
ushers and other employes who may come
in contact with the public.
“Which is why in all the Lynch Atlanta
houses, porters,

ushers,

and stage hands

wear the same kind of uniforms.
“The material to be used,” continued Mr.
Remond, “depends upon how much a theatre

desires

Palm Beach

1
|

1

to
is

expand

on

uniforms.
an excellent material for
its

1

|

;

—

|
|

BUT

1
|

The House Should Pay.

eral

—

or

house manager runs up against
a snag in the matter of equip-

ment its choice, use or installation
whenever you are in doubt as to jusf
what you should do to make a new
house attractive or improve an old
one ask the “Better Equipment” Department and we will dig up the dope

|

1

don’t forget to enclose
for you.
a stamped return envelope with your
inquiry.
min

mu

|
1

|
|

Francisco

&

At the Tivoli Theatre, the leading house
of the circuit, girls are employed as ushers
and they furnish their own attire. They
are instructed to wear dark skirts and
waists and these are set off by white collars and cuffs.
Manager Frank Costello
states that there has never been any
difficulty experienced by patrons in finding
the persons in authority at this house,
which has a seating capacity of two thousand.

§

Clement Keeps Eighteen

§
|
|

|

\

ing the uniforms attractive and the house
manager should make weekly inspections.
By ordering an assortment of the different
sizes most commonly in demand, the stock
of misfits is reduced to a minimum.”
The Lynch houses adopt the method of
utilizing separate collar bands of a great
assortment of sizes which may be used
for the individual fitting of the employes.
In Mr. Remond’s opinion, the house
should always pay the entire cost of uniforms.

San

T.

purchasing power.

Atlanta’s

Us Your Troubles
HENEVER any exhibitor

two thou-

D. Circuit, with headquarters at
San Francisco, controlling eight moving
picture houses, is an illustration of the
lack of attention that has been paid to
the subject of uniforms. In this connection
it might be mentioned, however, that the
subject is now receiving the consideration
of the management and that it is the plan
to adopt a uniform type of garment for all
the houses, taking advantage of collective

durability.

“Dry cleaning

in a
city.

Costello’s View.

hot weather, and should be of a color to
minimize the cleaning expense. In my opinion, gray comes closest to filling these specifications and combine attractiveness and

Uniform.

uniforms
winter
should differ in weight,
weather is such as to minimize the importance of seasonable uniforms in this

and

summer

“While

PART

manager

is

Criterion
first-run
large
Theatre of Atlanta.
When interviewed by a representative of
the Moving Picture World, Mr. Patterson
expressed the opinion that the size of the
house makes little difference in regard to
the advisability of uniforming the staff.
“Almost any house, large or small, should
uniform its ushers,’ said Mr. Patterson.
“As fc*’ color, gray combines attractiveness with durability and as it will not show
dirt quickly, this color represents economy
in cleaning charges.
the

of

Attitude.

The question of uniforms in the moving
picture theatre has not received the same
amount of retention in San Francisco and
on the Pacific Coast, as in some other parts
This is probably due to
of the country.
the fact that people here are more easy
going in their habits, do not observe the
niceties of dress considered so essential in
other places and dislike display in this
respect. The war has increased this dislike
of uniforms and some moving picture
houses that formerly garbed their aides,
from ticket sellers to ushers, in distinctive
attire, have thrown this idea into the discard.
The general expression of opinion on this
question is that the location and clientele
of the theatre has more to do with the
adoption of a uniform than has the size
of the house. The owner of a four hundred
seat house may find it advisable to make his
attendants stand out sharply, while no uni-

Sets.

The Portola Theatre on Market street,
San Francisco, has employed girl ushers
tor several years and furnishes uniforms
outright.
The ones in use at present are
of wash goods in a tan color, with white
detachable cuffs and a dainty white apron.
The dresses are sent to the laundry each

week and the cuffs
whenever soiled.

and

apron changed

A light color is
attractiveness and

chosen because of its
the tendency to keep
dark garments in use until badly soiled.
Manager Van B. Clement states that the
same uniforms are used winter and summer. owing to the fact that this city enjoys
perfect climate and there is but little difference between the two seasons.
This
house, which has a seating capacity of
about one thousand keeps eighteen sets of
uniforms on hand, a part of which goes
to the laundry weekly, this expense being

met by the theatre.
chased, 34, 36 and

Three sizes are purCare is taken in
the selection of girls and there is never
any difficulty in finding a dress that will
fit

38.

those chosen.

Pincus Girls Are Bluebirds.
The California Theatre, San Francisco,
whose house manager is Charles Pincus,
uses almost the same type of dress for its
ushers as

Portola

Theatre, which is
The dresses
here are blue, in the simplest design possible, set off by white caps, cuffs and aprons.
The girls are furnished with clean garments weekly and the same plan is followed
in the matter of selecting sizes and in selecting workers.

owned by

the
the

same

interests.

Moore Discards Uniforms.
LT S. Theatre, Berk-

A. L. Moore, of the
eley.

a

.

house with a seating capacity of
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HE Columbia Cored

Columbia

Upper holds

Silvertip
i

Combination
Carbons

a long

ingre-

dients that permit

and steady

arc,

and

prevent cracking near the
center.

for

The Columbia Silvertip
Lower is unique for its

D. C.

current carrying capacity.

Small
not

in diameter,

shadow

the positive.

Write for information

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
Incorporated

Cleveland. Ohio
Canadian Nat.ona

!

Car bon Co.

San Francisco,

Calif.

L.imited. Toronto.

Canada

it

does

the crater of
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two thousand, has found through experience that both his patrons and his help

W.

4 K.

Set

Generating

Electric

60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable

moving picture work and theatre

light-

Smooth, steady current, no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator all
ing.

self-contained.

Send for Bulletin No. 30

UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
OSHKOSH, WISC.

prefer the elimination of uniforms. Before
discarding these he made use of Tuxedo
suits, with a ribbon of blue and gold, the
college colors, across the vest.
“I
In discussing this question he said:
find that we are able to secure a better
class of ushers when we permit them to
wear their regular clothes. This is a city
of homes, where people are acquainted with
each other, and our ushers are high school
boys, full of vim and action. They resent
being placed in a uniform and their friends,
who are our patrons, prefer to see them
in regulation attire.
“If we were located in a city like San
Francisco, where theatres get many transient visitors, a neat uniform for ushers
would probably be advisable, and if we
were employing girls some badge of distinction would likely be used. There is no
need of a uniform to distinguish our
ushers from the patrons of the house, their
business-like air and enthusiasm serving
the purpose as well as any mode of dress.”

Donovan

Is

Strong for Them.

Donovan, manager of Rowland and
Clark’s one thousand seat Regent theatre,
J.

FRANCHISES

WANTED
OREGON- WASHINGTON
IDAHO-MONTANA
HOME OFFICE
390 Burnside

St.,

Portland, Oregon

BRANCHES
Spokane-Seattle

,

EXCHANGE

INTERSTATE

(Successors to

Oregon Film Exchange)

P.

East Liberty, Pittsburgh, says
“In my opinion, no matter how small the
picture house, uniforms on employes can
be used to advantage. Of course in a small
mining town or the like, where the class of
patronage is not very high, this would not
be necessary.
“In a house as large as mine, to think of
employes without uniforms would be ridiculous. In fact, all types of public servants
are uniformed, and by the makeup of these,
we know their positions immediately, and
just what is expected of them.
The Regent caters to the best people in East Liberty, and accordingly the uniforms add tone,
class and distinction to the environment already created.
“In the winter my employes are clothed
in plain dark gray uniforms, as this color
differs from the color of the seats or the
patron’s clothes, thus adding variety without confusing the eye with bright colors.
The uniforms are trimmed with black, and
have a gold monogram, ‘R. & C.’ In the
summer, the boys wear light grey silk
mohair suits and a white leather cap.

PERFECTION IN PROJECTION

House Pays Entire Cost.

“We pay

Gold King Screen
10 Days’ Trial
No.

1

Grade, $1; No. 2 Grade, 75c.
Strechers Included

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Sold by all the leading supply
dealers throughout the country.

Factory:

ALTUS,

OKLAHOMA

Write for our up-to-date price

list.

Amusement Supply Co.
We

are the Oldest Supply

House

In th®

MOTION PICTURE TRADE
2nd

floor

Consumers

Bldg.,

220 South State Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

shabby. We purchase standard size uniforms, and these take care of the average
sized boy.
“I can’t see why any
house of any size at all

Manufacturers of Electric Ticket Issuing
Machines for Moving Picture Theatre* and
Restaurants. Sold direct or through your
dealer.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC

TICKET

St.

REGISTER

COMPANY

1511 North Broadway
Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

a

anything of a

like nature, the patron naturally looks to the man in uniform to help
him.
If the usher is dressed in civilian

clothes,

how

or not he

Salt

National Electric
Ticket Register Co.

exhibitor with

would attempt to
do business without uniforming his employes. As I said before, they add tone to
the place, and in case of an emergency or

Dealer* in Monograph Moving Picture Machines,
National Carbon*, Mlnusa Screen* and everything for
the Theatre.

WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN

the entire cost of the uniforms,

and the boys are given instructions to keep
them neat at all times. Each boy has his
individual locker, and has his suit pressed
every month. We furnish shoe polish, etc.,
so the boys have no excuse for looking

is

does the patron know whether
an employe of the house?”

Lake City Supplys
a Mighty Good Ball Team

E. SCHAYER, of the Salt Lake Theatre Supply Co., Salt Lake City, sends
us a clipping from a newspaper published in his city, which indicates that this
concern has a lot of good ball players con-

R

nected with

We

it.

give the full score herewith, and can
understand why Mr. Schayer wishes us to
negotiate with the New York Giants for
a game so that he can demonstrate in the
East just what the Salt Lake Theatre Supply team can do on the diamond.
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Theatre Supply Nine Beat* Motor Mercantile.
The Salt Lake Theatre Supply nine won
from the Motor Mercantile company by a
score of 32 to
The lineup:

9.

—

Lake Theatre Supply M. Smith, p.;
Burrows, lb.; S. Bruckner, 2b.; F. Hill,
3b.; J. McMilty, ss.
C. Miller, rf.; M. Fendal, cf.; C. Buckle, If.; Anderson, c.
Motor Mercantile Co. N. Murphy, c.; R.
Gordon, p.; S. Sanderson, lb.; F. Whitey, 2b.;
R. Cahoon, 3b.; F. Devine, ss;. A. Cargill,
rf. R. Buddy, cf. A. Anderson, If.
Score by innings:
4
3—32
4
6
3
7
S. L. Theatre Supply. .5
Salt

E.

;

—

;

;

Motor Mercantile Co.

Howells’

T

Man

.2

0

3

2

0

2

0

—

}

Travels in

Most Shocking Company
HE difficulty of getting goods deliv-

ered on time to fill contracts these
days of railroad difficulties and lack
of production applies to the film business
as well as to everything else in the country.
The Howells Cine Equipment Company
recently received an order for the entire
equipment of the Valentine Theatre, Fordham road and Valentine avenue, New York
City, with a forfeit clause in case all of
the work wasn’t completed on time. All
of the equipment arrived with the exception of the motor generator, outside of the
projection machine, the most important
piece of machinery in the booth.

Brown Was

the Goat.

A telegraphic tracer located the missing
piece of machinery at Syracuse. A representative, L. Brown, hurried to Syracuse,
found the car in which the motor was
contained and after much persuasion succeeded in having it routed for Albany.
He stayed right in the car with the machinery until it reached West Albany.
There it was sidetracked for two days,
Brown sleeping in the freight car all of the
time and sending a boy out to bring him

something to eat.
At last he got the car moving again,
routed for Yonkers, still sticking close to
that motor generator and making a bedfellow of it. The car was finally put on a
side track at Croton-on-the-Hudson on the
day the theatre was scheduled to open, and
by means of a motor truck Brown got the
generator to the theatre and installed just
fifteen minutes before the house opened
its doors for the first performance.

Inter-Ocean Brings Out

Handsome Export

Catalog

PARTICULARLY

attractive twentyeight, page catalog with a cover of
buff and gold has just been issued in
English, French and German by the InterOcean Film Corporation, foreign film and
accessory distributors of 218 West Forty-

A

second street, New York.
The book, each page of which measures
eight and one quarter by eleven inches is
devoted to accessories describing and illustrating Master projectors, transformers
and rheostats, Westinghouse electric motor
generator sets, Fulco accessories, Acme and
Globe accessories, Speer carbons, Pro-jex
lenses, Wohl studio equipment. Hawk spotlights, Universal cameras, Kraus advertising helps, Argus-Scheck projector lamps,
Argus Crystal Bead screens and Westinghouse incandescent lamps.
The splendid illustrations, clear and concise descriptive matter and two pages of
export prices in United States gold make
the volume a valuable buyer’s guide.
It will be mailed upon application to interested parties applying for same.
The book is bound in heavy covers that
will stand the wear and tear of constant
reference and being bound on the loose
leaf principle which permits of the addition
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BRASS FRAMES
Of Exceptional Quality and Dignity

The Thirsty Child That
Disturbs

the

Audience

NEWMAN’S

Brass Frames for Posters
installed in over 9,000 theatres, and

Can be quieted with a drink of water, if
you furnish the means to drink it.
Don’t blame the youngster. Don’t make
the mother leave the house without seeing
the show through.

They Can Be Secured

pToTATl

like this.

use them,

Hundreds of theatres and
among them the Strand.

and Moss

Circuits.

Several of the finishes do not
require polishing.

Several Popular Sizes and
Finishes are Carried in Stock

Anyone is glad to pay a penny for a round, glassshaped cup. The service is self-supporting and yields
you a liberal revenue besides.

For Prompt Shipment.

Write today for sample cups

Our Frames Cost Less Than
Flashy Wood Frames and
Outwear All Others 3 to 1

and terms.
|MDIV1DV/AL DrINKIAG (VP

in

Any Size
Any Finish
Any Style

‘Penny Vending Machines
picture houses
Keith’s, Loew

and Photos have been
have proven far more

durable than other frames.

DIXIE cup
meet situations

Permanence”

“Built For

(OMPANY

*

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG
OF FRAMES, RAILINGS, ETC.

Original Makers of the Paper Cup
222 West 19th Street, New York

THE NEWMAN MFG.
ESTABLISHED
7X7-19
68 W.

CO.

1882

SYCAMORE STREET, CINCINNATI, O.
WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

—Perkins

Canadian Distributors

Pacific Coast

Electric Co.. Toronto, Montreal and Winnipeg
G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cah

Frames, Easels, Grilles. Ralls, Signs, Choppers, Kick Plates, Doer Bars

Says the Projectionist
“I

EAGLE ROCK

never knew what really

FILM

good A.C. projection was
until

I

Alterno

used the Speer

Carbons

— the

#

The Quality

new white combination

Raw

Stock

sets.”

Right Photographically.
Speer “Directo
Projection

—Hold-Ark”

Carbons for D.

Maximum

Service in the

C.

Projector.

Speer “Alterno” Carbons for A. C. Projection

‘The Carbons

With

A

Guarantee

ff

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
SAINT MARYS, PA.

Made

by

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.
'

:

'

•

-

Verona,

New

Jersey

::;r'

'
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extra

of

SPECIAL

ROLL
Your own tpedal
bered

;

num-

every roll guaranteed.
Ticket* for Prize

Coupon

Drawings;

5.000. $5.00.

Prompt shipment*.

Cash

Get the
with the order.
sample*.
Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Ticket*, serial
or dated.
All ticket* must conform to Government regulation
iid bear established price of admission and tax
paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Fire Thousand

>3.00

Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty-fire Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

6.50
9.00
12.50
18.00

National Ticket Co.

t
o i?lt

5.00

Fool-Proof Splicing Machine
FOR

Laboratory

Exchange
Theatre
Price:

$ 7.50
fee

Felder

er

Ask

A*

^

Tour

Dealer

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
East 155th Street
New York

Office

distributor visitor to the
Simplex plant was L. H. Francis, general sales manager of the Teco Prod-

ucts Manufacturing Company, Loeb Arcade
Building, Minneapolis, which holds the- distributing franchise for Simplex in Minnesota, the Dakotas, Northern and Eastern

Iowa and Northern and Western Wisconsin.

Mr. Francis, who, with George Feinberg,
organized the Teco Company, took occasion
to bring a batch of Simplex orders in person to the home office and to see that the
Simplex orders already at the factory were
started moving.

for this popular projector in its territory
that Messrs. Feinberg and Francis are planning on a cross-country motor truck delivery service in order that the theatres
waiting for installations may not be inconvenienced by the service characterizing the several transportation companies
today.
Mr. Francis reports that the Teco Company has just taken over the franchise for
the
National
distribution
in
theatres,
schools and churches of the “Safe and Sure"
fire extinguisher, early advance orders on
which indicate that this will prove a most

popular accessory.

Boston Simplex Manager Here.

GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
359-363

Home

RECENT

Order for 125 Simplexes.
At the present time the Teco Company
has orders for at least 125 Simplexes at the
factory, and so great has been the demands

shamokin. Pa.

Write

A

Ticket,

colors, accurately

Sam Merchant,
City

for years with the

Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation and known to
practically every film man and exhibitor in
New England, is now the manager of the
Boston Motion Picture Supply Company.
This company, of which Harry Asher, also
late with the Famous Players Company is
the head, has just opened up its new headquarters

at

69

Church

street,

Boston.

Mr. Merchant spent several days at the
Simplex factory, and reports that the theatres in the cities of Fall River and New
Bedford are rapidly following the lead
taken by other New England cities in installing Simplex.
Among recent installations are those for the Boston Theatre (a

Keith house), and the Congress Hall Theatre.

Mr. Merchant brings with him to his new
the best wishes of hundreds of
friends throughout New England, while Mr.
positioit,

Asher, since severing his connections with
Famous Players Company, will devote a
great deal of his personal attention to

FEDERAL FEATURE
EXCHANGE, INC.
436 West 52nd Street,

New York

the affairs of his company.

City

OFFERS McCLURE’S
SEVEN DEADLY SINS
Envy

Ann Murdock

Sloth

Charlotte Walker

Wrath

H. B. Warner
Shirley Mason
Nance O’Neal
Holbrook Blinn

Passion

Greed
Pride

f

Seventh Sin..

.

Reels $50
“
50
**

5

“

5
5
5

**

“

50
50
50
50

Nance O’Neal
Holbrook Blinn
H. B.

The above

5
5

price

Prints

**

7

70

Warner

includes posters and
In good condition.

photos.

Webster Was Also There.
Another visitor was George G. (Electric)
Webster, the dynamic head of the Webster
Electric Company, Simplex distributor in
\\ ashington, D. C., Western Maryland and
Northern Virginia.
According to Mr. Webster, the number
Simplex Projectors being installed in
and around his territory far exceeds his

of

fondest expectations.
25

A

recent order of
for use in a
Department was particu-

Mazda equipped Simplexes

branch of the

War

larly pleasing to Mr. Webster, who keeps
in close touch with the numerous government departments as is evidenced by the

large number of Simplexes now in use in
the buildings comprising the seat of Gov-

Ii^nJWrteH
Automatically supplies only such voltage as
No waste of current in ballast

arc requires.

HERTNER ELECTRIC
West 114th Street

CO.

Cleveland. Ohio

Take

a

Day

ernment.

Spoor-Thompson Has New Quarters
Spoor-Thompson Laboratories have senew quarters at 110 West 40th street
for their New York Sales Office and Service Bureau.
Phone Bryant 994.
cured
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Off and Read

“Argus Ideas”
Simplex Distributors
Visit the

TICKETS
any

its value as a
bit of sales literature is assured.

pages as issued,

permanent

July

—

It’s

Bully

HE

June issue of “Argus Ideas” has
just reached our desk. It’s a bird of
a house organ with a cover in blue
and gold with a peacock perching at the
top.

Besides breaking the glad news of the
of the Swanson
Equipment
Company by the Argus Enterprises, Inc.,
and the latter’s appointment as exclusive
West Coast distributors for Fulco products,
the contents includes many other interesting items.
Among these should be mentioned a
glance at the recent Cleveland Convention
from the spiritualistic viewpoint and a
thrilling narrative of how a compatriot of
the late Christopher Columbus was filmed in
the act of working which In these days
constitutes considerable of a crime if permitted to continue unchecked.
The new Argus lamp setter, the Argus
G. E. motor generator, a ticket chopper
that converts admissions into breakfast
food and the Lightning coin changer are
served up in a style calculated to make
every exhibitor want several and our old
acquisition

George Washington Armstrong

friend

is

cartooned in the act of bringing home the
bacon in a very classy looking grip.
Please keep us on the mailing list.

Warm

The

T

Weather Makes
Typhoon Plants Popular

HE warm

weather of the past week or
convinced theatre owners
throughout the country that it is time
to install their cooling systems to prevent
falling off in attendance during the summer months, and as a result the Typhoon

two

has

of New York has secured
the following theatres for
Typhoon cooling equipment
Levin Theatre. Coney Island, N. Y., Garing Theatre, Greenville, S. C., Imperial
Theatre, Forrest City, Ark., Glendale Theatre. Glendale. Cal., Kinema Theatre, Fresno, Cal., Atkins Theatre, Maryville, Cal.,
Amber Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa., Peoples
Park Theatre, Paterson, N. J., Colonial
Theatre, Egg Harbor, N. J., Coliseum Theatre, Marseilles, 111., Carden Theatre, Washington, D. C., Batesburg Theatre, Batesburg, S. C., Richmond Theatre. Richmond,

Fan Company
from

orders

Ind.,
L. I.,

Nassau

Rock

Hill,

Theatre, Port Washington,
Strand Theatre, Danis, Cal., Novelty
Theatre, Martinez, Cal., Palmetter Theatre,
S.

C.,

Weingarten

Theatre,

Brooklyn, N. Y., New Majestic Theatre,
Kenosha, Wis., Rylander Theatre, Americus, Ga., Central Motion Picture Corp.,
Danville,

111.

Monsoon Draws Big Crowd
at the

O

Cleveland Convention

NE

of the most interesting and popular exhibitions at the recent Cleveland convention was the demonstration of an eight-foot Monsoon blower in
the lobby of the Hotel Winton, personally
conducted by “Monsoon” Dailey, president
of the Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.

This enormous blower was so perfectly
balanced that a little ten-inch desk fan
propelled the blades at a good rate of
speed.
The novel demonstration aroused

amount of interest among the exhibitors at the convention and drew goodsized crowds. Air. Dailey had many interesting things to say about this system,
which is designed especially for theatre
cooling and ventilating, and the demonstration led to the signing up of several
big orders.
“Monsoon” Dailey is going to make an
a great

extended trip through the South very soon
to get acquainted with the exhibitors in
that section of the country.
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DO

IT

NOW

BUY THESE NEW LIGHTING FIXTURES
AND PLASTIC RELIEF ORNAMENTS
You’ll be surprised at the
attractiveness

added

which can be

your lobby or

to

in-

by the use of our
plastic relief ornaments and
terior
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PRINTING
Stationery
Labels (all kinds)
Inspection Cards
Invoices
Booking Sheets
Contracts
Ledger Sheets

Cash Records
Report Sheets
Heralds

fiberolitic lighting fixtures.

Circulars

An

Disbursement Records
Weekly Reports
Monthly Reports
Salesman’s Daily Reports
Salesman’s Expense Books

Binders

be

old run

made

down

front can

look like a

to

new

one at small expense.

BEAUTIFY

your house
now. Don’t wait until your
competitor beats you to it.

—

Specialists

In drafting individual
forms or systems to
meet any requirements.

—

an expert film accountant.
At your service

Inventory Sheets
Reel Bands

SHIPMENTS MADE PROMPTLY TO YOUR
OFFICES — ANYWHERE

Write for our catalogue

&

Ross

today.

Company,

Printers

RODERICK ROSS

W&t Rational
330

Elastic belief Co.

Printers to the M. P. Trade for 20 Years

CINCINNATI, OHIO

MAIN STREET

The Heart of Your
Theatre: The Screen

448-450 N. Wells

MIIP
HARK

Chicago,

ENGINE GENERATOR SETS
are adapted for all amusement
houses and devices requiring
electric power or light,
from the smallest moving picture theatre to
the largest road show.

a

Freak

Our

TEPED

Novelty

111.

CUSHMAN

Why
Buy

St.,

complete

line

includes a wide variety
of sizes ranging
to 10
from 1

?

8tk&&f3S

KW

KW, thereby
making it possible to secure the
EXACT size out-

—

Mirroroid the Only Mercury Foil Glass Screen on
Known For Eight Years.
the Market.
Over 10,000 in Use.
Glare, But Wonderfully
Brilliant in Focus Effect.

Seamless.

THE

PRICE- IS

Pay

5 Years.

IMPORTANT!

Two Grades — Medium,

Why

of 60

Can Be Washed and

Guaranteed for

75c.;

Heavy,

95c.

per Square Foot.
Foot for Someone’s

in-

demand.
ments
You have your choice

No

Rollable,

which your

dividual require-

You Will Notice There

Test a Morroroid Sample.
Is

fit

ting

down

the voltage at arc,

or 110 volt equip-

ment, with resistance for cutor 32 volt equipment, which is

adapted for Mazda Projector Lamp.

The

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT and

GOVERNMENT
i’icture

Work.

use

Cushman Engine Generator

the

CHINESE

Sets for Motion

Could you ask for a better recommendation?

$1.25 or $2.00 a

Overhead Expense?
Write or Wire
United Mirroroid Manufacturing Corporation
725 7th Avenue
NEW YORK CITY

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS
938 N. 21st

St.

Lincoln, Nebraska
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The Burned-Out Simplex
Building Again in Shape

Use

Reco

Color Hoods

r

pHE

INSTEAD OF
DIPPED LAMPS
Fit*

5,

Infinitely better,
more lasting and
cheaper in the

25

10.

and 40 W.

Lamp,

Made

long run.
of natural colored

blown glass.
Do Not Fade or Wear Out

Reynolds Electric Co.
426 S.

Talman

Ave., Chicago,

111.

AMERICAN
jfotoplaper
(Trade-Mark Registered)
Write for Catalogue

The Musical Marvel

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER
West 45th

62

CO.

New York

Street

City

Your DEVELOPING, PRINTING
and TINTING
attention of expert laboratory hands, and the finished product will
meet with your entire satisfaction if you
will receive the

—

five-story factory building at 327-

East

329

Thirty-fourth street, New
York City, belonging to the Simplex
factory group, and which was destroyed by
fire on January 31 last, is again quite
ready
for occupancy, according to a recent announcement by E. M. Porter, general manager of the Precision Machine Company.
“The trade will remember,” said Mr. Porter, “the many wild rumors that were sent
in action all over the country concerning
our manufacturing conditions immediately
following the fire, which destroyed only
one building, the loss of which could not
possibly put us out of business, as our
main factory is located in the twelve-story
J[

Phone: Central 2347

1005 Mailers Bldg.

IS

The Best Equipment

Chicago

Is

YOUR LOBBY
YOUR SHOW WINDOW
MAKE THE BEST OP
W«

Write Us and

Menger, Ring
806 West

Forty- Second

New York

These men can design a good
Let them plan yours.

house.

15,012

Motion Picture Theatres

—no

Uh

more.
our addreartM
seme* and aare 80 to 0061 in portage.
list, of State Right. Buyer.,
Supply Dealer,

In the
or tut

City

District of Columbia
ZINK & SPARKLIN, lac.
Homey Bid*., Waahln*tea, D.
Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT

»4J

C.

1114 Kreare Bid*., Detroit, Mich.

C.

HOWARD CRANE

Gri.wold Bid*., Detroit, Mick.

166

Missouri

& Brother
Theatre Architects
Carl Boiler

RIDGE BUILDING, KANSAS CITY, MO.
CoBiBltiDti to other architect*.
Adrlion

to

ownen

•pedflcatlona

regarding plana *mt
contemplated theatrea.

of

New

York

EUGENE DE ROSA
110

West 40th

Street,

New York

Pennsylvania

RITCHER-LEE COMPANY
32 South 17th 8U, Philadelphia, Pa.

W. ALBERT SWASEY, Inc.
Architects and Engineers
101

PARK AVENUE,

N. Y.

SPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL WORK
No Char*e for Pr.lt miliary lirrWm

The Moving Picture World

IT

& Weinstein
Street

Advertised in

You How

Will Tell

ARCHITECTS

Roof and Floors Completed.

CO.

Also

United State.

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND
SUPPLIES

WRITE FOR CATALOG

and Produce™.

Motion Picture Directory Co.

“THE BIOSCOPE”

244

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL

West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
Phone: Bryant 8138

ST.

CO.

LOUIS. MO.

The Representative Weekly Joornal of
the British Film Industry
Of taeolal Interest to

all

who buy

or aell

STUDIO TO LET

Film.

OFFICES:

85,

Also

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W.I.

(All Equipped)
Building in New York

80x250,

Specimen copy free on request.
One pound ten .hilling. (Gold).

Foreign Subscriptions:

City

Fitted Up
Street New York City

Which Can Be

Factory Exchange: 17 Wert 44th
Vanderbilt 5610

R0MAYNE COMEDIES
Amen*

the Beat Twe-Beelera en the Market

WRITE OR WISE

ROMAYNE SUPERHLM

CO.

LOS ANGKLSS

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The
Leadin*. Independent Or*an ef Italian Film Trade

FOReIiN

'

COUNTRIES

SIX

DOLLARS A YEAR

Advertisements: Tariff on application.
Editorial Offices:

TURIN

THE CINEMA

(Italy)

—Galleria

Naxlonale

PROPERTY GAZETTE

W. I. London, England
YEARLY RATE: POSTPAID, WEEKLY, $7.25
SAMPLE COPY AND ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
30 Gerrard Street,

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8IH
The Cinematograph

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
Exhibitor.’ Auoclatlon of Qmt Britain

AIPN3PPN
CPPLI NQ

SYSTEM

your
theatre

-

all

Ireland,

Ltd.

PAY

summer

Send for Booklet

6

Philadelphia Office:
703 Finance Building

45 it.
YORK,

7o Wert

and

1920

THEATRE

The fire did, however, slow us
down somewhat, which was quite natural.

“We are pleased to announce that the
roof and new floors in the burned building
are now completed and that shortly some
of the departments that- were temporarily
housed in the main factory building will
again occupy their former locations in the
new building. The new building plans afforded us an opportunity of embracing new
ideas for systems that could not have been
worked out in the building previous to
the fire.
“We will now be enabled to transfer our
shipping department from its present location on the twelfth floor to the ground floor
of the new structure, allowing us to entirely re-design our offices and executive
departments, which will, when complete,
occupy the entire top floor of our main
factory building.”

10,

PICTURE

building.

PLACE YOUR WORK WITH

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE

July

NEW

•July

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1920

10,
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

I

Minimum
Minimum

3c Per word for situations wanted and help wanted*
5c Per word for all commercial advertisements.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Totoritis, 5214 Harriet St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
DIRECTOR, in New York
MUSICAL
highly recommended as to his musical and execuYork
tive ability, desires engagement out of
extensive modern library of music for pictures. Ad-

AND ART

New

Apartment 5-B, 433 Central

dress Musical Director,

Park West,

New York

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.

CAMERAS,

CAMERAMAN

FOR SALE.

York

books, supplies, etc.,

City.

PIANIST-LEADER,

first-class picture experience,

“Orchestra Leader,” care M. P. World,

at liberty.

City.

MOVING PICTURE

operator desires position.
Long experienced, Power’s Simplex. James Gann,
599 Pacific St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
PROFIT INSURANCE comes when you build a
“Modern
theatre for safety, comfort and economy.
Theatre Construction,” by Edward Barnard Kinsila,
will help you insure future profits on a new theatre.

In

moving picture film.
Write for particulars to E. Suckow, Maple St„ West
Fort Lee, New Jersey.

Rector 8575.

Canton, China,
100,000 customers use our wonderful catalogue and
Movie
service for all their photographic needs.
eameras, tripods, projectors, northern lights, text

New York

FILMS WANTED.
WANTED TO BUY— Junk

City.

Compedesires change.
Excellent
tent operator motion picture and stills.
Best outfit
references from well-known producers.
Complete sets of color
for this kind of work.
Thorough knowledge of laboratory
screens, etc.
color work; Scenic box 119, care M. P. World, New

SCENIC

unswerving honesty.
Write or wire your needs.
Bass Camera Company, Charles Bass, Pres., 100
North Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Chalmers Publishing Company, 516
postpaid.
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
BUILDING FOR SALE to film producers. Splendid for exhibition of films, storage, office space,
executive offices, small theatre or meeting rooms.
Formerly used by and built for a hank, equipped in
splendid style, size 35x98, located on 34th St.,
New York, near subways. Possession, full facts.
Fred E. Sturgis, 14 Wall St., New York. Tel.

$3

PROJECTIONIST, photographer, desires position,
Chas.
theatre or studio. Have own movie camera.

$0.50
$1.00

FROM CANTON,

ETC.,

ILLINOIS,

POWERS, SIMPLEXS, Mazda

Lampmutflts, transformers, 24-inch exhaust fan. Universal motor, and
theatre chairs. Theatre Supply Co., 124 West 45th

to

St.,

City.

from war camps, booths, maand entire equipments furnished at half
original cost.
Write your requirements. J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.

chiaes

etc., all at sensational moneysaving prices.
Write for this valuable, F-R-E-E
David Stern Company, "Value,
catalogue today.
service, satisfaction since 1885,’’ Chicago, 111.

NOW READY—The

New York

OPERA CHAIRS

CARBONS FOR SALE—750
Carbons, ^xl2 50 sets.
Theatre, Defiance, Ohio.
;

New

Miner Ultrastigmat
F :1.9 lens for motion picture cameras price In
barrel, $75. Quotations for mounting on any camera
on request. Send your orders In now. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Charles Bass, PreB., 109 North
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Soft Cored National
C. Carbons, Elite

Write A.

;

STANDARD

CINEMA

CAMERAS.

FILMS FOR SALE.
Wm.

America’s
built on

Our tremendous business

Largest Dealers.

Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the

REEL Mack

Sennett Comedies and 5-2 reel
S. Hart westerns, first-class condition, with
ample advertising on each. Bargains. Queen City
Feature Film Co., 2212 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati,
18-2

Ohio.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

^

THE FOUNDATION OF PRESENT-DAY

MOTION

PICTURES

STANDARDIZED
CAMERAS
PERFORATOR

PRECISION
MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT

PRINTERS
SPLICER

SUPPLIES

The A utomaticketSystem Stops
B ox Office Leaks & Losses

Ask

For Motion Picture Labo-

ACCESSORIES

ratories, Studios ,
,

Theatres

L/s

About

It

PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
______

new york

BELL
1801-11

_

CO.
& HOWELL
CHICAGO

Larchmont Ave.,

losamgeles

Automatic Ticket Selling & Cash Register Co.
17

80

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

I

B. F.
PORTER

PUTS MORE LIGHT ON BROADWAY

LARGE SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Spot Light, Robin’s Cinema Time
and Speed Indicators, International Special Screen and Special Booth at CRITERION THEATRE,
44th ST. and BROADWAY, The MARVELOUS PROJECTION of “WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE” is
PERFECT from ail VISUAL ANGLES.
B. F.

B. F.

installs

PORTER, EXCLUSIVE EQUIPMENT,

729-7th AVENUE,

at

49th STREET,

NEW YORK

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Come and

visit

our Slide Library

July

10,

1920

at

BESELER LANTERN
SLIDE CO.,

Inc.

131 East 23rd Street
New York, N. Y.
Manufacturers and renters of Slides on every

If

Eastman Film was not

as

good as

Park, where

conceivable subject.
factured,

PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE!
Have your photo put on

large as

a slide.

it

Park

is

Kodak

is,

it

is

manu-

would not be
it is

as

— and Kodak

the largest photo-

graphic manufacturing

AMERICA’S FINEST

plant in th° world.

LABORATORY
NOW

DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA’S FOREMOST PRODUCERS

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
H.

J.

STREYCKMANS, Managing

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Director

PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE,
OPPOSITE 129TH STREET

N.

J.

Telephone: Morsemere 621-622

UNIVERSALS— BASS SERVICE
Latest

and Best Universal Internal Dissolve
Com-

Model Camera. Equal to any made.
plete with Tessar 3.5 lens. List, $518.
price, $467.

Bass

Newest enclosed top Universal Pan and Tilt
Tripod. A marvel of excellence. List, $120.
Net price, $108.
Used 200-foot Model Universal Camera. Tes-

F :3.5

Bass price, $275.
The famous Minor Ultra Stigmat F:1.9 lens
sar

lens.

BOUND VOLUMES

List, $430.

in Bbl. $75. Mounts from $15 up.
“Behind the Motion Picture Screen.” A complete treatise on motion picture taking and
making. Postpaid, $3.65.

Let Bass supply your motion picture equipment.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
CHARLES BASS,
109

NOW READY

President

North Dearborn Street, Chicago,

III.

OF THE

MOVING PICTURE

WORLD
JANUARY-MARCH,

1920

WRITE FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICE LIST

Standard Theatre Equipment Company

$2.25

“HOUSE OF QUALITY”

FIRST STREET
MARTINS FERRY, OHIO
504 NO.

DEALERS

IN

MOTIOGRAPH MOVING

PICTURE MACHINES, SPEER CARBONS,
MIRROROID SCREENS, and EVERYTHING
FOR THE MOVING PICTURE THEATRE.

WE

YOU NEED THIS COMPLETE AND
ACCURATE RECORD OF FILM EVENTS

SELL ON INSTALLMENT PLAN

Chalmers Publishing Company
516 Fifth Avenue,

New York

fuly 10, 1920

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

CAPITAL $ 2.000

July

10, 1 0

000

Moore’s TheAt e k sICor i

j

TOM MOORE. Prcs.ocnt.
CCSC«AL crnccs RiALTO TMCATAC

FRANKLIN 3730

BUILDINO.

'AC/ty*.

57,920

4?

April £6, 1920.

0
09

p»

%/? C

°!HC

Nicholas Power Company,
90 Gold Street,
lk>* York City,N.Y.

Good Will

Attention of Mr. Will C. Smith, General Manager .

Gentlemen:
am about to begin the construction of two additional theaters
am most naturally concerned as to whether or not I will be able
to ge\ six of your latest model machines.
I will not require them for four
or five months, but, knowing the demand for your machine, want to get my order
in early.
Ae

in this City,

I

I

have, as you know, been using. your machines for the past 15 years, during
which time I have of course tried about every machine manufactured, with the
result that I have always had to replace 6uch other makes with Powers to be sure
I had the best. I am- taking no chances of further experimenting
hence the above
order.

Puilt
Into
is

.1

—

r

look upon your concern as not only having the best and the most reliable machine
on the market,
but the matter of personal service and attention that follows
the sale of your machines is one that gains for you full confidence of the
purchaser. Your accomplishments in the direction of putting a perfect picture
on the screen and in the durability of your outfit are especially deserving of
my high praise.

Power's

I

Projectors

"More power to .the Powers."

Kith thanks for past and future courtesies, believe me to be
Very
very sincerely yours,

4^ 0%

TK:WG.

President,
Moore's Theaters Corporation.

No. 3
I

— Fifteen

Years Co-operation

look upon your concern as not only having the best and the most
1

reli-

able machine on the market, but the matter of

personal service and attention that fol-

lows the sale of your machines

\ that gains

for

you

full

is

one

confidence of

the purchaser.
Your accomplishments in the direction of putting a perfect picture on the
screen and in the durability of your outfit are especially deserving of my high
praise.

/

FOUNDED BY

J.P.

CHALMERS IN 1907

WILLIAM

I

DeMILLE'S
PRODUCTION

I

OF

*?

1

Prince

THOMAS

MEIGHAN
FROM THE PLAY BY EDWARD PEPLE
SCENARIO BY OLGA PRINTZLAU.

jz^ Cparamount^irtcraft
Cpicture

A

story oF love
among the artists

that brims over
with human sympathy and emotional appeal
FAMOUS PLAY AS-LASKY CORPORATION

,

1

{Published by

J

L halmers
A

Weekly.

{Publishing

Company 516
,

{fifth oAvenue

,

DVewVork

Subscription Price: United States and its Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $3 a year; Canada, $3.50 a year; Foreign Countries (postpaid),
$5 a year. Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Copyright, 1920, by the Chalmers PubUshlng Company.
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Motion Picture Certainties
/^ERTAINLY

about the one crop that
requires no cultivation, but just as certainly a
worth while crop of anything else requires a pretty
A crop of box-office receipts for
steady cultivation.
To get a full and constant crop of these
instance.
wild oats

is

RITCHEY

posters are essentially necessary. That’s
certain, because the amount of box-office receipts vary
in direct proportion to the quality of the posters used,
and the greater their advertising value, the greater the
ticket sales. That’s certain!

That the

RITCHEY

poster always has the
likewise certain.
It

maximum

advertising value is
is certain
because the RITCHEY LITHO. CORP. is the greatest
organization of motion picture poster advertising experts, poster artists and poster printers in the world.
Certainly the poster these men execute is attractive,
and it is certainly convincing.

The

exhibitor is certainly entitled to have them, and
certainly he will get them when he demands them in
no uncertain terms. But he will never be certain of
having them unless they bear the RITCHEY trade
mark, for then only is it certain to be a genuine
RITCHEY poster!

RITCHEYNEW LITHO. CORP.

406

WEST

3 1st

STREET,

YORK

PHONE, CHELSEA

8388

17, 192
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The Second Month
The

following

Paramount Pictures will be

released by the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation during October:
Cecil B. DeMille’s

"Something

Douglas MacLean

in

"The

to

Think About"

Jailbird"

*

Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle in "The Round-Up"

Maurice Tourneur’s “Deep Waters"
William

S.

Hart

Ethel Clayton in

in

"The Cradle of Courage"

“A

City Sparrow"

“Held by the Enemy’’

William

Gillette’s

“A

House" with Bryant Washburn

Full

"The

Restless

Charles
THOMAS

Ray

in

H. INCE, Production

Sex" with Marion Davies

“An

Old-Fashioned Boy’’*

lllilllN^

Jesse L, Lasky
— presents —

Cecil B.
DeMille s
PRODUCTION-

H UMAN

BEINGS, wherever he

finds them, are DeMille’s characters.
of whatever quality, is his story. That is why his pictures always succeed, always strike deep into the heart.

Human

life,

In “ Something to Think About ” he has gone into simple humanities,
transfiguring into a marvelous motion picture the material of life as we
live it, making an appeal to the emotions that none can resist.

The cast includes Gloria Swanson, Elliott Dexter, Theodore Roberts,
Monte Blue, Theodore Kosloff and Julia Faye.

A

CpuUweS

-LASKY CORPORATION Ml
FAMOUS PLAYERS
liQTs
DE MILLE
LASKY
ADOLPH ZUKOR

Pres

JESSE

L

Vice Pres.

'MEW
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS FAMOUS LASKY
-

CECIL 8

Doctor General

YORK..

FILM

SERVICE LTD HEADQUARTERS TORONTO

jd (paramount (picture

lAILBIRCf

W

ho captured the
and

public heart

soul with his personality
last

season?

Answer (J oyous )
Douglas MacLean!

Who

was the

biggest

comedy sensation

in

picture history?

Answer
(Shouting)
Douglas MacLean!

Who

is

so strongly es-

tablished in the public
|

mind that people
to see him?

flock

Answer
( Rising to

a roar
Douglas MacLean!
Well! “The Jailbird” is the
best he has made yet! He
lets out and goes the limit
in it! It will break some
more records everywhere
Deafening Clamor:
'

'Hooray!”

jd paramount (picture
-

!

esse
Lask
rese ts

7

GEORGE MELFORD
Producbion

1

“Nobody
a

loves

man”

fat

of

says the Sheriff (Fatty

KOSCOe

r'

Arbuckle).
wrong! For
everybody in America
He’s

buckle

( VaXty)/IrArrangement with
#

in

is

all

going to find a

/by

'"j ° seph

m

>

sc

spot

heart

his

in

Fatty in his

"The

Round Up
From the play by Edmund Day
Scenario by Tom Forman,

for
full-

first

length drama.

The play was a knockout on the stage

cause

jl (paramount (picture

warm

it’s

— be-

got comedy,

and drama, and

and

thrills

the best

love,

— some

thrills

of

ever in-

vented.

And on the screen—
Wow Words can’t
tell how big it is
!

'•fern.'*?

I

AMOUS

PI.AVI R'i l:\SKY

'

-

— —

-

CORPORATION 'jllfih

r-

PRESENT;

"Dee];
Vater;
Adapted From —
Hopkinson Smith's Nove
fcaleb Vest Master Dive]
J.

.

and from the play by Michael Morto

TOURNEUR
An idyll of New Engstormy coast, a
story of hazard and
courage and love.
land’s

Replete with the spectacular, strong in
thrills, but as close to
life and to the heart as

“The Old Homestead.
Produced as only Tourneur can produce, with
a notable cast
I;
•

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASK.Y CORPORATION

AMlniUWir«JUJ[LU3nu.^nCUlLIMIIlUi»n<>(>M

\r=rn|Tr

Canadian Distributors
FamouS'Lasky Film Service, ltd.

TORONTO

Wilt IRC
:

•

£*

*
.

WILLIAM

S.

HART

^he

Crad le
of Cou rage
From the story by FREDERICK BRADBURY
Adapted and directed by LAMBERT HILLYER.
Photographed by JOE AUGUST, A. S. C.

A WILLIAM

S.

HART PRODUCTION

(paramount
picture

—
!

C

ROOKED to the world,
but to his

pals, square.

And they called him “Square
Kelly.”

And
he

then

— ‘Tm

‘
‘

said.

Kelly to

I

through”

want to be Square

all

the world.

His mother cursed him. His
pals tried to knife him.

Square Kelly became

And

But

a cop.

then in that big battle

the hardest man-to-man fight
in the

memory

of the Bar-

bary Coast— he found that

even his

girl

was against him

makes a picture with
the same punch and depth
It all

and

reality

as

“The

Gate” and “Sand.”

Toll

'

l,

r

<

*
'

l,
v
-'C-v

*

»

•

'

V*

•

'

v

•

«!$,

'

‘

"

V

'

»

.

.

\&P

%
L:

Ethel Clayton
A
T

HE
stage

City

Sparrow
had meaning for her— though
the sacrifice might break her

glare of the vaudeville

— the

that

clatter of jazz

the shouts of the audience. These
fed her senses as she

the apache dance that

heart

Men and women will understand, and weep. And then, at

danced

was the

talk of the town.

air

—

they will smile again.
For the story is made up of those
elements that touch the truest
things in every heart. An Ethel
the end,

—
—

Then

the open country clean
and an
real human beings

offer of true love.

refuse

What made her

—try to renounce

By Kale Jordan
Directed by

Sum Wood

all in life

?

.

Clayton picture de-luxe.

•

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

*

ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres JESSE LLASKY VkePres

CECIL B DE MiLLF.

Director*

m

Scenario by

Clara Genevieve Kennedy

1 1

1r|S|

i

a

A

M

With

jack: holt
AGNES AYRES
WANDA HAWLEY
and

LEWIS STONE

WILLIAM GILLETTE
DIRECTED BY DONALD CRISP

From the play by

SCENARIO BY BEULAH M AM E

DIX

Presented by^Jesse L.Lasky

jd y>aramoi
Clarence
Geldart

Walter
k.

Hiers

Brower
K- 5

•'

'**

'.'Y
=

,V-

.

'

£

Robert
Cain

/

yOT

a war picture, but a love story of
beauty and melodramatic strength.
\jth the ruined South as its background,
i thrilling story rises to the greatest
ejhts of

drama and

passion.

for a generation as the best of
stage thrillers, and now acted by an
cast and produced in the most
11 star

'amous

11

and spectacular manner,
diner anywhere.
fistic

it

is

a
Lewis
Stone

CORPORATION
FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY
CECIL > OB MULE DinarGtmnl W*
ADOLPH ZUKOft Tm. JK35I L LASKY
•

YOaiC-

•

J

jfljj

Josephine
Crowell

Lillian

®

Leighton

L. LAS X-Cy
UPESSE
PRESENTS /
v-

.

.

FULL
HOUSE”

'A

Starring

Bryant

Washburn
Adapted from the play by Fred Jackson

.

James Cruze

by
Scenario by

Directed

Alice Eyt-on

T

every performance
you’ll have a full house
a laughing, shouting, happy

A
—

laughing at the first scene and they
won’t stop for a week.
On the stage it kept New
York laughing for weeks, and
those who saw it can still
laugh over it. There are a
dozen complications a minhouse. They’ll

all start

and all funny and all
wholesome so everybody^
ute,

—

can have a good time.
FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION S
asoipm turn*

pw jam LUjani****! cicat KMiuxonnrywrf

l

CAST INCLUDES
Lois

Wilson

Guy Milhan
Hazel Howell
Catherine Wallace
Lottie

Williams

COSMOPOLITAN

PRODUCTIONS

Sex
The Restless
W
by

Chambers

Robert

ma.
Directed

MARION DAVIES
by Robert

Z, Leonard

jd C'paramount (picture
MM
*

- LASKY CORPORATION
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
M
"in» ~—
***
—
* r>~

*** ,

,r

»-

~ti

f

Tmu

r

c

ii

*

Canadian Distributors:
Famous-Lasky Film Service, ltd., headquarters, Toronto

EMPESTUOUS, mad

with youth, turbulent as the
sea, was Stephanie, smashing, in her wild rush, conventions— and men’s hearts. Forever unsatisfied,
forever craving excitement, is she a type of her sex ?

The

story created a storm of comment
lished.
The picture will cause still more.
kind of advertising.

when

it

was pub-

That’s the best

Luxurious and opulent in production, and acted by a
notable cast, including Carlyle Blackwell.

Thomas

H,

INC E
presents

Charles

RAY
m An Old

Fashioned

Boy'
By Agnes Christine Johnston
Directed by Jerome Storm
Photographed by Chester Lyons
>

A THOMAS

H,

I

NCE.

PRODUCTION,

—

Y

OU

never

know

what’s going to
happen to a fellow with 1843 ideas
when he gets wise to himself and
steps out to be a 1920 clean-up.
took a barrel of dynamite to drag
him out of the prehistoric past, but
when he did catch up with the calendar
It

Pep and punch and fun and
good old
all

human

those,

sympathies

—

it’s

the
got

and they’re the things that

have made Charles Ray pictures the
big box-office knockouts you know

them to

n

it.

be.

f;
/*

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPU
ZUKOR Prci JESSE L. LASKY l/nv Pmi CECIL fi.DE MULE Dirv&rQiKNi

The

H

ERE

First Eight

Paramount Pictures which will be reSeptember by the Famous Players-Lasky

are the

leased in

Corporation, inaugurating the Season of 1920-1921

——

&

-*

Adolph Zukor

Adolph Zukor

Presents a

GEORGE FITZMAUR1CE

DOROTHY DALTON

PRODUCTION
“THE RIGHT TO LOVE”
with

Mae Murray and David

in Sir

Pierre Frondaie

James

Powell

ELSIE

AN HOUR’n

Directed by Harley Knoles

Scenario by Clara

Players'Lasky Corporation Presents

Featuring

“LADY ROSE’S DAUGHTER”

ALMA RUBENS

Story by Fannie Hurst
Scenario by Frances Marion

HUGH FORD

By Mrs. Humphry Ward

Scenario by Burns Mantle

Directed by Frank Borzage

Cosmopolitan Productions

The New Art Film Company

in

A

A HUGH FORD

DOROTHY

GISH
in “LITTLE MISS REBELLION”
Scenario by Wells Hastings

Directed by Jerome Storm
Ince Production

Thomas H.

Production

WALLACE REID
in “WHAT’S YOUR HURRY?”

“CIVILIAN CLOTHES”
From the

Lasky Presents

Lasky Presents

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

by Harry Carr

Directed by George Fawcett

Jesse L.

Jesse L.

Presents

Ince Presents

CHARLES RAY
“A VILLAGE SLEUTH”

By Agnes Christine Johnston
Photographed by Chet Lyons

Beranger

“HUMORESQUE”

m

Thomas H.

S.

Presents

FERGUSON

Directed by

Famous Play

and Claude Farrare

Famous

Adolph Zukor

Barrie’s

“HALF

Photoplay by Ouida Bergere

Adapted from the play by

Presents

play by

Directed by

Thompson Buchanan

Scenario by Clara

*|

'•Cpirtw’S

Sam Wood

Beranger

S.

Scenario by Byron

FAMOUS PLAYE RS LAS KY CORPORATION
-

-

Canadian Distributors
Famous-Lasky Film Service, ltd., Toronto

Bv Byron Morgan

Morgan

'ill

I

‘

*

THE
THUG
EUGENE O’BRIEN

SEL7NICK PRODUCTION

THE MAID
OF MOLOKAI
HOPE HAMPTON
MOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTION

THREETOM
GOLD
MIX

COINS

FOX RELEASE

McCOY
BLUE STREAK"
HARRY CAREV
UNIVERSAL

SERIES

THE GREAT
REDEEMER
A METRO FALL SPECIAL
ARE SOME OF MR. VAN LOAN'S
FORTHCOMINQ STORIES.
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4-A-WEEKH!
Each

Series

DISTINCTLY INDIVIDUAL—
DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT—
DISTINCTLY BETTEK

SPECIAL PICTURES

such demand that those
must forfeit their contract.

!

Field

who fail to arrange start dates

NOW

SUNSET-BURRUD-SCENIC-STORIES — Built

by a

real artist in this line

eration of the greatest out-of-doors

Government — It's

!

The

Short Subjects

COMEDY AKT— In

DOMINATE

!

magazine

AND

— Co-opthe U.

S.

best.

CLAYPLAY PRODUCTIONS— A Single Keel Comedy that's in a class by
A cross between an animated cartoon and the regular character
comedy BUT different, greater and better than either. More
FUN than a circus and can never grow old.
itself.

THE THKEE WEEKLY KELEASES
market can

offer.

ent offerings.

mentioned above are the best today's
They're hand-picked from a thousand differSERIES, to be announced
is as different, as funny and as good.

OUR FOURTH

NEXT WEEK

"EVERY 'SHOW' NEEDS A SPECIAL'"
THERE'S A SPECIAL OFFICE IN YOUR EXCHANGE
CITY.

A POSTAL WILL BRING A SUMMER QUOTATION.

SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
H.

W.

Heilman

Bldg.

_

Los Angeles. Cal.

'
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S

etitors
Associated Producers are not coming into your
to

buy or

— thereby becoming your

lease theatres

We

are not going to

We

know our

and

leave

do

this in the

cities

and towns

direct competitors.

open or under cover.

of the fence and are going to stay on our side

side

yqur side to you.

TVAll of our branch managers are on duty with sales policies and

Our Home

contract forms in hand.

York

Offices are

Associated Producers haven’t anything to

We

productions.

12th

big

thirty

productions

Or, you

—

you except

— and

their big

you may buy

—

at

obtain

worth

all

in

of our productions

your

any

your option and not under

the pictures of any one, two, three or

may

individually

sell

you want.

bind into your theatre

compulsion

New

will deliver for release in the year from Sep-

producer’s picture or pictures

You may

in

you

to serve

tember

open

We

city.

more Producers.

at the

prices

are not linked

we

are

together or

averaged as to rentals.

Knowing
exhibitors

at

first

will

hand the

be

glad to

picftires

we

control our

are

making we

entire

output

—

believe

but that

decision rests with you, not with ourselves.

If

you

New York,
Home Offices,

are leaving for

sent in care of our

your hotel reservations for you

if

have your mail and telegrams

and we

will

you wire or

be glad to

make

write us in advance.

THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT - MARSHALL NEILAN -ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER - MAURICE TOURNEUR - J. PARKER READ JR.

Associated Producers
"A

Friendly Organization

729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Inc.

:

«

MARY

UNITED ARTISTS

CORPORATION

MARY PICKFORD

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS DWGKIFFITH
HIRAM ABRAMS,

PRESIDENT

!

Fi^ht starts
leaps
From a cliff into
a tree at
the villain-

The

when Dou$

they fi^ht

down

The greatest
Tight ever

thru

the treefall through
the roof of

a hut —

screened

over

the hut —
Fidht

all

Just one of the

many

punches
that make then thro

wal

th

down

mou nt
in

all

the vay

newesi picture

UK

MOLLYCODDLE"
The Sensation

of the year
StoiyW HAROLD MCGRATH
Scen^iobyTOM GERAGHTY
then over
a precipice
into the

rapids —

and over
the falls
into the
river

below.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

D.W GRIFFITH
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
Hiram Abrams, president.
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COMING — RALPH

c

cAfajor. JfieJJev.

Chas.W. Gordon MIX

the great joy that is mine
in being given this opportunity to strengthen,
broaden, and in part, recreate the characters of my

“Words cannot express

books

to

meet the demands of the

screen.

“The leavening influences of the world’s greatest
drama so vividly impressed upon me during four
years at the French Front, cannot fail to show in
a quickening action and compelling appeal in these
heart stories of

my

Northland.”

(Signed)

RALPH CONNOR.

—
July 17, 1920

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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CONNOR FEATURES

“Ralph Connor has given us every latitude in
adapting his stories so that they may be made to
tower as cinema masterpieces.
“In addition thereto we have every resource of
the Northland of civic and military government
and of finances, to the end that these big sweeping
and diversified stories of this world-recognized
author will be honestly and realistically made, each
in its own natural environment.”

—

THE DOMINION FILM

CO.,

Inc.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Another stage
hit that never

misse4

A spieled-

fire,

picttfnx^tioi}

of

ttje

lunpu? JNeil Ibui^ess

A MaurkeTourneur
Now

ir.

av^il^ble ior first

plw.

Frodtjction

tun releases

^yjnbilor:-

Vu

releases, ir

No

hov you are stocked up on tegular
you boss your ownbocking^ and want a live wire on

A-/

matter

your screen, for a week or longer, write us your available time
and we will take care of you at the right terms. Nothing
shorter than weekly first runs will be booked at present
1
First ir) first served.

.

Qf epurse you know
career

’rful

rprnnli: p>\;
RmL-f* records
Broke
everywhere for twenty years. Don’t take
our word for it. Ask any manager who ever played it.
Cl
*1

Maurice Tourneur never made a better picture. A perticket booth draught. Story replete with
the humors and sentiments of home folks--an exciting day
at the
County Fair-Drama of pastoral purity and heart
interest-and, the greatest horse race ever seen on stage
•I

fect cast plus a

or screen.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS AND EXPLOITATION DETAI LS ADDRESS
McCarthy and MITCHELL
jfoesir cp
44

y

Cable Address
\Crosmith

Suite 807 Longacre Bldg.

New York

City

Long Distance Phones:
Bryant 5293, 5294
8320

&

I

Bigness

— richness — impressiveness

!

These

qualities fairly leap from this unusual drama of
a drama which
society, politics and finance
offers the beautiful Yitagraph star extraordinary
opportunities for the display of her worldrecognized talents.
“The Prey” is a picture of subtle,
Its plot turns
elusive half-tones.

—

and twists.

It is

always the unex-

It has suspense.
pected, never the obvious.
Joseph Le Brandt wrote the story, and the
elaborately mounted production was directed by
George L. Sargent. Yitagraph has surrounded
Alice Joyce with a supporting cast of favorites.
“The Prey,” showing Alice Joyce at her
best in every shadow and highlight,

will

still

f “the

further increase the prestige
the silversheet."

Madonna of

_
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IHEALARf STAR FRANCHISE
Form R?I«82&0.6^0

Contract for Thirty-six (36) Photoplays, Each Starring One of the Following: Mary Miles Minter,
Alice Brady, Constance Binney, Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels or Justine Johnstone.
Season
EFFECTIVE

WITH

1920—1921
Franc hi*« No.

CONTRACT NUMBER

Branch at

Mioter

Advanca Payment

Brady

Binney

D<P<16U<1J

Hawley

Playing Date* Starting „

....

_

Daniels

INSURING YOUR THEATRE’S

EARNINGS
For next year

is

Star Franchise.

a wise move and one quickly accomplished by signing a Realart
Do not hesitate to secure this finest insurance policy of your

career, offered for a limited time only to the discriminating exhibitors of the land.
Insure your 1920-21 takings.
Plan ahead for profits. Get your box-office set
for the season! The Realart Star Franchise gives you not only the valuable
Realart stars; it also gives you protection. The six Realart stars work for you a1,

NOW

ways.

No

“do-I-or-do-I-not” puzzling under

THIS

plan

!

You know

exactly

where you stand on Realart product the very day you acquire the Franchise. It
gives you that sure feeling. Available under this Franchise
all six Realart Stars
in thirty-six productions that have these elements:

—

(1)

adequate' production,

(2)

box-office

(3)

famous authorship,

(4)

title,

^an entertaining story based on a
successful play or well-known
book,

class continuity,

(5)

first

(6)

brilliant direction,

(7)

capable supporting cast,

(8)

perfect photography,

(9)

PLUS THE STAR.

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

469

mm
1

M

CITY

284

1
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EDGAR RICE

AUTHOR

OF

TARZAN

THE

OF

APES

TARZAN
Made by
People

Who

“Tarzan

of

and

Apes,”

Romance

of

Same
Made
the

“The
Tar-

the Biggest

zan,”

Box

the

Office Attrac-

tions

of

the

Year

WILD ANIMALS
EXCITEMENT
JUNGLES
THRILLS

DAVID
729

P.

Seventh Avenue

—
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BURROUGHS

THE

ROMANCE

Big

OF

TARZAN,

ETC.

Animal

SERIAL
Stronger .Than the

Other Tarzan Stories

Because a Beau-

Young Girl Is
Tarzan’s Compan-

tiful

I

ion in the

Making

Jungle
of It a

Sensational and
Exciting Love Story

LOVE

ROMANCE
ACTION
FIGHTS

HOWELLS
New

York City

285

I V
/

1

>
l

isprj e

4MERIC4N
PLYING
"A"

f

PICTURES
=

V

S=

smo Hamilton

garita Fis
Supported by Milton

t

Sills

Bertram Grassby
and an All-Star Cast
An

unconventional
romance.

and

tantalizingly

delightful

summer

Just enough jazz to keep any audience enchanted.
The story of an unchaperoned house-party.
Deliciously daring yet delightfully wholesome.
Directed by George L. Cox.

—

It’s

a housepacker!

Get
Produced by

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY,
Samuel

S.

Hutchinson, Pres.

it!
Distributed by

Inc.

PATHE

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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motor car
submerges through
the ice and Kerrigan
escapes from prison
in one of the spec-

•"

V*

'

ST

H
s
jMBjgSyi

big

make “No. 99” the

£<

talk
-»

|

tacular scenes that

«

^umK

Make

of
it

the

town.

the talk of

1

your town.

I

i

*

TfcftTi

ijTTwi

!

!

W.W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527

FiFth

Avenue, New York Gty

Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

1

^
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"

^
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1
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LOOKOUT

Good Screen Drama

for a

to

today

fill

an open date

—not next September

Will not overlook the great

melodrama

of the

Maine woods

King Spruce
from the novel by Holman Day

Take your patrons on a joy ride

to

Give them

to the borderline of civilization.

a thrill of forest fires flaring, log
ing,

strong

men

In fact, give

dams

burst-

fighting, great love calling.

them “King Spruce.”

In Maine the Gray Circuit

because they

Maine

know

it is

is

playing “King Spruce”

the real thing.

The Beacon and

The Modern play “King Spruce” for first runs in Boston.
It plays The Regent, Kansas City, and The Regent, Pittsburgh.

“King Spruce” plays The Garrick in

and The Palace

St.

Louis

The Tabor Grand at Denver
Spokane and The Palace at New

at Buffalo,

and The Liberty

at

Orleans.

SPRUCE UP YOUR THEATRE BUSINESS
WITH “KING SPRUCE ”
Produced by

DIAL FILM COMPANY
Directed by

ROY CLEMENTS
Distributed bv

W.H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527

Fifth

Avenue. New York City

Distributing through

PATHE Excha nge Incorporated
%
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URBAN POPULAR CLASSICS
men

—

—Producers,

Exchangemen, Exhibitors like
to believe they know better than anybody else; better even
than each other, just what it is that the public wants.
All film

There was a

for all of them at Dr.
Riesenfeld’s Rivoli Theatre during the week of July 4.
liberal education

.

The audiences during that week offered especial material
for study. Not on account of the feature picture. Not on
account of any “special.”
Not on account of anything
that cannot be repeated week in, week out.
on account of two brief subjects in the Rivoli
Pictorial. These two were called “The Chemistry of Combustion” and “The Tragedy of the Praying Mantis.”
But

all

Both are from the
fied

URBAN POPULAR CLASSICS

more particularly under Urban Science

,

classi-

Series.

such rapt attention that one
did not have to be a student of audiences to notice it.

They held the audiences

in

And showed unmistakably

that high quality, high educational value in films can be so entertaining as to attract
more interest than the “acted -picture.”

Alison Smith, writing about it in the New York Globe
on July 6 compared it to a chapter from studies by Fabre,
the great French scientist.

URBAN POPULAR CLASSICS

will

add

quality

and

patronage to any theatre which plays them. They include,
among other series of classics, the famous Charles Urban
Movie Chats.

Some

Territories Still

ICINETO

Open

Buyers Write

to

COMPANY OF AMERICA
INCORPORATED

71

West Twenty-Third

Street

New York

City

GOLDWYN

PICTURES
1920-1921

i.

HP HE

Goldwyn

Pictures Corpora-

tion will release Sixty Pictures
in the

coming

year.

OLDWYN has

spared neither

effort

nor expense to put into these
pictures the finest elements that

go

into picture-making.

XT'

ROM
is

its

inception each picture

constantly

vision of

under the super-

men and women who know

the public taste, and are skilled in

meeting

it.

M

ANY
the

produced

pictures to be offered in

new season have
in

been

co-operation with the

foremost authors in the world, who
aim to give to their work on the screen
the same personal vitality, the same
imaginative and emotional quality
that they have given to their works
in other media.

E

ACH

picture

thus

produced

is

subjected to the severest critical

examination, from every angle, as to
its

amusement

quality, before

wyn

it

and
is

profit -getting

offered

by Gold-

for distribution.

President
Coldwyn Pictures Corporation

npHE
A

high quality of each

Goldwyn

Picture in the

coming season demands
no departure
system of unit

that there be

from

a

bookings.

A

DVANCE

showings of
Goldwyn Fourth Year
Pictures will be held in all
Goldwyn exchanges starting
July 15th.

tTFTEEN

productions

be in readiness, representing the Goldwyn product for the first fifteen weeks
The merit
of the season.
of the individual picture will
be the sole factor in every
will

transaction.

tN

the following pages you

will find complete descriptions of the first pictures to

be offered by Goldwyn.

The

First Fifteen

pictures will be ready for advance
viewings starting this month. They
represent the Goldwyn product for
the first fifteen weeks of the exhibitor’s season.
Each is listed with a
brief and salient description.

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS’
powerful drama

The

Penalty

Directed by Wallace Worsley

This picture will inevitably be classed as one of the outstanding and most powerful productions ever made.
Lon Chaney, whose famous performance in “The
Miracle Man” has established him as one of the greatest
character actors on the screen

A

master criminal.
wasted.

is

featured as the legless

on which no superlative

picture

is

PAULINE FREDERICK
in

X
Madame
By

Alexandre Bisson
Directed by Frank Lloyd

“Madame X,” famed

as one of the greatest stage sucbeen picturized with even more dramatic
power with Pauline Frederick in the most satisfying
role of her career.
“Madame X” will be talked about
by everyone who sees it.

cesses has

MARY ROBERTS RINEHART’S
famous

It’s

story

a Great Life

Mason Hopper
You’ve been waiting for another “23^ Hours Leave.”
“It’s a Great Life” even surpasses the author’s other
success. This comedy sensation throbs with love and
dances with humor. It holds the interest all the way.
Directed by E.

MADGE KENNEDY
in The

Girl

the Jazz Heart
With Robert
Shannon
By

Directed by

Lawrence Windom

Timed

to the minute this picture is a story of a girl
with a jazz heart who jazzed her way into one of the
most interesting of screen romances. It is Madge

Kennedy

at her

charming^.

JACK PIGKFORD
in The

Had
Man Who
By Ben Ames

Everything
Williams

Directed by

Alfred E. Green

Jack Pickford,

in this

new and

play, plays the part of a

highly original photo-

young man who has every-

thing he wants in the way of fortune, but a blind man
and a pair of beautiful eyes show him the error of his
ways. A big picture.

TOM MOORE
*171

Officer 666
By Augustin MacHugh and Winchell Smith
Directed by

Harry Beaumont

Tom Moore puts on his official dignity in “Officer 666,”
a picturization from the Cohan & Harris play which set
Broadway laughing for more than a year.

A REGINALD BARKER

Production

The Branding

Iron

From the successful novel by
Katherine Newlin Burt
Directed by

Reginald Barker

Adapted by

J.

G. Hawks

Three hundred leading newspapers are now running
“The Branding Iron” as a serial story. Millions are
reading the novel. As picturized by Goldwyn it is one
of the sensational and inspirational dramas of the
screen. Those who have seen it say that this picture
will be boomed by exhibitors everywhere it is played.

GOLDWYN
PICTURES

MABEL NORMAND
in

to Rosa
What Happened
Lenore Curran
By
Peart

Directed,

by

Victor Schertzinger

Mabel Normand has the part of an overworked, tired,
girl who, through adventurous circumstance and

shop

a fortune-teller, finds love and happiness in
will like

Mabel Normand

in this

new and

life.

You

original role.

BASIL KING’S
Powerful Super-Drama

Earthbound
Directed by

One year

in

T. Hayes Hunter
production, “Earthbound,” as powerful as

is destined without question to go
photoplay annals as one of the masterful sensations of the screen. A mere descriptive paragraph can
in no way acquaint you with the bigness of “Earthbound.” You will judge it when you see it.

its

title

down

suggests,

in

REX BEACH’S

Famous

Story

The North Wind’s

Malice

Directed by

Paul Bern and Carl Harbaugh
This is destined to rank as one of the most powerful of
Rex Beach’s blood-stirring photoplays. It is a tremendous drama of human emotions with the action
laid in the wilds of Alaska, which Mr. Beach portrays
with startling vividness. There is a moral to this story
which enhances the great human conflict on which it is
based.

Milestones
by

Arnold Bennett and Edward Knoblock
Directed by

Paul Scardon
As a play, “Milestones,” is known in every city in
America as an outstanding success. As a picture portraying family life, it will appeal to the emotions of
every patron.

GOLDWYN
PICTURES

WILL ROGERS
tfl

Hutch
OldGarret
Smith
By

Directed by

Clarence G. Badger
Will Rogers’ inimitable and droll self is once more with
us in “Old Hutch,” a Saturday Evening Post story that
is suited to Rogers as Rogers is suited to your patrons.
It means one step more in the development of this swift

moving

star.

J. Parker Read, Jr., presents

HOBART BOSWORTH
in

His

Own Law
Directed by

Irvin Willat

Hobart Bosworth is conceded to be the most powerful,
dramatic male star in pictures. This J. Parker Read
production presents Hobart Bosworth at his absolute
best. Goldwyn presents “His Own Law” to you with
the conviction that

it is

a truly worth-while production.

JACK PICKFORD
in

Just

of College
Out
By George Ade
Directed by

Alfred E. Green

A

typical Jack Pickford picture and a zippical George
Ade story. With all the pep and dash that goes with

the two names.
“Just Out of College” shows Jack
Pickford in the best role of his career. Your patrons
will say so.

MADGE KENNEDY
in

The

Highest Bidder
Acfapted from

THE TRAP
By Maximilian Foster
Madge Kennedy in “The Highest Bidder” promises to
surpass her former comedy achievements. “The
Highest Bidder”
popular sort.

is

a sympathetic love story of the ever

GOLDWYN
PICTURES

”

Future Productions
A REGINALD BARKER

BASIL KING’S

Production

Famous Novel

Black Pawl

The

By Ben Ames Williams

The
By

Mary Roberts

Christian

Rinehart’s

Famous Novel

Hall Caine

A

*

The Great Lover
By Leo

Law

Eternal

Ditrichstein and Fred

Poor Wise

Man

MABEL NORMAND

in

Head Over Heels

and Fanny Hatton

By Edgar Allan Woolf

*

SHADOWS

A

Tailor

Made Man

Suggested by the story “
By Nalbro Bartley

By Harry James Smith

TOM MOORE

*

in

Six Seconds of

The Concert

Darkness

By Herman Bahr

By Octavus Roy Cohen

*

Bunty

Pulls the Strings
By Graeme Moffett

BETTY COMPSON
Prisoners of

in

Love

By Katherine Henry

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS’
Famous

Yellow

Men

story

and Gold

*

WILL ROGERS
Irvin S.

From

story

in

Boys Will Be Boys
By

REX BEACH’S
Famous

*

the

Cobb

play

By Charles O’Brien Kennedy

The Net
MADGE KENNEDY

*

PAULINE FREDERICK

Roads

of

Destiny

By O. Henry

GOLDWYN
PICTURES

in

What

in

the Doctor

Ordered
By Oliver Bailey

I

!

HIP!:'
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From The Play
That Stole The
Publics Heart
A

comedy

that travels
“on high” from the first

flicker to the final
amazing

climax. Tom

Moore’s gayest and most
lovable role.

Samuel Coldwyn Presents

TOM MOORE
Stop Thief
Tlie

COHAN & HARRIS

notable stage success by

CARLYLE

Directed by

Harry Beaumont

MOORE
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P?/fore Productions
Present

r
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V

hy

PH /Aite
1

^jRe.f&a.S'ed for

foQWXQP f/LM P/STQ/B UTOQS, //vc.
J. JOSEPH SAMETH Pres.
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YORK C/TY

//o y/est
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THEYLL ALL WANT TO GET IN
TO SEE HEF^
INIMITABLE

FAY TINCHER
A SEASIDE

^Jnd the Christie Comedy

SIRENS
Laughs As
Countless

As Sands
of the Sea

'

r

-

..

.

l

.

yr^P,

,

:

psisg
r.

o

ITS

BRAND

NEW

HI
Corporation of America’

""uimimnDillI

729 Seventh ^ve. J/ewlark,
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PICTURES)

NATIONAL PICTURE THEATRES, i»
CALL? ATTENTION TO

SEVEN BIG PRODUCTIONS

NOW PLAYING OR READY TO PLAY

Distributed by Select
“JUST A WIFE"
From the Stage

Play by

Directed by

EUGENE WALTER

|

HOWARD HICKMAN]

“BLIND YOUTH"
From the S

(age Play by LOU TELLEGEN and
Directed by TED SLOMAN

WILLARD MACK

“THE INVISIBLE
DIVORCE"
BURTON WELLS
By LEILA

Directed by

NAT

C.

DEVERICH and THOMAS MILLS

CONWAY TEARLE in
“MAROONED HEARTS"
BROWNE
GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD

By LEWIS ALLEN
Directed by

“THE PALACE OF

DARKENED WINDOWS"
By

MARY HASTINGS BRADLEY

Directed by

HENRY KOLKER

“OUT OF THE SNOWS"
PRODUCTION
A RALPH INCE CORBETT
By

“WHO

E.

LORD

AM

I

MAX BRAND

From the

Novel by
Directed by HENRY

KOLKER

Franchise

Get a

At Any Select

Office

NATIONAL PICTURE THEATRES,
LEWIS

? ”

J.

SELZNICK,

729 Seventh Avenue,

Inc.

President

New York

City
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Lelia drew herself2
up proud lij ."If ljouhave

-

ouibe finished

,

we will £o.

nob bake ijouv

I will

againskhis

;

word

ijou shall bell

him tomorrow what you
have just told me. Open
the door and
•

hake me tack!'

•

•/

j

you hack
bo him - tomorrow.” Hi s*
voice grew hoarse with

you

back to him as he sent
N ancij back to me,
twenty years a#o. He
can haveijou tomorrow.
,

Tfieiv

Second Big Special
Feature, an adaptation

of Bvadleq ICingV

Smashing

stovtp

!

I mill bake

passion ."I will send

*

BEYOND THE

ops

mm
Ho7U^o<xJ
Californio

DIRECTION OF LLOYD B.CARLETON

Republic Distributing Corporation
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The SPIRIT

Directed by

Every

class

has

of the

July 17, 1920

TIMES

WILLIAM NIGH
its

type in this cast

A STORY FOR THE MASSES
DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
Phone: Fordham 8330-8331

Lee Francis Lybarger, President and General Manager
2826

DECATUR AVENUE

NEW YORK

CITY

"

m

ROBERT/ON -COLE

MOON MAO
oMi Gftdiatttitient: 0 ^
land^liere ^jun^Je

desert meet

Mb

Haworth Production
Haworth

star

including Edith Storey,
2,

Joseph

Sam

Swickard, Wallace

McDonald, William Courtleigh, Clair
McDowell, Frankie Lee and Fred Starr.
A production built with lavishness and
splendor worthy of the “special” brand.

MOON MADNESS
main theme the romance of
youth, the eternal search for love and
happiness, and in the development of
has for

its

the plot the

emotions are
played upon as keenly as though he
himself were living through
the scenes
&
portrayed.

spectator’s

“"THE BUTTERFLY

MAN”

is

an intensely

interesting story of a social

aspirant who through a
combination of personality

and good looks gains
love of

women.

characterization

Cody’s
is

a novel

one, and one which

“draw them

in.”

the

will

Itisone

of the best pictures of the
year.
Exhibitors

Trade Review

IF your audiences like pictures
A

depicting high society

life,

/ou will do an extra big busi“ The Butterfly Man.”
-less with

Motion

Picture

News

.
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Coming Soon!
Katherine MacDonald
The most beautiful woman

in the

world
presented by

Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corp’n

Sam

E. Rork, President

in

and General Manager

her latest and

greatest picture

The Notorious
Miss Lisle”
From

the novel by Baillie Aldrich

Directed by James

Photographed by

J.

Young

Brotherton

Art Director, Milton Menasco

Love-Romance-Intrigue
By arrangements with
Attractions Distributing Corp’n
B. P. Schulberg, President

A

*

,r

’

‘

i|r:.

„*

First National Attraction
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Attention Franchise Owners
on the inside
your safe

Paste this

door of
—Where

it

won't get

lost

This

is

our promise

to

Sub-Franchise Holders

The day

will

come when your

First

National Sub-Franchise will be worth

more

in

dollars

and

theatre for which

it

cents than the

was purchased.

—this

and

it

is

bound

to

come

true

won't take so long either

:
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The Trade Paper of Features
Trade Follows the White Lights
UT in Omaha the Daily News calls atten-

O

tion to one of the “unsung wonders of the
film industry,” i. e., the influence in a busi-

ness way on its immediate territory exercised
by the motion picture theatre. The newspaper
points out what has been accomplished in creating new business by the attraction of throngs of
people to brilliantly illuminated streets where
previously there had been darkness and silence.
Manager Thomas, of Omaha’s Rialto,, who
sends to us the editorial which is reproduced on
another page, remarks in an accompanying note
that the newspapers of his city are unusually
friendly toward motion pictures. Very likely this
friendliness may not be entirely unrelated to the
fact that Omaha exhibitors are not unmindful of
the newspapers when making up their advertising appropriations.
“The managers of newspapers are only
human,” writes Mr. Thomas, “and while, of
course, there are instances, especially In the
largest cities, where personal contact does not
get the desired results, owing to set rules, I
believe if the exhibitors would cater to the papers
they would gradually overcome the tendency on
the part of some papers to sneer at pictures.”

O

Showing Pictures Without Music

We

Published weekly by the Chalmers Publishing Company, 516 Fifth
Avenue, New York (Telephone: Murray Hill 1610-13). President, J. P. Chalmers, Sr.
Vice-President and General Manager, J. F. Chalmesr; Secretary and Treasurer, B. J. Chalmers; Assistant General Manager, James L. Hoff; Editor,
Georg'e Blaisdell
Advertising Manager, Wendell P. Milligan.
;

;

Address

mm

E

believe all men engaged in the selling
and buying of motion pictures for showing in theatres will find matter for
serious contemplation in the advertisement which
appeared on Page 147 of last week’s issue of the
Moving Picture World. The announcement gives

full the brief but definite instructions of a
general manager of a newly formed organization
Summarized these
to his branch managers.
orders are
Sell your own pictures and leave alone those of
your competitors.
There is one paragraph especially which well
might be posted conspicuously in every exchange
“Every big, successful picture in the market no
helps us in
matter who makes and owns it
maintaining and getting proper rentals for our
own big successes.”
Certain it is exhibitors will doubly welcome a
visit from salesmen who do business along these
lines, whether they represent Fred Warren or
any other up-to-the-minute manager.

in

—

tures

picture is concerned.
In some larger houses a certain proportion of
the clientele may attend primarily for the purpose
of hearing the music, the desire to see the pictures being secondary.
The vast majority of
persons who pass the box office do so to see what
is on the screen.
do not wish to be understood as depreciating the importance of music in
the better presentation of pictures, but the
musicians in leaving their places in the pit should
bear in mind that their classification in the scheme

The

W

o
Clean Salesmanship

:

—

HICAGO

on the Fourth of July saw its picwithout music, and our correspondent in that city reports that with
few exceptions patrons seemed quite satisfied
with the situation. To witness the showing of
pictures without music is an every-day occurrence
to many men and women in the film industry.
To these the absence of music means next to
nothing so far as estimating the value of the

C

things is more of an important accessory
rather than that of an actual necessity.. The large
proportion of the public that wants to see pictures will not be stopped from so doing by an
absence of an orchestra or even a piano player.
of

correspondence to the company.
of the company is the*address of the

Girl in the

officers.

Box

Office

N

the series of articles now being printed in the
Moving Picture World from the pen of
Samuel Rothapfel, perhaps none will have more
direct concern for the average exhibitor than the
one that goes to them this week. It has to do with
the box office and the young woman who presides
over it and in it. As Mr. Rothapfel points out, here
is
where is established the patron’s initial contact with the house as an institution; here are
formed his first impressions.
“If they are the right kind of girls they will add

I

an atmosphere to your booth and to your theatre,”
says the writer after pointing out they should be
well informed, cool, courteous and rapid. “If they
are the wrong kind of girls they will cost you more
money every hour of your rush business than their
salary amounts to each week.”

Chicago Office: Suite 1021-1022 Garrick Building 64 West Ran
dolph Street (Telephone: Central 5099). James
S McQuade
v.v* ua.u C
Manager.
Los Angeles Office 610-611 Wright & Callender Building
(TeleP^° ne B r oadwa.y 4649J. A. H. Giebler, Manager.
_.
VCme-Mundial,
the monthly Spanish edition of the
Moving Picture
13 Py b ' lsIle<5 at 516 Fifth
Avenue by the Chalmers
Y r1 '
a JV.SSK
,

:

“

all

office

The

»

—

—

:
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Snappy News Secured from Sundry Sources
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Asks Repeal of

T

New York Law

Discussion of the resolution brought out
the statement that Robertson-Cole, which
is releasing “The Wonder Man,” is exacting
full payment in advance, upon the signing
of the contract, and the door is thus left
open for other distributing companies to
adopt a similar policy.

Regulating Classroom Films
HE New York State statute that no
should

films

be

run

in

classrooms

—

that are not on safety standard narrow width stock should be repealed,” says
Carl H. Pierce, vice-president of the Kineto
Company of America, Inc., in a letter to
Nathan Vidaver, chairman of the legislative committee of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry.
“Manufacturers of standard width films
are now ready to manufacture on non“The
flam stock,” the letter continues.
claim of the Victor and Pathescope people,
who manufacture narrow width films, that
standard width projection machines will
offer the teacher the opportunity to run inflammable stock, no longer obtains because
the new proposed statute can be mandatory
on this point.
“On the other hand, the children are
entitled to such productions as have al-

—

A

gate the reason for an alleged reduction in
the number of releases contracted for with
Famous Players-Lasky, and if no “satisfactory” reason is forthcoming, the committee
is to institute action to “enforce the completion of the contracts.”

Movies and
the
( From,

plans as will
this

Next came a gorgeous new candy and
cream store and a train of three or four

ice

of United Artists, Robert-

opposed to paying in full for
as an advance deposit; that we
condemn the efforts of any distributing organization attempting to force full payment from the signing of contract and that
is

any picture

|
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Day Alliance Loses
Sunday Fight in Baltimore

Lord’s

T

HE

people of Baltimore City,
Md., will vote in the autumn on
the question of whether Sunday
I
motion pictures will be permitted in
|
that place, as the result of a decision
1
handed down on July 7 by Judge
|
Soper in the Superior Court upholding
|
the action of the legislature in provid|
t ing for the referendum vote.
The action of the court is a blow
|
to the hopes of the Lord’s Day Al|
liance, which petitioned the court for
|
a mandamus to prevent the super|
visors of elections from printing the
1
question on the ballots for next No|
vember. The Alliance attacked the
|
right of the legislature to make such
|
provision. It will now take the case
|
to the Court of Appeals.
|

competitors to cater to the night trade.
No single influence has operated to cause
so many changes in the business and social
life of American communities as have motion pictures during the past ten years.
And, in general, the changes have been for
the better.

Georgia Exhibitors to Form
Branch of Nation-Wide Body

T

the members of this organization in self
defence pledge themselves not to enter
into any contract requiring payment in
full for any picture more than seven days
in advance of play dates.”
i i iiiuii

as

First the lights of the Little Gem Theatre
burst upon the gloom of business districts
after 6 p. m. and it was quickly shaded by
the electrics of the Bijou, a few doors up,
while across the street the Elite opened
for business with a glass conopy in front,
bordered with red, white and blue lights,
and, over all, an illuminated sign.

son-Cole and Famous Players-Lasky
was voiced at a recent meeting of the
Theatre Owners’ Chamber of Commerce of
New York, which was largely attended.
Criticism of the “Big Four” was expressed
in the form of the following resolution
“That the Theatre Owners’ Chamber of

g—mBwi

life in

cities, just

of “Big Four,”
Robertson-Cole and Famous

Commerce

—

town as well as in the larger
it has broadened individual
life and, generally speaking, made it more
worth while.
night

Rap Methods

C

It

|
1

|

O take definite action with relation to
the strong declaration as expressed at
the recent meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America in Cleveland and carrying the plan to organize cooperative State Leagues of Independent
Exhibitors, a mass meeting of Georgia exhibitors has been called by Willard C. Patterson, third vice-president and member of
the executive committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
Date for this meeting has been set for
Sunday, July 11, and according to telegraphic and long-distance telephone responses, Mr. Patterson declared Tuesday

1

afternoon he expected

|

of

1

|

in

T

attendance one

most

|

|
\
|

\

1
|

1
I

l
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impartially

scoring

Conference of

American Rabbis. While it commended
“the unbounded possibilities of good” of
the “legitimate drama and movie shows,” it
deplored “the frequent degradation and demoralization of the drama and moving picture to the menace of our youth and to the
peril of the nation.”

The Empire Theatre
converted

will probinto
a

temporarily

The new theatres

will be constructed on
continental model, which means that
they will be far more spacious and luxurious
than any picture theatres in England at
the present time. One of the new buildings
will seat 4,000 people and will have a symphony orchestra of at least sixty members
a degree of cinema development not before

reached in England.
The other building will be smaller and
will be used entirely for giving long runs
of certain good pictures, after the theatrical
model. A similar system has been inaugurated at the Alhambra with “Broken Blossome.” S. W. Smith, European manager
for Allen Enterprises, states that this is only
the start of their work in England.

National Association List
Tells Population of Cities

T

^

i|

HE

first authentic list of cities with
population of 15,000 or more under
the census of 1920 has been delivered
to all companies.
This was prepared in
the Washington bureau of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry
and represents a large amount of work.
For the last four months the census
bureau has been issuing daily bulletins on
the census of the cities, but no effort has
been made before to compile the list and
to segregate the cities by states, it is said.
The list as compiled by the National Association classifies alphabetically the cities
in each state, and gives the population in
1920, the population in 1910 and the percentage of increase or decrease.
In the first list sent out there are 322
cities.
That will be supplemented by an
additional list to be issued each week, giving the population of the other cities.

a

rMiiiiiiiimiiiiniiiiininiiiiinmitiiumiiiiiiiminiifiiiiiiumniMiiMiuinninniiiiimimiiiimmmiuinniiiiinnimiirc

Censorship and Politics
Look Like Twin Brothers

i

T

HEY

say politics has no connection
with film censors; that censors are
not politicians.

Be that as

it

may

Mrs. Maude Murray Miller, a member
of the Ohio Board of Censors, was in
attendance at the National Democratic
Convention at San Francisco.

|

And Mrs. Miller was on the national
committee from Ohio.
And the Ohio delegation secured
Governor Cox the nomination.
And E. H. Moore, of Youngstown, Cox
campaign manager, headed the delega-

I

tion.

1

And Mrs. Miller was appointed and
reappointed by Governor Cox.

the

drama and moving pictures was adopted on
July 1 at the annual convention at Rochester, N. Y., of the Central

Empire Theatre and the Queen’s
Hotel in Leicester Square, two wellknown landmarks of the London, Eng-

the

|

resolution

Houses

HE

theatrical district, are to be pulled
shortly.
In their place the Allen
Enterprises of Canada will erect two large
picture houses, to seat together about 6,000.
The Canadian company had hoped to begin
work on the new scheme, but the restrictions on luxury building and the general
state of the building trade indicate that it
may be some little time before the work

Rabbis Hit Drama and Screen

A

Landmarks

to Picture

down

1

|

Way

land,

representative groups of
Georgia showmen ever assembled to attend
the meeting.
the

Theatrical

cinema theatre.

changes that movies have wrought
nearly every community are among

—

discriminatory legislation."

RITICISM

try.

in

Give

is begun.
ably be

Cities

Daily News)

even some cities went dead at 6 p. m. and
dark after 9 or 10.
But today or rather tonight the main
street of any town is a white way, a product of the movies which has revolutionized

—

be necessary to obtain the rescinding of

T

HE

Omaha

the unsung wonders of the film industakes no old man to remember the
time the business districts in towns and

ready been made or are now about to be
made, both in English courses and others,
offering to them the advantages to be
obtained from these issues I cite particularly such films as ‘Macbeth,’ ‘Ivanhoe,’
‘Oliver Twist’ and others which have been
produced on standard width stock.
“I believe the hour is now come for the
proper authorities to present a new bill
on this subject to the legislature of New

York and make such other

committee was appointed to investi-

London

I

1

=

«
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Way

Kill Percentage, Declares
Exhibitor Head, Is to Leave It Alone
to

theatre owner
ownership.
is naturally jealous of his
He wants to protect his own invest-

VERY

motion picture

ment, use his
putting his
is

into his enterprise.
any inIt is natural for him to resent
To
trusion on his rights of ownership.
suggest to him that he should give up in
advance any certain portion of his profits
opinion both of his
is to entertain a low
ambition and his independence.
all feel instinctively that the man
who seeks to intrude upon our business to
the extent of asking us to share our profits

We

with him when he has no stake
property is no friend of ours.

our

in

Certain interests have advocated percenPertage booking as a fair proposition.
centage booking in the very nature of
It immethings can never be quite fair.
diately handicaps the owner of the theatre.
It establishes a precedent for rental prices
for subsequent pictures irrespective of the
extraordinary conditions prevailing with
It
the playing of the percentage picture.
is an indirect method for certain interests
to secure your theatre or to find a location
for a new theatre, if their percentage returns are sufficiently inviting.
They carry away with them detailed information as to the exhibitors business. ,
Therein lies the greatest danger of all.
In consenting to a temporary partnership
with a producer you must, at least for a
day or two, give him the full privileges of
partnership. In this way you enable him
to obtain a full accurate knowledge of your
business.

Partner in Theory Only.

No

man wants

to share the full
business with others.
Percentage booking, although it wears the
guise and semblance of partnership, is just
the opposite of what a partnership should
be.
Your partner, in theory at least, is
your friend. His interests and your interests are identical.
What hurts him
hurts you. What benefits him benefits you.

business

knowledge

How

of

his

different the situation of a

SYDNEY

S.

COHEN

President of Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America
min

mini

iniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

obtains complete information regarding
your theatre but who is not your friend
and is very apt to be a prospective competitor.

-

The way to kill percentage booking is to
keep away from it as you would from a
dose of bichloride of mercury.
Stand by your friends.
Shut your ears against even the suggestion of percentage booking. Refuse to

any argument which a
entertain
tongued salesman might offer you.

Gives Insight into Profits.

•

By

own judgment because he
own time and ihis own

money

.

303

man who

Should

Know

Picture’s

glib

of

interests

:

Result in Loss of Theatre.

the prices quoted you for the rental
of film is so high that you cannot entertain it, remember that it is the purpose
of the man with two contracts to always
If

which

Footner

films

:

May

The

at this time

may

at

West Coast

Hulbert Footner, writer of stories of the
Canadian Northwest, is the first of Metro’s
long list of recently acquired writers to
reach the company’s west coast studios in
Hollywood. He reached Los Angeles last
week and took up his residence in Hollywood, where he will remain during the
term of his contract with the producing
company. He will study the production end
of pictures from the moment the story
leaves the typewriter until it is unfolded
in film

Fox Man on Tour
Armed with complete plans of

the 1920season production
caihpaign,
Louis
Levin, special representative of Fox Film
Corporation’s sales department, has left
for Omaha, Neb., the first stop in a six
weeks’ trip that will carry him to ten of
the Fox branches in the West and Southwest.
The trip, which annually precedes
the regular opening of the new Fox season, is for the purpose of outlining to exchange managers the plans and policy to be
followed during the new year.
After completing his business at the
Omaha exchange, Mr. Levin will proceed
to Kansas City, Oklahoma City, Denver,
Salt Lake; City, Butte, Mont., Los Angeles,
San Francisco and Seattle.

21

Her Heart It Pines in the Pine Tree Bough as She Basks in the Rays of the Harvest Moon.
Scenes fron
1
t ®st Olive Thomas production, “Darling- Mine,” made
by Selznick. Guess any
be willing to call this
^ Jj® ^ Darling
heroine
and then fight to call her "Mine.” She’s a lover of pets, and loans aone’d
helping hand to a friend
<

i

In this

new

release.

be

too weak or too cautious to make a frontal
attack on your property now resort to
a roundabout way or to a flank movement.
Resent! Resent now and forever! Remedies are always late.

Cost.

involves but two
Fixing of a price mutually
transactions
fair and payment of that price. When that
The men
is through the business is done.
who advocate percentage have not taken
into consideration the fact that the exhibitor taking the risks in the days when
the future of the business was uncertain
It is my
is the backbone of the industry.
opinion that before the producer can consistently ask to be allowed to see the
books of the exhibitor to determine the
price of a picture he should be willing to
let the exhibitor go over his books to see
how much the picture actually cost him.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America must bind themselves, as per their
action in convention assembled, against the
One for
producer with the two contracts
straight rental and one for percentage
booking, because the man who has two
contracts to offer has but one to sell, and
that is percentage booking. If this organization means anything it means the prevention of any attempts by producers to
force percentage booking on the exhibitors
of the United States.

The renting

Do not enterforce the percentage one.
tain either one of the two, and especially
do I plead to the big theatre owners who
have often listened to the siren call of
the big producers.
Remember that while your contract on
percentage may have netted you a little
bit more money, do not forget the eighty
per cent., the great backbone of the business. If percentage is ever forced on him,
the ownership of your theatre is gone for
all times.

little

ooo

o
o
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111 Quake That
Kents Nobody’s Bungalow
Pat and Mrs. Dowling are visiting New York, the “Missus” coming along because her hubby was
able to rent their Holllywood
bungalow. And this is how come.
An advertisement in a Dos
Angeles paper brought only one

an

Paper Shortage Considered
It’s Fortunate McAdoodn’t
His moving picture associations would have made him sure
death to what is left of news-

to

print.

Movies

will not, in

any event,

ignored.
The
cabinetmakers are thus early selecting
a Secretary of Interiors.
Exteriors will be in charge of
the -Secretary of Agriculture.

Picture

—

Folks outside filmdom knew
little
about the Oscar Price

McAdoo

paid.

Mr. McAdoo’s entire attitude
was unfilmlike and unpolitical.

The cast for “Hearts Are
Trumps,” which Rex Ingram is

films.

in

o

Swickard will direct
Alice Dake in her new Metro
feature, “Body and Soul.”

o

drive

—

enthusiastic

to

Harry’s

in

amounts

to.

the

Post

—

to

his

feet.

may.”
Choose, Tom, your exit now.
Run, don’t walk.

“Efficiency
film job is

o

—

Don’t Overloo k Nellie Ravelt’s
& H. Theatre, July 11.

In which “women and children
not always the slogan.

Benefit, C.

first” is

——mwiwrownniMi— mwnn—nap—

iniMiimmHumwwrn—

Clip

Sateve

seeks permission to “produce if I choose or exit if I

to organize a fire drill.

'iiMiiniiiuiiiiuuiuiinnunmumminmwotinHf

publicity

Thomas Bedding

ex$l,000-a-

imiwuioitti

and Paste

For Photoplay Editors and Theatre Programs
Alfred Allen will play the part
Eph Adamson in the Bessie
the
production
of
Barriscale

Emerson Hough
Broken Gate.”

novel,

“The

Wilton Welch, recently associwith the Dasky forces, is
directing the new Max Binder
comedies. Mr. Welch is an Australian, and is the husband of

ated

Douise Eovely.

Ora Carew, now playing in the
new Clermont Photoplay being
made by Dloyd B. Carleton, has
been engaged for a leading role
in the William De Mille feature,
"His Friend and His Wife,” soon
to be filmed by Famous PlayersDasky.
Marshall Neilan

putting the
“Dinty,” in
Barry, Marjorie

which Wesley
Daw, Colleen Moore
play

the

and

Pat

principal

Mason Hopper has begun on

Elinor Fair will play the part
of Marisinah in “Kismet,” created by Rita Jolivet on the
stage.

roles.

Emory

E.

the fifth of the Booth Tarkington “Edgar” pictures.

is

finishing touches to

O’Malley,

Molina, the noted toreador of
Spain, has completed his first
two-reel comedy under the management of George R. Bentel, of
the Ascot Amusement Company.

Davenport, after a
long absence from the screen,
will be seen in a leading role in
“The Fighting Chance,” a new

ture.

Paramount

Doris

Enough!

I’ll

incor-

porate for One Dollar and
create a sensation.”
o
“ ‘Scratch My Back’ with an
All-Star Cast” is a sign Charley
Sewell lamped uptown in electric

—

lights.

o

Boston

told to call

—

salesman was
on an exhibitor in
film

Ware, Mass.
“Ware?” he queried.
in
Massachusetts,”
“Ware,
was the answer.
Massa“Well,
Ware
in
chusetts?” he demanded.
And if he had not been fired
he would have been asking until
this very day.

—

o

Fox Will Release

10 in July.

Trade Paper Headline.
In which department?
o

—

Porches of resort hotel* and
boarding houses are populated at
this season by “Neglected Wives.”

Anita Stewart has begun proof “Sowing the Wind,”
under Sir John W. Stahl, for
Dewis B. Mayer, with James MorStedman, Joseph
rison, Myrtle
Swickard, Ralph Dewis, William
Dandis, Harry
Margaret
Mong,
V.
Northrup and William Clifford in
duction

the cast.

Raymond Hatton, Russ Powell
and Doris Deane have been cast
to play in support of Mabel Nor-

mand

in her new Goldwyn
“Head Over Heels.”

pic-

ture,

Ince star.

the G. M. Anderson "Frivolities
of 1920” show, while appearing
at the Mason Opera House. Dos
Angeles, took part in Jimmy Aubrey’s new Vitagraph comedy,

Rowland Dee, formerly a film
actor, has been made a director
of the Hobart Bosworth company at the Ince studio in Hollywood, Cal.
Shooting on “Stop Thief,” Tom
Moore’s newest Goldwyn feature,
has been completed by Director

One hundred

“Eucid Intervals,” the recently
MacBeanDouglas
completed
Doris May Ince feature, has been
renamed “The Rookie's Return.”

girls belonging to

“Paradise Alley.”

Molly Malone will play oppoJack Pickford in “Just Out
of College,” for Goldwyn.

site

Dorothy Devore, just lately
the Christie Comedy Company, has been engaged as leading lady for Charles Ray in his
coming production for First National Exhibitors.

of

Dorothy

feature.

“Hold!

to say

“When Johnny Comes Marching Home” is the next Douglas
MacEean vehicle as a Thomas H.

Harry Beaumont.

Pawn,
Gerald Pring and Macey Harlam
have been engaged to support
Betty Compson in her new picJohnson,

Key Man was going on
when Melanchton cried:

A

Tom

be

—

The first thing an
Man” does in taking a

over

septillions,
octillions,
and decillions,” the

nomin-

o
‘“Stick to Your Last,’ Frank
E. Woods Tells ‘So Called Producing Companies’ ” is a tradepaper
headline
that
brings

bals.”
is

his

Now you know how much

Theatre in costumes appropriate
to “Shipwrecked Among Canni-

o

wildly

ation.

outfitting usherettes at the Astor

week.

—

Hoover and boosted

More concerned are we in the
possibility of Harry Reichenbach

real

—

The Saturday Evening Post
was

its

tillions,

against the title-readers
at the movies,
o

and gossips

It’s worn frazzly
sproket-holes.”
Melanchton meditated.
“Give us the rotation of the
higher degrees,” said he.
“After millions comes billions,” began the Key Man.
“Quadrillions, quintillions, sex-

along

nonillions

"Whispering Devils” is the
title of an on-coming photofilm.
Glad somebody is starting a

cago.

Something
pected from

—

Add to the Cheer-Ups:
Hope Loring.

are referred

of

Charles

o

“Should Kickapoo Indians Who
Are Employed as Theatre Ushers
Wear Plug Hats?” is a question
just
now worrying J. Ray
Murray, the Josh Billings of Chi-

directing
for
Metro,
includes
Francelia Billington, Alice Terry,
Joseph
Kilgour,
Frank

Brownlee,
Thomas
Jefferson,
Brinsley Shaw, Edward
Connelly and Norman Kennedy.

—

Trade Review.

Flinging Around Big
Figures Has Worn Out
the Ordinary Millions
“Before you incorporate that
new film venture, Melanchton,”
said the Key Man of the First
Class in Figures, “get off that
‘million’ stuff.

Scent.

When a careful search of the
shoes failed to reveal any further
trace of the unfortunate writer
of the note the order was issued
to drag the river.
Exhibitors’

—

showmen

—

o

They Sought the

to by many in the trade as ex-a-biters.
That’s how sprocket-holes get

be

For a man who didn’t want
the nomination Mr. McAdoo
put up a fight that compared
well with those who admitted
they did; and he finished as
good as any of them except
one.

a live stunt.

rent

o

His Secretary of State would
have become a Secretary of
Statements.

K.

Smith C. McGregor has discovered a press agent in Stamford, N. Y., who hooks up his
photoplay items with the local
paper’s obituary column.
Which same might be termed

the furnished
Dowling mansion while Pat came
The
east on Christie’s business.
Dowlings
evening before the
still
bungalow
was
started the
unrented.
Then came the earthquake that
has been somewhat press agented
in the papers hereabouts.
The
prospective renter and his wife
beat it out of the tenth story
room they were occupying in a
downtown hotel and hired a taxi.
And the Dowlings pocketed
two months’ rent in advance.
applicant
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Stage in Palmiest Days Never Excelled
in Quality the Best Types of Pictures

T

HE

motion picture

is

reaching an apex

of greatness according to present ac-

cepted standards for dramatic reprecannot forecast now what
greater heights the films may achieve with
the development of newer technical appliances and methods and the advancement of
The
the art of writing for the screen.
speaking stage, in its palmiest days, has
never excelled the quality of the highest
type of motion picture and is likely to be
outdistanced by the tremendous strides of
the latter toward the pinnacle of perfecsentation.

We

tion.”

These are the beliefs of William DeMille,
producer of Paramount specials, recognized
as a dramatist of high attainments.
“The world has come to realize,” declared
Mr. DeMille, “that the ‘movie’ is a thing
of the past and out of it has grown the
perfect motion picture, the drama or comedy of the screen which partakes of the
best qualities of the older forms and has
embraced many that are new and unique.
Limitations of the Stage.
“Today, some of the greatest minds of
the world in almost every walk of life are
being turned toward the development of
the motion picture art, contributing to it,
depending upon it for the advancement of
ideals that were born in the very earliest
stages of dramatic achievement, but havp
never been fully realized because of the
limited scope of the stage.
“I appreciate the value of the stage
the
speaking stage to the utmost. But I also
realize its limitations.
I know that it can
never hope to achieve those degrees of
perfection in investiture, or even in the
art of acting, that are possible to the
screen when the latter is developed to its

—

—

fullest extent.

“Not

moment do

suppose, however, that the screen will supplant the stage
or that the latter will sink into innocuous
desuetude as a result.
But I do believe
that the spoken drama will be forced to
strive for greater perfection, and that its
very limitations may result in a concentration upon the features it possesses which
the screen cannot entirely compass, resulting^ better and more purely artistic plays
which will have their own place that nothing can usurp.
-for

a

I

ducers to look to their own camps; to seek
improvement in those attributes with
which the screen cannot expect to compete.
The voice is one, the investiture which
suggests rather than expresses literally is
another, the type of dramatic presentation
which deals with subjects that can be expressed better in dialogue than by visuali-

perhaps a third.
admitted there are certain plays
which could not be expressed satisfactorily
on the screen without additions, deletions
zation,
“It

is

is

or alterations resulting in a loss to some
extent of the original conception.
With
these the stage can have full sway and regain whatever it believes it has lost by the
‘encroachments’ of the screen upon its
sacred preserves.
“It should be borne in mind by those who
today are bitter against the motion picture that they have had or at least they
and their predecessors have had centuries

—

—

to bring the favorite medium
they defend so powerfully to a state of absolute perfection. And yet just prior to the
advent of the picture and since its develop-

which

in

ment, the stage had made no all-comprehensive advancement.

“Good Stage Plays Were in Minority.”
“The really fine plays were in a hopeless
minority.
The stages were filled for the
most part with a great mass of trash which
was neither literature nor drama; fish,
flesh nor good red herring.
The public
must have been sadly in need of real and

the mediocre or trashy sort perish. If the
public, the arbiter of all our fates who purvey entertainment or amusement in any
form, if this same public did not want the
motion picture and* preferred the stage
play, there would be no cause for alarm
on the part of the stage producers. As it is,
their alarm is only the result of a misplaced idea of what they must do in order
to survive. They cannot do it by attempting to disparage the screen;”

Public Not Opposing Theatre
Which Max Spiegel Will Build

M

AX

SPIEGEL, who now has under

construction

the Sheridan Theatre
Greenwich Village, New York,
announces that this playhouse will have a
seating capacity of 2,800, and will be devoted to high-class pictures and music, similar

in

in

policy

There

to

the

New York

Strand.

no opposition to the
building of this theatre from the Greenwich Village people he said. The opposition that has been raised is against a theatre that is being contemplated and .will
be known as the Sheridan Square Theatre,
located opposite the Greenwich Village Inn,
in a district where it is necessary to obhas

been

artistic,

permission to build a playis within the zoning limits.
The Sheridan Square Theatre has not
yet been started, and if built, it will be
devoted to the presentation of dramatic
plays, he said.
The theatres above mentioned are two different and separate in-

else

stitutions, controlled

even of popular entertainment,
the mere curipsity which first sustained the ‘movie’ would have worn off
and the industry would have perished. That
it has grown to its present immense proportions is by no means altogether due to
business acumen, great wealth or advertising.
If the people did not want the pictures they would not persist.
they did not want the best picture we
would not see that variety survive while
“If

tain

special

house, as

it

by two different and

s.eparate.. corporations.

Shows Lure of Pictures
Paramount Magazine of July 11 in “The
Movie Lure” shows ambitious candidates
strive to “break in” to the moving pictures.
=

.

"No-account News,” also contained in this
issue of the Paramount Magazine is a disconnected jumble of items kneaded together
into a running picture of the jazz subjects.

Screen Excefs in Scenic Effects.
useless for the stage producer to
attempt the play which depends upon scenic
effect, for example, in opposition to the
screen. The public has long since, as a re“It is

sult of the pictures,

learned that the latter
can so far outdistance the painted scenery
of the stage that it will no longer tolerate
the latter when it depends on these effects
for its appeal.
Even in the high art of
dramatic acting, or of comedy representation in the true meaning of comedy as represented by the greatest playwrights, the
screen is bound to excel by reason of the
greater scope of the motion picture, the
ability to create impressions pictorially that
no amount of dialogue will give.
“The advancement of the screen drama
will result in the betterment of the stage
drama, not in its abolition. No matter how
much certain .stage producers and others
who cleave to the older forms may declaim against the so-called inroads of the
new art of the screen, the latter will continue to advance because it has found a
high road to the hearts and minds of the
people, because, in a word, the people

demand

it.

Instead of inveighing against the motion
it
is incumbent upon
stage pro-

picture,

Ten-Shun!

Make Love!

Hold Hands!
Knees! At Ease!

Halt!

Present Lips!

On Your

That’s the way to put ’em through the sofa drill. Marguerite De La Motte la the
love-sick maiden seen at the left in Vitagraph’s new special, “Trumpet
Island,” which was directed by Tom Terriss.
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On
T

HERE
change

was a goodly number of exand supply men present at

North Carolina Exhibitors’ Association at
Wrightsville Beach, near Wilmington, the
proceedings of which were told in detail
in

last

week’s issue of

this

journal.

As

North Carolina is half way between Atlanta
and Washington the exchanges of both
cities were represented in the gathering.
Then there were representatives from
Richmond and Charlotte as well. It was
a busy crowd, as is usual at conventions,
and considerable business was done between sessions.
.

*

*

*

“Lieutenant Jim” Anderson, of First Naand the wide world generally, talked franchises between swims.
“Why blame me for the high tide?” he
retorted to a bantering friend.
“I’m not
the only fat one on the beach.”

tional specifically

*

Wadsworth

J. S.

*

*

of the Southern Equip-

ment Company, Atlanta, sole distributor in
thirteen states for the Power machine, had
on exhibition a 6-B Power machine, with
special type E lamphouse. Mr.
said he had placed in North

Wadsworth

and South
Carolina during the previous twelve months
a total of 137 Power machines. “The Moving Picture World’s Projection Department
has done more for the good of projection
than has any other single factor,” he declared. “And it may interest you to know
I always
carry a copy of Richardson’s
Handbook on my travels, ”-he added.
*

*

just between friends,
exhibitors. “I’ll tell you
of one instance that came under my observation,” said an exhibitor. “The showman I have in mind was paying $50 a day
for his service. He was an ambitious chap.
When one of his neighbors one day remarked to him that he liked the service

bicycling film.

was

It

exchangemen and

he was showing, the ambitious one suggested that his visitor take a slice of it.
‘I
am paying a hundred a day for my
‘If you want to run
show,’ he went on.
I will let you have it for $40.
it with me
That will bring me down to $60.’
“His visitor thought it over and finally
The arrangement consaid it was a go.
tinued for several weeks, until No. 2 discovered he was paying within $10 of his
neighbor’s daily film bill. Then there was
uttered some harsh language.”
*

*

*

A

story was told of an exhibitor who
had advertised a picture containing five
reels as a part of his program at the
regular weekly showing. The film arrived
at the theatre just before the appointed
time for opening. To the exhibitor’s dismay there was no third reel. He was equal
to
the occasion, however.
He quickly
printed a slide and threw it on the screen,
iiittHiiNHimHiHiMMMniniimimtiitiimtmMfititiiitMitiiiiMiitimiiiifHiiiiiiiiiMiiiiHiiiiiiniiimiiiHnmiiiiimiiiiiiiii

*

—

is

—

joyed

it.

Sunday noon Mr. Mitchell confided to
Mr. Schiller: “You seem to be all right
today— how do you feel after last night?”
Mr. Schiller’s eyes twinkled. “Why, ‘Sheriff,’” he replied, “I haven’t had a drink in
three years.”
“Three years, eh?” mused
the “Sheriff.” “Well, would you mind confiding to me your prescription?”
Which
goes to show that a circuit manager also
may be a good actor.
*

They were

*

talking

*

about

Atkinson, was among those who fraternized with the exhibitors and fellow-film

men.

switching or

*

*

*

Wasserman of the South
at large was chumming with his old pal
Jim Anderson. The latter described Bill as
William

(“Bill")

champion doughnut eater of the South,
title was alleged to have been acquired as the result of a bout with Jim
in which the latter was defeated, as he
says, when the supply of doughnuts and

the

which

We

coffee ran out.
forget how many dozen
were in the record or was it gross?

—

*

*

*

Claude R. Beecham, First National, Atlanta, and Abe Guggenheim, of Savannah,

known
the
the

as two of the best entertainers of
Southern film men, were present on
first day of the convention.
*

*

*

Clayton of the Boulevard and Dan’s
Theatres, of Leaksville, and the Clayton
at Draper, said he could not understand
why there were no Sunday shows in North
Carolina. He said in mill towns, especially,
the showing of pictures would be a boon
to the people at large.
At present there
was no available diversion. Mr. Clayton
has been an exhibitor for more than six
J.

L.

*

a convincing

and fluent speaker, one able to hold his
own in any company. He has been a
student of and a worker in the show business from his boyhood.
Mr. Schiller was among the paraders on
Friday evening to the Lumina. This was
one of the entertainment features provided
by President Percy Wells. A band was
brought in from the city, and its members
led the picture men on the jaunt which,
described as three blocks in length, proved
to be something more than a mile.
At the little party given Saturday evening by Mr. Wells the Loew representative
“put one over” on “Shaddy” Mitchell, an
associate of Mr. Wells in his enterprises.
So well did Mr. Schiller simulate one who
had too heavily partaken of something
approximating “corn likker”— if there be
anything that approximates that colorless
fluid
that Mr. Mitchell was deeply concerned. Everyone else present was aware
of what was going on and hugely en-

*

Heller,

*

*

Richmond

First

National' accompanied by his brother, Sam
Craver,- manager of the Charlotte Theatre,
and O. K. Bourgeois, manager of Quality
Film Service, Atlanta, put in twenty minutes with lines and hooks from a small
boat Sunday morning. The result was a
string several feet in length, solidly packed
with results. Among the catch was a small
shark!

—

He

lotte,

*

Pathe manager at Characcompanied by Messrs. Sands and

E.

*

of Marcus Loew, was the other party in
the just mentioned accident, or blunder if
you will for the commission of which regrets are expressed here and now.
Mr.
Schiller made a stirring talk to the con-

vention orr Saturday.

*

E.

R. D. Craver, president of

southern representative

A. Schiller,

of Claude Elam, and he laid himself out
to do his best.
He knew the picture men
were good judges of music, and he wanted
them to get the right kind.

years.
As a result of his difficulties in
retaining musicians, he said, he had installed a nine-piece Wurlitzer orchestra'
and -had found it very satisfactory.

E. F. Dardine, of the Universal exchange
at Charlotte, was present at Wrightsville.
He came very near getting his picture in
last -week’s issue of the World the only
thing preventing it being the failure of the
writer of these lines to turn forward the
film after the exposure.
*
*
*

Ed

Beach

the Sidelines of Wrightsville

eighth annual convention of the

the
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See the Lustrous Eyes? They’re Young.
Yes, they belong to Clara Kimball Young,
the star in Equity’s “For the Soul
of Rafael.”
iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiMiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiii

as follows: “Third spool didn’t come, but
we’ll show it next week.”
*

*

*

W.

B. Corby, Universal man from Charlotte, insisted he was the only man who
remained sober with the exception of those
men who were accompanied by their wives.

When

the

World man remonstrated with

—

him that he was claiming too much the
World man also was “unaccompanied”
Corby still contended he was right. Still
that’s a bad word, too
there were in
evidence some delightful violations of the
Eighteenth Amendment, what with corn
likker, apple brandy, “with just a few

—

—

blackberries,” not to overlook a doubly
diabolical fusion or confusion described as
monkey rum. All were guaranteed to contain no headaches, but one contrite delegate insisted the latter statement was an

exaggeration.

•

*

The music
features

of

at the

the

*

*

hotel

was one of the

entertainment during the

nOonday period and in the evening. The
orchestra was under the efficient direction

*

*

Metro was well represented at the convention. There were C. E. Kessnich, manager at Atlanta and Southern supervisor;
George W. Fuller, manager in Washington; Nick Carter, Atlanta, and J. H. Marks
and J. H. Fuller, Washington.
O. R. Brown of the A. & B. Supply Company, Raleigh, was present with Mrs.
Brown.
On the one or two occasions
when it seemed a breeze might be in order
there were insistent calls shot in Brown’s
direction to “Bring on your
*
*
*

Typhoon!”

S. C. Conde, representative from Hallmark’s Washington branch, spent several
days at Wrightsville. He had been making the rounds of the state in the interest
of the Hallmark pictures introduced to exhibitors in the sixteen-page insert in the
Moving Picture World of June 26. Incidentally he quoted Manager W. A. Busch

Washington office of Hallmark as
reporting very successful results from the
“smash” in the World.
of the

*

*

*

Among

representative exchangemen were
Fred H. Kirby, Fox, Atlanta-; R. L. Robinson, K. & R. Film, Atlanta; T. A. Brannon,
Eltraban Film Company, Charlotte; R. A.
Davis, Robertson-Cole, Atlanta; George F.

Linehan, United Artists, Washington; Benjamin Laskin and D. Prince. Southern Enterprises, Charlotte; J. W. Jenkins, Enterprise, Atlanta, and M. A. Lightman, Criterion Film Service, Atlanta.
G. B.
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English Lack Variety of Screen Types

Found in American Films Says Hammons
,

that there are many new
plans concerning his company’s activ-

NTIMATING

I

both

ities

in

this

country and

W. Hammons,

rope, E.

in

Eu-

vice-president and

general manager of Educational Films Corporation, has just returned from a tour of
However,
the British Isles and France.
these plans will be further worked out
here before announcements are made.
During his stay in England Mr. Hammons
visited the twelve branches of the Ideal
Film Renting Company, Ltd., in the control
He
of which Educational is associated.
also conferred with officials of the Hudson’s
Bay Company, who are largely interested
financially in Educational.
Mr. Hammons was asked about the report that Educational plans to have a
theatre in London, but replied that this
and other important developments could
not be discussed at the present time. As
the result of his visit to France, it is expected that new relations will be announced
within a short time.
“I

No Real Antagonism.
Hammons,

found,” said Mr.

‘‘that

that our Robert C. Bruce arrived
there to begin a tour of the British Isles
for a number of his pictures which we
I found that his arrival was
will release.
one of the events of the film world. That
was not surprising to me, but it may be
rather startling for you to know that the
revenue from such pictures as the Bruce
series abroad has compared very favorably
with that in this country. Every one of
the Bruce series abroad has compared very
favorably with that in this country. Every
one of the Bruce pictures has been shown
in the leading cinemas of England and
they were very much interested in the
prospect of seeing his camera record of
their own country.
“Although this phase of picture making

time
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“One reason is that the natural advantages are not with England as a country.
Then, too, the people want the screen types
that are so typical of America, types that
we have in such varieties. For instance,
it would not take long to tire the English
of their own cockney type, while here we
have scores of corresponding types. They
like, too, at least for screen consumption,
the bright and breezy American stories.
In short, the ‘atmosphere’ of the American
picture has a lot to do with its popularity.
“With

their

determination

produce

to

better pictures the British are devoting
their attention almost entirely to the longer
pictures.
As I have indicated, these are
being made largely from the works of
noted authors, both from the classics and
living writers.
The short subject field has
been practically untouched. They.- have not

two

essayed

reel

comedies

there a great demand
we are distributing.

for

and
the

I

found

type

that

Short Subjects in Vogue.

The

single reel scenic, travel and educational picture continues to have a great

vogue.

I

reached England about the same

Kane Holds Luncheon
in Honor of Bessie Love

B

ESSIE LOVE, the motion
who is spending a busy

picture star

vacation in

New

York, was guest of honor at a
luncheon tendered by Arthur S. Kane, president of the Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, in one of the private dining rooms
at Delmonico’s on Thursday, July 1.
Each
guest received as a favor an autographed
photograph of Miss Love.
Brief adresses were made by Mr. Kane,
Louella O. Parsons, George Blaisdell, AlNational Committee
Andrew
Callaghan, president of the Andrew J.
Callaghan Productions, Inc.; Harry Leonhardt and Miss Love herself. Each of the
speakers, who is a New Yorker, expressed
the hope that the star will visit the city
;

J.

the

Lack Natural Advantages.

international activities.”

Republican

often.

for

ism to the product of this country, so long
as the pictures do not undertake to ridicule
the English people, as, unfortunately, a few
of them have done. I believe, though, that
the English feel much more kindly to those
American producers who are handling their
.product there through companies in which
English capital is concerned than to others.
It is natural that so great a city as London does not take kindly to being considered a ‘branch’ office.
“However, one great change has come
over the English motion picture world.
They realize that their pictures are vastly
inferior to those on this side, as a general
rule, and the producers are now trying
very hard to profit by their mistakes. The
works of their greatest writers are being
transferred to the screen, and real, sincere
effort is being made to achieve the best
results.
I
feel very sure that the more
serious of these are going to have good
results, but I am equally sure that none
of us will ever see the day when there is
not a demand for the best of the American
product throughout Great Britain.

into

bert T. Reid, director of publicity of the

American motion pictures is
just as strong as it was on any of my
previous visits. There is no real antagon-

demand

and possibly some other developments that
result in Educational Films Corporation taking a step still further forward

will

Besides Miss Love and Mr. Kane and
those previously named there were present
Mrs. Love, the star’s mother; Miss Marion
Beecroft,
Reid, Mrs. Leonhardt, James
John C. Ragland, L. W. Boynton, William
A. Johnston, Maurice Kann, Silas F. Seadler
and Frank L. Shellabarger.

“Going Some” Ready for Release
“G.oing

Some,”

the

photoplay

adapta-

of
Rex Beach’s comedy, will be
exhibitors
to
immediately
distributed
through the twenty-two Goldwyn exchanges, according to an announcement retion

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
Those who have seen the theatrical version
ceived from

of Mr. Beach’s story may be assured that
the picture not only retains every original
comic situation, but adds several touches
that were impossible
presentation on the
stage, owing to the limitations of stage
technique.

M

Herbert Blache Comes East.
E. W. Hammons
Vice-President and general manager of
Educational Films Corporation.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiuiii^iuiiiMnniiiiiiininiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini?

has not developed to anything like the
extent it has with us, I was able to get
in touch with some very interesting plans
and we expect to announce some further
short subjects that will attract a great deal
of attention in this country.
You may
know that we have already purchased the
product of several foreign cameramen
which we will distribute throughout the
world.
Plans Wide Distribution.

“Our own relations with Great Britain,
and for that matter the rest of Europe,
are going to be very much closer. As you

know we

are intimately associated with
the Ideal Film Renting Company, Ltd., one
of the greatest distributors of films in the
British Isles, with offices in England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales.
As soon as certain contracts have expired we will be able
to offer distribution through practically the
whole of the English speaking world and
a number of the other countries.
Until
that time we cannot make definite announcement, but you can be assured that
this announcement will bring assurance of
better product for this country, better
product for Britain and the rest of Europe,

Herbert Blache, Metro director who recently completed his work on “The Saphead,” co-starring William H. Crane and
Buster Keaton at the company’s west coast
studios, is one of several Metroites recently
to arrive in New York.
“The Saphead,”
is
June Mathis’s adaptation of the play,
“The New Henrietta,” by Winchell Smith
and Victor Mapes. It was made under
the supervision of the co-author, Winchell
Smith, who with Bayard Veiller, chief of
productions for Metro in Hollywood, will
supervise the cutting, titling and assembling.

To Make Prints of “Old Dad”
“Old Dad,” the Eleanor Hallowell Abbott
story starring Mildred Harris Chaplin and
directed as a First National release for
Louis B. Mayer by Lloyd Ingraham, has
been cut and assembled and is now on its
way to the Rothacker plant at Chicago
where prints are to be made.
Second King Picture Released
“For Love or Money,” the second of a
series of Burton King productions, is scheduled for release by Frank G. Hall, president
of Hallmark Pictures Corporation, following “The Discarded Woman” released in
June.. Virginia Lee is starred. Harry Benham is leading man.
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“THE GREEN FLAME”
J. WARREN KERRIGAN
BRINGS

dramas.
the screen in one of his best romantic mystery
Released by W. W. Hodkinson and directed by Earnest C. ^ arde.

to
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Pictures and the Screen Have
Arrived at the Specialization Age

Moving
STATEMENT

of fact, coupled with an expression of opinion
from an ex-exhibitor a letter from an exhibitor in a small
town in the South, and the policy of certain exhibitors as to
the class of pictures they prefer not to book have inspired this

A

;

article.

The statement of fact made by the ex-exhibitor was to the
effect that one of the biggest artistic and financial successes of
the year in the first run houses has failed to go over with the
same highly satisfactory result in many of the towns under fifty
thousand, some of the theatres in these places refusing to book
at all. Said the ex-exhibitor: “These are the towns where the
producer must look for his profit. The first run houses in the big
cities just about pay back the cost of production.”
The letter from the small town exhibitor stated that he did
not run features, but made up his program with a serial, a comedy
and other numbers.
it

The policy of certain exhibitors as to the class of pictures
they do not care to book refers to all pictures that may have a
depressing effect upon their patrons also those that deal realistically with life or may be thought too frivolous for serious folk.
No thinking man, whether exhibitor or producer, has “sat in”
in the moving picture game for the last year without becoming
aware of the rapid advancement toward specilization the screen, in
response to the demands of its patrons, is forcing upon the makers
and exhibitors of the silent drama.
Hundreds of years ago the stage learned that it could not
put a ring in the nose of the public and lead it about at will.
The screen has acquired the same valuable information in
something less than five years.
No manager or combination of managers controls the taste of
the patrons of the playhouse. And at least seventy-five per cent,
of these patrons do not support the best that is offered them. Of
the half a hundred or more theatres in New York City about ten
per cent, are devoted, at present, to the finest works of ancient and
;

modern drama.

There are a dozen or more plays of the popular sort that wilf
run the entire season.
The plays of one of the finest dramatists now living have
never been acted outside of New York’s Little Theatres.
It is doubtful if a copy of “Hamlet” can be found in the homes
of one-third of the supporters of the regular theatres of this
country.
The patrons of the screen cannot boast of any better average
on any of these counts.
No play has ever been written that pleased everybody.
The greatest motion picture that ever has been, or will be",
produced is now in, or will find itself in, the same situation as the
greatest stage play.
The public accepts or rejects its stage and its screen entertainment without a thought or a care as to the effect of its decision on
the welfare of the maker or the exhibitor, and reaches this decision
through individual taste, acting with a fine disregard of the otheif
fellow’s likes or dislikes.
The success of a picture is not determined by the cost of
production.
Broadly stated, it is the aim of the producer to hit the taste
cf as many screen patrons as possible with every picture he makes.
It is also the aim of every exhibitor to hit the taste of as
many of his screen patrons as possible with every picture he books.
But, since tastes differ and variety is the spice of life, it isobvious that specialization is the logical solution of the problem.
In fact, it is the only solution for both producer and exhibitor.
To refuse to accept this condition means a more or less rapid
retirement from the moving picture business by the men in both
branches of its activities.
The long run houses in the big cities will solve the problem
of the ultra feature.
Less expensive pictures that appeal to a special class of film
patrons is the answer to the exhibitor who does not cater to a
.

This spring the greatest drama of the greatest dramatist who
has ever lived closed a week’s engagement at one of the local

cosmopolitan taste.

theatres.

specialization age.

Moving

Pictures

and

the

Screen

have

arrived

at

•

the

EDWARD WEITZEL.
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British Exhibitors President Replies
’

to

B

EGINNING

a

Cohens Plea for Entente Cordiale
movement

for a

closer

and an entente
cordiale between American and British exhibitors, Sydney S. Cohen, now president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, on April 28 wrote F. R. Goodwin to congratulate him on his election as
president of Cinema Exhibitors’ Associaaffiliation of interests

tion of Great Britain.
Mr. Cohen’s letter referred to a resolution dealing with international exhibitor

co-operation which was adopted by the New
York State Motion Picture Exhibitors’
League, of which he was then president.
He discussed the “inertia” in the ranks of
exhibitors and “how often his unwillingness
to act has brought bitter regrets.”
“Many of our producers are endeavoring
to form intimate business relations, and
perhaps striving at control of the international market,” Mr. Cohen wrote. “We are
in a position to assure you that there is
no question whatever of their aiming at
the control of our theatres on this side.
Some of the most distinguished men in the
producing branch are even now in Europe
looking out for the protection of their interests. Surely, here is where we ought to
take a lesson from them and gather what
strength we may from a close affiliation of

Mr. Goodwin’s reply said that British
exhibitors “have to fight the same evils” as
do American exhibitors. “In this country
the producer-exhibitor has only now commenced to rear his head and we are all
alive to resist him by every means in our
power,” Mr. Goodwin write. Replying to the
reference to the apathy of exhibitors, the
Englishman said “I am rather more concerned with his jealousy of his neighbor,
and I yearn for the old time to come back
again when the only test of the film was
that it was a good one and not that you
could have it all to yourself.”
:

Mayer Signs Ralph Lewis
Ralph Lewis has been signed by Louis B.
Mayer to play an important role in Anita
Stewart’s new Mayer-First National attraction, “Sowing the Wind,” being directed
by John M. Stahl.
“Sowing the Wind” is an adaptation of
the noted play by Sidney Grundy.
i

Willat National Vice-President
A. Willat, who recently emerged from'
retirement to be general manager of the'
National Film Corporation of America, has
been elected vice-president of that con-cern. According to Capt. Harry M. Rubey,,
the National’s president, Mr. Willat purchased a large block of National stock
shortly after he became associated with
C.

that

company.

British and American exhibitors, which we
h?P e .will eventually take in the whole ex-

hibiting

body

of the world.”

Concluding the letter Mr. Cohen suggested the “appointment of a special official to keep in touch with other exhibitor
organizations” as possibly advisable.

Trio of Howells Picture Corporation Executives.
Mario Luponini; David P. Howells, president, and Ferdinando
Luponini, who is also associated with corporation.

Left to right:
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KEEPING IN PERSONAL
TOUCH
N
AM
S P

By S

N ORMAN MORAY,

EDO

formerly with World

Smith at the Famous Players-Lasky studios.

Pictures Corporation, Selznick, Republic and more recently with the Merit
F.lm Corporation, I. E. Chadwick, resigned
from the last company and hied himself to
the country for a few weeks’ vacation before resuming his activities in the industry.
This is the first time Mr. Moray has rested
from his labors in nine years.

Charles Chapman, for several years at the
Vitagraph studio, is also with Mr. Smith, as
technical director. Arthur Cozine, one of the

r

*

*

*

*

Frank Norcross, an old-time Frohman director and actor, left for Hollywood, Cal,,
on .Saturday, July 3, to take part in some
coming feature by the Vitagraph Company.
*

*

Telegram,”

Famous

a
*

*

just finished playing

a prominent part in “The Passionate Pilgrim,” under the direction of Bob Vignola,
for the Cosmopolitan Pictures Corporation.
Cosmopolitan will start another feature under the direction of Bob Vignola, for the
Cosmopolitan Pictures Corporation. Cosmopolitan will start another feature under the
direction of Frank Borsage, who will begin
work about July 12.
*

Temple’s

Players-

Lasky production.

*

Van Dyke Brooke has

old Vitagraph players, is assistant to EdAnne Shaeffer,
Dillon, of the F. P.-L.
who was one of the Western Vitagraph
players, is cast in Bryant Washburn’s, “Mrs.

ward

*

Harry Reichenbach will exploit “Shipwrecked Among Canibals” for the Universal
in Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago, following

its

run

in

New

York.
*

*

*

of the Elm
is credited with the
control of the Marlborough Theatre, Marlborough, Mass.; Magna Theatre, Dorchester,
Mass.; Milford Opera House, Milford, Mass.;
Orpheum Theatre, Canton, and two others
in that state; also the Elm Theatre, a 3,000-

Julius Mayer, general

manager

Amusement Company,

*

*

Everybody knows

•

*

Ruth

*

*

short time.
*

Marx

S.

Nathan,

*

*

representative

the

for

American Film Company, making a tour
the South, stopped over at his

of

home town,

and attended the North
Carolina exhibitors convention at Wrightsville Beach, N. C., on June 25 and 26.
Wilmington, N.

C.,

*

*

*

Los Angeles, was seen
last week in the lobby of the Hotel Astor in
company with other members of the film

David Horsley,

industry.

He

of

is still

active in picture affairs

and by no means out of the game.
*

*

*

William Parker, of King Vidor Pictures,
left for the Coast on Thursday, July 1, to re-

sume

his activities there.
*

“Humoresque”

*

booked

Treat Theatre in Newark, N.
weeks, beginning September 5.
*

May
with

*

J.,

at
for

the

two

*

Loomis (Mrs. Frank Loomis), formerly
the Vitagraph, is secretary to Vic

*

*

*

deals.

Eulalie Jensen.

Appearing
J.

in

“Man and His Woman,” a

Stuart Blackton production, being
released by Pathe.
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seat house, under construction, at Waverly,

Mass.
*

*

"Warren G. Roosevelt.

*

*

New York

Ben Grimm’s duties as

director of publicity
for the Associated Exhibitors, which he gave
up a short time ago, are being handled by
the Pathe publicity department until Mr.
Grimm’s successor is appointed. We have
heard it intimated, from very good authority,
that Mr. Grimm has had an offer to go abroad
*

*

in

Europe.

*

William C. Murphy has reconsidered his
resignation from the Selznick Enterprises
This is gratifying
publicity department.
news, as he surely would be missed by all
those of the industry who have learned to
appreciate his service in his present capacity.
*

•

•

days in New York. Ned Depinet, manager
of the Dallas branch, is here with Mr. Old*

salesman

*

with an organization operating

•

Oldknow, manager of the Consolidated Film Exchanges, operating in Atlanta, Dallas and Fort Worth, Texas, and
his son, Oscar, have been spending a few
William

know.

*

for Famous Players-Lasky, is the winner of
a liberal purse for the largest amount of
sales made during the month of June.

*

*

been

has

*

Uffland,

Stanley Adams, president of the Apex Pictures Corporation, of Indianapolis, arrived
in New York Tuesday, July 6, in quest of
new production and to close a few pending

J.

and day to put the proposition over. He intends to produce features of real human interest with one or more companies making
children’s stories. He has under option two
successful stage productions, which he hopes
to have in process of production within a

*

enterprises.

8.

*

*

former secretary to Lee
Kugel, has resigned from the Selznick publicity department to join Mr. Kugel in his new

York, Tuesday, July

Van Dusen, formerly with the
Vitagraph Company and recently managing
director of the Apex Pictures Corporation
of Indianapolis, has organized his own corporation, to be known as the Cortlandt Pictures Corporation, and is now working night
Cortlandt

*

*

They accompanied Mr. Laemmle on his
European trip when he sailed on the “Olym«

*

Louis Brock, head of the Select’s foreign
department, sailed for Europe on Thursday,
July 8, in the interest of Select pictures.

6.

Thursday, July

it.

*

publicity director,
is the author and continuity writer of J.
Stuart Blackton’s next feature, “The Forbidden Valley,” starring Warren Chandler and
Mae MacAvoy. This picture will open at the
Broadway Theatre, New York, on July 18.

Louis Laemmle, brother of Carl Laemmle,
and his nephew, 'Julius Bernheim, both of

pic”

*

James Leonard Lesce reports that the
First Congregational Church, of East Hampremodeled into an up-todate picture house, seating 650.
Mr. Lesce
controls the Town Theatre at Elmhurst,
Mass., and the Academy Theatre at North-

*

*

New

now!

Randy Lewis, Pathe’s

putting over some novelty surprises that are
catching the fancy of the Hub exhibitors.
They are two of the bright lights of the
Boston white way.

Chicago, arrived in

Pathe publicity department and Ruby

Ethland, of Saluda, Va,, will be united in
the bonds of matrimony, at Saluda, Middlesex
County, Va., on Tuesday, September 7. There

*

A. W. Fisher, treasurer, and A. R. Morse,
president, of the Motion Picture Advertising Company, Inc., of Boston, Mass., are

*

*

R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of the Universal, after a six weeks’ vacation, has returned to his desk at 1600 Broadway, New
York, full of tan and vigor.

time.

*

*

hampton, Mass.

*

*

»

Joe Reddy, assistant to Randolph Lewis,
of the

ton, Mass., will be

Joseph Morency, manager of the Plaza
Theatre, Salem, Mass., has got the people of
that old town bewitched with his programs
and the way he presents them. Warm or
cool nights the enthusiasm of his patrons
never waver and Joe keeps smiling all the
*

*

*

*

Eulalie Jensen, playing in J. Stewart
Blackton’s production, “Man and the Woman,” by Shannon Fife, has been selected by
Hr. Alden Sedgwick, of Harvard, who has
seen her impersonations in this picture, as
an illustration of the psychology of emotion.
Dr. Sedgwick considers Miss Jensen one of
the greatest emotional actresses of the age.

*
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Henry McRae, who has just returned from
the Orient, where he has been for several
months producing a -series of photoplays, will
soon leave for Canada to make a special feature for a producing company not yet announced.
*

novations, such as the celebrated Australian
basso, Mr. McEachearn, and other surprises
that make this house one of the up-to-date
places of amusement.
The color scheme of
this theatre is white, including the uniforms
of the ushers and other attendants.
This
theatre is one of the Moe Mark circuit.

*

Allen B. Newhall, managing director, and
Miss F. Doughty, organist, of the Strand
Theatre, Lynn. Mass., are busy these days
carrying out many new and attractive feaMiss
tures
this
popular playhouse.
of
Doughty has introduced many musical in-

T.

Y. Langtree, R.

*

*

W. Halen, H. Hayman,

William Bernstein and G. P. Norris, all expert salesmen, have been selected by Harry
H. Buxbaum, as representatives of the
ous Players-Lasky sales force.
*

*

Fam-

*

James Solomon, head

of Select service department. has resigned and will spend a few
weeks among the hills and far away, before

taking up new business connections.
*

Thomas
Associated

«

*

Spry, general manager of the
First National Pictures of New

B.

at Boston and New Haven, has a
100 per cent, booking throughout his terri-

England
tory.

*

#

*

Joseph Sameth. president of the Forward Film Distributing Corporation, will
J.

New York this month to make a comMr. Sameth
plete tour of the United States.
Desire.”
featuring
handling
“Youths
is

leave

Joseph Bennett and Doris Baker, an Alkia
Production.
(

Continued on page 363)
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Box

Pertinent Facts About

Young

the

third article in the series which Samuel
is writing for the Moving Picture World through the courtesy of Goldwyn, deals with the importance of having
a neat, attractive, box office presided over

by an

efficient,

woman.

Perhaps this article illustrates bet-

ter than those preceding it, the secret of Mr.
Rothapfel’s success in handling employes.
He believes in showing tangible appreciation
of their efforts, such as the unostentatious
girl
gift of flowers or a box of candy to the

box office. Then when the young woman
confronted by a disagreeable patron she

in the
is

exerts herself to be courteous, knowing that
manageshe is carrying out the wishes of a
ment which realizes that her work is not all
honey and orange blossoms.

T

HE

box

personal con-

office is the first

your institution and it is of
the utmost importance, not alone in
creating a first impression but also in handwith
ling the maximum amount of people
as

tact with

little

delay as possible.

recommend,

I

advisable, Jo have
wherever possible the box office in front
theatre—
of, that is, on the outside of the
preferably, in the center, if the lobby is

because

have found

I

it

wide enough.

The box office should be built in conformity with the general architecture of the
theatre and should be extremely plain. It
should be devoid of all signs except those
It
pertaining to the price and policy.
should be built so that the cashier can be
plainly visible to every patron— I will give a
reason shortly for this. It should be lighta very beautiful
ed in an indirect way
effect can be procured with a little thought
;

and

taste.

Plate Glass

The box
spot

in

office

Ribbed with

your institution.

I

Steel.

bright
believe that

should be the

first

with just a little rib of steel,
and an ornamental top with a slight dome
effect, well ventilated, are the requisites of
a good box office. A very pretty effect can
be had at the top of this ticket booth by
going to some florist and making arrangements with him to supply you with a
plant or flower effect.
plate

glass,

the interior of the
booth should be such that at no time should
a patron or prospective patron of your theatre see money or scraps of paper or clothing lying around loose. Nothing should be
visible except perhaps a bowl or vase with
a few fresh flowers. The equipment should
include ticket machines, and if you believe in them, change machines, amply supplied with drawers for the bills and wrappers and such other matter as the ticket
seller may need.

The equipment

of

SAMUEL

By

Rothapfel

good looking, pleasant young

Offices and
Sells the Ticket

Woman Who

The

Li.

L.

ROTHAPFEL

Director of Production, Capitol Theatre
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personal belongings of the young woman,
and in a good many cases empty soda wa-

glasses and dishes and plates were
scattered profusely around where everybody could see them.
However, I also saw some instances where
ter

management was to be highly commended because the impression at the box
office was carried on in the theatre and it
was indicative of the character and
the

_

atmosphere of the respective theatre, as

it

should be.
Few theatre men realize the vast importance of having clever and intelligent
Give much atgirls in their ticket office.
tention to this and it will pay big reFirst, the girls must be selected
turns.
carefully, and preferably they must live
with their parents, be well educated, have a
They
nice personality and be intelligent.
should be paid considerably more than theatres are now paying them because they
are the first personal contact and often
will win many patrons by their pleasing
personality.
It is always advisable to have good looking girls. They should be taught and infused with the spirit of the institution.
They should be well informed to answer
quickly any questions that might be asked.

They should be

cool, courteous

and very

rapid.
If

they are the right kind of

girls

they

will add an atmosphere to your booth and
If they are the wrong
to your theatre.
kind of girls they will cost you more

of your rush business
than their salary amounts to each week.
A good ticket seller can earn her salary
at any time during the day, when your
crowd commences to come. You will find
that you have your peak attendance at

money every hour

periods

certain
flock

at

certain

of

the

day.

They

will

hours and every second

I

am

a great believer in the

uniform dress;

I do not mean the military uniform,
but just a very simple dress, simple in the

by that

am

very much averse to having telein box offices, except those connected with the manager’s office. Under
no circumstances would I have the box
office ’phone connected for outside calls.

phones

;

erly coached and trained. The booths were
generally littered with a lot of papers and

sired.

The same applies to the cuff. Do not let
paper be worn around the cuffs to save the
dress. Don’t let jewelry of any kind, pearl
necklaces, brooches or combs be worn in
the hair. Do not 'allow at any time profusion of make-up, and ask for co-operation
with you when things are brought into
the booth such as sodas, ice cream or candy.
Under no condition allow the ticket-seller
to chew gum. See that proper ventilation
relieved
is furnished, that your agent is
from the booth occasionally. A little finesse
and thought for his or her comfort will
make for respect for you this will go a
long way toward increasing their efficiency.
Some day, when you have the time, stand
in the booth or alongside the box-office
during the rush and see what has to be
contended with. Then, perhaps, you will be
better able to realize how important is the
girl who sells the ticket and who first meets
your patron.
;

Show Your

Appreciation.

Let her know that you appreciate her
work. A little box of candy or bunch of
flowers unostentatiously sent from the man-

agement will pay big dividends. This, of
course, must be done without any familiarity, because the old saying, “Familiarity
breeds contempt,” goes here. It must be
done in a quiet way to show these young
women that the management regards them
highly and that it is not always the pay
that counts. And if these little rules are
observed you will find that they will be
boosting you not alone during business
hours but in their leisure hours, and I
would rather have one woman talk in favor
of my theatre than five 24-sheets in the
best location in your city.
always
but teach
that he or she is, nevertheless. Teach your
ticket-seller to smile and to never fail to
say a “thank you,” and if she has time to
greet the regular patrons by name.
There are a thousand little things that I
cannot enumerate here that she will do on
her own acount if she is given proper incentive. If this portion of your business is
handled right, the patron is brought into
your theatre with the corner of his or her
lips turned up and in a pleasant warmth.
The reason that I like to have the ticket
seller visible and the box offic not cluttered
up with a lot of ornamental work is that
it will make the
lobby look much larger
and not take anything away from it. If
your box office is not semi-transparent it
will cut your lobby right in half.
It will
spoil your architecture and of course this is
right.

God knows

is

this isn’t so,

undesirable.

This, of course, applies to theatres of pretentious size. I would suggest that a narrow valance, not more than four or five
inches in width, be used on the interior of
the box office to edge off the glass on three
sides only, each side and top.
This is my
idea of how ticket booth or box office
should be treated.
In my travels around the country, I found
very few theatres where I could not find a
good deal of fault and where conditions

could easily be improved. I saw many good
looking booths, but they were either too
large or too small the girls were not prop-

extreme, of some dark, fine material, eleIt should be cut in a “V”
gantly made.
shape at the neck and then edged with a
little white lace or material hemstitched
and starched or unstarched, as may be de-

Teach them that the patron

counts.

Against Telephone Connection.
I
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The girl in the box office being plainly
visible to the respective patrons will dominate the situation and her personality will
make the whole front of the theatre live,
where, on the other hand, if she were not
visible and you did not see her until the

moment you bought your

“What’s All This Monkey Business?”
“Why, they’re
Questions Mae Murray.
the missing links,” says George Fitzmaurice, who is directing “Idols of
Clay” for Paramount.

ticket, the effect

obviously would not be nearly so good.
There are many things of course that
could be enumerated, but this, I think is a
general covering of the subject, and I
should be glad to take up any individual
exception with any exhibitor. If he will
mail me his problem, I will be glad to

answer

it if

I can.

.
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New

Motion Picture Theatres Planned

—

GADSDEN. ALA. Theatre Building Company, 943 Munsey Building, Washington, D.
C„ has contract to erect theatre for Otto
Agricola,

cost

to

$40,000.

ELDORADO, ARK. —L.

B. Clark and others
are interested in erection of moving picture
theatre, with seating capacity of 750, to cost
$75,000.

—

BELLEVILLE, ILL. Mullen Building Corporation will erect two-story brick theatre
and store building, 168 by 80 feet, at Main
and High

streets, to cost $150,000.

—

OQUAKA,

ILL. T. G. Stenzel has disposed
of his moving picture business to Clarence
McOlgan.
FORT WAYNE, IND. F. H. Coonberg has
leased site at 1137-117 East Wayne street for
erection theatre and hotel building to cost
* 2 000 000
AMES, IA. William Knudson & Sons, 311
Flynn Building, Des Moines, la., have contract for two-story theatre, with seating capacity of S00, to be erected on Main street,
for Rialto Theatre Company, 617 Locust
street, Des Moines, la., to cost $56,000.
WATERLOO, IA. Currie Simpson Construction Company, L. & I. Building, has contract to erect Strand Theatre, 60- by 144 feet,
at Fourth and Mulberry streets, for Strand
Theatre Company, Cedar Rapids, la., to cost

—

,

.

,

—

—

$ 100 000
,

ILL. John J. Dittman has
acquired site for erection of theatre to cost
$225,000.

STREATOR,

ILL.

—William

A. Bennett, 117

street, Chicago, is preparing
plans for remodeling theatre here, to cost

North Dearborn
$18,000.

FORT WAYNE,
owner

Idle

IND.

Beirdorfer,
—Theodore
will erect theatre

Hour Theatre,

at Lewis and Ohio streets, to cost $40,000.
LAFAYETTE, IND. T. Bauer and H. W.
Marshall, 1007 Kossuth street, have plans
by C. W. and George L. Rapp, 190 North

—

Chicago, for one-story brick
fireproof theatre and office building, 132 by
132 feet, to be erected at Ferry and Sixth

State

street,

streets, to cost $10,000.

—

LOUISVILLE, KY. Majestic Theatre Company, 544 South Fourth street, will erect new
.theatre, to cost $200,000.

PADUCAH,

KY.

— Katterjohn

Construc-

tion Company, has contract to make alterations and build an addition to theatre, increasing seating capacity to 2216 for Arcade

Theatre Company.
CARLESS, KY. Diamond Block Coal Company will erect one-story frame moving picture theatre, 27 by 60 feet. Address R. F.

—

Haskins.

GLOMWAR, KY. — Reliance

Company

will erect one-story
picture theatre, 27 by 65 feet.

Davis, secretary.

Coal & Coke
frame moving
Address Irvin

—

LAKE CHARLES, LA. Knapp & East have
contract to remodel and enlarge Paramount
Theatre, including repainting and redecorating 24-foot extension, installing lighting
plant and typhoon fan system of ventilation,
for Southern Amusement Company, to cost
$ 10 000
,

.

—

MONROE, LA. Lillian Myers and others
L. Milton King for brick and
stone trim theatre, 60 by 120 feet, including
balcony and rest rooms, to cost $100,000.
have plans by

BALTIMORE,

moving picture theatre and store building
erected on Penn avenue, near Lafay-

to be
ette.

by 300 feet, to be erected at 3,600 Euclid
avenue for Collins Studio, 1514 Prospect

100

avenue, to cost $60,000.

—

PONTIAC, MICH. Kleisch Amusement EnCompany has plans by George J.

Bachman, 512 Flint

Smith

P.

for two-story brick
concrete Orpheum Theatre,

Maine Theatre Company,
O.
Woodland avenue, has plans by A. F.
Janowitz, 322 Permanent Building, for re3925

Building, Flint,

and

reinforced
store and and
office building, 60 by 146 feet to cost $150,000.

Mich.,

modeling after fire, and building an addition,
30 by 60 feet, to theatre and store building
at East 25th street and Scoville avenue.

GEORGEVILLE, MINN.—P. S. Krantz,
Bruce, Wis., is preparing plans for moving
picture theatre to be erected here.
KALISNELL,

MONT.

—Theatre

erected here by Anderson

&

will

COLUMBUS,

—Chicopee
Exchange

COMANCHE, OKLA. — Charles

to

cost

—

BENTLEYVILLE, PA.
Marco
Furcini
has contract to erect_ one-story moving picture theatre, 27 by 111 feet, for Albert Clato,

$10,000.

F. Grinnell &
402 South Main street, has contract to erect one-story moving picture theatre, 70 by 120 feet, at South Main and Globe
streets, for Louis Sherman, 1732 South Main

'

Company,

to cost $26,000.

—

EASTON, PA. Twin City Theatre Company, 104 North Fourth street, has plans by
John M. Snyder, Trust Building, for one and
two-story brick moving picture theatre, store
and office building to be erected at Seventh
and Washington streets, to cost $30,000.

street.

DETROIT, MICH.

—John

H.

Kunsky has

leased property south of East Grand Circus
Park and has plans by C. Howard Crane for
theatre to be erected, with seating capacity

—

FARRELL, PA. Stahl Brothers Amusement Company, Oil City, Pa., have plans by
E. B. Lee, Chamber of Commerce Building,

MD- Rosen

Brothers, 2335
Madison avenue, have contract to make alterations and erect an addition, 175 by 75
feet, to theatre at 1619-23 Pennsylvania avenue, for Regent Theatre, 521 West Lexington street, to cost $50,000.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — Minneapolis Holding Company has plans by Huey & Macom-

ber for large moving picture theatre to be
erected at 905 Hennepin avenue, to cost
$100,000.

—

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. William Siegman,
*651 Thirteenth avenue, S., has contract to
convert store and warehouse at 310 Tennepin
avenue into three-story moving picture theatre for Louis J. Fox, 1120 Knox avenue, N.
BALTIMORE, MD. Frederick H. Keiser,
Pottstown, Pa., has plans by Lockman &
Murphy, Drexel Building, Philadelphia, for

—

DETROIT, MICH.— Cyril

E. Schley, Huron
Building, is preparing plans for brick, stone
and concrete theatre, to cost $85,000.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

—Peter

Pittsburgh, Pa., for one-story brick balcony
theatre, 42 by 130 feet, to be erected at Idaho

Giguere,
410 Seventh avenue, has contract for onestory moving picture theatre to be erected at
Fourth and East Hennepin streets for Peter
Dick, to cost $50,000.
C.

by

—

L

GLEN COVE,
I., N. Y.— George J. Bulubasses will erect one-story brick moving picture theatre, 105 by 108 feet on School street,
near Glen, to cost $300,000.
BROOKLYN,

N.

Y.

—Throop

Theatre

at

Throop avenue and Fulton street, will be
enlarged and seating capacity increased to
1,600..

JAMESTOWN,

N.

Y.

—Mozart

Amusement

Company has plans by Edward

Philip,
Warren, Pa., for brick fireproof moving picture theatre to be erected on Third street,
to cost $150,000.

A.

—

NEW

YORK, N. Y. George L. Ingraham,
14 Wall street, has plans by B. H. & C. N.
Whinston, 2 Columbus Circle for alterations
to studio and office building at 2460-78 Second
avenue, to cost $75,000. Lessee International
Film Service Company, 727 Seventh avenue.

NEW BRUNSWICK,

N.

J.—Aaron Shuster-

plans by Hyman Rosensohn, 188
Market street, Newark, N. J., for one-story
brick moving picture theatre, 98 by 196 feet,
to be erected at George and Washington

man has

streets, to cost $125,000.

—

AKRON, O. Thornton Theatre Company
has plans by Practical Engineering Company,
335 Akron Savings & Loan Building, for an
addition 76 by 126 feet, to theatre, store and
hotel building at South Main and Thornton
streets.

CLEVELAND,

F.

by 125

35

cost

to

$30,000.

G. Edell has plans

Arthur Richard, Masonic Temple, Wil-

liamsport,

Pa., for moving picture
feet, to cost $15,000.

INDIANOLA, PA.
pany has plans by C.
•

BROOKLYN, N. Y. Charles Levine and
Julius Cohn, 1594 Eastern Parkway, have
plans by William J. Conway, 400 Union street,
for alterations to three-story theatre at 376
Smith street to cost $18,000.

alley,

HUGHESVILLE, PA.— O.

Theatre has
plans by H A. Drake, 315 Reliance Building,
Kansas City, Mo., to remodel theatre, with
1,000, to cost $40,000.

and Apple

street

WARRENSBURG, MO.— Star

seating capacity of

M. Dunning

Construction
Company,
505
Herskowitz
Building, Oklahoma City, Okla., has contract to erect two-story theatre, 25 by 140
feet, for Ben E. Johnson, Chickasha, Okla,,
to cost $25,000.

Commercial

FALL RIVER, MASS.— C.

is

cost $100,000.

to

be

Corporation, 252
street, has plans
by G. P. Dion, 30 Center street, for alterations and one-story addition, 50 by 30 feet,
to moving picture theatre at 232 Exchange
street,

—

O.
Jacob Goldsmith, Wheeler
preparing plans for remodeling
Lyceum Theatre, at 217 North High street,

Building,

McDonald.

CHICOPEE, MASS.

—

CLEVELAND,

terprise

of 4,000.

—

.

FREEPORT,

July 17, 1920

— Inland

theatre,

Com-

Colliers

Compton, Donora,

C.

Pa.,

for two-story brick moving picture theatre,
45 by 92 feet, to cost $55,000.

MASONTOWN, PA.—H. W. Altman, Uniontown, Pa., is preparing plans for one-story
brick and stone trim theatre, to cost $12,000.
UNIONTOWN,
plans by H.

by 150

38

feet,

VERONA,

PA.

—Liberty

W. Altman

Theatre

has

for two-story theatre,

to cost $40,000.

—

Costa Brothers have plans
by J. C. Nichols, 973 Fifth avenue. New
Kensington, Pa., for two-story stone theatre
and office building, 65 by 100 feet, to be erected on Front street, near Centre, to cost

PA.

$60,000.

WESTMINSTER,

S. C.— C. M. Juest, Anderhas contract to erect brick, cement and sandstone moving picture theatre,
75 by 90 feet; terrazzo on first floor, Georgia
rift on second floor, electric lighting system;
for W. E. Cheswell, to cost $30,000.

son,

S.

C.,

EL PASO, TEXAS. —Improvements and
ditions

will

adbe made to Rialto Theatre at

Texas and Campbell

streets, to cost $250,000.

Seating capacity will be increased to
Address James C. Quinn, manager.

AUSTIN, TEXAS

—Major

George W.

2,200.

Little-

plans by Walsh & Giesecke for
moving picture theatre, 46-foot frontage,
marble and wainscot entrance, with seating
capacity of 900, to cost $80,000.

has

field

—

RICHMOND, VA. S. P. Williams has plans
by C. T. Russell, Van Union University, for
two-story brick theatre, store and office
building, 39 by 100 feet, to be erected at 406
North Second street, to cost $35,000.

—

0.,Collings Studio, 103 EngiBuilding and 1514 Prospect avenue,
have plans by Harold J. Small, 3824 East
93d street, for one-story brick moving picture studio, 100 by 300 feet, to be erected at
3600 Euelid avenue, to cost $60,000.
CLEVELAND, O. A. F. Janowitz, 322 Permanent Building, is preparing plans for one-

SALTVILLE, VA. Saltville Amusement
Company will erect brick and concrete mov-

story brick and terra cotta moving picture
theatre, 96 by 200 feet, to be erected at Highland square, 117th street and Detroit avenue,

G. Rhode, ovwill erect theatre
with seating capacity of 2,000, to cost $300,000.
WIS. Colonial Theatre at
15th and Vlist streets is to be enlarged and

neers

—

to cost $100,000.

CLEVELAND,

— Van

79

by 94

feet,

to

cost

$40,000.

SPOKANE, WASH.
ment

will convert
picture theatre.

—

C. S. Crews manageHippodrome into moving

KENOSHA, WASH. —Joseph

er,

Rhode Opera House,

MILWAUKEE,

Blarco

Construction Company, 322 Plymouth Building, has
contract for one-story moving picture studio,
O.

ing picture theatre,

improved.
ager.

—

Address Ernest Langmack, man-

”
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How

a Los Angeles Reporter Startled
the Guests at a Bessie Love Feast

would have been startled by
the question. Suppose that you were
brought up young movie
a well
dining
actress and were seated in a private
room with a party of friends who had
gathered to make merry and congratulate
you on the signing of a nice new star
recontract, and a wild-eyed, long-legged

A

By

NYONE

porter should burst into the room with
of his
the breathless inquiry on the end
tongue, “Where’s the body?”
Bessie Love admits that she was jarred
several inches from the calm center of
her mental equilibrium. And it wasn’t enHe was
tirely the reporter’s fault, at that.
sense
a new and youthful reporter, with a
of the duty he owed to a waiting world
strong upon him, and was bent only on
getting the details of his first assignment
and registering a scoop for his paper.
Trailing a Crime.

The mistake came about in this fashion
Someone had been careless enough to get

EDWARD WEITZEL
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and the fitness of things will know how
trig and trim and suited to the occasion
she looked. As to her shoes and stockings,
wanted to.
I
I couldn’t describe them if
She sat curled up on the broad divan all
through the interview, those distracting
articles of attire most tantalizingly out of
fit

sight..

A

of photographs of Miss Love
as Aurelie, heroine of “The Midlanders,”
the Charles Tenney Jackson novel that has
been adapted to the screen for the new
Callaghan star, was among the group of
that had been brought downstairs
stills
I selected one showfor my inspection.
ing Aurelie just after she has reached the
upriver town, after wandering away from
the orphan’s procession at the New Orleans
Mardi Gras. The small figure in the ging-

number

:
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Alexandria Hotel and

_

of the carpenters.”

“What are some of the adventures you
have when Aurelie outgrows short skirts
and lets down her hair?” was my next
leading question.
“Well, for one thing, she goes to Chicago and wins a beauty contest,” was the

demure

I repeated meaningly.
Miss Love ignored the depreciation

my

I

asked humbly.

“Aurelie’s beauty and grace attract the
attention of a theatrical manager and he
The demure
offers her an engagement.”
calm of this remark was a master stroke
of artistic skill until we both laughed.

—

Another of Miss Bessie’s Demure Remarks.
“The author of ‘The Midlanders’ must
have taken that last incident from your
Miss Love.”

life,

a habit

with Miss Bessie Love.
“But what about the love story? there
is a love story, of course?”
there is a Love story with
“Of course
!”
every thing I do
!’’
“And a happy ending, I’m sure
Bessie
would
Miss
I am also sure that
have thanked me for the implied good wish
but a young man came up and was intro-

—

!

—

duced and something told me that he
wanted to talk to my companion and that
it was time for me to go.

—

Appoints Bamberger and Levy

The Reporter Takes Cold Chicken.
was Andrew J. Callaghan, Miss Love’s
new manager and head of the Andrew J.
It

Screen Products, Inc., has appointed Bamberger and Levy, Putnam Building, New
York, as its official sales representatives for
the single reel comedies “Regular Fellows,”
adapted from the cartoons in the New York
Evening Journal, but not animated cartoons a weekly novelty magazine reel called “The Weekly Wash,” and a series of
two-reel dramas which can be released
Bamberger and
weekly or bi-monthly.
Levy have negotiations on to sell each series
;

Callaghan

—

in

tone.

“What happens then?”

all

Productions, Inc., who poured
the oil of diplomatic courtesy upon the
troubled waters by remarking:
“There seems to be a slight mistake
This is not a
somewhere, young man.
cannibalistic feast but a luncheon given to
Miss Bessie Love, and if you’re a member
of the press seat yourself between those
two charming young ladies on the other
side of the table and tuck in as much cold
chicken and lobster salad as suits your
carrying capacity.”
The reporter may have been green but
he wasn’t foolish. He accepted the invitation, after hurriedly explaining how the
mistake happened and joining in the laugh
at his expense.
We were seated in the Peacock Alley of
the Biltmore and were talking about Miss
Love’s departure for New York when she
was reminded of the funny mixup that
helped to enliven her luncheon the day
before she left Los Angeles.
“The reporter turned out to be the right
sort,” said Miss Love at the finish of her
story, “and admitted he was having a much
better time at my party than he would
have had following up the murder case.”
Bessie Love’s Patriotic Getup.
I am not
going to say anything about
how Bessie Love was dressed except that
her hat was red, her gloves were white
and her suit was blue and the time was
the afternoon of our glorious Fourth of
July.
All persons having intimate knowledge of the little star’s appreciation of the

reply.

“In Chicago?”

“Thank you kindly.”
Making demure remarks must be

the eager news collector
heard. Jamming the receiver back on the
hook, he rushed out, jumped into a waiting taxi and ten minutes later made the
abrupt demand that threw the Love feast
into quite excusable confusion.
that was

prevent her from deserting her children and running out of the studio to
gossip with a friend that belonged to one
to

own

himself killed in Los Angeles and, the
regular police reporter of the paper being
out on another case, the new man was
Further informatold to cover the affair.
tion phoned in to the city editor and the
return of his star criminal man prompted
the sending of the more experienced reporter to cover the cas^e.
Besides, the Bessie Love luncheon had
been overlooked, an error that must be
Knowing where the
rectified at any cost.
new man would make his first stop, the
city editor caught him there by phone.
“Never mind about the morgue,” were
“Go to Parlor B at the
his instructions.

And
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Turn
Show

’round, Bessie!

gingham gown and
So Bessie Love
heeds our command.

the folks your
pretty sun bonnet.

for the entire world’s rights.
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ham

frock and sunbonnet looks about ten
years old, the expanse of white stockinged
legs being one of the outstanding features
of the picture.
“I think you will like the opening of
‘The Midlanders,”’ said Miss Love; “it’s
so novel. When Aurelie takes refuge on a
flatboat she crawls into the big box where
the boatman keeps his dog and her litter
of puppies. All of the New Orleans scenes
are out of the ordinary; but we did have
a time with that hound family! Our property man heard of just the collection of
puppies and fond mamma we needed, but
when he went to offer them an engagement in the movies found that the lady
had disposed of her children and was living a life free of all maternal duties. The
only thing to do was to round the puppies

up again.”

Rounding Up a

Litter.

“Not an easy task, I take it,” said I.
“Not if the property man was to be believed,”
replied Miss Love.
“And our
troubles didn’t end when the last little
hound-dog was restored to the bosom of
his original family. Madame, their mother,
_

was not at all pleased at the family reunion and refused to disguise her real
feelings. We had to watch her constantly

Griffith

David

Film Continues Success

Wark

Griffith’s

“Broken Blossoms”

continues as one of the strongest motion
Film
picture drawing cards in England.
Booking Offices (1919), Ltd., has written of
its
reception at the Tower, Regent and
Strand picture theatres at Hull, where it
has been running for three weeks to crowded houses. The letter said that the feature
is pulling as strongly in England as it did
in the United States.
All English trade
journals and newspapers have praised it
highly.

Takes Out $100,000 Insurance
Robert B. Broadwell, president and director general of the Broadwell Productions, Inc., now producing a picturized series of the world famous Nick Carter detective stories, has taken out policies covering $100,000 worth of life insurance, with

two of Boston’s prominent Insurance companies

W.
W.

H. Englert Dies

H. Englert, owner of the Garden Theatre, Iowa City, died on June 22.
He was
formerly owner of the Englert Theatre in
the

same

city.

”

:
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Geraldine Farrar's “The Riddle : Woman
Rapidly Nears Completion Reports Jose
,

A

NNOUNCEMENT

made by

the Associated Exhibitors that “The Riddle
is

:

Woman,”

with

Farrar

Geraldine

leading role, which
tribute, is rapidly nearing
final shots will be taken
New Rochelle this week
company will then go to
the

Pathe

will

in
dis-

completion. The
at the studio at
and the entire

Boston for certain essential locations.
As the picture approaches the finishing
point, the general verdict of all who have
seen
it

in

it

disconnected form is that
one of the finest
Geraldine Farrar’s career. Time
have been freely given to this
its

will be unquestionably

pictures in

and money

production.
Edward Jose, the director, is enthusiasHe feels that a notable cast has been
tic.
assembled in support of the famous star
and that its technical equipment has been
all
that could be desired for an ultra
He praises the interior
fine production.
sets.

Plan Fall Release.

were consulted for the selection of the star, director, story and cast.
They are all men who are financially interested from the box office standpoint.
They have all advised in the making of
the picture knowing that it will play in
their houses.
Supporting Miss Farrar in the cast are
Exhibitors

H. E.

Van Duyne.

Montigue Love, Adele Blood, William P.
Frank Losee, Louis Stearn and

Carleton,

Ten Days’ Incorporations in

New York
TOTAL

A

capitalization of $1,428,000

is

represented by firms incorporating in
New York State within the past ten
days for the purpose of engaging in the

motion

picture

industry.

These

include

the Telescreen Corporation, $600,000, with
Jules Burnstein, M. D. Clofine, Chester C.

Rankin,

of

all

New

York;

Inc.,

Hillfield,

$25,000, Marion Elkin, Etta London, Ruth
Vogel, New York; Howells Picture Corpor-

ation, $50,000, David P. Howells. William
Fait, Jr., Anthony Morello, New York; Cel-

Players, $5,000, Eileen Curran, Bina
Flynn, H. J. O’Neill, New York; Montauk
tic

and Elite Theatre Corporation, $20,000, Barnett H. Miller, Nathan Gerzog, Benjamin
Nathanson, New York; Howard Thurston
Pictures, Inc., $5,000, Howard Thurston,
Beechhurst Hal Benedict and George Kelson, New York; Lyons Amusement Company, $30,000, Gertrude Ritchie, Sidney E.
Arnold and George F. Allen; Joan Film
Sales Company, $100,000, Nat G. Rothstein,
John N. Weber, Gustave F. Myers, New
York; Graphoscope Service Company, $63,000, Walter J. Scott, Annette Day, New
York, and C. P. Hall, Newark, N. J. San
Marco Films, Inc., $500,000, S. M. DePas;

;

Thomas J. Smith,
quali, College Point
Flushing; and Julius Frankenburg, New
York Cinema Screen Advertising Company $30,000, Gertrude Wolfer, Frederick
Brutsche, William S. Hawkins, New York.
;

;

;

“Prince Chap” at Rivoli
William DeMille’s Paramount production,
“The Prince Chap,” featuring Thomas
Meighan, which scored at its initial showing
at

Orchestra Hall, Chicago, will open at
Theatre, New York, Sunday,

the Rivoli
July 11.

Adapted for the screen by Olga Printzlau, “The Prince Chap” was produced with
an all-star cast. Kathlyn Williams appears
opposite Mr. Meighan, and the cast also
Lee, Charles Ogle, Casson
Ferguson, Ann Forrest, Lillian Leighton,
Florence Hart, Theodore Kosloff, Clarence
Geldart and Yvonne Gardelle. The photogincludes

raphy

is

Lila

by Guy Wilky.

They are all well known
screen actors, and have worked in entire
harmony with the star and director. Mr.
Jose has been assisted by J. H. McCloskey
and an efficient staff of technical men.
The picture will be released early in the
fall, according to present arrangements, and
there will be a strong pre-release advertising campaign direct to the public.

Madge Bellamy.

Total $1,428,000

who

everything

New

are.”
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Amusement Supply Company, Los
* Angeles, has been in New York for
the past week accompanied by Mrs. Van
Duyne, seeing New York under the guid-

1

ance of S. S. Cassard, sales manager of
the Nicholas Power Company, and Mrs.
Cassard. Mr. Van Duyne is a pioneer in

|

of

the

the motion picture industry and claims the
distinction of having sold the first projectors used in the world’s film metropolis.
He has been selling machines in California
for twenty years and was right on the
the fij-st producing concern
job when
moved into Los Angeles.
Recollections of the earliest days of
Hollywood. Culver City and other producing centers are his, for he has been through
In the early days he handled Edison
it all.
projectors chiefly and has since sold about
He is, however, a firm
all other makes.
believer in Power’s and has been selling
them exclusively for some years. That he
has been highly successful with Power’s is
indicated by the affidavit recently issued
by him in which he stated that 95 per cent,
of the machines used in and about Los
Angeles are made by the Nicholas Power

This Hot Weather Reminds

T
|

VAN DUYNE,

Cartoons

following statement
“The Hall Room Boys Comedies are not
animated cartoons; they feature the antics
of Percy and Ferdie in the flesh.
Every
movement in every release is registered
by living actors and actresses specially engaged for the role in question because of
their fitness for the part. This statement
should serve to dispel all doubts on the
part of foreign buyers as to the type of
production the Hall Room Boys Comedies

Pacific

E.

Visits

Room Boys Are Not

Hall

In response to the large number of inquiries which have been received from
foreign buyers regarding the type of production the Hall Room Boys Comedies
feature, Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, exclusive foreign distributors of these justly
well known gloom-dispellers, has issued the

|

Power

Mr. Van Duyne, however,

recent affidavit.

York

of

else.

chiefly interested in seeing how he can
issue another affidavit stating that 100 per
cent, of the machines used by the studios
of Los Angeles and vicinity are Power’s
instead of 95 per cent, according to the
is

|

Pacific Coast Distributor

much pleased with

the recent figures showing that Los Angeles is larger
than San Francisco, is wondering when
Los Angeles will pass New York in point
of population.
As good Californians Mr.
and Mrs. Van Duyne believe that Los
Angeles already surpasses New York in
is

1

Us of the Fanning Stunt
HIS hot weather reminds us of

southern
exhibitor
who,
seeking about for a means of
increasing summer business, advertised that if any of his patrons complained of being warm in his theatre
he would detail a colored man to
fan him. The idea received considthe

|

erable publicity and there were patrons, most of them jokers, who made
the exhibitor make good.
That he
was glad to goes without saying, and
his summer business showed a good
increase that year.
Picture Theatre Advertising, by
Epes Winthrop Sargent, tells of the
fan stunt and, among other stunts,
of a clever fake worked by a western exhibitor who induced his orchestra to go on strike “because they
were too cold.” Newspaper stories,
including an apology by the management to the musicians, caused a big
laugh.
These are only two ways how an
exhibitor with originality can increase his summer business.
New
ideas are being worked out every day
by clever showmen in “the infant industry.”
What are your ideas? Let Moving Picture World pass them along
to the other fellow. What stunts are
you trying out in your theatre? Let's
have them. Are your people uniformed in gray coats and white
ducks?
Have you an electric fan
in your lobby that seems to say:
“Br-r-r, it’s cold in here!”
Do you
still
use the commonplace outdoor
sign, “Twenty degrees cooler inside?”
Or are you pulling something new,
like Epes Winthrop Sargent’s suggestion
“Freezing is an easy death;

|

come

|
|
|

1

|
I
s

|
1

|
|
|
|

1
1

|
|

|

|
1

|
|

Company.

|

Mr. Van Duyne says that the requirements of the studios and laboratories are
now most exacting but there was a time
when they were not so particular. Mr.
Van Duyne is a quiet, well informed and
efficient business man who has a good supply of interesting details regarding the history of film activities in Los Angeles.
Mr. Van Duyne’s trip to New York has
Mrs. Van Duyne,
been very successful.
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We Have
Henry

A

MAN

you hear very little of in the
moving picture business in Detroit,

who

one of the real big exKoppin, whose picture
Like all successpresented herewith.
is
ful men, Mr. Koppin is extremely modest
in talking about what he has accomplished.
But we want to tell of some of the things
in which he believes, that have been gathered from observation, because they are
not only worth while passing on to other
exhibitors, but because if other exhibitors
will “please copy” we know it will help
and yet

hibitors,

is

Henry

is

S.

to be more successful.
Mr. Koppin believes in giving the public
He contends that if you can
big values.
make your admission 15 cents and make a
good profit, you shouldn’t charge more.

them

With Us To-day

Who

Koppin,

S.

Comique

Gives Public
open

will

Its

at 6 o’clock in the

Money’s Worth

morn-

ing.

Koppin houses are now being
and completely overhauled.
The Comique is going to have a new Marquee and new lighting system; the seats
are being arranged and when completed it
will look like a brand new theatre with its
improved box office.
Mr. Koppin operates under the style of
the Woodward Theatre Company and has
All of the

redecorated

offices at 306 Breitmeyer Building.
He
doesn’t claim to be a showman, but he does
know human nature and he does know that
if you treat your patrons
right and give
them all you can for the money, they will
come back day after day.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii

However, if 15 cents isn’t enough for a
good profit, then charge more. But do not
profiteer and do not charge more than you
should just because you think you can get
Fifth Theatre Soon.

The Koppin houses now comprise the
Koppin, Comique, Rosebud and La
Salle, all situated downtown. Within a few
months, he expects to break ground for
another large house at Antoine and CathIt will
erine, which will seat 2,000 people.
Koppin-Catherine Theatre.

He

would be

a

won-

derful location for a picture house.

Built

House

in

Nineteen Days.

Mr. Koppin thought it over and decided
it.
Being a builder, he got his men
together and they worked day and night
and Sundays for nineteen days. Think of it
building a theatre in nineteen days.
It
seats 375 and proved a “gold-mine” from
the very start.
Later he sold it to his
brother, George, who now operates it.
This all happened about ten years ago.
Since that time Henry Koppin has been
adding new houses from time to time and
he expects to continue adding them because he has found it a big paying proposition.
He personally does not bother with
to try

—

the

management

of his theatres as his build-

and insurance business take
up most of his time. But he has a “wonder”
in William E. Leonard, his general manager, who looks after all of the bookings
ing, real estate

of the theatres.
“Slim,” as he is known, is a hard worker
who likes the game, and hence does not
it work.
He follows closely the
principles of Mr. Koppin in getting the
best pictures on the market, giving the
best projection and seeing that each house

consider

is

Henry

Who

—

operates

S.

the

Company

Koppin

Woodward Theatres
in Detroit.
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Oregon Film Exchange
to

O

N

New
June

Sells

$50,000 Organization

7,

the

Oregon Film Exchange

of Portland, Ore., sold all its property and accounts to the new Interstate Film Exchange, Inc., of Portland,
with branch offices in Seattle and Spokane.
The new exchange is incorporated for $50,000, which has been subscribed by H. G.
Mapes, president L. A. Todd, vice-president G. C. Mapes, secretary-treasurer.
;

;

Franchises are now being bought for
the states of Oregon, Washington, Idaho
and Montana. Other franchises will eventually be contracted for. The papers of incorporation call for, in part, the purchase,
sale and rental of films, slides and accessories, to transact a general, domestic and
import and export business.

Cochrane

properly conducted.

Cleanliness Insisted Upon.
Cleanliness is one of the big assets of
the Koppin houses.
In the projection
rooms, you will find as many as three machines and by the way, Mr. Koppin uses
Power’s exclusively in all his theatres.
Every Koppin theatre change's its pictures daily.
The Comique and Rosebud
open at 7 o’clock in the morning and run
until 11 p. m.
Starting Labor Day the

will

be

—

HIPPING

a print of the picture
to Reno by mail on

San Francisco

from
June

rived in Reno after a flight of a little
more than two hours over the Sierra Ne-

not a show-

but a builder. Here is the way he got
About ten
his start in the show business.
years ago he took a lease of the building
at 148 Woodward avenue with no intention
He remodeled
of putting in a theatre.
the first floor into three small stores, but
somehow or other they did not rent fast.

man

it

company

large scale with the idea of
creating in the picture the same breadth
and depth of atmosphere as is found in
the book from which the picture is made.
“Stage plays,” says Mr. Cochrane, “must
necessarily be whipped into from three to
five acts and the action curtailed to fit
the time and place of presentation.
This
does not apply to pictures, where all of
the action can be shown. Nor is it necessary in a picture to sacrifice all of the
atmosphere to the action; the two things
can be made to co-ordinate perfectly, and
that is what we intend to do in the Britton
pictures create
action
and atmosphere
a

high-water mark.
These are perhaps the first film prints
ever sent out by airplane from a San
Francisco exchange. This shipment ar-

theatres.

So somebody suggested

done on

14 lifted “Shore Acres,” Metro’s picture from the American drama by James
A. Herne, some two and a half miles above
the sea level and brought receipts for the
three days’ run at the Majestic Theatre,
Reno, where the picture was shown, to a

erect other theatres both downtown and in the outskirts soon. He formerly operated the Pallister, Grand Circus,
Woodward No. 1 and Woodward No. 2
is

ductions of the Britton

S

will also

Mr. Koppin by profession

of

he will
troduce

“Shore Acres” Print Shipped
by Air from Frisco to Reno

New

be called

new ideas in production which
now have an opportunity to inin a big way since all of the pro-

number

simultaneously.”

it.

To Build

315

to Introduce

New

Ideas in Britton Pictures

G

EORGE COCHRANE,

just elected vice
president in charge of production for
Sumner Charles Britton, Inc., is no
new-comer to the screen. He has Ifeen
making pictures for many years
all the
way from two reel comedies with Christie

—

to five reel specials, and for more than
eight years has been continuously directing pictures for Universal.
During that time he has stored up a

vada mountains, and in ample time for
the evening exhibition.
“The additional publicity thus gained,”
writes F. W. Voight, branch manager for
Metro at San Francisco, “caused packed
houses for three days. At one time in the
flight ‘Shore Acres’ was soaring two and
one-half miles above sea level.”
To the Metro home office Mr. Voight
enclosed a photograph of the delivery of
the can of film by the pilot of the airplane to the assistant manager of the Majestic Theatre. Notice had been given the
public that this picture would be delivered
in Reno by the air route, and a large
crowd had assembled in the landing field
to witness it.

Write Criticisms on Films
Washington, D.

C.,

exchange managers

are complaining because a few operators
in the territory are making memorandums
and calculations on reel bands. What they
claim to be the most despicable practice is
the making of comic notations concerning
the show with which the particular bands
may be used.
“This is a practice that should not be
tolerated by the exhibitors,” said one exchange manager. “I had a show that drew
to capacity in Washington but unfortunately did not come up to the expectations of
one of the operators in Virginia, for when
it came back to my exchange it was found
that he had written a great deal of caustic
comment on the bands around each of the
reels.
It is a very petty trick, and I would
like to have the exhibitors themselves take
the matter up with their employes.”

Hallmark Announces “Deserter”
a Thomas H. Ince pro-

“The Deserter,”

duction, starring Charles Ray, is announced
by Frank G. Hall, president of Hallmark
Pictures Corporation, as the July 1 release
of Hallmark’s series of re-created Triangle
productions.
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Non

Educational and

Conducted by Margaret

I.

MacDonald

Organizing to Further Cause
of Educative Films in Public Schools

T a meeting to be held very shortly at
the Bray Pictograph offices, represen-

News

theatrical

Interests

A

July 17, 1920

ter Films; Dr. Maxwell Ryder, Ryder Films;
Ellis ,of the Harry Levey Service
S. A. Bloch, of the Fox Film

“Touring the Top o’ the World” is a rainoffering by Pathecolor, showing marvelous mountain views from Lauterbrunnen to
Murren, in Switzerland.
To the eight wonders of the world should
be added the Alpine trolley, a wonderful bit
of engineering which enables the tourist

bow

Don Carlos

who

tatives of all the big producers will
report on their study of the problem the educational field is turning up.
An important

Corporation, and
Corporation.

from the supreme, dizzy heights.

preliminary meeting was held last week.
The meeting took place at the Harvard
Club at the invitation of Carl H. Pierce, vicepresident of the Kineto Co., of America, Inc.
At the suggestion of Mr. Pierce there was
chosen as temporary chairman, Rowland
Rogers, of Bray.
Mr. Rogers explained that the producers’
representatives had been called, together to
discuss the various and complex problems
that had been developing in the rapidly expanding educational field; that they wanted
to devise some way to co-operate in arriving

One-Reel Subject Shown
Why Dust Is Dangerous
HY dust is dangerous is shown in a

at methods
charge, etc.

of

The

distribution;
methods of
territorial price also offers

great problem; whether the New York
charge is to be more or less than the New
York charge for the ordinary entertainment
productions is a problem that still needs
a

study.

was explained

the meeting that it
had not been the intention to slight any
producers and at future meetings, of which
notice will be given in the publications, all
producers interested in educational films are
invited to attend or to send a representative.
The general understanding in educational
film circles is that this autumn the Board of
Education is going to make its first well defined, well planned experiment in the use of
motion pictures in the school rooms. It is
understood that there is an appropriation
of $10,000 to be spent for motion picture
films and that probably all the manufacturer
of educational films will be asked to submit
bids on the various subjects.
Three subjects have been elected for the
autumn experiment, for which this $10,00 is
said to be available, between September and
Christmas. They are; Biology, United States
Geography and English Literature.
It seems to be generally understood that
the normal demand as things expand; that
the automatic spread of the use of educacational films and the additional subjects
for which they will be used will in time
bring the annual appropriation of the Board
of Education for educational pictures up to
It

at

$250,000.

At the Harvard Club meeting the other
night there were present, besides Mr. Pierce
and Mr. Rogers, the following: Ilsley Boone,
Argonaut Films; F. W. Blaisdell, Society of
Visual Education; Dr. G. P. Benton, Worces-

W

one-reel motion picture, “Explosive
Dusts,’’ issued by the United States
Department of Agriculture, in cooperation

with the United States Grain Corporation.
The picture is a popular presentation of a
subject covered at greater length in a previous tWo-reeler, “Grain-Dust Explosions in
Mills and Elevators,
The old two-reel picture is being retained
for the use of workers in the Bureau of
Chemistry. The new one-reeler is especially
designed for showing in high schools and
other institutions, as well as before grain
and milling men, fire prevention and insurance associations.
Requests for the loan of the film should
be made through some field worker of the
Department of Agriculture, or they may be
sent directly to the department.
Arrangements also have been made enabling outside
persons and institutions to buy prints at
the cost of manufacture.

Four Interesting Subjects
in Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph
“Beating Man at His Own Game” is the
the leading subject in the GoldwynBray Pictograph B 7045, containing advice
to young women who contemplate marriage
and are doubtful about their ability to handle a man. In addition to offering valuable
pointers, this picture is good for a number
title of

of laughs.

“Bargain Vacations for the Kiddies”

in

A

Review No.

New

Park on the Palisades.
The process by which finger prints are
taken is the subject of the third number in
this

pictograph.

We

see

the

printer’s

ink

being rolled on a glass plate, the fingers being inked and the impression being recorded
on a chart.

Future Overseas Airship
Harry Leonard has delved into tfie futurefor Paramount Magazine of July 4 under the
title of "The Transatlantic Night Express.”
Semi-technical and with a touch of humor,
the picture describes the future aircraft that
will make the journey from New York to

London.
Fashion styles and the lightning changes
that can be effected by women in dressing is
shown in “The Truth About Women,” an-

recolor offer60,

leased July 18, is the Pathe
ing, “The Cloud-Mothers,” showing unusual close-ups of bright plumaged creatures
in their own domestic settings.
To secure
these birdland studies the Pathe cameraman
stole out at dawn and from the cover of a
camouflaged camera-stand managed to photograph the nest of a mother lark.
How the master craftsmen of feminine
desires of milady are shown in “The Building of a Bonnet.” "The Byzantine Mourning

other incident in this release, illustrated by
a vaudeville headliner.

Ford Weekly Shows Suit Making
of the most recent Ford Educational
Weeklies released by the Goldwyn is called
“To Suit Man,” and details the processes
through which a bolt of cloth is subjected
before it becomes a suit of clothes.

One

Dance” is an interpretation by Madame Desiree Lubovska, of the dance popular in the

In this picture the cloth

is

shown being

sponged by being drawn between rollers and
passed through a bath to shrink it in order
to keep its size and shape after it has been
made into a garment. Then the measuring
and cutting of the cloth into pieces that
are sold to the clothiers is shown. The processes of cutting hundreds of suits at the
same time from a single pattern is then

days of the Crusaders.
“Looping the Hoops” is a Novograph presentation in slow motion, showing the skill
and endurance of the hoop-juggler. With
the action of the camera slowed down to
eight times less than normal speed the spectator is permitted to see how easily the
adept goes through his manipulations.

presented.

In Laos Land, Where the Sun Beams Down on the Tea-Leafed Roofs of the Country Town.
Scenes from the latest Paramount-Burton Holmes trayel picture, "The Land of Laos.” 1 Bringing in the tea leaves for the roofs of
the Lampang dwellings. 2 One of the crudely constructed Lampang homes. 3 Interior of the Palace where the
Reclining Buddha may be seen taking a prolonged rest.

—

a

state National

Pathe Review No. 60
of Pathe

is

film that will be of special interest to mothwho want to give their children an outing but cannot afford to visit an expensive
summer resort. It shows an ideal place
directly across from
York at the Inter-

ers

Interesting Bird Studies

FEATURE

does not care to climb to secure a view

——

|

1

(

1

1

1
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Advertising and Exploitation
By Epes Winthrop Sargent
mm

Making Fake Pictures on Jersey Beach
Brought Huge Crowds to Theatre Doors
the crowds at a summer resort; particularly at the shore, where
the bathing beach offers a continuous
performance rival attraction, is not an easy
Hal Oliver, of the New York
matter.

G

ETTING

Famous Players-Lasky exchange, devised
a ballyhoo which led the crowds right up
to the doors of two beach theatres and
it did not take much effort to push them
in to see “Why Change Your Wife.”

The Broadway, Long Branch, and the
Savoy, at Asbury Park, are under the same
management, and each year they plan a
big campaign for some picture. This year
they decided upon “Why Change Your
Wife” and called on the New York office

lation sent replies to the Daily Record, and
the Asbury Park average was almost as
good. It was another instance of having
nothing in particular to do.
But it must have been an awful shock
to
Ocean Grove, Asbury Park’s campmeeting neighbor.

Had a Peach.
went down with some bathing

you have a copy of the Motion
Picture News for July 3, turn to
page 236 of that issue and take a
look at the Belmont Theatre’s stunt

|
|
|

Oliver

and a cameraman and at each resort
he went out on the beach to take some
scenes of a new comedy. The cameraman
kept grinding away while Oliver rehearsed
his scenes and the crowd gathered. Gradually he drew them up the beach the crowd
constantly increasing in size, until almost
time for the screening when he would call
;

out

to

finish

the

cameraman

that

up with the scenes

in

they

would

|
|
|

to

1

§

new, we try to have it when
it is new.
If you want real service
well, use
your own judgment.

|
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1

1
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1 1 1 1 1
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performance as an argument for the
picture. No advertising mention was made
of the event, but it has had a marked influence on business building, chiefly because Mr. Mitchell handled the matter with
such excellent judgment.

How

Keep Off “The Road
Made a Hook-up

1
|

LAYING

1

j 1

to

to Divorce”

(

a Real Church Choir
to Exploit “Confession”

OME

people like to talk about how
nice it would be if they only had the
big city facilities for press work.
Others go out and do things.
Put W.
Griffith Mitchell, resident manager of the
Majestic Gardens, Kalamazoo, into the
latter class.
He does real things.

S

;

1

—

|

theatre.

Got Mobs

I

If it’s

|

n

1

“The Copperhead.”
Now turn back to page 573 of the
issue of The Moving Picture World
for April 24; ten weeks previously,
and you will find the same stunt.

front of* the

They would go up to the theatre and
stage a couple of scenes in front of the
house, lasting just long enough to let the
crowd take in the generous display of
posters, then someone would stick up a
sign reading that the show would start in
five minutes, and the “company” would
troop into the house, with most of their
gallery following. They had been led right
up to the entrance. It was easier to go
in than to go all the way back to the
beach.

cial

1

for

Oliver

girls

1

Field Covering Service

|

for help.

1

stories mentioned that it was that of St.
Augustine’s, and gave the names of the
singers a body of fifteen men and boys.
As part of the campaign Mr. Mitchell
gave a private viewing to the priests and
nuns of Nazareth Academy and a special
free morning matinee for the children of
the parochial schools, at which performance
the boy. soprano of St. Augustine’s was
the soloist.
No effort was made to exploit this spe-

HiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii.

If

Church. He went after the choir of St,
Augustine’s Church; one of the finest
choirs in the state.
It took him a week to gain the consent
of the church officials, but this was finally
accorded, and while the advertisement did
not carry the name of the choir, the press

Recently he had Henry Walthall in “The
Confession.” He felt that it would be a
help to the picture to use a surpliced
choir.
He knew that the story had been
approved by dignitaries of the Catholic

up the news angle gave a valhook-up for the Universal’s
Mary MacLaren feature, “The Road
to Divorce,” in San Francisco.
Cynthia Grey, editor of the Woman’s
Page of the News, was sold on an essay
contest with advice on how to avoid divorce. The essays were limited to 350 words

P

uable

each.

The judging was expertly done by Judge
Graham, who has probably granted more
divorces than any man on the California,
bench and who may be considered an expert on the subject. Excerpts from the essays were run in a box on the front page
for about two weeks, while the best of the
essays were run in full on the woman’s
page. It got a lot of good publicity for the
Frolic Theatre, which showed the film and
arranged the contest.

Follow.

The cut will give some idea of the mobs
that followed the cameraman along the
beach. They started at the far end and
gradually worked up to the street leading
to the house, and at every fresh location
they would pick up a few more to help
swell the throng.
No one had anything in especial to do.
They were there for entertainment. They
could see the regular bathers every day.
Picture companies were rare, and so they
followed along and kept right on up to
the very doors of the house. It is one of
the most complete deliveries of a ballyhoo
mob on record.
Building Up.

But

alone was not depended upon to
get the crowd. There were two contests
staged at each beach. In one the prizes
were awarded to the prettiest bathers and
in the other to the best swimmers, so both
the

this

beach vamps and the

hard workers

got an even break.

And

in both towns the local paper was
up with an essay contest on the divorce question and a minister was one of
the judges. In Long Branch it was estimated that about one third of the popu-

tied

A

Pulling Them Away from the Sad Sea Waves.
fake production of a bathing- comedy pulled the crowd off the beaches at Asbury Paris
and Long Branch and led them up to the very doors of the theatres just before
the performance started, so they all know about “Why Change Your Wife’’’
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Turn

D

Staged Acts to
Supplant the Prologue
IRECTORS Roth and Partington, of
to

the

California

cisco,

have

Theatre,

something

San Frangood in a

staged act instead of a prologue. In place
of laboring to discover something which
can be tortured to suggest the current
offering they merely frame up an act of
some sort and offer this as “a bit of desert”
to the picture menu.
These acts are changed weekly,

and they
are not along the same lines. Sometimes
scenery is painted for the presentation and
at other times drapes are employed instead.
One week a dancing act was put on with
a section of the string band of the big
orchestra playing on the stage. At another

time “A Night in Venice” served to introduce a couple of local singers in a Venetian boat song.
None of the acts run more than six or
seven minutes. They are not big productions, but merely an airy little trifle designed to contribute a little variety to the
bill.

It serves the same practical purpose as
a prologue, yet the scheme is more elastic
and as a rule more acceptable, since few
prologues really fit in on the production.
The staged act is far more practical for
the small house, and it is reasonable to
suppose that this device will find a larger
following than the prologue, which often
calls for a considerable expense for a brief

production.

The main

idea of either style of perform-

ance is to offer something another and
smaller house may lack; something distinctive to the particular bill.
staged act seems to be the

Teaser Line

T

AILING

Of the two the

more

Won

practicable

Space

his current advertising with

“Next week, Sinners’ Week” got E. O.
Weinberg, of the Strand, Buffalo,

some fourteen inches of free reading. One
newspaper editors got interested in
knowing what a sinners’ week might be, and
he sent a reporter down to find out. The
reporter discovered that it was Constance
of the

Talmadge “In Search

of a Sinner,”

and he

hustled back to tell the waiting world.
The story ran on a page apart from the
photoplay stuff and was treated as pure
news; which made it much more valuable.
would not put it above Mr. Weinberg
to plant a story in this fashion, but it was
clever planting, and counted.

We

Perfumed Pictures Are Now
Talked About in Michigan
LI M.

OROWITZ, Paramount

tation

man
new

exploifor the Detroit exchange,
has a
one, and now Michigan is
talking about the new perfumed pictures.
He wanted something new to put the picture over at the New Family, Adrian, and
trailer
started into do some thinking.

E

A

Finds Saturday

R

Is

Best

for Opening Week Run
UNNING as many as four houses in

a city, and with houses scattered
well through the Northwest, Jensen
and Von Herberg, the First National franchise holders for Washington and Oregon,
have reduced their business to a science.
Experiments have been devised to test
theories until the conduct of their affairs
is

no longer a matter of guesswork.

One

of the most interesting of their discoveries is the fact that a Saturday opening
is better than Sunday for a run of a week
or longer, and they not only prove their

through logic, but demonstrate it
with box office figures.
The argument is very simple. If a play
opens on a Sunday it has the advantage
point

word-of-mouth advertising from the
holiday crowd. If the show opens on Sunday and closes Saturday, the intervening
days must be carried on the one big day,
the second cleanup coming at the very end
of the run, when personal recommendation
will no longer help.
On the other hand, opening on Saturday
gets in two huge crowds in place of one,
and sends out twice as many personal press
agents. As a result it is far easier to hold
up the weekday business for the remainder

of the

of the week, letting it trail until Saturday
and not spoiling the Saturday business
with the announcement of another strong
attraction to open the following day, which

might possibly hold over the money. They
get all of the Saturday-Sunday money for
one attraction, instead of splitting it with
two shows.
If you open your show on Sunday in common with most, try the Saturday opening
for a few weeks and see what happens.

was shown by the house, using the scene
in

which Beth smells

Sallie’s

perfume on

her husband’s coat, which leads to the first
shift in wives.
It struck Mr. Orowitz that
here was a chance. He had sachets made
and hung before all of the electric fans, and
just as the trailer started the fans were put.
in motion, with the result that the odors

were diffused through the house and men
and women sniffed in time with Beth.
Fans for Distribution.

Somehow the scent was connected with
the picture, and talk of the perfumed pictures followed. If you have to keep your
fans running all of the time these warm
days you can rig atomizers to be worked
by the ushers or dangle small sponges saturated with the perfume above the fans, to
be let down at the proper moment.
It

is

a

little

thing,

but seems to have

worked.

L^sed

Padded Legs for
“Luck of Irish” Display

SING

the teaser line “He fell in
love with her feet,” put over “The
Luck of the Irish” at the Knickerbocker, Cleveland, with the help of Edward
Holland, a Mayflower exploitation man.
The line was used without mention of the
play; tjie title not being announced until
the day before the showing. Mr. Holland
reports success with this stunt, but it is not

U

always to be commended.

Sometimes peo-

ple will not be interested in the title and the
engagement will prove a dud.
better idea was to get several pairs
of dummy legs from a shoe concern, dress
them nicely and place them in a box dressed
to suggest the basement-sidewalk scene in
the play.
This was lettered “He fell in

A

love with her feet. Can you guess which
pair?”
Outside of a few who thought the Sennett bathing girls were coming “in person,”
the stunt drew.
It is simple enough to

work anywhere and

gives a fine

hook up

with a shoe dealer or hosiery department
in a

big store.

Squaws and Wigwam Helped
Gain a Run of Two Weeks

E

VIDENTLY

they

like

northwestern

plays up around Seattle, for the
Strand, a Jensen and Von Herberg
house, booked it for two weeks and put it
,

over

proper shape with a lobby built up
girl ushers in Indian dress. “Dress”
is the proper word, rather than “costume,”
for a few of the girls wore moccasins, but
in

and the

most of them stuck to their own shoes.
Possibly they were afraid their feet would
get walked all over in the dark aisles, but
at anj rate only two of them wore the soft
shoes, though they all come out strong on
the bead work.
To get the lobby effect the doors were
masked by panels, which gave an unbroken
-

display.

L

On

“The Courage of Marge O’Doone” Was Not a Patch
the courage of a member of the Free and Independent Order of Bachelors
who would face this clan of Injun ladies and attempt to swipe one
from the husky on the right. How the Strand, Seattle, did it.

What are -you doing to keep down the
high cost of hot weather? Others mav be
interested in what you have found out. Tell
it here.
This is the place.

!
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Suppose You Try a Poster Frappe Once.
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Pays to Make His
Appeal to All His Patrons
lmer Harris, of the Biackstone,

Finds

E

iiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiim^iiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

It

Pittsburgh, has decided that it does
not pay to follow the star system
slavishly and to advertise only the chief
performer. He finds that the average picture makes a wider appeal, and now he
makes his bid to all of hs patrons and
not merely to those who are apt to be interested in the star.
During the run of Katherine MacDonald
in “The Beauty Market,” he heard numerous comments on the story. This set him
thinking, and now he knows that to some
the story appeal is stronger than the star,
and that some directors and some brands
also carry selling possibilities.
When he played the same star in another story he made a big hit with the star
in one advertisement, then announced “A
powerful story, with Katherine MacDonald” for another space, and in both he
sought to sell the First National, with the
result that he did a better business with

the

same

star.

Only some companies and some directors
are stars in an advertising sense, but when
he has these, he makes the most of them.

Give Favorite Stars the

Frozen Face

T

to Attract

HIS

is the time of the year to take a
one-sheet down to the ice factory
and ask them to freeze it into a cake
of ice for lobby display.
If you have no
ice factory, you can saw a cake of ice in
two, lengthwise, place your one sheet between the two parts, put one half cake
on top of the other, and put them back into
the ice house overnight and in the morning
it will be frozen together again.
After that works out put a refrigerator
into the lobby with some film cans where
the food is stored and advertise “Cool pic-

tures in a cool theatre.”

Works
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiie

Buried “Treasure Island” Chests Did
Much to Put Over This Production

E

XPLOITING

“Treasure

Island”

by

means of buried treasure chests has
been worked in several cities, but apparently nowhere more elaborately than in
Kansas City, where the Royal Theatre put
the picture over with a bang, following a ten

day campaign.
They arranged with the Post to father
the scheme and this gave them about two
columns a day for ten days in advance.
That, however, was just a start of the
hook-up.
The chests had to be buried somewhere,
so it was arranged that they should be
buried on plots owned by two real estate
companies.
These were suburban tracts
being opened up for residential purposes,
and the companies were only too glad to
get attention for the sections without having to pay out good money so they paid the

Just to help along,

the

ring.
It was several days before another box
was uncovered, though the search was kept

up but at

found one
and drew ten dollars and a

last a six years old girl

of the coffers

This

certificate.

put

fresh

The crowds went

life

into

last

after

it

box was found.
Counting Up.

Tabulating the benefits derived, the
newspaper got a good circulation stunt.
The theatre got all of the stuff the newspaper printed.
The jewelers got a lot of free advertis-

it

was announced that

boxes would be buried cer-

good for $250

purchase of a

lot

in

if

the

applied to
section in

which the box was found. Of course this
was merely a rebate on a lot and not worth
face value unless the finder were anxious
to purchase in that vicinity, but
total of $500 and sounded like

it

a

made
lot

a
of

money.

Then Cady and Olmstead, a firm of jewelcame in with an offer of a $65 diamond
ring for the first box found. This was not
ers,

a specified box, but the first of the four to

be found. The theatre itself offered $10 for
each of the boxes, but all prizes were conditional on their being brought to the office of the newspaper still unopened.

The Hunt

Is

On.

The chests were buried the night before
the opening, great secrecy being observed,
and Sunday morning the fact was announced by means of a full page display

real

estate concerns

got plenty of

newspaper mention for the $40 they provided as the prizes, got two possible purchasers on the certificates and brought
their tracts to the attention of hundreds of
people who might never have gone out
had they not wished to see others digging
for the treasure.

And As

a Side Issue.

And

finaly the theatre got a lot of publicity from a window display in the jewelry
store window, which that firm got up to
mark their participation in the stunt. This

was treasure chests in the shape of jewel
caskets and plate chests, all hooked up with
the buried treasure idea.
It was one of
those stunts in which all profited.
you improve on a stunt taken from
department, drop us a line and tell
what you did to give it a fresh kick.
Help others to improve.
If

this

Don’t be bashful.

Do it now!
And pronto

Exchange Has Queer Ideas
as to Married Life Charms
NJOYING

prominent location, the
Exchange, Denver,
turns its windows into an advertisement for the current attraction handled by
that concern. The cut shows the display
made for “Don’t Ever Marry.” Evidently
this was laid out by a bachelor, for the display consists almost wholly of flatirons and
rolling pins, as though married life were
tied up with rolling pins and flatirons. Not

E

a bit of
tirely.

a

National

First

it.
The man
He must be

has the wrong idea ena bachelor who reads

the comic papers.

Married

life

not just one darned

is

flat-

iron after another.
Certainly not. When
Friend Wife gets sore, she doesn’t dash off
to the kitchen for the rolling pin, or to the
laundry for an iron.
Any married man

can

tell

you

that.

You Know How

It Is

Yourself.

When

she gets her dander up she is just
as liable to fire the ash tray or the cold
cream jar or the cuspidor. She doesn’t
specialize.
It’s the first handy thing she
lights on.

Anyhow, the

good one for exand a lot betof stills and paper.
good example to the ex-

idea

changes on traveled
ter than a display

Moreover it set
change patrons.

a

is

a

streets,

the

harder
than ever and the next day the fourth and
search.

The

Real Estate Discounts.
in two of the
tificates each

advertisement. A few hours later a boy
arrived at the office of the paper with not
one but two of the chests, winning two
of the ten dollar prizes and the diamond

ing for $65.

$40 for prizes.

Now

he sometimes splits his advertising four ways, trying to get to different
classes of patrons with the varied appeals.

It

iiiiiMiStiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiillTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKmiliiiiiiiiiii

The First National Duplex Window Display.
This chaste combination of rolling' pins and flatirons was compiled by the Denver
First National Exchange for “Don’t Ever Marry.’’ They can cha'nge the
signs and also use it for Mack Sennett’s “Married Life.”
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Use High Voltage
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Give Star “Live Sparks

to
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Forty-Eight-Hour Campaign
Drew Two Thousand Persons
ECAUSE of a mistake on the part of

B

an exchange, A. W. Eiler, of the
American, Walla Walla, Wash., found
himself on Friday with no attraction for
That didn’t bother him
his Sunday date.
half as much as it might some people. C.
W. Young, of the Metro Seattle office, was
in town and he had one picture Eiler had
not played, “Burning Daylight.”
Eiler very promptly booked that and a
hurry call was sent in for the paper and
other advertising material, and in the meantime Mr. Eiler got busy. He rushed down
to the newspaper office and shot in a type
teaser ad for the Friday evening edition
and fixed up for his Saturday and Sunday
display. He got the book stores busy with
“Burning Daylight” and other of Jack London’s works and he got some other win-

dows

«sf€i«s£f

to help out with.

Saturday morning he got up at halfpast four and by seven he had a dozen sixstreamers completed. Ten of these
at vantage points, but a couple
his car and sent all over town
In the afternoon the lithorepeatedly.
graphs came in, with cut supplied for the
Sunday ad. The paper went up almost before it was unwrapped and on Sunday
morning if you read the papers you read
the American ad.
Mr. Young was unable to stay over to
gee how it came out, but Mr. Eiler reported that he played to 2,000 paid admissions on the day, which is not what might
With a larger house he
ibe called poor.
might have done better, but the two thousand were about all he could hold without
foot

were posted
were tied to

hanging them from the roof.
And the moral of it all is that if you get a
jolt, all you need do is kick a little harder
and swim out.

Eighteen Feet of Tableau to Tell Picture Plot.
window in La Cross, Wis., told even more of the plot of
"Why Change Your Wife?” than did the De Mille subject itself.
It will work with any love story.

Four groups

of shoes in a

I

Shoes Were Used to Tell
Story of “Male and Female”
MPLOYING shoes to tell the story of

E

life of a man and woman helped
put over “Male and Female” at
La Crosse, Wis. No special window dressing was required, and the idea can be
adapted to almost any love story with a
distinctive title. The lettered cards do not
show up in the cut, which merely gives
The large
the idea of the arrangement.

the
to

-

card announces that the display tells the
story of “Male and Female” in four acts.
Smaller cards identify each “act.” Act one,
shown at the left, offers a pair of men’s
dress shoes facing a pair of women’s

pumps.
The second act shows walking
boots, the third patent leather pumps and
satin evening slippers, and the last act
shows oxfords with a pair of baby shoes
between. The idea might be improved by
using house slippers for this last scene,
showing the first act a meeting and the
second act shoes apparently going down
the street together, but the big idea, of
course, is. the baby shoes in the last act.

Used High Voltage Current

G
with

to Advertise “Live Sparks”
ETTING away from the usual stunts,
the Strand, Denver,
electrical stunt for

Warren Kerrigan.

worked

a clever

“Live

Sparks,”

Taking advantage

of the oil fields stuff, a derrick was erected
in the lobby.
The lobby is a high one,
permitting the use of a large derrick, and
a sparking device was hooked in, permitting a large spark to be thrown. This was
operated by means of a telegraph key from
within the house and the flash of light and
the crackling sound of the spark combined to appeal to both eye and ear.

Snow Tableau
in a

T

AKING

Float

Wins

Southern Campaign

advantage of the locale of the

Rex Beach production, “The Silver
Horde” sold a lot of extra tickets for

the Rialto, Atlanta, one of the Southern
Enterprises chain.

The management mounted

a

snow-clad

hut on a float, put in a groundwork of snow
and then populated the hut with cutouts of
the two men fighting and the girl they were
fighting for.

Snow

Atlanta the latter part of June
in the wilderness and
people forgot the heat, and thought onlyT
of the icy blasts, with the result that the
house cleaned up. Think it over. It will
work for you, too.

was

Snow in June Is Some Southern Attraction.
True the snow got rather dusty before the end of the run, even
it

off

if they did sweep
each day, but it made big business for the Rialto, Atlanta, by
suggesting the cool northern scenes of “The Silver Horde.”

in

like

manna

July

17,
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Shriners Helped Portland
Theatres to Cleanup Week

ORTLAND

theatres took every advantage of the presence in town of
the huge crowds drawn by the session
of the Imperial Council of the Mystic
Shrine the week of June 21. Two of the
houses, the Circle and the Helig, started in
at nine o’clock in the morning and stopped
at four o’clock the next morning.
The Rose Festival and the Horse Show
were both held during Shrine week and the
crowds from nearby towns augmented the
host of Shriners from all over the country.
The floating population was in excess of
200,000 for at least three days of the week.
C. M. Hill, of the Famous Players-Lasky
exchange at Portland, had booked most of
the houses with Paramount attractions and
he was run off his feet helping the houses
Five of the
get up special exploitation.
six downtown houses had Paramount shows
and each wanted something different. It
was some order, but Hill did the trick.
And here’s a little tip. If the Shriners
gather in your town, don’t put out “Wel-

P

come Shriners.” Make it “Salaam es Alikeum” and they’ll think you speak their
language.

Angle on Treating Guests

mint

in

'Discs

Gave Atmosphere

to

Scene

UTTING “Why Change Your Wife?”
into English’s Theatre, Indianapolis,
for a five-week run seemed to Charles
Olson to call for some special presentation stunts. One very effective bit was the
use of a phonograph to play the disc records which figure largely in the play as
the symbols of personality.

An exhibition phonograph was procured,
with the proper records, and an operator
was carefully rehearsed that the starts and
stoppages might be synchronous with the
action.
The orchestra was stopped at
these points and the effect was odd and

iwiiiiii

mm

mu
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Hooking in With the Navy Gave Not
Only a Ballyhoo, but Good Prologue

O

NCE

more Uncle Sam and Josephus

Daniels have come to the aid of the
pictures. As told repeatedly in these
columns, the Navy recruiting service is always on the lookout for hook-ups. They
realize the value of anything out of the
ordinary as a means of attracting attention to their own aims, and with an intelligence theatre managers might emulate,
they are perfectly willing to let the other
fellow have his if only they get what they
want.
Oscar Ginns, who controls the Queens,
Majestic and Rialto Theatres in Wilmington, Del., in addition to the Playhouse, the
drama theatre, decided not to shut down
the latter during the summer, but to play
pictures there, too.

To Get Them Coming.
always easy to get picture
patrons into a drama house and Mr. Ginns
looked over his bookings and figured that
“The Girl of the Sea” promised well in
the matter of ballyhoo.
It

is

not

He advanced

Proper Phonograph

321

the booking of this film and
with L. A. Young, of the

got in touch
Selznick flying squadron, who was working out of the Philadelphia office.
Young promptly got in touch with the
Navy Recruiting Station and arranged for
the loan of Chief Gunners Mate, E. J. Seiler,
to go to Wilmington with a diving outfit.
The Navy even provided a truck for the
transportation of the equipment, to provide against railroad delays.

Street and Stage.

Then Young dropped down

paper value apart from the oddity of his
appearance in working dress.
The opening day he was taken through
the city on a motor truck in full equipment,
with posters on either side of the truck.
It was also announced that he would appear on the stage, and tell of his experiences in the Navy.

Used for a Prologue.
At each appearance Young came on and

how the underwater scenes had been
made, ending by introducing Seiler who
doffed his helmet and gave a little talk
about the navy, his experiences in general
and with the Eagle boat in particular.
It made a corking good added attraction, and the people took so kindly to the
show that the run was extended to four
days instead of three and the Playhouse
was put on the map as a picture theatre
and will be able to run all summer.
told

Navy, Too.

Of course the Navy was not

sitting

consequence.

When

you get right down

to brass tacks,
recruiting forces are
about the livest advertisers there are, and
many of the officers of the Recruiting
Service could give pointers to the theatrical
press agents, and then some.

the

Navy and Army

ciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiimmiiimiiiiiiiiiimi

Wilmington and got in conference with Elias Wettstein, Mr. Ginns’ publicity man. Seiler had
recently been working in the Delaware on
the sunken Eagle boat on which nine men
had been lost, and he had a real newsto

Don’t throw

these

pages away

when you have read them.

Keep
them and look -them over when
you need an idea.

telling.

The long run at a drama house was put
oyer to increasing receipts through such
tricks of presentation, and beat the prologue idea for straight, place and show.

Manager Offers

D

New

Angle

in the Matter of Passes
ISCUSSING the means by which he

put over “The Splendid Hazzard,” a
new First National production, Edgar
Keene, assistant manager of the Waldorf
Theatre, Akron, Ohio, offers a new angle
to pass giving.
Mr. Keene points out that a pass is primarily given for the purpose of paying for
service or promoting good will. If a man
gets a pass for something done, it is pretty
certain that the service is of greater value
than the cost of the ticket. If he is a guest
of the house, it is because his friendship is
of real value.
In stead of

treating

pass

holders

as

though they were orphans in on a charity
performance, his staff are instructed to pay
particular attention to the deadheads. They
are not tolerated; they are made to feel
that they are more than welcome, and as a
result they are sent away stronger than
ever for the Waldorf and more ready to
do. the house a good turn whenever opportunity offers.
This is an angle which remarkably few
managers appreciate, yet, as a rule, giving
a man a pass is like offering an angleworm
to a fish.
Don’t let a grouch turn a pass
into a

boomerang.

back

The

recruiting force was increased,
Seiler himself helped when he was not
ballyhooing for the theatre, and some recruits were sent to the Navy Yard, in
idle.

This Deep Sea Diver Put a

Drama Theatre on

the Picture Map.

Oscar Ginns, of Wilmington, Del., wanted to make his Playhouse a picture theatre
for the summer. Using a deep sea diver with a local news angle to work with
a Selznick picture turned the trick, and the Navy loaned the driver.
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Try a Wooden
Aviators Helped

Comrade

Open His New Enterprise

B

ECAUSE

Lt.

Harry Weddington, who

recently established a new passengercarrying altitude record at Kelley
Field, was interested in the Rialto Theatre,
Laredo, Texas, five of his associates in the
aviation service decided to come and help
him start the house and so notified H. A.
Daniels, Lt. Weddington’s partner, who will
be the active manager, since the aviator
will remain in the service.
For an hour before the performance
they circled the house, engaging in a sham
battle and exhausting every trick in the airman’s repertoire; Wing flares and Very
lights helped draw the few people who had
not originally planned to come down, and
by the time they headed back to Kelly
Field there were nine more people than
the census man counted parked in front
of the house.
And they stayed there until after the
second show, with the result that Mr.
Daniels had to open a third showing at
eleven o’clock for “Back to God’s Country,”
which had been selected as about the best
bet for the opening program.
About half a ton of advertising matter
for the play had been dropped by the birdmen, and the town was so hopped up that
seen
it refused to go to bed until it has
Nell Shipman go in swimming.

Carroll
to

Gave Picture Name
City Recreation Ground

ECAUSE

the electric plant went on a
Carroll, of the Carroll
Theatre, Rome, N. Y., gave his employes a holiday and a new name to the
city’s picnic grounds.
The power plant broke down and it became apparent that it. was not going to be
possible to give a matinee at the Carroll,
so the manager suggested that the staff
take the afternoon off and go on a picnic
to Delta Lake, an artificial lake formed by
a backflow from the Mohawk.
Then he dropped around to the newspaper office to tell them about the picnic in
case they were able to bring out an edi-

B

strike,

Cliff

Horse for “In
tion.

He found

Old Kentucky

the staff tearing around

looking for old cuts to stuff the paper with
because the type was coming through so
Cliff suggested that they must
slowly.

have some cuts of the picnic ground and
told of the new name for the park “The
River’s End.” The grateful editor fell on
his neck and proceeded to dig out the cuts,
while Cliff hustled back to the theatre and
planned to plaster the renamed park with
posters for the Marshall Nielan play.
The town took to the new name and now
has been officially adopted and it not
it
only put over the attraction, but it will
serve as an advertisement for the house
every time the place is thought of.

—

Sold “In Old Kentucky” to
All in

Two-Mile Radius

ELLING an
woman and

attraction to every man,
child within a two-mile radius of a house sounds a lot better
than saying that Charles H. Launders of
the Opera House, Fredonia, N. Y., held “In
Old Kentucky” for a three-day run, but it
amounts to the same thing.
Runs are relative, at best, and sometimes
a three-day run in a small town over-

S

shadows

a

month

in a city.

Two

days was

the best Mr. Launders had ever done beHe
fore, though he does that frequently.
booked the Anita Stewart production for
only two days. That was all he thought
he could do.
Then it struck him if he could make a
drive on the production it would help his
regular business.
He was willing to kill
his profits on this large production as an
advertisement for the house. He figured
what he should make in two days, figured
the rental and running cost, including his
own salary, and then he took the rest over
to the Fredonia Censor and asked what
they would give him for it.

The Censor is a weekly, running about
twelve pages carrying much local stuff. For
his money Mr. Launders got six and a half
ipches across the front page, just below
the heading, a quarter page on the eleventh page, just below the editorial and
two fives on the back page. You were
bound

to

bump

into

the

July 17, 1920

announcement

ff

somewhere. There was a little change
so he sunk it into a couple of throwaways, which were widely distributed.
left,

And he put the picture over so well that
he wired for a third day, and that was all
velvet, so he took a profit after all.

Tinted Entire Town to Tell
“The Deep Purple’s” Attraction

W

HEN

traveling salesman paints a
a nasty letter from
the sales manager, but Ace Berry, of
the Mayflower, puts in a dash of blue,
makes it a purple, and the boss pats him
on the head. He dropped in on Louisville
the other day and started in. A big department store was persuaded to dress its
windows with purple costumes, a millinery
store followed suit with purple hats and
a florist kicked in with purple bouquets to
go with the head and body gear. Backing
this up, other stores showed purple ties
and socks, six stores of a chain drug concern used purple dressings in its windows,
and hung the display on violet and lavender
wrapped proprietary articles and perfumes.
And of course they had to advertise “The
Deep Purple” at the Alamo to give point
to the displays. Berry didn’t persuade the
newspapers to issue purple instead of red
“fudges,” but he did get some three hundred window cards reading:
To see “The Deep Purple,” go to the
a

town red he gets

Alamo
To see the world —join

the Navy.
These were distributed by the marines, and
Berry called it a week and slid out for
the next town with a grin on his face.

Mimeographed Postal Card
Gained Unusual Attention
OSTAL cards in facsimile of typewriting are not unusual, but the Square
Theatre, Brooklyn, Mich., used a
mimeographed handwritten card which was
much better because it looked more like a
personal communication, particularly as the
address was in the same handwriting as
It read in effect that “The
the reverse.
Trembling Hour” would simply glue the
reader to his seat throughout its six reels.
It did not attempt to suggest a personal

P Town

communication.

It

was merely

that

the

simulated handwriting seemed to demand
more attention than a typewritten card.
To help a little, the words “The Trembling
Hour” were written in a tremulous script.
It was sound work, but this is not the first
time that the Square Town has come along
with a good idea.

If

You

Can’t Get a Racer
Try a Model for “Kentucky”
HEN “In Old Kentucky” was a first

W

run, the big time

managers

felt

that

they were short in enterprise if
they did not use anywhere from two to a
dozen race horses for a street attraction,
and to be really in the swim you had to
borrow a Niel Burgess treadmill and pull
off a “real” race.

Now

that the film has gone down the
the smaller houses cannot hire race
horses in half-dozen lots, but that didn't
bother the Lyric Theatre, Harlan, 111. The
manager went over and borrowed the
wooden horse from the harness shop, put
on a blanket and a saddle, not to mention
a banner, and “Queen Bess” stood in front
of the theatre all day and never tried to
run away or switch flies or anything like
line,

This

First Municipal Park Named After a Picture.
“The River’s End,” a municipal park at Rome, N. Y., formerly known as
the Delta. Cliff Carroll changed the name to boom the First National
picture, and the name has been adopted by the public.

is

that.
And proportionately it
as well as the blooded stock

larger theatres.

served just
used by the

—

!
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Western Manager Imagines Fresh Eggs in New York
hi™

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifliiiiiii!iiinii

mil,,

min

ilium

Second Week Advertisement
Proves Better than First
HESE two displays from Grauman's

T

proves that even an expert
learn.
These San Francisco
are above the average, as a rule,
five eights used for the second
much above the standard of that

to

lives

displays
but this

week

is

used for

The attractor is
the opening of the run.
relatively small, but it catches the eye. At
the top is the statement that this is the
second and last week, while at the right
is a couple of hundred words of copy tellThe top line
ing just what the play is.
reads “In his place what would you have
done?” This runs into an eight point bank

liiniiniiiiB

imunitiiiiiiijpi

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim^

terested in the story and be sold on that,
star does not interest you. There
are always persons who will respond to
the appeal of a star name, even though they
may not know the star, but in these days
there is a large and growing class of patrons who wish to be assured that they
will see a play and not merely a vehicle
for a star. People today are coming more
and more to look to the story rather than
to the star, and a large space which does
not offer to sell the story is largely a waste
of good white paper.
The opening week

where the

announcement may be more of an art disit is most distinctly not an adver-

play, but

back), a

advertisement is the result. It would
probably look even better with more type,
and they surely could have gained a better
display for the title, either with pen or
type, but the idea is there to encourage
ly

those
their

brush

Putting the Bee to a Still
Gets an Effective Attractor

T

HIS

how

art

of

three five and a halfs used as a
to a larger display for Miller’s
Theatre, Los Angeles, shows

trailer

work can be done with a minimum
The two figures are cut out

effort.

from one

of

the scene

stills

supplied by

than

you can with an expensive

for art work on an advertisement,
particularly in a newspaper, should
be
simple to be effective.

artist,

—P.

A—

T.

who hesitate to use attractors of
own making because “art work” sug-

gests expensive processes. Often you can
do more with a pair of shears and a paste

tisement. It is less an advertisement than
anything we have seen from this theatre.

—P.

sketched bees and a
lettering are added, and a sight-

couple of

hand

little

T.

A

.

Where Ignorance

Is Bliss

Distance evidently lends enchantment to

The

the view.

vertisement

marks

for

Liberty, Seattle, in its ad“The Dancin’ Fool,” re-

“One night while passing a little
cabaret, he smells fresh eggs a-cooking.”
:

Gosh.

If

Mr. Sayre will mention

York restaurant which cooks

this

New

fresh eggs,

We

we’ll gladly pay the telegraph tolls.
didn’t believe that there was such a thing
York. Mr. Sayre
as a fresh egg in

New

chap who recently announced
“Treasure Island” with “real pirates and
real rum.”
If he keeps up we are going
to advise him to go in for fiction writing.
the

is

He

the imagination.

surely possesses

—p.

T.

A

.

Try This Jimquin
A

Second

Week

Jimquin has a “Jimquin” column in his
Rialto house program. If you have a Rialto and a lot of you have try this one:
Please pronounce it Ree-awl-toh” and not
“Rye-awl-toh.” Rye being a dead one, we
don’t allow any dead ones around our

Display from Grauman’s.

—

—

which gives the situation which occasions
the question.

To

the right of this

is

dis-

played the remainder of the bill. This is
all nice and orderly, with a real selling
talk so displayed that it cannot be overlooked.
On the other hand, the opening
week, in the same space, simply told that

house.
get a laugh and set them straight.
of your patrons call it Big V,
the Vee-ta-graph, for instance?
It will

How many

—p. T. A
Uses Press Book Design

this was “The Photoplay the Age Has
Waited For,” and “The story of a great

died that a better man might
Over in the smoke in the upper
right hand corner was “At last
The photoplay that begins where all others end.”
Nothing in this is calculated to sell tickets.
If
you are already sold on Faversham
through his reputation on the speaking
stage, you may be interested, but you will

man who
live.”

1

.

A

Trailer

Advertisement

Minimum

Made With

a

of Effort.

the American for “The Honey Bee.”
A
straight ruled background (which is more
effective than would be the photographic

as Basis of Half

M

above the ordinary are the designs for Loew’s Euclid, Cleveland,
his half page for “Romance” is by

no -means the least of that house’s achieve-

Tn the Ifforld’S Greatest Lotfe Story

The Opening Week Display for the Same
Film.

not be sold. There is too much art work
and too many glittering generalities. Such
a line of talk as is quoted above carries
no conviction. It tells nothing. It offers
no argument.
The advertisement is no
better than it would be with merely the
star and title announced.
On the other
hand, when you are told the main situation of a novel story you may become in-

By EDIK/TRD SHELDON
An exquisite photoplay-tender', momorq-hauntincp
and deeply appealing to
•faintest

stage

A

spark of
it is

Page

UCH

that hold theV
aA sueeess on the

all hearts

lore’s passion.

an ultra-triumph in motion pictures.

1

Graceful Design for Loew’s Euclid, Cleveland.
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Sad

the Tale of

Samuel
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Sivitz,

He

Backslid
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiuiimi

ments. The artist has been successful in
carrying out the suggestions in the plan
book of the United Artists, which for this
production avoid the sensational and claptrap, and in their designing seek to convey
in type and line the suggestion of the
dainty romance of the play. These Loew
half pages are a liberal education to artists
and you are overlooking a bet if you do
not see to it that your own artist looks
over them as they appear. Thfc smaller
bank of lettering is a shade too ornamental,
perhaps, but the star and title are put over
with emphasis in spite of the restraint
shown in the formation of the letters. If
you use or ever expect to use art work,
it is a good plan to make a scrap book of
the best drawings. Then if you have to
change artists you can show the new man
just
it

Sam

T

is best and what is poor.
against the time you need

what

now

—P.

T.

Start
it.

A.—

to Type
and Then He Backslides

Sivitz

Turns

AKE

a look at these two displays from
the Rowland and Clark houses in
Pittsburgh. The top one shows type
mortises, while the lower is again using
all hand lettering.
For about three weeks
Mr. Sivitz turned to the type mortise and
got out legible advertisements, but apparently he did not care for the result and
he went back to the use of an all-drawn
space, just as we were beginning to feel
that life was worth living with Sivitz and
Boston both reforming. The results from
the mortise were perhaps not as encouraging as they might have been, but this is

largely because he did not stick to it long
enough to get wise to the tricks. In that
“Suds” space, for example, he might have
used type for the title, for the top line and
for the comedy. In the Savoy space a clear
white below the title (which should have
been in type), would have given a better
display to the comedy; which is practically
lost through poor press work and on the
Regent he could have made the Mildred

Chaplin announcement more conspicuous
through the use of type. The lettering
might not have been as large, but the
clearness would more than have compensated for the loss of size.
Even as it stands, the advertisement is
far less mussy in effect than the all-drawn
display below and the mind does not unconsciously exclaim against having to
puzzle over the involved lettering.
If

Mr. Sivitz is determined
work, it would pay him

to stick to art
to get his artist

papers with the
order to show
how to handle legible lettering and mass.
Pittsburgh
artist
places
entirely
This
too much faith in black grounds, and
he gets bumped off about eleven times in
copies

the

of

Adams Program Syndicated
Lately we referred to the program of
the Adams Theatre, Waterloo. It appears
from later copies that the program is pre-

pared for a string of Adams houses in some
fifteen towns, which probably explains why
they can afford to get out such a corking

good

issue.

in

ten.

Good hand work can be done, but it
takes a real artist to carry out the idea
and at best it is excusable only where the
space taken is too small for proper display in type or where the lettered title can
be given a better display or thrown across
part of the cut surface as in the top Regent
are sorry that Mr. Sivitz
space here.
did not stick it out until he had given type

It

mazagine and

practically

is

-

We

—P.

A.—

T.

Fine Screen Half Tones

Are Not for Newspapers

Buffalo

Hippodrome advertising

has

the value
laid out so that the
advertising pages can be changed for each
town.
think it would pay to lay the
forms so that one form can be printed
without change and the other changed for
each towm, as at present, even though this
does require some of the right hand pages
to be used for advertisements instead of
text.
The saving in handling will offset
the advantage of appearance.
of a

T

HIS

five eights is reproduced from a
specially pulled proof. It looks very
well, but in the actual newspaper
reproduction the half-tone muds up until
it becomes little better than a blotch.
You
can make out that it seems to be a man
and a woman against a black circle, but
there imagination is halted.
This is because an effort has been made to use a
half-tone of too fine a screen, which fills
and prints an almost solid blac c as soon
as it is inked. What is meant for an at-

We

Ascher’s

a fair trial.
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1

lighter

"Her
Husband
a

V Chambers

yc-u
rr

bride atad sew your husban,
what would you do?

woman •*' ju6t

tractor becomes a detractor.
Unless a
coarse screen cut can be had, it is generally better to throw out the cut than to
trust to luck.
In most instances it will
be the better course.
Fine tone screens
are not intended for newspaper work. In
a newspaper the ink used is dried through
absorption into the paper and not through
oxidation on the surface. The type faces
and coarse stippled surfaces pull only
enough ink to be so absorbed, but the lines
of a fine cut will form puddles of ink
which spill on to the paper and spread to
a blotch, where with the stiffer varnish
used in half-tone inks these tiny pools will
Apart from this blotch this
not form.
advertisement is very well laid out. The
copy is good and was put up in such a
manner that the compositor could do his
share. It is a bit too formal, perhaps, and
some of the smaller lines are too wide
for easy reading. No ten point line should
run five and a half inches without a break,
but the general effect is good and the advertisement probably pulled.
iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiuiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiumiiiniiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiimMiiiiiuaiuimuiiiiiiimiiuii*

THE BEST EQUIPMENT
IS

Two

Displays from Samuel Sivitz.

The Top Shows Type

Inserts While the
a Return to the Old Fashioned, Hand-drawn Lettering.

Bottom

Is

ADVERTISED TV THE

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Used Girl as “Eye-Opener ” in Bone-Dry

Town

Used Outsider’s Name

to

Get the Local Interest

T

HAT

a prophet is not without honor
save in his own country was the key-

note of the campaign for the Grand
Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, on “The Idol
Dancer.” A specially big show had been
planned and it was desired to get the town
stirred up.
a prelude the manager took about
double his usual space over to the newspapers and requested that it be billed to C.
C. Brown. He was willing to guarantee the
payment for the space, but as a matter of

all

As

regularity the

name.

bills

had

to run in

Brown’s

Brown thought he could run the
for a week with a troupe of Hawai-

picture
ians and a hula dancer, and he was welcome to experiment with the picture.
Of course the advertising department
told the editorial men that C. C. Brown was
going to take a flyer at the Grand, and the
editors became interested. The local manager was an every week visitor, but they
wanted to show this fellow Brown that
his faith in Hamilton was not misplaced,
so they were generous in their space al-

Perhaps a Real “Garter Girl” Did Not Please Denver Theatregoers!
above the box office
The Strand Theatre used a real girl in flossy costume, perched
you it paid.
to call attention to the Vitagraph attraction, and they’ll tell
»

Hijliu

UN,

II.II

Used a Living Girl

""""""""

jn.nMnun.il

to

Pose

for Vitagraph’s Garter Play

U

SING

did

not

a real “Garter Girl” to

work

in

the lobby of the Strand Theatre,
Denver, was an original stunt which

hurt

the

sale

of

tickets

»

through curiosity and the press became so
great that the pair had to mount a box to

in

the

She was posed in a swing before
which she fitted, and
occupied her perch above the box office at
showing times, but they let her come down
for the supper swing. This is one of the
most original stunts this department has
recorded and at the same time one of the

be visible to the late arrivals.
Not many persons took the letters seriously, but they all wanted to see what the
answer was, and for Mr. Bays’ purpose this
was even better than though they had come
looking for a friend.

least.

a painted design into

It is in keeping with the story of
the play and aroused more comment than
a dozen still displays could have gained.
And while you are looking at the cut, note
the garter display just below the design
and just above the box office window.
These are real garters and flossy enough
to make any girl look once and any man
peep twice.

best.

Had Sample Copies

L

to

Rod La Rocque with Brady
Rod La Rocque, featured player in Hallmark’s “The Discarded Woman,” which is
now being shown at local theatres, has
been engaged by William Brady for the
leading heavy role in his film version of
“Life,” the well

known melodrama.

lowances and Brown came in with his Hawaiians and cleaned up for the full period.
He did not feel that it was necessary to
explain that he was a salesman for the
First National exchange.
It will work only once, but it will probably work for you that once. Try it on
some big stunt sometime.

Shows Interior of Siam
“The Land of Laos” is the title of the
July 11 release of the Paramount-Burton
Holmes Travel Picture. In the interior of
faraway Siam are the Laos States, inhabited
by a race differing- in appearance, costumes,
and customs from the ruling race of the
Siamese. The expedition begins at Lampang.
At the Palace visitors are received by the
High Chief of the Laos tribes, his entire
front covered with medals.
Then we visit
the homes of the lowly citizens, witnessing
the roofing of a house in which fireproof
leaves

of

the

teakwood tree are used.

Show

Mr. Silk and Mrs. Calico
OOKING around for some stunt for
“Silk Husbands
G. W. Bays, of

Kansas, hit upon an

Calico Wives,”
the Royal, Newton,
idea which worked

and

well for him and will work in. almost any
place if properly done.
He made up two lists of addresses, to
which letters were sent. One list consisted
of women’s names and the other that of
men. To the first were sent letters offering to introduce the recipient to Doane
Kendall if they would meet at a certain
The
street corner at a. designated time.
men were told they could meet Edith
Beecher. The letters were written in longhand and the signatures undecipherable.
At the appointed hour a man in evening
dress and a woman in calico stood on the
corner. The man’s hat proclaimed “Meet
Mr. Doane Kendall, who takes the part of
the silk husband in ‘Silk Husbands and
Calico Wives,’ now playing at the Royal
Theatre.” The woman was similarly identified as the Miss Beecher.
Hundreds of people went to the spot

Many

Attractive Window Display for “Up In Mary’s Attic.”
giving window space to this new Fine Arts comedy drama,
with its frolicing bathing girls.

stores are

A

dance by village beauties rounds out a day.
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Among Busy Film Exchangemen
i.

Kansas City
Realart Opens Sub-exchange.
On account of increase in business of Realart it has been necessary to open a sub-exchange in Oklahoma City to take care of
Oklahoma and Arkansas. These states were
formerly worked through the Kansas City
Office, but now that the sub-exchange has
in Oklahoma City it will mean
better service to the states of Kansas and
Missouri.
The sub-office began work Monday, May 2S.

been opened

Pox Branch

New

Location.
Fox Film have now moved to quarters in
the new Film Exchange Building. They occupy the entire ninth floor. On account of
an increase in the volume of their business
and in order to be better able to take care of
the southern territory, Fox will open a
in

branch office in Oklahoma City.
The “Soul of Rafael,” Miss Clara Kimball
Young’s third feature for Equity, has been
contracted for by D. Harding, of the Liberty
Theatre, at a record price, according to B. C.
Mr.
Cook, with Peacock Productions, Inc.
Harding announces that the picture will not
weather
open at the theatre until the cool
arrives.

Personals and Activities.
L. D. Balsley has resigned from the sales
force of Pathe, and will be replaced by Henry Taylor, formerly with Universal.
S. J. Baber, manager of the First National

Kansas City this week in
conference with Mr. Hatch of the First Na-

at St. Louis,

was

in

branch in this city.
Bob F. Withers has joined the traveling
sales force of Hallmark. He includes Southern Kansas and Northern Oklahoma in his

tioal

territory.

Busy Film Salesmen.
Will Beckenstein, formerly with the Kansas City office of Pathe, is now selling for

Hallmark’s branch office.
John McGee, former salesman for Para-

New

Orleans, will travel for Robertson-Cole starting July 3.

mount

at

New Famous

Player Man.

in Kansas City
take up his new duties as special represucceeding M.
Players,
sentative for Famous
H. Lewis, who is now in the New York office.
Mr. Li Beau has been with Famous PlayersLasky Corporation for six years, first in
Kansas City and later in Des Moines. It was
while acting as branch manager at Des
Moines that Mr. Li Beau’s promotion came.

R. C. Li

Beau has arived

to

Peacock Adding Attractions.
Larson, general manager for Peacock Productions, has returned from New
York from a two weeks’ visit and announces
the purchase of three new Equity Productions for this territory, which includes Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. The titles will be announced at a later date.
T.

E.

Fixed in Own Building.
The Standard Film Corporation of this city
has the distinction of being the only exchange here to have its own separate build-

The corporation owns the
ground and have built the building where
the offices now stand, and according to Mr.
McElroy “they will stay at Twelve East
Seventeenth street for ninety-nine happy and
contented years.” The office building is one
story and separated from the new Film Exchange Building by a wide alley. The members of the Standard force are all hopped up
about the idea of being all excluded from
the rest of the busy exchanges, and having
ing for

its offices.

the feeling that they are in a building all
their own.

Live Lion Stunt Succeeding.
campaign which Crescent is
exploiting is “knocking the town cold,” ac-

The

live lion

wnutinuiumanimiwtuiuniuminmuiai

cording to A. L. Kahn, manager of the
branch office of Crescent, Kansas City. The
two lionesses were accompanied on their recent tour to Wichita by a live wire salesman,
who soon expects to have writers’ cramp
The young lions
from signing contracts.
motored in a Ford and had very comfortable sleeping quarters in spite of the fact
that the owners of garages in the towns between here and Wichita were very particular
about letting “ladies” sleep in the garages.

Coming
Harry
branch

week

to Headquarters.

manager of the Pathe
Kansas City, will leave next
attend the Pathe managers convenTaylor,

office of

to

This “one man convention in New York.
tion” has been going on since Feb. 15, and it
He will be absent
is now Mr. Taylor’s turn.
from his Kansas City duties for about two
weeks, but not all this time will be spent at
the convention, as he expects to loiter on
the way for pleasure.

Buffalo
Realart in New Buffalo Home.
Realart is now occupying its new offices on
the second floor of the new exchange building, and Manager Harry E. Lotz declares
it
is one of the finest equipped exchange
offices in the country.
As he has been in
every part of the United States and Canada,
he should know.
The offices include a fine projection room,
comfortable wicker chairs, a
fitted with

mammoth

vault, attractive

mahogany

furni-

department
and other features.
Jack Kirsch Resigns.
Jack Kirsch has resigned as manager of
the Buffalo office of the Dooley Exchange,
Inc. According to Mr. Kirsch he will remain

ture, completely stocked service

Washington
Taking Care of Cut-Outs.
Following the appearance in the Moving
Picture World of a complaint on the part of
the exhibitors of the District of Columbia
that the exchanges are very lax in not reinserting deletions made by the Maryland
Board of Censors, the Washington Exchange
Managers’ Association has issued a bulletin
calling the attention of its members to the
complaint.
“The District of Columbia Exhibitors’ Association makes the request that all eliminations be replaced in the Maryland prints
when it is necessary for them to be used in
the District,” the bulletin states.
“They
believe that failure to do this will constitute
an argument for censorship in the District
and also cause severe criticism from patrons.
Will you please see that this request is complied with by your exchange.”
The local exhibitors are not at all in sympathy with the attitude taken by the Maryland board. They declare that it is often a
difficult
matter to understand why
of the eliminations are made. Eliminations are not restricted to questionable subjects, but are applied very often through
some whim of the reviewer. The local ex-

very

some

change

managers tell some very funny
the workings of the Maryland

stories

of

board.

Dolan Managing for American.

Dan Dolan

is the new manager for the
American Film Company in Washington. He
came here from New York City as the successor of Harry Rosenberger. This company
distributes its product through Pathe.
Berger with Associated Producers.
Rudolph Berger, former manager of the

Philadelphia

office

for

Hodkinson,

is

in

Screening Through Territory.
H. Greenwald, manager of the Fox Buffalo exchange, has been touring through the
territory screening some of the new releases
He screened “If I
for the coming season.

Washington to pick up his new duties as
manager here for the Associated Producers.
Felicitate a Film Benedict.
“Greenie’s” gone and done it. More formally, Frank Leslie Greenhlagh, of Realart*
stood up before the minister, and during the
process changed the name of Edythe Cordoza, prominent young society lady of Wash-

Were King” at Shea’s Hippodrome recently.
Dan Savage Booms Fielding.
Dan Savage, of the Empire State Film Cor-

W

in the film business, either as a state rights
distributor or with a producing company.
Mr. Kirsch is a veteran in the game.

J.

poration, invited local exhibitors to the Statler Hotel on Wednesday afternoon, June 31,
at a meeting of the Kiwanis Club to meet
Romaine Fielding, who was appearing at
the Lyric Theatre in person in connection
with the showing of “A Woman’s Man.”

Robertson-Cole Appointments.
H. Smith, manager of the RobertsonCole office, has engaged Herbert Kaufman
as a member of his sales staff. Mr. Kaufman was formerly with First National. M.
Edwards, also a former First National man,
has been engaged as a sales representative,
and Otto Siegel, who was Mr. Smith’s assistant when the former was First National
manager, has taken a similar position at the
P.

Robertson-Cole office.
Ivahn on Auto Trip.

Henry W. Kahn, manager

of the Metro
office, has returned from a 1,000 mile auto
tour through the territory, during which he
signed up a machine load of contracts. One
of the side trips included a detour into Pennsylvania in the hope of finding a still, but

after a sixteen mile jaunt it was found that
there was not a drop in sight, so Mr. Kahn
returned to the business of signing up contracts.

New

Grievance Committee.

Motion Picture Exchange
Buffalo
Managers’ Association has selected a new
Grievance Committee, as follows: J. E. Kimberly, Pathe; T. W. Brady, Republic; F. Lawlor, Hallmark; N. I. Filkins, Merit, and Henry W. Kahn, Metro.

The

ington, to his own.
It is reported that he
almost lost his courage when the time came
for him to stand up and look the Rev. George
r
Atkinson in the eye and say a few “I
wills” and had to have Laurence Beatus.
manager of Loew’s Palace Theatre, to back
.

him

up.

Mr. Beatus was best man. The ceremony
took place in Grace Episcopal Church,
Georgetown, following which a wedding
breakfast was served at the Raleigh Hotel.
After a honeymoon spent at Norfolk, Old
Point Comfort and Virginia Beach, the young
couple will take up their residence in this
Mr. Greenhlagh is one of the most
city.

prominent

film

salesmen

in this territory.

San Francisco

W

New Salesman for Special Pictures.
ILLIAM J. DRUMMOND, who recently

returned to this city after a stay of
several years in the Northwest, has gone
on the road as salesman for Special Pictures
Corporation. Max Asher, the famous comedian, who has completed several comedies
for this concern, came up from Los Angeles
recently to visit his home town and imbibe
some of the excitement afloat during con-

vention week.
All Star Gets New Service.
The All Star Features Distributors has secured the rights in this territory to Screen
Snapshots and exhibitors have made a rush
They have already been
to book these.
placed in the Imperial, New Mission and New
Fillmore theatres of this city; the Kinema
Theatre, of Oakland and Fresno; the Virginia.
(Continued on page 33S)
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Herman Films to Build Big
Unit Plant

A

NEW

at

Santa Monte?

producing plant, to cost
approximately $250,000, consisting of
unit

three or more stages, is to be erected
at 2435 Wilshire Boulevard, Santa Monica,
Cal.,

according to an announcement

made

by E. P. Herman, president and general
manager of the Herman Film Corporation.
One of the stages now nearing completion will be ready for use as soon as a
$15,000 electric generator plant has been
installed.

Work on the other two stages will be
started within a short time. The plan of
the Herman company is to put two or
more of its own companies at work and
to lease the additional space in the studio
to independent producing units. The stages
will be so constructed that each separate
unit will have its complete set of offices,
dressing rooms and cutting rooms fitted
up on the stage.
Mr. Herman intends to produce pictures
that will have a big thought behind them.
“That Something,” recently put on the
market by him, is said to be unusual and
different in many respects from the everyday five reel feature. His second production will be a sequel to “That Something,”
and will be called “Something More.”
Hannibal Clermont Returns.
Hannibal Clermont, president of Clermont Photoplays Corporation, has returned
from Washington and New York, where he
arranged to open offices in the east, and
possibly in London.

Anna

Q. Nilsson Incorporates.

Anna

Q. Nilsson, according to the articles
filed recently, has incorporated her own
company for the production of moving pictures. Miss Nilsson has been rising steadily to the top of her profession by her
careful and thorough delineation of the
parts she has been called upon to portray
in many of the recent successful picture
productions in which she has played leading characters.
No announcement as to
the plans of the new company has been

made.
Chester Expands.
producer of “ChesterOutings,” “Chester Comedies,” “Screenics,”
and Gale Henry Comedies, is erecting a
new administration building at Gower
street and Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood,
to be completed about September 1.
The
new building will be three stories in height,
and cover 60 by 100 feet of ground. The

New Hotel to Have Theatre.
One of the features of the new California
Ambassador Hotel, now under construction
on Wilshire Boulevard, will be a moving
picture theatre with a seating capacity of

which will draw its patrons chiefly
from the guests of the hotel. This theatre
will be strictly modern and up-to-date, and
will include a pipe organ as part of the
575,

equipment.

Venice Theatre Opens.
that has just been completed at Venice on the ocean front and
Zephyr avenue, was opened recently as
The California with a highly attractive bill
of motion picture features. The owners of
the new theatre, George Cleveland and C.
Gordon Parkhurst, are also owners of the
motion picture theatre at Redondo, and are
arranging to build a third house at Santa
Monica.

The new theatre

To Exploit “Neptune’s Bride.”
Albert B. Ormsby, a Canadian steel king,
and president of the Ormsby Film Corporation, has come to Los Angeles to supervise
the
exploitation
of
“Neptune’s
Bride,” a seven reel water fantasy just
completed by Captain Leslie T. Peacocke
for the company. Captain Peacocke is the
author of the story of “Neptune’s Bride,”
as well as director of the picture and he
has made it a sequel to his earlier screen
play, “Neptune’s Daughter,” in which Annette Kellerman starred several years ago.
Robertson-Cole Studio Is Begun.
Actual construction work has been started on the new Robertson-Cole studio at
Melrose avenue and Gower street, which
is just a little west of the Brunton plant.
The new studio will be the home of the
Sessue Hayakawa, Pauline Frederick, Mae
Marsh, Dustin Farnum and Lew Cody productions.

Goulding-Desmond.
Alf Goulding, director of the Rolin Film
Company, was married to Marcella Desmond, leading woman of the Harry Pollard
Company, recently. The wedded pair spent
their honeymoon of one day at Venice,
and both returned to work at the Rolin
studio the next day.

C. L.

C.

L.

Los Angeles Studio Shots

Chester,

contain the executive offices
of the various producing companies
the
second floor will be given over to the directors and cameramen of the corporation,
while the laboratories and projection room
will occupy the third floor.
first floor will

;

Preview
on “Diamond Mystery” Serial.
A preview of several episodes of “The
Hope Diamond Mystery” was given at the
Iris Theatre in Hollywood recently for the
benefit of the cast, trade journalists and
May Yohe, formerly Lady Francis Hope,author of the story.

T_T

OWARD HICKMAN

has

given up h
puttees
accept an offer that has been made to hi]
by a film concern for his services as a
I- J-

megaphone and

directorial

1

actor.

Marshall Neilan returned last week fro]
a flying trip to New York, where he attende
a meeting of the Associated Producers.

Donald MacDonald, Harry Myers, Willia:
Oourtright and Eugenie Besserer have bee
cast for the

new Charles Ray

picture, “Fortj

Minutes from Broadway.”
Lewis Cody has purchased a home in Ho:
lywood, for which he paid the sum of $50,00
Courteney Foote has arrived from the Ea:
to play the leading part in the Metro fill
version of the Jack London story “The Se
Rover,” which will be directed by Edwar
five

Sloman.

George French, of Christie Comedies, ha
announced his intention of deserting corned
for drama.

Mary MacLaren and her mother, Mrs.

Lil
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MacDonald, are preparing to go to New
York, where they will sail for England on
July 16.
Marcel Le Picard, who photographed Will
Rogers in "Jubilo” an(j “j e s’ Call Me Jim,”
has been elected to membership in the American Society of Cinematographers.
Mary H. O’Connor, scenario and film editor
of the Famous Players-Lasky West Coast
studio, has returned from her annual trip
to New York.
Enid Bennett and her husband, Fred Niblo,
who is also her director, left for New York
this week following the completion of Miss
Bennett’s contract with Thomas H. Ince.
Max Linder, noted French comedian, has
started production on a special feature, with
Wilton Welch as director.
June Mathis has returned to Metro’s West
Coast studio to remain until the filming of
“The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse” is
completed.
Antonio Gaudio, Allen Dwan’s cameraman,
has been loaned to Louis J. Gasnier to do
the camera work on “Kismet,” with Otis
Skinner.
Macey Harlam has come from New York
to play the heavy in the new Betty Compson
feature, now in preparation.
Stuart Holmes will play an important role
in “Body and Soul,” Metro’s new feature,
starring Alice Lake.
Ethel Clayton, accompanied by her mother
and brother, left Los Angeles this week en
route to England, where she will make two
pictures in the studios of the Famous-Lasky
British Producers, Ltd.
Carter De Haven, who with Flora De
Haven is making a film version of “Twin
Beds,” has recovered from a recent attack

lian

of ptomaine poisoning.

Charles Fortuna, famous clown of circuses
in the Hippodromes of New York and
London, will play the buffoon in Eddy Polo’s
new serial for Universal.
Doris Pawn, now the the Betty Compson
company, has obtained a divorce from her
husband, Reginald Ingram, a director at
Metro.
May Allison’s sister, Mrs. Neill Wright,
of Huntington, Tenn., stopped off in Los Angeles to visit a few days before going to
San Francisco to attend the Democratic convention, to which she is a delegate.

and

Harry Spingler, motion picture director,
has instituted divorce proceedings against
his wife, known on the stage as Vera Michelena, whom he accuses of desertion.
The Ruth Roland Serial Productions Company has moved from the Astra studio in
Glendale to the Brunton plant.
Lois Wilson, Lasky leading woman, has
from a visit to home folks in
Birmingham, Ala.
“The Tiger Lady,” starring Hope Hampton, has been completed by Director Maurice Tourneur, and Miss Hampton leaves
for New York within a few days.
Tsuru Aoki is expected to reach San Francisco shortly on her return trip from Japan,
where she has been visiting for the past
few months.
David Butler is making plans to go to
New York upon the completion of his current feature for the David Butler Producjust returned

tions.

Doraldina, new Metro star, has arrived in
Angeles with her husband, Frank
Saunders.
Mary Miles Minter, her mother and sister,
and a party of friends will tour Northern
California during the next few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Skinner and their
daughter have arrived to spend the summer
in Los Angeles while Mr. Skinner works
in the film version of “Kismet,” under the
direction of Louis Gasnier.
Waldemar Young, formerly of the Louis
B. Mayer scenario staff, is now a member
of the Metro scenario department.

Los
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“ISN’T
men

Isn't it hell to see some film
hungry
amid plenty? Isn't it terrible to see what some State
Right Buyers will fall for and hand good, healthy “jack” for when they can have
“a feast on a silver platter”? Doesn’t it make you sore to notice the meaningless
bunk used to describe state right pictures when the darned things haven’t enough stuff in ’em to
draw a corporal’s guard? Yet it seems as though State Right men welcome the salve artist with
the velvety tongue and “drek” pictures.

laughter

bunk

artist

who

The day

Give thanks men, for times are changing.

peddles flivvers for big

of

money

is

The back-slapping, raucous

rapidly on the decline.

hundred per cent goods

is
examine,

arriving. The day when State Right men will
see and know what they are buying is on deck and to that type of State Right
men who want to know and see their goods before handing over any money,
we direct attention to the biggest
RIGHT.” Here is a smashing BIG,
that can be

booked for a run

in

any house

State

Right picture on the market,

timely story with Edith Taliaferro.

in the

world

in a fair-sized city,

and for

at least

“KEEP TO THE
Here
two

is

a picture

to three

days in

the smallest burg.

“KEEP TO THE RIGHT” has the biggest exploitation ideas

behind

it

you ever saw,

especi-

one that will electrify your town and guarantee absolutely certain results,
hot weather or otherwise. Here is a picture so big, so appealing, so packed with
drawing power and so well backed by extraordinary exploitation as to make it the BIG state
right picture of the season. And you can SEE this picture, and you can SEE the exploitation,
and you can SEE the posters and everything else BEFORE you hand over a dime. Can you beat that? We’ll
say you can’t. And the time to inquire about “KEEP TO THE RIGHT” is NOW, because when its bigness is
ally

known, everybody

will

want

it,

and maybe the price might go up.

AEOLIAN HALL,

Write or wire us today.

NEW YORK

)
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No Music for

Chicago Picture Houses;
Managers Refuse Demands of Musicians

(By Wire to Moving Picture World
With the exception of the Boston, Alcazar
and Rose theatres, owned by Harry Moir,
who also owns the Hotel Morrison, no picture theatres in Chicago had a single note of

music on Independence Day.
Exhibitors from all quarters of the city
report that patrons with very few exceptions seemed quite satisfied without music.
The situation was fully explained to them
that the granting of the increase asked by
the musicians’ union would mean a further
increase in admissions.

The business

of In-

dependence Day throughout the entire city
has been reported as very large.
Several of the smaller theatres attempted to
employ non-union musicians, but the moving picture operators’ union threatened to

withdraw the operators if this were done.
Harry Moir, who runs the famous Terrace
Garden in the Hotel Morrison, was obliged
to pay the increased wage in his three theatres in order to keep the Garden open, which
would avert a great loss. Quite a number of
union musicians are employed in the Terrace
Garden.
The musicians’ union tried ineffectually to
induce the moving picture operators to walk
out on July 4.

N

O

music

will
in

musicians

be furnished by union
Chicago picture theatres

Picture
after Sunday night, July 4.
theatre managers and the Chicago Federa-

Musicians have failed to come to
an agreement after a parley of three weeks.
The musicians continued their refusal to
consider any increase less than 50 per cent.
The Chicago managers of dramatic, vaudeville and burlesque houses, however, decided at a meeting held late Friday afternoon, J.uly 2, to grant the demands of the
musicians for a 50 per cent, increase. This
tion of

will be effective in all dramatic, vaudeville

and burlesque houses after July

4.

Since

last writing, the picture theatre managers
decided to meet and act on this matter

separately from the managers of dramatic
houses, because many of the latter represent New York instead of Chicago interests.
The managers of Chicago picture theatres have held no meetings with the musicians since June 24, when they withdrew
their offer of an increase of 21 per cent.
On that date the Federation refused to
consider any offer of an increase less than
50 per cent., as stated in my last letter.

parting with them on good terms. As for
granting a 50 per cent, increase, it would
simply put us out of business. We would
be obliged to raise our admission prices
and the public will not stand for that at
this' time.
Music is important, but not
absolutely essential, and we will have to
get along without our orchestras as best

we

can.”

“Should any effort be made by picture
theatre managers to retain their musicians
at wages less than the 50 per cent, increase, we will call out the moving picture operators on a sympathetic strike,”
said Mr. Winkler, president of the Chicago

Federation of
ing, July 3.

Balaban

A

Musicians, Saturday morn-

&

Katz Open
Educational Exchange

film exchange, to be known as
Educational Film Exchange of

Illinois, was formed by Balaban &
Katz Monday, July 5, with offices in the
Consumers Building. Short subjects of the
Educational Film Company of America
and one and two-reel comedies and scenics
will be handled by this exchange.
Among

the

latter

subjects

are

Christy,

Chester,

Torchy and Mermaid comedies, and Robert
C. Bruce and Outing Chester scenics.
The new offices are conducted under the
management of I. Maynard Schwarz, formerly in the sales department of the Chicago First National Exchange, and are
under the general supervision of R. C.
Seery, manager of that exchange.
Sam Katz and Nathan Ascher own the
franchise for First National pictures in
Chicago and the state of Illinois.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Brothers,

pay the new
theatres

Balaban

&

Lubliner

the theory that the public is never
happy as when miserable, Taylor

so

Holmes has decided to abandon
comedy roles and to produce serious pictures.
He made this announcement the
last day of June in Chicago, where he is
playing at the Woods Theatre, in “Tomorrow’s Price.”
Work on his next picture will begin about
the middle of August.
He has not yet

made a choice, but is considering three
photoplays all of which are society melodramas. “Tomorrow’s Price” comes under
this classification and Mr. Holmes’ venture in this type of play was somewhat
of an experiment on his part, just to see
whether he can please in a serious role.
As a result, he is inclined to believe that
general would rather think

than laugh.
“I have decided that I can appeal to a
greater number of people by interesting
rather than merely amusing them,” he said.
“Realism will always get closer to the
heart of an audience than exaggeration.
It’s more natural to the average man to be
serious than to be laughing. People don’t
go giggling through life, and often they
have to be worked up to an unnatural hysterical state before they are responsive to
even very good comedies.”
It is
Mr. Holmes’ present ambition to
devote himself exclusively to moving pictures after the close of his engagement in
“Tomorrow’s Price.”
The business arrangements for making his next picture
have not yet been completed, but it is his
intention to be relieved of all responsibility
concerning production and direction, which
he has previously assumed, and to be free
to concentrate his entire attention upon
his own individual performance.

American’s President Talks
of His Two Latest Features
S. HUTCHINSON, president of the

be released through Pathe on July 15. He
thin' s this feature possesses many of the
elements for a successful box office attraction, besides being technically a finely made
picture.

The locale of the story is on the sea
coast at a fashionable bathing resort, which
ma es several of the scenes peculiarly appropriate for this sweltering July weather.
Dainty, chic bathing suits of the latest
styles are displayed by the fair damsels
and a clever comedy vein runs through all
these vivacious seaside scenes. Risqueness
has been carefully avoided in all of them,
Mr. Hutchinson was careful to state.
Margarita Fisher and Milton Sills sustain the principal roles, under the direction of George L. Cox.
Well under way at the present time is

scale.

Katz,

O

Be Melodrama, Not Comedy
N

American Film Company, when seen
last week, had something to say in
his customary conservative way about “The
Wee'- End,” his latest comedy, which will

owned by Ascher

&

Trinz, Schoenstadt & Sons, etc., will either
run pictures without music or with a
simple accompaniment on the piano or
organ. Orchestra Hall will retain its orchestra, according to the terms of the contract with Director Blaufuss, the scaLe of
wages being much higher than that asked
by the Chicago musicians.
“Although the disagreement has been
long and serious it has been without bitterness,” says L. P. Newhafer, general manager of the Ascher Brothers circuit. “We
hate to lose our musicians and we are

to

S

Harry Moir Grants Increase.
The music famine will affect all Chicago
picture houses except a few of the smaller.
It is said that a few of the small “Loop”
theatres, including those owned by Flarry
C. Moir, will
The circuit

Taylor Holmes’ Next Vehicle

the public in

NEW
the
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Bring on the Water!
Pleads Margarita Fisher while showing
her latest bathing creation. Starring
in American’s “The Week-End.”

a western picture, with strong characters
and tense situations, based on the story by
Frank H. Spearman, entitled “Whispering
Smith,” and bearing that title. This picture by the American Film Company must
not be confounded with another photoplay
of the same name and based on the same
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story, which came out about five years
ago. The American Film Company’s story
strong cast
is elaborate and an especially
has been engaged for its production, Mr.
Hutchinson says.
Charles Clary appears in the title role
and a great deal of time and care will be

spent on its making. “Whispering Smith”
will be released some time in the fall.

Aeroplane Saves “Suds”
for Rock Island Showing
UNDAY, June 27, an aeroplane was
used for the first time in the history
of the Chicago distributing zone to
prevent the disappointment of an exhibitor,
who had booked “Suds” for that date.
Joseph Hopp, owner of the Majestic Thea-

S

the happy exhibitor
is
great mortification by the
winged messenger, for he had advertised
the Mary Pickford picture extensively..
Through some unaccountable oversight
in the shipping room of United Artists’
Chicago office, the film was not sent out
Saturday, June 26. Mr. Hopp learned this

tre,

Rock

Island,

who was spared

Sunday morning

at 10 o’clock,

when

it

was

impossible to forward the film in time by
train, as the Sunday schedule of trains was
different from that of week days. He immediately got telephone connection with
Cresson Smith, United Artists’ Chicago
manager, who at once set about securing
an aeroplane to make the trip.
being Sunday, manager Smith lost
It
some time in locating; the man in authorConnecity at the Chicago Aviation Club.
tion being made with this official, Mr.
Smith learned that a certain pilot was resting at his home, on the North side, for
the day. The pilot was reached and a taxi
bearing him and the film was rushed, to
the aviation field at Cicero, fifteen miles
away from the “Loop.” He arrived there
'

by Chicago new time, which
one hour ahead of Rock Island time.

is

at 2 p. m.,

Owing
start

to

necessary

time,
aviation field a
o’clock, local time.
ing,

preparations,

was not made until 3:15
and the plane arrived
few

A

the

Chicago
the Moline

p. m.,

at

before 6
taxicab was in wait-

minutes

with Manager Quinn

.

of the Majestic,

the theatre ten miles
away where it arrived in good time to be
screened at the evening show.
The enterprise shown by Manager Cresson Smith of United Artists in this case
merits more than praise. The picture involved was big and the threatened dis-

who rushed

it

to

In co-operation with J. Handelsbuilding theatres in Evansville,
Ind., and Louisville, Ky., his plans being
to build and operate theatres in a number
of the principal cities throughout the country.
These theatres will be conducted on
the co-operative plan, by which the employes holding responsible positions will
share in the profits and be given an even
chance for promotion.
Mr. Levin was given a farewell banquet
on Friday evening, July 2, at the Hotel
Sherman, by a number of intimate friends
and associates, among them being Aaron
J. Jones, Peter J. Schaefer, Adolph Linick,
Ralph T. Kettering, Norman E. Field, John

big, but Manager Smith
to the occasion in a big way.

appointment was

himself.

was equal

man

It is understood that the cost of transportation of “Suds,” by air route and otherwise, to the Majestic, Rock Island, runs
well up into three figures.

Own

Men Form

Their
American Legion Post

Theatrical

NUMBER

of Chicago ex-service men
employed in the moving picture industry have organized a post of the
American Legion which has been named

A

Theatrical Post No. 646. The first meeting of the organization was held recently
in the Universal exchange, 220 South State
street, and the following officers elected:
Post commander. Edward Trinz; vicecommander, Martin Saxe; finance officer,
Max Balaban; sergeant-at-arms, Charles
Kamp; adjutant, Nat Wolf; war risk in-

Stanley B. Waite; employAscher; historian, Harry
Rice, and standard bearers, John J. Funk
and George Senseu.
The following committees were also
formed at the meeting: Executive committee, W. E. Calloway, Philip Malinaro,
Ted Shapiro, Paul Biese, Arthur Schoenstadt and Milt Kusell; entertainment committee, Paul Biese, Harry Samuel, George
Senseu, Charles Kamp, Nat Wolf, Harry
Vrooman, Milt Kusell, Martin Saxe, W. E.
Calloway, Max Balaban, Harry Tripp and
Henry Schoenstadt; Americanization committee, Ted Shapiro, H. J. McKillip, Max
Balaban, Milt Kusell and Harry Rice.
Meetings of the Post will be held the
first and third Friday of every month.
The main object of this organization will
be to aid members of the Post who served

surance

officer,
officer,

Max

ment

the war and also their families, when
occasion calls for such aid. The moving
picture members have given the Post its
present name in order to bring in all the
members of the theatrical profession who
served in the war.
A downtown headquarters will be established soon for the accommodation of
members of the theatrical professon who
may visit or pass through the city. The
present members of the Chicago Post aim
at making it the largest in the Legion and
in

motto is “Watch Us Grow.”
might be suggested to the founders of
Theatrical Post 646 that the name be
changed to Movie-Theatrical Post 646, as
that would include members connected
with the moving picture business as well
their
It

as

members of the theatrical profession.
The officers especially desire it to be

known that all former soldiers of the war,
now engaged in the movie or theatrical

—

whether it be doorman, usher,
manager, theatre owner, picture operator,

business

stage hand, flyman, electrician, film sales-

man, exchange manager, booker of films,
advertising man, film shipper, clerk, etc.,
all are cordially invited to join this
Post.
Each will be gladly welcomed and
the badge of service in the war will be
sufficient to cement the membership in a
real brotherhood of mutual helpfulness.

etc.,

Steinberg Opens Office
A. I. Steinberg, for some time past in
charge of publicity and exploitation in
Select’s Chicago office, has resigned to engage in business for himself. His office is
at 506 South Wabash avenue, and b e says

he has already secured several important
advertising and publicity accounts.

& Schaefer Lose
After Fifteen Years

Jones, Linick

Sam Levin
Thinking of Prince Charming.
ZaSu Pitts in Robertson-Cole’s “The
Heart of Twenty.”
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LEVIN, who has seen

fifteen

with Jones, Linick &
Schaefer and who has been general
manager of that firm for some time past,
has resigned to engage in business for
years’

service

‘

he

is

Burch, J. Handelsman, Paul Busch,
George Moore, Sig Faller, Emil Mayer,
John J. Jones, Norman E. Bensinger, Harry
Earl, Tom Burchill, Louis J. Jones and
William Rosenblaum.
Mr. Levin left for his new field Saturday, July 3. Norman E. Field, manager of
the Rialto Theatre, has been appointed his
successor by Jones, Linick & Schaefer.
The writer joins with the numerous
friends of Mr. Levin in wishing him the
G.

success that his merits deserve. Knowing
him for years it is pleasant to bear testimony to his high worth as a man and to
his uniform courtesy and fine ability.

Recent Appointments Made
in Local Exchange Circles
KE VAN RONKEL, who has been
manager

of Goldwyn’s Chicago office
for over a year, has resigned that
position to engage in business for himself

I

this city.
His successor is Manager
Maybury of Goldwyn’s St. Louis office,
who took charge of the Chicago office
in

Monday, July

5.

Phillips, assistant manager to
Ronkel in the Goldwyn office here,

Clarence
Ike

has

Van

been

succeeded

by Mr. Boyle, who

came on from the New York office. About
a year ago Mr. Boyle was a salesman in
the Fox Chicago office. Mr. Phillips is now
a salesman in the Robertson-Cole Chicago
office.

Fred J. Martin, assistant manager of
United Artists Chicago office, resigned recently to accept a similar position in the

Fox Chicago

office

under Manager Eck-

hardt.

Fred Creswell, division manager in the
Central West for Famous Players-Lasky
since the death of his predecessor, Mr.
Allen, has been transferred to New York
City, where he will be special representative.
He has been succeeded by Harry
Wolfberger, who has held the position of
manager,

in

succession,

for

Famous

Players-Lasky, in the Cincinnati and St.
Louis offices, for several years past, with
great success.

Illinois Exhibitors’

Increases

T

HE

Its

Body
Membership

executive committee of the Illinois
Exhibitors’ Alliance held a meeting
Monday, June 28, at headquaVters on
the twelfth floor of the Century Building.
Eleven members out of a total of fifteen
were present.
The committee considered favorably
twenty-two applications for membership,
which had come in since the Cleveland
convention.
Sixteen of these were from
outside cities in the state and six from
Chicago.
These applications are the result of the reports of the Cleveland convention, and President Joseph Hopp predicts
steady growth in membership
a
henceforth. It is the purpose of the members of the Illinois Exhibitors’ Alliance to
render a good account of themselves as a
unit of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, the national organization established at Cleveland.
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T

HE

title

as well
land.”

might just
“Rubbernecking in Fog-

of this installment

be

Go

We enjoy a certain amount of
murky weather and if the high fogs would
come up and stick around awhile during

we

are devoutly thankful.
The scientific
sharps out here tell us that the earthquakes
that visit the coast are caused by a fault in
the earth’s crust, that starts at San Francisco and extends down the coast, four

hundred miles. We knew it was somebody’s fault and we are not at all surprised that the fault begins at Frisco;
wouldn’t put anything past that town.

we

Tourists Please Note.

However, in view of the fact that we do
not want the tourists to stop coming out,
or the movies to get scared and go back
east, or the rubber factory to move, or
the moonstone industry to fizzle out, or
the Indian bead works to stop, we can
state without fear of successful contradiction (from any native son) that no serious
harm will ever result to our fair city from

the earthquakes.
On top of being befogged we have had
our gasoline rations cut down a little lower, but in spite of this, Filmland is happy

Samuel Goldwyn
is in our midst once more.
It always makes
us happy to have Sam out here; he is so
full of pep and optimism that we always
catch a little of it from him.
and

lively as

a cricket.

Marion Davies Arrives.
The colony has been enriched by the addition of a bunch of players from New
York who came out with Marion Davies to
help her make films for the Cosmopolitan
Corporation.
Miss Davies was accom-

's

Foggy hut Famous
Atmosphere

heat of the day, we wouldn’t say a
word, but for the last two weeks we have
Of
had practically no sunshine at all.
course, we realize that our Fair City is
a drive for summer tourists and
that a nice cool fog that tempers the sun
to the touristial bean is a great asset, but
whoever it is that is pulling this fog stuff
should realize that we have to make a few
movies now and then.
The temblors have stopped, for which

Young Man, and

Breathe California

the

making

West,

By GIEBLER
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Miss
of witnesses, lawyers and judges.
Riley, whose other name is Mary Miles
Minter, has just put one over on the American by getting a decision in her favor
that carried something like four thousand
dollars disputed salary along with it.
Ben’s Double Exposures.
Ben Turpin is taking a vacation and filling his system with mental pictures of
western scenery. Ben has an easy time on
a sight-seeing trip; being equipped with
ambidextrous optics, he can see twice as
much as the ordinary individual in the
same length of time.
The usual seeker after scenery has to
twist his head from side to side and give
himself a stiff neck glaring up at mountain
tops and down in the depths of the canyons, but Ben can stand in one spot and
grab off the beauty and majesty of “the
hills, rock-ribbed and ancient as the sun,”
with one lamp, and drink in the beauty of
“t(ie valleys stretching in pensive quietness
between,” with the other.
Harold Lloyd has come back from New
York. Pat Dowling has gone to New York.
Harry Beaumont has gone fishing. Bebe
Daniels is well of a sick spell and back at
work in Realart pictures. Vic Shertzinger
is
having a pipe organ installed in his
house.
Ted Taylor is helping Charley
Hertzman publicise Universal City.
Contracts for Life.
Bogart Rogers, of the Ince Editorial Bureau, took a trip up to Portland, got married to a young lady by the name of Lucille
Young, whose dad came across with an
apple orchard as a wedding present. Alf
Goulding,
Rolin
Comedy director, has
1111,111111,1

yiiiiiiiiiiOiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiio

panied by Edith Shayne, Anders Randolf,
Earl Schenk, Norman Kerry, John Charles,
Thomas Findley and George D. Baker. Mr.
Baker will direct the first Davies film,
which will be shot at Brunton.
Doraldina, the dancer, also arrived this
week to make a few movies for Metro,
under the direction of Ted Sloman. Doraldina was accompanied by her husband,
Frank Saunders.
Lois Wilson, one of the leading ladies
at the Lasky studios, returned from Burmin’ham, Alabama, where she visited the
home folks, attended thirty-seven parties
given in her honor, lost ten pounds, and
recovered the su'thern accent which she
had lost acting in the movies.

trip

is

a

for

is

life.

Wheeler,

Jack

Films, left for

treasurer

of

Kosmick

New

York, via Chicago, with
fifteen reels of the completed “Hope Diamond Mystery” serial under his arm. Grace
Darmond, who played the lead in the
aforementioned serial, has been having a
fierce time with a bucking tooth.
Carter De Haven has just recovered from a
case of ptomaine poisoning and Louise
Glaum has one of the cutest golfing outfits

anybody ever saw.
Ince
I

Men

Hospitable.

went out

ver

Tom

to that interesting burg, CulCity, this week and rubbered around
Ince’s studio.
Shook hands with A.

Lincoln Hart, production manager for the

Parker Read enterprises
promoted a
cigarette from Hunt Stromberg, head of
the Publicity Bure'au; a match from Rowland Lee, a contender for the youngest director in the movies medal; made the acquaintance of Treasurer Kershaw, who

J.

;

hails from Old Missouri and admits being
one of the most popular persons on the
premises (once a week, when he doubles

for the studio ghost).
Mr. Lee told me big things about “Fate’s
Honeymoon,” the Hobart Bosworth spe-

getting ready to film, and I am
was all most excellent dope
because J. O. Taylor, the cinematographer
who is going to shoot the stuff, verified
cial

he

is

satisfied

it

everything Lee said.
Trailing the Leopard

Then

I

fell

into the

Woman.

hands of that per-

suasive and persistent pair of publicity
purveyors, Schlager and Weingarten, who
led me over to a stage where J. Parker
Read was having Stewart Edward White’s
story, “The Leopard Woman,” put into
film form with pomp, circumstance, scenes
from Monte Carlo, Cairo, the African desert, jungle, veldt and kopje, three directors
and Louise Glaum and House Peters at
the head of an all star cast.

Wesley Ruggles was the head director
and Frank Geraghty and Dorian Cox the
other two of the trio. Omer Farrall was
looking after the atmosphere; Stanley
Morse, who adapted the book 'to the«films,
was standing by on the scenario deck and
Adventures and Gowns.
Miss Glaum has a great part in the film;
she is the Leopard Woman, a mysterious
person who travels through darkest Africa,
with a string of native servants, on a secret mission.
The plot of the story provides all sort of amazing adventures and
gives her opportunities of wearing many
gorgeous gowns.

M

honeymoon

they couldn’t take the children along.
Kids do gum up honeymoons.
The attractions playing at the court house
this week are headed by Tom Ince and
Bill Hart, and Juliet Riley and the American Film Company, with appropriate casts

signed up to play second leads and support Marcelle Desmond, leading lady of the
Snub Pollard company. The contract was
executed in the presence of a preacher and

Charles Stumer was taking the pictures.

Kids
iss the Honeymoon.
Bryant Washburn and his wife have
started on the first leg of their trip to
London. Just before leaving Bryant said
that he and the missus anticipate a big
time and that the only fly in the ointment

was that since the
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Louise Likes the Links.
Louise Glaum appearing' in what she says
is the only sensible golf costume
for ladies.

House Peters, who plays the chief supporting role, has an equally strong part,
and if I’m any kind of a prophet, the combination of these two big stars, in what is
considered one of Stewart Edward White’s
biggest stories, is going to boil down to a
crackin’ big feature.
Miss Glaum had just finished her work in
the scene that was being shot and was
about to leave the stage when I arrived on
the set. She stopped and said a friendly
“How do you do?” to my “Hello,” however.

“You are now going
I said, drawing

room,”

to

your dressing

on’ the

rich

store
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knowledge of the habits of stars that I
have gained through reading press agent
dope, “and think deep thoughts about the
Leopard Lady. Study the strange exotic
creature whose life you will portray on
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of

the

screen,

sink yourself
the part.

ality, get into

her personright?”

in

Am

j

I

Miss Glaum laughed.
am going to my dressing room and
get into one of the most practical golf
costumes you ever saw,” she said. “A costume that I designed myself, it has just
come from the tailors. It is the kind of a
costume that every woman who really
loves to play golf should wear. Of course
I will have to do a lot of hard work and
studying; the Leopard Woman is a difficult
part, but there’s a time for work and a
time for play and just now it’s golf.”
I saw Miss Glaum in her golf outfit a
few minutes later, and while I don’t know
a golf stick from a “crokay” hammer, still,
I’m willing to say that it looked exactly the
kind of an outfit that would bring joy to
the heart of any golf bug in the world.
"I

Bid Farewell to LiBeau
Club of Des Moines on June
Screen
The
25 tendered a banquet to R. C. LiBeau, until
recently manager of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation in the city, who has become manager of Famous Players in charge
of Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and Nebraska,

with headquarters in Kansas City.
Beau was the Des Moines manager
office was opened six years ago.

Mr. Lisince the

Theatre Attendance In May Took Big Jump,
Exceeding Figure for 1919 by $2, 167, 808

i
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TTENDANCE

country during May was 80 per cent.
A\ greater than during the same month of last year, according to tax reports
just secured from the commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Total collections of admission taxes during the month aggregated $6,623,188.64, an increase
of $2,167,808.81 over the collections of last May.
The figures indicate that admission taxes for the fiscal year ended with June
30 will run well over $75,000,000, or one-half more than the amount collected
during the fiscal year 1919. Collections during the eleven months ended with
May totaled $68,383,887.79, an increase of $23,930,744.09 over the total for the
corresponding period of last year. The admission tax stands fourth as a revenue
producer among the taxes imposed by the revenue acts of 1917 and 1918, being
exceeded only by the taxes collected on freight shipments, capital stock and
personal transportation tickets.
*

at the theatres of the

report of the commissioner for May also shows collections of $389,295.04
from films leased and licensed, bringing the eleven-month total to $3,815,339.52;
and $21,715.68 from the seating tax, bringing the total for that item to $1,547,210.90.
Total collections during the month amounted to $274,591,315.57, and for the
eleven-month period to $4,442,748,708.74. Included in the May total, of interest
to the moving picture industry, were the following collections: $9,327,833.25 on
freight shipments; $1,472,085.88 on express packages; $6,898,503.30 on personal
transportation $461,968.58 on seats, berths and staterooms, and $2,147,329.29 on
telegraph and long-distance telephone messages.

The

1
I
|
1

1
|
1

;

Sheridan Film Exchange; M. J. Frisch,
Greater Productions Company; J. Muchmore, successor to Mr. LiBeau; W. A. Ross,
Exhibitors’ Booking Association; H. Hersteiner, manager of the Family Theatre;
the Palace Theatre; D.
J. Day, manager of
Burgum, manager of the Garden Theatre;
S. S. Schwartz, A. H. Blank Enterprises;
O. H. Garland, manager of the Des Moines
Film & Supply Co.; A. Stolte, manager of
the Des Moines Theatre; N. Dixon, publicity
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man

for

Famous Players;

R. E. Erickson,

manager of the Majestic Theatre; E. Helmuts, manager of the Rialto Theatre; R.
Harding, manager of the Casino Theatre,
and Manager Baumeister of the Pathe exchange.

Among those attending the banquet were
A. Frankel, vice-president of the Des Moines
Theatre Company; L. A. Sheridan, of the

|

Fitzmaurice Has New Way
of Introducing Past Action
EORGE FITZMAURICE suggests an
interesting solution to the problem
of the so-called “cut-back” in the
handling of his latest Paramount picture,

“The Right to Love,” featuring Mae Murray
and David Powell. Up to the present time,
in dealing with events supposed to have
transpired before the main action of the
story, scenarists have used the “cut-back”

for lack of a better way to introduce plot
elements essential to the comprehension
of the play.
This has always been considered unsatisfactory by many of the lead-

ing screen dramatists because in a great
many cases, it has retarded the main action and otherwise hampered the smooth
flow of narrative.
Ouida Bergere and Mr. Fitzmaurice,
working in close collaboration, and planning to eliminate this unwelcome feature,
decided to introduce the story of what had
come before in a new and altogether unique
form. The result of this innovation is a
picture of charm and originality.
The episode of the heroine’s past life
lends force and dignity to the story as a
whole, for it is told simply and beautifully.
The settings are of the impressionist
school.

Dickson

to

Make

Scenics in

Balkans, Turkey and Arabia
EFFERSON DAVIS DICKSON, globe
trotting cinematographer for the David
P. Howells organization, will sail on
July 3 for another of his trips in search
of unusual camera material.
His first stop will be Paris, from which
point he will outfit for an extensive trip
through the entire group of the Balkan

J

operating from Bucharest in Rouhis headquarters.
He expects to spend about a year in the
Balkans, and then will spend another year
in a tour of Turkey and Arabia.
Mr. Dickson’s last trip, from which he
returned only recently, was through Northern Africa and the remote oases of the
Sahara Desert. He brought back with him
about fifty thousand feet of negative made
up of remarkable and unusual scenes. This
negative was sold outright to Charles Urban for incorporation in his “Movie
Chats,” a single reel scenic and educational
offering that is being released once each
offering that is being released.
states,

mania as

Deny Signing Exclusive Contract
Harry Chandlee and William B. Laub are

Doug and Mary Just Before Sailing on Their Honeymoon.
They are seen here with Hiram Abrams, president of the United Artists, on
board the “Lapland.”

themselves authority for the statement
that they have not signed and do not
expect to sign any contract giving their
exclusive services to any producing organization. Chandlee and Laub state that they
expect to continue indefinitely to accept
pictures for editing and titling for their
established clientage and that they do not
contemplate withdrawing from the free
lance

field.
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Fine Arts Pictures
to
ONTRACTS

distribution through independent extwenty-six
spechanges of
cial feature productions a year
have been closed by Fine Arts
The new producPictures, Inc.
ing company will start work on
its first picture immediately and
it will be ready for distribution

C

Inc. Closes

Men,” starring Frank Mayo,
in the states of Minnesota, Wisconsin and the Dakotas.
of

o

Meade and Ehrgott Make

as vehicles for screen artists of

Sales Trips for Price
Mr. C. A. Meade, secretary and
sales manager of C. B. Price Co.,
Inc., has returned from a trip to
Ohio, where he sold rights on
Billie Rhodes in “His Pajama
Girl”
E.
to
Mandelbaum and
Walter E. Lust, of the First Na-

the

tional

by September

30.

The pictures will be released
Widely
one every two weeks.

known authannounced, will be used

read stories by well
ors, it is

Arrangefirst magnitude.
ments have already been made
on
a numrights
for the screen
ber of popular, timely stories, and
contracts are pending with high

Exhibitors’

Inc., also
announced that arrangements
have been made for the purchase
of one of the largest studios in
the East and five companies will
work simultaneously. The pictures will be directed by^men of

On

Fine Arts Pictures,

proven
“It has been evident that bigger
and better pictures must be put
at the disposal of the independent
distributor if he is to remain in
the field,” said Murray W. Gars“A
son, president of Fine Arts.
good picture now and then is not
enough. The independent buyer
must have good pictures continuously. To provide him with this
product is the object of our enability.

deavors.

not going into the
producing business, but we are
offering the producer a new and
successful outlet for his productions. There is a big demand for
real box office attractions on the

“We

are

That has
independent market.
been proved by the enthusiasm
with which the comedy drama
“Up in Mary’s Attic” has been
received. The fact that we have
the right of rejection on any picture that does not come up to
our standard is a guarantee for

Circuit

of

Cleveland.

exchanges

Other First National
which have secured

this picture for their territory
are the New York and New Jersey exchanges.
A. L. Ehrgott, of the sales force
of the Price Company, left recently on a trip to Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington, D. C.,
in connection with this picture.
‘‘Regardless of the hot
weather,” said Mr. Price, "the
sales on this subject have been
brisk. We have already sold the
major portion of the United
States and some foreign territory.

New Company Formed to Handle Films

class stars.

State Right

pany
A malgamated
is

the

film comname

selected

for a new state rights, import and export film concern recently
organized.
Milton
J.
Schwartz is the president, and
temporary quarters have been
taken in the Godfrey Building at
729 Seventh avenue, New York
City.

Milton

J.

Schwartz

has

had

several years of experience in the
various branches of the state
rights and foreign business, beginning as a salesman.
The new company will act In
both the capacity of agent for
the producer, also as a state
rights distributor for independent
productions.
The export and import department will be a separate department as soon as larger quarters
can be secured. Two foreign producers have negotiated with Mr.

Schwartz, and an announcement
of several of their late productions for the American state

and Foreign Market
rights buyers will be

made

short-

ly.

Copperhead Dramas Announced
Photo Products Export Company is about to market a series
of new two reel dramas called
Titles,
the Copperhead series.
releasing dates and further particulars will be announced later.

least two more producing
units will be included in
the production activities of
Morris R. Schlank during the
coming year, according to a

A

T

statement made by Mr. Schlank,

who

arrived

week.

in

New York last
of the Hank

The producer

comedies, distributed by
Arrow, planned to spend at least

Mann

exhibitor.

“Between now and September

will also distribute a numproductions
of first class
complete “direct to

we

—

ana
exhibitor” campaign
will not be stopped
is
as soon as all the territory
disposed of and tentative plans
national
for
a
also are under way
advertising and exploitation cam-

campaign

—

and a canvass is being
determine what medium
exploitation is found most

paign

made

to

of
profitable

in

individual

tories.

neapolis will distribute the fivepart Radin feature “Thru Eyes

“Cap-

Dana Goes Touring with
Six Features to Screen
Dana, Arrow’s sales man-

P. B.

booked solid for Pullman
sleeping for at least two
weeks to come. On returning
from Washington he immediately
made preparations for an extensive trip covering more than ten
ager,

is

car

of the larger cities.
He left on
July 7 for Pittsburgh, and from
there expected to travel West.
The fact that Arrow is now distributing a number of features
that have met with the approval
of the exchangemen and exhibitors gives Mr. Dana a strong

backing on this sales trip.
Mr. Dana has with him six features he will screen for buyers.

They are “Woman’s Man,” “Love’s
Protege,” “Before the White Man
Came,” “Daughter of the Don,”
“The Desert Scorpion,” and “The
Chamber Mystery.” The itinerary
of his sales trip includes PittsCleveland, Detroit, Chi-

burgh,
.cago,

Milwaukee,

Omaha, Kansas
and Indianapolis.

Des

City,

Moines,
Louis

St.

a week in his headquarters at the

Arrow

offices.

In the coming year he plans to
keep three companies busy all the
This he stated did not
time.
mean more pictures but better
ones.
“In fact,” Mr. Schlank said, “I
will decrease the number of pictures. My schedule now calls for
eight more of the series of twenty-six two reel Hank Mann com-

and when they have bees

new schedule

It will call for

future.”

terri-

“Thru Eyes of Men” Sold
Ludwig Film Exchange of Min-

revival,
Carstairs.”
o

will be
one Hank
Mann a month and one comedy
a month from each of the other
companies.
“There isn’t any doubt but what
the independent field is to play
a leading role in the film industry within the coming year,” he
“I have been in close
added.
touch with the exhibitors and the
public and watched the reception
of the independent productions.
It is gratifying to note that we
of the independent field are giving the producer-distributor organizations a run for their money.
“It shows for one thing that
no one company can ever control
the field and also proves that pictures of merit will receive their
just rewards. It acts as an incentive to do even better in the

The pictures are to
be purchased outright, which
should result in economy to the

backed by a

Mary

finished a

thereafter.

the

tivating

made.

“Our new contract calls for the
production to be ready not
later than September 30 and one
every two weeks for one year

this

New York state rights to
Irving Fitzer of Syracuse, on the
upper

Norma Talmadge

edies,

first

ber

Sale for Talmadge Reissue
Joe Brandt announces the sale
for National Film Corporation of

Morris B. Schlank Plans to Take Time
This Year to Perfect Each Production

the buyer.

30

aS

DISTRIBUTION

Contract
Distribute Twenty-six Features a Year

for the

n

ENT FIELD

of the

PRO p'uc'T'l o'n

I
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He Waits Upon

the Ladies

—Gets

Paid (or

It,

Too!

seen here in his latest two-reel Arrow comedy.
that we were a sea gull egg sandwich distributor.

Hank Mann

Boston Photoplay Buys Shorts
The Boston Photoplay Company

Would

have purchased the rights from
Radin Pictures on the single reel
“Zip Comedies.”
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Kroner

July

Produce Two- Reel Comedies
Followed by Westerns and Six-Reel Features

Victor

A

BURLESQUE OX CARMEN,”
the

of
the
Chaplin
released
by Victor
Kremer, was the feature at B.
S. Moss' Broadway Theatre, New
York, for the last two weeks,
and will remain there for an indefinite run.
While the remainder of the program at the Broadlast

films

way has been changed,

‘‘Car-

men” has been retained and

it

is

has proven to be a real
business getter.
This picture, together with
"Skinner's Dress Suit,” marks the
wind-up of Victor ICremer’s list
of recreated attractions.
And
Mr. Kremer has perfected arsaid

it

"Warm Days”

rangements

to produce his own
attractions.
The first will be a
series
of
twenty-six two-reel
comedies, then a program of special 'Westerns and six features,
each six reels in length.
Mr. Kremer states he is not desirous of interfering with es-

tablished independent exchanges
that have created a desirable
following, but when necessary
to do so, he will open exchanges
in certain territories.

The New York Independent
Master Films of New York state
and Northern New Jersey, handling all of Victor Kremer productions, report great progress
and are getting ready with an
increased force of salesmen to
launch a powerful campaign.
o

“Up

in

Mary’s Attic”

Song for Phonograph
The new song sensation, “Up

in Mary’s Attic,” based on the
photoplay of the same name, now
being distributed by Fine Arts
Pictures, Inc., through independent exchanges, will be distributed throughout the country on

phonograph records.
Arrangements have been made,
according to an announcement
from Fine Arts, to give the records the national circulation.
“In addition to this direct advertising for the picture it will
give the exhibitors an excellent
opportunity to tie-up with the
various phonograph stores,” says
Murray W. Garsson, president of

Fine Arts.
“The people handling the phonographs undoubtedly would be
willing to co-operate, as the beautiful oil paintings prepared particularly for this purpose would

make

his

window more

attractive

than it otherwise would be.
“The various agents over the
country handling the records are
being canvassed from their New
York headquarters and are being
urged to co-operate in every way
possible with the state rights
buyers and exhibitors handling
the picture.

Much Interest Shown in
Fanny Ward Production
Joan Film Sales
Company are very much pleased
with the reception which state
rights buyers have accorded the
announcement of the company’s
initial release, “She Played and
Officials of the

starring Fanny Ward.
Paid,”
They state that the numerous reindependent exfrom
quests
changemen indicate that there is
for first-run
demand
a strong
productions.
The fact that this picture features an American star and is an
American type picture, with
American plot and direction, and

atmosphere,
Parisian
a
with
coupled with realistic drama and

to

the zest of native French scenery,
is said to be proving a big drawing card.

Mabel Taliaferro Film
Arouses Much Interest
Photo Products Export

little

state

girl in

rights for these two states.

an orphanage, and

are announced as being true to
life.

Submarine Views

‘‘Screen Snapshots,” the “all-star” single reel
bi-monthly feature, reports that

he

is

securing some very excep-

tional material for this novelty.
Louis Lewyn recently filmed
the making of an underwater
picture and was enabled to catch
the cameramen at this particular
task.
This is the first time the
making of such a feature will
be shown to the public, it is

claimed.

Equity Pictures Corporation announces that Samuel Zierler,

Commonwealth

Film Company, has purchased the
distribution rights for the states
of New York and New Jersey
on the five-reel production,
starring
Devils,”
"Wliispering

Conway
Theby.

Tearle and Rosemary
The growing popularity

of Conway Tearle is declared to
be responsible for the rapid disposal of the territorial rights of
these two states.
While it was the original in-

Tom

asm he waded

ess

For the series

of

street.

New York

City,

are offering to state rights buyers, a press book is being prepared containing the necessary
publicity matter; synopses; list of
subjects, illustrations, etc., useful
to state rights buyers and exhibitors.
This press book will be
sent to buyers and exhibitors in^
terested in these revivals, on apV
plication.

to

Sam Zierler, president of the
Commonwealth Film Company,
has purchased the New York and

New

Jersey
rights
to
“She
Played and Paid,” a Fanny Ward
picture released by the Joan Film
Sales Company. This marks the
first transaction of the Joan Film
Sales Company, organized two

weeks ago, and the interest by
state rights buyers has been a
source of gratification to the company. Work is under way on the
second release.

Nathan Hirsh, president

Ivleine Reissues

twenty George
Kleine revivals which the Photo
Products Export Company, of 220

West 42nd

Buys Rights

Nathan Hirsh Adds Four
More Features to List

Book Issued on
George

too far, and sud-

denly found himself sinking in
quicksand, and only the assistance of other members 'of the
company saved him.

/

of the

Aywon

Film Corporation, announces that he has enlarged his
organization and will offer to
state rights buyers hereafter an
increased

number

of attractions.
will be four features
each of a different nature from
the others, but all said to be
exceptional box-office attractions.
Aywon’s present list includes a
series of Harry Carey westerns,

The

first

the Rex Ray pictures and Joy
Comedies and “When Quackel Did
Hyde,” a travesty on “Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde.”

Bret Is Writing Titles for Reelcraft s
First Royal Comedy with Leon Error as Star

T OM BRET,

well knowm mopicture title writer, is
preparing the titles for the

tion

two reel comedy production of
“Buggins,” in which Leon Errol
is the featured star, and to be
released as a part of the Royal
Comedy Series now being prepared for the Short Subject program of Reelcraft Pictures Corporation, and negotiations are
now pending whereby Bret will
several other productions
title
for Reelcraft.

The production of “Buggins”
marks the debut of Leon Errol
into the drama of the screen.
As a vaudeville performer, Errol
United
is known throughout the
States and principal countries of
Europe for his clever characterigood natured
the
of
zation
‘souse.” This same character has
been utilized for his introduction
laughable
o the screen: the same
bed-room scene; the broken statuary; the bear rug; combined
with additional scenic opportuniwould be
ties for laughter that
impossible of production with a
vaudeville act.
is a
In addition to Errol there
and a
large cast of principals
picbevy of- beautiful girls. This
of
ture will be the first release
recently
the Royal Comedy series
picannounced by Reelcraft. All
be two
tures of this series will
and released one a
reels

Gunnison River the other day,
to find a location. In his enthusi-’

“She Played and Paid”

Lewyn produces

Equity Sells Territory
on “Whispering Devils”
president of the

Thayer Nearly Drowned

Zierler

in

“Screen Snapshots”
Cohn, who with Louis

Jack

1920

Otis B. Thayer, director-general of the Art-o-graf productions, waded out into the flooded

Com-

righting the Jaxon
Film Corporation production,
“The Rich Slave,” starring Mabel
Taliaferro, announce that this
picture has created great interest
among state rights buyers. The
fact that Miss Taliaferro is the
star is arousing considerable interest, and inquiries are rife as
to Whether she is to be starred
Many of the earlier
in a series.
scenes depict the suffering of a
pany,

tention to market this production
through its own franchise holders,
Equity announced the sum offered
by the Commonwealth Film Company for New York and New Jersey induced them to sell the

17,

each,

week.

Arrow Names Two bales
on Feature Productions
Rights in two additional terrifor on
tories were contracted
Golden
“Woman’s Man” and “The feature
Trail,” two of Arrow’s
productions, recently. Walter A.

Baier, president of the exchange

by the same name in Milwaukee
contracted for Wisconsin territory, and F. O. Burke of the
Midland Film Co., of Minneapolis,
visited the Arrow offices and
bought the two pictures for Minnesota, and North and South Da-

Jans Pictures, Inc., who have
been complimented by exhibitors
on the excellent line of paper and
advertising helps they have been
issuing, announce that for “Wings
of Pride” they will make available even a better line of accessories than heretofore.

kota.

Ben Amsterdam of Philadelphia
and Sam Grand of Boston were
other visitors at the Arrow office
in the Candler Building during
the week.

Completes
Third Olive Tell Film

B. A. Rolfe

B.
Inc.,

A. Rolfe, of Jans Pictures.
has completed the filming of

feature,
third Olive Tell
“Wings of Pride,” and is engaged
in cutting, assembling and making the feature ready for public
presentation. He announces that
several original ideas in the way
of titles, lighting effects and unusual photography will be introduced.

the

Film Men Favor Comedy
An indorsement has been given
“Up in Mary’s Attic,” distributed
through state rights exchanges by
Fine Arts Pictures, Inc., by T. A.
Burke, of the Midland Film Comof Minneapolis, who this
territorial rights
on the production for Minnesota,

pany,

week purchased

North Dakota, South Dakota and
Wisconsin.
Mr. Burke and G. W. Granstrom,
also

of

made a

the Midland
special trip to

Company,

New York

to look over
the current offerings on the independent market, and after a
thorough canvass decided to use
"Up in Mary’s Attic” as their next
special feature release.

from Minneapolis

Jan’s Feature “A Woman’s Business"
Praised by Prominent Exchange men

R

EPORTS coming

in to the
offices of Jans Pictures, Inc., indicate that the

home

Olive Tell feature, “A Woman’s
Business,” is piling up big box
office records.
Leon D. Netter, president of
Masterpiece Pictures of Clevethat theatres
reports
land,

throughout Ohio and Kentucky

are booking this picture, first run
houses in all the key cities using
it with great success.

Practically the same sort of report has been received from W.
G. Underwood, president of The
Specialty Film Corporation of
Dallas, who writes that the exhibitors are highly pleased with the
manner in which their patrons
received “A Woman’s Business."
In both territories many theatre managers report their box office records have been broken
with this attraction and this during a spell of hot weather.
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News from Everywh ere

Live
j

ager, starred in the murder of a garter
snake. After the reptile had been killed Bill
came up from the rear and opened fire with
a shotgun. “Red” Roeder, Ben Cornwell and
Ed Freudinger assisted in the capture of a
nice mess of Buffalo, crappie and German
“bass.”

Pittsburg Pick-Ups
Attractions Ending July 10.
Grand and Liberty: “For the Soul
fael.’’

Regent:

and

Olympic

of

Heart

“The

Raof

a

Child.”

Blackstone and Cameraphone: "Out
Storm.”

of the

Loew’s Lyceum: “A Cumberland Romance.”

Savoy: “The Wonder Man.”
Minerva: “Rio Grande.”
Columbia: “The Escape.”
Publicity and Exploitation Expands.
ITTSBURGH is again taking the lead
in the formation of a complete exploitation and publicity bureau that will inspire
the exhibitors in this territory the maximum
service in “putting over” film productions.
Outside of New York City this is an untried
venture, but due to urgent need of such an
organization the path was blazed by J. Howard Lichtenstein, who opened the first independent exploitation in the city about two
months ago. Lichtenstein’s idea of exhibitor service met with instant success, and in
the course of two months the accounts he
has been handling have multiplied them-

P

selves
E. P.

many

times.

Weisner,

who has been

in
this

charge of

territory
publicity and exploitation in
for the Select Pictures Corporation, has
organization
and his
Lichtenstein
joined the
experience in handling publicity and exploitation will be a valuable acquisition to the
.firm, which is known as “Exploitation Headquarters.”

Town Showman Makes

Small

Good.

the Temple Theatre, St.
Mary’s, Pa., deserves credit for the way he
Very charmis putting things over there.
ing girl ushers are proving an appreciated
innovation, and the ten-piece orchestra, not
to mention the high class attractions which
he is presenting, is having a good effect on
business in general. Visiting salesmen are
high in their praise of the way the house is
conducted.
Theatre Notes and Personals.
J. B. Cox, of Cox’s Theatre, Mt. Pleasant,
Pa., attended the Democratic convention in
California.
The Arcade Theatre, New Salem, Pa., will
be open but two nights a week during the
J.

Fisher,

C.

of

summer months.
Mr. Shaffnit, of the North Side, Pittsburgh,
building a new theatre on Brighton Road.
It will seat about 400 and be modern in all
is

respects.

George Levis, of the Theatorium, Brockwayville, Pa., has closed his house down for
three days a week for the purpose of re-

modeling and putting in a new

front.

Popular Film

Man

Leaving.
St. Louisians regret the reported departure
of Cecil Maeberry, Goldwyn manager. He is
one of the most popular film men in St.
Louis. It is rumored he is to go to Chicago.
Airdomes in Full Swing.
The new Grand-Florissant Airdome was
opened last week with Robert Warwick in
“Thou Art the Man” as the attraction. The
inauguration was a big success. Manager
Ed Haley truning them away. This was the
last of the city’s important open-air theatres
to get under way.
Personal Mention.
Jack Shea is the new manager of the Rex
Airdome, while Beckley has succeeded him
at the Arco.

Ace

Mayflower representative, is
about town working hard for a

Berry,

still flitting

“good opening.”

Louis Siftings

Attractions Ending July 10.
Kings “Scratch My Back.”
Pershing “The Deep Purple.”
Shenandoah “Burning Daylight.”
Grand-Florissant “Burning Daylight.”
Mozart “The Deep Purple.”
After the Ball Game.
ARAMOUNT and Goldwyn tangled at
baseball last week.
The scorekeeper
tried for three days to find out who won the
game, but finally lost his mind and was removed to a sanitarium.

—

—

—

—

—

P

Heroic Sportsmen Compete.
The Famous Players-Missouri staff went
on a fishing trip up the Missouri River over
the week end. Bill Goldman, general man-

More Theatres Proposed.

A

LONG

with the formation of a new comknown as the United Exhibitors’
Productions Corporation, to operate a
circuit of vaudeville and motion picture thepany,

atres in Indiana, comes the announcement
of plans for the erection of another new
theatre in Indianapolis. Two sites are now
under consideration for the erection of this
combination vaudeville and motion picture
house.

Incorporates for a Million.

The new company has been incorporated
with a capital of $1,000,000, all of which is

common

stock.
It has acquired the properthe Lenwood Amusement Company,
Indianapolis, which has been operating the
Rialto, the Broadway, the Gayety and Lenwood theatres, the first three showing pictures and vaudeville and the last only picties

of

tures.
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Fred

B.

Leonard, formerly head of the Len-

Attractions Ending July 10
New York City.

wood Amusement Company, is president of
the new corporation and also will act as
general manager.
The secretary-treasurer

Rivoli: “Away Goes Prudence.”
Rialto: “The Ladder of Lies.”
Criterion: “Humoresque (sixth week).
Strand: “Yes or No.”
Broadway: “The Inner Voice.”
Astor: “Shipwrecked Among Cannibals.”
Capitol: "The Best of Luck.”

will be H. M. Woodsmall, who has been associated with Mr. Leonard in the other company. The company has acquired six theatres in Southern Indiana and expects to extend its chain to other parts of the state.

Regent: “Remodeling Her Husband.”
Strand: “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.”
Garrick: "Passers By.”
Chestnut Street: “Eyes of the World”
(fourth week).
Buffalo.

Shea’s Hippodrome: “Down on the Farm”
and “Just a Wife.”
Strand: “Dollars and the Woman” and “A
Desperate Hero.”

Family: “Tillie’s Punctured Romance.”
Empire: “The End of the Road.”
Chicago.

Randolph: "Suds.”
Castle: “The Mollycoddle.”
Barbee’s: “The Wonder Man.”
Playhouse: “The Week End.”
Casino: “Human Stuff.”
Orchestra Hall:
“When

Homer

Home.”
State-Lake: “Man and His

Comes

Woman.”

Los Angeles.
Grauman’s: “The Fighting Chance.”
California: “The Slim Princess.”
Kinema: “The Miracle Woman.”

Broadway: “Riders of the Dawn.”
Clune’s Broadway: “The Invisible Divorce.”
Tally’s

Superba: “The Red Lane.”
Rialto: “The Mollycoddle” (third week).
Victory: “Dangerous to Men.”
?
Symphony: “The Terror.”

Garrick:

“Sand.”

Kansas

To Enlarge and Improve Sine’s.
The Strand Amusement Company, operating the Strand Theatre, Crawfordsville, with
an incorporation of $300,000, has taken over
the Sipe Theatre at Kokomo, and plans to
establish a chain of motion picture theatres
in several other Indiana cities in the near
future.
Benjamin V. Barton, formerly associated with Charles Olson in the Central

Philadelphia.
Stanley: “For the Soul of Rafael.”
Palace: “Sand.”
Arcadia: “Jenny, Be Good.”
Victoria: “Desert Dove.”
Capitol: “Footlights and Shadows.”
Imperial: “Heart of a Child.”

Ziegfeld: “Neglected Wives.”
Riviera: “Romance.”

St.

Hoosier Happenings

City.
of Lies.”

Amusement Company,

were

Royal “The Confession.”
Twelfth Street: “The Inferior Sex.”
Liberty: “The Strange Boarder.”
Doiic: “Silk Husbands and Calico Wives”
(second week).

is

presi-

trated.

Owner

Newman: "The Ladder

New

Indianapolis,

dent of the concern.
The other officers of the company are Arthur Shultz, secretary, and M. Burnheimer,
treasurer.
W. C. Yutzy, who operates a
moving picture theatre at Lebanon, is one of
th» principal stockholders.
The Strand
uAsmement Company, according to its officers. will be the largest business of its
kind in the state outside of Indianapolis.
Since taking over the Sipe the company
has announced that it will begin immediately
to remodel the structure inside and out.
It
is the purpose of the company to fix the
theatre up in such a way that it will be
available not only for big feature pictures,
but also for occasional vaudeville and road
shows.
Fulling Plaster Injures Six.
Six persons were hurt, one perhaps seriously, at Newcastle, Ind., Saturday night,
June 26, when plastering under a balcony
at the Princess Theatre gave way, crashing
to the floor with such force that a near panic
almost resulted.
The theatre was crowded
at the time of the mishap.
The presence of mind of James Trainor,
formerly a member of the Cincinnati fire department, probably prevented others from being injured in the rush to get out. Trainor,
who has just entering the theatre when
the crash came, called for the audience to
remain seated and many heeded his call.
Luckily most of the plastering crashed into
the aisles, but persons on the end seats or
those adjoining were covered with the debris.
All the injured, three women and three men,
were taken to a hospital where their injuries

Dr.

John

physician

of Indiana

Theatre Dies.
a widely known

D. Sourwine,
at Brazil, Ind.,

who

erected

Sourwine motion picture theatre

in

the

Brazil,

died at his home recently following an acute
attack of heart disease.
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Ralph

Faulkner, a moving picture actor,
the part- of President Wilson in
this
Marshall Neilan production, almost
stopped the lobbyist show at the Hotel St.
Francis, when he stepped in, silk hatted and
frock coated, and decorated with the famous
Wilsonian smile. The stunt was so good that
it crowded a lot of convention news off the
front page of the local papers, to the satisfaction of one Peter Smith.
News photographers have been working
overtime, and theatres are featuring daily
convention
films.
Airplanes
have been
pressed into service to get releases to a waiting public at the earliest possible time.
Introducing American Projectoscope.
C.

who takes

Golden Gate Gleanings
Attractions Ending July

10.

California: "Homer Comes Home.”
Portola: "The Sins of St. Anthony.”
Imperial: “The Prince Chap.”

Strand: "A Fool and His Money.”
Rialto: "The Great Accident.”
Tivoli: “Don't Ever Marry.”
Frolic: “Bullet Proof.”
Sun: "Where There’s a Will There’s

a

Way.”
A.

A

&

H. to

Have Another Theatre.

ckerman & Harris

have completed

deal whereby a magnificent theatre
will be erected, at the corner of Post and
Powell streets, for the interests represented
by them on the Pacific Coast. A fifty year
lease has been taken on the property and
preliminary plans for a 3,000-seat house are
being prepared.
Reid Bros, have been selected as the architects, and a member of the firm will leave for
the East at an early date to study large
theatres there.
The new theatre will be
known as the Union Square, taking its name
park
it
will face.
from the
This is the second big building enterprise
a

in this city with which Ackerman & Harris
The other one is at Market
are identified.
and Taylor street, where work has been com-

menced on the Metropolitan Theatre.
Airdomes Opening in Valley Districts.
The recent warm spell has caused a rush
on the part of theatre owners in the interior
to open airdomes and a number of these are
Unger_ of Selma,
and declared that
was no joke, the
wave
hot
the reports of a
thermometer touching the 110 degree mark
one day. He has opened an airdome and is
doing a good business.
Tax Dodgers Face Trouble.
Moving picture exhibitors have received a
quiet tip that Collector of Internal Revenue
Justus Wardell has sent a corps of investigators into the field to look into reports
that luxury taxes are not being turned into
the coffers of the’ Government in the amount
they are being collected from the public.
Theatre owners in large communities are
said to be observing the tax regulations in
a satisfactory manner, but exhibitors in isolated districts are declared to be lax.
Honolulu Exhibitor’s “Pep” Restored.
Cohen, head of the Consolidated
J.
C.
Amusement Company, of Honolulu, who
spends much of his time at San Francisco,
has returned from a visit to nearby mineral
springs, where he has been recuperating
from a serious illness. He has recovered his
former pep and is again much in evidence
on Film Row, to the delight of friends.
Many View University Films.
The University of California has issued a
report to the effect that during the past
twelve months 432,167 persons have been
reached through extension work. The moving picture department had the largest attendance, 308,613 persons having viewed the
films furnished to schools, churches and

now

in

operation.

was a recent

C. F.
visitor here

clubs.

Convention Is Pie for Cameramen.
This is Democratic Convention Week in
San Francisco (the first time that a national
gathering of this kind has been held in the
Far West) and naturally there is considerable excitement. Bands are playing, banners
are flying and Democrats are the willing
victims of a host of cameramen gathered to
record the big show.
Newspapermen, scenario writers of note,
producers and cameramen will return home
with glowing reports of San Francisco sun-

and hospitality.
week, from their
standpoint, was an entertainment furnished
by Mayor James Rolph, Jr., who was host
to the publicity sharps at his mountain home
near this city.
shine, convention facilities
One of the features of the

Irving Cobb was there in all his glory,
and his antics as a vaquero and mermaid
were recorded in film with those of other
stars, and will be featured in a forthcoming
release of Marshall Neilan entitled ‘‘Go and

Peter Gridley Smith, representing
this producer, ’directed the performance, assisted by Publicity Person Parker, of Chi-

Get

It.”

cago.

D. J. Dwyer, of the D. J. Dwyer Studio,
Los Angeles, was here during convention
week introducing the American Projectoscope, for which this firm is a distributor.

Moves

to

Boom Town.

Gordon O. Cole was a recent visitor here
from Nevada and announced that he was
opening a new theatre at Virginia City,
which is experiencing a marked mining
boom. He formerly conducted the K. of P.
Theatre at Rochester, Nev.

Cleveland

Comment

Attractions Ending July 10.
Stillman: "Paris Green.”
Metropolitan and Strand: “The Courage of

Marge O’Doone.”
Standard: “Bubbles.”
Mall and Alhambra: “The Cheater” and
“Just a Wife.”
Orpheum and Knickerbocker: "The Luck

July 17, 1920
a week in advance, telling a lot about the
picture, but not mentioning its name.
He
gave the author’s name, Harold McGrath,
and other information about it, but kept
secret the title until the day before the opening.
This naturally excited much curiosity,
and he had a splendid opening.
Toledo Showman Gets Vacation.
Manager Gerstle, of Loew’s Valentine Theatre, Toledo, is enjoying a much needed
three weeks’ vacation. Mr. Gerstle has had
particularly trying experiences during the
last season, with a big increase in business
to handle, and the death of his wife about
two months ago. His many friends hope
he will be benefited by the rest. Meantime,
Manager Smith, of Loew’s Mall, Cleveland,
has gone to Toledo, to take care of the Valentine.

Will Enlarge Doan Theatre.
Announcement has been made that the
Doan Theatre, one of the most popular of
Cleveland’s neighborhood theatres, would be
greatly enlarged.
E. Mandelbaum, owner,
has leased the property in the rear of the
Doan, and will almost entirely rebuild the
theatre.
At present there are about 700
seats in the Doan, and the change will add
over 1,000 more.
Mr. Mandelbaum, the owner, is one of the
best known exhibitors in the country.
Besides owning the Ohio franchise of the First
National, he owns the Doan and Madison
theatres, and is part owner of the Metropolitan, Knickerbocker, Lakewood and Virginia
theatres in Cleveland.
In addition, he is a
stockholder in Loew’s Ohio Theatres, Inc.

The new Doan will have every modern
convenience and equipment and will.be beautifully

decorated.

of the Irish.”

Liberty: "Common Sense.”
Euclid: “Sex.”
Picture Folk in Dramatic Stock.
HE new stock company which opened at
the Colonial Theatre might well be
called a movie-stage organization, for several of the leading members are folks who
have had considerable moving picture studio
experience.

T

The company

is

headed by Thurston Hall,

Baltimore Briefs
Attractions Ending July 10.
Parkway: "Scratch My Back.”
Hippodrome: “The Deadlier Sex."
New Wizard: "Let’s Be Fashionable."

Garden: “Three Gold Coins.”
Blue Mouse: "Respectable by Proxy.”
Picture Garden: "The Butterfly Man.”
New Theatre: “The Man Who Lost Him-

who for three years played leads to many
The leadof America’s foremost actresses.
ing woman is May Buckley, who was a leading woman for the old Lubin organization

self.”

The next prominent
in Philadelphia.
ber of the company perhaps has had

P

mem-

more
movie experience than both Mr. Hall and
Miss Buckley.

She

is

Bessie Eyton.

She

is

remembered for fine work in Selig features
and later with a number of West Coast
There are three others who have
played in movies for some time.
“Sex” a Drawing Card.
“Sex,” the Hodkinson picture, has to date
proven the best drawing card the Euclid
Theatre, Cleveland, has had during the
spring and summer season. Next to "Why
Change Your Wife?” it has been the most
successful picture in three months. On July
4 “Sex” began its second week, and indicastudios.

were that it would remain a third
week.
"Sex” will be followed at the Euclid by
"Treasure Island,” and it is also announced
that “Suds,” with Mary Pickford, will not
tions

be shown at the Euclid, but instead will be
played for a week, simultaneously, at the
Stillman and Alhambra.
Cowboy Star Making Appearances.
"Shorty” Hamilton, well-known cowboy
comic, has arrived in Cleveland for the purpose of making several personal appearances
theatres of that city and surrounding
in
He expects to be in that vicinity
towns.
for three weeks, and then will go to New
York, where he is engaged for a series of
comdies to be produced by Victor Kremer.
"Shorty” begins his engagement in CleveHe will be
land at the Orpheum Theatre.
there during the entire week of July 11.
Dark Secret Whets Curiosity.
A novel method of exploiting a picture was
that used by E. M. Downs, manager of the
Knickerbocker Theatre, Cleveland, the first

week

in July.

He had booked “The Luck

of

the Irish” for a week, breaking his policy of
two attractions per week.
He then caused advertisements and press
notices to be inserted in the newspapers for

Pacy’s Garden Closes Temporarily.

ACY’S

GARDEN THEATRE

closed

down

on Saturday night, July 3, for a week,
so that the interior could be given a com-

overhauling.
New seats will be inand the interior will be redecorated
and repainted. Walter Pacey is the manager of this house.
plete

stalled,

Orphans Entertained.
The children from four Baltimore orphan
asylums were entertained at Ford’s Opera
House, June 30, by Charles E. Ford, the manager, and Bernard Depkin, Jr., who operates
the moving picture performances at that
playhouse this summer. The attraction was

“Down on the Farm.” When the orphans
were going into the theatre moving pictures
were taken of them by Ziegfeld & Tate, of
Baltimore, and were shown on the screen
at the same theatre at 10:30 p. m. the same
day.

Baltimore Exchange Notes.
Accompanied by W. F. Hayner, manager of
the Washington office of Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation. C. G. Curtis, in charge of short
subject sales for that company, visited Baltimore June 30, and called on several exhibitors.

Mendelson,

Bert

Realart

representative,

was suddenly attacked by appendicitis while
at Petersburg, Va., recently and after being
taken to a hospital in that city, was operated

upon.

He

While

in

is

now

recovering.

Baltimore Personals.
Baltimore recently, F.

P.

Wright-

son, manager of the Marada Theatre, St.
Michael’s, Md., which is owned by Lee &
Cosden, visited several exchanges.
H. R. McKenna has taken over the management of Nixon’s Victoria and McHenry

Mr. McKenna has
theatre* in Baltimore.
associated with the Nixon-Nirdlinger
interests in Philadelphia for the past fifteen
years, and has managed the Frankfort Theatre in that city for the past three years.

been
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Southeastern

News

Have Exclusive

Film, Building.
plans the construction of a modern concrete building In
Atlanta to house his film exchange business.
Mr O.ldknow recently purchased from E. P.
McBurney a site. 100 by 140 feet, at the corner
of Cain and Walton streets, for $65,000, and
will erect the building on this site
Making War on “Movie Mashers.”
Following the recent conviction in Atlanta of what the newspapers termed a
“movie masher,” local picture houses are
flashing signs on the screen warning careless young men that the management will
go to any length to protect lady customers
against mashers, and calling attention to
the recent conviction of one man on that
charge. This young man was heavily fined
for trying to flirt with a girl in one of the
Atlanta picture houses and the local managers are determined to put a stop to this
nefarious practice.

W

Will

TT.T.T

AM OLDKNOW

Bijou, Knoxville, Changes Hands.
The Bijou Theatre, Knoxville, has been
taken over by the Signal Amusement Company, of Chattanooga, a company which now
leases and operates a number of motion picture houses in Tennessee. The house will
not open again until next September, and
will be under the management of W. E.
Drumbar. Don P. Trent, manager for several years under the direction of Jake Wells,
remains in Mr. Wells’ service, going to Richmond.
Sudekum, Improving His Princess.

A

building permit has been issued calling
for the expenditure of about $90,000 in the
complete remodeling of the Princess Theatre
at Nashville. Harry Sudekum took out the
permit. He states it will be made into almost a new theatre, being completely
changed throughout, and that the work will
be completed in time for the house to re T
open about September 1. The seating capacity is to be 1,800. Mr. Sudekum has also
taken over the Orpheum Theatre, Nashville.

May Have Chattanooga

Censorship.

of a municipal board of censorship for motion pictures in Chattanooga
will not meet with the approval of the Signal Amusement Company, which controls a
majority of the houses in Chattanooga, it
was learned when representatives of the
company called upon the Associated ChariThis man asked that action in regard
ties.
to the matter be deferred until the company
could perfect a plan which, it was declared,
would make the creation of a municipal
board unnecessary. What this plan will be

The creation

not known yet. The Associated Charities
has been active in trying to have a municipal censorship board created.
is

Detroit Doings
Furbishing Houses in Lake Resorts.

W

C. MELLANSEN, manager of the Bell,
Bijou and Princess theatres, Benton
Harbor,
and the Caldwell, St. Joseph,
anflounces a big building and remodeling
program for those playhouses. The Bell and
Bijou are to be rebuilt and remodeled
throughout, giving Benton Harbor two of
the most beautiful and artistically appointed
theatres in Southwestern Michigan.
A contract has also been completed with
•

John Eberson Company for the work
on the Bell, which will begin as soon as the
Eberson has completed the theatre now
building in Lansing for the Butterfield interests.
The Eberson Company has just
completed the new Regent theatre in Flint.
the

New seats of especially comfortable design will be provided for the Benton Harbor
Bell, this item alone costing $15,000.
A large capacity, modern blower system
will be installed to insure ventilation and

A

cooling.
$10,000 organ is now being built
to order, and with a ten piece orchestra, it
will alternate in furnishing the desired musical

accompaniment

Plans for the remodeling of the Benton
Harbor Bijou Theatre include the removal
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of the present stage and the installation of
a new special picture stage setting; the
decoration of the auditorium and building
The seating capaof a mezzanine balcony.
city will be increased to 1,200.

“Fall of Babylon” Finishes Run.
Closing what has been without doubt the
most successful engagement in Detroit this
Fall of Babylon,” Minterseason, "The
United’s big spectacle, finished its fifth and
final week in Detroit at the Shubert-Detroit,
June 3. It is significant that the receipts for
the final week surpassed the previous week

by $1,000.
Jimmie Minter is entitled to all the credit
in the world for putting over a picture that
the wise ones predicted would be a “bloomer,” and it has proved without a doubt that
supreme faith and confidence in the production, common sense showmanship in advertising, presentation, etc., plus everlasting
sticking to it will put over any picture that
has genuine merit to it.

Carpentier Engagement Successful.
Despite ad(verse weather, Georges Carpentier, “The Wonder Man,” completed a
successful fifteen-day engagement at OrDespite very bad
chestra Hall July 3.
weather the first four days, during which
time all show business in Detroit was off
75 per cent., the total attendance and box
office receipts were all that could be expected. Bob Churchill, of Robertson-Cole, is
well pleased.

Washington Wisps
Strand for

Vandam

Films.

changes in many weeks
is that involving the Strand Theatre, heretofore operated as a motion picture house by
Tom Moore, which passed to new people the
first of this month.
The theatre is now
undergoing extensive improvements which,

One

of the biggest

when completed, will result in practically a
new house in many ways. It will be opened
July 12 at 1:30 p. m., with a program of high
class vaudeville and first-class motion pictures.
A. T.

Sparrow, manager of the Empire
Theatre, is to be general manager of the
Strand. Jack Keenan, formerly manager of
the Avenue Grand Theatre, is to be house
manager. Both of these men have had considerable experience in the motion picture
business. Mr. Keenan assumed the management of the Avenue Grand when it was
opened by its previous owners. Recently he
took over the Regent Theatre, on Eighteenth
street.
Arthur J. Manvell is to be musical
director.

Grievance Committee Recesses.
The Grievance Committee announces that
no further meetings will be held until the
regular meeting date in October.
During
the recess period Harry M. Crandall and
George Fuller, representing the exhibitors
and exchange managers, respectively, will
do whatever is possible to bring about the
amicable settlement of any disputes that
may arise between the various branches of

Buffalo Bulletins
Romaine

R

OMAINE

F’ielding in Buffalo.

FIELDING

was in Buffalo
3, appearing in person in connection with the showing of
“A Woman’s Man,” at the Lyric Theatre. On
Wednesday he spoke before the members of
the Kiwanis Club in the Hotel Statler on
motion picture making, and the same afternoon presided at a camera test on the roof
of the Michael J. Leo store of the score or
more of fair Buffalonians who entered in the
beauty contest put on by Manager Charley
Bowe. Mr. Fielding and Dan Savage, of the
Empire State Film Company. The “beauty”
stunt got a lot of newspaper publicity.

week ending July

Special

Show

for Kiddies.

Harold B. Franklin, managing director of
Shea’s Hippodrome, was the host to over
1,000 kiddies at a special performance on
Thursday morning, July 1, when the films
shot by the Hippodrome camera man of the
Buffalo Enquirer Portside Column conductor’s outing for poor children were shown on
the screen in addition to the regular pro-

gram.

On City Planning Committee.
Ira M. Mosher, manager of the Palace Theatre and president of the Buffalo Theatrical
Managers’ Association; Harold B. Franklin,
manager of Shea’s Hippodrome, and Dr.
Peter C. Cornell, manager of the Majestic
Theatre, have been named to represent the
managers’ association in the City Planning
Association, made up of representatives of
all local civic associations.
Lo«w Plans Are Filed.
The Loew Theatre plans have been filed
with the Bureau of Buildings. The plans call
for a structure _to cost $200,000, and offices
will be included in the building.
begun on the structure.

Work

has

West Leaves Regent.
West has left the Regent Theatre,
with which he was connected for several
years, with a brief respite, when he managed
“Billy”

the

Star Theatre.

“Billy”

expects

to

join

up soon with a local film exchange or as
manager of a film palace.
Health Film at Empire.
The Empire Theatre was reopened for the
week of July 4 for the presentation by local
interests of “The End of the Road,” which
was endorsed by Health Commissioner
Francis E. Fronczak, following a private
showing of the picture on Wednesday, June
30.

Winegar Back from Seattle.
Elmer C. Winegar, manager of the Central
Park Theatre, has returned from the Seattle
Shriners’ convention, where he went with the

make a film history of the
completed the picture will be

local delegation to
trip.

When

shown throughout Western New York, the
Buffalo Temple planning to take a special
train on “Boosting Buffalo” tour.
While in
the West Mr. Winegar visited some of the
leading theatres on the Coast.

the industry.

Vacations Are in Order.
Larry Beatus, of Loew’s Palace Theatre, in
this city, and Harry Bernstein, who looks
after the Wells’ interests in Richmond, Ya„
will spend a two weeks’ vacation at Atlantic
City, N. J.
It is understood the mayor of
the town is having a new key made to present to these film men.

Manager Eastwood’s Popularity.
Thomas M. Eastwood, manager of CranKnickerbocker Theatre, received anpresent from admiring friends last

dall’s

other

He already

week.
belt

sports a sterling silver

and carries a handsome card
remembrances for assistance rendered

buckle

case,
societies holding benefits at his house. Now
the congregation of All Souls’ Unitarian
Church has been added to the list. Pending
the erection of a new edifice, the congregation has been holding services in the theatre.

At the regular service on Sunday, Mr. Eastwood was called to the pulpit and presented
with a scarf pin of platinum and pearls as
an evidence of appreciation for courtesies
extended. The presentation was made by the
pastor,

Rev. U.

S.

G.

Perce.

Philadelphia Paragraphs
High Hopes for Delmar.

ACK DELMAR,

of the Stanley Company,
shortly assume his new duties in
New York, where he confidently expects
to add to his long list of successes in the film
business as representative of the Stanley

will

Company

of

America.

The

consensus

of

the Pennsylvania exhibitors regarding Mr. Delmar is that he is a man who
can confidently be trusted to give every one
in the exhibiting business a square deal.
Mr. Delmar has had a long and successful
career in Philadelphia, and leaves with the
best wishes of all his business associates.

opinion

of

Film News and Personals.
The Lyric Theatre, Shippinsberg, Pa., has
closed for the summer, and will undergo extensive improvements. Manager Adams will
also have a beautiful new lobby built in- connection with other alterations to be made.
The house will be entirely overhauled.
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Manager Jimmy Martin, of the Regent
Theatre, will leave Philadelphia July 4 on
the Elk’s special train to attend the convention in Chicago.
Ben Abrams, of the Realart exchange, just
left the hospital, where he has recovered
from a painful operation.
Frank Hilt, of the Carlisle Opera House,
has just had a three weeks’ session organ
tuning, in addition to having several new
effects installed.
J. A. Weist is back

again with the Electric
Supply Company, having rejoined
the original exchange in which he learned
the film business under the capable direction
of Charles Schwalbe, the president.

News

Will Improve Fork Wizard.
Manager Kelly, of the Wizard Theatre,
York, was formerly a road showman, and
has just closed one of the most successful
in the history of the house.
Extenimprovements have been planned during

seasons
sive

the summer.

Some New Undertakings.
H. Ritter, formerly of the Realart exchange, is now connected with the B. & B.
as traveling representative.
The Park Theatre, in the course of construction at Merchantville, N. J., is expected
to be completed early this fall.
The house
will seat over 600.
J.

Harry Knight, of Moorstown, N. J., is
building a new theatre, which will have a
seating capacity of 500.
Will Beautify Alhambra.
Theatre closed Saturday,

The Alhambra

July 3, for the season. The theatre, which
is
run under the direction of the Stanley
Company, has enjoyed a wonderful season
Many improveof vaudeville and pictures.
ments will be made while closed, including
decorating, unholstering and painting, both
inside and out.

Stewart, has been booked to the Pantages
Theatre.

Newton Levi

Newton

Levi,

motion picture ball will be given at Willow Grove Park, Thursday night, July 8,
under the auspices of the Philadelphia Exhibitors’ League.
Many novel arrangements
have been planned, which will include dancing and a concert given by Victor Herbert.

district

Town.
manager

the

become the representative of the Associated Producers.
Peerless Representative to Visit L. A.
A. Brownstone, of the Peerless Film Service, will leave for Los Angeles shortly on
a vacation and will spend much of his time
among the studios, especially those where
comedies and bathing girl pictures are produced.
Educational Ready for Business.
The Educational Film Corporation has fitted up quarters at 168 Golden Gate avenue,
under the direction of local manager George
C. Blumenthal, and is now ready for the
The new quarters
transaction of business.
are very neat and are located in the midst
of local

film

activities.

Mrs. Smith Opens Offices.
The first woman film broker and sales
representative for independent state right
productions to locate on the Pacific Coast
is Mrs. M. A. Smith, who has opened offices
Mrs.
in the Hotel Herald, San Francisco.
Smith is not a novice in the moving picture

having
first

been

engaged

in

it

for

featuring foreign produchandling such releases as

tions and later
“Civilization” and

About
and disposed of the productions of the Ay won Film
Company, the Graphic Film Company and
She is
the Schomer-Ross Productions, Inc.
now ready to take on other independent
productions, and has opened an office for this
six

“Wives
months ago she came to

of Men.”
this city

purpose.

Kansas City News
Loeal Pieture Shown Locally.
ACK ROTH believes in boosting home
J
talent if one may judge from the fact
first
motion picture produced
that
the
by a Kansas company, using local scenery as
well as local talent, was shown July 3 and
The picture, “All in
4 at the Apollo Theatre.
the Game,” is considering, a clever two-reel
comedy, most scenes of which were taken at
Swope Park, which can easily compete with
scenes expected to come from California.
The cast was composed of twenty-five students of the Classic Photoplay Studio, who,
for a number of months, have been attending
classes three nights each week.
To add to
the realism of the picture, some of the actors
appeared on the stage of the Apollo in person and told of the thrill that comes once in
a lifetime a first appearance before the

—
—as well

camera

as enjoyment of the

work

itself.

Showmen Give Purse

to

Showman.

The great spirit of brotherhood between
managers and exhibitors is shown in the
case of “Duke” Worthington, for a number
of years manager of the Idle Hour Theatre
of Kansas City. Recently Mr. Worthington’s
health broke down and the boys made up a
$1,000 purse to send him to Arizona, where
it is hoped that his health will soon be regained.
Film News and Exhibitor Personals.

W. H.

Jacobs, of Loew’s Garden Theatre
of this city, resigned last week and has gone
to other fields.
Kansas City had some well-known visitors

including Ben Levy, Hippodrome
Theatre, Joplin, Mo.; T. H. Thompson, Opera
House, Carrolton, Mo., and H. Wilhoit, Landers Theatre, Springfield, Mo.
Others who paid the city a visit were
George Balsdon, of St. Louis, who is division
manager for Vitagraph, and T. E. Larson,
general manager of Peacock.
recently,

starring Franklyn

Farnum and Mary Ander-

son.

(luality

Secures

Xeilan

Release.

“The Country That God Forgot,” the Marshall Neilan production recently acquired
for distribution in this territory by the Qual-

Film Corporation, Pittsburgh,
booked solid until the latter part
ity

is

of

already

Septem-

ber.

for

will

business,

A

in

Robertson-Cole Distributing Corp., has returned to this city from a swing around the
territory.
No one has been selected as yet
to fill the place made vacant by the resignation of W. A. Crank, the local manager, who

seven years,

Exhibitors League Gives Ball.

Busy Exchangemen

of

Continued from page 331)
Theatre, of Vallejo, and the Majestic, of
Reno, Nev.
The new releases have been
given some valuable press notices and are
off to a flying start.
Manager Louis Hyman
states that “The Lone Hand,” featuring Roy
(
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Cleveland
Universal Makes Promotions.
Ed. J. Smith, for two years manager of
the Cleveland Universal exchange, has been
promoted.
He left Cleveland June 17 for
Philadelphia, where he takes charge of the
Philadelphia, Washington and Baltimore exBefore leaving he was given a
changes.
banquet by other exchangemen and exhibitor

Crandall Returning to Health.
M. D. Crandall, of the Crandall Film Service, Pittsburgh, is recovering from a serious
operation in the Passavant Hospital, and expects upon his discharge from that institution to take a month's rest at Asbury Park.
Hanna Back with Fox.
Joe Hanna is again back at the Fox exchange, this time in the capacity of assistant
booker. He succeeds C. C. Kellenberg, who
has been promoted to the sales force.
From ’Frisco to Pittsburgh.
W. C. Ansell, formerly of the Goldwyn
office in Kansas City, is now connected with
the Pittsburgh office of the same company
in the capacity of salesman.
Likes “The Lost City,”
Manager Harry Megowan, of the Hatch
exchange, is an old hand at the film game,
but says he never handled a production
which gives such universal satisfaction as
“The Lost City” serial. He has three prints
working steadily and has not had a cancellation in the three months it has been
Harry says also that there has
running.
never been a slip-up on any episode since
the serial started; which is also a record.
However, he says he has spent some sleepless nights in. making that record.
“Sex” Passed by Censors.
Hodkinson feature, starring
“Sex,” the
Louise Glaum, has been finally passed by
the censors. The title has been changed to
"Sex Crushed to Earth.”
Pittsburgh Exchange Notes.
Ira Cohen, special feature man from the
New York Pathe office, spent a few days in
Pittsburgh with Branch Manager F. C.
Bonistall recently.
Albert Shepard, formerly of the Select exchange, is now on the road for the Hatch
exchange. A1 is a professional pugilist, so
exhibitors had better “sign right here” when
he says so.
Kenneth McGaffey, Mary Pickford’s personal
representative,
was in Pittsburgh
looking after the publicity on “Suds” during
its two weeks’ run at the Olympic.
W. L. Griffith, formerly of the Metro and
other exchanges, is now with the Penn Film
Service, Pittsburgh.

friends.

The Cleveland office now is in charge of A.
A. Schmidt, district manager, who expects
to take care of these duties besides his other
works. Tom Colby, city salesman, will become special representative in charge of feature pictures; F. L. Davie, special pictures,
and H. C. Borger, who has been Smith’s assistant, will become office manager.

Exchange Personals.
J. F. Bruce, for several years Cleveland
Vitagraph salesman, has resigned and joined
the Robertson-Cole exchange.
A. J. Roth and E. P. Ochs have been added
to the Cleveland Hodkinson sales force.

Bells.

T HEleaked

interesting information
has just
out that H. M. Herbel, assistant
of one of the Pittsburgh exchanges,
is soon to become a benedict.
His bride-tobe is a resident of Los Angeles, Cal., and
present arrangements are that she has to
come half-way or better in order to take the
“fatal step.”
The wedding is to take place

manager

in

Chicago some time

in

September, where

the happy couple will promise to “love, honor
and obey.” After a brief 'honeymoon trip
they will take up thei- home in Pittsburgh.
“Vanishing Trails” for Standard.
The Standard Film Exchange, Pittsburgh,

has purchased another serial. This time it
is
“Vanishing Trails,” a fifteen-chapter
photoplay produced by William N. Selig and

Detroit
Hyman Forces.

Thomas McDermott, former booker for
Hallmark and Robertson-Cole, has enlisted
under the Hyman office banner. “Mac” has a
host of friends among the exhibitors, and
will handle several city accounts as well as
his regular duties.
Geo. Benoit, a veteran
of shipping film, has also joined.

Eddie Crane to Return to Detroit.
just received word from New York
that E. A. Crane, former Detroit manager for
W. W. Hodkinson Corp., an<^ for the past few
months with Robertson-Cole, has resigned

We

to return to
offices to be

Pittsburgh
Tuning Up the Marriage

Join

Detroit,

as

manager

for local

opened by the Associated ProEddie expects to open his Detroit
office in the Film Building early in July.
Hal Smith Resigns.
Hal Smith, former manager of the Ferry
Field Theatre, Detroit, and who recently
was appointed Detroit manager of the W. W.
Hodkinson office, has again resigned, effective at once.
Joe Bloom, division manager,
is
in Detroit pending his appointment of
another manager.
Metro Secures Popular Film Men.
Manager Clair Townsend, of Detroit Metro,
announces the appointment as salesmen two
very popular Michigan film men Arthur Elliott, formerly with Universal, who will cover
Detroit, and Ralph Peckham, former manager for the Republic here, who will cover
ducers.

—

the principal cities in the state.

UGSS6 D. Hampton presents

CTiB-mRNER.
17t

One Hour Before Dawn
From the book "Behind Red Curtains’'byMansfield Scott

A

•

DirectedbyHenry Kina

ghostly night.

The clock was striking the hour, — one hour before dawn.
As though commanded by a silent voice; as though in obedience to another’s will; as
though dominated by another’s wish, he threw back the bed clothes and arose.
What did he do? Why did he do it?
One of the greatest and most compelling mystery dramas ever produced, splendidly put
on, acted and directed.

^

MAN and his WOMAN
HERBERT RAWLINSONandMAYMcAVOY
J.

Shannon

STUART BLACKTON
Stanley OlmstecU

Fife

One was weak and he took

her, Soul

and

Body.

One was strong and good and she drove
him from

And

his prey.

the bad

united to save

A

woman and the good woman
the good man they both loved.

story tense with the

will talk

drama your patrons

about and come back to see again.

Herbert Rawlinson leading the cast with

May McAvoy, Warren

Chandler,

Eulalie

Jansen, Louis Dean, and Charles Kent.

Pathe'
Distributors

A,

5

M

l
jg

•

A

1
If'"

ry^
Mr*^

J

,

\

W

A STRIKING SERIES
OF TWO-REEL “WESTERNS”
“TEX OF THE TIMBERLANDS” — A

story of men of giant courage, and great hearts, in a struggle set in the lumber land.

“HIS PAL’S GAL”
ful

woman and

“THE
books a

—The loyalty of friendship

is

tested by a beauti-

loyalty wins.

LAW OF THE BORDER”—Without

man

to

man

code inexorable in

its

lawyers or statute
speedy justice.

“THE HOBO OF PIZEN CITY”— The
well

who was

also

redemption of a ne’er do
something of a ne’er do harm.

“THE HOLD-UP MAN” — A

touch of mystery, a dash of the West,

and a world of adventure and romance.

~

COMEDIES

R.OLIN
SNUB

POLLARD
P

I

C

KA N

I

N NY

SAMMY
HAL ROACH
ALF GOULDING

Pafhe
Distributors

Pvetty Soft
{-/for exhibitors vrho pl&y the JZolin Comedies
'
.

“America’s best single
exhibitors

who

reel

play them

call

what the

The productions are good

these reels of ripples

interest provoking in plot,

comedies”

is

in settings, fast in action,

and clean

in

humor.

and roars.

“Snub” Pollard and Pickaninny Sammy have become national institutions. They are headliners in
The Hall of Fun.

One Rolin

one-reel

Fit to top off the program in any theatre in the
country, they will prove to you that they are exactly

what your patrons want.

Comedy Every Week.

!
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Survey Reveals That
First National Production Units
Annually Spend About $5,376,000

Statistical

T

HE

largest

group

of

individually

owned and independently operated

production units in the history of the
industry is today bending every resource
toward the production of special feature
attractions to be distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.,” says a statement. “This group of independent producers is utilizing the services of 2,980 persons at an approximate annual salary cost

of $5,376,000.”

Interesting Production Facts.
A survey of the various independent producers and their studios reveals interesting
The Allan Dwan and R. A. Walsh
facts.
productions, which are being made in the
Robert Brunton studios, require shooting
space of 45,400 square feet in area. The
various buildings and stages used by Mr.
Dwan approximate 300,000 square feet. In
the matter of space occupied by buildings
on the studio location, their production
territory is almost equaled by the space occupied by the buildings belonging to the
Louis B. Mayer studios in which Anita
Stewart and Mildred Harris Chaplin are
making their productions.

Mayer Forces Are Large.
Also in the matter of studio employes,
production staffs and actors and extras,
Mayer forces outnumber
the Louis B.
those of the Brunton studios. Mr. Mayer
employs an average of 105 persons for his
12,000
staff, whereas Mr. Dwan emproduction
Mr. Mayer has 750 acploys eighty-five.

and extras at his service, whereas Mr.
maintains 375. And the Louis B.
Mayer payroll each month approximates
$90,000, whereas the Dwan payroll reads
tors

Dwan

$50,000.

Statistics show that Mr. Dwan shoots
feet of negative a month more than
the
40,000 feet used by the Mayor studio.
12,000

Mr. Mayer requires the services of twenty
electricians, whereas the Brunton studios
use fifteen the Dwan interests use thirty
carpenters and Mr. Mayer employs twentyfive.
Nine people are employed in the
Mayer scenario department; four are employed by the Dwan and Walsh interests.
Mr. Dwan uses four more painters, five
more carpenters, one more cameraman and
additional feet of negative a month
than the Mayer interests.
;

Has 34,000 Square Feet.
Charles Ray has 34,000 feet of shooting
space as against the 45,400 feet of the Dwan
interests, whereas the building forming his
studios occupy but 97,000 square feet, as
against the 30,000 square feet used in the
Brunton studios.
The payroll of the
Charles Ray productions reaches $48,000 a
month, fifteen settings are used each
month, 31,000 feet of negative are shot, and

two cameramen, seven electricians, twelve
carpenters, six painters, three laboratory
workers, two scenario writers, and 212
actors and extras are kept almost constantly

on hand.

and Extras.
The studio used by Mr. and Mrs. Carter
225 Actors

De Haven

—

coincident with the production

of “Twin Beds,” to be directed by Marshall Neilan, provides for 30,000 square
feet of shooting space. The buildings and
stage occupy 145 square feet. Their production staff consists of forty-eight members, and 225 actors and extras are kept

constantly on hand during the production
of “Twin Beds.” It is estimated that the
payroll coincident with this production will

approximate

month.

$30,000 a

Also twelve

carpenters, nine painters and nine electricians will build an average of sixteen settings a month until the picture is completed.
The three cameramen will shoot
35.000 feet of negative each month. There
are 5 persons employed in the laboratory
and the scenario department is composed
of three persons.

Uses 30,000 Feet of Negative.
There are 28,000 square feet of studio
shooting space in buildings which occupy
Marshall Neilan uses
64.000 square feet.
30.000 feet of negative each month and em-
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Sheldon Returns with Scenics
Lloyd Sheldon has returned from InMalaysia, China and Japan where he
has been for the past eight months
E.

dia,

making one and two

reel pictures for EduFilms Corporation. He brought
b-'.ck with him more than 50,000 feet of selected negative and this will be edited and
titled by Mr. Sheldon here. During his stay
in the Far East Mr. Sheldon was able to
record for the screen section after section
that never before has been visited by a
cameraman, and to introduce many types
which have hitherto been strangers to motion picture audiences.
Mr. Sheldon left
his cameraman, Harry Keepers, in China,
where the latter is finishing up consider-

cational

able material.

Educational expect to announce the details of

release of these pictures in a shor'

time.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

ploys a production staff of fifty-two persons, with an additional 200 actors and extras who are paid the sum of $40,000 each
month. Mr. Neilan uses approximately fourteen settings each month, and these are
perfected by five electricians, ten carpenters, and eight painters.
There are two
persons in the scenario department and
twenty-three people in the laboratory.

Has Payroll of

$42,000

!

Uses 22,000 Feet of Negative.

The MacDonald payroll is exactly $4,000
each month than that of King

greater
Vidor.

It is estimated that the MacDonald studios use 22,000 feet of negative and
that King Vidor requires 12,000 feet of
negative. The MacDonald productions require three cameramen, while King Vidor
requires four. The MacDonald studio has
eight electricians, while King Vidor employs four. The MacDonald studio employs

and King Vidor fourteen;
King Vidor four.

eight carpenters and

Aggregates 210,700 Square Feet.

The aggregate shooting space used by
these

eight independent producers in

vicinity
240,000

amounts

Larjy didn’t

Monthly.

The payroll of the Charles Chaplin studios reaches $42,000 a month.
He is said
to employ a staff of forty-two persons directly dealing with the production of his
pictures and a group of 125 actors and
extras who are at his call when needed.
The Chaplin staff in the main consists
of two cameramen, six electricians, fourteen carpenters, six painters, three laboratory employes, and two scenario writers.
The Katherine MacDonald studios provide for only 500 less feet of shooting
space than the 12,000 square feet at the
command of King Vidor. The buildings
forming the Katherine MacDonald studios
occupy but 44,000 square feet, whereas the
building at the Vidor studios occupies 500,000 square feet. The MacDonald productions have a staff of fifty-six persons,
whereas King Vidor employs forty. Miss
MacDonald has 160 actors and extras on
her payroll, while King Vidor has 100 actors and extras.

fifteen carpenters

But—

the

of Hollywood and Los Angeles
to 210,700 square feet. The space

occupied by all the buildings which form
the various studios is 1,308,400 square feet.
The combined number of persons employed
in production staffs is 473, and 2.147 actors

and extras are on the payroll of the eight
independent producers.
The aggregate
amount of money used by the eight independent producers is $448,000 a month, and
$5,376,000 a year. Approximately 122 different settings are constructed each month,
feet or 45 miles of negative are
used, twenty-nine cameramen, seventy-four
electricians,
132
carpenters,
sixty-one
painters, thirty-five laboratory employes
and twenty-nine scenario writers have
steady positions with these producers.

believe in
signs

LARRY
SEMON
in

The Stage
Hand
He

wasn’t superstitious
didn’t believe in signs so,
without the ouija board to

—

guide him,

know

how was he

to

beside
him, as he calmly puffed his
Flor de Ropo, was a ton
of powder just dying to go
But it
off and go up?
that

right

proved a blessing to Larry.
It
gave him prominence;
sent him thiough a few
slight carriers like a

stone

an iron door and other
things, and landed him
wall,

right

on the stage as the

central

beauty

attraction
Pallet.

of

a
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A Page of Authors and Directors Who Are Working for Goldwyn.
Gouverneur'Morris; 2 Rupert Hughes; 3 Rex Beach, president of Eminent Authors’ Pictures, Inc.; 4 Basil King; 5 Leroy Scott:
At iert “n; 7 Mary Roberts Rinehart, all of whom are Eminent Authors; $ Octavis Roy Cohen; 9 Booth Tarkington;
head of scenario department; 11 Maurice Maeterlinck, who are writing original stories; 12 Clarence Badger:
i.'
1. Hayes Hunter; 14
Reginald Barker; 15 E. Mason Hopper; 16 Wallace Worsley; 17 Harry Beaumont; 18 Frank Lloyd;

rcu

‘

——
—

—

—19 —Victor
—

—

—

—

Schertzinger, all directors.

—

—— —
—
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Goldwyn Has Sixty Features for Next
Season; First Group Ready by July 15
OLDWYN
G
will release sixty feature
productions during the coming sea-

The first group of fifteen picson.
tures is now complete and prints will be
at the twenty-two Goldwyn exchanges for
showing to exhibitors starting July 15.
The list of productions, finished and in
prospect, includes the works of popular
authors of the day, adaptations of plays
that have been seen by thousands and
books that have been read by millions, new
stories from the pens of Rex Beach and
the Eminent Authors, features written expressly for the screen by Booth Tarkington and Maurice Maeterlinck, and the best
of the output of other writers of equal
repute, an option on whose work has been
secured.
The Goldwyn program for its
fourth year presents the most impressive
list of pictures ever assembled by this organization.
Each Picture to Stand on Merits.
The keynote of the Goldwyn sales policy
is

that “the merit of the individual picture

will be the sole factor in every transaction.” The aim of the production policy is
to make every picture a production of outstanding quality. To this end Goldwyn has
built up one of the greatest producing organiations in the country at the Culver
City studios in California.

Before the new season is far under way
Goldwyn’s producing organization will have
spread across the Atlantic. Goldwyn Pictures, Ltd., is already firmly established in
England and plans are under way for the

making

of pictures in that country, also in
France, where a branch office was recently

opened.

Never in the history of Goldwyn has a
new year been launched with such a quantity of

superior pictures finished and ready

for distribution.

First

picture,

produced under the direction

Harry Beaumont.
Next on the list comes

a powerful drama,
Reginald Barker production of “The
Branding Iron,” taken from the novel of
the same name by Katherine Newlin Burt
and adapted by J. G. Hawks. Three hundred newspapers are now running the story
a

as a serial.

Normand

Picture in First Group.
represented in the
is
first group by “What Happened to Rosa,” a
sparkling comedy in which the Goldwyn
comedienne gives one of her characterizations, that of a drab little shopgirl whose
dream of romance is fulfilled in the most
unexpected manner. As in the past, Miss
Normand was directed by Victor Schert-

Mabel Normand

zinger.

Advance reports on Basil King’s -“Earthbound” promise a masterful picture that
will be nothing short of a -sensation because of the strength of the theme treated
by the Goldwyn Eminent Author and' the
magnificent production supplied by T.
-

-

.

.

Hayes Hunter.
The first Rex Beach picture for the new
season is “The North Wind’s Malice,” a

G

OLDWYN-BRAY

studios will extend
during the
J. R. Bray, the head of
the production department, says: “We shall
spare no pains to make our short subjects
as interesting as possible, and the Inkwell
cartoons, under Max Fleischer’s direction,
will continue to amuse everybody who sees

the scope of
coming year.

“Our

in

fifteen have been selected
care to give exhibitors

Pauline Frederick in a version of the famous French drama, “Madame X.”
Wallace Wersley directed “The Penalty,”
with Lon Chaney in a remarkable characterization of a legless man.
Probably never in all her career has
Pauline Frederick given a performance of
such sweeping emotional power as is found
in
her interpretation of “Madame X.”

drama

of the North, directed by Paul Bern
and Carl Harbaugh.
Among the most renowned of the plays
secured by Goldwyn is “Milestones,” the

sympathetic

study

of

three

generations,

by Arnold Bennett and Edward
Knoblock and presented with marked sucwritten

New York a number of years ago.
Paul Scardon directed.
Will Rogers in “Old Hutch.”
Will Rogers will appear in “Old Hutch,”
by Garret Smith and directed by Clarence
G. Badger.
This is a Saturday Evening
Post story.
Of an entirely different nature, but no
less noteworthy, is J. Parker Read’s production presenting Hobart Bosworth in
“His Own Law,” directed by Irvin Willat.
Jack Pickford’s second picture in the
first group is George Ade’s “Just Out of
College,” a sprightly comedy filled with the
spirit of irrepressible youth.
Directed by
Alfred E. Green.
“The Highest Bidder,” from the story
“The Trap,” by Maximilian Foster, has
been made into a starring vehicle for
cess in

Madge Kennedy.
Thus does Goldwyn enter the

lists.

Goldwyn-Bray to Extend Scope of Activities
Next Year; J. R. Bray Talks of His Plans
its

activities

them.

Group Ready.

Goldwyn’s first group of
with the utmost
an idea of the
standard that has been set for the new
year.
Two big productions head the list,
Gouverneur Morris’ “The Penalty” and

The pictures

this

of

another field for the animated techdrawings has been found in picturizing mechanical instruments which every“Still

nical

body knows about, but whose construction and operation few understand, such
as the X-Ray, the spectroscope and weather
forecasting instruments.
Regarding the Powell travelogues and
the Finley nature studies, Mr. Bray states
“E. Alexander Powell is on a tour of the
Far East, where he is visiting lands and
places that have never before been visited
with a motion picture camera.
He will
have about 30,000 feet of good negative as
the result of his six months’ tour. Some
of the film is now on the water, having
:

subjects, which are published
as
animated technical drawings
under the supervision of E. J. Leventhal
and F. Lyle- Goldman, have been so well received that we have decided to expand this
department.
have established a microscientific

We

scopic department, equipped with the best
of laboratory instruments.

To Explain Facts About

the Earth.
Other subjects will be treated from the
imaginative or speculative point of view.
Facts that are mysteries to the average
mind will be picturized, as, for instance,
calculations as to the size, shape and speed
of the earth.

been shipped from Hong Kong.
“In another field we will present William
L. Finley’s nature studies of wild animals
and birds. Mr. Finley has toured every
section of the United States with a motion
picture camera, and has proved, by means
of his camera, that accepted notions of
the life habits of some of our most timid
birds and animals are inaccurate.”

Frank Lloyd directed.

Mary Roberts Rinehart, the Goldwyn
eminent author, contributes a fine comedy
in “It’s a Great Life,” an adaptation of her
story “Empire Builders,” directed by E.
Mason Hopper.

Madge Kennedy in Two Roles.
Madge Kennedy is the star of “The

Girl

with the Jazz Heart,” playing two delightfully contrasted roles, one a slangy telephone operator, the other a modest Mennonite maid.
Lawrence C. Windom directed.

Something entirely new in Jack Pickford
characteriations is found in “The Man
Had Everything,” a story by Ben Ames
Williams, directed by Alfred E. Green.
Every follower of the stage knows of
“Officer 666,” the Cohan & Harris farcecomedy sensation, written by Agustin McHugh and Winchell Smith and played for
more than a year on Broadway.
Tom
Moore was selected as the ideal star for

Who

The Three Leading Goldwyn Executives.
Left to right: Abraham Lehr, vice-president; Samuel Goldwyn, president, and
Bray, president of Bray Pictures Corporation, releasing through Goldwyn.

J.

R.

;

11.
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with an editorial department made up of
well-known literary craftsmen. Headed by

Samuel Goldwyn Establishes in London
Has Nine Branches in United Kingdom
HE

establishment of Goldwyn, Ltd.,
in London, with nine service branches in the United Kingdom, is another
link in the Goldwyn plan of direct-to-exhibitor service all over the world. A careful survey of the English field was carried
out by Goldwyn officials in London for that
purpose under the direction of Samuel
Goldwyn, followed by the establishment
in May of a British distributing corporation, with offices at 35-36 Little Newport
•'T'S

street.

Goldwyn

took with them to EngA. George Smith, formerly of the
South African Film Company and an Englishman familiar by long experience with
British methods of business.
Mr. Smith
was made managing director, with Charles
Lapworth, a well-known London journalist who has been associated with several
American producers, as secretary.
All other employes of Goldwyn, Ltd.,
have been selected from the ranks of the
English picture field. Branch offices have
been established for Ireland, Scotland,
Lancashire, Yorkshire, South Wales and
for all the northern, midland and southern
counties of England.
Bookings are being made for a year
ahead. Although the block booking system prevails widely in England, Goldwyn,
Ltd., is giving the forward-looking English
exhibitor every opportunity to break a system that has done much to retard the progofficials

land

ress of the picture business there.
Plans for English production will be put
into effect shortly.
Production will also
be started in France, where a well organized French distributing organization has
been established.
The directors of Goldwyn, Ltd., are A.
George Smith, J. R. Cardew Smith, Sir
Mathew Richard Henry Wilson, Bart.,
M. P., C. S. I., and Sir James Farquharson
Remnant, Bart., M. P.

Goldwyn Asks Exhibitors for
Frank Expression of Opinion

M

more generous co-operation

be the most potent factor
development.

in

such

future

not the desire of the Goldwyn comto make features that will merely
do not wish to thrust
please ourselves.
our individual taste upon the public. What
we wish to do is to give the public the kind
of entertainment it desires, and the knowledge of this can be obtained only through
“It

is

pany

We

the theatre managers.
They occupy the
position of holding their fingers on the
pulse of the public desire.
“Our product is judged by the box office
receipts, and it is only through a close relationship with exhibitors that we can know
what is successful and what is not. No
business can be established on failures. If
we make a mistake we wish to know it,
frankly, honestly. If we put out a photoplay that proves a great success, it is to
the mutual advantage of exhibitors and
ourselves that we know this, too, that we
may use it as an example for our future
efforts.”

Make 26
Two-Reelers for Goldwyn

Capitol Again to

D

URING

the ensuing year the National
Film Corporation of America, which
produces Capitol Comedy two-reelers,
will again make twenty-six comedies for
release through the Goldwyn organization.
The producing and releasing plans will be
similar to those of the past

broad-minded exhibitors who have
frankly opened their hearts to producers
and have given honest appraisement of
films,” says Abraham Lehr, vice-president
of
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. “A

Buchanan, Clayton Hamilton, Louis Sherwin, Elmer Rice, Charles Kenyon, E. A.
Bingham, Gerald C. Duffy, Bessie F. Haas,
J. E. Nash and Arthur F. Statter.
Of these Mr. Hawkes heads the list as
regards experience in photoplay editorial
work. He is one of the most skilled con-

Goldaine, who has directed most of
the Capitol Comedies, will alternate this
year with Harry Edwards in directing the

Flanagan and Edwards comedies and
farces.
Mr. Edwards, who is not related
to the younger member of the comedy
team, has directed the first five comedies.
Mr. Goldaine will direct the sixth, which
will be known as “Artistic Enemies.”
Another addition to the Capitol Comedy
plans is the association of Harry Wulze
with the organization as a writer of original two-reel comedies.

—

has established and is maintaining an unusually high standard in photoplay stories.

Goldwyn’s Directorial

Composed

E

R

Staff

Well-Known Men

of

QUIPPED

with the

services

of

such

minds as those of Reginald
Barker, Frank Lloyd, Clarence Badger, Victor Schertzinger, Wallace Worsley,
T. Hayes Hunter, Harry Beaumont and E.
Mason Hopper, officials of the Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation feel that there is little
creative

'

either

way

the

in

of

quality or quantity

which they could add to the directorial
forces which will produce Goldwyn pictures
for the season of 1920-1921.
Every one of the directors

named has
already produced noteworthy results for
the Culver City studios.
The record of these successes leads Goldwyn to believe that with increased production facilities and greater elasticity of experience these directors will prove anew
during the coming year what has already
been demonstrated

—

the importance of the
director in the production of a picture.

Eminent Authors Contribute
Big Pictures for Goldwyn
HEN Samuel Goldwyn and Rex Beach

W

combined forces with six well-known
novelists and formed the Eminent
Authors Pictures, Inc., for the purpose of
giving the author an opportunity to supervise the picturization of his stories, it was
regarded as a revolutionary step, according to a Goldwyn official. Now, after a year
of accomplishment, it is generally conceded
that

Prominent Playwrights on
Goldwyn’s Editorial
ECOGNIZING

—

tinuity writers in the game a veteran of
his craft
and under his direction Goldwyn

two years.

Mark

UCH

of the credit for recent photoplay improvements is due to those

Hawks, managing editor, it includes
well-known writers as Thompson

C.

J.

of this nature

will

July 17, 1920

List

the importance of the

photoplay continuity, Goldwyn is
prepared to start the new season

was

it

a great step.

The experiment has met with success, it is
stated.
Eminent Authors Pictures have
been warmly received by press and public,

—

and by the authors themselves Gertrude
Atherton, Rupert Hughes, Mary Roberts
Rinehart, Gouverneur, Basil King and Leroy Scott.
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Heads of the Divisions of the Goldwyn Branch Offices.
Left to right: L. B. Remy, supervisor of the southern division; E. C. Jensen, supervisor, middle western division; Felix F. Feist, vicepresident and general sales manager of Goldwyn; Jean J. Crandall, supervisor of eastern division; Alex Aaronson,
supervisor of the western division.
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in the Near Future.
2—-“The Branding Iron,” a Reginald Barker production.
the story by Gouverneur Morris.
,”
celebrated play, and starring
“The North Wind’s Malice,” a Rex Beach production. 4 “Madame X, adapted from the
Pauline Frederick.

Four Goldwyn Pictures That Will Be Released

to right

-

1

from
— “The Scenes
Penalty,’’ from

—

mmmmimmmm

mum

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

have been made to inject in these
two-reel comedies a sympathy for and an
understanding of child life. Goldwyn wants
“Edgar Pomeroy” to seem a real person,
the normal, healthy American boy who is
always getting into trouble, to his great
efforts

Goldwyn Stars Increase in Popularity;
Rise of Will Rogers Has Been Notable

W

ITH Mabel Normand, Madge Ken-

Will Rogers, Tom Moore,
Jack Pickford and Pauline Frederick to be starred in forthcoming productions, the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
enters its new season equipped with a forRemidable list of screen personalities.
ports from the twenty-two exchanges recently submitted to the directors unanimously declare that each of the stars has
a definite following on which exhibitor
and producer should realize a big return
during the next twelve months.
nedy,

Goldwyn officials are gratified particularly by that part of the sales report which
says that exhibitors have commented on
the fact that all of the stellar lights now
shining on the Goldwyn roster are felt to
be at the height of their powers and of
their national appeal.
Unique Will Rogers.
It is held that Mabel Normand, Madge
Kennedy and Tom Moore have definitely
cemented their hold on their admirers during the past year. Will Rogers is regarded
as having advanced himself more quickly
during that period in public favor than any
other player introduced on the screen for

many

years.

Jack Pickford,

who returned

to the films under the Goldwyn
after an absence of some time,

emblem

has also
proven himself a valuable asset to the organization.

Tom Moore
class as a

remains definitely in the star
player of popularity and growing

powers.

Goldwyn’s Pictures for the Next
Season Written by Big Authors

A

NEW

name made its appearance on
Goldwyn roster this year which

the
indicates

another step forward for
the photoplay industry in general and for
Goldwyn in particular that of Maurice
Maeterlinck is essentially a
Maeterlinck.
poet, and poets generally have not taken
kindly to the screen or vice versa.
M. Maeterlinck has agreed to write for
Goldwyn one play a year for filming pur-

—

—

poses; and he has already completed the
first.

Not many months after the signing of
contract with Maeterlinck, negotiations were entered into, which resulted in
the securing of the services of Booth Tarkington,
well-known novelist and playwright.
While Goldwyn has featured its stars, it
has also recognized the importance of the
story and secured the film rights to a large
number of famous plays and stories by
such celebrated novelists and playwrights
the

as

George Ade, Ben Ames Williams, MaxFoster, Octavus Roy Cohen, Hall

imilian

i

Caine,

Moffett, Channing Pollock

Graeme

and Irvin

S.

Cobb.

Goldwyn Has High Hopes for

B

Booth Tarkington’s “Edgar”
OOTH TARKINGTON’S “Edgar” will

take a place among well-known characters created in fiction, if the hope
of
the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
which is producing these original stories
for the screen, is realized. Directed by E.
Mason Hopper and Mason Litson, great

surprise and perplexity.
Twelve of the comedies are to be presented. Those already presented are “Ed-

gar and Teacher’s Pet,” “Edgar’s Hamlet,”
“Edgar’s Jonah Day,” “Edgar Takes the
Cake,” and “Edgar’s Sunday Courtship.”
Johnny Jones plays “Edgar.” Lucille

Dickson plays “Alice Littlefield” and Buddy Messenger has the role of her brother
and “Edgar’s” chum. Oothers in the cast
are Marie Dunn, Virginia Madden, Mar-

McComber, Lucretia

garet

Harris, Ellison

Manners, John Cossar and Fred Moore.

Service Is First Plank in Platform
of Goldwyn; More Prints on Each Film
By FELIX

S

ERVICE
first

the

to

plank

F.

FEIST

Vice-President and General Sales

exhibitor will be

the

platform of Goldwyn
Corporation during the

in the

Distributing

coming season. When I say “service,” I
mean something that actually helps an ex-

make money out

hibitor to

of

a

picture.

Everything in our organization is directed
toward this end. It is not enough to sell a
picture.
Good business demands that the
picture disposed of bring the largest possible profit to the theatre served.
The

forces assembled in the Goldwyn’s organization know that the sale of pictures is
only a part of their work. The greater
part, is the active co-operation which exhibitors receive in making the showing a
success.
Our sales force has been built up with
this aim in mind.
The test of a branch
manager is not mere routine efficiency. He
must be a man of ideas and initiative. He
must be a creative showman who knows
how to market his product to the public as
well as to the theatre manager.

The determination
best that
in

still

is

to give exhibitors the

obtainable

is

being carried out

Goldwyn
greater number of

another way.

will

dis-

tribute a far
prints of
each picture, thus insuring perfect films for
all exhibitors, even in third and fourth run

houses.

At the beginning of the past season, we

make Goldwyn service the best
applied intelligence could produce.
In order to meet the exacting demands of
exhibitors, we had to convince them that
our exchanges were at their service; that
set out to

that

every man in every Goldwyn exchange had
but one general idea in mind to assist the
exhibitor to get his show on time, to see
that he received the paper and accessories
necessary for the best presentation of that
show, and to advise him in every possible
way about the best methods to exploit
and advertise it.

Manager

But while the campaign was carried on
the exhibitors to have them make
more use of our exchange service, we began
another campaign of education among our
own employes to teach them the necessity
of making the exhibitor’s needs his own
during his working hours.

among

As a result of this policy, every Goldwyn
employe realizes that his advancement rests
on merit alone.
During the traffic disturbances

had

in

the northeast last winter,

a flock of

the road distributing films.

when

we

commercial automobiles on

And

out west,

show was unavoidably delayed, a
motor cycle racer was engaged to ride
some three hundred miles to an exhibitor
in an out of the way town so that his
a

patrons would not be disappointed.

“Prisoners of Love” Is
Praised by G. Loane Tucker

OLLOWING

the announcement that
distribute the products
of the recently formed Betty Compson
Pictures organization comes a significant
tribute to the first Compson production,
“Prisoners of Love.”
George Loane Tucker, who directed “The

F

Goldwyn

will

Miracle Man,” and who is in no way connected with the present Compson company, recently viewed the picture at a
private showing. Following the screening
of the photoplay his enthusiasm was such
that he wrote a letter of appreciation to
Alfred A. Grasso, manager of the Compson
productions, in which he declared the star
has given in her new picture “one of the
greatest performances as yet seen on the
screen.

was naturally, after her work for me
‘The Miracle Man,’ very interested to see
her first starring picture, ‘Prisoners of
Love,’ and I must congratulate you on the
production,” wrote Mr. Tucker.
“I

in

—
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A GENUINE
CLEAN-UP FOR
STATE RIGHT
BUYERS
<

JOAN FILM SALES CO. (INC) presents
The Celebrated International Star,

Adapted from Henri Bernstein's Celebrated Staqe Success

Y

OU STATE RIGHT BUYERS, who can’t afford to
gamble; who MUST pick the independent winners
every

time

—

here’s

the

surest

you’ve
mere conversa-

fire

bet

had offered to you in years. This is NOT
This is FACT, and you can prove it to yourself by
tion.
SEEING this winner. If you recall the sensational box
office returns on Eugene Walter’s plays with such titles
as “Paid in Full,” “Bought and Paid For,” etc., you will
begin to appreciate the power and box office value of the
Add to that the box
title, “SHE PLAYED AND PAID.”
office power of Fannie Ward in a great play and you have
a smashing winner.

JOAN FILM SALES

CO.,

Inc.,

A

La Rafale

ISN’T ALL. To back you up and enable
bookings you can possibly handle
extraordinary advertising caman
ready
we have
paign book, packed with big exploitation ideas, newspaper
ads, and hundred percent selling power. No State Rights

ND THAT
you

Buyer who

to get all the

is

your territory

handsome

make money can afford to
And you can buy this picture for

in this business to

overlook this winner.
at

profits.

a

price that

us on the long distance phone.

wait for anybody.

33

will

Waste no time.

enable you to make
Write, wire or call

REAL

opportunities don't

Communicate today with

West 42nd

Street,

the

New' York
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Educational to Capitalize Reeve’s Name
In Exploitation of Serial on Hypnotism
ULL

F

capitalization will be made of the
of Arthur B. Reeve, creator of
author of scores of
the exploitation of
serial produced by
Grey for Supreme

name

“Craig Kennedy” and
noted detective stories, in
"The Mystery Mind,” the
Mr. Reeve and John W.

Pictures, Inc., which has been taken over by
Educational Films Corporation.
Tentative plans have been made for the
release of the first of the fifteen episodes
through the Educational exchanges in the
ITnited States and Canad'.a during the week of
All of the branch manager
September 6.
have been advised of tile acquisition of the
serial and the full selling force will be ready
to start a determined drSve.

Arrangements have been completed for the
publication of the story in six generous installments in Detective Story Magazine, a
Street & Smith publication with a circulation
The. magazine itself will
of about 300,000.
give the story the advertising that the name
merits,
Reeve
the express permission
of Mr.
of his publishers having been obtained in this
specific instance.

Shortly after the start of the story in the
Detective Story Maga.zine, the entire novel
will be published in a popular edition by
Grosset & Dunlap, th.e volume being illustrated with a number of scenes from the

various episodes. Arrangements have been
made to have booksellers all over the country
devote special window displays to the book,
this following closely on the news-stand
advertisements of the magazine story.
In order to encourage the bookseller to 'be
more generous in such displays Grosset &
Dunlap have obtained from Harper & Brothers
the right to publish several volumes of the
“Craig Kennedy” stories in the popular
editions, and these will be ready at the same
time so that the local dealer will himself
derive benefit from co-operating with the
exhibitors. Details of this plan will be sent
to both exchanges and exhibitors.
Following this there will be a third avenue
for publicity through a well-known syndicate
which will handle the story for daily newspaper use.
Still another large volume of newspaper
and magazine publicity is promised the exhibitor through articles on hypnotism.
J.
Robert Pauline, who is featured in the picture, is as well known as any other hypnotist
because of stage appearance, and it is expected that articles telling his experiences

way

for

for

Metro on Broad-

two successive weeks

will re-

sult when a pair of that companys’
most recent releases will be shown one after
the other at Broadway theatres less than
half a mile apart. The two productions are
“The Best of Luck,” a spectacular melodrama, with an all-star cast, at the Capitol,
and “Burning Daylight,” the picturization
of Jack London’s novel, now at B. S. Moss’
Broadway. Both theatres have devised special exploitation matter for the two openings.

“The Best of Luck”

made known

recently by Sam E. Morris, vicepresident and general manager of Select
Pictures Corporation. Mr. Morris stated that
he was recently the recipient of a letter from
E. H. Conway, of the Orpheum Circuit, in
which the latter expressed his commendation
of Selznick pictures, indicating that the many
audiences flocking to the chain of Orpheum
Circuit theatres have placed their stamp of
approval on the production.
According to Mr. Morris, the letter from
Mr. Conway says that following the public
approval of Selznick pictures he, Mr. Conway,
immediately inaugurated a stronger advertising drive, and this proved its worth repeatedly
at the box office of the Orpheum Circuit of
theatres.

Selecting Cast for “Someone in the House.”
With the continuity of “Someone in the
House” completed, selection of the all-star
cast is now being made at the Metro studios
Lois Zellner, of the Metro
in Hollywood.
scenario department, wrote the screen adaptation from the stage play of the same name.
iiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ALBERT®, SMITH
RRESLNTS

attract unusual attention.
Hypnotism
enters in a great degree into the story, regarded as unusually timely on account of the
present interest in the occult and psychic.

will

“Best of Luck” and “Burning Daylight”
Billed for Successive Broadway Runs

R EPRESENTATION
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EARLE
WILLIAMS
in!

cast, including Kathryn Adams, Jack Holt,
Lilie Leslie,
Frederic Malatesta, Frances

Raymond,

Emmett King, Robert Dunbar,

Conley and Jack Underhill. The picture was directed by Ray C. Smallwood from
the scenario by Albert Shelby Le Vino, and
produced under the supervision of Director
Effie

THE

General Maxwell Karger. The photography
was done by Harold Wenstrom, and the art
settings and special effects by

Edward

Shul-

ter.

Purple

Mitchell Lewis heads the cast of “BurnDaylight,” which was adapted for the
screen my Albert Shelby Le Vino and directed by Edward Sloman. In addition the
cast includes Helen Ferguson, William V.
Mong, Newton Hall, Alfred Allen, Edward
Jobson, Robert Boulder, Gertrude Astor,
Arthur E. Carewe and Lew Morrison. The
picture, which abounds in spectacular scenic
effects of the frozen north, was photographed
by Jackson Rose, and is a C. E. Shurtleff,
Inc., production, distributed exclusively by
Metro.
ing-

is

the picturization of

the stage melodrama by Cecil Raleigh and
Henry Hamilton. The production is said to
abound in startling scenic effects which in-

clude the plunging of a big automobile over
a precipice and a duel to the death between
divers at the bottom of the sea.

This production is regarded by Metro ofas one of the outstanding screen
of the season and has an unusual

ficials

events

Cipher/

Ten Features Scheduled on Fox July List;
Tom Mix in “3 Gold Coins” an Early Release
OX FILM CORPORATION has
and
one
The
“Three
F scheduled
western and
Gold
with Tom Mix doing more
ping
ten pictures
for release in July.
Coins,”
of his thrilling western stunts on his favorite horse, Tony, will go to the exhibitors
early in the month. This picture is exceedingly swift in action and contains some exceptionally fine riding and roping feats. The
romance joins the East with the West, and
the West gains a beautiful addition to its
population.
Mix plays the part of a Westerner with a big piece of property and no

money.
Gladys Birockwell in “A Sister to Salome”
is another release.
This is one of the most
powerful stories in which this star has appear 1, and furnishes her with a dual role
which spans the centuries from the New
York of today to the Rome of the ancients.
Miss Brockwell has a big task to perform
in this picture, but performs it with signal
success, according to report.
Buck Jones appears in the month’s list
with a fighting play called “The Square
Shooter.” All through the play Buck protects a girl from the devilish plotting of an
evil-minded suitor.
All through it Buck
fights and shoots his way, and does some
astonishing riding and thrilling stunts that
win the girl.
Another strong release is Madlaine Traverse in “The Spirit of Good.” Passions good

evil play
settings are
to the end.

against the other.
the story is grip-

A

Four Fox Sunshie comedies will be released in July. The first to be put out will
be “Through the Keyhole,” which is a tale
of two detectives who prove themselves very
defective in their line.
Then there are
“Money Talks,” “Ten Nights Without a Barroom” the title of which tells its own story
and “A Lady Bellhop’s Secret.”
Captain Budd Fisher will contribute two
of his laughter-making animated cartoons
with Mutt and Jeff. The first will be “The
Tango Dancers” and the other “One Round
Jeff.”
Captain Fisher is putting many novel
ideas into these cartoons.

-

—

—

daughter,

latter

whose
lust

of a tong leader.

Tangled threads of suspense,
romance and advenbind and hold one
ture
thralled and thrilled until the
daring and surprising denoue-

intrigue,

ment

straightens

snarled skein.

Circuit Praises Selznick Pictures.
is following in the wake of Selznick pictures throughout the country were

the

beauty arouses the latent

Ruth Stonehouse in Metro Play.
Ruth Stonehouse and John E. Elliott have
been selected as members of the cast supporting May Allison in Metro’s “Are All Men
Alike,” under the direction of Philip E.
Rosen. The story is based on Arthur Stringer’s “The Waffle Iron,” published serially in
McClure’s, and was adapted to the screen by
A. P. Younger.
Further evidences of the increased popu-

deeds and

—

—

larity that

story of dark

queer twisted conspiracy silhouetted against that bizarre
Frisco’s
and baneful spot
Chinatown. Threats of death,
signed with the dread and fatal
heiroglyphics of a Chinese
tong come to a family of
three
a father, son and

A

out

the

;

:
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First National Pictures Franchises for
Allens’ Fifty-three Canadian Theatres
IFTY-THREE of Canada’s leading first
run theatres were officially enrolled in
the independent exhibitor co-operative
movement last week when Allen Brothers
of Toronto, owning and operating that
number of houses through the Allen Theatre Enterprises, signed individual Associated First National Pictures franchises
for each of their properties.
This, according to an announcement made
this week, is the greatest single franchise
grant that the executive committee for
Associated First National Pictures has

F

ratified since the awarding of memberindependent
exhibitors
ships
to
was
started shortly after the Chicago convention last April.
Admittedly the largest motion picture
theatre organization in Canada, and one of
the most influential in the world, the Allen
Theatre Enterprises has officially launched
the franchise system in Canada with con-

Harry Levey
Heading
as the

his

own producing company known

Harry Levey Service Corporation.

MiHiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi>

Harry Levey Opens Permanent
Quarters at 1662 Broadway

ERMANENT

offices
for
the Harry
Levey Service Corporation were established at 1662 Broadway, New York.
This is the new company that had been
organized by Harry Levey for the manufacture and distribution of educational
and industrial pictures.
Mr. Levey established his company by
working continuously through two days
and two nights, and although permanent
offices have only just been established,

P

actual work of production has
progress for more than a week.

“Go and Get
“Go and Get

It” Is Neilan’s

been

in

Third

be the title of
Marshall Neilan’s third independent production to be distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.
This announcement is forthcoming after a period
of weeks during which Mr. Neilan was
deciding on the name for his latest picture and this terse title is taken from a
well-known newspaper phrase usually used
by city editors in assigning members of
their staff to important stories.
In the Neilan picture a murder mystery
in which the staff of the local newspaper
is concerned brings about the instructions
of the city editor to “go and get it.”
It”

will

sequences which, it is said, in their later
effect will be even more revolutionary than
the revision of distributing and exhibiting
methods which the franchise is bringing
about in the United States.
Divides Canadians Into

The franchise grant

Two

Factions.

described as the
last step in the Dominion’s exhibiting and
distributing situation which divides the

Canada motion picture

—

is

field finally into

two

Brothers, associated
factions the Allen
with the independent exhibitor element in
the States and applying the same protective
features to their local conditions, and the
so-called producer-exhibitor group which,
it is
declared, has started actual theatre
building in Canada as a directly controlled
market for its own pictures.
Evidence that the Canadian exhibiting
and distributing branches were slowly separating into two separate and opposing
units was apparent months ago when Allen
Brothers purchased a large interest in the
First National Exhibitors’ Circuit franchise
This transaction,
for western Canada.
which affiliated them with W. P. Dewees of
Vancouver, was concurrent with the realignment of the Canadian distributing
channels of the producing organizations
which affiliated them with W. P. Dewees, of
the United States.
Allen Brothers, together with many other
important independent exhibitors in the
Dominion, viewed this producer-exhibitor
policy in this country as a prophecy of a
proposed invasion of the Canadian field.
Supposition gained strength in facts when

a large theatre corporation, sponsored by
producing interests, was organized in Canada with resources of an extent which indicated an intention to go extensively into

theatre operations.

Theatres Granted Franchises.
Starting with the Allen Theatre in Toronto, franchises were granted to their remaining fifty-five theatres in the following order
Allen’s Danforth, St. Clair, Beach, Parkdale, College, Beaver, Bloor, Royal and
Christie, all in Toronto; the Allen and New
Grand, Montreal; Allen, Providence, Dominion, Gaiety, Bijou and Rex, Winnipeg;
Rex and Globe, Vancouver; Royal Victoria, Victoria; Temple, Hamilton; Audi-

torium and Allen, Quebec; Allen’s Regent
and Allen’s Russell, Ottawa; Allen and
Majestic,
London; Windsor, Windsor;
Allen and Bijou, Calgary; Allen, Monarch
and Imperial, Edmonton Allen, Rex and
Rose, Regina; Allen, Moose Jaw; Allen,
Brandon; Allen, Peterboro; Lyric, Swift
Current; Imperial and Allen, Kitchener;
Allen, Brantford; Allen, Coburg; Allen's
;

Lyric, Cobalt; Stailand, Nelson, B. C.
Liberty, Trail, B. C.
Royal Victoria, Victoria, B. C.
Columbia, Victoria, B. C., and
the Grandview, Kitsilano and Empire, in
;

;

Vancouver, B. C.

Managers
of
the
several
Canadian
branches of Associated First National Pictures are, it is said, now awaiting the action of the executive committee on more
than 200 additional applications for franchises from as many independent exhibitors in other towns and localities in the
Dominion.

Kerrigan

Wins

in Detroit

Joe Bloom, representing W. W. Hodkinson Corporation at Detroit and Pittsburgh,
reports that J. Warren Kerrigan has “taken the Detroit territory by storm” with
his latest Robert Brunton production, “No.
99,”

released

by Hodkinson.

The Regent Theatre and the Orpheum at
Detroit played it for one week during
and did a big busithe Miles circuit has
contracted for all the Kerrigan pictures released by Hodkinson up to 1921.
“No. 99” has been booked by Rowland
and Clark, Pittsburgh, for the Regent, East
Liberty and Savoy theatres on a ten-day
basis. This circuit has also booked all the
Kerrigan pictures to be released by Hodkinson up to 1921.
very

hot

ness.

As

weather,

a

result,

of all screen comedians,

announced

is

in

ugh AND Dizzy
a laughing triumph

A Two Part Comedy Special
Produced byHal Roach
Distributors

If

this

laugh-compelling sensation doesn’t make your

audience screech with delight then they are hopeless.

When

Lloyd follows the sleep-walking lady along

the high and dizzy ledge of a lofty building, aud•

iences will alternately gasp with apprehension
thrills,

and choke with unrestrainable

Two
original.

reels of constant mirth,

and

laughter.

amazingly fresh and

Harold Lloyd
in the

comedy

special

High AND Dizzy

“High and Dizzy” was
Roach himself.

directed

by Hal E.

Roach has directed all of Lloyd’s great
“Bumping Into Broadway,” “Captain
comedies,
Kidd’s Kids,” “From Hand To Mouth,” “His
Royal Slyness,” “Haunted Spooks” and “An EastMr.

—

ern Westerner.”

He also produced the

earlier

one

Lloyd comedies that are still spoken of as the
greatest one reel comedies that have ever been made.
reel

Now

Mr. Roach has produced
Dizzy” the best of them all.

A

wonderful

screen’s

most

greatest

comedy

Now

combination,

illustrious

director

Booking

in

this;

“High and

Lloyd,

comedian, and Roach

and producer!

—See — Book
It

It

the
its
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Good Shows Studiously Presented Are
Suggested as Means to Combat Weather

A

CCORDING

to a survey just

completed

sub-franchise owners and
other independents, Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., concludes that the
exhibitors’ annual “summer slump” bugaboo is less of a reality this year than
ever before. Receipts in many theatres are
said to be holding well up during the first
weeks of real hot weather, comparing favorably with winter business.
Exhibitors who have refused to follow
the old custom of reducing expenses during
the hot weather (on the theory that a motion picture house cannot keep up patronage during the summer months) are having
their pioneering judgment vindicated by
business which compares very favorably
with those of the winter months, according to reports from various territories. The
reports indicate that those who have kept
their houses up to winter standards are
getting first-class patronage.

among

its

Larger Cities Maintain Patronage.
Reports came from five first run theatres
Criterion, Forsythe, Rialto,
Atlanta
in
Strand and Tudor. None of those theatres
made any changes in policy for the hot
months, and all of them report increases
in patronage with an increase in prices.
Fourteen theatres in Kansas City, includ-

—

ing those of the Newman Theatre Company, Loew’s Garden and the Liberty, all
reported patronage fifty per cent, in excess
Admissions are about on a
of last year.
level with those of a year ago.
Louisville reported a general continuance
of winter patronage through the first four
weeks of hot weather, with one theatre
(the Majestic) giving the detail that the
theatre played to 23,000 more paid admissions in May of this year than during
May of 1919. Lowell and Buffalo, as well
as many smaller cities, reported the arrival
of hot weather with little decrease in
patronage from the winter months.

“Smoky

City” an Exception.

light

enough

to

Favor Light Entertainment.

Programs have been given a great deal
The managers reporting
of attention.
favor comedies, farce and other light picto
of

on
in

make walking and

ticularly for

by

William Desmond in Cast
of De Haven’s “Twin Beds”

T

HE

promise of Mr. and Mrs. Carter

De Haven

ment that William Desmond, a star in his
own right, has been selected for one of the
leading roles. Helen Raymond is to appear
Signora Monti. In the stage presentation Miss Raymond played this role for
several years, appearing in every Englishspeaking country.
William J. Irving, Katherine Lewis and
Lottie Williams complete the list of prinas

cipals.

The attack of ptomaine poisoning from
which Carter De Haven suffered recently
proved only slight and he has had a comRealism will be the keyplete recovery.

Many of the
are enacted on the fireescape on the exterior of an apartment
house and it is on an actual fire escape on
the outside of a real dwelling place of
this kind that these pictures are being
taken.
of

the

shorter shows
method which

and more

of

a

plan

them

of
as a

successfully meeting the
shortened hours for exhibiting. His method
of shortening the shows is to emphasize
is

picturization.

comedy scenes

Howard Greene Joins Levey
Howard Greene, M. E., well known

as

on motor topics, an inventor, and
formerly on the editorial staff of several
automobile magazines, has been appointed
editor of the department of animated mechanical drawings, of the Harry Levey
Service Corporation. The concern will deindustrial

outlines

vote

exclusively to the making of
and educational motion pictures,

itself

and it will be Mr. Green’s task to depict
on the screen by means of animated technical drawings the inner mechanism of
machinery.

Sigmund Moos.
and manager

Efficiency expert

of the leasing

department for Universal.
-iiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)

Moos

that in the picture pres-

entation of “Twin Beds” they would
be surrounded by a supporting cast adequate to the possibilities of the production
appears to be justified by the announce-

also

Pittsburgh,

summer patronage have been

exhibitors who have reported
good business. The tendency in music has
been to string and other soft toned instruments, with an accompanying decrease in
brass and strident blow instruments.

made

a writer

in

is

were available.
Changes in musical accompaniments par-

enjoyable until about nine
o’clock in the evening.
For this reason,
he declares, first performances in the evenings have shown a decided falling off, but
the later performances are as well attended
as at any time during the winter.
N. A. Benson, manager of the Stadium,
sightseeing

summer shows, on

the theory
the easiest emotion of any
experience and thus the entertainment
a patron is accomplished with less action
The reports were unanimous
his part.
stating that plenty of high grade films

tures for the
that laughing

note

Pittsburgh is the single exception to report a decrease in business. The manager
of one theatre there suggests the reason
why that city is affected adversely. He is
Samuel DeFazie, manager of the Blackstone.
He declares that the adoption of
the daylight savings law has put the theatres at a disadvantage because the streets

remain

on the quality of the feature productions
and the elimination of all other films from
the program.

Is

Efficiency Expert

at Universal’s Western Plant
IGMUND MOOS, who is the efficiency

S

expert and manager of the leasing department of Universal, keeps the big
Universal plant humming with the activities

of

a

number

of

independent produc-

ing companies, besides the fourteen units
making the variety of features, serials,
westerns, comedies and other film attractions that go to make up the Universal

program.
Mr. Moos plans to make Universal studios one of the most complete and up-todate community plants on the west coast,
now that the new lake on the back ranch
has been completed and filled with water,
and the new stage and dressing rooms
and other buildings that have been going
up during the past few months are finished.

Rothapfel Books “Screenics”
“Screenics,” a new series produced by
C. L. Chester, Inc., and distributed through
Educational Films Corporation, are being
introduced to New York at the Capitol
Theatre where S. L. Rothapfel has selected
“Duck Days” and “Foam Fantasies” as a
portion of his program.
“Screenics,” which will be released fortnightly, alternating with the Robert C.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful, consist of two
subjects, one of them generally presenting
animals and bird and the other some unusual scenic shots. Practically the entire
content of the “Screenics” will be American subjects. For instance “Duck Days”
has the James River country, Virginia, as
its

locale

and “Foam Fantasies” was made

rear San Diego,

Calif.

— —
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This Residential Theatre In Detroit
Houses as Well as Entertains People

O

NE

of the best residential theatres of

Detroit is the Lincoln Square, located on the west side of the city
about four miles from the downtown loop.
It

is

in

unique

in

many, many respects.

It

community

reality a

building, as the
theatre proper sets squarely in the center
of a big apartment building which faces
is

on three thoroughfares.

It is

under

a

long

James Steele, who operates the
Bay City, Mich., who lives in
Pittsburgh, where he has theatrical interests, and who was former secretary of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
The building represents an investment of
over $1,000,000. Under the regime of Mr.
lease

to

Regent

in

IIIIIIII

I

vaudeville and feature
pictures, although the vaudeville is incidental to the picture policy. W. C. Watson,
general manager of the various Steele
theatres, looks after the booking, while
the house management is in charge of Alvin
Smith, one of Detroit’s best know managers.
Steele the policy

Building Houses a Community.
Lincoln Square Theatre is the largest
single floor theatre building in Detroit,
with a seating capacity of more than 2,000
people.
The entire area is unobstructed
by pillars or posts and with sloping floors,
so that from each seat in the theatre there
is a perfect view of the screen.
Lincoln Square Theatre is only one feature of the building it is in. The building
proper is a community in itself. Shaped
like

The Forked
Tongues!
All

of

languorous

Rio

de Janeiro, that

home

of rare beauty
and mystic tropical charm, suc-

cumbed

to the dazzling radiance

Erminie North’s personality.
She led the city’s social whirl
of

loved, was loved and was happy.
Then treachery came and plots
and intrigue.
The whisper
market stirred, awoke and cast
over all its baneful spell. At
this point is where the big mo-

—

ments

of the picture begin.

You

will enjoy

COPIN NE
GRIFFITH
ti

in

%e WHISPER
MARKET"

is

a

huge

capital

letter

“E,”

the

back

extending on Fort street west from Cavalry
avenue to Military avenue, with the base
of the letter on the former and top on
the

latter

streets,

the

theatre

building

forms the central prong. Back of the theatre extending to the alley is a six-story
warehouse.
On each side of the theatre entrance on
Fort street the ground floor is occupied by
large, light, well ventilated store buildings.
There are fourteen of these on the corner
facing Fort street and Cavalry avenue is
a branch bank building, which will be occupied by the West Fort street branch of

the Federal State Bank.

Above

and store buildings are four
of three rooms each.

the

bank

suites of offices

Inside Grass Courts.

The remainder of the upper front and the
wings facing on Cavalry avenue and Military avenue contain 110 living apartments,
each with five rooms and bath. The apartments are furnished in mahogany, Circassian walnut and ivory, and are strictly
modern in every respect. Inside grass
courts on either side separate the apartments from the theatre. The popularity of
the apartments is attested by the demand
for them as fast as they were ready. All
of the 110 apartments are rented, and there
were more than fifty applicants disappointed.
The building has a frontage of 317 feet
on Fort street west, 269 feet on Cavalry
avenue and 274 feet on Military avenue.
The front and wings have a height of
three stories. It is of brick and steel construction with store and tile trimmings.
The warehouse in the central rear has a
height of six stories. It is equipped with
electric

elevators,

and has laminated

modern
floors

fire

of

apparatus

government

specification.

Elaborate Decorations.

Although just completed, six of the fourteen stories have been leased and some
of the occupants are negotiating for adThe entire community
ditional rooms.
plant is heated with a unit steam heating
system. Arrangements have already been
completed by the Cronin Coal Company
for the entire winter’s fuel, most of which
already

in storage.
interior arrangement and decorations of the theatre building are in keeping
with the best picture theatre in the city.
Entrance is through a spacious marble and
The decotile lobby and spacious foyer.
rative scheme is of the Adam order, but
with pearl and French gray colors and
Imported tapestries and
empire relief.
mouldings add greatly to the ornamentaThe lighting system harmonizes
tions.
is
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Fred Sittenham Is Again
on List of Metro Directors
RED SITTENHAM was a flyer in na-

F

val aviation during the war.
He got
his commission, after training at Bay
Shore, in the Pensacola flying field. From
there he was shipped to England and was
attached to the bombing squadron which

from Killingholme.
He had
eleven months of this work.
Maxwell Karger, Metro’s director gen-

operated

who had kept him in mind because of
work he had done as a director for
Metro before 1917, after the war obtained

eral,

the

services again for the production of
“Clothes.”
This stage drama, by Avery
Hopwood and Channing Pollock, was one
of the most important of Metro’s new productions, requiring subtlety of treatment
and an atmosphere of real social distinchis

tion.

Mr. Sittenham has been directing a large
Tell and Crauford

company with Olive
Kent included in the
Before making his

all-star cast.
start in the motion
picture business as an assistant director,
Mr. Sittenham was a student at Princeton.

Independent Exhibitors Show
Interest in Hodkinson Films
ODKINSON representatives investi-

H

gating

ment

the

strength

of

the

move-

independent exhibitors to
support independent productions, are finding a nationwide interest in the productions released through the Hodkinson organization, together with praise of Hodkinson’s

of

service.

James Clemmer, of Seattle, who runs the
Clemmer Theatre, one of the model amusement houses in the Northwest, advises the
Hodkinson representative that he will cooperate with that organization on all its
features, that he is very well satisfied with
the photoplays he has used and that he
has made good money on all of them.
Sol Harris, of Little Rock, Ark., owns
the Gem, Crystal and other theatres, and
gives his hearty support to the independent
productions released through Hodkinson
From Latrobe, Pa., Mr. Natabolis, of the
Paramount Theatre, sends word that Hodkinson has one of the best selections of
film on the market today; that he has
booked every Hodkinson feature and will

continue
similarly

Many others
to do so.
expressed themselves.

have

for “That Something”
The Sol Lesser organization is now completing distribution plans for “That Some-

Working Plans

thing,” the picture dedicated to the Rotary
Clubs of the World, and which is being
handled by Irving Lesser.
The initial plans call for an opening at
one of the Broadway houses in New York
Max
city for an extended engagement.
Roth, general manager for Sol Lesser, is
now organizing a staff who are acquainted
with the distribution of pictures of this
type.
The picture played a five week engage-

ment

at

geles.

It

the Victory Theatre in Los Analso played in San Francisco,

and Tacoma, Wash.
A big publicity and advertising campaign
under the supervision of Maurie Me 3’ers
will be inaugurated immediately.

The

with the general scheme. A greater number of exits than any theatre in the city
renders the building safe.

Bangor Opera House Does Well
The Bangor Opera House, built this year
on an elaborate scale, replacing the old
opera house destroyed in 1914, is the newest
house on the A. S. Black circuit. Manager
Hutchinson succeeds in pleasing numerous
patrons, and while the addition of this, the
fifth moving picture house in a town of
26,000 population, makes competition keenThe house seats more
er, the public gains.

than

1,600

and

is

an artistic theatre.
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May

Allison Begins Arthur Stringer's
Story With Greenwich Village Setting

V

OICES

of

director

awoke strange echoes

and

cameramen

the corridors
of one of the most exclusive homes
in the Berkshire Square section of Los Angeles the other morning as the filming of
in

Allison’s new Metro special production, “Are All Men Alike?”, was begun
within its walls.
Miss Allison, as the untamed “Teddy” of
the Arthur Stringer story, romped out
of the house in jumpers and surprised
neighbors by her expert handling of the
internal mechanism of an obstinate automobile. Having set these parts to rights,
she sprang into it and amazed the spectators as she all but ran down an elderly
man who chanced to be standing near the
rose-bordered drive.

May

The “elderly man” was John Elliott, the
veteran film actor who plays the part of
the uncle of the harum scarum heroine of
the piece. In spite of his unbounded confidence in Miss Allison’s ability to drive a
car under any and all circumstances he
showed evidences of nervousness as he
picked himself up from among the roses
while her machine careened around the
corner and disappeared at a speed unknown
even among Los Angeles’ speed mad autoists.

port Miss Allison includes Wallace MacDonald, who will play the leading male
role.

Soutar Studies American

A

studying and copying, judging by the

men and women in all parts
world who are interested in motion
pictures are studying the American screen
and methods of production very diligently.
It was announced this week that Andrew
Soutar, the English novelist and producer,
has come to this country for that purpose, and has chosen the Selznick studios
at Fort Lee to gain the desired knowledge. He has been at the plant for sevfact that

of the

eral days.

Coincidental with this

announcement

it

Myron

Selznick, head of the
production end of the Selznick organization, recently bought from Mr. Soutar the
screen rights to his novel, “The Honor
of His House,” which is expected to be
put into motion picture form within the
near future. The writer has supplied much
material for the screen, through his novels,

stated that

is

among

To Drive Cooper’s

Car.

In later scenes of the picture the girlish
star will drive Earl Cooper’s speedy
racer, the car with which he broke several
world’s records in days past. Miss Allison
says that she will prove that there still is
a burst of speed in the car when she gets

it being “Green Orchards,” “Magpie
House,” “The Island of Test,” “Broken
Ladders” and “Snow in the Desert.”

her hands on the steering wheel.
The plot of the story, published in McClure’s Magazine under the title of “The
Waffle Iron,” calls for a long succession
of reckless adventures on the part of the
star.
The story, which opens with a burst
of reckless driving of fast automobiles by
the girl, moves swiftly on to Greenwich
Village, where, under the influence of the
long-haired men and the short-haired
of

New

York’s

Bohemian

set,

“Teddy” becomes convinced that she must
take up some of the “serious things of
life.”

The spirit of the “Village” has been carried far from Manhattan and revived on
one of the big covered stages of Metro’s
Hollywood studios, where numerous familiar features of the district have been
faithfully reproduced.
The cast that has been selected to sup-

—

S-h-sh Just L-o-v-e.
in these sort of pictures.
scene from “Youth’s Desire,’’ released
by Forward Film Distributors, Inc.

No caption necessary

A

Announces “Youth’s Desire”
as First Forward Production
NOTHER addition to the ever-grow-

A

News Weekly beginning Wednesday, June

ing list of winners is now being offered by Joseph Sameth of the Forward Film Distributors, Inc., entitled
“Youth’s Desire,” featuring Joseph Bennett,
who is ably supported by Doris Baker.
The photoplay portrays clearly the necessity of perseverance.
“Youth’s Desire” is a story laid in the
small town of Plainfield, a suburb of Los
Angeles, wherein Joseph Bennett, playing
the role of Bud Wise, is devoting all his
spare moments in reading material which
he hopes to eventually put to good use
in becoming an aviator, much to the dis-

30.

approval of his father.

Metro

women

Methods at Selznick’s
MERICAN film methods are well worth

Quick Work by Selznick News
What is believed to be a record in speed
transporting from San Francisco to New
picture films for presentation
in the latter city is brought to the attention of the industry this week by Selznick
Enterprises. An announcement reveals that
scenes of the Democratic national convention, which opened in San Francisco on
in

York motion,

Monday, June
for

28,

were rushed

presentation as part

Bech,
Alvin

Van

of

to

New York

the

Selznick

Siclen Reports Sales

Wortham

for the foreign sales department of Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc.,
has sold “The Adventuress,” featuring Julian Eltinge for England, France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Japan, Australia, New Zealand.

“The
Stecker - Caddock
Wrestling
Match,” for South Africa, India, Dutch
East Indies, Straits Settlements, Federated

Malay Peninsular, Siam and China.

Ethel Clayton in

New York

Ethel Clayton, the Paramount star has
arrived in New York from Hollywood, completing the first stage of a long vacation
journey. Her stay in the city will not be
long, however, for she will leave soon for
Europe, where she will spend several weeks
Following her tour she will
in traveling.
return to London where she will make
two, possibly three, productions at the
London studios of Famous Players-Lasky.

ALBERT E. SMITH

'N

Announces

x

TRUMPET

ml

0

_.

ISLAND
ATOM

TERRISS PRODUCTION

—
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Fix Date of National Paramount Week;
Hope to Exceed $1,000,000 Sales Mark
HE

week of September 5, 1920, has
been designated by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation as the third
annual “National Paramount Week.” A1
Lichtman, general manager of distribution,
in a letter which has gone to all exchange
managers and all department heads connected with the Paramount sales organization, sets forth the principal purposes of
"Paramount Week” as follows: to spread
broadcast the message of Paramount; to

T

get the greatest number of people to see
Paramount pictures during that week; to
help the exhibitor open the new season of
his theatre in the most auspicious manner.
“National Paramount Week” was inaugurated in September, 1918, the germ of the

in the New ¥ork
Paramount exchange which conducted a
local campaign along similar lines in the
theatres of Greater New York. So successful was the first experience that it was repeated last year with most gratifying results and became established as an annual
event.
Last year the sales for the week

idea having originated

approached $1,000,000, it is claimed and
hoped this year to exceed that total.

To Double Last

it is

Year’s Advertising.

The

details of the campaign have nearly
been completed and involve a program
of newspaper, trade paper and national
advertising which will be practically double
all

There will not be a town
of any importance in the United States that
will not have the Paramount message and
that of last year.

Paramount exhibitors spread before
people in a manner calculated to make
certain
a
record-breaking
attendance
throughout the week at all theatres parthat of
its

ticipating.

The Web

of

Within two weeks all the Paramount exchanges will have received the posters

July 17, 1920

which will herald the event weeks in advance, and by the same time all of the newspaper advertising cuts to be used in the
advance newspaper campaign will have been
distributed to the branch offices.
In adspecial eight-page edition of the
a
brief description of every picture, past releases as well as new ones and short subjects as well as features, that will be available, will be distributed to exhibitors.
The establishing of the exploitation department during the past year makes the
full strength of this organization available
as an added force in aiding exhibitors to
obtain the maximum return for their codition, a

Paramount “Money Sheet,” containing

operation. Exploitation Manager Saunders
has already perfected plans for his field
force which involve a number of new
stunts, and his men are now making arrangements whereby practically every town
in their respective territories will be introduced to some novelty of showmanship.
The final details of the local newspaper
campaign are now being worked out by
Jerome Beatty, director of publicity and
advertising, and will be announced shortly.
The supplementary trade paper campaign
will start early this month and the Paramount salesmen have been assured that
they will have the strongest kind of backing through this medium.

Scandal

Find Girl Beautiful and
Brave for Heroine of “Tarzan” Serial

Difficult to
is

a beautiful

woman’s most

treacherous enemy.

Y oung,

dazzlingly beautiful

A

PRINT

of the prologue and first episode of the “Son of Tarzan,” the animal and jungle serial which is being
produced by the National Film Corporation for David P. Howells has arrived in
New York and is declared to live up in details to the promises which were made by
the studio before the filming of this fourth
of the

CORINNE
GRIFFITH

“The Son of Tarzan”

Tfo WHISPER

MARKET"

presents a vivid picture of
the result of gossip in the

most beautiful of New
World cities, Rio de Janeiro.
Here, as Ermine North, she
resigned as queen in the
most exclusive social set,
but faced disgrace because

Scandal

said

Gossip said

started.

part.

in

it

Tarzan stories was

Director Harry J. Revier writes that the
company is well up on its production schedule and the episodes will come along regularly.
Difficulty is being found in selecting just the right kind of a girl for the
part of Meriem, the heroine of the story,
because of the hazardous character of the

this,

and

that.

A

Vitagraph production of
love, mystery and intrigue
in one of the most romantic
settings in the world.

is considered by EdBurroughs, the author of the
Tarzan stories, to be the most adaptable
of the series for pictures. It not only contains the thrilling jungle action that has
characterized the other stories, but contains an exciting love story. The “Son of
Tarzan” early in his jungle career rescues
a girl from a band of Arabs and the two

gar

Rice

grow up together
With

The

6,000

in

the jungle, battling

both animal and man.

daily against

Feet of Tests

— Undecided.

finding the right girl
for a part as hazardous as this is obvious.
She must be beautiful in her own right,
because she will not have the advantage of
stylish apparel to aid her natural charms.
As Tarzan’s companion in the jungle she
is

difficulty

garbed only

of

in a

leopard skin.

In order to find the best girl to

fill the
requirements, Director Harry Revier has
started an elimination contest. Many are
said to have applied and in some cases
Director Revier has made a test picture.
He has now about 6,000 feet of tests and
is still looking for the right girl.
He is
being assisted in this work by Mr. Burroughs and by Roy Sommerville, who made
the adaptation of the book.
According to Director Revier practically
all of the available feminine talent in Los
Angeles is represented in his test library
of beauties.
He will not make his decision until ready to film the fifth episode.

Rowland and Brockliss Sail Together;
Metro Head Will Return in September

R

ichard

a.

Rowland,

president of

Metro Pictures Corporation, sailed on
June 26 for England and the Continent.
He departed “on Metro business,”
as he expressed

it,

saying that he expected

away until September.
Mr. Rowland was accompanied on

to be

his

voyage by J. Frank Brockliss, the English
motion picture magnate. The latter took
with him the first completed positive print
of “The Mutiny of the Elsinore,” produced
by C. E. ShurtlefI, Inc., for release by
Mr. Brockliss is identified in a
Metro.
financial way with the Shurtleff organization and he will show the print of the picture in Great Britain.
Tn this production, scenarioized by Albert

Shelby Le Vino and directed by Edward
Sloman, there is an all-star cast including
Wallace Beery, Cason Ferguson and William V. Mong.

The head of the Metro organization gave
out no additional details concerning the
well
It is
purpose of his trip abroad.
known, however, that Metro’s English distributors are Jury’s Imperial Pictures, Ltd.,
of which Sir William Jury is managing director, and that the French distributor of
the Metro product is the Mundus Film
Company of Paris. Mr. Rowland will see
Sir William Jury of the English concern
and Madame Schuepbach of the French

agency while in Europe.
A year ago almost to the day of his recent
departure, Mr. Rowland went to Europe
In that
for a trip of some three months.
time he signed up for the productions of
Francesca Bertini, the eminent Italian actress;
purchased five melodramas for
screen production, entered into a contract
with Jury’s and made a comprehensive survey of the foreign film market.
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He was garbed in tattered clothes
and bore the general appearance of
an out-of-work when he was stopped
Along came Mr.
by a policeman.

§
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“Dead Men Tell No Tales” Is
Second Tom Terriss Production

N

OW

that he has finished the direction
of his first special production, “Trumpet Island,” Tom Terriss is beginning
work on the second of this special series,
“Dead Men Tell No Tales.” The original
story by E. W. Hornung, author of “Raffles,”
was edited and prepared for the

screen by Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph
Chester, who were so successful in their

work on “Trumpet Island.”
For “Dead Men Tell No Tales” Mr. Terhas assembled a cast headed by CathCalvert, who will have the leading
feminine role, and Gustav Von Seyffertitz,

riss

erine

Holmes

E.

Herbert and Percy Marmont,

ho

will portray the principal male characters.
Others prominent in the cast are
James C. Spottiswood, Roy Applegate and

William James.

One

of the early scenes of the picture
be the burning of a passenger ship at
Other scenes at sea show a fight on
the deck of another vessel.
The hero
escapes from a sinking lifeboat in the midst
of a school of sharks.

will
sea.

Atlanta Film Man Visits New York
William Oldknow, of the Consolidated
Film and Supply Company, with headquarters in Atlanta, was in New York last week.
With him he brought his son, Oscar Oldknow, and Ned Depinet, who is with the
Dallas office of the Consolidated.

The Southern

film
of

.

men were outspoken

their praise
“Shipwrecked Among
Cannibals,” Universal’s New Guinea adventure picture, which they saw at a pre-release showing. They predicted great business for the film throughout their territory,
in

tory.

The

business.

trio

came

to

New York

H

just been made that
houses has been extended to
include the National Theatre, Roanoke, Va.,
and the Apollo Theatre, Martinsburg, W.
Va. This carries the Crandall chain into
four states and the district of Columbia, for
in addition to his houses in Washington and
the two named above, he is constructing
the Strand Theatre in Cumberland, Md., and
is already operating the Colonial Theatre

1

his

Nichols at the right moment with the
offer of a job at the Royal Theatre,
James Gordon’s picture was published
in the papers along with the story of
his rescue from his difficulties
and
the people flocked to the theatre to
see and hear the man.

ARRY

M. CRANDALL, prominent exhibitor of Washington, D. C., is starting what may result in a national enterprise carrying the name of Crandall to
theatres in many cities throughout the

|

C.,

|

|

|

Vancouver, B.

vocal ability in the court of a substantial apartment house.

|

|

off in

May Soon Become a

§

was pulled

stunt

recently
when W. P. Nichols of the
Columbia Theatre Company, Limited,
“discovered” a destitute singer and
saved him from the clutches of the
law by giving him a job at the Royal
The singer,
Theatre as a soloist.

1

Harry Crandall Extends Theatre Chain;

To Create a Big Town Stunt:
Plant Singer and Fix Police

|

on

Announcement has

his circuit of

There
dall will

Build Colored House.

a report current that Mr. Cransoon go through with plans for a

is

colored theatre in Washington. However,
it is one of his policies never to make an
announcement until a definite action is
taken. It is known that he has purchased or
has secured options on sufficient property
to make the proposed theatre a possibility.
Crandall’s Strand Theatre, the new Cumberland house, is awaiting only the completion of the detail of interior decoration to
be opened to the public of a thriving Maryland city. It will have a seating capacity
approaching 2,000. It was designed by Reginald Wyckliffe Geare, who planned the
Metropolitan, Knickerbocker and York
theatres in Washington.
One of its important features is the full-size stage upon
which is every electrical, mechanical and
stationary appliance necessary to the presentation of massive productions sent on
tour. The provision for the projection of
pictures is equally as complete.

Roanoke’s Largest.

The new National Theatre occupies one
of the

most desirable

sites in

Roanoke,

Va.,

being located in the heart of the city’s business section, and when completed it will
be the largest playhouse in Roanoke. It is
expected it will be ready on or about November 1. It also will be equipped for the
presentation of any type of theatrical offering as well as pictures.

The Apollo Theatre

in Martinsburg has
operation under the ownership and
management of H. P. Thorn for about eight

been

in

The present plan is to close the
house and entirely reconstruct it at a cost
of approximately $150,000. Adjoining property has been secured for a material enlargement.
It will seat more than 1,400,
with arrangements for 1,100 on the orchestra floor.
Stage facilities for handling massive productions sent on tour will
also be provided.
The Apollo Building is also to house two
large halls on upper floors. One will be
conducted as a ballroom, 90 feet by 125
feet; the other, conforming to the same
dimensions, is to be used as a civic center
where, by the application of a people’s
forum idea, will be furthered plans for muyears.

nicipal progress.

Connellsville, Pa.

Mr. Crandall has a theatre in each section
of Washington. The start was made with
Crandall’s Ninth and E Streets Theatre,
and his name now stands over the doors of
the Metropolitan, Knickerbocker, Savoy,
Avenue Grand, Apollo and York theatres.
These houses probably mark the highest
attainment in architectural beauty, spaciousness and comfort and every effort is
made to attain the highest managerial
efficiency.
They serve every section of
Washington, each house being a representative one in its particular locality.

May

National Enterprise

Crandall Personnel.

The Crandall

policy is to be carried to
units of the Crandall chain. The
personnel of the Crandall organization with
Harry M. Crandall as directing head, includes men expert in theatre management
and in the various departments of a big
theatre enterprise. Next to Mr. Crandall

these

new

is
Joseph P. Morgan, general manager;
John J. Payette, assistant general manager,
and George A. Crouch, cashier.
Nelson B. Bell is to continue as head of
the advertising and publicity department;
Nat Glasser, heads the mechanicals appli-

ances department, and Amedeo Vioni is the
musical director. In addition there are the
individual theatre organizations made up of
picked men.

Announces Volumes on “Torchy”
Five volumes of the “Torchy” stories by
Sewell Ford in popular edition are announced by Grosset & Dunlap. These include “Torchy,” “Trying Out Torchy,” “On
With Torchy,” “Torchy Private Sec.” and
“Wilt Thou Torchy?” In addition the same
publishers are preparing a special photoplay edition of the first volume illustrated
with scenes from the first comedies pro-

duced by Master Films, Inc., for release
through Educational Exchanges and starring johnny Hines.
Educational, in its press book on the
first
of the Torchy Comedies is calling
attention to an unusual co-operation afforded by booksellers, made possible by
the fact that several of the comedies are
made from stories in the initial volume.

Harrison Will Be a Free Lance
Jimmie Harrison, for a long time featured in Christie Comedies, is leaving that
organization to return to dramatic pictures.
Before Harrison joined Christie two years
ago, he was playing leads in Griffith pictures and with other companies and was
at that time one of the most successful
of juvenile men.
He has been in twenty
or more Christie pictures since he came
back from France with the Army.
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3,000 Kiddies See “Married Life”
was a great day for the kiddies. They
surged into the Strand Theatre lobby like
the white capped breakers of a restless
ocean. There were three thousand of them
of all ages, and they saw Mack Sennett’s

Western New York Exchange Managers
Begin Drive on the Bicycling of Films

“Married

S

It

Life.”

Henry Morgenthau, former ambassador

who happened

to Turkey,
pupil of a

to be

a

former

—

New York public school but
was many years ago
happened to
remember that it was the fiftieth anniversary of his graduation from Public School
Number 14. Mr. Morgenthau secured per-

—

this

mission from the school authorities to inthree thousand guests.
Mr. Morgenthau enjoyed the picture just
as much as the children, for at the conclusion he declared that it was a fine picture,
with an appeal for young and old, and clean
and refreshing throughout.
vite
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CANDALS
ly

in the picture industry usual-

happen on the screen, but now and

then in real life. It is doubtful, howif anything quite so sensational has
struck western New York exhibitor circles
in a long time as the outcome of an organized crusade on the part of film companies to secure positive evidence of criminal wrong doing by exhibitors.
And the
end is not yet, for it is believed that some
of the evidence actually secured will be
used in a determined effort to place a number of exhibitors behind the bars.
It long has been known that “bicycling”
existed in the territory served by the exchanges in western New York. Exchange
managers have been aware of it and so
have exhibitors, but both classes have seemed powerless to stamp it out. On the contrary, the practice has flourished so extensively that the Exchange Managers’ Association decided that they must do more
than talk about opposing it. Accordingly,
the various exchanges put up money for a
survey of parts of their territory and the
ever,

reports of showings of bicycled film were
so numerous as to astonish even the ex-

change managers.
It was seen that only stringent remedies
could correct the evil, so a large corps of
private investigators was organized and it is
now said that sufficient evidence has been
gathered to place a number of exhibitors

Gowns!
them to feast
your eyes upon when you
of

com N N E
GRIFFITH

A NEW

development in the method of
conveying ideas and thoughts upon
the

screen,

as

important,

it

is

said,

was the cut-back or flash-back when it
was discovered by D. W. Griffith a few
years ago, has been discovered by Robert
G. Vignola and will be revealed to the public for the first time in “The World and
as

His Wife,” Vignola’s initial production for
Cosmopolitan Productions which will be
released through Paramount-Artcraft, soon.
While Director Vignola prefers to keep
revolutionary method secret until his
Cosmopolitan production is shown
upon the public screen, he does say that
it will make a radical change in the technique of the continuity as it is at present.
Two important phases of the new idea,
according to Director Vignola, are, first,
that it will tend to minimize, if not wholly
eliminate, the subtitle without in the least
affecting the psychological value to the picture as a whole, and, second, that it will
smoothen the continuity.
his

in

first

WHISPER
MARKET"
As Erminie
of the

North, leader

programs.

tive

A

letter from one of the film companies,
signed by the branch manager, asked that
additional investigators be assigned to
watch nine specified theatres in Rochester,
against all of which evidence of bicycling
was being gathered.

The system pursued was

to have

one

in-

vestigator in every suspected house every
night in the week. These investigators reported the bookings to the association and

when they were checked up and found to
be films not booked to them, additional men
were sent

watch the programs

to

houses.
It
evidence has

the

in

now said that so much
now been gathered that the

is

exchange managers are no. longer keeping the matter of the investigation secret.
Neither are they talking much, but they
expected to do a lot of talking at a
meeting to which all exhibitors will be inevited. At this meeting accused exhibitors
will hear the evidence against them.
It

are

believed that

is

some

pay for films used

will be permitted to

while in other
cases the evidence will be turned over to
the criminal authorities and civil suits for

damage

illegally,

instituted.

to

of the chief weaknesses of the mopicture,” said Director Vignola, “has
been that it leaves very little to the imagination of the spectators. Read a story in
a magazine or in a book and a line or
perhaps just a phrase will convey to the
reader a mental picture of his own creation.
The reader likes to do that. It is one of
But transfer that
the joys of reading.
same line to the screen, and, according to
past and present methods, too much detail
is shown: nothing is left to the spectator’s
imagination. The result is that only too
often the line or phrase in the story is far

“One

tion

more beautiful and meaningful than the
So it is with this
screen version of it.
phase of motion picture making that my
I’ve given the matter much
deals.
thought and I believe I have discovered a
way of bringing to the screen that same
quality of imaginative beauty that the

idea

printed story has.

I

tried

World and His Wife’ and
till

the public sees

it

it

I

before

out

want
I

in

‘The

to wait

describe

it.”

gay social whirl of

Rio de Janeiro, Miss
is

the investigators to work in.
One of the
first reports was that a Rochester exhibitor
showed eight stolen films in three consecu-

Lessen Subtitles;
Brings Change in Continuity Technique

Vignola

Dozens

Has Method

behind the bars. Early in the investigation
Rochester was selected as good ground for

graced

gprgeous

by the

gowns

Griffith

most

ever cre-

ated by the modiste’s art

fora photoplay production.

Her dazzling beauty and
grace of figure are accentuated

by these

made

especially for her use

creations,

in this interesting

usual photoplay,

and un-

Earl L. Crabb Becomes General Manager
Buffalo Motion Picture Company Affairs

E

ARL

L.

CRABB

has been

appointed

general manager of the Buffalo Motion
Picture Company. Mr. Crabb has established headquarters in the New. York
office of the company and will begin imIt
mediately to work on a new picture.
Buffalo stuis hoped by late this fall, the
dio at Main and High street will be ready
for the making of pictures in the old home
1

town.
...
,,
Mr. Crabb began with the late Mitchell
H. Mark in the Penny Arcade, Indianapolis.
In 1906 he purchased two theatres in Fort
Wayne which he operated three years.
He then took a position with Universal
in 1909, remaining until 1916, in which year
he went to Buffalo as manager of the
,

Strand, succeeding the late Harold Edel,
who at that time took over the manageLast
ment of the Strand, New York.
October Mr. Crabb took an executive position with Universal.
In his new position, Mr. Crabb will look
after the production end of the business.
The board of directors have given him
carte blanche, on the expense end and he
has been instructed to go ahead.
The latest production which the company
has released for distribution through the
First National Exhibitors’ Circuit, is enMr. Crabb
titled “Her Rightful Heritage.”
left Buffalo Saturday evening, July 3, for
the New York office, after conferring with
officials of the company.
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Germans and Italians
London, Plan Community of Interests

Famous
vn

Players,

London, June 23.
and Douglas Fairbanks, who arrived here on June 21,
have had a reception never equalled
The
in the history of kings and queens.
whole country has gone mad about them
and the streets around the Ritz, where
they are staying, are almost impassable
day and night with crowds waiting to catch

M

ARY PICKFORD

a glimpse.

Through the enterprise of the Kinematograph Weekly they issued a message to
the British exhibitors which was reproduced
in that paper two days after their arrival in
Doug wrote on a card: “To
facsimile.
the exhibitors of Great Britain: We owe
our wonderful reception to you more than
We thank you and will
to any one else.

better and still better pictures for
look forward to
you and the world.
the time and it will be soon -when this
great country will co-operate with America
in making pictures as they should be made
internationally,” and they both signed

make

—

We

—

—
it.

A cut was made and the message appeared
the next day, much to Fairbanks’ surprise.
He asks me through the Moving Picture
World to say that no one in the States
should believe any more that we are an
undemonstrative people. In comparison, he
expects a quiet time in France and Spain!
Sees World Combiner
Herr Bratz, of the U. F. A., Germany’s
biggest film group, with whom I had an
exclusive interview during his visit lately,
says that his company has obtained the
monopoly of Famous Players output in
Germany, Austria, Poland, Turkey, Bulgaria and later for Holland and Switzerland.

A “community
financial

U. F. A.,

353

amounting to a
pool, is being arranged between
Famous Players and U. C. I., the
of interests”

Italian trust.
Chevalier Barroltole of the
latter company was here at the same time
as Bratz to conduct the negotiations. Thus
the real reason for Adolph Zukor’s last
visit to this side, when he did not open
the Famous Players studio as arranged, is

revealed.

W. Walter Crotch, vice-chairman of the
Alliance Film Company, just returned from
the States, announces that he has made an
arrangement with First National to release the Alliance product in America and
that Harley Knoles is coming over to take
charge of production.
American Producers Working.
David Kirkland, who came over

u

with

Mrs. and Natalie Talmadge, is making a
picture for the British & Colonial Kinema-

tograph Company which put out “12.10”
Hugh Ford is
and “Midnight Gambols.”
getting on rapidly with “The Great Day”
to Paris on location. Arthur
Bourchier, Marjorie Hume, Bertram Burleigh, Mrs'. Hayden Coffin and Meggie Albanesi are playing the chief parts.

and has gone

A Publicity Stunt.
not only the States that publicity
stunts are done. Mary Pickford and DougIt

las

is

Fairbanks have been persuaded to

edit

“Pictures,” the leading “fan” weekly, during their stay on this side, and an enormous
boom has been created in that journal in

consequence. Doug and Mary were photographed and “shot” fulfilling various editorial functions, and Doug was taken for
the news reels breaking into the paper’s
offices by scaling the wall and getting in
at the window. The whole enterprise created a big sensation both in the newspaper
world and among the public.

That’s

Wanted: Some to Detect!
what Fay Tincher wants in her

latest Christie comedy, “A Seaside
Siren,” being released by Educational.

FRATIL.
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Vignola Visits

and
NE of

Is

Home Town

Honored by

Citizens

the most remarkable tributes
ever paid a motion picture director
or star was accorded Saturday, July
3, to Robert G. Vignola, director of “The
World and His Wife,” his first special production for Cosmopolitan, and “The Passionate Pilgrim,” his second, now in work,
by the citizens of Albany, N. Y.
Vignola had gone to Albany to spend the
holidays with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albanians take a great
Daniel Vignola.
deal of pride in the director and when
word was passed around that he was coming home in his new automobile, a committee of influential citizens decided to give

O

him

a rousing welcome.
Accordingly, plans were made to meet
him at the southern entrance to the city,
escort him to the state educational building, present him with a set of resolutions

and get him

to listen to a series of eulo-

gistic speeches.

Vignola, however, got wind of the affair
and spoiled the committee’s plans by going
up to the Vignola farm without going
through the city. He wanted to avoid a
public demonstration.
Learning it had
been outwitted, the committee, numbering
about a hundred representative men and
women of Albany, went out to the Vignola

farm, called the director out on the front
porch and there proceeded with the program as originally laid out with the exception that the scene had been changed
from the state educational building to the
farm.

Vignola returned to

New York

Levey Signs Don Carlos Ellis
Don Carlos Ellis, film chief of the United
States Department of Agriculture during
the war, has accepted the post of director
of educational production for the Harry
Levey Service Corporation. The concern
is
devoted exclusively to the making of
educational and industrial motion pictures.
Mr. Ellis also served during the war as
executive secretary of the Joint Committee
on Government Motion Picture Activities,
and previous to this was for eight years
in charge of the educational work of the
United States Forest Service.

Rowland Lee Now Director
for many years a favorite

Rowland Lee,

principal before the camera, has been assigned to the directorial ranks of the
Thomas H. Ince studios and will direct
forthcoming Hobart Bosworth Specials for
J.

Parker Read,

Jr.

TRUMPET ISLAND
A TOM TE RRISS PRODUCTION
ADAPTED and EDITED by
LI LLIAN

WGEORGE RANDOLPH CHESTER
From

the Story

on Tues-

day, July 6, because of business pressure,
and the necessity of completing “The Passionate Pilgrim.”

#f

by

neur Morris

')
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Scully

Made

a Director

William J. Scully, who has been assistant
director to Alan Crosland for several
months at the Selznick studios, has been
promoted to directorship by Myron Selznick. His first official duties as a director
cover the making of one of the Herbert
Kaufman short features. “The Household
Bully’’ is the Kaufman subject upon which
Director Scully is working, and reports indicate that this is nearly completed.

Completes Exploitation Matter
Joseph L. Kelley, publicity director
Hallmark Pictures Corporation, has completed press sheets and general exploitation matter on fifteen of the series of fiftytwo Hallmark recreated Ince-Triangle productions, including specials starring Douglas Fairbanks, Norma Talmadge, Frank
Keenan, Charles Ray, Bessie Barriscale,
Louise Glaum and William S. Hart.
Aimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiimiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimimiiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiiimii
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Producing Company’s Outlook
Reflected in Film Statement
HE Adanac Producing Company, Lim-

T

Montreal, has made public various statistics to show the financial
standing of the company and has also made
announcement regarding plans for the
future. The company has been in operation for a year and during that time has
made and released one feature, “The Great
Shadow,” which is being distributed in the
United States and other countries by Lewis
J. Selznick as a Republic picture.
The Adanac company has a studio at
Trenton, Ontario, which is valued at
$72,190.18, according to an estimate fixed
by the Canadian Appraisal Company. The
company also holds land which is valued
at $9,600 while the stock and office equipited,

ment is worth $2,000, it is stated. The company expended $85,000 for the making of
“The Great Shadow,” the star of which
is Tyrone Power.
Announcement is made that the Adanac
company proposes to make no less than
four pictures during the coming year and
the
well

releases is already
Incidentally, the comretained the Canadian rights for the

first

pany
first

in large
cities.

The secret, deadly Chinese
tong had marked her.

A

startling story
mystery amid the
famous
Frisco’s
of

creepy,
baffling

shadows

Chinatown, with this polished
Vitagraph star at his best.

EARLE
WILLIAMS
in

The
Purple

Cipher

it

is

having

first

theatres of various Canadian

Statistics

and Estimates.

1

her.

of

four

production made and

runs

Some
That was the message he gave

the

of

under way.

the companys’ announcement, it is interesting to note that
Lewis J. Selznick is quoted as saying that
the Canadian film market is equal to five
per cent, of the business in the United
States on such features as “The' Great
Shadow.”
Mr. Selznick also states that
the foreign market, outside of Canada, is
generally equal to twenty or twenty-five
per cent, of the business on one picture in
the United States, providing the picture
appeals to so-called foreign tastes.
The Adanac Company adds that the possible earning value of “The Great Shadow”
during the next year is placed at $487,500
net, this being based on returns so far
secured. This is almost six times the original cost of the production.

connection

In

with

Vitagraph Booking Book

Makes Handy Desk

Memo

OR

the convenience of exhibitors the
Vitagraph has prepared for free distribution a booking calendar running
from the week of August 29 to the end of
August, 1921, covering the theatrical year.
The page give three spaces for each day,
a week to the page and are of good quality
of paper, to withstand wear. The volume
is
sufficiently small to go into the coat
pocket, yet large enough to be entirely
practicable; which may not be said of the
vest pocket size. The booking section is
not reduced by the advertising, which is
confined to the front and back pages of
the book.
Copies may be had from the
Vitagraph, and they are certainly worth

F

getting.

Gaudio

Suggests Benevolent

to

Picture Association, the entire proof which to be donated to some
worthy motion picture cause.
“The picture should be representative of
the highest standards of the motion picture art. The actors to give their services
free of charge as well as the director.
tion

ceeds

W. W. Hodkinson

Will Release
“The Green Flame” July 18

MPRESSED

with the quality of Robert
Kerrigan
J. Warren
production, “The Green Flame,” and
with the enthusiastic reports of his previous successes being received from all
over the country from their branch managers, the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
has decided to put out the latest Kerrigan
release, “The Green Flame,” on July 18,
at which time prints will be on hand at
all
Pathe exchanges.
It is
a detective
story with thrills, but fundamentally a mystery drama.
The success of Kerrigan’s recent Hodkinson pictures, “No. 99,” “The Lord Loves
the Irish,” “$30,000” and “Live Sparks,” has
placed him close to the hearts of the movie

I

Brunton’s

latest

fans.

In “The Green Flame,” Kerrigan has the
support of a strong cast. Fritzi Brunette,
remembered for her work in other Kerrigan successes, heads the support in the
role of Ruth Gardner, a newspaper reporter.
Myles McCarthy, Edwin Wallack,
Jay Morley, Claire Du Brey and William
Moran make up the cast.

Montgomery on Exchange Tour
George N. Montgomery, general sales
manager Hallmark Pictures Corporation, is
on an extended trip through the Middle
West, visiting Hallmark Exchanges in the
special interest of the handling of the distribution of the series of fifty-two recreated Ince-Triangle productions to be distributed by Hallmark during the year.
:i<iiiiiiiiiiMmmiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiHiiiimmiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiii!iimtmiiiMii

Making Life Pleasanter for
Prisoners in Manitoba Jail

Photograph “Kismet”

released him for the filming of this
production.
Gaudio has just finished photographing
“The Sin of Martha Queed,” Allan Dwan’s
sixth independent production to be presented by the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation through First National.

Fund

Richard Stanton, the director of many
special features, advocates the production
of an elaborate motion picture spectacle
to be made under the auspices of the National Association and the Motion Picture
Directors Association, for the purpose of
founding a hospital or a benevolent fund
for the benefit of all the workers in the
motion picture industry.
Outlining his idea, Mr. Stanton says,
“Every branch of the theatrical business
with the exception of the motion picture
field has an organization to dispense aid
to its needy members.
Therefore, why
cannot we of the film world have such an
organization of our own? I would suggest
that a production be made comprising all
that is best in our industry, an official
motion picture classic, to be known as such
and sponsored by the Motion Picture Directors Association and the National Mo-

I

Antonio Gaudio, one of the best known
cameramen in the profession and official
photographer for Allan Dwan, will handle
the camera work for the forthcoming production of “Kismet” in which Otis Skinner
will star in the role he created on the
stage.
The arrangement was made with
the full sanction of producer Dwan, who
holds a contract with the cameraman and

who

July 17, 1920

MOVING picture projection machine is being installed in the
Provincial jail of Manitoba as
a result of a recommendation to the

A
|
1
|

|
|

1
1

|
|
1

|

Manitoba Government by Governor
C. Downie that this equipment be
provided for the education and en-

J.

tertainment of prisoners. Some time
ago a moving picture show was held
in the jail as an experiment and the
event proved such a success that it
is
planned to hold moving picture
performances regularly in the institution.
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With the Odds
Favoring Bryant Washburn, Comedy Star

From Twenty

to Five,
By

F

ROM

SUMNER SMITH

two years to
from three to five a year is quite a
drop but that is the schedule which

Bryant

twenty

films

Washburn, the

in

versatile

comedy

independent
producing activities with Lee Ochs, has
At a luncheon on
laid out for himself.
star,

who

is

now

affiliated in

New York City,
told trade paper representatives their plans for the futurefewer productions and expensive ones, but
productions that will be both artistic and
financial successes.
“What are your distribution plans?” one
of the interviewers asked while Washburn
was mingling “shop talk” with telling how

July 6 at

the

Biltmore,

Washburn and Ochs

Mrs. Washburn’s neck ached
New York.

during her

first visit to

The young comedy star’s reply was typthe way he intends to develop his

ical of

future.

“Haven’t made any,” he said, “because
Mr. Ochs and I are going to be independent of everybody. We are going to
turn out the best pictures we can make,
and there is going to be no time limit or
When
expense limit set to hamper us.
our first picture is done, we will consider
its distribution, and not until then.”
His First Film Overseas.
Mr. Washburn is intensely eager to be
at work on his first independent feature,
“The Road to London,” David Skaats Foster’s novel about a breezy American who
gets into a series of scrapes in England.
It offers the star of “Six Best Cellars” fine
opportunities for just the kind of farcecomedy roles in which he delights and
excels, and has a bit of melodrama added
for good measure.
Mr. and Mrs. Washburn are leaving this
country on July 10 for England for a visit
of six weeks or more. “The Road to London” will be made in England and the
entire company supporting Mr. Washburn
will be English. An expert technical staff
will follow the star across the ocean.
Eugene Mullin, who was scenario editor of
Goldwyn’s eastern division, will both adapt
the novel and direct the production. Max
Parker, one of the best technical directors
in the business, and other technical experts will be in the party.
To Mix Drama with Comedy.
The luncheon was comfortably conducted.
Mr. Washburn refused to stand
up while speaking, Mr. Ochs and the newspapermen interrupted him whenever they

and everybody was free to lean
his or her elbows on the tablecloth and
“feel unceremonious.”
For an actor who has been in the picture business for nine years, Mr. Washburn is especially notable for two things
he’s young and he has the optimism and
enthusiasm that go with youth.
felt like

—

it

to London’ will be a farcehe
a dash of melodrama,
more
said, “but later on I’m going to tackle
nearly straight dramatic roles as well as
comedy. I’ve got a line on some big stories

‘“The Road
comedy with

and I’m going

have them, no matter

to

what they cost. We’re not going to read
a story and make a ‘snap’ decision on it;

on the contrary, we are going to take our
time all along the line and turn out worth-

while productions.”

“Big Pictures for Big Money.”
in“Yes, and we won’t cut expenses,
terrupted Mr. Ochs. “They are going to
be big productions and they will sell for
big money, but I know that most exhibitors want the best and are willing to pay
They more than get their
for the best.
money back at the box-office.’
’

Mr. Ochs told how Hiram Abrams, president of the United Artists, has agreed with
him that there is an ever widening market
for fewer and better independent producThen he told about the “happy
tions.
family” within the organization how he
has known Washburn since both were with
Essanay, and of his friendship for “Gene”
_

—

Mullin.
talk turned to the producing activ-

The
ities

of Americans abroad, and Mr.

Wash-

burn visualized “The Road to London” as
it will be photographed with real English
He told how he has found an
settings.
English studio equipped up to the minute,
and expressed the hope that he can make
the entire production in England. In any
event, not more than a very few of the
interiors will be made on this side.
There are few actors in the picture busipossessed of more real personal
friends than Bryant Washburn and he
added to the throng at the luncheon with
his request that the trade press co-operate
with him in his endeavors to make productions “that are not merely pictures.”

ness

Touring Fox
Exchanges in West and South

Sam Dembow,

W

Jr.,

ITH announcement made by William
Fox

productions with
formally launch the
1920-21 season of Fox Film Corporation,
comes news also of the annual tour of Fox
sales department heads to the various

branch

the

of

which he

offices.

big

will

Sam Dembow,

Jr.,

assistant

general sales manager, will start on his tour

Fox exchanges
on Thursday, July
of

in
8,

the South and West
accompanied by Ross

Whitock

as special representative.
In view of the unusually big list of special productions which Fox will present

during the coming season, Mr. Dembow
will carry the Fox plans and policies to the
branch managers. His first stop will be
Indianapolis, conceded to be one of the best

Tom

Terriss.

The director who handled the megaphone
in “Trumpet Island” for Vitagraph.
film exhibiting cities of the West, where C.
E. Penrod is the local Fox manager. He
will proceed thence to Cincinnati, where

Rudolph Knoepfle is branch manager.
Other cities, and the manager of the Fox
exchange in each, to be visited by Mr. Dem-

bow

include: St. Louis, G. E. McKean;
Dallas, L. E. Harrington; New Orleans, G.
L. Dudenhefer; Atlanta, George R. Allison,
and Washington, D. C., Paul E. Krieger. Mr.
Dembow will have covered seven states

when

his three

weeks’ trip

is

ended.

Viola Dana to do “Blackmail,”
Tale of New York Underworld

RELIMINARY work

has been started
west coast studios in Hollyon the production of the special
feature, “Blackmail,” with Viola Dana in
the stellar role. This is to be a crook melodrama, based on the story of the same name
by Lucia Chamberlain, which appeared serially in the Saturday Evening Post.
Bayard Veiller, chief of production, has

P wood

at Metro’s

selected Dallas M. Fitzgerald to direct the
production. “Blackmail” is described as a
fascinating tale of New York’s underworld.
A. S. Le Vino, of the Metro scenario staff,
prepared the continuity from the Chamberlain

story.

Three of the supporting male players
have thus far been selected. They comprise Wyndham Standing, who will play
the lead opposite the star; Alfred Allen and

Edward

Cecil.

Miss Dana’s

in “Blackmail” is in
to that of the little shimdancer which she plays in “The Chorus
from F. Scott Fitzgerald’s story, “Head

marked contrast

my

and Shoulders.”

role
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Ernest Shipman Signs Henry

MacRea To

Supervise Direction of Dominion Films

W

ITH

the engagement of Henry Macas supervising director of productions, Ernest Shipman, president
and general manager of the Dominion Film
Company, Inc., announces the immediate
entry of the new company into active picture production.
The new company has
the exclusive motion picture rights to all of
Preliminary
the Ralph Connor stories.
work has already been started toward putting the first three of these into production. These will be “The Foreigner,” “Cameron of the Royal Mounted,” and “The
Patrol of the Sun Dance Trail,” to be followed by “The Man from Glengarry,” “The
Sky Pilot” and “The Prospector.” The
first to be put in production will be “The
Foreigner.” Mrs. Faith Green, who is collaborating with Ralph Connor on the scenario,

Rae

has

where her

Henry MacRae
Dominion Film Company,

Inc.
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Westerners Appreciate Hampton
The enthusiastic reception being given
“Riders of the Dawn’’ by western exhiba tribute to Benjamin B.
This
ability in production.

itors
ton’s

is

Hampis

his

fourth adaptation for the screen of four

powerful western stories by well-known
authors, the other successes being “The
Westerners,” “Desert Gold” and “The Sagebrusher.”
The past

week “Riders of the Dawn” was
booked by Walter Jensen’s Theatre, Pasadena, Cal., for a week; by the Rialto, El
Paso, Texas; America, Colorado Springs;
Orpheum, Flint, Mich.; Wigwam, Reno,
Nev. Lyceum, Grand Junction, Col.; Rialto,
Enid, Okla. Mecca Palace, Saginaw, Mich.
;

;

Prepare for New Wistaria Film
Thomas de Vassey, vice-president of Wisannounces that arrangements have been completed for the

taria Productions, Inc.,

production of a new feature.
Philip Van Loan, who has

many screen
successes to his credit, will personally direct the new picture, which is an adaptation of his own story, “The Honor of the
House.” The story deals with life in a
small new England fishing village, and offers a splendid opportunity for many picturesque settings.
Mr. de Vassey will soon be ready to announce

his

complete

cast.

returned

from Winnipeg,
-

draft of the script received
the author’s O. K.
“The Foreigner” is a
story of the prairie and wheat country of

Supervising director of productions for
the

just
first

Canada.
Will Feature Out-Door Pictures.
policy of the Dominion Film Company will be to make out-of-doors pictures,

The

photographed

in

the locale called for by

has been found through practical experience that the results show on
the screen and for that reason in the box
office.
This policy was found to be successful, as witnessed by the results obtained with “Back to God’s Country,” the
James Oliver Curwood picture which was
the story.

It

also produced by Mr. Shipman.
“Cameron of the Royal Mounted” will be
made in the foothill country of Canada,
while the “Patrol of the Sun Dance Trail”
will be made in the Rocky Mountains. In
connection with the taking of this picture

Mr. Shipman has leased the mining town
of Anthracite. He has likewise contracted
for the use of a herd of 3,000 buffalo, declared to be the largest herd in existence.

The herd

is

owned by Archie McLean,

member

of the Canadian parliament from
the province of Alberta. When “The Man
from Glengarry” is produced the Canadian
lumber industry will be placed at the disposal of the company by the Lumberman’s
Association of Canada.

Eliminate Studio; Cut Overhead.
Another policy of the new company will
be the elimination of permanent studios
and permanent stars. Each picture will be
produced on its own merits with attention
paid strictly to the demands of the story.

There

will be no large overhead to mainAll the money that enters into the
cost of production will go into the picture
and will be seen on the screen. In this
way it is estimated that each picture with
a negative cost of $100,000 will in reality
equal a negative cost of $150,000, if the
items which are generally figured in the
cost of production were included.
On signing the contract with Henry McRae plans were formulated to start of active production.
Mr. MacRae expects to
have several other directors working under him and is now engaged in selecting

tain.

them.
In the meantime he will select as many
characters for the first three pictures as
are available in the east. But the majority
of them will be obtained in Los Angeles.
Mr. Shipman has been the recipient of
many congratulations upon acquiring the
services of Henry MacRae as supervising
director of productions. Mr. MacRae gave
up a similar position with Universal in order that he might go with the Dominion
Film Company.
The work of Henry McRae is well
known and greatly admired. He entered
the business in its early days (after a
career as a producer of theatrical pieces)
as a director for Universal.
He was largely instrumental, acting in a
supervising capacity, in the building of
Universal City. In his capacity as supervising director he has been responsible for
practically all of the big productions that
Universal has made in the last ten years.

Listing

Among some
identified

with

Some MacRae

Films.

of the pictures that he was
in a supervising capacity

were Frank Keenan, in “The Long Chance”;
Harry Carey, in “The Three God Fathers”;
Nat Goodwin, in “Business Is Business”;
Digby Bell, in “Father and the Boys”;
“Scandal”; the Jewel productions, “The
Heart of Humanity, “The Two Souled
Woman,” “The Wild-Cat of Paris,” “The
Iron Trail,” “Behind the Lines,” “Money
Madness,” and “The Bronze Bride.” His
last picture for Universal was called “In
the Dragon’s Net,” which was made in natural settings in China, Japan, the Philippine
Islands and the South Seas.

Arrangements
have
been
completed
whereby the output of the Dominion Film

Company

will be distributed and exploited
the United States and Canada by the
First National Exhibitors’ Circuit.

in

ALBERT E- SMITH

(Announces

TRUMPET
ISLAND"
THE STORY BY
Gouverneur Morris
>M
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American Pictures Dominate

Watertown, N. Y., Devises
Own Plan of Censorship

|

HE

in Australia, Says Visitor
|

T

proprietors of motion picture theatres in Watertown, N.
Manager C. A.
Y., and City

1

g

|

Bingham have reached an agreement
whereby a committee, the members

1

of

T
1

which have not been chosen, will
pass upon all productions before they
are allowed to be booked for screen-

I

i

ing in that city.
Mr. Bingham said that the committee will be named at the next meeting
of the city council. He believes that
Chief of Police E. J. Singleton of that
city and one or two other city officials, including himself, will be selected as censors.
Mr. Bingham also announces that
the proprietors have informed him
they will hand over to the censoring

1

I
1

1

|
1
|

i

|
1
1

|

committee their bookings one month
in advance. The committee will consuit with the Rochester Board of

1

Censorship,

1
1

Board of
Review and a motion picture magazine publishing company as to the

|
1

the

National

feasibility of allowing the bookings
to be shown in Watertown.

1
|

The committee

the
theatre proprietors two weeks in advance of the date scheduled for the
show if the pictures are not to be
shown for various reasons outlined
by the committee.

1

|
1
|

|
|

is

to

notify

1

Sennett

|

g
|
|

The Australian

|

here.

|
|

g
|

§
g
1
1

also

a

subject, at the
its

vs.

|

fornia.”

\

Mr. Ross paid a tribute to the worldwide advertising campaign to advertise

|

|
1

us,” he said.

|
|

Shenan-

Paramount-Mack

Sennett
end of the fourth week of

with the showing of
“Humoresque,” “By Golly” provided ideal
comedy relief and proved itself a strong
feature in the well balanced program presented by Hugo Riesenfeld.

Metro Engages Ross
Thomas W. Ross, creator of “Checkers”
on the stage, who is now completing his
motion

with Metro as Jim
London bounder in the melo-

picture

drama, “The Marriages of Mayfair,” by Cecil Raleigh, has been engaged to play Dick

Meade, the newspaper man, in the forthcoming Metro production of “Fine Feathers,” a screen version of Eugene Walter’s
drama. The picture will be made under
the personal supervision of Maxwell Karger, director

general.

Naughton Has Been Promoted
Harry J. Naughton, formerly production
manager of Vim Comedies and later for the
Billy West productions, has just been appointed assistant general passenger agent
of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company,
with headquarters at San Francisco. For
the past year and a half he has been assistant agent at Honolulu, but his advancement will bring him back to the States in
November, following a tour of the oriental
agencies of the line.

New Fox

W

an all-star cast.

Studio Restaurant
Will Serve Meals at Cost
ILLIAM FOX in the near future

throw open the large restaurant upon the second floor of the
new studio building on West Fifty-fifth
street, New York, for the accommodation
of the employes of Fox Film Corporation.
The dining room proper is large and spacious, with tiled floor and high ceiling.
The walls are attractively decorated and
everything has been done to instill homelike atmosphere. In this room 300 persons
can be seated comfortably. At one end a
large marble counter will serve the convenience of those too busy to take time at a
table.
Behind this counter are marble
shelves enclosed in glass for cold foods.
Large coffee urns are arranged against
the wall, which is a mass of shining nickle
plate.
Table-tops,
counters,
shelving,
everything, has been finished in marble to
insure sanitation to the last degree. Pictures and floral decorations add greatly
to the attractiveness of the room.
The kitchen is a revelation in equipment.
A large refrigerating plant, dishwashing
will

machines, latest model ranges with steam
oven attachments for keeping food hot
without spoiling it, and big boilers for
handling soup and other liquid foods have
been installed.
The food will be served at cost, as there
is
no desire to run the restaurant as a
money-making proposition. Mr. Fox’s idea
is to reduce the cost of living for the vast
force working in the plant, and to stimulate and encourage a spirit of co-operation
not only among the employes, but between
the officials and the employes.

Baker Has a
The youngest
ciated

Stuart Holmes in Metro Play
Stuart Holmds, all-around villain and
home-wrecker de luxe of the silversheet,
has been engaged by Metro to portray one
of the important roles in “Body and Soul,”
a melodrama written by William Hurlburt
and presented on the stage under the same
name. Hayden Talbot, playwright and author, arranged the film version in which
Alice Lake is to be featured at the head
of

Southern Cali-

Paramount pictures.
“Your little trade-marked vo'lcano and
the word ‘Paramount’ is very familiar to

g

showing.
connection

Callendar, the

more extensive-

this idea has not been used
ly here in your beautiful

In

first

“Our show people are making big money,”
he said. “The motion picture is comparatively in its infancy and the houses are
packed at every performance.
“We have one feature, however, that
seems to have been neglected in America.
Open air theatres have been very successful.
My wife and I have been surprised and

§

|

Paramount-Mack Sennett comedy, “By
gave way to “Salome

Lasky studio

|

|

Comedy Makes Record

doah,”

visited the

and met Wallace Reid, Roscoe “Fatty” Arbuckle and Ethel Clayton who, he says,
are even more popular in his country than

j

believed to be a record run for
a two-reel subject was terminated last week
at the Criterion Theatre, New York, when
the

Christie

Dorothy

Loans Dorothy Devore

brunette
little
the
beauty in Christie’s garden of girls, has
been loaned to Charles Ray for an important part in “Forty-five Minutes from
Broadway.” It is said that Miss Devore is

Devore,

peculiarly fitted for the part she

is

to play.

She has appeared in nearly fifty Christie
Comedies with remarkable success, besides
being featured with Bobby Vernon
latest Christie Special production.

in

his

tralia.

§

is

Golly,’’

Australia uses American-made
motion pictures almost to the exclusion of any other kind; and that

prices for admission touch a very high point
is the statement of H. N. Ross, who is in
Los Angeles for a short visit. Mr. Ross
is assistant to the managing director of the
International Harvester Company of Aus-

|
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First

New

Star

to sign with AssoNational Pictures, Inc. (the
star

Louis exchange), was announced on the
evening of June 23d by S. J. Baker, manager of this exchange. The new star is
named Nina Baker and she has signed a
life contract with Daddy Baker, who made
the announcement when the star charming was but twenty-four hours of age.
The St. Louis exchange of Associated
First National Pictures anticipates record
business and a wonderful following for the
St.

new

star.

Houdini Is Returning
Harry Houdini has completed his European engagements for the present and left
on the Imperator for New York, July 2.
Following his English engagements, he
took the aeroplane express to Paris for a
few days of vacationing. Mrs. Houdini accompanied him.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiuuiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Fox News

S

to

Show Views

of

Victory Medal Manufacture
CENES of considerable interest to the

general public, and particularly to exservice men, will be shown in an early
issue of Fox News which has obtained exclusive rights to show the designing and
manufacture of the famous Victory Medal.
James Earl Frazer, designer of this much
coveted decoration, appears in an intimate
view in which he shows the vast amount of
work entailed in getting out the sketches
from which the medal is struck. Numerous drawings are required, as a design must
be worked out for each individual part of
the medal. These sketches are turned over
to Ferriss Powell Merritt, a member of the
American Numismatic Society, who supervises the entire construction and manufacture.

Novel views are shown of Mr. Merritt
instructing and assisting in the fashioning
of the medal.
The chasing and filigree
work on every individual part must be absolutely perfect, and as there are a great
many parts, a slight idea may be gained

and His Woman,” a J. Stuart Blackton
production, starring Herbert Rawlinson
and May McAvoy, with Warren Chandler
and Eulalie Jensen playing important
roles, will have a pre-release showing at
the Broadway Theatre.
“One Hour Before Dawn” is a Jesse D.
Hampton production, adapted from the
novel, “Behind Red Curtains” by Mansfield
Scott.
It was
directed by Henry King.
The Warner picture is the second Pathe
release to play the Capitol Theatre within
a month, Production Director Samuel L.
Rothapfel having successfully exploited J.
Stuart Blackton’s “Passers By” in June.
The production is not scheduled for general release by Pathe until the first week
in August.
“Man and His Woman” is the Blackton
feature succeeding “Passers Bv.”
It
is
scheduled for release on July 18. The story
was written by Shannon Fife and was originally known as “The Soul Spinners.”
It

Start Second Nick Carter Film
filming of the second of the series
of Nick Carter stories by Broadwell Productions, Inc., is now under way at the
company’s studios at Filmland City, Medford, Mass.
The title for the first of the
series, which is now being cut and edited,
is

“The

$100,000 Kiss.”

The working

title

the second picture is, “The Crooked
Eye.” Thomas J. Carrigan is featured in
the role of Nick Carter, and the principal
supporting roles are played by Mae Gaston and Colin Chase.
for

The Dwyer Brothers Company
Has Elected New Officers

W

E

Miss Beatrice MacPherson, head of the
bookkeeping department of the Boston
Photoplay Company, has announced her engagement to Joseph Kenefick, a government
employe, who recently returned from overseas.

industry, and

Miss MacPherson Engaged

district.

The

various departments of the company
under the following heads:
general manager, Harry A. Bugie
office
manager, Charles Weigel; supply and repair, J. N. Gelman, manager with Joseph
Smith and Walter Harris as his assistants.
The seat cover department, which forms
an important part of the company’s activities, is under the supervision of E. W.
Friedmann, with A. H. Hare as his assistant.

come

will

;

“Rambles” Comes

By Way

T

are

who

also

knows

the territory

to Screen

of Topics of the

Day

HE

Moving Picture World “breaks
into” or on to the screen in Program

63 of the Literary Digest’s “Topics
of the Day,” which is produced by Timely
Films, Inc., distributed by Pathe and released July 11.
The particular quotation
that marks the debut of the World is taken

from the Rambler’s department and
follows

is

as

:

Sign at Movie Theatre

17.

To-Night
“Married Life”
“The Great Accident”

photographed principally at White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., and, pictorially,
is
said to be one of the most beautiful
dramas ever seen upon the screen.

The

of July 11

extremely well, his past connections having
carried him pretty thoroughly around the

was

advised that
Dwyer
the
Brothers Company, the Cincinnati
Simplex distributor, is now controlled and operated by the following wellknown figures in the Cincinnati end of the
motion picture industry:
President, Otto Dieckmann, sole owner
of the Nordland Plaza Theatre of Cincinnati, and also vice-president of the Ferdinand Dieckman Manufacturing Company;
secretary-treasurer, Charles Weigel, who
besides being a Cincinnati attorney is also
the manager of the Nordland Plaza Theatre.
The vice-presidency and general managership are held by Harry A. Bugie, who for
six' years has been a familiar figure in the

of the tast amount of highly technical
workmanship. The finished parts are then
assembled and the medal constructed.
The awarding of this famous medal to
a soldier is shown. He is Gordon Standing,
a member of S. Rankin Drew Post, American Legion, who participated in numerous
engagements in France.

Pictures Booked

Broadway Houses Week

week

of July 11 is to be a Pathe
celebration along Broadway. Two of
Pathe’s biggest summer releases are
to be featured on the Rialto. “One Hour
Before Dawn,” in which H. B. Warner
makes his debut as a Pathe star, is to be
the feature at the Capitol Theatre. “Man

Conrad Nagel
Leading man in “The Fighting Chance,”
which will be released by Paramount.

July 17, 1920

— Moving

Picture

World

Readers of the World will have no objection to sharing with the general public
the laughs they have enjoyed in perusing
this department during the past two and
a half years. It maj’ be remarked in passing this same general public is not unacquainted with Rambles by reason of the
large number of picture showmen who by
incorporating its quips in their theatre programs have availed themselves of this feature of the World’s service to its subscribers.

Nevertheless, the World welcomes the
added readers, millions of ’em, which Topics

Day

of the

brings to

it.

O. H. Garland in Control
O. H. Garland has taken over complete
control of the Des Moines Film & Supply
Company and will enlarge the stock. He
reports that Power’s projectors are moving fast, recent installations having been
in the new Strand and Majestic theatres,
Des Moines, and the Orpheum Theatre,

Webster

City, Iowa.

Ketrigan Film Books Fast
booking solid on “No.
Kerrigan’s recent Robert
Brunton
production,
released
by
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
It
has been booked solid in West Virginia
Territories

99,”

J.

are

Warren

and Pennsylvania

until

September.

—

:
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Claud Saunders Announces Changes

Famous

W

Players' Exploitation Forces

the completion of several important changes in the exploitation
force of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Claud Saunders, manager, has

ITH

announced a complete

installation of

field

representatives at every Paramount exchange with two exceptions, and those two
positions will be filled at an early date.
Among the changes announced during
the past week is the shifting of Walter P.
Lindlar from the post of representative at
the Minneapolis exchange to that of asS. G.
sistant manager at the home office.
Sladdin, formerly at Boston, becomes representative at the Omaha exchange, filling
the position recently occupied by Hal Olver,
who has been moved to Minneapolis after
a temporary tenure at the New York exchange.
Charles Winston, originally representative at the Denver office, who has just recovered from a long illness, succeeds Mr.
Sladdin at Boston.

McConville Goes to Albany.
Because of his extensive and versatile experience in exploitation work at Buffalo
and other distributing centers, John P. McConville takes a new field at Albany to
give the baby exchange of the organiza-

Albert S. Nathan,
a good send-off.
formerly of the New York exchange, takes
Mr. McConville’s place as exploitation representative at the Buffalo exchange.
Oscar A. Doob, until recently exploitation representative at the Cincinnati exchange, goes to Chicago with Harris P.
Wolfberg, who has recently been promoted to district manager at Chicago. Mr.
Doob’s work at Cincinnati will be taken
up by Frank A. Cassidy, formerly connected with the Chicago exchange.
As the final transfer, Eli M. Orowitz,
who served a long time as representative
at the Detroit exchange, goes to Philadelphia, while his place at Detroit is taken
by Leslie F. Whelan, formerly of Dallas.
tion

Now Working

at Twenty-five Centers.

With the consummation of these changes
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has exploitation representatives actively at work
at

twenty-five

in

exchange centers.

At the

Chicago exchange there are two representatives, Mr. Doob being assisted by Daniel
Roche, who has served some time in that
field and knows it thoroughly.
iiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiMiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmmimiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)

Under the

direction of Mr. Saunders it
planned to develop the exploitation field
during the 1920-21 season even more intensively than in the past. Operating from
is

a central office, these field representatives
will traverse the entire territory covered
in their exchanges, varying from the com-

paratively small area included in the new
district to the entire longitudinal
distance of the country as contained in the
province of the exploitation representative

Albany
at

Denver.

Wanda Lyon Back

in

America

Told of the Success of
Pathe’s “The Little Cafe”
OT the least of the agreeable things

Is

N
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Commenting upon the sale of “Whispering Devils” to Inter-Ocean, Mr. Schnitzer
of the Equity forces, said
“We are happy that the Inter-Ocean distributing organization has taken over the
foreign releasing rights to our latest special
production, and we have every reason to
believe that they will dispose of the foreign territorial rights in a manner which
will more
offering.”

ture.
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brought to the attention of Wanda
Lyon, musical star, upon her return

to this country, was the success of
Little Cafe,” in which she is featured

Max

it

with

Linder, the French comedian.
This
screen adaptation of the popular Broadway
stage success, released by Pathe, has exceeded expectations in its bookings. Apart
from the story itself, its value as entertainment is highly enhanced by the fact
that it depicts the gay life of Paris and
shows some of the most popular and brilliant night resorts of the city.
“I dearly love my New York, but I
can’t help loving my Paris, too,” said Miss
Lyon, “and when I look at this delightful
production in which I have been featured
with Linder, I feel literally transported
back to France again. I realize it now
more than when the picture was in the
making that it portrays convincingly and
to the last details the life and vivacity of
Paris.
In seeing ‘The Little Cafe,’ therefore, one is given, for the time, a brief
sightseeing and joyous journey, minus the
great expense and occasional discomforts
of a long journey. ‘The Little Cafe’ in this
regard, has a distinction of its own and
Mr. Linder whose finished work inspires the
story like the spirit of rare wine, considers
it the high peak of his achievement.
Personally, I feel flattered to have the good
fortune to appear in this production and
I
am more than pleased to hear that it
has been so successful.”

J®
The
The most
knells

Film Corporation, and Joseph Schnitzer,
president and general manager of Equity
Pictures Corporation, who negotiated the
contract, expressed themselves as highly
satisfied after the terms had been agreed
to and the contract had been signed.
The first intimation that Inter-Ocean had
taken over the exclusive foreign rights to
“Whispering Devils” came in the following
announcement from Gus Schlesinger of the
Inter-Ocean organization.
“Inter-Ocean Film Corporation has acquired for exclusive foreign distribution
the rghts to ‘Whispering Devils,’ starring
Conway Tearle and Rosemary Theby. This
is the latest cinema acquisition to the
imposing array of American productions
which this organization is bending every
effort to acquire for distribution in foreign

certain of all death

— the

threatening sign

of a murderous and wrathful
It boded death
Three died but

Chinese tong.
for

four.

How?

again!

lived

See

-

EARLE
WILLIAMS
in

The

Inter-Ocean Obtains Equity
Picture for Foreign Release
N keeping with its recently announced

tion announces the purchase of “Whispering
Devils,” the third of the Equity superspecials for exclusive foreign distribution.
Gus Schlesinger, manager of the department of foreign film sales of Inter-Ocean

Fatal

Symbol!

—

territories.”

*

“The

Purple

policy of obtaining bigger and better
productions for distribution in foreign
film markets, Inter-Ocean Film Corpora-

I

do justice to our latest

To Handle “Comedy Fair”
Maurice Tourneur’s production of the
Neil Burgess comedy drama, “The Country
Fair,” has been taken over by J. J. McCarthy and Theodore Mitchell and is announced for early release as a special fea-

I

I his
Baby’s Some Actor!”
Says Eddie Gribbon to Director A1 Christie
who ma kes comedies for release
through the Educational Films.

than

Cipher
A

story that stands out dis-

tinctly alone

and

against the ruck of

unique
common-

place screen stories, because
of its
plot.

daring and ingenious
It baffles

you with

maze of mystery and

its

intrigue,

romance and adventure and
then with crashing cap to its
climax it leaves you in mood
all
good photoplays)
that
should startled but pleased.

—

,

•

—
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Survey by Pathe Director of Exchanges
Reveals Popularity of Short Subjects
LMER

R. PEARSON, director of Exchanges of Pathe Exchange, Inc., has
just completed a survey of the entire
country, regarding the status of short subjects, and finds they are in bigger demand
than ever this summer. The call is for
Western
two-reel
comedies,
high-class
stories and serials.

E

“Even in some territories where the short
subject heretofore has held but little sway,
we have found a big demand for this type
of entertainment,” Mr. Pearson said. “The
demand for short subjects in many sections
surpassed the supply. There are all sorts
of one and two-reel subjects on the market, but exhibitors are demanding and buying only the best.
“We find that our Young Buffalo series
of Western pictures, each in two reels and
each relating an entirely different story,
are making a great appeal to exhibitors.
The great need, however, is for comedies.
Our sales on Rolin one-reel comedies in
which ‘Snub’ Pollard and Sunshine Sammy
are featured with Marie Mosquini, jumped

Will C. Smith.
General manager of the Nicholas Power
Company, who often supervises premier

showings of features.
mumnmmiiiiH iiHiniHmiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiniiiniuiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimuiuHmiiiiiiiiuimtiiuuiHmiHiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii*

single reelers.

Smith Supervises Premier

T

View of Universal Special
HE premier showing of Universal’s
special, “Shipwrecked
bals,” at the Astor using

From the
business.
earliest days he has been asked to insure
the success of the first showing of plays
by drawing upon that fund of practical
knowledge which he has accumulated in his
long career in the motion picture industry.
Mr. Smith has confined his activities
largely to the technical supervision of the
company’s product. The result of his judgment is well known to the trade.
motion

picture

Announces “Common Sin”
The screen version

of an original story

by Willard Mack is announced as an August
release l>y Frank G. Hall. It is titled “The
Common Sin” and co-stars Grace Darling
and Rod La Rocque.
Anders Randolf,
seen in an important role in Griffith’s “The
Idol Dancer,” has the role of the heavy
opposite Darling and La Rocque.

A

W

Lloyd

two-reel

ILLIAM

A.

BRADY

has again be-

come

a story

“The ‘Bringing Up Father’ comedies also
have done a great business, and is steadily
increasing, another indication that our survey has been accurate in its findings.
“The

serial field, of course, is ever widenbetter types of houses are finding
the continued stories money-getters. Consequently, we find more of the better types
of theatres playing serials today than when
serials were an innovation.
Pathe claims
no small credit for this fact, because it was
this organization that first recognized the
ing.

The

public appeal and introduced the high type
of serial.
“
‘Topics of the Day’ and the Drew comedies show bigger returns each month, and
by the end of July undoubtedly they will
indicate a heavy gain over returns for
June.”

The scenes are all laid in and about New
York City. A ’varsity boat race, the robbery of a bank, a murder on Fifth avenue,
the murderer during a
an escape from Sing Sing
and several murders in Mexico during the
the

capture

of

spiritual seance,

Villa rebellion

are

some

Mr. Brady has enlisted

was originally produced at the
Manhattan Opera House under the management of Mr. Brady in 1914. It ran there
for nine months and its receipts equalled
those of “The Whip,” the Drury Lane
drama that preceded it. It was afterwards given a run at the Auditorium, Chicago. When it was ready to go on tour
after the Chicago
engagement, it was
“Life”

found that no stage could be secured that
would be big enough to stage its effects
and a week would have to elapse between
city engagements in order to install the
machinery and scenic effects that the staging required.

E.

SMITH

a big cast which
well
known screen favorites.
Many of the scenes call for the use of
scores of extras, and Mr. Brady, who used
to be called the “Mob King,” is to stage
St. Patrick’s Cathese scenes himself.
thedral on Fifth avenue is already duplicated in Fort Lee for one of the show
scenes in the picture, at a great cost.
It is said to be Mr. Brady’s intention to
follow up “Life” with several other of his
best stage productions one of which is
“The Man Who Came Back.” “Life” will
be released on September 25. The name
will be announced soon of the distributing
company that will handle it.

includes

—

presents

TRUMPET ISLAND”
special production

which

will

be the big picture of the year
by that

— of love and adventure — blended

and
master story-builder, Gouverneur Morris. The story of three roads
one of Roses, one of Stones and one of Mud. W hen they converge
on a lonely island o'n the breast of the ocean, happiness comes into the
lives of two young people whose destinies had been toys of Fate.

a story of plot

Adapted

intrigue

for the screen

and directed by

Tom

by

Lillian

and George Randolph Chester,

Terriss, this Vitagraph super-production will

stand as an achievement in the annals of

of the thrillers.

Duplicate Cathedral.

provided by Mr. Brady him-

self.

ALBERT

A

comedy

.

active in the making of motion
pictures.
He has secured the Peerless Studio in Fort Lee, N. J., and in association with Travers Vale has started making special features. His first production
is a screen adaptation of the melodrama,
“Life,” written by Thompson Buchanan

from

Harold

Brady Resumes Production;
Work Progressing on Melodrama “Life”

William

Among

CanniPower’s projector was under the experienced eye of
Will C. Smith, general manager of the
Nicholas Power Company.
Mr. Smith is one of the old timers in
the

considerably in June over May, which is an
indication not only of increased merit of
production but of the greater demand for

“The

specials have now reached the high-water
mark. In less than a year these comedies
have become established as among the very
foremost on the market and exhibitors are
asking for more of the type. Lloyd’s new
series, the first of which will be released
on July 11 under the title of 'High and
Dizzy,’ should carry the young comedian
to new pinnacles of fame.

modern screen

offerings.
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Harold Lloyd's High and Dizzy" Heads
Pathe Release List for July 11 Week
‘
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Biennial Session of

|

Clubwomen Condemns
National Censorship
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|
|

|
|

|
|
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|
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|

|
|
|
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|

D

|

ELEGATES

returning from the
biennial session of the General
Federation of Women’s Clubs
held at Des Moines report that the
club women of the country have apparently a different attitude toward
motion pictures generally and censorship particularly than they had
two years ago when the biennial was
held in Little Rock.
At that time the women were addressed by a member of the Pennsylvania Board of Censors and they
went on record in favor of state censorship. This year the delegates defeated a resolution calling for national censorship and took no action
on state censorship.
A telegram sent to the General
Federation by the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
which was read at one of the meetings, is believed to have had an influence with the delegates. The telegram was a copy of the resolutions
adopted at the annual meeting in
Cleveland, which pledged the industry and the National Association to
co-operate with the General Federation of Women’s Clubs and all other
national organiations in the production, distribution and exhibition of
selected pictures for young people.
Many of the women believed that
the regulation of pictures is a local
problem and can best be handled by
the women in their own communities.
Several women delegates told of good
results
obtained
by their clubs
through co-operation with the local
exhibitors

1
1
1

|
|
\
I
|
I
I
|
\
1
1
I
1

1
1
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his

“High

showing are enthusiastic

it.

Performs Stunts on Window Ledge.
“Haunted Spooks” and “Eastern Westerners” are admitted to be the best of the first
series of Lloyds and in the pre-release
showings these pictures were made the
basis of comparison for this latest producExhibitors,

tion.

members

of the reviewothers who are asked
picture with “Haunted

ing-committee and

g

compare the
and “Eastern Westerners” said
that it was certainly as good, and that
there was a strong probability that it
would be even more popular with the
general public than any other picture in
which Harold Lloyd has appeared.
One of the most effective points of the
production is staged upon a window ledge
to

all

Spooks”

|
|
|
|
1
1

f

T

for Dollar” has played 4,500 theatres,
with a preponderance of long runs
and big houses, proves his most recent vehicle has carried Frank Keenan to the
highest point of his popularity since beginning a career in pictures.
During a long and prominent career before the motion picture public, this actor
has essayed a wide range of character
portrayals in plays notable for their strong
dramatic appeal, but in “Dollar for Dollar”
he appears to have provided a characterization far more potent in its claim to the
interest of his admirers than*usual with
him.
The picture reached a mark for
bookings that is claimed to be extraordinary by Pathe, even in view of the constantly increasing interest exhibitors have

Keenan’s work.
Consistent with his practice since assuming full command of his productions
Mr. Keenan selected a robust theme for
his most recent Pathe starring vehicle and
in “Dollar for Dollar” presented a story
based on the stern law of “an eye for an
eye.”
His development on the screen of
this play, written by Ethel Watts Mumford, was accorded the highest praise by
the reviewers and its success before the
public has since proven itself by the quantity of the contracts effected by the Pathe
branch offices.
“Smoldering Embers” preceded “Dollar
for Dollar.” The offering showed a measurable gain over the former Frank Keenan
pictures, including “The World Aflame,”
which, owing to a great timely value, established a high mark.

of

first

1

min iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiii=

in

the

in

series of special comedies,

1

Bookings on New Frank Keenan
Picture Reach High Water Mark
HE report from Pathe that “Dollar

shown

new

addition to the golf tournament the proincludes a dinner, a nineteenth hole,
dances and merry-go-rounds and an address by the host on “Putting It Over
the Green,”

gram

Leonard Company Arrives
The
serial,

The

final episode of the Benny Leonard
.“The Evil Eye,” has been completed.

staff consisting of Wally
Gordon Cooper and A1 Hall, have
arrived in New York from Los Angeles.

directorial

Van,

J.

Holmes,
throughout the
Stuart
coast.

He

of

a

great

sky scraper

high

Here Mildred Davis,

street.

The new comedy
the

fact

that

the

is

also distinguished for
is
the work of

titling

Harley M. Walker, and is the first production in which Mr. Walker has been enabled
to devote himself exclusively to the titling.

In the past Mr. Walker found it necessary
to devote part of his time to the titling
of Lloyd comedies and part to the duties

Los Angeles Examiner.
He has
been enabled to arrange for the
termination of his contract with the Los
Angeles Examiner and beginning with
“High and Dizzy” devotes his entire time
to the titling of Lloyd comedies.
on

the

finally

“The Great Golf Galaxy”
In the capacity of author, producer and
host, Harry Reichenbach will handle his
nth great production of the season which
is to be staged in eighteen episodes at the

Bayside Golf Club, Saturday, July 10. His
is entitled “The Great Golf
Galaxy.”
The principals in the cast include the board of directors of the A. M.
P. A. in toto and the ensemble embraces
latest spectacle

practically the

whole membership of that

body.

The company

will leave at

day noon, from the

New York

City, on

a

1

p. m.,

Long Island

Saturdepot,

“Royal and Ancient

Special” chartered by Reichenbach. Steward of the course assisting the producer
are Arthur James and Horace Judge.
Wives of members, duly certified, are included in the Reichenbach invitation and
will see their husbands after the fray.
In

played the

remained

serial,

has been cast

in a

“heavy”
on the

Metro

You'll Cross

Your Heart
— like

Larry does and say
you never laughed so
much or saw a funnier film
frolic on the screen than
that

LARRY
SEMON
in

The Stage
Hand

above the
as a sleep
the coping

walking beauty, walks along
around the building, while Lloyd, high and
dizzy from home brew, follows her in a
manner which alternately sends the heart
a bumping with thrill and releases all the
laughing muscles.
Walker Did the Titles.

who

play.
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six comedies in which the comedian
appeared during the past year. All
who have been privileged to see the picfirst

I
1

AROLD LLOYD

and Dizzy,” heads the Pathe release
schedule for the week beginning July 11.
Announcement is made that even before
release date almost every leading theatre in
the country has contracted for the picture.
In practically every exchange center, and
in all the key cities, the best houses have
been in competition to be first in presenting the new Lloyd comedy and in several
instances more than one theatre in each
of those cities will show “High and Dizzy”
on the initial day of its release. In New
York City it will be presented at the
Capitol and Strand theatres.
Hal E. Roach, the directing genius of
Lloyd comedies, and Lloyd himself, are
confident that “High and Dizzy” will equal,
if not exceed, in popularity, the successful

1

and exchange managers.
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H

It is

his latest “blues buster”

and as the “boob” stage
hand he succeeds wonderfully
well in doing the
wrong thing just at the
right time
to catch

— the right

time

you coming out of

one fit of laughing 'and
send you into another. It
is another one of those ribtickling
comedies
that
brought forth the slogan
“

laugh with

Larry.”

He

wh

ether

makes you do

it
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have been selected to support Dougin his second individual starring vehicle, temporarily titled "W’hen Johnny Comes Marching Home.”
teler,

las

MacLean

Charles Urban’s Ideas Are
Made Effective in Russia
HARLES URBAN, president of the

C

Kineto Company of America, Inc., recently wrote a magazine article on film
libraries. An immediate result from the suggestions he made in that article is the establishment of sixty film libraries by the
governmental authorities in Siberia.
David P. Howells, who handles for export
a good deal of the Urban products, notably
the Movie Chats and the Kineto Reviews,
was approached by Mr. Pieroff, representatative of the Siberian government.
He explained to Mr. Howells that he had just read
the article by Mr. Urban, recommending the
building up of educational film libraries in

community centers. He explained that the
idea was perfect for adaptation in his country and asked how he could go about procuring the Urban films.
The result was that he made arrangements
with Mr. Howells for a number of copies of
the Chats and Reviews and there are now
working in Siberia sixty film libraries. Mr.
Pieroff said the idea would be extended much
further.
Mr. Urban’s idea of a film library is patterned much on the public library idea. As
with the books in the library, the educational films, such as the Movie Chats and the
Kineto Reviews, have a permanent value.
It was this that appealed so strongly to the
Siberian representative.

Just Talking Things Over Before Starting a New One.
Left to right:
George Cooper, Edwood Luding, Milburn Moranti, Charles Diltz,
Ward Lascalle, director-general, and Jimmie Perrott, the producing
staff of the Special Pictures Corporation, in consultation,
niiiiiiitiuiiiiiiuiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiim^^

Patlie

Names Leading Theatres Booking
Passers By” After Success at Capitol
*

OLLOWING its
Theatre, New

week’s run at the Capitol
York, where it met with
the unanimous approval of the metropolitan press, J. Stuart Blackton’s “Passers
By,” released by Pathe, has been booked by
the foremost theatres in every section of the
country.
These bookings from high-class
theatres have thus far surpassed those recorded on any other Blackton picture and
indicate that “Passers By” is Mr. Blackton’s
biggest winner, in addition to being one of
Pathe’s most promising successes.
Among the big theatres that have been
accorded dates on the screen version of C.
Haddon Chamber’s stage success are the Marcus Loew circuit in New York; the Park,
Boston; Blackstone and Cameraphone, Pittsburgh; Garrick, Philadelphia; Grand, Williamsport, Pa.; Capitol, Heading; Locust,
Philadelphia; Rialto, Omaha; Mecca-Palace,
Saginaw, Mich.; Regent, Battle Creek; Goodwin, Newark; Orpheum, Rockford; Bijou,
New Haven; Adelphi and Symphony, New
York.
Rialto, Brooklyn; Poli’s theatres, Waterbury, Bridgeport and New Haven; Broadway,
Springfield, Mass.; Pantages, San Francisco;
Virginians,
Wheeling;
Grand,
Columbus;
Strand, Port Arthur, Texas; Landers, Spring-

F

Mo.; Fox’s, Washington, Detroit; PrinColorado Springs; Plaza, Sioux City;
Washington, Richmond, Ind. Indiana, Marion; American, Butte, Mont.; Goodwin, Newark; Liberty, Portland, Ore.; Royal, Little

field,

cess,

;

Rock.
“Passers

By”

was

officially

released

on

June 20 and

inaugural week had far
run bookings on any previous

in

its

surpassed firpt
Blackton release through Pathe. It is expected that in the first four weeks “Passers
By” will surpass all its feature records.
Herbert Rawlinson, Leila Valentine, Dick
Lee, Tom Lewis and young Charles Stuart
Blackton have come in for a large share of

commendation for their characterization of
the roles in a story of

life

as

it

actually

is.

“Beau Revel” Nears Completion.
The new Thomas H. Ince-Louis Joseph
Vance special, “Beau Revel,” is nearing completion at the Thomas H. Ince West Coast
studios.
Under the direction of John G. Wray and
the photography of eHnry Sharp, “Beau
Revel” continues to attract attention as one
of the most powerful melodramatic pieces
yet contributed to the cinema art.
Lewis
Stone, Florence Vidor, Lloyd Hughes, Wil-

liam Conklin and Kathleen Kirkham assume
the principal roles.
Interior settings of elegance add to the
charm of the drama. Chief among these
scenes are the interior of a fashionable
country club as Long Island’s smart set are
convened in a dazzling dance festival, and
the ultra-elaborate home of Beau Revel.

Prominent Players

Many

in

MacLean Comedy.

filmdom’s most popular luminaries,
included among whom are Charles
Mailes, Margaret Livingston and Wade Bo-

Complete Editing of “The Jailbird.”
“The Jailbird,” the newest of the Douglas
MacLean productions, has arrived with a
bang, according to advice received from the

Thomas

H. Ince studios in Culver City. Presenting the comedian in the most versatile,
laughable role of his starring career, and
sporting a story that defies solution until
the last foot of film, the forthcoming Thomas
H. Ince production to be released through
Paramount-Artcraft exchanges, is heralded
by Thomas H. Ince as the best, most spirited
Douglas MacLean vehicle since the famous
“Twenty-three and One Half Hours’ Leave.”
“The Jailbird” was completely edited and
titled last week at the Ince studios.
Doris May has the leading feminine role
in the character of society editor on the

Dodson Weekly Tidings, Lew Morrison as
“Skeeter” Burns; William Courtright and
Otto Hoffman are other popular principals
appearing opposite Douglas MacLean.

Burton Holmes Shows Parisians
Celebrating National Holiday
The Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pic“Parisian Holidays,” for release on
July 4, shows Paris and the Parisians in
holiday attire. July 14th is France’s national
holiday, “Bastille Day,” and Mr. Holmes goes
to the Strassburg monument as the center
of holiday activities.
Mr. Holmgs also shows a medal struck off
Berlin somewhat prematurely commemorating the capture of Paris! He also takes
the spectator on the 4th of July, 1919, out
to the Pershing Stadium.
ture,

m

—

—

of

Bennie Singer has been appointed casting
Hollywood studio.

director at Metro’s

—
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ready to stake his reputation on the result

August Is a Pathe Red Letter Month;
To Issue Three Promising Productions

A UGUST

annals

will be a red letter month in the
Pathe’s feature business.
of

Three big feature productions are scheduled for release during that period, contrary to the usual practice of holding back
promising features for fall issue. The month
will be noteworthy for Pathe in that it will
mark the debut of H. B. Warner among its
increasing list of stars. A new Edgar Lewis
offering and the latest Blanche Sweet attraction are others on the August schedule.
H. B. Warner is starred in “One Hour Before Dawn,” which will inaugurate the
month, being released on August 1. Blanche
Sweet makes her next Pathe appearance in
“The Girl in the Web,” produced by Jesse
Edgar Lewis, after giving
D. Hampton.
Pathe two successes in “Other Men’s Shoes”
comes
to the front with “Laand “Sherry,”
homa,” a story with the heart of the great
West as its locale.
Jesse D. Hampton’s Offering.
One of the best all around casts Jesse D.
Hampton has assembled supports H. B.

Warner in “One Hour Before Dawn,” which
was directed by Henry King, who has been

responsible for several Hampton successes.
The story was adapted from the novel “Behind Red Curtains,” written by Mansfield
Heading the suporting cast is Anna
Scott.
Frank Leigh is the "heavy.”
Q. Nilsson.
Other important players are Thomas Guise,

Ralph McCullough, Howard Davies, Wilton Taylor, Lillian Rich,
Adele Farrington and Dorothy Hagen.
Lew Cody, “The Buterfly Man,” came in
mystery and adventure, is scheduled for release on August 15.
The story is another
adaptation from a novel, “Miss Maitland,
Private Secretary,” by Geraldine Bonner.
Robert Thornby directed. Nigel Barrie heads
the cast supporting Miss Sweet. Other favorite players are Thomas Jefferson, Adele
Farrington, Hayward Mack, Christine Mayo
and Little Peaches Jackson.
“Lahoma” heads the Pathe releases for
the week of August 29.
The plot is based
on the story by John Breckenridge Ellis,
by permission of Bobbs Merrill Company.
Mr. Lewis has given "Lahoma” a cast that
would be hard to surpass. In it are Lurline
Lyons, Peaches Jackson, Wade Beteler, H.
M. Lindley, John Carlysle, Russell Simpson,
Will Jefferis, S. B. Phillips, Beatrice Burnham and Jack Perrin.
Augustus

Phillips,

Robertson-Cole Suggests
Stunt on Haworth Special

F

is

is

made

of

speak' French, and

dark skin, who

is

7.

Mr. Mullin

is

here to complete

arrangements with Lee Ochs, preparatory to
sailing for Europe on August 5, to make the
first production for the Lee Ochs Productions, featuring Bryant Washburn. Mr. Mullin came into the city with a brass band and
the whole Benny Leonard contingent, which
they picked up at Chicago, after the Leonard-White bout at Toledo.
*

*

*

who can play the violin,
necessary to properly carry out this advertising scheme, which is inspired by the character Jan, played in the picture by VTallace
McDonald. The “plant,” who dresses in the
flowing robes of an Arab, must be a stranger
to the town where the plan is carried out.
He appears in the place, registers at a
second-grade hotel, and after this carries
out certain directions which make the scheme
one bound to induce talk and newspaper
publicity.
The man tells the story that he,
Jan Al-Kasim is an Arab, a quarter French,
from Tunis. His father was Ismail Pasha, a
sheik, half French and half Arab, and his

mother, Badoura, pure Arab. When he was
quite young, his parents adopted a baby
girl of French parentage after the baby’s
mother had been killed by a falling tree
during a thunderstorm.
The baby, named
Zora, had been reared in the desert with
the tribe and he and Zora had been brought
up practically as brother and sister. He always possessed a strong love for the girl
and, a year ago, he had chosen her as his

moon bride.
“Moon Madness,” which
and desert

is

filled

scenes,

with lavplayed

is

Florence Turner Supports Viola Dana.
Florence Turner, widely known as a star,
has been engaged to support Viola Dana in
“Blackmail,” from the magazine story by
Lucia Chamberlain, at Metro’s West coast

in

graph.
*

*

*

Frank Bruner, formerly
licity

of the serial pubdepartment of Pathe and now traveling

representative of the serial department, left
July 7 for a trip through the West, to be

gone about two weeks.
*

*

*

Robertson-Cole

about future

produc-

tions for them. Mr. Cody has just completed
on the Coast two special features, “Occasionally Yours” and “Wait for Me.”
Mr.
Cody will stay in New York a week or ten
days.
*

*

*

Louis A. J. Geleng, the well-known cameraman, will leave New York this week to go
to Gloucester, Mass., for the Wisteria Film
Corporation to photograph coast scenes for
the Wisteria production, “For the Honor
of the House.”
*
J.

D.

*

*

*

Parsons,
advertising

*

*

Pierce Kingsley has just completed a twopicture of Staten Island, including
sports of Midland Beach and points of general historic interest.
This picture was made
in connection and under the auspices of a
Staten Island journal, to set forth the topography of the island and for general advertising purposes.
reel

*

*

*

Edwin

Frazee, of the Frazee Film Productions, Riverside, Cal., is in New York with
several of the Frazee pictures, which he will
dispose of before returning to the Coast.
*

*

*

manager of the
tirt-O-Graf Company, of Denver, is visiting
some
to
dispose
of the latest
New York
of
Art-O-Graf productions.

W. Townsend,

sales

Walter Pleased With His First Metro.

Eugene Walter,

of the quartet of well
Metro’s staff of
authors, has seen the final
photographic “takes” of his initial work under
Metro auspices, the photo dramatization
of “Love, Honor and Obey,” flashed in the
projection room at Metro’s New York studios
in West Sixty-first street, and he says he is

known dramatists heading
distinguished

|

innn"i!::i ininiiiinnn iiniHIHHH
|

Trunkfull
of

Fun!
Semon

That’s what Larry

provides

in

latest

his

comedy where

as a “goof"
stage hand he messes up a
He
perfectly good show.
thinks that footlights, be-

cause of their name, were

made to tramp on. He
gives them thunder just as
the “hero" says: “My isn’t
day" and
this an ideal
when the stage manager a

—

later

calls

some

for

fog on the scene, Larry
a barrel of
gives it to him
home brew fog barrel

—

and all. That and
lot more by

—
a

whole

LARRY
SEMON

*

A.

*

D.

A

in

McGowan, head

*

P.
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Lew Cody, “The Buterfly Man,’ came in
New York on Wednesday, July 7, to consult
with

“Blackmail” is a crook melodrama, while
Viola Dana enacts the role of a rogue’s
daughter who falls in love with a marked
victim of her father’s gang. Wyndham Standing has been engaged to play the leading
male part. Mi'ss Turner will be seen as Lena,
who is the spy for the robbers. Dallas M.
Fitzgerald will direct the picture, which was
scenarioized by Albert Shelby Re Vino.

New York

on Wednesday, July 7. Mr. Van is enjoying a belated honeymoon. He was married to Anitra
Frazer last January and is now housekeeping on the Coast. Mr. and Mrs. Van are stopping at the Hotel Commodore.
They will
remain here about ten days before returning West. Mr. Van is closing up some business affairs with Frank Hall. It is not certain he will resume with the Hallmark on
his return to Los Angeles.
Miss Frazer
played in the Wally Van comedies during
and after his associations with the Vita-

Wally Van arrived

able to

is

Parisian

(Continued from page 310.)
Gene Mullin arrived in New York Wednesday, July

the basis of the stunt.

A young man

ish

Touch

advertising director of
Pathe
department, is whipping
the trout streams of Ulster County, New
York, on his two weeks’ vacation.
C. L.
Yearsley, of the First National publicity
department, joined him- at week ends.

about to

Robertson-Cole
through its press and campaign book has
suggested a picturesque and colorful bit of
street exploitation. This picture, which tells
a story of the desert and Paris, introduces
a young Arabian lover, who follows his
sweetheart when she runs off to Paris, and
this

in Personal

release,

the exploitation of “Moon Madness,”
the Haworth special production which

Metro in the Fall. Mr.
Walter adapted it from “The Tyranny of
Weakness,” the novel by Charles Neville
Buck. It is interpreted by an all-star cast.
will be released by

studios.

Keeping

of Select film department, has resigned to go in business for himself.
He has opened a laboratory at New
Rochelle, N. Y., to do general manufacturing
of film productions.

OR

it

This includes Edith
by an all-star cast.
Storey, as the lost sweetheart Zora, William
Courtleigh as a rich French adventurer, Sam
De Grasse as a French artist, Josef Swiekard, as the father of Zora, Wallace McDonald as Jan, and Irene Hunt as a woman of
the desert.

“Love, Honor and Obey” is an S-L Arthur
Sawyer and Herbert Lubin production, which

The Stage
Hand
A

Larry Semon

Comedy

V1TAGRAPH

I
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Robertson-Cole Prepares Elaborate Press
Book on Sessue Hayakawa’s “Li Ting Lang”
OR

exploitation of “Li Ting Lang,” which
just been released by RobertsonCole, this distributing company has prepared the most elaborate press book, which
has ever accompanied a Sessue Hayakawa
production.
This release, which was produced at the Haworth Studio, was directed

F

has

by Charles Swickard.
The press book is a typical example of
the service which Robertson-Cole is extending to exhibitors.
The picture, "Li Ting
Lang,” is based on a magazine story by Howard P. Rockey, and tells a story of a Chinaman of noble truth, educated at an American
university, who falls in love with an American society girl, and later has thrilling adventures with her in China.
The press book includes an eight-page

newspaper publicity

section.

It

contains ad-

vance notices, opening day notices, reviews,
and features, besides numerous newspaper
cuts.
A leading page is devoted to “What
You’ll See in ‘Li Ting Lang,’ ” describing the
dramatic scenes as well as the picturesque
background of China, which is provided.

Awaiting the Call
“For Love or Money.” Scene from this
Hallmark release with Virginia Lee.

Herbert

Kaufman

Releases
Are Being Heavily Booked
-

T HAT

Herbert Kaufman releases
Selznick are more than fulfilling their worth as program brightthe

made by

eners and box office

money makers,

is

at-

numerous bookings, according to
an announcement from Select Pictures.
The current subject is “Johnnie.” This
production is said to drive home some hitherto
unexamined phases of the typical
American boy who is forced to go to work
tested by

through unfortunate circumstances before
he can attain enough education to make a
worth while young citizen. It tells the tale
of the pitiable plight of the little fellows
or will begin their careers
in the business world.

who have begun

Mr. Kaufman reveals a strong argument
for the little fellows and asks the question:
“Have you lived up to your youthful determinations to treat a working boy better
than your employer did”? While these entertaining short subjects endeavor to bring
home a touch of the human phases of life,
they are not cut and dried, but a composium
of entertainment interestingly told.
Viola Dana Working on “Blackmail.”
Production of “Blackmail,” the melodrama
of New York’s polite underworld, in which
Viola Dana will be starred, is now under
way at Metro's west coast studios in Hollywood.
In her hew picture, Miss Dana will add
another and different personality to those
that have been seen in her past pictures.

Four Pages on Display Advertisements.
Another page illustrates the lobby pictures
and lists accessories. The following page
includes advance program copy.
Then follow display advertisement pages to the numThese include straight type ads
and combination type and art ads of all sizes
from one to four columns. The center of
the book is taken up with “Impressive Scenes
from ‘Li Ting Lang,’ ” which are atmospheric
and dramatic selections from the various
stills which advertise the picture.
A pretentious exploitation section of three pages
follows this. Herein are shown two sets of
teaser advertisements designed to arouse interest in the picture; a controversial scheme
ber of four.

whereby the question

of racial inter-marriage may be wielded; an investigation of
mission findings as to racial inter-marriage;
a "letter to the newspapers” plan; a plan
to follow in a college town; a commercial tieup and a prize contest.

Page on Musical

Setting.

An

attractive lobby card is shown on the
following page, together with the announcement of a gummed strip' made especially for
the advertisement of this production, in cooperation with merchants. Then, there is a
description of a suitable prologue, a scheme
for dressing doormen and ushers, and a plan
for street display.
Another page is devoted
to a complete musical setting for “Li Ting
Lang,” and still another to the display of
posters used for outdoor advertising.
A four-page section of this campaign book
is used to advertise past Hayakawa productions.
It is led by a selling talk by A. S.
Kirkpatrick, vice-president and general manager of the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation. After which are listed such Hayakawa pictures as “The Devil’s Claim,” “The

Brand of Lopez,” “The Beggar Prince," "The
Tong Man,” “The Illustrious Prince,” “The
Dragon Painter” and others.

Two

E

Selznick picture, “The Daughter Pays,”
is
rapidly nearing completion at the
Selznick Fort Lee studios.
When the story first appeared in print it is
said to have caused widespread comment, due
to its unusual phases of plot construction
which bring to light two striking and always
current topics in families throughout the
country.
The first question is whether a
woman dare risk her future happiness on the
financial altar. Interwoven into this question
is a second asking how great a sacrifice
should a mother demand in the name of filial
piety.

On top of this structure there is said to be
built a superstructure that presents a series
of entertaining and delightful phases corelated to the two questions. While it may be

assumed that the questions asked have been
used countless times in fiction and on the
screen, there is presented an entirely new
angle, the denoument of which leaves the
•

audiences to decide the issues.
The story was written by Mrs. Baillie Reynolds, and adapted for the screen by R. Cecil
Smith.

Camera Work Completed for

C

5 UPER-FEAI URE

Metro’s All-Star S-L Film
AMERA work on the all-star S-L production of “Love, Honor and Obey,”
which is to be a Metro release in the
was completed recently with the film-

Fall,
ing of night scenes at

an estate at Briarcliff,
York.
“Love, Honor and Obey” is an
adaptation by Eugene Walter of Charles
Neville Buck’s novel, “The Tyranny of Weak-

New

ness.”

The night scenes show a sensational fight
and come at the climax of the drama, and,
although they require only a few minutes to
flash on the screen, they took nine hours of
steady work from 8 p. m. to 5 a. m. to
photograph to the final satisfaction of the
director, Leander de Cordova.

—

—

In the afternoon before the screening of
this episode, the wedding scene was also
taken. Besides Wilda Bennett. George Cowl
and Kenneth Harlan, the scene afforded a big
opportunity for Claire Whitney.
The conclusion of the filming ends three
of steady work. Arthur Sawyer and
Herbert Lubin, heads of the S-L company, are
enthusiastic over its screen possibilities. It
is
the first picture photo-dramatized for
Metro released by Eugene Walter, since he

months

joined Metro's

TRUMPET ISLAND
VITAGPAPH

Asked

in Selznick’s “Daughter Pays”
LAINE HAMMERSTEIN’S forthcoming

COMING
A

Vital Questions

staff.
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Shubert-Poli Extends Run on
Equity’s “Keep to the Right”
HE success of the city-wide tie-up on

“Darling Mine” Is the Next
Olive Thomas-Selznick Film
HE forthcoming- Olive Thomas production,

T

“Darling Mine,”

T

Margaret McQuade, Walt Whitman, Andrew
Arbuckle and Mrs. George Hernandez.
The story is by John Lynch and Laurence
Trimble and is said to give Miss Thomas the
opportunity to portray three distinct and
highly exacting roles.

Comedy Drama and Farce

The original story of “The Sins of St.
Anthony” was published in the Saturday
Evening Post. Charles Collins wrote it, Elmer Harris adapted it for the screen and
James Cruze directed the picture.
Margaret Loomis, as a dancer;, demonstrates the latest and most startling in the
terpsichorean art, and the cast also includes
Guy Oliver, Lorenza Lazzarini, Viora Daniel
and Lucien Littlefield, as well as a host of
lavishly attired

young women.

Middle Western Cities Book
Dwan’s Adaptation of Novel
NE HUNDRED per cent, representation

O

run centers is the
goal set by John W. McKay, general
of the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, for Allan Dwan’s “A Splendid Hazard,” presented by Mayflower through the
First National Exhibitors’ Circuit.
Despite
the warm weather, advance bookings indicate that the goal is being approached.
To date six key cities in the Middle West
have been covered with first run bookings.
They are Indianapolis, where the Dwan production had its premiere at the Circle Theatre; Milwaukee, where it was accorded its
first run at the Alhambra Theatre; Detroit,
where it played a wook’s engagement at John
H. Kunsky’s Madison Theatre, and St. Paul.
in the country’s first

manager

Three new and important
i

'

first

run book-

ings just announced are Tom Moore’s Rialto
Theatre, Washington, D. C.; Barabee’s Loop
Theatre, Chicago, and the New Grand Central, St. Louis,
operated by the Skouras
Brothers.

the keep-to-the-right campaign for safe-

ty

first,

and a week

of scrupulous

the

rule of the
popular consent.

road was

observance

declared

by

The scheme of the entire campaign is, of
course, the showing of the picture “Keep to
the Right” as the wind-up of the city’s activ-

A

roles.

“Keep

Edith

to

of

on Paramount July 4 Schedule
COMEDY-DRAMA and a farce are

duced all of Miss Burke’s recent pictures for
Paramount. Percy Marmont is Miss Burke's
leading man, making his first appearance in
a Paramount production in many months.
Charles Lane is seen as the father and Maude
Turner Gordon as the mother of Prudence,
and Dorothy Walters, Bradley Barker and
Albert Hackett have interesting character

with

proven last week, is now a matter of fact.
The Shubert-Poli Theatre, of Washington, D.
C., booked this production for one week, be*
ginning July 4, but before the week was half
gone the manager extended the run for an
additional week.
That there was reason for this goes without saying. Not only were the civic and welfare organizations enlisted, but all the fraternal associations, department stores and
hotels joined the cause of “Keep to the
Right.”
Traffic policemen were equipped
with arm bands bearing the slogan “Keep to
the Right.” The entire city was turned over

strong cast, in which are included eight prominent screen players, namely, Barney Sherry,
Betty Schade, Colin Kenny, Richard Tucker,

The scenario of “Away Goes Prudence”
was written by Kathryn Stuart from an original story by Josephine Lovett. The director was John S- Robertson, who has pro-

Equity’s

to the Right” release,
Taliaferro as the central
figure, which could only be predicted but not

now nearing completion

at the Selznick West Coast studios, promises to rival the most pretentious productions
the star has appeared, including her
which
in
current Selznick picture, “The Flapper, it is
announced this week by Myron Selznick.
Arrayed in support of Miss Thomas is a

scheduled for Paramount release July
The former is “Away Goes Pru4.
dence,” starring Billie Burke, and the latter
Sins
of St. Anthony,” in which Bryis “The
ant Washburn is featured.

365

ity.

Meanwhile the press of Washington carcolumns of the keep-to-the-right movement, and that maxim promises to linger
long in the memory of the public. The city
paid for all posters, signs, cards and tags
used the simplest and most direct, because
the slogan keep-to-the-right links it definitely with the title of the picture.

ried

Acrobatics in the Jungle.
Gordon Griffith seen here with Akut, the
Ape, in "The Son of Tarzan” serial, released by National Film Corporation.
,
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There’s Plenty of Comedy
In “The Son of Tarzan”
HAT the jungle has its humorous side

T

as well as its tragedies will be illustrated in “The Son of Tarzan,” the animal serial which the National Film Corporation of America is producing for release by
David P. Howells. Not a little of the bright

comedy sprinkled throughout

this production is supplied by the various animals used
in filming this Edgar Rice Burroughs romance of the African wilderness.
For instance, in one scene a group of monkeys an entire family is shown in the
midst of a typical domestic row. The fuss
starts when the mother monkey tries to
keep the father of her offspring from stepping on the toes of her tender child. The
male ape seems to reason that young mon-

—

—

keys should have strength and endurance
and becomes angry when the mother seeks
to protect her young.
In another scene a tiger is shown playing
with a giant python, all the world like a
couple of children.
Neither seems to be
afraid of the other, though both must be
aware of the possibilities of a sudden fright
or instinctive change of demeanor on the
part of

its

Petite Eileen

Percy Finishes

Second Picture as Fox Star
HE

petite and winsome Eileen Percy has
completed work at the Fox West Coast
studios on her second production as a
This is “The Husband
William Fox star.
Hunter,” based on F. Scott Fitzgerald’s story
Family.”
“Myra Meets His
Miss Percy, whose debut under the Fox
banner will shortly be made in “Her Honor
the Mayor,” from the Broadway stage success written by Arline Van Ness-Hines, is
proud of the fact that she has accomplished
so much in the theatrical world in so short
She is only 18 years old. She was
a time.
born in Ireland and her beauty is of the most

T

attractive Irish type.

Emory Johnson heads the cast of players
supporting Miss Percy, other members being
Jane Miller, Harry Dunkinson and Evans
Kirk. Some novel lighting effects have been
obtained and the scenic work is said to be
especially good.

“Humoresque” Breaking All

play adversary.

Records

American Dramatizes Successful Novel.

H

UMORESQUE,”

at the Criterion

Cosmopolitan
photoplay of mother

Produc-

Exhibitors will be glad to learn that one
of the near-future American productions will
be “Whispering Smith.” So widely was this
novel of western-frontier life read when it
was published a few years ago, that today
its name and that of its author, Frank Hamilton Spearman, form a starting point of affectionate interest to the great picture-going

entered the sixth week of its indefinite
pre-release engagement at the Criterion
It
Theatre, New York, on Sunday, July 4.
will be released throughout the country by

public.

ords at the Criterion Theatre.
Director Reisenfeld called attention to the
fact that the performances at the Criterion
are continuous, from noon to midnight. “Humoresque,” therefore, is shown three times
from noon until midnight.

“Whispering

Smith,”

confidently

asserts

R. R. Nehls, general manager of American,
will be popular as are proving “The Honey
Bee” by Samuel Merwin and “The House of
Toys” by Henry Russell Miller.

tions’

love,

Paramount

This
picture,
September.
in
adapted from the Cosmopolitan Magazine
story by Fannie Hurst, has broken all rec-
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Metro Films Race Each Other
in Baltimore Picture Houses

D OUBLE

representation for two successive
at Baltimore’s best first-run motion
picture houses, both in the downtown and
in the residential sections, is the record set
by Metro productions recently.

weeks

“Shore Acres” from the play by James A.
Herne, appeared at the New Theatre, downtown, and at the same time Viola Dana in
“Dangerous to Men,” a picture made from
the English stage play by H. V. Esmond, ran
to crowded houses in the Parkway, in an exclusive residential district.
Alice Lake at Ford’s.

week

previous
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Studios.

Pauline Starke, one of the youngest leading women, plays opposite the star. Another
notable member of the cast is George Seigman, who enacts the heavy.
F. M. McCullough is another member who
is

worthy

story

in this

—

her

than in this screen narrative
of
life

intrigue
in

capital.

and

the South

high

social

American

of

much

praise.

“The World and His Wife”
to Be Released on July 25
ROBABLY

no photoplay in recent years
has been produced with such a big cast
as that contained in “The World and
His Wife,” Cosmopolitan Productions’ special which will have a pre-release showing
at the Rivoli Theatre during the week commencing July 18, and will be released generally on July 25. No less than four members of the cast have at various times been
starred, while half a dozen others are internationally well known.
In addition to Miss
Rubens there is Montagu Love, Pedro de Cordoba, Gaston Glass, Charles Gerard, Margaret
Dale and Byron Russell.
It has been proven that big photoplays
are made of stories with big themes, enacted
by capable artists and adequately produced.
“The World and His Wife” is such a play
as is “Humoresque.” While in the latter play
the theme is mother love in “The World and
His Wife” it is gossip. In “The World and
His Wife,” which is adapted from the stage
play by Charles Frederic Nirdlinger, the
harm that can follow in the wake of wagging tongues is most vividly portrayed.
Robert G. Vinola directed “The World and
His Wife,” from a scenario by Frances Marion.
Most of the action takes place in Spain,
and to secure the proper atmosphere Mr. Vignola took his company to Florida and to the
southwest.
The interior settings were designed by Joseph Urban.
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“Someone

NNOUNCEMENT

is

Big Role

in the House”
made by Bayard

Veiller, chief of productions at Metro’s
west coast studios, that Edmund Lowe
will be brought to California to play in the
production of “Someone in the
all-star

House,” by Larry Evans.
Mr. Lowe is well known to theatregoers,
having appeared in a number of Oliver
Morosco’s plays, and in the David Belasco’s
production of “The Son-Daughter” and- “The
Road to Destiny,” written by Channing Pollock.

Mr. Lowe has been
many pictureplays in
known stars..

seen to advantage in
support of the well

John E. Ince has been selected to direct
“Someone in the House,” and production will

start within ten days. William Irving, who
appeared in the two latest Nazimova pictures, “The Heart of a Child” and “Billions,”
has also been engaged for a prominent role.
As “Someone in the House” will be an allstar production, several other actors and
actresses of note are being considered for
the principal roles. Mr. Ince has just completed directing May Allison in “Held in
Trust.” Lois Zellner, of the Metro scenario
staff, adopted “Someone in the House” to the
screen.

Mary Beaton Plays Lead

in

Metro Americanization Film

radiant

p=

Ijl

|

ro-

for

Mix.

ing company than that given to Tom Mix,
the cowboy star of William Fox, in “The Untamed,” that virile, fast-moving tale of the
West from the pen of Max Brand just completed for the screen under the direction of
Emmett J. Flynn, at the Fox West Coast

in

of the

up

——

m
m
m
=

and

life

name

city conjures

will

m

the very

Tom

Plunkett Making Plans for
Ray’s First National Debut
OE PLUNKETT, manager

of New York’s
who recently returned
the fold, announces that he has already made plans for an elaborate presentation of Charles Ray’s initial First National
offering, “Forty-five Minutes from Broadway.” Although this production, the first in
which Ray is being presented by Arthur S.
Kane, is not quite completed, Manager
Plunkett declared that he is looking forward to RaVs first independent film as the
most important film offering of the Fall sea-

Strand Theatre,

J

to

son.

Metro’s “Should A
Woman Tell?” featuring Alice Lake at the
head of an all-star cast, played at Ford’s
Theatre in Baltimore for a week with a topCoincident with this showing
price of $1.
was the exhibition at the Parkway, where
the week beginning June 20, “Dangerous to
Men,” appeared, of “Alias Jimmy Valentine,”
the Paul Armstrong crook drama starring
Bert Lytell.

The

Strong Cast Supports

Seldom has a star had a stronger support*

July 17, 1920

A RTHUR

ZELLNER, in charge of the
production of the twelve Americaniza-

tion pictures that Metro is to make for
the Americanization Committee of the Producers’ Association announces the first production will be “Strangers, Beware!” an
He is
original one-reeler by Mr. Zellner.
being assisted in the preparation of the con-

Burnham.
The second Americanization picture will be
“The Land of Opportunity” by Julia Burn-

tinuity by Julia

ham.

It is

a two-reeler.

According
adaptation

to

of

Manager Plunkett the Ray
George M. Cohan’s comedy-

drama

will be distinctive for the sentiment
that attaches to it through its association
with the palmy days of a decade or two

ago.
Mr.

Plunkett

logue

similar

.planning a pretty prothe chorus work of the
George M. Cohan success in which the popular hits from the play will be sung. Following this the Strand will have a mechanical effect giving the atmosphere of the commuters’ train to New Rochelle, a darkened
stage, the lights of the locomotive, the train
flashing past and then as the last car recedes in the distance the opening of the
photoplay is seen on the screen. Reports
from the studio indicate that novel photographic effects and new departures in introducing- characters and scenes will add to
the distinctiveness of the photoplay.
is

to

Great Care Taken in Picking
Music for Equity Pictures
HE growing popularity of music as one

T

of the chief features of a photoplay and
the demand from exhibitors from all
parts for more perfect musical scores in connection with the pictures they present, finds
Equity in the movement to harmonize the
music scores with the setting of its pictures.
On its staff are six veteran musicians whc
select the most fitting ensemble for each

Equity picture.
Proof of Equity’s pains in this direction
was evinced two months ago, when Andre
Dippel, the Chicago symphony conductor, expressed

his

appreciation

of

the

fine

vocal

accompaniment prepared for “The Soul of
Raphael,” and made the announcement that
that picture would make an excellent opera.
It will be recalled that negotiations were
closed between Equity and Mr. Dippel for the
preparation of a libretto for the contemplated
opera.
at the Carson studios make
a rigid principle never to use the same selection twice even different parts of the
same piece and they spare no effort in their
search for the latest and most varied selections that their library includes.
“Whispering Devil’s,” Equity’s six-reel
production starring Conway Tearle, is now
well on its way as far as music scores are
concerned. The story lends itself to drama-

The musicians

it

—

—

crashing musical accompaniment, while
to the Right,” the Edith Taliaferro
release, is being set to daintier and more

tic,

"Keep

fantastic music.

Bessie Barriscale Finishes
“Life’s Twists,” Her Latest

E

XHIBITORS who have

cashed

in

on

Bessie Barriscale productions, produced
by B. B. Features and released through
Robertson-Cole will be pleased to hear that
Miss Barriscale’s "Life’s Twist” has been
completed and will be ready for release soon.
In this Miss Barriscale deviates from her accustomed dramatic path to give an interpretation of a girl of the slums.
In the supporting cast are Walter McGrail,
King Baggot, Claire Du Brey, Truly Shattuck, Marcia Manon, William V. Mong, Geo.
Periolat and “Teddy Whack.” the talented
little dog that carried off a big share of the
honors in .“Twenty-three and a Half Hours
Leave.”
“Life’s Twist” was adapted to the screen
by Harvey Gates from the magazine story
by Thomas Edgelow. William Christy Cabanne was the director.
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Theatres Running “The Silent Avenger”
Now Number 6,000, Announces Vitagraph
that Vitagraph serials are
the secret of summer business with a
exhibitors all over the
number
of
large
United States and Canada, judging from reports being received at the executive offices
Bookings are being reof that company.
ceived daily for William Duncan’s serial

shape for the screen, in conjunction with
Director Harry Millarde and Assistant Director Anthony J. Mario.
The supporting cast includes Richard C.
Travers, leading man; J. Thornton Baston,

“The Silent Avenger,” which was completed
last week and which already has set a record
for Vitagraph episode plays.
Vitagraph has been able to loak far ahead
in serial production because of the number
of exhibitors who make a practice year after
year of showing its serials. With this certain number of bookings, accurate production budgets 'may be made months ahead.
It is announced that the number of regular
serial exhibitors dealing with Vitagraph was
augmented by 2,460 new accounts on “The

Slatte,

T would appear

I

Silent Avenger” alone, making the grand
total of houses running this serial well over
6 000
Mr. Duncan will shortly start on another
serial, the title of which is yet to be announced, and this will bring Vitagraph serial
production up to May, 1921. Edith Johnson
will continue as Duncan’s leading woman
and his supporting cast will include many
favorites seen in “The Silent Avenger.”
It is also announced by Vitagraph that a
record will be set by “Hidden Dangers,” in
which Joe Ryan and Jean Paige are costarred.
This serial is being released this
,

.

month.
Following “Hidden Dangers,” and in keeping with Vitagraph’s plan to have at least
one new serial episode every week throughout the year, will come Antonio Moreno’s
chapter-drama, entitled “The Veiled MysUnusually good luck in the productery.”
tion of this serial has made it a certainty
that the full fifteen episodes will have been
completed before the release date of the first
This date will be some time in the
episode.
early autumn. Pauline Curley appears opposite Moreno in this serial, and a strong supporting cast has been provided.

Fox Takes Great

A

Pearl White’s First Feature
MONG the earliest of the William Fox
new year

is

The fact that the
author of this story is Frank L. Packard,
who wrote "The Miracle Man,” would be in
But beyond this
itself sufficient to interest.
is the further fact that “The White Moll” is
“The White Moll.”

to be the vehicle for a “double
ance” by Pearl White, hitherto

first

make her

appearance as a
promised for August.
E. Lloyd Sheldon, scenarist, put the story in
star.

Release

is

first

have been put

out.

Dwan Names His Latest Film
“The Sin of Martha Queed”
N

a wire to Benjamin A. Prager, president
I of the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation,
Allan Dwan states that his sixth independent production to be presented by Mayflower through First National will be known
as “The Sin of Martha Queed.” Mr. Dwan is
now editing it, camera work having been
completed last week.
“The Sin of Martha Queed” is an original
story written by Mr. Dwan. The idea upon
which the story is based was formulated by
the producer several years ago.
Owing to
the lavish mounting required for the proper
development of the story, he has held it in
abeyance until afforded an opportunity to
produce it on a scale commensurate with the
importance of its subject matter.
One of the spectacular scenes depicts a
Bacchanalian revel. Though seen in the picture for only a brief flash, it was two solid
weeks in the making and required the services of more than 500 players.
The scene
was staged on Mr. Dwan’s estate in Los Angeles, where the sunken gardens and Roman
style of architecture provided just the proper
setting.

been entrusted Niles Welch. Others in the
supporting company are Frank Campeau, Joseph Dowling, George Hackathorne, Eugenie
Besserer, Gertrude Claire and Mrs. Joseph
Dowling, who makes her screen debut in
this production.

It's

Ain’t She Grand, Huh?
Lois Wilson looking over a script. Working with Bryant Washburn in “Burglar
Proof” for Paramount release.
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Jay Belasco playing the leading male role
as Billy Hill, Arthur Edmund Carew as
The Rajah, Christine Mayo, Gerald Pring,
Adele Farrington, Virginia Caldwell, Nicholas Dunaew and Virginia True Boardman.
The story, adapted by Katherine Reed
from the novel by Mary Hastings Bradley,
centers around Arline Eversham and her
niece of the same name, who, while travelingthrough India, meet a native Prince,
Rajah of an East Indian Province, who pays
marked attention to the younger Miss Eversham, known as Arlee.
Billy Hill, a young American, and Captain
Falconer, of the British Army, fall in love’
with Arlee. Arlee, lured by the Rajah to
“The Palace of Darkened Windows,” wends
her way through a, series of unusually
dramatic situations.

Tom Mix
Tom Mix,

Anderson Plays Lead

in National Theatre Feature

T

HE

complete

cast

of

“The

Palace

of

Darkened Windows,” a National Picproduction

ture
Theatres,
Inc.,
cently completed under the direction
Henry Kolker at the Selznick west coast
studios,
comprises Claire Anderson, who
plays the leading feminine role as Arlee,

reof

Starts

Work

the William

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS

Fox cowboy

star,

Ariz.

“The Texan” is a strong, virile story of
the outdoors, from the pen of James B. Hendrix.
Horsemanship, gun-play, sensational
rescue scenes are but a part of this picture,
which is crowded with rapid action from
the beginning to the last foot.

The

director,

Lynn Reynolds, has surround-

ed his star with a strong supporting cast,
which includes Robert Walker, Charles K.
French and Sid Jordan.
Playing opposite
the star is Gloria Hope.

island'
"TRUMPET
ATOM TERRISS PRODUCTION
FROM THE STORY BY

on “The Texan.”

having completed “The Untamed,” by Max
Brand, enjoyed a short rest, and then started
making exteriors of "The Texan” at Prescott,

Claire

appearas a

Having abandoned serials, Miss White in
“The White Moll” will make her first appearance in a feature film and at the same

Fox

style of press book, covering every phase of
exploitation, and a lavish array of posters

known

serial star.

time will

Walter

The cast includes many prominent players.
The principal feminine role is played by
Mary Thurman. The leading male role has

Interest in

productions listed for the

Eva Gordon, William Harvey,
Lewis, Blanch Davenport, Charles
John Woodward, George Pauncefort
and John P. Wade.
Extensive plans have been perfected by
Mr. Fox for a special publicity and advertising campaign to help the exhibitor put over
A new
this initial Pearl White production.
chief heavy;

—
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Gold Coins” Is \ext Tom Mix Film.
has arrived in his latest William
Fox production, "3 Gold Coins,” written by
H. H. Van Loan.
It is a snappy, whirling
story, full of “pep” and rapid action and
with an unusual amount of daring stunts.

July 17, 1920

*‘3

Tom Mix

The story was written especially for Mix.
The production was directed by Cliff Smith.
Careful attention has been given to the set-

A

tings.
typical western oil town was built
in order that the proper “atmosphere” might

The supporting company
headed by Margaret Loomis.
be

obtained.

Bex

Ingrain

is

Working on “Hearts Are

Trumps.”
and eighteen members of the “Hearts Are Trumps” all-star
company are at San Juan Capistrano, Cal.,

Rex Ingram,

director,

where many scenes for this sensational
Metro melodrama are being photographed in
and about the old San Juan Mission.
“Hearts Are Trumps” was written by Cecil
Raleigh and adapted for the screen by June
Mathis.
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Stage Cast of “39 East” Will be Seen
with Constance Binney In Film Version

C

ONSTANCE BINNEY

DECORATOR”

the

This blood-chilling messagt,
bearing the fatal hieroglyphics
of a

murderous Chinese tong,

came to four persons. Death,
creepy and mysterious,

dogged their foot-steps.
What happens? See

EARLE
WILLIAMS

The

weird story of adventure
Frisco’s unsolved and
mysterious Chinatown.
A

in

thrill

and senti-

ment — an adventure

to lovers of

A

be

the

title

of

series.

tale

suspense.

UTTING

making

John
ture,

S.

play,

has

Robertson,

the

who

also directed Alice

Lantern,”

which

has

role

will direct the pic-

Brady

in

recently

He

pleted.

Timothv

of

“A Dark

been

com-

directed Miss Binney in “Erstwhile Susan,” the first picture she made for
Realart. His work in directing John Barrymore in “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” has also
recently won for him his present distinguished place in filmdom.
Among the other pictures he has directed
are John Barrymore in “Here Comes the

Bride and “The Test of Honor,” Margaret
Clark in "Little Miss Hoover” and “Come
Out of the Kitchen,” Billie Burke in “The
Misleading Widow,” “Sadie Love” and "Away
Goes Prudence.” Shaw Lovett is Mr. Robertson’s assistant director and Roy F. Over’

baugh

his

cameraman.

Kathryne

Stuart

adapted the stage play to the screen.
Sarah Mason Does Cobb Story.
Sarah Y. Mason, of the Metro scenario department has started work on the script for
“The Five Dollar Baby,” which will be the
first Irvin S. Cobb story to be filmed by Metro
in Hollywood.

Director Robbins

solved

it

by taking the

entire chorus of “Frivolities of 1920,” a

show appearing

mu-

Los Angeles. The
stage directors of the show put on the scenes
in which the group of girls appeared. Therefore, in addition to being a two-reel comedy,
this new offering of Jimmy Aubrey’s gives
sical

in

the spectators a look at a first-class musical
production, minus only the music.

Appearing with Jimmy in this new comedy are “Babe” Hardy, his famous “heavy”
man; Evelyn Nelson, Kathleen Myers and
Jack Lloyd. Large scenes and many people
mark the comedy throughout, giving it the
rapid and interesting action which has characterized Aubrey’s efforts of late.

Metro Engages Eugene Pallette.
Eugene Pallette, who recently completed
his work as a featured player in “Parlor, Bedroom and Bath,” has arrived in New York
from the Pacific coast

to

play the role of

Bob Reynolds in Metro’s “Fine Feathers,” by
Eugene Walter.

of
It

contribution

modern romance.

Heerman Completes “The Poor Simp.”
Victor Heerman, well known as director in
both stage and screen circles, is now at the
Selznick Fort Lee studios awaiting an assignment from Myron Selznick following his completion of the latest Selznick-Owen Moore
starring vehicle, "The Poor Simp.”
Mr. Heerman's entry into the motion picture
fields harks back to the old Thanhouser days,
and following his promotion as a director he
soon forged to the front under the banner of
Mack Sennett.
Mr. Heerman’s latest Selznick production,
“The Poor Simp,” is said to embody a screen
vehicle unique in the annals of the silent
drama. It was written by J. Shakespeare
Sap, who was recently engaged as a member
of the Selznick scenario department.

After viewing the first showing of these
pictures in the Selznick projection room Mr.
Selznick called the heads of his cutting,
editing and titling departments into conference with the directors, and under his
personal direction a policy was worked out
for the handling of the individual feature

“The Star Rover” Next London Picture.
Work on the scenario for "The Star Rover,"
the third Jack London story to be filmed at
the Metro studios in Hollywood, has been
begun by Albert Shelby Le ^ ino. Mitchell
Lewis, who appeared in “Burning Daylight,
and “The Mutiny of the Elsinore,” will be

and

titling,

Myron Selznick

superb character portrayal

by the screen’s most polished
actor.
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Since then Mr. Selznick has viewed the
pictures several times, supervising supplementary changes and watching the result of
these alterations.

has spent the past ten days acting as arbiter in questions that have arisen in the
work of putting the finishing touches to
“Darling Mine,” "The Point of View,” “Marooned Hearts” and “Dangerous Paradise.”
He witnessed the staging of final scenes
for “Darling Mine,” Olive Thomas’ next
Selznick picture, directed by Laurence Trimthe film
ble, while on the cost, and brought
Meanwhile Alan Crosland
east with him.
had completed “The Point of View,” in which
Elaine Hammerstein is the star; William P.
of “DanS. Earle had finished the making
gerous Paradise,” and George Archainbaud
had shot the finis fade-out for “Marooned
Hearts,” in which Conway Tearle makes his
debut as a National Picture Theatres, Inc.,

cutting, editing

A

Vitagraph’s

will

Jimmy Aubrey’s new com-

into practice his theory that the
of a picture is only half comthe taking of its final
with
pleted
scenes and that fifty per cent, of a feature s
success or failure is due to the quality of its

Cipher

is

of

—

P

Purple

breath-taking

not in the
O’Brien.

Four Features Being Cut and Titled
Under Myron Selznick ’s Supervision

in

love story of

first

This was recently completed
on the West Coast under the working title
of “Camouflage” and was produced by Jess
Robbins.
It will probably be released by
Vitagraph in the early fall.
As the title indicates, Jimmy amuses himself in this new two-reeler by some artistic
He decorates the interior of a
daubing.
house, the exterior of himself and some
other things.
Aubrew lost no time in starting the second comedy of his new series, which he is
He
temporarily calling “Paradise Alley.”
probably sets a record for the number of
girls employed in a two-reel comedy in this
picture, 125 beauties appearing as part of
They are introduced suddenly
his support.
in the midst of an environment which adds
a touch of surprise and accentuates the comedy of the action.
To gather more than 100 girls trained to
dance together was no simple problem, but

edy

Die!

have practically

First of Aubrey’s New Comedy Series
Will be Called “The Decorator”

T HE

You

will

the same cast supporting her in the
screen production of “39 East” as played
in Rachel Crothers’ successful comedy on the
stage for more than a year continuously in
New York City and the principal cities of
the country.
The only important change is that Reginald Denny replaces Henry Hull as leading
man in the Realart production, which is now
approaching completion. The cast will wear
substantially the same costumes as on the
speaking stage, with a few additions necessitated by the screen version of the story.
Director John S. Robertson found that Mr.
Hull was not available for screen work, as
he had already begun rehearsals in a new
play for the next season.
He immediately
chose Mr. Denny for the role of “Napoleon”
Gibbs.
Mr. Denny has only recently completed work in an important role in Alice
Brady’s forthcoming Realart picture, “A
Dark Lantern.”
Others who were in the stage play and will
be seen in the film version are Alison Skipworth, Lucia Moore, Blanche Friderici, Edith
Gresham, Mildred Arden, Luis Alberni and
Albert Carroll.
Frank Allworth, who was

in

each department.

a

member

of the all-star cast.

—
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Consensus of Trade Press Reviews
Here are extracts from available news printed in the five motion picture trade papers.
It is the aim to present one sentence that will reflect the spirit of the writer’s opinion.
The
papers are indicated as follows: Moving Picture World (M. P. W.); Motion Picture News
(N.); Exhibitor’s Trade Review (T. R.); Wid’s (W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (E. H.).

The Joyous Troublemaker

itself as

—

(William Farnum Fox)
M. P. W. The production as a whole is
quite unusual and sparkles with good humor. Many of the subtitles will bring laughter as they are well above the average.
William Farnum scores in light role.
N.

—

—
T. R. — A tedious melodrama.
W. — Highly amusing comedy.

—

(Mabel Normand Goldwyn)
M. P. W. Contains original ideas, is a burlesque on the “get thin’’ mania, and affords sprightly Mabel Normand the opportunities she seems to enjoy quite as much as
the average spectator enjoys her antics.
N.
Normand in a kind of role which made
her famous.
T. R.
Exhibitors will make no mistake in
booking as a stellar attraction.
W.— Star’s work stands out in weak comedy story.

—

—

Suds
(Mary Pickford
M.

P.

W.

— Bound

— United Artists)

to

please

make

the engagement

Sick
(Wallace Reid
P. W.
class.

M.

A1

— The

Abed

—Paramount-Artcraft)

picture easily slips into the

—

N.
This lively comedy is a sure laughprovoker.
Registers as a bright, snappy comT. R.
edy, constructed along original lines.
W. Bright and spirited farce comedy is

—

The Slim Princess

—

a basis, should

of “Suds,” a highly profitable one.

—

Wallace Reid’s

latest.

mirers.
N. Unique characterization and artistic
lightings lift slender and commonplace story.
T. R.
A hit of real drab tragedy lightened by flashes of humor, laughter struggling
with tears, the net result, an intensely human picture.
W. Will go over all right, but they expect better from this star.
E. H.
The box office power of Mary Pickford’s name, with the exploitation possibilities presented to work with and the picture

—

—

—

—

—

ever

it

Whispers

—

Hammerstein Selznick)
M. P. W. The Selznick social comedy
moves with the ease and grace of fine workmanship, and should prove a pleasing addition to any program.
N.
It will entertain and amuse in a light
way and should give satisfaction especially
(Elaine

—

warm summer

—

months.

W. Very slim story holds down picture
d spite good production.
E. H.
There is humor enough in the picture to satisfy everybody, this phase of the
picture being handled very adeptly.

Love’s Flame
(Thomas
M. P. W.
rons from

J.

R.

— Fidelity)

— Should
all

—

little.

—

(Fox). Mutt and
Jeff appear in this animated as two students
The drawings are amusof Spanish dances.
ing and present various forms of terpsichorean pleasure, from the waltz to the
shimmy. Mutt falls in love with a veiled
lady who turns out to be his wife.

THROUGH THE KEYHOLE

— Glen

(Fox-Sun-

Cavender, Dave Morris and
Olive Dale are among those featured in this
two-reel comic.
It is a burlesque detective
subject, with highly amusing moments scattered through it.
Cavender and Morris play
the roles of the detective firm, “Hunt &
Chase.”
The trick office effects are unique
and the action takes the form of a plot to
obtain evidence against the wife of a marshine).-

ried

man who

is

under suspicion.

The

evi-

dence obtained involves nobody but the husband himself, giving a funny climax.
PATHE REVIEW NO. 53.—A leading feature of interest in this number is one exposing the culinary secrets of a large hotel
making butter patties, washing and cutting
up potatoes, squeezing oranges and peeling
apples.
Views of the wild boar and porcupine searching for food, and attractive tinted
scenes from St. Gervais, France, near the
Swiss border, are also shown. A Javanese
dance is interpreted.
RANGER DAVE MORGAN (UniversalWestern). A two-reel subject written by W.

—

F.

Collins and

directed by Martin Murphy.
and Magda Lane play the
and his wife, the former

B. Warner
roles of a ranger

James

possibility of the story.
T. R.
Cannot be listed as fitting entertainment for the family circle.
W. Isn’t satisfactory entertainment and
probably will get laughs.

—
—

All-of-a-Sudden Peggy

being on the

trail of

a band of cattle rustlers.

—

(Marguerite Clark Paramount-Artcraft)
M. P. W. It is a gay, frolicking comedy
with a wealth of wit in the subtitles, and a
laugh at almost every turn of the wheel.
T. R.
Will afford very pleasant entertainment for almost any audience.
E. H.
Character drawing is its greatest asset, some very excellent bits being
registered by various members of the cast.

—

—
—

A

THROUGH THE KEYHOLE (UniversalStar Comedy), July 26. A one-reel comedy,
written by Ben Cohen and directed by Horace Davey.
A snooping woman in a hotel
looks through a kehole and thinks she has
turned up a scandal, involving a young married man and a girl.
It turns out that the
latter herself is married. The subject is handled with average strength. The explanation
does not clear up matters entirely, but the
subject will serve to mildly amuse.
HIS MIS-STEP (Universa-Star Comedy),
July 19. A one-reel comedy, by Ben Cohen,
This is enacted
directed by Horace Davey.
by a good-looking cast of players, and while
some inexperience is shown, the story as a
whole is pictured in an amusing way. It
tells of a young man who mistakes the
daughter of his new mother-in-law for the
It
interesting complications.
latter, with
makes a pleasing light subject of moderate
strength.
ALT, IN A DAY (Rolin-Pathe). A one-reel
comic, with the principal scenes located at
a beach resort. Snub Pollard and his small
colored assistant play the leading roles,
dodging in and about on the various conces-

—

There were a few flashes of some
comic types in the merry-go-round

scenes.
The number as a
siderable light amusement.

—

—

realism.
N.
Story

—

with Japanese star lacking in

— Good

is

structure.

good

Tokio Siren

(Tsuru Aoki Universal)
M. P. W. As an example of light, picturesque entertainment, skimming the surface
of life and not touching the undercurrents of

comedy

Aoki.

weak and

Blind Youth

story,

sions.

—

Republic)
M. P. W. Is carefully made and does not
play up the unmoral element, which is a pos-

lacks the
weight necessary for a striking exploitation
success it should satisfy audiences drawn by
ordinary methods.

Subjects

picturesque and tells an interesting
though it is not intensely dramatic in
The settings in the heart of a
ranch country are attractive and contain
some broad panoramic effects.

This

Woman

with Tsuru
— Artistic production
given
old-fashioned material.
E. H. — Though the production

iimittWMunjiiimuiuiiiiiiuia
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probably carry

is

The Amazing

punch.

Comments on Short

It

(Ruth Clifford and Edward Coxen

T. R.

THE TANGO DANCERS

—

wher-

a story which contrasts the
present day with that of olden times and is
historical in its appeal and setting.
T.

Carrigan-Vivienne Osborne

please a majority of patangles.
T. R.
Motives are never quite clear and
the story is never convincing.
W. Story lost in mass of scenes that mean

—

close attention

shown.

is

N.
Spectacular scenes will
this through.

—

during the

Level

—Transatlantic)

—

—

Pickford ad-

A Common
(Edmund Breeze
M. P. W. It will hold

whole

offers con-

(I, cat rice

M.

—National)

Joy and Walter McGrail

W.

— Is

satisfactory entertainment.
T. R.
Not a super-picture by any means!,
but will pass muster as an average attrac-i
tion.

P.

—

—

W. Very slow
up real interest

— Makes

E.
H.
promises.

picture that only works
closing scenes.
good the many advance

in

The Discarded

Woman

—

(Grace Darling-Rod La Rocque Hallmark)
M. P. W. Is of the sort to please the average audience.
N.
Hectic melodrama with familiar stocK

—

—

situations.
T. R.
Frankly sensational.

—

—

W. Old-time situations detract the appeal in this, but will prove popular with a
certain class.

Homer Comes Home
(Charles Ray

—

— Paramount)

M. P. W. Sails along in pleasing style. A
safe number for any program.
N.
Charles Ray scores again in another

—

homespun

story.

—An

agreeable comedy-drama, with a
which takes an original twist, contains
a pleasing love romance, amusing situations,
is not devoid of suspense and holds its inT. R.

plot

terest

W.

to

the

—Charles

picture.

end.

Ray

in

a typical Charles

Ray
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LATEST REVIEWS and COMMENTS jJL
CONDUCTED BT EDWARD WEITZEL. ASSOCIATEIEDITOR

a

|

Sidelights

A

and Reflections

weeks trip around the counwhich includes visiting nearly fifty
moving picture theatres of assorted
cannot

fail to

|

“Bab’s Candidate” (Vitagraph).

|

“Sins of

|

“Away Goes Prudence” (Paramount).

be productive of consid-

erable interesting information.
The one
thing that was most forcibly impressed
upon my mind, during such a trip, was the
strictly personal point of view of every
kind and condition of man connected with
the picture business. This is not a matter for wonder, of course, but only what
was to have been expected. Every human being looks at a thing in relation to
his own affairs and, if a business matter,
how it will effect his business. If an exhibitor finds that he cannot make money
with a certain star his interest in that star
is
quite sure to wain, no matter how
great the star’s reputation or drawing
power in other localities.
•

from

his

own.

The

truth of the matter is that this feelnot universal. It is a well known
fact that a surprisingly large portion of the
population of the United States and of
other countries are concerned only with
their own affairs.
It has often been observed that when a fireman or a printer
or an iron worker gets a vacation he
is likely to spend the time visiting friends
or strangers that follow his own vocation, and that he is never so happy as
when he is talking things over with someone tha tworks at his own trade. There
is
even a story of a letter carrier that
spends his time off walking a route with
an acquaintance in a neighboring town.
is

Anthony” (Paramount).

“The Best of Luck” (Metro).
“Parlor, Bedroom and Bath” (Metro).
“The Red Lane” (Universal).
Mihiel
St.
and
‘Chateau
Thierry,

|

|
|
|

Argonne” (War Films,
r

.
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WEITZEL.

“Bab’s Candidate”

Woman

Pulls the Political

Wires

in

Snappy

Vitagraph Feature Starring Corinne
Griffith.

I

Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
NTERESTING plot, good construction
and naturalness of acting make “Bab’s
Candidate” a very pleasing feature. It

offers easily-digestible entertainment without a prevalence of hackneyed or melodramatic touches.
The characters are real
human beings, and the story, has a point
and purpose toward which it steadily advances, this through a series of well-connected incidents without meaningless interruptions.
girl’s strategic maneuvers in choosing
and boosting a dark horse in a small town
election, is treated in a light amusing style.
As is somewhat of a departure from the
way of the usual heroine, this girl is not
blinded to her fiance’s limitations, and when
he decides to run for state representative
to the legislature she does her utmost to defeat him, confident that his talents lies else-

A

where.
Corinne

phase of character in so many
beings that accounts for the wide
variance of th eexhibitor reports printed
in the trade papers and sent in to the offices of the producers. What is one man’s
mental food is another man’s poison. But
there is a still more serious side to the
It is this

charmingly distinctive and varied.
George Fawcett plays her invincible but
fond papa in his own inimitable style of

—

matter that utter indifference that refuses to pay the slightest attention to any
form of fiction unless it has an instant appeal.
Worth of story and merit of production count for nothing with this class
of humanity.
It chooses its amusement
the same way that it shops for its shoes

—

and other garments according to its individual taste; and it takes small heed of
what its neighbor likes or dislikes.

One of the most enlightening experiences
of the trip was to listen silently while a
number of exhibitors and exchange men

rough-coated
delightful

1

finally reconciled to his fate.

Program and Exploitation Catchlines: When
It Came to Choosing Candidates, Bab
Was a Good Picker She Was the Biggest Political Boss in Town, Only No One
Knew It She Won the Day in a Woman’s
Way.
She Loved Him But Not for His Long Orations. She Thought Him a Good Husband
But a Bad Politician So She Set About

—

—

—

Defeat Him Without Losing His Love.
See How Successful She Was.
He Was a Bad Politician, But a Capable
Lover He Lost an Election But Won a
Girl. Well, What’s An Election If a Man’s
to

—

in

tenderness.
characterizations

Among
is

other

that

of

Love.

The Town Was
Village Pauper.
of

lithesome and unaffected, interprets the resourceful Bab in an
altogether winsome manner. Her costumes
Griffith, airy,

are

human

Darrow’s entrance into politics.
Darrow’s prospects begin to seem good
when a farmer comes to him with a plaint
against Sprague, who has robbed him of some
property through a dishonest legal process.
Darrow sends word to Marvin immediately.
Marvin refuses to withdraw his support of
Sprague in spite of his past record. Darrow
then threatens to expose Sprague unless Marvin will boost him (Darrow) for candidacy.
Bab’s father is forced to agree to the latter
proposal, and he starts a vigorous campaign
for Darrow.
Bab, meanwhile, is looking around for a
dark horse.
She is determined to defeat
Darrow, as she is confident that he Is not
suited to a political career.
She suddenly
seizes upon Hank Dawes, the village pauper,
and makes it her strong plea that if the citizens want to cease supporting Dawes the
best method is to elect him. She has his picture taken with her father and sends it to
the newspaper with the news that Senator
Marvin is the power behind Dawes. Darrow,
innocent of her maneuvers, laughs when
Dawes’ name comes up for nomination. He
is
almost stupefied when he hears that
i awes has won.
But Bab reminds him that
he still hag her and her father agrees to
use his influence to forward Darrow’s law
career, and the defeated young aspirant Is

.of

read aloud several screen reports from a
carrying
publication,
non-advertisement
and then gave their individual opinions
of how near to, or how far from, the truth
They did
the different reports came.
everything but agree with the reviews.

to the

We

St.

“Three Gold Coins” (Fox).

|

The remark by an exhibitor in an inland
town in the Middle West that his patrons
do hot like sea stories will seem strange

man or woman born in sight of the
ocean, or to the person with a little extra
imagination. To the latter it will appear
that just because such scenes would be
new and in strong contrast to the physical
background of their own lives the dwellers of the rolling prairie land would welcome the opportunity to see them thrown
upon the screen.
are all the time being told that mankind longs for the unknown and that his imagination is fired by
stories and paintings that give him an insight into stages of existence that differ

litical power in a small country town, is in
love with David Darrow, a brilliant young
lawyer, whose only fault is his fondness for
making long speeches. Bab’s father boosts
Eben Sprague, who is secretly a grafter, for
representative to the state legislature, and
Darrow decides to run against him. Bab is
opposed to this, as she fears that Darrow’s
career as a lawyer will be ruined if he mixes
in politics.
Senator Marvin also disapproves

IN THIS ISSUE”

THREE
try

sizes

ing

|

tired

of

Elect

Supporting the
to Get Rid

Him

Him! Was Her Campaign Cry.

How

She Worked
Exploitation Angles:

See

It.

Because of

its polit-

angle, the picture will have a strong
appeal just now. But it should not be exploited as a propaganda feature, but as comedy drama pure and simple, with a story that
will get both men and women. Give the star
a generous amount of publicity, but keep
this secondary to the theme.
ical

Abbe who appears as Henry
Dawes, the town pauper. Webster Campbell, as Bab’s sweetheart, shows a keen
Charles

the manners and expressions which a zealot would naturally have.
The picture has been cleverly directed.

perception

of

Cast.

Barbara Marvin

Corinne Griffith
Senator Merrill, Treadwill Marvin,

George Fawcett
Webster Campbell
Charles Abbe
William Holden

David Darrow

Henry Dawes
Ben Cogswell

Story by Forrest Crissey.
Scenario by Luclen Hubbard.
Directed by Edward Griffith.
Length, Five Reels.

The

Story,

Bab, daughter of Senator Marvin, big po-

“Away Goes Prudence”
in a Pleasing Comedy, Para*
mount-Artcraft Release.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

Billie

A

Burke

GAIN

the ladies
“Away Goes Prudence” is from a story by Josephine
Lovett and a scenario by Kathryne

Stuart.
a young

The story

!

pictures the revolt of
lady with nothing in particular
to do. Of course, she is much beloved by
friends and relatives in general and a
young millionaire in particular. Then she
cuts up a prank or two and comes near
getting herself into really serious difficulties.
There is, however, no real danger,
not even of the complacent young thing
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chosen types, by admirable settings and
by direction that misses no opportunity.

Workmanship

superior
character
of
a
saves most of this class of production from
utter inanity, and the handling of “Away
Goes Prudence” is no exception to the
rule.
Billie

Burke is very pleasing as a purely
feminine creature of native charm and
Charles Lane, Maude Gordon and
grace.
Percy Marmont do elegantly their elegant
do-nothingness, but the real human beings
are Dorothy Walters as Mrs. Ryan and
Bradley Barker as Michael Ryan. They and
the cops furnish an enlivening touch of reThe performance in general, as preality.
sented as the Rivoli, is pleasantly entertaining.
Cast,

Prudence Thorne
Hewlitt Harland
Aunt Prudence Thorne

Billie

Percy

Burke

Marmont

Dorothy Walters
Bradley Barker
M. W. Rale
Albert Hackett

Ryan
Chinaman
Jimmie Ryan
Michael

The
Goes

when Prudence
and it flys away

Prudence discovers his trick, though blindfolded and gagged.
Michael and his gang
happen to be a gang of genuine crooks. They
blackjack Hewitt, rob him and carry Prudence to their den. She enjoys the adventure at first, believing Hewitt to be aware
of what is going on, whereas he is laid up
unconscious in a hospital.
Prudence, in a boy’s suit,

is now taught the
tricks of the trade, and becomes an apt pupil
with the intention of winning confidence and
effecting her escape.
Her parents are not
worried until the laundress confesses that
their daughter is no longer with her.
Prudence is taught how to jimmy a window, and

her first “job’’ is on her fiance’s house. She
and the gang are surprised by the police, but
she escapes and reaches her own home about
the time Hewitt arrives there from the hospital.
She jimmies her way in by the back
entry, is followed by the police and arrested.
But she is recognized by her loved ones and
they promise her as many airplanes as she
likes, if she will only show prudence in other
respects.

Program
and
Exploitation
Catchlines
A Merry Madcap Romance She Tired of
Pink Teas that Made Blue Days, So She
Pled to Washlady Ryan’s See Billie
Burke in a Dashing Comedy Role.
Love and Laughter in the Story of a Girl
Who Became a Burglarette in Preference

—

Being a Society Butterfly.
Whee! But Wasn’t She a High Flyer—
Swis-s-h And Away She Went Tired of
the Society Life She Joined the Desperato

—

does See Billie Burke in This Romantic
Comedy of High Life and Low.
Exploitation Angles: About the best way
to get this story over is to frame your advertising in the same fantastic style as the
story, jazzing up the descriptions and getting your patrons in the proper frame of
mind through your appeal. Don’t make a
1

St. Anthony”
Bryant Washburn Appears in His Customary Role of a Notoriously Righteous Young Man in Paramount-Art-

“The Sins of

disillusionment in finding that the real lieutenant has six children, decides to take the
air.

Program and Exploitation Catchlines:

Comedy.

craft

N

I

making use

portunities

of cleverly-conceived opfor comedy, “The Sins of

St. Anthony” excels.
It is light as air
and is just the type of comedy drama
which shows the star at his best. But although it is a Washburn vehicle, the interest and humor does not entirely lie in the

exploitation of his talents. The story itself,
irrespective of star, is sure to amuse.
The hero of the tale is a young scientist
who vastly prefers the laboratory to the
drawing room as a place of amusement.
The sudden turn of his love affairs, the surprising experiences of his ex-financee in her
efforts to find a new lover and the saint’s
fling at a pseudo-gay existence are portrayed with an acute sense of the ridiculous.
There is continued action with sufficient variety of interest factors to make
the picture entertaining from start to finish.
Bryant Washburn’s part consists mainly
of registering the many painful shocks
which St. Anthony suffers each time he
comes face to face with petty worldly
vices, an art in which the star is highly
successful.
He is supported by a skilful
cast including Frank Jonasson who contributes some of the best comedy in the
play,
field.

Margaret Loomis and Lucien LittleThe directing, settings and photog-

raphy are of a high order.
Cast.

Anthony Osgood

Bryant Washburn
Margaret Loomis
Lorenza Lazzarini

Jeanette Adair
Persis Meade
Horatio Meade

Guy Oliver
Frank Jonasson

Hungry Hank
Valerie Vincent
Lieut.

Humphrey Smith

Viora Daniels
Lucien Littlefield

Story by Charles Collins.
Scenario by Elmer Harris.
Directed by James Cruze.
Length, 4,565 Feet.

The
Anthony Osgood, a
scientist, suffers

Story.
retired

young medical
a severe shock upon learn-

ing that Perses Meade, his fiancee, is carrying on a flirtation with a young lieutenant
whom she introduces as Humphrey Smith.

He

and Narrow.
Him.
Along
She Did
Came a Famous Danseuse. She Bought
Him a Haircut and Some Twentieth Century Clothes and Made a Regular Man
of Him.
The Story of a Guileless Young Scientist
Who Preferred the Laboratory to the
Drawing Room, Anti-Toxin to Champagne and Conversation to Kisses.

Adhered

Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

i

—

—
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Story,

Prudence”

Thorne takes to aviation,
again when both her milloinaire father and
her milloinaire fiance decide that she must
give up that ‘sport.
To make them sorry,
she stages a kidnapping of herself, leaving
a printed demand for ransom behind, and
hides at the house of Mrs. Ryan, family
laundress.
There is anxiety at the Thorne
home until Mrs. Ryan telephones that Prudence is hiding in her home.
Hewitt, fiance of Prudence, now determines to give her a lesson. He meets Mrs.
Ryan’s tough looking son, Michael, and arranges for a genuine kidnapping next evening. Prudence is carried off by Michael and
a gang, including Hewitt in disguise.
The
latter reveals himself through his voice, and

—

Very “Holey” Proposition.

She’s trying to mend the bit of hosiery
“The Sins of St. Anthony,” a Paramount production, starring Bryant Washburn.
in

serious appeal.
Lay most of your stress
upon the star and the fact that she is seen
in boy’s clothes.
Just say she is. Don’t add
that she makes a charming boy.

Story by Josephine Lovett.
Directed by John S. Robertson.
Scenario by Kathryne Stuart.
Length, 5,406 feet.

“Away

A

Maude Turner Gordon
Charles Lane

Mr. Thorne
Mrs. Ryan

man is an imposter who is
impersonating Lieut. Smith whom Perses has
never seen, but with whom she has carried
on an extensive correspondence.
Osgood
gently chides her for her fickleness, and she
responds that Anthony is far too good and
prudish for her.
Thereupon Valerie, a young widow full
of worldly wisdom, advises Anthony to lead
a gayer existence and prove to Perses that
he has his legitimate amount of pep and social charm.
The first devilish thing he does
is to
interview Jeanette Adair, a popular
dancer whom he engages to entertain his
guests at an evening affair. In seeking out
Jeanette he goes back of the scenes and is
shocked almost into a state of paralysis upon
seeing the chorus girls rehearse for their
next show. Jeanette falls in love with him
at once, and decides to make a regular person out of him. She takes him to a barber
and a tailer and their ministrations work
wonders with him.
At the party at his home, the appearance
of Jeanette causes an endless amount of gossip which is further stimulated when two
ladies out driving see a woman’s head in
his front window. In the meantime, Anthony
is again pressing his attentions to Perses,
but is rebuffed by her statement that she is
Then the real
in love with the lieutenant.
lieutenant appears and announces himself.
A fight between the two then takes place
and the impostor is about to escape with
Perses’ jewels when Anthony pounces upon
him and holds him until the police arrive.
The gossipers have been appeased by learning that the woman’s head which they saw
in Anthony’s window was only an artist’s
dummy.
Anthony hastens to Jeannette,
whom he realizes is the only one for him,
and Perses, quite exhausted by her recent
In reality, the

contact with an emotion or two,
for she must be returned to the arms of
her highly refined loved ones just as sweet
and fresh as ever.
This well-known formula is made pleasing by some good scenario work, by well

coming
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the Straight
Not.
She Left

to

Couldn’t Flirt! He Coudn’t Drink! He
Couldn’t Get Himself Scandalized! But
He Tried, Oh How He Tried!
Galavanting or Galaheading, Which Is the
Best Way to Win a Girl? See “The Sins
of St. Anthony” and Judge for Yourself.
Exploitation Angles: Exploit this as a gay
harmless satire on the life of a too-saintly
young man. Give the star due publicity and
the fact that this is the type of role to
which he is particularly fitted. The story affords a generous opportunity for catchy ads.
on the misfortune of having too many morals.

He

“Three Gold Coins”
Tom Mix

Appears in Five-Reel Fox Production Filled with Western Stunts.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravey.

N

this

five-reel

Fox

subject, entitled “3

Gold Coins,” Tom Mix appears as Bob
Fleming, a blithe young cowboy, out of
funds at the moment but always alive to
his opportunities for getting an honest dol-

I

lar.
The action of the piece has not as
well defined continuity as previous subjects
featuring Tom Mix, but it has some excellent riding scenes and contains numerous
moments of high interest. It is a concoction that will be followed with much interest by those who like spirited Western
productions.
The scenes are laid in the giant cactus
country, in Texas, and some of the horseback riding is remarkable for its daring.
A fine sweep of mountainous country is
pictured. Tom Mix gives his usual spirited

performance and

Margaret Loomis wins

favor as the heroine.
Cast.

Bob Fleming
Bad Pat Duncan
Betty Reed
Luther M. Reed
J.

M. Ballinger

Tom Mix
Margaret Loomis
Frank Whitson
Bert Hadley

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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A Romantic Adventure

Dick Rush

Rufus Berry
Maria Bimble
Peggy Benson

Drury Dane
Adventurous
Abroad and Helps
Back His Fortune
the
the

Margaret

Cullington
Sylvia Jocelyn

Bonnie Hill
Katherine Briggs
Sid Jordan
Boots
Story by H. H. Van Loan.
Scenario by Alvin J. Neitz.
Directed by Cliff Smith
Length, Five Reels.

The

Story.

of the residents of the "Western

Four Corners are induced

to put

“Parlor,

“Bedroom Drama.”
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
is stage history that A. H. Woods sent
out four or five “Parlor, Bedroom and
Bath” companies last season and that
the farce was played with success in all

T

I

—

Wealthy

Daughter
Wins Her Love.

Oil

Magnate and

a Daring, Dashing Western
Hole See Him Bust Bronchos Clean
Up Bandits And Win the Daughter of

Tom Mix

—

in

—

—

an Oil Magnate.

Exploitation Angles: Play up Mix for your
chief appeal. He can carry the burden, but
get what you can out of the odd title in adTell that the scenes are laid in the
dition.
giant cactus country of Texas, and try and
get some interest in that where cacti are
not well-known.

“The Best of Luck”
Metro Presents Kathryn Adams in a
ful Adaptation from the Drury
Lane Melodrama.

Skil-

Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

T

HE

charming personality of Kathryn
Adams and the fine workmanship

shown

in

constructive scenario

work

and handling of the product, are the principal contributors to the screen success of
“The Best of Luck.” It required courage
to use that old material of the hero and the
villain going down in diving suits and fight-

ing below the water. That has been done
too often and too well in the past. It was
also dangerous to bring in the conventional visit of the heroine to the villain’s rooms
after midnight, though in this case she was
not after the “papers.” The screen story
has been given vitality by the introduction
of air-ships, sea-planes and motor cycles.
Out of this material, Albert LeVino has
managed to construct a screen story of romantic adventure on the part of an enterprising young American girl and, at the
same time, adhere to the abiding features
of melodrama. Ray Smallwood has handled
the vital scenes with zip and intelligent

comprehension of their values.
To Miss Kathryn Adams must go the
honors of enlisting and holding interest
through a combination of daring and love-

bound to excite strong admiration.
She is especially effective in the singlehanded struggle with the villain, intensely
portrayed by Fred Malatesta. Jack Holt
liness

carries his role with dignity, and the entire
cast is chosen with good taste. Taken as
a whole, the production should have with
audiences in general what its name implies,
“The Best of Luck.”

of

States

“Hicl-I-sh

A

Nish-Hic!”

Must have been real champagne in “The
Live Wire Hick,” an American release
starring William Russell.
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of Betty.

of a

cities and towns of the United
and Canada.
The screen version
produced by Metro contains the same
harmlessly naughty situations that gave
spice to the original.
Told in bald detail
tbe plot discloses a deal of comic complication whose humor has to do with a
married man being found by his lawful
wedded wife in a hotel bedroom with two
women. There is also a jealous husband
to come in at the right moment and
threaten to shoot the wrecker of his home.
Handled without skill the story could easily

sizes

town

Catehlines:
Exploitation
and
Thrilling Story of the Giant Cactus Country in Texas, Starring Tom Mix.
He Won the Stake by Riding the Bucking
Broncho and Then Won a Few Turns
on the Roulette Wheel Fortune Kept on
Smiling Because He Meets Up with the

Bedroom and Bath”

Production of Stage Farce Will
Please Admirers of the So-Called

up their

Program

an English Lord Get
After Many Spectacu-

Metro

Ballinger and

hard earned money for stock.
Berry later scheme to get the money. When
it disappears they accuse Bob of the theft.
He is arrested, but escapes in a sensational
manner during the trial at court and succeeds in clearing his name. He wins the love

—

Exploitation Angles: Handle this as a spectacular melodrama, playing upon the various
sensational features in vivid lines and with
Play up the cast
a large display of paper.
for what they mean to your patrons, with
especial stress upon Miss Adams, and use
the Drury Lane line.

Gold Coins,” is a cowboy short of money. He earns three dollars
by breaking a bucking broncho, which nobody else can ride, and later wins a larger
stake by playing roulette. Then he follows
up this luck by shooting three gold coins
from a fence, placed there by an oil magnate
named Luther M. Reed. Reed presents the
coins to Bob. who keeps them as lucky pieces
He also falls in love with Reed’s daughter.
Betty, who is traveling through the West
with her father.
Bob is approached by J. M. Ballinger and
Rufus Berry, two crooks who have “doctored” Bob’s land with crude oil, and induce
him to help them organize a stock company.
The plan works up to a certain point, and
of

Story Adapted from
Melodrama See How
American Girl Goes

lar Upsets.

in “3

Bob Fleming,

many

July 17, 1920

Cast.

Leslie

MacLeod

Kenneth, Lord Glenayr
Lady Blanche Westamere

Kathryn Adams
Jack Holt
Lilie

Leslie

Lanzana
The Countess

Fred Malatesta
of Strathcaird .. Frances RayFrances Raymond
Blake, an American attorney

Emmett King
Robert Dunbar
Effie Conley
Jack Underhill
Authors, Cecil Rawleigh and Henry Hamilton
Scenario by Albert Shelby Le Vino
Director, Ray C. Smallwood.
Length, Six Reels.

The General
Maid
The Footman

The

Story.

“The Best of Luck” comes to Leslie MacLeod, American heiress, when she buys Glenayr Castle, home of her Scotch ancestors.
She is a daring and athletic American girl,
and she goes abroad full of the spirit of adventure.
She is interested from the outset
in Kenneth, Lord Glenayr, but conceals from
him that she is the wealthy purchaser of his
home. She learns from him that he hopes
to redeem the fallen fortunes of his family
by securing an undersea treasure: Part of
it was taken aboard a Spanish galleon when
his ancestor, the Great Glenayr, was taken
aboard that ship a prisoner and managed to
sink her.
From a fortune-hunting Spanish noble
named Lazana, she hears that he is also after
that same treasure, secured during war
against the British by one of his ancestors.
Lazana manages to get her to his rooms late
one rainy night and shows her the plan of
the treasure trove. She detects him in an attempt to drug her and puts up such a brave
fight that she escapes his house in a driving
rain storm.
She strives to reach Kenneth,
but she can find no car. She buys a motorcycle and sets off in the storm, though hotly
pursued by Lazana, from whom she has taken
the plan of the treasure.
Lazana overtakes her near the scene of diving, secures the paper and leaves her lying
She rouses
by the roadside unconscious.
when he is gone and reaches Kenneth on
foot.
While Kenneth goes to seek the treasure, the daring girl secures a sea-plane and
arrives at the diving boat when Kenneth
comes up with the treasure, for .which he has
fought Lazana a duel to the death below
water.
She then reveals her true identity,
and the Glenayr fortunes are forever united

marriage of true love.
Exploitation
Catehlines:
and
Story of an American Heiress Who Went
Abroad Full of the Spirit of Adventure
She Learns to Love a Certain Lord
Glenayr, Whom She Fights for in Order
that He May Regain a Lost Fortune.
See the Spectacular Under Sea Battle When
Lord Glenayr Meets Lazana While They
Are Searching for the Lost Treasure in
This Adaptation of the Drury Lane Melodrama.

in their

Program

—

become

offensive.

and acting

alities

The direction, personof the cast and general

good

taste of the entire production have
turned “Parlor, Bedroom and Bath” into
a lively picture that will please the general
run of amusement seekers. It is entertainment of the lightest sort, and every healthy
minded person will be able to laugh at the
embarrassment of the hero and the manner of his punishment for trying to convince his wife that he is a devil of a fellow

among the women.
Edward Dillion has given

the production
the right atmosphere, and the final cutting
has resulted in a clearly told plot. Ruth

Stonehouse,
Eugene Pallette, Kathleen
Kirkham, Josephine Hill and Charles H.
West are the leading members of the cast.
•

Cast.

Reggie Irving
Polly

.Eugene Paulette
Ruth Stonehouse
Kathleen Kirkham

Hathaway

Angelica Irving
Jeffery

Haywood

Charles H. West

Virginia Irving
Leila

Dorothy Wallace
Helen Sullivan

Ferdie Eaton

Henry

Fred Leslie

Miller, Jr.

George Periolat

Nita Leslie
Josephine Hill
Barkis
Graham Pettie
Directed by Edward Dillion.
Story by C. W. Bell and Mark Swan
Scenario by June Mathis and A. P. Younger
Length, About 6,000 Feet.

The

Story.

Angelica Irving, the wife of Reggie Irving,
the cause of all the trouble in “Parlor, Bedroom and Bath.” Having made up her mind
that she cannot love a man unless all of her
woman friends are infatuated with him also,
the poor chap does his best to earn such a
Jeffery Haywood, a friend, adreputation.
vises him to consult Polly Hathaway, a reporter on “The Town Tatler,” who is posted
on the doings of the smart set. Polly starts
off by printing articles in her paper that
Reggie is a regular heart breaker. Jeffery
also advises Reggie to write love letters to
himself and sign the names of different
women to them.
is

Mrs. Reggie detects the fraud, and Polly
then suggests that Reggie take her to a seaside hotel and, after registering as man and
wife, have Angelica surprise them. The plan
more comis put into effect, but becomes
plicated when the wife of Fred Leslie, who
jealous,
husband
anxious to make her
is
forces Reggie to take her with him to the
himself
hotel, and the unfortunate chap finds
with two extra wives on his hands. Mrs. Leswith the inlie’s husband comes to the hotel
Reggie,
tention of shooting Reggie, and Mrs.
peeved
the hotel detective and a few more
There
persons get on the gay deceiver s trail.

—

July 17

,
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plenty of excitement until Angelica discovers that Reggie has not deceived herthat he is quite as bad as his reputation in-

is

dicates.

Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
His Wife Thought That Unless All the
Other Women Loved Him That She
Couldn’t

— She

Gets the Society Papers to

About Him

Tell All
Starts.

Laughable

— and

Adaptation

Comedy Drama

of
— “Parlor,

Then the Fun

Amusing
Bedroom and
the

Bath.”

of a Wife That Wants
All the Other Women to Admire Her Husband?— He Starts Out to Earn the Reputation by Taking a Society Reporter to a

What Do You Think

and Registering as Man
Wife— Then Some-one Suggests That

Seaside Hotel

and

He Write Himself Letters and
Women’s Names and What Not!

—

Sign

Play on the stage
Exploitation Angles:
success of the play and work hard on the
angle of the husband who sought to lose his
Pick up the
reputation to oblige his wife.
points of the story and exploit them in a
Don’t get rough, but jazz the
ftice way.
situations.

“The Red Lane”
Five-Reel Universal Production Presents
Colorful Adaptation of Holman Day
Novel.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

A

UNIQUE

Universal

picture

entitled

and kidnaps her, assisted by
Alrich goes to her rescue, and during a hard fight Beaulieu is shot and killed.
The shooting is blamed upon Aldrich, but
later a half-witted shepherd confesses he
to

Attegat

friends.

killed Beaulieu to avenge an old grudge.
Aldrich wins the election and also the love
of Marie.
Program and Exploitation Oatchlines:
Unique Story of the Canadian Border in
Which Is Shown the Efforts of an American Customs Officer to Help the Settlers
to Hold Their Homes Against a Tricky

Lumber Company.

Story of a Girl Who Has Spent Most of Her
Time in a Convent and Then Returns to
Find That Her Father Is a Friend of

—

Smugglers He Is About to Make Her
Marry a Villainous Thug When an American Customs Officer Intervens and Wins
the Girl’s Love.
In a

Frank Mayo

Story

Stirring

of

the

Canadian Borderland in Which He Takes
the Part of an American Customs Ofa
ficer and Saves a Pretty Girl from
Thieving Gang of Smugglers.

one of the
stories and
best known of
should be familiar to a large proportion of
your patrons. Tell the others that the “red
iane” is the unmarked highway down which
streams the flood of smuggled goods. Hook
up with the fact that at present the majority
interest
of the cargoes are whiskey and get
from this angle, though this does not figure
Erect a boundary post with
in the story.
“Canada” on one side and “Maine” on the
Exploitation Angles:

This

is

Holman Day’s

“The Red Lane” has been made under
direction of Lynn Reynolds from the
The locale is a
novel by Holman Day.
small town in Maine, near the Canadian
border line, and a commendable special atmosphere has been created in this subject.
The story value is strong and well-rounded
in its interest, even though it is slightly

other and place in your lobby with an inthe
vitation to go down the Red Lane with

mechanical in movement at times. It leads
up to a stirring series of events in the
closing reels and keeps a close hold on the

and Instructive.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

interest.

The scenes in and about the Maine town
are full of pretty rural effects. The theme
has to do with the invasion of a big lumber
company which has sought by legal thrickery to get control of farm and timber land,
and the human note is sounded in the
efforts of the hero to help Andre, the
plowman, and other settlers to hold their
homes. Frank Mayo is engaging in the
leading role ,and is supported by a cast
which includes Lillian Rich as Marie, James
L. Mason as the villain, and other pleasing character performers.
Cast.

Norman Aldrich

Frank Mayo

Marie Beaulieu
Dave Roi
Vetal Beaulieu
Jim, the half wit
Henri Billedeau
Father Leclair
Louis Blais

Lillian Rich
Jas. L. Mason

Jean Hersholt
Jas. O’Neill

Karl Formes
Paul Weigel
Frank Thorne

Deputy Sheriff
Andre, the

Harry Lamont
Fred Herzog

plowman

Story by Holman Day.
Scenario by Violet Clark.
Directed by Lynn Reynolds.
Length, Five Reels.

The

Norman

Story.

characters of this play.

He cannot take himwhile in action. He is
simply having a heluva time. He is a kindhearted fellow, who would prefer to be
at the ball game ,but he is there to do the
job, and he does it as he plays ball, with all
his heart and soul, the most dangerous
in his modesty.
self seriously except

lies

on earth.
Great charm of this film lies in the “animated maps.”
Decided weakness lies in
a lack of inspirational subtitles. These are
orally supplied at the Park Theatre by Capfighter

Raj^mond C. Reisker. With suitable inspiring subtitles, the picture would be one
of the finest examples of realism yet thrown
on the screen.
tain

“Cynthia-of-the-Minute”
angles

“Lake of Sun and Moon”
Paramount
Travel

N

Releases a Burton Holmes
Picture Both Interesting

merely a string of interesting picto look at, but something to
think about as well, “Lake of Sun
and Moon” carries us far away from the
beaten path of the tourist to where human
existence goes on in a fashion fascinatingly

OT

tures

primitive.

We

are treated to

landscapes

and waterscapes in the mountain lakes of
Formosa, where sunset splendors are
much the same as they are the world over,
but where the human element takes on a
new guise and a new meaning. Impressive
and suggestive feature, especially to those
of us concerned about the H. C. L., is a
native houseboat. It is a huge raft, on one
end of which is a house of more comfortable proportions than can be found in the
average New York flat. On the other end
and
is a huge net caught up at four corners

attached to a swiveled pole. When it is
time to eat, one dip catches enough fish for
the family and for some porkers which are
carried along, while fresh fruit is ever at
hand on shore. When members of the
family go away for the summer they take
their house with them. The Burton Holmes
product has a practical appeal as well as
artistic and entertaining ones, a deits
lightful little interlude.

American customs
officer working along the Canadian border,
is shot from ambush by one of a band of
smugglers. He is wounded in the arm and

“Chateau Thierry, St. Mihiel
and Argonne”

appeals to Vetal Beaulieu, a saloon keeper
friend of the smugglers, whose bar
Beaulieu restraddles the boundary line.
fuses to aid Aldrich, but his daughter, Marie,
who has just returned home from a convent,
The girl is at
cares for the hero’s wound.
the time agitated at having learned that her
father runs a low resort, and also by the fact
that he wishes her to marry Dave Roi, one
of the smugglers.
Aldrich assists Marie to escape, during an
enforced wedding ceremony, to the Maine
town of Attegat, where she is befriended by
Father Leclair. Aldrich is induced to run for
the legislature in the hope that he can aid
the settlers of that region who are battling
against the invasion of a big lumber company.
Beaulieu, enraged by Marie’s escape, comes

Actual Battle Scenes Made by Signal Corps,
U. S. A., Shown by War Films Incorporated of Pittsburgh.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

and

actual battle scenes are not staged, though
of them clearly show our men crossing
heavily shelled fields. The closeups of army
life
are equally interesting, particularly
where they reveal character.
What is that character? It is obviously
unlike that revealed in other war films
where the truth is told. The American
soldier is not picturesque. He is not enough
of a poseur to be a good actor. He is often
awkward and homely, like the native Indian
Like the native Indian,,
in that respect.
however, he is adventurous, bold, cunning*
individually resourceful, a stoic, and a marvel of physical energy. The only difference

some

Below

an

Aldrich,

373

several weeks there has been showing at the Park Theatre, New York, a
realistic presentation of the operations
of the American Expeditionary Force in
France in pictures taken by camera men of
the U. S. Signal Corps. Some of the scenes
are enthralling, but their highest value lies
in the views we are afforded of our brothers
and sons, making history and their own naThe
tional character at the same time.
fascination of realism is here, and Americans like to get close to the facts. The

F

OR

is

of

given the story and exploitation
“Cynthia-of-the-Minute,’’ made

by Hodkinson

:

The

Story.

Cynthia, an English girl of good standing
but in reduced circumstances, comes to New
York seeking work. She takes a room near
Washington Square, and is dining in a
small restaurant when her attention is attracted by a curious-looking, big man conversing with a handsome young chap. They
leave the place together.
After they are
gone Cynthia picks up a card that one of
them dropped. She finds her name and certain
marks penciled on it. The younger man returns, seeking the card.
She becomes acquainted and is presented to the big man
later.
He sends her to Madame Savarin, a
wealthy woman who is seeking a companion
for a sea voyage.
Cynthia accepts the position and is delighted to find that the purser of the ship
is none other than the young man she met
in the restaurant.
Cynthia’s father, a famous wireless expert, had taught her how
to operate by the radio code, and she is able
to overhear a plot to sink the ship for the
insurance and to steal Madame Savarin’s
jewels at the same time. The crew mutinies
when the ship is at sea and Rhode and Crittenden lead a fight to subdue the men, aided
by Cynthia, who backs the crooked wireless
operator out of his den at the point of a
revolver and sends out a call for help.
The conspirators try by all means to get
possession of the jewels, and Crittenden,

who

thrown overboard
Cynthia swims to his
rescue, with the jewels in a bag tied around
her back.
They land on a deserted isle.
Meantime a government vessel answers the
off

foils

the

them,

is

finally

Bahamas.

for help.
When it arrives all of the
criminals on board the big ship are arrested.
Cynthia and Crittenden are later rescued,
but not before he has proposed marriage
and she has accepted him.
call

Program and Exploitation Oatchlines:
On the Job Every Minute Is “Cynthla-of-

—

the-Minute.”

A

A

Amazing Adventures in the Lair
Wolves.
Great Big Melodramatic Sea Story, Made

Girl’s
of Sea

in the Tropics.

The

Celebrated

Novel

Vance—A Thousand
Leah

Baird,

Burr

by

Louis

Joseph

Thrills.

McIntosh

and

Thompson Head the All-Star

Hugh

Cast of
“Cynthia-of-the-Minute.”
Exploitation Angles: Work on the vivid
adventures, cataloguing them and building
up on these angles. Work a wireless buzzer
for a lobby ballyhoo and make generous use
of the paper, which will back up your exploitation with its scenes of action.

—
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Thou Art the Man (Robert Warwick)

—

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES.
Heart Strings (William Farnum

The

P-299; C-R, P-1619.

;

Adventurer
Parts).
P-134.

Vol.

(William

—Six

The Orphan (William Farnum
Vol. 44; P-858; C-R, P-1105.

Parts)

—Six
Vol.

Reels),

828, 1087, 1332 1,596; C-R, P-1369.
Mrs. Temple’s Telegram (Bryant Washburn).
Vol. 44; P-862; C-R, P-1233; L-4, 138 Ft.

44;

—Six

The Joyous Troublemakers (William Farnum

—Six

Reels).

Vol. 45; P-251.

TOM MIX

The Feud (Tom Mix).
2002

Vol. 43; P-1008;

Special). LVol. 44; P-1236; C-R, P-1359.
The Dancin’ Fool (Wallace Reid) L-4, 124 Ft.
Vol. 44; P-982; C-R, P-1233.
Lady in Love (Ethel Clayton) Vol. 44; P1238.

Old Wives for New

Gold Coins.

A Manhattan Knight (George Walsh).

L-5987 Ft.

Vol.

C-R

(Shirley Mason).

I

Vol. 44; P-138;

455.

C-R

P-142;

(Peggy Hyland).

Vol.

The Mother

Vol. 44;
Vol. 44;

of His Children (Gladys
Vol. 44; P-458; C-R, P-857.

well).

Would You Forgive? (Vivian

Rich).

P-724; C-R, P-979.

The Dead Line (George Walsh).
Trails

Vol. 44;

(Buck Jones).

Vol.

P-1360; C-R, P-1499; Ex., P-1744.

44;

The City of Masks (Robert Warwick) L-4708
Ft. Vol. 44; P-1789.
Sick Abed (Wallace Reid) L-4327 Ft. Vol. 44;
P-1793.

Sand (William

The Square Shooter (Buck Jones).
The Spirit of Good (Madlaine Traverse).
The Little Wanderer (Shirley Mason).
The Rose of Nome (Gladys Brockwell).
Firebrand Trevison (Buck Jones).
Her Honor, The Mayor (Eileen Percy).

Extraordinary Specials.
Salome (Theda Bara).
The Honor System (All-Star).
A Daughter of the Gods (Annette Kellerman).
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
Les Miserables (William Farnum).

SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
Through the Keyhole.
Money Talks.
Ten Nights Without a Barroom.
A Lady Bellhop's Secret.

Ft.

—L-5382

The Sins

of St.

Ft.

—The
Idol Dancer
(David Wark
Griffith). Vol. 44; P-137; C-R, P597; Ex,
1328, 1477, 1480.
March 29 — The Woman Gives (Norma Talmadge). Vol. 44; P-46; C-R, P857.
April
—Polly
of the Storm Country (Mildred Harris
March

22

828,

4

Chaplin).

(Billie

Let’s

Burke). L-5046

Be Fashionable (Doris May

McLean

—

—Douglas

Ince).
L-4501 Ft. Vol. 44; P1503; C-R, Vol. 45, P-117.
The Ladder of Lies (Ethel Clayton). L-4271
Ft.; Vol. 45; P-251.

Homer Comes Home
Ft.; Vol.

45;

(Charles Ray).

L-4556

P-252.

The Fourteenth Man (Robert Warwick).
The World and His Wife (Cosmopolitan Production).

L-6702 Ft.

COMEDIES

June
June

June
July

—Don’t
Ever Marry
Production).

April 18

—Themadge
Love Expert
— John

Slipping Feet.

(Marshall Nellan
Vol. 44; P-726; C-R.

979; Ex., P-1743.

Loos Production).
C-R, P.1105.

April 25

(Constance TalEmerson - Anita
Vol. 44; P-860:

— Passion’s

Playground
MacDonald). L-5968

(Katharine
Ft.; Vol. 44;

— Theart).
Yellow Typhoon (Anita StewVol. 44; P-1106; C-R, P-1233.
May 31 —David Wark Griffith Production.
June 14 —Marshall Neilan Production.
June 28 —Constance Talmadge Production.
July 19 —Yes or No? (Norma Talmadge).
Aug. —Curtain (Katherine MacDonald).
Aug. 16 —Jack Knife Man (King Vidor).
Aug. 30 — Forty-five Minutes from Broadwaj
(Charles Ray).
Sept.
— Thetion).
Scoffer (Allan Dwan ProducSept. 13 — Harriet and the Piper (Anita Stewart).
May

3

—ABy Model
Golly (Sennett — Two Reels).
—
Husband (DeHaven —Two
Reels).
27 — You Wouldn’t Believe It (Sennett
Two Reels).
—The
Quack Doctor.
6

13

4

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

4

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

PICTURES.

Dec.

(One Reel.)

—Up-Country in Siam.
25 — In Lovely Lorraine.
—
Happy Alsace.
May
May
—In
An Oriental Sing Sing.
May 16 —Artistic Antwerp.
May 23 —Musko and Musume of Nippon.
May 30 —Battlefields of France.
June
—Beautiful Bruges.
June 13 — The Lure of the Loreley.
June 20 — The Lake of the Sun and Moon.
June 27 — Battlefields of France.
July
—Parisian Holidays.
July 11 — The Land of Laos.
July 18 — Frenchifying Metz.
July 25 —In Flanders Fields.

—Smilin' Through (Norma Tal—Themadge).
Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore).
—
The Woman.
11 — Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray.)
18 — R. A. Walsh Production.
25 — Nomads of the North (James Oliver
Curwood Production).
25 —Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin).
—
(Katherine MacDonald).
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. Carter
—Curtain
DeHaven).
15 — The Heart of a Fool (Allan Dwan
Production).
22 — The
Honorable
Peter
Sterling
(Lionel Barrymore).
29 — The
Girl of Gold
(Norma Talmadge).
29 — Penrod (Marshall Neilan ProducWoman in His House (Mildred
—Thetion).
Harris Chaplin).
13 — The Human Chess-Board (Constance
Talmadge).

Sept. 20
Sept. 20

PARAMOUNT BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL
Apr.
Apr.

Vol. 44; P-

1360.

April 11

6

Anthony (Bryant Washburn).

Ft.

Shepherdess (Anita

Vol. 44; P-141; C-R. P-

2

Rebecca of Sunny Brook Farm (Mary Pickford Re-issue)

(Katherine Mac-

979.

1

8

6

18'

2

AMERICAN FILM COIMP ANY

9

6

Virtuous Husbands.
Mary's Little Lobster.

MUTT AND JEFF.

4

of Yeast.

Spirits.

The Mystery of the Galvanized Iron Ash Can.
The Breakfast Food Industry.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
April.
44; P-560;

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE.

C-R, P-867:

(One Reel.)
Lounge Lizards of the Jungle.
Stars of the Stage and Screen.
A Jungle Honeymoon.
Long Live the Umpire and Others.
Portraits from Acid.
A Forest Fantasy.
Quizzing the Prophets.
The Transatlantic Night Express.
The Movie Lure.

—
—
30 —
—
June
June 13 —
June 30 —
June 27 —
July
—
July 11 —
July
—The Kingdom of Night.
July 25 —Unpopular Science.
May
May
May

16

23

6

4

Treasure Island (Super-Speclal-Tourneur)
Vol.

—D-4869

ARTCRAFT.

44;

1630; C-R, P-1787.
of Suffering Creek (William Russell).
Vol. 45; P-118; C-R, P-250.
World of Folly (Vivian Rich). Vol. 44;
P-1790; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.
Sister To Salome (Gladys Brockwell).

L-5,143 Ft.
Ex. 1332.

Hart)

S.

L-4565 Ft.

Twins

Departed

Gish);

Vol. 44; P-1630; C-R, P-1787.

Away Goes Prudence

The Iron Heart (Madlaine Traverse). Vol.
44; P-1501; C-R, P-1787.
White Lies (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. 44* P-

The Toy Makers.
The Tango Dancers.
One Round Jeff.
3 Ralsens and a Cake

L-4844 Ft.

— The
Fighting
Stewart).

P-981.

Jnly.

P-1234.

A

—L-4257
Ft.
(Dorothy

Remodeling Her Husband

Brock-

The Spirit of Good (Madlaine Traverse).
Love’s Harvest (Shirley Mason).
Vol.

A

Paris Green (Charles Ray)

Vol. 44; P-

980; C-R, P-1105.

Forbidden

44;

455.

It to Me (William Russell).
P-739.
Tattlers (Madlaine Traverse).
P-303* C-R P-979

Leave

The

1

Vol. 44; P-1633; Ex. 1330; C-R,

P-1787.

Lisle

Donald).

Jane.
(DeMille Special Reissue'

Below the Surface (Thomas H. Ince Special)

43; P-2173.

Black Shadows

The Notorious Miss

March

L-5. 663 Ft.

POX ENTERTAINMENTS.
Molly and

—
—

A

Vol. 43; P-2005.

Vol. 44; P-599.
Vol. 44; P-1235.

The Terror.
3

C-R

.

Desert Dove.

The Sea Wolf (George Melford
6,797 Ft.

SERIES.

The Daredevil (Tom Mix).

—

May.
Why Change Your Wife? (Cecil B. DeMille
Special)— D-7, 175 Ft. Vol. 43; P-1678; Ex.

Farnum

C-R;

P-1650;

43;

FIRST NAT’L EXHIBITORS

—

SPECIALS.

(All-Star)
Vol. 43; P-1234;
C-R-Vol. 44; P-299.
Should a Husband Forgive. Vol. 42; P-1191.

Vol. 43

L-

—

FOX FILM CORPORATION
The Strongest

;

5003 Ft. Vol. 44; P-459; C-R, P-1787.
The Cost (Violet Heming) L-5,547 Ft. Vol.
44; P-141; C-R, P-857.
The False Road (Enid Bennett-Ince). Vol.
44; P-724.
Terror Island (Houdini) L-6,813 Ft. Vol. 44;
P-8’61; C-R, P-1105.
The Toll Gate (Super-Special William S.
Hart)—L-5, 590 Ft. Vol. 44; P-727; C-R,
857; Ex. P-1479.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Super-Special). Vol.
44; P-239; C-R, P-723; Ex. 1086.

18

Six Feet Four
P-1703.

Eve

in

(William Russell).

Exile (Charlotte Walker).

Vol.

41

;

Vol. 42

;

P-854.
of Tomorrow (William Russell).
Vol. 43; P-463.
Honey Bee (Mme. Marguerite de Sylvia).
Vol. 44; P-600.

The Valley
The

The Dangerous Talent

(Margarita Fisher).
Vol. 43; P-2011; C-R. Vol. 44: P-134.

Slam Bang Jim (William Russell).
The Thirtieth Piece of Silver (Margarite
Fisher).

Vol. 44; P-981.

The House of Toys (Seena Owen).

Vol. 44

;

P-1502; C-R. P-1787.
Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter).
The Week End (Margarita Fisher Six Reels)
A. Live Wire Hick (William Russell).

—

—

—

——
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Week Jane

Releases for

By

Passers

W. W. HODKINSON

Fuse).
No.

B. HAMPTON — GREAT
AUTHORS PICTURES, INO.

BENJAMIN

P-297; C-R, P-1619.

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
of the Dawn (Six Parts — Hampton).

Riders

(Hampton Production).

PARKER READ,

J.

and

—
DIETRICH— BECK, INC.
The Bandbox (Six Parts— Doris Kenyon).
(Doris
Kenyon — Six
Harvest Moon
P-2013; Ex. 1331.

The

Vol. 44; P-302; C-R, P-723.

No.
No.

(Leah

Cynthia-of-the-Minute

Baird

— Six

Parts). Vol. 45; P-254.

P-777.
(J.
130,000
P-1286.

(J.

Warren Kerrigan).

Warren

The Dream Cheater

Kerrigan).

43

Warren Kerrigan).

(J.

Vol. 43; P-2013; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 44; P-1234.

The Green Flame

(J.

Warren Kerrigan).

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol.
43; P-773; C-R, 2002.

of The Third Eye (The Death Spark).
of Bringing Up Father (Jiggs and the
Social Lion Two Reel Comedy).
Old Port (Harry Pollard One Reel).

Any

—

Mollie’s

Pathe Review No.

Supreme Comedies.
Mumps.

Her Novel

Idea.
Artistic Temperament.
In Room 202.
Come Into the Kitchen.

Take Doctor’s Advice.
Oh, You Kid!

No.

Recruiting in the Solomons.

The City of Broken Old Men
Marooned in the South Seas.

(Shipped June 30

Sons of Salooskin.
Ghosts of Romance.

ADVENTURE

61.

Pathe News Nos. 52 and
and July 3).

53

Week

of July

SCENICS.

4.

The Man From Make Believe (William Desmond).
No.

of

14

by Three

Trailed

METRO PICTURES CORP.

(The Hidden

Crime).
No.

The Third Eye (The Double Trap).
Rock the Boat (Harry Pollard One

of

7

—

Pathe Review No.
Pathe News Nos.
and 10).

No.
54

—

62.

and

55

(Shipped July

7

Releases for Week of July 11.
No. 15 of Trailed by Three (The Reckoning).
No. 8 of The Third Eye (Dangerous Trails).
Tex of The Timberlands (Young Buffalo Series

— Two

Topics of the

Reels).

—One

Reel).

69.

Day

No.

of Way (Bert Lytell).
Vol. 43;
P-1116; C-R, 2002.
The Walk-Offs (May Allison Six Parts). Vol.
43; P-938.

The Right

58.

Day

Topics of the

Pathe Review No.

63.

Pathe News No. 56 and 57 (Shipped July 14
and 17).

INC.

MARTIN JOHNSON.
Lonely South Pacific Missions.

57.

Day

Topics of the

—

Vol. 44; P-1502; C-R, P-1787.
of Twenty (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 45;

—

Hello Uncle (Beatrice La Plante

PATHE EXCHANGE,

27.

(The Door of

Reel).

Vol. 43;
Vol.

Jane

of

6

Don’t

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
Live Sparks

Week

by Three

Trailed

Releases for

—

Seven Reels).
Vol. 43; P-2177; C-R, Vol. 44; P-723.

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS.

P-118.

26).

3

DIAL FILM COMPANY PRODUCTIONS.
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis

The Heart

—

Day

of

13

.

Reels).

Death.

The Lone Wolf’s Daughter (Louise Glaum
SeVen Parts). Vol. 42; P-1010.
Sex (Louise Glaum Seven Reels). Vol. 43;

Reels).

(The Burning

The Third Eye (The Black Hand

Releases for
No.

PRODUCTIONS.

JR,,

Vol.

(Rolin Comedy One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 56.
Topics of the Day No. 60.
Pathe News Nos. 50 and 51 (Shipped June 23

Vol. 44; P-980; C-R, P-1105.

Desert Gold

C-R

by Three

Bag).

All in a

The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production). Vol.
43;

of

5

—Six Reels).
45; P-117.

(Herbert Rawlinson

Vol. 44; P-1735;
12 of Trailed

No.

Fortune Teller (Marjorie Rambeau). Vol.
44; P-1107; Ex. P-1598.
The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale).
Vol. 44; P- 1108
The Wonder Man (Georges Carpentier Six

'ine

20.

A Modern

Salome (Hope Hampton).

Vol. 43;

—Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn). Vol. 44;
P-301; C-R. P-723.
— out
Vol. 44; P-135; C-R, P-723; Ex. 1329.
April — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-456; C-R, P-857.
April —Dangerous to Men (Viola Dana). Vol
44; P-598; C-R, P-979.
Ex. 1328.
May 31 — The Best of Luck (All Star— Six
Parts).
June
—TheParts).
Cheater
(May Allison— Six
Vol. 44; P-1791.
July
—Parlor,
Bedroom and Bath (All Star
Six Jarts).
July 19 — The Misfit Wife (Alice Lake— Six
Parts).
March

-t^eeis;.

7

Releases for

Week

Sherry (Pat O’Malley
C-R, P-1499.
No.

9

of Trailed

of

May

Man

30.

—Seven Reels).

No.

2

of

Vol. 44;

by Three (The Pasha’s Re-

The Third Eye (The Pendulum

of

Death).
3 of After Thirty (The Emotional Miss

Vaughn).
Grab the Ghost (Harry Pollard
Pathe Review No. 53.

— One Reel).

Topics of the Day No. 57.
Pathe News Nos. 44 and 45 (Shipped June

and June

Week

of

June

2

6.

The

Little Cafe (Max Linder).
Vol. 44; P1504; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.
No. 10 of Trailed by Three (The Slave Market).
No. 3 of The Third Eye (In Destruction’s

Path).
Tou’re Pinched (Harry Pollard
Pathe Review No. 54.
Topics of the Day No. 58.

Pathe

News Nos

and

46

11

47

of

Trailed

Trap).

—

Topics of the

Day

No.

—

64.

Releases for Week of July 25.
Third Eye (The House

10 of The
Terrors).
Young Buffalo

No.

Series

(The

Law

of

of

—

31).

(Shipped June

9

Week

of June 13.

by Three

(The Torture

—

19).

Trust

(May Allison— Six

—The Chorus
Romance (Viola
—Six Girl’s
Parts).
— TheDana
Four Horsemen of Apocalypse
(All Star — Six Parts).
13 — The
Price of Redemption (Bert
Lytell — Six Parts).
20 — The
Saphead (Crane-Keaton — Six
Parts).
27 — Clothes (All Star— Six Parts).
— The Hope (All Star—Six Parts).

Aug.

16
1

Sept.
Sept.

Sept.
Oct.

4

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS.

—Stronger
Than Death (Seven Reels).
Vol.
P-631.
April — The Heart of a Child (Seven Reels).
Vol.
P-459; C-R, P-857.
Oct. 11 — Billions (Six Reels).

January

44;

44;

ROBERTSON-COLE
A Woman Who

in

Parts).

the

Boarder).
Call a Taxi (Henry Pollard One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 61.
Topics of the Day No. 65.
Pathe News No. 60 and 61 (Shipped July 28

and

2—Held

Aug.

Sept.

—One Reel).

No. 4 of The Third Eye (Daggers of Death).
Start the Show (LaPlant— One Reel).
High and Dry (Harold Lloyd Two Reels).
Pathe Review No. 55.
Topics of the Day No. 59.
Pathe News Nos. 48 and 49 (Shipped June If

and

—

Reels).

The Unconventional Maida Greenwood (Mrs.
Sydney Drew Two Parts).
The Home Stretch (Harry Pollard One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 60.

12).

Releases for
No.

and

No. 9 of The Third Eye (The Race for Life).
His Pal’s Gal (Young Buffalo Series Two

Pathe News Nos. 58 and 59 (Shipped July 21
and 24).

5).

Releases for

5

Six Parts).

venge).
No.

Releases for Week of July 18.
and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson

Understood

(Bessie Barriscale). Vol. 44; P-139; C-R, P-597.
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
44; P-302; C-R, P-455.
The Third Woman (Carlyle Blackwell). Vol.
43; P-2174; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
Bright Skies (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 44; P-859;
C-R, Vol. 45; P-250.
The Devil’s Claim (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
44; P-984.

C. E. SHURTLEFF, INC., PROD.
April Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-1108.
Aug. 23 The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All
Star Six Reels).
Nov. 22 The
Star
Rover (All Star Six
Reels).

—

—
—

—

—

TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS.

—
—

March

The Very Idea (Six Reels). Vol. 44;
P-1527; C-R, P-2002.
April Nothing But Lies (Six Reels). Vol. 44;
P-1235; C-R, P-1787.

—

.

—
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Releases for

Week

of July 12.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

No. 12 of the Moon Riders (The Pit of Fire).
No. 6 of the Vanishing Dagger (A Terrible

CO.

Calamity).

Kid-ing the
Releases for Week May 31.
Everything- but the Truth (Lyons-Moran
Five Reels). Vol. 44; P-1106; C-R. P-1359.
No. 17 of Elmo the Fearless (The Trap).
No. 6 of The Moon Riders (The Caves of Mystery).

Landlord (Bartine Burkette
One Reel).
Bear Skinned Beauties (Century Beauty
Chorus Two Reels).
The Shootin’ Kid (Hoot Gibson Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 74.
International News Nos. 43 and 44 (Shipped
July 13 and 16).

—

—

—

His Friend’s Tip (Lyons-Moran One Reel).
An Artist’s Muddle (Harry Mann and Lillian
Byron Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 68.
International News Nos. 31 and 32 (Shipped
June 1 and 4).

—

Releases for

No. 18 of Elmo
ter).
•

No.

of

June

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.

7.

The Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce

Monster).

No.

1

The Vanishing Dagger (The Scarlet

of

Confession).
’N Everything (Monty Banfes One
Reel).
Aloonshines and Jailbirds (Billy Engel and
Ester Jackson Two Reels).
Two from Texas (J. Farrell McDonald Two
Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 69.
International News Nos. 33 and 34 (Shipped

—

A Hero

—

June

and

8

—

Week

of

June

14.

Tokio Siren (Tsuru Aoki). Vol. 45; P-253.
8 of The Moon Riders (At the Rope’s
End).

No. 2 of The Vanishing Dagger (The Night
of Terror).
Three Pairs of Stockings (Harry Keaton
One Reel).
Lion’s Jaws and Kitten’s Paws (Harry Sweet
and Edna Gregory Two Reels Century).
New Screen Magazine No. 70.
International News Nos. 35 and 36 (Shipped

—

—

and

15

Releases for

Week

of

Jane

21.

—

—

—

and June

22

Reels).
P-117.

Vol.

Releases for
Stuff

No. 10 of The

44;

—

STAR PRODUCTIONS.
The More Excellent Way (Anita Stewart).
The Garter Girl (Corinne Griffith). Vol.

of

June

28.

Morey).

Vol. 44: P-

— Bab’s Candidate (Corinne Griffith).
July— The Gauntlet (Harry T. Morey).
Sept. — Trumpet Island (All Star Cast — SpecSept. — The Prey (Alice Joyce).
Sept. — The Whisper Market (Corinne Griffith).
Sept.— The Purple Cipher (Earle Williams).
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan— 15Episode Serial).
The Invisible Hand (Antonio Moreno — 15-EpiJune

sode Serial).

No.

—

BIG V COMEDIES.
(Two Reels)
Pals and Pugs (Jimmy Aubrey).
A Parcel Post Husband (Earl Montgomery).
He Laughs Last (Jimmy Aubrey).
July The Laundry (Earl Montgomery).
August Springtime (Jimmy Aubrey).

——

O.

HENRY FEATURES.
of

(Two
Mack

Reels)

—One Reel).
Villain’s Broken Heart (Billy Engel and
Celeste Zimlick — Two Reels).
Tough Tenderfoot (Helen Lynch and Jack

A
A

Lizzies (Star

—Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No.
International

June

19

News

No.
No.

11 of
5 of

Nos. 39 and 40 (Shipped

and July

Releases for

72.

2).

of Jnly

The Moon Riders (Death’s Door).
The Vanishing Dagger (The End

—

Should Waiters Marry? (George
Reels).

The Boss

GOLDWYN

of

DISTRIBUTING

Copperhead

—Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine

Toby’s

(J.

Bow (Tom

Moore).

Vol. 42; P-1139.

The Silver Horde (Rex Beach Production).

The

Vol. 44; P-460; Ex. 949; C-R, P-1359.
Palliser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol.
43; P-115, Ex. 835.
Blooming Angel (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
43; P-1290.

of

—
Ovey— Two

Farrel McDonald

No. 73.
International News Nos. 41 and 42 (Shipped
July 6 and 9).

Robberies.
High Cost of Courting.
Taos Indians and Other Subjects.

(One Reel.)

—
Higher Spheres.
—In
Silverware.
—
Tick-Tock.
—Broken Silence.
14 — With Every Meal.
21 — Alligator Hunt.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

15
22
29

7

HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
SPECIALS.

HALLMARK RECREATED STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Chains of Evidence (All-Star).
High Speed (Gladys Hulette

and

Edward

Earle). Vol. 43; P-467.
of the North (Anna Boss).
Vol. 44;
P-726.
The Veiled Marriage (Anna Lehr and Ralph
Kellard). Vol. 43; P-1342; C-R, Vol. 44;
P-299.
The Evil Eye (Bennv Leonard 15 Episode
Serial). Vol. 43: P-2174.

Carmen

Affair.

Vol. 44;

—
Americano (Douglas Fairbanks).
—The
Love or Justice (Louise Glaum).
—
Hinges (William
Hart).
— Fifty-Fifty
(Norma Talmadge).

The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick). Vol.

the Rustlers).
Pills for Papa (Neal Burns and Josephine Hill
One Reel).
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln Six
Reels). Vol. 44; 1503; C-R, Vol. 45. P-117.

Famous

Wit Wins.
Wits vs. Wits (Marguerite Marsh).

43; P-1286.

5.

—

Guardians of Our Gateways.

P-1504.

The

Week

(One Reel.)
Wireless Telephony.
Pheasants, Aristocrats of Birdland.
Professor B. Flat A Musical Novelty.

A Dangerous

Comedy

Carlyle

BRAY DICTOGRAPHS.

—

(All-Star).

Thimble, Thimble (All-Star).
An Afternoon Miracle.
A Ruler of Men.

Dagger).

of the

The Great Accident (Tom Moore) Vol 44P-1634; C-R, Vol. 45; P-250.
Double Dyed Deceiver (Jack Pickford) Vol
44; P-1791; C-R. Vol. 45; P-250.
The Slim Princess (Mabel Normand). Vol. 45;

a Woman Strikes.
Life’s Greatest Problem.
The Other Man’s Wife.
The Littlest (Junior Special).

School Days.
Solid Concrete.
Sept.
The Stage Hand.

The Vanishing Dagger (On the Trail

4 of

P-729; C-R, P-979.
of the Storm (Barbara Castleton). VoL
44; P-1107.
Jes’ Call Me Jim (Will Rogers).
Vol. 44- P1361; C-R, P-1499.
Dollars and Sense (Madge Kennedy). Vol. 44P-1363; C-R, Vol. 45; P-250.
The Return of Tarzan (Gene Pollar)
Vol
44; P-1504; C-R. Vol. 45 P-117
Scratch My Back (T. Roy Barnes and Helene
Chadwick). Vol. 44; P-1632; C-R, P-1787

Out

When

SE1ION COMEDIES.

Bride).

Twin

—

ial).

•

(Harry Carey). Vol. 44; P-1792.
Moon Riders (The Moon Rider’s

igaunne Frederick)

and the Puppet (Geraldine Farrar Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-142; C-R
P-723.
The Strange Boarder (Will Rogers). Vol 44-

FORD EDUCATIONALS.

1362; C-R, P-1787.
Clover’s Rebellion (Anita Stewart).
Stroke (Earle Williams).

25).

Week

T.

in

Woman

44;

May—A Master

The Ransom

Human

—

Joyce Six
P-1501; C-R, Vol. 45,
(Alice

1239; C-R, P-1787.

LARRY

Male Vamp (Zip Monty and Connie Henley Two Reels).
The Fightin’ Terror (Hoot Gibson Two Reels
VV estern )
International News Nos. 37 and 38 (Shipped
June

Woman

and the

Vol. 44; P-

The Courage of Marge O’Doone (James Oliver Curwood Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-

18).

Alias Miss Dodd (Edith Roberts). Vol. 44;
P-1633; C-R, P-1787.
No. 9 of The Moonriders (The Triple Menace).
No. 3 of The Vanishing Dagger (In Death’s
Clutches).
The Last Nip (Lee Kohlmar One Reel).

A He

Captain Swift (Earle Williams).
728; C-R, P-979.
Dollars

— Seven

m noom

Vol. 44; P-138; C-R, P-597; Ex. 949.

The

Vol. 43; P-1840; C-R, P-597; Ex.

The Sea Rider (Harry

No.

June

Reels).
P-1086.

P-984.

11).

Releases for

A

VITAGRAPH

the Fearless (The Fatal Let-

The Moon Riders (The Menacing

of

7

Week

woman

* iic

The Red Lane (Frank Mayo).

The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack
Pickford).

Vol. 43; P-1522.

Duds (Tom Moore).
Water, Everywhere

June
June
June
June
July
July
July
July
July

S.

S.

BURTON KING PRODUCTIONS.
The Discarded Woman (Grace Darling and
Rod La Rocque). Vol. 45: P-119.
Love or Money (Virginia Lee).
The Common Sin (Grace Darling and Rod L*
Rocque).

(Will Rogers).
Vol. 43; P-1113; C-R, Vol. 44; P-455; Ex.
85.

Vol. 43; P-1342; C-R,

PLIMPTON PICTURES.
What

Children Will Do (Edith Stockton).
Should a Wife Work? (Edith Stockton).

Vol. 44; P-723.

Dangerous Days

(Rex

Beach

—44;
All

.

COMEDIES.

Production).

Vol. 44; P-2175 ;'C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.
The Street Called Straight (Basil King)
Star).
Vol. 43; P-1293; C-R, Vol.

P-134

Dal-

ton).

Water,

Partners of the Night.

Hell’s

—
The Coward (Frank Keenen).
—The
The Lamb (Douglas Fairbanks).
—
Aryan (William
Hart).
—
The Deserter (Frank Keenen).
— Wild Winship’s Widow (Dorothy

Dodging His Doom.
Madcap Ambrose.
Thirst.

The Betrayal

of

Maggie.

—

—
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Current Film Release Dates
Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. “C” refers to
Comments, and “R” to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewer’s opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories of the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
EQUITY PICTURES.

The

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

L. J.

Kimball

(Clara

43; P-1291; Ex.

1800; C-R,

Kimball

Distributed by Select Exchanges.
Who Lost Himself (William Faver-<
Vol. 44; B-1239;

(Elaine
—
of Doubt (Special).
—
June — The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore).
June 14 —The Servant Question (William ColJune 21 — The Figurehead (Eugene O Brien)..
Vol. 45; P-118; C-R. P-250.
July 12 — The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein).
Hearts (Zena Keefe and
—Marooned
Aug.
Conway

P-1505.

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.

—

Vol. 43; P-2176.

McGrail).

Vol. 45; P-252.

REPUBLIC PICTURES.
Distributed Through Republic Exchanges.
Kinograms (News Reel).
Girl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Production). Vol. 43; P-2173.
Trilby (Clara Kimball Young

—Tourneur

Re-

The Married Virgin (Six Reels).
Frivolous Wives (Vera Sisson).

Vol.

44;

Eltinge).

(Julien

P-985.

The

Woman God

Sent

(Special).

Vol.

44;

P-726.
Vol. 44; P-727;
April The Gift Supreme.
C-R, P-1499.
The One Way Trail (Edythe Sterling). Vol.
44; P-1236; C-R, Vol. 45; P-250.
The Great Shadow. Vol. 44; P-1237.

—

Man’s Plaything (Montagu Love-Grace DaviVol. 44; P-1792.

son).

1240.

(Two Reels.)
Four Times Foiled.
Christie Comedies.
(Two Reels.)

.

Kiss Me Caroline (Bobby Vernon).
Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher).
Torchy Comedies.
Torchy (Johnny Hines).
A Knight for a Night (Johnny Hines).

Apple Tree

Law

Mermaid Comedies.
Start (Marvel Rea).

Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton).

The Why of a Volcano.
The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes.
Carranza.

Log of the La Viajera.
Song of the Paddle.

Special Features.
the Irish (Dwan).
Vol. 43;
P-774; Ex. P-1085.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan Seven Parts).
Vol. 42; P-454.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard
Six Parts). Ex. 339.

—

Elevator.

Purple (R. A. Walsh Production
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-983; C-R. P-1233;
Ex. P-1595-1744.
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller Production Six Reels).
Star Productions.
Judy of Rogue’s Harbor (Mary Miles Minter).
Vol. 43; P-1120; C-R, 2172.
The Stolen Kiss (Constance Binney). Vol.
43; P-2011; C-R, Vol. 44; P-134.
Sinners (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; P-2175.
Nurse Marjorie (Marv Miles Minter). Vol. 44;
P-135; C-R, P-723.
Jenny Be Good (Marv Miles Minter!. Vol. 44;
P-984; C-R, P-1233; Ex. 1478.
Miss Hobbs (Wanda Hawley).
Vol. 44, P1630; Ex. 1599; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.

AMERICAN CINEMA CORPORATION.
Women Men Forget (Moliie King). Vol.

43;

The Inner Voice
P-140.

—
—

(E.

K.

Lincoln).

UNITED ARTISTS.

Vol.

—

44;

Jah. 18 Pollyanna
(Mary Pickford
Six
Reels). Vol. 43; P-636; Ex. 887.
Apr. 25 Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett).
Vol. 44; P-862; Ex. 537; P-1084-1087, 1597.
Romance (Doris Keane Seven Reels). Vol.
44; P—1239; C-R, P-1787.

—

,

Play Hookey.
Milburn Moranti Comedies.

(Two

Reels.)

Wild. Wild West.
Bungalow Bungle.
Barber Shop Gossip.

STATE RIGHT RELEASES

Napoleon & Sally Comedies.
(One Reel.)

Dreamy Chinatown.
Perils of the Beach.

ARROW FILM CORPORATION.

Gale Henry Comedies.

The Chamber Mystery.

Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White).

Vol.

44; P-1632.

Unseen Witness.
The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White). Vol.
44; P-1503; Ex., P-1747.
The Bromley Case (Glenn White). Vol. 44;
P-1502.

Woman’s Man (Romaine Fielding).
Love’s Protege (Ora Carew).
Hank Mann Comedies (Every Other Week).

Blazed Trail Productions (Every Other Week).
Lone Star Westerns (Every Other Week).
Lightning Bryce (Serial).
The Lurking Peril (Serial).
The Fatal Sign (Serial).
Celebrated Players Film Corp.

Andy on

P-2000.

'/

The Glutton.
Hard Cider.
The Hasher.

Forbidden Fanes.
Barks and Skippers.

—

MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES

West Comedies.
(Two Reels.)

(One Reel.)
Tarred and Feathered.

Sereenics.
(Split Reel.)
Troubadours of the Sky.
Infant Icebergs.

—
The Deep

‘

(Two Reels.)
Her Bargain Day.
Rubes and Romance.
Billy Franey Comedies.

Chester Outing Scenics.
(One Reel.)
in the Andes.

Pigs and Kava.

of

J

Texas Gninan Comedies.
(Two Reels.)
The Night Rider.
The Wild Cat.
Alice Howell Comedies.

Robert C. Bruce Scenics.
Chilkat Cubs.
Wanderlust.

Dreams Come True.
The Luck

*1

j

'

Billy

Happy Days.
The Dreamer.
Hands Up.

Modern Centaurs.

—An

_

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORPORATION.
Vol.

44; P-1362.

Wanted

Mason Revivals.

Girl.

of the North.

The Man Eater.

Specials.

Adam and Eve

REALART PICTURES

VoL

CO., INC.

Cy Wittaker’s Ward.
Flagg Comedy Revivals.
Girls You Know (One Reel).
The Bride.
The Screen Fan.
The Matinee Girl.

Torchy Comes Through.

The
The
The
The

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
Shirley

A

A Day with

Vol. 44; P-

GAUMONT COMPANY.

In the Clutches of Hindoo (Serial).
Husbands and Wives (Vivian Martin).
44: P-142.

Overall Hero.

A Fresh

—God-

FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY.

Chester Comedies.

issue).

An Adventuress

(Jose Collins

frey Tearle).

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.

An

Vol. 44 :

Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro).
The Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens
and Montagu Love Six Parts).
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Sheldon Lewis).
Vol. 44; P-599.
Where Is My Husband?

2

C-R,
—
P-979.
March — Blind Youth. Vol. 44; P-600.
The Invisible Divorce (Leatrice Joy — Walter

;

Reels).

P-1790.

SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION.
(Comedyart— Two Reels Each.)

Uneasy Feet.

INC.

Question
(Olive
Tell Six
Vol. 44; P-141; C-R, P-597.
Business (Olive Tell). Vol. 44

Madonnas and Men (Seven

DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY.

,

NATIONAL PICTURES.

JANS PICTURES,

Without

A Woman’s

7

Distributed by Select Exchanges.
March Just a Wife. Vol. 44; P-458;

Precisely as Polly.

Democracy.

.

Tea,rle.

Spirit of the Birch.

Suds.

Reels).

(Two Reels Each.)
Escaped Convict.
The Square Gambler.

_
Hammerstem).

lier).

GREIVER EDUCATIONALS.

The

Love

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.

The Man

May 17 Whispers
Vol. 45; P-253.
May 24 The Valley

Woman

Vol. 44; P-299.
the Soul of Rafael (Clara
Young). Vol. 44; P-983.

For

SELZNICK PICTURES.

sham). Vol. 44; P-1500.
The Flapper (Olive Thomas).
C-R, P-1499.

Forbidden
Young). Vol.

a Diet.

Walker

— Serial).

Face (Marguerite Marsh).

P-1841.

Vol.

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES.
— This Way Out.

— Four of a

Culver City, Cal.
—
in the Kitchen.
—Shot
Underground Romeo.

Kind.

CO.

1

WISTARIA PRODUCTIONS,

Neglected

P-601.

A Dream

NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION.

The Confession (Henry Walthall).
April 6
April 13

—

ROMAYNE SUPER-FILM

Feb.

$1,000,000 Reward (Lillian
Vol. 43; P-1 523.
to

Johnny Dooley Comedies (Two Each Month).

Jan. 15

GROSSMAN PICTURES INCORPORATED.

Reels.)

Brind’s Educationals (One Every Week).
U. S. PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION.
Washington. D. C.
Determination (All-Star Ten Parts).

(“The Gumps” Comedies.)

Andy’s Wash Day.
Andy’s Night Out.

Face

(Two

Heirlooms.
Help!
The Movies.
Burrutl (Sunset) Scenics.
(One Reel.)
The Mountain That Was God.
The Wind Goddess.
RADIN PICTURES, INC.
729 Seventh Avenue.

ture).
43;

Wives

(Anne Luther).

Ashes

Vol.

44:

MURRAY W. GARSSON.
of

Fair

Women

(Two-Reel Fea-

WARNER BROTHERS.

The Lost City (Juanita Hansen).
P-775.

INC.

WILK AND WILK.

of Desire.

Vol.

43:

:
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E
CTION
RICHARD SOM

Of Emerald Hue
SCHUSTER, Kennewick, Wash-

ington, starts his letter by saying
is a “green” man
in the
projection profession, but believes that an
ambitious fellow does not stay green very
long, also that one way of ripening is to ask
questions. He then continues:
Started projection work the first of this
year. Work four hours each night and take
great interest in it. Have taken great in-

•that he

Notice to All!

projectionist of myself.
I am not yet in position to

opinion on the
believe it is a
expects to enter
who is already

cannot be guaranteed under two or I
three weeks. If quick action is desired
1
remit four cents, stamps, and we will M
send carbon copy of department reply I
as soon as written.
§
E° r special replies by mail on mat- 1
ters which, for any reason, cannot be I
replied to through the department
remit one dollar.

H
§
i
g

in

:

offer

expert

j

handbook, but certainly do
book which any man who

QUESTION BOOKLETS.
We have two paper covered booklets 1
|
§ containing 150 questions designed as a M
guide to study.
They indicate what 1
j
g. the projectionist should know.
Either
booklet,
postpaid,
twenty-five M
§§
g cents; both, forty cents. United States 1
g stamps accepted; cannot use Canadian §f
g stamps.
g

the projection profession, or
a projectionist, should have

and study.
True, some parts of it are a bit difficult
for the amateur, but with concentrated effort any man of ordinary mentality should
be able to reason out the correct answer to
any subject matter contained therein.
I am not a union man yet, there being
only two small show houses here, but I
nevertheless feel myself to be one of the
“bunch” and strive to impress the public
with the real significance of the position
work
holds what
his
projectionist
the
means to them in enjoyment, or lack of it,
of the photoplay they pay good money to see.

THE LENS CHART.

|
g
g

|

You demand that your employer keep

i

his equipment in good order and up to
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in
knowledge and in your methods,
The lens charts (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
are in successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.

§
g
1

g
g
g
1

Queries.

Speaking of projection lenses of different
diameter to accommodate the light beam at
the working distance of the lens, is it posto use projection lenses of different
diameters in standard professional projectors?
In matching up the lens system, what part
does the “back focus” (working distance)
play? I do not understand the discussion on
this point in the handbook.
What is the best method for matching a
condenser combination with the rest of the
system? In General Instructions,
optical
page 474 of the handbook, you advise setting the revolving shutter at the narrowest
point of the light beam. Do the rays cross
Will you kindly explain the action
there?
of the light beam as it passes through the
objective lens?
sible

Quite Possible.
Yes, it is quite possible to use lenses of
various diameters in the standard professional projectors. The Simplex and Baird
have adapting rings, which they will supply you, and the Power’s, if I rightly remember, supplied a holding ring of any
desired diameter to accommodate standard
diameter lenses. Don’t know just what the
Motiograph does in this regard, but they
undoubtedly take proper care of the
matter.
The back focus working distance, properly termed the “working distance,” is the
distance of the surface of the rear lens of
the projection lens from the aperture. It is
automatically fixed by E F of the lens and
the distance of projection. Its only value
in properly adjusting the optical system is
its direct relation to necessary projection
lens diameter under any given local condiCannot spare space to go into this
tion.
further. Study diagram Plate 4 and Plates
8 and

9,

pages 116 and 120 of handbook.

the working distance the
larger must be the diameter of the lens in
order to pick up the whole ray, which is
diverging fan-shaped beyond the aperture, or, conversely, the greater will be
the light loss through inability of the lens
to pick up the whole ray.

The longer

—

—

j

g
g
'

|

Are Von Working by “Guess,” or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date
Methods?

—

A Few

S
g

is

|
|
H
|

and have devoted much time to
the study of the handbook, with the general
idea in mind of some day making an expert
terest

on our colums
D RESSURE
such
that published replies to questions
1

I
1

1
1

g
Don’t “guess.” Do your work RIGHT.
1
g Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address Moving Picture World, either
1
g 516 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
or
Building,
Chicago,
Garrick
111.,
g
1 Wright & Callender Building, Dos
1 Atigeles, Cal.

within our jurisdiction, moving picture operators are licensed under laws which are detrimental to our welfare because of the ease
with which persons not qualified to operate
moving picture apparatus can secure licenses
through political influence and incompetent
or dishonest licensing authorities.
Whereas, We believe that if our local
unions had representation on such examining boards, it will do justice to the candidate for examination, and abolish the fore-

mentioned

f§

i
I
|

1
I
i

i
I
g
I
1

The best method for matching the condenser to the rest of the optical system is
to use a lens chart. It would take up altogether too much space to explain the action of the light beam, which would include your query as to where the rays
cross.
They begin to cross immediately
they leave the film and continue to cross
for a considerable distance beyond the
aerial image of the condenser, which latter is, except with very short focal length
lenses, at a point in front of the projection
lens where the revolving shutter should

—

be.

Are Glad

all

are glad this action was taken. It is
just plain common sense.
No one knows
better than the editor of this department
the abuses practiced under guise of licensing laws and no one has greater desire to
have these abuses remedied.
Frankly, just what the remedy may be we
do not know. A union man on the examining board does NOT always work out
well.
have in mind a certain city in
Texas where the union secured the appointment of one of its members, an honest,
earnest and capable man, as chief examiner. This man is dead now, but we have
in our files letters from him three years
or so old, which would make very interesting reading.

Because he tried to do his DUTY, and
refused to use his office merely as an adjunct to the union, the union made life
have several times
miserable for him.
been tempted to publish these letters, now
that the man is beyond the vengeance of
the misguided men of the city in question,
but have refrained because of the belief
that this represents the exception and NOT
the rule.

We

The Real Trouble.
has seemed to us that the real trouble
lay in three things: (a) the failure of
cities or states to provide adequate paraphernalia for a real examination; (2) lack
of men capable of conducting a real technical and practical examination, and (3)
It

just plain politics

laws.

The

last

to

their friends.

But be all this as it may, we maintain
that it would be sheer foolishness or worse,
to throw out licenses entirely because the
laws work badly. But in any event certainly a projectionist on the examining boards

by unanimous vote
resolution was sponsored by the

Chicago, 110; Rochester,
Denver, 230; Toronto,
173, and New York City, 306, or at least
it was presented to the convention by the
representatives of these locals.

following locals:
Buffalo,

233;

The Resolution.
International

Alliance

of

work some im-

Valuable Book on Lenses

(Cleveland)

The
253;

desire of officials to

provement.

convention adopted the following resolution

— the

curry favor with voters by doing a favor

certainly cannot help but

A. Partly Reverses Itself

license

of Action.

We

The Ottawa Convention of the I. A. went
on record as being unequivocally opposed
to

evil;

Therefore, Be It Resolved, That the International Alliance in convention assembled,
recommend to the incoming executive board
that when moving picture operators locals attempt to have such laws amended so that
they will be a protection instead of a detriment, this International lend local unions its
full moral support.

We

ill

I.

July 17, 1920

Theatrical

Stage

Employees and Moving Picture Machine
Operators of the United States and Canada.

Whereas, In a number of States and

cities

The Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Company, Rochester,

New

York, has put out

a paper covered, fourteen page booklet entitled “Gundlach Projection Lenses. On the

page occurs the following:
A booklet of information for projectionists
published by the makers of these lenses,
Optical
Company,
Gundlach - Manhattan
Edition of
Rochester, New York, U. S. A.
January, 1920.
Just how long these booklets have been
out we do not know, but the one just received in response to an inquiry directed to
the company on another matter is the first
we have seen.
title

::

—

!

:

:
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The Gundlach-Manhattan Company says
a letter, “The booklet is free to those
desiring it. Would prefer that no postage

in

be sent. If we had a mailing list we would
gladly send a copy to every projectionist
in the country.”
recommend that every proGood!
jectionist in the country write, at once, to
the Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Company,
Rochester, New York, asking for copy of
the booklet named above. It has much information of real value. Get it
As a protection against requests for the
book by those not entitled to it you should
either use the theatre letter head or name
the theatre you work in.

in the stand, then
location of the two
drives the reel, as
cut the stand down

slip

on collar and mark

holes to hold key which

per sketch B. You can
on an emery wheel, provided you can get at flat side of emery
wheel, but the best way is to take it to a
machine shop. If you use a Power’s Six A

We
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Lecture on Optics Approved
HE following letter was received
from Peter Finelli, secretary

|

=
1
|
|

|

Gauntt,
A.
Princess
Theatre,
Texas, orders lens charts, and

1

working with two Power Six B projectors, taking current through Type W. F.
Westinghouse rectifier. I find this type unsatisfactory because there is no method of
regulation.
Then, as sometimes occurs, the
A C voltage takes a tumble of from ten to

|

Smith
says

|
|

Am

due to adjacent factories cutlarge motors. I am just simply
out of luck with my arc. These motors are
cut in at intervals of nine minutes or thereabouts. Have burned out four tubes in five
months, which seems too many, as I have
often used the same tube for six months.
What advice would you offer?
The only real advice that I could give
would be to get off those lines. They are
entirely unfit for projection, or even incandescent service. A drop of ten to fifteen volts every nine minutes is not bad
it
is rotten.
The company should install
larger lines, or a separate circuit to your
theatre
from feeders which maintain
steady voltage.
I
do not know exactly
what type “W F” is. Possibly you might
rig up a regulating device by means of the
regulating reactance coil, but even so it
would hardly be satisfactory if the condition is as bad as you say. I could not take
space to describe the method for making
such a regulating device. It is quite simple
and was described in the department.
fifteen volts,
ting in some

From Waco Texas

says

Dear Brother Richardson: I see you ask
some "good brother who has a properly
geared-down rewinder to send in data concerning same, both for the benefit of Brother
Malley, Balliston Theatre, Balliston, N. Y.,
and the department, so here goes.
My
sketches may not be so very clear, but the
thing is really very simple. Moreover it is
not much work to make it.
It Is

New York

gressive.

|

Mr. Finelli says
The International Projection Asso-

|
|

sincere thanks.

|
|
|
|

|
I
|
|

ciation

Ilium

IIIII

|
|
|
|

association holds regular educational sessions, at which recognized
authorities on matters pertaining to
projection and projection apparatus
are invited to talk.

has instructed me to express
to you our appreciation of the lecture
on the "Optics of Projection” delivered
by you before our body recently.
This lecture is highly instructive and
has served to clear up in the minds of
our members many points on which
they have been rather hazy heretofore.
The great amount of matter
contained in the lecture has a value
which cannot be overestimated.
In the name of the body and by
their instruction I tender to you our

|
|

|

|
|

|
|

Done.

Get a Power’s back rewind stand ("dummy,” I guess Brother Roberts means. Ed.)
and saw the end off so you can use the flat
side to drill the hole to fasten the Power’s
shutter bracket on. Slip the gear and shaft

pitch on the crater, viewed solely from the
viewpoint of possible light flux delivered
to the condenser, and quality of same, why,
no, I have not studied that point very
deeply, but believe that by careful work
on the part of the projectionist a result
very nearly equal to that obtainable with
level projection is possible.
What do the rest of you think about it?
As to lining the optical system that way*
I don’t think it would work, because
um,

—

well, mebby it would. What do our readers think about it?
As to your method of gearing down the
rewinder, it seems to be very practical,
though I am unable to quite grasp the
meaning of your sketches on one point.

As

I understand it, you take driving gear
spindle 681, Plate 5, page 502 of the handbook, on which are mounted gears 633 and
634, Plate 4, page 500, and mount them in
the top of a Power’s rewind dummy, as
shown at B.
But why the dummy?
I mistaken as
to what you mean by “back standard”?
On the shank of the bearing you then
mount a Power’s shutter bracket and shaft,
first reducing the said shank to fit the

Am

1

\
|
1
|
|

bracket hole.

Hole

|

in

A

is

then drilled and threaded to

|

receive bolt and washer, as

|

clamp

|

driving spindle you drill holes, as indicated in B, to fasten a reel driving key, as
at D.
The question is, why do you saw the
bottom of the standard off, as indicated
in A?
That is what fails to register with
this editor.
The smoothing-with-flat-sideof-an-emery-wheel is, I suppose, on the
surface where the small bolt and washer

|
|
|

IIIIIIIIIII

take-up pulley you will have to bush the

down to fit
And now here

hole

the shutter shaft.
are a few things which may
help some good brother: A good way to
set a Power’s projector at proper level or
angle is to use two screw jacks, one at either
end.
You may thus get the precise angle
desired, whereupon tightening the legs finishes the job.
(Power’s with old style telescoping leg table is meant, of course. Ed.)
For a stubborn take-up, which cannot be
properly adjusted by means of its spring,
cut a small disc from brass or heavy sheet
tin and put it between the two friction discs.
This will have the effect of providing heavier

is

X

slot

C

in

shown

in B, to

Before mounting the

in B.

-

—

friction.

E. T. Roberts, projectionist Rex Theatre,
Waco, Texas, is one of those who are willing to lend assistance when we ask it. He

How

Projection AssoCity prohas been in existence several years and is very proInternational

ciation, a club of
jectionists which

The

Regulation Required
Athens,

T

1

|
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He Wants to Ask.
And now here are two things I want to
ask. First, why cannot you cut two square
pieces of tin, just the size of the condenser
mounts, drill a small hole in the center of
each, slip one in back of the condenser and
one in front of it, and line up the optical
system by means of the resultant ray?
Second, did you ever think what other
trouble besides distortion and out-of-focus
effect is set up by steep pitch in projection?
With a steep pitch in projection it is impossible to have a perfect arc, because gas
from volatilization and carbon flame will
always tend to rise perpendicular. Will send
you a photo of my projection room later.

—

Send the Photo.
All

right,

photo along.

Brother

As

Roberts,

send

the

to the effect of projection

Wounded
Charles Fotaritis
burgs, Pa., writes

Soldier Talks
(I

guess

it

is),

Pitts-

I was a projectionist until I got mine
(wounded) in the late war. Am now studying photography, since I can no longer work
in a projection room.
I do not at all agree with Brother Ludesher, in “Government Methods Wrong,”
May 22 issue. My understanding is that
Federal Boards for Vocational Education select such men as are interested in a profession, and it is understood that a man just
out of school had not the experience of those
who have been in the game for a long time.
But he nevertheless has the idea, so why
not give him a chance?
It is the same thing with my new profession.
Why cannot I work alongside the men
who have been in the photographic game
for a long time? Do you think I should remain in a school all that time, or else practice outside?
I have made good in projection and am sure I will in photography, providing I get the chance.
much interested in the projection
I am
department and not a week passes that I
don’t go over some of the problems presented.
I hope the old-timers do not agree
with me.
Friend Fotaritis (your signature is a
corker, all right maybe I have it right),
there is a vital difference in photography
and projection, in so far as applies to the
In photography, the novice most
novice.

—

emphatically will NOT be left alone in
charge of the work.
In projection, the half-baked school man
is turned loose and told that he “should”
get experience by working with a skilled
projectionist.
Does he do it?
He does

NOT!
He usually

secures work as a full-fledged
projectionist in some small theatre, where
his lack of experience is balanced in the
mis-manager’s mind by the cheap wage
that he offers to work for, and he “gets
his experience” at the expense of the pubDon’t
lic and the moving picture industry.
lettum tell you different, either, for we
SH'WToro-t;/?*

KNOW

it

is

true.

:
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The vocational school

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

—

First If you mean that everything is
all right with
switch closed until arc is
struck, then it is not a short at all, but
a ground in the rheostat, which operates
to eliminate some or all of the resistance.
Of course, we might say the “resistance
is shorted,” but I do not understand this
to be strictly true.
short can, I think,
only occur between wires of opposite
polarity.
Second On the lamp side of the switch,
probably in the lamp itself.

where men usually work alone, enter into
an agreement with the unions, the same
as the British Columbia board did with
the Vancouver local, whereby after an
ADEQUATE term of schooling they must

WRITE FOR CATALOG
ST.

The Answer.

should, in so far

concerns a profession like projection,

as

AND SUPPLIES

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL

July 17, 1920

CO.

ADEQUATE examination on techmatters; then they are apprenticed
under a regular projectionist for a stated
term, the government paying their expenses during that term.
An Unobjectionable Proposition.
And thus we would have an unobjectionable proposition. If it cannot be worked
that way, in our opinion it cannot be
worked, for the best interests of all concerned, in any way.
As we have remarked, this does not apply to your case at all.

pass an

LOUIS. MO.

nical

ROMAYNE COMEDIES
Amour

the Beat Two-Heelers on the Market
WRITE OR WIRE

ROMAYNE SUPERFILM

CO.

LOS ANGELES

15,012

Motion Picture Theatres

A

—
Third —

If by a “double” short you mean
two separate shorts, why, it might be
either, and it or they would be on the lamp

side of the switch.
But why drag the
“double” short into the matter? Why not
a triple or quadruple short?
Fourth See reply to question No. 1. The
system being grounded would not alter
anything, in so far as applies to your ques-

—

—

Use our add ressing
In the United States no more.
or list terTloe and fare 30 to 50% in postage.
Also lists of State Rights Buyer*. Supply Deelen
and Producer*

tion.

Charles Arnet, Cincinnati, Ohio,
comes the following request
Will you kindly answer the following ques-

Motion Picture Directory Co.
244

Cincinnati Asks Questions

From

New

York, N. Y.

West 42nd
Phone: Bryant 8138
Street,

tions:

First

—In

a system

which

is

—

not grounded,

“THE BIOSCOPE”
The Representative Weekly Journal of
the British Film Industry
Of saeol&l Interest to

all

who buy

or sell

—

Fifth Connected as per your diagram
there should be no flash, unless there is
current leakage between the two wires on
lamp side of switch bit of carbon dust
across carbon jaw insulation, for instance.
Of course, if it is a grounded system and
there is a slight ground in the lamp on
the side opposite from that connected to
the neutral (upper carbon in your case),
and the lamphouse is permanently grounded, then there would be a flash when switch
is closed or opened.

Flint.

OFFICES:

85,

a

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W.I.

|

:

One pound

ten thilling*

J-.

A-l .
B-l

60 AMP CARTRIDGE FUSES
60

1

C-l

60

ff

f

(Gold).

I

ll

l

-

A

•

3

P.S.T.

6

•

2

P.S.T.

— On

a Short.

side of switch. May not
be a short.
May be a ground in upper
carbon jaw (in your case), which would
blow a fuse if lamphouse be grounded and

Sixth

TO ONE SICE OF HOUSE UCHT CIRCUIT

Specimen copy free on request.
Foreign Subscription*

May Not Be

i

SWITCH

lamp

the ground be heavy enough, but it would
have to be
ground. In fact, if it
blew a fuse it would be heavy enough to
be rated as a short.
Seventh—
not sure I understand what
is meant.
There is no “short,” but merely
the elimination of the resistance of the
arc.
The rise in temperature of the resistance of the rheostat probably is what
is meant, but I would hardly regard it as
a legitimate question, because resistance is
not made or intended to serve any such
purpose to be thus abused.

SOME

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street

the short circuit if the fuse blows
when the arc is struck?
Second If cut-out switch, D in sketch, is
closed and a flash occurs, where is the short

where

is

Am

—

circuit?

W. I. London, England

Third-— If a fuse blows when switch D is
with the carbons of the lamp sepawould this mean a double or single
short circuit, and where would the double
or single short circuit be?
Fourth On a grounded system, where is
the short circuit if the fuse blows when
switch is closed?
Fifth What causes the flash at switch D
when it is closed?
Sixth If switch D is closed with carbons
separated, where is the short circuit?
Seventh What offsets the short circuit
when switch D is closed and the lamp carbons brought into contact and carbons left
frozen for any length of time?
closed,
rated,
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Better Equipment
BY
E.T. KEYSER

CONDUCTED

..

f

The

;

T

New

York, marks a distinct step forstudio construction, combining as
does the experience of many years in
it
successful film producing, and the arrangement of the new plant and its equipment
will undoubtedly serve as a model for many

ward

in

years to come.
The building is of reinforced concrete
with brick trimmings.
The studio occupies a lot two hundred

and

fifty

feet

wide and

six

hundred

feet

length and the keynote of the design

is

The entire series of suites of offices and
work rooms devoted to the executive, producing and mechanical branches surround
the two giant stages in an arrangement
that makes for efficiency, convenience and
time saving in operation.
The lower stage, which measures one
hundred and twenty feet in width by two
hundred and thirty feet in length, has
eighteen feet head-room.
the right of this are located a dining

room, kitchen, barber shop, men’s laundry
room, moulding room, boiler room and a
coal bin.
To the left are the transformer and generator rooms.

A

Notable Installation.
which is notable for its completeness, was installed by
the E-J Electric Company of New York.

The

are
three motor generators
at
present, with provision for two more units
in future.
Each motor generator consists
of a 7,600 volt, 3-phase, alternating current,
450 h. p. motor, direct connected to 2 150
k. w., 125 volt D. C. generators, built by
the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

There

900 K.

electrical equipment,

W.

obstruction to the various passages, etc., in
the high tension vaults.
Both switchboards were manufactured by
the Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Island City.

The transformer equipment

total present capacity of the direct
current plant will be 900 k. w., supplied by
future capacity of the
l, 350 h. p., and the
plant will be 1,500 k. w., supplied by 2,250
h. p.

main low tension switchboard
approximately 32 feet long and 10 feet high,
divided into the following sections Geneis

remote control by means of operating rods
and levers, which pass down and under the
floors, concealed from view and offering no

Present Capacity.

The

There

accessibility.

To

T3

Plant Will
Be a Marvel of Operating Efficiency

Famous Players studio, now in
course of completion at the corner of
Sixth and Pierce streets, Long Island

'

;

New Famous Players

HE

City,

in

»

1

of six 50 k. w.

:

High Tension Switchboard.
There

is also a high tension switchboard
used for the control of the 7,600 volt motors
(driving direct current generators).
The
high tension switchboard consists of a
main oil switch panel, dead front, and three
present motor control panels and capacity
for two future control panels.
The high
tension switchboard is designed for manual

consist

will

7,600-3,800, 220-100 volt, 3-

phase Delta connected transformers for
supplying both power and general light
throughout the studio and laboratory
buildings.

Sixty

a

rator section, consisting of 5 generator
panels used for the control of 10 150 k. w.
direct current generators.
Studio section,
consisting of two panels, each containing
circuit breakers of 10,000 amperes capacity
(at 110 volts) to protect the upper and lower studios respectively. Spaces are provided
on these panels for future integrating and
curve drawing instruments.

a.,

Long

The

Remote Controls.

entire transformer

equipment is arranged with disconnect switches on both
primaries and secondaries on each and
every transformer with all possible safety
precautions against accidental grounds.
There is a total of sixty remote control
magnetic contactors of the Lasky type,
made by the Sundh Electric Company,
Newark, N. J., and specially developed for
this building, each designed to control six
Cooper-Hewitts, floor banks or arcs, making a total of 360 lamps per floor controlled
by the remote control system. In addition
to the remote control, there will be fortytwo 100 ampere pockets on the upper studio
for high powered spotlights and two 150
ampere pockets for sunlight arcs.
Behind the generator room is a scene
dock, from which a stair-way leads to the
first floor.
Behind the scene dock is a stair
hall, automatic telephone room, machinist’s
and electrician’s room, elevator and modeling rooms.

Arrangement of Main Floor.

To

left

vestibules

and right of the main entrance
give

access

department on the

to

the

cashier’s

and to the offices
of the secretary, manager and art department on the right.
A driveway runs across the end of the
building, from which trucks may unload on
a

left

platform abutting on the stage.

In the centre of the stage floor are two
large tanks covered with wood traps and
a shower receptacle.

The main entrance is from a driveway
a portico, from which a central entrance gives access to the main studio,

under

which is equal in area to the lower one
and has a head-room of forty-seven feet to
the arched roof, which virtually makes
mezzanines of all upper floors. Two large
wood traps in the floor serve as hatchways
to the lower studio.

Back of

the'

Cashier.

To

the rear of the cashier’s department is
main projection room, and between
this and the main studio, and reached only
from the stage, are the cameramen’s

the

lockers.

From

a

The High Tension Switchboard.
photo taken while installation was under way. This view
as to the

magnitude of the

will give an idea

studio’s electrical equipment.

Behind the main projection room, and
separated from it by a stair hall, are the
scene docks.
From the rear of thes„e a
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Wav

Drive

Studios, Long Island City,
Plans of basement and first floor.

Famous Players-Lasky

New

York.

,
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Los Angeles of
'Motion Picture Fame

Lincoln High School, Los Angeles. California.

Westinghouse
Motion Picture

Equipment
for Studios
LOS ANGELES HIGH SCHOOL

and Theatres

IOS ANGELES CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

Loe Angeles,

Californio, April 12, 1920

Westinghouse Electric

&

Manufacturing Co.'

East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Salc6 Offices in all

Westinghouse Electric Co.

Large American

Cities.

Dear Sirs:

)

The motor-generator set you installed one year ago has given
satisfaction, notwiths tan ding its use and sonteimes abuse by amateur
operators.
unit should be double fool proof if
For high school use a
possible and so far your set is in that class.

Respectfully,

a.

Director Stage and "Movie" Activities

Los Angeles High School
Los Angeles, /
J-

California.!

WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC

ftf

;

JiM

'

:

mm.
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tions are so arranged as to be blocked off

from interruption without

in

any way

in-

terfering with the accessibility of these departments to those whose business usually
brings them in contact with same.
Across the street is the laboratory of the
plant.
This building is now in operation,

and

its

arrangement and equipment shows

the same amount of enterprise and thought
for the future that is indicated by the plans
of the larger building across the way.
The laboratory consists of two floors
and a basement, which latter is partitioned
off into boiler room, coal room and filter
room and lavatory. The rest of the space
is entirely open, except for supporting pillars.

of studio building,

showing how suites are

built

around the great stages.
>

hallway leads to the accommodations for
the hospital and the door-man.
To the right of the main studio, and behind the art department, with which it is
connected by a stair hall, is the carpenters and assembly room, with a ceiling
equal in height to that of the scene docks

which are situated across the stage.
Connecting with the assembly shop is
the decorative studio, from which a stair
hall gives access to the next floor.

The Mezzanine

Floor.

On the mezzanine, and directly above
the cashier’s department, are the offices
of the executives. A feature of this suite
is a reception room overlooking the colonaded driveway, and across the stair hall
an entrance to a foyer, off of which
is
opens the offices of Mr. Lasky, Mr. Zukor,
the secretary of the company, and the
board room. A private lavatory is included
in this executive suite.
A promenade leads from this section to
the floor of the main projection room below, and back of this stair-way is an organ
loft and picture booth.
The remainder of the space on the left
side of this floor is occupied by the upper
part of the scene docks, a still-room and a
dark-room.

To the right of the portico entrance is
the telephone operator’s room, a suite of
eight directors’ offices, with provision for a
secretary in each. In additions, this suite
has also a director’s consultation room, two
projection rooms, and a lavatory.
Most of the remainder of this side of the
second floor is occupied by the upper part
of the carpenter shop.
Back of this is a
hand-prop room, storage room, and a coloring and spotting studio. From this latter a
lobby leads to the north corridor, which

Left to right:

gives access to a bromide room, a drying
room, a printing room, a chemical room

and an

office.

On

the second floor, the purchasing department occupies most of the south front
over the entrance colonnade.
Down the centre of the east side of this
floor extends a corridor, to the right of
which are offices, cutting and printing
rooms, stars’ dressing rooms, ordinary
dressing rooms, while to the left are two
projection rooms, a storage room, a green
room, more ordinary dressing rooms, and
a lavatory.
A similar corridor on the west side of
the building gives access to additional offices, a lobby, a green room, and an elaborate suite of dressing rooms, with secretary’s offices and reception rooms attached
also, ordinary dressing rooms and a mob
;

room.

To

the right of this corridor is a scenario
department, a storage
room,
dressing
rooms for leads, ordinary dressing rooms
and a lavatory.
Along the north side of the building are
additional mob rooms, wardrobe and fitting

rooms.

Heat is supplied by three great boilers
with a total capacity of six hundred horsepower, supplied by the Titusville Iron Company, of Titusville, Pa.
The system installed is a combination of blast heating
and ventilation
radiation.

The

supplemented

ventilating system

is

the

by

direct

Fleisher-

Sturtevant capacity, 150,000 cubic feet per
minute, and built by the B. F. Sturtevant
Company, Hyde Park, Boston.
It will be noted that while corridor space
and stairways are so arranged as to give
quick and easy access from one part of
the building to another, that certain por;

Views of the Laboratory.
The great drying drums, a corner of per forating room and one

A vestibule leads from the street into the
reception hall, to the left of which is the
general manager’s office, and opening off
this is the educational department, while to
the right are the general offices.
Directly behind the manager’s office are
two large locker rooms, and back of the
general offices is a shipping room of generous dijnensions, from which a door leads
directly to a loading platform.
Two dumbwaiters, running from basement to roof, reduce the labor of handling
supplies to a minimum.
Behind the shipping room is a repair
room, from which opens
and two storage vaults.

The Storage

A
the

notable

feature

arrangement

storage

vaults.

a

Vaults.

of

and
Each

checking room

the

laboratory

equipment
is

supplied

of

with

is

its

a

window opening into the outer air. Both
windows and doors are equipped with fusible links to

open the one and to close the
when a rise of tempera-

other immediately

ocurs.
The automatic sprinkling
system of each vault has an individual and
independent water shut-off which obviates
flooding the entire establishment to quench
a small blaze. A pilot light for each vault
indicates whether the light inside is on or
ture

off.

Another time saving feature in the equipment is the installation of individual fuses
for each machine, and the placing of the
fuse boxes in convenient, accessible and
conspicuous locations, thereby insuring
against loss of time through a temporary
shutting off of power on any but the actual
machine whose fuse was blown.
About one-half of the first floor will be
utilized for the installation of six SpoorThompson system developing tanks.
Across the front of the second floor of
the building is the drying room, a large
work room, a woman’s rest room and two
lavatories.
Back of this latter is a second shipping
room, and along the rear of the building
runs a corridor, off of which opens a series
of vaults and work rooms, so arranged
that there is a vault on each side of each
work room, and each vault has an outside
window. Extending through the centre of
the building are the projection, printing,

of the well-lighted

work rooms.
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FOR THIRTY-EIGHT YEARS

NEWMAN’S

BRASS ALL-PURPOSE RAILINGS
HAVE GIVEN ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION

Over 9000

m

Theatres

1

Have Been
******

Equipped

Miles of

LJ

Brass Tubing

ri|p*4

tttit -MV.
!*••** \kkkkk

I

A AAA

Carried in

Stock

By Us

That Means

That Means

Prompt

We

Shipment

Dominate
The Field

Of AH Orders

—

Brass Railings will add materially to the dignity and beauty of your theatre both inside
The cost of installation is the only cost, because we “Build for Permanence.”
out.
You can make your selection from a variety of sizes and styles, including portable as well
as stationary fixtures. Special finishes which do not require polishing can be had.

and

,
'

/

you are dissatisfied with your lobby
and interior, or if you are planning
to build or remodel a motion picture theatre, you will be inter/

/

If

/

/

/

/

ested in our illustrated catalog.

/

It describes
such items as
/
Brass Photo and Poster
/
/
Frames, Ticket Booths
and Choppers, Signs
/

T

and

/

A
Lighting

,

,

.

.

*

Appliances.

^
/

/

c
Send,

/

/

the

Coupon

V

I

/

Name

/
/

2

THE NEWMAN MFG.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
721

Sycamore

St.

CO.

/

BRANCH

HOME OFFICE

CHICAGO,
68

/

ILL.

W. Washington

St.

Address

,

/

Especially interested in

NEWMAN
MFG. Co
.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Send

at

complete,
catalog.

once your
illustrated
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Famous Players-Lasky

Studios, Long Island City,
Plans of mezzanine and second floors.

New
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York.
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An

A

N

Oplex Sign

The

letters are of

an electrical night
Let us

tell

Like Your

Own

Newspaper

Private

is like having a newspaper all your own to tell your story.
take out one set of letters and put. in'another,- no lamps or
can be changed in minutes where other signs take hours.

Oplex Interchangeable
can. change it every

You

wiring to bother with.

Is

387

It

Electric Sign

day— just

snow-white, raised, Oplex

glass,

which makes

it

an excellent day sign as well as

sign.

you the whole Oplex

story.

ELECTRICAL ADVERTISING
_/
Pacific Coast Distributors

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP.
Los Angeles, Cal.

YOU CAN BELIEVE

YOUR OWN EYES
and you can believe the thousands of exhibitors
who have tried the Mirroroid Screens. Buy the
screen backed for 5 years.
Ironclad guarantee.
Mirroroid screens are by actual test the world’s
best projection surface.

NEW PATENTED FRAME NOW INCLUDED IN
OUR ALREADY LOW PRICE; NO CARPENTER,
NO EXPENSE, RECEIVE YOUR FRAME AND
STRETCHER WITH THE SCREEN, PUT IT UP
READY FOR USE IN 30 minutes and you can always keep

Why

it

«

1236-42 Niagara St., Buffalo
Canadian Factory

THE FLEXLUME SIGN

—Says the Projectionist
“I

never knew what really

good A.C. projection was
until

I

Alterno

when we

ship a screen

one hour after order.

OUR SAMPLES TALK BEST
send for them and be convinced no Mirroroid can
be bought without you having tested it.

WHAT SCREEN ON THE PRESENT MARKET
can be washed with soap and water outside of the
Mirroroid? they are waterproof! fireproof.

used the Speer

Carbons — the

new white combination
sets.”

tight; a real frame that does not
have to be concealed.

wait for delivery?

CO., Ltd.

Toronto, Ont.

Speer “Directo
Projection

—Hold-Ark”

Carbons for D. C.

Speer “Alterno” Carbons for A. C. Projection

“The Carbons
With A Guarantee”

Do you

believe it possible to show pictures in
daylight? well just test a sample of Mirroroid and
seeing is believing.

WIRE OR CALL

UNITED MIRROROID MFG. CORP.
725 7th Ave.,

New York

City

IliiKilAHHil

Phone Bryant 9184

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
SAINT MARYS, PA.
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wash and

color rooms, and also
room.
Feature of the Plant.
In the process of handling film, from the
raw stock to the printed film ready for
shipment it is necessary that an even tern-

developing,

SPECIAL

ROLL
TICKETS
Your own •pedal

uu

Geupon

QliiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllllliiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiHiiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiin

Communication between the perforating,
developing and printing rooms, where the
film is exposed, is by means of baffle doors

cturanteed.

roll

for Prize
5.000. $8.00.

Prompt shipments.

G

*

s

h

preventing the entrance of

Get the
the order.
Send diagram for Keyed Seat Coupon Tlakets, serial
or dated.
All tickets must conform to Government regulation
ad bear established price of admission and tax
with

npies.

National Ticket Co.

$3.00
5.00
6.50
9.00
12.50
18.00

shamokin. Pa.

The Printing Room.
Note indicator on the wall.
perature prevail in all rooms and particularly in the drying and developing rooms.
The developer must be kept at an even
temperature, and the film must be dried at
an even temperature, not too fast nor too
slow. For this reason an air conditioning
plant of the most modern type has been installed in the laboratory of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation at Long Island
City.
is situated on the roof, where
coming into the building is drawn
in through an opening by a fan, which,
after it has been treated, acts as a blower
to circulate it throughout the building. The
floors of the laboratory are hollow and the
air is admitted into the rooms by vents in

The

all

Write for our up-to-date price

list.

Amusement Supply Co.
We

are the Oldest Supply House in the

MOTION PICTURE TRADE
2nd

floor

Consumers

Bldg.,

220 South State Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
D«*ler* In Motiogxaph Moving Picture Machines,
National Carbons, Minusa Screens and everything for
the Theatre.

WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN

PERFECTION IN PROJECTION

plant

air

the ceiling.

Air

Washed by Sheets

of Water.

washed by being drawn
through sheets of water falling from a
number of sprays. It then passes through
an open space, in which it is possible to
place cakes of ice should the air become
too warm, thus cooling it off. The air next
First the air

is

passes over a series of pipes connected so
that they may be used for either ice cold
water or steam, depending upon the temperature of the outside air.
The temperature throughout the building is regulated automatically by thermostats placed in every room.
These instruments are arranged in such a manner that
any marked fluctuation in the humidity

Gold King Screen
10 Days’ Trial
No.

1

Grade, $1; No. 2 Grade, 75e.
Strechers Included

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Sold by all the leading supply
dealers throughout the country.

ALTUS,

Factory:

Which Can Be

Fitted Up
New York City

mexrsjmx ta *a

Automatically supplies only such voltage as
No waste of current in ballast

arc requires.

HERTNER ELECTRIC
West 114th

Street

room.

The revolving drum is for the purpose of
passing film freely to and fro between the
developing room and the wash room without the entrance of light.
In the wash room are a number of wash
tanks and also tinting tanks with different
colors already mixed. The film is inspected
here by placing it in a rack, covered by
glass in the front and with lights to the
rear, before being passed to the drying
drums.

The Drying Room.
In the drying room are nine six by fourteen foot drums, built by the General Machine Company, each with a capacity of 4,000 feet an hour. Each drum is individually
controlled by a clutch controlled entirely
from the front simply bv turning a handle.
The manner of fastening* film to the drums
is novel.
It consists of a small piece of
leather buttoning over the stave of the
drum, and a rubber band pinned to the film,

which

is stretched back to the
button and
fastened, holding the film taut. With this
contrivance it is possible to remove the film
while the drum is still in motion.
As a finishing touch the film is put
through a polishing machine, which removes all water spots and any other surtace imperfections. These machines polish

reel in

sistances.

Vanderbilt 5610

tuBLUKi'iUi

Revolving Drum.
In the developing room there are four
units of two developers, two hypo tanks, and
two washers each. The printed film is
wound on racks holding 200 feet each
which, after the film has been developed,
washed and fixed, is placed on a revolving
drum and sent to the washing and tinting

chamber

Factory Exchange: 17 West 44th Street.

rmjjx

CO.

Cleveland, Ohio

the

twenty minutes.

There are ten Simplex machines in the
projection room.
They are connected directly to the 110-volt supply without
the
use of compensators, transformers or re-

City

Ir&n&ferteR

In

modern types

Temperature Regulated.

STUDIO TO LET
80x250,

light.

supplies current for the printing lights.
The adjustment of the printing lamps is
as important as the adjustment of the most
delicate watch, as any fluctuations of the
current would cause that particular scene
to be either too light or too dark. In order
to insure absolute uniformity of printing,
there has been placed on the wall between
the machines an indicator, connected directly to a special motor-generator set,
which indicates the slightest variations in
the current.
This indicator is constantly
inspected.

one

OKLAHOMA

(All Equipped)
Also Building in New York

are the most

&

Howell continuous printers, and
Duplex step printers. A special generator

of Bell

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty -fire Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

room

printing

paid.

Fire Thousand

Doors Exclude Light.

Baffle

num-

Tickets

Drawings;

working continuously. They are arranged
around the wall, leaving the center of the
room clear for a table upon which the
stock is kept. Only one man is needed to
operate all machines, loading and unloading. The waste is removed by suction and
accumulated in cans, which may be emptied
as they become filled.

Ticket,

colors. &ocur»t«lr

bered ; stott

a perforating

July 17, 1920

Laboratory Close-Up.
Attaching film to drum.

There are four changes
will ring a bell.
of air an hour.
All film is perforated before being printHowell perforators are
ed. Twelve Bell

&

By means

filtering the

of a special water
light ravs, the tem-

perature of the rays is kept below TOO degrees Fahrenheit, where they come into
contact with the film. With this arrangement it is possible to leave the shutter wide
open for an indefinite length of time so
that any individual exposure may be
examined closely on the screen. Each pro-

jection machine is also equipped with a
special
inspection lamp, directly before the
operator s e) e, by means of which defects
may be detected on the film. A special foot
brake is provided on each machine, so
that
the operator can stop the film at
anv one
point and examine it on the screen
without
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PRINTING

EAGLE ROCK

Stationery
Labels (all kinds)
Inspection Cards

FILM

Invoices

Booking Sheets

The Quality

Raw

Contracts
Ledger Sheets

Cash Records
Report Sheets

Stock

Heralds
Circulars

Right Photographically.

Binders

Disbursement Records

Maximum

Service in the

Specialists

Weekly Reports

In drafting individual
forms or systems to
meet any requirements.

Monthly Reports
Salesman’s Daily Reports
Salesman’s Expense Books
Inventory Sheets
Reel Bands

Projector.

—

At your service

—

an expert film accountant.

SHIPMENTS MADE PROMPTLY TO YOUR
Made

OFFICES

by

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.
Verona.

New

&

Ross

—ANYWHERE

Company,

Printers to the M. P. Trade for 20 Years

Jersey

448-450 N. Wells

Guitdlach
Can not be surpassed for

as

good

large as

image and

and we maintain absolute
uniformity of quality. That’s the reason
they are used in nearly every theatre' in
the United States and Canada.
illumination,

Jrfs alO
IN THE |

as

it

Park

is

it

is,

is

Kodak
manu-

would not be
it is

111.

as

— and Kodak

the largest photo-

graphic manufacturing
plant in tb a world.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

fi

iLENSi

ROCHESTER,

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester,

Chicago,

Eastman Film was not

factured,

critical definition,

St.,

If

Park, where

Projection Lenses
flatness of field, brilliancy of

Printers

RODERICK ROSS

N Y.
.

N. Y.
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City,
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Long

Laboratory,
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Famous

of

Plan*
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Minimum
Minimum

3c Per word for situations wanted and help wanted*
5c Per word for a!3 commercial advertisements.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
CAMERAMAN: At liberty, with

French

Pathe outfit, all attachments, desires position,
Cinematographer, Box 51,
go anywhere.
Grantwood, N. J.
ORGANIST orchestra director, thorough
picture man, desires change of position. Only
Adfirst class photoplay house considered.
dress T. L. H., c/o M. P. World, N. Y. City.
I AM NOW successfully managing- picture
theatre playing vaudeville as added attraction, hut desire change in order to provide
wider scope to my ability. I can show you

—

am now

pointers.

Publishing

Co.,

$2.00

ETC., WANTED.
for motion picture camthree inch focus, in focusing mount;

CAMERAS,
WANTED: Lens
era,

lish, wishes position for weekly or studio
work; also still photography if necessary.
outfit for either. Willing to travel
Joe Church, 434 W. 57th St.,
anywhere.

Have own

N. Y. City.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
FOR SALE: Business block, centrally

lo-

prosperous modern town and community, comprising completely equipped and
only Opera House seating 450, picture show
and vaudeville now running; living apartments above, variety store, barber shop and
garage and filling station in connection; nets
about $100 per week; a bargain and big
money maker for showman; terms easy; no
Address H. C. R. Owner, Box 100,
agents.
cated,

Plain City, Ohio.

THEATRE FOR SALE
your

deface

houses

if

signs will never
Sargent’s “Picture

Western

Chicago,

St.,

for

$3,500

111.

NEW PROFESSIONAL CAMERA,

F.

3.5

automatic dissolve, beautiful mahogany,
only $225; tripod and tild, $66.
Ray, 326
Fifth Avenue, N. Y. City.
Junk moving picture film.
E. Suckow, Maple St., West

Several typewritten samples
complete, $1.00.
You’ll want more.
Bollyn
(Playright), 1554 No. Clark, Chicago, 111.

WRITE FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICE LIST

Standard Theatre Equipment Company

The cameraman who has “arrived,” with regard to reputaand large salary, uses the latest and best equipment. Such
experts rely upon the well-known GOERZ VIGNETTING DEVICES
and produce results. In connection with these devices they use
the GOERZ KINO HYPAR F:3.5, and the combination is unsurpassed. If you want up-to-the-minute, practical equipment,
call or write. Take the time to investigate
it will pay you.
tion

—

C. P. Goerz American Optical Company
319-M EAST 34TH STREET
NEW YORK CITY

B. F.

all

logues, jokes.

Jersey.

VIGNETTING DEVICES

PORTER

with

MISCELLANEOUS.
THEATRICAL— original recitations, mono-

FILMS WANTED.

WANTED TO BUY—

WURLITZER U ORGAN

attachments, for sale.
Original
cost $3,000.
The instrument is in perfect
condition, and will take place of any medium
sized orchestra. Must sell before July 20th.
Will accept $1,500 for immediate sale. Write
or wire Family Theatre, 439 Washington St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

lens,

GOERZ

H. Shults, Manistee, Mich.

orchestra

2

Satisfaction Since 1885,” Chicago,

to

J.

FOR SALE: One style C Wurlitzer PianoOrchestra in A-l condition. Cheap for cash.
Will ship for inspection if freight charges
are guaranteed. H. B. Alexander, Winchester,
Tenn.

magazines, $350.00.
COMPANY, “Value-Service-

detachable dissolve, also

New

Used moving picture machine
Give full particulars and

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE.

ward and reverse movement, complete with

Fort Lee,

striking

church use.

price.

CAMERAS.

America’s
Largest Dealers. Our tremendous business built on
Write or wire your needs.
unswerving honesty.
Bass Camera Company, Charles Bass, Pres., 100
North Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: 200 foot Universal motion
picture camera, regular and trick crank, for-

Write for particulars

and

111.

CINEMA

DAVID STERN

Beautiful

EQUIPMENT WANTED.
WANTED:

ERA

STANDARD

dramas.

posters, photos, and slides.
Posters in any
quantity desired.
Central Film Company,
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.

CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE.
NOW READY—The New Miner Ultrastlgm&t

Dearborn

speaking Spanish and Eng-

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR SALE: Series of two reel stirring

portable projector; film rewinder; other small
motion picture accessories. Copeland, 5421
Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

N. Y. City.

CAMERAMAN,

from war camps, booths, machines and entire equipments furnished at half
original cost. Write your requirements. J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.

516 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. City.

F :1.9 lens for motion picture cameras ; prise In
barrel, $75. Quotations for mounting on any camera
on request. Send your orders In now. BASS CAMCOMPANY. Charles Bass, Pres., 109 North

I

OPERA CHAIRS

Chalmers

postpaid.

Exgetting the business.
newspaper man, and am expert on exploitarefercopy.
Best
advertising
of
and
tion
Address Box 50, c/o M. P. World,
ences.
that

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.

Theatre Advertising’’ guides your seat filling
campaigns. It’s a book full of live advertising

$0.50
$1.00

HOUSE OF QUALITY”

"

504 NO. FIRST STREET
MARTINS FERRY, OHIO

DEALERS

IN

MOTIOGRAPH MOVING

PICTURE MACHINES, SPEER CARBONS,
MIRROROID SCREENS, and EVERYTHING
FOR THE MOVING PICTURE THEATRE.

WE

SELL ON INSTALLMENT PLAN

PUTS MORE LIGHT ON BROADWAY

installs LARGE SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Spot Light, Robin’s Cinema Time
and Speed Indicators, International Special Screen and Special Booth at CRITERION THEATRE,
44th ST. and BROADWAY, The MARVELOUS PROJECTION of “WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE” is
PERFECT from all VISUAL ANGLES.

B. F.

B. F.

PORTER, EXCLUSIVE EQUIPMENT,

729-7th AVENUE,

at

49th STREET,

NEW YORK

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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stopping the motor, always retaining the
chine on

Hoods

Use

Colors Are

Brilliant

and
Permanent

For 5 or 10 W.
or 40

W.

Lamps

Hoods

Way Ahead

Slip

Talman

Ave., Chicago,

111.

!

arn'35to 100aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

Lasky laboratories in Hollywood, upon the
completion of which he will return to the

NOW.

Big

opportunities
Qaallfr for this faadnatlng

Three inonthl'
prof Mil on.
oonrie cover* all branches:
Motion Plcture-CommerclalPortralture

Cameras and Materials furnished

free.

Day or evening
Instruction ; modern equipment
easy terms
Ttie School of Recognized Superiority.
Call or write for eemplete eatalog No.

141

W.

GUARANTEED
Mailing Lists
PICTURE THEATRES

MOVING

— total

Every State

by

25,300;

States,

$4,09.

Per M.
exchanges
313 manufacturers and studios
368 machine and supply dealers

$7.50
4.00
4.00

1,057 film

Further Particular*:

A.F.WILLIAMS,

166

W. Adams

A

MONG

the Simplex distributers who
are going along on “high” as far as
Simplex lines is concerned is the
Michigan Motion Picture Supply Company,
Elizabeth street, Detroit.
Bert
63^ East
eddige, the head of this enterprising
theatre supply house, is planting the Simplex standard throughout the automobile
state, judging from the reports received
at the Simplex factory.
A few years ago the number of Simplex
projectors were very few in the Michigan
territory, but today, according to the statements of Mr. Weddige, that section bids
fair to

become

a

St.,

Chicago

W.

4 K.

Generating

Electric

Set

60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable

moving picture work and theatre lighting. Smooth, steady current, no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator

all

self-contained.

Send for Bulletin No. 30

UNIVERSAL MOTOR

CO.

OSHKOSH, WISC.

populous Simplex terri-

tory within a short time.

jectionist circles, whose activities in behalf
of Simplex are borne out by the large number of installations in which he has figured.
Mr. Ruben, besides qualifying as a high
type of projectionist, is an uncommonly
good salesman as well.

Recent Installations.

505 State St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

36th St.. N. Y.

Michigan Distributor Is
Successful Simplexizer

25.

INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY

N. Y.

Coast.

Associated with Mr. Weddige is Max
Ruben, well known in local labor and pro-

PHOTOGRAPHER

Practical

is

V

Over the Bulb

of Dip and Less Costly

Reynolds Electric Co.

dassee;

it

The laboratory

Beautiful,

9

426 S.

all

examined.
is being put in working
order by A1 Palm, superintendent of the
film as

West

and 25

A numbering mamachine heads measures the

free use of both hands.

For Color Effects

Among

PICTURE

THEATRE
ARCHITECTS
These men can design a good

recent Simplex installations
in the Michigan Motion Picture Supply
Company’s territory are the following:
St. Stanislaus’ Church, Detroit; St. Albertus’ Church, Detroit; Linwood Theatre,
Detroit; Family Theatre, Jackson; Rex
Theatre, Detroit; Kramer Theatre, Detroit; White Eagle Theatre, Flint; Kobacker Furniture Company, Flint; Orpheum Theatre, Lansing; Gargen Theatre,
Lansing; Majestic Theatre, Jackson; J. L.
Hudson Company, Detroit; Delphine TheaLyric Theatre, St. Charles;
tre, Vassar
D. & G. Theatre, Detroit; Fitzpatric & McElory, St. Joseph; Mr. White, Detroit; Dr.
H. N. Torrey, Grosse Point Shores; Medbury Theatre, Detroit; Bradley Opera
House, Tecumseh; Star Theatre, Flint;
Ludwick Theatre, Detroit; Warfield Theatre, Detroit; Martha Washington Theatre,
Ypsilanti; Rev. Francis Gzella, Detroit.
the

Let them plan your*.

house.

District of Columbia
ZINK & SPARKLIN, Ine.

Munsey Bld*„ Waahlnjrtan,

943

S. C,

Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
1114 Kres*e Bid*., Detroit. Mich.

C.
111

HOWARD CRANE

Griawald Bid*., Detroit. Kick.

Missouri

;

Carl Boiler

&

Brother

Theatre Architects
RIDGE BUILDING, KAN8AS CITY, MO.
Coasaltanti to other architects.
Advisor* to owner* regarding plans and
•pedflcsUon, ot contemplated theatres.

New

York

EUGENE DE ROSA
We

ANDLAUER & SIMES
625

110

take moving picture* anywhere.

GLOYD

BLDG.,

KANSAS

only

Fool-Proof Splicing Machine

Laboratory

Exchange
Theatre

CUT

Price:

prices for

Write

— All

Ask

Work Guaranteed

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE

CO.

1005 Mailers Bldg., Chicago

REGISTER

COMPANY

1511
North Broadway
St. Louis, Mo.. U. S. A.

Year

W. ALBERT SWASEY, Inc.
Architects and Engineers
PARK AVENUE,

N. Y.

SPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL WORK
No Char*e far Preliminary tervieeo

Dealer

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
New York

369-363 East 155th Street

City

AMERICAN
Jfotoplaper

Manufacturers of Electric Ticket I sailing
Machines for Moving Picture Theatre* and
Restaurants. Sold direct or through your

NATIONAL ELECTRIC

Philadelphia. Pa.

GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY

National Electric
Ticket Register Co.

TICKET

St.,

•*

TITLES— TINTING
Cameramen Furnished

Felder

fer

Sooth 17th

101

$7.50

SENSIBLE

DEVELOPING—PRINTING

dealer.

32

prices

but quote

New York

RITCHER-LEE COMPANY

Let us take care of your camera
work in the Middle West.

not

Street,

Pennsylvania

FOR

CITY. MO.

RELIABLE CAMERAMEN

We do

West 40th

Official

62

West 45th Street

of

the

Italian

15th and 30th of

Cinematograph

T7*i*o

Each Month

Foreign Subscription: 20 franca per annum.

CO.

New York

Organ

Published on the

(Trade-Mark Reflstered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catalogue

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER

LA C IX E MAT O G R AF L\
IT ALLAN A ED ESTERA

City

Editorial and Business Offices:

Via Cumiana,

31,

Turin, Italy
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THE FOUNDATION OF PRESENT-DAY

MOTION

PICTURES

STANDARDIZED
CAMERAS
PERFORATOR

PRECISION
MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT

PRINTERS
SPLICER

The utomaticketSystem Stops
B ox Office Leaks & Losses

SUPPLIES
For Motion Picture Labo-

ACCESSORIES

Ask Us 'About

ratories , Studios , Theatres

'

It

PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY

new york

BELL
I80J-JI

& HOWELL
CO.
CHICAGO

los angeles

Automatic Ticket Selling & Cash Register Co.
17

Larchmont Ave.,

80

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all

its

branches, receives

Has the QUALITY and

M^kejyour
theatre PAY
dll summer

-

Send for Booklet

fi

Philadelphia Office
703 Finance Building

70 Wwf

NEW
Come and

visit

45 ft*
YORK.

our Slide Library at

BESELER LANTERN
SLIDE CO.,

Inc.

131 East 23rd Street
New York, N. Y.
Manufacturers and renters of Slides on every

RELEASE

WORK

Specially

equipped

Uniform

SUPERIOR

EXPERTS

with

scientific supervision

Empire City Film Lab., Inc.
345 W. 40th

Bet. Eighth

Wise Exhibitors demand perfect projection. Minusa
screens produce it. Twelve years ahead of the experimental stage proves

Samples and literature upon request.

MINUSA CINE
SCREEN CO.

a slide.

ST. LOUIS, U.

UNIVERSALS
BASS SERVICE
’

Latest and Best Universal

JL.

List, $120.
Net price, $108.
Used "200-foot Model Universal Camera.
Tessar F:3.5 lens.
List,
$430.
Bass

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING

price,

OPPOSITE 129TH STREET

N.

J.

Telephone: Morsemere 621-«22

$275.

The famous Minor Ultra Stigmat F:1.9
lens in Bbl. $75. Mounts from $15 up.
"Behind the Motion Picture Screen.” A

AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY

PALISADE,

Internal Dis-

Model Camera. Equal to any made.
Complete with Tessar 3.5 lens. List,
$518.
Bass price, $467.
Newest enclosed top Universal Pan and
Tilt Tripod.
A marvel of excellence.
solve

FOR AMERICA’S FOREMOST PRODUCERS

PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES

S. A.

Moving Picture World

DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING

Director

it.

Distributors from coast to coast.

LABORATORY

STREYCKMANS, Managing

City

and Ninth Aves.

^MINU/A^
Gold fibre Screens

AMERICA’S FINEST

J.

New York

St.

Bryant 5437

In answering advertisements, please mention The

H.

can produce.

If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.

PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE!

NOW

QUANTITY production.
QUALITY such as only

for

SPECIALTIES

conceivable subject.

Have your photo put on

INDIVIDUAL attention.
which SELL prints.

PUNCH

complete treatise on motion picture taking and making.
Postpaid, $3.65.

k
/

.11''.

:
'

\
\

Let

Bass
supply
your
motion picture equipment.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
CHARLES BASS,
Chicago,

President
III.
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SIMPLEX DISTRIBUTORS
IMPORTANT
OF SIMPLEX SERVICE
THE
LINKS IN

II

CHAIN

m

|H

W
Y

the ARGUS ENTERPRISES, INC.
CLEVELAND RETAIL BRANCH
Avenue

815-823 Prospect-

ALBANY THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

NORTHERN

^

TUBE SUPPLY
69

n—

CO.

CONNECTICUT

Selling Agents

-a-

B R E C K PHOTOPLAY NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
SUPPLY CO.
WESTERN NEVADA
98 Golden Gate Are.
CAL. OREGON
SAN FRANCISCO.
—
o
ARGUS ENTERPRISES, SOUTHERN

—

- SOUTHERN OHIO

Selling Agents

-o-

GREATER NEW YORK
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

NEW

Putnam

Madison

Counties

1

YORK, N.-Y.

f-

21

Monroe

J

OREGON

Illinois

(Except Madison,

St.

Clair and

CHICAGO, ILL.

LEWIS M. SWAAB
St.

Monroe

1327 Vine St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Counties)

DELAWARE
EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
SOUTHERN

NEW

MARYLAND

THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES,

INDIANA

Illinois St.

Omaha

Manhattan Building

and

WISCONSIN, and
Clinton

Des Moines

Jackson
Lee
Louisa
Muscatine

Count! ea
in

Iowa

Scott

west VIRGINIA

HOLLIS-SMITH-MORTON

COMPANY

and

WESTERN

1201 Liberty Ave.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

PENNSYLVANIA

oLELAND THEATRE SUPMAINE
PLY HOUSE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
97 State St.
VERMONT
MONTPELIER, VT.
ID-

LUCAS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
158 Marietta St.

ATLANTA, GA.

N. Carolina Alabama
S. Carolina Louisiana

Georgia
Tennessee
Florida
Southern
Mississippi
Virginia

O-

TURE SUPPLY

PICCO.

63 East Elizabeth St.

DETROIT, MICH.

Des Moines Retail Branch
Formerly The Swanson Theatre

3 18 Locust* Street

THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES, INC.
wvnMTVfi
"
‘"ninn
COLORADO
Equipment Co.
MONTANA
Street
1514 Welton

Denver Retail Branch
Formerly The Swanson Theatre

_

LUCAS THEATRE SUPTEXAS
PLY CO.
SOUTHERN
1816 Main St.
ARKANSAS
DALLAS, TEX.

NEW MEXICO

DENVER, COLO.

THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES. INC.

Salt Lake City Retail Branch
Formerly The Swanson Theatre
Equipment^ Co.

SALT LAKE CITY

UTAH

-o

TECO PRODUCTS MFG.
CO.
245 Loeb Arcade

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

WEBSTER

YALE

UTAH

IDAHO
EASTERN NEVADA
Minnesota, South and
North Dakota, Northern and Eastern Iowa

and Northern and
Western Wisconpin.

ELECTRIC WASHINGTON.

WESTERN

COMPANY
St.,

N.W.

WASHINGTON,
MICHIGAN

INC.

CENTRAL and
SOUTHERN IOWA

DES MOINES, IOWA

719 9th

MICHIGAN MOTION

NEBRASKA
„ j
WESTERN IOWA

OMAHA, NEB.
THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES,
E

Henry

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

INC.

Branch

Equipment Co.
423 South 15th Street

Ch

204

Retail

Formerly The Swanson Theatre

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

SOUTHERN
EASTERN

JERSEY

EASTERN

DEXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO

State

and

SEATTLE, WASH.

ID-

North

New York

WASHINGTON

ING CO.
Madison Block
ID-

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. ILLINOIS

157

"

SEATTLE STAGE LIGHT-

in

St. Clair

Dearborn

in

Suffolk
Sullivan

Rockland

EASTERN
MISSOURI
NORTHEASTERN
ARKANSAS

CO.

608 South

Counties

Orange

and

-o-

MO.

B. F. PORTER
729 Seventh Ave.

KENTUCKY

BROS. OPTICAL

ST. LOUIS,

STATE

N. Y.

Dutchess

ARIZONA

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

BROS. & CO.
520 Broadway
CINCINNATI, OHIO

NEW YORK

184 Franklin St.

BUFFALO,

and

Calmy Bros. Division
842-46 South Olive St.

o-

BECKER THEATRE SUPWESTERN
PLY CO.

CALIFORNIA

Inc.

608 Olive St.

City)

THEATRICAL CENTRAL
SUPPLY CO.
NEW YORK
AUBURN, N. Y.
STATE

BOSTON, MASS.

KRKKB

York

AUBURN

RHODE ISLAND

Church Street

DWYER

New

(Except Greater

Selling Agents

a

\

NEW YORK

Clinton Ave.
N. Y.

4

ALBANY,

OHIO

Cleveland, Ohio

EASTERN

D. C.

THEATRE SUP- WESTERN

D. C.

uly 17, 1920
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THE VERY FEW
THEATRES THAT
OPEN WITHOUT
SIMPLEX BECOME

£

SIMPLEXIZED

EVENTUALLY
Xyl careful checking-up

oPthis

statement shows
that not only are the
nation's finest theatres
and largest circuits
using Simplex but v x

SEVENTY-FIVE PER CENT
OF THE ENTIRE SIMPLEX
OUTPUT GOES TO REPLACE
OTHER MAKES OF MACHINES

MERIT DOES

mn

—

IT

njj£

Tiff Precision Machine (q.Inc

317-29 East 34th: St-NewYoA

(01

^
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The extra large area (cubical capacity) of
Type “E” Lamphouse prevents overheating
with arcs of high amperage, and permits ready
Ventilation is scienaccess and adjustment.
tifically correct and two openings in front of

lamphouse

facilitate cleaning.

A heavy gray iron dowser inside lamphouse
protects the condenser from flame and sudden
heat when striking the arc. The condensers
may be easily cleaned, as condenser mounts are
supported on strong gray iron frame hinged
opening outwardly, thereby
to the lamphouse
bringing mounts entirely clear of the lamphouse. Extra heavy gray iron holders insure
a perfect alignment of the condensers, and to
hold them firmly in place a “V” shaped edge
fits securely into a “V” shaped groove on the
condenser mount. The condenser nearest to
the Arc adjusts from the outside of the lamp-

—

house.

The lamp is very heavy throughout and
thoroughly insulated.
It has been severely
tested by the National Board of Fire Underwriters up to 2000 volts A. C. Upper carbon
holder accommodates carbons from 5/8" to 1
1/8" inclusive; lower carbon holder sizes 5/16"
to 5/8" inclusive, and “V” shaped clamps assure
a rigid hold on the carbons without breaking
them.
Upper and lower carbon holders are
equipped with clamp designed to replace lugs
on the wires. The clamps having a series of
interlocking corrugations, top and bottom,
make a perfect connection when the wire is
clamped between them. Clamp and carbon
holders are made of one piece of metal to
prevent arcing.
The lateral, backward and forward adjustments are made on lower carbon, so that when
adjusting the lamp the crater remains unchanged.

A worm wheel and gear for raising and
lowering the lamp gives additional rigidity.
Rack rods are heavy, square steel bars held
with a spring cover to give greater wearing
service and amply take care of expansion.
This also prevents the rack bars binding when
subjected to the intense heat of the Arc.

1920

45.

MOVING
JULY

No. 4

24,

Price 15 Cents

1920

;

FOUNDED BY

CHALMERS IN 1907

J.P

ABSOLUTELY

THE GREATEST ARRAY OF SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
EVER OFFERED THE EXHIBITOR

!

'Idur Schedule Open!
PARLOR, BEDROOM 6/BATH
by C.W.BELL And. MARK. SWAN

ALL STAR CAST

WIPE
THE MISPIT
by JULIE HERNE
HELD IN TRUST

ALICE LAKE

by GEORGE K1BBE

CHORUS
by

SCOTT

J.

PINE PEATHERS
by EUGENE WALTER
POLLY WITH APAST

ROMANCE

FITZGERALD

MAY ALLIS ON
VIOLA DANA

by GEORGE .MIDDLETON a, .i

JACK

,i’

LOVE
by

.

by

by

BERT LYTELL

THE SAPHEAD

CEANE ^KEATON

by

CLOTHES
i>y

NALBRO BARTLEY

THE MISLEADING LADY
'

1//,

W1NCHELL SMITH and VICTOR NAPES

CHARLES GODDAIUW PAUL DICKEY

BIG

GAME

by WILLARD ROBIRTSON

ALL STAR CAST

CHANGING VOUOCKani AVERY HOPWDOD
o

BILLIONS
from.

aIBEHCH PLAYadafUd

by

RALEIGH

ALL STAR CAST

ALL STAR CAST

%jMREIAGE
o/mLIAM ASCHE MAY ALLISON
MRS HUMPHREY WARD
by

CHARLES BRYANT

JACK -LONDON
.

COINCIDENCE

ROBERTHARRON

MABAME PEACOCK

NORTON

...

NAT/ LM OVA

by

THE HOLE IN THE WALL

E.

ALICE LAKE
BERTLYTELL

THE GOD OP HIS FATHERS ALL STAR CAST

SUPER SPECIAL

HOWARD

VIOLA DANA

all star cast

TO BE ANNOUNCED LATER
by

MAY ALLISON

V KI1BQURNE GORDON

HEARTS ARE TRUMPS
by CECIL

S7icF0URH0RSEMERx /£ AP0CALYPSE
by VICENTE BLASCO IBANE Z

9

LUCIA CHAMBERLAIN

by

I.

MEN ALIKE

ARTHUR STRINGER

INA CLAIRE
ALL STAR CAST

LONDON

JACK-

THE GORGEOUS GIRL

ALL STAR CAST

CHARLES NEVILLE

THE PRICE OP REDEMPTION
by A. R.WYLIE

GUY BOLTON

BLACKMAIL

ALL STAR CAST

RALEIGH and HENRY HAMILTON

OBEY
HONOR and BUCK

if

ARE ALL

LONDON

THE HOPE
by CECIL

ALL STAR CAST
ALL STAR CAST

THE STAR ROVER

9heM\lWt of £/w ELSINORE ALL STAR CAST
by

RALEIGH

by CECIL

.

TURNER

GIRL’S

Sh MARRIAGES ^MAYFAIR

by FRED

JACKSON

ALL STAR CAST

NATTMOVA

by RITA WEIMAJST

METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION
I

Chalmers Publishing
A

Weekly.

by
516 difth alvenue

'Published,

Company

,

,

UVewTJorh

Subscription Price: United States and its Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $3 a year; Canada, $3.50 a year; Foreign Countries (postpaid),
$5 a year. Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Copyright, 1920, by the Chalmers Publishing Company.
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Cost

good business as far
as it goes, but it does not go far enough. In the case
of moving picture posters it falls very far short. Such
a principle applied here may be excessively profitable
to the distributor, but it is a profit taken at the exhibitor’s

The

to sell dear is

expense.

less a poster costs to produce, the

to be,
sales.

worse

it is

likely

and the worse it is the fewer the resulting ticket
That’s where the shoe pinches the exhibitor!

The RITCHEY LITHO. CORP. make only

the finest
posters possible to make. Of necessity they are not the
cheapest posters. That’s where the shoe pinches us!

The exhibitor wants great posters. We make them.
The more RITCHEY posters he gets the more prosperous he becomes. Our prosperity depends absolutely
upon his. Our interests are identical. As a result every
blow we

strike

which

RITCHEY posters

results in the increased use of

a blow struck in his interests. He
should therefore co-operate with us. The one effective
way for him to do that is to positively insist upon
having posters that bear the RITCHEY trade mark.
is

When,

as a direct result of his reiterated insistence, he
secures RITCHEY posters in sufficient volume he will
have left nothing undone to assure his own prosperity.
And that is the one way in which it will be assured.

RITCHEYNEW LITHO. CORP.

406

WEST

31st

STREET,

YORK

PHONE, CHELSEA

8388

192'
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COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS.

World and
BY CHARLES FREDERIC NIRL LINGER

FEAT U RI N G

ALMA RJJBENS

j4 Gparamountyirtcraft (picture
“/'‘YUT of my house,
both of you!” he
shrieked-and fell dead!

Wounded

in a duel to save
her honor, he returned to
find her with the man he

had

trusted!

But what was the truth?

Were

they guilty, or had
the hot breath of scandal
devastated their lives?

A

drama

immeasurable
passion that grows in intensity scene by scene up to a
breathless climax and a
of

soul-stirring ending.

ROBERT

G.

VIGNOLA

Scenario^by Frances Marion
FAMOUS PLASTERS - LASKY CORPORATION

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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By Charles Collins
Directed by Jame^Cruxe
Scenario by ElmerHairis

Jesse L.Lasky
presents

Bryant

Washburn

___

in

THE SINS OF
ST.

ANTHONY-

jd &aramount$rtcraft
picture
<HE

story

hilarious

turned

Solomon

ways

s

whale

Pet Wife as

of jazz,

So

a

into

poor

a

of

^

a

of

when

into

the

audiences will be

they

get

clever that they’ll
all

guide

|

j

hilarious that your

ing

got

With

fellow.

chief

his

who

fish

home.
tell all

still

laugh-

So wholesome and

their friends

to

see

it.

By

odds the best Washburn picture ever.

^ FAMOUS

r, yJ7T7

\

AJ>OLPH

ZUKOR

^

corporationrw.i
players -lasky
CECIL B PE MLUX
JESSE LLASKT
^

'
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Friendly Organization
The

policies

and methods of Associated Producers can

like the virtue of Caesar’s wife

We
we

do not own any

theatres

—above

be,

and

are,

suspicion.

and do not intend

to

own

any.

And

are not going to lease or operate any theatres, openly or secretly.

We

are each

making

for Associated Producers, Inc., fewer pictures

than we have ever made in any one year in our careers

making them

are

before.

Working

bigger,

thus,

better

finer,

all

— and we

than we have ever done

seven of us intend to produce a com-

bined total in twelve months from September 12th of only thirty

We

productions.
picture,

more money

are putting

into

production, per

than ever before.

Out

in California all seven

Our

job

is

to

make

of us are "attending to our knitting.”

big pictures and, by the Eternal, we are making

them.

We,

the Producers, and our executives of standing in the industry

have devised a

on a

basis

In a

field alive

we
is

sales policy that

has sold

itself instantly to

exhibitors

of confidence and approval.
with suspicions and doubts and

filled

with rumors,

say to exhibitors everywhere that Associated Producers, Inc.,

an organization conceived and operated to be close to and

friendly with exhibitors

and that

honest contract

payments in return for the honest picture

values that

we

rentals or

all

we

will

take from you will be

will deliver.

THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT - MARSHALL NEILAN - ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER - MAURICE TOURNEUR - J. PARKER READ JR.

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES:

729 SEVENTH AVE..

NEW YORK

CITY

Inc.

COKDOKNTION
UNITED
AKTFSTSCHARLIE
CHAPLIN
MARY PICKFORD
•

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM ABRAMS

,

D.W. GRIFFITH
PRE5lDENiy
•

om

~r<

ffe Charles Frohman Production

"Op

O'

Me

Thumb"

by Frederick fennand Diehard Pryce

TINTED APT STS CORPORATION
MADV P1CK.FORD CUAPLIE CUAPLIN

Screen Adaptation by\Valdemar\6ung

I

DOUGLAs FAID5ANKS D.W. GRIFFITH
Ml QAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT
•

Directed by Jack Dillon
Photographed by Charles Posher

mmniii

ALBERT

E.

SMITH

a

Presents

ti
tt

JOE RYAN - JEAN PAIGE

hi

n

iirmiimmnn

THE JEKYLL-HYDE SERIAL

HIDDEN DANGERS
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JOE RYAN

1
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1

1

1

1
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Two New
Every

foot

of

i

mm nn m

Stars

i

mumii

and a
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1

1 »

m mi

for

—

i » 1
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—

Startling Scientific Story!
DANGERS,”
It

gives

is

an

them what

RYAN

plot of this serial story written

by Albert E. Smith and C eveland Moffett is audacious and
With the same
a modern Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.

i

!

RYAN

JEAN PAIGE

nmmmmiiiim

i

of tens of

authors have made of
ingenious.
they have placed
success
pains and
all

»

and greatest of Vitagraph serials, “HIDDEN
thousands of fans all over the country.
JOE
and JEAN PAIGE as stars.

demands

answer
they have been shouting

The

i

this latest

to the insistent

The

«

in a role that gives

her perfect poise and

calls forth

mm

iiM

charm and ingenuousness and takes full toll of the natural and acquired artistry that
her work in the past and universally endeared her to thousands during the short span

of her delightful

so distinguished
her screen career.

ivini

of

iiini!Trn

nm

mum

nrmTn\iirririT

miiinniiminnmi

TrriTn-rT

mn

Trr

irriiii
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ii

i
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imimuunninrrujuiimint
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JEAN PAIGE
!
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NYU OPEN
f EYES- CLOSED TO SIGHTS

EARS- SEALED to SOUNDS

r///
I ill

r

CWEtfER DeVON DE’I
supreme effort
PORTRAYED BY SUPERLATIVE STARS
INCLUDING

DIANA ALLEN

CORLItf GILEf

HENRYSEDLEY

GLADVf COBURN

Offered

to State

\

:\\

H
%

f

i

'ff

PRESENTED BY

VICTOR KREMER

Right Buyers as the foremost

production on the market

Victor Kremer, Inc.
130 West 46th

Street,

New York

City

’h<Y'

?!M

DH@rr© Aganinf

IKemrnmnDa
rytritooD

Prgaen is

ERRIGAN

ii?

THE GREEN FLAME

brings

J.

Warren Kerrigan

one of his best romantic mystery
dramas from the Robert Brunton studios. An excellent east headed by Fritzi Brunette and directed bv
Ernest C. Warde, lives through a live wire detective
story that builds through swift action to a happy
to

the screen

surprise

in

ending.

Kerrigan Pictures are jumping

in quality,

jumping

in

The success of "No. 99“
value, jumping in popularity.
will be more than equalled by the latest Hodkinson
release

527

Fifth

THE GREEN FLAME.

Avenue New York City

Distributing through.

,

PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

“1 believe that ‘The Green Flame’ will interest
Kerrigan’s great world- following more keenly than
anything he has hitherto appeared in.”

Ernest

C.

Warde,

Director.

Knot!
Everybody who will see this
picture — and that means

—

everybody will call it the best
thing Will Rogers ever did*
P acked to the last inch with
every element a picture needs
for record-breaking success.

GOLDWYN PICTVRES CORPORATION

BETTY COM PS ON
(^yTfee

Goldwyn

Distributing

Corporation announces for
release during the season
of 192 0-21 the Betty Compson

Productions, starring Miss

Betty
Miss

Compson.

Comps on whose

ing performances

inspir-

The
Miracle Man'lifted her to
the top-most pinnacle of
dramatic and emotional art
is

in

personally producing her

own pictures

of which the

first is

’’PRISONERS OF LOVE"
This production which promises to be one of the outstanding features of the
year will be presented for
distribution during the

month

opening

season

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
GOLDWYN
SAMVEL

President

.
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THE

REVENGE
OF

SNote: Tke above

title

kas keen

ckosen to take tke place or

The Return oF Ta.rza.n,
because oF tke better'
exploitation possibilities
it offers
tke exkibitors.

ALL POSTERS, MATS, CUTS

AND OTHER ACCESSORIES

HAVE BEEN CHANGED TO READ

THE

REVENGE
OF

THE

REVENGE
OF

'-is a tetter title in every

wan

than the old one.
It is

stronder.

dramatic.

It

It is

more

packs a punck.

All advertising and exploitation aids have been chanded to read

THE

REVENGE
OF

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPN

1

/
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Artist's

Art

the Director

is

That’s what makes

Hemmer

Superior Productions

just

what the name

Coming

Coming
the

now

in

implies

first

SUPERIOR

Coming

release

preparation under personal direction of

EDWARD HEMMER
former manager

This

production

prosperity

and

will

bring

popularity

EDWARD HEMMER

WATCH FOR

of

Mary
to

Pickford

exhibitors

that

brought

the

for

all

the

ability

Mary

of

Pickford

THIS SUPERIOR PRODUCTION

The Playhouse
Telephone, Bryant 4193

W. 48th St.
New York City
137
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MORE MONKEYING AND YOU WONT BE

,

IN

THE NEXT CEN5U5'

SiNooky

AM ZEE
*flr\

Overall Hero'

CHESTER COMEDy
“Four Times Foiled,” first of the Chester Comedies
rocked the nation with mirth, thrilled it with animal
feats surpassing belief, set a new mark for two reel
comedies.

Hero” surpasses it in every respect. Two
other screamingly funny monkeys join Snooky in laugh

"An

Overall

Arthur Nowell, cleverest of stage babes
introduces his girl playmate. A wonderful horse race
brings it thrills, the Humanzee and his fellow animals
astound with their feats, and comedy, ever comedy,
brings an earthquake of laughter.

creations.

It’s

the eighth world

wonder

of

comedy.

CORPORATION OFAMERI
729 Seventh ^ve.

./Yew lark-

CIRCUS DAT
THE THINGS YOU USED TO DO

IN

TWO

THE ROMANCES OF YOUTH

ONCE A MONTH

REELS

REEKRMT
PICTURES CORPORATION
R C C

ropper

P res

1
I

1

app 1

-.-.. ..

A
y

HE motion picture trade concedes
that Robertson-Cole has by its
“honesty of purpose” policy and
by the superior class of its productions
built for itself a secure foundation and
an enviable reputation in this industry’.

T

“To further

strengthen this two-fold

combination and to increase the elaborateness and entertainment value
of its pictures, Robertson -Cole has
•

t'

secured stars, directors and stories in
keeping with its promise to give the
exhibitors the foremost attractions obtainable, regardless of the investment
required.

“During 1920-21 a minimum or
super-specials will be distributed by Robertson-Cole. To
properly present these productions to
exhibitors will mean an expenditure
of millions. However, each release
thirty-six

must be of sufficiently high calibre to attain the standard by which RobertsonCole has established itself in the industry, or it shall not be offered to
exhibitors.

“By our progress we are
believing that we have the
confidence.

We

justified in

exhibitors’

intend to maintain

— and we shall—with

it

really big specials

of assured box office values, plus a
sound business administration.”

A.

S.

KIRKPATRICK
Vice President and Genera! Manager

ROBERTSON-COLE DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

The

Ten Productions

First

PAULINE FREDERICK
The undisputed star of dramatic emotion—with all producing restrictions
removed— surrounded and supported by the best brains, talent and genius
obtainable, leaves nothing more to be said regarding her first super-special.

OTIS SKINNER

“KISMET”

in

This mighty combination has been regarded with envious eyes by every
motion picture company in America. The public, which has long marveled at the stage production, will sit amazed at the grandeur of the unlimIt shall be undoubtedly the most magnificent attrac,
ited screen version.
*

tion of the season.

tt

SO LONG, LETTY!”
celebrated OLIVER MOROSCO stage success with a cast such as
seldom assembled even for big specials, and personally directed by AL. E.
CHRISTIE, is a combination which assures a production that the public
Its exploitation possibilities are unlimited.
will clamor to see.

The

LEW CODY

in

“THE MISCHIEF MAN”

(Working Tide)

"THE MISCHIEF MAN,” like "THE BELOVED CHEATER" and "THE
BUTTERFLY MAN,” is a delightful fascination. It is another unique
characterization,

the public that

one more triumph for LEW CODY — another treat for
demands “something new”' another “clean-up” for the

—

exhibitor.

WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE
is

now

remarkable story of his own that required over a year
be penned so painstakingly by one of the screen’s greatest

visualizing a

to write.

To

its picture possibilities.
It is Mr. Cabanne’s aim to
cinema masterpiece the moulding of a powerfully human
theme into a phenomenal sensation.

directors

make

it

is

his

proof of

—

nora

i

in

ionic trie

Directors

Who

Are

Now

Producing Future

Robertson-Cole Super-Specials

CHRISTY CABAN
ins

a Powerful

Drama

JOHN
Directing

ADOLFI
MAE MARSH

G.

'

.

:

>
;

||

HEK BEAUTY

T HE

kind you adore; the kind that fascinates your stern old neighbor
grandchild the kind that is extolled by the most discriminating critics
;

and charms

—

that

is

his

little

the kind of

beauty possessed by

JUSTINE

JOHNSTONE

She now becomes Realart’s sixth star through the verdict of a
famous in the fields of literature, art, and business.

jury of twelve

men and women, world

’Tis not alone the golden glow of her locks, nor the deep penetration of her blue eyes, nor her perfect face
in America.
and figure that has won for her the authoritative recognition as the most beautiful
The members of the unique jury, in spite of their diverse opinions on beauty and stardom, have all

woman

acclaimed Miss Johnstone.
ality

that radiates the

Realarf s

a composite beauty, a loveliness of form combined with a person^
intelligence.
In the choice of Miss Johnstone as
unanimous.

For hers

is

wondrous charm of youth and

sixth star, the verdict

was

j

HEK TALENT

R

E

ALART

artistic capabilities,

These

womanhood.
brated authors.
that

of

list

to

its

away from

own

pictures will

is

leading

offerings.

well qualified

By reason of her
that this brilliant

woman

She has
talents,

and

to

fill

a

is

it.

successful

temperament and

As a

stage

credit.

young

star

road

training,
is

well

M iss^ d'o'h'n's'tcrnej

and

portraying young

it

star,

suph performance and
twenty,

at

Her experience
and mbst

fitted

she has a for-

ranges frcjm-that

successful metropolitan

engagements as
is

s

American

by, the world’s most cele-

distinct field for

to star parts in the smartest

also filled

beautiful

in pictures

be based on plays or novels

Realart’s belief that there

is

a most successful stage career, with

high standards

she will be presented

of musical comedy triumphs to her

Broadway

stage

It

Miss Johnstone

midable

Conforming

purpose.

definite

splendid

has taken Justine Johnstone

a,

star

and

such roles as Realart has

and adorn.

to interpret

t

in stock.

in

mind

i

HEK

FIRST

SCREEN ROLE
FTER

A

many

^

conferences,

and

choices

tentative

several

Realart

has

se-

for Miss Johnstone’s screen debut

lected

not the sweet, simple play

of young love

which a young

usually

but a

out,

play that
older
will

actress

great,

would

is

tax the

emotional

powers of many an

and more experienced

have a play of

tried

first

gripping

big,

in

She

actress.

love, intrigue,

crime and

the adroit matching of wits against wits.

And

Miss Johnstone

going

is

patrons with her acting

to startle film

ability, as

she

now

astonishes

everybody with her breath-taking

beauty.

The

birds,”

play

is

no

than "Black-

less

a "crook” play by the

Harry

late

james Smith, which had a successful stage

\' run wheLr. produced by Henry
1913 at the

Lyceum Theatre

with Laura

Hope Crews

feminine "blackbird.”

number, for

.a^

youhg

head of her program.

This

New

in

York

as the leading
is

star to

And

Miller in

an ambitious
write

it's

the

at

going

to

be

a big photoplay that will prove that Justine Johnstone
as she

tile

and

is

as talented as she

is

beautiful, as versa-

charming, ds appealing to the whole wide world of photoplay fans

villages as

she

was adored on Broadway

director of this notable screen offering will

popular productions to his

He

also

during her brief but

brilliant

little

towns

career there.

The

in

i

«

"Suds.”

is

was

credit.

He

responsible

it

for

be Jack

was who

"The

Dillon,

who

has a

number of tremendously

Mary Pickford picture,
and many other successes.

directed the latest

Right of

Way”

!

HEK VALUE TO YOU
IT
1

new

S the

The

of yesteryear have

stars

their pictures.

The

patrons.

material that brings

But,

new

their

faces into your theatre.

admirers

— the

a theatre to be really and progressively

distinctively original roles,

so well typified in the acting of

are as necessary to your theatre as the seats in
Finally,

the

JUSTINE

JOHNSTONE

which always demands
prosperous must go after new

loyal clientele

type of

it,

because they keep the seats

productions

filled

are exactly the sort

of

new

material the public clamors for ; therefore they must have their regular place

They

serve a very definite and

when you
worry.

sign

up

vital

purpose

in

on your program.
rounding out the Realart Star Franchise and

you become the possessor of a live insurance policy against financial
are available at all Realart exchanges and they are available NOW.

for that,

Particulars

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
4

69

FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

PRESS op

THOS B 6 ROOKS
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Announcing
FILM-LORE PRODUCTIONS aCOLS
Initial

Super Production

“BRAIN
CINEMA”
by

Story

B

ALEX.

STUART

A.

KAIN CINEMA/' the
high-class productions

first

of a series of

made

for the high-

est class theatres, contains a strong plot

of Love,

Mystery and Science. A story that for originality,
quality, and theme will have a universal appeal.

With an

all

star cast, plus

superb direction and

absorbing story, "Brain Cinema" will

strike

a

new

high mark in box office records for the exhibitor.

FILM-LORE PRODUCTIONS CO., Inc.
18-20

West

34th Street

New

York City

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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(

REPUBLIC

G3 PICTURES) |

6ft Aboard!

.

Teu; better box-oPfiee at—
tradtions are available than
//

Children

1

of Destinii*
uuitli

EDITH
A story
told,

ruith.

HALLOR

anern slant on. life

in action pictures -that

THE SUPREME STATES RIGHT OFFERING OF THE YEAR

July

24,

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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A Word to the Wise
From
I

am

tke Greatest of Eyes

tke e$es of tke

seeing

\tforld,

all,

tke composite vision of Yesterday, toda^)

knowing all; I am
and tomorrow.

kave suspended time, annikilated space, assassinated
ignorance, and brought light to tke masses.
I

kave assured tke accuracy of
tke future tke key to tke past.
I

history);

I

kave given

to

Because of me plain men knoxtf tkat Kings are human
and tkat in poor humans are found instincts most noble.
I
I

kave recorded the

kave pictured
I

of

I

in

all

of

its

misery.

men

turn to tke ways of peace, to tke charm
to tke glory of science, to tke happiness of industry.

kave seen

art,

it

fanfare of tke trumpets of war;

first

haA)e seen

all

of these things and

I

kave gn)en them to

tke knowledge and inspiration of men.

me

Because of

tke learning of tke

many, and the world
I

is

Ocean

delve tke

fextf

come

has

to tke

better.

depths,

scale tke

I

mountain

tops,

I

reach to tke recesses of palace and hovel.
I

sweep from tke

to reach
I

am

in tke

them.
first

of history v^ken others are striding
aeroplane is my ally.

fields

Tke

to tke laboratory, first to tke theatre,

and

first

minds of tke people.

Because of

me

tke motion picture theatre

is

tke

Mecca

of tke millions and tke hope of tke future.

I

Am

Old Reliable

First

and Last

THE

Pafhe' News
TWICE A WEEK

EVERT WEEK

419

420
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Elmer J.AYC Govern

The Photo Play /Aa^nificerT
Produced by
Pyramid Photo Plays, Inc
Directed by
Jack Pratt

Edited by

*

*

*
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BOOK

“BACK

TO GOD’S
COUNTRY

99

Unless

You want to prove that
the Nude is NOT Rude

As

cooling and refreshing
as an Arctic Breeze

The Return-Date
Picture of 1920

A

First National

Attraction

December

Morn

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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More

than

half

gone

Considerably more than half of the Franchises allocated to theatres in the United

States and

Canada have been awarded.

Going

— Going— G—
'

ThereW he a Franchise everywhere

<

July
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The Trade Paper of Features
A

T

Silly

Season That Never Ends

HE

silly season fo£ haling the movies to the
bar of critical injustice, like the poor, we
have always with us. Whether the attack
be written in the somewhat flippant style of an
editorial in a recent issue of the Baltimore
Evening Sun or in the dense fog of misapprehension of the Walter Prichard Eaton article,
“The Latest Menace of the Movies,” which
appeared in the July number of The North American Review, the writers never fail to demonstrate
how necessary it is to get one’s facts mustered
into line before trying to indict an industry that
is also an art for a series of petty or capital
crimes of which it is innocent.
First, to consider the column and a half article
in the Baltimore Sun.
It is without doubt an
attempt to be fair minded, the writer indicating
that he finds the movies a pleasant place of
amusement. “The movie is in truth the finest
of all entertainments,” is the way he puts it.
“Here are art, tragedy, drama and comedy one
may comprehend without straining an ear to catch
the words of a play actor who talks through his
nose. No part falls flat because a voice does not
measure up. The person in the next seat, who
has seen the play and wishes to air his superior
knowledge, may whisper to his partner without
encouraging the practice of homicide. And there
is no clatter of applause to disturb one who tires
of the show and elects to take a nap.”

N

ONE of these

counts is to be taken seriously
of course. Patrons of the screen know to
their sorrow that all bad acting does not
consist in talking through the nose; also that

where one person whispers
edge

in his partner’s ear the

knowlhusband of the deaf

his superior

lady in the next row or some other kindly disposed nuisance reads aloud the subtitles and disturbs every one within earshot also that the
“clatter of applause” is still and always will
remain the most sincere form of approval of
certain types of dramatic representation, just as
a hearty outburst of laughter is the most satisfactory method of expressing appreciation of the
good points of comedy or farce.
Further along the article contains an ingenuous
bit of information.
After hitting the nail on the
head in the sentence “The censoring of movies
;

.

Published weekly by the Chalmers Publishing Company, 516 Fifth
Avenue, New York (Telephone: Murray Hill 1610-13). President, J. P. Chalmers, Sr.
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frequently idiotic” the writer adds. “One may
suggest that the showman who screens the picture should do his own censoring and guard his
patrons against unclean things. He cannot. If
he is on a circuit, as he probably is, he must
accept the reels as they come or keep his house
dark. If he buys pictures in the open market he
can know nothing of their action. He can know
the names of the leading characters and the title
of the feature, but that is all.”
The general public that reads the above may
be inclined to accept it as words of wisdom, but
the exhibitor himself knows that he is not forced
to buy a pig in a poke, as the old saw has it. Any
one of the trade publications will furnish him
with the full details of the plot of a picture and
call his attention to anything of a salacious nature

is

either in incident or subtitle.

A

NOTHER
many

paragraph has

this

:

“There are

productions that are
wholesome, but producers are human, and
it is much easier and cheaper to produce a picture that will get by because it is a little off-color
than to produce one that will make good on its
dramatic merit. Demand sets the standard of
morality in movies.”

And

the

successful

demand

is

for clean pictures

!

The

has been made over and over again and
always with the same result. The latest example
of the truth of this statement is now being shown
on Broadway. It is a “heart story,” clean, honest
and inspiring, and cost less to produce than the
“smart” picture that preceded it in the same theatre. Every showman knows that the big money
is in the play or the movie that caters to the
clean-minded element in any community and that
this element is largely in the majority in every
part of this broad land.
Public taste is not
limited to a choice between an exhibition of bathing girls or the allurement of the Follies. To
put it concretely, the highest price ever paid for
screen material was given for “Way Down East,”
the. stage play that held the boards for twenty
years and made over a million dollars for its
owners.
test

A

FTER

giving it as his opinion that “The
shade of indecency demanded changes
with the years,” the writer adds
“An
for suggestive pictures is like an
appetite
:
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more
appetite for any other unwholesome thing. More and
that
Pictures
kick.
desired
the
give
to
required
is
punch
have called
are accepted today as a matter of course would
then attempts
out the police reserves a few years ago.” He
the producers by
to throw the blame for this condition on
claiming that “The public is not degenerate. It has simply
been intrigued to cultivate a taste that does it little credit.”
That is right the public isn’t degenerate except a small
portion of it. And only a small portion of the producers
attempt to pander to the owners of the depraved tastes. As
worse today
to the general run of off-color pictures being
than incite past any reviewer who has followed the movies
for the last five years knows that such is not the case. So
also does the exhibitor and the public at large.
The rest of the article takes a semi-humorous view of the
danger in flaunting “the idleness and the luxury of the rich

—

;

—

McCormick Resigns as
Managing Director of

July 24, 1920

before the eyes of the poor,” the bad example set 'by the
cigarette-smoking widow of the movies and the society
woman who resorts “to a 20 per cent, nakedness in an effort
While there is a strata of truth at the
to be beautiful.”
bottom of these accusations, the good sense of the average
man and woman will keep the bad effect from these causes
down to an imperceptible degree.

HE

T—

even

Tribune

is

Walter Prichard Eaton article need not be taken
any more seriously than the Baltimore Sun editorial

if the ex-dramatic critic of the New York
deadly earnest and suffers from an attack of
severely warped judgment every time he writes about the
movies. When a man is obsessed with the conviction that
no good thing can come from the screen there isn’t much
use in listening to .what he has to say on the subject.

in

one of the big busses. They’re counting on
doing the town up brown, now that red
has gone out of style. They will return to
Washington on the night train August 4.

The Harrell Theatrical Enterprises of
Eastland, Texas, with a capital stock of
$125,000, has been incorporated by Tom
Harrell, E. J. Lewis and Earle Johnson.

Recent Incorporations

Insuring of Griffith’s Life
Set a Precedent, Says Paper

Indianapolis Circle

BARRET McCORMICK,

S

one of the
most widely known exhibitors in the

• United States, has resigned as managing director of the Circle Theatre, InMr. McCormick has several
dianapolis.
Following Mr.
offers under consideration.
McCormick’s resignation, the board of directors of the Circle Theatre Company
announced the appointment of Ralph Lieber, nephew of Robert Lieber, one of the
directors of the theatre and Associated
First National Pictures, as business manager of the Circle.

and William

is

contemplated.

adverin placing
the leading theatres of

unusual talents, especially as
tiser, have been instrumental
the Circle among
the country.

an
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1
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various executives of the Crandall organization are preparing for
a little excursion to New York City,
leaving Washington on the night of August
1.
“We are going to have a little convention all our own,” said Harry M. Crandall,
head of this organization. “The plans now
include a visit to the leading New York
motion picture theatres and it is quite
probable that we will meet some of the
executives of the big distributing and producing companies.
I am
“I think this is something new.
sure it will result in a great deal of good.
Our men will be able to see how they do
things in the big New York theatres and
can pick up a lot of valuable hints. It is
going to be a family party. Those who
will go will be General Manager Joseph P.
Morgan, Assistant General Manager Payette, Publicity Manager Nelson Bell, Abe
Dresner, manager of our Exhibitors' Film
Exchange, and. the following managers
from our houses: William Talbot, Metropolitan; J. J. Bell, Crandall’s Theatre (9th
and E streets)
Thomas A. Eastwood,
Knickerbocker; Zeb Clark, Apollo; Harry

|

Lohmeyer, Avenue Grand; John Upperman, Savoy; Nat Glaser, York; Bob Slote,
Apollo, Martinsburg, W. Va., and John P.
Stump, of the Cumberland, Md., house.
The boys are planning on a trip to Coney
Island and a ride around New York,
through Chinatown and Hell’s Kitchen on
E.

a Mechanical Object
OTION pictures showing the

operation of a mechanical obaccepted as
ject have been
evidence in the United States District
Court at Indianapolis by Judge Albert B. Anderson. The ruling on the
question was made in a law suit this
week involving proceedings to stop
infringements on a patent for shock
absorbers for automobiles.
About 500 feet of film, showing the
action of two makes of shock absorbers on a moving car, were shown
The pictures,
in
the courtroom.
which were taken several months before the trial by the Coburn Photo

and Film Company of Indianapolis,
were introduced by the plaintiff.

The defense objected
I

j
|

f
|
1
1

1
1

|
I
I

|
|

1

|
|
|

'

;

Court Accepts Films

M

1

HE

F

Stillwell.

Showing Operation of

|

Crandall Officials Plan Tour
of New York Picture Theatres

E.

directors

M. Frisse

iiimniiitiufe

Mr. McCormick will remain intact and no
change in policy or character of the en-

Going to Indianapolis four years ago
from Denver, Mr. McCormick has become
recognized by exhibitors everywhere as
His
a showman of exceptional ability.

Company of
Theatre
has been formed with a-

Evansville, Ind.,
The
capital stock of $900,000.
are Charles J. Scholz, Charles

Announcement also was made that the
executive and technical staff organized by
tertainment

Vendome

The

|
|
|
|
1

1
1

to the intro-

duction of the pictures on the ground
that they came as a surprise and
that the defendants should have been
present when the “test” was made.
They also objected on the ground
that motion picture films are not true
and are easily faked.
Judge Anderson held that motion
pictures are merely a series of still
photographs, the latter having always been acceptable as evidence.
He said the idea that moving pictures distorted the truth and were
not reliable was an idea exploited
years ago and since proved false.
The pictures shown in the courtroom were run through a portable
projector set on a table immediately
in front of the judge’s bench and
were thrown on a silver fiber screen
hung from two chandeliers in the
rear of the courtroom. The projector
was connected to an ordinary electric
light socket.
Counsel for the plaintiff expressed
pleasure over the fact that the pic-

|

saved them many hundred pages of testimony that otherwise would have had to be intro-

1

duced.

1
|

tures

had

[
1

|
f
|

|

|
|

|
|

|

|
|
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the first time in life insurance
history, according to the Weekly Underwriter, an insurance paper, a busi-

ness corporation has made a provision in
charter for covering on the life of the
principal factor in its success.
D. W. Griffith, Inc., chartered under the
laws of Maryland with a capitalization of
$50,000,000 for the production and distribution of motion pictures, has placed a high
value on the services of Mr. Griffith, its
its

president.

This provision of the articles of incorporation reads as follows: “The corporation
shall at all times during the employment
by it of D. W. Griffith, buy and maintain
insurance in the amount of $500,000 upon
his life and against his total disability,
payable to it, if obtainable. Any proceeds
of such insurance on the life or against the
total disability of said D. W. Griffith shall
forthwith upon collection be deposited in
a bank or trust company in New York
City, and all amounts so deposited shall,
for a period of six months after such deposits, be applied by the corporation to
the purchase of shares of stock.”

|

|

|
1

f
|
|

Trustee for Waldorf Bankruptcy
Creditors in bankruptcy proceedings of
the Waldorf Photo Play Company, Ltd.,
have elected Clarence W. Barnes, Boston
attorney, trustee.
In Federal court Mr.
Barnes furnished a bond of $5,000.

|
§

|

Opens Theatre Department Store
The world growth of the film industry

|

again evidenced by the opening of a depart-

1

|
|

|
§

|
|
|

§
|
|

mental cinematograph store in London,
England, for the supply of everything required for the trade.
This building, “Beck House”

known

out Europe and the East.

|

|

in

cinematograph

circles

through-

Cromlin Back from Europe

1

1

Shaftes-

building itself.
Visitors from abroad will be especially
welcomed to this store by Joseph Springer,
the managing director, who is personally

1

f

91,

bury avenue is so arranged that all departments are under one roof and it is
possible for an exhibitor to walk in and
buy a complete theatre except the actual

1

|

is

Paul H. Cromlin, president of the InterOcean Film Corporation, arrived this week
in New York from Europe, where he has
He will have
been for several months.
some interesting and important announce-

ments

to

make

soon.
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Heads Georgia Exhibitors;
Quota to National Body Over-Subscribed

Sig Samuels
State

T

Branch of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America Organized at Atlanta
Establishes a Precedent by Electing a Woman Third Vice-President
Schiller Raps Censorship and Praises Marcus Loew

—

Atlanta, July 12.
exhibitors of Georgia, at a meeting at the Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta,
on Sunday, July 11, organized a state

branch

Owners

of the Motion Picture Theatre
of America. Following the lead of

brothers in North CarolinS at the
meeting at Wrightsville Beach a fortnight
previously, they subscribed their quota to
They did
the national fund of $100,000.
more than that— they oversubscribed it by
more than 100 per cent., the exact figures
being $1,332.50. Georgia’s quota is the same
as that of North Carolina— $600.
The meeting elected a full set of officers,
their

including a president, three vice-presidents,
secretary-treasurer and an executive
committee consisting of one member for
each of the ten Congressional districts and
two at large. For the first time in the history of exhibitor organization as far as
known, a woman, Mrs. May White Lee, of
Covington, was elected to office that of
third vice-president.
a

GEORGE BLAISDELL
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now being

before

a

:

;

field,

Augusta; E.

W.

Gould, Macon; F. F.

Hugh Manning, Calhoun; H. N. Mitchell, Pelham; Abe GugenThomson, Cedartown

;

Mr. Patterson, in opening, asked any
others than exhibitors to retire.
He explained the call of the meeting for Sunday
by saying there was a censorship hearing
at the state house on Tuesday and it was
felt advisable to present the matter to the
delegates.

have been accused of assailing the
Players and the Lynch Enterprises,” said Mr. Patterson.
“I do not
“I

Famous

agree with the business policies of those
organizations, while entertaining high respect for the individual officers person-

cannot concur with them in their
move. That seems to me one of the
cleverest schemes ever attempted by a
moving picture man. It resolves itself into
something for nothing.
ally.

I

latest

“They give you a franchise for five years.
They don’t make you put up deposits you
don’t have to buy stock.
All you do is
simply to let them book your theatres.
The successes in the theatre business have
;

been built by individual efforts on the part
men and women owning the houses.
We feel that we know better than anybody
else just exactly what are the needs in
our respective communities.
of the

Disapprove of Lynch Plan.
Many resolutions were drafted and
passed. One of the prominent topics was
there

1

The officers chosen were as follows
President, Sig Samuels, Atlanta; first vicepresident,
Arthur Lucas; second vicepresident, C. G. Zirbes, Washington; third
vice-president, Mrs. May White Lee, Covington; secretary-treasurer, Willard C. Patterson.
Members of executive board Arthur
Lucas, Savannah
F. H. Smith, Thomasville; John Cain, Cordele; Roy Martin, Columbus; E. A. Schiller, Atlanta; R. J. Eden-

—

censorship,

1

j

the

and also a posbody strongly
disapproved the booking arrangement re-

Joker in Cancellation Clause?
“Take in their proposition the clause that
gives you the privilege of canceling in

ported as being submitted to southern ex-

ninety days. On the surface it looks good,
but you must take into consideration that
in the ninety days following your signing
Mr. Lynch may have contracted for all the
film available for your town.”
Telegrams were read from the national

state legislature three bills,
The
sibility of two more.

by the S. A. Lynch Enterprises.
was said, meant the supplying of
all houses with complete programs on a
basis of 30 per cent, of gross receipts and
the advance of funds for repairs, alterahibitors
This, it

'

president, Sydney S. Cohen, W. W. Hodkinson, Pathe Exchange, Inc., and Associated

tions, decorations, etc.

The meeting expressed to Sig Samuels,
owner of the Criterion Theatre, Atlanta,
its' appreciation of his work in forwarding
the independent exhibitor movement and
for his substantial backing of Willard C.
Patterson, the director of the Criterion, in
the latter’s successful efforts in the same

cause.

The convention pledged

its

hearty and

practical support to the independent producer and distributor and expressed its
belief that there can be no end to competition in producing pictures of quality.

Recommend Uniform

Contract.

There was condemnation as unfair competition of the leasing or giving or by playing percentage, any school, church, community house or charitable organization
without consideration for the legitimate interests of motion picture theatres in the
neighborhood.
A uniform contract was recommended so
that the exhibitor at all times will have
equal rights with the distributor. The convention reaffirmed the action of the national organization on the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and protested the ex-

There was
its theatre activities.
indorsement also for Miss Aiken’s regional
trade paper, the Weekly Film Review.
There were addresses by Willard C. Patterson, who officiated as temporary chairman at the opening; Roland G. Hill, North
Carolina’s executive member; Percy Wells,
tension of

president of North Carolina’s league, who
also for his state contributed $100 toward
Georgia’s organization expenses; Arthur
Lucas, Savannah; R. J. Edenfield, Augusta,
and Edward A. Schiller, general represents
ative in the South of Marcus Loew.

Just

Sig Samuels.
elected president of Georgia
Exhibitors’ League.
m

Minim

heim, Savannah, and

C.

E.

Ricker, Fitz-

gerald.

Contributions to the state treasury were
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
North Carolina, through President
Percy Wells
$100.00
Criterion Theatre, Atlanta
100.00
Abe Gugenheim, Arcade Theatre, Sa:

E.

vannah
W. Gould, Palace and Princess,
Macon

Loew’s Grand, Atlanta
Strand Theatre, Athens
Strand Theatre, Elberton

Dreamland Theatre, Augusta
Tudor Theatre, Atlanta
A. Samuels interests, Atlanta
Bellwood Theatre, Atlanta
Fulton Theatre, Atlanta
Arthur Lucas, Atlanta
Dreamland Theatre, Claxton
H. N. Mitchell, Dawson and Pelham.
Lee Amusement Company, Cuthbert.

.

L.

Love,

Winder

John Cain, Codele
Mrs. May White Lee, Covington....
C. G. Zirbes, Washington
Majestic Theatre, Harlan
M. Aiken,

Commerce

100.00
100.00
250.00
35.00
15.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
5.00
5.00

100.00
5.00

50.00
32.50
25.00
10.00
50.00
20.00
5.00
5.00

$1,332.50

Producers.
Mr. Samuels was chosen permanent chairman of the meeting. Following a short intermission for committee consultation the
by-laws, which provide for meetings in
January and July, were reported and
adopted.
In discussing the question of pictures
supplied to schools and churches by exchanges, it was pointed out that in the resolution reference was not made to subjects
of educational or religious nature.
Indicating the situation giving rise to complaint, one of the delegates told of booking
a second run on a picture, depending for
his clientele on a college not far from his
house. Before the production was sent to
his theatre it was shown at the college
to 300 students, with the result that the
exhibitor lost money on his booking.
Schiller’s

Heart-to-Heart Talk.

The president appointed

as a state

com-

mittee on censorship Messrs. Lucas, Edenfield, Gugenheim, Schiller and Cain.
The league elected as honorary life members Messrs. Hill and Farley, national executive committeemen from North Carolina

and Alabama, and Percy Wells and George
Blaisdell.

President Samuels called for a “heart to
heart” talk by Mr. Schiller. The old-time
showman was at a disadvantage in that the
day was warm and the luncheon hour was
long since past there had been no intermission to eat. He started slowly, but very
soon hit his stride and talked rapidly, covering several subjects of deep interest to
exhibitors.
He spoke of censorship; also
he pointed a parallel to what happened to

—

!
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owners of legitimate theatres following the
invasion of the booking syndicates and
what he suggested might happen in the
event of the success of the booking arrangements now reported to be proposed
by the Lynch Enterprises.
Discusses Censorship.
“In Georgia,” said Mr. Schiller in speaking of censorship, “I don’t believe there
are three men who are competent to sit
in a projection room and censor properly
and rightly any picture a producer makes
except they be persons directly interested
in the motion picture business or men so
well qualified for the position that they
would not think of accepting the salary offered for the place.
“Now what will happen?
are going
to have a fanatfc or a reformer, one who
will take exception to a kiss on the screen.
The producer cannot afford to make a picture unless it has a story, something that
will interest people who pay admission to
see pictures. Will they come in to see pictures strictly religious or educational?
Many will, but for every one who will there
are 10,000 who won’t. And if there are that
number who won’t pay to see these censored pictures, are you going to make

We

money showing them? That one kiss, to
which I referred a moment ago may be the
dominating point in the whole story.
Monetary Side of the Question.
“From the time the Bible was written
there have been certain things that teach
us moral lessons by reason of the fact they
show what is wrong. I don’t mean pictures
that are vulgar or those repulsive to rightthinking people, but the idea of certain
persons that everything is wrong is what
we are up against.”
Mr. Schiller pointed out that on the
monetary side of the censorship question
it is
the smaller exhibitor with his daily
changes who is hardest hit.
He referred to the turmoil that has surrounded the film industry in eleven southern
states during the past two and a half years.

going to build a theatre

you on a percentage basis. There
today fifteen producing companies
which are not promoting arrangements of
it

to

are

that kind.”

Lauds Marcus Loew.
Speaking of Metro, Mr. Schiller said he
interested in it only to the extent that
he wishes it well and wants to see it sucOf Marcus Loew he said: “There
ceed.
never lived a more honorable and straightforward man. His word is better than his
signature. If he signs a paper he goes by
the paper, but if he gives his word he
yields the benefit of the doubt. That is the
way he suggests to Metro to do business.
“Other companies have asked me to
pledge them that Metro pictures never will
be booked through a third medium. When
they are booked through a third medium
they will be out of business.”
Mr. Schiller reiterated the view he expressed at Wrightsville Beach that he
doesn’t believe Wall Street wants to con-
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Secures Expert Criticism
from Sargent Pages, Not
Mere ‘Ad’Reproductions
(A

j
j
|

Epes IVinthrop Sargent)
t AM securing wonderful ideas weekly from your columns, and I sincerely hope that MOVING PIGTURE WORLD will not eliminate your
criticism and follow the style of the
The latter
letter to

J
|
g
g
j
I
1
§

.

publication simply reproduces the ‘ad’,
and while I get a valuable suggestion, 1
do not secure the expert criticism of
one familiar with this particular phase
of advertising."

§
j
g

THE ROWLAND & CLARK THEATRES,
SAMUEL SIVITZ,

i
g

Director of Publicity.

%

is

trol the industry.
“It was said the

small cities would see
the theatres Wall Street would build,” continued the speaker. “Does anybody know
of one?
You don’t, because there has not
been any.”

Stanton Invents Method to
Cut Production Cost in Half
ichard stanton has, with the

R

of his cameraman, perfected an
arrangement which permits him to
dispense with all costly sets and interior
trappings which tend to elevate the production expenditure on any picture.

sense.

aid

The first practical use of the invention
has been made by Mr. Stanton in the production of his present super-feature for
William Fox, and the results have been so
encouraging that Mr. Stanton has applied
for patent rights on his discovery.
The theory of the Stanton method is the

Scoffs at Idea of Domination.

“The company which I represent in the
South is right now in the midst of building
six theatres.
You may be interested to

know

every town in

:

“There have been reported combinations
and amalgamations to such an extent that
had they gone through we would have had
more big theatres in thfc South than we
would have population,” he said. “The theatres didn’t come through because the people behind the moving picture business had

common

in

the country, do you realize what it means?
“A certain producer said to me a year
ago, in taking about percentage
‘I get a
statement from all the houses I play on
percentage and I know what they are doing.
Now I do it, but I don’t want you to
do it.’ He said to me that at the end 6f
three years the film will be tied up. Rot
“You can’t control the moving picture
business today any more than you can the
air and the ocean. And if anyone tells you
that he can sell you pictures in this territory other than those he manufactures
he is not telling you the truth. He can’t
buy it from the various companies and sell

July 24, 1920

these transactions represent close to
Now when a man says he is

$4,000,000.

—

“A Typically Feminine Role” Geraldine Farrar in
You’ll have to see this Associated Exhibitors’ production

“The Riddle: Woman.”
and prove

It

to
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use of an ingenious double exposure system in conjunction with a special set of
lenses and mechanical timing device, the
secret of which is carefully guarded by
their inventor.
In taking an interior scene by the new
method, the interior of a house is photographed with the use of the special double exposure lenses and timing devices. A
minute floor plan of the room selected, including the arrangement of the furniture,
is drawn and then chalked upon the bare
The action of the
floor of the studio.
scene is filmed before a black background.
In place of real furniture ordinary stools
and plank tables covered with black cloth
are put in position in the places indicated
by the floor scale, and the actors go through
their parts in the studio the same as though
the scene was shot in the real house or
the usual built set.
The completed film
shows the actors apparently photographed
in the real interior.
By this arrangement Mr. Stanton has
given up the use of studio sets entirely, and
its success is proven by the fact that the
present Stanton feature has been produced for one-half the usual cost.

NEW

YORK,

edies, Inc.,

—

N. Y.
Seal Features Comhas been organized with $100,000

capital by B. Stern, 366 West 147th street, to
produce moving pictures.
YORK, N. Y. Cinema Newsette, Inc.,
has been organized with $100,000 capital by J.
L. Furman, 233 Broadway, to produce moving pictures.
<

—

NEW

What

W Oman

your satisfaction.

Isn’t a

Riddle?

Distributed by Pathe.
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Lynch “Free Franchise” Offer

Stirs

South; Cleveland Inspired Action
Assume Control of Booking,
No Advance Deposits
Takers Claimed and Denied

Effort to Gain Control of Theatres by Offer to
and Take 30 Per Cent, of Receipts for Service

—

’’

(By wire

Theatre Equipment “Thrown In
Moving Picture World
By GEORGE BLAISDELL

to

13.

TLANTA

film circles have been stirred
during the past few days by an offer
made to exhibitors of eleven Southern
states by the S A. Lynch Enterprises.
The proposal takes the form of a percentage
franchise to run five years and to be non-

*

/\
L

I

cancelable on the part of the giver. The
exhibitor, however, is privileged to cancel
at any time during the entire term on giving ninety days’ notice.
According to the story told in the exchanges and in the street -the Lynch officials have invited exhibitors into Atlanta
in relays of a half dozen a day, the entire
expense being borne by the distributing
company. During their visit and while the
plans of the company were being outlined,
the picture showmen were entertained royally,

according to some.

Ask

Per Cent, of Gross.
on the part of the Lynch
company is believed to be a reply to the
action of exhibitors in Chicago and Cleveland and in other cities. It means that in
the South at least the distributors of Paramount-Artcraft and Realart do not propose to submit to dictation as to policy but
propose to fight for every inch of business.
30

It

is

stated that

The basis of the proposal made to sixty
exhibitors already is that the Lynch company will supply theatres in towns of less
than 10,000 with a full program of such
pictures as may be in their possession now
and in the future without any trouble or
bother on the part of the local manager.
ln return for the service the booking company will take 30 per cent, of the gross

H

will be offered as

a be-

ginning all the productions of the three companies previously named, which it is estimated will total 156 annually. They will
bind themselves in a contract which will
comprise but a few hundred words to take
all of these pictures that may be issued afIf they wish to show
ter September 1.
any productions released prior to that date
they will be accommodated.
The name of the new company will be
Southern Enterprises Franchises and it
The
will begin operations September 1.
pictures available will be identical to those
supplied to the 250 theatres operated in
the South by the Lynch company. An inducement reported to have been offered exhibitors is that in case a house needs repairs or a new organ, or, in fact, any equipment to increase its earning capacity, the
matter promptly will be attended to by
the booking company on arrangements proFurthermore,
vided for in the contract.
at the option of exhibitors, a publicity man
periodically will visit the theatres and
provide exploitation matter covering future
releases.

of the allurements said to have been
held in front of exhibitors is that there
shall be no such bogey as deposits or preliminary expenses. In fact, it is said the
company makes a point of insisting the
franchise is free. Incidentally, one of the
officials is quoted as saying: “If the other
fellows can sell franchises I don’t see why
we can’t give them away.”

One

J

sixty

town

answer to the urgent invitation of the
Lynch company have been ready to sign
in

before leaving the offices, but that the officials refuse to permit them to do so until
they have had full opportunity for consideration. The supply and equipment exhibitors are told that purchases will be
made through the agencies established by

Lynch company for the benefit of its
own houses with a reduction in cost.
It is understood the movement has been

the

under consideration by Mr. Lynch for three
years and that the details of it are in full
possession of officials of distributing companies in New York City. The statement
is made that in the booking of pictures
consideration will be given to the needs of
any particular locality.

“Why

When
who

the Generosity?”

the foregoing

been

has

to a man
the recent

was shown

prominent

in

trade discussions he said “Why this genis
It
erous attitude toward exhibitors?
rather hard to believe these are the same
people who one year ago sent their agents
to various theatres throughout the Southern states with the message that they intended to control the picture output in that
territory and that unles they sold their
theatres to them it would be necessary to
build in their towns; the same people who
threatened exhibitors that they intended
to control the Southern states and the
output for that terriory of all producing
:

companies.

“Can the Lynch Enterprises deny that in
new franchise movement the ninety day

receipts.

The exhibitors

fifty out of the
in from out of

men who have come

This action

i

cover any of the pictures he has been using,
he will find the producing company has
sold its entire output to the Lynch En-

)

Atlanta, Ga., July
’

—

its

cancelation clause is not the biggest joker
ever injected into any contract? Can the
company deny that if it had secured the
houses it sought, it intended to go to
the various distributing companies and take
over their output for these towns? That
exhibitor decides he wants to reif the

I

“All Exhibitors Not

terprises for his particular town and that
as a consequence he will be forced back
into the booking combine or necessarily
have to close his theatre?

“Can the Lynch Enterprises deny that
the major part of the statistics the company has secured in the last eighteen
months as to the business done in these
towns was obtained by playing into the
territory certain Paramount-Artcraft productions on a percentage basis and that
the information thus accrued caused it to
enter these towns?
“Can the company deny that in the towns
into which it bought, where the population is less than 10,000, it has been a losThat by reason of the
ing propostion?
large proportion of small town theatres
in the South it was necessary for the
company to devise ways and means whereby it might get control of these houses
without buying and that its present percentage plan is directed at a condition of
That in a number of these
this kind?
towns by reason of unprofitable conditions
the company has returned houses to their
original owners, and in a number of other
towns the theatres have been closed?
Fear Loss of Individuality.
“Your statement that fifty out of sixty

men approached

are claimed to have signified their willingness to accept this franI have talked,
chise must be an error.

with quite
discuss

number

a

were called

who

the

gather it is the prevailing opinion that,
they do not care to lose their Individualityin the presentation of the pictures in their
respective towns by doing business through

booking company.
“The very fact that the company offers
something for nothing in view of what
has happened in the past is causing exa central

hibitors generally to be skeptical regarding this free franchise movement.”

Damn

Fools,

’’

Says

Selznick; Williams Scouts

|

of the exhibitors

by the Lynch Enterprises to
franchise, and from what T

in

Lynch Idea

I

XT THEN a representative of Moving Picture World called upon Lewis Selzas president of National Picture Theatres and asked his opinion on
Yv nthec k new
S. A. Lynch franchise movement in the South, Mr. Selznick

j

said
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opinion in a nutshell ALL exhibitors aren’t damn fools.
the South are fools enough to put their necks in a yoke
like this, they deserve all that’s coming to them.”
T. D. Williams, manager of First National, on being asked his opinion said:
“Any proposition of any character which compels an exhibitor to place his
theatre at the mercy of an organization in which he has absolutely no voice and
over which he has no control, and in which he occupies the position only of a
dummy, is dangerous at the start and disastrous at the finish.
“When an exhibitor gives any organization such autocratic dictation over
his theatre investment he should insist that he have a voice in the administration
of the affairs which affect and determine his own personal business destiny.”
Fred Quimby, general manager of Associated Exhibitors, could not be found
to offer any comment on behalf of his organization.
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can give you
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any exhibitors
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To Film Morosco Stage Plays
with Their Original Players
(By Wire

to

Moving Picutre World)

Los Angeles, July

T

HE

Oliver

Morosco Productions,

13.

Inc.,

has been formed here with $2,500,000
capital to film Morosco regular stage
plays with original stars and casts. The
new company is headed by Oliver Morosco
as president,

George R. Bentel, well-known

amusement promoter and manager of the
Scott Speedway Enterprises as vice-president and general manager, and Frank C.
Egan as secretary and treasurer.
First Showing in Los Angeles.
Hereafter
given their

Morosco

plays will be
presentation in Los Angeles and as each speaking play is staged
it will be reproduced in the films with the
original stars and casts.
In addition to
this, many of the well known Morosco
successes will be filmed. Ten plays have
already been selected.
The first one to
be filmed will be Maud FuIton”s new play,
“The Humming Bird,” which opens at the
Little Theatre in Los Angeles next week
with Maud Fuller and Henry Walthall in
the leading roles.
all

first

Still,

we

“On the Rocks” and “Gone to the Dogs.”
think a lot of Mary Miles Minte r in her American feature, “Peggy Rebels.”
iimmimimiiiiiiiiiimiiit:

Premiere of Fine Arts Film
The world’s premier showing of “Up in
Mary’s Attic,” the comedy drama being

Care of Physical Defectives
in

T

Goldwyn-Ford Weekly

Black Postpones Convention

HE

care and development of children
are not up to standard physically
is described in the Goldwyn-Ford Educational Weekly No. 207, released June 26,
entitled “Little Comrades.”
The picture
shows the careful supervision kept over the
unfortunate youngsters; how, under expert
medical guidance, they are given a chance
to attain normal maturity.
The mental training as well as the physical welfare of the children is looked after.
The cripples confined to wheel chairs are
taught manual training along with their
other lessons, so that they may be equipped
with knowledge of commercial value. Blind
children also are shown receiving instructions, using textbooks with raised letters.
Then there are scenes in the open country
when the inmates of the home are taken
away for a summer vacation.

Boston, July
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12, 1920.

Editor Moving Picture World:
At the request of many exhibitors
who are not in harmony with the
methods invoked at the Cleveland
convention, and who are anxious that
the meeting can be held where it
would be more convenient for them
to attend, it has been decided to postpone the annual convention of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, called at the Hotel Astor, New
York City, for July 28 and 29, to the
Hotel Congress, Chicago, Tuesday
and Wednesday, August 31 and Sep-

tember

by Fine Arts Pictures, Inc.,
through independent exchanges, will be
launched at the Broadway Theatre, Sundistributed

|

day, July 18.
The length of the

|
|

|

S.

BLACK,

Broadway

in

co-operation with Fine Arts Pictures, Inc.,
has arranged for an elaborate presentation
of the picture.
A score of the bathing
beauties from “Up in Mary’s Attic” will
stage an Entr’ Acte.

|
|
|
|

|
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Municipal Library Bulletin
Covers American Citizenship

|

|
|

1.

ALFRED

showing has not been

definitely decided upon.
The management of the

|

T

President.

HE

Municipal

New York

Reference

Library of

City has published a special
report called “Visualizing Citizenship,”
the fourth of a series on civic subjects inaugurated two years ago. This report will
serve as a supplement to the Special Report No. 2, “Teaching Citizenship via the
Movies,” and has been compiled by Ina
Clement, who is author of these reports,
both of which are inspirational.
The heads under which subjects are classified in Special Report No. 4, “Visualizing
Citizenship,” are “Americanism,” “Celebrations,” “Charities,” “Child Welfare,” “City

^iiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiimii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiimiuiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiHiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiimimiimiiiimimimmiiF

Planning and Housing Problem,” “Conser“Community Development,” “Community Kitchens,” “Courts, Crime and Criminals,” “Education,” “Employment,” “Fire
Prevention and Protection,” “Food and
Markets,” “Freight Transportation,” “Fuel,”
“Government, Municipal”; “Health and
Hygiene,” “Institutions,” “Libraries and
Museums,” “Milk Supply,” “Municipal Publicity,” “Parks and Recreation,” “Police,”
“Public Works,” “Public Utilities,” “Roads
and Pavements,” “Safety and First Aid,”
vation,”

“Sanitation,”
“Special
Service,”
Supply,” “Zoological Gardens.”

“Water

b-miiiiiiiminiimiimiiiiiimiumimuimiimiiiiniiimmmitiimiiiimimitHiimimii'iiMiimmiunimunininaBBC.

The Experts Agree
I

1
I
I
|

Hard

to Believe, But It’s Pauline Frederick.
Emotional star in her latest Goldwyn, “Madame X.”

—

—THE BEST ADVERTISING AND

EX-

PLOITATION DEPARTMENT IN THE
TRADE PRESS IS CONDUCTED BY
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT IN
MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

I

i
1
1

“The Trade Paper of Features”
MiiiiimiiiimmimiiMiiiiimiiMiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiiiiitiiiiuimuimiiitiKimiiiiiiiiumiumimiiiimuummiiiiniiiiiiii?
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Federated Film Exchanges of America
Makes Shallenberger General Manager

T

HE

culmination of a meeting- in Chicago in March of a number of the
influential
independent
exmost
changemen in the United States and the
subsequent meeting in May in New York,
at which time the Federated Film Exchanges of America, Inc., was formed, is
the

announcement

of

the appointment of

W.

E. Shallenberger as general-manager
The announcefor the new organization.
ment also states that permanent offices have
been opened in New York in suite 402, the
Candler Building, 220 West Forty-second
street.

The appointment of Mr. Schallenberger
was made on July 13 following a meeting of the executive officers at the Astor
Hotel in New York the day before.
At the time the Federated organization
was effected it was announced that the
members had gone on record as saying that
the biggest man on record is none' too big
for them.
Since that time the executive
committee has been busy combing the field
of motion picture executives for a possible
candidate and the result was the selection
of a man whose reputation and ability has
long been known.

Want Features and Short

Subjects.
the organization is to
buy collectively and co-operatively picture
productions running from one reel to
seven and eight reels in length. Federated
is
incorporated in Delaware for $100,000.
The organization it is said is one of the
strongest ever affected and is one of the
biggest of its kind in the independent field.
At the meeting on Monday in New York it

The purpose

of

was

announced that Federated is now
ready to buy and distribute the biggest and
best feature productions obtainable.
In telling of the activities of the organization to date, President J. L. Friedman
said: “We have been an organization since
May 24 and the spirit and growth has
been remarkable. We have already contracted for several feature and short productions among which may be named “Nobody’s Girl,” starring Billy Rhodes, and a
series of comedies produced by Warner
Brothers featuring Monty Banks.

Composed

“We

of Individuals.

are now prepared to buy the biggest
and best features obtainable and I might
add that they can’t come too good. This
organization is composed of individuals who

are looking for individual success.
Each
man associated with the organization is in
business for himself and we have banded
together in a co-operative spirit for the
purpose of correcting many evils and
eliminating others.
By doing so we assure ourselves a bigger future. Our capital
makes us one of the strongest organizations in the industry.

Promise Full Publicity Values.

“The old

of a producer advertising
a picture just so long as he has territory
yet to sell will be done away with. Formerly the publicity that a picture received
during the time the territory was being sold
was wasted as far as the individual exevil

changemen was concerned. Under the new
system which Federated

will put into effect
the release date will be so arranged as to
allow exchangeman and exhibitor to receive the full value of the original publicity and advertising.”

To Buy Negatives.
In speaking further on the advantages of
the new organization he pointed out that in
the past the producer or distributor has
been uncertain as to whether he could dispose of all his territory. In view of this
situation he was obliged to ask a bigger
price in order to make his cost plus profit.
The new organization, Mr. Freidman said,
will buy the negatives and the members
will consequently get prints at a much

lower cost.
Despite the fact that at first some difficulty was found in agreeing on a policy
of selection, this was overcome and there
now exists a buying committee.

The members

of the purchasing commitannounced as Harry Charnas, Arthur Whyte, D. G. Chatkin, Benjamin Amsterdam, Harry Lande of the Quality Film
Service, Pittsburgh; R. D. Lewis of the R.
D. Lewis Film Company of Dallas, and Sam

tee are

Werner

The membership
said to be

though

Chicago, president; J. E. Pierce, Pierce
Films, New Orleans, vice-president; David
G. Chatkin, Consolidated Film Corporation,
San Francisco, secretary; Sam V. Grand,
Federated Film Exchange of New England,
Boston, treasurer.
The board of directors, in addition to the
officers named, consists of Benjamin Amsterdam, Masterpiece Film Attractions,
Philadelphia; Arthur G. Whyte, Empire
State Film Corporation, New York City;

Harry Charnas, Standard Film
of Cleveland.

Service, Inc.,

it

gressive

growing
is

of

the organization

is

and bounds alonly the most pro-

in leaps

limited to

exchangemen

of the country.

Praising Mr. Shallenberger.
In announcing the appointment of Mr.
Shallenberger as general manager of Federated, the directors of the organization
made the following statement
“In selecting and appointing W. R. Shallenberger .as general-manager of our new
organization we believe we have chosen the
most capable executive possible to obtain.
For years we have had direct commercial
relations with him and have in every case
found him to be not only fair and square,
but far-sighted and reliable. After sifting
the field of men who might have filled the
place, we centered on Mr. Shallenberger
without one dissenting voice. Under his
managership our organization should not
only increase its activities but its general

health

and

We

prosperity.
is the logical

Shallenberger

believe Mr.
for the

man

big place.”

Signal Sells Half Holdings
to Lynch, Is Reliable Report
to Moving Picture World.)
Chattanooga, Tenn., July 14.
reliably reported that the Signal

(By wire

Officers Elected.

The officers of the Federated Film Exchanges of America, Inc., are: J. L. Friedman, Celebrated Players Film Corporation,

of the United Film Service of St.

Louis.

T

is

Company, owning sixteen
I Amusement
theatres in this city and Knoxville and in
one or two other towns, has disposed of
one-half of its holdings to the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises of Atlanta.
Frank Freeman, general manager of the
Lynch concern, has been in town for several days, returning home yesterday.

The censorship hearing' at Atlanta scheduled for July 12 before a senate committee
was postponed to July 19 in order that the
arguments may be presented to the joint
committees of the upper and lower houses.

Officers and Directors of Federated Film Exchanges.
Left to right are: W. R. Shallenberger, president of Arrow, and general manager of Federated; Joseph L. Friedman, Celebrated
Players, and president of Federated; Samuel V. Grand, treasurer, Arthur G. Whyte, Harry Charnas, and Benjamin Amsterdam, all members of Board of Directors and Puchasing Committee of Federated.
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When

Why

Musicians Strike.

Signs of Summer.

not pinch-hit with:
Reel band overture,
Fine-tooth comb quartet,
Whistling- solo,
Bell ringing,

Banners hanging over the
marquise at the Rex Theatre,

Phonographs,
Mechanical pianos,

“Rex Photoplays” except

Kazoo

cently

let

solo.

—

By”

(Pathe).

Those who get themselves into
"stand-

pictures of
flashlight
outs” at a film opening.

—

o

—

“Roads of Destiny” lead from
here to Los Angeles.
reverse.

—

o

Prudence.”

—

o

—for Metro

Loew Engaged

—Tradepaper

Film.

o

business.

of

—

o

“The

—

North Wind’s Malice”
(Goldwyn).
Blowing in midwinter when
we don’t need it.

—

my

"The moonshine’s right in
Old Kentucky cellar.”

—

“Polly of the Storm Country”
the title “Pollyanna
of Peaceful Valley.”

may suggest

o

—

Smith McGregor is of the bethat “Suds” will clean up in
“Parlor, Bedroom and Bath.”
lief

<£live Tell’s “Wings of Pride”
will soon be in the clipping room,
o
In accordance with its policy
of the last word in motion pic-

—

o

“The

o

“Someone

—

Man Who Had Every-

Noah.

ture entertainment the Capitol
Theatre management has obtained the services of a trained
nurse. Program announcement.
Do you realize what a wealth
of entertainment there is in a
trained nurse?

titles:

"Heedless Men.”

—

in

the

And more

House”

Did they get inskey on a passkey?

—

Just as though every picture
was not made “under the personal direction” of somebody!

—

o
“The Rich Slave” Has Plot;
May Be Future “Best Seller.”
Tradepaper Headline.
You never can tell.

—

o

—
Jennings
o

William
Bryan might
find “Sherry” a more attractive
feature for his political cinema
than
“Water,
Water Everywhere.”
o

—

Free advice:

o

Recogr-

—Tradepaper

Headline.
That leaves Kodak the only
contributing picture element that
is not announced in the leaders.

o—o

it

is,

—
— "Joe

o
Bootlegging?

that’s

Brandt

Upper New York on ‘Carstairs’ ” is a Trade Review headline of more than passing imporSells

tance.

0—0
in the movies has
been reduced to the minimum.
The only sufferers are showmen who look for maximum
profits.

—

o

“The

Passionate

Pilgrim”

is

too Cosmopolitan.
It really should be a Mayflower
attraction.

With a Plymouth Rock hookup.

—

o

Tom Mix

(Gold-

—

o
says that

it

is easier

cowboy

to become an actor
than for an actor to become a
cowboy.
Tough luck when neither be-

for a

comes

either.

o

“The Strange Boarder” (Goldin

If it is a fact that
exciting enough.

wyn).
Condition arising after producing photoplays.

—

Cameramen Now Seek
Work.

Why Astoria Is AH Excited.
Louella Parsons Headline.

“A Poor Wise Man”

“Blind Husbands.”
“Open Your Eyes.”
for

—

“Eye strain”

(Paramount).
“The Sin of Martha Queed”
(Mayflower).

nition

come.

to

O

o

Series.

Women” is soon
be released by Pioneer.
Fulfilling our mission of usefulness we suggest as follow-up

(Metro).

wyn).
“Paid

thing.”

Opening the “Less”
"Thoughtless

to

"Tactless Boys.”
"Spineless Creatures.”

Those sinful films:
“The Sins of St. Anthony”

—

o

Fred Levey now singing:
o

—

“The Christian” (Goldwyn).
Hard to find in some lines

Headline.

TheatreGreat boy, Marcus.
owner, producer and actor!
Col.

soap.

Fair.”

“Dangerous to Men” (Metro).
Home brew formulas,
o

—

Manager of movie theatres
will
become real exhibitors
when they play “The County

Be Fashionable.”

"Let’s

o

Leaching the Ashes.
“Ashes of Desire” (Wilk).
"Ashes of Love” (Graphic).
Pufflicity resulting from these
titles might be called "potash”—
extensively used in making soft

o

Tells the Story.

“Away Goes

—

o

o—o
also

Herring, manager of the
Exhibitors’ Film Co., Pittsburgh,
says that during the month of
June he had three shaves, and
in July he celebrated the fourth.
Elmer H. Mayer.
(If he dug as deep as that he

musta bled profusely.)

“If the country must have
w(h)ine,” sez A. H. S., “then let
it go to the dogs.”
o
Darkness”
of
“Six
Seconds
(Goldwyn).
Hurry up and fix the machine,

They

“hot.”

hide the entire line of battle

between the exhibitor-producer,
the exhibitor and the producer-

Max

’em lick you!
o

“Passers

Liberty, Pittsburgh, rehid all the letters in

Enough smoke is bagged in
making flash-lights of film feeds
to lay down a screen that would

distributor.

duet,

And jews-harp
Don’t

East

July 24, 1920

—

Double-feature

bill:

“Tumble In.”
“Head Over Heels.”

Advance” (Jewel).

—

o

Titles.

—

“The Miracle of Money.”
That there is any left in Wall
o

—

“Billions” (Nazimova).
Now there’s a regular
title

Harry Carey has begun work
on “Sundown Slim,” his next feature for Universal.
;

'i

Street.

1

o

o

“The

Polo,
the
Malveen
daughter of Eddie Polo,

film

—

“Stronger
Than
(Metro).
Ouija boards.

Garter.”

Then go after the First NaBanks for exploitation,
o

—

Vital Questions
Selznick’s “Daughter

Asked

who

is

art director for the production.

Pays.”

Ridgely, former Lasky
star, returns to the screen as
Lew Cody’s leading lady in his
new picture, “Wait for Me,” now
being directed by James Horne.

Wilson’s first twocomedy, which she is directown company, is entitled "Two of a Kind.”

Margery

reel

ing for her

Hampton.

Molly Malone

is

Jack Pickford’s

star in pictures for the National
Pictures Theatres Corporation.

leading lady in his current Goldwyn production.

Helen Weer will play the role
of Molly Brent in the John Ince
production of "Someone in the
House” for Metro.

ward Jobson. Edward Connelly
and Henry Miller, Jr., all play

Hackett,
Florence

Edna Mae Wilson,
Lawson and Ethel

Ritchie.

House Peters has been
gaged to play the leading

en-

Glaum In her new
“The Leopard Woman.”

Allan Dwan’s new production
Mayflower has been named
"The Sin of Martha Queed.” Mr.
for

Dwan

is

Edmund Lowe,

Ed-

prominent parts in the Metro production, "Someone in the House.”
Victory Bateman, former stage
plays an important role in
the Brunton production, “The
Devil to Pay.”
star,

Olive Thomas has completed
her new Selznick picture, "Nobody,” and has gone to New York
to start another.

role

oposite Louise
picture,

Viola Vale,

and Lee Moran

will each have two leading ladies
in their coming Universal comedy
feature, "Once a Plumber.”
The
four young ladies are Lillian

Cleo

in

Tradepaper Headline.
One of which is probably:

“How much?”

will be

playing a leading part in the
current Herman picture, "Something More,” is also acting as

—

Two

Lockwood,

to

B.

nri
young

seen in Erich Von Stroheim’s
new play for Universal, "Foolish Wives.”

Margaret

min

Conway Tearle has signed

Eddie Lyons

Death”

Notorious
Mrs. Lisle”
should be hooked up on double
feature day with '‘My Lady’s
tional

and Paste

For Photoplay Editors and Theatre Programs

“Where Is My Husband?”
“Up In Mary’s Attic.”
o

Clip

—

Tell-Tale

Director John Conway is assembling the cast for the Harry
Leon Wilson story, “The Spenders,” which is to be made into a
seven-reel photoplay by Benja-

the author of the story.

Pauline Frederick has begun
production on "Iris,” her first picture for Robertson-Cole at the
Lois Weber studios in Los AnWillard
Nigel Barrie.
geles.
Louis and Howard Gaye play the
chief supporting roles.

:
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E xhihitors

Organize;
Elect Advisory Board and Name Theatres
ENSEN

and Von Herberg called a meet-

exhibitors of the Pacific
Northwest in Seattle at the Washington Hotel on July 6 and 7. The convention
One
had two distinct purposes in view.
was the local organization of the exhibitors,
the other the presentation and consideration of the sub-franchise proposition of the

J

of

ing

the

First National Exhibitors Circuit.

There was a business session on July 6.
Then on that evening Jensen and Von Herberg gave a banquet to the visiting exhibitors and the exchange men of the territory at the Washington. After the dinner
Mr. Von Herberg spoke on the value of
fair dealing between proexhibitor and distributor.
W.
J.
Spangler, president of the Seattle National Bank, spoke on the value of organization, likening the First National Exhibitors Circuit in the motion picture industry
to the federal reserve plan in banking. Another banker who spoke was Robert
Schmeer, vice-president of the United
States National Bank of Portland. Other
business men speakers were J. Fred Braid,
Carl Reiter and L. O. Lukan. A number
of exchange managers also spoke.

harmony and
ducer,

Advisory Board and Theatres.
After the banquet the party went to the
Liberty Theatre to a pre-view showing of
Norma Talmadge’s next First National release, “Yes or No?” and Mack Sennett’s
next big comedy, “Married Life.”

On

July 7 the exhibitors again went into
business session and elected for their advisory board the following:
For Washington, Swanson and McKee of Everett;
Louis Kastner, Wenatchee; William G. Ripley, Aberdeen
J. W. Allender, Spokane,
and W. S. Quimby, Belligham. For Oregon, C. F. Hill, Albany; S. Danz, Astoria;
C. J. Matlock, Pendleton K. L. Burk, Baker,
and George A. Hunt, Medford. For Montana, Simons and Turner, Missoula.
For
Idaho, Simons and Turner, Wallace.
The theatres affiliated with this new local
organization are the following
Theatres in which Jensen and Von Herberg
have an interest, consisting of the Liberty,
Coliseum, Rex, Strand, in Seattle; Liberty,
Columbia, Majestic, People’s, Star, Union Ave;

;

also Antlers and Majestic theatres, Roseburg.
also Gem Theatre, Sutherland; also Bungalow

worth,

Oakland.
George A. Hunt & Co.,
Page and Liberty theatres, Medford;
Grants Pass; RiLiberty
theatres,
Star and
alto Theatre, Ashland. Meyers and Ford, Arcade and Star Theatres, La Grande, Oregon.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty and Gem theatres. Hood
River.
T. E. O’Neil, Rainbow, Star and ImTheatre,

dauntless Doug’s shoulders, and preceded
a platoon of “bobbies” the husky actor
pants and pushes his way through the curious crowds.
The latest football practice Doug indulged
in was about a week ago in Soho Square.
That day Little Mary remained at her
apartment in the Ritz and had an alcohol
rub.
Doug taxied to Soho Square to view
the Topical Budget at F. B. O.’s Private
In it were pictures of himself
Theatre.
and wife arriving at Southampton on board
the ocean liner.
The crowd was there as usual. There
were cries of “Speech, Dougie,” and
“Where’s Mary?” With his unfailing smile
Doug addressed the crowd and then went
Subsequently, he
in to see the movies.
fought his way out to his taxi and was
pursued by bicyclists who insisted on shaking hands with him. Among his pursuers
were captains of industry as well as privates
of idleness,
says the press agent, but
Augustus Glum snorts at the idea.

by

Liberty, Gem and Wenatchee theatres, Wnatchee, Wash. A. H. MacDonald, Rex, Savoy
and Eugene theatres, Eugene, Oregon. E. C.
O’Keefe Regent Theatre, Billings, Mont. E.
P. White, Strand Theatre, Livingston, Mont.
A. Nadeau, Bluebird Theatre, Anaconda, Mont.
D. Rice, Dream Theatres, Chehalis and
J.
Onalaska, Wash. W. P. Armour, Gem thea-

Montesano and Elma, Wash. E. J. Reyand Empire theatres, Pasco. A.
Mattecheck, Princess Theatre, Kennewick. W.
Star and Bell theatres,
Liberty,
S. Quimby,
Dr. H. M. Johnson, Lois and
Bellingham.
tres,

nolds, Liberty

London Crowds

Still

C.

Pascius,

Pursue

Motion Picture Honeymooners

Work on Hamilton

Starts

LTHOUGH

press agents scoff at the
idea, it is the firm belief of Augustus
Glum that when Mary Pickford and
Doug Fairbanks return to the land of the
fast disappearing nickle they will try a
Perhaps, too, says
little vacationing in bed.
Mr. Glum, the press agents will “hock”
their typewriters and megaphones and rest
up on a Connecticut farm far from the maddening telegraph wires and Atlantic cable,
to say nothing of Mr. Burleson’s, rapid-fire

A

Mary and Doug

it

London congregate every time Dame Rumor
says the honeymooners are to be in a cerLittle Mary sits on
tain neighborhood.

K. L. Burke,
perial theatres, McMinnville.
Baker, Orpheum and Empire theatres. Baker.
S. Danz, Astoria Amusement Company, Liband Sunset theatres, Astoria.
Star,
erty,
George B. Guthrie, Oregon Theatre, Salem.
George Bligh, Ye Liberty and Bligh theatres,
Marsden and Noble, Orpheum and
Salem.
Noble theatres, Marshfield. Louis Kastner,

J.

certain that

a simple task to dodge Broadway traffic when they return. Late reports
reiterate how thousands of admirers in

Rialto,

Lyric theatres, Toppenish.
Princess Theatre, Prosser.

is

it

will find

Story

William DeMille has started work on
the Cosmo Hamilton story, “His Friend and
His Wife,” the scenario for which is the
work of Olga Printzlau, who was so successful in providing the screen versions
of “The Prince Chap” and “Conrad in Quest
of His Youth,” both William DeMille pictures, with Thomas Meighan, Conrad Nagel, will be the leading man of “His Frjend

and His

woman.

deliveries.

Whatever Mr Glum’s opinions may be

Wife” and Ora Carew leading
The remainder of the cast will

be virtually of

all star

calibre.

nue, in Portland. Rialto, Colonial, Victory,
Strand, Sunset, in Tacoma; Rialto and Peoples’, in Butte; Liberty in Yakima; Rialto.

Dream, and Rex
Joe
Little,

Danz’s

in
five

Bremerton.
theatres

in

Dream, Imperial, Rialto,

Seattle,
Isis.

the

George

Ring’s Society Theatre, Seattle. Geddes and
Geddes, Ye College, Majestic and Empress

Fremont theatre, Fremont.
Mercy Amusement Company, Yakima. Swanson and McKee, controlling the Everett, Orpheum, Star, Broadway, Apollo theatres in
theatres, Ballard,

Everett.

Simons and Turner, Empress, Liberty, Isis
and Bijou theatres in Missoula, Mont.; also
the Liberty and Grand theatres in Wallace,
Idaho; also the Liberty Theatre, Coeur
d’Alene,
Idaho; Liberty Theatre, Mullan,
Idaho; Liberty and Princess theatres, Kellogg,
Idaho. J. W. Allender, controlling the Majestic and Lyric theatres, Spokane; also the
Liberty theatres in Pullman, Colfax and Moscow.
William G. Ripley, Rex and Bijou theatres, Aberdeen; also Grand, Liberty, and Rialto theatres, Centralia. Edward Dolan, Weir
and Dream theatres, Aberdeen. W. A. Long,
Star Theatre, Oregon City, Oregon. A. Bettingen, Empress and Grand theatres, The
Dalles, Oregon.
Greulich and Matlock, Arcade, Alta and Pastime theatres, Pendleton.
Whitside Brothers, Majestic and Crystal theatres, Corvallis. Dennis M. Hull, Liberty Theatre, North Bend. O. M. Whittingden, Grand
and Liberty theatres, Bend, Oregon.
Hill and Hundson, Globe Theatres Company, Globe and Liberty theatres, Albany;

Douglas Fairbanks Sees Himself in the “Topical Budget.”
Being shown at the F. B. O. private the
n
ti
Ftjua’re, I ondon. where the
athletic star and Mary Pickford, United Artists stars, are
honeymooning.
f

t

)
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Vitagraph to Have $200, 000 Exchange Bldg
Building in Chicago; Three Stories High

July 24, 1920
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OHX

M. QUINN, general manager of
Vitagraph, Inc., upon his return from
Chicago, announced the completion of
a big deal whereby Vitagraph acquires a
equipped-to-order,
up-to-thesplendid,
minute exchange building in the middle
western metropolis at a cost approximating $200,000.
During the past 3 ear, and particularly
the latter half of it, Vitagraph has been
active in extending and improving its chain
of branch offices throughout the United
States and Canada. It has opened several
exchanges in cities in which it was not
previously represented; sometimes its activities revolved around the purchase or the
construction of a special building to house
a Vitagraph exchange, and in a few cases,
the original buildings were remodeled and
re-equipped and when possible more floor
space added.
The Chicago deal is regarded as welding one of the strongest links
in this new chain of Vitagraph branches.

J

r

Is

Absolutely Fireproof.

Yitagraph’s new Chicago home will be in
one of the most desirable and accessible
locations on the site at 839 to 843 South
Wabash avenue, and will easily be ranked
in the forefront of film buildings in the
larger interior cities. It will be made ab-

ing will be the film storage vaults, of which
there will be four in number, each with an
automatic steel door. There will also be
six examination rooms, a large poster room
and a specially protected compartment for
returned films on that floor.
Entire Floor for Projection.
The booking offices, with splendid and
comfortable waiting rooms, handsomely
furnished, will be on the second floor. This
floor will also house the office of T. C.
Aiken, the Chicago branch manager and his
assistants, the office force, salesmen and
cashier.

A

well-equipped projection

Kansas City Showmen Are
Bearing Municipal Taxes

=
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room occu-

the entire third floor. A feature of
all the floors is the unusual way in which
natural light is to be taken advantage of
through the use of skylights. The second
floor of the building runs back twelve feet
less than the first, and the difference is occupied by five large skylights, which flood
the entire first floor. Similarly, third-floor
skylights are brought into play for the
lighting of the second floor.
Beautiful Front.
pies

The

front of the building will be simple
design, with a dignified beauty. There
will be two doors. Between them will be a
The seclarge, plate-glass show-window.
in

mm—g
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|
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A

S the result of a court decision
that reduced the income of

Kansas City

until a deficit of
more than $1,000,000 faced the munipality on July 4, the start of a new
fiscal year, both branches of the local

council passed an ordinance placing
a tax of $1 on every $1,000 gross sales
in any line of business.
Despite opposition
and
urgings
of
other
methods to secure revenue, all lines
of business will be affected during the
ensuing year.
In the matter of moving picture exhibitions specific regulations are in
effect.
Houses charging 15 cents and
less pay $100 the year; more than 15
and under 26 cents, $200; not more
than 36 cents, $300; and more than 36
cents, $400.
This, of course, is regardless of other federal, state or
county taxations on tickets, seating
capacity and property.
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will have five lofty arched windows, with Corinthian pillars between them
and at the ends. Across the whole building, on a level with the tops of the columns, will run a frieze of the same school

ond story

of design.

solutely fireproof.

Work

to start immediately in clearing
of its present construction, and
new Vitagraph Building will then go
up as rapidly as possible, consistent with
the policy no expense or care in making it
a model exchange for the trade.
It is expected that possession of the complete
block will be taken before the year’s end.

the
the

is

site

Will Be Three Stories High.

Holabird and Roche, of Chicago, are the
architects for the new Vitagraph structure, and the plans prepared by them call
for the construction of a three-story building with a fifty-foot front and a hundred
foot depth.
In line with the fireproof
plans, steel, stone and concrete will be used
to an unusual extent.
A feature of the first floor of the build-

Advertises Aeroplane Delivery of Films to
Arouse Patrons' Interest and Meets Crisis
ERVICE

with the “S” capitalized to
arouse the utmost interest of motion
picture patrons marked the delivery
of films by aeroplane from the Kansas City
exchange of Famous Players-Lasky Corporaiton to Stanley Chambers, manager of
the Palace and Regent theatres, Wichita,
July 4. The unusual method of film delivery was resorted to by Joseph H. Gilday,
manager of the exchange, to meet a crisis;
but by repeated telephone calls and other
means of exploitation the near-mishap was
advertised to such an extent that when

S

the films actually arrived a crowd of sev-

eral hundred had gathered outside each of
the theatres, most of whom formed a part
of the audience at the first show.
An unfortunate duplication of bookings
paved the way for the emergency call. It
was late in the afternoon that Mr. Gilday
learned of the last minute unavoidable
He immediately
substitution of pictures.
got in touch with Mr. Chambers over the
telephone. The latter had advertised his
bookings over the Fourth heavily. However, it was not the financial loss which
worried him so much as the disappointment which would ensue to hundreds of
Likewise, Mr. Gilday was
his supporters.
goaded to action not so much by the loss of
the rental as by the loss of prestige which

be caused Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation if his exchange failed to make
delivery of a booking on time.
When the mistake was reported it was

would

make

use of train, postal or
The only alternative
aeroplane, but Mr. Gilday
left was the
found on a preliminary inspection that all
the air machines in the immediate vicinity,
too

late

to

automobile delivery.

and their pilots, had been engaged for
day flights with passengers.

holi-

It was four o’clock in the afternoon before Mr. Gilday managed to obtain the
service of an aeroplane from the ValentineGebhart staff. Loaded with prints of “The
Copperhead’’ and “Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm,” the aviator made his ascent in the
face of an oncoming storm.
With only
one brief stop at a small town halfway between his starting place and his destination
he completed the trip in good time, landing

at

Wichita

at

7.20.

meantime Mr. Gilday had kept in
constant touch with Mr. Chambers over
the long distance telephone and reported
the aviator’s progress as the news came to
him. The theatre manager was quick to
take advantage of the suggestion.
The
crowds had gathered before his two theIn the

Women
Fanny Ward

in

Never Were Good at Draw Poker or Marbles “for Keeps.”
a regretful mood in “She Played and Paid,” first state-right release
of Joan Film Sales Company.

atres awaiting the opening of the doors,
and he kept them there with bulletins announcing first the mistake in delivery and
then the emergency measures taken and

the progress of the

flier.
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Complete Distributing Organization
for Associated Throughout Country
NNOUNCEMENT

is made of the completion of the Associated Producers’
distributing organization throughout
the United States and in the home offices
of the company that embraces the alliance
of Mack Sennett, Thomas H. Ince, Marshall Neilan, Allan Dwan, George Loane

A

Tucker, Maurice Tourneur and J. Parker
Read, Jr.
In New York, under Oscar A. Price, president, and F. B. Warren, general manager
of distribution, the following executive personnel has been installed at 729 Seventh
avenue, the headquarters of the company
in the Godfrey Building:
George B. Clifton is comptroller and

Mr. Clifton came from
the U. S. Railroad administration a year
ago into the same important office with
United Artists.
Thomas J. Shanley is auditor. Mr. Shanley long has been connected with departmental management in the motion picture
industry and has been for the past four

the New York Tribune, has been made
director of exploitation for the distributing company to supply the collective and
individual publicity and advertising needs
and demands of all Associated Producers
exhibitor customers. Mr. Perrin is a New
York and St. Louis newspaper man of
wide experience and was one of the early
directors of publicity for the national Gold-

wyn

organization and there performed
and brainy work.
Organization of the Associated Producers’ sales machine has been effected
across the entire nation since the return
of its operating executives from the Paskilled

cific

assistant treasurer.

years the
H. Ince.

New York

Perrin

is

auditor for

Thomas

Publicity Head.

Paul J. Richrath is purchasing agent.
Mr. Richrath was originally purchasing
agent for Goldwyn, later joining the Hodkinson organization as traffic manager in
charge of print shipments and routing.

Benjamin C. Bubb is advertising art manager. Mr. Bubb, formerly art manager of
the New York Tribune Graphic section,
was the first advertising art manager of
Goldwyn for two years and later occupied
a similar position with Hodkinson.
Dwight S. Perrin, night news editor of

Coast.

Many

Contracts Signed.

enthusiasm for Associated
Producers 'and their product has been
openly manifest from every section of the
country and the rapidity with which contracts have been signed by important first
run and circuit factors of the industry sigbig success.

Their confidence
the fact that they

further proved by
signed contracts not

is

HE

great authors and dramatists of
America and England are sweeping
into the tide of success and appealing

to the greatest audiences in history through
the medium of the motion picture.
The
''V. W. Hodkinson
Corporation claims to

have been one of the large agencies in
bringing about this “screen tide” in the affairs of literary men such as Winston
Churchill, Zane Grey, Augustus Thomas,
Holman Day, Louis Joseph Vance, Emerson Hough and Sir Louis Tracy. It has
released the works of more than a dozen
authors.
Among the authors and dramatists whose
novels and plays have been released to the
exhibitor through the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation are the following:
Zane Grey, writer of western stories with

“The

Dwelling Place of
by Benjamin
soon be released by

B.

Hampton and

will

the Hodkinson organization.

Emerson Hough, writer of western romances. “The Sagebrusher,” produced by
Great Authors’ Pictures and Benjamin B.

Hampton

in charge, was selected for initial
screen production and was a financial and

artistic success.

Frank N. Westcott, brother of Edward
Noyes Westcott, whose “David Harum” enjoyed wide popularity.
Irvin V. Willat
makes his first independent production in
the

picturization

of

his

successful

novel,

Gelett Burgess, one of the country’s forehumorists.
Gibraltar Pictures is
translating his novel, “The Heart Line,” to
the screen for Hodkinson release with
Leah Baird in a leading role.

most

Stewart Edward White, writer of western and African novels and short stories.

“The Westerners,” one of his
was selected by Benjamin

els,

earlier novB. Hampton

for screen adaptation in his Grea. Authors’

knowing the name of any single picture,
the name of any announced star or featured player or any specific release date
for any one production.
Announcement is to be made next week

Pictures series.
Sir Louis Tracy, whose novel, “The Silent Barrier,” has just been filmed by Gibraltar Pictures, featuring Sheldon Lewis.
Wyndham Martyn, another English nov-

of the titles of the first four or six productions, their producers and release dates
and the important casts chosen for them.
By September 12 the date of the first Associated Producers’ national release, no less
than ten productions will have been completed in the studios of the various members in California.

elist

Ifodkinson Aids in Bringing Works of
Big Authors and Dramatists to Screen

T

life,

“Dabney Todd.”

Exhibitor

nifies

American

Light,” has just been filmed

duced by Harry Raver with Leah Baird.
Louis Joseph Vance, whose novels, “The
Bandbox,” with Doris Kenyon, and “Cynthia-of-the-Minute,” with Leah Baird, were
produced by Gibraltar Pictures, and whose
“Lone Wolf’s Daughter,” with Louise Glaum
in the stellar role, has been produced by
J. Parker Read, Jr.
Holman Day, whose “King Spruce,” featuring Mitchell Lewis, has just been completed by the Dial Film Company.

Winston Churchill, whose novels

reflect

whose

story,

“One Week-End,”

Levey Announces Appointments
Mortimer M. Flanders, who made aeroplane views of the City of New York, and
Willard Van der Veer have been appointed
heads of the photographic department of
Harry Levy Service Corporation. They
will have charge of the photography of
the educational and industrial motion pictures in whose production the company is

the

specializing.

Thomas Kilfoil Promoted
Thomas Kilfoil, formerly traveling auditor, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation,
has been promoted to the position of special representative of the department of
distribution. In his new position Mr. Kilfoil will work throughout the entire exchange field on the installation of stand*
ard routine services.

combined book circulation running into
millions of copies.
Hodkinson has already released two Benjamin B. Hampton
picturizations of his novels, “Desert Gold”
and “Riders of the Dawn,” the latter based
on the novel, “The Desert of Wheat.”
Augustus Thomas, dean of American
a

whose play, “The Harvest
Moon,” was picturized by Theodore C.
Deitrich and Arthur F. Beck, with Doris
Kenyon in the stellar role. “As a Man
Thinks,” done by Gibraltar Pictures with
Leah Baird starred, and “The Capitol,”
done by Arthur F. Beck, with Miss Baird
in the chief role, were Hodkinson releases,
as was Mr. Thomas’ story written expressly for the screen, “The Volcano,” pro-

fur-

nished the plot for J. Warren Kerrigan’s
stellar film, “No. 99,” produced by Robert
Brunton, and distributed by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.

playwrights,

Three Big Guns in the Hodkinson Artillery.
W. W. Hodkinson, president, in the center, with J. Parker Read,
and Augustus Thomas,

right.

Jr.,

at the left,
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John Payette Heads
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New

Cabinet
Originated by Crandall Theatres
To Supply Original Music Scores

NEW

plan for the handling of mube put into effect
at the Crandall theatres in Washington, D. C., in the fall. There has been
much complaint among the local exhibitors that all scores seem to be alike.
Music is a large part of the entertainment
in cultured Washington and as much care
is given to its selection as to the booking

A

sical scores is to

•

of films.

_

only a short time now when it will
the producers that the man
the musical scores for their
pictures is, or should be, as important a
personage as the director or the photographer or other person whose name is featured in the title,” said Joseph P. Morgan,
general manager of the Crandall theatres.
“I think that the producers should gather
big men in the musical world who can if
necessary compose scores just the same as
is done for the big musical comedies and
shows that go on the legitimate stage.
When they do that they will, of course,
“It

is

dawn upon
who makes

feature these men, and the public will come
know their names as well as the names
of the star directors. Then and then only
will we get the proper music to play with
to

our pictures.
Payette Heads Music Cabinet.
“We are not going to wait for the dawn

new motion picture era. We plan
on going ahead this fall with a scheme of
our own. We are going to have a music
cabinet headed by Assistant Manager John

of this

J.

Payette.

He

will be assisted in his

by our concert master, violincello,
and the leaders of the orchestras

work

pianist
of our

This cabinet will make its own
houses.
scores and we will not have to depend upon
the makeshift scores sent us with the pictures.”

The work of the various orchestras has
come under the personal direction of Assistant Manager Payette. He is responsible for

many

of the attractive novelties that

atre.

He

have

the Metropolitan Thehas his own ideas upon the ques-

been introduced

in

July 24, 192C

of musical scores and he explained
he intends to produce them.
“We, in common with other theatre men
in Washington, have spent large sums of
money in perfecting our musical entertainment,” said Mr. Payette. “The people in
considering which theatre to visit value
the music almost as much as the picture
and its star. In other words, music is a
big factor and ranks second to the picture
as an entertainment feature.
Plan of Operation.
“First off, we are going to establish our
own music library with a man in charge
who will index and cross reference each
piece.
Copies of this index will be furnished to our musical committee, or cabinet, as you have called it, to be used in
the selection of proper parts that will make
up the score for any picture under con-

tion

how

sideration.
“A table is to' be placed in the private exhibition room of the Metropolitan, around
which the various musicians named will be
grouped. There will be a signal bell in the

operating booth which, when rung, will
notify the operator to stop the picture.
The idea of this is that after an initial

showing of the picture, these men will begin their selection of proper music for each
scene. One man will time the scene; another will note the character of the action,
etc.
The bell will be rung at the conclu-
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of each scene in order that there
be a full discussion of what is required for it.
Full Orchestra Rehearsal.
“These men will be able to select the
proper parts from the index furnished
them. At first it will probably be a rather
long proceeding, but as they become more

sion

may

accustomed to the work the selection of
the musical parts will come quickly.
“When the score is believed to be completed, there will be a full orchestra rehearsal with the picture and final corrections made.
There will be many times
when there is nothing in the library that
will serve.
Sometimes it will be a very
brief part.
The committee members will
write that in themselves.
“This is a big undertaking.
realize
that.
But then we have so many theatres
that it is well worth the effort. When we
make up a musical score for any picture
it will suffice for all of our houses, for we

We

usually circuit the prints.”

George Kleine and Jack Wheeler Here To
Get “Hope Diamond Mystery” Under Way

A

T

the end of two journeys, one started
from Los Angeles and the other from
Chicago, George Kleine and Jack
Wheeler met in New York July 12 to take
up the matter of “The Hope Diamond Mystery,” the serial Mr. Kleine had commissioned Mr. Wheeler to create for him at

Universal City, Cal. Both men most concerned in the work expressed themselves to
a Moving Picture World representative as
well satisfied with results.

“We have a serial
every episode,” said
ever merits or faults
develop in exhibition
to Mr. Wheeler, for

of

‘feature’

class

in

Mr. Kleine. “Whatthe production may
are to be accredited
he has devoted him-

self entirely to the work and has, in my
opinion, developed a valuable property.”
Mr, Kleine was, clearly, averse to “talking
shop,” and Mr. Wheeler seemed satisfied
to let matters go on a similar basis.
“The Hope Diamond Mystery,” previously referred to in Moving Picture
World, is a serial based on the misadventures of those who have possessed a jewel
generally admitted to represent the incarnation of “hard luck.” May Yohe, famed
as a stage celebrity, possessed the jewel in
her right as Lady Hope, the wife of an

English nobleman.
Pictures Widely Known Story.
Miss- Yohe has led a life of adventure
most of her days, and her name has found
its way into the newspapers of every counThere
try where printing presses grind.
will be lots of publicity to be directly associated with the exploitation of “The Hope
Diamond Mystery” and showmen will not
be called upon to draw very heavily on
their imagination for May Yohe has furnished them with facts galore spread over
years of notoriety.
Just now the serial is being published by
the Hearst papers and its release will be
accomplished before many episodes are
printed in the weekly installments that
Epiwill, finally, reach a total of fifteen.
sodes of the serial will co-ordinate with
However, Mr.
the newspaper chapters.
Kleine has not set a definite release date
for the film.

—

“Sign Those Papers or Subscribe to the ‘Marion Star’!”
Some dramatic campaign stuff in “Trumpet Island," the Vitagraph special from

Gouverneur Morris’

story.

I
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Give Exchange Managers Full Authority
and Insure Real Service to Exhibitors
T

is to be regretted that certain conditions in the industry should continue
unabated and be the direct cause of
nine out of ten cases of dissatisfaction and

By ",SMILING JIMMY”

KELLY

I

disagreement between exhibitors and the
many different film exchanges.
Realizing that there are still quite a few
irresponsible exhibitors, men who have no
sense of honor and who will go to any

extreme to make a few dollars, it is reasonto suppose that we cannot always
blame the exchange, especially in cases
where the evidence is entirely against one
However, with all
or more exhibitors.
these matters in mind, we still insist that
certain conditions were eliminated by
if
the distributing companies in the various
territories where they operate exchanges,
at least 80 per cent, of the trouble and
able

“grief” that arises

would be eliminated.

Manager Should Have

First Say,

To begin

with, it is reasonable to suppose that the direct representative or manager of a distributing company in any certain locality is fully capable of using more
of his own discretion than is at present authorized by the home office.
Therefore

he should be given “final” authority in all
matters pertaining to distribution and return of deposits, and, in fact, handle all
matters pertaining to agreements and disagreements between himself and the exhibitor. And if he should insist on settling
matters to the detriment of his distributing
company, it should replace him with a
man who is capable of being fair and mutually agreeable to all parties concerned.
In many instances under the present ar-

rangements we know
who have been very

of branch managers
unfair to exhibitors,

and these same managers continue to be
unfair and retain their positions, the home
offices “blindly” believing that because all
agreements are settled satisfactory to the
distributors their manager in question is
the “Candy Kid,” all because he is 90 per
cent, for the firm he represents and 10 per
cent, for the exhibitor, instead of being

in

that the big reason for their attitude is
occasioned by the lack of authority given
them, and because they fear losing their
positions.
If the matters of seeming no
importance had been settled satisfactorily
to the exhibitors in the beginning it would
have saved the distributing companies
many dollars that they have already spent
and would have caused less dissatisfaction
among distributors throughout the land.
On the other hand, I have taken, for example, certain exchange branch .managers,
with more authority than the majority,
who have been' fair-minded in all cases
and who have really given the exhibitor
even more than a “50-50 break,” and I find
that they are doing more business in their
territories than any other exchanges have,
even though they have an inferior class of
pictures.
Where they possibly lost a few
dollars for their company by giving the
exhibitor the benefit of the doubt they
have made hundreds of dollars by being on

the level.

“Promiscuous Representations.”
Another bad feature regarding the operation of exchanges is the sending on the
road of promiscuous representatives who
promise the exhibitor anything and everything in order to make a “good showing”
to the companies they represent.
If you
will sift matters down you will find that
in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the
seed of discontent was originally planted
by some “fly-by-night fillum peddler” with
no knowledge of conscience and truth. In
fact, this bad feature has become so com-

mon

that

the

salesman has to

real

honest-to-goodness

suffer.

There are many reliable and influential
exhibitors who absolutely refuse to do
business with a traveling representative,
and instead of being treated in a manner

becoming

their

important

position,

their

treatment from the exhibitor is similar to
that accorded a book agent or an umpire.
It is hard to blame the exhibitor, because
he has been “stung” so many times by listening to a “fillum peddler’s” chatter.
Truth Saves Money in Long Run.

Even though it may cost the distributing
companies more in salaries and expenses,
it would cost them a whole lot less in the
long run to have real salesmen represent
them salesmen in whom the exhibitor
has confidence; and although they may be
a little slower, have less gift of gab and

—

not

be

quite

as

aggressive

as

the

More Authority to Managers.
Therefore, in summing up, if the home
offices will allow their exchange managers
more authority, instill in them the idea to
always give the exhibitor at least a fiftyfifty break in all disagreements, and in
nine cases out of ten give him the benefit
of the doubt and insist that only “real
salesmen” be engaged, regardless of expense, and live up to the salesmen’s promises, they will find that they will eventually eradicate the dissension that exists
at the present time between themselves and
the exhibitor and place the industry on a
sounder

basis.

strictly fifty-fifty.

Exhibitor Has Whiphand.
u

These home offices do not figure the
come-back” that is bound to exist among

exhibitors in that certain territory if their
manager continues to be all for the exchange, for in this day and time with our
many distributing companies the exhibitor
really holds the whiphand and will not tolerate being treated as exhibitors were handled in the old days.
Having been both
an exhibitor and exchangeman. I feel capable of seeing both sides of the question
and realizing the many unfair tactics that
are perpetrated by branch managers with a
one-track brain.
I am
a great believer in co-operative
ideas where the exhibitor has an equal
share in everything, but these co-operative
ideas would not be necessary if under
the
present arrangement the exchanges would
show some sort of co-operation with the
exhibitor.
I believe that 90 per cent, of
the exhibitors will agree with me
that the
recent upheaval and many exhibitor conventions would have been unnecessary
if

they had been treated fairly not
only by
the home offices but by the branch
exchanges.
If you will simmer these indi-

vidual cases down you will find
that in
nine cases out of ten the branch
managers
are really at fault for present conditions.
In many cases I have interviewed
branch

managers
cisions

as to

against

why

the

they

made

exhibitor,

these de-

and

I

find

usual

“Johnny Newcomer,” their assets of truthfulness, conscience and broad-mindedness
will in the long run pay the distributing
company far better returns.
Although
their immediate showing may be at the
zero mark, their eventual production will
be something to be proud of.
During my experience as a branch manager I tried out both kinds, and the hardworking plodder whose “showing,” as we
term it, was not always up to the notch,
caused me less “grief” and saved more
money in the long run, whereas the other
variety, although he may have set the
woods afire on the “first time round,”
caused me trouble and annoyance that it
took months to overcome.

“Don’t I Get Any of That Candy That Eddie’s Giving Away, Huh?”
Asks Gladys Walton of Lee Moran.
Evidently Eddie Lyons- is a backer of the
slogan that the way to a girl’s heart is through a candy box
Anne
Cornwall seen
accepting the sweets with thanks in
Universal’s feature comedy, “La, La, Lucille ”
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KEEPING IN PERSONAL
TOUCH
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M
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S.

NATHAN,

Hodkinson

formerly with W. W.

now

pictures, is

the

mana-

ger of the New York exchange of the
Associated Producers, Inc., -1002 Godfrey
Building, 729 Seventh avenue. New York. On
leaving the Hodkinson company, Mr. Nathan
was' presented with a handsome desk set by
his

former associates

in the

*

*

*

John Powers, a new man in the film business, has been engaged to cover Connecticut
out of the New Haven office of the Famous
Players-Lasky.
*

*

*

Harry Morey, Vitagraph’s leading and popular heavy, has, with the backing of the required capital, decided to organize his own

company and produce under
here

his

own name

in the East.
*

*

*

William G. Smith, of Fidelity Picture Company, state rights distributors, has disposed
of “Love’s Flame” to the Elks Photoplay
Company, of New York, for Greater New York
and Northern New Jersey territory.
*

*

producing corporation has been organized by Cuban capital to produce special
features and has taken over the old North
American studio at West Thirtieth street and
Coney Island avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
*

*

*

*

Hobart Henley, it is current report, will
shake the dust of these parts from his mohair
and take passage to Europe to direct a few
foreign productions on the other side of the
“pond.”
*

*

*

The Motion Picture Exhibitors League

of
Philadelphia are to assemble in convention at

Atlantic City or some other sea-side resort
the latter part of July to take up the consideration of many topics brought to its attention at the Cleveland convention in June, to
ratify the Theatre Owners’ Association of
America and rally to its standard.
*

»

*

The Hallmark Exchange at New Haven,
Conn.,

has been given notice to vacate its
the New Haven Exchange Building

offices in

during alterations in the building.
*

*

*

Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation’s sales staff, left on Saturday,
July 10, for a much needed two weeks’ vacation in the rustic environments of Lake Hopatcong, N. J., where Walt Hill spends his

Fred Scheninger,

of the

*

*

*

Emile Chautard’s resignation, a few days
ago, from the Fox organization, was a surprising bit of news.
The making of the
“Thief” has been assigned to Director Charles
A. Giblyn, with Pearl White as the star. Mr.
Giblyn will be obliged to leave the cutting
and assembling of “The Pagan of the Hills”
until after the filming of the Bernstein drama,
which will be the third production featuring
the former serial star.
*

*

*

The ban placed on the importation of
American-made products in Russia has been
removed, according to advices received from
Washington. The Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, in an exclusive statement to the writer,
says in part: "Russia presents a fertile field

for the development of American films and

*

*

*

*

Lloyd Sheldon returned from India last
week, where he has been in quest of pictures
for Educational Films.
*

*

*

Central Theatre, Windsor Locks, Conn., has
closed for extensive alteration. It will be reopened sometime in October.
*

*

*

H. F. Renbold, who has been for the last
three and one-half years with Prizma, Inc.,
has resigned.
*

*

*

&

*

*

*

George Irving, who produced the five-reel
feature, “The Wakefield Case,” is editing it
at the Miles studios. The cast includes Herbert Rawlinson, Florence Billings, Joseph
Burke, Charles Dalton, J. P. Wade, William
Black and J. H. Gilmore. The photography
was done by Walter Arthur.
*

*

*

Jules Sarzin. formerly with the sales de-

partment of Famuos Players-Lasky, is now
with the sales force of Robertson-Cole’s New

York

offices.
*

*

*

Frank Scully has resigned as manager

of

Famous

Players-Lasky exchange at New
Haven, Conn., and is replaced by A. Hughes,
who comes from the West Coast.
*

*

*

Jack Evans, assistant director at the Vitagraph, Flatbush studio, has resigned to cast
his lot in pastures new.
*

*

»

William Weisfeld, Pathe’s Connecticut representative, is confined to his

home

seriously

*

heated spell in

New
*

*

York.
•

•

William Worthington, who directed “The
Silent Barrier” for the Gibraltar Pictures Corporation, has resigned from that organization

and

is

negotiating with another producing

company

in California.

*

*

Frank Crane, directing Johnny Hines in the
Torchy series, is still editing his productions

*

John C. Brownell, Universal scenario editor and poet laureate, has returned from his
two weeks’ vacation in Vermont to enjoy a

#

George Bunny, cameraman, son of the late
John Bunny, is photographer for Hugo Ballino, who is producing under his own name,
assisted by R. Fellowes, at the Victor studio
on West Forty-third street, New York.
*

office at

*

»

ill.

Lou Reilly, Klaw and Erlinger’s representative, left for England three weeks ago. His
departure gave rise to the rumor that K.
E. are contemplating the production of feature pictures in London.

*

•

Kosch, well-known film attorney
for several producing companies, has just recovered from a severe attack of ptomaine

Ernest Shipman, president of the Dominion
Film Corporation, is busy making arrangements to produce his twelve features in Canada, from Ralph Connor’s stories, the first of
which will be “The Foreigners.” Henry McRae will act as supervising director and the
productions will be released through the First

poisoning.

National.

at the Miles studios in the Leavitt Building.
*

Harry

*

*

G.

*

*

*

*

*

Bert Ennis, the well-known publicist, formerly with Lubin & Sawyer Productions, and
recently with Victor Kremer Corporation, is
living at Sheepshead Bay during the summer,
where he is enjoying the cool breezes of the
Bay and the auto breezes of the Island. Mr.
Ennis will possibly succumb to the temptation, in the fall, of going in business for him*

*

*

Herman

*

*

*

»

Rifkin, well-known

owner

of the

Eastern Feature Film Company, has purchased the Hallmark exchanges in Boston
and New Haven.
*

*

*

Forest Halsey is at Freddy Welsh’s farm in
New Jersey for a few days’ vacation. Mr.
Halsey is to do another play for next season.
*

*

The Selznick forces at the Universal studios
at Fort Lee, N. J., have eased up in their
activities during the summer months, but will
resume with renewed vigor by the first of
September.
*

*

*

Ralph Ince will produce a submarine
ture for Selznick, beginning this week.
Ellis

and George Archainbaud

finish

their

productions for Selznick this week.
*

*

•

Frank Reicher, who produced “Empty
Arms” for Park and Whiteside, it is reported,
will join the Famous Players-Lasky forces
this

week.
*

*

*

*

»

large attendance at the July
meeting of the Motion Picture Directors conclave on Wednesday evening, July 7, was attributed to the many matters of interest to
directors brought up for discussion at the exhibitors convention at Cleveland last month.
Attention was called to the possibility of independent productions and the encouragement
given by independent exhibitors to the individual director.
*

*

*

Joe Gleason, director, husband of Gladys

was acquitted of reckless driving in
Brooklyn, N. Y., recently. The judge said he
was not to blame, the accident being unavoidLeslie,

able.
*

*

*

Fielding this week starts producing a feature for Gus Hill at the Victor studio
in West 43d street. New York.

Romavne

•

L. Rosenfeld, J.

&

•

J.

•

Allen’s representative

at Toronto, Canada, was in New York.
day, July 12, on his return from Atlantic City,
where the First National Board of Directors
were in session.
•

*

Mon-

*

Charnas, of Cleveland, well-known exhibitor, and Leon Netter, of the Masterpiece

H

Films, of Cleveland, were in New York
remain
day, July 12. Mr. Charnas expected to
here until Saturday, July 17.
( Continued on Page 446.)

Mon-

*

manager

of the

Frank G. Conklin, assistant
office of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, will leave on July 15 for

New York

»

An unusually

pic-

Bob

•

William A. Brady’s spectacular production,
“Life,” is well on in the making, with Travers
Vale and William F. Haddock directing and
Arline Pretty in the leading feminine role.

*

O’Brien, who feels his long siege
of screen productions, is contemplating entering the theatrical ranks again and accept a
part in stage production in the fall.

Eugene

*

Cora Dunham, of Selznick publicity department, is spending her vacation among the
mountains of Ulster County, New York.

self.

*

week-ends.

*

E. Morris,

*

William (Billy) Welsh has just completed
working in a feature for Fox, which has been
in course of production for the past twelve
weeks, “Over the Hills to the Poor House.”
Mr. Welsh played a character lead of considerable prominence.
*

*

a couple of weeks’ visit to the main
Chicago.

*

general manager of Selznick, is in a hospital in New York, where he
underwent a slight operation. We are gratified to state that Mr. Morris is convalescing
and will soon be himself again. Incidentally,
Mr. Morris left considerable weight abroad
while touring Europe, which handicapped him
in his recent sickness.

Sam

*

A new

*

Wallace Clifton, who left for the Coast several weeks ago, is now on the scenario staff
of Universal, at Universal City, and produced
two scripts in the last month.

*

Samuels has purchased the Hillcrest
Theatre at Tarrytown, N. Y., from Ben Halliday. Mr. Samuels is remodelling and refurnishing the house, which seats 540. He expects
to reopen it about August 1.
*

*

*

A. B.

*

the Inter-Ocean proposes to give special attention to that territory in the future.”

Hodkinson sales

department. Mr. Nathan left on July 12 for
a week’s trip up New York state in the interests of the Associated Producers.
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Maine Do Poor Business
in Hot Weather and Want Lower Prices

Exhibitors in

M

one of those states which
electric fan and frigid
waters when you read about them

AINE

is

the

recall

the railroad vacation circulars, but you
can take it from Nat Bregstein, subscription securer of the Moving Picture World,
that the aforesaid circulars occasionally
read like movie publicity before it’s scisNat has recently returned from a
sored.
trip throughout the most eastern member
of the Union and is now an authority on
Maine, particularly regarding its picture
houses. He found the cities “hot as tarnation,” except such undisputed cooling-off
places as Bar Harbor, and the picture business not breaking any world’s records at
this time.
in

Hear ye what Nat has to say:
“The big question in Maine has been
whether tourists have helped the movies.
That they don’t seems borne out by the
present situation in Portland, where eight
good picture houses are doing a poor summer business. Portland exhibitors also
have been

in

hard luck because the

city’s

centennial celebration failed to furnish any
The exhibitors
business for the movies.
got together and built a float that copped
first prize; it depicted the ceremony in
1820 of admitting Maine into the Union.

Only One Optimistic.
is a summer town, and of the
managers I saw there only one, W. S. Vose,
of the New Portland Theatre, was out and
“Portland

He

has an upstairs house.
He had never subscribed to a trade paper
until I signed him up for Empey World.
B. W. Harrison runs the Casco Theatre,
out optimistic.

is known as the ‘FamHouse.’ He charges 11 and 17 cents
and finds business generally poor now.
“H. Levinthal, of the Gaiety, is the least
optimistic of all and may close his theatre
in the future, though I told hifh the hot
weather was probably to blame for the
slump. Abe Goodside, ‘the Mogul of Portland,’ has two theatres, the Empire, which
shows pictures only, and the Jefferson,
which plays stock in the summer. H. J.
Boucher is manager of the Empire, and he
pays more attention to trade papers than
the average exhibitor. It was a hot night
when I saw him, but there was a full
house, with some standees.

which seats 650 and
ily

Strand Seats

2,200.

“William E. Reeves runs the Strand, ‘New
England’s finest photoplay house,’ which
His
seats 2,200 at 20, 25, 30 and 35 cents.
is indeed a beautiful theatre, but, like the
others,
nial.

it

failed to benefit

has dropped $1,700 in his theatre in a
short time, but he is a good loser and is
He doesn’t understand why
still trying.
when road shows bring their own props
with them and play to a $1,500 gate on a
30 per cent, basis he has to give a producer
60 per cent, or more for a film. Business
is
so bad now that he opens only three

business is good. When I visited the Olympic Theatre, which used to be the Nickle,

days a week.

rector of the Bureau of Commercial
Economics, has filed a suit in the
United States District Court, New York,
against the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company to recover money alleged to be
due him under a contract.
The plaintiff alleges that P. A. Powers,
who was then treasurer of the Universal,
negotiated a contract with him in Washing-

He

Neighborhood Business Pays.
“The Canadian section of Waterville,
which looks a lot like Montreal, is interesting.
Manager Ponson’s Bijou Theatre
is a mile from the center of the town, but
he wouldn’t swap it for any other in Wa-

He

terville.

is

doing a big business

in the

neighborhood and doesn’t have to exploit
Both Manager Kelhis pictures, he says.
leher of the Opera House and Manager
Haines of Black’s house, the largest in
Waterville, were on vacation, so I didn’t
see them.

“Bangor

is

notable for

House, erected by Black.

its $1,000,000

It is

Opera

an imposing

town of 25,000
population, and Resident Manager Herbert W. Hutchinson says that the elite
from Bar Harbor stop and stare at it in
amazement while passing through Bangor,
but it is not doing as well as expected.
Better business is looked for in the autumn. As an added attraction it has just
had the Prince lima Quartet from New
York for two weeks.
structure, seating 1,550 in a

Blaines
“Charlie Stern

Daylight Saving.
is

general manager of the

Graphic Theatres, Inc., which controls the
Park in Dexter, Chic in Milo, New Star in
Dover and Graphic in Bangor. He says that
daylight saving has hurt his business at
least 25 per cent. He is one New England
advocate of the single feature bill, believing that double feature bills spoil the fans.
His summer business is none too good,
though, as he points out, he has the neighboring town of Brewer, with a population
of 5,000, to draw from. He has. been seven
years in the town.
“The Bangor Theatres Company has
James J. Orkney for its manager and controls the Park and Bijou theatres.
The
Bijou runs vaudeville as well as pictures.
Mr. Orkney is a live-wire exhibitor originally from New Orleans who believes in
exploitation and showed what he can do
when he played ‘In Old Kentucky.’ He
finds summer business ‘rotten,’ but he is
going after it just the same. His winter

the

manager was

out.”

Universal Defendant in Suit
Brought by Francis Holley
RANCIS HOLLEY, president and di-

F

•

ton in December, 1918, whereby he was to
devote special services during his spare
time to the Universal company in the production of educational films.
Mr. Holly alleges that as the result of his
services, Universal’s business increased over
$400,000 and that he has only received $5,500 although he says his contract provided
that he was to receive 7j4 to 10 per cent, on
all contracts for educational films which he
had assisted in producing.
The plaintiff seeks an accounting and
demands payment in accordance with the
terms of the contract.

The

Metro Engages Helen Weer
cast of “Someone in the House,”

Metro’s all-star production of the stage
play by Larry Evans, is completed with the
signing of Helen Weer for the role of
Molly Brent, a sub-deb. The picture is
being made at Metro’s West Coast studio.
Like a number of other motion picture
actresses, Miss Weer’s first picture experience was with the old Essanay com-

pany
ous

to

Lubin and later was with FamFrohman, Fine Arts and

Players,

World.

Universal Buys “The Orchid”
“The Orchid,” a story by Marguerite C.
Storrs, has been purchased by Universal
as an early vehicle for Carmel Myers, one
the six stars producing five-reel features for the Star Series, it has been announced by John C. Brownell, the Universal scenario editor.
Another popular story acquired for Miss
Myers is “Kate of Crime Street” by Edgar
Wallace.
This story will be her second
picture for the Star Series and will follow
the production upon which she is now engaged, “In Folly’s Trail.”

of

by the centen-

The Keith house, which plays vaude-

and pictures, is unique in that it has
two entrances that lead into a long, narrow lobby. The manager of the Elm Theatre was not in when I called.
ville

“All we hear about down this way is the
Black theatres in New England, but the

Maine and New Hampshire Theatre Company has twenty-seven theatres that are
paying good dividends. When I visited the
office of General Manager William P. Gray
in Lewiston I was much pleased to see
the Empey World on his desk and the

—

only trade paper in sight. Summer business is fairly good in all the houses.
“When I visited Waterville, which has
13,000 inhabitants, J. J. Pray, manager of
the Silver Theatre, had a complaint to
make about high rentals and percentage.
He said the big films cost too much; that
he can’t get them and that Black does.

Exhibitors Float Which Won First Prize at Portland, Me., Centennial.
first honors with this portrayal of Maine’s entry into the Union.

Showmen took
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Your Theatre s Hallmark Is Its Lobby;
Combine Novelty With Neat Good Taste
article

fourth

Tills

Bamuel

Rothapfel

L.

for the

courtesy

in
is

the

series

which

writing exclusively

Moving Picture World through the
of Goldwyn tells in how many

exhibitor may make his lobby
He believes there are unlimited
opportunities for making the lobby attract
One of his ideas is to keep the
revenue.

crowds good-natured by playing
phonograph music, preferably playing music

waiting

that the patrons will afterward hear inside.
That would be done partly for its psychological effect, and psychology enters into
every form of business and society. You will
find this instalment particularly interesting.
Editor.

—

HE

lobby of a theatre is one of its
very important adjuncts, and its size
and equipment, general atmosphere,
decorations and efficiency should be limited only to the resources and physical
limitations. Too much attention cannot be
paid to this important first impression, because here is the hallmark of your institution.

The valuable impression created

at the

box office should be further accentuated
by your lobby. Simplicity and good taste
with a touch of novelty will give you a
very attractive combination. The theatre
not equipped with a lobby of generous size
suffers a severe handicap, and to prospective builders of new theatres I believe that
a big lobby will be more valuable and pay
better returns in real estate than a revenue

from
consumed.

stores for the

same amount

know

several lobbies in several theathe country that have
helped make the theatre famous and have
greatly aided in bringing large revenue,
and I have seen many lobbies that were
simply wasted by lack of good taste. It
is always a safe plan not to overdecorate
but to carefully study the lighting.
The
lighting of a lobby is very important, indeed, because here people come in close
contact with each other, and great care
should be exercised to see that the lobbyhas plenty of light, evenly distributed, so
as not to cast shadows on patrons’ faces
and make them look hideous.
I

L.

ROTH APPEL

Director of Production, Capitol Theatre
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIKIIIIIIII

Rivoli, where there are practically no lobbies at all. The device noted proved to be
quite a success.

Distribution

throughout

of Advertising.

The outside lobby should carry advertising frames for the current attraction and
also permanent signs where the house policy is exploited. The frames in the interior
lobby should carry nothing but publicity
for the coming attraction, because when
the patron has gone into your inside lobby
nine times out of ten he has been sold to
therefore avoid
your current attraction
waste and use your interior lobby only
for the coming attraction and house policy.
If you have brasswork in your lobby, see
that the porter keeps it immaculate and
bright, even if he has to go over it a dozen
times a day.
See that this same porter
uniformed and immediately picks up
is
scraps of paper or anything else about the
floor.
A large ornamental cuspidor should
be conveniently situated where men may
deposit their cigars and cigarettes before
entering the auditorium but it is not good
taste to make it too conspicuous. Be sure
that your attendants are neatly uniformed
Your best help
in and about the lobby.
should be stationed there.
;

—

of space

Lobbies Bring Revenue.
tres

SAMUEL

an

ways

attractive.

T

By

Meeting the Manager.
It is also desirable that the manager or
representative of your theatre should be
frequently seen in the lobby, especially
during those times when the crowd comes
thickest.
People like to see the head of
the institution and become acquainted with
him, and a man with a pleasant personality, a pleasant address and a smile on his
face, who can give a cordial greeting, will

find that his acquaintance will grow and
will be a decided assistance in increasing
the revenue of his theatre.
I have an idea that I think will prove
very valuable and one that will be a pleasing feature for any theatre. The idea is to
'jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiimimiiiiiimiiii | i | iiiii ,| »

Lighting Important.

Under no circumstances

light your outside lobby less brilliantly than your foyer
is lighted, because there should be a steady
gradation from the street light to the audi-

when you walk

no matter

you

if

will not

it

is

illuminated,

much

until

your

—

Many theatres have two lobbies the
outside lobby and inside lobby. If this is
the case, the outside lobby should be more
brilliantly illuminated than the inside lobby
and its decorative scheme should be a trifle
more ornate than the inside lobby.
Problem of the Draft.

The

draft that comes into a theatre is
very often a serious problem, and is generally attributed to the lobby and has been
one of the many problems to perplex ar-

the basement that we counteract the draft
which enters through the lobby. This was
a very serious problem in the Rialto and

immediately
machine of Mischa Elman
you place in the patron’s mind this alluring
tune. He would take his seat with it ring;

ing in his ears.

came

When

the feature picture

you would again exploit this
theme, and he would immediately get the
connection. You will have achieved a liton,

psychological effect that will make people talk.
This also applies to a patron who leaves

tle

—

the theatre the theme again should be
played.
He will take it with him to his
home, and thereafter when he hears the

“Spring Song,” or any other popular melody you may use for a theme, he will probably think of your theatre and your show.

Creating Atmosphere.

Where

a theatre is large enough and can
afford a harp, a Gloukenspiel, or a Celeste,
as some people call it, with the aid of a
tuneful fiddle, this would answer the pur-

pose described even better than the phonograph and would, perhaps, be more desirable.

The lobby can also be used to create atmosphere through other senses, by using
incense and oriental decorations for an
oriental picture or something indicative of
the character of the feature picture. On
holidays like Christmas a touch of holly

and evergreen; at Easter time, lilies.
This brings to my mind the fact that if
you can possibly afford it, always have a
few cut flowers in your lobby, but never
allow anyone to put artificial flowers where
people can see that they are artificial and
touch them. You may not think that people are quite that finicky, but I know there
are many temperaments under ordinary

member, in a case like this comedy is the
thing to be desired.
If you should havq a performance that
is bringing big crowds try, if possible, to
have a round of applause somewhere at
the end of your bill.
There is nothing
thst has quite the desirable effect on a
waiting audience so much as a round of
applause or a burst of laughter. It will
make them have patience and they will
be more anxious to get in.
.

We

chitects.
have found by reversing a
fan in the ventilating plant and drawing
the air through the roof and down through

me

them. One jolly soul in the crowd will
keep the whole mass laughing, while one
grouch will have the opposite effect in the
opposite direction. Here again you could
bring your phonograph into effect.
Re-

eyes become accustomed to the light. This
can be eliminated by a clever arrangement
of lighting.

Psychological Uses of Music.
give you an illustration of how
this works out. For instance, suppose that
you have a picture featured in the theatre
where the theme is the “Spring Song” of
Mendelssohn. You have a record on your
Let

Entertaining Waiting Crowds.
Should you have such large crowds that
a number congregate in the lobby until
the next show commences, try to entertain

into a theatre,

really well

be able to see

in or near the lobby,
cannot be seen, a high-class pho«
nograph, and on the patrons’ entrance into
the lobby they will hear the strains of
music. This will immediately bring them
into an atmosphere and command their
attention, which is really one of the justiThe record played
fications of a lobby.
should be of instrumental music only, preferably a violin or series of instruments.
it

clothes that would immediately become
disgusted if what they thought to be the
real thing was false and an imitation.

torium of your theatre. Many of you perhaps have noticed, when coming from the
street, that

somewhere

place

where

He’s a Defective Detective.
Don’t you know that all screen
comedians should display their badges
that measure ten inches across?
Joe

Why?

Rock

in

“Footprints,”

graph comedy.

his

latest

Vita-

Here

is

also a chance

where

a

manager

or efficient help means much to the theatre s welfare but then I am encroaching
on another article, “Service,” which will
follow in due time.

—
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New
theatre

Blumenthal will
A.
C.
office building, to
cost
will have seating capacity

CAL.
and

House

1300,000.

Motion Picture Theatres Planned

—

FRESNO,
erect

of 2,600.

—

LOS ANGELES, CAL. L. L. Bard and associates, owners of chain of eighteen theatres
in Southern California, have plans by Albert
C. Martin for new theatre to be erected at
446 South Hill street, to cost $100,000.

STOCKTON, CAL. —Maze Theatre
floor new Odd Fellows’

cupy main

will ocBuilding,

with seating capacity of 600.
..^LANTA, GA. W. S. Shelveston has contract to erect theatre for Metropolitan Thea-

—

Company,

tre

to cost $350,000.

ATHENS, GA. — R. W. Wimbish has

contract to erect concrete and hollow-tile theatre for Mrs. Frances P. Sheshane, to cost
House will have seating capacity
$35,000.
of 1,000.

NEWMAN,

—Alamo

Investment Company will erect theatre, with seating capacity
Address A. Samof 1,500 to cost $50,000.

GA.

uels, president.

GOLDFIELD,

—H.

manager
King Theatre, has taken over moving picture
IA.

house known as

NEWTON,
Joseph

F. Spencer,

Goldfield.

—

Site has been purchased by
IA.
Eyerly for erection of moving picture

theatre.

—

ILL. H. Schoenstadt & Sons,
36 South State street, have plans by H. L.
Newhouse, 4630 South Prairie avenue, for
an addition to theatre at 3948 West 26th

CHICAGO,

street, to cost $125,000.

—

CHICAGO,

ILL. Harper
avenue, has plans

Theatre,

5236

by C. W. and
Rapp, 190 North State street, for
one-story addition, 60 by 150 feet, to theatre,

Harper
George

L.

to cost $350,000.

—

CHICAGO, 111. Linick & Schaefer will reOrpheum Theatre, to cost about

model

$ 100 , 000 .

—

ELGIN, ILL. Directors of
House Company have decided

Elgin

Opera

to erect thea-

IND.

—Edward

G.

Sour-

bier and Charles M. Olson, local theatre men,
have organized company with $750,000 capital
to erect theatres in four Indiana cities. First
theatre will be built at Anderson.
ASHLAND, KY. P. R. Lewis, Ironton, O.,
has contract for one-story moving picture
theatre, 40 by 60 feet, with seating capacity
of 500, to be erected for John Rist, to cost

—

$40,000.

—

BOWLING GREEN, KY. Crescent Amusement Company has plans by Marr & Holman,
Nashville, Tenn., for moving picture theatre,
to cost $150,000. Address T. Snlukum, manager, Nashville, Tenn.

CENTRAL
Company

is

CITY, KY.

,

— Setter

Amusement

razing old building on College

street for erection
$ 100 000

of

new

theatre, to

cost

.

—

•LEXINGTON, KY. Phoenix Amusement
Company has plans by C. B. Young, 225 West

on East Monument street, to

ture theatre
cost $6,000.

MT. CLEMENS, MICH.— H. M. Widrig has
plans by T. A. Van Damme, 114 North Front
street, for three-story brick and concrete
theatre, store and office building, to cost
$ 200

,

000

.

MINN. —Saxe

MINNEAPOLIS,

Brothers,
3609 Pleasant avenue, have plans by H. J.
Scherer, 411 Essex Building, for alterations,
to moving picture theatre at Grant and Nicollet avenues, to cost $70,000.

VICKSBURG, MISS. — Saenger Amusement
Company has plans by Charles G. Davis, New

Orleans, La., for remodeling Walnut Street
Theatre, including entire new front, to cost

—

cost $6,000.

to

GREENSBORO,
Wade H. Lowry

—

N. C.
O.
will erect

Grubbs and
moving picture
L.

theatre on East Market street, with seating
capacity of 500.

—

NORTHWOOD, N. D. Contract has been
moving picture theatre, with seating
capacity of 430, for William and J. W. Siebrands.
let for

—

NEWARK, N. J. Gunn & Van Dale, Union
Building, have contract for alterations theatre lobby on School alley for Fabian, Zucker
& Steinner, to cost $10,000.

—

•SOUTH ORANGE, N. J. Rolo Company,
188 Market street, Newarak, N. J., has contract for moving picture theatre, store and

•EDGARTOWN, MASS. — Contract

let for erection of one-story moving picture
theatre, 49 by 80 feet, for R. L. Colter, to
cost $15,000.

BALTIMORE, MD. —Lyric Company
make alterations and improvements to

will
interior Lyric Theatre, including painting, decorating, rugs, curtains, draperies, etc.

BALTIMORE, MD. —Horn Amusement Com-

pany, 2018 West Pratt street, has plans by
Francis E. Tormey, 813 Newington avenue,
for one-story brick moving picture theatre,
to cost $100,000.

BALTIMORE, MD. —Ernest

North Gay

Berger, 816
street, has plans by Frederick C.
C.

Berger, 1335 North Gilmor street, for alteraand new front to moving pic-

tions, gallery

—

•CLEVELAND,

Contract has been let
O.
remodel and build an addition, 60 by 100
feet, to theatre at East 25th street and Scoville avenue, damaged by fire, for Maine
Theatre Company, 3925 Woodland avenue.
to

plans

O.

— Emanuel

Mandelbaum

new

theatre on East
street, with seating capacity of 2,000.
erect

to

KENTON,

O.

105th

— Kenton Amusement Company

has plans by M. & M. Stophlst, 608 Nashby
Building, for large moving picture theatre,
to cost $50,000.
Address George H. Lingril,
secretary.

—

LIMA, O. W. L. Russell has option on site
Market and West streets for erection of

at

large theatre.

—

YOUNGSTOWN, O. James Herald and J.
McCanns have, plans by C. F. Owsly, Mahoning Bank Building, for one-story brick
moving picture theatre to be erected on West
V.

Federal
$ 200 , 000

near

street,

Chestnut,

cost

to

.

—

BUTLER, PA. Rowland & Clark, Jenkins
Arcade, Pittsburgh, Pa., have plans by H. S.
Bair, 74 Vandergrift Building, Pittsburgh,
Pa., for two-story brick and terra-cotta moving picture theatre, to cost $100,000.

CHAMBERSBURG,

PA.

of America, 1214

— Stanley

Company

erecting here.

to cost $100,000.

J.,

TRENTON,

N.

J.

—Trenton

Theatre Build-

West 34th street, New
York, has plans by W. A. Kloman, First National Bank Building, for alterations and
Company,

112

remodeling theatre at 18 South Broad

street,

to cost $300,000.

ASBURY PARK,
quired by Harry

J.

N.

J.

— Site

has been ac-

Rockefeller for erection

of theatre, to cost $50,000.
CAMDEN, N. J. Benjamin H. Lackey, 609
Federal street, is preparing plans for combination one-story moving picture theatre,
store and cafeteria, 80 by 100 feet, to be

—

—

CONCORDVILLE, PA. Mills & Van Kirk,
Harrison Building, Philadelphia, are preparing plan’s for three-story brick moving picture theatre, store and lodge building, 47 by
126 feet.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. — Campbell

SCRANTON, PA. — D.
New York, has

street.

Rosa, 110

West

fire

streets.

ming avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.— Joseph Barrett
Trost, El Paso, Texas,
for brick and reinforced concrete theatre,
with seating capactiy of 1,200, to be erected
either at northwest corner Second and Cop-

has plans by Trost

&

per avenue or southeast corner Second and
Central avenue, to cost $100,000. Front will
be of white glazed terra-cotta.

ALBANY,

N. Y.

—Panzieri-Hogan

Company,

,

.

—

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.
H. Weingarten, 1085
street, has plans by H. A. Harish, 367
Fulton street, for two-story brick and limestone-trim moving picture theatre to be
erected on Wykoff avenue, to cost $160,000.
N. Y.— R. J. Conover and J. B.
Delaware avenue, have plans
by Bradley & Lamphear, Liberty Building,
Buffalo, N. Y., for brick moving picture theatre, store and apartment building
to
be
erected at Delaware avenue and La Salle

Ricker,

2811

street, to cost $76,000.

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

—Hugo

Ballin Productions, Inc., has been organized with $106,000
by A. G. Scheer, 149 Broadway, to produce

moving

pictures.

—

WOODHAVEN, L. I., N. Y. Contract has
been let for erection of theatre at southwest corner 88th street and Jamaica avenue
Hartman & Goodman, 8584 111th street,
Richmond Hill, L. I., to cost $176,000.
AKRON, O. Akron Prospect Company, 709
Second National Bank Building, has plans
for

—

Construc-

tion Company has contract to make alterations to moving picture theatre on north side
Lehigh avenue, East Germantown, for Jacob
Hess, to cost $10,000.

erected on southeast corner Second and Penn

KENMORE,

has been

$60,000.

Newark, N.

Bergen

to be erected here.

Mansfield, O., for one-story moving picture
theatre to be erected on Main street, to cost

office building to be erected on South Orange
avenue, near Scotland road, for South Orange
Theatre Company, Inc., 929 Broad street,

$50,000.

—

—

ASHLAND, O. Fred Edwards has plans
by Vernon Reding Company, Bird Building.

Market street, Philadelphia,
has plans by Hoffman-Henon Company, Finance Building, Philadelphia, for brick moving picture theatre which they contemplate

90 State street, has contract for alterations
to film exchange at 44-48 Orange street for
M. J. Hawkins, 48 Orange street, to cost
$ 20 000

PATHS, KY. G. C. Stuart has plans by O.
G. & E. A. Weber, Miller Building, Cincinnati, O., for one-story moving picture theatre

—

erection of theatre.

CLEVELAND,

CITY, MO.— H. & R. Amusement
Company has taken over Apollo Theatre on
long term lease.
Seating capacity will be
increased and other improvements made.
Address Jack H. Roth, manager.
BERTHA, NEB. C. J. Nelson has contract
to erect two-story theatre for Alfred Olson,

KANSAS

Short street, to remodel three-story brick
opera house. Address C. D. Hill, manager,
Strand Theatre.
LYNCH, KY. T. G. Wright and others will
erect large theatre on Main street, to cost

—

by John Ebberson, 64 East Van Buren street,
Chicago, for ten-story theatre and hotel
building, 132 by 231 feet, to cost $300,000.
AKRON, O. Charles Miles has purchased
site at Main street and Buchtel avenue for

$25,000.

ing-

tre, to cost $125,000.

INDIANAPOLIS,
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Boudy,

J.

Wall

80

plans by Eugene De
40th street, New York, for

repairs to Republic Theatre at 239

Wyo-

SHARON, PA. — Columbia Amusement Com-

pany, 11 West Eighth street, Erie, Pa., has
plans by A. W. Johnson, 469 Fifth avenue,
New York, for brick, terra cotta and reinforced concrete moving picture theatre, 107
by 145 feet, to be erected at State and Porter streets, to cost $225,000.

JACKSON, TENN.

—

C.

J.

Felsenthal,

Memnew

phis, Tenn., has plans by H. D. Posey for
structure to replace Marlow Theatre.

•KNOXVILLE, TENN. — Worsham

have contract

to

erect

theatre

Brothers
for Signal
Tenn.,

Amusement Company, Chattanooga,
to cost $75,000.

—

•AUSTIN. TEXAS. Harrison Construction
Company, Waco, Texas, has contract to erect
brick and concrete moving picture theatre,
45 by 160 feet; built-up roof, cement, wood
and

interior tile, metal ceilings,
electric lights, for George W.
Littlefield, to cost $115,000.
tile

floors,

wire-glass,

—

CLEBURNE, TEXAS. Louis Nathan and
John M. Russell will erect moving picture
theatre.

•RICHMOND, VA. — Theatre

Building Cor-

poration, 1126 Munsey Building, Washington,
D. C., has contract for moving picture and

vaudeville theatre for colored people to be
erected at Third and Clay streets for Charles
A. Somma, care Hippodrome Theatre, to cost
$ 200

,

000

.

KEMMERER, WYO. —New

course of erection by Rialto
pany.

theatre

is

in

Amusement Com-

•Additional information since previous report.

—
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RUBBERNECKING
HE

nice cool fogs are gone and our
celebrated sunshine is putting in some
of its best licks. Filmland is hot, but
since the nights are cool thank goodness

T

—

The time we took

off

to

But Somewhat About
Green and Pink
Pajamas

celebrate the

of July set us back somewhat, both
industrially and financially, but we are
catching up on both ends.
Quite a few folks from Filmland went
down to Tia Juana, where they could have
a little firewater with their firecrackers.
Things are about as usual in the colony.
Eddie Rosenbaum’s wife went east for a
visit last week, and right away Eddie got
Eddie takes care of the
into trouble.
“Snookie” monk comedies that Billy Campbell is making for C. L. Chester on week
days, and on Sunday he goes to concerts
and soaks his soul full of harmony.
fifth

The West Might Have Rebelled.
Saturday night he bought a seat for Sid
Grauman’s Sunday morning concert, and
went to sleep with thoughts of a pleasant
day to come. The next morning he got
up to put the dog out and closed the door
behind him, locking himself out and it not

—

being the proper thing in spite of the free
and democratic spirit of the West, to go to
a Sunday concert in green and pink striped
pajamas, Eddie had to miss his music.
Henry Lehrman is shooting comedies
again. I stepped in at his studio and found
him up to his ears in what he calls a poetic
slap-stick story with a baby, a hod of
bricks, a twelve-story building, a hen and
chickens, two goats and two rose bushes in
the cast.
The gas shortage is getting acute. John
D. Rockefeller Jr., who is out here touring, was turned down by eight different
gas stations one day this week. When a
guy like that can’t get gas, what’s the use
of other folks trying?

“Ruth

of
the
Rockies,” which was
from a story in the All-Story
Magazine entitled Broadway Bab, by
Francis Guihan, looks like it was going
to be a typical Pathe serial, and as full of
punch and pep, love and adventure, and big
moments as Pathe serials that have gone
before, and Norman Manning, manager

By GIEBLER.
time while I was there that Ruth and Herb
had to hide the priceless ruby in the horn
of a stuffed deer’s head to keep some of
“them dirty devils” from getting it.

Norma, the “Half Heavy.”
“Ruth of the Rockies” is equipped with
three and a half heavies. The chief dirty
work is handled by that clever duo of double dealers,

Tom LINGHAM & BINGHAM

Stanley. These rhyming, monikered rascals are assisted by Madeline Fairchild as
first lady heavy, and Norma Nichols.
Norma is the half heavy. She would be
considered a full fledged heavy in most
movies, but in a serial where only the most
intense and aggravated brand of villaining
is used, the light heavy work used in doing
a little vamping and trying to put the skids
under love’s young dream is not heavy

enough to entitle her to
Ruth Roland explained

a full union card.
“You see,” she
said, “All that Norma does is to try to steal
my sweetheart, and that’s nothing at all in
it.

a serial.”

It

A Nichols Worth.
must not be thought, however, that

because

Norma

does only about a Nichols

worth of nefariousness when compared

heavy, but otherwise her work looms up
like a Nichol-plated limousine in our celebrated sunshine.

adapted
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to

the other villainy in the film, that her
part is unimportant. She may be a jitney

Cornering the Horse Market.

A

FILMLAND

IN

Mostly About Ruth Roland

fairly happy.

445

of the studio, says that I’ve got absolutely
the right dope when I make the above prediction.
I got so interested watching the stftflt
that I stuck around the stages for over an
hour, and when Director George Marshall
took the company down on the back lot
to work out some action on a big western
street, I traipsed along.

Ducking the Bronchos.

The western

street was one of the best
ever seen. It was a fully populated
street; every store and shop had a proprietor and a lot of customers in it. The
hitching racks were full of horses, and on
top of this there were about twenty-five
or thirty tough looking, gun-toting eggs on
horseback.
I’ve

I

don’t

know why

it

is,

but

some way or

other,, I don’t get

along with movie horses.
I don’t think they like me.
Every time I
get on a western set and pick out a nice
place to stand to watch the show, along
comes a horse that wants to cut up and do
wild west show stuff right on that spot.
Marshall and his assistant, Ivan Kahn,
staged a scene in which a gang of cowboys rode through the town and stormed
a building in one of the side streets. When
the riders got to the ground and rushed
into the house, most of the horses stood
still like good horses, but one onery
cayuse

of

players are beating the gas
horses. Roy Stewart has
four; Bob' Brunton has a whole stable
full.
Monroe Salisbury, Bessie Barriscale
lot

game by buying

and Fritzie Brunette have all got mounts,
and a lot of others are planning to nab
themselves a nag in the near future.
Viola Dana worked two whole nights at
the Metro studio so she could get a couple
of days off to celebrate Independence Day.

Buster Keaton

is twenty-four years old and
unmarried this week. Fannie Hurst
is going to rent a bungalow in
Hollywood
m which to write a play for Priscilla Dean.
Olive Thomas has gone to New York. May
Allison is suffering from a strained neck
from riding in an airplane and looking out
to see how far it is to the ground— and Ruth
Stonehouse is putting up peach preserves.
is

still

Ruth Has Another Tough One.
stepped around quite a bit this week
One day I paid a visit to that section o
Brunton occupied by Pathe, and watche<
I

the Ruth Roland company working
on thi
twelfth episode of “Ruth of the Rockies,
a serial pulsating with plot, reeking
witl
revenge, daring deeds, deviltry, airplanes
horseback stuff and gun play.
1

Ruth

Roland

and

Herbert

Heyes

ar<

the leading players; that is, they
are
ar in the lead as the hero and
heroine

a:
ir

a serial ever get. The heavies
are crowd
ang them all the time. Why, there
was om

C. Stoffel

Switzerland Comes to America.
and H. Faesler, representing- J. Speck & Co., big Zurich film exporting
and Milton Sills, Realart star at Hollywood studio.

firm,
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Crandall

|

Strong for Sargent; His
Counsel Has Helped at

I

i

Box

1
I
1
I

activities in this field.”

is

I

|
|
I
M
1

|

]

Office

our notion that the greatest
value to the exhibitor of Mr. Sargent’s department lies in the fact
that his suggestions, cricticisms and
comment seem to be inspired purely by
a desire to elevate the standard of advertising display in the industry and
I
to enhance its selling strength.
may say further that Mr. Sargent’s published counsel has on many occasions
redounded to the benefit of our own

T

j

.

.

.

|
g
g
|

|
g
g
g
|
g
g

CRANDALL THEATRES,
NELSON B. BELL,
General Press Representative.

|

romped over to where I was standing and
began to kick up his heels.
“Figure

It

Up!”

Thinking that this might be part of the
raw
action, and not wishing to spoil some
stock by getting into the picture, I hastily
stepped' out from under my straw hat and
and
beat it to a doorway in a nearby set,
musall the time that ornery, flea-bitten
tang was just feeling his oats and trying
horse
to show off. I’ve always heard about
sense, but you can’t tell me horses haven’t
got any sense.
Miss Roland told me that “Ruth of the
Rockies” is the eleventh serial in which
she has played the leading part. Think of
the thrills—think of the stunts, of all the
adventures by flood and field that she has
gone through. Figure up the gallons of
midnight oil that has been burned by scenthink of the imaginations
ario writers
;

that have been worn to a frazzle doping
out new stunts for her to do.

Her Millionaire Prince.
At the Realart studio I insinuated myFranklin
self into a closed set where Chet
was directing Bebe Daniels in her first picture as a star. Miss Daniels has been sick,
but she says she is feeling O. K. again and
she certainly looks okey.
Miss Daniels’ part in the film is that of
a young girl who works in the hat check
room of a large hotel. She is poor, her
family lives in a tenement, and she longs
for the fine feathers of the fashionable
and the frivolous folks who came to the
She almost falls for an old roue
hotel.
who is willing to buy her all the finery she
wants, and she does fall dead in love with
a young chap whom she thinks is a chauffeur and as poor as she is, who turns out to
be the Prince Charming of her dreams and
great part for
with scads of money.
Bebe; she is doing great work in it.

Salesman,” with Joe Henabery directing
and Betty Ross Clark playing feminine lead.
The stories to the effect that Mr. Arbuckle is losing his form since forsaking
comedy for the serious drama are not true.
Arch Reeves, of the publicity department,
went over to the Arbuckle set with me.
Arch and Roscoe resemble each other very
much from an architectural standpoint
they each have the same full plump forms.
There is less than an inch difference in
circumference at the equator.
asked Arch if it was true that Roscoe was getting thin. He nodded his head

their
I

sadly, but at this moment two little girls
who were working in another set wandered
over where we were all three standing.

of

“Which of you is Fatty Arbuckle?” one
them asked.
“Which one do you think?” asked Fatty.

“Take your

ALEXANDRE

D

R.

Inc.,

of 18

York

A.

STUART,

presi-

and general manager of the
Film-Lore
Productions
Company,
dent

West Thirty-fourth street, New
that among the most im-

City, says

portant requirements of a motion picture
executive is an ability to judge and select
stories

for

filming.

Expert knowledge of

what the public wishes also
he said,

in

is necessary,
order to guide the production

staff intelligently in the making of films
of timely need and demand.
In speaking of his new organization Dr.
Stuart said that both the artistic and commercial values of its productions will be

considered.

“We have an unusual organization of
people of broad experience and scholarship,” he said, “and we feel sure that in our
forward strides our productions will fill
purpose big
a much-needed want.
things and will endeavor to make features
that will possess every element a real boxoffice attraction should have.
“Our material will be obtained from
powerful original stories and the real
treasures of literature.
Science and art
will be incorporated into our films and
they will have an educational as well as a
realize
gripping entertainment value.
that the story is the most vital point of
production and therefore we have made

We

We

A

Bret Harte “Seller.”

To those who know Mr. Reeves,

this in-

cident will be conclusive proof that Roscoe
is still secure in his plumpness.
Roscoe told me about the two weeks’ trip

Jimtown was used

Jimtown.

as a locaof Bret Harte’s stories. Roscoe says the old saloon, with the bar where
Colonel Starbottle drank his toddies, and
the tables where Gentleman Jack Hamlin
played his games is still standing at Jimtown, and that some day he is going up
to

tion for

many

there and buy the outfit,
it

set

up

if it

can be bought,

in his cellar.

the center of our activities.
policy will be an all-star cast.
When a story has a stellar role we will give
it to a capable star.
At no time will we put
out a flimsy story to exploit incapable peoit

“Our

who

ple

style themselves stars.

The same

careful consideration that every other detail of the production will receive will be
given to the settings.
Historic locations
entering into the locale of the stories will
be filmed on the authentic site and not
faked; thus our scenic settings will have
the same historic and educational value as
the stories.”

Developing the last idea. Dr. Stuart went
on to describe “Brain Cinema,” the first
special feature to be produced. He is now
arranging to send the all-star cast and production staff to Scotland. Most of the action occurs in and around historic Edinburgh and the Highlands, and he will see
that even the smallest details are carried
out logically and correctly.

Keeping

in Personal

Touch

(Continued from page 440)

Harry K. Lucas, of the Lucas Supply Company, of Atlanta, and E. J. Callahan, general
manager of the same company at Dallas, were
in New Tork the week of July 12 getting a
little northern atmosphere and lining up with
the latest accessories and supplies.
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Mr. and Mrs. A. Sottile and their daughter.
Miss Sottile, came from Charleston, S. C., this
week and are at the Hotel Astor for a visit
of a week or longer. Mr. Sottile, who is the
head of the Pastime Amusement Company, of
Charleston, with five theatres in that city,
three of them for motion pictures, has almost
completed plans for a new theatre with a
seating capacity of 3,000, and while here he
will look over some of the latest theatres in.
this and nearby cities for new ideas with
which to improve his new theatre in Charleston.
•

•

•

A. J. Pegler, publicity director of the Gibraltar Pictures, leaves for Europe on SaturHe is taking advantage of a
day, July 17.
longed opportunity to study conditions on the
other side and attend to some personal business.

Edward Martindale, who

heavy; Jack
Neely Edwards, who
the

Roscoe was working on “The Traveling

directly at Arch.

“The Story's The Thing/' Says Stuart;
Film-Lore Company Bound For Scotland

Hello to Arbuckle.
takes the role
Mulhall, the hero;
is doing his first dip
in serious drama in the part of a young
sport, and Leo White in the role of the
proprietor of a gown shop, were in the set.
The play is an adaptation of two Saturday Evening Post stories, “Class” and “You
Never Can Tell,” and the picture will probably be released under the last-named title.
At Lasky’s I stopped a few minutes and
said hello to Roscoe Arbuckle, who had
just got back from a two weeks’ location
trip to Jimtown, one of the oldest and at
one time the toughest town in California.

I stepped aside so as to make it less confusing for the little girl. She looked a long
time, then she said: “Well, I read in the
paper that Mr. Arbuckle was getting thin,
so I guess you are him.” And she points

and have

pick.”

A

of
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Mexico Abolishes Censors
Moving picture censorship has been
|
|

1

|

Dr. Alexandre A. Stuart
President and general manager of FilmLore Productions, Inc.

I
I

f

Mexico by Provisional 4
The censor- |
la Huerta.
ship department of the Ministry of |

abolished in
President de

Interior will hereafter be used
“to foster rather than hinder the industry,” according to a newspaper.

the
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reopening of the studio in September, will
enlarge production activities with several
big all-star features, which are now being
planned for. Mrs. Chaplin will go to New
York for her vacation and Miss Stewart
will divide her time between her home on
Long Island and a trip to Honolulu.

guest of Frank Garbutt and Cecil De Mille.
Mr. Rockefeller evinced great interest in

Ince Set Destroyed by Fire.

the Alhambra Theatre. The Alhambra is
controlled by Gore Brothers and H. M.
Bosley. Beginning July 30, the Alhambra,
following the example of the Kinema,

Business East and West Keep
Sol Lesser a Very Busy Man
OL LESSER, since his recent appoint-

S

ment as western representative for
Associated First National Exhibitors,
Inc., has been dashing madly back and
forth between Los Angeles and New York.
He has just returned to Los Angeles with
the news that his production “What Women Love,” starring Annette Kellerman, has
been taken over by the Associated First
National for distribution.
Along with this announcement, Mr. Lesser states that he will not continue in the
production field, but will devote his time
entirely to matters pertaining to the Associated First National Exhibitors and to

own theatrical interests.
One of the matters to claim

A

fire

on one of the stages

at the

Thomas

H. Ince studio recently partially destroyed
a big ballroom set which had just been
completed for a scene in “Beau Revel,”
now in course of production. The flames
were discovered and were under control
before any damage was done to adjacent
sets, but the ballroom had to be practically rebuilt before production could proceed.

his

his

imme-

diate attention is the settlement with Annette Kellerman
and Wheeler Oakman,

with whom he has starring contracts and
another is the renovating of the Kinema
Theatre, of which he is part owner, which
will be closed for the purpose during the
month, reopening after a fortnight with
many improvements, including a deep
stage to permit of plays being put on oc;

casionally in addition to pictures.

Head in Los Angeles.
manager of publicity

House Peters Incorporates.
House Peters, now appearing in the current Louise Glaum picture, “The Leopard

Woman,”

has

filed

incorporation

showing a capitalization of

for

new film producing company that will
make the House Peters Productions. W.
E. De Courcy and Howard U. Dennis are
the

and Harry

for

Dial Completes “Tiger’s Coat.”
“The Tiger’s Coat,” from the story by

the Goldwyn Corporation, is in Los Angeles conferring with J. S. Woodhouse, director of publicity at the western Goldwyn
studio in Culver City, upon new methods
and plans of exploitation for Goldwyn
productions.

Elizabeth Dejeans, the latest all-star production of the Dial Film Company, has
been completed this week by Director Roy
Clements. The principal characters were
depicted by Myrtle Stedman, Lawson Butt,
Tina Modotti, Joseph Lance and Helene

Publicity

Howard

Dietz,

Sullivan.

Warner Brothers Buy Studio Site.
Warner Brothers Productions have purchased ten acres of ground
for the

erection of a

new

in

Culver City

studio.

Work

on the administration building, and one
light and one dark stage, will be begun

The

at once.

site for

the

new

plant

is

be-

tween the Thomas H. Ince and the Henry
Lehrman studios, on the east side of Washington Boulevard. The Warners will move
from the Horsley studio, on Main street
in Los Angeles, where they have been
operating, to the Romaine studios in Culver City, which will be used temporarily
until the new plant is ready to be occupied.

Helen Eddy to Star.
Helen Eddy, now playing with

Hayakawa

in his

new

picture,

est leading woman to have
a star. The company with

Sessue

the new-

is

been signed as

whom

she has
Syndicate, and she
will start on her first picture under the
new contract about August 1. Miss Eddy
has played opposite lead to George Beban
in a number of that star’s productions, and
also with Hayakawa, and she has just finished playing a leading role in a recent
signed

is

the

Smith

American film.
ZaSu Pitts is another star under the
Smith Syndicate management.

Mayer Studio to Close for Summer.
Louis B. Mayer, producer of the Mildred
Harris Chaplin and the Anita Stewart picwill close his producing plant for
remainder of the summer upon the
completion of “Habit,” Mildred Harris
Chaplin’s feature, and “Sowing the Wind,”
with Anita Stewart. Mr. Mayer, upon the

tures,

the

picture, entitled “The
Letter to Philemon,” a visualization of the
Epistle of Paul to Philemon.
its

first

John D., Jr., Visits Lasky’s.
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., who has been
in Santa Barbara for the past few weeks,
spent a day at the Lasky studio as the
iiimiiiin*

changed
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inn

its

opening day to Saturday

in-

stead of Sunday.
St.

Bert

St.

John Leaves California.
John, who has been managing

director at the California Theatre for the
past few months, has tendered his resignation to Fred Miller, to take effect as
soon as W. G. Stewart, the new incumbent,
is ready to take over the work.

La Carmen Productions.

A new

organization to produce pictures,
called the La Carmen Productions, hasjust been formed in Los Angeles under
The
the management of Claude Barber.
company intends to start work about July
15 on a series of pictures which will be

Antonio
personally directed by Barber.
Stanich, of the operatic stage, will be leading man in the first picture, which is to
be a film version of a story by Dolores
Lopez.
Lillian

Webster Dies.

Webster, a film actress who has
been playing in pictures at the National
studios, died at the Methodist Hospital on
Lillian

July

First Bible Film Completed.

The Historical Film Corporation, the
company organized to film the Bible, has
completed

New Management for Alhambra.
Douglas Jarmuth has assumed charge of

papers

$1,000,000

directors of the corporation
R. Haskins will be the director.

watching the work of Roscoe Arbuckle
and Wallace Reid, who were each at work
on current Paramount productions.

6,

following a short

illness.

Jack Ford Marries.
Jack Ford, director at Universal City,
was married on July 4 to Miss Mary Smith,
of New York, at San Juan Capistrano Mission, near Los Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs
Ford have left for the East to spend their
honeymoon partly with Mr. Ford’s parents in Maine and with the bride’s parents
in Washington.
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Group of Pathe’s Leading Executives and Department Heads.
Paul Brunet, vice-president and general manager; 2 Elmer R. Pearson, director of exchanges; 3 Miles F. Gibbons, short subject sales
manager; 4 John E. Storey, assistant director of exchanges; 5 E. A. Eschmann, feature sales manager; 6 Harry Lewis,
art manager; 7 Edgar O. Brooks, serial sales manager; 8 Victor M. Shapiro, exploitation manager;
9
Randolph C. Lewis, director of publicity; 10 P. A. Parsons, advertising manager.
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Toward All Exhibitors
One of Co-operation and Integrity

Pathe’s Policy
Is

STRENGTHENING

co-operation
of
with exhibitors, a steady improvement
of service and the continuance of the
Pathe policy of courtesy, square-dealing
and honesty of purpose in all business relations, are the important features of Pathe
policy as outlined in a statement just issued
by Paul Brunet, vice-president and general,

A

manager.

No startling changes in policy, no new
booking schemes and devices are mentioned,
but it greatly emphasizes that the Pathe
organization believes that its course in
the past has been so thoroughly indorsed
by the patronage of exhibitors that it can
remain with success as the guide for the
future.

As made clear in the recent controversy
over producer-owned theatres, Pathe will
remain strictly in its chosen field as the distributor of independent productions to all
exhibitors.
It is the belief of Mr. Brunet
that the American picture exhibitor is not
looking for discussions or schemes, but
for high-class features, serials, comedies
and short subjects, and every effort will be
made to give them pictures of the highest
type.

Lesson Experience Teaches.

“The policy of the house of Pathe always
has and always will be a policy formulated
with the interest of the exhibitor as the
first consideration,” reads Mr. Brunet’s statement. “We have found by long experience
that the success of the picture theatre
owner and his prosperity means the
strengthening and the success and prosperity of our organization.
We have specialized in serving this purpose and we have
achieved an unquestioned place in the es-

teem of exhibitors by so doing.
“During the coming season, Pathe will
offer the works of nearly a dozen of the
masters of motion picture technique and
production.
These contributions to the
Pathe product will include features, short
subjects and serials.
In each of these
divisions exhibitors can confidently expect
offerings of assured box-office merit, for
the Pathe standard is being constantly
raised and any picture meeting its requirements must be far above the average.

synonymous with serial success, will be
presented in ‘Ruth of the Rockies’ and later
in another, the title of which is yet to be
determined.
“George B. Seitz will continue with his
splendid organization in the preparation of
pictures in which he will be starred, with
Marguerite Courtot in one and June Caprice
in another.
Juanita Hansen and Warner
Oland will be seen in the ‘Phantom Foe’ and
they will later appear in a George B. Seitz
production with Marguerite Courtot and
Lucille

Hutchison and Lloyd.

“One

the important developments of
recent months in serial activity was the
acquisition of Charles Hutchison, the hero
of “The Great Gamble.”
This remarkable
actor, noted for the number and variety of
dare-devil stunts which he has introduced
into motion pictures, will be seen in two
serial pictures to be produced by Robert
Brunton. Under the entire serial plan, at
least two Pathe serials will be available at
all times for exhibitors.
“In the sphere of comedy it is the pleasure
of Pathe to point out that our greatest
success of the year is the Harold Lloyd

reel comedies which have
his present great place.

“Hal Roach,

who

has been producing com-

edies for Pathe for the past six years, will
continue the direction and production of
the Rolin one-reel comedies as well as of
the Harold Lloyd comedies and a new series
of one-reel

comedies which will be shortly

announced.
“

‘Snub’ Pollard and our

little

darkie, Pick-

become

have

universal

favorites.
“In the field of short subjects, the

Pathe
News, the Pathe Review and Topics of the
Day will continue as pictures on the programs of the leading theatres of the country. The standing and quality of the Pathe
News needs no fresh introduction to the
American exhibitor. The Pathe Review, in
Pathecolor, slow motion photography, nature

science, art, etc., holds for
unique place. Topics of the Day
is probably the most discussed short subject of its kind in the world.

pictures,

itself

a

Extend Exchange System.

means simply that we shall
concentrate toward the single purpose of
not only maintaining the reputation we
have earned for service to exhibitors, but
that we shall reach out for added recognition by giving an even greater and more extensive service. From top to bottom our
sales force is under instructions to be ever
guided by the thought that we must build
good will with the sale of every picture,
that we are building for the future and not
“All of this

merely working for the profits of the day.
“The Pathe exchange system is being
extended. It is our purpose to have an exchange or sub-office convenient to every
exhibitor.
In fact, we want our office to
be a little closer and a little more convenient than any other office.
As it is
stated in our advertised policy announcement, efficiency, thoroughness, promptness
and square-dealing are expected of the
Pathe exchange force.
“In closing I would like to thank the
American exhibitors for their cordial cooperation with the Pathe exchange, and
I
would like to assure them that I am
convinced that all signs point to a prosperous and happy year for all the substan-

We

business interests in the industry.
do our part toward rounding out this
optimistic outlook, and we know the exhibitors can be depended upon to do their
tial

will

part.”

New

Orleans Manager for Pathe Reports
Business Flourishing Throughout South

“The addition

m

brought him to

Short Subjects in Demand.

ducers

additions to those already on the Pathe
schedule, including Edgar Lewis, Jesse D.
Hampton, J. Stuart Blackton and Leonce
Perret.
“The so-called ordinary picture of the
past few years is about obsolete. Standards
have been steadily raised in the production
of motion pictures and today satisfactory
pictures must be of careful selection, clean
and of genuinely strong physical construction. Pathe has long sensed the demand
of
the public for pictures of super merit. No
feature not of true ‘special’ quality will be
released.
Much more will be spent, of
course, upon each production.
“The serial has come into its own. Demand has never been greater than today for
these
exciting
and thrilling episodes.
Pathe has a record of over thirty successful serials.
Our plans in this direction for
the coming year embrace a wide variety
of
high-class serial matter.
Ruth Roland, who has achieved a place
motion pictures that makes her name

of

comedies. Harold Lloyd has developed under the Pathe banner, and it can be stated
beyond any doubt that he is recognized as
one of the very greatest box-office successes
of the moment.
The comedies which are
still to come under his present contract are
of the same caliber as the rest of the two-

Noteworthy Producers.
to our list of feature proof the Federal Photoplays Company of California and Robert Brunton, is
evidence of Pathe’s promise to exhibitors
that they will have the best on the market.
These producing units make noteworthy

Lennox.

Sammy,

aninny

ACK AUSLET,

J

branch manager of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., in New Orleans, recently on a visit to New York, states

that his territory

is

in

a

more

flourishing
He also says

condition than ever before.
that the future is holding great promise,
with the construction of several theatres
in view and plans already drawn by Pantages for the erection of a $1,000,000 picture house.
“One familiar with the lavish way productions are screened in New York,” said Mr.
Auslet, “would be surprised to see that
these same methods are being used throughout the southern territory. Exhibitors are
getting away from the cheap exploitation
stunts and dressing their lobbies artistically, besides ornamenting their stages in a
fitting manner for presentations.
Great attention is also given to the musical end of
the program.
“Features are always received big and
we expect big things from the Blackton
production ‘Passers-By.’ Blackton has always been a big selling name in New Orleans, and after seeing ‘Passers-By’ at the
Capitol in New York, I am convinced it is
a feature worthy of any theatre.
Blanche
Sweet has scored heavily in the South with

‘Simple .Souls’ and I am told that her forthcoming picture will surpass even that feature.

“Theatregoers in my territory are strong
for outdoor pictures. Edgar Lewis is filling
that demand more than any other producer.
'Other Men's Shoes,’ ‘Sherry’ and ‘Rio
Grande’ exceeded all expectation and we
are looking forward to big business with
‘Lahoma.’

“Harold
country by
our biggest
pressed by
that Lloyd

Lloyd

has simply taken the
storm. At the Strand Theatre,
house, the manager was so imhis

work

in

‘Haunted Spooks’

was featured above

a

six-reel

We cannot supply the demand on
‘Bringing Up Father’ Comedies and the
Rolins with Pollard have done big business.
The Dempsey serial has scored and will undoubtedly take new impetus with the recent
action of the courts. George Seitz is a big
favorite with serial fans and we are looking
forward to the release of ‘Pirate Gold.’”
feature.

New

Rolin

Comedy

Pathe announces “Hello Uncle” as the
title

of the latest of the Rolin Comedy
starring Beatrice La Plante, which
released July 11.

series

was

GROUP OF PICTURES SHOWING THE WIDESPREAD ACTIVITY THAT MAY BE SEEN
ISSUED BY PATHE.
1-2,

IN

THESE FEATURES TO BE

“Lahoma,” made by Edgar Lewis; 3-4, “Man and His Woman,’’ made by J. Stuart Blackton, with Herbert Rawlinson;
5-6, “The Girls in the Web,” starring Blanche Sweet;
7-8, “A Broadway Cowboy,” starring William Desmond;
9-10, “One Hour Before Dawn," starring H. B. Warner.
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Eight Pathe Serials for Coming Year;
Will Continue “Two-at-a-time” Policy

W

ITH

record of thirty successful
to its credit, Pathe’s pfens
for the coming year with regard
to the episode form of photoplay must
necessarily be elaborate in design and of
“huge proportions, if the serial programs is
to achieve that greatness to which the
“House of Serials” has pledged itself.
In order to accomplish this ambitious
aim, Pathe will release a total of eight
serial pictures over the designated period.
The two-at-a-time policy, inaugurated in the
fall of 1919, will be maintained, and, weekly, one episode each of two big serial offerings will be released.
The names of seven players, all of proven
ability and popularity as serial stars, are to
play an important part in the campaign
laid out by Pathe to bring it greater serial
achievement than ever before in its history,
which covers a period of nearly seven
years. These stars are familiar to exhibitors

a

serials

and public alike as

artists

whose

15.

serials will

commence with

the release on August 15 of
“‘Pirate Gold,” a ten-episode picture starring
George B. Seitz with Marguerite Courtot.
It will mark the second serial produced,
directed and starred in by Mr. Seitz.

Both as an artistic production and a
drawing card, “Pirate Gold,” is considered by Pathe officials a picture well deserving the distinction of inaugurating a
year which will bring forth two serials starring Ruth Roland; one starring Juanita
Hansen, with Warner Oland, and one with
‘these stars in a cast that will also contain Marguerite Courtot and the promising
Pathe discovery, Lucille Lennox; two in
which George B. Seitz will star with Marguerite Courtot; one with Seitz and June
Caprice, and two starring Charles Hutchison.

Ruth Roland's First.
“Ruth of the Rockies” will be the first in
this group starring Ruth Roland. The second with this favorite is to be produced at
the Robert Brunton studios under the supervision of Robert Brunton.
The first
Pathe serial produced there was “Daredevil Jack,” in which Jack Dempsey starred.

The

picture was so well staged that Paul
Brunet, vice-president and general manager of Pathe, made arrangements to have
the Charles Hutchison starring vehicles
filmed there.
The two pictures with Juanita Hansen are
to be products of the George B. Seitz studio, both directed by Bertram Millhauser.
“The Phantom Foe,” starring Juanita Han-

which will present Warner Oland in
a heavy role, was completed in the latter
part of June, and work has already commenced on the second picture, an original
story by James Shelly Hamilton, which has
tentatively been titled “Roaring Oaks.” In
sen,

this play

greatly to the completeness of the Pathe
serial product.
The George B. Seitz pictures are comparative novelties. In “Bound and Gagged”
Mr. Seitz courageously introduced a new
type of serial hero a young American,
typically energetic and intrepid, whose utterly care-free attitude of mind and' agility
of body brought him face to face with situations he had no part in bringing about,
but which nevertheless, supplied all the action and all the thrilling heroism requisite
of the serial play. He emphasized the situation and the characterization.

—

Seitz Is

rec-

ords show them valuable box office attractions. They are Ruth Roland, June Caprice,
Marguerite
Courtot,
Hansen,
Juanita
George B. Seitz, Charles Hutchison and
Warner Oland.

Year Begins August
The year of forthcoming big

The variety in style and type of plays
which Pathe has so successfully endeavored
to incorporate in the serial program, is
greatly aided by the acquisition of Hutchison. He is a leading exponent of the daredevil stunt, as illustrated by “The Great
Gamble,” and his pictures are bound to add

important roles are to be played
by Marguerite Courtot and Lucille Lennox.
Hutchison the Daredevil.
Charles Hutchison began work at the
Brunton studios under his new contract
with Pathe on April 19. His vehicle is an
original scenario by Jack Cunningham, the
author of several screen successes. W. S.
Van Dyke, who directed “Daredevil Jack,”
is
directing the picture and rapid progress is reported by Mr. Brunton.

Kept Busy.

After “Pirate Gold” Mr. Seitz will appear in “Velvet Fingers,” a fifteen-episode
play which he completed only a short time
before his departure for Spain to film a
Pathe feature.
“Velvet Fingers” is a
“crook” play filmed on a far more elaborate plan than Mr. Seitz has previously
attempted.
In “Ruth of the Rockies” Ruth Roland
returns to the West for the setting for her
play.
At the time it was announced that
Miss Roland’s next serial would be a western story, Pathe was congratulated by

Pathe Points

many veteran serial exhibitors for
dom of presenting her in such a

the wisvehicle,

experience proved her followers preferred to see her in pictures of
the great outdoors. “Ruth of the Rockies”
is an adaptation of “Broadway Bab,” which
appeared in All Story Magazine and was
written by Johnston McCulley.
for their past

Improvement Evident.
Early

new

in 1920 in a

serial

policy,

statement regarding the
Mr. Brunet predicted

greater improvement in serials, from the
tandpoint of acting, stories and producWith
tion, than in any one previous year.
the announcement of the schedule for the
next year, it now becomes evident that Mr.
Brunet has had the courage to direct the
course of Pathe on the conclusions inspiring that prediction.
During the past year Pathe serials have
shown an appreciable movement in quality
and a large increase in the extent of their
1

distribution. They have steadily gained in
the direction of longer runs and presentations in theatres with reputations for presenting only the biggest attractions.
Artistically the
serial
has kept well
abreast of the feature play. It is only necessary to recall some of the pictures of
two years ago and compare them with recent Pathe offerings to appreciate the- extent to which the serial has advanced. More
elaborate settings are constantly noted and
greater care for technical details are evidenced in the later works of the leading
serial directors.

Gains in Short Subject
r Next Year
Field and Discloses Plans

T

to

HE

position of the Pathe Exchange,
the distribution of short subjects, has been accentuated during the
past year by the achievements of the Pathe
News, by the success of the Harold Lloyd
comedies, by the growing popularity of the
Pathe Review, by the public approval of
Topics of the Day, and by the big demand for the one-reel Rolin comedies. In
recent weeks the new “Young Buffalo”
series of two reel Westerners, has been
added to the list and is recognized already
as one of the most meritorious subjects
of its kind.
After three years of one-reel comedies,
Harold Lloyd branched out in a series of six
two-reel special productions in the last
year. With each succeeding production he
gained in popularity.
Lloyd started his comedy success with Hal
Inc., in

E. Roach, who has been producing comedies
for Pathe for the past six years, and, while
under Roach’s direction, he has appeared in

over 300 one-reel comedies. Mr. Roach is
also responsible for the Rolin comedies featuring “Snub” Pollard and the little darkie,
Pickaninny Sammy. His plans for the future embrace a wide scope in the field of
comedy and assure the Pathe clientele of a
strong series of one-reel productions in addition to the Harold Lloyd comedies.
Backed by the prestige of being the first
news reel, the Pathe News was an institution in thousands of theatres at the beginning of last year and owing to the many
exclusive features since that time, it has
made large gains. Hardly a week has passed
without one of the big news features of the
world being exclusively pictured in the
Pathe News.
Pathe has just announced that Hy
Mayer’s Travelaughs will be incorporated

in the Pathe Review.
This adds another
feature to the already imposing list of subjects shown in this screen magazine.
In
the course of the past year Pathecolor
slow motion photography, nature pictures,
science and art, have been assembled in a
reel of brilliant entertainment.
“Topics of the Day” became famous to
theatre-goers with almost the first release

under Pathe distribution.
The pungent
paragraphs which form the body of this
reel are -selected from the newspapers and
magazines of the world by the editors of
the Literary Digest.

Add to Short Subjects.
keeping with its policy of closely
watching he demands of exhibiors and responding to that demand, Pathe recently
effected the distribution of a series of tworeel Westerners. Every exhibitor will recognize that in the last year the public has
been looking for out-door pictures with a
western touch and these two reel pictures
in which "Young Buffalo” is starred is meetIn

ing that

demand

Mrs. Sidney Drew comedies have also
met with great success whenever shown.
They are comedies unique in their smoothness and in their adherence to the truisms
of life and are distinguished for fine humor.
John Cumberland, the star of the series,
is one of the best known of America’s stage
actors.

Ruth Langston

in Pathe Serial

Ruth Langston, who made her first serial
appearance in a leading role in “Daredevil
Jack,’ is playing a prominent part in the
cast supporting Charles Hutchison in “The
Double Adventure,” the star’s Pathe vehicle
now in production at the Brunton studios.
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VIEWS TAKEN FROM FIVE SERIALS THAT WILL BE RELEASED UNDER THE PATHE BANNER.

1-2,

The Double Adventure,” starring’ Charles Hutchison; 3-4, “Pirate Gold,” starring George B. Seitz, supported by Marguerite
Courtot; 5-6, “The Phantom Foe,” starring Juanita Hansen; 7-8, “Ruth of the Rockies,” starring Ruth Roland;
9-10, “Velvet Fingers,” starring George B. Seitz, supported by Marguerite Courtot.
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Pathe Awaits Fall Feature Competition
Backed by Its Great Array of Talent
NSTEAD

of devoting its energy during
the forthcoming season to the introduction of “startling policy changes,” or
other plans which, to exhibitors, have become frequent occurrences, Pathe Exchange, Inc., will endeavor to furnish its
patrons with the finest feature subjects
money will buy.

I

This statement

•

is

Chair,” “The World Aflame,” “Sherry,”
“Fighting Cressy,” “The Deadlier Sex,”
“Simple Souls,” “Passers By,” “Broadway
Cowboy,” “Rio Grande,” “My Husband’s
Other Wife,” “Brothers Divided,” “Oh Boy”

years.

and

,

The American Film Company and W.
W. Hodkinson continue their releasing arrangement with Pathe.
Pathe has consistently devoted

made by Paul Brunet,

vice-president and general manager, in announcing the preliminary details of his
Mr. Brunet
plans for the coming year.
lays stress upon the fact that exhibitors
are interested in “pictures with box office
value, not policies.” For the coming year,
Mr. Brunet has brought together the most
successful assemblage of stars, directors
and producers in the annals of Pathe.

itself during the past year to the upbuilding of a
feature department. It has endeavored to
obtain the finest pictures on the market.
Its success is reflected by the successes of
“Other Men’s Shoas,” “The Thirteenth

A notable addition to the producers of
Pathe features will be the Federal Photoplays of California, an organization which,
during the past twelvemonth, has given to
exhibitors some of the big money-getters
of the year. It will furnish for Pathe distribution a series of four special productions of unusual power, to be produced
from widely read novels by celebrated au-

T

HE

World Before Your Eyes” is a
slogan adopted some time ago for
the Pathe News, and it is one which
aptly fits the work of this great cinematographic news gathering agency. With some
of the most remarkable events in the world
history occurring during the twelfth month
just closing, the Pathe News can proudly
point to its record.

thors.

Robert Brunton, the California producer,

Time and again Pathe News cameramen

who gave Pathe one

of its greatest serials,
“Daredevil Jack,” starring Jack Dempsey,
is another addition to the feature makers.
Mr. Brunton is now producing for Pathe a
big special, “The Devil to Pay,” in which
will appear a cast of well-known players.
It is probable that other Brunton features
will follow.

in all corners of the globe risked their lives
in order that American audiences, sitting

back calmly in their upholstered theatre
chairs, might have brought to them events
that had roused their deepest interest
through newspaper columns.
But American audiences are appreciative,
and the present reputation of Pathe News
is evidence of this.
The Pathe News has

Edgar Lewis, who during the past year
gave to Pathe two box office winners in
“Other Men’s Shoes” and “Sherry,” both
adapted from widely read novels, continues
his affiliations. He has contracted to produce four or five more specials to follow
“Lahoma,” which will be released early in

become

.so well established that there are
exhibitors throughout (the United
States who would rather eliminate a feature than keep this reel off their program.

many

“Covers” Entire World.

fall.

Two Hampton

Stars.

The Pathe News has built up a great
news gathering organization. There is no
part of the world where this organization
is not represented by a cameraman who is

Jesse D. Hampton, one of the most successful of American producers, will have
two stars listed among the Pathe attractions for the year. Blanche Sweet, whose
“come-back” in less than a year is largely
due to the productions she has been given
by Mr. Hampton, will continue in the realm
of popularity she has regained since Pathe
took over her pictures.

thoroughly alive to the importance of his
position.
of Soviet

On land, on sea and in the air,
Pathe News cameramen were ever on the
alert, and their romances were keenly written in issue after issue of the Pathe News,
with its scores of “exclusives” and ever en-

a pre-release showing at the Capitol
Theatre, New York.

tertaining subjects.

Among

Stuart Blackton, whose “Passers By,”
“Man and His Woman” and other features
J.

were money winners under Pathe distribuwill

nels.

with

for

issue

direct

six

more

his

biggest sellers

are

“My Hus-

Other Wife,” “Respectable
Proxy” and “The Blood Barrier.”

T

by

At Least One Perret Feature.
Leonce Perret will make at least one
drama for Pathe release. He has just returned from Europe where he filmed
scenes for “The Empire of Diamonds,”
which he adapted from the novel by Valentine Mandelstam.
Mr. Perret took parts
of the picture in London, Paris, Nice, Le
H a vr ®> Monte Carlo and Paris, and is now

the great feats of the

news

reel

,,

HROUGHOUT

the motion picture in-

dustry the Pathe Exchange has come

to mean perfect motion picture service as far as the science of picture distribution has been developed. With Elmer R.
Pearson as director of exchanges and some
of the best known film men in the country
in charge of the various branch offices, the
complete personnel of the organization
represents the development of several years
of the consistent Pathe policy of building
for permanency and progress.

_

finishing the production in New York.
Pathe will distribute the product of Asso-

Clay.”

Film Aviation Stunts for Serial
The Ruth Roland Company, filming the
Pathe serial “Ruth of the Rockies,” completed the work at San Diego, where several hydroplane scenes were produced.
The scenes at San Diego were delayed
some time owing to the difficulties they
presented the director.

were the pictures showing the Allied ocSucceeding
cupation of the Dardanelles.
pictures of the actual peace
feats were
treaty and the signatures of the representa:

tives of the different nations ratifying the
treaty, a document of epochal importance;
scenes of the attack on Lord French by
Sinn Feiners in Ireland; pictures of the

mob storming

the court house in Lexington,

—

Ky., during the riot there recently rioters
were shown being shot down and the Pathe

News

representative risked his life photothis feature; pictures of the German revolution; pictures of the activities
of the German Reds in the Ruhr district;
pictures of the French occupation of Frankfort, Germany, which almost resulted in
the renewal of war between France and
Germany; pictures of the Supreme Conferences of the Allies at San Remo, Italy;
pictures of the Mexican revolution.
Among the leading “stunts” covered by
the Pathe News in the field of aviation was
a “leap for life” in which an army aviation
sergeant leaped from an aeroplane moving
at 100 miles an hour over the Capitol at

graphing

Washington.
Other features were the first aeroplane
flight ever photographed over London, in
which Captain Jack Alcock, only airman to
fly across the Atlantic on a non-stop flight,
performed some remarkable stunts pictures
of a “human pendulum” changing from one
;

plane to another, pictures of a flight over
the Panama Canal, pictures of a flight over
the volcano at Mt. Lassen.
These are but the high lights of the
feats of the Pathe News during the year.
They are significant of what can be expected during the forthcoming year, for the
organization is ever prepared to film any
event worthy of being filmed and no corner
of the globe is too remote for its activities.

Pat he s Service to Exhibitors Starts with
Production; Exchange System Covers Country

re-

through the same chan-

Mr. Blackton’s success has increased
every new release, and numbered

among
band’s

personally

the far flung battle lines
Russia, to revolution-torn Ger-

tance.

had

leases

From

many and Mexico, Pathe News cameramen
during the year just passing have risked
life and limb to obtain scenes of impor-

In addition, Mr. Hampton has contracted
with Pathe for a series of pictures starring
H. B. Warner, whose first Pathe picture
will be “One Hour Before Dawn,” which

tion,

“Common

Pathe News Proudly Points to Record
During Momentous Last Twelve Months

Another Producer for Pathe.

the

ciated Exhibitors, the first of which will
be Geraldine Farrar in a version of “The
Riddle: Woman.”
Edward Jones is now
directing this play which on the stage was
a vehicle for Bertha Kalich for nearly two

From the inception of the Pathe organization in the United States under the in-

spiration of Charles Pathe and its growth
under the personal direction of Paul Brunet, vice-president and general manager of
Pathe Exchange, Inc., the necessity for
genuine co-operation and effective service
has been recognized. This policy has been
so thoroughly established in the minds of
every one in the organization that today it
is the slogan of every one in the exchange

system.
Service Starts with Production.
In every phase of production, features,
serials and short subjects, the service of
experts is utilized at the beginning and
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tion picture film in executive capacities
with the leading companies, and he developed many of the features of the modern
exchange.
During a considerable period of this time
he enjoyed the co-operation of J. E. Storey,
who is now the assistant director of exchanges, and these two men are now directing the system of the Pathe Company.

July 24, 1920
E. A. Eschmann, feature sales manager,
F. Gibbons, short subject sales manager, and E. O. Brooks, serial sales manager, are also men of long experience in

M.

dealing with the exhibitors in the

field.

W.

T. Yoder, the manager of the Southern District; R. S. Schrader is the Central Western
District manager and W. S. Wessling is in
charge of the Western District.

Lloyd's Seven Multiple Reelers in Year
Show How Success Comes from Hard Work

M

ANY

outstanding events have developed during the motion picture
season which is now rapidly drawing
to a close, but none is more impressive than

jump into popularity of Harold Lloyd,
who, from almost total obscurity six years
ago, is today one of the highest priced stars
in the motion picture firmament. Even before he was signed recently by Associated
Exhibitors under a contract which involves
more than $1,500,000 the first year, Lloyd
just a youth of 27 was virtually in the
the

Plaving in Pathe features, the latest of

which

is

“Man and His Woman," made by
J.

the sales effort

Stuart Blackton.
is

not

commenced

until the

Pathe organization is certain that the
product can be offered to the industry as a

name of
moment it

Pathe.
is decided to accept
From the
the product for Pathe distribution, the
wheels of the system of selling direct to the
public are set in motion.
credit to the

Advertising Campaigns.
For several years in the leading magazines and newspapers of the country Pathe
has been conducting an advertising campaign designed to popularize their prodAn exploitation
uce and aid exhibitors.
department made up of experts co-operates
with exhibitors on every production and
the great bulk of the work of the publicity

directed toward this work
is
of selling the public direct. In connection
with the publicity work several prominent
writers are employed and their stories of
Pathe stars and production are widely dis-

department

tributed by the leading

newspaper syndi-

cates.

Salesmen Typify Pathe Integrity.
Arrayed behind this great force which
reaches in its appeal every theatregoer in
the country is the actual sales organization,
composed of men whose personal integrity
has been established by long years of serEvery man in
vice with the exhibitors.
the Pathe selling organization is a picked
man, and the prime requisite of his selection is that he shall have firmly established
himself in the minds of exhibitors as a man
of his word and a man who can typify the
integrity of

Pathe service.

the aim of the organization, outlined
by Mr. Brunet, and carried into effect by
every subordinate, that the Pathe Exchange
system shall typify courtesy, fair dealing,
and the highest efficiency in both the delivery of film and its presentation to the
public at the greatest possible profit to
the exhibitor.
It is

Sub-offices

Increase

Efficiency.

There are thirty-two branch

offices

es-

tablished in the important centers of the
country and two sub-offices. The establishment of sub-offices during the past year
was undertaken to provide more rapid and
accurate service to exhibitors in territories somewhat isolated from the accepted
film centers, and in the future this necessity
will govern the creation of other offices.
Mr. Pearson embodies in his career a development of the American exchange sys-

tem
been

itself.

For more than

a

decade he has

identified with the distribution of

mo-

cannot fail under these circumstances, and
Pathe is proud of being the medium that
brought him up in the comedy field.

—

—

Warren Chandler

comedy. His success can be attributed
largely to the loyal and conscientious efforts devoted to his work by Hal E. Roach
and by his own keen insight into the value
of comedy “business.” No comedian studies
these details harder than Lloyd. With him,
comedy-making is a serious business. He

of

“million dollar class” of stars.

Beginning last fall, when he made his
inaugural appearance in two reel comedies,
Lloyd has made seven multiple reelers.
Each of these comedies involved more than
By the end of the year
$100,000, it is said.
the young comedian will have been starred
in nine comedy specials, and with each being listed as a $100,000 offering, it can be
seen why he is even now ratea a “million
dollar comedian.”
Lloyd a Worker.
Tracing the rapid rise of Lloyd to the
the comedy ladder discloses how
an energetic American youth, once determined to accomplish a thing and supported
by the proper enthusiasm of his associates,
can progress to fame. A less energetic comedian than Lloyd might have been satisfied
with the reputation he gained in single reelers. Lloyd’s one reel comedies under Pathe
distribution were being circulated in be-

top

of

tween 5,000 and 6,000 theatres.
Yet Lloyd was not contented with his
efforts.
Hal E. Roach, under whose direction the young Pathe star has progressed,
was not satisfied, either. They wanted to
make better comedies comedies that would
not be forgotten just as soon as the audience left the theatre. They wanted comedies that left no foot imprints on human
forms. In fact, they were opposed to slap
stick because they felt the public was tired

—

of so

much

A

of this type of entertainment.

Denies

News

Reel Merger

Just before he sailed for France the attention of Paul Brunet, vice-president and
general manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
was called to a report that the Pathe News
was about to be amalgamated with other
topical reels.

“Preposterous,” was Mr. Brunet’s comment. “There is positively no foundation
of truth in this statement. Exhibitors may
rest assured that we have no thought of
amalgamating the Pathe News with any
other news reel organization or organizations.”

Pathe Shows Oriental Dancing
Heading the interesting features of Pathe
Review, No.
latest

of

59, released July 11, is the
the Julian Ollendorff “Spirit of

the Dance” series, “The Nautch Dance of
East India,” interpreted by Evan-Burrows
Fontaine, the danseuse now appearing on
Broadway in “Ed. Wynn’s Carnival.”

The Novagraph producing director, Harry
Mason presents “A Whirl from the West”
in slow-motion, showing the way an expert
cowpuncher twirls his lariat. Colored views
of Lisbon are shown in the Pathecolor ofWhat
fering, “The Capitol of Portugal.
happens “below decks” in the big New York
hotels is shown in “Between One Meal and
the Next.” “The Bad Boys of Jungletown”
is an animal study presented by Dr. Ditmars of the New York Zoological Park.
iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiimiimniiiiiiuiimiuiuuiiiiiurauuiniiiaHHi

Success from the First.

The consequence was the development

of

comedies.
“Bumping
the procession.
Lloyd was an instantaneous success.
His judgment and Hal Roach’s that
the higher type of comedy was demanded
the

two-reel

by the

series of special
into Broadway” led

public,

was vindicated.

But one

two-reeler didn’t “make” Lloyd. “Captain
Kidd’s Kids” followed and the young star’s
reputation took on a new aspect.

Then came “From Hand

to Mouth,” someand it, too, was
heartily endorsed.
And then “His Royal
Slyness” gained Lloyd further laurels.
His fifth release, “Haunted Spooks,” up
to this time was considered Lloyd’s super-

thing a

little

different,

lative endeavor, but along came “An Eastern Westerner.” Exhibitors well know the
success of this picture, the last of Lloyd’s
first
series of two-reelers for Pathe.
The initial issue of his second series will
be made this month.
It
is
“High and
Dizzy.” Those who have had a preview of
this picture are enthusiastic.
Pathe confidently expects it will be hailed as Lloyd’s
best work.
It is rare in any line of entertainment that a star can point to such a
record of unbroken success.
Lloyd is in a class by himself for his type

She’s Falling for Him.

Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis
balanced

moment

in Pathe's

in

an un-

new comedy

"High and Dizzy.”

,
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Advertising and Exploitation
By Epes Winthrop Sargent

Told Business

Men Not

Two Cars and Seven

to

Marry by Fake Telegrams
ETTING

unusual publicity at a cost
of $6 put over a First National attraction for Frank Newman, of the
Newman, Kansas City. He had some fake

G

telegraph blanks printed up with the legend used as a title. Then he chartered a
small boy with as many freckles as the law
allows and put him into a bellboy suit.
For three afternoons the kid invaded
When he spotted
the business district.
a prosperous-looking man he would start
after him, shouting and whistling to catch
his victim’s attention.

Naturally everyone on the street became
and usually when the telegram
was read it was passed along for others
to see, so that each fictitious wire would
reach a dozen or more.
This was all done before the play title
was announced, and few connected the
stunt with the theatre until the formal advertising broke and the bellboy in the advertisements was connected with the bid
on the streets.
interested,

1

Children Helped
Tell Los Angeles “Don’t Ever Marry”

—

Thought Won an Editorial
on “Don’t Ever Marry”
HEN the press book was prepared

W

for “Don’t Ever Marry,” one of the
press stories was a discussion of

marriage by Matt Moore, who used his
brothers’ experiences to point the moral.
Most managers who used this simply sent
it over to the paper with the request that it
be run. Most of the papers were glad to
use it, because it had a news angle.
Joe Goldberg, of the Strand, Louisville,
had a better idea. He took it over to the
editor of the Times with the suggestion that

T WO

seven children, a
couple, a bellboy and a 300pound “father” were the ingredients
of two press stunts which united to hold
the Marshall Neilan production of “Don’t
Ever Marry” for two weeks at Tally’s
automobiles,

bridal

Broadway Theatre, Los Angeles.
To launch the First National attraction
James Randall sent out a bridal couple in
a brand new flivver coupe, with a bellboy
sitting at the rear carrying a beribboned
hatbox on which was painted the name of
the theatre. The only other advertisement
was a suitcase, labeled with the name of
the play, which was carried on the running board. This, like the box, was decorated with white satin.

Did the Hotels.
the hotels were visited and the
couple would enter the lobby followed by
the boy with the luggage.
The guests
would swarm around, enjoying the apparent discomfiture of the pair, when the
groom would suddenly discover that he
was in the wrong hotel. A whispered consultation with his bride would be followed
by their exit, and the stunt would be repeated at the next stop.
All

of

Had

a Barry Bellboy.
was derived from
the impersonator of Wesley Barry, who
rose to the occasion nobly. The outfit was
quickly connected with the playing title,
and before the end of the week they were

Much

of the ballyhoo

coming in such crowds
ment was extended.

that the

engage-

Took an Encore.
as good seemed to be required for a second week, so Mr. Russell
staged another flivver stunt.
This time the car was in the last stages
of decrepitude.
It was apparently made
about the time Henry Ford cut the first
paper patterns for his tin lizzie and laid
in a stock of old tomato cans.
A three hundred pound man and seven
assorted kids were the passengers this
time.
The man perspired freely and the
kids looked as though he had to make
their clothes and dress them. It was one
of
the old stem-winder models, which
could be depended upon to go dead at
every traffic control, and at each stop the
mountainous chauffeur would climb out
and crank.

Something

Kids

Were Pesky.

And as soon as he got out of the car
the kids would start in to climb over the
radiator or plague the traffic cop, if he
looked good-natured, and they would have
to be herded back into the tonneau and
spanked and scolded, while the crowd gathered.
fat man would pick a fan from
floor of the car on which had been
lettered “Don’t Ever Marry,” and he would
go on to the next crossing.

Then the

the

formed the basis of a good editorial.
editor thought the same way about
it and wrote a leader on “Moviedom and
Divorce,” which attracted much more attention than the original story would have
this

The

done.

Every one had the same chance.
berg used it.

Gold-
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In Correction

R

obert

h.

clemmons,

of the

|

Beaumont, Tex., writes
that the lobby stunt for “The
Flame of the Desert” appearing on
page 1481 of the issue of June 12 and
credited to Miss Jean Darnell, of the
Goldwyn Dallas office is his own, ex-

|

plaining:

i

|
|
|

|
|

|
|

|
1
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Rialto,

“Some time ago I received a letter
from Miss Jean Darnell in which she
asked me to send her a photograph
of any lobby I had put over on any
Goldwyn picture, together with details of the exploitation campaign I
used.
She stated that they were to
award a prize to the best sent in by
a certain date. The photo being the
only one I had on a Goldwyn, I immediately sent it in with details.”
We are very glad to place the credit
where it is properly due.

I
|

|
|
§
|
|

1
|
|
|
|
1

\
i
|

J
|

1
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Can You Imagine a Honeymoon Pair in a Ford!
Yet putting this young couple into a sedan and sending them around to all the hotels got
so much publicity that Tally’s, Los Angeles, held “Don’t Every Marry”
for a second week and got up another stunt.

—
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Was Lucky

It
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:

for

Doob

the

Bridegroom Smiled
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Used Auction to Dispose of Entries
in Novel Stunt for “Soul of Rafael ”
something new in the way
H. R. Hamilton, of the
Cozy, Norton, Kan., got away from
the usual prize scheme. He needed something to offset the hot weather drop, and
he needed it badly.
A scene in “For the Soul of Rafael,” in
which Clara Kimball Young is seen em-

G

ETTING
of

stunts,

broidering

a

furnished

handkerchief,

the

and he promptly announced an embroidery contest, the article to be as much
like the handkerchief used in the scene

prices brought. The winners had the privilege of retaining the handkerchief and the
All
glory or pocketing the money bid.
three of them took the money.

There was no complaint, but it would
perhaps better the stunt if the method of
awarding the credit were announced beforehand. It would perhaps heighten the
interest.

Try a

idea,

as possible.

Just a Contest.

and no
announced.
It was merely
called a contest, but “contest” was sufficient to arouse interest and most of the
women in town got busy with their needles, for the time was short.
The idea succeeded beyond Mr. Hamil-

was not
prizes were
It
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called a prize contest

expectations and 180 entries were
made. This was more than he counted
upon for the stunt he had in mind, but he
put it through.
These samples were displayed in the
lobby of the house and. in store windows
until the night of the decision. The house
was packed and the friends of the various
contestants were out in force, some handkerchiefs being supported by a dozen or

Sale.

might help if it were further announced that all of the samples submitted
would be auctioned off and that the proceeds would be given to the charities designated by the owner of each article. This
would get the various aid societies eager
to compete and make for much greater
It

interest.

Mr. Hamilton only scratched the surface
If you improve on his stunt,

of the idea.
let us know

what you

did.

ton’s

more

partisans.
All of the samples were displayed from
the stage and the approval of the audience
served to eliminate the hopeless. It took
an hour and ten minutes to get down to
the final three and then Mr. Hamilton
pulled his surprise.

Sold at Auction.

To

decide upon the actual merits of the
three remaining handkerchiefs he was going to auction them off.
The prices
brought were $12, $16 and $20, and the decision was made in accordance with the

Books Comedies Alone for

C

Duration of Summer Heat
HARLES PACINI, of the Majestic and

Butterfly theatres, Kenosha, has decided to lay off heavy melodrama for
the
summer.
Business fell when the
weather grew warm, and booking bigger
pictures did not seem to help any.
He got his cue one night, a patron came
out just after the feature had started. “Sure
it looks like a good one,” he admitted, “but
I just dropped in to see the comedies.
It’s
too hot to worry about a heroine these
days.”
He went on his way, but Mr. Pacini saw
the light. He changed his bookings to get
in only the lighter class of plays, fussed
up his lobby with flowers and Summer
drapes and he is going to play the heavy
dramas next winter when it is less of a
mental strain to watch a heroine abused

through four and a half reels only to rise
up and foil the villain in an eyelash finish.
Cartoon comedies, bathing girl farces, winter scenics and farcial and comedy dramas
will be his menu from now until the Thanksgiving turkey begins to look worried.
And he says business has bettered already.

Writes His Advertising
by Eliminating Excess

A

RTHUR

L. FISH, of the Alhambra
and Pastime theatres, Akron and the
Rialto, Kenmore, O., describes a simple

plan of elimination whereby he assembles
his advertising by means of elimination.
He starts in with a large sheet of paper
on which he writes down all of the leading
facts from the press book, adding to this all
other material occuring to him.
With this material before him he proceeds to weigh the value of the different
lines and statements, crossing off those
least valuable until he has brought his dope
down to about the proportions of his space.
The same thing is done with the cuts at
hand. They are all considered and eliminated by the same process until but one
remains, and sometimes even this is finally
thrown out.
With the final selection made, he starts
to build his advertisement, boiling down
the statements to gain brevity and setting
the material into the space in the order of

importance.
the recent showing of “The Turning
Point” he boiled the entire press book down
to five lines which read
its

On

Robert W. Chambers wrote it.
Katherine MacDonald acted it.
The Rialto Theatre is showing
“The Turning Point.”
All this week.

it.

He figured out that Chambers would carry
the story and the star the production end.
All that remained was title, house and date.
As he points out, too many advertisements
are stuffed with excess facts until they defeat their own aim.

Tagged Bridal Coach for
“Why Change Your Wife?”

O

SCAR

A.

ploitation

DOOB, the Cincinnati
man for Paramount,

ex-

has

at it again. The Walnut, in that
was playing “Why Change Your
Wife?” for a iate run. Across the street
from the exchange was an Italian church

been

city,

and inside (of the church, not the exchange), was a bridal couple.
Some joker slipped up behind the limousine in which the newlyweds were to make
their bridal tour of the Italian quarter, and
tied on a home-made sign reading: “Just
Married. Oh You Kid !”
Doob thought it would be a shame not to
give them more attention than that. There
were some nice block sheets with just the

He grabbed one

up, collared some
tape and went over to the driver
with the statement that John Boloni, a fictitious person, wanted the sign put on the
car.
It went and was still there when the
newspaper photographer, who had been
telephoned for when Doob started across
the street, arrived.
And it stayed on all through the bridal
tour and the groom when he did find it out
thought it a mighty good joke which is a
blamed fortunate thing for a man by the
title.

friction

—

This Couple

“Why Change Tour

Were Not

Fully Married Before

medium of a one sheet hung on
groom was so happy he thought
good joke and Doob kept out of the hospital.

Wife?’’ through the
bridal car. Fortunately the

name

Doob Asked

of Doob.

un»itiiiiiiiinniiiiiHiiuiiimiiiiiniiiiiinniniinittttiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiniiiiininiiiimiiiiinfimitni ii«ii

the back of the
it

a

nM«ni MM »
ii

what you do when hot weather
comes. The “other fellow” wants to know.
Tell us

THF moving,
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WORLD

Him

You Have a Tame Bear, Give

Marge O’Doone’s Place in the Sun
Assured by One Hardworking Bear
UTTING

over a play with a bear is
something new in the stunt line, but
it’s a great idea when you do it right.
One hard-working bear did more for “The
Courage of Marge O’Doone” at the Sun
Theatre, Omaha, than a dozen additional
press agents could have effected.
•The use of the bear was suggested by
the fight in the Vitagraph story, and the
Sun knew where a bear might be had, so
they worked the bear to a fare-ye-well,
and then some. They gave him a little
time for sleep, but even then he had to
sleep in a pen in the lobby.

P
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hooked up
“the bear
They got

to the

house and exploited as

Omaha was

all

talking about.”

him

a nice five-ton truck to ride
around in and he saw more of the city
than the average bill collector. He went
downtown and uptown and out to the
stockyards in South Omaha and over to
Council Bluffs and visited the newspaper
offices

Made

M

a Job

Lobby Show
for “The Fortune Teller”

Special

AKING

a special play on “The Fortune Teller,” the Weiss Brothers, of
the Fifth Avenue Theatre, Brooklyn,
got up a pretentious lobby display. Curtaining off a section of the lobby with blue
bunting, against which were white stars
and playing cards, they used a dress model,

and gave ballyhoo performances on

the sidewalk.
The truck

snow and

a

was masked
reference

with painted

in

to

“the

greatest

bear fight ever filmed, in ‘The Courage of
Marge O’Doone,’ now showing at the
Sun.”
The picture was taken in front of the
house, and in the background can be seen
the banner above the marquise. Even the
Sun is frostbitten, and the slogan “Cooler
in the Sun than in the shade” will pass unchallenged save in Sandusky, where George
Schade holds forth.

Got the Crowds.

Wherever

the animal went huge crowds
gathered, and in front of the house it was

used for a ballyhoo before each performance. That is when the camera fiends got
in their licks and the snapping shutters
helped to jazz things up.
In his spare moments the bear had a
chance to rest in the lobby behind a wire
screen den, but he had absolutely no privacy, and he was glad when the engagement was over and he could rest up.
The smaller cuts show what a huge
creature he is and give some idea of the
crowds he attracted. For the full week it
was just one darned crowd after another,
which was precisely what the Sun wanted,
if the bear did not.

A

The Lobby

Display.

borrowed from a department, store, dressed
Her hand rested upon a
in Gypsy rig.
crystal globe. All about were allusions to
fortune telling and playing cards were
freely used. The lobby frames also carried
stars and cards and in each corner a Ouija
board. The result of the special drive was
increased business on this production at a
neighborhood house. The idea was taken
from the press book and enlarged.

Closeup of Bruin.

And when he had nothing else to do they
made him pose for the amateur photographers, for a sign on his case read “Bring
your kodak and take a snapshot of the
bear.” If that bear had stuck around the

Sun

a

couple of weeks

He Played

to

longer he would

Standing Room.
.

j

have been sweeping out the house and
taking the film cans back to the exchange.
He was started off as a teaser and about
time the population was wondering
what near beer he was advertising he was
the

r

This Bear Back
It

was on

Was Not

on a Bathing

Girl.

a perspiring member of the four legged sort they don’t allow on beaches. Don’t
believe that Murphy did it, as the cut shows. Murphy was the truckman. The Sun, Omaha, pulled the stunt.
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This

Summer

Holds Up

Summer Business

EEPING

up the summer business is
one of the real problems of the moHe cannot
picture manager.
tion
close down, as do the drama houses, yet

K

business

apt to fall of? unless extra efto get them in.
Soriero, of the Strand, Lowell, Mass., used the
contest stunt to decided advantage lately, and had the town
stirred up, with the Mayor himself
all
making the award. He overcame the sumis

made
Thomas D.

fort

is

mer slump, and now his only problem is to
keep them coming, for if you can bridge
over the first few hot weeks the rest
comparatively easy.

Teaser to Start
ly

is

Off.

To open the campaign Mr. Soriero mereannounced that he would give away a

diamond ring worth $150. He did not say
how or when, but merely announced that
he would, and left his patrons to get up
interest through speculation as to the form
the distribution would take.

The Strand has done many stunts since
Mr. Soriero took told and he keeps the
patrons on tiptoe.
When he had them
guessing sufficiently he launched the formal announcement.
Because of his preparation he did not
have to labor to gain interest for the contest.
This was all done in the preliminary
teaser stunt.
He was of? to a running
start.

How They

Voted.

He
is

Stunt Will Always Sell Seats
Soriero

Diamond Ring

Spirited Contest for

used the straight coupon vote, which
about the best form of contest. Each

ticket carried a coupon good for one vote
in the contest, which was announced to
close of a definite time.
All house employed were barred from the contest, directly or indirectly.
The prize was obtained from a local clothing firm, which
hooked up with all of the advertising, the
contest being known by the name of the

July 24, 1920

Lowell

The

be seen.

The Ticket Scheme.
One vote was given with each

ticket.

A

better plan is to give one vote for each
This not only equalfive cent valuation.
izes the different admission prices, but it
gives a larger number of votes and makes
the score sound more important, but the
vote to a ticket simplified the counting as
well as the distribution.

Mr. Soriero apparently overlooked one

good bet. When the late Frank Montgomery held his first auto contest in Jacksonville he prepared for sale books of
tickets representing one, five and ten dollars.
The front page was a coupon representing the entire valuation of the book,

which could be cast at once, the tickets
themselves being good for the entire summer, which kept up the business beyond
the period of the contest.
Spirited

Voting.

The contest started with about forty
candidates, and about fifteen kept pretty
evenly matched up to the last two weeks,
when about a third of these forged ahead.
Baby Marion Kittredge, daughter of one
of the first Lowell soldiers to fall on the
French front, was a leader and carried
the backing of the Legion, but a dark
horse ran up and in the final balloting the
went to Miss Margaret Wilcox.
season pass for two was given little
Miss Kittredge in recognition of her. excellent fight, and this took away part of the

prize

A

sting.

The
an

contest

interest

was

and

to

Maine

that business would keep up until
he could get back with a fresh crop of fish
fident

in

contest cost the theatre
company nothing.
It was displayed in the window of the
jewelers, with a suitable card, which served
as an advertisement for the house, and
the house used such announcement, always
referring to the store where the ring might
clothiers.

so easy in his mind that he
for a fishing trip, con-

felt

went up

a huge success both as
getter and Mr.

money

stories.

He had overcome the slump and will
probably find on his return that the stimulating effect of the contest was lasting, but
he doesn’t expect to run all summer on
that one stunt.

Gets Unique Announcement
in a Clinic for Heart Ills
ETTING away from the obvious, John

G

Leroy Johnston, of the Finkelstein
and Ruben houses, Minneapolis, offered a unique announcement for Constance Talmadge in “The Love Expert” at
the Strand.
Several thousand four-page
folders were sent out to good addresses,
the third page reading:
Miss Constance Talmadge
The Love Expert
Announces the opening of a temporary
hospital for broken hearts
at

the

Strand Theatre

Come and bring
Lovelorn.
the ladies
An enjoyable evening assured.
This was gotten up in imitation engraving, with Old English and Gothic text
combination.
A shaded Gothic or Tj pe
Script would have been even better.
Advice to

the

r

Found

Circulars Best for
Small Southern Town Dates

G

OOD

exploitation consists in using the
medium for publicity, and when
Ben Laskin was called upon to put
over “The Miracle Man” in several small
towns in the south, he forgot street stunts
and worked with heralds and postcards.
Each town was under the 3,000 mark and
could not show a return on big stuff, but
about 500 heralds and 250 cards to each
town got most of the white population in
strong.
Exploitation is whatever gets them in.
best

Spent Only $000.00 for
Reid in “Sick Abed” Lobby
PENDING nothing at all for a tableau

S

so realistic that they had to label it for
fear someone might think that an
emergency case was being treated in the
lobby was J. O. Brown’s lobby stunt for
allace Reid in “Sick Abed” at the Arcade
Theatre, Jacksonville.
The bed was borrowed from a furniture
store and the furnishings were sent along.
The two dummy figures were loaned by a
department store and a drug store contributed the sick room supplies; most of
which are hidden by the nurse’s figure. A
physician filled in the nurse’s report card,

W

working on Mr. Brown’s suggestions

to in-

dicate the action of the play.
The scene was so realistic that the sign
was planted at the foot of the bed to reassure passers by. It read: “It’s a serious
case of you can’t laugh at Wallace Reid
in ‘Sick Abed.’ ”
The display brought crowds into the lobby, and man}' of them kept on going into
the house.
here a shallow lobby pre-

W

J. O.

If Bebe Daniels Will Nurse Us, We’ll Be Sick Abed Most Willingly.
Brown, of the Arcade, Jacksonville, did it up brown for a lobby display, and the beauty
of the stunk is that it cost nothing- but thanks and a little program mention.

vents the use < f such an idea, it is always
possible to work the scheme in a furniture
or department store window.
If you can
get all of the supplies from a department
store it will work better than where you

have

to

make

a

combination showing.
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This Is Enough
Cleaned

Up on an

to

Attraction

Fifteen Months Released

T

he wanted and booked

a date.

started in to advertise the dramatic value of the story. He ignored the
war scenes both in his text and cut work.
There was a story entirely apart from the
war backing, and he proceeded to sell the
story.

Then he

He played to good business and no one
complained that it was a drama of the
war. They had come to see a dramatic
story.

They saw

one.

That

it

had a war

backing was immaterial.
All of which goes to

show that the
method of exploitation largely governs the
clever mansatisfaction of an audience.
ager can pick his own angle.

A

Used Cowboy and Coppers
and Not Columns and Cuts
LANNING

to put the Alamo No. 2,
Atlanta, Ga., on the map as a week
run house instead of a two change, the
house selected “The Gift Supreme” for the

P

Make the Doormen Form a Union
Mayor Helped Along a Drive
On Freckles and ‘Don’t Ever Marry”

Even

the

HAT

a picture is new until your patrons have seen it was again demonstrated by C. A. Barbian, of the Waldorf Theatre, Akron, Ohio.
He was visiting the First National Exchange in a search for some advertising
matter for films already booked. He happened upon a fragment of an old herald
and became interested in the story and
in the scenes shown and made inquiries.
The scrap did not show the release title,
and the salesman had to think a moment
before he identified it as a “Whom the
Gods Would Destroy.” It had had its run
a year and a quarter before and was pracWar pictures were
tically on the shelf.
out of fashion.
But Mr. Barbian was interested and he
didn’t give a whoop if it was old and a war
He dug out some cuts
picture at that.

changeover.

Under the direction of Charles McClinnumber of stunts were devised, inrode
a mounted cowboy who

tock a
cluding

through the streets tossing pennies to the
youngsters and asking what was “The Gift
Supreme.” This was relied upon in preference to newspaper work, and that faith
was not misplaced was proven by the

459

ETTING

six-day run of publicity
Neilan’s “Don’t Ever
Marry” is J. W. Sayre’s contribution
to the exploitation classics. And the stunt
cost him $20 for a prize and the price of a
fife and drum corps for a street parade and
the publicity man who won’t pay for a band
for a street parade should go and dig his
own grave, for he is too dead for anyone
else to bother with.

G

for

a

Marshall

;

Started in a Bet.

According to the plant, John Von Herberg offered to bet the Seattle Star that
Wesley Barry had more freckles than any
other kid in the United States. Of course
the Star took up the bet and offered the
$20 to the kid with the largest
freckles.
Doing this, it was,

very necessary to
that he appeared

which was coming

tell

in

number
of

of
course,

who Barry was and
“Don’t Ever Marry,”

to the Liberty.

Just to Lick John.

The

Star’s whole purpose in life, for the
time being, was to take that $20 from VanHerberg and at the same time uphold the
supremacy of Seattle as the nesting place
of freckles.
It wasn’t trying to advertise
the Liberty y’know, it just wanted to nick

the double

sawbuck

bank

and

roll

off

the

Von Herberg

prove anew that Seattle
over any town on the Pacific

could put it
Coast. It was entirely altruistic.
In the same spirit of altruism it kept on
running a story a day urging the freckled
kids not to be backward in coming forward,
and building on the offer until the day
before the judging it stood this way:
Sixteen Prizes.

There was a prize of $20 as originally offered, and fifteen more kids were to get in
to see the show for nothing. And all the
kids could parade all the way down to the
city hall behind a band playing nothing but
“Freckles”

all the way.
There Mayor Caldwell was to come out
on the front stoop and crown Seattle’s
“Freckle Faced King” with ^ crown donated by Hazen J. Titus.
Being a con-

Hazen made the crown of dough
and the king got his red hair all mussed
up, but this was an unannounced detail.
fectioner,

To

Start the Show.

Jensen and Von Herberg start their runs
on Saturday instead of Sunday and the
Liberty opens at eleven, so the boys were
there at ten o’clock. The Star had inupon a parade, so Sayre hired a fife
and drum corps to play them down to the
Mayor, and to help things along he announced that all the kids could go in and
see the show free instead of just the first
all

sisted

sixteen.

The
when
them

street

was packed with spectators
was begun and most of

the judging

trailed down to the City Hall and
back again and followed the kids into the

house.

The King made the

trip in a bor-

rowed

automobile and not one of the
youngsters dropped out of line on the
round trip. To the contrary the parade
back was larger than that which started
out and some of the kids could not show
even iodine freckles, but the manager was
liberal and they all went in for the show.
Jazzed the Advertising.
That alone could have put the show over,
but Mr. Sayre used a number of jazz ads.
One was pinned to the gas shortage and
guaranteed 6,000 smiles to the gallon, while
another was a clever open letter to the
marriage license clerk at City Hall. This

worked in a number of the clever lines
from the plan book in urging the official to
hand out sage advice to would-be Benedicts and send them to see the play before
issuing the fatal paper.
The matter was a double column down
ten inches.
It carried a type “An open
letter to the marriage license clerk at the
City Hall,” and midway down the title was
done in type, but the rest was all in imitation typewriting, the letter being headed
“Dear Friend of Cupid.”
It was a big stunt spread over six days
and the entire cost was about $40, which
would not have paid for any one of the
six

newspaper

stories.

business.
The stunt seemed to have a particularly
beneficial effect on the automobile patronage, which went up beyond expectation.

Used Alaskan Suggestion
to Sell Marge O’Doone
LAYS

which can be advertised with
stuff seem to have the inside
track just now. The cut on this page
shows how the Victory, McKeesport, Pa.,
played up the snow for “The Courage of
Marge O’Doone.” The chief effect was
gained through boxing in the ticket office

P

snow

with a real log cabin, made of small
trunks, and a window served as the sale
opening instead of cutting an unreal window in the center of the booth. Bare
branches, cutouts and a doorman in an
ulster and fur cap completed the picture,
except for the cyclorama drop which covered the three sides of the lobby, though
the doors were cut through instead of
masked. The Victory goes in strongly for
lobby display and they have ample space
in

which

to

work.

We’ll Bet This Doorkeeper Didn’t

Have His Undies On.

for the Victory Theatre, McKeesport, Pa., and they made
overcoat and tippet in July to help advertise “The Courage of
Marge O’Doone.” Just wait until the doorkeepers
organize, that's all. Wait.

He was working

him wear an
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When Yon
?i

Use the Police, Tell

.HIM
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Them Yon Want To
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summery touch to the decorations and
to make a very inviting lobby.
With Carpentier it is particularly necessary to make a special splash to get in all
of the money, for he will make an appeal

Advertising Stunt Ended
in Court for Plunkett

combined

AMES PLUNKETT

and Harry Brunelle,
who conduct a motion picture house in
a New York suburb, were fined in the
police court for an advertising stunt, and
several policemen stand a chance of being
brought to trial for neglect of duty.

J

to others than the regular patrons, and to
reach them you must first make a noise.

This display is about the best showing on
Carpentier to date.
The lobby display was backed by newspaper displays of about twenty-five inches
each, but it is the lobby which probably
brought most persons in, though both
forms of appeal should be used for the

They used a “follow the line” stunt for a
recent production and one of the lines started in front of a rival house and led away
from that entrance. The proprietor brought
The police were
the matter into court.
declared negligent in failing to prevent the
painting of the sidewalks.
Probably the stunt would have gone over
had the other house been left alone.

best results.

You

This Exploitation Stunt
Brought Jobs to Several

N

OBODY

Beebe, who is a portrait painter,
type for a business man.

Playing

A

Up

is

ASSES

to see Mildred Harris Chaplin
“Polly of the Storm Country,” at the'
Kinema, rewarded the ten daily winners in the “You Tell ’Em” contest conducted by the Hearst newspapers throughout the country, and the Kinema got so
much advertising out of the prize offer that
they are hoping that the contest will be
repeated. In New York one dollar was paid
for each prize winner, but in other towns
the paper made a hook-up with some theatre and gave much more than ten dollars’
worth of space putting the stuff over. It
pays to be on the lookout for these schemes,
for they pull big publicity for comparatively

P

expected that real engagements would come from the tryout
“tests” made recently in Los Angeles
in connection with the first showing of
Ince’s “Below the Surface,” but it is announced that Miss Joey McCreary and William Beebe, winners of the tests, have been
given positions and that seven or eight
others who showed up well will also be put
to work.
Miss McCreary is said to be a find and
r

’Em Contest Gave
Passes to the Ten Winners
Tell

an ideal

in

few free

Carpentier Got

tickets.

Got the Police Chief to
Help Out Valentine Stunt

the Crowd in McKeesport
ppreciating the necessity for

ETTING

out a pair of throwaways
for “Alias Jimmie Valentine” was the
stunt used by F. J. Dietlein, of the
Princess, Opelousas, La., to put the story
over. The first was the offer of a reward
of $500 for the capture of the most notorious crook known in criminal history, alias
Jimmy Valentine. The reader was referred

G

making

a special appeal with the Carpentier picture, the Lyric, McKees-

port, Pa., made an unusually ornate lobby
display, cut out a six sheet and placing it
in the center of a triumphal arch entwined
with the flags of the United States and
France.
Potted plants helped to give a

to the chief of police for further information.

The second throwaway announced that
the elusive Jimmie had been caught and
could be seen at the Princess. Both sheets
were on the same green stock and so were
connected in the mind of the recipient
even before the second message was read.
And if you try the stunt, do as Mr. Dietlein did.
Get the consent of the police before you go to the printer.
It’s a fine
stunt when it works, but if it gets the police down on your theatre it is no good
whatever. The reference to the police is
what gives the bill its value, and you probably can get official sanction if you ask for
it before you put the stunt out, but don’t
print first and apologize afterward.
It’s
bad medicine.
As Mr. Dietlein worked it, the first bill
was put out well ahead of the showing and
the same reward was offered on a slide.
The second bill was used coincident with
the first regular advertising, and writing
on the showing date Mr. Dietlein adds:
“And I can hear the money dropping into
the box office now.”

Fans Properly Placed Will
Keep Flies from Your House

OME

of the country suffer
plagues and careful people
keep away from the theatres in summer because the flies are far more troublesome than at home or on the screened
porch.
There is a very simple remedy. Install
fans over each open door not the usual
type, but the broad-bladed sort which

S

sections

from

fly

—

throw the

air

downward.

These

will

keep

small flying insects out of the house
and if the ventilating intake is also
screened your house will be so free from
flies that you can make the fact a talking

all

point.

Finds

Still

Another Use

for

U-A Readymade Art

TILL another

use has been found for
the sketches which supplement the
cuts and mats in the United Artists
press books. A Pittsburgh printer has gotten up very attractive two-color window
cards for Mary Pickford in “Suds” and
Fairbanks in “The Mollycoddle,” using
these sketches. The cards are made with
a blank space for the house name, and
give a good advertising stunt at small

S

cost.

The Stunt Was Simple, But

P

What
This

Will

Dempsey Say

to

That Triumphal Arch?

the display made by the L.yric, McKeesport, Pa., when the Robertson-Cole feature
played a cleanup run. They made a big- display so they got the crowd in. You
have to hammer away if you want all the money tire town can give.
is

It Captured a Convention
ROVING that it’s the idea that counts,

M.

Mintz, of the Celebrated Playthe delegates to the Elks’
Convention in Chicago, personal boosters
for the Gump cartoon pictures.
He had 25,000 tags printed up reading on
one side, “Who Was the First Elk?” The
reverse showed a portrait of the claimant
and the words, “I, Andy Gump.” Badge
wearing is a disease that attacks all visitors to a convention, and the entire crowd
went around with these tags.
To make certain that Gump could be
identified, Mintz had four prints each of
five different cartoon
films working in
twenty houses, and a lot of Elks dropped
in at the houses just to pay their respects
to the first Best Fellow on Earth.
Then they took their tags home with
them and they went to work harder.
ers,

C.

made

I
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This Old Stunt Cleaned

Up Big Money
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Moved Alaska

to

his

—

But we would hate

map

to let

Mr. Valdez draw

for us.

Used Many Novel Stunts

to

Call Attention to Poli’s

H

Navy Recruiting Drive
Hooked up Theatre Strongly

This

was

streets.

Perhaps the most notable stunt was an
arrangement with the newspapers by which
a reader “Keep to the Right— at Poli’s”
was placed at the bottom of each account
Ordinarily it would
of a street accident.
not be possible to get this concession from
the Washington papers, but the crusade is
on the better observance of the rules of the
road and everything went.
The Equity exploitation staff were quick
to see the possibilities of this title and to
suggest to exhibitors schemes by which a
hook up could be arranged.

Box

Made
Hot Patrons Buy Tickets

Office Picture

EEP

your ticket seller cool. It is no
advertisement for your house to show
your cashier mopping her face with a
handkerchief while she hands out tickets.
Put a fan in the office and keep it going.
One New York exhibitor does even bet-

K

He

uses a small home-made blower,
of a fan in a box, and he pipes
the air along the sides of the ticket winHis cashier is dressed in white,
dow.
fluffy things, and the office is hung with
light curtains frequently washed.
The cross currents of air are strong
enough to keep the curtains and the cashier’s dress fluttering, and the suggestion
of coolness makes an appeal even to the
most perspiring patron. The picture of
the girl sells more tickets than the average
person would realize, not always at the
moment, but later. The passer-by keeps
in mind the vision of the girl and when he
is sweltering at home the thought comes
to him that it must be cool at that theatre
and he goes and takes the family.
Of course, the effect is not lasting unless
your house is kept cool as well, but the
coolest house this side of Greenland cannot
draw business past a perspiring ticket seller
ter.

ETTING

the navy to hook in with a
theatre on poster distribution is so
common that it has ceased to be a
novelty, but George E. Carpenter, of the

G

Paramount-Empress, Salt Lake City, and
M. K. Parkhurst, Paramount publicity man
in that section, seem to be the first to get
a scene cut on a Navy poster.
“Below the Surface” .was the attraction,
and for several weeks before the showing
the Navy advertised on more than 300 billboards a “Navy Recruiting Week” at the
Paramount-Empress.
The poster, 40 by 28 inches, carried a 10
by \2y2 scene cut showing a scene in a
submarine.
The poster hooked up with
the scene and ran into a recruiting appeal
with

the

suggestion

that

enlistments

be

made

at the theatre the week of July 4.
Cuts will probably be employed only
where they will fit in with the atmosphere,
but this scene might have been made ex-

pressly for the poster so well did it fit in,
and it carried three legends cut into the
plate.

composed

tions.
a

the signs printed up with the
in different directions, it
possible to work either side of the

arrows pointing

patrons to get back to
God’s country, as represented by Laredo, Texas, was the Independence
Day stunt of Leo M. Valdez, of the Royal.
Laredo is a far remove from the Curwood idea of God’s country, but Mr. Valdez
had booked “Back to God’s Country” from
the First National and he had his own
ideas about the exact location of the territory. He could go outside the house and
chuck a rock into Mexico if there didn’t
happen to be a revolution going on thereabouts, but it was all God’s country from
the Gulf to the Great Lakes just as the
political orators tell, and Mr. Valdez made
this appeal, and he got two large houses
for Sunday and Monday in the hottest time
of year in a section of the country where
they fry eggs on the sidewalk.
He made a straight campaign with lithographs and newspaper advertising, and he
got the papers to make editorial comment
on the “back to” campaign because he took
extra large spaces. He got up a program of
patriotic music, made it a real event and
successfully fought the outdoor celebra-

U
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OOKING

in with the national campaign for better observance of the

rules of the road, to the end that
automobile accidents may be lessened, C. J.
Harris, of Poli’s Theatre, Washington, provided pasteboard gravestones lettered “A
fatal accident
occurred here last year.
Watch your step and see ‘Keep to the Right’
at Poli’s.”
These were placed at street

intersections.

Near the house

a

green line was done on

the sidewalks leading to the house and this
was supplemented by painted direction arrows on posts, walls and in show windows.

and panting doorman.

Now “Down

A

on the Farm”
Has Gone to the Dogs
LTHOUGH is not a new idea, a new
it

twist

was given an old

stunt

when

Charles E. Moyer suggested to the
Majestic Theatre, San Antonio, that he
gave a dog parade for “Down on the
Farm” in honor of “Teddy.”
The lineup was very simple. Each kid
could bring one dog on a chain, rope,
leader or cable.
He took part in a parade.
He tied his dog outside and went in free
see the show.

to

Then he took
tell

his

dog and went home

to

the folks.

Simple as it sounded, the stunt went
over big.
A couple of hundred kids
turned out with everything from Great
Danes to toy poodles, one family of four
showing up each with his own pet pup.
A parade was organized through the
business streets, with proper banners, and
the kids went inside to see the show while
the house staff stayed on the sidewalk to
LeagueofNations the pups. No real fights
were precipitated, but good judgment had
been used in parking the barks. Every
paper in town carried a story which could
not have been purchased at ten times the
cost of the stunt.
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiir
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Multiply the

Number

of

Boys by One and You’ll Find the Number of Dogs.

The Majestic Theatre, San Antonio, organized a boy and a dog parade at the suggestion
of
Charles E. Moyer, and they had to buy a new scrap book to hold the
press notices.

1
|
1
|

Send in Direct
ON’T wait for the exploitation
man in your territory to send in
your good ideas. Shoot them

and get full credit. You
don’t have to go to the expense of
having photographs made. They help
the story, but chiefly we want the
stunt, and we don’t have to wait until
the exchange men get around to sendin yourself

ing it in. Don’t bother to write the
story out in full. Just tell us what
you did, and we’ll do the rest, and be
glad to do it.
And don’t be modest and think you
are too small to count.
The small
men often pull the best stunts.
Send it along and give us a chance
to pass on it.
This department helps you.
Help your brother exhibitors.

1
|

\

f
|

|
|
|

1
|

|
|

|
|

|
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One 24 Sheet Gives Two Good Lobby Cutouts
Jimquin Made a Big Splash
Then Got Some Free Space
BOUT the biggest campaign Jimquin

A

has yet worked for the Rialto, El
Paso, was on “Why Change Your
Wife?” He started in with teasers more
than a week ahead, and the Times just
oozed teasers. Most of them were in the
form of two-inch singles, the text set inside a panel of double two-point rule border, with solid squares at the corners, to fill
in the twelve-point margin. The panel was
broken at the bottom to let in a capital R.
Some of the teasers were taken from the
titles, and others from the situations in the
play, a few being original copy, such as

“Why Change Your Wife? Buck

up.

Send

her flowers and candy and see how she
spruces up.” All of them were addressed
to “Dear John,” and signed with women’s
names, each different, until the Texans
must have thought that John had moved
down from Utah or was facing a bigamy
charge. These were scattered through the
paper, a half dozen to the issue. For the
Sunday smash he used a six sevens, which
was just as good as across page and cost
less. The cut suggests the layout. The bank
on the right was a tie-up with local conditions, apparently suggested by the state-

Why

Change Your Wife?

amusement department Monday to turn
them over to the hook-up. Later he went
back to larger spaces and his final splash
a noteworthy three fours.
He had
done his selling, and all he wanted was to
round up the strays. He could not have
done much better with his twelve column
inches than this. At that late day a regular display advertisement would have been
stale.
This demanded attention and em-

was

phasized the lateness of the run, just as
“Seven little days” got them going on
Monday. And for a final cleanup Jimquin

wrote a

letter

to

Times

the

telling

them

how good

they were and how his advertising in the paper had helped to pack them
in, and the Times reproduced the letter almost full size in a four elevens that did not
cost the Rialto a cent. And we note that
the Times uses the “Jimquin” too.
That
“Jimquin” which first saw light of day in
this department six years ago still sticks.
P. T. A

—

St.

.

Louis Advertisements

Show Marked Improvement

W

RITING

that he finds the criticism
department helpful, J. R.
Espy, of the St. Louis Paramount
string, proves it by sending in much better work. He is one of those hand-drawn
devotees, but he shows signs of reform, and
his last submission are certainly a vast improvement over earlier work. Save for one
point we like this display for “Miss Hobbs,”
of

Jimquin

the star in black and the play in
white letter. We think this is an error in
judgment. Star and title should be kept
linked together; particularly where the
title has some value of its own, and they
will not be associated where the type treat-

ment is so markedly different. Here type
would have worked better than hand lettering, for nothing is gained through the use
of pen work and legibility is sacrificed. On
the other hand, the type used for another
Kings advertisement suggests that the St.
Louis papers do not offer a good assortment of type faces from which to make a
selection.
With so many pretty faces to
be had, even on the linotype, there is no
excuse for a machine-set paper to use
stuff the country newspapers discarded a
generation ago. It is worse than old fashioned; it is unfair to advertisers. It is impossible to get up a pretty advertisement
in type, and a well set space always adds to
the selling value whether the copy be for
groceries or oil stock. If that advertisement represents the best the newspaper can
do, we don’t blame Mr. Epsy for lettering
in the titles.

—P.

this

jCBULB.DEItlfSOEFITOl

ment

gives

T.

A.—

Twenty-four Sheet Supplies
Some Novelty Lobby Cutouts

U

SING

six and 24-sheets for lobby cutouts is nothing new, but the Victor
Theatre, McKeesport, Pa., got something better than usual from the 24-sheet
for “The Beloved Cheater.”
If you will
look closely at the cut you will find in
front of the stairs on either side a pair of
cutouts from the big sheet similar to that
shown in the centre, which shows the leads
telephoning.
Cutting them out and placing them at opposite sides of the lobbv

Splash.

Initial

the Los Angeles divorce judge
that the rate of divorce in the coast city
was excessive. This started off with the
local divorce court dope and ran into the
strange case of Robert Gordon, which is
of

A

Three Fives Well Displayed.
irnnrj]

It’s

now

or never for tomorrow

which runs a three

it

will be history!
CECIL

B.

De

MULE’S THUNDEROUS DEFI
i

At

the
|

t""'

Today Only!

“Why
Change
Your
Wife?

fives save that the small
display does not come up. It is not easy
to read small white letters, and when they
are as close together as in this display, it
is almost impossible.
Mortising an oblong
below the title would have let this text in
eight point with a better display and without hurting the artistic effect in the least.
The second display is a little deeper and

Double Use of a Twenty-four Sheet

for

Lobby Display.
gave a striking decoration. Hooking them
up with a cord strung over the heads of
the entering patrons would have completed
the telephone suggestion, and the last word
in the development of the idea would be to'

|

L.J

Jimquin’s Final Kick.
the role Meighan plays in the production.
On the left the big head is given to a
straight reading story of the feature with
a smaller paragraph headed “James C.
Quinn Praises De Mille’s Production.” This
was an unusual form of display and it dominated the entire page.
For the opening
day he used a two-page hook-up with Jimtaking
quin
a third of the space and such
germane hookups as a feed and grain store,
a paving company a gasoline supply company. Then he dropped to smaller spaces,
one being a single five-inch largely consisting of a strip of pica rule broken by a
panel about one-inch by three-quarters
with the title and “Please, oh, please see
Pages 4 and 5.” This was run in the

-

FOUR OAYJJTAPTIHC TODAY
jANIUEGOtDWN WENTf

JACK

We

in {hoTvmarriic role ofa Kentucky

moiTfiain Jad- -Out of CHAD "
3UT0HD, fa PLUCKY HUGO

use wire, cutting in three or four giessler
tubes with an interrupted current. These
tubes would light up in various colors and
suggest a message in course of transmission, and of course the flashing lights would
have never seen giessler
get attention.
tubes used in lobby work, yet there are
many uses to which they can be put and
they are simple to handle.

s

— P.
Carroll
Carroll,

Rome, N.

Three Five and a Halfs in Which Type
Would Have Been Better Than Hand
Work.

Has

A

a

.

Program

Carroll Theatre,
has a house program: a
four pager which probably will grow in
time.
It has
contests and general stuff
and everything, but he has not tried the
value of local items, though we think that
a column of personal gossip will amply reCliff

A

T.

Y.,

o

now

f

the

1

COMING

MISFIT

METRO

?he didn’t belong among REFINED people
they sneered.
and they even doubted
her virtue until in the crisis oF another
woman's life she proved to be a
.

.

.

.

.

THOROUGHBRED

JURY IMPERIAL PICTURES J§1
:

SkclusiveUiskribuiors throughout Great Jontai n

Sly WILLIAM

JU RYlMonaainaSDi redo r

.

METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION

CLEANING IIP EVERYWHERE'

WITH AN ALL STAR. CAST
Ike stage
cyidafteoL by JUWE .MATHIS aniA.P.miNGER. from
comedy by C.W.BELL and, MARK. SWAN, jSy arrangement
ZDLrectecL by EDWARD DILLON
with A.H.WOODS.
.

.

.

METRO
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Hyman Can

Get Good Hand Lettering. Can You?

pay the trouble of obtaining the material,
live stuff and not^ merely clipped
if it is
from the local paper. If lie will chronicle
theatre parties and similar activities connected with the house, he will find that the

become more numerous
T. A.—

theatre parties will

—P.

Outline Letters Used to
Gain Attention to Title

T

ALK

about expensive art work! Here
a four sixes, all type-set except the

is

463

signature, which puts the title over.
reader is going to pass over that “H.
F.” without finding ouT: what it means, and
it takes only a second to gather that it is
“Huckleberry Finn.” It is made up of type
and six point rule and is ahead of any
drawn design. It is more conspicuous than
a three elevens with a well reproduced cut

No

All may be vine
for example.
surrounded and the particular placement

church,

of the vines will supply the only identification.
This is a contest which will hold
good for weeks. It is fully described in

Picture Theatre Advertising.

—P.

T.

A

.

Strand, Brooklyn, Employs
Hand Lettering Like Print

OMETIMES

you can find an artist who
can letter a space without spoiling it,
and Edward L. Hyman, of the Strand,
Brooklyn, is fortunate in having such a
man. This two five and a halfs is 'just as
clear as though set in type, yet it is elegant
and distinctive. Even the small letters are
more legible than Della Robia and the artist seems to have endeavored to come as
close to good type forms as possible in-

S

different cutouts on either side of the
lobby, secured through cutting away different portions of the same six sheet. The
large head is the same, but the bills have
been cut away on opposite sides, partly to
get a different effect, and in part to make
a better join to the lobby walls; a detail
most managers would overlook. This is as
loud as a ten-in-one at Coney Island, but
if it gets the money, it serves its purpose.
P. T. A.

Awning Cloth Lobby Display
Helps “Virgin of Stamboul”

S

u
c
K

-MARK-

Theatre, Milwaukee,
shows another example of the use of
awning cloth for “The Virgin of Stam-

boul.”

More than one house

has put over
more than
preferably
red and white or yellow and red, but

this Universal-Jewel with little
a few yards of awning cloth,
in

SOME HEWS FOR SEATTLE PLAYGOERS

AXE’S Modjeska
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here now; it is the talk of the town; it is Jamming: this theatre afternoon and night,
and it can stay until Friday evening only, because we made the mistake of booking it
for only one week when we should have booked it for two.
Is

'

5© -don’t

tell

=

anybody, but you

Review-

COME EARLY
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a wonderful
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truth bringing sunshine and happiness
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Exceptional Advertisement for “Huckleberry Finn.”

is

story that will grip
and compel you
which MssRckfon]
is all heart and soul
all frankness and

-

Larry

An

It

W/fit

“Solid
Concrete'

j,and ctigep to all.

i

Uechejida

A
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used earlier, even though the copy for this
latter is as good as the display in the reproduced advertisement. It appears that
there is a gas shortage in Seattle and the
copy reads “Like Gasoline in Seattle, the
moments when you don’t laugh or thrill at
Mark Twain’s ‘Huckleberry Finn’ now at
this

theatre

are

mighty scarce, so

we’ll

have to conserve ’em. Only 6 to a customer.” This is told in display type effectively, but it does not catch the eye as this
open “H. F.” The idea will also work for
any other title, but can best be made with
straight line letters.
“Tom Sawyer,” for
example, would require a drawing and a
special cut to get the S in properly and
keep it from falling apart. The text for
this display reads to the effect that a mistake was made in booking and it is there
for only one week instead of two, winding
up with “So don’t tell anybody, but you
Come Early” The Coliseum is turning out
good work, but this is above the average.

—p. T. A
Revives Good Old Point
.

The Palace Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, has
revived an old stunt with good success in

Mr. Hyiwan’s Sunday Ad.
stead of demonstrating how crazy he can
make it. With such work hand lettering is
its own excuse, but good men for lettering
are so rare that hand work seldom equals
type. This man does not try to confuse the
type. He contents himself with getting the

message over.

—P. T. A
Front Lobby Told
.

Circus

A

of Bargain Counter Bill
NNOUNCING a four-in-one bargain

gain bill, the American, Butte, turned
its lobby into a very good imitation
of a circus front with signs all over. The
“big four” is cheating a little, for June Ca-

and Creighton Hale

price

in

it

was considered good showman-

mask

the entrance with three
the open effect is more often
followed and the result is far better.
ship to
sheets.

Now

—P.

T.

Distress”

office.
It

is

interesting to note the apparently

Made

for

A.—

Hookups

“Dollars and the Woman,” a Vitagraph
Alice Joyce, might have been named for no
other purpose than to work for hook-up
pages.
The Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee,
hooked up two department and the Piggly

Wiggly stores, whatever that may be. If
you play this lay for the hook-up page
with the bargain stores. A whole page
with you in the limelight is a lot better
than a two threes, and it won’t cost much
if any — more.

the Identification Contest. One week they
showed a series of motion picture back
views of prominent citizens with prizes for
the most accurate identifications. The following week the same series was continued, but this time the pictures were concluded by the subjects turning to face the
camera. This is an old stunt, but it works
well in a reasonably small town because it
compossesses a strong local interest.
panion stunt is to offer prizes for the best
identifications of bits of local scenery. The
still camera and slides work about as well
as the motion pictures, so the expense need
not be great. The familiar spots idea is apt

—
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Get a
P. T. A.
and Your Worries
Are Over

A

following because here
everyone stands an even chance. You will
be surprised to find how difficult it is to
recognize one particular window of a local

when

“A Damsel

are counted as two, though
appearing in the same production. Lloyd
gets by far the best of the showing and
is boomed even above Jack Dempsey, because he will draw more money to the box
in

Milwaukee Display.

the Modjeska builds up with a painting of
Stamboul above the awning line, which
swings lower than the lobby arch. The
frame which blocks one of the entrances
is, of course, removed at show times.
It
was just stuck in there to make certain
that the photographer gave good measure.
Apparently the stills are tacked to sheets
of compo board which shut off a part of
the lobby. It would have been better to
have used more cloth and to have draped
the ticket box to suggest a tent instead
of masking in the lobby with boards. This
style of front is a relic of a day long gone

: :

:

Address Moving- Picture World, either 516
Fifth Avenue, New York City; Garrick Building, Chicago, 111., or Wright & Callender
Building, Los Angeles^ Cal.

to gain the larger

The American Lobby,

Butte.
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Foreign Rights
Controlled by the
Inter-Ocean Film Co.,
218

West 42nd Street,
New York

STATE
RIGHTS
Now Selling
The Film Version

of

Henry Arthur Jones’s Powerful Story

“MICHAEL AND HIS LOST ANGEL”
“WHISPERING DEVILS”

It will
is a tremendous story and a greater picture.
leave a trail of profits in every picture territory in the world. With such a title
TEARLE and brilliant cast, with
as “WHISPERING DEVILS”, with
the magnificent direction, photography, and acting, “WHISPERING DEVILS”
will clean up for thousands of theatres. Ready prepared is a line of newspaper
advertising and a series of the most remarkable posters ever created for any
picture ever released. Complete publicity and accessories to insure exceptiopal
returns to every Exhibitor. The chastity of the Minister pitted against the evils
of the world, so marvellously drawn, so adroitly directed, that it is clean
throughout and will go BIG wherever exploited and exhibited. No theatre in
the land can afford to overlook this sure fire money getter. STATE RIGHTS
SELLING. Write or wire for terms, prices and territory to

CONWAY

NOW

PICTURES
AEOLIAN HALL,

NEW YORK

July 24, 1920
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Elmer J. McGovern Offering Doraldina As Star
in State Right Attraction, “The Woman Untamed'

T HE

number of features available for independent buyers
has lately been enhanced by

the completion of Elmer J. McGovern's work on Doraldina’s sensational

traction

“The Woman
The star of this atthe same Doraldina

offering,

Untamed.’’
is

who danced her way
uous attention

in

to conspicChicago, New

York and elsewhere during the
past theatrical seasons and she is
the same Doraldina to be starred
-

by Metro in forthcoming features
to be made at the Hollywood studios of that organization.

The big cities all know DoralUntamed’’
dina, and “The
•will for the first time introduce

Woman

dramatic
smaller communiHer fame has preceded her
ties.
throughout the country and even
where she has never
localities
in
appeared Doraldina is a name
her

dancing

and- her

abilities to the

familiar.

“The

made

in

Los Angeles some time

ago, but its original sponsors decided to allot its actual distribuWhile
tion to other interests.
negotiations to this end were

under way Elmer J. McGovern
bought the feature outright and
began editing, cutting and reassembling under lines changed
from its original continuity.
McGovern Turned Out “Mickey.”
It

was Mr. McGovern who

as-

sembled “Mickey” in the form it
shown, and that work
is .now
should be asurance of his qualifications to take apart and put
together again almost any film
It is said that no
production.
less than 70,#00 feet were delivered to him by the purchasers
of “Mickey” and with this start

’

prosperity.

now circulating in 7,000 foot entertainments.
Not alone has Mr. McGovern’s
work on “Mickey” attracted much
attention from the trade. He has
devoted his entire attention to
film editing and cutting for years,
and “Up in Mary’s Attic” has
just been released as a late example of the McGovern skill in
turning out effective production.
“The Woman Untamed” is Mr.
McGovern’s own property, and it
is to be safely assumed that he
would concentrate his skill in
furtherance
of
his
individual

making the entertainment worth
while will be forthcoming-. Suffice it now to say that territories
are being allotted and actual sale
will develop just as soon as the
work can be screened for buyers.
Charles F. McGovern will
handle all advertising and publicity, including the exploitation
Charles F.
for his production.
McGovern has previously been
connected with The Billboard,
The Ethridge Associated Advertisers, Vitagraph and also with
Fox Film and United Picture Pro-

ments

of

Later on announceDoraldina’s share in

'

**.

reports that he has
closed territorial rights on “Fickle
Women” with the Southern States
Film Company for the entire
South, as well as New York and
Northern New Jersey, with the
First
National, together with
Inc.,

Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey with Metro Film
Corporation, and expects to close
out the entire territory within
four weeks.

Sameth
J.

Now

on Sales Tour

Joseph Sameth,

of the

For-

ward Film Distributors, Inc.,
now releasing “Youth’s Desire,”
left
Sunday night for Boston,
the starting point of a tour of
the United States.
He does not expect to spend
.

more than one day

in

any

city,

as

his

been
coast,

second release has just
completed on the Pacific
and is waiting his arrival

there for his acceptance.

Five Features for

Aywon

Five special productions soon
to be put on the state rights
market by Nathan Hirsh, president of the Ayon Film Corporation, are being put in shape for
presentation.
It is said that these
features will offer a line
tion picture attractions of
high order. Each picture
tirely different from the

special
of mo-

a very
is enother,

New

increasing demand for
short subject releases has caused
the moving forward of the first
release date for Royal Comedy
series to July 15, announces Reelcraft Pictures Corporation.
The first release of the new
series is a two-reel production
titled “Buggins,” with Leon Errol as the featured player. “Buggins” is said to embody all the
best laughs of Errol’s world famous vaudeville act, as well as
countless other opportunities for
the display of his reeling, goodnatured “souse” characterization.
Each Royal Comedy release
will be in two reels and released
every other week by the Reel-

and

allied

Independent Ex-

changes. It is the intention of
Reelcraft to have a star of prominence in each picture, surrounded
by a competent cast, good direction and a production that will
measure up to the required
standard of quality already established for this series.
Reelcraft’s second new series,
designated as the Romances of
Youth, in which Matty Roubert,
the twelve year old "leading
man” is to be featured, will be
ready for release on September 1.

National Reissue Ready.
The National Film Corporation
announces that the prints of
“Captivating

Mary

the five-reel
revival from

Norma Talmadge

name

covering drama, thrilling action,

same

laughter, tears and pathos.
Mr. Hirsh will make available
a complete line of publicity and
advertising
accessories,
press
books, electros, novelties, advertisements and paper.

Harrison, are

the

Carstairs,”

book

of

the

Henry

Sydnor

now being

distrib-

by

uted.

press sheets, lobby
Posters,
displays and accessories, made
up for this reissue, are also
available.

Gals
Pines and the Hemlocks” Have Nothing on the “Whispering Maids and the Beach
made
at Miami, Fla.
comedies,
Seal
Gold
Gramlich’s
Char
les
in
one
of
caper
Beauties
Joy
the
Charlie Joy and

The Murmuring

Subjects

The

craft

ductions.

D. N. Schwab Productions Announce
Fickle Women Is Selling Rapidly
Jerome Lewis, director of sales
for the D. N. Schwab Produc-

Names Release

Dates for

he reduced, edited, reassembled
and delivered the work that is

tions,

Woman Untamed” was

Reelcraft
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Reelcraft Announces Billy B. Van as Star
of Second Release of Royal Comedy Series

T

HE new

Royal Comedy Series
now being prepared for distribution

by

the

Reelcraft

Corporation will have
another star from the stage in
the person of Billy B. Van, the
well-known comedian.
Van has a national reputation
in nearly every form of amusement, musical comedy, burlesque,
vaudeville, melodrama and min-

Pictures

strels.

In the legitimate theatres of
the United States he is remembered for his work in such productions as Klaw & Erlanger s
“Little Nemo,’’ in “Have a Heart"
and other musical comedy sucIn the days of the old
cesses.
Stair & Havlin circuit of theatres he was famous for his “Patsy Bolivar’’ character, in which
he appeared for several seasons.
The vaudeville theatres have
also seen much of Van and will
remember his sketch of “Props.”

William Ryan, Jack Rawlings
and several bathing girls. Leland
Coutant is cameraman, and Mr.
Gramlich is writing and directing
productions.

all

Lively Bidding for Jans
Film, “Madonnas and Men”
“Madonnas and Men,” the special feature production of Carey
Wilson’s and Edmund Goulding's
story of ancient and modern
times directed by B. A. Rolfe for
Jans Pictures, Inc., is the subject
of much lively bidding from state
rights buyers, and many offers
for bookings have been received

from owners

of circuit theatres,

according to a statement from
one of the Jans officials.
Several big theatres have

to book
indefinite runs.

sought

this feature for
definite plans

No

have been made as yet by Jans
Pictures, Inc., as to just how
placed on the market.
Jans Pictures, Inc., feel that “Madonnas
and Men” is a truly big feature
attraction and for that reason are
taking their time in making dis-

arrangements.

tribution

New “Hall Room” Titled
Jack and Harry Cohn announce
the next Hall Room comedy will
be entitled “The Misfortune Hunters.”

The two boys as “Misfortune
Hunters” take out accident insurance and then hunt trouble
whereby they may collect on the
policies.
Harry Williams directed this farce.
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Many

at

Jans Showings

screenings
of
“A
Woman's Business” and “Wings
of Pride” that have been held
lately in the projection room of
Jans Pictures, Inc., have been

largely attended by buyers from
all sections of the country.
Contracts for the remainder of the
territory still open on these two
pictures is being negotiated for
and it is expected that the entire United Sates will be closed
within a very short time. Both
pictures were produced under
the direction of B. A. Rolfe, of
the Jans organization.

contain

very

effects.

The pictures will serve

Griffith

fine

*

photographic

in their

work.

Appears

in

“Screen Snapshots”
Jack Cohn, who with Louis
Lewyn produces “Screen Snap-

announces that the
four reel travesty on “Dr. Jeltyll
and Mr. Hyde” is now complete
and he is now working on another travesty of a well-known
poration,

iiiiiinniiiiiiiiuiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiKimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiluiii

sales

comedies, which include several
Ben* Turpin reissues, forty-seven
per cent, of the territory had
been sold, and it is expected that
the remainder will be closed out
within another two weeks.

promise

Charles Gramlich, manager and
director of the Gold Seal Cor-

together with
William Renfroe, Fatty Karr,
Thomas Finlay, Korine Gordon,

general

to introduce several comparatively new artists to the screen, who
are said to be showing great*

Gold Seal Now Making
Second Film Travesty

woman,

Stimson,

Photo Products Export Company announces the scenes of the
Copperhead series of dramas are
laid in the picturesque mountain
districts of North Carolina, and

ing distributed by Reelcraft.

leading

A.

“Copperheads” in Demand

featured are expected to prove a
big asset to this new series be-

The
follow, one each month.
cast includes Blanche Wilcox as

C.

Private

Of late Van has appeared with
James J. Corbett, both in musical
comedy and vaudeville. With his
experience in comedy roles the
coming pictures in which he is

screen production. Negatives of
the Jekyll-Hyde travesty titled
“When Quackel Did Hyde” are in
the hands of Aywon Film Corporation, who are in charge of
the distribution.
The Gold Seal company have a
studio and plant in Miami, and
are also making fifteen two-reel
comedies for Aywon, featuring
Charlie Joy, seven of which are
ready for release; eight others to

“Vogues” Selling Rapidly
manager of the American Film
Company, reports that within
two weeks after the announcement of state righting the Vogue

—

Edward Hemmer Summons His Clan for a Conf Picture.
The president of Hemmer Superior Productions is-seen in the center,
with Elmer J. McGovern, W. H. Tuers, Clayton Davis,
Jack Sweeney and “Bill” Holland (in car).
iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

H. G. Till Enters Independent Market
Establishes

Exchange

Another addition to the ranks
exchange men is
H. G. Till, who has just opened
an exchange in New Orleans. For
the past few days he has been in
of independent

New York securing productions
for his territory, and has closed
for the following: Series of two-

Ostriche comedies
from Arrow Film Corporation;
Keystone singe reel comedies
from Majestic Pictures, Inc., together with rights to “Up in
Mary’s Attic,” the Fine Arts Pictures feature comedy for Louisi-

reel

Muriel

ana and Mississippi.
Mr. Till, whose present address

Carrolton avenue. New
is 2017
Orleans, was for two and a half

New

in

years

manager

tures in

known

New

Orleans

for

Select

Orleans and

Pic-

well
to exhibitors in the Gulf

and contiguous

is

states.

Ehrgott on Sales Tour

shots," reports the big producing
organizations are lending a helping hand to help make this reel
a success.
D. W. Griffith is reported to be
the latest producer to co-operate
with “Screen Snapshots,’’ and
scenes of the filming of “Way
Down East,” with Griffith directing,

were secured.

This will be a feature of Issue
No. 4 of Screen Snapshots which
Lillian
will shortly be released.
Gish, Barthelmess, Harron and
all the other Griffith stars will
appear in succeeding issues* of
Snapshots, it is said.
iiuimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiia

special
Ehrgott,
Mr. A. L.
representative of the C. B. Price
Co., Inc., returned recently from
a trip to Washington, D. C.,
where he sold to Variety Pictures
Corporation the territorial rights
for that district on the series of
fifteen single-reel Indian dramas
Darkfeather.
Mona
starring
Practically the entire country
pictures.
these
has been sold on

\emaining Muriel Ostriche Comedies
Pacific Coast
on the
Will Be Filmed
_
a daughter,
/inuo-Vitor "Rcirharfl
„£
Barbara.
.

.

rhe remainder of the series of
iriel Ostriche comedies will be
oduced on the West Coast, ac•ding to an
3

Arrow

by Reelcraft.

announcement from
offices

Sabin,

this

„
i; 441
little
andj i,her
Barbara Sabin has been given a
role in each of the comedies produced to date.

week,

who

Los Angeles on August 1.
Three of the Ostriche comedies
ve been produced in the East.
Ley are: “Betty Sets the Pace,”
etty’s Green Eyed Monster” and
leet Betty’s Husband.”
The Ostriche comedies have
en sold in practically every imbeen
and
territory
rtant
oked by leading theatres. Argo
will
d Gillstrom, director,
the Ostriche
***>-*»
tiaot with
the
Liie Coast
Una nv as will Garnette Sabin
r

Billy B. Van
Star in Royal Comedies, released

,

is producthe comedies, expects to leave

.rnette
r

,

New

Series

Announced

the Photo
Company, 220
West 42d street, New York City,
are increasing from day to day
and additions constantly being
made to its list of releases. Besides the revivals already mentioned, including the Copperhead

The

activities

of

Export

Products

series of dramas, the Taliaferro
production, there is also a new
comedy series called the Billy

Ruge

.

series.

Georgia Hopkins
with
peaches
Everything’s
Georgia in her Arrow comedy,
"Bachelor Apartments.”
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Announces Sales for
“Up in Mary’s Attic”
L. L. Hiller announces the sale
of the following territory on the
feature comedy, "Up in Mary’s
Attic,” being distributed by Fine
Arts Pictures, Inc.: Upper
York state to the Robbins Film

New

Company, Utica; North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Alabama and Tennessee to E. &
H. Distributing Company, Atlanta; Washington, Oregon, Idaho

and Montana to Interstate Film
Company, Portland; Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas to T. O. TutDallas.

tle,

The

Midland

Film

Company,

Minneapolis, have secured rights
North Dakota,
for Minnesota,

Dakota

and

Wisconsin;
Willis Kent, of Quality Pictures,
Denver, for Colorada, Wyoming,
Utah and New Mexico; Royal PicSouth

tures

Company, Philadelphia, for

Eastern Pennsylvania, and

T.

G.

New

Orleans, for Mississippi
and Louisiana.
Till,

W.

B.

Williams Completes

Final Northwood Drama
W. B. Williams, general manager of the Edgar Jones Productions, Inc., was in New York last
week at which time he delivered
to the offices of the Arrow Film
Corporation the last two of his
series of Northwood Dramas. “A
Knight of the Pines,” and “A Man
of Brawn.” Edgar Jones and Ed-

•na Mae Spurl are co-starred in
these two pictures.
Mr. Williams plans to build a
new laboratory for the Maine
studies and his New York trip
included the purchase of supplies.
He has a new series of short feature productions under way as
well as a big production written

by

Holman Day.

Stores Requesting
Fine Arts Enlargements
Many requests have been re-

ceived by Fine Arts Pictures, Inc.,
for the
hand-colored enlargements for window display purposes which are being used in a
tie-up with a bathing suit manufacturer in exploiting “Up in
Mary’s Attic,” and from' New
York City alone, it is announced
that eighteen such requests from
prominent stores have been received.

I

Joe Brandt and Ben Wilson Will Make
Serial for Arrow Starring Jack Hoxie
Joe Brandt, who recently resigned as director general of the
National Film Corporation, announces his first independent
contract.
In co-operation with
Ben Wilson he is to produce a
fifteen episode fast action serial
for the Arrow Film Corporation.
The serial will be made at the
Berwila Film studios at Hollywood and will star Jack Hoxie,
who played the stellar role in
“Lightning Bryce,” a serial written by Brandt and now being
marketed by Arrow.
"Thunderbolt Jack” has been
chosen as the temporary title of
the chapter picture.

“I am pleased to announce,”
says Brandt, "that as soon as I
reached New York I was flooded

with propositions.

The making

of ‘Thunderbolt Jack’ is the first

step on my new schedule. Acting
independently, with a free rein,
1
am going to surprise the in-

dustry with something different

Ben

Fitzer,

well-known among

“My plans

for the formation
an independent film sales company are progressing rapidly, and
by the time I reach California
I may be able to announce some-

thing definite along this line.”
Brandt and Wilson will leave
for the Coast very shortly.

was

for four years
the Universal exchange in Syracuse. He has already contracted for several features for his territory.
Among
them was one from the Arrow

and planning

titled

to

open

offices

in

The interest shown

Mr. Fitzer

manager

of

“The Golden Trail.”

The

picture is now nearing completion and will be ready for screening to independent buyers in its
complete state about August 1.

and

W. Salley and Roughton Organize
Independent Exchange in Atlanta

A new state rights unit has been
installed in the South, with home
office at Atlanta, to serve the six
Southern states. Frank W. Salley, formerly general sales manager of Consolidated Film and
Company,

Atlanta, and
D. Tweggs Roughton, a wellknown business man, have organized under the firm name of
Frank W. Salley & Company, and
their first production is Robert

McLaughlin’s, “The House Without Children,” secured through
Robert W. Priest. Big features
will be distributed by the new
firm.

the White Man Came” as
September 1.
This picture, in
which no white man appears, is
said to be one of the most novel

all-Indian production titled “Be-

correct

is

in

its

French

Announces Sales
on McLaughlin Feature

Priest

Robert W. Priest, president of
The Film Market, Inc., reports
the following sales of Robert
McLaughlin’s production, “The
House Without Children”: Ell-

man &

Salkin, 207 South

Wabash

avenue, Chicago, for Illinois; Sidney B. Lust, president Super

Mather

Feature

Attractions,
Building, Washington, for Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia and North Carolina; Masterpiece Film Attractions, Sloan Building, Cleveland,
for Kentucky,

Bradley Features Buys
Rights to Dazey Story

A

contract has been signed by

The Bradley Features Company,
Inc., and Charles T. Dazey, auof

“In
Old
Kentucky,”
R. Bradley, di-rector general of the company,,
will produce for the screen Mr,
Dazey’s latest composition, “The

whereby Samuel

Women Men

Love.”

fore

pictures
screen.

ever

made

for

the

Chadwick Reports Sales
on the Briggs Comedies
Chadwick Pictures Corporation
reports

The Arrow

office

is

preparing

special publicity and advertising
for the picture and will lay out
special
exploitation
campaigns
for the aid of exhibitors.
All of the scenes of the production were made on the Crow

reservation in Montana.

Many Attend
of

All-Indian Film Ready
The Arrow offices have announced the release date of the

said to

atmosphere. The picture is an
adaptation of a celebrated play
by Henri Bernstein, known as
“La Rafale” (The Raffle).

thor

F.

is

be due not only to Miss Ward’s
popularity, but to the fact that
the picture was taken in Paris

of

the exchange men and exhibitors
in the vicinity of Syracuse, New
York, called at the Arrow office
recently and announced that he
is entering the independent field

Syracuse, Buffalo and Albany,
New York. He has not as yet
selected a name for his organization but expects to do so soon.

Played and Paid,” starring Fanny
Ward, and showings for buyers
have been scheduled throughout
this week and next.

in the serial field.

Ben Fitzer Will Establish Exchanges
in Albany, Also Syracuse and Buffalo

Supply

Many

467

Screenings

Fanny Ward Feature

Many inquiries have been received by Joan Film Sales Company from buyers regarding the
company’s first offering “She

the sale of the Briggs
Comedies as follows: New York
State and northern New Jersey,
to Merit Film Corporation of New
York; eastern Pennsylvania and
southern New Jersey, to Consolidated Film Exchange of Philadelphia; western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, to Exhibitors Film
Company of Pittsburgh; Michigan,

Ohio and Kentucky, to Standard
Film Service of Cleveland; Illinois
and Indiana, to Celebrated Players Film Corporation of Chicago;
Maryland, Delaware, District of
Columbia and Virginia, to Merit
Film Corporation of Baltimore.

Going Through the Battle Like Babe Ruth Through American League Pitchers.
“The Revenge of Tarzan” has many spectacular moments. Numa presents it through Goldwyn.
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Non - theatrical News

Educational and

Conducted by Margaret

I.

|

MacDonald
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Urban Science Series Wins High Praise
and Contract for Reisenfeld Theatres

T HE

fact that Charles Urban, president of
the Kineto Company of America, on
Monday of last week received Dr. Reisenfeld’s acceptance of a contract for the
science series will not come as a surprise
to those who viewed the first remarkable
sample which was exhibited at the Rivoli
Theatre last week and which won the highest praise from all who saw it.
The first of the series, called “The Tragedy
of the Preying Mantis,” is not alone remarkable for its instructional qualities, but
has been photographed and assembled in a

way which conveys

a distinct impression of
the tragedy of insect life.
The preying
mantis, one of the most bloodthirsty of the
insect kind, waits and watches for the victim of his choice, creeps upon him at an unguarded moment and devours him if he can.
The picture in question gives a dramatic
presentation of one of the common occurrences of the insect world.
A mantis is
about to devour a spider who is busily engaged in preparing- a nice fly dinner suddenly meets his end through the skilful play
of a lizard’s tongue,

“Chemistry of

Com 111181100.”

“The Chemistry of Combustion” is another
remarkable number of the series which will
afford instructive entertainment for audiences at the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion
theatres.
This series marks an advance in
the presentation of educational subjects in
film, and Mr. Urban is to be congratulated
on his accomplishment in turning out such
an excellent group of pictures.
The interest taken by the Rivoli audience
in the subject that was shown proved that
the educational picture has a place in the
theatre that the public will respond to the
best grade of educational films.
The Science Series is the latest phase in
Mr. Urban’s development of the Urban Popular
Classics, which now comprise three
groups “Movie Chats,” published in single
reel lengths; the “Kineto Reviews,” also in
single reel- lengths, which are studies of all
the world’s capitals, and, thirdly, the Science

—

—

Series, each number of which averages about
300 feet in length. They will be so arranged
that the exhibitor can show them as an individual subject or, if he prefers, as a part
of the Movie Chats.

Has Interesting Subjects.
Mr. Urban has in his library of negatives
approximately 2,000,000 feet of educational
material gathered in his world-wide travels
of more than twenty years, and from this
library he is fashioning his wonderfully interesting subjects. There will be 1,000 reels
in the collection, which will be known as
“The Living Book of Knowledge.”
-^•t
the present time Mr. Urban is having
his business staff devote most of, their attention to the Movie Chats.
Distribution for
the Movie Chats has been arranged to include most of the world.
In Great Britain and Ireland, Butcher’s
Film Service. Ltd., reports great progress.

David

Howells is enthusiastic over the
agents report with the Movie
the many countries he controls, and
that includes all of Europe except the German-speaking countries and what has been
known as the Central Empires; also all of
.Asia, Africa, Australia, South America and
ether great film markets abroad not otherP.

success

Chats

his

in

wise mentioned.

In the

Whyte Handling \en York.
United States, Arthur G. Whyte has

been very successful

in

New York

State and

New Jersey on behalf of the Empire State Film Corporation.
In the Southern States, the Harcol Film Company, with
headquarters in New Orleans, report similarly, and so do the Celebrated Players Film
Corporation, Chicago, which controls Illinois and Indiana, and the Educational Film
Company of Ohio, Inc., which from its Cleveland headquarters controls Ohio, Michigan

Northern

and Kentucky.

Camilla Donworth Establishes
Industrial Theatre at Rialto

NEW

\

idea in the exhibition of high
industrial motion pictures has

class

been evolved by Camilla Donworth,
president of “Films-of-Business,” who has
entered into an arrangement with the Rialto
Theatre by which that place of amusement
will be turned into a temple of industry on

Tuesday and Thursday mornings from

10 to

On these days the theatre will be devoted to special programs of films dealing
12.

with Americanization, vocational work, science, industry, sales, ship, psychology, merchandising, etc.
Admission to these entertainments will be
free.
Tickets for the show will be distributed by the merchants and manufacturers
whose films are to be shown, or they may
be had at the door on application.. High
class music and well known singers will add
variety to the entertainment between the
films.

The

first

showing

of this

new venture was

held on Thursday, July 1, and the first program will consist of “The Making of Spaghetti, One of the 57 Varieties” shown by
H. J. Heinz; “The Manufacture of Ink, Carbon Paper, Typewriter Ribbons and Paste,”
displayed by the Stafford Ink Company; “The
Electric Heart,” a graphic display of a new
power issued by the Prest-O-Lite Company;
“A Mouthful of Wisdom,” a striking lesson
in dentology; “Clothes and the Girl,” a film
especially designed to appeal to the feminine mind; “Three Types of Men,” a study
in physiology, and a series of modern manufacturing films shown under the auspices of
the Y. M. C. A.
Several of these films have been made by

new

a wonderful

color process.

History of a Pearl
in

T HE

in

Is

Told

Goldwvn-Bray Pictograph
“Life
the

July

17,

History of the Pearl”

is

told

Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph for
and it is an amazingly inter-

esting story.

It is the leading feature of
Pictograph 7047, which also contains “A
Giant of Industry,” a steel crane 230 feet
high in the Philadelphia Navy Yard, and
Max Fleischer’s animated cartoon, “Out of
the
Inkwell,” in which Clown's younger
brother makes his appearance.
To most of us only two fa.cts are known
about pearls they come from the oyster and
may be seen in the windows of jewelry
stores.
There is a lot more than that to
the life history of a pearl. For instance, a
pearl is born of a hard, foreign substance
introduced into the shell of an oyster. The
mother-of-pearl substance which lines the

ton,” “seed,” “blister,” “baroque” and “virgin pearl,” and shows pearls before being
sorted and graded according to size, color
and quality. Three inches of pearls valued
at $225,000 are shown, and also a double
string of pearls the value of which is too
great for belief and hence is not given.
The “Giant of Industry” shown at work in
the second subject is 230 feet high, has a
reach of 190 feet and the lifting power of
4,000 men.

Some Things Worth Knowing
That a couple of valuable reports which
appeared in the June issue of the Bulletin
of the Affiliated Committees for Better Films
contain valuable information, which is as
follows:

The Bureau of Education of the Department of the Interior at Washington has prepared a pamphlet on educational institutions equipped with motion picture machines.
This is accurate to December, 1919.
Some
38,282 questionnaires were sent out and 10,351 replies were received. It was found that
This
have motion picture machines.
a considerable number and it is worth
careful consideration by those who desire
to supply instructional, semi-educational and
strictly educational films for curricula.
The Department of Recreation of the Russell Sage Foundation has also issued a -School
This is
Center Gazette for 1919 and 1920.
prepared by C. A. Perry. Some 667 school
centers listed are reported by 107 cities in
26 states, the District of Columbia and the
Territory of Alaska.
These 667 centers are
1,100
is

open from one evening to seven evenings
A considerable number report
per week.
that they have shown motion pictures, stereopticons and lectures.
Undoubtedly these
two reports contain motion picture facts
which overlap. It is encouraging, however,
to note the increasing hold motion pictures
have both on school children and neighborhood groups for both entertainment and instructional purposes.
*

*

their manipulations, their dealing being conducted in the actual commodity. One operator with a hatful of diamonds negotiates
with another bearing a hatful of pawn tickets. and after much argument, and the addition to or subtraction from one hat or the
other the deal is closed.
Other unusual pictures in this issue show
the manner in which educational authorities
are conducting a campaign to spread a better
knowledge of music among the masses. Into
the densely populated regions of the big
cities drives a wagon on which is a piano
and a large screen. Hundreds of children
gather round the wagon and the screen unfolds, disclosing the words of one of the
better type of songs. A man starts to play
the piano and the words of the song are
taken up by hundreds of child voices.

International Shows Earthquake
a real earthquake will do is shown

—

inside of the oyster’s shell builds around
the irritating body and a pearl is made. The
Japanese have exploited this activity by
placing tiny images of the Buddha inside
the shells of living oysters, leaving them
until they are covered w-ith pearl.
The Pictograph explains the terms “but-

*

That the Fox News No. 80 contains views
of New York’s East Side Jewelry Curb Market, in which the operators barter with a
zeal equal to the most rabid devotee of Wall
Street.
Stocks and bonds don't enter into

What

the International News Reel No. 39. released through Universal, in which scenes
depicting the shake-up that destroyed many
homes at Inglewood. Cal., are included. Pictures of the wreckage in the little city show
in an interesting way the actual pranks of
one of these remarkable convulsions of nain

ture.

America’s try-outs for the forthcoming
Olympic games, rowing match at New London,
and swimmers of New York giving an exhibition of diving at Manhattan Beach, N.
Y.,

are other subjects in this issue.
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Signs of An Immediate Adjustment of
Differences Between Musicians and Showmen

No

HE

week ending Saturday, July 10,
was marked by a complete dearth
of music in moving picture theatres,
with a few exceptions. The Randolph, Orpheum and Lyric theatres, in the “Loop”
and owned by Jones, Linick & Schaefer,

T

which use an organ each
continued

at all times,

scenic
this

have

last week.
Mr. Roos is on
to the Canadian Rockies and
his first stop at Banff. He will spend

trip.

—

E. C. Bostick Is Appointed

General Manager of Saxe

E

C.

BOSTICK, formerly manager

of

and

Strand theatres,
Milwaukee, stopped over in Chicago
Thursday, July 8, on his return trip from
Los Angeles, where he spent the last two
months on a pleasure trip with Mrs. Bosthe

Merrill

'*

and son. When the Merrill was acquired by the Ascher Brothers, May 1 last,
Mr. Bostick took advantage of the opportunity to take a much needed rest.
When seen here Mr. Bostick confirmed
the news that he had been appointed general manager of all the Saxe houses, a
position which has been filled for a long
time by Thomas Saxe, who finds that he
must henceforth devote his ent.ire time in

standard and that the leading producers
promise a lot of fine attractions for the
new season, beginning September 1.

The

members

the Central Park, owned
by Balaban & Katz, have had no accompanying music since the strike went in
effect, and the same policy has been followed by the big circuits of the Ascher
Brothers and Lubliner & Trinz. These and
all the larger and important houses in the
city are standing firmly with the Allied.

attending to his general business interests.
Mr. Bostick will assume general charge
of all the Saxe theatres on August 1.
He reported a splendid time in Los Angeles.
He visited every picture theatre
and studio in the city and met nearly all
the stars of the leading producing companies.
Business at the theatres and studios is booming, and he declares that the
present crop of productions is of a high

Feature Act Supplied Music.
week ending Saturday, July 10, arranged with Charles Dillingham, of New York, for a week’s engagement of the Six Brown Brothers,
saxaphonists.
This big specialty feature
served admirably to preserve the musical
atmosphere of the house. Balaban & Katz
Riviera, for the

Capitol, Davenport,

Opens

in October; Cost $1,750,000

BLANCHARD,

Davenport, la.,
week. His new
•
will be opened
Friday, October 15.
The Capitol and the
office building in which it is located represent an investment of $1,750,000, Mr.
Blanchard states.
The theatre, which will seat 2,500 persons, has been constructed under the supervision of C. W. and George L. Rapp,
well-known Chicago architects.
A large symphony orchestra and a pipe
organ costing $60,000 will furnish the music.
Mr. Blanchard promises the best pictures
on the market for his patrons.
H.

J

of
visited the city last
theatre, the Capitol,

Andy Gump

tick

The Riviera and

The

at
his
will

months in the Canadian mountain
Roos stopped over in Chicago
certain new equipment from
the Bass Camera Company for use on his

started, and
per cent, increase.

as

call

three

accompaniment since

accompaniment

pleasant

a

wilds.
Mr.
to purchase

strike

their organ
of the Aljied.

made

office

way
make

the
pay, of course, the 50
The Alcazar, Rose and
the Boston Moir houses in the Loop
have also given the regular music under
compulsion, as stated in my telegraphic
dispatch of Tuesday, July 6.
The Playhouse and Barbee’s Loop theatre, which regularly employ large orchestras, had no music and stand firm with the
Allied Amusement Association.
The Castle, which uses only a piano
and organ,
has made no change and pays the union
rate.
The Casino and Pastime, also in the
Loop, have had no music, discontinuing
this

pictures,
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T

Raises Smiles

at Big Elks Convention
HE week of Monday, July 5, was
Elks convention week in Chicago,
with 200,000 members of the organi-

zation in attendance from every state in
the Union.
Fully as many more visitors
were in the city to see the sights and the
magnificent wild west shows provided for
the week’s entertainment in Grant Park.
The great parade on Michigan avenue
Wednesday evening, July 14, with 75,000
of the younger members of visiting Elks
in
line
and innumerable floats in the
marching column, offered a 'panoramic display that surpassed in splendor and novelty any similar event of the great World’s
Fair in 1893.
The week offered splendid chances for
live advertising stunts, but no one in the

intend to continue this policy of securing

prominent musical specialties until peace
with the musicians’ union is established.
It was learned on reliable authority Saturday, July 10, that nineteen managers of
small theatres in the city had signed agreements with the Chicago Federation of Musicians for the '50 per cent, increase. It is
understood that none of these managers
is
a member of the Allied Amusements
Association.
It was also learned on that
date that the owner of a circuit of five
picture-theatres had signed with the musicians' union for the 50 per cent, increase.
It is understood that this theatre owner
is not a member of the Allied Amusements
Association,
which
is
standing
firmly
against the proposed increase.
During the week of July 5 daily separate
meetings were held by the Allied and the
Federation, but no joint meetings.
Each
organization maintains an uncompromising
attitude and there is no indication of an

immediate adjustment of their differences.
The movie lovers of Chicago are taking
things good-naturedly and, while impatient
kicks are being made by a few, the great
mass is treating the lack of music lightheartedly.

How

long will

Roos Off

it

cameraman

,

last?

to Rockies

Charlie Bass, of the Bass Camera Company, this city, accompanied by Len H.

Roos,

’

for

Outing

Chester

Why Do You Look So Bored, My Ladies?”
“Oh, Deah
Asks pretty Wanda Hawley. “See you not this wax flower and the wax ducks?”
A fantastic scene from “Miss Hobbs,” made by Realart.
!
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film business in Chicago, as far as the writer
is informed, took advantage of it, with the
exception of J. L. Friedman, president of
Celebrated Players, and M. J. Mintz, man-

ager of territorial rights for that organiThese live wires got out a neat
zation.
tag card in colors, one side of which bore
the question, “Who was the first Elk?”
On the other side was a picture of Andy
Gump, in colors, with the answer: “I, Andy
Gump. Look me over in the movies.”
The twenty pretty girls employed by
Mr. Mintz to tag visiting Elks during the
a busy task, for everyone wanted
a tag (contrary to the usual custom) and
every Elk insisted on having the tag placed
on his lapel by the smiling maiden who

week had

accosted him.

But the tags were by no means confined
The question and the answer appealed so risibly to everyone on
the crowded thoroughfares that the tag-

to visiting Elks.

ging became general.
Mr. Mintz also included in the joke every
automobile in the Loop, whenever possible, by pasting a large printed sticker
on the windshield. This sticker bore the
question, “Who was the first Elk?” in
large type, and below this (in small type)
the answer “Andy Gump. See me at the
:

finest

sin’s

He

retreats.

fishing

turn Thursday, July

will

re-

15.

Exchanges Win Injunction
Against New Fire Ordinance
N Tuesday, June 22, a request for the

O

revocation of the licenses of thirtysix film exchanges in the city was

made on Mayor Thompson by Second Assistant

Fire

Marshal John

He charged

C.

McDonnell.

request that the film
exchanges violated the ordinance which
requires all exchanges to be housed in
fireproof buildings in the “Loop” district.
On Tuesday, July 8, a temporary injuncexchangemen by
tion was granted the
Judge Foell, which restrains the city from
enforcing the new fire ordinance.
The
exchangemen declared that the section of
the new ordinance which requires the remodeling of occupied buildings where films
are stored to fireproof construction would
cost them millions of dollars, and they
asked for time to construct a building in
which all the film exchanges may be housed
or to erect separate buildings.
Quite a number of film companies are
now erecting their own buildings, among
them being Robertson-Cole, Fox Film Corhis

in

July 24, 1920
poration, Pathe, Vitagraph, etc., as it now
appears pretty certain that the erection
of a film building at North Clark and West
Kinzie streets, which has been under consideration for many months past, will not
materialize.

Big Bookings for “Buggins”
Chicago Manager Harthill of the Reelcraft Pictures Corporation states that the
two-reel comedy “Buggins,” which features
Leon Errol and which will be released
shortly, is meeting with big booking success in Chicago territory and in Wisconsin.
Mr. Harthill believes that, in addition

work in “Buggins,” his great
popularity on the stage as a mirth-raiser,
for which he is widely known, has aided
greatly in the bookings.

to Errol’s fine

Pathe’s Office Will

Manager Aschmann

of

Move

Pathe’s Chicago

states that Pathe’s new exchange,
418 to 420 South Wabash avenue, a onestory building that is being remodeled,
with fireproof vaults for the storage of
films, will be ready for occupancy about
office

1.
The office in the Consumers’
Building will be retained until the day of
removal.

August

movies.”

Bradford Is Made Manager
in Minneapolis for “Big Six’'
alph e. Bradford, who has been

R

Chicago manager of Paramount for
the past six months, has resigned to
accept the position of Minneapolis manMr.
ager of Associated Producers, Inc.
Bradford left for Minneapolis Saturday,
July 10, and will at once set about establishing an office for the “Big Six.”
Mr. Bradford is popular with exhibitors
and has a large following in Chicago and
in every city where he has served as an
exchange manager. He has the best wishes
of a host of friends
his

new

here for success

in

field.

Shirley on Fishing Trip
A. Shirley, division manager for Metro
in the Middle West, is spending his midsummer vacation with Mrs. Shirley at
S.

Grand View, Wis.

This

is

one of Wiscon-

William Fox Decides on Press Book for
“Skirts, ” His Sunshine Comedy Special

B

ECAUSE

of the magnitude and lavishness of “Skirts,” the multiple reel Fox

Comedy

Sunshine

Fox has decided

Special',

William

publish an elaborate
press book to aid exhibitors in its exploitation. This is a new departure in the Sunshine Comedy branch of the organization.
“Skirts” is the first Sunshine Comedy
Special to be produced by Fox Film Corporation, and the advertising and publicity

to

departments

fort to
picture.

make

have concentrated

ef-

book worthy of the
William Fox, during the past few
a press

seasons, has received scores of unsolicited
commendations from theatre men on the
press sheet material accompanying Fox
films,

and

it

is

his

purpose

in

supplying

the exhibitor with this Sunshine book, to
adhere strictly to the quality of material
which has found such favor.
The book, of sixteen pages and cover,

therefore
will
carry
interesting
lead
stories, short items and intimate personal
articles that editors are willing to print.
It will contain various novel advertising
and exploitation suggestions that will fit
the purse of the smaller showmen as well
as the largest, and these have been arranged in a way which will enable any
exhibitor to comprehend the scheme at a
glance, without waste of time.
The book, now in the hands of the art
department, will show in colors scores of
beautifully
costumed women, including
principals of the cast, as well as many
scenes from the action of the picture.
There will be portraits and groups of the
Singer Midgets and their animal troupe and
numerous scenes from the circus episode
in the film.
The usual assortment of cuts of various
sizes and in new designs, for use in newspapers for story illustration or ad. copy,
will be found in the book, and a wide variety of accessories, bally-hoo novelties and
suggestions for lobby display and house
decoration help to make this publication
complete in every detail.

William Fox also is arranging to distribute for “Skirts” an alluring line of paper, in striking colors and patterned after
the best style of musical comedy billing.
Every inch of the paper is aimed at 100
per cent, effectiveness, and should attract
a deal of attention from the trade as well
as from the public.

Borzage Off to Los Angeles
Frank Borzage, director of Cosmopolitan
Productions’ “Humoresque,” left on Saturday July 10 for Los Angeles, where he
will begin work shortly on his second Cosmopolitan Production, “The Love Piker,”
which, like “Humoresque,” originally appeared in Cosmopolitan Magazine. Marion
Davies, who is now finishing work on
“Buried Treasure” in Los Angeles, will be
the star of the next Borzage picture.

A
Latest Photographs of Margery Wilson and Charles Meredith.
They are appearing in “That Something,” a production that has been dedicated
the Rotary Clubs of the world and distributed by Irving Lesser.

to

Laskv Sails for
cable received at the

Home
home

offices of

the Famous
Players-Laskv Corporation
stated that Jesse L. Laskv sailed from
Southampton, Thursday, July 8, on the
White Star SS. Celtic and will arrive in
New York July 17.
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Universal Employes Fete Carl Laemmle;
“U” Girls Club's Surprise Successful
ARL LAEMMLE,

president of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company, and Abe Stern, its treasurer,
were the guests of honor at a surprise
dinner and dance held in the grand ballroom of the Hotel Biltmore, New York
City, on July 7, the eve of their departure
for Europe. The banquet and the reception
which followed were arranged by the “U”
organization of young
Girls’
Club, an
women employed in the Universal home

C

office.

.

Several hundred friends and admirers of
the film magnatd were present to wish him
“bon voyage.” There were speeches galore,
marshaled by E. H. Goldstein as toastmasMr. Laemmle was assured of the conter.
tinued good will of every employe and the
continuance of efficiency in the Universal
organization during his three months’ tour
in

rane and H. M. Berman. At the guest table
with Mr. Laemmle were his children, Miss
Rosabelle and Julius; Mr. and Mrs. Abe
Stern, Julius Stern, Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
Cochrane, Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Cochrane,
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Berman, E. H. Goldstein and Mrs. Goldstein, his mother; S.
Hartman, Miss Hoffman, I. Landauer, Milton Einstein and Louis Laemmle, brother
of Carl Laemmle.
One of the features of the evening

was a
Brown-

Universal song written by John C.
ell, Universal scenario chief, and Edward
Moffat, advertising manager, and sung by

;

Stanchfield & Levy; A. Schnitzer, of the
Equity Pictures Corporation, and George
Blaisdell, of the Moving Picture World.

Those

Among

at

Guest Table.

the Universal officials who felicileader upon his approaching
voyage were R. H. Cochrane, P. D. Cochtated

their

Who—
— has

the best advertising and Exploitation section among the trade papers?
Exhibitors and advertising men agree
Epes Winthrop Sargent’s department in

—

|
1
1
g
1

MOVING PICTURE WORLD.
“The Trade Paper of Features”

In

mu

mu

mi

Miss Olga Hadel, secretary of the
club.

It

was dedicated

to

the

girls’

departing

officials.

The dancing which followed the dinner
was enlivened by several contests. Cash
prizes were offered.
Ethel Black of the
Universal purchasing department won the
principal prize as the most graceful dancer.

and Much of It Is Plan of
Educational and New Drive Is Opened

Publicity

Europe.

Surprised Mr. Laemmle.
The dinner was a complete surprise to
He was led to susthe Universal chief.
pect that R. H. Cochrane, vice-president
of Universal, had arranged a small dinner party for him. When he was led into
the crowded ballroom and greeted by loud
cheers, he almost lost his nerve.
The dinner was acclaimed as the most
enjoyable Universal function ever held.
Mr. Laemmle was loud in his praises when
he learned that the entire affair had been
initiated and arranged by the small group
of girls comprising the “U” Girls Club,
headed by Florence Wallach, secretary to
the treasurer of Universal.
Many persons not directly connected
with Universal, but who at one time or another have been
associated with
Mr.
Laemmle or with Universal activities, were
present to bid farewell to the departing
film men.
Several of them spoke, among
whom were I. N. Landauer, a prominent
Chicago business man and an old schoolmate of the Universal chief Hy Mayer, the
cartoonist; S. Hartman, of the law firm,

1
1
1
1
1
|

U

NUSUAL

arrangements for according

exhibitor publicity, both direct,
through the exchanges and in newspapers, have been made by Educational
Films Corporation during the past week.
the

Although Educational is handling no release longer than two reels, with the exception of the serial, “The Mystery Mind,”
every effort

is

“Torchy” stories in the popular editions, for
an extensive bookstore co-operation on new
Since there will be a Torchy Comedy every month the bookseller is offered
much more reason for co-operation than
has been afforded with a single picture,
because he has a recurring demand for the
volumes month after month.
lines.

being made to afford the

measure of co-operation.
During the past week Pat Dowling, director of publicity for the Christie Film
Company, has been in consultation with the
advertising and publicity department of
Educational, and some special exploitation
plans have been worked out that are ex-

Publicity to

fullest

pected to result in bringing many window
displays in every city and town where the
Christie Comedies are shown.
“Film Follies,”

the

attractive

Christie

publication,

be distributed hereafter through Educational exchanges.
Ed Rosenbaum, Jr., who has a long and
successful record in the legitimate and motion pictures, has taken charge of the publicity work for C. L. Chester, Inc., and is
preparing much matter on the Chester
Comedies, Chester Outings and Screenics.
Similarly, during the past fortnight, A.
Daniel Bell has taken over the publicity
will

work

at the Los Angeles studios for Mermaid Comedies. These include the Jack
White and Lloyd Hamilton productions.
Arrangements have been made with

Grosset

&

Dunlap,

publishers

of

the

Be Centralized.

Exploitation will begin very shortly on
“The Mystery Mind,” the Arthur B. Reeve

and John W. Grey serial produced by Supreme Pictures, Inc. This includes publication of the story by Mr. Reeve, author
of the “Craig Kennedy” stories, in the Detective Story Magazine, its appearance in
book form and illustrated with scenes from
the serial, by Grosset & Dunlap, and news-

paper syndication

later.

All advertising and publicity will be handled through Education’s own staff, but
this co-operation of the various producing
units is expected to insure a complete covering of the field and to enable co-operation
to a degree that is new to this particular
field.

A

great portion of this matter

is

being

combined into the press book. A four-page
book containing stories for the newspapers,
ads and reproductions of the various aids is
being issued on all comedies, and a more
elaborate one is in preparation for “The
Mystery Mind.”

“Bon Voyage” to Carl Laemmle and Abe Stern as They Sail for Europe.
Universal “swung” a nifty dinner and dance for these two Big-U executives just before they grabbed the gangplank of the Olympic.
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Special Pictures Contracts with Dawn to
Release Animated Mud Cartoon Reel Weekly
AtaHE

Special Pictures Corporation and
Films, Inc., have concluded a
deal whereby Special Pictures will

Dawn

add a reel of animated mud cartoons
weekly release.

to its

Jack Dawn, formerly associated with
Century comedies in a directorial capacity,
heads the new organization as president.
Harry Coles is treasurer and Harry Mahon
the business manager.

The company was recently granted incorporation priv ileges in Los Angeles and will
immediately begin to fill the contract
signed with Special Pictures.
Under the new process specially prepared clay will be modeled into a 700-foot
subject each week to be distributed as the
third release weekly of Special Pictures,
which organization expects soon to announce

a fourth.

Actual scenarios by well known writers
will be prepared for the animated cartoons,
and a complete story will be told, with the
mud characters resembling actual human

He was one 6f the leading directors
for the Biograph Company when it first
started and until his health compelled him
to give up work, he was studio manager
for Mack Sennett in Los Angeles.
field.

He

is

survived by his widow, Ida Cavan-

nah O’Sullivan.

Shipmans Arrive July 15
Among the arrivals on the Lapland
Thursday, July 15, were Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Shipman, who are returning to America for the first time in four years after the
successful exploitation of musical stars and
feature pictures throughout Australia, New
Zealand and the Eastern Orient.

While here Frederic Shipman will nefor a number of feature pictures
and will discuss with David P. Howells

gotiate

certain phases of co-operation through the
Eastern Orient and parts of Europe and
Asia.
They will be the guests of their
brother, Ernest Shipman, at his Long Isl-

beings.

and home, while

Dawn, who will do the modeling himself, was a well known sculptor before entering the film world, and was connected

Head

with the Cincinnati Art Institute in a
prominent capacity before coming to California.
Two subjects have already been
completed and will be released at an early
date.

They were given

try-out recently at
Miller’s Theatre in Los Angeles, and were
given such an enthusiastic reception that
the contract with Special Pictures was
signed within a few minutes after President Louis W. Thompson and Sales Manager H. J. Roberts viewed the manner in
which they were accepted by audiences.
The first two subjects are “Adam and
a

and “Evolution of Animal Life,” showing how different varieties of animals were
created at the time Noah took them into
the ark.
Eve’’

Tony O'Sullivan Dies
The many
will

be

friends

grieved to

of

Tony

learn

that

O'Sullivan
he passed

away suddenly on Sunday, July
residence, 1271

Morris avenue,

4,

at

his

New York

City.

For many years Tony was connected with
the “legitimate” stage, but of recent years
he has been active in the motion picture

H

Dawn
Dawn Films,

Jack
President of

in this city.

of Clermont Corporation Sees
Prosperity Ahead for the Industry

annibal

clermont,

president

growing demand for educational pictures

Clermont Photoplays Corporawho is financing the Lloyd

and predicts that great theatres will be
built to cater to this demand, theatres that

Carleton Productions, has just returned to
Los Angeles from an extended trip to New
York, Washington and other points in the

will show short subjects exclusively, educational reels, travel films, cartoons, novelties, etc., a return to the old time movies

east.

short
but the old-time movies made
according to modern means and presented
with all of the down to the minute methods

of the
tion,

n.

in

Clermont brings some interesting
news and views gleaned from his observations, while away.
“The government has been slow in compiling statistics on the motion picture business, but I have assurances that the cenMr.

sus

reports

when

made

finally

up,

will

open the eyes of the public in regard to
the growth and importance of the industry.
Motion pictures constitute the biggest cash business on earth to-day, as the
complete reports will show, and if the
business keeps on growing, and there is
no sign of a let-up any where along the
line,

admissions will run close to the

mark in 1921.”
Demand for Educational

bil-

lion dollar

Mr. Clermont says there

is

Pictures.
a great

and

of

;

projection, exploitation

t

and showman-

ship.

Another conclusion that was forced on
Mr. Clermont is that the chorus girl who
has heretofore occupied the position of
chief entertainer of the tired business man,
is being pushed from her pedestal and into
the discard by the movie bathing girl. He
says that the movie bathing girl has moved
over into the spot light because she is
much prettier, and in addition to being
easier to look at, she is cheaper to look at
and that one may look as often as one
likes and moreover, all of the tired busir
ness men in the country, in the small town
and big towns, as well, may be intrigued
by her antics simultaneously.

To Release

[

Inc.

Six Pictures.

After the completion of “Beyond the
Cross Roads,” an adaptation of a book by
Bradley King, the third Clermont feature
will be started, with George Weston’s Saturday Evening Post Story, “Hard Boiled
Magle,” as the vehicle. Six pictures, all directed by Lloyd Carleton will be the output of the Clermont organization this
year; but in 1921 production will be speeded
up and twelve features will be released.
Mr. Clermont says that he feels that he
should give credit for his success as a motion picture producer to the intensive training he received while in the adding machine business. He was connected with the
sales and efficiency departments of the Burroughs Adding Machine Company in Detroit for seven years before he entered
the picture business and he finds that being
an efficiency engineer is anything but a
handicap in managing and operating a mo-

p9p|

tion

picture

studio.

WHO?—

—

An

Can’t Beat This Combination Man o’ War, and a
example of the mud sculptoring that Jack Dawn is
are distributing his product.

Mud Horse
doing'.

to Boot.

Special Pictures

Why,

Week

in

Make

It

—

Winthrop
Sargent Every
Moving Picture World. He Helps
“The Trade Paper of Features.”

Epes
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Can Book Our Pictures on Credit
They Find Way to Guarantee Payment”

“Exhibitors
If

Hiram A brams Reply to A tta ck

N

I

a letter -addressed to
Griffith, Sydney S. Cohen,

David

Wark

president of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, launches an attack on the busi-

ness methods of Hiram Abrams, president
of the United Artists Corporation. He declares Mr. Abrams’ attitude toward exhibitors to be “hostile and arrogant,” and
adds that it “casts a distinct reflection” on
exe.ither the ability or willingness of
hibitors to live up to their contracts.

two-hour conference with Mr.
Abrams the other evening,” wrote Mr. Cohen, “for the purpose of modifying the
unfair treatment above alluded to. I suggested to him that the payment of 25 per
cent, on the signing of the contract and
the balance one week in advance of the
play date would be a more equitable arrangement than the one he is enforcing
now. He refused to discuss or entertain

had

“I

a

our proposition.”
A copy of the
Alfred D. Bell.

Big Alterations to Be Made
in Nicholas Power Building
N addition to his duties as treasurer of
the Nicholas Power Company, Alfred
D. Bell has been given full charge of
the company’s building, 90 Gold street, New
York, and finds himself a busy man. Extensive alterations are to be made in the
building, which is one of the largest in the
famous Old Swamp District. It is one of
the few buildings on Manhattan Island,
having an interior courtyard in which a
fleet of motor trucks can be loaded and unloaded.
The development of the domestic and foreign business of the Nicholas Power Company has necessitated increased shipping
facilities and in a few months alterations
will be completed which will relieve the
present congestion in the shipping department.
In addition’ to these changes the
manufacturing department will be considerably enlarged and several additions will
be made to the executive offices.

I

on Permanent
for His Next Production

Griffith Decides

Name

D

W. GRIFFITH’S

next United Artists’ picture has received a new name
* and now it is to be presented to the
public as “The Love Flower.” First it was
called “Black Beach,” the original name
under which the story by Paul Stock appeared in Collier’s Weekly. As it was to
have been Mr. Griffith’s third picture for
First National, that organization changed

“The Gamest Girl.”
Griffith rebought it, Just as he
did “Broken Blossoms” from Famous Play^
ers-Lasky, and it was decided to call it
“The Girl Who Dared.” As this name did
not seem to fit the gentle character of the
title to

its

Then Mr.

.

principal feminine character, the more aptitle of “The Love Flower” finally was decided on.
“D. W.” is not yet through spending
money on “The Love Flower.” He rebought it to develop one incident more
fully, and is taking a 'series of water scenes

propriate

I

showing Carol Dempster in a bathing suit
performing picturesque and novel feats. As
Miss Dempster first gained fame as a
dancer, her athletics serve
well for the nautical feats.

her unusually

‘The Love Flower” will be a United Artists

August release.

by Cohen

’

Is

ing Picture

He

letter furnished the MovWorld was shown Mr. Abrams.

tainly do not consider fair.
He speaks of
reflecting on the integrity of exhibitors it is utter foolishness to maintain that
credit can be extended promiscuously in
any business.

my

—

No Bad Checks

in

the

Industry?

instance of what we are
it takes at least three weeks to
clear a check from the West. If it turns
out to be a bad check and does Mr. Cohen pretend to believe there are no bad
checks in the fifth largest industry in the
United States? the picture can have been
played in the meantime and we would be
obliged to bring action to recover our

“Just one
up against:

little

—

—

money.
“So you

see, far from not discussing this
proposition with Mr. Cohen, I made him
a definite suggestion.
I believe I went further in my offer than he ever “dreamed I
would go. Let us see now if he is sincere
in his efforts to bring about better and
fairer business relationship both ways.”'

laughed.
Calls Attack “Ridiculous.”

met Mr. Cohen at the Hotel Astor and
we talked from 8 to 11 o’clock,” he said.
“He says I refused to discuss his proposition, so I suppose it must have taken him
He
three hours in which to outline it.
“I

himself admits a ‘two-hour conference.’ I
told him I am running a business organization and that it is impossible to run any
business without ample security for the
Hence I have
fulfillment of obligations.
required full payment for a picture at the
time of the signing of a contract. How far
in advance of his play dates an exhibitor
books his pictures is entirely up to him.
Therefore, the time of the advance payment
is in the exhibitor’s hands.
“Let me show you how ridiculous Mr.
Cohen’s attack is. He told me in the Astor that I would help him personally a great
deal if I would write him a letter for publication, saying that I would accede to his
request.
When I declined, he asked me
why I wouldn’t insist on certified checks or
money orders a few days in advance of
play dates. To this I replied that if for
any reason the money order or certified
check failed to arrive I would be obliged
to withhold the film from the exhibitor
and consequently leave him with a dark
house.
In all the years I have been in
the business, I have never left an exhibitor

without his show and I wouldn’t operate
under any system that made such practices
possible.

Theatre Wedding Mocks Film
Entitled “Don’t Ever Marry”

A

REAL

wedding actually took place in
the Allen Theatre, Toronto, on June
30, before a crowd that filled the
house to capacity, this being the unusual
feature that was conducted during the
presentation of Marshall Neilan’s production, “Don’t Ever Marry,” during the week
of June 28.
All details of the ceremony
were carried out and the complete religious
service was conducted by Rev. Paul Charbonneau, a Toronto clergyman.

The happy couple were Emma May
Barnes and Benjamin Strudwick. Mr. and
Mrs Strudwick were selected from a list
of twenty applications for the wedding
which had been received by the theatre
management in answer to an advertisement, and the young couple were presented with a free wedding license, a handsome present consisting

of a set of dinner

and the- services of the presiding
clergyman by Messrs. Jule and J. J. Allen.
The selection of Mr. Strudwick was a
happy one in that he is a returned Canadian
soldier, having served for three years in
dishes

The bridal procession to the thewas accompanied by the playthe wedding march on the fine Allen

France.

atrical altar

ing of

Theatre concert organ, and the patrons of
the theatre applauded vigorously as the
principals reached the floral bower where
the ceremony was performed.

Mr. Abrams’ Offer.

“The principal suggestion
Cohen he doesn’t mention
letter.

It is this

:

I

I

made
at

all

to

Mr.

in

his

will eliminate the 25 per

advance payment that Mr. Cohen asks
for altogether, and it might be arranged
to let exhibitors play United Artists’ pictures on credit, giving them thirty days
cent,

after the play date in
viding Mr. Cohen, as
will find

some way

in

which

to

money.
“Mr. Cohen can, for instance,

president,

guarantee

us our

the

national

association,

|

|

to pay, pro-

national

which

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiu

as

arrange

head of
with

a

bonding company to guarantee us payment.
That is only one suggestion made at random. It is up to him to find the way. We
don’t care how he arranges it. If we were
to undertake a credit .business without
guarantees, it would be necessary to raise
the prices in order to cover bad debts, and
thus throw the burden on the reputable
theatremen of the business. This we cer-

1
m
1
1
1
1
1
J
1
|
i

Sargent Discriminates;

“Mere Art Work”
Doesn ’t Get By for Huge
Page Displays

ttt

E have

closely

followed

this’

|

|

§§

department in the WORLD for
many months, and have been
increasingly impressed by its fairness,
its progressive spirit and its reliability
in discriminatng between valuable advertising copy and mere art work that
has no particular selling power or com-

|
1

mercial value.”

§§
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i
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CRANDALL THEATRES,
Nelson B. Bell,
General Press Representative.
Hill

1
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Hammons

Says Educational Will Show
100 Per Cent. Activity by September 1

EPTEMBER

every department of our organization through the
United States and Canada showing 100

S

will

1

see

per cent, activities,” stated E. W. Hammons,
vice-president and general manager of Educational Films Corporation, after spending
a week reviewing reports of the various

departments and exchanges during his sixweeks’ absence in England and France.
“By that time all our exchanges will be
in

full

operation.

them are already

The greater portion of
operation, but in some

in

there have been physical difsuch as obtaining space for the ofIn a few others we have had to wait
fices.
until the men we desired to have associated with us were able to give our affairs

territories
ficulties

Every report shows
their full attention.
that each office is bending every effort to
be first in the race for full sales activities.

“Our branches now include offices in New
York, Boston, New Haven, Buffalo, CincinCleveland, Pittsburgh, Indianapolis,
Chicago, Minneapolis, Detroit, Washington,
Louisville, Atlanta, St. Louis, Kansas City,
Omaha, Des Moines, Los Angeles, San
That leaves the
Francisco and Seattle.
Dallas and Denver territories yet to be
opened. We will sign a contract within a
few days that will provide us exchanges
in the principal Canadian cities, St. John,
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary and
nati,

Vancouver.
Production Well Ahead.
“Production is well ahead and we expect
it so.
Up to the present time
released but one each of the Ches-

to continue

we have
ter,

Mermaid and Torchy comedies and two

of the Christies, of which there are twice
as many as the other brands. Two others
of each brand have already been completed,
affording time to have the necessary editing and printing done and the supplies of
paper and exploitation material ready. On
the Bruce Scenics, the Chester-Outings,
Screenics, and on several series that we
have not yet announced, we have a large
number of pictures ready so that we will
be able to meet all demands for some

months.
“While
of

money

it

has tied up a considerable

to do

and probably

is

sum

a rare oc-

the film business, we have not
hesitated to spend the money, even to the
outright purchase of pictures in order to
make sure that we have the pictures on
hand at the time they are supposed to go
believe that it is as essential to
out.
meet our obligations with short subjects
as with features, and not only to have the
actual film ready, but to put into the hands
of the exhibitor the material that will aid
him in getting the best results with the
Our whole policy is gauged on
pictures.
the permanent customer plan.
“For the present our release plan will
be one Chester, one Mermaid and one
Torchy two-reel comedy every month and
two two-reel Christie Comedies a month.
There will be a weekly release in the Chester-Outing series and the Screenics will
alternate with the Bruce Scenics Beautiful
in affording a second weekly release.
have acquired a large amount of other material and will probably take on still more,

currence

in

We

We

Maty

W

States infantry
the Star Spangled
Banner and the men under the
command of General Allen, of the American Army of Occupation at Coblenz, Germany, stood at attention on July 4, Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks sang the
national anthem as thousands of German

bands

United

played

citizens watched with heads uncovered,
as the beginning of a Fourth of July celebration which was quite the opposite of
things there two years ago.

the last note of the great

hymn

was sounded Fairbanks leaped into the air,
and waving his arms above his head
shouted for three cheers for America. The
response was spontaneous and for fully
five minutes there was a roar of approval.
During the early part of the day Mr.
and Mrs. Fairbanks were taken for a tour
of inspection of the camp and Doug rode
a
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Sivitz Puts His

Money

on World; Submits His
Work to No Other Paper
(

A

letter to

Epes Winthrop Sargent;)

|
|

g

“YOUR COLUMN IS WITHOUT A
DOUBT THE MOST HELPFUL OF
ANY MOTION PICTURE TRADE PAPER, AND IT IS FOR THAT REASON
I DO NOT SUBMIT MY HUMBLE EFFORTS TO ANY OF THE OTHERS.”
THE ROWLAND & CLARK THEATRES
SAMUEL SIVITZ,

I
i
g
|
1
j
1

Director of Publicity.

I
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possessing our own distributing organization for the first time, we want to
enable all the branches to become familiar
with the product and the exhibitors to have
evidence of our method of doing business.
prefer a sound basis to speed.”

but,

We

Pickford and Doug Fairbanks Help
Doughboys on Rhine Celebrate July 4

HILE two

When

July 24, 1920

horse for the

first

time

in

weeks.

He

straddled one of the spirited horses, and
while the doughboys let out a volley of
“Hip, hips” the screen star dashed away

and came back to make a flying leap from
the animal’s back into a crowd of soldiers.
In the afternoon and evening the public
was invited inside the army lines and there
were all sorts of gay happenings. Miss
Pickford bought up nearly every American flag obtainable in the shops here, and
within two hours scores of German girls
were carrying the Stars and Stripes.
At night Doug bought enough fireworks
to fill four automobiles and rode through
the streets distributing them to the boys,

and there was a great celebration.
According to their plans, Mr. and Mrs.
Fairbanks are to sail for the United States
about July 20, both stating that they had
arranged to start another production for
the United Artists Corporation at their
studio in Los Angeles before the close of
July.

Wants Headline Explained
The headline in the July 10 issue of the
Moving Picture World, “Marcus Loew and
U. B. O. Take Franchises for Product of
First National Theatres,” is considered misleading by the First National Exhibitors
Circuit, which wishes the World to state
that it refers to the National Picture Theatres, the Selznick enterprise.

Stahl Cutting His Picture

Woman in His House,” Louis B.
Mayer’s iuper-production starring Mildred
Harris Chaplin as a First National release,
has been cut by John M. Stahl, who di“The

rected the filming of his own story.
Stahl has made a picture which will create lasting impressions. It is an everyday
story pregnant with punch and human interest. It is not to be released until tall.

Roosevelt Sees Picture Making
Kermit Roosevelt, son of the late Col.
Theodore Roosevelt, together with a number of other persons was the guest of Ed
of Hemmer Superior Productions, Inc., upon a farm way

ward Hemmer, president

How

It’s Done.
Robert G. Vignola Tells ’Em
Cosmopolitan director working- on a scene from “The World and His Wife,” a
Paramount- Artcraft.

in New Jersey where a number of
scenes are being taken for the first feature
film of the new concern.

down
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Corporation Interested
Only in Production and Distribution

Griffith’s

W. GRIFFITH

emphatically denies
the report that he is interested in
• “buying, selling and operating movMr. Griffith states
ing picture theatres.”
that the new company to be known as
D. W. Griffith, Inc.^ recently organized
under the laws of Maryland, is an expansion of Mr. Griffith’s present producing
operations and will confine its activities to
“the producing of pictures, disposing of
films and the carrying on of a regular business of theatrical production, concerts,
vaudeville and grand opera.”
In a statement, Mr. Griffith says:
“I
never have been and never expect to be
interested in buying or operating theatres,
or in taking any other step which would
give me control of the exhibition of motion
I have always been and always
pictures.
expect to be a producer of photoplays and
not an exhibitor of them except, of course,
at such times as I may wish to have supervision of the exhibiting of one of my awn
productions in connection with a special
New York season, as, for instance, the
coming season of ‘Way Down East’ at the
Forty-fourth Street Theatre New York.”

D

—

The Business
D.

W.

Details.

was granted a charby the Maryland State Tax CommisGriffith, Inc.,

ter
sion on June 30, with a capitalization of
$50,000,000. There are 500,00 shares of stock
divided into 125,000 Class
shares and
375,000 Class B shares.
The financing of

A

organization has been accomplished
through the banking firms of Counselman

the American public rather than a few rich
men sharing in the profits from my productions. To achieve this end, stock will be
sold to the general public.”
Mr. Griffith further stated that should
the time ever come when he would be compelled to yield his knowledge and work to
further the profits of one or two individuals, he would then stop making motion
pictures.

As an evidence
public

&

Co., of 112

West Adams

&

street, Chicago,
Co., of 40 Wall

The officers are D. W. Griffith, president;
Albert L. Grey, general manager; J. C. Epping, business manager; Albert H. A. Banzhaf, general counsel; these, with Charles
Counselman and Lee Benoit, representing
the two banking houses, also compose the
board of directors.

Production Costs High.
In explaining the scope of the new organization, Mr. Griffith said: “Large funds
now are necessary to make motion pictures.
The upward trend of all costs in the more
elaborate technique of the modern photo-

play demands much capital. I have heretofore refused all offers of financing, even
by large interests, because I did not wish
the controlling authority in the nature of
my productions to pass out of my hands.

My

purpose

Why

in this

new company

is

to

have

who

will

of his

good

faith to the
stock,

purchase the Class

|
|

|

Columns Let
“Gray Matter
Take a Rest, says the

Sargent’s

f

Our

§

|
|
1
g
1
1
I

“THIS HOUSE IS ONE OF MR. SARGENT’S BEST BOOSTERS, AND WE
SCAN HIS COLUMNS RELIGIOUSLY.

FROM THEM WE GET MANY VALUABLE IDEAS THAT PERMIT OUR OWN
‘GRAY MATTER’ TO TAKE A LITTLE
VACATION.”

STANLEY CHAMBERS,
Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kan.

is

New

York, where offices are maintained in
the Longacre Building at Broadway and
Forty-second street. The productions, too,
will continue to be made at the Griffith
studios at

Mamaroneck,

N. Y.,

where “Way

Down

East” has just been completed.
The new corporation will in no way
effect Mr. Griffith’s present contract with
United Artists, in which organization he is
associated with Mary Pickford, Charles
Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks.

News

Made
by Newly Organized Company

Screen

A

RATHER
made
ture

its

extensive development has

appearance

circles
tablishment of the
of Canada, Ltd.,

Montreal.

of Canada

in

in

Canada

moving
in

the

pices-

Associated Screen News
with headquarters in
At the head of this enterprise

Capt. Baynes of Flushing, N. Y., who
also at the helm of a similar organization for the United States.
The Screen
News of Great Britain has also been organized, it is intimated.
is

is

The new Canadian company has linked
up with the Canadian Pacific Railway for
the production of a great number of scenic,
educational and industrial subjects, while
the company is also engaged in preparing
topical weeklies, various events being covered by cameramen for Kinograms, the

Selznick

Weekly,

News, Gaumont News, Gaumont

Pictorial Life, etc.
The general manager of the new Canadian company is B. E. Norrish, formerly
of Ottawa, who recently resigned from

§

Palace, Wichita

A

accepting Class B shares in payment
for his personal interests in the business,
and can receive no profits or dividends "until
after dividends have first been paid on the
Class A shares.
Albert L. Grey, general manager of the
Griffith interests, stated that there would
be no change in the Griffith headquarters in

he

the

and Bertron, Griscom
street, New York.
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the direction of the Exhibits and Publicity
Bureau of the Canadian Department of
Trade and Commerce. It is stated that
the Screen News of Canada already has
six cameramen at work in various parts
of Canada, while a laboratory is being established on two floors of a new building
in the heart of the moving picture exchange
district of Montreal.

The equipment

includes two automatic
machines which have been imported from France. These machines are
of the latest type and are fitted to print
3,500 feet of film in an hour each, it is
asserted.
It is understood that several
of the field photographers have been provided with brand new Universal cameras.
One of those associated with the new
Canadian enterprise is J. M. Alexander,
formerly of Ottawa, who was, until recently, chief cameraman of the Canadian
Government’s publicity bureau.
It is understood that the new building,
in which the Screen News of Canada will

printing

when it
number

completed, will
other moving
picture exchange organizations, thus forming a real moving picture center for Montreal.
The new structure is adjacent to
St. Catherine and Bleury streets around
which intersections various exchange ofbe established

accommodate

fices

a

is

of

cluster.

Big Circuits Booking Franey Comedies
Asher Brothers Circuit, the Lubliner &
Trinz Circuit, both qf Chicago and the Ruben & Finklestine Circuit of the Northwest
are the latest additions to the list of big
circuits and theatres now playing the Billy
Franey Comedies, and the biggest theatres
and circuits everywhere are booking the
series, says Reelcraft.

Two Excellent Views of “Life’s Twist,” Starring Bessie Barriscale and Produced by Robertson-Cole.
the perplexed look on Bessie’s face. Why, the groom just
discovered that he forgot to bring the ring and has
madly away. At the left is one of the more “dogged” scenes in the play.

dashed
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Canadian Made Film Gets First Run In
Ottawa Theatre With Successful Result

M

ORE

than ordinary steps were taken
exploitation of “The Great
Shadow” on the occasion of its presentation in the Imperial Theatre, Ottawa,
Ontario, during the week of July 5 and the
results obtained were pronounced in spite
This feature, reof the summer’s heat.
leased by Lewis J. Selznick as a Republic
for

the

was made in Canada bj' the Adanac
Producing Company, Ltd., whose studio is

picture,

located at Trenton. Ontario.
For the first run in the Canadian capital,
letters announcing the presentation of the
feature were sent to all prominent labor
leaders of the capital and to all organized
labor bodies. One and three-sheet posters
were hung up in the halls where the local
Various
unions conduct their meetings.
employers of labor were asked to encourage workingmen to see the picture, while
the usual advertising was carried in one
of the local newspapers.

Announce a Second Production.
Incidentally, one of the directors of the

Adanac Company, G. W. Brownridge, made
the trip to Ottawa to spend the week there
and display space was used to announce his
presence in the city during the run. The
fact that the picture was a Canadian production was given special prominence and
the plans of the Adanac Company were
Announcement was made
also discussed.
that the next feature to be produced would
be “The Soul of a Woman,” work on which
has already been started.

The Adanac Producing Company is incorporated under the Federal laws of Canada with a capitalization of $300,000, all of
which is common stock. According to an
auditor’s statement, the sum of $86,000 was
expended for the production of “The Great
Shadow,” the star of which is Tyrone
Power. Dorothy Bernard is also one of the
principal players. According to Mr. Brownridge, 67,000 feet of film was shot in the
making of the feature.

Selznick
In

one

Makes Some Estimates.

published

statement,

Lewis

J.

was quoted as declaring that the
Canadian market is equal to about five per
Selznick

moving picture business done
the United States, while the foreign earning power of a suitable picture in foreign
countries, other than Canada, is equal to
about 20 per cent, of the revenue obtainable from it in the United States.
cent, of the

in

Personnel of the Company.
of the Adanac
President, Denis

The personnel
as

follows:

Montreal;

directors,

G.

company
Tansey

is

of

W. Brownridge,

Charles Berman, Rudolph Berliner and Dr.
Robert St. Jacques. An advisory board
Chairman,
has .been formed as follows
H. W. Conover, manager of the Imperial
Theatre, Montreal; G. W. Brownridge,
Charles Berman, Rudolph Berliner and
:

Maurice Castell.
“The Great Shadow” has enjoyed successful runs at the Imperial Theatre, Montreal; the Grand Theatre, Toronto, where it
was presented as a road show, and at the
At Toronto,
Imperial Theatre, Ottawa.
many employes of large manufacturing
companies w*ere provided with tickets by
the companies to encourage the workers
to observe the moral depicted in the picThe picture is a melodramatic subture.
ject dealing with Bolshevism.

Supplied Paper, But Refused
Contract, Exhibitor Asserts
HOMAS H. BOLAND, owner of the

T

Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City, has
complained to the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America against the
United Artists. Corporation, according to
S. Cohen, president of the national
body, who has referred the complaint to the
Committee on Business Relations.
The claim is made that during June the
Dallas manager for United Artists told Mr.
Boland he could have “The Mollycoddle”
and “Suds” and gave him the dates and
forwarded the paper. Contracts covering
the bookings were to be sent him, Mr.
Boland alleges.
Mr. Boland says that three days before
the first play date of one of the pictures,
he returned from a trip to find that no

Sydney

A

Pity the Blind!
glimpse from "Blind Youth,” a National
Picture Theatres release.

Miiiiiuiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiimi.diiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiimimiii

contracts had arrived but that the paper
had been put out and the picture advertised extensively.
He phoned the Dallas
office of United Artists and was told the
New York office had given the contracts
to another local theatre, according to Mr.

Cohen.
Claims Cohen Is Uninformed.
Hiram Abrams, president of United Artists, was asked to comment on the story.
Mr. Abrams merely said he was surprised
that Mr. Cohen as president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, should

attempt to discuss a matter of which he
apparently was poorly informed.
•“The entire Boland affair,” said Mr.
Abrams, “is a matter of record. Mr. Boland
knows just what the circumstances are
and our correspondence files show a clear
and direct history of the whole matter,
with which Mr. Cohen apparently is entirely unfamiliar, and any discussion, therefore, is out of place.”

Carpentier’s Smile Is Basis
of Suit Against Distributors

T

HE

smiling face of Georges Carpen-

tier,

French

pugilist

and motion

pic-

ture star, is the basis of an action
instituted in the United States District
Court, New York, against the RobertsonCole Distributing Corporation by Samuel
Lumiere, a Fifth avenue photographer.
The complainant alleges that Carpentier
posed for a series of twenty photographs
in the Lumiere studio last March with the
understanding
that
photographer
the
should have the privilege of obtaining a
copyright on the photos. Under the alleged
agreement it is charged that the pugilist
was not required to pay for the photos and
was not obligated to purchase any, but that
he was to have a limited number for his
personal use free of charge.

The photos were duly copyrighted,

Nell

The Owl’s Wise, But He’s Not Tellin’.
Shipman and Wheeler Oakman have a bird of a party here
Country,” a Canadian photoplay

in

“Back

released through First National.

to God's

and

it

is

further charged that Robertson-Cole has been utilizing the photos in
advertising the Carpentier screen productions being exploited by Robertson-Cole,
without the consent of the owner of the
alleged copyright.
It is not anticipated that the suit will interfere with the exploitation of the Carpentier screen production. Injunctive relief
restraining the Robertson-Cole Distributing
Corporation from utilizing the alleged copyright photos in advertising the £arpentier productions, except on a royalty basis,
and statutory damages are demanded in
the action.
alleged,

it

is
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Among Busy Film Exchangemen
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Detroit
Min ter- United’s Neiv

Ofiiees.

now on

the sixth
three times
larger than their former quarters on the third
offices are

Minter-United
of

floor

the

film

building,

just

floor.

Jimmie Minter and family are vacationing
at the Hotel Breakers, Cedar Point, O.
Paul Kreps, formerly of Pathe and Vitagraph, is now in charge of the shipping room
of Minter-United.

Skirboll Selling Signs.

former Metro manager, is
now handling Lu-mi-nus signs for theatres,
and was in town Saturday and reported that
Skirboll,

Bill

was

business

excellent.

He

just

returned

from Ohio, where he closed for “the largest
electric outdoor sign

in

the world’’ for the

Family Theatre, Cincinnati.
Bob Cotton with Goldwyn.
J. F. Flynn, Detroit manager for Goldwyn,
informs us that Bob Cotton, former World
manager here, has been appointed manager
in Minneapolis for Goldwyn. “Our company
was certainly glad to get Bob,’’ remarked
Flynn.

Ross Back as Division Manager.
Harry A. Ross, former Detroit manager for
Paramount, and who recently went to New
York as assistant to the general sales mana-

iiiiiiiiiiiii

the St. Louis Vitagraph exchange. Mr. Steinson has been succeeded here by L. A. Hummel, former traveling salesman for Vitagraph.
Holds Salesmen’s Meeting.

Manager Charles W. Stombaugh of the
Minneapolis Pathe exchange had his nine
salesmen in July, 1-3, for a meeting he terms
the “sales meeting extraordinary” of the
season. Fall releases were screened for tjie
men.
Because of the widely separated parts of
the territory it is extremely difficult to have
all the men in for many meetings.
Mr. Stombaugh gave men special talks on speeding
up their sales. He also praised the work
of the men in bringing the sales of the
organization in June past the high mark
established in May.
Mr. Stombaugh has announced the following additions to his sales forces: L. E. Goldhammer as salesman for South Dakota. Mr.
Goldhammer, formerly with Pathe, was with
the Friedman Film Corporation last year.
A1 Meden with Pathe.
A1 Meden is now selling features for the
Pathe exchange. During the world war Mr.
Meden was associated with the French government in the photographic service. He
was censor in charge of placing all war photographs in American magazines and newspapers.

News

returning to this territory as division

ger, is

Paramount, having under his
supervision Detroit, Cincinnati, and Cleveland offices. Charles W. Perry continues as

manager

for

manager

of the Detroit exchange.

of the

Salesmen.

George W. Schafer, former newspaper advertising man, is in charge of the North Dakota sales for the exchange. Mr. Turner, a
veteran of the world war, spent four months
a London hospital as the result of wounds
received at the front.
George W. Turner, for two years with the
World and Republic Minneapolis exchanges,
is now covering the Wisconsin territory.
Mickey Gorman, for seven years with the
exchange is shipping clerk, has been made
assistant booker.
in

Minneapolis
Many Changes

in

Exchanges.

Minneapolis film exchanges continue their
record-breaking number of changes in personnel.
L. E. Davis has announced his resas manager of the Minneapolis
ignation
Goldwyn office. He is succeeded by R. C.
Cotton, formerly of the World and Republic
offices and more recently of the Des Moines
Pathe exchange. Mr. Davis has as yet made

no definite plans as to his future business
affiliations.

Select

Changes Managers.

Jack O’Toole has replaced E. C. Fielder as
of the Select Minneapolis office. Mr.
Fielder has associated himself with the Argus Enterprises, Inc., a local supply firm.

manager

Brett Goes to Omaha.
J.
F. Brett, who recently resigned the
managership of the Minneapolis United Artists’ Corporation exchange, goes to Omaha
to assume charge of the Robertson-Cole organization there. A1 C. Putz, who was Mr.
Brett’s assistant in the Minneapolis office,
will assume the same position with him at

Omaha.
Steinson with Vitagraph.
J. A. Steinson, for more than two years
assistant to Manager E. S. Holmes, of the
Vitagraph office, has been made manager of

^

First National’s

New

Offices.

The offices of First National, Educational
Film Corporation and Finkelstein & Ruben,
on the fourth floor of the Loeb Arcade, are
rapidly nearing the completion of remodeling recently begun preparatory to their occupancy by the three organizations. It is
planned eventually by the three firms to

occupy the whole

floor.

Roderick Goes with Educational.
J. D. Roderick has resigned as manager
of the Minneapolis Universal office to accept
a position as special representative for the
Educational Film Corporation in the Northwest. Mr. Roderick has been with Universal
for six years, two and a half years of which
were spent with the Milwaukee exchange.
He was succeeded by I. Gittelson, whose experience consists of three years with the
Chicago Universal office.

Taken

to

John W. Hicks,

New York
Jr.,

Office.

left for

take a position in the central

New York
office

of

mous Players

as assistant to S. R. Kent, asgeneral sales manager.
Mr. Hicks
was succeeded as Minneapolis manager for
Famous Players by Philip Reisman, former

sistant

manager

of the local

Hodkinson

?

?

the Minneapolis Famous Players office is
announced. Miss Babcock succeeds Charles

Hough.
Goes with Jensen

& Von

Herberg.

Charles G. Branham, who managed the
Minneapolis Auditorium under its brief control by the United Artists’ Corporation, has
accepted a position as manager of publicity
and advertising for Jensen & Von Herberg,
Seattle, Wash., managers of a string of Coast
houses.

Watson Now with Advertising Firm.
Billy B. Watson, veteran motion picture
publicity man of the Northwest, is now con-

nected with the Dougherty Theatre AdverPrior to this
tising Service of Minneapolis.
he was in charge of exploitation for the
local Robertson-Cole exchange.
Select Adds Salesmen.
Three new salesmen have been added to
the Select Pictures Corporation forces, according to an announcement by Manager E.
C.

Fielder.

Rahn and

They are W.

A.

Seitzler,

S.

B.

E. Mitchell.

Speaks W’ell for Pathe.
Within six months Pathe will have on the
market a program of pictures better than
anything they have yet produced, is the prediction of P. L. Carroll,

manager

of the Seat-

and Butte branches of the company.

Mr.
who was recently in New York looking over the future productions of his organization, stopped in Minneapolis last week
for a conference with Manager Charles W.
Stombaugh of the local Pathe exchange. He
has been with Pathe for seven years.
“Business is remarkably good this sum“Because of the
mer,” said Mr. Carroll.
great demand for pictures and the size of
our territory we have been compelled to open
at Butte a sub-branch for distribution in
Montana. The new office is sending out a
great number of pictures, although it has
been established slightly more than a
month..”
tle

Carroll,

Is

a Long Range Manager.

Mr. Carroll is known throughout the West
as “the long range” manager. His exchange
In
is 800 miles wide and 1,490 miles long.
some cases it requires eight days for a picture to reach his customers for a one-day
run and the same length of time for its
return.

“Wild West pictures find a ready market
the West,” Mr. Carroll declared.
“One
would think that out West the people would
want eastern stories, with society themes.
However, the wilder and woolier they are
the better they go over out on the Coast.”

in

?

?

fUM ^TDoion
:

office.

Woman Takes Over Accessories.
Appointment of Miss Marian Babcock as
manager of the accessories department of

Clothes
Kisses
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Jewels Cave Then?
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Baltimore
J.

J.

Crandall in Monument City.
Crandall, formerly manager of the

Jean J.
Washington.

now

D.

district

C.,

office

supervisor

of
for

Goldwyn and
Goldwyn for

Washington, Philadelphia and Boston, came
to Baltimore July 8, accompanied by W. F.
Hayner, manager of the Washington exchange, and called on several exhibitors.
Easter Has National Franchise.
ten-year franchise from the National
Exchanges, Inc., of New York City, has been
granted George C. Easter, president of the
Baltimore State Rights Film Company and
secretary-treasurer of the Jans Pictures,
Inc., to handle their productions in Maryland, Virginia, District of Columbia and the
northeastern part of West Virginia. Forty
features will be put on the market each
year by this newly organized concern, besides comedies.

A

Shea Visiting Baltimore.
who has been in the film business for three years, is spending two weeks
in Baltimore representing the National Pictures, Inc., of New York, another Selznick
enterprise.
Mr. Shea is engaged in selling
franchises for the output of his company to
theatres. Prior to his connection with Selznick, Mr. Shea was traveling with Sennett’s
“Yankee Doodle in Berlin.”
Looking for Exchange Location.
In order to find a place to locate an exchange, Jerry Abrams, of the Masterpiece
Film Corporation, of New York, visited Baltimore during the week of June 5. A pioneer
in the film business, Mr. Abrams at one time
operated the Great Northern Film Exchange
B. J.

B. J. Shea,

in the

American Building.
Showman in Motor

Collision.

Milton Caplon, proprietor of the Clover
Theatre, narrowly escaped injury on Friday
morning, July 9, when the automobile he
was driving and a motorcycle driven by
Dewey Liehliter collided on the old Frederick road near Oak Forrest Park, Catonsville.
Irvin First, who with Liehliter on the motorcycle, sustained a broken left leg and

was taken to St. Agnes’ Hospital.
Mike Siegel Visits Family.
Mike Siegel, Universal traveling

representative, spent a week’s vacation at Beterton, Md., with his family,
including his
nieces and sisters-in-law.
While there he
started a new fad by going in bathing with
his glasses on.

Harry Morstein on Vocation.
two months’ vacation is being taken by
Morstein, proprietor of the Queen and Bunny
theatres.
He is dividing the time between
Atlantic City and New York and is making

A

the trip in his automobile.

San Francisco
Metro

Official Visits Branches.
Saunders, general salesmanager of
the Metro Pictures Corporation, was a recent visitor here on a trip of inspection, ac-

E.

M.

companied by district manager Harry Lustig.
This is Mr. Saunders first visit to the Pacific Coast and he has been greatly impressed
with which he has seen. His present trip will
include a visit to all of the exchanges maintained by this concern.

New

Distributing Concern.
The Unity Features Company has been
formed by H. C. Schmidt, Maurice Klein and

^

George J. Roy, and is now engaged in the
handling of “That Something,” to which
were recently secured. The production has been booked into the Strand Theatre in this city for a two weeks’ run and Mr.
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Pittsburgh

rights

Roy

now covering

the southern part of the
in securing bookings. All the principals in the new
distributing concern were former exhibitors
of long experience.
Headquarters have been
established at 191 Golden Gate avenue.
Changes at First National.
Carpenters have taken possession of the
First National headquarters on Golden Gate
avenue and are adding to the balcony and
enlarging the office space. Vivian Preston,
formerly of the shipping department, has
been made head booker, and N. H. Brower is
making a trip to Los Angeles, where he is
giving the studios the once over.
Pathe Adds to Salesforce.
T. R. Richards has been added to the selling staff of the Pathe office and Fred I.
Wescher, formerly the booker, has been promoted to the position of salesman.
is

State,

meeting with great success

Kansas City
Kent Will Confer with Show Men.
S.
R. Kent, general sales managar for
Famous Players, is due to arrive in town
from the New York office. The purpose of
this visit is to hold some important consultations with exhibitors in this territory.
is expected to last for two

Mr. Kent’s visit
or three days.

Prepare for “Paramount Week.”
special meeting was recent held by R.
C. Li Beau, J. H. Gilday and other heads of
the departments of the Paramount branch
offices in the Film Exchange Building.
All
the salesmen were called in off the road to
attend this meeting, including F. A. Wasgien and J. J. Curran, who have just been
added to the sales staff of this exchange.
The meeting was held to get ideas and affect plans for putting over the third annual
Paramount week, nationally given over for
the first week in September.

A

Cutting Ready for Projection.
In two weeks or less the projection room
of the Pathe exchange of this city will be
ready for use, and when it is the other exchange men better watch their step. Wicker
chairs and summer upholstering are to make
it one of the prettiest of miniature theatres.
In addition to the comfortable chairs, electric
fans will combine to make it a delightful
place for exhibitors to rest and look and
buy.
Fred Sliter Visits K C. Branch.
Fred G. Sliter, eastern supervisor for
Robertson-Cole, was the guest for several
days of Roy E. Churchill, branch manager
Mr. Churchill was quite
of Robertson-Cole.
delighted with his visitor, who is a big man
in the motion picture business.
Fred Martin, formerly in the film business
in Kansas City, and at present with the
United Artists in Chicago, will come to this
city soon to travel for Manager Churchill
in the branch office of Robertson-Cole.
Goes from K. C. to St. Louis.
Morris Fink, special representative for
Peacock Productions, Inc., in this city, has
been transferred to the St. Louis office; so,
where Kansas City loses St. Louis gains.
.

Ben Blotsky with “Big

Six.”
returned from his

motor
Ben Blotsky has
vacation to Chicago and Minneapolis and anwill
be in
nounces that his headquarters
Kansas City when he begins to solicit for
the Big Six.

Gets Screen Shots.
Stahl, local exhibitor, has wired that
Stahl

Max

he has acquired the rights for Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia to Screen
Snapshots. Mr. Stahl expects to be in Pittsburgh within a few days, when he will make
all arrangements for the releasing of the
production.
Offers

The

S.

&

S.

Ben Turpin Comedies.
& Supply Company,

Film

Pitts-

burgh, have secured a series of twenty tworeel comedies, starring Ben Turpin.
These
are already heavily in demand.

Standard Employes Plan Outing.
The employes of the Standard Film Exchange, Pittsburgh, will hold their second
annual picnic at Rustic Park on the Harmony Line, Sunday, July 25. Special cars
will leave the corner of Duquesne Way and
Stanwix street at 9 a. m. The fare for the
round trip is $1.50 and tickets are on sale
at the Standard exchange.
The employes
of other film exchanges are especially invited to attend.

Megowan

Visits

Home

Folks.

Eldred Megowan, assistant manager of
the Cleveland Cameraphone Theatre, spent
a few days recently in Pittsburgh with his
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Megowan.

Harry Megowan
exchange here.

is

manager

of

the Hatch

To Pittsburgh for Vacation.
Manager Barach of the Goldwyn exchange
spent his vacation in Pittsburgh the week
of July

5.
It’s a safe bet that Nat didn’t
miss any of the ball games staged by the
Pirates with other National League clubs.

Goldwyn Adds Salesman.

Sam Jacobson

is the newest addition to
the Goldwyn sales force.
He was with the
Select the past two months, prior to which
time he was in another line of business.

Berger Takes Health Trip.
Morris Berger, of the Craft exchange, who
has been ill for the past few months, has
gone to the Catskill Mountains for the benefit

of his health.

Cleveland
Educational Opens Exchange.
One of the important announcements of
the year as regards new exchanges in Cleveland, came when the Ohio exchange for Educational Films Corporation made final preparations for opening. The office is located
on the fifth floor of the Standard Theatre
Building, and a branch has also been established in Cincinnati. H. R. Skirball, formerly
of Pittsburgh, is general manager.
To get
an increased impetus, Manager Skirball succeeded in booking his first Chester comedy
for two weeks at Loew’s Euclid Theatre and

Mermaid comedy for two weeks
same house.
Exchange Personals.

his first

the

Lew Saks, formerly with Equity Pictures,
has joined the Cleveland sales force of Robertson-Cole.

George Erdmann, manager of Select and
had his car painted, and
the day he was to take it out of the shop
it burned up.
Art Erlich has resigned from Republic and
accepted a position selling Metro pictures in
Selznick, Cleveland,

Cleveland.

y
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PATHE PLANS
vr the doming Seam
ATHE OFFERS NO STARTLING

“CHANGE

NO

IN POLICY,”

FREAK SCHEMES, NO CATCH-

PENNY BOOKING DEVICES AT ALL
Pathe proposes

to furnish the

exhibitor with the best pictures

that

brains

can

make and

money buy, at prices at which he
can make money.
Pathe proposes

also,

to

possible,

already reput-

to better a service

ed

if

be the best

in the

motion

picture industry.

Pathe does not intend

to

com-

serve him with the best and in
the best way.

has shown

of

no distributor
improvement

greater

PATHE EXCHANGE,
25

West

It is the. Pathe purpose and the
Pathe promise that this gratify-

improvement

ing

pete with the exhibitor, but to

The product

during the past twelve months
than that of Pathe. The proof
of the statement lies in the very
remarkable success of the pictures released during that period;
and the largely increased length
of the average run.

continued during

be

shall

the

coming

season.

The Pathe

plans are

made

clear

in the

pages immediately follow-

ing.

We

of their

are justifiably proud

scope and character.

Inc.

45th Street

New York

Vice-President and General

Manager

Pathe Features
for the coming season
1

HE day of

I

the so-called “program feature”

is

passing.
I

The day

of the true “Special” has come.

»

I

Pathe, months ago, anticipated the demand of
exhibitor and public for pictures of super-merit.
Pathe’s plans are

now

complete.

.

5

Pathe
Pathe

will release fewer features.
will

release

no

feature

not

of

true

“Special” quality.

To

insure that “Special” quality Pathe has arranged with several of the best producers of the
time for a limited number of big productions
from stories and plays by authors of unquestioned success.

Pathe will pay for these productions much larger
sums than have been spent upon the features
of the past, but the extra cost will be apparent
in every scene.
The pictures will he worth the

difference.

Pathe Features
for the coming season
JESSE D.
H.

B.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Blanche Sweet

Warner

in six Specials

in six Specials

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Mr. Lewis

will personally direct several Specials for Pathe.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS OF CALIFORNIA

A series of four special

productions of extraordinary power,

based on widely read novels by celebrated authors, and
supervised by one of America’s foremost producers. Complete details will be announced in later advertisements.

ROBERT BRUNTON
produce for Pathe “The Devil
a big Special, followed perhaps by others.

Mr. Brunton

will

to

Pay,’’

LEONCE PERRET
“The Empire

Diamonds,’’ from Valentin Mandelstam’s
work, is being produced by Mr. Perret partly in France,
partly in America, with Lucy Fox Elliot and other American
of

players.
J.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

Mr. Blackton

will personally direct for

Pathe release

six

Specials.

®Ea&®

Pathe Serials
for the coming season
have been standard for nearly seven years.
The Pathe record of over thirty successful serials is unapproached in the industry. High specialization in direction,
Pathe

serials

production, authorship and casting, plus very large direct-tothe-public advertising, have
of

made them box

office attractions

unique and tremendous value.

Pathe has made extraordinary efforts to insure for the coming season serials which in quality and drawing power shall
exceed any hitherto released.

RUTH ROLAND
be presented in “Ruth of the Rockies.” Miss Roland will
also star in another serial the title of which is yet to be determined, and which will be produced at the Brunton Studios.

will

GEORGE

B.

SEITZ

( 171(1

MARGUERITE GOURTOT
will

be

presented

by Mr.

directed

in

Seitz

Fingers,” produced
personally, and Mr. Seitz

“Velvet

and
and

JUNE CAPRICE
will

appear

by Mr.

in

Seitz.

^iO Pafhe ^
Distributors

another

serial, also

directed and produced
(Continued on Page 7)

fed

Juanita iansen

Warner Oland

MarguenfeCourfot

Lucille

I

Distributors

Lennox

Pathe Serials
for the coming season
( Continued from

Page 4)

CHARLES HUTCHISON
the hero of

“The Great Gamble” and
two

inary, will star in

to

serials

daredevil extraord-

be produced by Robert

Brunton.

JUANITA HANSEN
will

be presented

in

“The Phantom Foe

with

WARNER OLAND
and

later

with

Marguerite Gourtot
and

Lucille
in

another

serial,

George

ability of

^

accomplishment by

the producers, the foregoing
list

of

serial attractions

never been approached.

i

both produced by

B. Seitz, Inc.

^ or d raw n £ p° wer
Note of
the stars and for
*

Lennox

has

Pathe promises

to exhibitors

that these serials will be of a

merit never hitherto attained.
Under the Pathe plan two
serials will be always running
each week during the year.

Pathe Comedies
for the coming season
HAROLD LLOYD TWO REEL COMEDIES
Exhibitors, reviewers and public have united in declaring
these superb comedies to be the ultimate in picture comedy.
Mr. Lloyd has come to be the most outstanding screen
comedian of the time. Many leading exhibitors advertise
these comedies more extensively than the feature on their
programs. Even greater success is assured for them during
the coming twelve months.

HAL

E.

ROACH, PATHE COMEDIES PRODUCER

years Mr. Hal E. Roach has been producing comedies for Pathe. He found and developed Harold Lloyd he
found and developed “Snub” Pollard. He has never made
a comedy for any other distributor than Pathe.

Eor

six

;

the greatest comedy director and producer in the business. The quality of his product is preeminent. He personally directs the sensationally successful
Harold Lloyd comedies; he supervises the production of the

Mr. Roach today

is

Rolin one reel comedies.

Pathe is proud to announce the continuation of the harmonious and advantageous relations with Mr. Roach.

©

ROLIN ONE REEL COMEDIES
Pathe offers for the coming season these comedies
with “Snub” Pollard and the funny little darky,
“Sammy.” No better one reel comedies are made.
Directed by Alf Colliding.

(§ Pathe
Distributors

9

)

Robert Brunfon

Jesse

Leonce Perret
Distributors

D.

Hampton

J.

Stuart Blackfon

Pathe Short Subjects
for the coming season
Pathe short subjects are pre-eminent in the field.
For over twenty years they have been the criterion of excellence by which all such pictures
have been judged. Pathe points with pride to
the diversity and quality of this product for the
coming season.

PATHE NEWS
For over ten years the only one reel feature, the one
pensable film. Twice a week and always the best.

indis-

PATHE REVIEW
The

magazine supreme, containing the incomparable
Pathecolor,
Slow Motion Photography, Nature pictures,
Science, Art, etc. One reel every week.
film

TOPICS OF THE

DAY

Selected from the press of the world by the editors of

The

Literary Digest. Punchy, pithy, pungent paragraphs which

have aroused the admiration of the best audiences everywhere. One release each week. Produced by Timely Films,
Tnc.

1
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Attractions Ending July 17
Seattle Sayings
Changes Managers.
has resigned as manager of
r . the Seattle office of the First National
Mr. Fisher will retain
Exhibitors’ Circuit.
Comhis interest in the Greater Theatres
pany of Seattle, however. L. O. Lukan, for
the last two and a half years manager of
Pathe, has been selected to succeed Mr.
First National

1

v FISHER

—

.

Fisher.

He
Mr. Lukan has not the usual record.
entered the film business as manager of the
Previous to that he
Seattle Pathe office.
had been for seven and a half years on the
editorial staff of the Post-Intelligencer. This
completes the history of his business career.
P.

G.

Lynch,

formerly manager of Hod-

kinson releases in the Northwest territory,
has succeeded Mr. Lukan as manager at
Pathe office. Mr. Lynch’s successor has not
been named.
Baker Opens Kenneniek Theatre.
W. A. Baker opened the new Liberty Theatre at Kennewick, Wash., July 3, with elaborate ceremonies, the Mayor of the town
and the principal citizens making addresses.
The whole town is behind Mr. Baker in his
new enterprise and he is giving them shows

Los Angeles.
“What’s Your Hurry?”
California: “Best of Luck.”
Kinema: “The Yellow Typhoon.”
Clune’s Broadway: “The Ladder of Lies.”
Alhambra: “The Miracle Woman.”
Rialto: “Suds.”

“Homer Comes Home.”
Symphony. “The Deadline.”
Tally’s Broadway: “Riders of the Dawn”
Garrick:

(second week).
Victory: “Old Lady 31.”
Superba: “The Red Line.”
Buffalo.

Shea’s Hippodrome: “The Deep Purple” and

“The Orphan.”
Strand: “Out

and

Yonder”

“The

Devil’s

Claim.”

Family: “The Fall of Babylon.”
Lyric: “A Wife’s Story.”
Palace: “The Deadline.”

New York

office.

The Pulmonary Hospital of Seattle has
installed a moving picture machine in its
amusement hall.

Cleveland Cullings

Hazard.”
Mall and Liberty: “The Dark Mirror.”
Standard: “The Red Lane.”
Knickerbocker: “The Butterfly Man.”
Opposition for Doan Theatre.
OLLOWING the announcement that E.
Mandelbaum would enlarge his Doan
Theatre so that it will have about 2,000 seats,
a statement was made by Hoffman Brothers,
of Detroit and Cleveland, that they will build
a new house at the same corner to seat 3,000.
Hoffman Brothers came into Cleveland last
fall, when they started work on a new house
on Euclid avenue.
This theatre, known as
the Palace, is rapidly nearing completion and
will seat about 1,500 people.
It is opposite
the new 4,000 seat house which Marcus Loew
is building.
The Hoffman house on St. Clair
street will be known as the Glanville.

F

Louisville.
Anderson. “The Inferior

Sex.”

Majestic: “Away Goes Prudence.”
Alamo: ‘The Figurehead” and “Truth.”
Strand: “Joyous Troublemakers” and “Old
Lady 31.”
Walnut: “For a Woman’s Honor” and
“Broken Butterfly.”
Orpheum: “Bullet Proof” and “Durand of
the Bad Lands.”

Randolph: “Yes or No.”
Castle: “Suds."

Barbee’s: “Riders of the Dawn.”
Playhouse: “The Idol Dancer.”
Casino: “The Re4 Lane.”
Orchestra Hall: “The Fighting Chance.”
Ziegfeld: “The Mollycoddle.”
Riviera: “The Yellow Typhoon.”

“Under Crimson Skies.”

Philadelphia.
Stanley: “Treasure Island.”
Palace: “Sick Abed.”
Arcadia: “Sick Abed.”
Victoria: “The Sea Wolf.”

Regent: “Ladder of Lies.”

“Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes.”
Cedar: “Why Change Your Wife?”
Imperial: “The Woman Gives.”
Locust: “Passers By.”
Chestnut Street: “The Eyes of the World”
(fifth week).
Garrick: Passers By.”
Capitol:

ments

Easy to Name Theatre.
prize will be awarded by Nixon-Nirdlinger for the best name, which will be used
for their recently acquired theatre, the West
Allegheny. It is reported that 3,679 names
have already been received. A decision will
shortly be made.
Exchange News Notes.
F. Mendohlson, the new manager of the
Goldwyn, who succeeded H. White, is rapidly
becoming acclimated in his Pennsylvania terH. Rodner, of the Special Pictures Corp.,
the new manager who has made some
fetching booking records with their comedies

Broadway: “Man and His Woman.”
Capitol: “One Hour Before Dawn.”
Criterion: “Humoresque.”
Astor: “Shipwrecked Among Cannibals.”

State-Lake:

Cf-

is

Chicago.
Attractions Ending July 17.
Euclid: “Treasure Island.”
Stillman and Alhambra: “Suds.”
“A Splendid
Metropolitan and Strand:

EINSTEIN, publicity director of
the Stanley Company, has secured apartat the Shore, where he will spend the
week ends with his family. His little daughter, Doris, it is expected, will continue her
swimming lessons each week, with her papa.
L.

ritory.

City.

Rivoli: ‘The Prince Chap.”
Rialto: “The City of Masks.”
Strand: “The Inferior Sex.”

Mary

Pretty Soft for Press Agents

BE

A

A

of class.

Trade Notes.
F. C. Vanderhof has been employed as a
out of the Seattle Goldwyn
salesman
new

Philadelphia Pointers

Grauman’s:

here.
J. P. Bethell, local manager of the Vitagraph, will shortly announce the release
date on Edith Story in “The Isle of Regenera-

tion.”

Screen Ball a Success.
Oscar Neufeld reports that the motion picture ball held last Wednesday at Willow
Grove Park financially was a big success,
having taken in over $1,100 at the door alone.
The ball was given under the auspices of the
Motion Picture Club, a new organization
recently formed by the motion picture employes of Philadelphia. Over 2,000 attended.
Victor Plerbert and Bobbie De Mar led the
grand march. Three loving cups were given
out for prize dancing. The members on the
committee were A1 Millman, Norman Brake,
Lewis Goldstein, Leon Behai, Dave Barrist
and Oscar Neufelt.

Change

at United Artists’ Branch.

U. Martin has been promoted manager
of the United Artists Exchange, and succeeds C. S. Trowbridge, who will go to the
home office to do special field work among
the exchanges throughout the country. Mr.
Trowbridge has been most successful in this
territory, having opened the United Artists
exchange here over one year ago, where he
received an enormous volume of the picture
business in this territory.
Mr. Trowbridge also has the distinction of
having handled the runs at the Metropolitan
Opera House for six weeks, where he did a
C.

capacity business with “Pollyanna,” “Down
on the Farm,” “Romance” and “Mollycoddle.”
Mr. Trowbridge has the best wishes of all
the exhibitors in his new work and they trust
he will meet with the same successes as he
has enjoyed here.
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Rivoli to Open August S3.
Harry Dixon, formerly manager of several local neighborhood houses and recently

Buffalo Bulletins

member of the Realart sales staff, who
manage the new Rivoli, in Broadway,
a

Must Vacate for Loew Theatre.
down by City Judge
I Karl A. McCormick the Loew Buffalo
Theatre Corporation is entitled to a warrant

N

for

a decision handed
dispossession

the

of

the

Golde Clothes

Shop and other sub-tenants from the property in Main street, between Genesee and
Mohawk, which was purchased some time
ago by the theatre corporation as the site
for a

new playhouse.
Watertown House Changes

Policy.

After being closed through the winter and
spring undergoing alterations that have left
the four walls as the only portions of the
original building, the Avon Theatre in Watertown, known for a quarter of a century
as the City Opera House, reopened July 8
as a motion picture house.
The theatre is
owned by the Eli Elting Company and R. W.

Thayer is the manager.
The interior of
the remodeled house presents the appearance

metropolitan theatre.
of
“Everywoman” was the opening film attraction.
a

Ray La Bounty

is

the director of the

new

orchestra.

A

film

To Film Industrial Tour.
company has arranged to produce

pictures of the Canadian Industrial Congress
tour of the Niagara frontier district, which
begins August 2. The tour will include the
power plants at Niagara Falls, the Chippewa
development, Victoria Park, the Canadian-

Niagara Boulevard, Bridgeburg, Fort Erie,
Crystal Beach and the Welland Canal. This
is the first time that the Niagara district
has ever been filmed.
Capitol

Soloist

Gordon Kay, baritone

at

Bcacli.

from the
Capitol Theatre, New York, gave a concert
at Erie Beach Sunday evening, July 11, when
he was assisted by Ruth Miller, soprano, of
Gotham. Carlos Ferretti, of the Strand, New
York, was the soloist for the week at Shea’s
soloist

Hippodrome.
Regent Mecca for Autoists.
The Regent Theatre, at Main and Utica
streets, is becoming the Mecca for motorist
movie fans. Every night in the week cars
are strung out for hlocks on all streets surrounding the house. This theatre, which is
under the management of J. H. Michael,
has come into its own of late and is doing
excellent business.
Mr. Michael is planning
to present some big productions in the near
future.

Screens Shrine Film.

Manager Elmer C. Winegar of the Central
Park Theatre gave a private screening party
Monday evening, July 12, for a number of
friends, including most of the local Shrine
officers,

when

the recent

the 4,800 feet of film shot on
Shrine trip to Portland by Mr.

Winegar was shown.

The

film was develin Rochester.

oped and printed by Eastman

Mr. Winegar accompanied the Ismailia Temple nobles on the trip, an,d the film is a
knockout. It is planned to show the pictures in one of the big downtown theatres,
when Masons only will be invited. Included
in the films are several amusing scenes shot
at the Mack Sennett studios, in which Charlie Murray and Ben Turpin are seen rollicking with the Buffalo wearers of the fez. A
trip

was

also

taken

which are shown.

to

the
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Metro studios,

yond Fillmore, announces that the opening
date of the new house has been advanced a
that the doors will open to the
public on August 23. Mr. Dixon is now busy
lining up bookings for the coming season.
He has signed up for the entire Realart

week and

output.

Exhibitors

Attend

Baltimore Briefs

will
be-

Screening.

Hippodrome was the scene of a big
screening party on Thursday evening, July
when most of the local exhibitors were
8,
guests of Manager George Hickey of the
Goldwyn exchange.
The pictures shown
were “Madame X” and “The Penalty,” which
were accompanied by full orchestra.
Drops Double Feature Policy.
Manager A. L. Skinner of the New Victoria Theatre has changed the double feature policy which has been in vogue at this
Mark house for almost a year and instead

Attractions Ending July 17.
Theatre. “The Figurehead."
Parkway. “The Slim Princess.”
Hippodrome. “The Orphan.”
Strand. “Huckleberry Finn.”
New Wizard. “Huck-leberry Finn.”
Garden. “The Ladder of Lies.”
Picture Garden. “Away Goes Prudence.”

New

Shea’s

has

put in single feature bills, consisting
of a headline production, a comedy, a new
film, a scenic and a cartoon.
Patrons seem
to like the change.
Under the new policy
the “Vic" will also be able to give its
patrons more timely productions.
Local Company to Reorganize.
The Buffalo Motion Picture Company will
soon reorganize and increase its capital to
$1,000,000.
Under, the reorganization Earl
L. Crabb, former manager of the local Strand,
will be general manager.
Mr. Crabb has
already entered upon his duties at the New
York office of the company. Prominent Buffalonians are grabbing up the small block
of stock remaining. A bright future is ahead
for the company, according to all reports.
It is expected that pictures will soon be

made

in the old German-American Building,
Main and High streets, negotiations for
the purchase of which are under way.
Gets Out Excellent Program.
Bruce Fowler, genial manager of the Elmwood Theatre, Elmwood avenue at West
Utica street, is getting out of the most readable and attractive little vest pocket programs in town. The program is printed on
excellent quality paper and contains the entire list of attractions for the week.
The
littl
epamphlet fits into the vest pocket
easily, which is undoubtedly the reason why
it is carried all week by patrons, a thing

at

seldom done with a large house organ.
Hofmeister at Marlowe.
Peter Hofmeister, former manager of the
Arcadia, has been appointed manager of the
Marlowe Theatre.
The Arcadia has been
closed for repairs.
Both houses are controlled by the General Theatres Corporation,
of which Harry Marsey is president.
Geneva Exhibitor in Town.
J. L. Fitzpatrick, manager of the Regent
Theatre, Geneva, N. Y., was in Buffalo over
the week-end, July 8-10, booking features
for several months to come.
While here he
signed up for the entire Famous PlayersLasky product and the entire Nu-Art list.
Mr. Fitzpatrick reports business good despite the warm weather season.

WILMINGTON, DEL. — Fan Film

Corpora-

tion has been organized with $1,000,000 capproduce moving pictures.

ital to

HOUGHTON, MICH. — Thomas

luth,

Furniss, DuMinn., has purchased Star Theatre.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Pictures

HE

details of

Show Tiremaking.
making a 38 by 38 United

Hobby Cord truck tire were graphishown by moving pictures at the Balti-

States
cally

more Automobile Dealers’ Club recently.
Slow pictures of the same action in the normal action pictures were also shown to depict clearly the displacement of air and the
saving of the springs and axles of the truck

when

the truck rode over curbstones.

Pictures to Celebrate Fourth.

Moving pictures which showed the progress of Baltimore were a feature of the community celebration of Independence Day
which was held at the base of Washington
Monument, in Mt. Vernon Place, on the evening of July 5.
There was also community
singing and an address by Mayor W. F.
Broening.

Out-of-Town Notes.
The Opera House, Martinsburg, W. Va„
which was recently destroyed by fire, will
be rebuilt by Manager A. C. Irons this fall.
The new theatre will have a seating capacity of 1,500.

Samuel Waldon, who has had years of experience in the show business, has become
associated with the Fuel City Amusement
Company at Clarksburg, W. Va„ and will be
general manager of this company which operSamuel Waldon, who has had years of
experience in the show business, has become
associated with the Fuel City Amusement
Company at Clarksburg, W. V., and will be
general manager of this company, which
operates the Palace and Odeon theatres in
that city.
G. T. Daily, a lawyer of Kingwood, W. Va.,
has sold his interests in the Court Theatre
to G. W. Cool, formerly of Pittsburgh, who
will manage the house in the future.
The Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va., has
been sold by G. H. Henkel to M. Habel, who
owns a clothing store in that city. Mr.
Henkel plans to build a new theatre in Winchester.

Romance in Grafton.
Lester Bush and Maude E. Moore, of
Grafton, W. Va., were married in Cumberland, Md., recently, and thereby hangs a romance. Mr. Bush is a prominent business
man of Grafton and prior to the outbreak
of the war he was managing with great
success the Grand and Strand theatres at
Grafton. Miss Moore at that time was acting as his assistant manager and pianist at
both theatres.
When the war hit the United States Mr.
Bush dropped everything and went to France
with the A. E. F. During his absence Miss
Moore attended to his theatrical business
with efficiency and dispatch. Later he returned, but Cupid landed an arrow where
no German could touch Mr. Bush, and so
romance culminated in the wedding.
the
May their life be long and their days prosperous!
J.
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Many San Franof Charles Thall.
film exchange men made the trip to
the valley city to attend the opening event.

agement
cisco

Golden Gate Gleanings
Attractions

Ending July

—
—
—
—
—
— “The Love Expert.”
Tivoli.
—
“Old Wives for New.”
Frolic.

17.

The Neptune Palace Theatre was opened

"Burning Daylight."
California.
“The Mollycoddle.”
Portola.
"Suds.”
Imperial.
“That Something.”
Strand.
Great Accident.”
“The
Rialto.

early in July at Alameda, Cal., in conjunction
with Neptune Beach, a popular bathing resort.

A.

PESHON,

city,

for

many

in this

but

chief

morals squad, has been reappointed to
the old position and will devote his entire

of the

attention in the future to the supervision of
He enjoys the confidence of
screen shows.
exhibitors and announces that no changes are

contemplated.
Theatres.
M. L. Markowitz, who is interested in a
chain of moving picture theatres in this
city and the surrounding territory, returned
recently from the Cleveland convention and
Rumors are
has since left for New York.
current here that he plans to retire from
the theatre field and engage once more in
Sell

exchange business.

News writers See

Selves in Film.
Local and visiting newspaper men were
the guests of Marshall Neilan on the evening
of July 1, when moving pictures taken at the
outing at Mayor Rolph’s ranch were shown
Following the
at the St. Francis Hotel.
screening of this film the first showing of
“Go and Get It,” a newspaper story, was

made.

Nevada Exhibitor Buys Equipment.
W. Flood, of Fallon, Nev., was a recent
visitor in this city to purchase equipment
J.

for a new 1,000-seat house in course of
erection in that city.
It was his first visit
in several years and he took advantage of
the opportunity to visit the various film
exchanges while here.

Gets Chain of Houses.
R. Pollock, of Ferndale, Cal., has secured
control of a chain of small theatres in Ferndale, Fortuna, Scotia, Areata and Korbel and
plans to circuit his bookings through these
houses. Other theatres will be added to the
chain shortly.

Secures Control of Woodland House.
S. Webster has secured control of the
Strand Theatre, Woodland, Cal., for a period
of five years.
He has a house at Dunsmuir
and is looking for others in Northern Cali-

W.

fornia.

Casino to Use Pictures.
The Casino Theatre of San Francisco, operated as one of the Loew chain, will shortly
go over to a policy of vaudeville and high
class

who
will

moving

pictures.
Will King & Co.,
have been there for more than a year,
open the new Metropolitan Theatre at

Oakland.

Attended Democratic Convention.
Keppler, of Carlin, Nev., attended the
Democratic National Convention at San
Francisco as a delegate and while here also
made extensive bookings.
New Theatres Opened.
The new California Theatre at Turlock,
Cal., was opened on July 7 under the manC. P.

Loses Bet on Business.
Joe

Skirboll,

tional, is out

Daw,

J.

Barney Sherry and Pat O’Mal-

ley.

Frank Lloyd, director for Goldwyn, is in
town with a large company securing scenes
for the screen version of Leo Ditrichstein’s
Included in the
play, “The Great Lover.”
cast are Claire Adams and Richard Tucker.
Angeles,
was a recent
J. B. Dennis, of Los
visitor here on his way to the Orient to
secure scenic and educational pictures. He

amount

Production Company have been filed at San
Francisco by E. S. Bradley, A1 St. John and
W. A. Murray, the capital stock being placed
at $500,000.

Regent Theatre Changes Hands.
The Regent Theatre, conducted for some
time by William Berlin, has been sold
I. O. Brown.

to

Pittsburgh Paragraphs
Attractions Ending July 17.
Columbia. “Under Crimson Skies.”
Liberty and Olympic. “The Mollycoddle.”
Savoy. “Joyous Troublemakers.”
Loew’s Lyceum. “Old Lady 31.”
Grand. “Paris Gi*een.”
Blackstone. “A Lady in Love.”
Minerva. “Today.”
Moidel Now Owns Penn Theatre.
R. ROTH has sold his share in the Penn
Theatre, at Pehn and Butler streets,

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

M

Pittsburgh, to his partner, Mr. Moidel, who
is now the sole owner.
Mr. Roth, it is said,
is contemplating a trip to Europe within the
near future.
Drew Bad Hand at Convention.
H. Goldberg, general manager of the West
Penn Amusement Company, Pittsburgh, is
nursing a bad hand the past few weeks. A
boil developed on his right hand while he
was at the Cleveland convention. He neglected to give it the proper attention, with
the result that blood poisoning set in and

?

five

Makes Trip

Greece.

to

George Panagatocas, movie magnate of
Johnstown, Pa., accompanied by his wife and
three children, has sailed for his native land,
Greece.
The party will be gone from four
During Mr. Panagatocas’
to five months.
absence his local interests will be well taken
care of by L. W. Barclay and his brother,
Peter Panagatrocas.

Showman Leaves Film
The Orpheum

Business.
Hill,
Squirrel

Theatre,

fashionable residential
burgh, has been sold by

J.

of

& Wainwright, newcomers

Bushyeager

a

PittsC. Weinberger to

district

in

they having taken charge on
July 1. Mr. Weinberger is through with the
film game for the present, at least, and is
now engaged in the manufacturing business.
the business,

Detroit Doings
Optner Buys Mt. Clemens.
has purchased outright the
J Lyric Theatre Building and property in Mt.
Clemens, and he is now making extensive
alterations and .enlarging the seating capacity to 400. He has ordered a Bartola organ,
and is preparing to open for business forthwith. Joe does not intend to stop with the
Lyric, but is planning to secure a chain of
theatres in Michigan. With the opening of
the Lyric, Mt. Clemens will have two theatres the other being the Bijou (with over
1,000 seats), operated by Bob Peltier.
Howard Crane Going to Europe.
C. Howard Crane, Detroit architect, is going
to Europe to look over some theatre properties for the Allen Brothers and to draw up

OE OPTNER

—

the plans. Mr. Crane, at the present time, is
building more than 50 theatres around the
country. He has plans drawn for four new
houses for John H. Kunsky and one for Allen
Brothers in Detroit, but is holding back until
-prices for building come down.
Has Heavy Bicycle Trade.
Paul Shlossman, of Muskegon, prides himself on having the biggest bicycle trade of
any Michigan theatre at his Elite. You can
see anywhere from 10 to 50 bicycles in front
of the house every night. The auto trade he
gets at the Regent Theatre.

Agree on New

A new wage

Scale.

has been effected between the motion picture operators and the
Detroit theatres, which is satisfactory to both
sides.
T'he agreement runs until Sept. 21,
scale

1921.

Theatre Notes and Personals.
Ernie Forbes, of the U. T. E., reports that
the recent installation of two Power’s 6-A
in their Eagle Theatre, Detroit.
Art Baehr, of the Crystal Theatre, Detroit,
that negotiations are now in progress for
the erection of the $500,000 theatre building
somewhere in Detroit. Actual building, however, will not be started this year.

machines
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of the First Naspot as the result of a

manager

in question.

was accompanied by Mrs. Dennis.
Bessie Barriscale and a company

of forty
are expected to be here within the course of
a week. Most of the work planned will be
done at Pleasanton.
Tsuro Aoki arrived here a few days ago
on the Siberia Maru from a visit to her home
in Japan.
Producing Company Incorporated.
Articles of incorporation of the A1 St. John

a

wager he made with Manager Donovan of
the Regent.
He bet the business at this
house on July 4 would not go over a certain
figure, and to the surprise of even Donovan
the
the matinee business almost totaled

C.

Infront for his original story, “Dinty.”
cluded in the cast are Wesley Barry, Marjorie

May

the film

Theatre Man Resigns.
Smith has resigned as manager of
the Strand Theatre, San Francisco, owing to
ill health, and will retire from business for
a time. A successor has not been named.
Producers Visit San Francisco.
Marshall Neilan, producer and director,
arrived here during Democratic Convention
week with a company of twenty-four to secure scenes in Chinatown and on the water-

Guy

Corporal Peshon Back on M. P. Beat.
of

It is now
for a time things looked serious.
improving and it will not be long ere Goldberg can take the arm out of the sling.

The Orchard City Theatre has been opened

at Campbell, Cal., by C. A. Roscoe, who also
has a house at San Bruno. “The Heart of a
Child” was the opening attraction.

PETER
moving pictures
C ORPORAL
years censor
for the past year and a half
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Louisville Locals
••Birth”

Film Meins Exploited.

HE

Louisville Times, conducting a “Better Baby” campaign, arranged with the
Eugenic Film Company for the showing
of “Birth,” the New York Maternity Hospital picture which is at present attracting
nation-wide attention.
It is being shown
at Macauley’s Theatre all this week.
It is
claimed that if the methods shown in the
picture were followed out the lives of 300,000
infants and many thousands of ignorant
mothers would be saved yearly.

T

Fire Damages Airdome.
the Airdome at Columbia, Ky.,
owned and operated by S. J. Beanin, caused
considerable damage to the theatre.
The
exact amount has not been determined, but
the curtain was destroyed, several sections
of seats ruined and considerable damage
done to the piano.
It is thought that a
cigarette stub started the fire.
Picture Showman Dies.
The Empress Theatre and the Queen were
closed five days last week on account of the
death of George A. Bleich, owner of the
Empres sand former owner of the Queen.
Billboards carried advertisements of coming
attractions were darkened with posters for
the same reason.
Getting Ready for Big Week.
J. E. Firnkoess, representative of Paramount, was in Louisville last week making
preliminary plans in preparation for Paramount week, the date of which is tentatively
Fire

enforced in a “city where Jewish merchants
take advantage of a section of the law which
gives them the privilege of evading the spirit
Violations, he said,
of the closing law.”
would be reported to the grand jury. Several grand juries have refused to indict.
Fire Damages Film Theatre.
Fire which started in the moving picture
show of E. W. Morgan, on the ground floor
of the Masonic Building at Owingsville, Ky.,
when a film caught fire and caused an explosion, destroyed the entire building.
The
loss of Mr. Morgan is abou t$2,000, which is
partly covered by insurance.
Mr. Morgan
and his son, Brooks, who was operator, were
badly burned about the hands and face in
an effort to put the first out before it spread.
The theatre will be rebuilt.

in

set for the

week

of

September

tensive advertising campaign
make it a big event.

5-11.
is

Tragedy Ends Showman’s

An

ex-

planned to
Life.

William Smith, moving picture theatre
owner, of Liberty, Ky., was shot and killed
a few days ago by his brother-in-law, James
Snow, who was also his business partner.
Smith was shot above the heart and was
killed instantly.
The wives of the two men
were the only eye-witnesses and both have
refused to say anything about the shooting.
Automobile Damages Its Owner.
A. Z. Sheckler, manager of the Parkland
Theatre, was slightly hurt and his automobile demolished when he collided with another machine recently. Both machines were
wrecked.
Mr. Sheckler was not seriously
injured.

When Saturday Is Sunday.
After making threats last week that he
would rigorously prosecute violators of the
Sunday closing law, Commonwealth’s Attorney Taylor, of Henderson, Ky., announced
that he had decided not to sue because the
state law offers a loophole to Jewish merchants.
A long and bitter fight between
moving picture men of Henderson and the
ministers culminated a week ago in the
closing of every business house in the city
on Sunday, except garages and the soda
fountain of M. Siverman, of the Jewish faith.
He contended that he observed Saturday as
his Sabbath day and kept his store closed
on that day, opening, however, on Sunday.
Then Morris Holtzman, also a Jew, announced that he would close his Grand Theatre on Saturday and keep open, the following
Sunday. The Commonwealth’s Attorney then
announced that the law could not be fairly

Southeastern

Los Angeles Studio Shots
AOKI, wife
T SURU
has returned from

of Sessue Hayakawa,
a four months' visit
Japan. She reports that Griffith’s “Hearts
the World” was playing in Tokio when
she left that city, at $5 a seat.
Katherine MacDonald will begin work on
“The Second Latchkey” for First National
after taking a short vacation at Laguna
Beach.
Director George L. Cox, of the American
Film Company of Santa Barbara, spent last
week in Los Angeles.
Goldwyn is to distribute the Betty Compson productions, according to an announcement from Culver City this week.
to
of

Wade Boteler, the mess sergeant with
Douglas MacLean in "23 \/2 Hours’ Leave,”
the proud father of a ten-pound boy, who
arrived on the 1st of July.

is

Episcopal Church Shows Films.

ECLARING

for cleaner and better pictures
Rev. Israel H. Noe, pastor of the
of the Incarnation (Episcopal) of
Atlanta, Ga., has started a series of weekly
motion picture programs at the church, the
admission being free to all people of the
neighborhood who care to attend. The first

D
Church

the

was

My

Dreams,” with Billie
Rhodes. A feature is to be shown each week,
the church having lined up with a local film
'
exchange.
picture

“Girl of

Savannah Gets New Theatre.
Announcement has been made that another

new theatre is to be erected at Savannah,
Ga., following the recent purchase on State
street of a site by the Theatre Realty Corporation of Virginia. The site has a frontage of ninety feet and adjoining is another
site with a thirty foot frontage, recently acquired by the same company. The price of
The
the site just purchased was $30,000.
new theatre will probably be a motion picture and vaudeville house combined.
Chaplin Film in Court.
Suit

for

against

damages has been
Birmingham Enterprises,

$10,000

the

Birmingham,

Ala.,

filed
Inc.,

by the Mudd & Colley

Amusement Company,

the plaintiffs alleging
that the defendants maliciously and without
cause procured an injunction against their
exhibiting the Charlie Chaplin picture, “A
The
Day's Pleasure,” at the Rialto Theatre.
injunction was later dissolved by the court,
stating
and the plaintiffs now ask $10,000
this was the amount of damage caused their
business.

Heavy Loss

in

Theatre Fire.

The new Grand Theatre, a motion picture
house at Reynolds, Ga., was completely destroyed by fire after it had been open to the
It was owned by
public but three nights.
the firm of Goddard & Goddard, of Reynolds.

The

loss

was estimated

origin of the fire
during the early

at about $25,000.

unknown, as
morning hours.
is

it

The

occurred

Anna Q. Nilsson has gone to New York to
play the leading feminine role in “The Lark,”
a coming Mayflower production.
Monte Blue, upon completing his part in
“The Jucklins,” now being filmed at Lasky’s,
will go to

New York

to play a leading part
Kentuckians,”
under
Director
Charles Maigne.

“The

in

Louise Lovely has signed a contract with
to star in a series of features for that
company. She is now playing the leading
feminine role in an Omer Locklear picture.

Fox

Larry Semon has returned to Vitagraph
New York.

after a short stay in

E. Richard Schayer, scenario writer, will
desert his typewriter to direct Great Authors
Pictures for Benjamin B. Hampton.

David Butler will take a

trip to

as soon as his current picture

.is

New York
completed.

Edward Earle, who has starred in a number of recent O. Henry pictures made by
Vitagraph, has arrived on the West Coast,
accompanied by Mrs. Earle, to play in western-made

films.

ZaSu

Pitts is preparing for her first picture for the R. P. Smith Corporation, which
is
now casting, and which will be called

“The Thundering Dawn,”
the Horsely studio.

Ann May, leading lady
burn

“Wanted:

to

be produced at

for Bryant

Wash-

A

Blemish,” is studying
the art of continuity writing under Frances
Harmer, of the Lasky scenario staff.
in

William Duncan and Edith Johnson, Vitagraph serial stars, left last week for Denver to attend the annual convention of the
Rocky Mountain Screen Club.
Bessie

Barriscale,

who

is

filming

“The

Broken Gate,” under direction of Paul Scardon. has gone on a two weeks’ location to
Pleasanton, Cal. Evelyn Selby, Lloyd Bacon,
Arnold Gregg and Joseph Kilgour are in the
cast.

Hits Long, Long Trail.
Taylor, general manager in New
York State for Pioneer, With headquarters
in Buffalo, has hit the long, long trail with
his little bus and the old trailer and is now
somewhere in the Adirondacks far from the
C.

A.

maddening crowds.

When "Buck”

returns

he is going to direct a big offensive for Pioneer in the territory.

Children. ?

“The Queen of Diamonds,” a serial in
which Eileen Sedgewick will be starred, is
about ready to begin at Universal under direction of

Edward

Florence Deshon.

Kull.

who has been working

“Curtain,” the new Katherine MacDonald
picture, spent convention week in San Franin

cisco.
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Forthcoming Hodkinson Releases Offer
Romantic Mysteries and Strong Dramas
July 18, the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation announces the next
from five independent
dramas
five screen
producing- organizations which they will distribute before October in accordance with
Hodkinson policy of open booking and every
Further announcepicture on its merits.

B

EGINNING with

ment of additional pictures is expected.
The Hodkinson list indicates a wide range
of appeal in type of drama, ranging from
a romantic mystery to a drama of London
and the Alps, a Benjamin B. Hampton production dealing with a New England locale,
a love story from J. Parker Read. Jr., and a
rural romance from Irvin V. Willat, new
independent producer.

With “The Green Flame’’ released by Hod18, Robert Brunton presents
J. Warren Kerrigan and his own company
kinson on July

in a detective mystery story directed by ErFritzi Brunette again apnest C. Warde.
pears opposite J. Warren Kerrigan in this
story by Raymond Hill, and the cast includes Myles McCarthy, Jay Morley, Edwin
Wallock, William Moran and Claire Du Brey.
The continuity was written by Jack Cun-

ningham.
First of Fifteen Tracy Stories.

July 2 will bring the first of the Louis
Tracy productions, “The Silent Barrier,” in
which Sheldon Lewis, Gladys Hulette, Florence Dixon and other favorites of the screen
appear. Arthur F. Beck and Charles C. Burr
present it as the first of fifteen pictures to
be made from some forty novels from the
A recent picture
pen of Sir Louis Tracy.

success, “Wings of the Morning,”
was based on one of his novels.
Parker Read, Jr.’s, next vehicle for
J.
Louise Glaum carries the inviting title of
“Love Madness.” C. Gardner Sullivan wrote
the scenario as well as the earlier achieveJoseph Henaments, “Sahara’ ’and “Sex.”
berry, who has directed such stars as Douglas Fairbanks, Mildred Harris Chaplin and
Roscoe Arbuckle, directed this picture.

was a

that

New

B.

B.

Hampton

Picture.

“The Dwelling Place of Light” is regarded
by the Hodkinson officials as a Benjamin B.
Hampton masterpiece. It is based on Winston Churchill’s novel of that name and
should attract the Churchill following. The
scenes are laid in a New England mill town.
This brings Mr. Hampton into a new field,
as “Riders of the Dawn,” “The Westerners,”
“Desert Gold” and “The Sagebrusher” are
photodramas of the West as described by
Emerson Hough, Stewart Edward White and
Zane Grey. Jack Conway directed. The cast
includes

R

of the progress of

“The Won-

half of Irvin V.

Willat’s

first

independent production, "Dabney Todd,” has
been completed. His ambition is to produce
rural drama that will live for all time.
The story is taken from Frank N. Westcott’s
novel and was prepared in continuity by

a

Irvin Willat.
Several more Kerrigan pictures are scheduled, as well as a J. Parker Read, Jr., production and those of the Dial Film Company

and Arthur

der Man,” starring Georges Carpentier,
which are coming in to the executive
offices of Robertson-Cole, which released the
picture, disprove the usual theory that summer is a dull time for showmen.
These statements of the business done
various parts of the country far exceed
the estimates which were made of what the
in

would do.
Everywhere Robertson-Cole branch man-

picture

agers and salesmen have heard one story
from exhibitors; that their patrons have
merely been awaiting the announcement of
the picture to flock in. The prediction which
was made by Robertson-Cole to the effect
that Carpentier would be a surpassing attraction has proved true, for exhibitors from
many states report they find in their audiences a high percentage of casual specta-

tors; that

F. Beck.

is

to say,

persons

who

do not usual-

attend motion picture theatres.
of the warm terms in which
exhibitors speak of “The Wonder Man” may
be quoted the telegram which was received
by A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president and general manager of the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation, from Charles E. Smith,
manager of the Savoy Theatre, Pittsburgh.
Mr. Smith wired:
“Opened week’s run at
Savoy Theatre, yesterday, at 8.30 a. m. with
‘The Wonder Man’ and played to absolute
capacity at every performance’ until closing
time at 11.30. Broke all records and best of
all am packing them in again to-day. Splendid production, and gave entire satisfaction,
which is unusual in a production of this
kind.
I expect to break the week’s record.
It’s a whale of a hot weather attraction for
any house, none barred.”
ly

As an example

Press Book on Point of View ” Starring
Elaine Hammerstein Ready for Showmen
*

f

1

I

T N the latest exhibitors’ campaign book
X issued simultaneously with the release of
Hammerstein’s starring vehicle
for Selznick, “The Point of View,” there is
embodied all the light, whimsical touches that
are characteristic of the star and which have
Elaine

served in the past to reveal the
her entertaining screen stories,

nounced

The

trend of
is
an-

it

this week.
of the story may well serve to
indication of the contents, but it

title

give an
declared that the plan book is not burdened with useless detail, having been devised solely as a selling argument to exhibitors’ prospective patrons.
The feature notes
and publicity stories reveal the touches that
women delight in reading, and the designs
and ad displays blend harmoniously with
the reviews and advance notices of the story.
Imbedded in between these are practical
suggestions for the exploiting of Miss Hammerstein and the production. A multi-colored
screen slide, snappy shorts, model letters that
tend to excite interest in the picture, and
striking production cuts for newspaper advertising, in addition to attractive accessories,
have been discreetly chosen for the sole puris

pose of booming business at the exhibitors'

box office.
Miss Hammerstein is supported by Rockliffe
Fellowes, Arthur Houseman,
Hugh
Huntley, Helen Lindroth, Cornish Beck and
Warren Cook. The story is an adaptation
of Edith Ellis’ stage play of the same name,
and it was directed by Alan Crosland.

High Grade Double-Exposure
Work Seen in “Life’s Twist”

L

IFE’S TWIST,” which stars Bessie Barriscale, and which is soon to be released by Robertson-Cole, contains the

work to date of the well-known Italian
cameraman, Eugene Gaudio.
In the picture is seen some of the most
remarkable double exposure work that has
ever been done, and in making this so per-

best

that one cannot discover the line of
separation, Gaudio worked overtime, using
the skill which many years in photographic work have given him.
As the production portrays the widest extremes of society, shifting from slum to manfect
all

sion and from alleys of misery and filth to
avenues of pomp and wealth, Gaudio had
opportunity to show his ability at all sorts
of photography, interior, exterior, in the
great open and in the crowded city districts.

Recently Patented Attachment.
Gaudio has recently patented a camera
attachment which will enable him to photograph dual roles, with the two figures of
the person entering and exiting together, or
moving about at will in the same scene.
This traveling mat does away with the division line in double photography.
Eugene Gaudio, who has for the past year
turned the crank on the Robertson-Cole productions featuring Bessie Barriscale, and
who photographed many of the Nazimova
features, came from a family of Italian artists.
His brother, Ralph Gaudio, is now
president of the Photographic Association of
Italy, and a portrait of the King painted by
Eugene’s father hangs in the art gallery at
Milan.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMmiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiimijimmiiiiiiim

A

Trunkfull

Fun!

of

Robert McKim, Claire Adams and

King Baggot.
More than

Robertson-Cole Reports Carpentier Special
Is Proving to Be Big Summer Attraction
EPORTS
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That’s what Larry

provides

in

his

Semon
latest

comedy where

as a “goof”
stage hand he messes up a
perfectly good show. He
thinks that footlights, be-

cause of their name, were

made to tramp on. He
gives them thunder just as
the “hero” says: “My isn’t

—

and
ideal day”
the stage manager a

an

this

when
little

later

calls

for

some

fog on the scene, Larry
a barrel of
gives it to him
home brew fog barrel
and all. That and a whole

—

lot

—

more by

LARRY
SEMON
in

The

Stage

Hand
A

Larry Semon

Comedy
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Elaborate Press Book on “Moon Madness
Has been Prepared by Robertson-Cole

R OBERTSON-COLE

has

issued,

just

knew Los Angeles. He not only
had thousands of plates covering every anwell as he

for

the exploitation of “Moon Madness,” a
Haworth Special which soon is to reSperelease a pretentious campaign book.
cial attention in it is given to the exploitation angles of the picture, and to press matEvery poster for the daily newspapers.
sible aid is given the exhibitor who books
the picture to attract his community, and
the book is issued far enough in advance of
release to be readily available to all inter-

gle of life in these climes, but knew the
manners and customs of the various tribes in that part of the world.
Dr. Arthur Jervis, famous man of medicine, art, science, war and stage, is playing
the role of the “heavy” with Miss Roberts.
In his rambles over the seven seas Dr. Jervis spent much time in the Malay archipelago and is intimately acquainted with the

dialects,

ways

ested.

From

the pen of

J.

Grubb Alexander, “Moon

Madness” is one of those unusual photoplays
which demands an all-star cast because virtually all of the characters have equally important roles. And with Edith Storey, Irene
Hunt, Josef Swickard, Sae de Grasse, William Courtleigh and Wallace McDonald holding the centre of the stage it was decided
by Robertson-Cole to give “Moon Madness”
special treatment in exploitation and otherwise.

Sets Exploited In Book.

Josephine Miranda
in a new Bessie Love production for Callaghan.
She is the wife of

Appearing

Tom

Miranda, formerly studio manager
for World at Fort Lee.
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“Riders of the Dawn” Goes Big.
“Riders of the Dawn” is attracting great
audiences throughout the South, according
to reports received by the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation.
This Zane Grey picture is a Benjamin B.
Hampton production and just closed a week’s
run at the Strand Theatre, Nashville, to
highly successful business.
In Atlanta, Ga., an extensive advertising
campaign preceded the week of this showing
at the Tudor Theatre, and James Jackson,
manager of the Tudor Theatre, is greatly
pleased with this, his first Hodkinson picture.

HARLES MAIGNE,

proximately twenty columns of advance,
opening, reviews and special material. Another feature in the press section is the entire page devoted to short “fillers” all arranged in proper sequence.
Tipped in on the inside of the back cover
of the book, the press section of “Moon Madness” should not fail to gain results for an
exhibitor if he but makes intelligent use of
it.

But what may prove

of greater interest
certain exhibitors are the four pages of
striking advertisements and the three pages
of live exploitation matter. The stunts particularly should receive honorable mention
because of their simplicity and practicability.
The remainder of the sixteen pages of the
press book proper, not including the eightpage press section, are devoted to lively
catch-lines, a selling talk by A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president and general manager of
the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation,
program suggestions, music setting, accessories and photographic displays of the big
scenes of the picture.
to

Maigne Pleased with Way He
Made “Cumberland Romance”

C

In laying the plans for the press book advantage was taken of the sumptuous settings of the picture.
These together with
the six all-star performers are exploited admirably in the eight-page press section
through the medium of numerous cuts,
dressed up with suitable text.
The cuts and text are so arranged that
they may be used for newspaper publication
independent of the regular service of ap-

director of

“A Cum-

berland Romance,” starring Mary Miles
Minter, attended a private screening of
the picture in the Realart home offices and
declared himself gratified with the results
obtained in departing from the beaten paths
dealing with the Mountain
for pictures

Whites of the South.
Officials of the company, who viewed the
picture at the same time, stated that Mr.
Maigne had accomplished as distinctive ar.d
individual results as in “The Copperhead,”
his previous production which won him his
first widespread recognition as a director.
Mr. Maigne returned to the East recently
upon completion of “A Cumberland Romance.”
“It is is an exceedingly pleasant picture,”
said Mr. Maigne. “The story is real and uneffected, and quite different from the usual
run of Cumberland mountain stories. There
are no feuds, no moonshiners or stills or
lurking revenue officers who are always falling in love with Bessie, the moonshiner’s
daughter, and all that sort of thing none of
the regulation trappings which audiences
have come to expect of stories of that type.”

—

“The Adorable Savage”

U

Is the

Latest Edith Roberts Picture
NIVERSAL pains have been taken at
Universal

proper settings and atmosphere for “The Adorable Savage,” the latest Universal production, based on Ralph Stock’s story of the
South Sea Isles, “Marama," in which Edith
Roberts appears as a Fiji Island maid.
In the first place, Norman Dawn, her director, had spent a year and a half in the
Islands of the South Seas, gathering material for travelogues, and he knew the
various islands in the southern W'aters as
City

to

assure

ALBERT
BH

Li- I

E.

“THE
A VITAGRAPH

—

the semi-civilized divisions of the

Jervis is a musician, composer, dramatist,
actor, surgeon, soldier in five campaigns,
globe-trotter, linguist and soldier of fortune.
He has already appeared in the films with
Geraldine Farrar, Pauline Frederick and
Nazimova, and his appearance with Edith
Roberts may be his last on the screen, as he
has been waiting for the meeting of the
State Board of Heath at Sacramento, in order to qualify as physician and surgeon in
California.

Heavy Advance Bookings
on Fox’s “If I Were King”
OX FILM CORPORATION

announces it is
exceptionally heavy bookings
on its special production, “If I Were
King,” from the great stage success and
novel by Justin Huntly McCarthy.

F

receiving

The private showing to the trade at the
New York is said to have
started the booking at a rapid pace.
“If I Were King” lends itself to big exploitation as large numbers have read the
book or seen the play. Exhibitors who have
already booked the picture are planning to
tie up with the booksells for a big window
Palace Theatre in

display.

The international reputation of the author,
Justin Huntly McCarthy, also will help the
picture, and his statement that “If I Were
King,” which he viewed on the screen in
London, is a splendid piece of work and a fine
rendition of his story, not only should help
the booking, but will aid the exhibitor in
getting the people into his theatre.
The Fox Company has some fine posters on
this picture and have prepared an exploitation
sheet of eight pages to assist the exhibitor in
his newspaper and advertising campaign.
Spirit of

Good”

Is a

Strong Story.

Spirit of Good,” a William Fox
the
before
released
be
to
production
close of July with Madlaine Traverse as
times
suggestive
at
lines
the star, follows
of the noted success, “The Miracle Man.” and
is one which every father will be glad to
have his wife and daughter see. It is the
class of production that managers always

“The

welcome, for it contains the big heart interest and appeal which reach the masses as
well as the classes. It is the tale of a modern magdalene, crushed through adversity,
whose spirit of good struggles upward to the
light, and regenerates all who come in contact with her.

WHO?
Why, Epes

—

inthrop Sargent Best Exploitation Bet in the Trade Press!

SMITH

-W- E
rv*;

of

South Sea Islands.

\\

presents

H
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“Ladder of Lies” and “Let's Be Fashionable”
Are Two of Paramount Current Productions
OMESTIC comedy

The story was written by Mildred Considine, an experienced stage and screen writer.
Luther Reed did the scenario.
Wade Boteler, Grace Morse, George Webb,
Wilbur Higby, Molly McConnell and Norris
Johnson, all of them capable farceurs, round
out the cast. Bert Cann was the cameraman.
Tom Forman, one of the screen’s best

vies with domestic
drama for the honors of the Paramount
schedule for July 11 when Douglas MaeLean and Doris May in “Let’s Be Fashionable,” a Thomas H. Ince production, and
Ethel Clayton in “The Ladder of Lies” are
released.
Thomas H. Ince’s popular young exponents
of the habits of happiness and dispensers of
smiles and good cheer, Douglas MacLean and
Doris May, are said to maintain in “Let’s
Be Fashionable” the standards of merriment
which they set in their initial co-starring
venture, “Twenty-three and a Half Hours’
In this
Leave,” and succeeding pictures.
comedy, which was directed by Lloyd Ingraham under Mr. Ince’s supervision, they have
the roles of newlyweds who rent a bungalow
in a fashionable summer resort colony and
make strenuous efforts to break into the
swift society set.

D

juvenile leading men, made his debut
as a director in the production of the Ethel

known

Clayton picture, “The Ladder of Lies,” which
is an adaptation by Edith Kennedy of Harold Vickers’ story, “The Ladder,” which was
published in Snappy Stories.
The story treats of the age-old theme of
a woman’s sacrifice for a man, but it is here
given a brand new twist.
The supporting cast includes Clyde Fillmore, Charles Meredith, Irving Cummings,
Jane Acker and Ruth Ashby. The camera
work is that of William Marshall.

Edith Hallor Has Role of Welfare Worker
in Select Picture “Just Behind the Door”
HALLOR, who was showered
many
comments
E DITH

in

M

Sills

Leading

Her First

ILTON

pants bite the dust and get all smeared
with gore, lose half their clothes and battle
like madmen, but a good, clean ring bout
with the gloves. And why shouldn’t it be
when the combatants are none other than

Robert Warwick and Norman Selby, otherwise known as Kid McCoy, who for a long
time was middleweight champion of the
world!

McCoy is well known for his work as a
screen character actor. Major Warwick, on
the other hand, is no tyro in the art of pugilistic combat. Even as a youth, he won much
His
notice by his ability with the gloves.
constitution is physically perfect and his
muscles hardened by his service overseas
during the late war.
So the battle is no framed-up affair, even
though it is Warwick who must triumph,
for he is a good fighter, and the combat is
Joseph
realistic and genuine throughout.
Henabery

Anstey,

title,

country, but also in America. The story will
also be familiar to many persons who witnessed its dramatized version, produced in
this country some time ago and starred in by
Charles Hawtrey, the eminent English actor.
ii

unflagging energy to circumvent each and
every obstacle that is brought to her atten-

1

1

1

n

1

1

1

1

1 1

1

1

1

1 1

1

it

CORINNE

tion.

George Irving, who directed the produchas guided to the screen such successes
as “Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman,” with
John Barrymore; “The Blue Pearl” and
“Children of Destiny.” A detailed announcement of a complete resume of the story and
tion,

GRIFFITH

•

the release date,

known

it

is

stated,

will

be

m

made

shortly.

75* WHISPER

Man for Miss Minter

MARKET"

Picture Under Star Franchise

SILLS

has been engaged to
play the leading male role with Mary
Miles Minter in her forthcoming production for Realart, “Sweet Lavender,” an
adaptation of one of Sir Arthur Wing Pinero’s

most successful plays.
The picture has been completed and is
scheduled for early fall release, having been
assigned as one of the first productions to be
offered under the new Realart star franchise.
The work of the star and her director, Paul Powell, as well as the cast itself,
place the picture in the special feature class,
according to reports received from the company’s Hollywood studios.
Some of the other members of the cast are
Sylvia
Ashton,
Theodore
Roberts,
Jane

Keckley and Harold Goodwin.

Several unusual and artistic results were
accomplished by Director Powell and his
technical staff in making the production. The
action of the story takes plaice in and around
an old-fashioned home, used as a college
boarding house. Exactly the thing wanted
was found in Los Angeles, ten miles from the
studio.
It was the homestead of the old
Spanish Family of Figueroas.
Nearly forty scenes were called for directly around the front door of the house,
and only a half dozen or so around the entire house.
To return to the location for
every scene would have involved a waste of
time and energy, and the outdoor shadows
would have interferred with perfect photography, so Director Powell decided to reproduce the door and set it up in the studio.

All the pulsing

mance
city

Helpful Campaign Book Is Issued on
National Pictures “The Invisible Divorce”
N

exhibitors’ campaign book, whose keyis simplicity and helpfulness, has
just been issued in conjunction with
“The Invisible Divorce,” a National Picture

note

Theatres, Inc., production.
Throughout the
production cuts and screen slide present with
interest the trend of the story ,and the other
aids serve to further enhance its screen
presentation.

The advance notices are compact and
meaty, the current reviews are written entertainingly,
according to modern newspaper style and the program readers and
pointers cleave a wedge into the striking
phases of the picture.
Added to these a half dozen newspaper
line ads and half tone ad displays are presented attractively.
Several helpful hints
for exploiting the picture, a throwaway in
the form of a subpoena that cannot help but

demand a

reading, a few letters for a mail
campaign and a musical synopsis and cues
round out the plan book.
The cast is composed of Walter McGrail and

Leatrice

Joy,

who

play

the

leading roles;

Walter Miller, Grace Darmond and Tom Bates.
The story was written by Leila Burton Wells
and adapted for the screen by Katherine
Reed. Nat. C. Deverick and Thomas R. Mills
directed the production.

Prize-Ring Fight Feature
of “The Fourteenth Man”
VERT ONE enjoys a good fight, and Rob-

E

ert Warwick’s forthcoming Paramount
picture, “The Fourteenth Man,” is said
to contain an unusually good one.
Not one
of those bloody combats, where the partici-

the very

story

of

southern
Janeiro.

in this

social

ro-

of the

It

is

wonder
that

in

life

capital,

Vitagraph
will

and

life

name

conjures up for one has

been retained

1

A

directing.

is

who wrote the original story
“The Man From Glankley’s,”
His novel
is a well known English author.
has been widely read not only in his own
F.

under the

The story is an adaptation of the play of
the same name by Jules Eckart Goodman. It
is made known that the picture is replete
with those little touches of human nature
that somehow never fail to grip audiences,
and Miss Hallor’s rendition of the young girl
who bears the burden of continually adjusting the troubles of others serves to place
her in the role that demands quick wit and

with

laudatory
for her dual
characterization in “Children of Destiny,”
a Republic picture, plays the role of a young
welfare worker in the forthcoming Select
picture, “Just Behind the Door,” written by
Jules Eckert Goodman, it is announced.
Altogether the prominent members of the
cast supporting Miss Hallor include a half
dozen screen players known to possess considerable prestige among motion picture
fans.
For instance, there is Barney Sherry,
a character actor who has appeared in many
screen successes for Selznick pictures and
other organizations; Betty Blythe, whose
screen career dates back to the early days
of the silent drama; Eddie Southerland, Arnold Gregg, Ida Lewis and Burt Apling, all
equally known for splendid characterizations
in scores of film dramas.

Milton
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Rio

d e

a big splendid

production

that

sweep you up and

carry

you to the throbbing heart
of South American romance
and adventure.

No

treachery

is

so deadly,

no scandal so sickening, no
punishment and persecution
so dire, as that of the

market.’

other
that in

And

‘vi

hisper

there

is

whtsper market
Rio de Janeiro.

The piquant charm

no
like

of this

young star was never
more suitable or beauti*

radiant
set in
ful

surroundings than

vivid,

ability

in this

—

her
never more apparent
exciting

story

than in this screen narrative
of
life

intrigue
in

capital.

and high

the South

social

American
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Mayflower Has Three New Productions
Completed; Tucker Picture Among Them

T HREE

new productions soon to be presented by the Mayflower Photoplay
Corporation has been completed and are
now undergoing final editing simultaneously
Brunton Studios. The producing units
the
at
represented by the trio of new offerings are
the George Loane Tucker company, which
contributes “Ladies Must Live,” the Allan
Dwan organization, which is preparing “The
Sin of Martha Queed” for release, and the
Sidney A. Franklin production, scheduled for
fall release through the First National Exhibitors Circuit.

Utmost secrecy is being maintained by
in connection with the editing of “Ladies Must Live,” his second independent production to be presented by Mayflower.
For the past two weeks. Tucker has
been working behind closed doors in the cutting room of the Brunton plant to which access has been granted to none but important
attaches of the Tucker staff.
The veil of mystery with which the pro 7
ducer has enshrouded the production is due
partly to the technical innovations he has
incorporated and partly to an avowed policy
of withholding advance reports until the final
completion of the special.
Producer Tucker

“Miracle

Man”

Sets Pace.

For the past fortnight, the producer has
been working steadily night and day putting
into his

new

offering every ounce of effort.

The success of “The Miracle Man” has placed
upon him the responsibility of upholding
with his second independent production the
reputation he achieved with his visualization

Frank Packard

of the

With

objective

this

story.
in mind,

Tucker

is

bending every effort toward making “Ladies
Must Live” an exceptional offering. Although

illegitimate romance involving the wife of
the man she loves.
The role of the medium is played with consummate skill by Sylvia Breamer, while
others in the cast are Conrad Nagle, Rose-

mary Theby, Robert Cain and Robert Martindel.
late in

This picture
September.

is

scheduled for release

Strong Religious Appeal in
New William Russell Picture

W

ITH

the knowledge that anything
touching on the question of sect or

requires the greatest skill
handling, William Fox
Man Who Dared” as originally conceived.
This picture, completed at the Fox studios
in Hollywood, was written for William Russell by Julius G. Furthman, of the scenario
staff of the company, and Mr. Fox was
puzzled over the possibilities of screening a
religious feature of the story, however. The
confidence of the author and the star, and the
sincerity of the theme won over the producer.
The scenes in question, in the death cell
of a prison where a man is confined awaiting execution, are said to have been so carefully planned and delicately handled that the
religious vein tends to strengthen the scenes.
religion

and delicacy

in its
decided to film “The

Prominent Los Angeles church members
were present during the photographing of
these scenes, and it was the concensus of
opinion that the star has a worthy vehicle as
well as a story of sufficient strength to hold
the most critical audiences.
Emmett J. Flynn directed Mr. Russell in
this film.

the producer has steadfastly refused to discuss his new feature, preferring to let judgment rest with the public and exhibitors, it
is understood that the subject is done in a
lighter vein than its predecessor.
“The Sin of Martha Queed,” which Allan
Dwan is preparing for publication as the
sixth of his series of independent productions, is based on an original story written
by himself. The story is described as powerful in conception, presenting a remarkable
character study in which is pictured the
psychological influences wielded on a man by

Eileen Percy appears as leading woman.
Since the completion of the film Miss Percy
has become a star herself, also under the
banner of William Fox.
Other members of the cast are Frank
Brownlee, Fred Warren and Joe Ray. Julius
G. Furthman also made the scenario.
Special exploitation is to be given “The
Man Who Dared” and it is believed wide cooperation will be received from churches and

his associations.

Fast

“uplift” "organizations.

of the

Dwan

feature consists of a

galaxy of motion picture favorites, including
Mary Thurman, Niles Welch, Frank Campeau,
Joseph Dowling, George Hackathorne and
Eugenie Besserer.
“The Sin of Martha
Queed” is listed to follow Dwans “The
Scoffer,” on First National’s schedule.
The Franklin production deals with a phase
of psychic phenomena, presenting the heroine
in the role of a clairvoyant who, under spirit
control, establishes communication with the
world beyond the horizon and learns of an

W

“Son of Tarzan”
ORK

Serial

progressing very rapidly on the
filming of “The Son of Tarzan,” the
fourth of the Edgar Rice Burroughs
stories to be put into pictures.
Because of
the great strength of the story and its extremely rapid action from start to finish it
was found necessary to make this picture as
a serial instead of as a special feature, the
policy pursued in the former Tarzan picis

tures.
It is

Menu — Table

being made by the National Film Cor-

TERRISS

'

—a

la— etc.

table etiquette in

“The Poor Simp,” a Selznick production.
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poration under the direction of Harry Revier,
the same people who made “Tarzan of the
Apes” and “The Romance of Tarzan,” two of
the biggest box office attractions that have
ever been put forth. It will be distributed
throughout the world by David P. Howells.
The fourth episode has been completed and
it is estimated that this will be the most expensive of any single episode in the picture,
for according to the demands of the scenario
it was necessary to burn a large schooner
and construct an African village large
enough to accommodate in their natural sur.

roundings hundreds of natives.
Practically everything necessary for the
taking of this picture had to be supplied, as
all that California furnished was fresh air,
sunshine and sand.
In one episode ten large elephants goaded
to fury by their trainers and keepers are
made to stampede, thus furnishing a big

Prominent Character Actors in Divan's Next.
As an assurance of the quality of acting to
be found in “The Sin of Martha Queed,” Allan
Dwan’s sixth independent production, which
Mayflower will present through First National, particular stress is placed upon the
appearance in the cast of two of the screen’s
most skillful character actors, Frank Campean and Joseph Dowling. Both play “heavy”
parts in the

hew Dwan

ST<

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS

production.

Other prominent players seen in the cast
are Mary Thurman, Niles Welch, Eugenie
Besserer, George Hackathorne and Little
Frankie Lee, who played the crippled boy in
“The Miracle Man.”

TRUMPET
ISLAND
PRODUCTION
ATOM
FROM THE

d’Hote

Owen Moore studying

sensation for plotoplay lovers.

Work Being Done on

Deals with Psychic Phenomena.

The cast

Define:
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National Picture Theatres Has Seven Big
Productions Listed for Hot Weather Season

continuous performance, six shows being
run off between 1 p. m. and 11.
It is reported that Universal may present
other pictures at the Astor after
“Shipwrecked Among Cannibals” has com-

July 24, 1920

HE

coming of the hottest weather of
the year finds National Picture Theatres, Inc., the exhibitor co-operative
unit headed by Lewis J. Selznick, in a
well fortified position, it is declared in
an announcement by Lewis J. Selznick.
The organization won its way into popular
The first release,
favor from the start.

all technical matters for “Blackbirds”
has already been prepared and Miss Johnstone has already begun.
“Blackbirds” was produced by Henry
Miller at the Lyceum Theatre in January,
1913, where it was played by Laura Hope
Crews and H. B. Warner for a long engagement. Jack Dillon is to direct the new

Wife,” with Roy Stewart and
Williams in the leading parts,
a groundwork of the most concrete sort, which has been added to by
“Blind Youth,” the second picture, and
“The Invisible Divorce,” the third release.
These productions were made on the West
Coast with special or all-star casts.
The second week in July, beginning the
hottest period of the year, and what exhibitors term the dullest, finds National
Picture Theatres, Inc., with at least seven

Realartist.

T

“Just

a

and

Kathlyn
formed

finished productions to

its

credit, three of

which have been released and four
which are now awaiting distribution.
The first star subject on the National

which was directed by Ralph Ince,
male part.
Big Harem Scenes in Sixth Release.
The sixth production is “The Palace of
Darkened Windows,” made on the West
Coast under the direction of Henry Kolker, who has recently been engaged by
also has the leading

Myron Selznick to come east to direct for
Selznick Enterprises.
It is declared that
this picture is one of the most fascinatingsubjects of East India ever filmed.
The
sets are said to be not only elaborate but
artistic to the extreme.
The harem scenes are expected to set
a new standard for this type of production.
The seventh production is “Who
I?”
also directed by Henry Kolker at the West
Coast studios, marking the last production
to be filmed at that plant prior to the moving of the western unit of Selznick Enterprises to the East.
“Who
I?” concerns the story of a young girl who inherited a gambling house and who, to

Am

Am

liquidate her father’s debts, decided to
conduct the place until she could free herself from the yoke.
.It is understood that at least
two additional National pictures are now being
prepared and will be completed well in
advance of the date for which they are
scheduled for distribution.
All National
Picture Theatres releases are
sent out
through Select.
.

“Blackbirds” to Be Realart’s
First Play for Miss Johnston
lackbirds,”

the successful staj
Play by Harry James Smith, will
Justine Johnstone’s first production
Realart star.
“Moonlight and

a
suckle,

1

which

was

announced

Hone
Mi

as

Johnstone’s first starring vehicle,
will
used by her at a later
date.
The scrij

It”

ACKED

up by the statements of facorrespondents, authors and
writers, “Go and Get It,” Marshall
Neilan’s latest independent special production to be distributed by Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., will be brought to
exhibitors with a wealth of exploitation and

B

mous

to the present time

ture,

B

Burlesque
Aids Publicity Feature

list

scheduled for the third week in July. It
“Marooned Hearts,” starring Conway
Tearle, who, as previously announced, has
been placed under contract by Lewis J.
Selznick to star in six National Picture
Theatres productions a year. In this picture, which has been described as an exceptionally fascinating one of the South
Sea Islands, Zena Keefe has the lead-ing
feminine role opposite Mr. Tearle.
The fifth production scheduled, and
which will probably be released in August,
is a Ralph Ince production called “Out of
the Snows.”
In direct contrast to the
fourth picture, this subject takes the spectator to the Far North, not far from the
land of the midnight sun. Zena Keefe also
has the leading feminine part in this pic-

who

“Go and Get

publicity material.
The bulk of the

is

its

run.

“Shipwrecked Among Cannibals” also
opened in the La Salle Theatre, Chicago,
July 10, for a run of several weeks. H. M.
Berman, general manager of Universal exchanges, went to Chicago himself to supervise this showing.

Rainbow Veterans Honor Player

of

is

pleted

promotion that has up
been featured by newspapers and magazines, has been inspired
by the various stunts and special exploitation ideas put over in San Francisco in
conjunction with the Democratic national
convention. The fact that “Go and Get It”
essentially a newspaper story about
is
newspaper folk, served as the basis for interesting more newspapermen than have
ever before been personally concerned in
the success of a picture.
The fact that such writers

as

Irvin

Cobb and Ring Lardner
cated themselves on the roof of the
Irvin

picture of Lois Wilson, Paramount
leading woman, has been chosen for the
cover of an elaborate booklet being put
out by the Rainbow Division veterans of
Alabama. As Birmingham,' Ala., is Miss
Wilson’s home town her selection is considered a distinct compliment.
min

mi

The Web

of

Scandal
is

a beautiful

woman’s most

treacherous enemy. Young,
S.

Cobb, Harry Leon Wilson, Samuel J. Blythe,
Ring Lardner, Myles Losker, Robert Edgren
and Arthur Brisbane personally appeared in
a prologue to this production, the prologue
being shown to more than 200 well known
newspaper correspondents in various parts
of the country, caused national publicity.
So impressed were several of the correspondents that a suggestion was made
to Marshall Neilan that the newspaper men
be allowed to write a burlesque on “Go
and Get It,” the cast for the burlesque to
be made up entirely of writers. Accordingly,

A

S.

loSt.

Francis Hotel and thereupon launched into
The burlesque
a comedy collaboration.
on “Go and Get It” was not planned it
grew. The trouble experienced by the writers in writing a scenario, and the fact that
the objective with relation to going after
and getting any definite object, pertained
mostly to damp material, made strictly
hilarious result. Mr. Cobb opined that the
comedy was pretty good especially in prohibition days, he said.

—

dazzlingly beautiful

CORINNE
GRIFFITH
in

it

WHISPER
MARKET"
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“ShipwreckedAmongCannibals”
Big “U” Film, Opens at Astor
NOTHER Broadway theatre stepped

A

into the ranks of

July

4,

when

moving

the

pictures on

Astor

Theatre,

presents a vivid picture of
the result of gossip in the

New

Broadway

most

open

World cities, Rio de Janeiro.
Here, as Ermine North, she
resigned as queen in the

at Forty-fifth street, was thrown
for an indefinite run of “Shipwrecked

Among

Cannibals,” the unusual pictures of
actual cannibals taken in New Guinea for

Universal by William F. Alder and Edward
Laemmle, two Universal cameramen.
The opening was heralded for many days
by huge paintings over the theatre entrance, showing portraits of the most weird
and ferocious of the cannibal men and
women. In addition to these there was a
series of door panels announcing the coming attraction in gripping and gruesome
phrases. Photographs of various types of
the savages shown in the Universal film
were used with the door panels.
In arranging the Broadway presentation
of
the picture Universal established a
schedule of popular prices and adopted a

beautiful

most exclusive

of

social set,

but faced disgrace because

Scandal

said

Gossip said

A

this,

Vitagraph production of
mystery and intrigue
one of the most romantic

love,
in

and

that.

settings in the world.
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First National Referendum Will Include
League Prohibition and Suffrage Issues
,

MOUNTING

virtually to a referendum
on the three big questions of the day,
the League of Nations issue, prohibition and woman suffrage will be included
in the Presidential straw vote soon to be

A

conducted by exhibitor franchise holders
in Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
and other independent theatre owners, in
the expectation of reaching between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 voters.
The Anti-Saloon League has opposed the
taking of a referendum on prohibition,
and this effort to reveal national sentiment on the question is expected to bring
about interesting and sensational developDecision to

ments.

make

the League of
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1

I

The Forked
Tongues!
All

of

languorous

Rio

de Janeiro, that

home

of rare

beauty

and mystic tropical charm, sucto the dazzling radiance

cumbed

Erminie North’s personality.
She led the city’s social whirl
of

loved,

was loved and was happy.

—

Then treachery came and plots
and intrigue.
The whisper
market stirred, awoke and cast
over all its baneful spell. At
this point is where the big moments

of the picture begin.

You

will

enjoy

Nations and prohibition controversies a big
feature of the Presidential straw vote has

been announced by officials of AssoFirst National Pictures who are
planning the canvass. The poll will not
only be taken in the theatres owned by
holders of Associated First National franchises, but will be extended to other independent exhibitors. The picture houses are
now being lined up for this interesting
test, and hundreds of pledges to co-operate in the poll have already been received
at First National “straw ballot” headquar-

just

ciated

ters.

The

actual launching of the vote, which
predicted will give the most accurate
forecast of a Presidential election in history because of its enormous scope, will
take place immediately after Warren G.
Harding and Governor James C. Cox, Republican and Demicratic nominees for
President, have made their speeches of acceptance, in which they will outline their
platform and their various policies.
it

is

While Senator Harding is known to be
an out and out dry, Governor Cox has not
yet taken a definite stand on prohibition,
and it is obvious that the straw vote will
obtain a more accurate forecast if it is not
taken until the position of each candidate is known. Space will be left on the
printed ballots distributed to the theatres
so that patrons may fill in the name of the
Socialist party candidates, or any other
possible candidates that may appear for the
offices of President and Vice-President.

May

Set

One Week

Aside.

It is probable that one week will be set
aside as “The Screen’s Presidential Straw
Ballot Week,” during which the poll will
be taken simultaneously throughout the
country with the motion picture houses
as polling places.
Republican and Demo-

cratic committeemen in every town and
city where the vote will be taken by the
theatres will be called upon to co-operate
and assist in checking up the ballots.

CORINNE
GRIFFITH
*«

in

°the WHISPER

MARKET"

The machinery

for handling this straw
perfected, and the intention is to have each theatre rush the returns to First National headquarters, where

vote

is

now being

they will be classified and totaled. The results
first by cities, second by states and
lastly by the nation will be made public
in order as fast as they become known.
The final result, it is expected, will be
known by the middle of September, or two
months before the Presidential election.
Senator Harding, Governor Cox and the
vice-presidential nominees will be offered
a special service of tabulated reports by
cities and states as rapidly as the straw
ballots are counted.
New York newspapers have accepted the invitation extended
them to send representatives to First National to keep tab on the returns.

—

—

Selznick Announces Purchase
of Two Well-Known Novels

M

YRON SELZNICK,

president of SelzPictures, has announced the
purchase of two additional stories
to be put into production at the Fort Lee
studios within the near future. These are
“The Girl from Nowhere,” by Bradley

nick

King, and “Don’t Trust Your Husband,” by
Garrett Elsden Fort. These purchases by
Mr. Selznick indicate that the activities in
the Selznick organization are accelerated
instead of diminished during the summer.
In announcing the purchase of these
stories it was not given out which of the
Selznick stars will be presented in them.
It is understood, however, that they will be

Wheel Buck on

a

Bucking Locomotive.

an off moment while making “Firebrand Trevison” for Fox.

Buck Jones

in
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placed

in

production within the near fu-

ture.

An

idea of the character of the stories
It is
in the announcement.
said that “Don’t Trust Your Husband” is a
sprightly comedy whose situations deserve
being called novel. The principal character
is that of a girl who, despite the fact that
she has been brought up in the atmosphere
of a smart society set, has remained so
guileless that it is almost a shame to experience her inexperience.
Bradley King has placed the locale of
“The Girl from Nowhere” in California.
This story, too, is said to present a unique

was disclosed

plot.

Many

Inquiries on “Son of Tarzan”

Inquiries are beginning to stream into
the office of David P. Howells on “The Son
of Tarzan,” the fifteen episode animal serial which is being made by the National
Film Corporation, the company which

made Tarzan famous, and

to which Mr.
Howells controls the distribution rights.

It is expected that the picture will be
completed and ready for release about September 1, but no attempt will be made to

sell state

rights until a sufficient

number

of

episodes are completed and passed on by
the Howells organization to assure the
certainty that no unforeseen accident may
occur which would cause a delay in release plans.

Day
John

Sails for

L. Day, South
tative for the Famous

South

American represenPlayers-Lasky Cor-

poration, sails on the Vauban July 16 for
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, to look after the
interests of the corporation in that territory. Mr. Day will spend several weeks in
Brazil arranging for increased facilities for
the distribution of Paramount pictures
through Peliculas D’Luxo Da America Do
Sul, which is owned by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. From Brazil Mr.
Day will go to Buenos Aires, Argentina
and Santiago, Chile, to make a survey of
conditions in those countries. He expects
to return to the United States in about six

months.

Sennett Opens New York Offices
The Alack Sennett Comedy Productions
have leased offices at Room No. 302, Capitol Theatre Building as permanent New
York headquarters with E. M. Asher, Mr.
Sennett’s personal representative in charge.
It was found necessary to establish these
headquarters due to the growth of Mr.
Sennett’s activities.
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$10,000,000 Company Features Works of
Maibelle Heikes Justice, Screen Writer
HE

subscription by New York brokers
one-tenth of the $10,000,000 stock
offered by a motion picture producing company which will feature an author,
was announced last week by Colonel Harry
Byrens, of Texas, who is associated with
Colonel William N. Selig in the enterprise.

T

of

This

Mary! Mary! Gowned Like a Fairy!
Mary Miles Minter in “Peggy Rebels,” a
new American release.

Buys Story for Carmel Myers
Carmel Myers, the new Universal star,
who has just completed her first picture,
“In Folly’s Trail,” by Helen GardenshireMartens and Katherine Leiser Robbins,
found the story so adaptable to her screen
abilities that Universal has purchased a
second story from the same writers.
It
“The Gilded Dream,” a novelette
is
published in Young’s Magazine for March,
this year. “In Folly’s Trail” was published
in novelette form in Snappy Stories for
January, this year.

Stroheim’s “Blind Husbands”
Is Popular in Great Britain
LIND HUSBANDS,” the first big von

B

Stroheim picture, has been royally
received in Great Britain, word has
reached the Universal office from George
Kann, the Universal export manager, now
in Europe.
Only one objection was raised
to the feature.
Mr. Hussey, one of the
leading censors of the English film world,
worried over the picture because he thought
the British public might be cool toward a
photoplay they knew to have been taken
in Austria, so recently an enemy country.
The censor was astounded when he was
assured that every scene in the big Alpine
picture had been filmed in California.
The initial showing in England was held
in the Alhambra, one of the largest theatres
in London.
A representative audience was
present and loudly acclaimed the feature.
British critics were unanimous in praising
dhe

film.

“Humoresque” Begins Seventh Week
“Humoresque,”

Cosmopolitan
Productions’ picturization of Fannie Hurst’s story
of mother love, began the seventh week
of

its

indefinite

terion Theatre,

engagement

Broadway

at

at

the

Cri-

Forty-fourth

on Sunday, July 11. Its sixth week
was one of the best that the picture has
street,

had since it opened, despite the fact that
it was Fourth of July week, when every one
is supposed to be out of town, and also despite the fact that the weather was very
warm.

Levey Appoints Frazer
Harry Levey has appointed Harry L.
Fraser chief of production for the Harry
Levey Service Corporation. In his capacity
Mr. Fraser will devote his attention to
writing, acting, directing educational and
industrial motion pictures.

new company, which

will

have com-

feature within a month, is
known as the Maibelle Heikes Justice Photoplays Company and is a singularly interesting departure from the usual run of
Miss Justice,
motion picture companies.
its featured author, has written over 175
original photoplays for the Selig Polyscope
Company, Vitagraph, Fox Film, Lubin, Essanay, Mutual and other producing companies. Before engaging in photoplay writing, Miss Justice was equally well known
as a novelist and writer of short stories.
The success of Miss Justice as a scenarist led Col. Selig and Col. Byrens to develop a belief of theirs of long standing
that the scenario is the prime essential of a
photoplay. They have seen how many films
have failed because of weak plot structure,
and they believe that Miss Justice’s undisputed talents can be utilized to form the
basis for a series of particularly successful
pleted

its

pictures,

to supervise the production of
her plays.
Application soon will be made to list the
stock on the New York Exchange.
The
personnel of the board of directors and
executives will be announced later. Much
of the capital will come from the South, it
is

said.

first

produced with

Four

The company

to

trustees

—

photoplays.
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But—
Larry didn’t
believe in
signs

Six a Year.

filed a

are

—

MENA, ARK. S. H. Blair has sold Lyric
Theatre and the Airdome to Price McGall.
WILMINGTON, DEL. Associated Producers, Inc., has been organized with $1, 000, 000
capital to acquire and dispose of plays and

all-star casts.

declaration of trust

under the laws of Texas on June

The

She intends

Col.

Selig,

Col.

26,

1920.

Byrens

and Miss Justice. The company will be
incorporated immediately under the laws
Until studios large enough
of Delaware.
to house at least two units can be erected
in Los Angeles, the company will produce
Miss Jusin Col. Selig’s spacious studios.
tice has twenty-seven plays ready for production, but there will be no tendency to
annual
production
“over-produce,”
the
probably being limited to from four to six
specials.

It is

likely that the

company

will

add by-productions such as a news weekly
along original lines, scenics and educational, but the works of no author but
General
Miss Justice will be produced.
offices will be opened in New York during
the autumn. The present New York address is 41 West Forty-seventh street and
the Texas office is in the Alaska Building,
Fort Worth.
Col. Selig is one of the pioneers in the
motion picture field, having been producing
successfully for twenty-three years.
His
large menagerie in connection with hrs Los
Angeles studio is famous.
Favors Original Stories.
founder of the Texas Independent Pipe Lines Company, has been in
charge of the distribution of United States
Col. Byrens,

government land sales in Oklahoma for
several years under the supervision of Cato
Sells,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Washington, D. C. He disposed of millions of dollars worth of public land from
the Choctow and Chickasaw nations for
the government. He also is a prominent
oil and land operator in Texas and Oklahoma and owns several large ranches in
Texas.
Like Col. Selig, Miss Justice needs no
introduction to the trade.
Interesting is
her announced determination to encourage
by her screen productions budding photodramatists. She believes that high screen
standards will never be reached until the
production of books and stage plays is
largely done away with in favor of the
work of photodramatists who can write
their stories and continuities complete to
hand to the director, without the intermediary of an adaptor or other staff writer.

LARRY
SEMON
in

The Stage
Hand
He

wasn’t superstitious
didn’t believe in signs
so,
without the ouija board to

—

guide him,

know

how was he

to

beside
him, as he calmly puffed his
Flor de Ropo, was a ton
of powder just dying to go
off and go up?
But it
that

right

proved a blessing to Larry.
gave him prominence;
sent him thiough a few
It

slight carriers like a stone
wall, an iron door and other
things, and landed him

right

on the stage as the

central

beauty

attraction
Pallet.

of

a
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Morris Announces Appointments of Three

New
P

Heads from Ranks of Select

Distinct

URSUANT

to a policy of promotion
that has characterized Selznick Enterprises since its inception, three new

managers have been appointed
from the ranks of the organization by Sam
E. Morris, vice-president and general mandistrict

ager of Select Pictures Corporation.
Samuel Sax, former branch manager of
the Indianapolis branch, was made district
manager of the Central division,

which territory embraces Cincinnati, St.
Arthur S. Hyman,

Louis and Indianapolis.

whose work as a special representative
received much commendation from the

home

offices

of Selznick Enterprises, has
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district manager over Chicago, Kansas City, Milwaukee, Minnesota
Claude C. Ezell is district
and Omaha.
manager of all territory south of Washington, D. C.
“These promotions are in line with the
established policy of Mr. Selznick,” said
Mr. Morris. “That this policy has proven
its worth is attested by the harmony that
is prevalent throughout our organization.
In covering their respective territories we
feel that the four district managers can
do much to increase the already efficient
service to exhibitors. From time to time
other promotions will be made and these

been appointed

those most deserving in
Messrs. Sax,' Hyman and
merit their promotions,
they will fulfill the highest expectations we have placed in them.”
The appointments of Messrs. Sax, Hyman and Ezell mark the fourth promotion
of district managers for Selznick Enterprises within a short space of time. V. P.
Whitaker is the district manager, whose
territory covers the Pacific Coast.
will be filled by
our organization.
Ezell more than
and we feel sure

Love at First Sight.
Scene from “Torchy,” first of two-reel
comedies, with Johnny Hines, made by
Master Films and released by Educational.
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A

Real Photographic Course

Carl Louis Gregory Contributes a Text on
Camera Work to Photoplay Bibliography.
the literature of the motion
picture is forming itself.
Ten years

S

LOWLY

ago practically no literature existed,
and most of the early works on various
topics

Gowns!
Dozens

of

them

to

feast

your eyes upon when you
see

relating

to

the

production of the

motion picture were sketchy, incomplete
and unreliable.
Through the efforts of Homer Croy the
early history of the art was clarified and
made authentic, Munsterberg and Lindsey
have treated the popular appeal of the
picture and Louis Reeves Harrison has done
the same thing from a more technical point
of view.

CORINNE
GRIFFITH
in

,,
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As Erminie

North, leader

Now

comes Carl Louis Gregory with the
book motion picture photography
which advances beyond the casual survey
of camera work.
His condensed Course in Motion Picture
Photography, published by the New York
Institute of Photography, is by no means
the first. Talbot produced a volume some
years ago and the London Kinematograph
Weekly has also produced a handbook
which, in default of a more exhaustive
work, was useful and reliable. Gregory’s
book 'is by no means the first to treat on
this subject, but it is certainly the most
complete and the best informed.
The Author Is Over-Modest.
Mr. Gregory too modestly announces
first

himself as
of the

gay social whirl of

Rio de Janeiro, Miss
is

graced

by the

Griffith

most

its editor rather than as its authough the great bulk of the work
has been done by himself and from his

thor,

own information. Editing suggests a more
or less rambling compilation, which does
work a wrong. Later editions should
carry his name as author, with due credit
to the contributors of other chapters.
Surely no one is better qualified to write
on this subject than the present author, as
those who recall the camera department
which he conducted in these pages when
his time permitted will concede.
In point of actual studio experience Mr.
Gregory is well qualified. He has worked
“on the lot” and as a free lance news and
travel cameraman. He was one of the first
to attempt cinematography in the air, and
was at the camera which produced the first
underwater photoplay by means of the Williamson device. The range of his experience is as broad as the business itself.
In the purely laboratory angle he is as
well qualified, for he has worked with some
this

gorgeous

gowns ever

ated by the modiste’s
for a

creart

photoplay production.

Her dazzling beauty and
grace of figure are accentuated

by these

made

especially for her use

creations,

in this interesting

usual photoplay,

and un-

of the foremost experimenters and has
aided in the perfection of many valuable
devices.
He was chosen as an instructor
in the Lnited States Signal Corps during
the war, holding rank as lieutenant, and
his knowledge, gained at first hand, enables him to check up the chapters contributed by others.
The Condensed Course is not a popular
book in the class of the works of Croy and
Talbot.
It does not make pleasant reading for a summer porch. It is essentially
a text book for study and perhaps a trifle
too solidly dry even for a text book. For
the greater part Mr. Gregory has been too
much in earnest to lighten his teachings.
It is a dry text, but a valuable one in that
its teachings are exact and authoritative.
It covers a wide range of chapter heads
from proper make up to reversed negatives
and from an analysis of light values to advice on how to obtain a first position.

Contains 369 Valuable Pages.
carries an admirable chapter* on the
composition of a picture, written by J. C.
It

Warburg, which should be studied by all
cameramen, and there are valuable chapters on Light, Lenses, Lighting, Laboratory
W ork and Cameras. Even in a book of 369
text pages

it has not been possible to cover
the ground exhaustively.
Cartoon photography, for example, has to be disposed
for in about ten pages where another
writer has devoted an entire volume to this
subject alone, but for a survey of the entire field this would stand as a leader for
some time to come.
The proof has been carefully read for
errors and there are few mistakes which
do not show themselves obviously to be
such, as exampled in the advice to use “material” instead of mineral oil to prevent
the oxidization of solutions, and we are
not wholly convinced that the proof reader
did not better the sense when he substituted "nuisance for “nuance” in the phrase
"Sub-title writing has its nuisances as well

as

music and art.”
The book is commendably

vertisement

for
Most of

free from adcameras or other acces-

sories.
the standard makes are
well illustrated, but none are forced upon

the reader.

The book is lavishly illustrated with
well executed half tones and is well printed and bound, a creditable volume from
every angle, but it would be as valuable to
the student without half tones and in paper covers, for the text in itself is what
constitutes the real value of the work.
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Film Importers Declare Foreign Houses
Cannot Get Enough Quality Productions
URING

course of a recent visit
Realart West Coast studios
Hollywood, Charles Stoffel and
in
L. Faessler, representing J. Steck & Co.,
of Zurich, Switzerland, largest importers
of motion picture film on the Continent,
declared foreign exhibitors were hard
pressed to obtain sufficient quality pictures
to meet the ever increasing demand.
They further stated that while German
and French pictures could be purchased

D
at a

the

the

to

lower

figure,

American-made

pictures,

California
those with the
stamp on them, were the most popular.
This, they said, was due to the varied and
beautiful scenic effects to be had in Los
Angeles pictures, which seemed to be lacking in others.

particularly

Viola’s Versatility.
Viola Dana, Metro's bewitching young
characterizastar, seen here in several
of
tions from her latest plays, the last

which was "Dangerous

to

Men.

I

Franklin Making “Watchmaker”
Harry Franklin is now producing for
Universal a story by George Hull called
“The Watchmaker” and featuring two popular actors, Lee Kohlmar and Rudolph
Christians.
characIt is a story of homely, human
does
ters, doing the things that everyone
same
at some time or other, suffering the
and
pains, enjoying the same triumphs
fighting the same problems.

Fox Signs Louise Lovely
Star in Series of
ILLIAM FOX has

W

a long
star in a series of

Lovely for

to

Own

Films

signed

Louise

term of years

to

site William Russell in one Fox feature
and is at present completing a Fox special
with Omar Locklear, the daring aviator.
When this picture is finished, Miss Lovely

enter into her

new

contract.

story, chosen by Manager Sol
M. Wurtzel of the West Coast studios for
Fox, is well suited to the personality of the
star. It will be made under the direction of
James Hogan, formerly of the Allen Dwan
directorial forces, who is also director of
the feature on which Miss Lovely is at

Her

first

present working.

The photography will be in the hands of
William O’Connell, who has recently been
cameraman for Mary Pickford. Miss Lovely is enthused over her new contract and
the personnel of her company.

Mayflower Films Go Big
Although not

officially billed as such, the

past week in St. Louis theatricals presented
the appearance of a “Mayflower Week”

I'limmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMitiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimimiimiiimmiiiiiiiiiifir

ALBERT®, SMITH
RRLSENTS

EARLE

mand.”

When

at the Realart studios both Mr.
Stoffel and Mr. Faessler watched with interest the filming of Bebe Daniels in “You
Never Can Tell,” the star’s first feature

production.
Their education in American methods of film-making was further
enhanced by a visit to the set where Will.

two productions presented by the
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation playing
simultaneous engagements at three of the

tion for Realart.

Charles

Ray Picture Heads

First National’s

F

New List
from

orty - five minutes
BROADWAY,” the first of

Charles
Ray’s personally produced attractions,
has been selected by First National for
the inauguration of its 1920-21 season, during which more than sixty special features
will be released.
This marks Mr. Ray’s
initial appearance under the sponsorship
of

Arthur

The

S.

Kane.

release date

is

set for

August

30

and

the first presentation will be made simultaneously in between thirty-five and forty
leading theatres in the United States and

Canada.
Reports indicate that many managers
are arranging special presentation and exploitation features.
The idea first suggested by Mr. Kane-that the song hits of
the Cohan play, such as “So Long, Mary”
and “Mary Is a Grand Old Name,” should
not be neglected, has met with a hearty
response, and when Mary is seen on the
screen the melodies will be played and in

many

instances sung also.
In addition to the members of the cast

already announced, Dorothy Devore will
appear as Mary, Hazel Howell as Flora
Dora Dean and May Foster as Mrs. Purdy.
The play is well fitted for adaptation to
the screen, and Mr. Ray is said to have
followed the original version faithfully.

The new First National schedule conthe names of five Charles Ray pro-

with

tains

Mount

ductions, and it is announced that only one
other star in the list of fifteen represented
appears so frequently.

City’s largest first run houses.

in France and England. The
“vacation” comes at the termination of an
extremely profitable year with Famous
Players-Lasky, during which she has written numerous scenarios, including the continuity for “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” and
“Civilian Clothes.” In addition to her motion picture work she has written one stage
play which was produced on Broadway last
season.
Miss Beranger will do some work during
her trip abroad on an original story which,
it is anticipated, will be completed by fall.

weeks’ sojourn

iam Desmond Taylor was working on “The
Furnace,” his second super-special produc-

her own producMiss Lovely has been with the Fox
tions.
company during the past two years, in
which time she has played opposite William Farnum in seven De-Luxe Features.
This in itself has established a unique record, because Mr. Farnum, previous to Miss
Lovely’s engagement, never retained the
same leading woman for more than a couShe also appeared oppople of pictures.

will

“Your American, and especially your
California scenery, is a refreshing change
to our people,” said Mr. Stoffel. “The background beauty of Los Angeles motion pictures has done much to establish their popularity in France, Italy and Switzerland.
“Since the war,” he continued, “the film
business has undergone a great boom in
both France and Switzerland. Big picture
houses are being built everywhere and
film importers, such as ours, for example,
are hard put to it to find sufficient photoplays to supply the ever increasing de-

ration, sailed for Europe last week on the
White Star liner Olympic. She will combine business and pleasure during her six

Allan

Dwan’s “A Splendid Hazard” was the featured attraction at the Grand Central, while
R. A. Walsh’s “The Deep Purple” played a
week’s engagement at the Pershing and
Mozart theatres.

Clara Beranger Sails for Europe
Clara Beranger, continuity writer under
contract to Famous Players-Lasky Corpo-

A

story of dark

deeds and

queer twisted conspiracy silhouetted against that bizarre
Frisco’s
and baneful spot

—

Chinatown. Threats of death,
signed with the dread and fatal
heiroglyphics of a Chinese
tong

come

three

—

daughter,

a

to

a

father,

the

family

son

latter

of

and

whose

beauty arouses the latent lust
of a tong leader. _

Tangled threads of suspense,
romance and advenbind and hold one
ture
thralled and thrilled until the
daring and surprising denoue-

intrigue,

ment

straightens

snarled skein.

out

the
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staff at

Masterpiece Enters Independent Field;
Offers Weekly Feature Monthly Special

T

Masterpiece Film Corporation

is

a

new distributing organization which
has entered the independent field. R.
C. Buttolph is its president, Mr. Buttolph
was for many years an important member
of the staff connected with the distribution
Lou Rogers, also forof Fox pictures.
merly with William Fox and Famous Players,

is

main

vice-president of the company. Its
are at 130 West Forty-sixth

offices

street,

Since

New

York.

April

been opened

in

1,

branch exchanges have
York, Chicago, Boston,

New

Philadelphia. Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Baltimore, Minneapolis and Buffalo, with
two sub-exchanges in Milwaukee and InThe territory controlled by
dianapolis.
the Masterpiece comprises 70 per cent, of
the United States and includes all territory
as far west as the Dakotas and Western
Iowa and as far south as North Carolina
and Tennessee, rather a remarkable record of activity to be encompassed in three
months’ time.

One Feature a Week.
The Masterpiece lays claim to being

the

only independent film distributing corporation that can give the motion picture
theatres one feature a week and one special feature a month. The weekly releases
include the “Brady-Made Pictures” in which
Clara Kimball Young, Ethel Clayton, Alice
Brady, Robert Warwick, Vivian Martin,
Holbrook Blinn and George Beban are the
most prominent among the stars.
The directors include Maurice Tourneur,
John B. O’Brien, Albert Capellini, Emile
Chautard, Harley Knoles, Travers Vale,
John Ince, James Young and S. E. V. Taylor.
The salary lists of the supporting cast
in these features if made today would be
so large as to render it impossible to pro-

duce them and make a profit through their
rental at fair prices for the exhibitor,

it

is

pointed out.

The special features to be released each
month are new pictures of the highest
type selected by Masterpiece with the main
idea in mind of giving the theatres a profitable

box

office

attraction.

The slogan
“No Deposits.”

concerned.
is

arrangement for

all

embody a theme that has a general
appeal and a cast of prime favorites known
to theatregoers through the territory covered by the company.

parties

of the Masterpiece

Kugel Directs Publicity.
In order to aid the exhibitor in every way
possible to secure the biggest box office
returns for its attractions, the Masterpiece has secured Lee Kugel to act in an
advisory capacity in the preparation of
publicity and advertising material.
Mr.
Kugel needs no introduction to the industry and is not alone well and favorably
known as a theatrical producer of the first
rank and a publicity man of twenty-five
years’ experience, but the motion picture,
too, has felt the influence of his creative
ability, beginning first with the presentation on Broadway of the first moving picture at $2 of Paul Rainey’s African Hunt,
which broke all records for a New York
run, exceeding even that of “The Birth of
a Nation.”

He

afterward became general publicity
director for World Film Corporation and
when the distribution end of the company
was taken over by Lewis J. Selznick, he
was engaged as general publicity director
for the Selznick Enterprises. He remained
with Selznick for several months, resign-

First Special.

The first special feature is “The White
Rider,” starring Joe Moore, the youngest
of the Moore brothers, and Eileen Sedg-

is

the reward

him by

to resume business for himself as a
theatrical producer.
Mr. Kugel, through
personal friendship for the managing directors of the Masterpiece, will lend his
ability in furtherance of the aims of the

Hay Visits Lasky British Studios
Among the recent visitors at the London
of Pamous Players-Lasky British
Producers, Ltd., was Major Ian Hay Beith,
better known as Ian Hay, soldier, lecturer
and author of “The First Hundred Thousand,” “Getting Together” and other works
Major Beith renewed
of war and peace.
his acquaintance with General Manager
Milton E. Hoffman, Hugh Ford and others
with whom he worked last year at the
Lasky Studio in Hollywood.

studios

Artist Painting DeMille Titles

Ferdinand Bergdorf, well known San
Francisco landscape artist, has been engaged by Cecil B. DeMille to paint a series
of eighty art title backgrounds for the latter’s super-special production, “Something
to Think About,” which will be released by
Paramount in the autumn.
Mr. Bergdorf has established a temporary studio near the Lasky plant and is devoting his entire attention to the task in
hand. Symbolism carried out in the ex-

work for which the artist
the keynote of this work.

quisite color

famous

is

is

Praises “Mutt and Jeff” Cartoons
An illustrated comment on the popularity
of Bud Fisher’s Animated Cartoons with

Mutt and Jeff, as presented on the screen
by William Fox, appears in “Fragments,” a
book by Captain Bruce Bairnsfather, who
is
the creator of those popular English
cartoon favorites, Old Bill and Bert. Mr.
Bairnsfather’s cartoons hold the same high
position in the interest of the English
people that Mutt and Jeff hold in the
United States. The English humorist pays
a warm tribute to Mr. Fisher’s pair of funmakers.

ing

company.

Edward Laemmle

Off to Coast

Edward Laemmle, who, with William F.
Alder, went through many hair-raising adventures

in

to

explorations.

These pictures

will

Joe Moore

a profitable

It

his uncle, Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal, for the excellent
work the young man did no his oriental

wick, well and favorably known to picture patrons by reason of her work in such
important pictures as “The Lure of the
Circus,” with Eddie Polo; “Number 10
Westbound” and “The Trail of No Return.”
The personnel of the branch exchanges
is composed of men who are familiar with
every town and theatre in the territory
and have by years of experience learned
what service means to the exhibitor. It is
the policy of the Masterpiece to co-operate
with the exhibitor in every way, and each
contract is based not on the letter of the
document but the spirit, to which is added
a mutuality of interest that should make
it

Universal City.

promised

,

HE

July 24, 1920

in the South Seas to film the remarkable sequence of scenes from which
“Shipwrecked
Among Cannibals” was
made, left New York July 10 for Los Angeles, where he will join the directorial

TRUMPET
ATOM

Push Work on “Son

of the year.

r/'

ISLAND''

TERRISS PRODUCTION

ADAPTED and EDITED by
LILLIAN

of Tarzan”

Orders were given by Captain Harry M.
Rubey, president of the National Film Corporation, to stop all other production work
and concentrate every energy of the organization on the making of “The Son of
Tarzan,” the animal serial which is being
made for distribution by David P. Howells.
This step by Captain Rubey virtually
means that for the next two months every
actor and employe on the National's payroll will bend every effort to make “The
Son of Tarzan” one of the greatest serials

<WGEORGE RANDOLPH CHESTER
From

the Story

by

iverneur Morris
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“The Revenge of Tarzan" New Title for
Burroughs' Story Released by Goldwyn
ECAUSE

of its greater strength and
Goldwyn
possibilities
exploitation
Pictures Corporation executives have
decided to change the title of Edgar Rice
Burroughs’ motion picture from “The Return of Tarzan” to “The Revenge of Tarzan.” The original title is that of the book,
selling in editions numbering hundreds of
thousands, and was used when the film
ran four weeks to capacity business at the
Broadway Theatre, New York, during the
first hot spell of the season.
The change was made despite the fact
that trade papers had carried advertisements using the original name and had reviewed the film under that title, that more
than forty columns of publicity had been
obtained in the New York City papers and
had been carried all over the country by
the Associated Press despatches. The reason for the change is a simple problem in

B

psychology.

When

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

the

m

Illllllllin
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Manager

r<&

Beware!

>_£

released the film as “The Return of Tarzan,” the home office began immediately to
receive telegrams and letters from its own
exchange men and from exhibitors urging
that the name be changed so that motion
picture patrons would not be led to believe
that the former Tarzan pictures were being brought back for another showing.
The word “return” in the title, it was decided, might carry the connotation of a reshowing of former Tarzan pictures because
“return” is the theatrical trade word for a
second or third engagement of a play or
picture.
The Goldwyn publicity and exploitation
departments were instructed to prepare a
new press and service book under the new
title, “The Revenge of Tarzan,” and to get
up new advertising copy for mats and electrotypes. No angle has been overlooked in
giving exhibitors every possible exploitation aid in realizing on the production to
its full value.

Vitagraph Moves Into Its
New Quarters at Dallas
ITAGRAPH has just taken formal pos-

«r

V

The secret, deadly Chinese
tong had marked her.

thus marking the opening of one of the
largest and most completely equipped offices in the South and Southwest.
The

jfcf*

4 That was the message he gave^
-

her.

A
of

creepy,
baffling

shadows

of

Chinatown,

startling

story

mystery amid the
famous
Frisco’s
with

this

polished

Vitagraph star at his best.

EARLE
WILLIAMS
in

The
Purple

Cipher

session of
at

1801-3

new exchange building
Commerce street, Dallas,

its

Vitagraph office was formerly housed in
the exchange building at 1900 Commerce
street.

The change to the larger and more modern quarters was made necessary by the
greatly increased business handled in the
area tapped by the Dallas branch. More
floor
space, greater facilities and finer
equipment were needed to carry on the
rapidly growing volume of trade on the
Vitagraph standard of efficiency.
Construction
on the new Vitagraph
Building was begun seven months ago, and
the finishing touches were put to the structure last week. Since that time the office
force has been busy supervising the removal of records and paraphernalia from
the old to the new branch. H. J. Bayley
is

branch manager.

The new branch

is
a two-story reinforced concrete building, with a fifty-foot
front and extending back a hundred feet.
It is 100 per cent, fireproof, has the last
word in sprinkler systems and has its own
steam-heating plant.
There is a splendidly furnished waiting
room, steel film vaults and an elaborate
projection room as some of the features.

Talbot to Write for Metro
Hayden Talbot, playwright, author and
former newspaperman, has been engaged
as a

member

of Metro’s scenario staff an-

nounces Bayard Veiller, chief of produc-

West Coast studios.
Mr. Talbot was recently commissioned
by Metro to write the screen adaptation
of “Body and Soul,” a play written by William Hurlburt and produced in New York
After he had begun
a few seasons ago.
tion at the

his scenario it was decided to retain him
permanently.
Mr. Talbot has also written many stories
for the screen.
In addition to having his
book, “After ‘The Day,”’ published in Engand America, his new play, “Her
lan
Bachelor Husband,” will be staged on

Broadway

NEW

this fall.

YORK,

—

The Associated Screen
N. Y.
has been organized with $500,000
capita] by L. Russell, Sea Cliff, L. I., to en-

News,

gage

Inc.,

in

moving picture business.

Charles Rosenzweig.
exchange
York.

of Universal’s

in

New

Laemmle Makes Rosenzweig
Head of Big “U” Exchange
HARLES ROSENZWEIG

has been appointed manager of the Big “U” Exchange, it is announced by Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal. Prior to
his appointment Rosenzweig had charge of
the selling of Special Attractions and Jewel
productions in the Big “U” territory.
Rosenzweig- began with Universal four
years ago. He was new in the film game
at that time and worked in the film room
and in the bookers’ department of the
New York office for three weeks without
pay to learn the work. He soon was advanced to salesman.
Rosenzweig has inaugurated a new policy
Hereafter the
in the Big “U” Exchange.
local sales force will not be divided between Short Stuff on one hand and Universal-Jewels and special attractions on

C

the other.
One corps of salesmen will handle UniAnother group
versal-Jewels exclusively.
will concentrate on the Star Series five reel
features, and the short comedies, westerns

and news

reels.

Alley Appointed Art Director

W. Alley, one of the best technicians in the film industry, has been appointed by Erich Von Stroheim as the
feature art director for that director-star’s
productions. In order to accept the offer
from Universay City, Mr. Alley resigned as
supervising art director for Metro Pictures
Corporation, a responsible’ position he had
held for six months.
The art settings for Von Stroheim’s latPasskey,”
est productions, “The Devil’s
were conceived by Alley, who now is ransacking libraries for pictorial data on the
town of Monaco, part of which will be
reconstructed in exact duplicate for “Foolish Wives,” the feature in preparation at
Universal City by the master-producer.
Alfred

Wolff Off for Florida
Wolff, sales manager

A.

of the
Pictures Corporation, has left
for Florida, where the company has its
headquarters, to transact some business
for the organization. Details as to the purposes of Mr. Wolff’s trip are not announced, but it is probably the Character’s
second production, will be made in Florida.
Mr. Wolff will be gone for several days.
Ellis

Character
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Paramount Week Arouses Much Enthusiasm
Among Exchange Managers and Exhibitors
NAUGURATION

of

the

third

annual

Paramount week, September 5-11, announcement of which was made last

I

week, has evoked enthusiastic response
on the part of exhibitors and Famous Players-Lasky Corporation’s branch managers.
From coast to coast wires have been coming in to A1 Lichtman, general manager
of distribution, pledging wholehearted support in the intra-organization competition.
Many of the branches have already
added performance to their promise. Stimuby the announcement that the
lated
amount must exceed the $1,000,000 record
established for Paramount week last year,
the managers have started to put the

“amount” in Paramount week, supported
by assurance of one of the biggest motion
picture advertising campaigns ever ordered through the newspaper, magazine
and trade publications and encouraged by
the promised award of a substantial prize
to the winning exchange.
All

you to know that our hat is in the ring.
My employes are all new but have nevertheless joined me in issuing a challenge
to all other exchanges to look out for Al-

bany.”
Practically

all the other twenty-six exchanges have wired to tell Mr. Lichtman
that they expect this year’s Paramount
week to surpass anything of the kind hith-

erto attempted.
In sending messages to the exhibitors in
their territory announcing Paramount week
the exchange managers are laying stress on
the advertising and publicity campaign to
be conducted during that week. More than
double the amount of space used for the
campaign last year will be bought in the
Emphasis is being laid
present contest.
upon the fact that the national advertising
of Paramount will mean big money for the
exhibitor during the coming year and especially

during Paramount week.

Swickard Rejoins Metro;

But One Signed.

Will Direct Alice Lake

Immediately on receipt of the news of

Washington exthe
change canvassed that city and Baltimore.
Lester Rosenthal, manager, who is to pass
through his first Paramount week as bead
of an exchange, having succeeded to the
office, got a crew of three together and
wired the result to Mr. Lichtman
“Fifty-two exhibitors have been interFifty-one have been signed up.
viewed.
The other one would gladly have- signed
but for the fact that he is closing his theatre for alterations on August 15 and will
not be open during Paramount week. But
this exhibitor has a solid Paramount program from July 15 to his closing date, with
a daily change of show.”
At the Cincinnati exchange the first solid

Paramount

week

Paramount booking was reported by RobLaws, a salesman at the exchange,
within an hour after the announcement of
Paramount week had been received. Within
two days fifteen theatres had been
booked solidly for the week, according to
Branch Manager Strief’s wire to Mr. Lichtman.
Albany Exchange Challenges.
ert

From Joseph H. Seidelman, manager

of

the newly opened Albany exchange, the following message was received
“Although
this exchange does not open for business
until the first week in July, thus placing
us at a disadvantage, we nevertheless want
:

SWICKARD has been
signed to direct “Body and Soul” in
which Metro will feature Alice Lake.
A number of screen successes have been
produced under Mr. Swickard’s direction.
For three years he served Thomas H. Ince,
and was also associated with Universal,
Fox, Paramount-Artcraft and Metro.
Before entering motion pictures, Mr.
Swickard was well known as a stock actor.
In addition to directing photoplays, he has
written several screen stories.
“Body and Soul” is a psychological melodrama originally written for the stage by
William Hurlburt and arranged for the
screen by Hayden Talbot and Marc Robbins.
The cast will include Myrtle Owen,
Stuart Holmes, J. Farrel McDonald and
Carol Gerard.
HARLES

July 24, 1920
Jess Robbins has been
engaged to direct the pictures, and the first
of the series, “The Decorator,” already has
been completed.
No expense will be
spared in producing the Jimmy Aubrey
Comedies, which will be up to the minute,
and more than a hundred chorus girls have
been engaged to add charm as well as
humor in a new comedy which has just
been begun at the Hollywood studio.
Director Robbins and the comedy star
have surrounded themselves with an excellent stock company.
Oliver N. “Babe’.’

with the comedian.

Hardy has
pear
mott
is

in all his

O

WING

to

the success of the

Jimmy

Aubrey comedies and the increasing

popularity of the Vitagraph star, his
productions will hereafter be known as
the Jimmy Aubrey Comedies, and as such
he has just begun a new series. The announcement made by Albert E. Smith,
president of Vitagraph, is almost coincident with the signing of a new contract

new

contract as

comedies.

Clarence McDer-

assistant director and Irving Ries
in charge of the camera staff.
is

Fox

Distributes Biederman’s
Key-Drawings of New Studio

D

URING

the construction of the new.
Building in West Fifty-fifth
street, New York City, an interested
visitor was Louis Biederman, of the art
staff of
the New York Sunday World,
Metropolitan Section.
Now that the formal opening of the
great building has become a thing of the
past, it becomes known that Mr. Biederman was more than a casual observer.
William Fcx, president of Fox Film Corporation, has mailed to exhibitors a sectional drawing, the work of Mr. Bieder-

Fox

man.

The

print

is

a

sepia

key-drawing.

It

shows every room and department, from
the sub-basement to the roof over the
studio floor.
Accompanying the drawing
is the key, or reference chart, which describes each and every room shown.
In
the lower right hand corner of the chart,
which is 27 by 40 inches in size, is a smaller
view of the building from another angle,
showing the unique ramps by which all
deliveries are made to the second and third
floors.
It

may

Jimmy Aubrey Begins on New
Comedy Series for Vitagraph

just signed a

Jimmy’s “heavy” man.
Evelyn Nelson,
Kathleen Myers and Jack Lloyd also ap-

is

understood that anyone interested

obtain a copy by addressing the pub-

department of Fox Film Corporation

licity

at the

West

Fifty-fifth street building.

Select Title for

Cody Special

“Occasionally Yours” is the title which
has been selected for the forthcoming Robertson-Cole super-special, starring Lew
Cody. It is the third in the series of Cody
pictures being produced by Gasnier. The
fourth Cody picture, work upon which
already has been started, will be called

“Wait for Me.”

HARRY GARS ON

Presents

Clara Kimball
In

Marah Ellis

Young

Ryan’s magnificent

love story of old California

“FOR THE SOUL
OF RAFAEL”

4

,

One of

m any

Testimonies

on “For the Soul of Rafael''
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“FOR THE SOUL OF RAFAEL”

is

in

five

years ahead in the art of the motion picture.
wealth of atmosphere, - lavishness of investiture
and detail, in exquisiteness of cinematography, scenes
and production it stands apart as something finer, as a
higher example of the supreme in the motion picture
Your nearest Equity Franchise Holder will arart.
range playing engagement with you.
In
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First

Group of Fifteen Goldwy^Films
for

V

New

Season Offers Great Variety

ARIETY

in the kind of story presented was one of the main considerations in selecting the fifteen pictures included r Hie first group to be released for the new season by Goldwyn
Another considerPictures Corporation.
ation was to give the exhibitor an idea of
the high standard which has been set by

Goldwyn for the coming year.
Heading the list are two productions
which the Goldwyn staff believe will in intensity and emotional power surpass anything previously released by the organiza-

“Madame

tion.

495

X,”

one

world-

the

of

famous French plays of the present century, shows Pauline Frederick at the zenith
of her powers as an emotional actress, it is
said.
Its director is Frank Lloyd.
“The Penalty,” by Gouverneur Morris, directed by Wallace Worsley, is a drama of
San Francisco’s underworld and its legless,

Lon
tyrannical ruler, Blizzard.
Chaney gives a remarkable characterization
of Blizzard, it is said.

Maxmilian Foster’s Saturday Evening Post
story, “The Trap,” rechristened “The Highest Bidder,” what might be termed an “emotional comedy of mystery and intrigue.”

Levey Opens Branch Offices
offices for the Harry Levey SerCorporation, the company that has
been -organized by Harry Levey for the
production of industrial-educational films,
are being established in Cleveland and
Chicago. While in the Middle West Mr.
Levey will also direct the filming of certain scenes of the educational feature picture showing “The Evolution of Travel,”
which is being made by this company.

Branch

vice

"Miiilllliiiiiiill

Fog!

Fog!

soulless

Jean Calhoun.
Appearing

productions under
the Goldwyn banner.

in

feature

Mary Roberts Rinehart Comedy.
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Complete Last Indoor Scenes
for Farrar’s “Riddle: Woman”
fT r ITH the shooting of what are pracinteriors at the
last
tically the
\/\
* ^
Thanhouser studio, New Rochelle,
Geraldine Farrar and her company working in “The Riddle Woman,” her first Associated Exhibitors production for distribution by Pathe, moved to Marblehead,
Mass. There the final exteriors will be
taken, and it is now only a matter of days
before the actual filming of the picture,
under the supervision of Edward Jose, will
be completed.
Under the patient and painstaking di:

rection of Mr. Jose, this drama grows in
beauty and power; the settings are unusually artistic and the action of the story
as swift and intense as a rational presentaThe comtion of the play will permit.
pany has already reached the peak, or climax of the story, where “The Riddle:

Woman,” goaded to desperation, rids herself of the man who is trying to turn her
dream

life into a nightmare.
Miss Farrar’s support is most admirably

chosen.
The villain is William Carleton,
who plays his part with all the finesse of
the well-trained English actor. The leading
man is Montagu Love, another, tall, athletic,
Englishman, well
strong-featured
qualified to enact the part of the hero as
the author of this virile drama created
him.

George Uffner

Is

Promoted

George Uffner, formerly manager of the
short stuff department for Universal, has
been appointed manager of the industrial
department. This is in line with the Universal policy of advancing its meritorious
employes.
Uffner’s promotion is a result of the
recent resignation of Harry Levey, and the
subsequent comprehensive change in the
personnel of the industrial branch of Universal activities.
There will be no lessening of the activities
under the reorganized management.

Singer Casting for Metro
Benny Singer has been appointed casting
director at Metro’s

west coast studios in
Hollywood. Mr. Singer has been in the
motion picture industry for a number of
years and was formerly associated with
the Triangle, Keystone and Kathryn MacDonald studios as casting director.

At the opposite poles of entertainment
from these two dramas stand Mary Roberts Rinehart’s comedy of “prep” school
days, “It’s a Great Life,” adapted from her
story, “Empire Builders,” directed by E.

Mason Hopper, and the romantic comedy
runaway Mennonite maid and a typical,
slangy New York telephone operator in
which Madge Kennedy is starred, “The
Girl With the Jazz Heart.”
Lawrence C.

of a

Windom directed.
A diverting comedy drama by Ben Ames
Williams called “The Man Who Had Everything,” starring Jack Pickford, directed by
Alfred E. Green, is followed by a picturization of a fast and funny farce, “Officer,
666,”

by Augustin

Smith, with
role.

McHugh

Tom Moore

Harry Beaumont

Drama

and Winchell

in

of the rapid action kind

furnish-

is

in

ediennes,

wielded

sparkles.
Victor
the megaphone.

Schertzinger

Basil King’s “Earthbound.”

A. more powerful contrast
Basil

King’s

bound,” which

is

found

in

original
is

me some more

fog

!"

That was what the stage
manager shouted to Larry,
his “ boob " stage hand.
Larry gave him the fog, but
not with the same technique
that old

butes

Jupe Pluve

Two

it.

distri-

barrels of

good, thick “home-brew”
fog barrels and all landed
on the stage manager.

—

That’s one of the hundreds
of

stunts

that

will

make

you roar when you see

the principal

directed.

“The Branding Iron” from Katherine
Newlin Burt’s successful novel. It was produced by Reginald Barker with an all-star
cast and contains dramatic scenes.
No
greater contrast could be imagined than
between this photodrama and the comedy,
“What Happened to Rosa,” in which Mabel
Normand, the slim princess of screen comed

“Give

scenario,
“Earthconfidently expected by

Samuel Goldwyn, his official staff, and by
T. Hayes Hunter, who directed it, to prove
a big screen hit.
The romantic character
comedy, “Milestones,” by Arnold Bennett
and Edward Knoblock, the successful stage
production dealing with three generations
of an English family, was directed by Paul
Scardon.

Red-blooded melodrama is represented
by Rex Beach’s story of the North, “The
North Wind’s Malice,” directed by Paul
Bern and Carl Harbaugh. The swing to
human humor is made in a new Will Rogers
picture, “Honest Hutch,” from a Saturday
Evening Post story by Garrett Smith, directed by Clarence G. Badger.
George Ade Success.
Of a still different nature is the J. Parker
Read, Jr., production, “His Own Law,” starring Hobart Bosworth, a drama of a powerful and human sort.
Irrepressible youth
and humor cling about George Ade’s greatest stage success, “Just Out of College,” the
second Jack Pickford starring vehicle in the
first series of fifteen Goldwyn pictures. Alfred E. Green directed.
Madge Kennedy’s second vehicle in the
first series of releases is an adaptation of

LARRY
SEMON
in

The Stage
Hand
A

Larry Semon

Comedy

VITAGKAPH
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leave for New York to play an
important role in “The Kentuckians,”
which is to be directed by Charles Maigne.
His work in the present picture, under
Mr. Melford’s direction, is said to be the
best of his career, and it is owing to the
excellence of this rendition and others in
the past that he has been summoned to
lins,” will

Deals for Distributing Goldwyn Films
Overseas Are Closed at High Figures
manager of foreign
\ RTHURforZIEHM,
Goldwyn Distributing Corsales

^

poration, closed several big deals last
for the marketing of the Goldwyn
product in Europe. In each instance the
contracts were signed at a figure far in
excess of that received for the Goldwyn
pictures in the first and second year
groups, which is another indication of the
steady improvement in the European market for American productions.
The largest distributing company in Holland has taken the entire third year output, including the Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph, the Capitol Comedies and the Ford
Weekly. The third-year features offer the
works of the Eminent Authors and pictures
starring players who already have achieved
a reputation in Europe, such as Mabel Nor-

week

mand, Madge Kennedy, Tom Moore, Jack
Pickford and Pauline- Frederick. The type
of comedy presented by Will Rogers will
be new to motion picture patrons of Holconfidently expected that he
a following.
Another deal places the Goldwyn-Bray
Pictograph and the Capitol Comedies in
Australia and New Zealand. Contracts already have been negotiated for the distribution of Goldwyn features in these counland, but
will soon

it

is

win

tries.

“The Revenge of Tarzan,” an adaptation of Edgar Rice Burroughs’ book, which
in

picture

form has been re-named “The

Revenge. of Tarzan,” brought a high figure
for Belgium, France, Holland and Switzerland, where it is to be exploited as the

if it reaches a par with “Prisoners
of Love,” that there will be no doubt of
the success which may be expected of the
entire series of photoplays which the star
has contracted to supply Goldwyn during
It is understood
the coming two years.
that these pictures will be issued every
few months, following the release of “Prisoners of Love.”

feel that

Waldemar Young Engaged

W

W

P

for

the

handling of the Betty

announced would be released by that
corporation have progressed to the point
where the. date for the issuance of the
production starring Miss Compson has
set for approximately January 1. This
means that about the beginning of the new
year exhibitors will be in a position to
show “Prisoners of Love,” the original starring vehicle which was chosen by the heroine of “The Miracle Man.”
Miss Compson is now at work on her
second production and Goldwyn officials
first

been

for

Metro.
Mr. Young has been connected with the
scenario departments of the Louis B.
Mayer Productions, the Brunton studios
He has begun work on
and Universal.
“The Double Cure,” a stage play by Edgar
Selwyn.
In the course of his scenario writing
career over a period of three years, Mr.
Young has written a number of notable
scripts.
His first dramatic venture was
the writing and enacting of a humorous
sketch on the Orpheum circuit entitled,
“When Caesar Ran a Paper.” He was later
dramatic editor of the San Francisco
Chronicle and president of the Newspaper
Men’s Club of San Francisco.

Hollywood.
Miss Day, who gained a reputation
Midnight Frolics for her comeliness,

studio,

from being

-

of Exhibitors of Denver
ILLIAM DUNCAN, Vitagraph’s serial

million dollar serial, “The Silent Avenger.”
They were taken to the various show
places in Denver and vicinity and on the
evening of their arrival were featured
guests at a big ball.
Mr. Duncan met hundreds of exhibitors
who never fail to book a new Duncan

and became personally acquainted
with thousands of fans. He is popular in

serial

the Denver district.

Monte Blue Coming East
Monte Blue, the popular young Paramount leading man, on completing his part
George Melford’s production, “The Juck-

in the
is

far

novice in the picture field.
After three years with Mr. Ziegfeld’s specialty she entered screen work, where her
dancing and dramatic ability opened opportunities for advancement. She has appeared in a number of screen comedies
and quite recently took a “baby vamp”
role.
It was her work in this production
that disclosed her ability to Cecil B. Dea

Mille.

Work on

forthcoming production
week. The scenario
an original story by Jeanie Macpherson,

is

the

start within the

will

the versatile authoress of many of Cecil
B. DeMille’s successes.
No title has been
announced for it yet.

Sargant Starts Special Feature

a Featured Guest

king, and Edith Johnson, his
leading woman, were guests of
honor at the first annual motion picture
exposition hUd under the auspices of the
Rocky Mountain Screen Club in Denver,
July 1 and 2.
Duncan and his leading woman were met
at the train, by a special reception committee on their arrival from Los Angeles,
where they recently completed Vitagraph’s

in

HANNON

DAY, former Ziegfeld Midnight Frolics beauty, will appear in
the next Cecil B. DeMille special production for Paramount as a result of the
contract which she signed after a conference with the famous director at the Lasky

S

scenario writer
Mary Pickfor, has been signed by Bayard
Veiller, chief of production at Metro’s west
coast studios in Hollywood, Cal., to write
a minimum of four scenarios a year for

who adapted “Suds”

week, covering Norway, Sweden, Denmark
and Finland. Goldwyn reports that no production issued in many months has aroused
such immediate interest among foreign
buyers in Latin-American countries as well
as in Europe.
The success being scored
by the Edgar Rice Burroughs story in the
United States promises to be duplicated
throughout the world.

Compson Productions which Goldwyn

to

ALDEMAR YOUNG,

Duncan

LANS

DeMille Signs Shannon Day,
Beauty of Midnight Frolics

Write Scenarios for Metro

sensational feature of the year.
Still another transaction for the same
picture was concluded by Mr. Ziehm last

Goldwyn Schedules First
Betty Compson Production

the New York studios of the company to
enact a part in one of the big productions
to be made there.

George Sargant, the director of the Vitagraph special features, “The Prey,” starring Alice Joyce, and “The Whisper Market,” with Corinne Griffith, has started a
second production in which Miss Griffith
plays the lead. The story is entitled “The
Broadway Bubble,” and in order to get
the proper atmosphere Mr. Sargant has
staged

his

big

scenes

at

the

Broadway and Forty-seventh
in

an

office in the

way making them
time

saving

Times Building, in this
and at the same

realistic

expense

the

replica of the Great

maid

of

building

a

White Way.

Mermaid Booked
“A Fresh

corner of
and

street

for

Two Weeks

the first of the Merreleased by Educational,

Start,”

Comedies

playing»a two weeks’ engagement at the
Euclid Theatre, Cleveland, where it is being featured.
Educational reports that it
has received the most glowing report from
every city in which “A Fresh Start” has
played and the exhibitors are seeking con-

is

tracts for the entire series.
“Duck Inn,” featuring Lloyd Hamilton,
will be the second of the series which
will

be released early in August.
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Vignola Says
to

T

Work

Showmen Should Give Credit

of Directors in Advertisements

HE

director has a grievance, according to Robert G. Vignola, whose spe-

cial production of “The World and
His Wife,” made for Cosmopolitan, will be
Taking up the
released by Paramount.
cudgels in defense of his craft, Director
Vignola asserts that the exhibitors, generally
speaking, do not give sufficient
thought or credit to the man really responsible for the success or failure of a
production the director and that ninetynine times out of a hundred the names
of the maids, the butlers, the chauffeurs,
or the mob receive more promince in the
exploitation than the name of the director,
which more often than not isn’t even men-

—

—

497

only more

He

so.

furnishes

the

He

go round.

make

manipulates the strings that

move and the story 'develop upward toward a smashing climax.
“Give the director credit when he makes
a good production. Post his name in your
lobbies.
Let your patrons know who
makes the pictures they like.”
the actors

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Greater Philadelphia Realty Company has purchased moving
picture theatre at 5915-17 Market street, for
consideration reported at $67,000, subject to
mortgages of $60,000. Property is assessed
at $80,000 and is situate on lot 30 by 225
feet.

tioned.

“We

“It’s a Presidential Boom!”
Sessue Hayakawa makes an important
discovery in his Robertson-Cole spe-

Ting Lang.”

“Li

cial,
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Picture Theatres Projected

P

—

Saenger Amusement
Company, which purchased Best and Or-

INE BLUFF, ARK.

pheo theatres, plans to erect new house.
WILMINGTON, DEL.— International Exhib-

Circuit, Inc., has been organized with
$200,000 capital to own and dispose of dramatic and literary works.
itors’

WILMINGTON, DEL. — West Penn Ad-Pho-

toscope

Company has been organized with

$4 0,000

capital to conduct general

fl

change business.

film

ex-

—

CHICAGO, ILL. Great Northern Majestic
Building Corporation has plans by H. H.
Richards, 5467 West Washington Boulevard
for interior alterations to theatre at 29 West
Quincy

street,

to

cost $50,000.

PITTSBURGH, KAN.— N. W.
Electric Theatre, Galena,
chased theatre here.
He
theatre in Columbus.

GLASSBORO,

Eaton, owner
Kan., has puralso operates a

— Palace

Theatre has
again changed hands, the new owners being
John J. Bagley and Richard J. Hill, both of
Philadelphia,

N.

Pa.

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

J.

—Langdon

Holding Com-

pany, 340 Pennsylvania avenue, has plans
by Charles A. Sandblu, 19 West 45th street,
New York, for four-story brick theatre, store,
100 by 100
office and assembly abuilding,
feet, to be erected at 505-17 Sutter avenue,
to

cost

NEW

$50,000.

YORK,

—

Arch Theatre at Third
N. Y.
avenue and 28th street has been purchased
by B. Harloff.
NEW YORK, N. Y. Harry J. Dorsey has
acquired Joyce Theatre at Prospect Park
West and 18th street.
NEW YORK, N. Y. San Marco Films, Inc.,
has been organized with $500,000 capital by

—

—

M. Pasquaki, College Point, L. I.
YORK, N. Y.— B. & H. Amusement
Company has purchased Victory Theatre on
Third avenue and 107th street.
S.

NEW

LYONS,

N.Y.

—Lyons

Amusement Company

has been organized with $30,000 capital by
R. Ritchey, S. E. Arnold, Allen Rochester to
conduct moving picture theatres.
LEECHBURG, PA. James Angrus has
plans by Charles R. Geisler, Hostetter Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., for two-story moving

—

picture theatre.

FORT WORTH, TEXAS. —Andrew

has

purchased Fort

at 408

Main

Zuccaro

Worth Queen Theatre

street for

$116,000.

— Theatre will be erected
by Williams and Selman, to cost $10,000.
GREEN RIVER, WYO. — Masons will erect
theatre and lodge building here.
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — Charles Cross, 922
Weschler
SLATON, TEXAS.

•

street, has contract to erect moving picture theatre at 1011 Parade street for
Wilkey Theatre, to cost $10,000.

directors understand that basically
the exhibitor is interested in the exploitation of names only as they affect his box
office,” said Director Vignola, “but where
is there any monetary advantage in telling
the world that the role of Fanchon, the

maid, is played by Dottie Dimples?
Admittedly there isn’t, and we are therefore
led to assume that it isn’t always a case
of money with the exhibitor; sometimes it’s
a case of giving credit purely for the sake
of fair play. All very well.
But does the
director

come

soning?
speaking

He

in for the

does

not.
in generalities.

same

iff

ffi

43

The

Fatal

line of rea-

Mind now, I’m

Director Not Mentioned by Big House.
“Only the other day I stood in the lobby
of a certain big Broadway picture theatre
reading the displays. They had a big card
in a frame giving the names of the cast,
including those of the maid and butler
characters.
But nowhere was there any
mention of the director. It would have
been a very simple thing to have given
him credit. In the past year I have done
some traveling throughout the country and
wherever the opportunity afford.ed I examined theatre lobbies, but crediting the director for his work was a rare thing to

Symbol!
The most
knells

certain of

— the

all

death

threatening sign

of a murderous and wrathful
Chinese tong. It boded death
for

four.

again

lived

Three died but

How?

1

See

find.

“Now this is a situation that works to
the disadvantage of the exhibitor as well
as the director.
Within the past year or
more there has arisen a feeling among
fan magazines and other publications devoting space to the motion picture that the
director is a responsible factor in the making of pictures.
“Why, then, doesn’t the exhibitor take
advantage of the exploitation value of the
director’s name?
doesn’t he take
advantage of the publicity given the director in the fan magazines and let his
patrons know who directed the picture
he is showing? As a matter of business,
the public is far more interested in who
directed the picture than in the fact that
Dottie Dimples plays the role of the maid,
appearing in three short scenes.

EARLE
WILLIAMS
in

The

Why

Purple

Cipher

Lack Knowledge of the Director’s Position.
“I sometimes think that the exhibitors
don’t know sufficiently the importance of
the director to the picture.
They don’t
realize what he really does.
But the director is the pivot upon which the elements that go into the making of a picture
revolve.
“Every director of any consequence is
entitled to more credit for the production

than anybody connected with it. He never
gets a scenario but that he has to work
over it and eliminate the inconsistencies
that creep in and make themselves evident
when the actual filming takes place. This
condition is inevitable. Again and again he
does the author’s job by reconstructing
scenes and toning up the story to make
it

logical.

“The director
ture.

He

is

is

the

like the

man behind the picgeneral of the army,

motive

power that makes the production wheels

A

story that stands out dis-

tinctly alone

and

against the ruck of

unique
common-

place screen stories, because
of its

daring and ingenious

plot.

It baffles

you with

its

maze of mystery and intrigue,
romance and adventure and
then with crashing cap to its
climax it leaves you in mood
good photoplays)
that all

should

— startled, but pleased.*
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Demands of Buffalo Musicians’ Union
Would Cost Exhibitors $100,000 More
exhibitors are up in arms
price list submitted by
the local musicians’ union, which calls
for increases in spot® cases as high as 60
per cent. A committee composed of Ira M.
Mosher, manager of the Palace Theatre
and president of the Buffalo Theatrical
Managers Association; Harold B. Franklin,
managing director of Shea’s Hippodrome,
and John R. Oishei, manager of the Teck,
has been appointed to work out a solution of the matter and prepare for any
emergency in the event that the union
does not meet the managers’ association’s
point of view.
It is also rumored that a school for operators will be established, so as to be
prepared if the stage hands, operators and
musicians combine to force the wagescale.
The stage hands have asked for a 50 per
Last year the managers
cent, increase.
voluntarily* increased the wages of the
stage hands and operators in spite of contracts then existing calling for a lower
w'age that did not run out until the presThe musicians’ contract also
ent year.
runs out at this time.

B

UFFALO

over the

new

Annual Increase.
the purpose of the managers
$100,000

It

is

’asso-

ciation to be fair in arriving at the new
wage schedule. The increase that the musicians’ union demands would cost the
theatres of Buffalo over $100,000 more a
year.
In Shea’s Hippodrome, the largest
picture house, alone the increase would be
Some of the exhibitors have sug$47,000.
gested that pianists alone will accompany
their shows if the new price list goes
through. The managers also have declared

under no circumstances will they
that
stand for a change in working conditions
over the past year.
The new price list as it effects the motion picture houses follows:
Shea’s Hippodrome, Strand, Empire, Star,
Palace and similar theatres, six days, af-

ternoon and evening, excluding Sunday, a
man, $48; leader, $66. Performances are to
be held at regularly appointed hours for the
season and no one session should be more
than three and one-half hours. There will
be at least two and one-half hours between
sessions and twenty minutes’ rest during
each hour. Continuous playing shall not
exceed forty-five minutes during each hour
and rest periods are to be considered after actual time of starting.
$8

Sunday

—

|

Plaza, Family and similar theatres, six
days, afternoon and evening, excluding
Sunday, a man, $40; leader, $48; time of
service, six hours, which can be divided
into sessions, not more than two, as desired.

Victoria, Elmwood, Regent, Plaza
similar houses, a man, $30; leader,

and
$42.

are neighborhood houses,
evenings only with Saturday and Sunday
matinee. Matinees, extra $3.
Central Park, Premier, Allendale, Jubilee,
Columbia, Colonial, Capitol, Maxine and
similar houses, man, $27; leader, $36. Matinees, extra $3.
Ellen Terry, Fillmore, Marlowe, Circle,
Frontier, Arcadia, Emblem and similar
theatres, a man, $21
leader, $26.
Sunday prices, three and one-half hours,
for houses from Shea’s Hippodrome to
Elmwood capacity, a man, $8; leader, $10.
A special price has been established for
the Palace under existing conditions calling for $60 a man and $15 extra for the
contractor.
The Palace employs a small
orchestra.
These prices, neighborhood exhibitors,
declare will put an end to their plans for
augmenting orchestras this fall. On the
contrary it may be necessary to dispense
with more than half of the present personnel unless the increase asked is given
a big cut.'
The matter is now status quo, but the
outlook is for a bitter fight.

playing

;

Jacksonville, Fla.
Mr. Epes Winthrop Sargent,
Moving Picture World,

New York
.

1
|
1

1

.

.

real, helpful suggestions for the exhibitor and advertising man it cannot
be beat, and where the other trade
journals are deteriorating along this
line, the
is forging ahead.
“The series of articles by Rothapfel,
which start with the current issue,
promise to be very much worth while,
and I am sure no one would be better
qualified to sponsor such articles than
‘Roxy’. At least that is the way I feel
about it, but perhaps I am prejudiced,
for Rothapfel gave me my start in the

W

Produce

Short Subjects for Release by Special
ITH

the formation of Premier Productions, Inc., by a syndicate of
Los Angeles financiers, western capital
is
again seeking investment in the
short reel field of motion pictures. Incorporation papers have been filed for $250,000 with the entire amount of stock fully
paid up.
The incorporators are Claire

Woolwine, Alonzo L. Hart, Max Richmond
and John R. Martin. The new company
only stars of recognized boxwill employ only directors
of recognized ability.

will feature
office value

and

Negotiations have been concluded with
Special Pictures Corporation, a Los
Angeles organization specializing exclusively in the production and distribution of
short reel subjects, whereby it will release
all of the Premier output.
Plans are under way for the building of
a big corned}' studio in either Hollywood
or Culver City. In the meantime the studios of the Special Pictures Corporation
at Long Beach will be utilized.
Production
is to start at once under general supervision of John R. Martin, for many years
the

ALICE JOYCE
THE PREY
VITA G R A

P

H

SPECIAL PRODUCTION
Directed

GEORGE

L

by

SARGENT
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“And the articles on uniforms,
in the current issue, is ‘great stuff.

|

1
1
|

|
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|
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|
1
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game.
also

Such
features as these do far more good than
pages of pictures of lobby displays and
elaborate prologues. More power to you!

|
§
|
|
1

“Sincerely vours,”

PHIL GERSDORF,
Director
=

-nil.

of

Publicity.

I
|

Him

an executive with the
Productions.

J.

Stuart Blackton

The men associated* with Mr. Martin in
new enterprise represent big financial

the

Alonzo L. Hart is
interests of the West.
a Detroit capitalist who went to Los Angeles six months ago. Max Richmond is a
former Chicagoan who recently went to
Los Angeles. Claire Woolwine has been a
prominent citizen of Los Angeles for many
years.
He was formerly assistant district
attorney of Los Angeles county and was
war.
the distribution of the Premier output this will make eight releases that will
be handled through Special Pictures by
September 1. Already the Special Pictures
Corporation is putting out its “Comedyart,”
the Sunset-Burrud scenics, the Clayplay
comedies in animated mud. and, according
to President Louis W. Thompson and General Sales Manager H. J. Roberts, two more
releases are to be added within the next
two weeks, making a total of eight in all.
The incorporators of the new organization believe that while the feature field is
overcrowded there are still splendid opportunities for one and two-reel comedies,
and that the public must be given the same
high standard in their short reel fun films
as the big feature directors are upholding
in the multiple reel dramatic films.

With

to

City.

Dear Mr. Sargent:
“
While I am writing to you I
would like to tell you how greatly I
think the WORLD is improving. For

|

a captain in the

Premier Productions Formed

|

SOUTHERN ENTERPRISES, INC.

1

Price.

These

“M. P. World Moves On
Trade
While
Other
Papers Tarry Along
Old Lines” Gersdorf.
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Seven Productions on Paramount Schedule
for August Announced by Al. Lichtman
EVEN

of

Brunton studios and distributed by the Hod-

which are “The Fighting Chance,” William DeMille’s “The Prince Chap” and
the
Maurice Tourneur production,
“The
White Circle,” are on the August Paramount
release schedule as announced by Al Lichtman, general manager of distribution, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
On the first day of the month comes “The
Fighting Chance,” which was directed by
Charles Maigne.
The story is probably the
best known of Robert W. Chambers’s work
and was produced with an all-star cast. Will
M. Ritchey wrote the scenario. The cast is
headed by Anna Q. Nilsson and Conrad
Nagle, and among those who support the
principals are Dorothy Davenport, Clarence
Burton, Herbert Pryor, Ruth Helms, Bertram Grassby, Maude Wayne, Frederick
Stanton and William H. Brown.

kinson organization.
H. S. Beardsley, special representative,
writes: "We are booking this picture as fast
as our supply of prints will permit, and we
predict that this office will have a greater
sale of ‘No. 99’ than any other Kerrigan yet
produced, and that it will be shown once in
every city and town of our entire territory.
“The great value of ‘No. 99’ from an exhibitor’s standpoint lies in the fact that it
contains one special scene so novel and sensational it causes patrons to speak of it to
others.
It is the scene where Kerrigan as
convict ‘99’ escapes from prison in a big

S

productions,

Meighan Featured
Thomas Meighan

Hello, Miriam!
Miriam Cooper, folks featured
R. A. Walsh’s new production, to be

This

—

is

In

presented by Mayflower.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu

Two Well-Known

Actresses Are

Engaged for Next Walsh Film
WO of the most beautiful and talented

T

actresses appearing "before the camera
have been engaged for prominent roles
in R. A. Walsh’s second independent production to be presented by the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation. They are Miriam Cooper,
last seen in Walsh’s initial independent production, “The Deep Purple,” and Anna Q.

Nilsson, who has played the principal feminine role in a number of Allan Dwan productions presented by Mayflower.
Miss Cooper’s effective performance in “The
Deep Purple,” in which she played the part of
girl, won praise from
the critics.
Miss Nilsson, whose work in Allan Dwan’s
“The Luck of tho Irish,” was one of the outstanding features of that attraction, and who
has also played in Dwan’s “Soldiers of Fortune” and “In the Heart of a Fool,” arrived
from the Pacific Coast last week and has
already started work in Walsh’s new offering.
Filming of the producer’s second independent production is now well under way. The
title and origin of the story upon which he is
working is being withheld for the present.
In addition to Miss Cooper and Miss Nilsson
the cast, it is promised by Mayflower, will include a widely known stage and screen star
whose identity will be revealed next week.

a misguided country

Has Big
“The Point of View”

Elaine Hammerstein

E

Role in
LAINE HAMMERSTEIN,

in

the recently

completed Selznick picture, “The Point of
View,” following her current Selznick
production, “Whispers,” is said to play the

and sensitive girl,
the worries and responsi-

role of a serious, refined

who assumes

all

a family who have lost everything
but the family pride. Alan Crosland is the
bilities of

director.

Prominent in the cast supporting Miss
Hammerstein are Rockliffe Fellowes, Arthur
Houseman, Hugh Huntley, Helen Lindroth,
Cornish Beck and Warren Cook.

From the premises of the family pride,
Edith Ellis, the author of the story, which is
an adaptation of her play, dovetails the picture with some intricate, yet delightful light
touches, which Miss Hammerstein capably
transforms to the screen.
Build London Tower for Metro Film.
The last of the big settings for the forthcoming Metro production of the sensational
melodrama, "The Marriages of Mayfair,” has
been constructed on the waterfront at Stam-

Conn.
This setting represents the
Wakefield Tower and the Bloody Tower of
the Tower of London.
It was designed by
M. P. Staulcup, Metro art director, from
museum models of the original. The scene
shows the theft of the Crown Jewels.
ford,

in

the

high

lights

DeMflle’s

Picture.

featured in William
DeMille’s production of “The Prince Chap,”
which is scheduled for August 8 and which
is a picturization of Edward Peple’s play, in
which Cyril Scott starred successfully a
number of years ago. Olga Printzlau, who
collaborated with Sada Cowan on the scenario of Cecil B. DeMille’s “Why Change
Tour Wife?” wrote the continuity. The cast
which Mr. Meighan heads is of all-star calibre, for it includes among others Kathlyn
Williams, Lila Lee, Charles Ogle, Ann Forrest,
Casson Ferguson, Lillian Leighton,
Florence Hart, Theodore Kosloff and Clarence Geldart.
Released on the same date is “Crooked
Streets,” starring Ethel Clayton.
This is
from the original story, “Dinner at Eight,”
one
Samuel
of
Merwin’s
series,
“The
Charmed Life of Miss Austin.” Edith Kennedy wrote the scenario and Paul Powell
directed.
The story is one of adventure,
with Shanghai furnishing a background of
Oriental mystery.
Jack Holt is Miss Clayton’s leading man and Clyde Fillmore, Clarence Geldart, Josephine Crowell and Frederick Starr are in the supporting cast.
Maurice Tourneur’s special production,
“The White Circle,” which is released the
15th, is taken from the Robert Louis Stevenson story “The Pavilion on the Links.” In
the cast are Janice Wilson, Jack Gilbert,
Spottiswoode Aitken, Henry S. Northrop,
Jack McDonald and Wesley Barry.
is

A Bryant Washburn
Bryant Washburn

in

Production.

“What Happened

to

Jones,” a picturization of the famous George
Broadhurst stage farce, i s also released the
15th.
James Cruze directed this comedy
from a scenario by Elmer Harris. Its theme
is the timely one of “bootlegging,” and it
was therefore not hard to modernize this
funny story with its local option background.
Margaret Loomis is Mr. Washburn’s leading woman, and the cast also includes Richard Cummings, J. Maurice Foster,
Lillian Leighton and Caroline Rankin.
The release for August 22 is "Guilty of
Love,” with Dorothy Dalton as the star.
This is a screen version of Avery Hopwood’s
stage play “This Woman This Man.”
The
scenario is by Rosina Henley, and Harley

—

Knoles directed.

Edward Langford is Miss
Dalton’s leading man and Charles Lane, August Anderson, Julia R. Hurley, Henry J.
Carville, Douglas Redmond, Ivy Ward and
Lawrence Johnson are included

in

the sup-

port.

The

release for the month is the
Thomas H. Ince production “Hairpins,” starring Enid Bennett, which is scheduled for
the 29th. The story and scenario were written by C. Gardner Sullivan and the picture
was directed by Fred Niblo. Matt Moore
appears opposite the star and the support
includes William Conklin, Margaret Livingston, Grace Morse, Al Filson and Aggie Herfinal

ring.

Success of Kerrigan Picture
Due Partly to One Big Scene
HE Philadelphia territory of the W. W.

T

Hodkinson Corporation reports exceptional success with, the latest J.

Kerrigan picture, “No.

99,”

Warren

produced at the

limousine, drives upon a frozen pond, which
gives way, and the car with Kerrigan submerges.
Presently Kerrigan comes to the
surface and swims through the field of ragged, broken ice to the shore.”
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Actors of the Legitimate Stage Make
Best Screen Performers Says Hemmer
,

T HE

actor of the legitimate stage makes
the best screen performer, according to
Edward Hemmer, president of Hemmer
Superior Productions, Inc., an independent
company recently established. The organization's first play is rapidly nearing completion and will be ready for release shortly.
Mr. Hemmer was a director for Mary Pickford.

The veteran director pointed out that picture producing in the past decade has made
such rapid strides forward that many radical changes in the business of creating screen
drama has become necessary.
“In the old days,” said Mr. Hemmer, "the
artists were largely pantomime actors and
the spoken word on the screen was not regarded as an advantage.
But students of
the business soon came to realize that skilful action taken together with dialogue did
more to build up an atmosphere of realism
than any other two factors. Years of constant study on the part of experts in the
silent drama developed this revelation.
“Realization of this, however, was brought
about quite by accident. When the motion
picture game had been reorganized by big
financial interests and had been placed upon
a sound business basis it was decided to use
stars of the first magnitude of the legitimate
stage

productions upon which fortunes
The big star had advertising
He or she as the case may be were

in

were spent.
value.

drawing cards.

was then

“It

that the director

saw what

an asset

to the screen art the legitimate actor was.
Whether the script called for
lines or not the star of the spoken drama
made up his own lines because that had always been his training and he knew that he
could get better results.
“He found that it helped him in his new
work. The director was quick to make the
discovery also. So that to-day you will find
dialogues carried on in all motion picture
productions, and the director will insist that
the actor follow his lines to give the scene

proper atmosphere.
“The things that are necessary in a screen
star are stage presence, personality, clear
enunciation, grace of action and mobile features.

“These characteristics show up clearly on
the screen and for that reason it has come
to be recognized that the legitimate stage is
a great reservoir of the silent drama.”

“Fine Feathers” Is to Be First
Louise Huff Metro Production

M

ETRO

announces that Louise Huff has
been engaged for the all-star cast to
appear in the forthcoming picturization of Eugene Walter’s “Fine Feathers,”
adapted by Caroline Rosenthal from the
stage drama of the same name.
Miss Huff will play the role of Mrs. Jane
Reynolds created on the stage by Lolita
Robertson.
It is the role of a beautiful
woman wed to a young business man, whose
principal desire in life is to afford her every
*
possible luxury.
In this picture Miss Huff makes her first
appearance under the Metro banner. In the
all-star cast she will have as her associates,

Thomas W. Ross, the creator of “Checkers,”
who is now finishing his first Metro pictures, “The Marriages of Mayfair,” and who
will play Dick Meade, the newspaper man in
“Fine Feathers,” the role created on the
stage by Max Figman and Eugene Pallette,
who has just completed work at Metro's Pacific
Coast studios as featured players in
“Parlor, Bedroom and Bath,” and will play
Bob Reynolds, the role created on the stage
by Robert Edeson. The names of other important additions to the cast will be an-

nounced shortly.

“The Highest Bidder” was taken from
"The Trap,” the story by Maximilian Foster.
officials were so much convinced of

Goldwyn

the intrinsic value of the story that Wallace Worsley, a director at the company's
Culver City Studios, was especially brought
east to produce the picture.
The cast includes Lionel Atwill, who will
play opposite Miss Kennedy; Reginald Ma-

Vernon

son,

Joseph Brennan, Brian

Steele,

Darley, Zelda Sears and Ellen Cassity.
Mountain resort scenes for the picture
have just been completed at Loon Lake,
N. Y., where a few of the principals and
extras which brought the company to thirty
journeyed.
Joe Sternberg is assisting Mr.
Worsley and George Peters is cameraman.
Robert B. MacIntyre, eastern production manager, brought the workers to the location

Metro announces that “Fine Feathers” will
be directed by Fred Sittenham at the company’s New York studios in West Sixty-first

and returned immediately to New York to
arrange details for the further production

street.

dios,

Buck

Jones’ Prowess

F

IREBRAND TREVISON”
the

to

Shown

“Firebrand Trevison”

in

latest

is

the title given

Buck Jones’ production,

Charles Alden Seltzer and
the direction of Thomas N.

by

written

filmed under
Heffron.

Even more than in “The Last Straw” and
“Forbidden Trails,” Buck Jones is said to
impress by his prowess as a horseman and
expert gunman. For example, he rides over
a cliff and down a steep mountain side, when
he is thrown from his horse and both rider
and horse roll to the valley below. He also
stages two realistic fight scenes during one
of which a room is completely wrecked.
The story moves rapidly and a romance
tempers the exciting drama.
The star is assisted by Winifred Westover,
Stanton Heck and Katherine Van Buren.
Action, fighting, love, daredevil stunts are
in a delightfully breezy, whole-

intermingled

some

tale.

“Back

Country” Is
Good Hot Weather Picture
to God’s

T HE

long Arctic night, the frozen wastes
of the barren lands of Northern Canada
and the lost whaler frozen into the ice
give a cooling atmosphere to “Back to God’s
Country,” which is most refreshing to theatre

fans during these days of humidity.
Nell Shipman, probably the most daring
swimmer ever seen upon the screen, thrills
her audience nightly as she cools her beautiful body in the frigid waters of the mountain stream.
This attraction is being blessed with more
return bookings than any feature issued
One hundred and
during the year 1920.
twenty-five prints are now working full
time through all the First National Exchanges.

of the picture at the Goldwyn eastern stu308 East Forty-eighth street.

Graves Is Leading Man for
Ina Claire in Metro Special

R ALPH
Wark

of

Kennedy’s “Highest Bidder”
IMULTANEOUS

with the announcement
Goldwyn has begun work on its
new eastern production, “The Highest
Bidder,” starring Madge Kennedy, comes the
publication of tlve cast which has been as-

S

that

sembled

VITAGRAPH

to

E.

support the star in her new

SMITH

role.

present's

SPECIAL PRODUCTION

GRAVES, whose

been

almo

t

screen career has
exclusively with David

and Maurice Tourneur,
has been signed by Metro to play opposite
Ina Claire in the forthcoming special production of “Polly with a Past,” by George
Middleton and Guy Bolton.
Playing with D. W. Griffith, Mr. Graves
appeared in "Scarlet Days,” “The Greater
Question,” “Out of Luck,” “Mary Ellen Comes
to Town” and “Her Majesty,” which last is
yet to be released; with Maurice Tourneur
he appeared in the leading roles in “Sporting Life” and “The White Heather."
In “Polly with a Past” he will play Rex
Van Zile, who is desperately in love with a
young woman of strong mind and a bent for
social

Griffith

uplift.

“Polly with a Past” has been adapted for
the screen by Arthur Zellner.
The director
is Leander de Cordova.

Jobson Joins Metro Stock Forces.
Jobson, who had distinguished
himself by his character work in the parts
of judges, fathers, ministers, etc., in numerous pictures, has signed with Metro as a

Edward

member

of the stock company at the West
Coast studios.
Mr. Jobson has had important roles in three Metro pictures, the C. E.
Shurtleff, Inc., production of "Burning Daylight”; "The Saphead,” in which William H.
Crane and Busher Keaton will be co-starred
and “The Chorus Girl’s Romance” starring
Viola Dana.
Metro’s stock family of supporting players already includes Edward
Connelly and Lawrence Grant.

Sittenham to Direct Metro's “Fine Feathers."
Fred Sittenham, now finishing "Clothes,”
the screen version of the drama by Avery
Hopwood and Channing Pollock, has been
selected

Goldwyn Announces Cast

ALBERT

A

July 24, 1920

to

direct

Metro’s

picturization

of

Eugene Walter's stage play, “Fine Feathers."
The production will be made under the
supervision of Maxwell Karger and Eugene
Walter will

assist.

Those already engaged

who
makes her first Metro appearance; Thomas
W. Ross, and Eugene Pallette.
The continuity of “Fine Feathers” is being
for the all-star cast include Louise Huff,

written
staff.

by Caroline

Rosenthal,

of

Metro's
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Famous Players West Coast Activities
Will Not Abate During Summer Months

T HAT

there will be no abatement of actduring- the summer at the West
Coast studios of Famous Players-Lasky
out
by the announcement that the
is borne
plans for the next productions of all the directors now at work there are completed and
the pictures will be started immediately after
the present subjects are finished.
Roscoe Arbuckle’s next picture after “The
Traveling Salesman” will be a screen version

hind the scenes and were merely mentioned
by the players. In the photodrama every
amusing occurrence and situation is shown,
resulting in much added merriment, it is

ivity

McCutcheon’s story, “Brewswhich was so successful as a
stage comedy. Joseph Henabery will direct.
George Melford’s production following “The
Jucklins” will be William Vaughan Moody’s
“The Faith Healer.” On completion of “The
Charm School,” Wallace Reid will make “Always Audacious,” James Cruze directing.
This is from Ben Ames Williams’ Saturday
Evening Post story, “Toujours de 1’Audace.”
Meighan Still Commuting.
Thomas Meighan will live up to his reputation as a trans-continental commuter by
leaving for California immediately after the
completion of “The Frontier of the Stars,”
which he is now making in the East. He
of George Barr
ter’s Millions,”

will start work as soon as he reaches Hollywood on “Easy Street,” by Blair Hall. Rita
Weiman’s new story, “Footlights,” the scen-

ario of which has been written by Olga
Printzlau, will be produced by William De
Mille following the completion of “His Friend

and His Wife.”
According to a message received at the
studio, George Melford is having considerable difficulty with the elements in
Northern California where he is making exterior scenes for “The Jucklins,” with an
all-star cast. On completing the work in
Truckee they will journey to Reno for a
number of important scenes, after which they
will return to the studio. They are expected
back within ten or twelve days. Frank Condon wrote the scenario for this photoplay
from Opie Read’s novel.
“Fatty” Arbuckle at Studio.
Roscoe “Fatty” Arbuckle, working under
the direction of Joseph Henabery, has returned from Jamestown, Cal., and will continue at the Lasy studio in “The Traveling
Salesman.” According to report the company
obtained everything that they went for on
the distant location, and will now work on
interior scenes and those to be taken near
the studio.
The scenario was written by
Walter Woods. Betty Ross Clark is leading

Lasky

woman.

July 12 is the date now set for the start
of “His Friend and His Wife," William De
Mille’s
production
of Cosmo
Hamilton’s
novel, scenarized by Genevieve Daniel.
Ora
Carew and Conrad Nagle will have the two
leading roles. Cecil B. DeMille is now engaged on the preliminary scenes of his new
picture, which has not yet been permanently
titled and in which Forrest Stanley and Ann
Forrest will play the leading roles. The
story is an original by Jeanie Macpherson.
Reid With His Charmers.
Wallace Reid, directed by James Cruze in
“The Charm School,” by Alice Duer Miller
and scenarized by Tom Geraghty, is near
Pomona, Cal., with a bevy of beautiful girls.
The company is expected back within a short
time.
Tom Forman is engaged in cutting
and titling the Ethel Clayton picture adapted
from Cynthia Stockley’s story, “Rozanne
Czanne,” and it has been given the title
“The Sins of Rozanne.”

“La La Lucille” with Lyons
and Moran Set for July 26

L

A LA LUCILLE,” which had

a long run
on Broadway as a musical comedy, will
be released by Universal as a screen production July 26.
The picture is said to
closely follow the play, from the pen of
Fred
Jackson, author of many other successful
plays and stories.
Eddie Lyons and Lee
Moran are starred, assisted by Anne Cornwall, who plays the lead opposite Lyons,
and
Gladys Walton, who appears as the bride of
Moran,
On the stage “La La Lucille” brought
forth much laughter in spite of the fact that

many

of the funniest incidents

happened be-

claimed.
An elaborate sequence of sets shows the
various parts of the Knickerbocker Hotel,

New

York. The lobby was reproduced upon
one of the stages at Universal City, and
other parts of the hotel, including the ladies’
rooms, the waiting rooms, the parlors, the
writing rooms, the corridors, the rooms and
bridal suites form settings for the hilarious
action of the picture.
Others in the strong cast are Rosa Gore,
Fred Gamble, Henry Meyers, Dorothy Wolbert, Sam Appel, Charles McHugh, Burton
Halbert, Arthur Thalasso and Frank Earle.

New

Allan

Dwan

Picture Is

Based on Popular White Novel

W
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Haven dashed up

the fire escape several times
before he discovered that some of the plaster had given away where the iron braces
were attached to the imitation wall. Whereupon the use of a regular apartment house
was obtained.

Work

is

Mr. and Mrs. De
unnecessary to take
many liberties with the text of the Selwyn
comedy.
Helen Raymond will appear in the role of
Signora Monti, and every member of the cast
is said to have been chosen because of his
proved ability to handle such comedy situations as those with which the swift acting,
rollicking, wholesome farce abounds.
“Twin Beds” is set down for release on
October 18' in the autumn schedule just made
public by First National Exhibitors’ Circuit.

Haven have found

it

—

KOKOMO, IND. United Exhibitors’ Producing Company, Indianapolis, Ind., has purchased Sipe Theatre. New seating and lighting system will be installed.
tlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lllllllllllll

ITH

cast of principals headed by Mary Thurman
and including Anna Q. Nilsson, Philo McCullough, James Kirkwood, Ward Crane, John

Purton,

Arthur

Hoyt,

Kate

Toncray

and

•

You

The Dwan production is scheduled for early
fall release and will be the second of the
Dwan series, presented by Mayflower, to reach
exhibitors via First National, the

first

being

“A Splendid Hazard,” adapted from Harold
MacGratli's novel of that name, and now receiving

its

Die!

This blood-chilling message,
bearing the

thers.
of a

fatal

hieroglyphics

murderous Chinese tong,

came to four persons. Death,
creepy and mysterious,

dogged their foot-steps.
What happens? See

pre-release showings.

EARLE
WILLIAMS

Many Prominent

T

Players in
“Seeds of Vengeance” Cast
HROWING forcefully to the foreground

a powerful story of the West Virginia
mountaineers, “Seeds of Vengeance,”
adapted from the novel, “The Sowing of Alderson Cree,” by Margaret Prescott Montague, with Bernard Durning as the star, is a
supporting cast of prominent screen players.
Bernard Durning plays the role of David
Cree; son of an old West Virginia mountaineer.
The other members of the cast include
Gloria Hope, the well-known former Triangle star, who plays the leading feminine
role opposite Mr. Durning; Eugenie Besserer,
in the part of Judith Cree, mother of David;
Jack Curtis, who is in the role of a brutal
husband and wife beater; Pauline Starke,
perhaps best known for her work in “Until

They Get Me”; Evelyn

Selbie,

in

The
Purple

Cipher

George Her-

nandez, Jack Levering, and two boys. Burwell Hamrick and George Stone.
Sada Cowan adapted the story for the

and Ollie L. Sellers, who also made
“When Bearcat Went Dry,” directed the production. The picture has not yet been sche-

A

weird story of adventure
Frisco’s unsolved and

screen,

in

duled for release.

love story of

mysterious

Chinatown.
Aj
thrill and senti-'

ment — an adventure

Real Fire Escape Is Used
in De Havens’ “Twin Beds”

A

according

finely,

the realism of the scenes.

Allan Dwan’s picturization of “In
the Heart of a Fool,” William Allen
White, noted journalist, political leader
and novelist, joins the ranks of celebrated
American authors whose works are being
adapted to the screen. In addition to his
widely followed political essays the author
has written more than a score of successful
novels, the first of which to be translated to
the screen is “In the Heart of a Fool.”
“In the Heart of a Fool” is generally conceded to be the strongest of Mr. White’s
wohks of fiction. According to information
from reliable sources, the plot of the White
story was enacted in real life in a flourishing
Western metropolis several years ago.
As adapted to the screen by Allan Dwan
and presented by the Mayflower Photoplay
Corporation through First National, the production is said to be one of the most lavishly
staged and interesting productions of the
current year. It is interpreted by a strong

<

now proceeding

to advices from the Coast, while the utilization of a sure enough flat building adds to

REAL

escape on the outside of a real
is being used by Mr. and
Mrs. Carter De Haven for some of the exterior scenes in the Arthur Kane production
of “Twin Beds.”
Some of the most amusing incidents are
enacted on the fire escape, and after a set had
been completed and rehearsals begun, Mr. De
fire

apartment house

breath-taking
is

Vitagraph’s

to lovers of

A

tale

suspense.

of
It

contribution

modern romance.

superb character portrayal)

by the screen’s most polished
actor.

V
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Lucy Cotton Plays Opposite
Lytell in “Misleading Lady”

L UCY COTTON

wom-

will be the leading

an in Bert Lytell’s next starring vehicle
under the Metro banner, “The Misleading Lady,” from the stage play by Charles
Goddard and Paul Dickey, which will be
put in production immediately at Metro's

New York

West Sixty-first
will play the role of
Steele, the titular part in the play,
since it is a starring vehicle for Mr.
will be released, doubtless, under
Miss

studios in

street.

Helen

Cotton

which,
Lytell,

a

new

title.

The production

will be directed

by George

W.

Terwilliger, who recently directed for
Metro an all-star cast production of “The

Marriages of Mayfair,” melodrama by Cecil
Raleigh. The scenario for Mr. Lytell’s new
picture, his first in the East, was prepared
by Lois Zellner of the Metro scenario staff.
Sol Polito, specially brought for the west
coast, will photograph the picture.
Lucy Cotton has been starred in her own
right, as well as featured in motion pictures in the course of her comparatively
brief experience before the camera. She was
recruited to the ranks of the silent drama
from the speaking stage, where she had
scored a distinct personal triumph in several of the most pronounced Broadway hits.

star in Metro pictures.
Needless to say,
she will be seen in productions that will
give her an opportunity to film the dances
that have made her famous. But, in addition
to opportunities to dance, Doraldina seeks
an opportunity to act.
Several hours of her first day at the Metro
studio grounds were spent with Bayard Veiller, the company’s chief of production, conferring on the pictures in which she will
Her first picture, “The Passion
appear.
Fruit," from the story by Carey Wilson will
have for a background the familiar Hawaiian
setting with which Doraldina’s admirers
have come to associate her. The titles of
the other pictures have not yet been announced.
Doraldina is far from unknown to picture
goers.
She has been seen in several film
productions, the best known of which is “The
Naulahka,” a Kipling story filmed by Pathe.

Alpine Street Is Setting at Metro Park.
typical Alpine street, more than 200 feet
long, has furnished the setting for many
elaborate scenes of “Hearts Are Trumps”
during the past few days. The street has
been constructed at Metro’s Rose Hill Park
in California.
One hundred extra people
and members of the all-star cast have been
participating in the street scenes under the
direction
Rex Ingram.
of
“Hearts Are

A

Trumps”

is the third of the big melodramas
be filmed by Metro, and it will be completed in about two weeks.

to

Doraldina Prepares for Her
First Metro, “Passion Fruit”
ORALDINA

has given up Broadway, New
York, for Broadway, Los Angeles. The
dancer who won official recognition
from the Hawaiian government and an equal-

D

recognition from
New York, recently arrived in Hollywood.
She immediately began a search for a house
Just as soon as
in the Metro settlement.
scenario writers, scenic artists and costumers can provide the essentials with which
to work, she will begin the task of filming
“The Passion Fruit,” her first picture as a
ly gratifying,

if

unofficial,

Metro star.
The dancer before leaving for the coast
signed the contract under which she will

tt

Thelma Percy Engaged for “The Star Rover.”
Thelma Percy has been engaged to enact
one of the leading roles in “The Star Rover,”
the third Jack London story to be filmed by
E. Shurtleff, Inc., for release by Metro.
Courtenay Foote, Dwight Crittenden, Jack
Carlysle and “Doc” Cannon have also signed
to play in this production, which will be
directed by Edward Sloman.
C.

Edward Jobson as Metro Detective.
Edward Jobson, who has recently joined
the ranks of Metro stock actors, will do as
his first part that of the detective in “Someone in the House,” by Larry Evans, which
will be directed by John E. Ince.

July 24, 1920

Lake in “Body and Soul”
Has a Jekyll and Hyde Role

Alice

A

LICE LAKE now becomes

the feminine
Jekyll-Hyde of motion pictures.
In
“Body and Soul,” featuring Miss Lake
at the head of a strong cast, and under production at Metro’s west coast studios in
Hollywood, this actress plays a dual role

that offers all the possibilities of the famous
Robert Louis Stevenson character.
But the Alice Lake story will present no
struggle against good and evil natures. It
hinges on the battle of two personalities for
the ascendancy personalities that grew out
of a chain of circumstances that can be picturized only in the language of the camera.
The story opens in the Latin quarter of
Paris, where unexpected glimpses of the
quaintly decorated studios, the night life in
the French capital and the struggles of the
ambitious from every corner of the world
are presented.

—

Stuart Holmes Chief Support.

Holmes

Stuart
cast

in

the

new

will head the supporting
Myrtle Owen, J.
picture.
and Carol Gerald also are

Farrel McDonald
members of the company.

Charles Swickard is directing the picture, filming of which
has just begun.
“Body and Soul” is from the stage play
of that title by William Hurlburt and has
been prepared for the screen by Hayden
Talbot and Marc Robbins.

Three Chimpanzees Have Big Roles.
less
than three chimpanzees have
prominent roles in “An Overall Hero,” the
second of the Chester Comedies which will
shortly be released through Educational Exchanges. Of course, Smoky, who has earned

No

title of the “Humanzee” is the bright particular star, but he introduced two of his
relatives who are responsible for a large
Arthur Nowell, the
share of the laughs.
wonderful eighteen months old baby who
attracted so much attention in “Four Times
Foiled,” is again in the cast and shares honors with Ida May McKenzie, a five-year old

the

girl.

T rust Means Confidence
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Consensus of Trade Press Reviews
Here are extracts from available news printed in the five motion picture trade papers.
The
It is the aim to present one sentence that will reflect the spirit of the writer’s opinion.
Motion
News
Picture
P.
W.);
(M.
World
Picture
Moving
follows:
indicated
as
papers are
Exhibitor’s Trade Review (T. R.); Wid’s (W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (E. H.).
(N.)
;

,

If I

Were

King^

—

(William Farnum Fox)
M. P. W.- Presents William Farnum in a
finely staged version of the Justin Huntley
McCarthy play. In no single charaeterization of the past has Mr. Farnum given better aceount of himself.
N.
This particular play is rich in con-

—

—

romance and characterizaand that it was sound enough to estabE. H. Sothern’s popularity upon the
intrigue^

flict,

tion,
lish

stage gives the adaptation a position not to
be lightly considered.
T. R.
Ranks as a striking costume feature, with every detail of the period carefully worked out and elaborated.
Magnificent production has been
E. H.
given, the story is unfolded in fine continuity, and a cast numbering hundreds give
splendid support.
It is a high class attraction in every respect and a fine argument
for the costume play.
W. Bears all the earmarks of a big suc-

—

—

—

cess.

The Ladder
(Ethel Clayton

—

of Lies

—Paramount)

—

terestingly told.
T. R.
It is exactly the sort of picture
likely to please the majority of movie patrons, dealing as it does with complicated
domestic relations and heart interest, and
exhibitors should find it a sterling attrac-

—

—

Makes acceptable summer enterE. H.
tainment, although the story is not new and
the plot rather hackneyed.
W.- Meager story depends wholly on star
to get over.

—

The Best
(Kathlyn
M.

P.

W. —-Taken

of

—

—

The Broadway Cowboy

—

—

original.
Gets away to an agreeable start,
T. R.
has lively and amusing plot complications
and finishes with a thrilling climax.

—

—Light

western comedy-drama
scores as just about perfect.

that

—

(Corinne Griffith Vitagraph)
M. P. W. Interesting plot, good construction and naturalness of acting make “Bab’s
Candidate” a very pleasing feature.
Fairly interesting story which drags
N.
considerably at times.
Pleasing comedy which entertains
T. R.
in a mild sort of way.
It makes the most of the present
E. H.
political interest and at the same time is
light and whimsical enough to make a good

—

—

—
—

warm-weather feature.
W. Fine comedy and pretty

—

star

result

very enjoyable picture.

—Metro)

The Red Lane

Adams

as a whole the produc-

should have with audiences in general
what its name implies, “The Best of Luck.”
N.
Whether the picture as a whole will
tion

—

(Frank Mayo

—

Universal)
M. P. W. The story value is strong and
well rounded in its interest, even though It
is slightly mechanical in movement at times.

—

iiiMMBiiinMt^iMnHMiiiHiumuuinnnufiHww»miuuMiia>nOTniimim>HiuiutHiMiuHiiuHBuimni»i»nwtHininu«wiiiiiriiinBiHiiiiiiiMii»niiiiiini>iiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiuiiiiwMiHiiHi^

Comments on Short
—

PATHS REVIEW No. 61. A “wonder
road” in France pictures in attractive tints
winding highway, where automobiles seem
suspended on the very edges of deep canyons.
The studios of the European eared
vulture and similar birds of prey is both
interesting and instructive.
Other features
Include a slow camera study of an acrobat,
glimpses of the codfish industry and an interpretation of the Babylonian sun dance.
ONE-ROUND JEFF (Fox). A laughable
Mutt and Jeff animated, which stages a
funny boxing contest. Mutt challenges the
champion and Jeff delivers the knockout
blow with a club, but later Jeff himself
meets disaster. This is a good subject.
“THE QUACK DOCTOR” (Sennett-Paramount).—A slam bang set of incidents attached to a thin thread of story, some of
them amusing, but the whole hardly up to
the Mack Sennett standard, is found in “The
Quack Doctor.” There is a good company
of acrobatic comedians, their work being
largely that of circus clowns.
Perhaps the
most amusing incident is one where a tall
man nearly falls into the basin of a fountain.
He catches the centerpiece with his
a

I

—

'

I

7

‘

'

Subjects

——

p—BP—IHMHBaiiWMnMIHHIM«Htt»milumiUlt7

hands and saves his white suit of clothes,
but he is unable to go backward or forward.
A friend springs to the centerpiece and starts
to raise him, their hands joined, when the
center of the fountain moves and the two
act as a bridge. A girl brings a plank. Ah!
All are saved.
While they are on the plank
together it breaks and all three get a
ducking.

"CREATION’S

MORNING” (Storyart
Lacking the grandeur of nature
her moments of sublime solitude, the
story of “Creation’s Morning” has some well
chosen glimpses of rugged coast and sylvan
beauty, but they are far from being extraordinary, and the presence of human beings relegates them to intelligently selected
backgrounds for story action.
The poetic
sub-titles are appropriate and
admirably
chosen, but the picture fails to be effective
as a story and medium for the want of good
story material and good method of telling
it.
A man appears from the sea and a
woman from a rock, Man and his Mate.
This is “Creation.” On that same morning,
within a few minutes, they encounter two
other full grown people in scant costume.
Scenic.)

—

leads up to a stirring series of events in
the closing reels and keeps a close hold on
the interest.
N.A pleasing picture which should InIt

—

terest.
Excellent g atmosphere
surrounds
T.
R.
this conventional story of border smugglers
and their conflicts with customs officers. The

—

story is melodramatic and obvious, but told
against charming backgrounds. An average
attraction.

—

W. Story interests
other handicaps.

after

bad start and

The Garter Girl
(Corinne Griffith Vitagraph)
M. P. W. Is only a fair entertainment.
N.
Good combination makes a very pleas-

—

—

—

ing picture.

—A

remarkably bright and interestreplete with pathos and
relieved by timely comedy touches.
Light western comedey-drama that
scores as just about perfect.
R.

T.

ing

human drama,

W—

Away Goes Prudence
(Billie

W.

—

—Paramount)

Burke

pleasantly entertaining.
N. A story which carries a splendidly humorous idea which strikes us as not being
well handled, even though it does offer soma
interesting moments.
T. R.
A lively crook comedy drama which
travels along at a fast clip and contains an
original plot, which stretches probability
along a bit, but affords bully entertainment.
W. Billie Burke scores success in appro-

M. P.

—

Bab’s Candidate

in

Luck

—

(William Desmond Pathe)
M. P. W. A joyous light running comedy
is found in this five-reel Pathe release.
N.
It’s a good story, one which has a
gayety and sparkle that cannot be denied,
and it has all the appearances of being quite

W.

M. P. W. The story travels on entertainingly, the dramatic construction is thorough
and the acting is up to a high standard.
N.
Story of woman’s self-sacrifice is in-

tion.

please audiences is something of a question.
There are audiences which will call the
melodrama great, but they are not the people
who will be interested in the first half of
the picture.
Compresses all the fiery action, hairT. R.
breadth escapes, thrilling “stunts” of a lively
fifteen-reel serial into a feature compass,
having a distinct advantage over the serial
proposition in that the plot shoots straight
at its mark and there is no difficulty in following the whirl of events up to the climax.
W. The thrills may get this over with
those not too particular.

Is

—

—

priate light comedy.

The Heart of Twenty

—

(ZaSu Pitts Robertson-Cole)
W. Appeals because of its simplicity

—

M. P.

and sincerity.

— Mild, human interest picture built
E. H. — An appealing comedy-drama
W. — Good comedy and human interest proR.

T.

around a wallflower heroine.
duction.

The Notorious Mrs. Sands

—

(Bessie

Barriscale Robertson-Cole)
M. P. W. Exceptionally good in quality
is the taste shown in backgrounds and settings.
The whole product is a fine entertainment.
N.
Trite story with interesting and dramatic moments.
Society melodrama, offering a faT. R.
miliar but alluring theme.

—

—

—

A Lady

in

Love

—Paramount)

(Ethel Clayton

—

M. P. W. Is a bang-up light comedy,
suited to any audience not absolutely primitive.

—

N. -Ethel Clayton’s charming performance
the only redeeming feature here.
T. R.
This is a pleasing society melodrama affording good entertainment.
'

—

in

Sand

—

Famous Players)
W. It is a typical Hart picture, only
somewhat better than those he has been mak(William

M.

—

P.

S.

Hart

ing for the last year or so.

—

N.
William S. Hart and his junto score
characteristic picture.
Exhibitors will make no mistake in
T. R.
booking this feature, which possesses undeniable value as a box office asset.
W. Very good Hart picture with star la
typical role.
E. H.
Is a typical Hart production and
will not disappoint dyed-in-the-wool Hart
fans.

in

—

—

—

'
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REVIEWS and COMMENTS
fTj| LATEST
CONDUCTED BY EDWARp WEITZEL, ASSOCIATE EDITOR

J

"

1

Herbert Rawiinson

“Tex of the Timberlands”
Gives

Interesting

Glimpses

of

1

Timber Regions.
Reviewed by Robert

C.

|

McElravy.

|

OMETHING

rather different in western stories is promised in the “Young
Buffalo” series, with Philip Yale Drew
lach of these twoin the leading role,
reel subjects tells a separate and complete
story, written by William Addison Lathrop
The
and directed by George Ridgwell.
subjects were made by the Graphilm Corporation and are released by Pathe.
The first subject, “Tex of the Timberlands,” gives a good idea of what may be
expected in the way of entertainment from
It differs from the ordinary
this series.
western serial in that the story is a logical
incident in the life of “Young Buffalo,”
who is said to be a successor of Buffalo

S

Philip Yale

Bill.

Drew

in his

Murray, Walter Healy and Harry’ Hammill.

In “Tex of the Timberlands” the spectator is given a series of instructing views
Real woodof a lumber camp in action.
craft is pictured and the plot serves to
bring out some interesting developments
of an exciting character. Boy Scouts will
be certain to like this and older people will
no doubt find it entertaining. The series

|
|

|

1

|
|
|
1
|

A

of

Dentists.

Reviewed by Sumner Smith.
Fifth Avenue modistes and densadly needed in Siam is
tists are
clearly shown in a most interesting
Paramount-Burton Holmes travel picture
“The Land of the
released on July 11.
Laos” is its title, for it deals with the life
of a race living in an interior section of
Siam known as the Laos States. These
people differ in appearance, costumes and
customs from the ruling race of Siamese.

HAT

visual expedition begins at Lampang
is seen the fantastic temple of the
colossal reclining Buddha, imposing and
mysterious in its fifty-one feet of statued
divinity.
At the palace the high chieftain
of the Laos tribes, ex-King Chow Lang,
constitutes a reception committee of one.
Scenes of home life follow. They show
papa, mama and the flock; the making of
fireproof roofs out of teak leaves, the
manufacture of cigarettes and the recreation of the dance, which is so onathletic
that it would send our terpsichorean copyists of barbarism home yawning with ennui.
The -, too, there is a beauty contest which
discloses the one outstanding fact that a
dentist should never starve in Siam.
The picture is an excellent short subject, fully up to the standard of the many
interesting
Paramount-Burton
Holmes
travel pictures that have preceded it.

The
where

and

“Man

The

new

commend.and

alluring, but

it

is

ir-

relevant. As nearly as can be defined, it is
not a sex picture and not a love drama so
much as it is the story of the effect which
a disappointment in love has upon a man’s
character and life. Indirectly the lives of
three others are affected.
The subtitles
are wordy and suggest an ineffectual attempt at high literary art.
MiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiHinuiiHii^

“Peggy Rebels”
Report

Telegraphic

from

I

Omaha,

|

Neb., on the Latest Mary Miles
Minter Release.

EGGY REBELS,”

P Company
at the

American Film
was shown

production,

Empress

Omaha

in
spell.

midsummer hot
Miles Minter fans were

a

|

|

The Mary

|

|

present
and pronounced it up to standard.
The story is a favorite one dealing
with sturdy old men, a sweet young
girl and her lover. The antics of the

|

Beach dog

1
|

|
|

interest

all

and delight

the kiddies, among whom are some
of Mary’s best friends. Being a picture of the sea, “Peggy Rebels” is especially good as a summer attraction, viewed from the box office angle.
It is cool looking, with good comedy
relief and a satisfactory romance of
love to fit into the midsummer mood.
A fair average picture with Mary
Miles Minter as the chief feature to
attract business, savs the exhibitor,

|
1
1
|

1
|
1

|
|
|
1

r

will

GUY LEAVITT.
1

|

|

during

1

|
|
§
1
|

|
1
|
|

|
|
1

|
|
|
i

|

Fife.

Story.

order to test the effectiveness of his
serum, Dr. John Worthing, a skillful

young

better sustains the suspense than does the
rest of it.

may prove

Drama by Shannon

Scenario by Stanley Olmstead.
Directed by J. Stuart Blackton.
Length, Six Reels.
In

from want of a well-defined plot. It resembles a hodge-podge of theatrical situations and tragic happenings, all of the
scenarioworn variety and without coherence. The handling of the last part which
depicts a man’s struggle back to life and
sanity more nearly approaches unity and

title

Elliot

|

His
Woman” to a class somewhat above
mediocrity.
But the story itself suffers

The

“The Land of the Laos”

directing
elevate

Herbert Rawiinson
Eulalie Jensen
Warren Chandler
Louis Dean

Hugh Conway
Dr.

—

acting

scenes of delirium and mental anHe is charmingly supported by May
McAvoy. There are some delightful outdoor scenes, those of the river being particularly refreshing and vivid.
his

in

|

Stuart Blackton Stars Herbert Rawlinson in a Serious Story of a Man’s
Love Released Through Pathe.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
able

equal to the de-

Cast.

“Man and His Woman”

DEQUATE

is

some strenuous emotional acting

Dr. John Worthing
Claire Eaton

^llllllinilllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIllllllllllllllllllltlllllltllllllllllflllllllllllllllUII'lllllllllllIKKIHIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIlCF

J.

for

guish.

The White Moll (Fox).
Tex of the Timberlands (Pathe).
Peggy Rebels (American).
The Prince Chap (Paramount).
High and Dizzy (Pathe).
La La Lueille (Universal).
The Girl of the Sea (Republic).

|

promises well.

Burton Holmes Picture Shows Need
Siamese Tribe for Modistes and

1

Uncharted Channels (Hampton).
Land of Laos (Burton Holmes).
Man and His Woman (Pathe).
One Hour Before Dawn (Pathe).

|

appearance

suggests the old time western hero, with
his long, curly hair, open shirt with kerchief at the neck, fancy vest and chaps and
broad sombrero. Else La Cour plays the
heroine, a charming slip of a girl who
performs naturally and easily the things
required of her. The supporting cast also
George Cooper, T. Henderson
includes

T

IN THIS ISSUE
The Green Flame (Hodkinson).
The Spirit of Good (Fox).
Li Ting Lang (Robertson-Coie).

Two-Reel “Young Buffalo” Subject

First

mands

scientist

in

"Man and His Woman,”

leaves for the far north. His fiance, Claire
Eaton, has made a friend of Hugh Conway,
whom she has cultivated because of being
left alone so much by Worthing.
Soon after
the latter leaves she gets word that he has
died on the way and she resolves to accept
Conway’s attentions which are not honorable, it proves.

Meanwhile Conway has taken a fancy to
Eva Cartier, a faithful young nurse employed in the hospital where Worthing
worked. He has promised to marry her and
supposedly for this purpose invites her to
his home where he tells her the ceremony
will be performed.
She falls into his trap
and during the ensuing struggle faints. At
the same moment Claire, awaiting Conway
in her apartment, is suddenly startled be-

yond words by the arrival of Worthing. He
sees Conway’s picture and observes that she
has the table all set for two. His disappointment in finding that someone has replaced
him in her affections fills her with regret
and she hastens to Conway to ask him to
set her right with her former sweetheart.
While she is pleading with Conway, Eva
revives and makes her escape. Conway vows
to get her later.
The disillusionment has
been too much for Worthing who gradually
goes down hill until he is a frequenter of
Chinese opium dens. One night he gets into
a brawl owing to his fast fading reason, and
is taken to the hospital.
Here he comes under Eva’s care.
He is removed to a mountain resort and she goes with him.
Claire has followed in Worthing's tracks
and has become a dope fiend. She gets a letter from Conway in which he tells her of the
growing friendship between Worthing and
Eva, and in which he announces his intention
to break this up, by slandering Eva to
Worthing. Claire, still in love with Worthing, is about to do her utmost to make him
lose faith in Eva when Eva has a long talk
with her, convincing her that she is innocent
and that Worthing is at last on the road to
recovery because of his love for her. Conway is thwarted in his attempts to wreck
the happiness of the two lovers by Claire.
She has a struggle with him on the bridge,
and certain papers fall from his hands into
the river.
Conway plunges in after them
and is lost. Claire vows not to spoil the happiness of Eva and Worthing, now deeply in
love.

Program and Exploitation Catchlines: He
Found That He had Been Worshipping
a Fallen Idol. Real Love Had Been Close
at His Side. Unrecognized and Unappreciated Until See What Brought About
His Awakening.
The Story of the Regeneration and Resuscitation of a Man Brought About by a
Woman’s Love and Faithfulness.
Exploitation Angles: Use the title hard.
The story might be exploited as being typical of man's struggle to find the right mate
and of fate's strange interferences and final

—

!
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Offer a special
adjustment of his affairs.
performance for man and his woman, makingreduced rates for couples and charging double rates for single persons of either sex
“unless they can offer a good excuse.”

“The

Spirit of

Good”

Five-Reel Fox Subject Features Madlaine
Traverse in Strong Emotional Story.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

Out of Evil Came Redeeming Love.
Exploitation Angles: You can get a lot out
of the situation of the girl of the dance halls
who seeks to break up a revival meeting.
Do all you can with it, using Miss Traverse
If you can use a lobby
to help put it over.
ballyhoo get two phonographs and a supply
of jazz and gospel hymns %nd put one of each
sort on at the same time, using a “Which
Wins?” card to get the idea over. Use soft
needles on the jazz and loud on the hymns.

later

is

asked to

sing a gospel hymn. While she is carrying
out this jest, the hero enters and is converted.
A great deal has been done with this
situation, which is set forth with convincing pathos.
The action is melodramatic
and emotional in the extreme, but it carries with it an undercurrent of genuine
feeling which will undoubtedly give it wide
popular appeal. Madlaine Traverse, as the
abandoned woman, gives a strong portrayal of a suffering creature to whom regeneration comes by sheer accident. Frederick Stanton plays the hero equally well
and Charles Smily as the old preacher and

Dick La Reno

Chuck Lang are both

as

pleasing.

This subject is one that might well have
overshot the mark and become ludricous;
that it has not done so is due to the excellent introduction and skilful unfolding
of the plot situations.
It is a production
that will reach the hearts of the masses.
Cast.

Gordon
Neal Bradford
Chuck Lang
Nell

Madlaine Traverse
Frederick Stanton
Dick La Reno
Charles Smily

._

!

Rev. Josiah Calvin
Jerusha Calvin
Clo King
Story by Clifford Howard and Burke Jenkins.
Scenario by Denison Clift.
Directed by Paul Cazeneuve.
Photography by Walter Williams.

The

Story.

Nell Gordon, in “The Spirit of Good,” is a

who marries a man on short
She leaves the stage and after two
months of happiness discovers her husband
already had a wife. She is overcome by this
disclosure and goes West to the desert town
of Gehenna, where she sings in a wine room
under the name of “Champagne Nell.”
Rev. Josiah Calvin and his wife drive into
Gehenna, in a covered wagon, and the old
minister begins gospel meetings in a building just across from the wine room.
His
meetings cut in on the business of the latter place and the proprietor, Chuck Lang,
determines to break them up.
He induces
Nell to invade the place, on the pretense of
being converted.
Nell does this and when
asked to sing, breaks forth in a jazz song.
The congregation is shocked, but the old
chorus

girl

notice.

“Where Is My
Wandering Boy To-night?” Nell does this
as a joke, and while she is singing this Neil
Bradford, another outcast from civilization,
enters.
The song really converts Bradford,
who believes Nell genuine and falls in love
minister invites her to sing

with her.
Nell

turn touched by Bradford’s faith
In the subsequent melodramatic happenings the gospel meetings continue and
the wine room is consumed by fire. Nell and
Bradford are regenerated and face the world
together.
is in

in her.

Program and Advertising Phrases: See Madlaine Traverse as the Girl Who Broke Up
the Revival Meeting.

The Dive Keeper Dared Her to Sing Ragtime at a Revival and He Lost His Star

—

Attraction.

He Was Smart Enough to Entrap the
Master Mind of a Band of Crooks.
You Know How It Starts, But You Can’t

Brunton Subject, Released by
Hodkinson-Fathe, Tells Engaging
Mystery Yarn.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

is always a pleasure to watch the unfolding of a compact, well-built mystery story, and this five-reel Brunton
production, with J. Warren Kerrigan in
the leading role, is a good one of its kind.
The subject is notable for its smooth continuity and the fact that it covers so much

Robertson-Cole Corporation Presents Sessue Hayakawa in a Drama Contrasting
National Characteristics.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

five-reel
Fox
Spirit of Good,” is

She sings a jazz song and

ous of Frank and seeks to implicate him^in
the proposed theft of “The Green Flame,”
but Frank turns the tables neatly In the
end and wins the love of. Ruth.
Program and Advertising Catchlines: Warren Kerrigan in a Corking Mystery Play.
Jewel of the Czar Strangely Affects the
Life of a Country Youth.
“A Nice Boy, But Something of a Boob,”

Guess the Ending.
Exploitation Angles:
Hang the story on
Kerrigan, but offer it to those who do not
follow the star as a fine mystery story. Hook
up with jewelry stores on the display of
emeralds.
Use green lights for the lobby.
Your druggist can tell you how to dope alcohol to produce a green flame. Try it before a portrait of the star.

HE

production, “The
very successful in
accomplishing the thing it sets out to
It stages convincingly a conflict bedo.
tween good and evil in a desert town, described as a place forgotten by God.
In
this soulless locality two persons meet, the
hero and heroine, both of whom have been
defeated temporarily by life and have succumbed to bitterness and despair. The
girl, now singing as an outcast in a dance
hall, enters a gospel meeting with the intention of helping to break up the service.

T

But Rose Again

to the Depths,
to the Heights.

She Sank
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“The Green Flame”
Five-Reel

T

“Li Ting Lang”

I

ground

It
a clear, compelling manner.
the mystery skilfully in the
opening reels and works it out in a simple
way, avoiding obvious situations as it proceeds.
The climax is reinforced by two
interesting and unexpected twists, giving

in

establishes

the yarn a novel finish.
Mr. Kerrigan looks and acts the role of a
good-looking country youth who applies
for a job in a big jewelry store. He is described as “a nice boy but something of a
boob,” which, of course, is not altogether
a true designation.
Fritzi Brunette plays
the part of a girl reporter attractively and
Claire Du Brey makes the most of her interesting part as the cabaret girl.
Edwin
Wallock portrays the villain in a different

and effective manner.

The scenes are
There

all

keeping with the

in

a brief, dramatic prologue,
which brings out something of the early
history of the valuable emerald, known as
story.

is

“The Green Flame,” around which the mystery centers. Most of the later action occurs in an American jewelry store, where
the stone is offered for sale, and in an
apartment house occupied by a band of
crooks.
There is no lost action in this
picture, which carries the interest well
from start to finish.
Cast.

Frank Markham
Ruth Gardner

J.'

Warren Kerrigan
Fritzi

Dan Lantry

Brunette

Jay Morley
Claire Du Brey
Myles McCarthy
Edwin Wallock
William Moran

Lou Tremaine
Truman Hardy
Roger Imlay
Julius Block

By Raymond

G.

I

It is with
ancestor worship is intense.
pride that the Asiatic character in “Li Ting
Lang” says “My ancestors ruled Manchuria
a thousand years ago.” The African might
claim an Egyptian royal ancestry of five
thousand years ago.
There are Americans, as Li Ting Lang
says, who think that Genesis is the landing
of the Mayflower. That is because they are
interested in the first book of their new
civilization.
The Oriental cannot understand this. It is made plain in the Robertson-Cole production that he regards this as
the reason why he is not received with
open arms socially. The most interesting
part of “Li Ting Lang” is the almost unconscious revelation that, while the Asiatic

may

skilfully

and intelligently adopt Amer-

ican customs, may justly feel himself the
equal of any man he meets, he fails utterly
to grasp the American mental attitude.

Mr. Hayakawa

Cast.

Marion Halstead

Mayhew
Marc Robbins
Nu Chang
Howard P. Rockey, Author.
Charles Wickard, Director.

The head of the firm
and after a conference with the manager, Roger Imlay, it
is decided to give Frank the employment he
requests.
Imlay, who believes Frank to be
his looks

an unsophisticated boob, thinks he will be
able to use him to his own ends. He introduces the youth to a cabaret singer named
Lou Tremaine. Frank in the meantime has

named Ruth Gardner,

Sessue Hayakawa
Allan Foreat
Charles E. Mason
Doris Pawn
Francis Raymond

Lang
Bob Mqrray
Red Dalton

Li Ting

Story.

certain city in Ohio.

girl reporter
his hotel, who has

admirably supported,

entertainment wherever shown.

Prince

valuable emerald, known as “The Green
Flame,” in the picture of that name, is
brought to America after tragic occurrences
in Russia, the land in which it was once
owned by the Czar. The stone is so valuable
that extraordinary measures are taken for
its protection by the firm of American jewels into whose possession it comes.
To this jewelry house one day there comes
a good-looking country youth named Frank
Markham with recommendations from a

met a

is

especially by Doris Pawn, and his product
is characterized by good taste in all departments. It should prove an interesting

The

A

seems taken by

through Hayakawa’s im-

pressive
personality
and intelligent
grasp of the subject matter, as well as
for many other reasons, “Li Ting Lang”
acts as a revelation of the oriental viewpoint as contrasted with our own. Chinese

Priscilla

Hill.

Directed by Ernest C. Warde.
Continuity by Jack Cunningham.

The

NTERESTING

at

taken quite a liking to

him.

Ruth is trying to get information for a
news story concerning the operations of a
gang of crooks operating in the city, as is
also her devoted admirer, a young detective
named Dan Lantry. The latter becomes jeal-

Li Ting

concealed his

Story.

an Asiatic noble who has
rank until graduating at an

Lang

is

American university. He is known to his
college chums, Murray and Dalton, as “Tinga-ling.”
He is a favorite with them and in
society until his conspicuous attentions to
beautiful Marion Halstead bring forth protests on all sides.
In defiance, Marion announces that she is engaged to Li Ting Lang.
Gradually she becomes socially isolated.
When Li sees that she will be friendless, he
releases her with gentle dignity and says
that he is going to the home of his ancestors.
Soon thereafter his death is announced and
his

body shown by Prince Nu Chang, but

that cunning Asiatic has simply drugged Li
Li arin order to take him back to China.
rives there in the midst of a revolution and
becomes a great military leader.
Three years later Marion goes to China
on her honeymoon she has married one of
Li’s chums.
The other chum is present as
a naval officer. The three speak of Li as one
long dead ,but Marion has her eyes open and
recognizes Li in his garb of a General. She
makes inquiries and drives to his house.
This act is noticed by conspiring Prince Nu.

—
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is a picture that gives Labor a square deal
and you ought to score big. Sell generally
on Warner’s name.

plots to destroy Li by taking the life
of fhe beautiful American while she is at his

He

house.

There is an affecting meeting between the
American bride and her former adorer. The
latter is a gentleman in his conduct toward
but he

her,

is

“The Prince Chap”

compelled to hide her when

Paramount Presents Thomas Meighan

them single-handed, when a rescue party led by his
There is
his
aid.
old college chums comes to
a glad reunion of warm hearts. But that of
the plotters arrive.

He

is

fighting

W

All his
is sad when they all sail away.
pride of birth, all his notable achievement
have availed him nothing in that he has
failed to win the woman he ardently loved.
Program and Advertising Catchlines: Sessue
Hayakawa in a Story of the Old China.

His Skin Was Yellow, But He Was White
to the Core of His Heart.
A Stirring Drama of East and West.
The Aristocrat of a Thousand Years Ran

True to Form.

“Uncharted Channels”
Labor and Reds Play Important Part in
Hampton Comedy-Drama,
D.
Jesse
arner and Released
Starring H. B.
Through Robertson-Cole.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

W

throwing light upon the cause and
growth of labor uprisings and at the
I same time making a sharp distinction
between the purposes of labor and those of

N

the reds, the Jesse D. Hampton production,
“Uncharted Channels,” is a valuable prodIn addition to its informative powers
uct.
offers decidedly good entertainment.
it
There is an abundance of humor, and the
dastardly activities of the radicals are
good-naturedly burlesqued rather than
moralized upon. Seriousness and fun are
admirably blended.
The timeliness of the subject matter is
A scene such as
a great point in favor.
occurs when the American heiress invites
into her home a lot of home-spun workmen, rascally reds, garlic nuisances and a
revolutionary feminist is novel and amusing enough to be universally interesting.
The story is somewhat slow and weak in
the opening, but it gathers momentum as
it goes on, and the climax, which comes
when the hero beats off his opponents in
a terrific fight on the stairway, is a crashing success.
The personality of H. B. Warner is pleasingly adapted to the stellar role which
calls for a superficial nonchalance, occasionally supplanted by a display of courage and energy. Kathryn Adams gives a
sincere performance and Evelyn Selbie is
most effective in her delineation of an “intellectual.”
The entire cast is a credit to
the production which has received excellent
direction.
Cast.

H. B. Warner
Kathryn Adams

Timothy Webb, Jr
Sylvia Kingston
Nicholas Sehonn
Jim Baker
Roger Webb

Sam de Grasse
Evelyn Selbie
William Elmer
Percy Challenger

Peter Hines

Thomas

Elsa Smolski

Thomas Empey

H. Persse

Lockney
Clarke and Eugene B.
J.

P.

Story by Kenneth B.
Lewis.
Direction by Henry King.
Length, Six Reels.

The

Upon

Story.

the death of his millionaire father,

Timothy Webb learns that he has been left
the huge sum of $100.
His rascally uncle,
Roger Webb, has received the bulk of the
estate and takes over the big Webb factory.
Timothy decides to go to work for the first
time in his life. He takes a job as plumber
the Webb factory.
Nicholas Sehonn a radical pretending to
be in sympathy with the workman, but

in

—

HAT

will
endear the Paramount
production of “The Prince Chap”
to people in front lies in the perfection of the screen product, though the
stage version was undoubtedly popular.
Perhaps the charm of the play is the revelation of maternal instinct in highly civilized man when some caprice of circumstance compels him to bring
up a little
girl orphan to whom he is not related.
In such a case, there is added to his native
tenderness of heart a delicate sex interest he would not show to one of his own
blood.
The relation of these kindly and
thoughtful Prince Chaps and their wards
has provided the theme for many a de-

Li

Exploitation Angles: Play strong on Hayakawa and use the ancestor worship angle
If you can get a Chifor the plot appeal.
nese dress rig a figure worshipping at a
shrine for a window display, or use a cutout so arranged for the lobby with incense.
The star will carry the chief appeal, so use
him above the story.

in a

Beautiful and Affecting Story Produced
by William DeMille.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

lightful story.

“How

Hate You!”
Says Thomas Meighan in the William De
I

Mille Artcraft, “The Prince Chap."
tmiiHiwiuuiHtiiiJumumiimi(iiniiiHiiin!iimimiKiniiimiiiHiiiiiiuiiuuumuuiumimiiuiiimim»KJitiimiMiiiu

looking out for his own interests,
mixes with the employees of the factory and
sows the seeds of revolution. He Is aided in
his schemes by a feminine “intellectual,"
Elsa Smolski, who assists him in getting
large sums of money from the wealthy. One
of their victims who believes them to be
thoroughly honest is Sylvia Kingston, an attractive young heiress, anxious to be of service to the laboring classes. From -her they
really

manage

to secure $50,000.

of other Webb employees Is invited to her house one evening.
While there Sehonn and Miss Smolski each
make dramatic speeches which stir the workmen on to demanding exorbitant wages.
Timothy sees through Sehonn and his
schemes and decides to protect Sylvia. He
advises her to take a room in humble quarters obviously for the purpose of getting
close to the common people so as to help
them, but really so as to get her out of
Schonn’s clutches.
After she has taken a room in the same
house with Timothy, she insists that he accept a check for $50,000 to be used for the
“cause.” He refuses, but upon her insistence
he decides to buy back his father’s factory,
which is rapidly going to financial ruin in
the hands of his incompetent uncle.
Meantime Sehonn has traced Sylvia, and
Timothy advises her to move again. She is
unable to see his reason for desiring to get
To force her to
rid of her and resents it.
leave, Timothy causes a leak in the pipe in
her room, intending to drown her out. But
she returns unexpectedly and begs him to
fix it.
In so doing he is discovered by some
of the Webb strikers who have recently refused to work without a raise. They decide
to “get” him for working despite the strike.
They pounce upon him and a desperate fight
on the stairs takes place. He is seriously
hurt, but is saved from death by the appearance of a few loyal workers whom he had
made friends of. He succeeds in exposing
the reds, saving his father’s business for
himself and in winning the girl.
Program and Exploitation Catehlines: Built
Upon a Rascally Movement of the “Reds"
Among Honest Laboring Classes. See

Timothy with a number

How

It

Worked and How

It

Was De-

Cast.

Wm.

Peyton, a sculptor. ... Thomas Meighan
Runion, his servant
Charles Ogle
Alice Travers
Kathryn Williams
Jack, Earl of Huntington. .Casson Ferguson
Phoebe Puckers
Ann Forrest
Claudia, four years old. .. .Peaches Jackson
Claudia, eight years old
May Giraci
Claudia, eighteen years old
Lila Lee

Aunt

His Father Made a Will But Forgot His
Son Son Went to Work and Won By
Fight and Labor What He Failed to Get

—

By Inheritance.
He Was a Plumber, She An

Heiress,

An

Innocent Dupe of the “Reds." He Saved
Her from Their Deviltry and Then Surprised Her By But See This for Your-

—

self.

Rare Medley

of Thrills

and Laughs.

Exploitation Angles: Get it over that the
subject matter is timely. The biggest questions in America to-day Labor, Capital and
Radicalism are involved. Primarily the picture is a defense of labor, and will get sympathy from the unions. Send personal invitations to the union chiefs. Explain that it

—

Lillian Leighton

Bertie Johns
Florence Hart

Ballington
Claudia’s Mother

Yadder
Helmer

Theodore

Kosloff

Clarence Geldart
Author, Edward Peble.
Producer, Wm. DeMille.
Length, About 5,000 Feet.

The

Story.

“The Prince Chap” is a title bestowed upon
Wm. Peyton by little Claudia, child of a penniless model entrusted to his care at the
mother’s death. This is when he tells the
a bedtime story of Alice, the girl to
whom he is engaged, calling her “Princess
Alice."
Time passes by without Peyton
achieving success as a sculptor, and Alice
finds her confidence wearing out when she
is told that Claudia is the natural child of
Peyton. His heart is broken the day Alice
sends back his engagement ring.
Out of the sculptor’s despair arises a highAs the years
er order of creative genius.
roll on. and Claudia grows up to be a young
lady, Peyton achieves artistic success and
wealth.
When one of his chums falls in
love with Claudia, the sculptor realizes that
his affection for the child has changed character with her accession to voflng womanHer demonstrative fondness for
hood.
“daddy," as she has long called him. rechild

feated.

A

Rarely has there been shown keener appreciation of the importance of flawless
types than in the direction of “The Prince
Chap” by William DeMille. With the story
well in mind, its skilled construction assured, he has been enabled to exercise nice
taste in the selection of his players.
He
has gathered together an “All Star Cast”
in the finer sense of that term.
He has
furthermore endowed the plain little story
of one simple line of action with romance,
pathos and a modern spirit of tenderness.
What is to become of generous and truehearted Prince Chap forms the single line
of action, with no great mystery about it
for the sophisticated, but the intense personality of the actors holds interest as
tight
as
does well-calculated suspense.
Thomas Meighan is Prince Chap in perfection, his grave attitude in the struggle
for existence endowing the role with convincing dignity.
To the difficult part of
Alice Kathlyn Williams brings the resources of refined intelligence. The role
of Claudia has three interpreters, May
Giraci a gem as the child, Lila Lee a fascinating surprise in her exquisite conception of the part. The picture as presented
at the Rivoli offers an exceptionally fine
entertainment.
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reives two checks. The first a proposal from
the chum she has always called "Uncle” and
loved next to Daddy, the other when Alice
comes back a charming widow to rouse old
love in the now prosperous sculptor.
Peyton’s realization of his changed feelings for Claudia troubles him to the point
She, awakened by the mysof distress.
terious whisperings of her heart, acts with
in his presence. The
constraint
and
shyness
two are in the midst of a sad misunderstanding of each other, when the generous rejected suitor enlightens Peyton. At last he
suspects that Claudia, the flower-like girl he
has raised, loves him with deep feeling, and
her instinctive response to his confession
leaves them supremly happy in each other’s

arms.

Program and Exploitation Catchllnes: Thomas
Meighan in One of the Real Hits of the
Dramatic Stage.
Hero of "Why Change Your Wife?" in a
Rarely Charming Role.
Thomas Meighan in a Play of Pure Poetry.
A DeMille Production of a Remarkable
Stage Success.

The Play Which Has Made Millions Laugh
and Cry.
Play up Meighan,
Exploitation Angies:
in connection with his parts in
"Male and Female” and “Why Change Your
Wife." Then hook him up to one of the

especially

successes of the theatre and tell that
DeMille has made a sympathetic production
of this favorite story. Work all you can from
the other favorites in the cast and make a
special appeal to the art students in your
clientele. Working on this latter angle you
might offer a prize for the best sketch of
real

Meighan from a portrait shown

in the lobby,
in the morn-

permitting the artists to copy
ing hours when you are not showing
will provide a good ballyhoo.

which

“One House Before Dawn”
Jesse D. Hampton Presents H. B. Warner
in a Drama of Hypnotic Suggestion.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

T

HE

Jesse

Hampton

D.

“One Hour Before Dawn”

production
is

a

mys-

tery story of the regulation kind into
which there is injected the idea that certain gifted individuals have a power over
all others of exercising hypnotic suggestion, whereas the state of hypnotism depends upon the susceptibility of the subject.
But even if scientific truth be disregarded in this scientific age, when the
lack of truth excites a vague feeling of
dissatisfaction, it is dangerous to sacrifice
sympathetic interest in the leading character for the sake of sensational situation.
The leading character in this case allows
himself to believe at one moment what he
sanely discredits at another, a collapse
relegating interest entirely to a very mild
curiosity about who committed a revengeful

murder.

H. B. Warner enacts his difficult role
with skill, and he is finely supported, especially by Frank Leigh and Howard Davies,
but the play is dependent almost entirely
for interest upon its sensational incidents
and upon the inevitable discovery that a

man wholly unsuspected

did a murder, a
crime of which the hero suspected himself.
As a mystery story “One Hour Before
Dawn” is a fairly good entertainment.
Cast.

H.

Anna

Ellen Aldrich

B.
Q.

Warner
Nilsson

Augustus Phillips
Frank Leigh
Howard Davies
Adele Farrington
Lillian Rich

Dorothy Hagan

Thomas Guise
Ralph McCullough

Directed by Henry King.
Story by Mansfield Scott.

The

Story.

When Harrison Kirke
Hour Before Dawn”

ft t

is

a

murdered "One
week-end party

the guests are rounded up by Inspector
Steele.
The events of the preceding night
all

The general acting average was unusually
good throughout.
Cast.

:

of stabbing him to death with a knife.
This confession is overheard. Clayton further states that he hid the knife in the
chimney of his room. A blood-stained knife
is found there, but Clayton says it is not the
one of his dream. This statement and the
fact that the door could not be pushed open
led the inspector to round up the men of
the party.
He lays certain objects on the table and
says that he has obtained a positive clue
to the murderer from finger prints on those
objects.
Someone smashes a glass in the
window, and While all attention is attracted
This was what
to it the clues disappear.
He glances
the inspector was looking for.
over the men, then draws back some portieres,
discovering
Bab Manning hiding

and

Caught by the device, Manning acknowledges his guilt and starts to plead a
justification, but he is put under arrest, the
hypnotic
performer as well.
Clayton is
there.

cleared of his self-accusation, to the delight
of his friends and particularly of the girl
who loves him.
Program and Advertising Catchlines:
How a Clever Detective Outwitted a

Scheming Murderer.
of Hypnotism and the Power

A Drama

of

Suggestion.

Famous English Actor

in a Succession of

Sensations.

Was Torn by

the Thought That
Killed His Host.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Warner and
try to sell him rather than the story.
Appeal to memory of his previous successes
and go wary on the present production. It
will please those who like strong melodrama
and those are not likely to inquire as to the

This Soul

He Had

scientific basis.

“The White Moll”
Fox Presents Pearl White in a Stirring
Melodrama for Her First Feature.
Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent.

M

ELODRAMA

has always been Pearl
White’s appeal to the public and
“The White Moll,” her first feature
production under the direction of William
Fox, is pure melodrama, with all of the
appeal of the villain-pursued heroine, but
it is melodrama well produced, both as to
playing and staging, and the story, despite
the necessary inconsistencies, holds up well
until the inevitable falling action.
It may
be fashionable to frown upon melodrama,
but the love of the dime novel is inherent
in all, and this is an excellent mystery story
with action, suspense and surprise offered
with generous hand.
Miss White’s first
complete-in-itself

George Clayton

Bob Manning
Norman Osgood
Harrison Kirke
Mrs. Montague
Dorothy
Mrs. Copeland
Judge Copeland
Fred Aldrich

The main entertainment
are investigated.
of the evening was an exhibition of hypnotic
suggestion by an alleged professor of the
suggestive art, n which Kirke was made a
laughable victim. Kirke was naturally angry and resentful, but no motive could be
ascribed to the professor for killing Kirke.
There had been a suppressed quarrel between George Clayton and Kirke, and Clay•ton’s actions were highly* suspicious, but he
had been somewhat unnerved by testing the
professor’s powers. He had doubted the existence of any such power, but he had been
Gradually a
put to sleep just the same.
recollection comes to him of a command to
kill Kirke and of a dream in which he committed the deed.
When Clayton makes this confession he
states that he dreamed of pushing open the
door between his bedroom and that of Kirke
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offering

and militant crusader. Her efforts are supported by a well chosen cast. Richard C.
Travers does some excellent character
work as “the Pug,” but in the other phase
of his character he

is

a little too suggestive

Harding Davis “Van Bibber.”

He is just a trifle too suave, a shade too
pronounced. J. Thornton Baston is thoroughly convincing and Walter Lewis is
good

in

a

difficult

role.

The Sparrow
Gypsy Nan

Walter Lewis
Eva Gordon
John Woodford
George Pauncefort

Father Michael
Rhoda’s Father
Detective

Henry

Charles

The Rich Man

J.

John

Slattery
P.

Wade

Length, Six Reels.
Direction by Harry Millarde.
Story by Frank L. Packard.
Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon.
Photography by Eddie Wynard.

The

Story.

“The White Moll” is the nickname given
the leading role because she enters the
seamy life of the underworld to carry good.
A rich man, penitent for his sins against
men, seeks the aid of a priest, who com-

mands him

to turn

his

ill-gotten

gains to

good purpose. While they discuss the matter
one of his victims and the latter’s daughter,
Rhoda, peer into the church and see him
deposit a large

sum

in

currency in the poor

box.

Desperate, the father drives his daughter
to steal the funds, though the thought of
robbery in a church is abhorrent to her. He
shoots to cover her escape when she is discovered and the bullets tear through a plaster cast of Christ on the crucifix.
He is
shot trying to escape. Rhoda believes that
she sees the wounded Christ come to life
to smile his compassion and is not only led
again into the path of the church but persuades her dying father to repentance. She
becomes the almoner of the rich penitent,
going into the slums to carry his aid, and
is Interested in saving "The Sparrow,” one
of the Dangler’s gang, from a return to
crime on his release from prison. In doing
this she undertakes to defeat the Dangler
and his band.
Rhoda takes many daring chances, from
which she extricates herself chiefly through
her own wit, but at times is helped by a
mysterious stranger, who proves to be a
member of the Dangler gang, which he has
joined in the hope of discovering the murderer of his best friend. In helping Rhoda
he is himself helped to vengeance, and the
Dangler is sent to the chair on the confession of his wife, while Rhoda and the Pug
pledge their troth.
Program and Advertising CatehJines:
Pearl White’s First Five-Act Serial.
The Darling of the Serial in Her First Big
Short Play.
All the Thrill of a Serial and the Smartness of a Feature.
A Vivid and Colorful Story of New York’s

Underworld.
Single-Handed She Defied a Band of Murderous Crooks.
She Fought Dangerous Criminals to Ease
a Mother’s Heartbreak.
Exploitation Angles: Just whoop it up for
Miss White. She makes good in the shorter
form of play personally. She gets over as
well as she did in serials and can be boomed
as strongly. Back of this you have a capital production which would sell without a
star because of its melodramatic merit. Use
double the usual number of lithographs and
in your newspaper work play up the star
in the biggest letters you can get out of
the type cases, hammering on the underworld angle.

compares more

than favorably with the strenuous work
she has done in serials.
As the angel of the slums she has a sympathetic part and she makes a charming

of a Richard

Rhoda (the White Moll)
Pearl White
The Adventurer
Richard C. Travers
The Pug
Richard C. Travers
The Dangler
J. Thornton Baston

John Woodford

played a priest with unusual sympathy and
Eva Gordon also rose to her opportunities.

“The

Girl of the Sea”

Republic Picture Directed by J. E. Williamson Rivals 20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea.”
Reviewed by Herbert Caryl.

R EMARKABLE

undersea photography

of thrilling scenes in the waters of
the West Indies, in which an octopus seeks to devour its unfortunate
human pr.ey, makes the Republic release,
“The Girl of the Sea,” one of the most remarkable and gripping films of the season.
Almost spellbound, the spectator sees the
long, treacherous tentacles at their deadly
work. First, they drag a lifeboat full of

j
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shipwrecked people to the bottom of the
Next they reach for a mother, fransea.
tically trying to save the life of her only
child.
Then the eight great claws of the
•devilfish fasten themselves about a young
These hair-raising
in a diving suit.
scenes, with the octopus in the leading
role, are scattered through the picture, furnishing a series of thrills.

man

Pretty

little

Betty Hilburn,

of

sixteen

summers, plays the title role. Miss Hilburn is an accomplished swimmer and
diver.
She carries a starfish to the hulk
of the ..wrecked steamer Caribee without
the slightest difficulty.
The girl herself
looks like a beautiful sea nymph swimming
through the clear water. Then she gives
a little underwater dramatic action in freeing her lover from the tentacles of the
octopus. Again she rescues him from a
watery grave when he is knocked senseless from the mast of a coasting schooner
by the villain in the piece.
Wonderful coral reefs underocean with
thousands of varied colored fish swimming
about give an unusual marine touch to the
various scenes. Chester Barnett, Kathryn
Lean and Alex. Shannon ably assist Miss
Hilburn in carrying along the story, which,
by the way, is highly dramatic. “The Girl
of the Sea” is a Republic picture, produced
under the personal direction of J. E. Williamson, of the Submarine Film Corporation, operated under the patents of the
Williamson Submarine Corporation.
It
rivals Mr. Williamson’s previous pictures,
“20,000 Leagues Under the Sea” and “The
Submarine Eye.”
Cast.
Girl of the
Lieut. Tom

Betty Hilburn
Chester Barnett

Sea

Ross

Kathryn Lean
Shannon

Kate Ross
Matt Cuttle

Alex.

The

Story.

Stephen Verrill, naturalist, dies, leaving
the deed to a valuable gold mine to his
widow and daughter. Mrs. Verrill offers
Captain Ross of the steamer Caribee an interest if he will take her to New York to
organize a company.
Aboard the Caribee,
bound north, is a trader. Cuttle. With the
aid of Matt Allen the trader scuttles the
ship.
As a lifeboat with Mrs. Verrill and
her daughter is making for the shore it is
The
seized and upset by a giant octopus.
mother is swimming to shore with her child

when

the octopus overtakes her.

The

little

one reaches an isolated and deserted island
safely.

saved, buys the gold mine and
Tom Ross, son of the
captain of the ill-fated steamer, is denied
a position at Cuttle’s mine on the ground
his father wrecked the Caribee.
Tom decides to locate the wreck and try to clear
Landing on the deserted
his father's name.
island he finds a girl the girl of the sea.

Cuttle

becomes

recovered from Cuttle by Tom establishes
their claim to the mine.
Program and Advertising Cntchlines:

Another Wonderful Underwater Picture.
See Betty Hilburn, the Modern Mermaid.
Terrific Fights with Huge Octopus Fathoms
Below the Surface.
A Tremendous Drama of Land and Sea.
Exploitation Angles: Hammer away on the
undersea angle for about nine-tenths of
your appeal. Give the rest to the girl star.
This will be a good chance to work the
Denver diving contest recently described, or,
if you are near a naval recruiting station,
you can get the loan of a deep sea diver, or
at least* an old salt to tell his experiences.
If you are willing to go to a little trouble
you can make a knockout window display
by showing the Williamson apparatus in an

sea dives to his rescue, attracts the attention of the devilfish, and they escape.
When the sea girl and Tom confront Cuttie in court the latter alleges Tom is an impostor and the girl a shamming actress.
The girl remembers the deed to her father’s
mine which she hid on the South Sea island.
All three go to the island.
Cuttle captures
her, threatening to kill Tom if she does
not give the deed to him.
The girl gets
the document from the island and gives it
recognizes
Cuttle
as the man
to Cuttle.
She
whom she saw murder the captain. Tom arrives on the island and learns that Cuttle
has just gone with the deed.
The girl tells Tom that Cuttle is the
man who murdered his father. Tom goes
after Cuttle, who is on a sailing boat. There
is a desperate fight on the deck and mast.
Both men fall to the water. A shark gets
The girl of the sea jumps into the
Guttle.
water and brings Tom ashore safely. Later
Tom and the girl are married. The deed

vails.
It turns out later that John’s Aunt Roberta is not dead, but was merely testing
his love for Lucille.

Program and Advertising Cat chines:
Lyons and Moran in a Ripping Broadway
Farce-Comedy Success.
Don’t Marry the Daughter of a Juggler
or They'll Spoil Your' Breakfast.
Don’t Ever Get a Divorce Unless You See
“La La Lucille” First Then You Won’t.
It Was La-La, Not Ta-Ta, Lucille.
See

—

“La La Lucille”
Five-Reel

Universal

ject Full

of

Farce-Comedy Sub-

Laughable Situations.

Reviewed by Robert

C.

McElravy.

RIPPING

A

cille,”

farce-comedy, “La La Luproduced for Universal, under

direction of Lyons and Moran, from
the original Broadway piece by Fred Jackson. Eddie and Lee, the breezy Universal
comedy team, appear as two distracted
young bridegrooms, one of whom in seeking grounds for divorce gets enough for
several.
They are supported by a strong
cast, including Anne Cornwall, Gladys Wal-

Dorothy Wolbert and Fred Gamble.
The production is full of speedy action
and funny complications, making alto-

ton,

gether* one of the best farcical concoctions
The principal
yet shown on the screen.
scenes occur in two hotel apartments and
the situations are extremely broad in character, but the plot moves along with so
much good humor that there is no offense
The entire
in any of the developments.
cast contributes to the success of the production, but probably Dorothy Wolbert
as Fannie, the janitor’s wife, will extract
the greatest number of laughs from audiLyons and Moran have not hesiences.
tated to give Fannie the center of the stage
repeatedly in the course of the various

entanglements.

The

subject opens in an

amusing man-

ner, picturing the hero’s wife and fatherin-law, who formerly did a juggling act,

work with the breakfast
The elopement of the Hughes
newlyweds is also cleverly introduced. The
number is well built and clever in both
doing practice
dishes.

plot

and performance.
Cast.

wealthy.

—

plan.
While they are at the hotel Britton
Hughes and his young bride, Peggy, arrive
and take the adjoining room. They are being pursued by the bride’s irate father. The
arrival of Fannie’s husband on the scene
precipitates a panic in the two apartments,
during which John and Peggy are thrown
together.
At this moment Lucille arrives
and believes John guilty of a real "affair.”
The situation develops numerous other
amusing turns, but in the end peace pre-

aquarium.

is

She is Verrill’s daughter and has grown up'
a daughter of nature, living alone on the
island.
She aids young Ross in locating the
wreck.
Tom finds the body of his father
with a knife sticking in his back, showing
Tom
the sea captain had been murdered.
is attacked by an octopus.
The girl of the
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Eddie Lyons

John Smith
Lucille Smith

Anne Cornwall
Lee Moran
Gladys Walton
Fred Gamble
Henry Meyers
Frank Earle

Hughes
Peggy Hughes
Britton

Marion
Grimsby
Blackwood
Brady
Mrs. Brady
Colonel

Charles

McHugh

Rosa Gore

Why. You Would Stick to Her Yourself.
Exploitation Angles: Play this up as another of the new five-part Lyons and Moran
comedies. Play it up strong. It will make
good for you and will help to establish later
numbers.
Play up John Smith's marriage
tangle to get laughs and the divorce complication to get interest.

“High and Dizzy”
Harold Lloyd Comedy of Spills and Thrills
Released by Pathe Is Very Amusing.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
HE keynote of Harold Lloyd’s comedies is original work executed in a
masterly way “High and Dizzy” is
among his best pictures. Nothing can be
surer of entertainment value than what
appeals to audience love of variety. Either
Lloyd or Hal Roach asks himself four
questions: “What shall I do?” “Is it worth
doing?” “To whom am I addressing it?”
“How shall it be rightly done?” The idea
is to observe what
is going on
in front
instead of trying to go straight ahead with
the head turned backward. All that Lloyd
does is not new, but everything is presented from a new angle.
“High and Dizzy” does not show the
hero getting soused in the fashion of anteprohibition days. He is led up against a
quiet little office distillery.
Some of the
“stuff” is in the making.
The maker displays with pride his bottled “hootch,” but,
to the dismay of both, it pops out the corks
and begins to run over. The only way to
save it is to drink it. Thereafter the fun
is fast and furious.
The two modern boozologists stagger through constantly ascending comedy adventures until a clever
crisis is reached by the star on the ledge
Hundreds of feet above
of a skyscraper.
the street he makes a drunken attempt to
rescue a fair sleepwalker. It is a nervechilling effort until he looks down with
hair-raising horror and sobers up. “High
and Dizzy” is thrilling and funny.
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiitiiHinimniiHUiiiiiiiaiiiniiimniiiiiiiiiiniiniiiimiiiiiiiii—

Thalasso

Janitor

Dorothy Wolbert
Fanny, Janitor’s wife
Sam Appel
Duffy
Burton Halbert
Jaynes
Story by Fred Jackson.
Directed by Lyons and Moran.
Scenario by Philip Hurn.
Length, Five Reels.

The

Story.
John Smith, in “Da La Lucille,” is married
to the daughter of a juggler, and by this
match has won the disapproval of his Aunt
The
Roberta, one of the Boston Smiths.
aunt, who is very wealthy, has cut off his
allowance.
One day a lawyer and visiting
relatives arrive, who tell John his aunt has
died, leaving him two million dollars on
condition that he get a divorce from his
wife, Lucille.
John refuses to give up Lucille, but is induced to get a temporary divorce in order to obtain the money. Lucille
is furnished with proper evidence by employing the janitress,- Fannie, to act as corespondent.
John and Fannie are to be caught in a
hotel apartment together, according to the
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Current Film Release Dates
Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. “C” refers to
Comments, and “R” to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewer’s opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories of the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
Thou Art the Man (Robert Warwick) L5003 Ft. Vol. 44; P-459; C-R, P-1787.
The
C<*st (Violet Heming)— L-5,547 Ft. Vol.
FIRST NAUL EXHIBITORS
FOX FILM CORPORATION
;

44; P-141;

C-R, P-857.

The False Road (Enid Bennett-Ince).

Vol.

44; P-724.

SPECIALS.

—

Vol. 43; P-1234;
(All-Star)
C-R-Vol. 44; P-299.
Should a Husband Forgive. Vol. 42; P-1191.

The Strongest

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES.
Heart Strings (William Farnum
Vol. 43; P-299; C-R, P-1619.

(William

Adventurer

The

Parts).
P-134.

Vol.

43;

P-1650;

— Six

C-R;

— Six
P-1105.

The Joyous Troublemakers

num — Six

P-369.

Reels).

—Six
Vol. 44;

(William
45;

P-251;

FarC-R,

Vol. 43; P-1008;

C-R

43;

P-2006

Desert Love. Vol. 44; P-599.
Vol. 44; P-1235.
Gold Coins. Vol. 45; P-371.

FOX ENTERTAINMENTS.
A Manhattan Knight (George Walsh).
I

(Shirley Mason).

Vol. 44; P-138;

C-R 455.
Shadows (Peggy Hyland).
P-142; C-R 455.

Black

Leave

Vol.

P-2173

Molly and

It

to

Me (William

Russell).

Why

Vol. 43; P-1678; Ex.
C-R, P-1359.
Mrs. Temple’s Telegram (Bryant Washburn).
Vol. 44; P-862; C-R, P-1233; L-4, 138 Ft.
The Sea Wolf (George Melford Special. L6,797 Ft.
Vol. 44; P-1236; C-R, 1359.
The Dancin’ Fool (Wallace Reid) L-4, 124
Ft. Vol. 44; P-982; C-R, P-1233.
A Lady in Love (Ethel Clayton) Vol. 44; P-

June.
Old Wives for New (DeMille Special Reissue)
L-5663 Ft.
Below the Surface (Thomas H. Ince Special)
L-5987 Ft. Vol. 44; P-1633; Ex. 1330; C-R,
P-1787.
Paris Green (Charles Ray)

L-4 844 Ft. Vol. 44; P-1630; C-R, P-1787.
of Masks (Robert Warwick) L-4708

Vol

44;

Sick Abed

Vol.

44;

Sand (William’

A

T>_1

.

7QQ

•

Slipping Feet.

MUTT AND JEFF.
The Toy Makers.
The Tango Dancers.
One Round Jeff.
3 Raisins and a Cake of Yeast.
Departed Spirits.
The Mystery of the Galvanized Iron Ash Can
The Breakfast Industry.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
April.

Treasure Island (Super- Special -Tourneur).
L-5,143 Ft.
Vol. 44; P-560; C-R, P-857;

— L-5382

St.

L-4656 Ft.

— The

March

22-

March

29

Vol.

Ft.

4

April

11

—The
Woman Gives (Norma Talmadge). Vol.
P-46; C-R, P857.
— Polly
of the Storm Country (Mildred Harris Chaplin). Vol.
P-

April

18

44;

1360.

Anthony (Bryant Washburn)
(Billie

Burke). L-5046

44;

—

—
—L-4, 271
Home (Charles Ray) —L-4555.
P-252; C-R, P-369.

The

1503; C-R, Vol. 45, P-117.
Ladder of Lies (Ethel Clayton).
Ft.; Vol. 45; P-251.

Homer Comes

Ft. Vol. 45;

The Fourteenth Man (Robert Warwick).
The World and His Wife (Cosmopolitan Production). L-6702 Ft.

COMEDIES.
June
June
June

—
Golly (Sennett — Two Reels).
—By
A Model Husband (DeHaven — Two
Reels).
27 — You Wouldn’t Believe
(Sennett)
—
Two Reels).
— The Quack Doctor.
6

— The
Yellow Typhoon (Anita Stewart). Vol. 44; P-1106; C-R, P-1233.
31 — David Wark Griffith Production.
14 — Marshall Neilan Production.
28 — Constance Talmadge Production.
19 — Yes or No? (Norma Talmadge).
—Curtain (Katherine MacDonald).
16—Jack Knife Man (King Vidor).
30 — Forty-five Minutes from, Broadway
(Charles Ray).
—The
Scoffer (Allan Dwan Production).

May
June
June
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Sept.

Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

2

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Dec.

June
June
June
June
July
July
July
July

13—Harriet

and

the

Piper

(Anita

—Smilin’
Through (Norma Talmadge).
20 — The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore).
—
The Woman.
11 — Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray).
18 — R. A. Walsh Production.
25 — Normads of the North
(James
Oliver Curwood Production).
25 — Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin).
—
(Katherine MacDonald).
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. Carter
—Curtain
DeHaven).
15 — The Heart of a Fool (Allan Dwan
Production)
22 — The
Honorable Peter Sterling
(Lionel Barrymore).
29 — The Girl of Gold (Norma Talmadge).
20

1
8

(One Reel.)

May
May
May

6

4

Dec.

July
July
July
July

Vol. 44;

Stewart).

Sept.

Nov.

June
June
June
June

L-5,968 Ft.

P-981.

PICTURES.

May
May
May
May
May

— MacDonald).

3

4

—
Up-Country in Siam.
—
In Lovely Lorraine.
—
In Happy Alsace.
—
An Oriental Sing Sing.
16 — Artistic Antwerp.
23— Musko and Musume of Nippon.
30 — Battlefields of France.
—Beautiful Bruges.
13 — The Lure of the Loreley.
20 — The Lake of the Sun and Moon.
27 — Battlefields of France.
— Parisian Holidays.
11 — The Land of Laos.
18 — Frenchifying Metz.
25 — In Flanders Fields.

—

C-R, P-1105.
Passion’s Playground (Katharine

May

PARAMOUNT BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL
18
25

Love Expert (Constance Talmadge
John Emerson - Anita
Loos Production). Vol. 44; P-860;

25

13

It

—rThe

April

Vol. 45; P-370.

Ft.

Be Fashinonable (Doris May Douglas
McLean Ince). L-4501 Ft. Vol. 44; P-

Let’s

—Don’t
Ever Marry (Marshall Neilan
Production). Vol.
P-726; C-R,
979; Ex., P-1743.

Sept.

Ft.

Idol Dancer (David Wark
Griffith). Vol. 44; P-137; C-R r P597; Ex., 828, 1477, 1480.
44;

April

Vol. 45; P-371.

Away Goes Prudence

Apr.
Apr.

Virtuous Husbands.
Mary’s Little Lobster.

44;

July.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
Talks.

Hart)— L-4869

ford Re-issue)

July

Ten Nights Without a Barroom.
A Lady Bellhop’s Secret.

— The
Fighting Shepherdess (Anita
Stewart). Vol.
P-141; C-R, P979.

Rebecca of Sunny Brook Farm (Mary Pick-

Extraordinary Specials.
Salome (Theda Bara).
The Honor System (All-Star).
A Daughter of the Gods (Annette Kellerman).
Les Miserables (William Farnum).

Through the Keyhole.

P-T?
S.

Ft.

ARTCRAFT.

44;

Spirit of Good (Madlaine Traverse).
Love's Harvest (Shirley Mason). Vol. 44;
P-1360; C-R. P-1499; Ex., P-1744.
The Iron Heart (Madlaine Traverse). Vol.
44; P-1501; C-R, P-1787.
White Lies (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. 44; P1630; C-R, P-1787.
Twins of Suffering Creek (William Russell).
Vol. 45; P-118; C-R, P-250.
A World of Folly (Vivian Rich). Vol. 44;
P-1790; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.
A Sister to Salome (Gladys Brockwell).
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones).
The Spirit of Good (Madlaine Traverse).
The Little Wanderer (Shirley Mason).
The Rose of Nome (Gladys Brockwell).
Firebrand Trevison (Buck Jones).
Her Honor, The Mayor (Eileen Percy).

—L-4327.
'P-3KQ

(Wallace Reid)

The Sins Of
Vol.

The

Ex. 1332.

Vol. 44; P-1789.

Ft.

Vol. 44; P-

Jones).

— L-4257 Ft.
Husband (Dorothy Gish);

Remodeling Her

The City

P-1234.

March

1

—

44;

P-303; C-R, P-979.
The Mother of His Children (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. 44; P-458; C-R, P-857.
Would You Forgive? (Vivian Rich). Vol. 44;
P-724; C-R, P-979.

Money

Ft.

}238.

4

980; C-R. P-1105.
Forbidden Trails (Buck

—L-7,175

(Katherine Mac-

Lisle

Donald).

828, 1087, 1332, 1596;

Vol.

P-739.

The Tattlers (Madlaine Traverse).

The Dead Line (George Walsh).

44;

and Mr. Hyde (Super-Special. Vol.
and Mr. Hyde (Super-Special). Vol.
May.
Change Your Wife? (Cecil B. DeMille

—

The Terror.

43*

Ft.

The Notorious Miss

857; Ex. P-1479.

Dr. Jekyll
Dr. Jekyll

.

The Daredevil (Tom Mix). Vol.
3

S.

Special)

Reels),

TOM MIX SERIES.

The Feud (Tom Mix).
2002

Vol.

Parts)

Farnum

The Orphan (William Farnum
Vol. 44; P-858; C-R,

—L-5,813 Ft. Vol. 44;
P-861; P-1105.
William
—P-727;
(Super-Special
The Toll Gate
C-R,
Hart) —L-5,509
Vol.

Terror Island (Houdini)'

—Penrod
(Marshall Neilan Production).
— The
Woman in His House (Mildred
Harris Chaplin).
13 — The Human Chess-Board
(Constance Talmadge).
29'

6

2
9

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

6

4

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE.

The Honey Bee (Mme. Marguerite de

(One Reel.)
Lounge Lizards of the Jungle.
Stars of the Stage and Screen.
A Jungle Honeymoon.
Long Live the Umpire and Others.

The Dangerous Talent (Margarita Fisher).

—
—
—
—
13 — Portraits from Acid.
30 — A Forest Fantasy.
27 — Quizzing the Prophets.
—The Transatlantic Night
11— The Movie Lure.
18 — The Kingdom of Night.
25 —Unpopular Science.
16
23
30
6

4

Six Feet Four (William Russell). Vol. 41;
P-1793.
Eve in Exile (Charlotte Walker). Vol. 42;
P-854.
The Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell).
Vol. 43; P-463.

Vol. 43; P-2011; C-R, Vol. 44; P-134.

Slam Bang Jim (William Russell).
The Thirtieth Place of Silver (Margarlte
Fisher).

The House
Express.

Sylvia)..

Vol. 44; P-600.

Vol. 44; P-981.
of Toys (Seena

Owen).

Vol

44;

P-1502; C-R, P-1787.
Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter).
The Week End (Margarita Fisher Six Reels)
A Live Wire Hick (William Russell).

—

—

—

——

-
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Current Film Release Dates
Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. “C” refers to
Comments, and “R” to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewer’s opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories of the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shawm where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
The Wonder Man (Georges Carpentier —Six
Releases for Week of June 27.
No.

W. W. HODKINSON

No.
No.

BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON — GREAT
AUTHORS’ PICTURES, INC.
The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production).
43; P-397;

Vol.

C-R, P-1619.

GRAY PICTURES,

7.ANE

PARKER READ.

JR.,

Seven Parts). Vol. 42; P-1010.
Sex (Louise Glaum Seven Reels).

—
1331.

Vol.

(Six Parts

—

(Leah

Baird

—

Six

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
'(J.

Warren Kerrigan).

Warren

The Dream Cheater

Kerrigan).
(J.

Vol. 43;
Vol.

43;

Warren Kerrigan).

Vol. 43; P-2013; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 44; P-1234.

The Green Flame

(J.

58.

Topics of the

Warren Kerrigan).

No.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.

Week

of

—

and

9

13).

Releases for Week of June. IS.
No. 11 of Trailed by Three (The Tortun
Trap).
No. 4 of The Third Eye (Daggers of Death)
Start the Show (LaPlant One Reel).
Hig’h and Dry (Harold Lloyd Two Reels).
Pathe Review No. 55.
Topics of the Day No. 59.
Pathe News Nos. 48 and 49 (Shipped June 16
19).

—

Day

(Rollin

Comedy

—One Reel).

Pathe Review No. 56.
Topics of the Day No. 60.
Pathe News Nos. 50 and 51 (Shipped June
and 26).

•

23

Room

Come

202.

Into the Kitchen.

MARTIN JOHNSON.
Lonely South Pacific Missions.
Recruiting in the Solomons.
The City of Broken Old Men.
Marooned in the South Seas.

ADVENTURE

METRO PICTURES CORP.

—

31).

—Two

(Shipped Aug.

of Way (Bert Lytell). Vol. 43
P-1116; C-R, 2002.
The Walk-Offs (May Allison Six Parts). Vol.

The Right

;

—

43; P-938.

24).

Reels).
Rolin Comedy (One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 62.
Topics Of The Day No. 66.
Pathe News No. 62 and 63

SCENIC.

A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton). VoL

Releases for Week of August 1.
One Hour Before Dawn (H. B. Warner).
No. 11 of The Third Eye (The Long Arm of
Vengeance).
Young Buffalo Series (The Hobo Of Pizen

and

In

Take Doctor's Advice.
Oh, You Kid!

—

Releases for Week of July 25.
10 of The Third Eye (The House

43

;

P-773.

—Old Lady (Emma Dunn). VoL
P-301; C-R, P-723.
March —Shore Acres (Alice Lake—Six Reels).
Vol.
P-135; C-R, P-723; Ex.
March

31

44

44;

—
—

;

1329,

April Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-456; C-R, P-857.
April Dangerous to Men (Viola Dana). Vol.
44; P-598; C-R, P-979.
Ex. 1328.
May 31— The Best of Luck (All Star Six
Parts). Vol. 45; P-372.
June 7 The Cheater
(May Allison Six
Parts). Vol. 44; P-1791.
5
July
Parlor. Bedroom and Bath (All-Star
Six Parts). Vol. 45; P-37J.
July 19— The Misfit Wife (Alice Lake Six
Parts).
Aug. 2 Held in Trust (May Allison Six
Parts).
Aug. 16 The Chorus Girl’s Romance (Viola
Dana Six Parts).
Sept. 1
The Four Horsemen of Apocalypse
(All Star Six Parts).
Sept. 13
The Price of Redemption (Bert LytellSix Parts).
Sept. 20 The
Saphead (Crane-Keaton- Six
Parts).
Sept. 27
Clothes (All Star Six Parts).
4
Oct.
The Hope (All Star—Six Parts).

—
—

—
— —

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

4

7).

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

NAZI MOV A PRODUCTIONS.

—Stronger Than Death (Seven Reels)
Vol. 44; P-631.
April — The Heart of a Child (Seven Reals).
Vol.
P-459; C-R. P-S57.
Oct. 11 — Billions (Six Reels).

January

ROBERTSON-COLE
A Woman Who

Understood (Bessie Barris-

Vol. 44; P-139; C-R, P-597.
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
44; P-302; C-R, P-455.
The Third Woman (Carlyle Blackwell). Vol.
43; P-2174; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
Bright Skies (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 44; P-859;
C-R, Vol. 45; P-250.
The Devil’s Claim (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
44; P-984.
The Fortune Teller (Marjorie Rambeau). Vol.
44; P-1107; Ex.. P-1598.
The Nororlous Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale).
Vol. 44; P-1108.
cale).

Releases for Week of June 20.
Passers By (Herbert Rawlinson Six Reels).
Vol. 44; P-1735; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.
No. 12 of Trailed by Three (The Burning
Fuse).
No. 5 of The Third Eye (The Black Hand
Bag).
All in a

of July 11.

17).

— —

and

Week

—

City

Her Novel Idea.
Artistic Temperament.

Sons of Salooskin.
Ghosts of Romance.

—

and

6.

Vol. 44; PLittle Cafe (Max Linder).
1504; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.
No. 10 of Trailed by Three (The Slave Market).
No. 3 of the Third Eye (In Destruction s

Supreme Comedies.
Mumps.

Mollie’s

7

—

The

Path).
You’re Pinched (Harry Pollard One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 54.
Topics of the Day No. 58.
Pathe News Nos. 46 and 47 (Shipped June

(Shipped July

of
Terrors).
Young Buffalo Series (The Law of the
Boarder).
Call a Taxi (Henry Pollard One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 61.
Topics of the Day No. 65.
Pathe News No. 60 and 61 (Shipped Julv 28

INC.

June

55

Six Parts).
No. 9 of The Third Eye (The Race for Life).
His Pal’s Gal (Young Buffalo Series Two
Reels).
The Unconventional Maida Greenwood (Mrs.
Sydney Drew Two Parts).
The Home Stretch (Harry Pollard One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 60.
Topics of the Day No. 64.
Pathe News Nos. 58 and 69 (Shipped July 21

and

45;

62.

Releases for Week of July 18.
Man and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson

No.

Releases for

Day

No. 16 of Trailed by Three (The Reckoning).
No. 8 of The Third Eye (Dangerous Trails).
Tex of The Timberlands (Young Buffalo Series
Two Reels).
Hello Uncle (Beatrice La Plante One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 59.
Topics of the Day No. 63.
Pathe News No. 56 and 57 (Shipped July 14

His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol.
43; P-773; C-R, 2002.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

4.

10).

and

Parts). Vol. 45; P-254.

P-777.
(J.
$30,000
P-1286.

of July

—

Seven Reels).
Vol. 43; P-2177; C-R, Vol. 44; P-723.

Live Sparks

Pathe Review No.

Releases for

—

ARTOO PRODUCTIONS.

Week

Crime).

INC.

DIAL FILM COMPANY PRODUCTIONS.

Cynthia-of-the-Minute

—

The Man from Make Believe (William Desmond).
No. 14 of Trailed by Three (The Hidden

and

—

King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis

—

Pathe News Nos. 54 and

Dorfe Kenyon).
Kenyon Six
(Doris
Moota
Reels). Vol. 44; P-302; C-R, P-723.

The Bandbox
The Harvest

Bringing Up Father (Jiggs and the
Social Lion Two Reel Comedy).
Any Old Port (Harry Pollard One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 57.
Topics of the Day No. 61.
Pathe News Nos. 52 and 53 (Shipped June 30
and July 3).

Reel).

43;

Reels). Vol. 44; P-1502; C-R, P-1787.
of Twenty (ZaSu Pitts). Vol
P-118.

The Heart

The Third Eye (The Death Spark).

of

3 of

No. 7 of The Third Eye (The Double Trap).
Don’t Rock the Boat (Harry Pollard—One

PRODUCTIONS.

DIETRICH — BECK,

(The Door of
«

Releases for

The Lone Wolf’s Daughter (Louise Glaum
P-2013; Ex..

6

INC.

—

Riders of the Dawn (Six Parts Hampton).
Vol. 44; P-980; C-R. P-1105.
Desert Gold (Hampten Production).
J.

Trailed by Three

of

13

Death).

44;

E.

C.

SHURTLEFF.

INC.,

PROD.

—

—

April -Burning Davlight (Mitchell Lewis
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-110S.
Aug. 23 The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All
Star Six Reels).
Nov. 22 The Star Rover
(All
Star Six
Reels).

—
—

—

TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS.

—
—

The Verv Idea (Six Reels). Vol. 44;
P-1527: C-R. P-2002.
April Nothing But Lies (Six Reels). Tol. 44;
P-1235; C-R. P-17S7.

March
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No. 7 of The Vanishing Dagger (Plunged To
His Doom).
His Miss-Step (Bartine Burkette One Reel).
Billy Engel
Off His Trolley (Jessie Fox

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

The
Releases for Week of June 7.
No. 18 of Elmo the Fearless (The Fatal Letter).
N®. 7 of The Moon Riders (The MenacingMonster).
„
No. 1 of The Vanishing Dagger (The Scarlet
,

Confession).

New

— —

Two

Reels).

VITAGRAPH

—

Reels).

New

Screen Magazine No. 69.
International News Nos. 33 and 34 (Shipped
8

and

11).

Releases for Week of June 14.
Siren (Tsuru Aoki). Vol. 45; P-253.
A Tokio
No. 8 of Th'e Moon Riders (At the Rope’s
End).
No. 2 of The Vanishing Dagger (The Night

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
Reels).
P-1086.

—

News

International

June

and

15

Nos. 35 and 36

(Shipped

18).

Releases for Week of June 21.
Alias Miss Dodd (Edith Roberts). Vol. 44;
P-1633; C-R, P-1787.
No. 9 of The Moon Riders (The Triple Menace).

No. 3 of The Vanishing Dagger (In Death’s
Clutches).
Th<*Last Nip (Lee Kohlmar One Reel).
A He Male Vamp (Zip Monty and Connie Henley Two Reels).
The Fightin’ Terror (Hoot Gibson Two Reels

—

—

—

—Western).News

Dollars and the
Reels). Vol.
P-117.

June

and June

22

Stuff
No. 10 of The

Week of June 28.
(Harry Carey). Vol. 44; P-1792.
Riders
(The Moon Rider’s
Moon

Bride).

No.

of The Vanishing
of the Dagger).

4

Twin

Lizzies (Star

Dagger (On the

Comedy

Trail

—One Reel).

A Villain’s Broken Heart (Billy Engel and
Celeste Zimlick — Two Reels).
A Tough Tenderfoot (Helen Lynch and Jack
Carlyle — Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 72.
International

June

19

News

Nos. 39 and 40

and July

(Shipped

P-984.
T. Morey). Vol. 44; P1362; C-R, P-1787.
Clover’s Rebellion (Anita Stewart).
May A Master Stroke (Earle Williams).

—
June —Bab’s Candidate (Corinne Griffiths.
Vol.
P-370.
July — The Gauntlet (Harry T. Morey).
Sept. — Trumpet Island (All Star Cast — SpeSept. — The Prey (Alice Joyce).
Sept. — The Whisper Market (Corinne Griffith)
Sept. — The Purple Cipher (Earle Williams).
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan — 15Episode Serial).
45;

cial).

Should Waiters Marry? (George

Moreno-— 15-

Episode Serial).

—

of

Copperhead

(J.

—

Hand.

——

HENRY FEATURES,

An Afternoon

Releases for

Week

of July 12.

The Red Lane (Frank Mayo) Vol. 45; P-373.
No. 12 of the Moon Riders (The Pit of Fire).
No. 6 of The Vanishing Dagger (A Terrible
Calamity).

Kid-ing the

Landlord

(Bartine

One Reel).
Bear Skinned Beauties (Century Beauty
Chorus Two Reels).
The. Shootin’ Kid (Hoot Gibson Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 74.
International News Nos. 43 and 44 (Shipped
July 13 and 16).
Releases for Week of July 19.
The Girl in The Rain (Anne Cornwall). Vcl.

—

;

P.
of

Doom),

—

The Moon Riders (The House

—

;

BRAY PRODUCTIONS.
(One Reel.)
Wireless Telephony.
Pheasants, Aristocrats of Birdland.
Professor B. Flat A Musical Novelty.

Famous

Robberies.
High Cost of Courting.
Taos Indians and Other Subjects.

FORD EDUCATIONAL®.
(One Reel.)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

—Silverware.
In Higher Spheres.
—
29 — Tick-Tock.
—Broken Silence.
14 — With Every Meal.
21 — Alligator Hunt.
15

22

1

HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
a Woman Strikes.
Life’s Greatest Problem.
The Other Man’s Wife.
The Littlest (Junior Special).

HALLMARK RECREATED STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
Chains of Evidence (All Star).
High Speed (Gladys Hulette and

Edward

Carmen

VoL

A Dangerous

The Blooming Angel (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
P-1286.

The Loves

of Letty (Pauline Frederick). Vol.
P-1290.
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack
Pickford). Vol. 43; P-1522.
43;

Duds (Tom Moore).
Water, Water, Everywhere (Will Rogers).

Wit Wins.
Wits vs. Wits (Marguerite Marsh). Vol. 44;
P-1504.
June The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks).
June Love or Justice (Louise Glaum).
June Hell's Hinges (William S. Hart).
June Fifty-Fifty (Norma Talmadge).
July The Coward (Frank Keenan).
July The Lamb (Douglas Fairbanks).
July The Aryan (William S. Hart).
July The Deserter (Frank Keenan).
July Wild Winship’s Widow (Dorothy Dal-

Vol. 43; P-1113; C-R, Vol. 44; P-455; Ex.

—
—
—
—
—
ton).

BURTON KING PRODUCTIONS.
The Discarded Woman (Grace Darling and
Rod La Rocque). Vol. 45; P-119.
Love or Money (Virginia Lee).
The Common Sin (Grace Darling and Rod La
Rocque).

PLIMPTON PICTURES.
What

Children Will Do (Edith Stockton).
Should a Wife Work? (Edith Stockton).

85.

Dangerous

Days

(Rex

43; P-1342;

Beach

Affair.

—
—
—
—

Bow (Tom

Partners of the Night. Vol.

44;

—

Miracle.

Vol. 44; P-723.
of

P-138; C-R, P-597; Ex. 949.
and the Puppet (Geraldine Farrar Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-142 C-R.
P-723.
The Strange Boarder (Will Rogers). Vol. 44;
P-729; C-R, P-979.
Out of the Storm (Barbara Castleton). VoL
44; P-1107.
Jes’ Call Me Jim (Will Rogers). Vol. 44: P1361; C-R, P-1499.
Dollars and Sense (Madge Kennedy). Vol. 44;
P-1363; C-R, Vol. 45; P-250.
The Return of Tarzan (Gene Pollar). Vol.
44; P-1504; C-R, Vol. 45, P-117.
Scratch My Back (T. Roy Barnes and Helene
Chadwick). Vol. 44; P-1032; C-R, P-1787.
Tiie Great Accident (Tom Moore). Vol. 44;
P-1634; C-R, Vol. 46; P-250.
Double Dyed Deceiver (Jack Pickford). Vol
44; P-1791; C-R, Vol. 46; P-250.
The Slim Princess (Mable Normand). Vol.
45; P-254; C-R, P-369.

;

Moore). Vol. 42; P-1139.
The Silver Horde (Rex Beach Production).
Vol. 44; P-460; Ex. 949; C-R, P-1359.
The Palliser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol.
43; P-115; Ex. 835.

The

44;

Kellard). Vol. 43 P-1342; C-R, Vol. 44;
P-299.
The Evil Eye (Benny Leonard 15 Episode
Serial). Vol. 48; P-2174.

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING

43;

Burkette

Vol.

13 (Pauline FYederick).

The Veiled Marriage (Anna Lehr and Ralph

Ruler of Men.

Toby’s

King)— All

C-R,

Earle). Vol. 43; P-467.
of the North (Anna Boss).

(Two Reels)
The Ransom of Mack (All-Star)
Thimble, Thimble (All-Star).

A

Room

(Basil

P-1293;

SPECIALS.

The Laundry (Earle Montgomery).
August Springtime (Jimmy Aubrey).

July

McDonald

Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 73.
International News Nos. 41 and 42 (Shipped
July 6 and 9).

in

43;

When

BIG V COMEDIES.
(Two Reels)
Pals and Pugs (Jimmy Aubrey).
A Parcel Post Husband (Earl Montgomery).
He Laughs Last (Jimmy Aubrey).

Ovey— Two

Farrell

Woman
Vol. 44;
The Woman
The

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES.
School Days.
Solid Concrete.
Sept. The Stage

Reels).

44
13

(Antonio

Vol.

—

The Sea Rider (Harrv

The Invisible Hand

Star).
P-134.

Guardians of Our Gateways.

44;

—

The Boss

No.

—

Joyce Six
C-R, Col. 45,

STAR PRODUCTIONS.

O.

—

P-1501;

The More Excellent Way (Anita Stewart).
The Garter Girl (Corinne Griffith). Vol.

2).

Relenses for Week of July 5.
No. 11 of The Moon Riders (Death’s Door).
No. K of The Vanishing Dagger (The End of
the Rustlers).
Pills for Papa (Neal Burns and Josephine Hill
One Reel).
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln Six
Reels). Vol. 44; 1503; C-R, Vol. 45, P-117.

44;

(Alice

—
C-R, P-1787.

1239;

25).

Releases for

Human

Woman

The Courage of Marge O’Doone (James Oliver Curwood Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-

Nos. 37 and 38 (Shipped

International

Vol. 44; P-

Captain Swift (Earle Williams).
728; C-R, P-979.

of Terror).

of Stockings (Harry Keaton
One Reel).
Lion’s Jaws and Kitten’s Paws (Harry Sweet
and Edna Gregory Two Reels Century)
New Screen Magazine No. 70.

—

(Alice Joyce Seven
Vol. 43; P-1840; C-R, P-597; Ex.

The Sporting Dutchess

Three Pairs

—

— Two

.

—

—

Maloney

(Leo

Trail

Screen Magazine No. 76.
International News No. 45 and 46 (Shipped
July 20 and 23).

A Hero ’n Everything (Monty Banks One
Reel).
Moonshiners and Jailbirds (Billy Engel and
Ester Jackson Two Reels).
Two from Texas (J. Farrell McDonald Two
June

Hot

Red

Reels).

The Street Called Straight

C-R,

Production).

Vol. 44; P-2175: C-R. Vol. 45; P-117.

COMEDIES.
Dodging His Doom.
Madcap Ambrose.
Thirst.

The Betrayal

of Maggie.

—

O
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—

Romance
L.

44;

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

J.

The

Distributed by Select Exchanges.
Who Lost Himself (William Faversham). Vol. 44; P^ISOO.
The Flapper (Olive Thomas). Vol. 44; P-1239;
C-R, P-1499.
May IT Whispers (Elaine Hammerstein).

EQUITY PICTURES.
Women (Clara

Forbidden
Young). Vol.

April 6
April 13

Kimball

Ex. 1800; C-R,

Kimball

A Woman’s

Escaped Convict.
The Square Gambler.

Vol.

44;

Where

C-R,

—
—
McGrail). Vol. 45; P-252.
July 19 — Marooned Hearts (Conway T'earle).
Aug. 23 — Out Of The Snows (Ralph Ince).

March Blind Youth. Vol. 44; P-600.
The Invisible Divorce (Leatrice Joy Walter

REPUBLIC PICTURES.
Reel).
—Baby
Mr. Wu (Special Cast).
—
(Special Cast).
— Mountain Madness (Special

— The

Supreme.

Gift

Vol.

44;

Cast).

P-727;

The

Way

Trail (Edythe Sterling).
44; P-1236; C-R, Vol. 45; P-250.
Great Shadow. Vol. 44; P-1237.
son).

(Two

Reels.)

Shirley

Me

Apple Tree

Law

Cy Wittaker’s Ward.
Flagg Comedy Revivals.
You Know (One Reel).
The Bride
The Screen Fan.
The Matinee Girl.
The Man Eater.

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORPORATION.

Vol. 44; P-1792.

Vol.

with Carranza.

Wanderlust.
of the La Viajera.
of the Paddle.
Chester Outing Scenics.
(One Reel.)

(One Reel.)
Tarred and Feathered.

Adam and Eve in the Andes.
Wanted —An Elevator.

The Glutton.
Hard Cider.
The Hasher.

Play Hookey.
Milburn Morantl Comedies.

Screenics.
Reel.)

(Split

Troubadours of the Sky.

(Two
Bungalow Bungle.

Wild, Wild West.

Infant Icebergs.
Forbidden Fanes.
Barks and Skippers.

(R. A. Walsh Production
Vol. 44; P-983; C-F, P-1233;

Six Reels).
Ex. P-1595-1744.
of the Yukon’ (Charles Miller Production Six Reels).
Star Productions.
Judy of Rogue’s Harbor (Mary Miles Minter).
Vol. 43; P-1129; C-R, 2172.
The Stolen Kiss (Constance Binney). Vol.
43; P-2011 C-R, Vol. 44; P-134.
Sinners (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; P-2175.
Nurse Marjorie (Mary Miles Minter). Vol 44;
P-135; C-R, P-723.
Jenny Be Good (Mary Miles Minter). Vol. 44;
P-984; C-R, P-1233; Ex. 1478.
Miss Hobbs (Wanda Hawley). Vol. 44, P1630; Ex. 1599; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.

—

;

MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES
•

AMERICAN CINEMA CORPORATION.
Women Men Forget (Mollie King). Vol. 43;
P-2000.

The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
P-140.

Jan.

—

UNITED artists.

Vol.

—

44’

Pollyanna (Mary Pickford
Six
Reels). Vol. 43; P-636; Ex. 887.
Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett).
Vol. 44; P-862; Ex. 537; P-1084-1087, 1597.
18-

Apr. 25

—

STATE RIGHT RELEASES

Reels.)

Barber Shop Gossip.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies.
(One Reel.)
Dreamy Chinatown.

The Deep Purple
The Law

*

(Two Reels.)
The Night Rider.
The Wild Cat.
Alice Howell Comedies.
(Two Reels.)
Her Bargain Day.
Rubes and Romance.
Billy Franey Comedies.

Bruce Scenics.

Chilkat Cubs.

Pigs and Kava.

Special Features.

Happy Days.
The Dreamer.
Hands Up.

Texas Guinan Comedies.

Dreams Come True.

REALART PICTURES

West Comedies.
(Two Reels.)

Billy

The Why of a Volcano.
The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes.

Song

Mason Revivals.

Girl.

of the North.

Specials.

Log

Vol.

CO., INC.

Girls

Mermaid Comedies.
Fresh Start (Marvel Rea).
Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton).

C.

Vol. 44; P-

44; P-142.

A

The
The
The
The

—God-

GAUMONT COMPANY.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

Caroline (Bobby Vernon).
A Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher).
Torchy Comedies.
Torchy (Johnny Hines).
A Knight for a Night (Johnny Hines).

Kiss

Vol.

Man’s Plaything (Montagu Love-Grace Davi-

(Jose Collins

In the Clutches of Hindoo (Serial).
Husbands and Wives (Vivian Martin).

Foiled.

Overall Hero.
Christie Comedies.

Robert

C-R, P-1499.

The One

Four Times

An

Reels.)

Modern Centaurs.

Kinograms (News
April

1240.

Chester Comedies.

44; P-1362.

July 12
July 19
July 26-

My Husband?

FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY.

The Married Virgin (Six Reels).
Frivolous Wives (Vera Sisson).

A Day

Distributed by Republic Exchanges.

P-599.

44;
Is

frey Tearle).

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
(Two

Vol. 44;

—

Vol.

Torchy Comes Through.

P-458;

P-979.

Reels).

P-1790.

Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro).
The Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens
and Montagu Love Six Parts).
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Sheldon Lewis).

Vol. 43; P-2176.

im:

—

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.

SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION.
(Comedyart— Two Reels Each.)

2
2

NATIONAL PICTURES.

Madonnas and Men (Seven

Democracy.

Feet.

INC.

Question (Olive Tell Six
Vol. 44; P-141; C-R, P-597.
Business (Olive Tell). Vol. 44;

P-1505.

DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY'.

Uneasy

JANS PICTURES,

Without

Reels).

(Two Reels Each.)

5

March—-Just a Wife.

The Spirit of the Birch.
Suds.
Precisely as Polly.
Love

lier).

9

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES.
—This
Wau Out.
—
Four of a Kind.
GREIVER EDI' CATION ALS.

Vol.

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.

The Man

—
Vol. 45; P-253.
Selznick News Reel.
May 24 — The Valley of Doubt (Special).
June 7— The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore).
June 14 — The Servant Question (William ColJune 21 — The Figurehead (Eugene O’Brien).
Scarlet Letter (Herbert KaufJuly
—Theman
Masterpiece— One Reel).
July 12 — Death, Where Is Thy Sting? (Prizma
Comedy).
(Norman Talmadge).
—
Aug.
Johnny (Herbert Kaufman MasterAug.
—Panthea
piece—
(Olive Thomas).
— Darling Mirft Reel).
Aug.
Aug. 23 — The Point Of View (Elaine Hammerstein).
Aug. 30 — The Poor Simp (Owen Moore).
SELECT PICTURES.
July 19 — The Sowing of Alderson Cree (Bernard During).
Aug. 16 —Just Outside The Door (Edith Hallor).

43; P-1291;

Vol. 44; P-299.
the Soul of Rafael (Clara
Young). Vol. 44; P-983.

For

SELZNICK PICTURES.

(Doris Keane Seven Reels).
P—1239; C-R, P-1787.

Perils of the Beach.

.

Gale Henry Comedies.

(Two

ARROW FILM CORPORATION.
The Chamber Mystery.
Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White).
44;

The Trail
44;

Burrud (Sunset) Scenics.
(One Reel.)

Vol.

P-1632.

TTri<;ppn

of the Cigarette (Glen White). Vol.
P-1503; Ex., P-1747.

The Bromley Case (Glenn White).

Vol.

Woman’s Man (Romaine Fielding).
Hank Mann Comedies (Every Other Week).
Love’s Protege (Ora Carew).

Blazed Trail Productions (Every Other Week).
Lone Star Westerns (Every Other Week).
Lightning Byrce (Serial).
The Lurking Peril (Serial).
The Fatal Sign (Serial).
Celebrated Players Film Corp.

Andy on a Diet.
Andy's Wash Day.
Andy’s Night Out.

—Serial).

(Henry Walthall). Vol.

INC.

729 Seventh Avenue.

U.

S.

PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION.

Washington, D. C.
Determination (All-Star Ten Parts).

—

ROMAYNE SUPER-FILM

CO.

Culver City, Cal.
Shot
—
the Kitchen.
Underground Romeo.
—
WISTARIA PRODUCTIONS,

Jan. 15
Feb. 1

P-601.

in

A Dream
ture).

(Anna Luther).

P-775.
43;

INC.
Vol.

44'

MURRAY W. GARSSON.
of

Fair

Women

(Two-Reel Fea-

WARNER BROTHERS.

The Lost City (Juanita Hansen).

NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION.

P-1841.

RADIN PICTURES,

Johnny Dooley' Comedies (Two Each Month).
Brind’s Educationals (One Every Week).

Neglected Wives

GROSSMAN PICTURES INCORPORATED.

The Confession

The Mountain That Was God.
The Wind Goddess.

44;

P-1502.

$1,000,000 Reward (Lillian Walker
Vol. 43; P-1523.
Face to Face (Marguerite Marsh).

Reels.)

Heirlooms.
Help!
The Movies.

WILK AND WILK.

Ashes of Desire.

Vol.

43-
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Criminally Foolish

Law

Pennsylvania
HE sovereign state
has at least one law which may be
It
fairly dubbed criminally foolish.
is a law which, while serving no good purpose, operates harmfully in several ways.
It is bad, no matter from what angle
It adds largely to the difficulty
viewed.
of projection and makes for discomfort of

T

of

the projectionist.

makes

directly for deterioration of
the screen result in the matter of picture
lighting and definition, and lowers the
whole tone of the screen result, thus lessening the enjoyment of all those thousands
of people who daily attend the motion picture theatres of Pennsylvania.
Just why the Pennsylvania legislature
perpetrated such an utterly useless piece
of legislation we do not know. Probably
it was because in the old days a few cities
adopted it, without knowledge of the harmful effects entailed, and it was easier to
It

CTION

E

J

follow precedent than to secure accurate
information on the subject.

So far as we know Pennsylvania

is

now

the only state in the union which retains
such an utterly silly restriction on its statute books.

The Law.

We

quote from a certified copy of the
law governing projection room construction in the State of Pennsylvania.

Windows.
There shall not be more than two windows per machine in the booth one for the
Window
•operator and one for the machine.
for, the machine shall not be more than six
inches high by twelve inches long, and shall
be located and cut after the machine is set

—

Operator’s window shall not be more
than four inches wide, or more than twelve
inches high.
up.

Why

Some law!

we’ll tell the world.
"bless their dear legislative souls, they did

not even know the right name for things.
As a lesson in projection room A B Cs for
Pennsylvania, let us advise them that the
right name for the openings named is
not “window,’' but “port.”
It is not “booth,” but projection room
booth is a “temporary structure of boughs
a shack.” Webster; also modern practice is to use the term “projector,” though,
•of course, “machine” is not incorrect.

—

—

—

Why

the

Law

Is

Harmful.

But if it were a mere matter of incorrect names we might pass it by with smiles
for its crudeness. One may forgiye even an
inexcusable lack of knowledge, provided
no harm be done. But in the case of the
before quoted part of the Pennsylvania
law, very great harm is done, as follows
The motion picture show is the popular
form of amusement for the people of Pennsylvania, as well as those of other states.
Motion picture shows of that
state are
daily patronized by many thousands of its
:

citizens.

Certainly Pennsylvania legislators must
admit that anything which operates to the

damage

upon theatre screens
without bringing any gain in safety or anything else, is bad.
Come let us reason together. No need to
smile because we gravely set forth for the
consideration of Pennsylvania legislators,
facts which are now in the kindergarten
•class of knowledge in the projection field.
Question
Wherein lies the “danger” in
a port in a projection room wall?
of

results

:
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RESSURE

or our colums is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two or
three weeks. If quick action is desired
remit four cents, stamps, and we will
send carbon copy of department reply
as soon as written.
For special replies by mail on matters which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through the department
remit one dollar.

:

port size.

Then why do they do it?
Ask me something easier.
Question
In what way does an obser-

Question:

Answer:

:

vation port four inches wide by twelve high
work injury to the finished screen result
how does it injure projection?
Answer
In the first place, as a matter
of pla-in common sense, the more closely
the projectionist watches his screen the
more uniformly excellent will his work be.
That is a matter not subject to argument.
It is just plain fact.
Make it hard for a
man to watch a thing, and it naturally follows that he will not watch it as closely
as he would were th^ thing in plain view
all the time.
As an elementary experiment in the optics herein involved, try this.
Stand with
your eyes two to three feet from the edge
of a window, and try to closely examine
some object in the mid-distance which is
almost on a line with the edge of the window. Note the natural inclination to move
your head to a position where the edge
of the window will not interfere with the
sight, even though you can plainly see the
object in the first position. Note, too, how
much more plainly you can see it when the
edge of the window is removed a considerable distance from the line of vision.
Now consider that two to three feet distant from the projection room wall is the
ordinary, natural position for projection.
What is true of the edge of the window and
the object is true of the edge of the observation port and the picture, only the pro-

—

QUESTION BOOKLETS.

:

have two paper covered booklets
containing 150 questions designed as a
They indicate what
guide to study.
the projectionist should know.
Either booklet, postpaid, twenty-five
cents: both, forty cents. United States

:

stamps accepted: cannot use Canadian
stamps.

THE LENS CHART.
Are You Working by “Guess,” or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date
Methods ?

You demand that your employer keep
1
g his equipment in good order and up to
1 date. He owes it both to himself and
1 to you to do so, but you owe it to him
1 to keep abreast with the times in
M knowledge and in your methods.
The lens charts (two in one, 11x17
1
= inches, on heavy paper for framing)
1 are in successful use by hundreds of
M progressive projectionists.
Don’t “guess.” Do your work RIGHT.
g
g Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address Moving Picture World, either
g
1 516 Fifth Avenue, New York City:
1 Garriek Building, Chicago, 111., or
g Wright & Callender Building, Dos
g Angeles, Cal.

1
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Answer:

inches high in about l-100th of a seconS
longer time than would be required to cover
one twelve inches high.
Question
Then wherein lies the additional safety in limiting the size of observation ports to. four inches wide by twelve
high ?
Answer
There is absolutely no additional element of safety in thus limiting
:

We

I
|
|
1
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there is a film, or other fire
in the projection room, an opening in the
wall would allow fire or smoke to escape
into the auditorium.
Will limiting the size of openQuestion
ings prevent the escape of fire and smoke?
If

move

jectionist cannot
get a better view

his

head over to

the port be only four
inches wide, because then the other side
of the port interferes.
if

Only Possible Method.

:

Answer

No.

:

Question

:

Are not

all

parts covered with

a fireproof shutter practically as
fire starts?
Answer: They are.

soon as

Question: Is not the projection
thoroughly fireproof?

a

roorfl it-

self

Answer:

It

is.

Question
Could there be any possible
danger to the audience from either the
fire or the smoke, as such?
Answer: No, because under no conceivable circumstances could sufficient of either
escape into the auditorium to do any real
:

harm

to the audience.

Question

Answer
fire

:

:

Wherein then

lies

the danger.

Because the sight of smoke or

often starts a panic.

But will not fire
just as quickly through
through a large port?
Question:

show

Answer: To

all

and smoke
a

small as

intents and purposes, yes.

Question: Will not the port fire shutter
cover a small port just as quickly as it will
a large

A

port shutter would cover a
port twelve inches square in the same or
even less time than would be required to
cover one four inches wide by twelve inches
high, and it would cover one eighteen
:

clearly.

Then, too, should something go wrong
which could only be caught by sight, he
would be entirely out of touch because he
is to all intents and purposes out of sight
of the nrojector
range of vision.
fore makes for

while

serving

*

—

it

is

entirely outside his

The narrow port theredanger to some extent,

absolutely

no

purpose

of

safety.

And

in

addition to this there

is

and even more serious objection,

narrow observation port makes
see

to

shown.

one ?

Answer

His only possible method of getting a
decent view of his screen is, then, to place
his eyes right up against the port, in which
position he is out of intimate touch with his
projector, and inasmuch as the experienced
projectionist depends
largely upon the
sound of the projector mechanism as his
warning when something goes wrong, he
is hampered by being right up against the
port where the noises of the auditorium
interfere with his hearing the projector

the

The

it

another,
viz.: the.
difficult*

picture

clearly, as has been
sharpness of definition of the

picture is of the utmost importance, since
lack of absolute sharpness makes for eyestrain.
If

this,

the Keystone State
let

them have

legislators doubt
their stenographers

!
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make enough carbon copies of a page of
typewritten matter so that the last one will
be a bit blurred. Try to read that blurred
copy and see what happens to their eyes
The more clearly and constantly the projectionist can see his screen the more constantly will there be a sharply focused picture thereon, hence the less strain upon
the eyes of the audience of the State of
Pennsylvania.
Xo use to dispute these things, gentlemen, any more than there is use in disputing the proposition that one and one make
two. They are recognized, established, fundimental facts.
Question: Are there any other objections to the small observation port?
Answer: Yes, Willie, several, but space
forbids their setting forth.
Question
What about a six by twelveinch projection port and having it cut after
the projectors are set in place?
:

Answer:

Poor practice from start to
finish.
We would respectfully refer the
Pennsylvania law makers to “Ports” and
“Locating Lens and Observation Ports,”
pages 216 to 227 of the Handbook, together
the cuts contained thereon, for instruction in such matters.
Some may think we have spoken too
strongly, but we have not really put the
thing as emphatically as the outrage perpetrated would justify. If knowledge were
unavailable we would readily find excuse,
even for such nonsensical legislation, but
knowledge is available, so there is no legitimate excuse for thus hampering the industry by entirely idiotic restrictions.
might add that we have a letter from
the Inspection Department of the Department of Labor and Industry, Harrisburg,
Pa., in which it is distinctly set forth that
no variations from the above named size
and shape are permissible, except in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Scranton, which
“operate under local ordinance.”

with

We

Not

to

Blame.

Of course the Department of Inspection
Department of Labor and Industry

of the

not to blame. It did not make the law,
and it is its duty to enforce it. Might we,
however, respectfully suggest that the department of inspection might possible secure the enactment of sensible legislation,
is

instead of the very much worse than foolish
law we have discussed.
The editor of this department freely offers his services to the Department of Labor and Industry of Pennsylvania, without
cost, to visit Harrisburg, consult with them
and frame a substitute which will serve
every purpose of safety, and at the same
time not hamper the work of projection.
Take it or leave it, gentlemen, the offer is
made with every good intent.

Open

for Suggestions

M.

J. Ellard, Projectionist, Valparaiso,
Ind., says:
Please send me one of those lens charts.
Everything is coming fine with us here, but
would like your view as to certain recommendations I have made to the management;

also,

make

any suggestions you might have to
for improvement after looking over

our conditions.
We have the Schelling Music Hall, which
I will designate as A, and the Memorial
Opera House, which will appear as B in giving the line-up. Throw A 98 and B 75 feet.
Screen A Something which looks like a

—

"gold

fiber,

roroid,

B

15 feet 6 inches wide.
15 feet wide.

about

Projectors:

A— Two

Simplex

— Mir-

with Power

magazines and Bell and Howell lamps, motor
driven;
no speed control.
Have recommended installation of third Simplex to give
us one idle projector, so that we may always
have one in perfect condition. This house
runs seven night and three to four matinees.
B The motor-driven Simplex, almost new.
Current
Rectifiers:
A Martin Rotary.
Have recommended installing a Rexolux
Twin, because the Martin has not sufficient
capacity and lacks regulation.
B Wooten

—

—

—

Rexolux, dissolving type.
Current strength: A Arc voltage 64 to
70.
Have no ammeter. B Thirty-five to
forty amperes.
Carbons: Five-eighths cored upper in both
houses.
Thinking of using 5-16 silver tips

—

—

in A.

Condensers: Six and a half and seven and
a half pianos. Thinking of substituting 7.5
meniscus and 9.5 bi-convex in A.
Would
I need a deeper separating collar between
these, or would moving lamphouse back be
sufficient?

Projection

down

Lenses:

A— Six-inch,

stopped

to 1.5 Inch opening, the stop right up
front lens.
B Five and a quarter inch.
There is no small cylinder on back
end of these projection lenses. Do I need
them? To date have failed to get the idea

against

—

Harrisburg, Pa., Projectionists’ Local Union 318.

July 24, 1920
as

how

lenses.

to

properly

Can you give

stop
it

to

down
me?

projection

Quite an Order.
Quite an order, but we are always willing to help out if we can.
In the first
place, Brother Ellard, with three projectors you must set one in the center and
one on either side, which would give you
an ideal position for one projector and a
three-feet-off-center for both the others.
This would develop no serious trouble
with a fifteen and a half foot picture at 100
feet, but I could not advise it at seventyfive foot throw.
An extra projector, installed and all
ready for business, is an insurance against
trouble; also, as you suggest, it enables
the projectionist to always have ample opportunity to keep his projectors in perfect condition,
in the long run, where
conditions are such that the extra side
throw involved will set up no difficulty, the
extra projector really costs nothing at all
in the way of extra expense, because three
projectors will last proportionately longer
than two, and the insurance against possible trouble and the better screen results
due to projectors always in first-class condition ought to be well worth the interest
on the capital invested.
In our opinion, your recommendation,
in so far as applies to A, is good, provided
the picture will never be materially enlarged over its present size.
Increasing
picture size would increase the tendency to
side keystone and out-of-focus. We could
not recommend a three-projector installation on a seventy-five foot throw.

As

to

Current Rectifier*.

As to the Twin Rexolux, yes, it is always
well to have available a surplus of electric
power, and the twin is, of course, also an
insurance against trouble, since should one
of the twins go wrong the other will spin
right along, with the load on its back, until
repairs are made.
would, however,
suggest another way out, viz: In the Moving Picture World you will find advertised the Hertner Transverter, made by the
Hertner
Electric
Company, Cleveland,
Ohio. This machine is a corking good one,
and by getting a double arc transverter
you will have ample capacity, excellent
regulation and have the Martin to fall

We
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White Flame A.vC.
Special Carbons
f"

r alternat ‘ nz currem

Candle Power
Silence
Flicker
I

Write for

I

nfo r m at

i
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-

N A T IONA L CARBO N C O M P A N Y
Cleveland, Ohio
Canadian National Carbon

!

.

In

San Francisco, Calif
Co.,

Limited, Toronto,

Canada

—
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back on in case of trouble. Mind you, the
Twin Rexolux is a high-class machine, but
under your condition it seems to us the
Transverter would fit better. The changeover with it is absolutely perfect.
As to projection lens stop-down, why,
except in cases where stop-down is necessary in order to get definition, as in conditions involving heavy angle to the screen,
it is only desirable to stop down the part
of the lens, if any, which is not working.
I cannot spare space now to explain this
in detail, but will write a separate, illustrated article later say in a month or two
from now. As to the Silver Tips, the best
answer is to try ’em out.
Oh, yes, all condenser lenses, of whatever
kind, should be set so that they are just

—

out of actual contact with each
other. I do not see where you would gain
any material improvement by using M. Bi.
Your recommendation in that
C. lenses.
respect is not approved. The “small cylinder” you speak of is only present in one
type of lens mount. You do not need it.

barely

Doing Excellent

Work

prices

SENSIBLE

but quote
prices for

DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING

Cameramen Furnished — All Work Guaranteed
STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
1005 Mailers Bldg., Chicago

The

D

projectionist

the

at

ua. iuunm

Empress was

He

(and is) Joseph E. Bliven.
Tour article with regard

writes:

to carbon combination I am using was a bit lacking in detail.
The day you were in I did not make the
matter quite clear, I guess, because I was
myself quite enthusiastic about the result.

M

ticle

was

is l.o

HERTNER ELECTRIC

W eat

114th Street

CO.

Cleveland, Ohio

have to use, to read them.
I am having a chance to experiment with
the Mazda lamp, and will have something
on that soon.
Editor Wants Madze Dope.
Well, I’m wanting Mazda dope now. Expect to travel to Lynn, Massachusetts, before long, to look over the whole Mazda
I would recommend to projecsituation.
tionists that they try out brother Bliven’s
resultant light
combination.
I think the
will
And when you get
you.
s tart l e
through, tell me what you think of it and
its

CO.

LOUIS. MO.

Left

possibilities.

—

lu the United State* no more.
Use our addressing
or list service and save 30 to 50% In postage.
Also lists of State Rights Buyers, Supply Dealers

and Producers.

Motion Picture Directory Co.
244

West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
Phone: Bryant S138

The Best Equipment
Is

Out

It

Recently we published an article from
H. T. Dobson, Toronto, Ont., regarding
method of fixing 55-degree angle to which
to project carbon crater image. In this article Brother Dobson failed to remark that
the crater would be in reversed position
upside down and pointing back. The editor was unable to remember whether the
lens used for such projection reversed the
image, though his recollection was that it
did not.
We therefore made comment to
that effect, sending Dobson a carbon copy
of the proposed publication. He now says
Yes, I did leave out the very important
point that the image would be reversed. As
a matter of fact, it is upside down and the
crater image points toward the rear of the
lamphouse.
Thought so! Well, we’ll forgive you this
one time, but if it happens again we’ll insist that you send your rememberer to the
repair shop for a new coat of jazz. We

15,012 Motion Picture Theatres

Exact Combination.
is

re-

at 8.30 that vast

its possibilities.

the exact combination X was using:
Lower White A C Specials for positive, and
Tried the upper of the
Silvertip negative.
A C combination for positive, but it was too
soft and gave too much flame.
The light resulting from the combination
does not seem to affect the tinted scenes to
their detriment, but does seem to improve
the definition; also it adds a tone I have never
before been able to obtain in the colored
scenes.
The titles are so clear and distinct
that I hardly need the glasses I ordinarily

Here

performance

a

orchestra floor
solidly filled full, also a very
large part of the balcony in the same condition— and it was a rather warm night too.

WRITE FOR CATALOG
ST.

through

—

mer sports,
was pretty

AND SUPPLIES

EREER BROS. OPTICAL

sat

You may

—

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

harm

and

ization of carbons

and

provement is there. No doubt about that.
It is what we term, for want of a more
descriptive name, the “Rothapfel touch.”
It
is
that little big something which
marks the difference between artistry and
just merely ‘good,’ but it brings in the dollars, in witness of which on Friday
an off
day at the beginning of hot weather, and
the opening of amusement parks and sum-

Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.

done, and the argreat, as regard merits of chemical-

However, there

Joe Basson, one of the best of New
York’s best in projection, has severed his
connection with Robertson and Cole and
accepted a position in the projection room
of the Capitol Theatre. The Capitol Theatre is, we believe, the most magnificent
example of photoplay theatre in the United
States, if not in the world. We congratulate both the Capitol and Joe Basson on
his selection for a position in the projection
room.
Incidentally the editor visited the Capaccept it from us as a
statement of fact that Rothapfel has worked wonders in improvement. One does not
always know just what it is, but the im-

Tran&brteK
u
wx

C.

Joe Basson at Capitol

itol

A

bons on

the inevitable distortion attendant upon
projection pitch, but the illumination is
good, the speed well judged in those parts
of the play we viewed, the picture rock
steady and not a single “hitch” in the performance.
Congratulations,
gentlemen.

cently.

Further Explanation
In June 19 issue, in “Position Proven
Right,” we gave some details of what we
witnessed in the Empress Theatre, New
London, Connecticut, in the way of results
C chemicalized carobtained by using

July 24, 1920
is

At the Criterion Theatre, Broadway and
44th street, New York City, Walter Smith,
Chief Projectionist, D. Donohue, H. Fuller,
Joe Estey and Joe Clayton are putting on a
good screen result under difficult conditions.
The projection room is poorly
placed; also it is small. Considering these
things, “Humoresque,” the very excellent
screen production they are rendering, is
very well put on indeed. Of course there

We do not CUT
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Good

pictures projected without flickering or dimness
draw the crowds that are essential to the success of a
motion picture theatre.

LP A»~
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GE Compensarcs

Insure

Steady Pictures
Theatres equipped with the right compensarcs give their patrons
pictures that are uniformly strong and steady without variation or
sudden fading of light.

Operating Advantages of

Compensarcs
1.

2.

3.

Steady, strong arc.
Easily operates two arcs at the
same time for change-over.
Quiet arc strike and quick settle-

down.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Self-regulating arc voltage.
Current stays at set value.
Current easily raised and lowered.
Cannot be damaged by short
circuit.

8.

9.

10.

Fading made easy.
Not affected by changes

in cur-

rent conditions.
Quiet in operation.

In starting the first lamp, the arc may be drawn as quickly as the heating of
the carbon points permits. At change-over it is necessary only to open the short
circuiting switch on the second lamp a minute or two before the end of the reel.
The current flowing through the carbons brings the tips to a white heat and a
steady, strong arc is immediately established.

The steadiness of a picture depends upon the maintenance of proper voltage at
the arc. With GE Compensarcs, the current may be varied by simple adjustments
of the field rheostat to maintain constant, screen illumination with films of
varying densities.
The proper voltage, regardless of current changes, is
automatically provided no wasteful resistance is necessary, the generator maintaining exact voltage.

—

Compensarcs are safe, easy to operate, economical, efficient and
G-E offices or distributors everywhere for quick delivery and

Genera
GENERAL OFFICE:
SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.

reliable.

service.

ectric
Company
SALES OFFICES IN
ALL LARGE CITIES

-
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pment
Better Equi
BY
CONDUCTED

The How and

E.T.

KEYSER

Why of Theatre

Uniforms

As Told by Representative Exhibitors
use of a plain and not too showy
uniform by employes in motion picby
ture theatres is generally favored
Selection
theatre managers in Cincinnati.
be deterof the style, however, should
plan and
the
with
accordance
in
mined

T

PART

HE

show
out.

point
effect of the theatre itself, they
For instance, a “snappy' uniform

trimmed with gold braid and buttons would
appear out of place in an out of the way
worn by
theatre, while the same uniform
located
an employe in a theatre which is
which is elaboin the business district and
lend
rately decorated and furnished would
color to the atmosphere.
One of the most unique as well as servicetheatre
able uniforms worn by Cincinnati
employes are those of girl ushers in the
lav-Palace Theatre, the largest and most
motion picishly furnished and decorated
Cincinnati,
ture and vaudeville house in
the
seating 2,800 persons and located in
heart of the business district.

Managers of a number of theatres outhave
of Cincinnati attracted by it

side

adopted the style for use

in their

own

atres.

the,

at the
Palace consist of a dark blue serge skirt,
with form fitting jacket of the same mateof gold
rial, the latter trimmed with a row
buttons down the front of the jacket and
A natty aviator’s
also on the sleeves.
overseas cap of blue serge is also worn by
the usher. In her hand she carries a black
swagger stick, which adds a military ap-

Winter uniforms for the ushers

pearance to her dress.

The summer dress

is

made

of

a

light

and waist,
blue gingham,
trimmed with a white collar and sleeves.
No cap is worn during the summer.
loose fitting skirt

“Adds

to Effect,” Says Beatty.

each,

all

located in the business

district,

Honeyman

regulation

summer

absolutely

are

essential

among

exhibitors in the

Kansas City territory. The neat appearance and attitude of attention which a uniform gives maintains the proper atmosphere of willingness to serve

in

the the-

atre.

The house managers agree that
tain

this

to mainand service
be fashioned on the
and fabric depending
hangings and general
house itself.

attitude of attention

the uniform should
military order, color
upon the draperies,
color scheme of the

“Indespensible,” Says

Newman.

president of the Newman chain, talked freely on the subject.
His four Kansas City houses vary in size,
but not in quality. The largest, the Newman, has a seating capacity of two thousand and forty and next in size is the
New Twelfth Street, which can take care
of one thousand.
The New Royal now
seats nine hundred, and the Regent’s capacity is close to eight hundred.
“Uniforms for the ushers and doormen
are, in my opinion, practically indespensible
to a first class playhouse,” said Mr. Newman. “Having ushers who are not in uniform would give the theatre going public
the impression that there was a Pierce-

Frank

L.

Newman,

Arrow

house with
sphere and service.

dress uni-

wheelbarrow

atmo-

“Uniforms are just as essential to the
employes of a moving picture theatre as
they are to policemen. If these officials
w ere not in uniform they would not be distinguishable from the mass of people, and
would it not seem foolish to stop a man
on the street and ask if he were a police
officer and be obliged to keep on asking
until one was finally located?
“Just se in the theatre. One ought not
to have to approach a dozen men to inquire if they were ushers and would please
find seats for you about half way down.
r

iiiiiimMHiiiuiiiiiHHiiiiiiiHiminiiinHHniiiiiiiiiHiiMiminiiniHiitMmiiiimiiiiHiHiiiiiniiimitHuiiiiimumin

effect to the elaborately furnished
theatre,” R. H. Beatty, manager of the theatre stated. The same uniform and dress,
while adding color to the atmosphere in a
theatre such as the Palace, would naturally
seem out of place if worn in some smaller

or suburban house.
All of the uniforms worn by the Palace
Theatre ushers are made by a Cincinnati
concern. Cost of cleaning them and keeping them neatly pressed at all times is paid
for by the theatre. In ordering new uniforms. a number of different sizes are included to offset any trouble in fitting new
employes.
Male employes at the theatre, such as
doormen and superintendent, wear a dark
blue serge uniform, trimmed with black
In the summer
braid, during the winter.
a light gray coat, trimmed with black
braid, a cap of the same material to match
and white duck trousers are worn.
in

concurrent opinion

summer. The management purchases and
cleans and keeps in trim all uniforms.
Frankel Is for Them.
“Wherever the expense of upkeep of uniforms can be afforded by the theatre management, a regulation uniform should be
worn by ushers and other employes,” said
Raymond Frankel, manager of the Colonial
Alhambra and Lubin theatres, each with a
seating capacity of from 300 to 350. “While

we have no

uniforms

to the perfect service and running order of
a first class moving picture theatre is the

“We are sticklers for the plain uniforms,”
declared P. S. Honeyman, manager of the
“While the dressy uniform
Gifts Theatre.
may be allright in its place, the plain uniform is always neat and is more proper in
the smaller theatre, although the effect is
just the same as the dressy uniform in the
more elaborately furnished house.”
Ushers and doormen in the theatre, all
of whom are either men or boys, wear dark
blue serge uniforms, trimmed with black
braid, in winter, with the same coat and
cap to match and white duck trousers in

adds

Them

That

Prefers Plainness.

“While the uniform worn by our ushers
winter may seem too dressy it really

<

House Furnishes Uniform.
“In my theatres, as is the case with most
houses, the management furnishes the uniforms for all the employes managers and
assistants, as well as the doormen and
ushers.
Take for instance the Newman.

—

We

have one hundred and

ployed, including the

five

men em-

manager and

sistants, electricians, artists,

his as-

lobby men and
with the man-

Those connected
agement and the men in the orchestra wear
others.

Uniform.

At the Walnut, Strand and Family, all
managed by Isaac Libson, the seating capacity of which average from 800 to 1,200

Kansas City Opinions.

uniform dresses such as worn by ushers
at the Palace, are also worn by those at
In the
these houses during the summer.
winter, at the three theatres, a uniform is
also worn by the girls of dark blue serge.
Male employes wear a dark blue serge
uniform trimmed with black braid during
the winter and a light gray uniform, also
trimmed with black braid.
As at the Palace, the uniforms are
cleaned and kept in condition by the management.

is the

Libson Puts

form, our ushers are equipped with a dark
blue serge suit trimmed with black braid.”

III.

iiiiiiHmiiHiiiiimiiiiuiimiiimiimiiimiiiiiHniiiHiwuimiiimiiuiiiuimuiimiuiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiHmiiniimiimiiim

Summer Uniform.
Palace Theatre, Cincinnati.

the conventional tuxedo, but the uniforms
for the ushers and doormen are on the
military style.
“The color should depend on and be in
harmony with the hangings about the theatre.
If so desired the color might be
changed from time to time so as to give
variety both to the house and the public.
Just at present our uniforms have been
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Ice

Cream Soda.

.

.

Fancy Drinks
War Tax
“Too much!

IT

NOW

BUY THESE NEW LIGHTING FIXTURES
AND PLASTIC RELIEF ORNAMENTS

20c
30c

Extra!

You’ll be surprised at the

take water!”

I’ll
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attractiveness

which can be

The present-day

price of soft drinks, plus Prohibition,
keeps lots of fellows "in” between the acts.
Instead of wandering outside for refreshment, they
take good old Adam's Ale, and you can profit yourself and please them by equipping the house with

added

your lobby or inby the use of our
plastic relief ornaments and
to

terior

DIXIE cup

fiberolitic lighting fixtures.

An

‘Penny Vending Machines

be

up the best theatres and picture houses in the
leading cities and its safe to bet that nine out of
every ten are equipped with this popular service.

old run

made

to

down

front can

look like a

new

List

one

at

small expense.

—

Thirsty folks look for Dixie Cup Vendors and everybody gets thirsty at the theatre and the pictures, espein summer.

BEAUTIFY your house
now. Don’t wait until your
competitor beats you to it.

cially

This service is self-supporting
well worth while.

— and

yields you a profit

Write us for sample cups and terms.
Individual Drinking (up (ompany
Original Makers of the Paper

222

inc.

Cup

IV rite for our catalogue

New York

West 19th Street

today.

®fje Rational plastic belief Co.
330

MAIN STREET

CINCINNATI, OHIO

EAGLE ROCK
If

as

Eastman Film was not
good as it is, Kodak

Park, where
factured,
large as

Park

is

it

is

manu-

would not be
it is

FILM

as

The Quality

Raw

Stock

— and Kodak

the largest photo-

graphic manufacturing

Right Photographically.

Maximum Service in

the

Projector.

plant in th° world.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Mode

by

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.
Verona,

New

Jersey

:
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Use

Reco

Color Hoods

INSTEAD OF
DIPPED LAMPS
Fit*

5.

Infinitely better,
more lasting and
cheaper in the

25

10,

and 40 W.

Lamp*

long run.
of natural colored

Made

blown glass.
Do Not Fade or Wear Out

Reynolds Electric Co.
426

only

S.

Talman

Ave., Chicago,

111.

Fool-Proof Splicing Machine
FOR

Exchange
Theatre
Price:

Year

Dealer

GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
359-3*3

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
New York
East 155th Street

City

GUARANTEED
Mailing Lists
MOVING
Every State

PICTURE

—

total

25,300;

THEATRES
by

States,

$4.00.

Per M.

exchanges
313 manufacturers and studios
3*8 machine and supply dealers

....$7.50

1,057 film

Further

A.F. WILLIAMS, 166

4.00
4.00

Particular.:

W. Adams

St.,

Chicago

PERFECTION IN PROJECTION

Gold King Screen
No.

1

10 Days’ Trial
Grade, $1; No. 2 Grade,
Strechers Included

75c.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

ALTUS,

OKLAHOMA

Write lor our up-to-date price

list

Amusement Supply Co.
We

are the Oldest Supply House in the

MOTION PICTURE TRADE
2nd

floor

Consumers

managers

the uniform left.
of employing persons of approximately the same size is an important
item to the motion picture manager. Not
only will there be less trouble about the
uniforms, but also it looks very much better
to have all the ushers look alike it certainly would look queer to an outsider to
come in the theatre and see the ushers
hurrying up and down the aisles and at one
aisle to see a tall, slim, young man and at
the next a short, heavy set fellow. Consequently, the best method is to employ
those of the same size and build.

The

fit

idea

—

What

the Usherettes Wear.

Practically the same suggestions will apply to Air. Newman’s theatres employing
women ushers. At the Regent and New
Twelfth Street negro girls are acting as
ushers, and their uniform in the winter is
the conventional black and white of the
maid. In the summer time the girls wear
all white or a cream colored linen or poplin.
The girls themselves are responsible
for the care and appearance of the dresses
and uniforms. At the Royal Theatre white
girls are employed as ushers and the experiment has proved fairly satisfactory
thus far.
Their uniforms are mode col-

ored Palm Beach cloth, made strictly military style, and are very neat and attractive.

Harding Believes

in

Harmony.

Dave Harding, manager

Sold by all the leading supply
dealers throughout the country.

Factory:

the

to have of ordering the uniforms so
that there will be a minimum of misfits
as the old employes go and new ones come
is to try and employ people of the same

usher to

Felder

!••

The only method which
seem

when the new uniforms are ordered,
and when an old employe goes to find an

er

Ask

Palm Beach Cloth for Summer.
This summer, the ushers of the Newman,
and the doormen, are wearing uniforms
•made of Palm Beach in a mode shade, and
this color and fabric have been very satisPalm Beach cloth is considered
factory.
the coolest summer fabric and the mode
shade does not soil easily. It also has such
a cooling effect on the audience as well
The ushers have the apas the wearer.
pearance of ideal bell hops, but their attitude of alertness and service dispels the
thought that they might possibly be A. D.
T. bell hops. The only bit of trimming on
the uniform is, as the usual bell boy’s, the
conventional three rows of brass buttons
on the blouse and the one row of black
Mr. Newman
braid on the rougish hats.
has the uniforms for his employes made

size

$ 7.50
(

perfection.”

to order.

Laboratory

Writ*

varying on the gray and blue tints and we
have found them very attractive as well as
serviceable. Serge and broadcloth are the
satisfactory fabrics for winter service and
the Palm Beach cloths are really the only
Although
thing for the warm weather.
the management furnishes the uniforms the
employes are paid a certain amount each
week for the up-keep of them and they are
expected to keep them in the very pink of

Bldg.,

220 South State Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
Dealers la MoUovraph Moving Picture Machine*.
National Carbon*. Mlnuaa Screen* and everything for
the Theatre.

WE 8ELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN

of the Liberty
Theatre, said: “We like the colored girls
for ushers very much, also we like them
to be of medium build, as this keeps in hand
the minimum of misfits as the old employes
leave and the new ones come. The management furnishes the uniforms for the
ushers, keeps up the repairs on them, and
looks after their complete care and attention.

that the color of the unikeeping with the furnishings of the house itself. I think that the
only fashion for a uniform of this kind is
the military style because it gives the public the idea that here is a playhouse where
attention and alertness are the bywords and
strict service is the keynote.”
The winter uniforms for the ushers of
the Liberty Theatre are gfeen serge, cut
on a strictly military style, and perfectly
plain. The uniform of the doormen is made

“Aly opinion

form should be

is

in

July 24, 1920
of biege colored serge and plain bands of
gold braid and a few buttons are the only

trimming.
Many patrons of the Liberty Theatre
have remarked the attractiveness of the
uniforms which the doormen are wearing
this summer. The trousers are white duck
and the plain blue coats are dark blue
broadcloth or serge the blue peak caps
complete the military naval effect. In fact,
it
would take close inspection to detect

—

the difference between a doorman at the
Liberty Theatre and the C. O. aboard ship.
in Cream Palm Beach.
summer uniform at this same
house is cream colored Palm Beach cloth
of the strictly military order.
The fact

Ushers

The

ushers’

that uniforms of this fabric and color do
not soil easily makes them equally desirable in addition to the fact that they are
so cool for summer wear. Although it is
Air. Harding’s policy to hire girls of the
same size as ushers, still in case this is not
always possible the uniforms are made so
that they can easily be taken in or let out

some.
Alanager Harding voiced this opinion
“Although the seating capacity of this
house is twelve hundred, still I am of the
opinion that no matter how small the theatre, uniforms could be used to advantage.
The help to maintain and in truth are the
real maintenance of the atmosphere of attention and service which is so essential to
the first class playhouse. The public likes
the idea of coming into the theatre and
having some one there to do their bidding
some one who will serve them, some one
who is kind and courteous.”
As one manager aptly expressed it the
public likes this “glad hand treatment,”

—

—

even though they pretend not to. Often a
patron may be heard to remark “Well,
that wasn’t a very good picture, but just
the same I like to go there; I always feel
so at home, the employes are always so
willing to see to your every want.”
:

Roth Favors Uniform.
Jack Roth, new manager of the Apollo
Theatre, one of the foremost suburban
theatres, returned a very favorable report
in favor of uniforms for employes of a motion picture playhouse. “It is my personal
opinion that uniforms are practically as essential to the first class house as is music.
Although it is also true that a house should
have a seating capacity of from eight to
ten hundred or more to be able to use uniforms to any great advantage. But I firmly believe that theatres where say three or
more ushers are employed and doormen as
well that uniforms should be worn.”
In the winter the ushers at the Apollo
Theatre wear the conventional black and
white uniform of the maid, and in the summer an all white costume on the same
order.
The head usher takes care of the
uniforms for the girls and keeps them in
repair.
And the house furnishes the uniforms and pays for their upkeep. The doormen at this playhouse wear the blue broadcloth military style uniform in the winter
time and during the summer months a cool,
gray Palm Beach. The Apollo management,
like the rest, attempt to hire help to fit the
uniforms already on hand, and to judge
from appearances are succeeding very well.
The Isis has a seating capacity of fourteen hundred and fifty-six, and since its
opening some two years ago colored girl
ushers and white doormen have been employed.
AfcCormick, new manager from
Denver, has decided that young men ushers
will be more satisfactory and so to prepare the public for the transformation next
fall, he is breaking in the boys this summer
on the Isis Airdome (seating capacity of

twenty-two hundred and fifty). The colored girls who have been employed in this
house as ushers wore the black and white
(

Continued on page 524)
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THE CARBON FOR PERFECT PROJECTION

PINK LABEL

CARBONS
Bring Out the Details and Project Clear, Well-Defined Pictures.
Give Steady, Brilliant Arc, and Require Least Adjustment.
Their High Conductivity Insures Low Current Consumption.
For convenience of operators

all

12 " “ Electra ”

Double-Pointed

carbons are

All sizes in stock ready for immediate shipment.

Write for prices and discounts.

HUGO

REISINGER

TESTS COUNT
That’s

why we want you

to

test

our Mirroroid

Screens to prove to yourself that we have the best.

GINGERBREAD

IS

you want to pay for beautiful sample books and
high salaried salesman, of course, it’s up to you,
but we can sell you a screen that is sold at a reasonable price and that will give you better results

BUT YOU CANNOT BUY A MIRROROID UNTIL YOU HAVE
TESTED IT AND PROVED TO YOURSELF THAT
IS IS THE BEST. THAT IS OUR SELLING
ARGUMENT.
than any other on the market.

While other companies are claiming that
immediate

deliveries.

We

ship

we

one

it

—Says the Projectionist
“I

never knew what really

until

I

Alterno

used the Speer

Carbons — the

new white combination
sets.”

—Hold-Ark”

DELIVER AT ONCE

possible to deliver for several weeks,

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

good A.C. projection was

EXPENSIVE

If

WE CAN

11

is

im-

are giving

Speer “Directo
Projection

Carbons for D.

Speer “Alterno” Carbons for A.

C.

C. Projection

hour after

receipt of order.

DON’T TAKE OUR

WORD

Ask some other exhibitor who has Mirroroid, and
ask him what he thinks of them, then go to your
if he does not handle Mirroroid
are good.
they
that
say
will

jobber, even

—he

Last, but not least, send for our samples.

MIRROROID MANUFACTURING CORP.
725 Seventh

Avenue

New York

“The Carbons
With A Guarantee”

City

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
SAINT MARYS, PA.
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Company maintains

a large engineering
sole purpose is to figure out
the proper size equipment for each job unstaff

whose

dertaken.

The second cut reproduced herewith
gives a fair idea of how the air is forced
into a theatre through the ceiling under
the Typhoon method, every part of the
theatre being thoroughly ventilated.
Ventilation

Legislation-

Several states have enacted laws that
theatre owners to supply from
to thirty cubic feet of air per seat
per minute, while in other states the supply of air is based on the floor area of the
theatre in square feet.
In the construction of the new houses
of today one of the first things considered
by the architect after the general plans
have been laid out is the item of ventilation, and the Typhoon Fan Company has
been very successful during several years

compel
twenty

Why

the Old Method Is Ineffective.
The overworked little exhaust fan in ceiling vent affects but a small proportion of the air
surrounding vent, leaving balance of atmosphere stagnant.
.luudmimiiBMHUiMinmmhMi

An

Efficient Ventilating System
Is a Most Profitable Investment

ROBABLY

the most important of the
theatre
of
different
phases
equipment discussed by exhibitors, at
this time of the year, is v.entilation. This
is
due to the fact that theatre owners
everywhere realize the importance of a
cool, well ventilated house during the summer months if they are to carry through
the summer the large attendance that they

P

many

have

during

been

months

getting
for the past

winter

the

two or three seasons.

Competition is keener to-day than ever
before, and as a result the theatre that
is prepared to furnished its patrons with
every comfort is the one that is most likely

amount of business.
In the old days, when the majority of
picture
houses were small very little
thought was given to ventilation. At the
same time, there were few laws compeling a theatre owner to supply a certain
amount of fresh air per person in the audience.
In those days, all the average exhibitor attempted was to set up a small
ventilating fan either in the wall or ceiling,
and depend upon it to take care of about
ten times the work that it was capable of
handling.
to get the largest

When They
Even

in

when

past,

Trusted to Luck.

some

of the larger houses of the
ventilation was less talked

The

air in

the balance of the theatre re-

stationary
to
be
maining
practically
breathed over and over again by the patrons. The reason for this was that there
was no movement to the air and nothing
that would force this impure atmosphere

up to the exhaust outlet. Today, however,
with the more modern appliances, the Typhoon cooling and ventilating system, for
example, the method has been practically
reversed.

Every Part Cooled and Ventilated.
Typhoon system extremely large
fans are used. These are installed in the
roof of the theatre and blow air from high
above the dust and dirt of the street directly into the theatre through openings
in the ceiling, in huge quantities and at
low velocity, without draught. This air
passes over the audience and is forced
out through the exit doors or other openIn the

ings in the furthest end of the theatre. In
this way every part of the house is made
cool and thoroughly ventilated, a complete
change of atmosphere taking place once
every minute, or sixty times an hour.
Owing to the fact that nearly every theatre is constructed differently, it is necessary that cooling and ventilating apparatus be designed for each particular theatre, and for this reason the Typhoon Fan

past in having its equipment specified for
some of the largest houses in the country.

The Typhoon system has been on the
market for the past ten years and has
thoroughly demonstrated that it is capable
of cooling and ventilarting any theatre,
large or small.

When the construction of a theatre does
not permit of the installation of the Typhoon apparatus on the roof, it may be
installed in the attic space, or, when this
is not possible, it has been found practical
to install the equipment in a room or other
chamber above the stage, the fresh air
being taken through windows or specially
made openings constructed for the purpose. When it is impossible to install the
apparatus on the roof, in the attic or
above the stage, there is still another
method available, that of making the installation on the outside wall of the building, fresh air in this instance being forced
in through windows or other openings.
Typhoon System Reversible.
The Typhoon system is reversible, and
during the colder months may be run in
the opposite direction for the purpose of
ventilation alone.
The Typhoon company states that never
before in its history has it secured so
much business as during the present season, which indicates that exhibitors are
wide awake to the fact that proper ventisomething that satisfies and
lation
is
pleases their patrons.
If present plans are carried out by the
Typhoon company next year will see the
establishment of several more Typhoon
factories, distributed through the South
and West. A new factory has just been
built

and equipped

in

New

York, and

about than today, exhaust fans were installed in the ceiling and the exhibitor
trusted to luck in getting people into his
theatre during the summer months.
The reader, by referring to the accompanying illustration can see approximately what took place with the old method of
ventilation, the foul air being removed only
within a short radius of the ventilator.

AMERICAN*
jfotoplaper
(Trade-Mark Registered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catalogue
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
New York City
(2 West 45th Street

IS

YOUR LOBBY
YOUR SHOW WINDOW
MARE THE BEST OP

Writ* Ut and

W«

Will Tell

Menger, Ring
80* W**t

Forty -Seooad

IT

You How

& Weinstein
8treet.

Now York

City

How

the

Typhoon System Produces

Results.

Fresh air forced from above by large rotary blowers pushes out and replaces the
vitiated atmosphere below and creates a complete change.

al-
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
3c Per word for situations wanted and help wanted*
5c Per word for all commercial advertisements.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
French
CAMERAMAN: At liberty, with position,

Pathe outfit, all attachments, desires
Cinematographer, Box
go anywhere.
Grantwood, N. J.

51,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
loFOR SALE: Business block, centrally
and com-

prosperous modern town
munity, comprising completely equipped and
House seating 450, picture show
Opera
only
and vaudeville now running; living apartments above, variety store, barber shop and
garage and filling station in connection; nets
about $100 per week; a bargain and big
money maker for showman; terms easy; no
Address H. C. R. Owner, Box 100,
agents.
cated,

Plain City, Ohio.

to operate first

run house for one of country’s largest exhibiting
corporations. Give references, full details of exBox 121, care of M.
perience, and salary desired.
P. World, N. Y. City.
STOCK SALESMAN WANTED to work on straight
commission basis. Original picture producing proposition attractive to all picture people as well as outAddress Paul Gilmore, Oriental & Film
siders.
City, Inc., Anna Maria Key, Florida.

:

In

HOWE

BEES, WASPS AND HORNETS sting. But nobody ever “got stung” who used Sargent’s “Picture Theatre Advertising” to guide campaigns for
patronage.
A book full of successfully tested advertising ideas.
Chalmers Pub$2.00 postpaid.
lishing Company, 516 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
Five Cooper Hewitt floor stand lights,
printer, drying drum, developing tanks, two Panchrome lights. Inquire W. E. Bock, 1908 Second
National Bank Building, Toledo, Ohio.
:

CAMERAS,

ETC.,

The

FOR SALE.

New

Miser Ultrastlgmat
F :1.9 lens for motion picture camera* price in
barrel, $75. Quotations for mounting on any camera
on request. Send your orders in now. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Cbarles Bass, Pres., 109 North
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
;

Largest Dealers.

WANTED One used Underwriters Rewinding
Cabinet; state condition and price. Jim’s Theatre,
Poland, N. Y.
OPERA CHAIRS WANTED. Theatre equipment
General specialty
of all kinds purchased for cash.
Co., 409 Morgan St., St. Louis, Mo.

condition.

outfit consists of complete projection equipment, portable booth, screen, stage cable, etc., with
necessary trunks and cases for carrying same
ATTRACTIONS, Wilkes-Barre,
LYMAN H.
Pa.

NOW READY

CINEMA

CAMERAS.

magazines, $350.00.
“Value-Service-

Satisfaction Since 1885,” Chicago,

NEW

America’s
built on
your needs.

Our tremendous business

unswerving honesty.
Write or wire
Bass Camera Company, Charles Bass, Pres., 100
North Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: 200 foot Universal motion
picture camera, regular and trick crank, for-

ward and reverse movement, complete with

FOOT CAMERA,

200

111.

weighs

10

pounds,

F. 3.5 lens, worth $150, only $90, tripod, panorama
and tilt $40, house projector $65. Ray, 326 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.

Each

STANDARD

EQUIPMENT WANTED.

excellent

in

2

DAVID STERN COMPANY,

and entire equipments furnished at half
original cost.
Write your requirements. J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.

ROAD SHOW OUTFITS

$0.50
$1.00

detachable dissolve, also

from war camps, booths, ma-

chiaes

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED.
THEATRE MANAGER WANTED

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
OPERA CHAIRS

Minimum
Minimum

SPECIAL PRICE
Eight magazines,

for Debrie outfits till end August.
five lenses,, tripod, carrying cases,

accessories at factory cost.
Will not consider any
order less than six complete outfits.
You pay Debrie Paris directly.
Box 120, care M. P. World, N.
Y. City.

FILMS, ETC., FOR SALE.
FOR SALE

Brand new print of D. W. Griffith’s
"Battle of Sexes,” 5 reels, with about 500 sheets
of advertising in Is, 3s, 6s, slides, cuts ; also, Gertrude McCoy in “On the Stroke of Twelve,” 3 reels;
Mary Fuller in “Cheaters,” 3 reels. First $300.
Cash takes
Joseph, Mo.

;

all.

Wm.

Leucht, 2405

S.

6th

St.,

FOR SALE: “Million Dollar Mystery.” 46 reels;
"The Scarlet Trail,” 6 reels; “Redemption,” 6 reels;
17 single reel Pickford specials also, miscellaneous
features, comedies, serials, all in fine condition, with
paper.
Guaranty Pictures Co., 130 West 46th St.,
11th floor, N. Y. City.
;

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE.
$3,500 WURLITZER U ORGAN with all

attachments, for sAle.
Original
cost $3,000.
The instrument is in perfect
condition, and will take place of any medium
sized orchestra. Must sell before July 20th.
Will accept $1,500 for immediate sale. Write
or wire Family Theatre, 439 Washington St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
orchestra

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the

THEATRE TONIC
That Will Cure Your Theatre Of All Summer
Undercrowding
easy to remedy with this
book fall of crowd-pulling adis

vertising ideas, all tested, all
practical.

Current Troubles

Growing Pains

same booth with
an operator who owns this book
full of sound advice and practical

disappear with the help of the
practical advice that fills this book
on every phase of electrical theatre equipment and maintenance.

cease to bother you when you plan
to remodel or build and spread

Motion Picture

Modern Theatre

Information

pages

on every projection

point.

Motion Picture

Picture Theatre
Advertising
loo

$2.00

700

$4.00

your business
you and your

Postpaid

280

pages

U,'

$2.50

if this book guide*
architect.

Construction

Electricity

Handbook

Postpaid

Ills

Projection Worries
can’t live in the

Postpaid

266 pages

$3.00

Postpaid

MOTION PICTURE

"wTiri-f

-

•

i

ELECTRICITY

;

'

1-u

:\

a

J.

H HAU-BEM

T
'

;

'

1

tK,
.

HCX YO*K C»TY

Order from your nearest Supply House, or from

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
WRIGHT-CALLENDER BLDG.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

516

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

St.

64

W. RANDOLPH
CHICAGO, ILL.

ST.

—
THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

—
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ready the demand for Typhoons has been

SPECIAL

ROLL

so great that the capacity of this plant has

been taxed to the utmost and

it probably
necessary to enlarge or provide
additional factory space in New York for
next year.

will

be

TICKETS
Your own (Wial
any

Ticket,

Far Eastern Distributors

color*, aoouratair •tunimaranteni
: erery r»ll

Make

bend

Coupon

Drawings;

far Prize
8,000, $6. 00-

G

Prompt shlpmesta.

a

• b

Get Uneritb the order.
oena diagram for Resample*
served Seat Coupon Ticket#, aerial
All ticket* mult oon
or dated.
form to Government regulation
admission and tar
of
price
•ad bear ertabllihed
paid.

83.00
5.00
6.50
9.00
12-50
18.00

Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

shamokin. Pa.

National Ticket Co.

,

These men can design a good
house. Let them plan yours.
District of Columbia
ZINK & SPARKLIN, Inc.
Wa»hinrt»n, D.

C.

Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
1114 Kresce Bide., Detroit, Mich.

C.

101 Griiwald Bide., Detroit, Mieh.

Missouri

&

Brother

to

owners regarding plana and
contemplated theatre*.
of

New

York
EUGENE DE ROSA
110

West 40th

Street.

New York

Pennsylvania

RITCHER-LEE COMPANY
82

South 17th

St..

Philadelphia, Pa.

W. ALBERT SWASEY, Inc.
Architects and Engineers
101

PARK AVENUE,

N. Y.

SPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL WORK
No Charge far Preliminary SerrUaa

R0MAYNE COMEDIES
Among

the Best Two-Reelers on the Market

WRITE OR WIRE

ROMAYNE SUPERFILM

CO.

LOS ANGELES
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
Manufacturers of Electric Ticket Issuing
Machine* for Moving Idcture Theatre* and
Re«t*urant». Sold direct or through your
dealer.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC

TICKET

REGISTER

1511
St.

North

Loul».

Burma and

—

pindi

—The

—The

Lyone

COMPANY

Broadway

Ha.

U.

S.

A.

—

—

—
—

Muree The Lyons
Secunderabad The British Cinema.
Peshawar The Lyons Electric Cinema.
Mhow The Vaudetta Electric Cinema.
Quetta The Picture Palace.
Poona—The Napier Cinema. Darjeeling
The Cymkhana Club, Ltd. Benares The
Picture
Lucknow The Picture
House.
Palace. Meerut The Star Cinema. Akyab
The Picture Palace. Allahabad Coral
Picture House.
Nowshera Lion Electric
Cinema.
Lahore Picture House. Muradabad Picture House.
There is a very definite reminder of the
Palaces Cinema.

—
—

—

—

this

—

—

—

—

—

Kipling has made known to us in
advertisement of K. D. & Brothers,

and we were charmed by the distinctly
eastern touch in a paragraph reading “The
patented intermittent movement used exclusively on Power’s product is a mechanical marvel and the wonder of scientists
in its substantial and easy action of film
while providing greatest definition.”
We
P. A. McGuire, advertising manager of the Nicholas Power Company and
realize the faith he has in Power’s can
understand how much he envies the opportunity given the writer of that advertisement to break forth in such songs of

who know

praise.

New

York’s Criterion Will

Be Ventilated by Monsoons

T

HE

Criterion

Theatre,

Forty-fourth

and Broadway, New York, is
another to join the long list of Monsoon cooling system owners, and the instreet

progressing at a rapid pace.
The system as designed for the Criterion
consists of four big Monsoon blowers
two located on each side of the stage in
the upper tier boxes.
The tremendous
volumes of air forced in by these blowers
will maintain perfect ventilation throughout the year and will be particularly beneficial during the hot months.
The Monsoon system was Selected for
the Criterion by Russell B. Smith, Inc.,
consulting engineers, only after a careful
study of the problem and a thorough installation

is

vestigation of the improved
paratus.

Monsoon

ap-

W.

4 K.

Electric

Generating

Set

Hn or 110 volts for stationary or portable

moving picture work and theatre lighting. Smooth, steady current, no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator
si

all

If-contained.

Send for Bulletin No. 30

UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
OSHKOSH, WISC.

How

and
(

Why

Uniforms

of

Continued from page 520)

uniforms, and the doormen a navy blue
military style.
Next fall the young boys of high school
age who are being trained this summer
will appear in all th£ir glory the tuxedo.

—

Simla

Electric Cinema.

Electric Cinema.

India

RIDGE BUILDING, KANSAS CITY, MO.
Coaaaltants to other architects.
Advlaon

in India,

—

Theatre Architects
•pedflcatlon*

D.

K.

—

HOWARD CRANE

Carl Boiler

&

Brothers, agents for
Ceylon, inform
Power
the eastern world that they think Power’s
using bold display and
is just about right
equally bold language to do so. No doubt
is
left in anyone’s mind that something
worth while has happened, for right across
the page we read “A Big Consignment
Just Arrived of Nicholas Power’s Cameragraphs,” and goes on to give “List of Leading Showmen Using Power’s in India.”
This is the list
Calcutta The Picture House, the Phoenix Picture Theatre, the Presidency Theatre.
Bombay The West End Cinema, the
Imperial Cinema, the Globe Cinema. Karachi The Star Cinema, the Kohinoor
Cinema.
Madras The Wellington CinRangoon The Globe Cinema, the
ema.
Union Picture Palace. Delhi The Rink
Theatre, the Emperor Cinema.
Rawal-

which

—

ARCHITECTS
Bid*.,

Company has

shown us a half page advertisement
from a Bombay, India, newspaper in

—

THEATRE

Mnnsty

Power Spash

Power

—

PICTURE

048

a Big

Nicholas

—

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Fire Thousand

T

HE

Tuxedo Favored by McCormick.
Mr. McCormick says: “The tuxedos will
always look appropriate at a surburban
theatre like this, whereas they could not be
worn in the afternoon at a down ‘town theatre.
The color should, of course, be in
keeping w ith the finishings of the house itself.
Broadcloth will be the material used,
with satin lapels to match and with the
stiff white bosom and collar, I think the
boys will look very nice. It is our plan to
employ boys from about sixteen to twenty
who are neat and careful of their personal
appearance and who will be distinctly kind
and courteous to the patrons.”
r

No Uniform for
The Doric, managed by
the

only

large

first

Curtis.

G. W. Curtis, is
class picture house

whose employees do not wear uniforms.
White doormen are employed, but colored
girls act as ushers. The assistant manager
of this theatre reported: “While we have
found the colored girls fairly satisfactory,
still the old ones are continually leaving
and new ones coming in just as fast.
tried uniforms for a while, but it was so
much trouble that we decided to abandon
the plan.
What more or less disgusted
some of the people with the idea of uniforms was the movement several years

We

ago to have the girl ushers wear military
uniforms with above ankle bloomers. During the winter7 months we ask our girl
ushers to wear a dark dress of their own
preferably black and a white collar. Their
summer costume is white preferably plain
style.
The doormen are not asked to appean in uniform, but are asked to refrain
from wearing suits, shirts and ties of too

—

—

loud a color.
On the whole the attitude of exhibitors
is strongly for uniforms.
The only argument advanced against their use is that
they cause too much trouble when an old
employe goes and a new one comes. It is
also true that not any great number of
arguments are voiced for the use of the
uniform, but the majority of the exhibitors
agree that it is simply the fundamental,
basic and essential principle of the proper
attmosphere of a first class motion picture
theatre.

Moving Picture World
Advertising Pays
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NOW READY

STATE RIGHT BUYERS:

“THE RODEO
A

five-reel

of

Champion Cow Boys and Cow

525

BOUND VOLUMES

99

OF

Photo Production of the world’s greatest assembly
Girls in daring feats and thrills.

This picture was just recently produced in continuity and with
the same care and detail as the biggest feature productions, and
is entertaining from beginning to end.

For State rights, communicate direct with owners.

P. D.
Booth

9,

THE

MOVING PICTURE

WORLD

HALL, SEC’Y

623 Ohio Ave., Wichita Falls, Texas

JANUARY-MARCH,

UNIVERSALS
BASS SERVICE

1920

$2.25

Latest and Best Universal Internal Dissolve Model Camera. Equal to any made.
Complete with Tessar 3.5 lens.
List,
$518.
Bass price, $467.
Newest enclosed top Universal Pan and

Tripod.

Tilt

A

marvel

of

excellence.

List, $120.
Net price, $108.
Used 200-foot Model Universal Camera.
Tessar F:3.5 lens.
List,
$430.
Bass

price,

YOU NEED THIS COMPLETE AND
ACCURATE RECORD OF FILM EVENTS

$275.

The famous Minor Ultra Stigmat F:1.9
lens in Bbl. $75. Mounts from $15 up.
“Behind the Motion Picture Screen.” A
complete treatise on motion picture taking and making.
Postpaid, $3.65.

Let
Bass
supply
your
motion picture equipment

.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
CHARLES BASS,
109 .North

Chalmers Publishing Company
516 Fifth Avenue,

President

Dearborn Street

Chicago,

New York

111.

In answering advertisements, please mention

The Moving Picture World

THE FOUNDATION OF PRESENT-DAY

MOTION

PICTURES

STANDARDIZED
CAMERAS
PERFORATOR

PRECISION
MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT

PRINTERS
SPLICER

SUPPLIES

The A u toma t/cketSys tem Stops
B ox Office Leaks & Losses

For Motion Picture Labo-

ACCESSORIES

ratories, Studios ,

Ask Us 'About

Theatres

'

It

PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY

new York

BELL
180 J-U

CO.
& HOWELL
CHICAGO

Larchmont Ave.,

B. F.
B. F.

PORTER

LOS ANGELES

Automatic Ticket Selling & Cash Register Co.
NEW YORK
1780 BROADW AY

PUTS MORE LIGHT ON BROADWAY

installs

LARGE SIMPLEX PROJECTORS,

Special Spot Light, Robin's Cinema Time
at CRITERION THEATRE,

and Speed Indicators, International Special Screen and Special Booth
44th ST. and BROADWAY, The MARVELOUS PROJECTION of ‘WHY
PERFECT from all VISUAL ANGLES.

B. F.

PORTER, EXCLUSIVE EQUIPMENT,

CHANGE YOUR WIFE”

729-7th AVENUE,

at

49th STREET,

is

NEW YORK

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

526
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PRINTING
Stationery
(all kinds)
Inspection Cards
Invoices
Booking Sheets
Contracts
Ledger Sheets

Labels

Cash Records
Report Sheets
Heralds
Circulars

Binders

Disbursement Records

Specialists

Weekly Reports

—

drafting individual

Monthly Reports

In

Salesman’s Daily Reports
Salesman’s Expense Books
Inventory Sheets

forms or systems to
meet any requirements.

Reel Bands

pert film accountant.

At your service

—an ex-

SHIPMENTS MADE PROMPTLY TO YOUR
OFFICES

Ross

&

—ANYWHERE

Company,

Wooden Ticket Chopper

Both Articles are “Built for Permanence,”
Accessories

Printers

WE

Chicago,

111.

LABORATORY
NOW

DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA’S FOREMOST PRODUCERS

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
STREYCKMANS, Managing

Director

PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE,
OPPOSITE 129TH STREET

N.

Strain.

ALSO MANUFACTURE

THE NEWMAN MFG.
721

AMERICA’S FINEST

J.

in fact, A11

Our Factory Must Stand the

Brass Frames and Railings

68

H.

in

ESTABLISHED

Printers to the M. P. Trade for 20 Years

St.,

Made

OF UNUSUAL QUALITY
SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG

RODERICK ROSS

448-450 N. Wells

Bras* Ticket Chopped

J.

Telephone: Morsemere 621-622

CO.

1882

SYCAMORE STREET, CINCINNATI, O.
W. WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

—

Canadian Distributors l’erkins Electric' Co. Toronto, Montreal and Winnipeg
1 'a cl Ho Coast
G. A. Metcalfe. San Francisco, Cal.

—

,

Come and visit our Slide

Library at

BESELER LANTERN
SLIDE CO.,

Inc.

131 East 23rd Street
New York, N. Y.
Manufacturers and renters of Slides on every
conceivable subject.

PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE!
Have your photo put on

a slide.

WRITE FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICE LIST

Standard Theatre Equipment Company

M^k^your

"HOUSE OF QUALITY”

NO. FIRST STREET

504

MARTINS FERRY, OHIO
DEALERS

IN

MOTIOGRAPH MOVING

PICTURE MACHINES, SPEER CARBONS,
MIRROROID SCREENS, and EVERYTHING
FOR THE MOVING PICTURE THEATRE.

WE

SELL ON INSTALLMENT PLAN

theatre

-

all

PAY

summer

Send for Booklet

6

Philadelphia Office:
703 Finance Building

45 itYORK.

70 Wejt

NEW

THE MEN WHO
DESIGNED THE
SIMPLEX
intended that it should
he regarded as the finest
projector that skill and
knowledge could create.
^ ^
hat their ideals are
realized is proven bp the
fact that

Q

OUT OF THE TREMENDOUS
SIMPLEX PRODUCTION^
FULLY 75% IS USED TO
REPLACE MACHINES OF

OTHER MAKES

POWER’S

PROJECTORS
The

we have

from
leaders in the film industry, Producers
and Exhibitors, have attracted widespread and highly favorable attention.

We

letters

shall

letters,

not

continue
in a

to

spirit

received

publish

such

boastfulness

in

but as incontrovertible evidence of the

claims

we make

Projectors

POWER COMPANY

NICHOLAS
I

El

Powers

for

NCORPORAT E D

D VVA.FR D

EAR

I

,

President

N inety Gold St. New York, N

Y

FOUNDED

BY" J.P.

CHALMERS IN 1907

WILLIAM

DeMILLE'S
PRODUCTION OF
_ST

OR.

Prince

Chap
With

T H O MAS

MEIGHAN
FROM THE PLAY BY EDWARD PEPLE
SCENARIO BY OLGA PRINT ZL AH,

Q>aramountj4rtcraft Gpiclure

I’mtMrwW

/

w

r

if

#Wt
W

'

•'Jmx

'The Miracle Man'"
J.J. Gillespie,
^Mgr. Orchestra Hall

Tou'11 say so

too

!

FAMOUS PLAYE RS LASKY CORPORATION
-

Published by
Chalmers Publishing Company 516 ^ifth oAvenue SVewVork
—
—
,

A

Weekly.

,

j United States and its Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $3 a year; Canada, $3.50 a year; Foreign Countries (postpaid),
$5 a year. Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post Office
at New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Copyright, 1920, by the Chalmers Publishing Company.
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THE ETERNAL TRIANGLE
do with one unhappy couple and a
lover. In the motion picture industry exists a similar

Usually has

to

—
—

—

condition the triangle formed by the exhibitor the
distributor and the RITCHEY LITHO. CORP. Each
one has the same end in view profits!

—

exhibitor attains this through ticket sales.
The
RITCHEY LITHO. CORP. get theirs through the
sale of posters definitely made to sell the maximum
number of tickets. In that matter the interests of the
exhibitor and the RITCHEY LITHO. CORP. are

The

identical.

The

distributor

is

in a

somewhat

different category.

By

getting cheap posters he effects an immediate saving at the ultimate expense of the exhibitor, and in
this regard his

immediate interests and those

of the

exhibitor are not identical.
In producing great ticket selling posters the RITCHEY
LITHO. CORP. works directly for the exhibitor’s
With that end in view we have built up and
profit.
developed the greatest poster advertising organization
in the whole world.
Its efforts are directed solely and
entirely toward the production of posters that sell
tickets

.

agent

Its

one and only aim

—

to be the ticket sales

for the exhibitor!

RITCHEY

Every
ers

is

distributor can afford to use
postbut no exhibitor can afford to do without them!

RITCHEYNEW LITHO. CORP.

406

WEST

31st

STREET,

YORK

PHONE, CHELSEA

8388

136
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HEN you start your new season by tying up with
Paramount Week you are being pushed to sucavalanche—

cess

by

An

avalanche that not only will send people to your

a gigantic

week but

theatre that

will keep

them coming

all

sea-

son long.

The whole country over
villages

—

—

in cities

and towns and

a concentration of advertising will be

made

that will unite the public in one impulse

To attend
((

Paramount Week”

And when
that

week

they see the best pictures in your theatre

they’ll

know where to go the rest of the year

That’s why Paramount

week

year.

If

you jumped

If

*

the opposite

page

is

a reproduction

of the newspaper advertising appearing in 868 newspapers in

434 towns.

your history.

all

know

On

in

you

theatres!

Week can be the biggest money
And you’ll be collecting on it

in last year

and the year before you

that already.
didn’t

don't waste another year!

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

ADVERTISING
Full page, five-column and four-column ads tied

up with your theatre in every town
in the United States over 10,000 population.
Full page in Saturday Evening Post announce
ing Paramount Week. The newspaper advertising means big ads in 868 newspapers in 434
directly

towns.

BANNERS

LITHOGRAPHS
Two

styles of one-sheets

—

free.

One

style

Sec top of this page. Nine feet long and three

showing calendar dates; the other a handsome
block one-sheet. For your lobby, billboards and
for sniping on your 24-sheets. Use plenty of

feet high.

them, everywhere.

mount

Fiandsomely colored and free to

every exhibitor

who

will use them.

They

can be used any week you are showing Para'
Pictures.

HERALDS
Cuts supplied

free for either

one or two-

colored heralds carrying the message of Para-

mount

Week

with big space for the list of
your attractions and program for the week.

MONEY SHEET

SLIDES AND CUTS
A

free slide that

two weeks
cuts for the

is

a corker.

in advance.

week

Use

it

at least

Calendar trademark

are free. Supplied in half'

column, one-column and two-column

M

sizes.

An

two

colors listing

free

accessories

and

showing how to clean up. Be sure you
Paramount Week Money Sheet.

get a

eight- page paper in

pictures

available,

CORPORATION
FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY
CECIL DE

J ADOLPH ZUKOR

Vhx Pm
Pm JESSE LLASKY
'"MEW YORJO

B

MILLF. DireaorJwnU

all

all
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Ready Made Audiences
Thousands and thousands

of

men and women

have established the habit of going regularly
in and week out to see moving pictures.

to

country today

in this

one particular theater week

In 99 34/100 per cent of the cases, the theater they have picked out
as their theater

is

the one that shows

Paramount Pictures

be “Let’s go to the movies.” Folks then weren’t so particular
about the name of the photoplay or the name of the star, when they put
their money down on the box office till.
It

used

to

All that has changed.

Now it’s “Let’s go
GEM, or THE IDEAL.
If it’s

THE

RIALTO,” or
Or whatever the name of

to

BIJOU,

or

THE

the particular theater

is

the theater that shows Paramount Pictures.

National advertising of

change

THE

in the public

Paramount Pictures has accomplished

that

mind.

National advertising— backed by the consistent, week-in- and- weekOllt,

never-failing quality of the goods advertised,

And

that’s

why

Paramount

Pictures.

the theaters that are associated in the public

mind

with Paramount Pictures are the theaters that have the consistent, weekin-and-Week-Ollt, never-failing line of ticket purchasers leading to the box
office.

So with the new season— the greatest motion picture season

in

the

history of the screen

The
profits

theaters that are going to chalk

and

weekly
build and build

biggest cold cash,

during the year and the theaters that are going to

their clientele, their prestige,

that

up the

their sure future success are the theaters

show Paramount Pictures
and Say So
Is

your

— in newspapers, on the screen, on billboards and in the lobby.

name

written there?

'
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Elmer J.A\c GoVem
offei's to tine

m
Tine PholoPlay /Aa^mricenl’

produced by
PYRAMID PHOTO PLAYS

Inc.

directed by

JACK PRATT
edited by
ELMER J.McGOVEPN
Eluxei' <J. AXPGoVei'n
130 West d’bth St.,N.Y. Telephone Bi'ijant 5600
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Dog

Another Flea on the
The

booking combinations that are
being discussed or formed are not beneficial and are definitely
costly and injurious to you, the Exhibitors of the motion picture
booking

several

offices

or

industry.

The booking

office organizer

or manager

who

tells

you that he can

obtain for you through his booking office any picture

by Associated Producers,

distributed

Inc.,

made

or

cannot make good on

his promises.

For

itself,

regardless of

or organizations

may

what any other

distributing organization

do, Associated Producers, Inc., will not

any group of exhibitors through a booking

We

office

sell

or agency.

any new middle-man
come between ourselves and

are not going to recognize the entry of

or profit-taker into this business to

our customers.

There
it

are too

many

parasites in the picture business as

it is,

and

as

has been.

Any man owning
our

pictures,

a chain of theatres, or a single theatre, can

but no

man

buy

can buy from us our pictures for theatres

that he does not own.

No men

are organizing a

booking company for any other reason

than the intention of making a booking

You, the
distributors

office profit for themselves.

some
a new form of

Exhibitor, will pay that additional profit unless

have the "guts” to protect you against

parasite.

MACK SENNETT - MARSHALL NEILAN - ALLAN DWAN - GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE TOURNEUR

- J.

PARKER READ JR.

-

THOMAS H.INCE

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES:

729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK CITY.

Inc.

CORPORATION
ARTISTS
UNITED
CHAPLIN
CHARLIE
MARY PICKFOFLD
•

D.W. GRIFFITH
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM. AbRAMS PRESIDENT
•

,

screen,

HMUMe'’

artistry-

Mary Pickfodd
in

"SUDS"
-from

the Charles fohman Production

"Op
bij

"UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

MABV

PICK.FOI3D C14ADLIE CHAPLIN

DOUGLAS FAIDbANKS- DM GRIFFITH
W1DAM A&RAMS, PRESIDENT

O'

Me

Thumb"

Frederick fennand Diehard Pryce

Screen Adaptation by Valdemar

\6ui$

Directed by Jack Dillon
Photographed by Charles Posher

\y
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The Exhibitors of the
Prestige
1
STATE
RIGHTS

Stanin^ RUTII CLIFFORD

P

most genuine Box Office Serial
ever released. The serial with the two big popular stars,
beautiful Ruth Clifford and handsome, athletic Jack Sherrill.

REPARE

for the biggest,

—

with the mightiest punches, the biggest imaginable thrills the
situations. The serial with
serial packed with new ideas, new action, new
bigger crowd-pulling
a REAL plot and a REAL love story. The serial with
in
power than you have ever seen before. Accomplishments and sensations

The

serial

bewildering succession for 15 Giant Episodes.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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STATE
RIGHTS

NOW
serial

and

ever made

JACK SUERPILL

HE INVISIBLE RAY”

has a brand new theme behind it,
It has the magnetic power to
pull crowds and hold them for 15 successive episodes.
It has
tremendous advertising and exploitation possibilities and ready prepared
is a smashing big Advertising campaign book, packed with stunts, ideas,
newspaper advertising, publicity, marvelous posters prepared by experts
who know how to put serials across to the public. STATE RIGHTS
SELLING. Wire us for terms, territory, prices, etc., immediately.
mystifying, fascinating, unique.

j

NOW

JOAN FILM SALES CO., Inc., 33 W.42nd

St.,

New York

SELLING

!!

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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July

ROBERT
ROBERT

31,

1920

State

MY OWN

Rights

•ROBERT

Now
Selling

A

Joan

truly

sensational

ve-Reel
Money Getter

Film Sales
Co. no)

i

( I

presents

It’s

the Biggest

D

ON’T buy any

And

get this!

FANNIE

R> r j||j

STATE RIGHT

State Rights Feature until you

WARD

in

a nt International Star

first

“SHE PLAYED AND PAID.”

see

Here’s

money-getter you can’t duplicate. A tremendous Box
Office Star in a great drama of the doings of high Parisian
Society. A play that critics have pronounced the most sensational emotional acting of Fannie Ward’s entire career.
a

JOAN FILM SALES

W

Winner

of the

Year

don’t sell you the bare picture. Ready prepared is
wonderful campaign book that will draw bookings
with amazing rapidity.
Marvelous posters, genuine
showmen's heralds, lobby photos, ready prepared newspaper
ads, complete publicity stunts and exploitation, ALL READY
FOR YOU. Here is a winner if there ever was one. WIRE
TODAY for territory and prices. Don't delay it.

E
a

CO., 33 West 42nd

Street,

New York

ALBERT

E.

SMITH

PBESENTS

I

he most mysterious, the most dreaded

—

—

of secret societies
the Chinese tong
cast its baleful shadow over the group of

white men and women who have incurred its displeasure, an offense which
never goes unpunished.
Strange adventures and intrigues, the glamor of
ancient China debased, leaving only
cruelty and amazing craft, weave through
the fascinating tale. The death symbol
of the tong glows for each, and the tong
sinks fangs into its victims despite every
precaution. But one sturdy figure keeps
out of its clutches, and causes its unmasking in an amazingly dramatic climax.

t

1

J
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You must have both Quality and Quantity
in
Short Subjects — We supply both

We

started

on April 1st with but one
weekly release

NOW WE OFFER:
Comedyart

-

-

Clayplay

-

-

2 reels once a week

Sunset-Burrud

Premier

-

-

-

Premier

-

-

-

Gale Henry Specialties

1 reel

once a week

1 reel

once a week

1 reel

once a week

2

reels

once a week

2 reels once a week

Six weekly releases
This phenomenal growth of Special Pictures Corporation is positive evidence of one thing— that we
have proved ourselves the one reliable source for
short subjects.

Two

additional releases will be announced before
September 1st. Our releases are handpicked from a
thousandofferings for their entertainment value and

box

office

power.

There’s a

BIG one coming

in

October

SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
H.

W. Heilman

Building

LOS ANGELES

1

GOLDWYN THIRD YEAR RELEASES
a complete list of Third YearPictures, made up of subjects that have

Jere
.

is

already proven their unusual box-office
worth to the exhibitor.

REX BEACH
The
The

JACK PICKFORD

From Outside

Girl

Silver

The

Horde

Little

Shepherd of Kingdom Come

Double Dyed Deceiver

MABEL NORMAND

GERALDINE FARRAR!
World and Its Woman
Flame of the Desert

Jinx

Woman

Slim Princess

Pinto

and the Puppet

MADGE KENNEDY

PAULINE FREDERICK
Bonds

of

Strictly Confidential

Love

The Blooming Angel
Dollars and Sense
The Truth

Loves of Letty
Paliser Case

Woman

in

Room

13

Help Yourself

TOM MOORE

WILL ROGERS
Almost a Husband

Lord and Lady Algy
The Gay Lord Quex
Toby’s

iiiiiiHUikUiiJJiJiUiuiiiUW

1
1
u.i

innuiiiinu.uj.iii

Jubilo

Water, Water Everywhere
The Strange Boarder

Bow

Duds
The Great Accident

muuuD

Jes’ Call

Me Jim

Cupid the Cowpuncher

Stop Thief

mu

i
m
it

i
ii

1

EMINENT AUTHORS
The Cup

of

Fury

Street Called Straight

Partners of the Night

Dangerous Days
Out of the Storm
Scratch My Back

GOLDWYN PICTVRES CORPORATION
SAMVEL OOll>WYN

F+rnJm*

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
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Samuel Coldwyn Presents

TOM MOORE
Stop Thief
Tbe

COHAN LHARRIS

notable stage success by
Directed l>y

CARLYLE

Harry Beaumont

MOORE

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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BROADWELL PRODUCTIONS,
ROBERT BURKE BROADWELL,

Pres,

July

Inc

and Gen. Mgr.

rts aa aag"

Completed and Ready

Showing

for

NICK CARTER

No.

1

Kobert Burke Broadwell

"THE

$100,000

KISS”

Starring

THOMAS

CARDIGAN

J.

as

CARTER"

'NICK

MAE GASTON

AS "PATSY"
COLIN CHASE AS "CHICK"
Room

the Cutting

In

NICK[CARTER

No.

2

"BANK NOTE PA"
In

Preparation

NICK CARTER

THE MYSTERIOUS
Famous

Stories

Expensive Settings

No.

3

MAIL RCEEERY”

— Costly Casts
— New Locations

Excellent Direction

m

ACTION! SNAP! PUNCH! THRILLS!
Address

all

inquiries to

New
i!

JOHN

J.

GLAVEY

York Representative

BKOADWELL

PRODUCTIONS

Incorporated

Suite

1115,

Brokaw

BROADWAY.

Bldg.

N. Y.
Telephone Bryant 9500

H57

31, 1920
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A
MERMAID
COMEDY
TVo
reels

of laughs
mmBSmg—

Hi

I

Bwi

Vith Marvel
NTRODUCING

I

of the

a

s teppir^

on each

others heels

iiirBMii

Rea U Monte Banks

new brand

in the

Mermaid Comedies, has

set a

two

reel

fun

field,

“A Fresh

new mark everywhere

-V
Start,” first

for laugh -getting.

With this record, “Duck Inn”, second of the series, will find a warm welcome,
and it is certain to establish a still higher mark. Lloyd Hamilton, with a following of thousands from his “Ham and Bud” comedies will paralyze tens of thousands with laughter in this story of unusual situations and astounding action.

Mermaid Comedies are high speed laughter producers. Every one who has
shown “A Fresh Start” knows that. Your competitor will not let you forget it.

4L****

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
729 Seventh ^Ave. Jfew lork^

J

))
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JANE
the cameo-like

beauty and
college co-ed.

“FARO

KATE”
worldly-wise

and queen
of the

Alaskan
dance-hall

JANE NOVAK
the idol of the silent

drama

in

a dramatic triumph

“THE GOLDEN TRAIL”
an

ARROW

release

July 31, 1920
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Announcing

a powerful,

an inimitable

super-dramatic production featuring

clean,

artiste

—supported by a cast of capable players

JANE

NOVAK
and

JACK LIVINGSTON
in

“THE GOLDEN TRAIL”
Directed by

Lewis H.

Presented by

Moomaw

A meric an

*

ind Jean Hersholt

Lifeograph

FOR THE INDEPENDENT BUYER
Endorsed and Distributed by

ARROW
FILM CORPORATION
W.

E.

SHALLENBERGER,

Pres.

220 West 42nd Street

New York

—
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iiimiP

is

your chance

'UHL

l>v

..

house any time of the year

in

mil

'

1

ll'iim

Inn

a picture that has

to get

exploitation possibilities galore

— suitable

any

for

any part of the land.

^THe^Ancwer
qfTfie €ha'
REPRODUCED1FROM THE FAMOUS MO TION PICTURE CLASSIC "UNDINE’

A

dream of

fair

women

staged’sea picture

arama and
revelations.

— a marvelously

which

A

its

with

its

alluring

audiences of every age with its wondrous
and the beauty of its settings. You

story

know

big,

glowing, beautifully
sure] to delight

the

demand

there

is

and here is the
captivating of them all.
picture

photographed production

'"•‘IMillitlhtuti

thrills

fascinates with

1

1

..Jlllumillllll!

Here

Cl

'll
mtllj

”i]

for a big sea
biggest,

Write

most
us

1

’iiiiiiii

Beauty
is

Brains

plus

the dangerous, the unbeat-

able

combination that your

,

when

competitor has to face

you show

JUSTINE

JOHNSTONE
The

have acclaimed

critics

Miss Johnstone the most beautiful

stage

girl

and

endorsed

on the American

Her

talent as

an actress has been amply proven

comedy

Realart

welcomes with

new and

broader

test

in plays depicting
first

in lighter

Now

roles.

confidence a

t-

is

by metropolitan

theatre-goers.
;

judgment

their

production

thorough type

of her

ability

American womanhood.

Her

dramatic

of a

calls for

—

artistry

that

artistry

Realart earnestly

believes Miss Johnstone possesses to a remark-

able degree.
F;

L
p»r,
I

i
i

with a

lot

And

of money.

Realart

is

backing

this faith

By Harry James Smith

Directed by

a story possessing every essential for stand'em in line at the box office.
The heroine,
onie Sobatsky, has the part of a woman crook,
aroused, who is redeemed through her love for
om she discovers to be also a crook. Leonie
is

ought up

an atmosphere of Doing-the-Otherer father was a counterfeiter, her tutor a
nd fence. Laws, she had been taught from
e made to be broken
to be treated as subjects
in

—

for mirth.
stances

It is this

creature of circum-

who through her one great LOVE,
,

have a respect for the Law!
Here is the dramatic transformation
that will make this production the sensation of your theatre and city.

comes

to

"Blackbirds” is a brilliant example of
the great genius of that promising young
playwright, Harry James Smith, whose
tragic death by an accident, not long ago, made

thousands mourn.

It

was

produced by Henry Miller
at the

New York Lyceum

Theatre and enjoyed a
long run with Laura Hope
Crews in the leading
3S*

Scenario by Clara Beranger

Dillon

The screen adaptation was made by Clara
female part.
Beranger who wrote scenarios for "Judy of Rogues' Harbor/'
"The Fear Market" and many other notable successes.
The

of directing the production has been entrusted
to Jack Dillon
and here again Realart and motion picture
fans are to be congratulated.
Mr. Dillon's stage training has
covered every step from usher and property boy to leading
man with foremost actors. As a screen director; he has taken
rank as one of the very best. Mary Pickford's current si
"Suds/' was made under his direction.
He it was who directed "The Right
of Way/' starring Bert Lytell;*
vital task

—

"Out of the Frying Pan" with Jack

Pickford;

"Wanted — A Husbar
Burglar," and many others.

Heiress for a Day;”

"The

Dillon's

and

Lined
sense of dramatic values

Silk

all his

is

really

productions have

thoroughness and

uncanny

the stamp of

logical continuity.

m

>
J^XHIBITORS
"new

will

face’’ they

have,

in

JUSTINE

JOHNSTONE

have been demanding.

And

they will have her

story that will set their patrons buzzing with delighted
tor’s

problem

came

in

the past has been to secure

in plays that

were

obviously light

make them, as nearly as
as-pie story and a good

effort to

assistant

director

was

formula

Miss Jonhstone^s

"Blackbirds”

is

comment.

The

in

a

exhibi-

faces, but too often they

pointless

—

in

the producer’s

possible, fool-proof for the star.

An

easy-

the old

formula for Miss New-Star'sFirst-Release.

and

new

the much-desired

V

— with

every available ounce of Realart
production cooperation back of
it.

Director, scenario, cast, set-

harmony
with Realart standards and each

tings— all

will

be

in

factor will be strongly in evidence
in

your box-office receipts.

There’s a branch office
territory.

in

your

Sign the Realart Star

Franchise to-day.

REALART
PICTURES CORPORATION
469

Fifth

Avenue

New

York

pf:

<£>

PRESS OP
THOS B BROOKS. N

V.
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Run

of “Riders of the

Dawn” extended

Broadway Theatre in
Critics Proclaim Triumph of

two weeks
Los Angeles where

at Tally’s
All

547

to

Benj. B.

Hampton

''l/i

lpr>ce

(yuy

'•
.

Breath-taking in interest from beginning to end, throbbing with the primal
and everlasting emotions, redolent of the
essence of romance, Teart-string tugging,

—

haunting superlatives that merely approximate the wallop of “Riders of the
Dawn,” a Benjamin B. Hampton production from a novel by Zane Grey, showing
this

week

at Tally’s

This great
wheatfields, of

Broadway.

out-of-door
life

story

of

the

frequently in the raw,

kindles the imagination to a pitch as de-

Strong

lightful as amazing.

quality

Che&th&m.

P

first

Zane

Grey

and

rare ability. In

it

TromThe Los Anodes Times.

“story”

—

as was expected of
acting itself displays

last

—the

in

Roy Stewart

is

fbs

Pewl

Rail.

quite in

the best of form, while the film undoubt-

edly

“Action
letters,

heralds

great

things

for

“Spectacular scenes taken adto
an extent that

Claire

Adams.

vantage

Robbins, -Violet Schram. “Riders of the

makes the picture one of the
entertainments of the
best
year.”

And then there are other stars,
Robert McKim, Joseph J. Dowling, Marc

with capital
Romance and stirring
spelled

adventure.”

Dawn”

is

big, spectacular, thrilling.

1

%

A. Benj. B.

Hampton Production

Riders of the Dawn
by ZANE GREY
"Riders of the Dawn” rode the heat wave in
Atlanta with capacity business at the Tudor
Thealre. It has played to big business at the
Strand, New* York, the Strand, Washington, and
the Strand in San Francisco.
The Clemmer,
Seattle, played "Riders of the Dawn” and the

Liberty at Pordand, at Fresno, at San Jose,
Barbee’s Loop Theatre at Chicago played it, and
Fox’s Washington at Detroit, the Royal at Des
Moines. "Riders of the Dawn” was a clean up at
the Capitol in Springfield, Mass. It is a great
picture to exploit, a triumph for the producer
a clean up for the exhibitor.

W.W. H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527

Fifth

Avenue New York City
.

PATHE Exchange, Incorporated
foreign distributor. INTER- OCEAN FJLMCORP.
Distributing through.

and
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RE AD JR.

preser?t5

LOUISE

the

W. W. Hodkinson

ture,

pic-

has to date proven

the best

EUCLID

drawing card the

THEATRE

has

had during the spring and
summer season. It has
been the most successful
picture in three months.
CLEVELAND DISPATCH TO
Moving Picture

World

W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
New York
PATHE Exchange,

527 Fifth Avenue,
Distributing through

City
Incorporated

?

mm
lUili

DIAL FILM COMPANY
presents

IITCHELL

LEWIS
KING
SPRUCE
in

From the book, by
Directed by
Here

is

HOLMAN DAY

ROY CLEMENTS

a story rich with the scents

and odors of the Big

Woods; dramatic with the crash of

falling trees; filled

with muscular action and daredeviltry.

"King Spruce” for ten years has been one of the
foremost novels of the great outdoors.
It

contains a sweet, clean love story. It shows the sweep
of a great forest fire.
It contains hard
fighting and breathless adventure.
It is
enacted by a cast of fine players who
feel the story they are acting.

527

Distributing

Fifth Avenue,

through

New York

PATHE

^

City

Exchange, Incorporated

NOW SPRUCE UP YOUR

BUSINESS WITH “KING SPRUCE”

Y
WAS

THE btGGEST

bOX OFFICE WINNER
OF TUE YEAR-.

iiiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuiiiai[i)iHHiti»iimiimmimmiu»miuminininiiiimiiniiiiiiniuiinunmwiii»ninininiiiJiinimiiiinmi>inniinii|

Fine
1457

Arts pictures,^.

Broad^a))

-

PKone Bryant

For Territorial Rights

1. L.

HILLER. 1476

BROADWAY

C)

5

0 0
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Harry Garson
Herbert K/Somborn
announce

to the trade the acquisition of

Cowan

Sada
who

Sada Cowan,

Why

them

will write for

exclusively

scenarioist of

Change Your Wife

and the author of many well-known stage successes
will

provide

ductions

for

stories

a

specials.

the

year

The
first

of

already

to

two mammoth
be

released

proas

preparation for
these

has

begun.

HARRY GARSON PRODUCTIONS
1845 Allesandro Street
Los Angeles. Calif.

5

I

2 Fifth

New

Avenue

York City

WIRE FOR OPEN TERRITORIES

'fidelity Pictures
Pre

>s

Co.

©nts
THOMAS

J.

CARRIGAN
VIVIENNE

OSBORNE
DIRECTED BY
BY

CARL
GREGORY

HarTlCtfiN.

i

TloL-tk.

cltl

|

lAII S-tar eacst
Fidelity Picture/ C
117 Wwt 46th Sb
Yoi'k.
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A MIGHTY PRODUCTION
The Famous
Star of Stage
and Screen

MABEL
TALIAFE
PRESENTED BY JAXON
THE

L

CORPORATION
PART MELODRAMA
FILM

'/

THE RICH SLAVE
THRILLS! SUSPENSE!

SENSATION!
ALL INTERWOVEN

THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
IN A

RESCUE FROM DROWNING
FIGHT IN THE DESERT
BURNING SCHOOL

POISONED CUP
TRAIN

WRECK

DEEPLY HUMAN STORY INTERPRETED BY A
POWERFUL CAST OF FAVORITE ARTISTS

STATE
RIGHTS

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
220 West 42nd Street
New YorK City
Telephone Bryant

£)84-5

CO.

FOREIGN
HiGttTS

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

BRINGING OID WORLD

MARKETS TO NEW
WORLD MERCHANTS
INTER-OCEAN

via

F

IVE years

American productions, has played a most important part in the
development of this branch of the

ago, the foreign film

to

its scope and possiunknown to the
were
bilities,
American Producer. Today it re-

market,

presents

a

business.

vital adjunct to his

During

business.

ing as the

foreign

Film Corporation,

act-

medium through which

buyers were enabled to

obtain exclusive territorial rights

career

house,

particulars, -write or cable to

For f urther

/,/

brief

•-

\

\

\ \

/

OV

FILijn]
INTER/- OCEAN
—ov

INTERrOCEAN
.building;

l

I

^CORPORAl

PAUL H.CROMELIN
aCNl.MOR.
PRES.&

as

an

Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation has taken over the
problems of export distribution
and brought the old world market
to new world merchants.
export

Inter- Ocean

its

218 W.

HEW

42™

ST.

YVRK. CITY

How

They’ll

Thrill

and Laugh

Cut No. 10

From
Press
Sheet

screen’s greatest comedienne, whose popularity

The

grows with every

picture.

Full of laughs, love interest,
intrigue and excitement.

Joseph M. Schenck presents

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
in

The

her best comedy-drama

Perfect Woman”
A John Emerson-

Anita Loos Production
Directed by David Kirkland
Photographed by Oliver Marsh
Technical Director, Willard M. Reineck

Foreign Representative:

A

David

P. Howells, Inc., 729

Seventh Avenue,

New York

City

First National

Attraction

Great for Hot Weather!

*Themll he m Franchise

— —

—

—

—

—

—

—
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AND SEE JT”—

“GO

ALL New York

Reviewers who saw

Marshall Neilan’s

“Co and Gel

It”

New York

Strand, where Joseph Plunkett,
managing director, says it is setting audiences wild
with enthusiasm, are unanimous in calling it one of
the greatest thrillers of the year. Read these extracts:
the

at

CORKING MYSTERY STORY

OUTSTRIPS COMPETITORS

“A corking good mystery story and an inthe reviewer can
full of thrills
genius plot
New York
conscientiously say ‘Go see it.’”

“Outstrips many of its competitors in melodramatic action, and in holding the interest of the
spectators is quite unequalled by most of the
recent works of its kind.” New York Times.

—

—

Morning World.

MOST INTERESTING EVER MADE

AUDIENCE ENJOYED

one of the most interesting photoplays
having the newspaper office as a background
ever made.” New York Tribune.
‘‘It

is

“Yesterday’s audience seemed to enjoy it a
great deal. The picture will probably continue to
score a ‘beat’ with those who know the workings
of a newspaper.”
York Evening Sun.

New

A TRIPLE FIRE HIT
“In ‘Go and Get It’ there is material for at least
three or four man-sized pictures or one twentyreel thrilling serial.”

95

New

York News.

CLEVERLY STAGED DRAMA

PER CENT. THRILLS

‘Go and Get It’ is 95 per cent, thrills mixed
with romance, and it is a perfect answer to the

“ ‘Go

and Get It’ is half again as long as the
average picture. The fact that no one wants to
leave before it is over is a tribute to the thrills
that Marshall Neilan has cleverly staged.
New
i

“

York Evening Mail.

problem of why young men go into the newspaper
game.” Alison Smith in New York Globe.

VIM AND DASH
“There

is

a

vim and dash and

‘There'll

PLENTY OF THRILLS
“All reporters should make a point of going to
it.
It is good entertainment and excellent
molodrama. It has plenty of thrills and the story
has ingenuity and originality.” New York
Morning Telegraph.
see

all

that

is

pected of a newspaper office in ‘Go and Get

— New York Evening Telegram.

IT

ex”
it.’

be a Franchise everywhere
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ERDICT OF CRITICS
’it

f

You Really Can ’t Grasp
Its Magnitude Until You
See

It!

Scenario by Marion Fairfax
Photographed by David Kesson.

A

Art Director, Ben Carre

Marshall Neilan Production

and

A

First National Attraction

:

One

Year”

of the Best Pictures of

Frederick James Smith, Managing Editor of Shadowland, Motion

Picture

and

Classic

Motion Picture Magazine, writes
“I

had the good fortune

‘The Jack Knife Man’, and
excellence.

Here

my

is

I

to see
I

want

an advance showing of King Vidor’s newest production,
to congratulate First National

and Mr. Vidor upon

look upon ‘The Jack Knife Man’ as one of the best photoplays of the

a screen story done with fine originality, freshness and humanness. Let

me

its

j^ear.

repeat

Congratulations.”

With, the
of un-

magic

26

Press Sheet

selfish love

he brought
sunshine into
aching hearts
throuqh the

deftness of

his JackKniFe carving

A

’FIRST

NATIONAL

Scenario by

JWl|

WILLIAM PARKER

EVttS W%dT*f% *£*£%

ATTRACTION
uva n.
H.
d> IRA
Photographed
noiograpnea by
1

MORGAN

YIIl/iDra
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The Face They
Love to See!

The Most Beautiful

Woman

in the

World

Katherine MacDonald
is

presented by

Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation,

In

Sam

E. Rork, President

and General Manager

Her Latest and Greatest Picture

“The Notorious Miss
By Mrs.

Baillie

Photographed by

J.

Reynolds
Brotherton

Directed by James

Lisle”

Young

Art Director, Milton Menasco

By arrangement with

Attractions Distributing Corp’n
President
Foreign Representative: David P. Howells, Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
B. P.

A

SCHULBERG,

First National Attraction

City
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more to
produce than
any of his pre
It

cost

vious
totaled in dross
rentals
Released

AUGUST

Presented by

ARTHUR S-KANE
yQdapted from,

GE6RGE

M ‘COHAN’S

Stage Success

*

30 «

r
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Maybe you know

July 31; 1920

these Exhibitors

JOHN ARNOLD

EARLE SNELL

f. j.

Washington Theatre
Sherman, Texas
“Shoot my Franchise to me by
return mail, for I am getting

Majestic Theatre

The Grand Theatre

Reno, Nevada

Madison, Wisconsin

gray as a rat worrying over
this Franchise and I want to
get it signed and in our safe

and then

I

will take a fishing

“Without exception

Franchise the best investment
offered

motion

by any branch of

the

industry

to-

picture

know

day.

been flying around here, I
have been afraid to leave for a
minute.”

sured through

No

matter

believe

an Associated First National

for the way that First
National Franchises have

trip,

I

I

that the future

success of the Majestic

is in-

it.”

McWilliams

“After carefully investigating
your sub-franchise proposition, I mailed you a check
covering same. If the franchise

is

awarded

to

me,

I

will

consider it the greatest single
asset I could possibly obtain
to insure a profitable business
for the future.
If you care
to

have anyone write me,

will gladly reply.”

how

small or large your

town may

be the day will come when the First National
Franchise allocated to

money than any

'There'll

it

will

theatre in

be worth more

it.

be a Franchise everuwhere

I
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The Trade Paper of Features

Two

T

Striking Statements

WO

statements of deep concern to the industry at large are printed on the pages immediately following
They are of concern not

only to exhibitors but to producers and distributors.
For, after all, the controversy that has so fiercely
surged among the men who show pictures has affected just as closely the men who make and distribute them.
In other words, if there be truth in
the contention of exhibitors, that there is an attempt to sew up the industry on the part of one
organization the success of the plan means the
diminution in business size or the extinction of

many producers and distributors.
The telegram of Mr. Quinn of the El Paso Rialto
will strike many readers who have looked upon the
controversy from the outside as one of the most
illuminating contributions to the literature of the
contest so far submitted. What he says about the
ability of

Mr. Lynch and

his associates

is

exactly

with what one hears among the exhibitors of
the South. During the five days the writer of these
lines recently spent in Atlanta he heard the same
thing, not once but many times.
Individually the
Lynch executives are praised, collectively they are
in line

feared.

Mr. Quinn puts in the same category as the
“octopus” those exhibitors who he charges by their
unfair treatment of the producer are responsible
for the present acute situation. Lest there be, however, doubt in the mind of any one as to where
he stands he calls and calls loudly for assistance
on the part of every independent organization. As
to Mr. Quinn’s fears regarding the competency of
the officer personnel of the exhibitor organization
to handle the problems facing them we believe he is
in error and that time will so prove.
statement of Mr. Zukor bears evidence of
being the most important announcement on
the exhibitor controversy he has issued
He
declares that not only does he want to retain the
good-will of exhibitors but that he intends to show
exhibitors he is ready to rectify any cause for.
complaint.
He insists that had there come to him
knowledge of abuses on the part of employes of his
company he would have demanded an immediate
accounting.
The president of the Famous Players says he has
taken personal charge of the matters connected with
,

Published weekly by the Chalmers Publishing Company 516
Fifth
Avenue, New York (Telephone: Murray Hill 1610-13) President, J. P. Chalmers, Sr.; Vice-President and General Manager, J. P. Chalmesr; Secretary and Treasurer, E. J.
Chalmers; Assistant General Manager, James L. Hoff; Editor
George Blaisdell Advertising Manager, Wendell P. Milligan.
;

The

correspondence to the company.
of the company is the address of the

all

office

Georgia Battling Censorship
HE last of the season’s legislative fights over

T

censorship promises to be one of the year’s
bitterest. The hearing on July 20 before a
joint committee of the upper and lower houses

of Georgia was marked by unusual acrimony on
the part of the proponents of censorship. One
example of the lengths to which the censorship
advocates were prepared to go in pushing through
the measure was the assault by a minister on the
Jews. Another was the charge by the wife of the
chairman of the temperance committee that the
larger part of present degeneracy is due to motion pictures.

The motion
united in

the

officers.

picture
fight.

industry

of

Georgia

Under the leadership

is

of

Arthur Lucas the exhibitors and the exchangemen attended the hearing. The National Association of the Motion Picture Industry was represented

by

Jack

Connolly,

in
charge of its
Albert Foster, who
made the principal argument against the measure.
The leading newspapers of the state are on the
side of the industry.
Mr. Lucas is more than a representative exhibitor and exchangeman. He is one of the leading citizens of the state and incidentally perhaps
its most prominent Democrat.
Also he is a newspaper owner. When a man possessing these qualifications throws into a fight every ounce of
weight he can command it is certain the advocates
of censorship before they get through will know
they have been to a race.

Washington

T HE

Address

the exhibitor controversy and that he will investigate all complaints and see absolute justice
done. He further promises upon the completion of
an investigation under way within his company to
present to the exhibitors of the country such facts
as may be uncovered and bearing upon the matters
brought out at the Cleveland meeting of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.
It is possible there may be in sight the end of the
contention that has shaken the motion picture industry during the past few months. If this prove
to be true it will be matter for hearty congratulation on the part of every person interested in the
welfare of the men who make and distribute and
the men who exhibit motion pictures.

office,

and

by

Chicago Office Suite 1021-1022 Garrick Building, 64 West Randolph Street (Telephone: Central 5099). James S McQuade
Manager.
Los Angeles Office: 610-611 Wright & Callender Building (Telephone: Broadway 4649). A. H. Giebler, Manager
Cine-Mundial, the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture
W°bld,L ls P ubllshed at 516 Fifth Avenue by the Chalmers
Publishing Company.
Yearly subscription, $2.
Advertising
8
rates on application.
:
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Quinn of El Paso's Rialto Slashes
“
Octopus ” While Admiring Its Head
and Denounces Parasitic Exhibitors
The following telegram has been received
by the Moving Picture World from a promIt is printed verinent Texas exhibitor.
batim. Mr. Quinn swings a sword that has
two keen edges. It slashes the “octopus”
at the same time the wielder takes off his
hat to the head of the organization as a
man of achievement who has risen from
humble beginnings. The blade also cuts
deeply into what Mr. Quinn describes as
the parasitic exhibitor who by a policy of
unfair treatment of the producer places an
unequal burden upon the square exhibitor.
At the same time, to prove Mr. Quinn holds
no brief for Mr. Lynch, he urges quick action on the part of independent exhibitors,
producers and distributors unless they are
prepared to wind up the clock and put out
the cat so far as the Texas market is concerned.

T

HE

outstanding feature of the
recent exhibitors’ convention at
Dallas was, to my mind, the oratorical attacks on the Lynch interests,
the so called “octopus,” rather than
real constructive work for the benefit
I
and protection of the exhibitors.
think that if less time had been devoted to telling of the choking of the
“octopus” and more figuring just how
it was going to be done more good
would have been accomplished.
There is not an exhibitor in this territory who will suffer more than I if
I
the present Lynch plans mature.
will immediately lose the backbone of
the program upon which I built this
theatre, and there is not at the present
time an available supply of high-class
I
stuff open to me to take its place.
have just about completed one long
strenuous year putting the Rialto into
its present enviable position, and it isn’t
likely I am going to let Lynch or anyone else come in and wreck the proposition without a battle.

By James

I

say this

:

“If

I

the matter

is that if a fellow can beat
to anything fairly my hat is off to

me

him..

Calls for Steel-Nosed Bullets.

And so I say that instead of wasting
time shooting verbal peas at the “octopus” we ought to be busy every precious minute molding steel-nosed bullets.
I noticed that some of the loudest and
bitterest talkers at the convention were
exhibitors who were notorious for their
policy in taking advantage of their control of local situations to refuse to pay
a fair rental price to a producer for
his product.
Such men are just as much parasites
as any “octopus” that ever wiggled a
tentacle and are absolutely responsible
for the present acute situation. If exhibitors had long ago organized as
much for the purpose of playing fair
with the producer as for forcing the
latter to play fair with them the present condition would not exist.

Dallas convention and others like it.
only have to look back a short
time to the days when the Motion Picture Patents Company almost had our
souls in pawn. If the exhibitor could
live through those days he can surely
survive the present. But he must decide to organize as much against the
parasitic exhibitor in his own organization who by a policy of unfair treatment of the producer places an unequal
burden upon the square exhibitor as
against the so-called “octopus,” which
is nothing more than the personification of ninety-nine out of every hundred exhibitors if they had the brains,
the capacity for hard work and the resourcefulness to become one.

We

Demands Outside

In talking with me more than one
executive of the Lynch interests has
laughed at the efforts of the exhibitors
to get together, which is a foolish thing
Back in
for these executives to do.

76 Washington and his raggedy outfit
had the appearance of a much bigger
joke than can be discovered in the present situation, and I have great hopes

much good

that

’sniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiM

will

come out

Aid.

The present exhibitors’ association
has not the executive strength, in my
opinion, to cope with the tremendous
odds against it, and if there are any organizations outside of this state, exhibitor, distributor or producer, interested in keeping an open field for independent operation in Texas they had
better get themselves together -without delay, pick out a man who can think
as fast and as big as the best man
Lynch has in his whole organization,
put him aboard the first train out of
town Texas-bound and tell him to take
off his coat and roll up his sleeves on
the way down. Unless radical action is
taken at once we might as well wind up
the clock and put out the cat as far as
a local market for independent producers is concerned.

Dallas Raises Great Hopes.

of the
M

II
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Texas Exhibitors Raise $12,000
and Elect E. T. Peter President

should get there

eventually, I don’t know of any one
that I would rather lose to than a fellow !* e Lynch, who by his very force
of character has come up from the
oblivion of a fishcart to his present
dominating position.”
Without ever having met the man I
have a great admiration for any one
who can accomplish as much in the
way of organization as he has while
the rest of the crowd who had the same
opportunities were asleep at the switch.
And strangely enough I have yet to
learn of one case where he has used
unfair methods.
In spite of his great strength in this
territory Lynch has repeatedly bought

where he could have squeezed. I have
run down numerous rumors of blackjack methods and have invariably found
them to be unfounded. My position in

Quinn

iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiimmiimiiiiiiiimii

Expresses Admiration for Lynch.

But

C.

Rialto Theatre, El Paso, Texas

exhibitors convened on Tuesday, July 13, in Dallas. There were 100
present on the first morning of the session. E. T. Peter was chairman
..
of the convention.
Motion
A resolution was unanimously adopted approving and indorsing the
Exhibitors
Picture Theatre Owners of America and formally joining the Texas
Association with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. Committees
were appointed and the convention adjourned to meet again that afternoon at
exhibitors. The
2 o’clock, at which time there were present from 135 to 150
convention.
various committees made their reports and they were adopted by the
17
T P of ov Pvaci pnL
Picture
Fred I. Herrington, national organizer, representing the Motion
exhibitors ot
Theatre Owners of America, addressed the convention, telling the
Cleveland convention.
the activities of the national organization since the
Herrington and the national organization
A. vote of thanks was given to Mr.
Association, and in twenty
for their co-operation with the Texas Exhibitfirs’
present, thus assuring
exhibitors
the
by
contributed
was
cash
in
minutes $12,000
fund. A separate lund
the quota of the state toward the national organization
a local organizer.
of $800 was contributed to defray the expenses of
veter,
The election of officers was the next order of business, and E. 1. elected
America, was
treasurer of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
president of the Texas Exhibitors’ Association.
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Formal Statement Declares
He Will Take Up All Grievances of

Zukor

in

Exhibitors; Guarantees Full Justice
the last few weeks hundreds of my friends among the
exhibitors of the country have
telegraphed and written to me personally
expressing confidence in the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, and giving

D

by
concrete evidence of their confidence
their
renting Paramount Pictures for
theatres.

These
enough

exhibitors

have

been

frank

me

that the consistent
been
merit of Paramount Pictures has
prosthe
of
measure
large
the cause in
perity their theatres are now enjoying.
These voluntary messages from exhibito

tell

President

will of the exhibitor first, last

Let

pride and

tors are a source of infinite
been
gratification to me, for since I have
has
it
industry
picture
motion
the
in
.
been my aim, as it has been the ambition
picof my associates, to produce the best

tures that brains and

Will

money can make.

Collecting Data on Controversy.

the exchange zones of the country data bearing on the controversy that developed
at the convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America at Cleveall

land.

At

the earliest possible

moment with

Atlanta Reformers

than ready to rectify what
cause for complaint they may have.
It has been said that employes of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation have
threatened exhibitors that if they did not
book Paramount Pictures or pay the

T

am more

wanted this company would
out
or build theatres to comthem
buy
prices they

pete with theirs.

never been
I been informed of these alleged abuses I should
have demanded an immediate accounting.
And if I found that any employe of this
corporation was guilty of making such
threats that employe would have been
discharged instantly. I have never authorized such practices nor has any official or agent of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation authorized such practices.

These

to

complaints

me

have

Had

directly.

;

Promises Absolute Justice.
I want exhibitors to know that the
success of the industry as a whole is the
I also want
closest thing to my heart.
them to know that fair business dealing
on the part of every representative of
this company is the only method I will

countenance.
I have taken personal charge of this
end of our business and I will consider

a personal favor if any exhibitor
having a grievance against us shall
make his complaint to me personally,
or by wire or letter. I promise that I
shall myself investigate all such com-

it

all

the

reiterate

:

Our

position has al-

I
our position now.
every day. The door

am

in

That’s

my

office

always open. I
am in charge, and any exhibitor having
a complaint to make has my promise that
personally,

I,

will

is

investigate

his

grievance and see that any cause for
complaint which may exist is corrected
immediately.

Take Up Complaints.

However, not only do I want to retain
the good will of those exhibitors who
are doing business with me now and
have done business with me in the past.
who may
I also want to show exhibitors
consider they have a grievance that I

made

me

ways been open and aboveboard.

_

from

and

time.

me.

collecting

present the

that our institution desires to maintain
friendly and amicable business relations
with the exhibitors of the United States..
It will be in the future as it has been in
the past my policy to cater to the good-

plaints, and I guarantee that I shall
1
see that absolute justice is done.
cannot say this too strongly, for the
good-will of the people we serve is the
keystone of our business structure. 1
value the respect of every exhibitor
far above the business he may give

am now

will

my

tiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Now

I

facts so that the exhibitors of the country can clearly understand the position o£
associates, and so that
myself and
they will be fully apprised of the fact

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

I

data on hand,

this

By Adolph Zukor,

URING

in Bitterly
(By wire

to

Draw

Waged Censorship Fight

Moving Picture World.)
Atlanta, Ga., July

21.

HE

reformers drew first blood in the
censorship fight which came up here
yesterday in the state legislature when
the committees of both houses gave the
bill
Arthur Lucas,
a favorable report.
leader of the opposition, declares that the
fight is far from being finished and predicts that it will be close and intense. He
regrets exceedingly that there should have

been any injection of racial and religious
prejudices, but says that he has enough
faith in the personnel of both houses to
believe that the measure will ultimately
fail

First Blood

of passage.

tating

may

what pictures the Georgia public
The censorship machinery would

see.

be supported by a fee of $1 collected for
every reel released in the state, and not s
foot of film could be screened publicly
without the board’s stamp of approval.

The Senate committee, whose chairmany
Fred Kea, is author of the Senate bill, voted
unanimously for a favorable report. The
House temperance committee, a member of
which, Boyce Ficklen sponsored the legislation in the lower branch of the Assembly,,
deliberated for forty-five minutes. A mawere said to oppose the bill, but
adopting an amendment totally unsatisfactory to the film men, the committee voted!
for a favorable report.
jority

The address

of Colonel Albert Foster,
representing the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry, was one of
the strongest and most powerful ever delivered in the legislative hall, but at the
same time the attacks made upon motion
pictures by the reformers were undoubtedly
the most vicious and scathing ever heard.
The wife of the chairman of the temperance
committee of the House made an address
in which she practically charged that the
majority of degeneracy at present comes
from motion pictures. The Rev. Mr. Williams, one of the advocates of the bill,
made a most vicious attack on the Jews,
who, he contended, control the industry.
Both sides are determined to fight to a
finish.

National Association in Fight
Several days prior to the committee’s report, Jack Connolly, Washington, D. C.,
representative of the national association,
was in Atlanta and conferred regarding the
situation with Mr. Lucas and other leaders
of the opposition.
The forces of the industry are presenting a determined front,
working together in harmony.
The bill provides for a board of three
censors appointed by the governor, which
would be aided by ten inspectors in dic-

Editors Score Censorship

One

most energetic opponents of
censorship bill is Arthur Lucas. He
has printed in pamphlet form a letter sent
by David Wark Griffith, in which the producer expresses his regret at being unable
to appear before the legislative committee
and plead against censorship.
Mr. Lucas has written to twenty'-nine of
Georgia’s leading newspapers, inclosing;
Mr. Griffith’s letter and pointing out that
during the present year censorship billswere defeated in Virginia, Mississippi, Oregon and South Carolina legislatures and
asking the editors to telegraph their views
on censorship.
Among the editors replying, who opposed!
censorship, were the following: W. S. Kirkpatrick, Times Recorder, Americus W. H,
Tucker, Columbus Enquirer Sun, Columbus;:
editor
J. D. McCartney, Tribune, Rome;
of the

the

;

News,

Macon;

Grady Adams,

Observer,.

Moultrie; editor Free Press, Quitman; M.
E. Brewster, Banner, Brunswick; John S.
Cohen, Atlanta Journal; Bowdre Phinesy,
Augusta Herald; Thomas J. Hamilton,

Augusta Chronicle.

The News of
legislature that

Macon wired
it

direct to the

approved of the

bill.
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A Iternating
Sifted
Sedate Coney Island

W

Would Be Amazed

E

are asked to believe that a bevy
of girls stepped out of the Broadway Theatre one afternoon recently

and blocked

traffic.

The

girls

were mem-

bers of a “bathing group” who were then
backing up a feature film by making stage
appearances in one-piece surf tormentors.
Be it said for Chicago particularly Northsiders that such an event would not have
“made” a single line of type.
As part of an elaborate system of civic
improvements a fine bathing beach has
been opened near Chicago avenue within
five minutes of “The Loop” and at the Lake

—

—

—

Michigan edge of a fine rooming house and
Prospective
residential
neighborhood.
bathers or beach combers stream toward
the lake by the hundreds from daylight
dark.
The girls don their “oneuntil
piecers” at home, slip on the old man’s overcoat, brother’s macintosh or their own bath
robe and stroll unabashed toward the
beach.
If Mack Sennett thinks he can “start
something” by turning his bathing girls
loose in Chicago he will find himself misChicagoans wait not upon screen
taken.
disrobers to provide them with an “eye-

full.”

Curren ts

Through a News Transverter
—

quake and fire pictures taken as soon as
Edison, Vitagraph and Selig could get cameramen into the devastated city.
In 1903 Mr. Kleine sold, in western territory alone, more than 200 prints of “The
Great Train Robbery” 740 feet over all.

—

One year

was
“The Life of the

earlier the first narrative film

disclosed by Edison

American Fireman”

in

—425

feet.

Mr. Kleine could immensely interest the
“younger generation” in this still “infant
industry” if he could be induced to set down
for publication his wealth of information
on the early days of filmdom. Moving Picture World hereby bids for the right to

—

publish.

A

Disclosing Julius Singer, Pioneer

Now that the drouth has been accomplished and “wet” money is pouring into
the film game, there can be no harm in
pointing to Julius Singer as the man who,
ten years ago, scented the oncoming change
in conditions and began hooking up ginmills with the screen.
Julius was in Chicago then, renting films and selling machines.
At every election Illinois voters sent various towns and districts into the dry column. Singer kept close tab on the political
He knew when Pecatonica was
going dry and how long Pocahontas would
situation.

Recording a Record Run for Film
Being

a dentist

one thing and a motion
another but, someis

is

—

picture inventor
times, one thing leads strangely to another.
For instance, Dr. L. A. Wilson, dentist, conceived the idea that he could work much
faster and with better results if a victim’s
mouth might be so arranged that it would
stay wide open for any desired length of
time. This led him, by some strange process of reasoning, to the conviction that a
film run perpetually would be a splendid
idea for store window advertising. Hence
the “Illustrograph.”
Recently the machine has been operating in a window on Broadway, just south
of Columbus Circle. Crowds were watching
as continuously as the “movie show” repeated itself, time after time and hour by
hour. The policeman finally decided that

stay wet.
On the morning after election, when the
verdict was “dry,” Singer would visit every

Mary Pickford’s Understudy
to Be Starred in Pictures

A NEW

producing company has been
incorporated under the laws of Dela-

ware

produce feature pictures starPre, recently understudy to
Mary Pickford during the production of
Arrangements have been
“Pollyanna.”
ring Louise

to

Du

made to visualize a number of well known
stories suited to Miss Du Pre’s type and
iiiiiiiiimiiiiiuiiiMiiiiiimiiiiiiiiMMimiiiiitiiitiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiHiimiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmmiiiiimmiiiim

on.”

—

On

in his

so much film for the use of producers, for
the reflection of great players and the bankNot
roll benefit of so many showmen?
Mr. Eastman needs anything he
that
knows all about where he’s going to sleep

—

and what

he’ll

have to

eat.

talents and production activities will be
started about the middle of August.
While the company is not yet ready to
announce the titles of these stories, it is
stated that they are of the simple, philosophical, human interest strain for which
the public has shown a decided and consistent preference, and it is the intention
of the new company to stick to that style
of picture in all of its operations.

“The Luckiest Girl.”
Between stage engagements Miss Du Pre
has appeared in a number of pictures. She
has been seen in Vitagraph, Pathe, Famous
Players and several independent producMiss

Du

Pre states that her en-

Authority of George Kleine
“news reel” pictured incidents

first

and
assassination
with
the
funeral of President McKinley. Edison cameramen were in Buffalo on the day the
martyred McKinley was to make an address in the Temple of Music. The camPictures
era caught the surging crowds.
of the funeral ceremonies in Washington
and Canton developed finally, a total of
connected

less

honor.

What’s going to be done about a bouquet for George Eastman, who has sold

out her natural ability to play wistful child
parts and her belief is backed up by the
new producing company that will offer her
as the star of a new series of feature pictures under the slogan, “The Luckiest Girl
in the World.”
The new company is composed of well
known men in the business and financial
world and the business and production affairs of the company will be under the
supervision of its vice-president and general
manager, Chas. J. Giegerich.

grind of 72 hours, the longest run of the
shortest film ever shown on Broadway.

The

They Gave Dewey a House and Lot
Over night a fine real estate deal was
turned into mockery by the fickleness of
Not so with
the great American public.
great men in newspaperdom.
Ben Day
founded the New York Sun in 1833. Now
he has type borders and backings named

gagement with Miss Pickford has rounded

But every evening, for two weeks and
two days, 250 feet of film was wound, rewound and disclosed to the gaze of the
curious and interested “fan” for a total

1

saloon and put on a sales talk for the
movies. Booze merchants who saw their
finish were shown the silver (screen) lining
to the cloud.
“Rent some chairs from the undertaker,
strip a sheet off the bed and open your
store as a movie,” was the burden of Singer’s conversation.
“This prohibition ripple
is going to become a tidal wave.
Better
get in the game and forget the bungstarter and the bar-rag.”
The sale of a machine, a contract for film
rentals, and Julius. was off to carry “salvation” into another town where John Barleycorn had bit the dust. Many a man who
“fell” for Singer’s dulcet song has since
become a first-run showman in a picture
palace where once stood a booze emporium.

tions.

he could walk his best more contentedly if
he was not tempted to gaze at the free
The “Illustrograph” was told to
movies.

“move

July 31, 1920

than 100

feet.

The second “topical” pictured incidents
attendant upon the San Francisco earth-

Weiman Returns East
Weiman. author of “The Acquittal.”

Rita
Rita

Louise

\

w

star of the

Du

Pre.

Fan Film Corporation,

New

York.

one of last year’s stage successes on Broadway, has just returned from the West
Coast where she wrote an original scenario
for motion picture production by William
DeMille, a director of Paramount features.
It is called “Footlights” and will be produced as soon as Mr. DeMille has completed the picture on which he is now working.
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Sydney Cohen Gives His Version of Talk
with Abrams; Prints Tom Boland Letter
N

an open letter to Hiram Abrams, president of the United Artists Corporation,
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,

arate and distinct from your other assets,
and imposes a trust upon these moneys.
If you had attended the national convention at Cleveland you would have been
struck with the determination of the exhibitors from other states in attendance
to emulate the example of New York and
to put all advance payments under tne supervision of each state authority.
You, no doubt, realize that the legislation
which is now on the statute books ot this
state (and will soon be on the statute books

I

Mr. Abrams
Mr. Cohen
resents the intimation he was seeking a
“personal advantage” and in this letter
blames Mr. Abrams as an individual for
alleged exhibitor difficulties with United
Artists, saying, “I do not by any means
give up the hope that you will see the
injury which you are causing to the company in whose employ you are.”
Mr. Cohen ignores Mr. Abram's offer to
supply “Big Four” pictures on credit proreviews his conversation with
at the Hotel Astor on July 6.

viding the exhibitors’ national organization
guarantees United Artists payment in full
for all contracts entered into.
He releases for publication a letter written Ralph
Talbot, president of the Oklahoma Theatre
Owners’ and Managers’ Association, by Tom
H. Boland, whose complaint of mistreatment by United Artists Mr. Cohen has
taken up for action by the national body.
The correspondence follows
Mr. Hiram Abrams,
729 7th Avenue, New York.

Dear

:

titude toward the exhibitor is in striking
contrast with the courteous consideration
shown us by D. W. Griffith in a personal
conference had with him.
It once more
accentuates a difference too long and too
mildly endured the difference between the
creator and the promoter.

—

Sir

the trade papers generally your
following the conversation I
had with you at the Hotel Astor on the evening of July 6, which was arranged through
the correspondence exchanged between us
relative to the mandate of the national convention at Cleveland of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, relative to the
methods of your organization exacting the
entire amount of the film rental at the
time of the signing of the rental contracts
by exhibitors, at times months in advance
of play dates. I assume that you have been
quoted correctly.
I

Union) has met with
general approval in and out of the industry because it does two things
It secures the exhibitor against misappropriation of his money and it has a wholesome
tendency to stamp out the wildcat promoter from this industry, which has suffered altogether too long.
In conclusion, let me say that your atof every state in this

note

Determined

in

Asked Contract Be Modified.
This

is

purpose.
do not by any means give up the hope

firm
I

that you will see the injury which you are
causing to the company in whose employ

you

are.

Very

Must Obey New Y ork Law.
far as the state of New York is concerned I beg to assure you that the New
York state organization will make you live
up to both the letter and the spirit of the
law which imposes on you the duty of

As

keeping the advance payment moneys sep-

truly yours,

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS
OF AMERICA.
Sydney
Tuly

I

or distributor mobilizing the good-will of
the exhibitor, particularly so in view of
the resentment and antagonism that has
developed among exhibitors against certain producers and distributors.
Your intimation that I was seeking a
personal advantage is entirely unwarranted
as well as a barefaced misrepresentation.
Our correspondence will show that I personally notified you in writing in advance
of our conference that I would refuse
to do business with your organization, as
long as you persisted in exacting the entire
amount of the film rental more than seven
days in advance of the actual play dates,
at my theatres.

of

America, regardless of any other controversies they may have with other producing
concerns, will always have time to meet
problems such as you present, and as their
leader I assure you that no slur will ever
in the slightest degree turn me from this

not written with a view to pro-

any discussion that

might have
had with you, for neither my time nor my
taste will permit it.
So let me review
for you exactly what happened:
I
asked you to modify the provisions
of the contract issued by the United Artists Corporation for the playing of their
productions,
which exacted the entire
amount of the rental price in advance
on the signing of the contracts by the exhibitor.
I
advised you that if you were
to do this, it would (in my opinion) be of
great help and assistance to the organization you represent, because the opportunity
is presented at this time of some producer
tracting

Right Conditions.

to

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners

comments

21,

S.

Cohen, President.

1920.

P. S.

my

In view of your statement in reply to
letter to Mr. Griffith, that the correspond-

ence between your organization and Tom
Boland, of Oklahoma City, speaks for itself
and the statement that your hands are
clean, carrying the intimation that Mr.
Boland’s are not, I am hereith enclosing
copy of letter sent by Mr. Boland to
Ralph Talbot, member of the executive
committee of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners

of America, and

I

want you

to

know

resent the intimation on your part relative to Mr. Boland.
Oklahoma City, Okla, July 3, 1920.
Mr. Ralph Talbot,
I

President Oklahoma Theatre Owners and
Managers Association, Tulsa, Oxla.
Dear Mr. Talbot:
As a member of the executive board I
wish to call your attention to a recent
act of the United Artists in this territory.
I, as you know, have always used their
service, and price has never been entered
into, as they have always been fair to me,
and it was just a question of dates.
Four weeks ago, while in Dallas, their
manager, Mr. Luckett, called me to his
office

and booked me “Mollycoddle” and

“Suds,” giving me dates and forwarding me
all paper.
He advised me that he would forward me
contracts at a later date, which he has
done on other occasions.
As you know, I was called East, and
when I returned, three days before showing
of picture, I learned that contracts had not
arrived, but that all paper had been put

out and advertising man had billed it heavily.
I called up the Dallas office and they
informed me they had contracts from New
York that were signed by another man
who was building in Oklahoma City.
Now, Ralph, my point is this. The fact
of losing a picture is a second consideration,
as the party they sold it to cannot get
open this year, but I felt that someone
should have advised me that J was not
going to get the picture, and not allow me
to go on and advertise it and never say a
word. The fact is, if we hadn’t called up

about it, they would never mention it, and
allowed me to have a dark house on July 4.
I am asking that you call a meeting as
soon as possible that we may take some
action, as I expect to see this through.
Again, I have some legislative matters to
take up with the board.
Hoping your business is good and with
best wishes,

I

am
Very

truly yours,

TOM

New York

H.

BOLAND.

M. Club Has
Its Annual Outing and Games
HE New York City F.
L. M. Club

T

F.

I.

L.

I.

annual outing at Glenwoodon-the-Sound on Saturday, July 17.
About 300 exchangemen, exhibitors and
friends motored to the Karatsonis Inn
where refreshments were served. Then
Harry Buxbaum, captain of sports, announced the program.
held

its

First came the game of baseball between
exchangemen and a selected team of exhibitors, captained and managed by Wil-

liam Brandt, Brooklyn’s prominent exhibitor and president of the Film Board of
Trade.
The official scorekeeper, Murray
Beier, announced the exchangemen as victors and President I. S. Chadwick of the
club presented the winners with a hand-

some silver cup donated by himself.
Then came a series of athletic contests
with the following results: Winners of
girls’ race, under 12 years, Louis Rosenbluh’s daughters, both first and second
prizes (the judges were unable to distinguish between Marion and Dorothy and
the placing is referred to their parents)
100 yard dash, Jack Goldstein; women’s
baseball throwing, first, Anna Ziering; second, Marion Rosenbluh; fat man’s race, 250
pounds minimum, first, Louis Weinberg;
second, Sam Zierler; third, L. Schneider;
50 yard dash for

A. Abeles;

exchange managers,

second, Philip

first,

Meyer; three-

legged race, first, Mr. and Mrs. Proofs;
second, J. A. Lee and Marjorie Hoy.
Hop race, first, Harry Brandt; second,
George Schaefer; shoe race, first, A1 Mackler;
second, George Offner; pig-a-back,
first, Harry Buxbaum and Dorothy Doll
second, L. T. Kutinsky and H. Samwick
women’s relay race, married versus single,
first, Miss M. Godwin; second, Mrs. Kaufman; tug of war, won by the exchangemen.
The prizes were donated by S. R. Kent,
A1 Lichtman, Frank Chamberlain, Thomas

Meighan, Harry Buxbaum, all of Famous
Players-Lasky L. Chadwick, Merit Film
Corporation; L. Rosenbluh, Fox Film;
Her.ry Siegel, Select Pictures; Bill Raynor,
Pathe; “Izzy” Simmons, Independent Masterfilms
S.
Eckman,
Goldwyn
Hoy
Agency; Realart Pictures; Charles Rosensweig, Universal; F. J. Orr, Metro; Joe
;

;

;

Partridge, Vitagraph.
Jans Pictures donated the programs and Siebel Print Company gave all the printing, while Peter
Siebel was master of ceremonies.
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Promising $500,000 Product Soon
Victor Kremer Asks Independents
to Give Him Their Uni ted Support
sentation,

ECLARING

that in the future he will
all his efforts as an independent producer and distributor,
’Victor Kremer, president of Victor Kremer,
Inc., has issued an important statement, reviewing past accomplishments and indicating the company’s policy as it now makes

D

who

has started on a country-

trip with sample prints of early reHe carleases, the courtesy of the trade.
ries with him ‘Voices,’ as well as other subjects, not forgetting ‘Screen Smiles,’ the
snappy half-reel selection of brightest bits

wide

concentrate

of

debut with brand new product. The
statement is in part as follows
“The independent desires to remain his
own master. He must have more product,

newspaper wits of the day.”

its

better product, best product. The summer
season gives us all a breathing spell. Those
now big among independent producers will
grow bigger; those smaller will become
big. As far as I am personally concerned
I have set a mark for my high calling in
this industry and am straining all efforts to
reach it. I have no fear but that I shall accomplish all that I have set out to do.
“I have directed my publicity department
to always bear in mind that ‘Truth in Advertising’ is our motto, slogan and code.
I fully bear in mind that no matter how
good advertising may be, it can only be as
good as the product it advertises. As I can
only succeed with the right product, it. is
of paramount importance that, entering
into the era of independence, the sacred•ness of the slogan, ‘Truth in Advertising’
be always borne in mind.

Have Closed Large

*

“I have succeeded beyond expectations
in my efforts to present independent product of the highest order. I have concluded
several large deals, and with those now

pending, product worth more than $500,000
will be offered in time for the season now
opening, and before January 1, 1921, I
should be able to double the output.

“Here I desire to make it
not merely the quantity of product but preeminently its quality which is necessary to
supply the demand. For instance, in presenting ‘Voices,’ the six-reel production
with which Victor Kremer, Inc., is opening
its campaign, I am sanguine that my claims
for it are in accordance with my own instructions to the publicity department.
“A trade paper advertising campaign, as
well as a general campaign of great scope,
will

it

is

be initiated to make the
series of five-reel westerns as

forthwith

star of

my

popular as any appearing on the screen
and the star is brand new so far as

•today,

motion pictures are concerned. The quality
of these westerns, which will not be surpassed by any on the market, and this star
will make them supremely successful, both
for exhibitors now obliged to contract with
producer-exhibitors and for myself.
“Of course, this is my debut with brand

new
still

product. There is plenty of territory
open for Victor Kremer, Inc., output.

I say

now

that, considering the position

I

have taken, it is up to the independents to
respond fully and heartily by supporting

me

Promises are plenty,
to their utmost.
talk is cheap, action is the only thing that
counts. I have promised, I have talked, I
have acted.

Will Open Branches Only If Compelled.
“Victor Kremer, Inc., will have its prodnet shown in every town and hamlet in the
country. It is not the company’s desire to
open a chain of exchanges. I wish to make
it very plain that only if I am obliged to
shall I open exchanges. The few exchanges

under

my

control
preservation, and

Supporting “Snub” Pollard, the “pint
sized” comedian, in his latest Rolin Comedy,
“Call a Taxi,” released by Pathe July 25, is
a beauty chorus of real Indian belles. Since
the recent successes of

many

fair redskins

on the musical comedy and dramatic stage,
Alf Goulding, the director, determined to
make an innovation in pictures and secure
the real thing in Wild West pulchritude for
the latest comedy. Assisting Pollard in his
comedy efforts are Marie Mosquini, Eddie

Boland and “Sunshine Sambo.”

Victor Kremer.

iiiiiiiiMiiMMiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimmiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiMmiiiiMtimiiimiiiniiMiiimiriiiiMiiiiimimmiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiimiiHimiiiiiiiiiimiiiimmiiitin^

How Hodkinson

Regards Deposit System;
Exhibitors Resent Only Abuse of Money

A

NSWERING

request from John s.
of the executive
committee of the Motion Picture The-

Evans,

a

a

member

Owners’ of America, that he define his
stand on the deposit system, W. W. Hodkinson, president of the corporation which
bears his name, has outlined his ideas
atre

Deals.

plain that

Comedy

Indian Beauties in Rolin

:

had to open for selfI
hope it will not be
to break into other terriI

necessary for me
tories.
“I bespeak for H. H. Yudkin, our repre-

clearly

and

fully.

“At present,” said Mr. Hodkinson, “I
cannot consent to an arrangement which
would place me at a disadvantage by giving other companies the preference over
my own. In other words, while the deposit system continues to be observed generally I do not think that I ought to be
asked to discriminate against my own
company.”
Mr. Hodkinson’s letter to Mr. Evans
opens with a history of how deposits came
into being. The introduction of a bond or
deposit, he said, was due to an honest and
necessary effort to raise the prestige of the
motion picture, to widen its field of operation, to increase its prosperity and to lay
solid and permanent foundations for the
future. Under those conditions a cash deposit was first required, and Mr. Hodkinson believes today as he did then that the
deposit was entirely within reason.
“From the very start,” he said, “I felt

whenever cash deposits were offered
bonds they ought to be considered
the nature of trust money. All money

that

in lieu of

in

on deposit with

me

to

secure the

fulfill-

ment of contracts was kept separate and
distinct from all other assets of the company.

I have stood for this principle at
times. Everything was done to facilitate the bonding of exhibitors, but as a
rule they preferred to put up their cash.
“In conclusion, let me say that in my
judgment the protest of the exhibitor
all

against deposits is not and never has been
due to any unwillingness on his part to
furnish a reasonable guarantee for the execution of fair and legitimate contracts.
His resentment, I take it, is directed
against the abuse of his deposits.”

Beatrice

Burnham

to

titled “When Johnny
Came Marching Home,” Freddie Fralick,

the

r

for

E

More Prints

of Comedies

ducational film corporation

week placed with its laboratories
what it says is the largest order for
comedy prints ever given, resulting from
the unusual demand for prints that have
come from its exchanges in the principal
last

-

distributing centers of the United States.
One of the policies adopted when Educational decided to enter the field and to
provide its own distribution system was
that the exhibitor should be given every
opportunity to view the pictures before
booking them. It has required the greatest diplomacy to retain these prints in the
exchanges for this purpose, so insistent has
been the demand for their public exhibition. The big order just placed is to afford
the various exchanges additional prints of
the comedies, the Bruce Scenics, Chester-

Outings and other series.
Additional demand on the prints already
in the exchanges is reported through exhibitors desiring to extend the runs on
these comedies and to repeat them at a
Reports have been received at
later date.
the home office only on “A Fresh Start,”
the first of the Mermaid Comedies, and
“Four Times Foiled,” the initial Chester
Comedy, both of which have already had
several runs of two weeks at prominent
theatres.

Exchanges are now
of the
leans,

territories

in operation in all
except Dallas, New Or-

Denver and Salt Lake City, and
these will be opened soon. Arrangements
for the exchanges in Canada will be announced within a few days. Prints of the

Mermaid and Torchy

series,

on which Edu-

controls the foreign rights,
being prepared for shipment abroad.
cational

are

— —
I

comedy, tentatively

casting director, announces

Beatrice Burnham, winsome
y oung feminine lead.

ot

Educational Places Big Order

Lead

After a studio-wide search for a suitable
leading woman to play opposite Douglas
MacLean in his latest Thomas H. Ince

Ince

quisition

and talented

ac-

am

the Latin-American

Newsboy.

MY BEST SELLER IS THE
MAGAZINE YOU NEED.
READ MY STORY ON
PAGE

602
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Talks A bout

Stock Acting
Metros “The Price of Redemption

Bert Lytell
HERE

have been students who have
actors, and actors who have
students. Bert Lytell belongs
And for a very good
to the latter class.
reason he didn’t have any choice in the
matter. Fate decreed that he should jump
in and p'lay a leading juvenile part at short
notice and at an age when he might reasonably have pleaded the excuse that he
had promised to play first base with the
boys over in Hogan’s lot and the gang
wouldn’t let him off.
But he knew that he couldn’t get by with
such an excuse. Having a father who owns
a stock company has its advantages when
one is fired with an ambition to become a
second Jack Barrymore or Willie Collier,
chief of which is the certainty that early and
often one will be given that coveted chance
to act which is the burning desire of all
stage struck youths. Bert Lytell became an
actor as a matter of course and knew the
mysteries of prompt books, make-up boxes,
fly galleries and bill trunks before he was
out of knee breeches.
He probably didn’t realize that most of
the acting he saw was rough hewn work;
but he did know that it was true to form.
If he had thought about the matter at all he
would have comprehended that the mem-

T

become
become

—
„

EDWARD WEITZEL.

By

actors, and the company for which he
works does not object to seeing its star's
popularity grow beautifully less.”
“When did you discover that an actor
must always remain a student of acting?”
was my next leading question.

“When

appeared in a production for the
first time and found out that the longer I
played my part the more I saw in it and
was able to convey to the audience,” said
Mr. Lytell.
I

—

“And the audience itself is it not this
personal contact with the jnen and women
the actor wishes to reach that gives the
stage taught thespian an advantage over
the actor with limited screen experience.”
Like every other art, acting has
“Yes.
a long list of ‘don’ts’ and they must be
learned as well as the sure fire tricks of
the trade. If you are arguing with a man
and find that your convictions and your
manner of putting them do not convince
him you go at it all the harder and keep
hammering away

until you see that you
have accomplished your object. A play is
an argument, and when you are acting one

of the parts you are not trying to convince
the persons on the stage with you but the
audience, that is both judge and jury. You
know instantly when you have failed to do
this at any point in your performance, and
the next night you try to do something
different in the way of a look or an intonation or a piece of business, and you keep

on trying until you feel the response come
over the footlights that tells you you have
succeeded.”
“I understand that you play a strong
dramatic role in your next release, ‘The
Price of Redemption.’”
“The story has been taken from I. A. R.
Wylie’s novel, ‘The Temple of the Dawn,’
and my character is that of a young English officer, who is accused of murdering
his wife’s father. A misunderstanding with
his wife and a chance to escape arrest
send him back to India, where he is known
as a brave soldier. Here he becomes a slave
to drink and to the drug habit, his rise from
degradation following.”
“The character is quite as dramatic as
the one you acted in ‘The Right of Way,’
I should say.”
Mr. Lytell agreed that such was the
case.

bers of the company were too limited as
to time to round off and polish their characters after the method of the actor who
plays one part for three years, but he knew
they never failed to make an audience
understand instantly the thing they were
expected to convey; atvd so he followed
their way of doing things in his first attempts at acting as unquestionably as he
had accepted instructions in table manners
at the family board.
“My .work was crude enough to correspond with my experience, of course,” explained Mr. Lytell as we sat in the Metro
publicity office and the actor who has played the most diversified round of parts of any
•of the company’s stars spoke of his early
training and made it clear that his ability to change from “Lombardi, Ltd ,” to
“The Right of Way” <^id not belong to the

chapter of accidents.

“What is the most valuable thing you
learned during your stock company training?” I asked.
“To appreciate the importance of being
able to delineate character,” was the reply.
all minor members of a stock company I was obliged to attempt all sorts of
parts and to present types of human beings
that were entirely different from my own
personality.”
“This, I take it, cannot be done successfully without close study of the character
given you.”
“I never knew a character, part that did
not repay the application of every ounce of
gray matter that was expended upon it,”
said Mr. Lytell. “Personality is a very necessary quality in an actor, of course, but
on the stage and also on the screen the
actor who cannot sink his own personality
and present a character that is distinct, in
keeping with its author’s intent and not a
strong reminder of himself, is badly handi-

“Like

capped.”
“Isn’t this

doubly true of the screen?”

“Yes, indeed!

On

the stage a star

may

keep on playing the same part for two or
three seasons. During that time a screen
actor will have made from eight to a
dozen pictures. The ability to vary his impersonations is absolutely necessary, unhe does not mind becoming an exponent of the tailor’s dummy school of

less

Bert Lytell rides over the
Classic,

'

The Come-Back.
down and out shoals

in his newest Metro Screen
“The Price of Redemption."

;
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Snappy News Secured from Sundry Sources
Cohen

Notifies Candidates

Screen Will Stay Neutral
LEARLY defining the desire of the

C

exhibitor to keep his screen neutral
on political questions, Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, has written the
following letter to the Republican and
Democratic candidates for president and
vice-president and the chairmen of both na-

committees
“At this time of the year, when parties
and candidates go before the people soliciting their suffrages, many unauthorized individuals go up and down the political world offering the screens of the country for the benefit of certain parties and
causes or certain candidates.
“We would like to have you know that
the motion picture screens of the country
belong entirely to the motion picture theatre owners, and that no manufacturer has
any right whatever to pledge our screens.
“Our screens have always been at the
disposal of the government for any cause
which benefits the general public, millions
of whom are our steady patrons.
“During the recent war, the screens of
the country were placed at the disposal
of the people. We are always willing to
give our screens to any cause which benetional

:

the public.
“This letter is written to you for the
purpose of putting you on guard against
the men who pledge the motion picture
screens without our consent, without our
knowledge and against our vigorous profits

*

test.”

Cleveland Operators

New Wage

Scale Based on Admission Fee

N

July 19, a new wage scale for operators was submitted to all the motion picture and vaudeville theatres
in Cleveland, by the Cleveland local.
The increases in the scale were the largest ever presented.
The present agrement calls for 80 cents an hour in all theatres.
The new scale is a sliding one, the
amounts asked ranging up to $1.55 cents
an hour. The basis of the scale is the
admission prices of the theatres. In other
words, the higher the admission price at a
theatre, the more money an hour it pays
the operators.
Double time is asked for
on Sundays and holidays.
The cost of screening is increased from
35 cents a reel to 50 cents.
The exhibitors’ association plans to take
the matter up at its first meeting, which
will be about July 25.
The increase asked
for was a big surprise.

O

intimated that he will resign in the near
future.
It is the intention of the authorities to appoint men to succeed them who
will devote their whole attention to moving
picture matters.

The censor department in the Province
has reached large proportions. No less than
comprising approximately 8,000,were examined by the Quebec Board during the past year, it is reported, and those in charge of the work
found that they were pressed for time. The
plan to engage new men who will do nothing else but examine pictures has received
the general approval of exhibitors and
8,000 reels,

000 feet of film,

others.

Middle States Headquarters
for Loew Open in Cleveland
ENERAL OFFICES for the Marcus

G

Quebec Board of Censors Will
Devote Entire Time to Films
HE Board of Moving Picture Censors
for the Province of

Quebec has been
reorganized, according to an official
announcement by the Provincial Government. Sheriff Lemieux of Montreal, original chairman of the board, which has operated at Montreal for a number of years,
has stepped out and the man whom he recommended as his successor has been appointed for the post. This is M. de Roussy
de Sales, a native Frenchman who has resided in Montreal for the past thirty years.
M. de Sales will devote his whole time to
the censoring of pictures for Quebec.
Announcement has also been made that
M. J. Walsh, also an original member of
the Quebec Board, has resigned as well,
while the third member, Maxwell Sinn, has

Loew

Middle States Disopened in Cleveland
August 1. They will be located on the second floor of the Euclid Theatre Building
and will be headquarters for Fred Desberg,
general representative; Jack Kuhn, district
manager, and M. A. Malaney, advertising
and publicity manager.
These offices will be maintained at this
location until the new State Theatre is
completed, when they will be removed to
that building. There special arrangements
will be made for the permanent headtrict,

theatres,

be

will

quarters.

Announcement

is

also

made

of

the ap-

pointment of Fred Desberg, of Cleveland,

to

be general representative for Loew, Inc.,
of New York and Loew’s Ohio Theatres,
Inc., of Cleveland.
Mr. Desberg is an attorney and is giving up his law practice to
devote all his time to the Loew theatres,
in which he is financially interested.
At
present he has supervision over the Loew
theatres in Rochester and Buffalo, N. Y.
in Cleveland and Toledo, and those building in Akron and other cities of the state.
Bookings for these Loew theatres will be
made at the Cleveland headquarters, in
conjunction with N. M. Schenck, general

manager

of

Loew,

Inc.,

New

York.

All

other business arrangements will be made
in these office.s, as well as the placing of all
advertising.
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I
|

|

HARGED

with having violated a
resolution passed to discontinue
all
business
relations
wPth
United Artists “until our request has
been granted,” a resolution adopted
at seven different meetings, sixteen
California exhibitors have been ex-

1

pelled from membership in the Theatre Owners’ Association according
to a letter received from the associa-

|

tion’s

|
1

|
|
|

|
|

1
|

Los Angeles.
The exhibitors dropped from the
rolls are O. H. Anderson, Savoy Theheadquarters

W. J. Jensen,
W. McKinney, Play-

house; E. A. Thompson, Olympus; J.
A. Van Dyke, Rose; G. P. Walker,
Colonial; E. L. Wertheim, Rosebud;
L.

Tullv,

Elite;

J.

P.

W. Young,

Swickard.
Globe; all

|
1

Fullerton.

1

of

Los Angeles

C.

;

;

;

California in years occurred at Fresno on July 1, when the Kinema Theatre was destroyed with a loss of almost
$100,000. The blaze started in the operating
room in some manner that has -not been
explained, and as soon as the seriousness
of the situation was apparent Manager
John Purkett walked to the front of the
house and announced that owing to trouble
with the projection machines the show

could not proceed.
Only about 350 persons were in the theatre, it being the noon hour, and all filed out
without realizing their danger. The building was quickly enveloped in flames, and
despite the efforts of the firemen was soon
gutted.
Six firemen were injured during
the course of the fire.
Harry C. Wolff, the operator, was burned
when he attempted to put out the fire in
the booth and narrowly escaped with his
life.
The theatre was operated by the
Kehrlein interests, who also have a house
at Oakland.

Help Clubwomen Promote Good,
Clean Pictures, Urges Thomas

V

OTES

for

many

women
places

will

soon be

a fact.

already.
Offer to co-operate with the
en’s Club in your city to promote clean
pictures.
Do it before state censorship
comes and it is too late,” is the warning
uttered by H. M. Thomas, recently manager of the Rialto Theatre, Omaha, Neb.,
and now director manager for forty Paramount-Artcraft houses in the leading cities
of Canada.
In

is

it

a

fact

Wom-

What

brings about Mr. Thomas’ warning
word he has received saying that Mrs.
Guy Blanchard, chairman of the motion

is

picture section under the civics department
of the General Federation of Women’s
Clubs, the leading women’s organization
of America, is radical on the subject. Advice to Mr. Thomas is that Mrs. Blanchard
“believes that nothing is worth working
for but state censorship.”
Mr. Thomas has for years co-operated
with the motion picture committee of the

Mrs. W. S. Mcin Omaha.
chairman of that section of the

Omaha

Club,

declares
in

he has helped her
Omaha pictures

keeping

clean.
It

was Mrs. McKnight who wrote to Mr.
her return from the recent

Thomas upon

|

General Conference of Women’s Clubs of

|

America held at Des Moines, Iowa, warning him of the danger of state censorship
which is threatened through the motion
picture chairman of the General Confer-

1

|
|
|

ence.

1

in

A. Howe, Regent
Theatre, Riverside; R. S. Jensen, Palace Grand, Glendale Lewis & Byrd,
Neptune, Venice J. V. Spaugh, Euclid,
Ontario, and H. L. Wilbur, Rialto,

1

1

|
§
|

T.

|

|

|

|

University; C.

T

wonderfully

atre; C. E. Davis, Star;

|

|

|

Theatorium; R.

|

Fresno Kinema Theatre Burns
After Small Audience Exits
HE most disastrous theatre fire in

Knight,

Expels Sixteen Members

C

iniiiMmiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiMniiiiniMnnnniiii

Women’s Club

California Association

|

T
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|
1

1
|
|

|

|
|
|
|

Canadians Send Cameraman Abroad
W. H. Bird, cameraman of the Pathescope of Canada, Limited, has left on five
months’ tour of the Orient during which
he will visit Japan, China, Korea and the
Island of Formosa. This is the first time
that an extensive trip in foreign lands has
been arranged by a Canadian moving picture company and the pictures that Mr.
Bird will take are intended primarily for
presentation in Canada.
One of the important events that Bird will
cover will be the great Sunday School convention in Tokio next October which will
be attended by many of the missionaries in
the Far East.
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Visual Instruction Advocates Score
Heavily at Educational Convention

T
15

HE

first

Academy

convention of the National
of Visual Instruction,

took place

and

16,

was

in

which

Madison, Wis., July

a distinct success as far as

And, inpresent were concerned.
was a success from more than the
standpoint of enjoyment of Madison’s hosrather, of
the
hospitality,
the
pitality
great unversity of which Madison has the
honor and the good fortune to have in her
midst it was a success on the ground of
interchange of thought on the most vital
question in educational circles today that
it

there was not a

—

—

of visual instruction.

The Academy of Visual Instruction, which
came into being in Ann Arbor, Mich., several months ago, after the birth of the
germinal idea at the N. E. A. meet in Cleveland last February, attracted to its first
“get-together” men from some of the leading colleges, universities and educational
institutions of the country, who enjoyed to
the full chats and rambles over the campus
of their neighbor university when the busy
sessions of addresses and discussions gave
breathing space.
President Acted as Host.

moment when

ganization, and chief of the Bureau of
Visual Instruction of the University of
Wisconsin, was the acting host of the occasion and saw to it that his guests were
made acquainted, not only with the beauties of the city of Madison, but with the
splendidly systemized machinery of the
visual instruction department of the University of Wisconsin.
From the viewing of its vault for films,
located in one of the oldest buildings on
the university grounds, and directly over
an old well which was used as an observatory before the installation of more modern facilities for the study of astronomy,
to the nicely equipped laboratory for the
developing and printing of moving picture
films and its well-governed executive department, from which visual aids of all
kinds are distributed throughout the state,

the admira-

was not

evi-

Exhibits Attracts Attention.

deal of attention, as did also the commercial exhibits consisting of projection machines and films. Acme, De Vry, Fitzpatrick-McElroy, all of Chicago, exhibited projectors.

The Ray Smith Company, of Milwaukee,
demonstrated the virtues of the Power
machine, and the Exhibitors Supply Company, also of Milwaukee, looked to the interests of Simplex.
Producers of educational films, eager to
add their mite both to the enjoyment and
enlightenment of the members of the Academy, loaned a number of picked subjects for
the purpose.

Text and Film Together.
a

Glacier,”

which

of visual instruction films, combining the
qualities of text and film in one, as it were,
by alternating scenes of actual glacier formation as snapped by the camera with

others in which an instructor indicated by
means of clever chalk drawings the growth
and development of the glacier, illustrating
cause and effect.
Facts.

"The Mystery of Space,” from the ScienEducation Corporation of Brooklyn,

tific

New York City, received an enthusiastic
welcome for its effective visualizing of astronomical facts. The Prizma color portrayal of the terrors of “Kilauea,” was a
startling revelation to those who had not
before had an opportunity of viewing this

of National

Academy

of the University

canic phenomenon.

“The Mysteries of Snow,” “Hello Mars”
and “Signaling to Mars,” from the Bray
studios, were hailed as rare additions to the
scientific film library. “The Human Blood,”
a film made by Charles Herm, of the Muof Natural History,

New York

City,

and an X-Ray film from the General Electric Company, were notable subjects of the
program.
Slow Motion Study.
There was also a slow motion study from
the Bray studios called “Checking Up the
Umpire,” and “Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm” was shown as illustrative of the best
class of feature film.

A

film called “Milk,
Nature’s Perfect Food,” was prefixed by a
motion picture study of the inventor of
the Babcock test, which, by the way, is one
of the many subjects which are now being
made and preserved by the visual instruction departments of the University Extension for the enlightenment of future generations.

The convention was called not alone as
means of stabilizing the purpose of the
National Academy of Visual Instruction
a

belongs to the geography course now in
preparation by the Society for Visual Education, afforded a new idea in the making

Visualizing Astronomical

remarkable camera study of Hawaii’s vol-

seum

Educational exhibits placed in the University Extension Building attracted a great

“The Development of

William H. Dudley, president of the or-

Group of Members

MAC DONALD

tion and interest of the guests
dent.

—

Photographed on the steps

I.

14,

those

deed,

MARGARET

By
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its membership, but as a
of providing an opportunity for an
interchange of ideas on the part of those
experienced in the use of visual aids in
teaching, for a centralizing of effort’ in
stimulating the production of the right
kind of films, slides and other visual aids
for use in the schools, with the hope of

and strengthening

means

placing in more concrete form the needs
of visual education.
Vital Questions Discussed.

During the three days of the convention
interesting papers were read and
questions of vital interest were discussed.
It was to be expected that much would be
read and spoken that was not new, and
only a few high spots were touched.
To the outsider, however, there was a
great deal of interest to be found in the
illumination of methods of visual instruction which are used in connection with the

many

of Vis ual Instruction and Staff of Extension Division
Extension Building at Madison, Wis., during first convention of association.

—
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in the public
schools, in community centers, in industrial
institutions and elsewhere.
It was indeed gratifying to the Academy
that men from every branch of the work

of the Milwaukee Public Museum, spoke on
the value of actual specimens for use in
visual instruction, also on gifts and loans

gathered during these three memorable
days at the University of Wisconsin, eager
to tell their experiences in the field and
to make suggestions with a view to the
more efficient use of visual aids, and the
hurrying of that day when the many tangles in the way of a wider and more felicitous production and distribution of all
kinds of aids to visual instruction will have
been removed.

alive,

University Extension Service

of the points which was made distinctly clear by J. H. Wilson, of the Department of Visual Instruction of the Detroit public schools, was that the Academy
should not be a producing institution, but
a clearing house of fundamental ideas.

One

Propounds Three Big Questions.

W. Stepherd, of the University of
J.
Texas, placed three interesting questions
which were left to the consideration of his
hearers. What is the function of pictures?
Just
Is there a danger in visual education?
what is the function of imagery in mental
He also told of an interesting
activity?
test which had been made in teaching with
film as against the tuition of the teacher.
R. E. Offenbauer, principal of the high
school, Lima, Ohio, recommended summer

sessions on visual instruction for teachers.
J. W. Scroggs, director of the Extension
Division of the University of Oklahoma,
believed that the danger in visual instruction lay in competition with the theatre.
E. F. Biddle thought that pictures, to
be of use, should appeal to the emotions
and are valueless unless they stimulate action.
He illustrated his point by referring
to an instance in which his five-year-old
child was taken to see the “Passion Play.”
She was much disturbed by the scene
where Jesus is flogged and insisted on asking why they whipped Jesus.

Grant Makes Interesting Speech.

One

most interesting addresses of
the convention was made by Dudley Hays
Grant, of the Department of Extension
of the

He told
of the public schools of Chicago.
of sixty-four community centers which are
carried on in conjunction with the public
schools of Chicago, and which cater to the

elementary minds of
tion work,” he said,

adults. “Americaniza“is distinctly the work

of community centers. And let me tell you
there are thousands of persons in our land

who

are not foreigners but whose minds
are blank on the real meaning of Americanization.”
He spoke also of the preparation of pupils in the schools for entering the world’s
work. His subject, by the way, was “The
Sources and Values of Industrial Films.”
Industrial films, according to Mr. Hays,
provide a basic insight into the industrial
world; they show how the fundamental
they innecessities of life are produced
still into the minds of both children and
adults the vast importance of production
and drive home the fact that non-production leads to destruction.
He believes that twenty-five per cent, of
the time used in teaching can be saved by
the use of visual aids that the noon hour
should be used for relaxation and never
for visual instruction
and last, but not
least, that the National Academy of Visual
Instruction should have a clearing house
committee and that producers are ready
and willing to produce what is needed if
requirements are made clear to them.
C. E. Bateholts, of the General Electric
Company of Schenectady, N. Y., stated that
his company had 1,000,000 feet of film in
distribution, and advocated a clearing house
under the jurisdiction of the Academy.
C. R. Toothacker, of the Commercial Museum of Philadelphia, and Dr. L. D. Peaslee,
;

;

;

made by museums.
Peaslee spoke of making museums
of the building of exhibits showing
animals in their natural haunts, and of
teaching children to read animals, and of
Dr.

teaching them

Work

how

to see.

of Federal Government.

Of infinite value was the information
given by F. W!. Perkins, of the moving picture division of the Department of Agri-

“The federal government,” said
camera eyes everywhere. The
camera follows the flag.” Motion pictures
are made by the Signal Corps and the
Reclamation Service, which includes, mines,
culture.
he, “has

engineering, agricultural, medical,
etc. There are no funds, however, for projection, and many of these films are handled through the Bureau of
Education,
which has in its possession 8,000,000 feet of
film, 4,000 only of which is in circulation
through the extension service of the vaparks,

rious states.

Ernest

Crandall, director of lectures
instruction in the New York
City public schools, was hot present, but
sent a valuable paper which was read by
B. A. Halway, of the visual instruction department of the University of South Caro-

and

L.

visual

lina.

He is of the opinion that the teacher has
been inclined to follow rather than lead
the motion picture; that they have too long
accepted what offered itself without making any demands. The most important fact
stated by him read as follows
“Once the
producer sees that we have a steady grip
on our subject, he will readily sense the
market that will be created. At present
they sense the need of a link between
:

them and the educator-— the consumer and
the producer. The producer should be free

open competition, and as soon as the
needs of the schools can be ascertained an
organization
entirely
apart
should
be
formed to act as a clearing house.” His
slogan seemed to be, “Let us get busy
we have waited too long.”
to

Gave Illuminative Address.

W. H. Dudley, chief of the bureau of visual instruction of the University of Wisconsin, gave an illuminative address on what
the University Extension divisions of the
country are doing to supply schools and
welfare agencies with visual instruction.
The chart method of teaching and the value
of care in the use of type used in the printing on charts, that they may be read from
the farthest corner of the room, was handled by K. L. Hatch, director of the agricultural extension, University of Wisconsin.
The Rev. R. Ernest Akin, of Louisville,
gave an interesting address on the use of
the feature film in the church. In his Sunday evening service he runs the film first,
and then talks only five or seven minutes
on the lesson which is to be gathered therefrom. This method he has found useful in
increasing his Sunday night attendance.
Visual instruction in community work in

North Carolina was covered by W. C.
Crosby, of the University of North Carolina, and Mrs. Claire S. Thomas.
G. E. Condra, State Conservation and
Surveys, Lincoln, Neb., gave not only a
valuable and interesting address on the
production of educational films and other
visual instruction aids in the universities,
but also demonstrated the properl}’’ synchronized film lecture. This latter was one
of the most interesting demonstrations of
the convention.
In his address he dwelt at length on the
necessity for careful and painstaking production and systematized effort in the photographic departments, rather than haphazard methods. He advocated the placing
of visual instruction bureaus in the hands
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men of stability of purpose, who are prepared to see the work through to the end

of

that something lasting and beneficial may
be evolved.
In reading and commenting on a paper
prepared by G. J. Zehrung, International
Committee of the Y. M. C. A., New York
City, who himself was absent, Mr. Schlichter, also in the employ of that organization,
dwelt in an interesting manner on industrial films which “make men realize their
contribution to the world and to humanity,” and added many interesting facts in
connection with the welfare work of the
Y. M. C. A., for which, unfortunately, we
have not space at this time.

Governor Philip Speaks.
It

would be impossible

to close this rather
long account of one of the most significant
events in the history of visual education
and of the moving picture film, without alluding to the splendid addresses made at
the Thursday evening’s banquet, at the
Madison Club, by Governor E. L. Philip, of
Wisconsin, and P. P. Claxton, United States
Commissioner of Education.

One

of

Governor

Philip’s

most striking

statements was, “We must insist that the
movies be historically correct and sentimentally pure.”
He said also
“Today
there is a tendency toward the nude. The
normal' man has to draw upon his imagination to be able to see any clothes on
some of the actresses.” And again: “I say,
ladies and gentlemen, that the time has
come when something must be done
:

through state administration. The effect
of the movie on our children should receive the attention of the parents and educators of the country.
own view is a
national censorship, which would not interfere too much with the business of the

My

producer.”

Following

were

emy

his closing remarks,
to the effect that the National

which
Acadfor Visual Instruction “might grow,

and so spread its influence over all the
world,” G. E. Condra, of the University of
Nebraska,

sprang to

his

feet

and asked

that as a tribute to Governor Philip he be
voted the first honorary member of the

academy.

Made Honorary Members.
In asking for the vote, Mr.

“We

have

Condra

said:

heard not only from a polistatesman a man who speaks
the language of educated men and women.

—

tician but a

When we

receive such expressions of cooperation from state administrators as this,
I can say we are making progress.”
Professor W. H. Lighty, secretary of correspondence, study department of the University Extension Division, acted as toastmaster, and next introduced Commissioner
Claxton, who said
“Education is not confined to the school room, nor is it over at
the end of a college career. It is not like
electricity, which you can store up in a battery and let it run out at will.”
“Education,” he continued, “does noi;
come out of books alone. So far as the
school is concerned, it only interprets the
experiences of others.
The text-book
words do not give the living experiences,
the moving picture does.”
He spoke also of his dream of governmental distribution of films, of the appropriation that had been made for this purpose, and of its subsequent withdrawal. He
believes, however, that Congress is ripe for
suggestion along this line at the present
time.
Mr. Claxton was made the second
honorary member of the Academy.
At the close of the banquet an exhibition
of outdoor projection was given at the rear
of the clubhouse by the newest innovation
in the projection world, a De Vry projector.
The exhibition was given by A. E. Gundelach, representing the De Vry corporation,
and E. G. Huhn, of the Atlas Educational
:

Film Company.
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Cromelin Finds Surplus of Pictures
for Number of Theatres in France
OMPLETING
C
a

successful

nine-

mouths’ trip through the film regions
of Continental Europe, during which
time he was in a position to observe conditions abroad, Paul H. Cromelin, president
and general manager of the Inter-Ocean
Film Corporation, arrived in New York on
July 17.
“Conditions

in

the various countries are

so different at the present time that it is
difficult to generalize,” said Mr. Cromelin,
when asked for an expression of opinion

regarding conditions abroad. “In England
the recovery since the war has been re-

markably rapid, and things are assuming
the normal much more quickly than in most
of the continental countries.

The adverse

conditions naturally makes it
more difficult for the British buyer to invest in American films, but this does not
stand in the way of business if the films
are good and are the kind that are wanted.

exchange

Room

for

Many More

Theatres.

“The principal problem confronting the
film business in England is the length of
time between the first trade showing of a
new production and its release date in the

uncommon

for
bookings to be made from sixteen to eighteen months ahead, and this, as can readily
be understood, is not a healthful condition.
“The theatres are well patronized and
the prices average higher than prevails
in the United States. The shows, generally
speaking, are not up to American standards.
theatres.

It

is

not

at

all

“There is room for several thousand addimotion picture houses in the United
Kingdom, but on account of the lack of
building materials, shortage and high price
of labor, and the necessity for providing
homes first, the authorities are withholding
permits and the construction of new motion
picture theatres is not looked upon with
tional

favor for the time being.
“In France there is a general complaint
because of the low prices which are being
paid by the theatres for the use of the
films, and the present condition of business
in France is not at all healthful.

May

of raw stock for which permission to import may be obtained.
“This tends to encourage the manufacture of French raw stock and the printing
of positive films from foreign negatives in
France, and discouraging if not entirely
debarring the shipment of positive prints
in quantities into that market.

Limit Importation.

“There are entirely too many pictures
available for the number of theatres to be
served, and remedial legislation has been
under consideration with a view to reducing the number of productions brought into
the Fiench market, limiting the quantity

German Market

Closed.

air of great hustle and
prosperity.
Brussels in particular has an
air of liveliness which is lacking in most
The Belof the continental cities today.
gians are buckling down to their problems

“Belgium gives an

and are making the most of the aid and assistance which has been gladly extended
from all sides.
“On account of the complete embargo
against the importation of motion pictures
into Germany, that market for the time
being is not of immediate interest to the
American manufacturer. It is a highly organized market, however, and the German
people, by reason of the manufacture within
their country of a high-grade raw stock and
the kind of pictures which they believe
their public at the present requires, is in
a large measure independent of the rest of

the world, and will doubtless eventually become one of the most important exporting
countries with whom we may have to compete.

“Most of the pictures made there until
are utterly unsuited for American

now

German people are so
clever at adapting themselves to the needs
of the markets which they are seeking to
enter, I have no doubt that later on, with
the aid of American directors, they will be
turning out pictures in Germany which will
have to be reckoned with seriously by the
American manufacturer in competing for
audiences, but the

world markets.
Austria Will Be Big Market.

“There
pictures

is

in

a

very lively interest

in

motion

countries which

I

visited,

the

notably the Austria-Hungarian monarchy,
and there will be a big market there eventually for American productions.
In all
probability the American picture will displace in a large measure the German and
Italian

productions

which

now dominate

that market.

“There is altogether a feeling of unsettledness and uncertainty on the continent.
The idea seems prevalent that the peace

which has been made

is

not a permanent

peace and that the conditions which have
been imposed by the victors on the vanquished will never be fulfilled.

“The changing exchange situation and
uncertainty as to the future makes it impossible for traders to look ahead long
enough to warrant their entering into longtime commitment contracts, which may
prove disastrous through no fault of their
own, but only due to changing or to varying conditions.
“This problem is the greatest bar today
to an immediate re-establishment of trade
conditions in many of the countries.
“Unless some solution of the exchange"
problem is found, the outlook for healthy,
continuous long distance commitments in
the development of our film trade with
the European countries is not encouraging.
If some method can be found by which the
exchange can be stabilized, then a betterment can be looked for, and every one
hopes that out of the meetings which will
follow the Spa Conference, some solution
may be found for an international adjustment of this problem.
“Referring to the pictures which are being generally shown in Germany and Austria today, and which are not suited for
our people, I feel pretty well convinced
that if the German public has the opportunity of seeing the up-to-date American
picture it will not be very long before the
fine work which is being done in the American studios will be demanded by the Germans.”

“Week-End”

Selling Fast

All over the country, but with heaviest
first
run bookings in the Middle West,,
the American adaptation of Cosmo Hamilton’s story, “The
fast sales record,

is making a
reports American.
The Isis at Kansas City and the Playhouse in Chicago, where this seasonable
attraction will be run for seven days, led
the way in a large number of advance
bookings.
The Strand at Long Beach,
Egypt of Fort Worth, Palace of New Or-

leans,

den

in

Alamo

Week-End,”

of Atlanta

New York

and Japanese Gar-

City have followed suit.

“The Woman He Chose”
The Mickey Film Corporation has sold'
the rights of “The Woman He Chose” for
eastern Missouri and southern Illinois to
the Independent Film Exchange of St,
Louis.

Exhibitors Will Soon Start Leading Their Audiences in Three “Rays” for “The Invisible Ray.”
Scenes from “The Invisible Ray” serial, starring Jack Sherrill and Ruth Clifford, which will be distributed by
Joan Film Sales Company.
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METRO’S
Latest Special Production

“The
Featuring

Misfit

Wife”

ALICE LAKE and

a

Notable Cast
destined to equal the popularity of
“Shore Acres," Miss Lake’s recent Metro

is

release.

July

31,

1920

July

31,
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Policy Changes in Theatres Everywhere

Are Shown in New First National Survey

M

ANY

important changes in booking
policies, frequency with which programs will be varied, methods of
management, exploitation tactics and general plans of house operation for the coming fall season are announced in a survey
just completed by Associated First Nation-

among its franchise owners
al Pictures
and other independent exhibitors in every
territory, and of which the first instalment
is made public this week.
Confidence that the coming season will
be as successful as the one just past, with
the public willing and anxious to pay justifiable prices for the best pictures available,

permeating the whole exhibitor field and
almost without exception theatres all over
the country are planning a continuation of
expensive programs with the opening of
the fall season, according to the survey.
Some exhibitors have expressed a hope
that various expenses will be decreased
during the coming year, but they state
that patronage has not suffered because
of the necessary advance in admission
is

prices since last year.

Many New

Policies Successful.

Various theatres which conducted experiments in policy during the abnormal times
of the past

few months

will revert to their

previous policies, but a great

many

others

found the new policies successful and

will

continue them.

Among

the most interesting of the latter

program change days which have
just come in vogue with the Jensen & Von
Herberg chain of theatres in Oregon.
Changes of program in all the theatres
take place on Saturday night, and in the
smaller ones which do not hold pictures
for a full week the mid-week changes take
place on Wednesday. The Portland houses
of this company, which will continue this
policy during the coming year, are the Columbia, booking first runs for one or two
is

the

weeks; the Majestic and Liberty, first runs
for a week each, and the Peoples’ and Star,
with changes of programs on Saturdays
and Wednesdays. The managers of the
individual theatres agree that this policy is
preferable to a Sunday and Thursday
change because of the greater word of
mouth advertising possible from a Saturday and Sunday attendance on the same

—

feature

to

carry

it

over the

first

of

the

week.

Lower Rentals

in Everett.

At Everett, Wash., the

fall

season will

consummation

of an exhibitors’
for the lowering of rentals.
The five theatres there entered into one
company in 1919 with the idea of eliminating senseless competition and a general
plan of lengthening runs. All of the theatres have been maxing tri-weekly changes,

see

the

combination

but beginning in the fall the Apollo will
book features for seven-day runs, while the
Orpheum and New Everett will change
twice a week, and the Star and Broadway
continue the old policy.
A change has
been
forced
in
Yakima, Washington,
through the completion of the New Liberty,
a Jensen & Von Herberg house, with a tri-

weekly

change

of

pictures.

Frederick

Mercy has rearranged

the bookings of his
three theatres so that in the future the
Mercy will be exclusively a picture h«use.
William Jacobs, manager of Loew’s
Garden Theatre, Kansas City, says that
while there will be no change in length of
runs, light comedy dramas will be given
the preference over heavier stuff.
Dave
Harding, manager of the Liberty in the
same city, announces that special attention will be given to prologues and special
stage settings during the coming season
and that pictures giving such opportunities will have a preference.

Novel Exploitation Scheme.

John B. Pratt, manager of the Gem and
Pratt theatres, the only houses in Fulton,
Mo.,, announces an interesting experiment
in his intention to use big features in both
houses on the same nights to permit wider
exploitation than the capacity of either
theatre would warrant.
Jonesboro, Ark., will see no change in
policy except the probability of extending
feature runs from two to three days at
both the Liberty and Grand. The Empire,
which books road shows, announces that
it will run picture features more often than
in the past.
Joplin, Mo., may be shy a vaudeville
house when the fall season opens. Manager Ben Levy, of the Hippodrome, has kept
the vaudeville house open all summer with

change of pictures, and a dewhether or not to resume
the vaudeville policy is dependent upon the
a tri-weekly
cision as to

acquisition of a First National sub-franchise for the house. The Ideal Theatre is
planning the continuation of a tri-weekly
change of a combination picture and vaudeville

program.

Grand

Island, Neb., will have the same
variety as last year, with the Lyda Theatre
featuring adventure and outdoor stuff, with
four changes a week; the Majestic with

melodramatic productions changing twice
a week, and the Empress offering big features for as long as they continue to draw.

Two Days
Managers

the Limit in Lawton.

the
Murray, Orpheum,
Temple, Net and Dome theatres, catering
to Lawton, Okla., are unanimous in the
opinion that two days is the limit a picture can be made to pay in Lawton, and
that western pictures have lost the drawing power they had with Lawtonians, who
now demand juvenile principals and comeof

dies.

The “season” opens in Denver
owing to the large number

spring,

who

in

the

of tour 1

the city during the summer.
Five of the seven first-run houses the
Princess, Rialto, America, Rivoli and Tabor are doing business on week runs,
while the other two, the Isis and the Fox
Strand, are changing twice a week. Three
representative downtown houses the Iris,
Colonial and Fox Plaza change daily, with
four of the principal second run houses
out of the business district the Webber,
Ogden, Thompson and Queen are also
making daily changes. Some of the first
run houses announce that special features
will be held over for a second week, but
otherwise there will be no change from the
present policies.
Tucson, Ariz., has SO willingly paid a
scale of prices running from 50 cents to
$1.25 at the Opera House that the manager
is arranging for a larger orchestra, more
pretentious presentations and a higher
scale of prices for the coming season. The
same booking policy will continue, with
ists

visit

—

—

—

—

—

—

changes on Sunday, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. The Pima will continue first
runs for daily changes, and the Lyric will
continue a policy of a daily change of the

Left to Right: Parlor, Bedr Out in the Garden and Out on the Front Porch. And the Silk Stocking Is the Cause for Unrest.
Scenes from the new Metro farce, ‘‘Parlor, Bedroom and Bath,” with Ruth Stonehouse, Eugene Palette and Kathleen Kirkham.
“See that man?” says the “pointing” lady at the right.
“Well, he ran into the parlor just near where the bedroom
meets the bath!! It’s my husband, too.”

'
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best second runs that a low scale of admission prices makes feasible.
Laredo, Texas, had taken so kindly to
the policy of a new picture every day that
the three houses there the Royal, Strand
and Rialto will continue to make seven
changes a week during the coming year.
Frequent Changes Liked Here.

will

—

—

Double Features Stay

serials.

The Lyric Theatre

at

Plainfield,

N.

J.,

in

Lynn.

The effort to break the policy of including two features and a short reel on all
programs in Lynn, Mass., has failed, due to
the refusal of one exhibitor to shorten his
program, and during the coming year this
polic3 r will be pursued by the Capitol, the
Theatre Comique and the Strand, with
three changes of program a week and 17
The
cents the average admission price.
Lynn 01jr mpic and the Waldorf, both of
which are vaudeville houses, have announced that more attention will be given
to a feature picture and that specials will
be a part of every week’s program.
The Lash and Star theatres at North
Tonawanda, N. Y., announce that the policy of the best pictures with a usual change
of program twice a week, but with some
longer runs, will be continued, as have also
the Carrol and Family theatres at Rome,
N. Y.
No Changes in Buffalo.

The Morgan and Universal are the only
theatres in Auburn, N. Y., that have an-

;

and

a special feature of longer runs

class productions.

Wichita Falls, Texas, also likes frequent
changes, and the Olympia, Majestic and
Gem will continue to give four changes a
week. The Park Airdrome and the Plaza
will give bi-weekly changes of pictures
and vaudeville, and the Wichita, which
gives housing to road attractions, announces that feature pictures will be frequently offered throughout the season.
Exclusive picture programs have proved
so successful at the Trenton and Academy
of Music in Lynchburg, Va., that the
vaudeville policy which has been in vogue
in both theatres during the season may
have to be abandoned and feature pictures
continued with bi-weekly or tri-weekly
changes. The Isis, Belvidere and Gayety
will continue the usual policies.
Battle Royal in Olean.
Olean, N. Y., will be the scene of a battle
royal for patronage when the season opens
with a new theatre and a church showing
regularly every Sunday night and some

week nights as competitors. The new
theatre will be given over to feature pictures of a romantic sort. The Havens will
continue a bi-weekly change of big features
the Palace will use features in addition to
a vaudeville program, and the Gem will
continue serving the melodramatic feature

make

on worth-while productions during the
coming year. Last year daily changes of
program was the rule, but during the coming season pictures will be booked for two,
three and in some cases seven days. The
Plainfield Theatre will continue to make
changes twice a week, featuring high-

fall policy.
They will both
continue tri-weekly changes of bills. There
is a rumor that the Curtis-Grand, now a
picture house, will book vaudeville and
pictures, and if this policy is adopted, the
Jefferson, now showing vaudeville, or the

nounced their
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Down

the Center Aisle

Marches

and Movies Halt While
x^HURCH BELLS in quaint, old Cotuit

He

the

Postman

Delivers the Mail

on Cape Cod, Massachusetts, are
tolling the evening hour of nine. Spectators in the darkened auditorium of
1
Cotuit’s moving picture theatre are watching breathlessly a thrilling scene
on the silver screen. In the booth at the rear of the theatre the young operator
glances at his watch. Suddenly he stops unwinding the reel. All electric lights
in the theatre are switched on.
Down the center aisle marches the postman. On his back he carries a mail
pouch, just brought over by flivver from the railroad station, fifteen miles away.
At the foot of the stage the postman slings the sack from his shoulder to the
floor and, bending, opens it. From it he takes letters and packages.
As the postman reads the name on a letter the person to whom it is addressed
or a representative of the family comes forward and receives it.
Mail distributed, the postman nods to a friend here and there, picks up the pouch and
walks to the theatre exit. The postman’s departure is the signal for “lights off.”
The moving picture machine operator begins again his unwound reel, picking up
the scene where it was left off by the sudden and informal intermission.
This procedure takes place every Wednesday and Saturday evening, for picture shows are bi-weekly affairs in Cotuit. The break in the show saves fully
twelve hours in mail delivery. The mail comes in on the evening train from
Boston and by the time the show is over the post-office is closed for the night.
Attendance at Cotuit’s theatre on Wednesday and Saturing evenings has become
a regular thing; so it rarely happens that a letter has to be taken back to the
post-office by the postman.
Deliveries at General Store in Old Days.
In days gone by, when the men folks gathered at the general store, sitting
atop boxes and barrels to discuss politics, et al, the mail was distributed of an
evening there; but with the coming of the movies the scene is shifted to the
theatre. It’s a big boon to the women folks, too, for in the old days it was the

men that got all the mail.
The manager of the theatre welcomed
come over to the show but for the mail.

the plan. He says often folks wouldn’t
Letters and packages are an “added

attraction” for the shows in old Cotuit.
There are generally about fifty letters for disribution. Usually the recipient
of a letter at the theatre tucks it into a pocket or hand-bag with the seal
unbroken. Occasionally there are letters with familiar handwriting or unknown
postmarks that arouse the curiosity. Then there is a scurry as the lights go
off and the machine begins to hum.
Sometimes an unusual and sensational
piece of gossip is contained in a letter. Then there is a buzz as the word goes
from chair to chair.
It’s positively the “latest thing” in moving pictures, is this mail delivery intermission, and it is making a big hit in quaint old Cotuit on Cape Cod.
_
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now booking road

attractions,
a picture house.
Buffalo, N. Y., theatres generally will
make no change in policy. Rumors that

will

become exclusively

Shea’s Hippodrome and the Strand would
abandon bi-weekly changes for week runs

have been

officially denied.

The Elmwood

will vary its policy of four changes a week
to an occasional tri-weekly change, and

the Central Park and
both will keep pictures
usual two day booking.

Premier
in

theatres
longer than the

In Lowell, Mass., where two feature programs have been the policy for both first
and second run houses, the experiment
of a one feature program at the Merrimack

Square Theatre has proved unsuccessful
and the two feature policy will be resumed
in the fall and continued as long as the
Owl and Strand, the other first run houses,
continue this style of program.
The Columbia and Majestic theatres in
Athens, Ohio, will book lower priced pictures than in the past and make daily
changes. Neither of the exhibitors have
been successful with the higher priced features for longer periods.

Other Experiments.
Five of the theatres the Jefferson, Palace, Grand, Jewel and Strand in Hamilton,
Ohio, will continue changing programs
every two days, while the Nagle will try
out the policy of two pictures a week for
two days and a daily change on the other

—

—

days.

The doubling

of the capacity of the

Ma-

jestic Theatre at Kenosha, Wis., will result
in a more frequent change of program, although special features will be kept for
two or three days. The other theatres in

the city, including the Butterfly, under the
same management as the Majestic, will
have four changes of program a week.
The Liberty, the largest theatre in
Youngstown, Ohio, will experiment during
the coming season with seven day bookings. The usual policy will be two changes
a week, but efforts will be made to develop
a week’s patronage on the strongest picture offered. The Dome and Strand will
continue their usual policies.

Ohio Towns Settle Policy.
The Majestic, Fairbanks and Alhambra
theatres are typical of the show houses in
Springfield, Ohio. The managers feel that
the numerous changes in policy by all the

1

theatres during the last year resulted in
the most suitable arrangements for the
city and no further changes are contem-

§

plated.
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The Paris Theatre Company, owning the
Majestic and Shoaf’s Opera House, the
only two picture theatres in Paris, 111., announces after experiments with longer
runs on feature productions that both
houses will make daily changes and that
only “star” pictures will be booked. The
same decision has been reached by the
managers of the Princess and Strand theatres in Kendallsville, Ind.

Fond du Las, Wis., has taken kindly to
longer runs of pictures, and the Orpheum,
Idea, Henry, Boyle and Bijou are all planning extending runs on big features during
the coming season.

New Goshen Theatre Opens
The new Lincoln Theatre, Goshen,

Ind.,

been opened with a dedicatory program featured by an address by Circuit
Judge James S. Brake, organ numbers by
Miss L. J. Mowery, a popular local musician, vocal selection by Helen CharltonBlough and Mark Shrock and the showing
of “The River’s End,” Marshall Neilen’s
initial independent attraction distributed
by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
The new playhouse was built at a cost of
$50,000 by Samuel F. Spohn, ex-mayor of
Goshen. Newton Calbeck is the lessee and
manager.
has
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organization of exhibitors recently effected by Jensen & Von Herberg, of Seattle, is a booking arrange-

ment whereby Jensen & Von Herberg will
do all the booking for the 118 theatres belonging to the circuit. The name “circuit”
has been avoided, however, in giving the
organization a cognomen. It is called the
The
Independent Booking Corporation.
new company acquired most of the old
members and the controlling stock in the
Northwest Exhibitors’ Circuit,
defunct
which was headed by James Q. Clemmer.
Mr. Clemmer has not joined the new company.
It appears also from the answers given
by J. Von Herberg to the film managers
of Seattle at a meeting of the Northwest
Film Board of Trade that the new organization does not intend to attempt to carry
out the collective bargaining idea as it is
Each conusually practised by circuits.
tract, he told the film men, will be made
out in the name of the individual theatre,
but will be signed by the corporation, so
that the film exchange will have the added
guarantee of the responsibility of the circuit.

Teta Per Cent. Booking Fee.
The arrangements between the corpora-

To Charge

and the exhibitors is that the latter
pay a graduated scale of entrance
fees, ranging from about $1,500 down, and
shall also pay the corporation 10 per cent,
booking fee on each picture. The exhibitors agree that all of their booking shall
They
be done through the corporation.
may ask that any special picture be retion
shall

viewed, but the corporation does not agree
to secure all pictures requested.
The general attitude of the exchange
managers in the Northwest is one of “Wait

and see what they’re going to do.”
Kenneth Hodkinson, general sales manager of United Artists, who is in Seattle
for a few days, told the Moving Picture
World correspondent that his company
would sell to the corporation on the basis
each exhibitor,
acting simply
as his booking agent, but that no blanket
contracts would be signed, and no special
prices would be given.

of Exchange

the cast of Cecil B. DeMille’s next Paramount special. He will have the role of a
Continental servant of unusual talent, whose
ingenuity forms an important cog of the
story.

Strike of

New

Begins

T

to

industry in

The principals for the production are
Ann Forrest and Forrest Stanley. Others
chosen for the cast to date are Kathlyn
Williams, Theodore Roberts, Shannon Day
and Eertram Johns.

York Studio Employes

Assume

PIE strike of the employes of the mechanical branches of the motion picture

Heads

New York and

vi-

cinity had assumed a threatening attitude
for the producers up to Thursday morning,
July 22. Some idea can be formed of the
situation from the report herewith, giv-

ing the extent to which the companies
have been affected.
Pathe laboratories are running with a
100 per cent, working force; Erbograph, 50
per cent, working .force p Evans laboratories, 50 per cent.; Vitagraph, more reported for work than first day of strike;
Universal, meeting demands; Nick Kessel
laboratories, Fort Lee, resumed work with
a 30 per cent, force; Fox, shut down until
Monday, July 28, to overhaul the laboratories; Republic laboratories, running 100
per cent.; Dobbs, 25 per cent, of regular
Filmart, almost at a standstill;
staff;
Kineto laboratories, practically shut down
Film developing laboratories, West Hoboken, only 15 per cent, at work.
;

Republic and Pathe Have Full Force.

The Laboratories Workers’ Union and the
International Association of Motion Picture Craftsmen, with a membership of 2,500 laboratory workers, are making a demand of 25 per cent', increase in wages, a
forty-four hour week and recognition of
the union. Some of the laboratory managers have conceded to the first two demands, but hesitate on the third, fearing it
will place them at the dictation of the union

in

Serious Proportions
matters of prices of handling films, etc.
current Tuesday night that

Rumor was

unless these demands
tion picture operators

sympathetic

strike.

were met 2,000 mowould walk out in a
This qestion was being

discussed but no action has been taken. It
is said that one of the union’s demands is
that the laboratory owners put the union
stamp, or trademarke, on all films.
'

Both Side Show Optimism.

Up

to this_.writing the producers and laboratory owners are confident..that they will
win out and the union is just as confident
it will win, and that’s the way the matter
stands.
The National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry is expected to call
a meeting of the laboratory owners and
the members of the association to discuss
the question and confer with the representatives of the union and try to come to

some amicable adjustment.
Chicago’s New Film Building
Harry M. Berman, general manager of
exchanges for Liniversal, spent the week of
Monday, July 12, in Chicago. He came on
specially to arrange for the lease of a plot
on Wabash avenue, between Eighth and
Ninth streets, for the erection of a new
exchange building for the Chicago office.
The building will be four stories in
Universal will
height, with a basement.
occupy the lower floor and the basement
and First National and Metro will occupy
the remaining floors.

of a separate contract for

with Jensen

& Von Herberg

Will Not Try to Reduce Prices.

Herman Wobber, West Coast manager
for Famous Players, is coming to Seattle
the latter part of the week, and it is expected he will announce his policy of his
company while here.
Harry Lustig, Western division manager
for Metro, who is spending several days
at the Seattle office, said that he had not
come on account of the new organization,
but simply on his regular trip of inspection.
He added, however, that his company
would do business with the circuit on an
individual basis contract.
Most of the Seattle managers made practically the same statement, that their companies would sell the new corporation films
so long as they could be sold to each exhibitor separately and at the regular price.
In a statement issued to the trade press,
Mr. Von Herberg declared that the Inde-

pendent Booking Corporation had no

in-

tention of trying to bring down prices, but
that the purpose of the organization was
to establish for each member a wider

scope

in

buying power.

DeMille Engages Theodore Kosloff
Theodore Kosloff, Russian artist and
premier male interpretative dancer, has
been selected to play an important role in

—

“Here’s Where the Hero Is Dropped from the Thirteenth Story.”
Robert Ross, director, explains to President Robert C. Broadwell and Tom Carrigan,
star, the intricacies of “The $lt)0,000 Kis's,’’ first of the Broadwell
productions.
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KEEPING IN PERSONAL
TOUCH
N
AM
S

By S

C. SCHWAB, for the past few years
identified with some of the leading motion picture producers and more recently
with The Vitagraph, is now a member of the
publicity forces of the Fox Film Corporation.

RVING

I

*

*

«

Frank Wood, manager

of the Princess TheSioux City, for A. H. Blank, was in New
York last week en route for a vacation in
London. He sailed on Monday, July 19.
atre,

*

*

*

youngest sister, Gertrude,
was married to Lieutenant Paul Sieary, of
C. C. Pettijohn’s

the overseas aviation corps, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Pettijohn, of 780 Riverside
Drive, New York, on Tuesday, July 20. Mr.
Sieary will have charge of the Wilcox oil
interests in Texas and the young couple will

make

their

home

at Fort Worth.
*

*

from Montreal, where he visited the HorsProductions of that city and spent a few

days with friends.
*

*

«

Doob, exploitation manager of the
Players-Lasky Chicago office, drove

A.

Famous

the district manager’s car up from Cincinnati.

On reaching Chicago he asked a newsboy the
way to Twelfth street. The boy answered
him by asking, “Tribune or Examiner?” Mr.
Doob repeated his question several times,
each time louder than before, to receive the
same reply. Out of the three millions of people in Chicago Doob had asked a deaf boy to
help him find his way to Twelfth street.
*

*

•

C. R. MacCauley, has sub-rented one of
Fort Lee, N. J., studios from Selznick and is
expected to produce a picture in the East

this

summer.
*

*

*

Giles Warren, scenarist and director, has
just returned to New York, from Chicago,
where he produced an industrial picture for
a big Western corporation. Mr. Warren has
declined an offer to go to California.
*

*

*

Charles Duprez, who made for Selznick
the trick photographs that have been attracting considerable attention in the magazines,
is taking a month’s vacation.

*

*

*

Jack Evans, who has resigned from the
Vitagraph as assistant director, goes with
Gene Mullin, in the same capacity, to London on August 5 to assist in the Bryant

Washburn productions
*

*

to be

made

there.

*

The Nebraska exhibitors are preparing to
organize under the constitution and by-laws
of the Theatre Owners of America and line up
with that association.
*

Hamilton

*

Thompson, scenario editor for

has been spending a vacation at his
home in Connecticut. He returns six pounds
improved and browned with tan.
*

Travers Vale and Assistants Haddock and
Kirby were taking pictures on the Hotel
Astor roof, New York, July 16, for W. A.
Brady’s spectacular production “Life.” The
actors were so numerous, the tables so full
and the food so plentiful it looked like big
business. The waiters, who took part, were
the regular employes of the roof, and they
said, “All but the tips were indicative of a
large night.”
•

Irving
selling in

»

formerly with Greater
is back in the “game,”

Wernick,

New York and

*

General,

Brooklyn for Sam
*

*

Zierler.

*

A. Heynes, representing Levetus & Company, of London, exporters and importers,
after a two-months’ stay in Canada, is in New
York to remain until August 1, before returning to England.
*

*

*

Edmund Lawrence, formerly with Kalem
and more recently with Fox Film Corporation as feature director, is now handling a
special line of productions in the indepnedent
field, with a home office in Brooklyn.
*

*

*

*

known in days gone by
Vamp.” was married two
years ago in London to Captain James Glen,
She met him in
of the Royal Air Forces.
1917 on her way to London to play in musical

Josephine Earle,
as the “Vitagraph

*

*

Field Carmichael, Pathe’s branch manager
at Los Angeles, was in New York the week
of July 19 in conference with the home office.
Mr. Carmichael announces that the motion
picture houses in Los Angeles are not feeling
any depression on account of the hot weather
and there are waiting lines on the outside
at almost every performance.

*

Fox,

*

comedy. Not being an Englsih subject, her
entrance to England was questioned and she
settled it by marrying a British subject. The
secret has only recently been made public.

*

*

*

«

*

•

M. Lowell Cash, publicity director for the
Films, is preparing a thirty-two page

Arrow
Arrow

Bulletin, replete with illustrations of
new quarters of the Arrow
company. The bulletin will announce theArrow offerings for August, September and
October. It will be ready about August 1.

the officers and

#

*

*

Phil Lonergan is back from the first vacation he has had in two years, after completing a scenario for Madge Kennedy. Mr. Lonergan spent his two weeks at Wilkesbarre,
Pa., among the mountainous scenery of that

picturesque locality.
•

*

»

William G. Smith, of the Fidelity Pictures,
will have ready for release by August 1 “The
Mystery of Washington Square,” featuring
Dorothy Chapelle and G. W. Presser. Fidelity will be ready to outline the rest of its fall
attractions for the state rights market about

August

15.
*

»

*

Duffy, of Proctors’ Twenty-third
Street house, New York, is one of the hap-

Michael

piest

J.

managers

Greater

in

New

York.

*

*

«

Selznick has submitted the first Prizma
script to be considered for the first production in colors, to be made by the Selznick
Enterprises. It will probably be produced in
California.
(

Continued on page 632)

The Film Board of Trade of New York will
hold its first annual outing and games at Bear
Mountain, New York, on August 13, when
there will be played the return game of baseball between the exchangemen and the exhibitors, the latter having been defeated at
the exhibitors’ outing at Glenwood, L. I.,

July

17.
*

*

*

“Doc” Shallenberger, president of the
Arrow Film Corporation, and the new general
of Federated, is now in suite 402,
Candler Building, in conjunction with Federated Exchange headquarters.

manager

*

*

*

John L. Russell, producer of a series of
Northwest features, was in New York from
Canada. George Stockton, of Cleveland, independent exchangeman, was here at the
same time, week of July 12.
*

*

*

Lon Young, Philadelphia exploitation representative for Selznick, has been transferred
to the New York office. “Andy” Sharrick, the
Buffalo representative, has been made special
exploitation agent in the field.
*

*

*

Roy Dickson, of Indpendent Film Company
of St. Louis, was in New York the week end
He purchased the serial, “The
of July 12.
Blazed

Trail,”

his

for

Arrow Film Corporation.
*
*

territory,

from the

*

H. H. Van Loan left for his home on the
East
Coast, after three months’ sojourn in the
at the Hotel Astor, New York, on Saturday,
July 17, by way of Montreal and northern
beCanada.’ Mr. Van Loan chose this route

“Well,

Sir,

When

I

Passed the Nineteenth Hole

I

Lost

My

Balloon Jib.”

sports, Sir Thomas Lipton and Commodore J. Stuart Blackton,
yachting stories aboard Sir Thomas' "Victoria” during the races.

Two good

He

says: “I have broken the record for one of
the hottest weeks we have ever experienced,
week of July 12, when we ran the “Wonder
Man’ to crowded houses.”

*

*

«i

is writing a Northwestern police
story and will stop on his way to imbibe
atmosphere and coloring for his picture.

*

fal

O.

cause he
local

*

Guy R. Hammond, export manager of the
Arrow Film Corporation, has just returned

PED O
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Arrangement and Decoration

Interior

Becomes Severe Test of Exhibitors Skill
The fifth article
theatre, written by

on

the

Samuel

L.

motion picture
Rothapfel and

published exclusively in the Moving- Picture
World through the courtesy of Goldwyn,
deals with the auditorium. Its arrangement
and decoration, Mr. Rothapfel thinks, is one
of the severe tests of an exhibitor’s skill. He
simplicity, dignity and
urges cleanliness
above all good taste. He describes his ideas
on lighting and the color scheme as fully as
space will permit, and he speaks for the installation of little luxuries which patrons,
Editor.
especially women, so appreciate.
,

—

T

the auditorium of the theatre
moving picture showman will
meet one of the severe tests of his
skill
and since there is no standard laid
down, owing to the fact that there are varinds of auditoriums, of different
ious
sizes and proportions, the best advice I
can give is to use simple common sense.
Cleanliness, simplicity, dignity and above
all good taste are necessary.
A great mistake is made in the decoration of most
auditoriums, in my opinion, in that they
are heavy and ornate.
The lighting fixtures, the color scheme, the floor coverings and wall coverings, the arrangement
of the seats, and the aisles can be, with a
few exceptions, greatly improved.
I thin
that the fault lies mostly with
the architect and with the builder himself
because he does not realize that a theatre
empty is one thing and a theatre filled is
another.
After all is said and done, the
audience really decorates the theatre; and
what may appear to be a simple, plain effect when a theatre is empty becomes too
evident when a theatre is filled. This may
not be so bad in the winter or certain
other seasons of the year, but in summer
in

is

that the

I

;

it

has a very bad

effect.

Summer Garb and

Lighting.
be careful and treat one’s
house accordingly. I am a great believer
in summer garb for a theatre and always
arrange to have slip covers made for all
furniture
the winter draperies should be
ta’ en down and summer stuff substituted.
This may be expensive, but will pay big
returns and give your house class.
The
nicer your patrons, of course, the nicer
the atmosphere; and cultured patrons are
only obtained by the right kind of performance and the method of your presenta-

One has

to

;

tion.

The

way

to light an auditorium, in
indirect system, with
as few fixtures as it is possible to place
therein.
I think it is a great mistake to

my

ideal

opinion,

is

by the

have wall lamps that are absolutely transparent and that contain colored lights such
as red, green and blue. This is all wrong.
Under no circumstances should anything
but a very soft amber or frosted white
light be used on the walls, and these lamps
should be so shaded that they will not
under any circumstances reflect into the
eyes of the spectators.

I

The Color Scheme.
very much opposed to

am

a preponbest, unless

derance of gold, which at its
it is pure gold leaf, will eventually tarnish
and turn black. The auditorium should
be so decorated as to follow the rules of
nature a heavy dark color at the bottom
grading up to the lighter shades at the

—

top.

I

am

a great believer in red

—not

too

much, of course, but a red carpet or a
dark red mixture.
Grays, old rose, ceilings of cream, very
light blues and plain white should be
used.

The reason

for this

is

that

where

SAMUEL

By

L.

ROTHAPFEL

Director of Production, Capitol Theatre
iiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimmiiiiiiiiimiMiii:iiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

much

color is used in the auditorium, espeon the walls, it will detract severely
from the projected picture, which projected on the screen, is simply nothing
more or less than shadows mostly of black
and white. Glaring colors surrounding the
picture will not permit it to look bright,
clean and brilliant, but will make it assume a dirty aspect, irrespective of the
brilliancy with which your picture is projected
Luxuries for Patrons.
cially

.

you have more than one floor, the
balcony should always be treated a little
lighter than the lower floor. If you have
loges or a front balcony you might splurge
a little and get a very beautiful effect that
will be noticed in your entire theatre. You
should have easily accessible retiring rooms
for both ladies and gentlemen, and these
should be kept absolutely clean and sanitary and the service there should be exIf

cellent.

Supply, if you have room and plenty of
space, especially for the ladies, a little reception room with the little things that
will make their visit to your theatre more
comfortable. See that a fine disinfectant is
used and it is always advisable to use a
little perfume of a very good quality.
An idea that I think will be worth while
is that you arrange to be supplied by your
druggist with a certain kind of perfume;
name it after your theatre and use it
throughout the house. You will find that
it will become known and will be a subtle
effect in keeping your theatre in the minds
of your patrons, for whenever they get a
little whiff of this perfume they will think
of your house, and it is obvious from this
that the perfume will easily pay for itself
in its advertising value.
The office of the manager should be accessible where patrons can go and discuss with him the merits or demerits of
his

administration and his performances.

Floor and Wall Coverings.
The covering for the auditorium

must be

floor

the taste of the respective
theatre owners. While compound material
flooring is more sanitary and easy to keep
clean, I prefer carpet because it makes a
theatre more quiet and dignified.
Especially where music is a vital part of your
performance will carpeting be found advisable and greatly to be preferred over the
other, which at its best is noisy.
Avoid a lot of cheap frames on the side
walls of your auditorium or in fact any
pictures which may detract from the performance and picture on your screen. Have
plenty of illumination, especially in the
rear part of your auditorium, stairways
and landings. Have little writing desks
left to

and souvenirs such as postcards and booklets of your institution where people can
take them away with them.
Of course this all applies to the better
theatre. The little fellow may perhaps say:
“Well I cannot do all this. I haven’t the
means and I haven’t the room.” The only
advice I can give him is this go into your
auditorium and use common sense. Go to
some man in your town who has decorative
ability and ask him to come in and give
you a few suggestions. It will pay you big
returns.
Get the women folk interested
and ask them for suggestions. Somehow
:

woman can always add the little
touch that is so valuable and
means so much.
If you have an orchestra, place them in
front of your audience so they will be
lifted, say, a matter of six inches above
or other a

feminine

the

audience.

Have them

slightly

ter-

raced up so that if you have a large group,
they will appear on an elevation. Then
carefully

place

the

illumination,

so

that

they will be visible in a sort of general
way; and when they are playing their
little numbers, or overtures, they will be
illuminated from the top and sides so as
to
of

make

a distinguished feature of this part

your performance.
For the little fellow,

if he has only a pianist or organist, I would suggest, if his
musician is a man, that he wear evening
clothes at night, and if a lady, that she
dress in white. Stick a few lamps around
the bottom and top so that the light will
reflect on them through the palms, creat-

ing little shadows.
This light should be
diffused through a light blue gelatine, or
if
you haven’t got a gelatine, dip your
lamps in light blue and then take a baby
spotlight of warm red and shed it from
one side so that it will strike the piano or
organ. If you have two or three the effect will be Rembrantish and you will be
amazed to see how pretty, restful and dignified

it

will look.
a mistake

to have things cluttered about the instruments. See that the
music is kept in cabinets and not on top
of the piano or organ.
It

is

Sit Down and Study It.
have a lot to say about the music
in
another article, as this is a subject
that is very close to my heart and one to
which I attribute most of the success that
has come to me in the past.
Summing the whole thing up, just go
into your auditorium, sit down and study
it
and see if you cannot improve it. It
doesn’t take money so much as it does
good taste. You do not have to be a genius or a very artistic sort of fellow to
be able to improve it. Go again into your
auditorium when it is filled, and you will
see what I mean when I say that the audience really decorates your theatre.
I am absolutely opposed to a dark auditorium and only when a dramatic effect is
to be desired or some point brought over
to your audience should the house be dark.
Otherwise use a soft light so that people
can see each other’s faces and so that the
I

will

program can be

easily read.

Vetoes Flash Lamps.
Choose the uniforms of your attendants
so that they will not clash with the general scheme of your decorations and have
them simple, well fitted and snappy. See
that the linen your ushers and doormen
wear is clean and not soiled. See that
their shoes are polished and kept polished.
Just as an illustration, take two ushers
and have one of them with his shoes not
shined and wearing soiled linen and the
other with his shoes shined and wearing
clean linen and you will see the difference
immediately. The difference will surprise
you.

Do not ever let your ushers use flash
lamps to guide patrons to their seats. Have
you ever been in a theatre and been interested in the action on the screen, when
suddenly your attention is distracted by
the flashes to the point where you would
like to get up and hit somebody?
Try to
do without flashers they are nuisances.

—
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Lasky Engages Big British Authors
Write for Paramount Pictures

to

W

HAT

is considered one of the most
important developments in the history of motion picture productions
was announced by Jesse L. Lasky, first vicepresident of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, following his return on July
17 after a six weeks’ stay in London and

Paris.
is the engagement of
large number of the leading British
novelists and dramatists to write directly
for the screen through Paramount Pictures.

This development

'a

Several

of

these

authors

will

come

to

America this fall to study the technique
of the motion picture in the Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation’s

studios

in

eration with the director and the actors.

for Paramount.

his intention of comto help stage “Peter Pan,”
Sir James also has written a play especially
This scenario,
for Paramount pictures.

Besides announcing

ing to

New York

which was finished while Mr. Lasky was in
London, Mr. Lasky brought back with him.
It is said to be in Barrie’s best vein, and
it is the first thing that Barrie ever wrote
Mr. Lasky
directly for motion pictures.
declined to divulge the title of the play.
Among other leading British authors
who will write directly for Paramount pictures is Arnold Bennett, who is now writMr.
ing an original play for Paramount.
Bennett will come to the United States,
probably in the fall, to study the technique
of the motion picture in the Famous Play-

ers-Lasky studios.
Edward Knobloch,

who

also

has begun

a play especially for Paramount, is
likewise coming to America next season
to supervise the filming of the production
and to study screen technique. Compton
MacKenzie is another British author who
will come to this country soon to learn
more about how motion pictures are made.

on

Wells to Adapt

studio, under the direction of

Hugh

Ford, with an all-English cast
“I look for great things from our new
London studio,” said Mr. Lasky. “For instance, in the filming of ‘The Great Day,’
it was necessary to get some typical BritHugh Ford took
ish countryside settings.
the company on a two-day trip into Devonshire, one of the prettiest parts of England, and got just the settings he wanted.
Were the picture being made in this
country it would be impossible to get the
atmosphere, the charm of these surroundings, no matter how cleverly the settings
might be made in the studio. Shortly after-

ward the scenario called for a scene
Mr. Ford took his company

in the

Alps.

to the
Alps the real Alps, not Alps painted on a
backdrop.
And so it goes the pictures
being made in our London studio have old
world settings which it is impossible to get
except on the spot.
“All of England is keenly alive to motion
pictures, and we in America must be on
our toes if we are to maintain our supremacy in the production of pictures. British
writers,
British
directors
and British
financiers are all looking to the motion
picture, and we in America cannot afford
to take our position for granted at all.”

—

—

New

York and Hollywood.
Sir James M. Barrie, author of “Peter
Pan,” “What Everywoman Knows,” “The
Little Minister” and a number of other of
the leading plays in modern English literature, will come to New York in the fall,
Mr. Lasky said, to assist in the production
of “Peter Pan” as a Paramount picture in
the new Famous Players-Lasky studio in
Long Island City. In the filming of “Peter
Pan” the author will work in close co-op-

Wrote Story

London

MacMeekin Realart's Kansas

City Head,
Promoted; Callahan of Dallas His Successor
,

OHN MACMEEKIN,

J

Realart’s Kansas
City manager, has been promoted to the
post of special representative for the

company, and

will

come East

to

assume

his

new

duties as soon as his successor has
been installed, perhaps early in August.
Diaz Callahan, manager of Realart’s Dallas office, has been named to succeed Mr.
MacMeekin in Kansas City, and is now on
the ground.
The announcement of the promotion of
Mr. MacMeekin was made by J. S. Woody,
Mr. Macgeneral manager of Realart.
Meekin has proved himself one of the most
able and efficient branch managers in the
business, Mr. Woody declares and will undoubtedly enjoy unusual success in his
larger field of work.
Mr. MacMeekin first became associated
with the motion picture business in 1917
when he handled the sales of several state
rights features in Kansas. Later he joined
Universal as a salesman, where he remained for a year and a half, traveling out
of Salt Lake City, Denver and Pacific coast
exchanges.
He left Universal to join Select as sales
representative of Denver branch, remaining
in this position until he was made Kansas

manager for Realart shortly
company was organized.
City

Diaz Callahan,

Meekin

ceptional

interests in Texas territory and, according to Mr. Woody, has been promoted
to the more important territory served by
Kansas City because of the energy and
ability he has displayed.

Theatre Deal Involves $100,000
One of the biggest Cleveland deals in
months in the theatre game occurred July
15, when the Southern and Amphion theachanged hands. G T. Sharp and Mrs.
Sharp, who owned these theatres, located
on the west side, sold them to M. B.
Horwitz, who is financially interested in
the Fountain and Haltnorth theatres on
the east side. Both properties are located

tres

thickly settled districts. It is understood
the consideration was $100,000.
in

1

California Earthquakes

Do No

Material

to

Moving Picture World.)

Los Angeles, July 21.
EST Coast Filmland has been
disturbed by a series of earthquakes which began on Friday, July 16, and continued intermittently until the morning of Tuesday,
Five severe shocks were
July 20.
felt on Friday, the first day of the
disturbances, between 10 a. m. and 6
The other shocks were less
p. m.

W

f

|
|

|
|

|
1

to write scenarios for Paramount pictures
include E. Phillips Oppenheim, who is now
engaged in writing a series of stories for

|

severe
A survey of the studios shows that
no material damage was done, outside of a few minor hurts caused by
people falling down stairs in their
haste to get out of buildings. Nobody
was hurt by the quakes. Business
was disturbed and people thrown into
a panic in downtown, tall buildings

|

district.

Paramount; Robert Hichens, author of
“The Garden of Allah” and other books
and plays; E. Temple Thurston, Max Pemberton and R. C. Carton.
Many of these pictures, Mr. Lasky said,

|

be produced in the Famous PlayersLasky studio in London, which was recently opened.

|

1

Jones, the well-known
British playwright, most of whose plays
have been seen all over this country is
finishing a play especially for Paramount,
which he will bring to New York in a few
weeks for production in the Famous Play-

Henry

Arthur

ers-Lasky studio.
Other British authors

|
|

|
|

|
1

who have agreed

Many

|
|

|
|

will

“The Great
from the Drury Lane melodrama
same name already is being made

The

first

—

picture,

Day,”
of
in

the
the

I
|

John N. MacMeekin
Appointed special representative for
Realart.

|

1

|

Damage

But People Are Panicky
(By Wire
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H. G. Wells, Mr. Lasky stated, has agreed
to adapt a number of his own works for
Paramount, rewritting the stories, as necessary, so that they will be more suitable
for the especial requirements of the screen.

record

succeeds Mr. Macan exReal-

City, established
in taking care of

art’s

after the

Own Works.

who

Kansas

in

people slept in the parks on
the first night of the disturbance,
Many tourists are going back East.
As there have been no disturbances
since Tuesday morning, people are
hopeful that the worst is over, but
considerable
apprehension
is
felt
because of the fact that the big shake
at San Francisco was preceded by a
number of smaller shocks such as
have just occurred here. GIEBLER.

\

|
|
j
|

|
|

|
1
|
1

1
§
|
|
1

|
\

\
|
|
|
1

§
|
|
|

1
|
1
1

|
|
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Gaumont, Returning to France Says He
Will Organize American Company in Fall
,

L

EON GAUMONT,

great

visit

to the

after

a

successful

United States, sailed for

home on Wednesday, July 21. The
Frenchman came to this country prim-

arily to present to Americans his trichrome
color scenics, which were shown at the
Astor June 18 and 20. The newspapers
printed flattering notices of the exhibition
in colors, but in one or two quarters there

were intimations the process was incomplete by reason of the absence of a photoplay with “closeups.” To remove any doubt
on this score Mr. Gaumont immediately
telegraphed his Paris offices to make a
photoplay.
The orders were executed in three days,
June 25-27, in Alsace. The first positive
was sent to the Havre on July 1 for shipment. The film was released by the Cus-

tom House
presented

New York

in
in this

Close

Leon Gaumont
Prance following successful
introduction in America of his trichrome
(A hitherto unpublished
color scenics.
Returns

to

photograph.)

Shea Acquires

New

Buffalo

Theatre to Open in

T

Shea

Amusement

Autumn

Company

Buffalo, N. Y., has acquired
of the new theatre which is

of

control
be-

now

ing completed at Hertel and North Park
avenues. It will be known as Shea’s North
Park Theatre and will be run in conjunction with other theatrical interests in Buffalo which will be announced later.
The new theatre will seat 1,600 persons
It
on one floor and will cost $200,000.

was built by W. F. McDonald and Henry
This is one
L. Spann was the architect.
of

the

first

Company

is

steps

taking

Shea Amusement

the
in

a

policy of expan-

which includes the building of the
Shea Metropolitan and several other theatre properties. The Hertol avenue house
will open about November 15.
sion,

The house will be of a thoroughly modern
construction throughout, providing for an
unusually attractive lobby, spacious rest
rooms and several innovations for this
type of theatre, one of which will be a
nursery for children. The decorations will
be made by prominent artists. The house
will be wired on the three-circuit plan,
which will permit the defusion of colors.
The outside dimensions of the theatre are
150

by 85

feet.

Gale Henry to

S

Up

on the 15th and

the

following day.

In Color.

“Heart Memories,” which was the subject chosen by Director Poirier for the
photoplay, has many close-ups. While it
true the action in the production is not
rapid, nevertheless the photography is re-

is
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HE

city

Make Twelve

Two-Reel Films for Special
PECULATION in comedy film circles

concerning the future plans of Gale
eccentric
well-known
Henry,
the
comedienne, were set at rest this week
with the announcement from the West
Coast that she has signed a contract with
the Special Pictures Corporation of Los
Angeles, whereby she will make twelve
two-reel de luxe comedies a year for the
recently formed organization, which specializes in the production and distribution
of short subjects.
Miss Henry will maintain her own producing company and will deliver the negative and one sample print of each of her
dozen comedies to Special Pictures.
The deal was closed recently between
legal representatives of the comedienne
and President Louis W. Thompson, of Special Pictures Corporation.
This makes eight releases a week which
will be sent out from Los Angeles by the
Special Corooration.

markably clear and free from flicker. The
colors are brilliant and sharp.
Mr. Gaumont announced his intention to
return to the United States in October, at
which time there is every probability he
will organize an American company for the
production of pictures in color and the capitalization of which will be $5,000,000.

Broadwell Productions Films
Famous Nick Carter Stories

O

F

interest to almost the entire world
the announcement that the works
of Nick Carter are being adapted and
produced for the screen. Broadwell Productions, Inc., producer of these famous
detective stories, has taken over an entire
settlement on the outskirts of Boston in
one of the most picturesque sections of
New England. Here in Filmland City, as it
is
called, the works of Nick Carter will
be filmed in a series of two-reel detective
is

dramas.
Untold numbers of people, young and
old, have followed the exploits of the detective hero in fiction for more than a decade.
The works of Dickens and Shakespeare have their appeal in fiction and on
the stage and screen, but the Nick Carter
stories have reached the masses.
When the producers of the series found
a shortage of original stories, they sought
the screen rights to successful stage plays.
these plays available but were
staggered by their cost. Because most of
these costly plays make money for film
producers by reason of their stage reputation, Broadwell Productions believes that
the Nick Carter stories, immensely better
known and more generally popular, will

They found

allow more expensive production and be immeasureably more successful both for their
producers and the exhibitors who show
them.

uled to be held soon at Vancouver, B. C.
Mr. Elliott is vice-president of this association and he had been invited to read a
paper on moving picture theatre construction. The main object of the association is
to standardize all laws in Canada which
affect the amusement business.
An effort is being made by Ontario to

other Provinces of Canada esa uniform code of regulations for
moving picture theatres and the Ontario authorities have submitted the Ontario regulations as a model upon which to work. Mr.
Elliott’s address at the Vancouver convention was intended as a feature of this agita-

have

tion.

Government Will Develope.
The Ontario Government has arranged to
develop its moving picture production department and this is one of the reasons why
Mr. Elliott will visit Hollywood. Several
hundred one and two-reel educational,
scenic and industrial pictures have been
made by the Government during the past
three years. Mr. Elliott has charge of the
inspection and regulation of theatres in
Ontario, the censoring of advertising material and other details.

Short Reels from Educational
The program at the Rialto Theatre this
week includes “Kiss Me Caroline,” first
of the New Christie Comedies in two reels
distributed through Educational Exchanges

“The Castaway,” a Bruce Scenic
Beautiful.
“Kiss Me Caroline” features Bobby Vernon, the cast including Teddy Sampson,

and

Steadman, Charlotte Merriam and
Neal Burns. It is practically straight farce
centering around the complications that
arise when Bobby poses as the wife of his
chum.
In “The Castaway” Robert C. Bruce has
followed the policy he originated in writ-

Vera

ing the

O

Moving Picture Bureau,

his

before

scenics

finds the beauties of nature there so
that he refuses to return to
civilization.
It was made in Jamaica.

appealing

Print of Anita Stewart’s Next on

Way

A

finished print of “Harriet and the
Piper,” Anita Stewart’s next Mayer-made
First National release, is expected in New
York within the next few days. The negative of the picture is already in the hands
of Rothacker in Chicago, where preparaquantity
tions
are
being
rushed for
printing.

Bertram Bracken directed the production.

On

the supporting cast are Charles

Richman, Ward Crane, Irving Cummings,
Byron Munson, Myrtle Stedman, Margaret
Landis,
Barbara
LaMarr Deeley and
Loyola O'Connor.
t^iiiiiimiiiiiiiniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininnnmniiiiiinnmiiii
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Selznick Net Earnings

|

Select
Pictures
Corporation
and
Selznick Pictures Corporation, owned
and controlled bj’ Lewis J. Selznick.
report combined net earnings of
$447,912.12 for the four months’ peri-

|

od,

1

|

|

|

|
|

onto July 17, for Hollywood, Cal., to
make personal observations of various movBefore
ing picture production activities.
reaching Hollywood, he will attend the annual convention of the Canadian Theatre
Inspectors’ Association which was sched-

|

left

for

who

Tor-

tario

scenarios

producing them. It tells the story of a
sailor shipwrecked on a desert island and

|

Canadians Send Observer to
Study Hollywood Film Folks
TTER ELLIOTT, director of the On-

all

tablish

|
|
1

January 3, 1920, to May 1. 1920, as
shown by the certified audit of
Messrs. Barrow, Wade, Guthrie &
Company, New York. These certified
auditors have been engaged in the
accounting preliminary to the consolidation of Mr. Selznick’s various
enterprises into a holding company.
Lewis J. Selznick.
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RUBBERNECKING IN FILMLAND
F

ILMLAND

is

all

gummed up
Long

with

a

of cars
filling station where
the No Gas sign is not displayed, waiting
their turn for a few pints of the precious

gas shortage.
stand at every

lines

Bull Montana Would Let
Thirsty Autos Drink

Home Brew During

and at many places all those who
cannot show cards in the doctors’, nurses’
and undertakers’ union are turned down.
Buster Keaton got stuck down on Broadfluid,

way and had

to

hire

a

;

Long Speaks for the Worms.
The last of the large number of worms,
known locally as “movies,” that imitated
the worms of the fable by turning over
and saying, “Don’t anybody
dast step on me any more,” have been
swallowed by the Dove of Peace.
The militant attitude on the part of the
worms was called to the attention of the
public by Walter Long, manager of the
speaking stage performance of “Arizona,”
given for the benefit of the Hollywood
chapter of the American Legion a fety
weeks ago, when he refused to allow a
speaker from the Chamber of Commerce
on

their backs

to address the “Arizona” audience in behalf
of the school bond election.
Mr. Long justified his attitude with the
statement that the picture people were
tired of being discriminated against tired
of being overcharged by the local merchants, and fed up on being refused house
and apartment room because of their calland in anything but a
ing, and, further
that in the future the
worm-like voice
“movies” attitude in dealing with the business people of our Fair City would be
patterned after the Sis Hopkins’ slogan;
“I won’t do nothin’ for nobody that don’t
do nothin’ for me.”

—

Gas Shortage
By GIEBLER

team of husky

horses to haul him home to Hollywood.
Various plans to relieve the ghastly conThe most
dition are being doped out.
important of these include Wallace MacDonald’s scheme prohibiting the wearing
of white pants, thus releasing the gasoline
used by the dry cleaners to renovate these
garments; Bull Montana’s suggestion to
the
seize all home brew for use in cars
plan of Alfred W. Alley, technical director
for Erich von Stroheim, who says a mixture of kerosene and moth balls has more
kick than gasoline; walking; riding on the
trolley cars; cussing John D. Rockefeller;
restricting Jap immigration.
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River, and enabled me to crow over my
deadly and hated rival San Francisco.
And I’d be so “proud and affectionate
of” the picture people that I’d go to the
narrow-minded people of Hollywood who
stick signs on their front lawns and put
ads in the papers that they have rooms
and apartments to rent to all but dogs and
“movies” and ask them if they realized
that the picture people have helped make

—

it possible for them to get big prices and
I’d
ask
big rents * for their properties.
them if they realized that the picture people
had reclaimed Hollywood from a
straggling village and turned it into our
most beautiful and prosperous suburb by
erecting costly studios and homes on land
heretofore occupied by gophers and grasshoppers.

Censor Once-Overing Studios.
Miller, head moving

Maud Murray

pic-

ture censor of the state of Ohio, is here
visiting the studios.
hope that Maud
gets a good opinion of us.

We

Samuel

Goldwyn

Otis Skinner

is -in

gone

back east.
town to make “Kismet”
has

into a movie.

The gas shortage has put considerable
a

getting back, for the outside territory is
as dry, if not dryer, than the inside
I
went out to that “delectable duchy,”
Universal City, this week; a busy place,
but there is no use in using up a lot of
space telling about how monstrously big
U. City is everybody knows all about it.
There are about eighteen directors and
three thousand people working out there
now, not counting the large number of
producers that rent space on the big lot.

of

crimp into production so far as location

work is concerned. Companies that leave
town and get out of gas have no means of

Eddie and Lee at Work.
saw Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran at
work on their special five-reel comedy,
“Once a Plumber,” with George Williams
I

as

heavy

the

ladies,

and

composed

a quartet of leading
of Lillian Hackett, Edna

Mae Wilson,

Ethel Ritchie and Jane Elliot.
Eddie and Lee are a great pair. They"
direct themselves.
When Eddie is in the
scene and Lee off Lee is the director and
tells Eddie where to get off and on, and
when Lee is in the action alone Eddie gets
back at him. “Once a Plumber” is a dandy
comedy, taken from an Argosy Magazine
story,
relating the adventures of two
plumbers who broke into society and then
into

jail.

saw Tod Browning directing

a scene
Priscilla Dean’s new feature, “Outside
the Law,” with a wonderfully realistic
scene the interior of an apartment house
on Knob Hill in San Francisco. I could
look out of the window of that apartment
I

for

—

house and get a bird’s-eye view of Frisco,
see Chinatown, the bay one whole side of
the city spread out before me. The effect

—

was secured by a background made from
a panoramic photograph enlarged by the
Shipman process.
Miss Dean as a Crook.
Miss Dean was playing the part of Silky

—

—
—

A

Palaver and Peace.
meeting of studio representatives and

business people was held at the Chamber
of Commerce a few days after this. The
situation was discussed, statements, accusations, denials, promises, palaver, sandThe
wiches and coffee were indulged in
Dove of Peace gobbled up a number of the
“worms” on this occasion, and at the
second meeting, held this week, the last
of the larvae found their way to the tummy
of the bird of peace. All is now happy,
and a spirit of brotherly love broods over
the once turbulent scene.
An evening paper, remarking editorially
on the subject, says that our Fair City “is
proud and affectionate of the film colony.”
Of course! Why shouldn’t it be? If I
were a Fair City I’d be “proud and affectionate of” an industry that brought as

much money and

as

many

tourists into

my

midst as the movies bring.
I’d also be very grateful for an industry
that came along and put me on the map
and helped to raise me from a little town
to the biggest city west of the Mississippi

Ruth Roland’s “Ruth of the Rockies” Serial Company Has Its Picture Took.
Thomas Lingham, Ruth Roland, Madeline Fairchild, Stanley Bingham Norma Nichols, Herbert Heyes. Standing in back: Connie De

Left to right:

Seated in front is George Marshall,
director of this Rathe serial.

Rue, Mike Lynch.
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was on the side lines watchand every time Daddy said “Cut” to
the cameraman the youthful actor would
renew his petitions to slosh around with

boat and the darn thing turned with him.
His foot slipped or something.
At any
rate the kid was right Daddy was wgding,
and they let the boy shake his shoes after

the other kids.
“Out of the Sky” is a circus story,
written by J. U. Giesev and made into a
scenario by Phillip Hurn. Jack Perrin is
co-starred with Miss Walton and David
Dyas Dan Crimmons and his wife have
stood around and
important parts.
I
watched the lake stuff for a while, and just
as I was leaving I heard young Breezy say:
“Please, Mama, can’t I wade a little?” and
then, “Oh, look, Mama! Daddy is wading.

this.

chap’s mother,
ing,

*

M

July 31, 1920

;

Why

can’t

I

wade

if

Daddy can?”

But Papa Did.
Mr. Eason had tried to walk

a

plank

that led from the shore of the lake to a

Anthony

—

Of course, I didn’t see anything like all
was going on at U. City. It would

that

take longer than a short afternoon, even
with a long neck, to rubber that vast place
and do anything like a job of it.
Some day I’m going to pactf up a lunch
and go out there early, stay all day and
stretch the old neck all over the place,
from stem to stern, take in everything
from the menagerie to the scenario shop.
I may even invade the publicity department
and mention the names of Charley Hertz
and Ted Taylor, the head publicity dopesters, and spill whatever dark secrets I can
dig up about them.

P. Kelly Writes First Vehicle

for Lillian Gish as
XXOUXCEMEXT

—

Social Climbers Very Sociable.
Dustin Farnum and Kathryn Adams
the Robertson-Cole special, “Big
Happiness.”

in

Wheeler
and Lon
Chaney, Ralph Lewis, E. A Warren and
the
one
of
Goethals,
Stanley
Little
cleverest camera kids of the colony, were
Moll, a lady crook, in the scene
the leading man,

;

Oakman was

helping along.

Harry Edwards was making a one-reel
comedy called “Fix It for Me,” with Ernie
Shields and Bartine Burkett in the leading roles, and a big bunch of musical
comedy girls in support. Miss Burkett is
the lady who tried to whip a bear about
a year ago at the Fox Sunshine Comedy
studio.

maintained at U. City to transport people from
one end of the big lot to the other and
went to the back ranch, where Eddie Polo
Eddie
is making the serial “Circus Life.”
was away on location, but I saw his circus,
which is complete from sawdust to sideshow. I was disappointed in not seeing
I

took passage on the bus that

Eddie, but

I

was repaid

for

my

is

trip to the

back ranch by finding the "Out of the Sky”

company working

couple of
hundred yards up a canyon from the circus
at

a

lake

a

set.

Gladys Drops “Out of the Sky.”
Director Reeves Eason and a gang of
actors and extras were dragging the lake
for Gladys Walton, who is co-starred in
“Out of the Sky” along with Jack Perrin.
Gladys had gone up in a hot-air balloon,
fallen out of it, and everybody thinks she
But Gladys is not in the
is in the lake.
lake.
She “lit” on the roof of the village
parsonage when she fell out of the balloon,
and the parson, a nice young chap, found
I must not say any more
her.
But sh
or I’ll give the plot dead away.
Stanton Heck, who plays the heavy in
the picture, was helping in the work of
dragging the lake, and after he was all
tuckered out with the work along came
young “Breezy” Eason, Jr., and told him
that Gladys was upstairs at the preacher’s
house and couldn’t come down because the
preacher was having a party and she

—

“didn’t

!

have on nothin’ but circus clothes.”

Go Near

Couldn’t

the

Breezy, a bright seven-t'ear-old,
did some very clever woi k in the scene
considering the f^ct that !>'- soul was not
exactly in tune with the drama at 'he
moment. There were a lot of kids on the
location, and they were all having the tune
of their

lives

wading in the edge of the
was Breezy, all dressed up

lake; and there

with shoes on, and forbidden to go near
Mrs. Reeves Eason, the little
the water.

Star

made by William for these trade showings. The first, two
Erohman weeks ago, was “If I Were King,” with
Amusement Corporation, that the first
Farnum. Last week’s was Pearl White
“While New York
production in which Lillian Gish will be
in “The White Moll.”
Sleeps” it is planned to show on the 27th.
starred by his company will be a story
written by Anthony Paul Kelly, whose
This step is a reversal of the old speaking stage custom of trying out plays first
work as a dramatist and screen author is
in minor towns and then, if successful,
too well known to need comment.
For the past six weeks readers have been
brought to Broadwaj'. The Fox company
is

L. Sherrill, president of the

every available stage play and
popular novel in order to secure the first
One novel finally
vehicle for Miss Gish.
was chosen, but because of the possibility
of censorship it was finally voted down.
Mr. Kelly was appealed to and submitted
a story that was immediately accepted.
This story, says Mr. Kelly, has been revolving in his mind for more than five
years, but he has withheld offering it to
any particular producing company because
he did not believe there was a screen actress of sufficient dramatic ability and the
right type to properly portray the main
character. Hearing that Miss Gish was to
be starred by the Frohman Amusement
Corporation, the thought occurred that she
was the only motion picture star who
could properly fill the bill.
Mr. Kelly had intended to dramatize the
be
it
to
offering
before
production
screened, but his friendship for Mr. Sherrill
and his deep regard for Miss Gish’s
ability caused him to abandon that idea.
Mr. Kelly was commissioned by Sam
Harris to write a dramatic legitimate production for rehearsal in the early fall, and
Mr. Harris has given his consent to the
postponement of this in order to allow Air.
Kelly to devote his time to the scenario
and rehearsal of the Lillian Gish producAn unusual circumstance is that this
tion.
story is the first original screen story Air.
Kelly has written since the production by
Cohan and Harris of his stage success,
His latest scenario
.“Three Faces East.”
was “Way Down East,” in which Aliss Gish
digesting

has undertaken to submit its special productions first to a peculiarly critical Broadway audience.
The Fox departure is due to the essential difference between the stage play and
A play is produced
the motion picture.
The
in the hope of a long Broadwaj run.
rest of the country must wait, and in the
meantime will judge it bj" what it has
r

done on Broadway.

A

motion picture, on

the other hand, is produced in the hope of
pleasing the whole country. It is released

everywhere at one time.
To put on a play in a small town is the
only means a stage producer has of judging what effect it will have on Broadway.
But this will not do for motion pictures.
What goes in a small town may not go in
There is only one test, and
a large city.
that is Broadway itself where can be
gathered together a most critical audience,
composed of men and women who know
motion pictures and who are therefore
competent to judge them. The rest of the
country will know from this what it is

—

about to

see.

itniiitiiiiiim

is also starred and which is a D. W. Griffith
production.
Xeither the Frohman Amusement Corporation nor Air. Kelly would reveal the
title of the production, which will go into
rehearsal immediately.

Hold Trade Showings
of All Specials in New York
HE decision of William Fox to give a

Fox

Water.

Young

New Frohman

T

to

trade showing at the Palace Theatre
of each big special production that
Fox Film Corporation will release during
the coming season is an expression of com
fidence by Fox officials in the excellence
of the program.
Through the courtesy of E. F. Albee,
the Palace Theatre has been put at the
disposal of Air. Fox on Tuesday mornings

“Can’t Hide Beauty Like That!”
Ranasev Wallace chides Wanda Hawley
as 'they take “time out" on their
next Realart.
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A lice Joyce,

Offers

Good Opportu n i ties fo r Exp lo i ta tion
C

OMBINING

an

ample

plot

with

illumination.
Such spots
if

may be

find

Sell to the Public.

But do not make all your effort hang on
your appeal to the followers of the star.
You have a play which will appeal to those
who do not follow stars. You can make
some Alice Joyce fans out of those who
You can
have not followed her work.
make many house fans; which is better
yet.

Don’t merely advertise Miss Joyce in
“The Prey.” Try to sell the story to the
people who don’t care whether it was
Alice Joyce or Jennie Smith.

The script is skillfully laid and well directed.
It cannot but please the man who
is tired of the same old hash of closeups
and freak shots used to mask the want of
an idea.
•

your newspaper work or by
means of throwaways if you do not use the
this

in

paper.

Try This Copy.

outs.

show through a vista of foliage and
either bring the lettering down to the glass
dr make a separate frame of foliage for
this.

Try This

Effect.

you have the time mount the figures
man and girl on white paper or
cloth.
On the back place a cutout (which
need not be from the poster) of the lion
shape. Set the mount so that you form a
shadow box with foliage or drapes, and arIf

of the

to see a real good picture
a point of seeing “The Prey.”

probably what you have been waiting
It’s a page from life, told like life,
simply and with strong dramatic effect.
It’s a fine picture, with some wonderful
interior settings; bits of a home of wealth
that look what they are. As a picture it is
all a picture should be.
But it is more than that. It is a gripping
story of rotten politics and a clean woman
It’s

for.

who was made

victim of a political
strong enough to
be willing to face disgrace that the man
she loved might keep his record clear.
It is a simple story so simply stold that
it is more like the recital of a life than the
artificial efforts of a story teller.
If you like stories come and see Alice
Joyce in “The Prey.”
You’ll like it.

schemer; of a

a

woman

Try
you use

All Type.

newspapers try an
type advertisement. Get a different sort
of setting. You can get a good result from
imitation typewriting, or you can set it in
eight or ten point Roman with a wide
If

this in the

all

margin

top,

Make

bottom and

sides.

look different from your usual
displays and it will sell to those who apit

you have
form letter.
If

people to expect more than the screen can
give, but make your brag on the story.

Do

make

preciate different things.

Tell that you have a story; a strong, gripping story, filled with suspense which lasts
Don’t
well to the end of the final reel.
hammer on it so strong that you lead

Cutouts.

Sometimes they are

you want

story

Sell the Story.

seen in a better-than-usual production.
To this end work all of your usual stunts,
the screen, with slides, the program, “Coming” portrait lithos, newspaper underlines
and later the posters.

will

a

you.

To those who make a point of seeing the
star in ai*l her productions, you have only
to advertise so that all will know of her
coming and be appraised that she is to be

the display, with plants so that the figures

but

probably be

will

and you can get enough newspaper men-

tising effort.

you use the cutouts work them in
windows. Use potted plants, palms and
branches to give a jungle effect. Break

difficult to locate,
it

tion out of the use of the park to repay

follows that you have two things to
Miss Joyce and the production.
Probably a large portion of your patronage will follow the star with no more
than the usual advertising.
The others
you can bring in through additional adver-

If

one

real novelty and as such worth the moderate cost. If you can’t find a yard and can
possibly persuade the authorities to let you
use a park the effect will be even better.
Often a donation to some civic charity
will get you the loan of the park shrubbery

:

H ave

you can

story.

right.
If

lobby and wherever you can plant them.
If you can get the loan of some good
yard near the main street which has trees
or a mass of firs, put the cutout right in
among the trees and run a wire for night

It

In this connection do not overlook the
value of 24-sheets, both for posted paper
and for cutouts. The reproduction on this
page is from a sketch and does not show
the drawing to the best advantage. It is
a striking piece of pictorial display on the
boards. It will work even better as cut-

seldom a good
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Play to Her Admirers.
sell

SARGENT

By EPES W.

a

clearness of telling which permits the
story to be followed without effort
“The Prey,” the latest Alice Joyce special,
should repay special advertising effort. It
should return a profit on the direct investment and at the same time leave a surplus
which will work to the benefit of later
regular releases.
Go at it from this angle. Spend a little
extra money for advertising, and you will
gain a double return in immediate results
and better business in later plays.
“The Prey” is a political story in which
almost inevitable that the political
it
is
boss and the young and upright District
Attorney should be antagonists, but this
exceedingly well written story and
is an
the continuity has been developed with a
skill which unfolds the story clearly, tensely and without cessation in the suspense.
It is a better story than the average of its
It will please a far greater number.
class.

Work something like this
DO THE PICTURES LACK STORY?
A lot of people say that they don’t care

a

a

good mailing

list,

try

it

as

Tease with Situation.
modified teaser campaign, using
your screen the same time as you use the
papers. Don’t tease in the sense that no
one knows what the advertisement refers
to.
Use the house name with a “coming

Try

a

soon.”

Pick up the situations and use these to
Some good points might be
Forced to marry to save her brother
from prison, she was compelled to sit mistress of a table around which half nude
women danced, while other women, nearly
as nude, carried on their brazen flirtations.
This was the respect her husband showed
tease with.

:

for

motion pictures because there

ALBERT

E.

SMITH

is

so

her.

Others might read:
H er husband connived with her maid to
force her into a compromising position She

presents

ALICE JOYCE
THE PREY

range a number of lights at the back with
a flasher, so that the lion shadow alternately appears and disappears. Do this so
that the entire male figure is in shadow
when, the -back lights' go on, as though a
springing beat had replaced the man.
This’ sounds like a lot of trouble; much
more trouble than you will find it. If you
can get an advantageous location for this
display you will find it worth many times
its trouble cost.

Make

a Trademark.

This poster so accurately reflects not
only the title but the theme of the play
that it will pay to make it a trade mark,
using the same cutouts in or above your

:

Here’s the Foundation for a Strong Cutout.

Made from a

sketch, the values do not show up properly. The shadow outline of a lion
in the act of springing is cast by the man’s figure against a vivid yellow
background. Try mounting the figures on a translucent backing and
throwing the shadow from the rear, with a flasher cut in

—
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his wife in name only. He determined
to break down the barrier by crushing her
pride.
The man she loved was the District Attorney, seeking to punish her husband for
Her husband sought
his political crimes.
to force her to shield him, but she was true

was

and honor.
She preferred seeming dishonor

to love

disgrace of the

man

to

whom

to

the

she gave her

action, but you will find a crowd in front
of the AvindoAV all the time.
You can get croAvds with a cat and a canary in a cage. People will waste time in
the hope of seeing the cat win. Make certain that the cage cannot be overturned,
or you’ll have a tragedy that will prove no

good advertisement.
In the same way you can possibly send
a good looking girl down the street with
fashionably dressed man following. Let
her look behind apprehensively.
When
sufficient attention has been attracted to
their actions let the man unroll a sign reading “See the politician and his prey at the
Bijou Theatre, now! Alice Joyce in ‘The
a

heart.

Tying

Up

the Stuff.

Then go over the ground again, repeating the displays and this time adding “she
Avas 'The Prey’ at the Blank Theatre, next
Aveek.” Start early enough to use the same
set tAvice, using the title the second time.
Use an ample supply of stills, getting
them into shop windows rather than in
your lobby. Your lobby Avill reach the
people you already have. Make your stills
bring others. Lay out three or four stills
on a card, neatly lettered, and you will
find them easier to place than window
cards or loose photographs.
If there is a vacant window to be had
put a cat AAUth a catnip mouse in the window and a couple of small bills. Letter a
card “He played with hearts as a cat with
its prey.
See Alice Joyce in ‘The Prey’ at
the Star all next Aveek.” You may have
to Avork the cats in relays to get enough
:

m

Alanhattan. He received
early education in Andover Academy
and St. Paul’s school. He completed his
education in Yale University.
At one time owner of the racing sloop
Virginia, Avhich he purchased from the late
Alfred G. Vanderbilt.
Five years on the “legitimate” stage has
stamped him an actor of rare ability and

born and raised
his

finish.

His first appearance in the silent drama
was with Douglas Fairbanks in “Alanhattan Aladness.” This engagement was followed by a number of others, all of which
were heavy leads.

Hookups Are Handy.
are handy. You can land check
protectors Avith the forged
check incident. You can even get the banks
to come in on the protection they give

Hookups

Print of Pathe News with
Baby of Governor Cox in

and

writers

their customers.

You can tie up the newspaper in a contest discussion as to Avhether the girl did
wrong

not standing by her husband. Let the contest close after the shoAVing of the picture.
Do not make seeing
the picture one of the terms of entry. State
the case fully, that all may compete without paying admission. Alost will come to
see what happens.
You have a Avorth while picture. Alake
the most of it.
in

Arms Sent

His

T

HROUGH

Farts in

China are Permitted

lowing telegram:

25

Assail Screen Villain Says Sheldon
,

R

ETURNING

from

a

tour of the Ori-

ent which carried him into remote
sections of India, China and Japan,
E. Lloyd Sheldon, well-knoAvn as the author of many Fox productions, is back in
this country Avith enthusiastic reports of
his Avork and that of his photographer,

Harry Keepers.
Almost the first place visited by Mr.
Sheldon was the new Netv York home of

Fox Film Corporation

in

West

Fifty-fifth

street.

During
pictures

his talk of the Orient
in that part of the

and motion

world, Mr.
Sheldon brought out emphatically the
status of Fox entertainments among the
fans.
An incident which he mentioned
shoAvs clearly the reputation which George
Walsh enjoys among screen stars in
China.
“It is educational,” said Air. Sheldon, “to
visit these different countries and have an
opportunity to study the people, the picture field and the peculiarities of the fans.

tion for stars of the type of William Farnum, George Walsh, Tom Alix and William Russell.

Henry Sedley Appears
First

Y
on

ALE

Hemmer

graduate;

all

Production
arond

athlete;

gentleman rider and owner of his own
string of thoroughbreds; actor both
the legitimate stage and in motion

pictures

“birdseye” view of
career, noAv playing one
of the leading roles in the cast of Hemmer
The play,
Superior Productions, Inc.
w'hich will be ready for release at an early
date, is rapidly nearing completion.
Air. Sedley is a Netv Yorker, having been

The foregoing
Henry Sedley’s

is

a

fire

is

—

opened by the avenging audience.

at the screen, the yellow men
out their warning to the hero and
heroine, and the place is in uproar.”
Mr. Sheldon gathered much material
during his trip, from which he intends to
develop new stories for screen consumo-

13.

New

45th Street,

York, N. Y.

r

R.

G.

AINSWORTH.

promptly reand Governor Cox
can now screen himself and the baby as
often as he likes in his otvn home.
Governor Cox was already on record as

Exchange,

as

Inc.,

desired,

to the value of the news Aveekly. In connection with a Pathe celebration held some
months ago, the governors of thirty-eight

of
appreciation.
sent
messages
Governor Cox wrote “The remarkable development of motion picture photography
states

:

has been given no better exposition than
in the portrayal of world events in the
making.
The future of the field is unlimited.”

T

“Attack” Villain on Screen.

Bowls

July

Vignola Receives Many Letters
on His Defence of Director

“In many places in China I noticed in the
picture theatres that the exhibitors have to
furnish more than merely chairs and the
pictures. The Anglo-Saxon showmen give
their patrons comfortable chairs, good
music and a choice of screen entertainment. In China the fans get all these and
more. Weapons are furnished with which
the audience may assail the villain on the
screen.
“By this I mean that custom has established that incense burners bowls of various sizes are a part of each fan’s privilege.
When the right moment arrives the
excitable Chinaman reaches stealthily in
front of him in the semi-darkness and
clutches his incense bowl. When the villain presents a good target on the screen

—

West

O.,

Inc.,

Governor Cox, after looking at Current
News Weekly at Southern Theatre, Columbus,
made the remark it A\r as wonderful, and he
wished he had a copy of the film of himself
and the baby. Can you accommodate him?
Wire me one forty-seA en Hubbard Avenue.

Pathe
sponded

in

Him

presidency, is furnishing a pretty little human incident to enliven the great political
campaign now beginning. The Cox baby,
in its father’s arms, figured in the occasion
of Governor Cox’s fellow townsmen’s celebration of the results of the convention on
the grounds of the Governor’s home.
A
Pathe News camera made its record of the
event, with the result indicated in the fol-

Pathe Exchange,

to

to

agency of the Pathe
News, the baby in the home of Governor Cox, Democratic nominee for the
the

Columbus,

Movie

1920

31,

Prey,’ a stirring story.”

right or

Stunt Stuff.

July

fly

cry

Notified of His Nomination

—

for Death.
“The Purple Cipher,” in
which Earle Williams stars for

A moment from

Vitagraph.

HE

defence of the motion picture director made by Robert G. Vignola in
the last issue of this paper Avherein
he took occasion to say that the exhibitors are not giving the director sufficient
credit in their lobby displays and publicity
announcements, has brought a flood of
commendatory replies from directors, producers, stars and exhibitors throughout the
country. Strange as it may seem not one
reply has been receh-ed taking issue Avith
Vignola, but all express their approval
of his vigorous stand in faA’or of “the man
behind the picture.”
“I should like to hear from those exhibitors Avho have not been in the habit
of giving the director public credit,” said
“They must have some reaAir. Vignola.
son for their attitude and I should like
to knoAV Avhy they feel that Avay about
fact that I
I am Avilling, despite the
it.
am a busy man, to enter into personal correspondence Avith any exhibitor Avho disagrees Avith me, because I feel that I can
shoAv him in cold, hard facts why it is
much better business for him to credit the
director than not to.

July

31,
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Advertising and Exploitation
By Epes Winthrop Sargent
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Stunt for “Married Life” Worked Big
at the Strand Theatre Brooklyn
,

TUNTING

S

“Married Life” and “Don’t
Ever Marry,” both First National Attractions,

Last week
geles,

we
worked

work

pretty

much

the same.

told. how Tally’s, in Los Ana bridal couple for “Don’t

On

the surface there was nothing suspicious in the outfit except the fact that
the groom wore a brown derby.
At each stop the distressed groom would
hop out and assist the chaffeur with ad-

Ever Marry.”

About the same time Eddie
Hyman, of the Strand, Brooklyn, worked
pretty much the same thing for “Married

vice.
Then “Dearie” would
tient at the long separation
too, clinging lovingly to the

Life.”

newly acquired hubby.
About the time the crowd got nice and
thick the groom would reach into the car
and draw out a placard stating that “Mar-

According

to the press statement, Mr.
picked out a pretty girl and a man
who looked like Ben Turpin. Perhaps he
does, but he looks a lot more like Charlie
Chaplin.
At any rate Edward L. loaded
the happy pair into an open taxi and told
them to go to it and not to get arrested
any more than they could help.
For purely press reasons, the stunt was
pulled all over New York, though it was a
Brooklyn house which advertised.
It
seems to have been a combined house and
First National stunt, for the picture played
the New York Strand previously, and Mr.
Hyman probably did not figure that he
would draw any business from New York.
Worked New York.
On the other hand, it probably did help
bookings, and it showed that New York
should be jazzed up, and they had time to
cross the bridge and still do Brooklyn
properly, for the picture played the week.
The usual fake breakdown was employed.
Every few blocks the chauffeur stalled his
car. There was nothing to show that it was
an advertising' stunt. Apparently it was a
union of simple souls who didn’t give a
hoot if their friends had tied a few tin
cans to the rear axle.

Hyman

ried Life”

was now playing

have given the couple what is professionalknown as “the bum’s rush” had they
entered without prearrangement.
Even
where lobby detectives are not employed, it
is best to arrange beforehand.
ly

The

cost of the stunt is the hire of the
you own a car, and the payment

taxi, unless

grow impaand get out,

at

arm

of

her

the Strand,

Brooklyn.

That was the blowoff for the crowd and
they would melt away, permitting the
chauffeur to start up and repeat the performance a few blocks beyond.
In the Hotels.

Many

the hotels were visited, the
couple entering the main lobby with the
groom carrying a suit case lettered “Married 16 hours. Both doing well.”
At each stop the groom would request a
room and the bride would cut in with a
demand for twin beds. This would start an
argument which ended in the bride’s declaration that she was going back to mother.
As she started away the groom would
ask, “Where are you going?” and they
could chant in unison “To the Strand,
Brooklyn, where Mack Sennett’s ‘Married
Life’ is playing.
It is positively not a war
of

picture.”

This last always got a laugh and gave
a climax to the exit.

The

hotel clerks

were

posted beforehand, because New York hotels employ lobby detectives, who would

Mack Sennet's

'Married Life
NovpkyirgXtbc

StrandTheAtrf
tp.

It

F

BROOK^YKj)

Works

as Well

from the Rear.

of the bridal pair. If you have your own
car and a clever ticket seller and doorman,
you can get off with a vote of thanks and
a bill of gasoline, but even where a car
costs five dollars an hour, it is cheap publicity in any town large enough to talk
about the happening.

Mack SennetS

'Married Life*

w

t

u

Z

hlS

f

hap Says He L °° ks Like Ben Turpin But Charlie
»

didn't say that the

Chaplin

town was too big

Could Sue for Infringement

to stunt.

He

stunted

of

Copyright.
y

it.
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Get Your Shirt Boards Ready for “Suds” Date
mini
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How

A

Exploitation Changed Policy
for One-day Western Exhibitor

LTHOUGH

this story reads like an advertisement for the Chaplin films, David Daimos, writing his experiences
for the First National exploitation man
preaches a sermon which others in his position may well follow with profit to them-

was using two newspapers. He doubled
one and multiplied by four on
the more promising.
Backing this up, he made arrangements

selves.

.some more frames, but it was ahead of
what he usually did, and it told.
For a Perambulator.

Mr. Daimos has the Lyric Theatre, Tucson, Arizona. It is a ten-cent house, playing to Mexicans and the laboring classes,
offering a daily change and the more vivid

his space in

for an extra decoration of his lobby. This
was merely a specially gaudy banner and

Then he got
a perambulator.

melodramas and serials.
He was doing very well with the buckets-

flivver.

of-blood type

down

production, but he noticed that his patrons enjoyed the comedies, and he let himself be talked into
booking Chaplin in “A Day’s Pleasure.”
of

It

The dew

is

son streets.

A

Chaplin
run prices have been for-

off the rose for that

Decided to Exploit.
Feeling rather desperate, he decided to
a

but it was no easy matter to
get one which looked so much worse than
a lot of others in constant use on the Tuccar,

Cost a Heap.

release and first
gotten, but even at that it was pretty much
of a gamble for the manager. The price
was still too large to permit him to book
it for a day and win out.
He could get it
relatively cheaper for a two-day run, and
he let himself be talked into it.
But back in his box office, with the persuasive salesman no longer at his elbow
to keep his enthusiasm up, Mr. Daimos did
not feel so well pleased with himself. He
knew that he would have to play to big
business for two days to break even on the
cost of the film. If he had a turnway, he
might even make a little, but he was none
too confident about the turn-away.

make

good gamble

of

it.

He seemed

was

It

to

be in for a sting, and he could hear the bee
buzzing, but if he was going down, he was
going down with his colors nailed to the
mast.
He reasoned that exploitation alone could
help and he decided to take a chancd. He

reckless and decided upon
He picked out a decrepit
not hard to discover a run

Regular Chaplin Car.

Finally he got one still able to run, but
with three wheels already in the automobile grave of the scrap heap and the fourth

very shaky.
To find an impersonator of Chaplin was
a lot easier. The car was tagged and the
youth was told to go out and break down
to his heart’s content.

He

did.

would have come out at the w. k. small end.
But by telling that he had a corking
comedy, and then exploiting it with advertising and stunts, he" drove the fact
home.

The Moral.
Mr. Daimos knows that he can get
more money for a good show by spending
more. He knows that ten or fifteen dollars sunk into a street stunt, and a double
space in the newspapers is merely sowing
nickles to grow a crop of quarters.
He knows there is a profit of twenty
cents on each seed nickle.
Now if he learns to rotate his crops and
does not try to grow them too often, he
will forget those old one-day runs and
perhaps get a chance to put his house on

Now

a

fifteen cent basis.

can

It

be

done

with

advertising

and

stunts.

Shirt Boards and

Work

Bands

Strongly for “Suds”

HIRT

“boards,” those cardboard slips
over which laundered shirts are folded, worked well for “Suds” in Boston.
Charles E. Moyer went over to start things
off, and among his stunts he planted a lot
of boards and bands with the leading

S

laundries.

Reaping the Reward.
Mr. Daimos stuck to his regular scale of
prices and one matinee and two evening
shows at least he thought he would, but
he did not realize what publicity could do.
His standout on the second evening show
was so heavy that he announced a third
performance, and while that was running
he was busy painting signs for a double
matinee and three shows the second day.
And those five shows paid, too. Mr. Daimos had figured to get four good houses
to pay the bill. He got nine.

—

Exploitation did it.
He could have died standing up with
Chaplin as well as anything else. Death
might not have been as painful, but he

They were printed up with

a

large cut

Miss Pickford and below was a large
“See Mary Pickford in ‘Suds,’ now showing
at the Majestic Theatre.”
Below is a
of

panel, into the top of which is set: “Why
to see this play.” Below, in
the panel itself, is the text:
“Because we feel sure that you will not

we want you

only enjoy this wonderful screen story, but
that after seeing it you will better appreciate our clean, modern and sanitary methods.”

Below the rule is broken again to let in
the trademark of the laundry.
The bands are the common slips of paper
used to fasten around tfie shirt when
folded. It also carries a cut and this text:
“Don’t miss seeing Mary Pickford in
‘Suds’ at the Majestic Theatre. Then you
will better appreciate the modern methods
of the Pilgrim laundry.”
If you expect to play this release remember that almost any laundry will be
glad to get these boards and bands. But
also remember that most of the laundry
comes back the latter part of the week.
Get a sufficient supply of the boards and
bands to last two weeks, and use them two
weeks before the showing instead of during the run. Date the boards definitely, as

“From Monday, October 4, one full w eek.”
Then people can’t go wrong.
The shirt board is not a new idea. It
r

•

was used years ago. But it might have
been especially made for “Suds,” wdth its
laundry locale. Don’t overlook this bet.

Hunt Stromberg Editor
of Ince House Magazine

G

ETTING

out one of the most pretentious house organs yet brought for-

ward, Hunt Stromberg is making
“The Silversheet” work hard to earn its
expenses and a sheet has to w ork really
hard in these days of high costs of wffiite
paper. The Silversheet is something more
than a house organ, for it carries a lot of
snappy material which will appeal to exhibitors as w'ell as studio people, and its
monthly appearance will be watched for

—

This Lobby Display, Plus Exploitation, Converted a Tucson Exhibitor.
this much of a lobby, but it was a lot for
to do, and it convinced him that
he could play a film for more than one day.

Some people would not consider

David Daimos, of the Lyric,

with interest.

r

July
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Windows Cheap, but They Pull Like a Baby Tank
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Ideas in
on

Eli M. Orowitz Got

W

Stevenson

cover

“Scenes

from

‘Treasure

”

Production

Market

from Eighth

street to the
the chief promenade in Philadelphia from early morning
until late at night. It is a wonderful place
street,

City Hall, at Fourteenth,

Inside the cover was a sign advising the
reader to purchase a copy and then see the
play.
Additional leaves showed twenty

Quakertown Interested
In

the

Island.’

Window Dressing
for a

is

show window.

ORKING

with Abe L. Einstein, of
Stanley theatres, Eli M. Orowitz, of the Famous Players exploitation forces, got Philadelphia all stirred
up over “Treasure Island” last week.
Orowitz told Einstein that he thought he
could help put the play over, and Einstein
gave him his blessing and carte blanche
on expenses. Then Einstein started in to
the

work on the newspaper end.
His best stunt was to frame an essay
stunt, with the M. P. editors of the daily
sheets as the judges. To help this along he
put out 500 one sheets about the contest.
Many of the kiddies were out of town on
their vacations, but a surprisingly large
number of essays were received, testifying
to the popularity of the idea.

Sold the Windows.
Meantime Orowitz started out
window owners. It might be

to sell the

supposed
nothing much could be done with
book sales on a story already so widely
sold as “Treasure Island,” but that didn'*bother Orowitz.
His first drive was on one of the Evans
Drug Stores. These are the standard gift
stores of Philadelphia and they sell most
everything. “Get it at Evans’ ” is a standard slogan in Philadelphia.
They had a drive on books at eighty
cents each, including “Treasure Island.” It
was a simple matter to persuade them to
drive on this volume.
that

An Automatic

If You Get It at Evans’, You Get It for Eighty Cents
The drug store display for "Treasure Island." The automatic book is seen
below the centre of the illustration. Cutouts are shown along the top.
The window covered a whole catalogue of books, but

Attractor.

“Treasure Island” was the feature.

He

got William E. Borgas, manager of
Evans stores so enthusiastic that
Borgas remembered a mechanism he had
used for other displays and suggested

just

mm

the

adapting it to the run on “Treasure Island.”
Orowitz was glad to pay the small cost for
the adaptation, with the result that the
centerpiece at the store on Market street,
near Twelfth, was a huge book lettered

How
The window on the right

Eli

l\fl.

from

the play, arranged in their
proper order.
Some idea of the interest excited may be
gleaned from the fact that when this picture was taken, at half past eleven in the
evening, two policemen were required to
keep the crowd from the camera.
stills

Orowitz Sold the ^Vindow Idea

The mechanism turned the
enough to permit the crowd
of the details of the

two

leaves slowly

to take in all
pictures, and when

the end was reached the leavjes (were
turned back and the showing was begun
all over again.
One hundred and thirteen copies of the

to PHiladelpHia Stores.

offers a startling effect with the pirate cutout places right against the glass
And this is a display in the
Baptist Publication Society. That on the left exploits a special edition of the
book gotten out by the Jacobs
Company. These stores are on Chestnut street, the fashionable shopping
district, and reach a
different class of patronage from that of Evans.
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Yon

Make ’Em

Get,
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novel were sold the

day and the sales
excess of 300. More
than that, the attractor sold hundreds of
other books in the eighty cent catalogue,
and not many who went into the store to
purchase a book left without some other
purchases, for Evans is a mighty hard place
to get out of so long as you have money
left.
It has one of the most fascinating
collections of gifts and novelties in the
country. Orowitz more than paid his rent,
as the figures proved.

for the

week were

first

in

sold a lot of books. Stills and
were added to complete the display of books, which filled the entire
window.
Another good display was had from
George W. Jacobs & Co. This concern
lately brought out .a sumptuously illustrated
edition of the book and were glad to hook
up with the theatre in advertising the
novel. Here the attractors were still and
ety, but
a poster

it

cutouts.

Got All Classes.

The Evans

Market street got
These two displays

display on

the general

crowds.
appealed to the more particular shoppers,
who prefer Chestnut street. Between them,
the three displays covered all classes.
But this was not all. There was the big
Wanamaker store to figure on. Two window cards and some stills called attention
to the fact that inside could be had a
choice of five editions at varying prices,
and counter signs backed up the windows.
This gave the cue to other stores and
many of the smaller shops, even in the
suburbs, hooked in on the big display and
even lettered their own signs to get in the
swim.

Put

The Animated Book.
If the store had sold no copies of this
novel the crowds attracted would have
been worth while, but the 300 sales reported do not represent the entire week, since
this does not cover Saturday, when the
shoppers come over from Camden.

Other Displays.

A decidedly clever display was planned
by the American Baptist Publication Society, which is shown in the illustration.
This was a cutuot from a poster showing
the pirates and, being put squarely against
the window, produced an unusual effect.
This might be considered rather violent
advertising for a church publication soci-

it

work now.
only a question of time when you
experience a change of heart, for in
proportion to its cost nothing yields so
large a return, and Mr. Orowitz has conis

will

tributed

many good

W

But They Hold

of his experiences with the
teaser form of advertising admits
that his teasers no longer tease,
Leo M. Valdez, of Laredo, Tex., writes:
“It does not detract from the interest of
those ads that it is generally known that
they are Royal Theatre motion picture advertising.
They excite comment and interest.”
In other

words, he uses the teaser form,
but not the teaser idea. He does not gain
interest through mystery, but he keeps
them wondering how he will advertise his
next offering.
This is in some ways even more valuable than teasing. It becomes a permanent
feature.
People follow and look for the
ads regularly and they are at once connected with the house.
Of course for this you need to turn out
clever jazz lines, but most press books will
give you something.
Mr. Valdez caught
the trick from the First National press
books. He uses those releases and the F.
N. press books yield a lot of genuinely
clever lines on each release.

ideas.

Effective

Don’t think your house
hustling pay.

Use of Color

The Strand, Tacoma,
usually good work with
sells one Sunday page

is

doing some unThe Ledger
color and black
Generally red is

color.
in

and the Strand gets it.
employed, as being the most striking combination, but now and then other colors
are selected, and a greenish yellow gave a
suggestion of mystery to the “Dr. Jekyl
and Mr. Hyde” display that red could never
have gained. If you can buy two colors,
study the effect of color on the display and
use similar good judgment.

Takes Extra Lobby Space
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make

Interest

RITING

Over.

The essay and the window stunts were
practically all that was done.
It was all
that was necessary. The Evans stunt calls
for special mechanism, though a small boy
will do for a mechanism at a pinch.
The
other ideas may be more easily worked, for
any book title, and it would be well to hold
this page for ideas.
You’ll need it some
time, even if you do not believe in window
It

His Teasers Don’t Tease

is

for

too small to

Hustling will

make

big house.

it

a

E

Home

VIDENTLY
City,

run.

The house

ing pays, and

it

Theatre,

Salt

managed and not merely

Lake

is

Built Posters

Gem

the

gets

realizes that advertisall

the advertising pos-

sible.
It

was

built

with

an

unusually

wide

lobby. Under the usual scheme of things,
one portion of this excess space would

probably have been subleased to a candy
and soft drink place and the other probably to a cigar store. It would have hurt
the appearance of the house, but it would
have brought in rentals.
But the management wanted to use the
lobby itself. At the rear you will notice
the name of Anita Stewart in white letters.
This is just above the easel in the
left hand side and to the right of the box
office on the other.

The

left

hand

side

shows

six

stills.

It

does not show “in ‘The Yellow Typhoon,’”
because this was done in black on yellow,
The
but that layout forms the display.
white frame, taking most of the rear wall
space is filled with a permanent flat surface. On this letters similar to those used
on store windows are affixed, together with
stills,
cutouts from posters or anything
which will go to make a strong display.
Considerable ingenuity is shown in the
composition of these home-made posters
and they draw more business than would
be represented by renting the two spaces.

How

a Salt

Lake City Exhibitor Builds His Special Lithographs.

at the sides is used for two fabricated posters with the
lettering and cutouts mounted on a neutral glass backing. The space
could be rented for candy and soft drinks, but it is figured
that advertising brings in more money.

The extra lobby space

Try framing a large sheet of glass in
your own lobby, at the rear or on the sides.
Back the glass with neutral tint paint and
you can work the surface with a weekly
change that will keep them talking.
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Read

Middle Column and Think

the

Omaha Used Twenty Hidden
Silver

Hordes for Hunters

IG in the shade, cool off in the Sun
and look for ‘The Silver Horde,’”
was the advice given by Harry GoldIt might have
berg, of the Sun, Omaha.

D

puzzled people who did not live in a town
where the theatres were named after the
entire solar system.

But

Omaha knew

all

about

Pretty Soft for Pressmen
Getting the English Fans
HINGS come pretty soft for the ex-

T

being cool-

it

Just as a Sample

Sun than in the shade, and all that
interested them was the silver horde. That
part of it was new.
Before the advertising campaign Mr.
Goldberg, N. N. Frudenfield, his advertising manager, and H. S. Lord, Goldwyn exploitation man, got together on the stunt.
A couple of weeks before the playing
date, and before anything had been said
about the stunt, they planted twenty boxes
This was
in vacant lots through the city.

dead of night.

in the

UST

an Improvement on
Old Fashioned Log Cabins

This

Is

W

INTER

plays,

such

as

Vitagraph’s

“The Courage of Marge O’Doone,”''
are being eaten up right now by ex-

hibitors

who

appreciate the appeal of the

snow when we are crazy with the heat.
Most lobby work has taken the form of
log cabin box offices of canvas or slabs.
These have worked well, but now comes
the Tudor Theatre, Atlanta, with something
better.

1

1

The Tudor, as you will recall from past
pictures of their lobby, is not possessed
of a wide entrance, but has a twenty-five or
thirty-foot front, recessed.
The box of-

1

24.

mar-

1

fice is built in.

I

quise treatment used by the Colonial

1

1

Theatre, Lincoln Nebraska.

as a

J

You

will find at the top a

|
I

Picture

|
1
I

1

World dated

|
1

1

17.

Now turn over to page 750 and see
what the Strand, Birmingham, did for
“Down on the Farm.” You will find
a better cut of the same photograph
on page 1597 in our issue of June 19;
five weeks earlier.
Doesn’t it pay to follow the paper

|

|
1
=

\

releases.
sells

do you think?

It

for

is

a

purely publicity
shilling.

Built a Cabin.

stuff,

The book

is

Instead of erecting a log hut to serve
as a box office, the house built the entire
lobby in, using the bark slabs cut from
tree trunks, as suggested by this department some years ago. These are to be had
from any sawmill and are sold cheaply
since they are supposed to be useless except for fuel and the roughest sort of
building.

1

of real service?

What

it

April

{

Fourteen

weeks ago the same photograph was
reproduced on page 410 of Moving

|

1

Bulletin

Over

It

sample of the “ServiceWhich-Covers-the-Field,” take a
slant at page 744 of the Motion
Picture News (if you have it) of July

1

The

men on

the other side of
Billie Bristow, publicity
the water.
man for Broadwest, sends in a well-printed
twenty-four page booklet, A]/2 by 8 inches,
which exploits Broadwest films and recent
ploitation

er in the

done

591

yet
well

The effect of this snow clad hut, with its
inviting shade, projecting into the furnacelike street can be imagined. It is worth all
of the trouble it entails, and if it can be
jazzed up with snow covered evergreens,
so much the better.

The frame
and

itself costs

written and well turned out; but the press
man who would suggest selling a similar
publication for a quarter over here would
be shipped to the psychopathic ward in a

paris

straight jacket.

been sprinkled before

tle,

if

and down
It

will

comparatively litcan be put up

built in sections
in

an hour.

help

a

lot

to

apply plaster of

“snow” on which pounded glass has
it

dries.

Board

Then the “Dig in the shade” bills were
put out, and the bottom of the bill advised
the reader to watch the Omaha News. The
News had been sold on the idea, and was
all ready.
This ran as a teaser for several
days.
A week before the playing date, when
the rains had effaced all trace of the digging, the News broke out with a three-column spread, telling that twenty hordes,
each containing from three to seven dollars in cash and ten tickets to the show,
had been planted. To get it started, the approximate location of four of the hordes
was

given.

This was followed by the display of

a.

board showing a map of the city
and the section in which each of the boxes
had been hidden.
The stunt was good for a week on the
front page and a second week on the inside pages, and it worked for both the
Sun and the newspaper.
bulletin
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Some men complain
ness

is

Some men
It
If

who
If

summer

that

busi-

bad.
hustle to

make

it

better.

pays to hustle, summer and winter.
you know how to hustle, help those
can’t.

you don’t know, read and

find out.

This Is a New Idea in Built Out Lobby Fronts from Atlanta.
Instead of building around the box office, the Tudor Theatre made a complete mask
for its lobby, and perhaps that snow-covered hut didn’t look good to the
perspiring public as they came along the street! It cooled them
off, even though they did not enter at the time.

—

— —

— —

—

—

a

—
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Gersdorf Tells of Campaign Book Improvement
••

'

-111111:1

;:ii!iii"

Making

Cut

AKING

the best of things with little
material is sometimes more of an
achievement than turning out a perfect display with the aid of an engraver
and an artist. The Grand, Douglas, Arizona, apparently had only a single cut with
which to advertise "The Virgin of Stamboul.” And this was neither a single nor
a double column cut, but in between, sized
for the house organ rather than for newspaper use. Putting this up in the corner,
the house made it the basis of a three
eight and a halfs.
It is not a pretty advertisement, but it

GRAND THEATER
Whether or not the Mountain came to Mohomet, we
to

say—

sacred

City

would not dare
but

Mohomet’s

will surely come to us on
Wednesday and Thursday

when

the

Silver Sheet at the

THEATRE
lights up the streets of
OLD STAMBOUL.
GRAND

with

its

Arabian Nights
Turkish Days
vile

Its

delights

Virgin
‘IT IS

The Golden Horn

ALL THERE”— One Wonderful Visit

—

treasured in the
revelation to the student

Maybe

A

there’s not

—but

and

Ways

to

memory

—a

of the most favored tourist
delight to the scholar and

—

be

there ought to be

washed and be made clean

From the sins she did not know, nor mean
And the million other VIRGINS there

Who

cry Allah in pure despair.

And find no lover, American bom
To rescue the maids of THE GOLDEN HORN!

AND THE MUSIC— Revilo

The Century Comedy

Making

a

—The

Locke at the Organ

— "LOOSE

L*0NS

Voice of the Picture!

AND FAST LOVERS”

Badly Sized Cut into a Big Display.

not ugly, and it probably pulled a lot
of business because the copy had strength.
The cut could have been centred on the
space and built around with side lines, but
Putting it
this would have hurt the copy.
in the position it occupies gets it out of
the way, and by keeping away from big
display lines it leads the reader to look
over the space and absorb the copy.
That cut, with the usual display would
have sold very little more than the regular
business.
The display would have killed
the cut and vice versa.
This makes a
happy utilization of a cut which on its face
was almost a handicap.
is

—P.

T.

A

effort to give the theatre

Just

millll

Enough Room Left
for Spectator’s

T

HIS

display

Money

Blackstone, Detroit, suggests one of the old-style
fronts popular ten years ago. There
is just sufficient room left for the patrons
to enter and exit, and since it is reported
that the house cleaned up strongly it is to
be presumed that the display paid, but as a
the

for

SjJ Louise Glaum©

owner what he

wants and not what they desire that he
should use.
One exception was a set of cuts for “Miss
Hobbs.” These were too fine a screen to
work well in a newspaper, but Gersdorf
got a very attractive folder out of three of
them, obtaining a herald much better than
the stock article, for the improvement in
heralds has not kept pace with the betterment in the ad ciits.
With six houses requiring his attention,
Mr. Gersdorf naturally appreciates the
change which so materially lightens his
work and permits him to give more time
to building his displays.
With the mats
supplying printer-proof bulk, all he has to
do is to work it into the form which best
suits his clientele and then he can turn
his attention to other exploitation devices.

—P.

—

purgatory for such as she

Where she could

about the poor material in the campaign books; indeed we like to feel that in
calling attention to this lack we have contributed in no small measure to the improvement, and we are glad to note the increasing improvement in the work turned
out by the leading companies.
In times past the cut and ready made
advertisements represented what the head
of department thought the theatres should
use.
The effort was made to force the
theatre to advertise as the producer directed.
Now the publicity departments
have come to realize the uselessness of
such a proceeding, and they make a real
to say

a Big Splash with
a Single Off-Sized

M

it
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T.

A

.

Told Story in Pictures,
Using Five Cut Chapters
AKING an oddly sized shape to tell
the story of “Why Change Your

T

Wife?”

got interest for the production at the Majestic Theatre, Austin,
Texas. L. F. Whelan, of the Dallas Paramount exchange, framed the idea, and
helped put it over.
The peculiar layout
gave a full-page effect without taking all
of that space, and it kept the other theatre displays off the page. The text below
the cuts is a running story of the play, and
the general layout was so unusual that it
won twice as much attention as the best
display advertisement could have commanded. It was a pretty piece of work.

©

FcT
•

Ssasf

saa

i
Li -1

An Old Fashioned Lobby

Front.

general thing the lobby is far too crowded.
Nowadays the masking of a front is confined

to

of

sales

shoddy clothing, where

they want to keep the revealing light of
day from the poor quality of the goods,
and the over large banner is apt to work
against the house rather -than to make for
business, though this form of appeal will
work for the sex title better than other
styles of plays and this Hodkinson release
just “Sex” and nothing more.

is

—P.
All Sorts of

T.

A

.

Schemes Used

in This Pickford Display

F

RAMES,

foliage,

six

sheets,

cut

outs

and painted backgrounds were all used
by the Bluebird Theatre, Pittsburgh,
to put over Jack Pickford in “The Little
Shepherd of Kingdom Come.” At the right
is

a

Goldwyn

six-sheet, with a half sheet

and a frame. Other frames and a cutout
mask the box office, which is decorated
with foliage, a banner is hung above and
a painted drop, worked up with cutouts
and a grass mat.

CECIL R
“fflLLEJ

.

Gersdorf Approves Material
Now Supplied in Plan Books
HIL GERSDORF,

director of publicity
for the Southern Enterprises in Jacksonville, gives emphasis to the improvement in cut material supplied in the
plan books.
He sends in a big batch of
displays for the various houses of the cir-

P

A

in the Florida metropolis

other material than the cuts supplied free
in mat form.
These exceptions show the
utilization of the art material offered by
the United Artists and stuff for “Down on
the Farm” taken from an insert in this

He had no costs for art work
and yet his stuff is better than the average commercial artist can turn out.
In the past this department has had much

Little of

Everything for a Goldwyn
Release.

and writes
that only two of the spaces are based on

cuit

publication.

Practically

a

Page Without a Full
Page Bill.

Full

It
was possible to work all of these
stunts because the lobby was a wide one,
but we think that half as much would have
gone twice as far. It is better to have a
single big smash than to divert the attention to three or four appeals of equal
strength. That painted drop, with a couple
of frames and an otherwise bare lobby
might have drawn more business.
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Can You Draw Bill Hart on Your Own Typewriter?
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Light and Shade Help Make
This Fox Display Effective

N
than

ICE balance between light and shade
make this six sevens from Fox’s
Washington Theatre, Detroit, better
average.

All

in

black,

this

He

has never turned out better work than
It will probably be some time before
he gets opportunity to equal it. It is in
contrast to his quiet handling of “Romance”
in which the dainty romance is given the
treatment it requires. The basis of both

this.

space

would have been repellant, but the benday
on the right throws into relief that black
patch on the left and gives greater prominence to the black than would an all reverse cut or even white.
cards back of the player

that the orchestra is going to be a permanent feature, and that it will pay to put it
over properly, so it goes to work in the
right way and booms the players to the
limit.
More than one house has been put
on the map through the use of good music,
and the Gabrillo has gone the right way
about it. It pays to do it right.

—P.

Used

of
supposed to

Combination
Benday.

Clever

of

Black

P. T. A.

McCormick Excels Himself
in “Yellow Typhoon” Display
ROBABLY

the most striking advertisecolors ever turned out by a
daily newspaper is that for the Circle
Theatre, Indianapolis, for “The Yellow Typhoon.” It is a riot of purple and yellow
and red, and we regret that it will not reproduce, though to get the full effect it
should be done in the original coloring. It

P

ment

Ad. from “Mister Smith.”

in

.

Book Ads

All Press

Chambers

and

appeal to the initiated as the story of the
heroine.
To those who do not tell fortunes by means of cards the design seems
appropriate and those who do lay the
cards will be interested in the fortune told.
The river-like patch of white through the
center holds the two attractions apart, and
yet they are linked by the benday, which
gives a contrast with the surrounding displays. This advertisement is not startling
in any way, yet it is unusually good, and
this applies both to the art work and its
pulling qualities, which is a combination
rare indeed. The paragraph in the panel
is a teaser from the Robertson-Cole press
book.

A

now

—P.

An

A

T.

Charles E. Moyer’s hat is apt
to blow off because the Jones, Linck &
Schaefer houses in Chicago used his plan
book ads. This works two ways. In the
first place it is something to get out a decent looking single column, but Moyer says
that he finds that these are widely used.
And it is perhaps a greater achievement to
turn out stuff so good that a big city publicity man doesn’t think he can beat the
layout. Therefore, until he can get a new
lid, he has to glue the straw on with adhesive tape.
So many houses use the
United Artists ready-mades that there is
comparatively little special stuff to show.
Just

The layout
is

nil

displays is the same cut, mortised to permit it to be used for “Week, Starting Sunday,” and “Week, starting to-day.”
One
is a four nine and a halfs and the other a
three fourteens and apparently the cuts
were made with the same drawing for the
sizing differs. Mr. Smith still trails, a good
second, to the big house, and they get very
good displays in small space. This is a
three sixes with “Mr. Smith’s Saxophone
Sisters” just as he lately offered his “singing sons.” The Mister Smith idea has been

T.

A

.

Literally

Wrote

This Bill Hart Display
PEAKING of “writing” an advertise-

S

ment generally

refers to the preparation of the copy, but Stanley Chambers
actually wrote one of his displays for Wil-

liam

S.

Hart

in

“The Toll Gate”

as"

the

rigidly adhered to because it more than
pays in interest and novelty. We have not
seen the idea used elsewhere, yet it is

worth copying.

Takes Entire Page

to Tell

of Orchestral Attraction

UTTING

in an orchestra that really is
an orchestra, the Gabrillo Theatre, San
Diego, California, takes an entire page
in which to tell the new feature.
More
than half of the space is taken for the new
attraction and for once Fairbanks has to
play second fiddle. The house figures out

P

A 'NEW ERA FOR PICTURE FANS
The

Cabrillo

SAN DIEGO

Finest Orchestra Ever Installed

The Largest and

the City

In

A Huge

IN

Offers

Musical Organization Composed Entirely of Soloists
Every Evening and Sunday Matinees

Stanley Chambers’ Typewritten Ad.
cut shows. The signature is the only portion of the space not done on the typewriter and then reproduced in cut. The
display letters are capital Xs and the portrait is made up of the same character,
periods, parentheses and apostrophes.
The idea of a typewritten portrait is several years from being a novelty, but we do
not recall any other display advertisement
all in typewriter characters, even to the

‘THE

MOLLYCODDLE”
By Harold McGrath
Latest Production
It’s

Dedicated to

Mary

Pickford

Fairbanks and Doug Says

Two

Displays Employing the

Same Basic

the Greatest Thing

it’s

He Ever Made

Cut.

A

Genuine Riot of Fun

and

up with a “Spectaclorama” styled
“Pagan Purple,” and Mr. McCormick uses
a scene from this production for his attractor instead of the modern-dress play.
is

tied

Remember

the Cabrillo

Is

Thrills

the Best Ventilated Tlreater in California

border, and Mr.
hit

A

Full

Page Employed

to Establish a

Orchestra.

New

is

Chambers seems to have
something new. That S in Hart’s name
not exactly a howling success, but the

rest

is

exceedingly well done.

Evidently

——
WORLD
PICTURE
MOVING
THE
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Roth and Partington Have Good Chain House Idea
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but the spaces must pay because they use

Mr. Chambers has thought better of his
fight the decreased spaces the
paper shortage allowed him with blacks.
In the first place he has not had to cut
down much, and he finds that he can dominate, even in single columns, with white
space expertly handled. That’s the answer.
Like Phil GersIt takes more planning.
dorf and others he is turning more to the
press book cuts, but he handles them in
his own fashion, with open spaces and he

them every week.
The use of a series of readers in between
the three-house announcements might seem
to some to be a waste, since it pulls in each

threat to

icing his signature.
This is the tailpiece of a
is

display by two-thirds the width of a column. This is the way it would seem at
first glance, but as a matter of fact nothing
that could be done would give greater
value.

Each space, slightly smaller than two
columns in width, is more prominent than
would be three column spaces with nothIt is merely an adaptaing in between.
By holding
tion of the white space idea.

Look at this one.
two column space.

the displays apart they look larger because they are more prominent and at the
same time there are two spaces for the
best sort of reading notice, just where it
will do the houses mentioned the most
good.
If you can afford large spaces for a twin
display or for a split week program, you
cannot do better than follow this layout
scheme, which, of course, will still work
in a smaller size, provided that it is not
made too small. It will not work well in
less than five columns nor less than eight
inches in height, but if you can buy forty
inches of space, you cannot make better
disposition of the space at your command,
even if you split the announcement of one

NOW-UNTIL WED. MIDNITE

A
The

Frigid

Summer

Signature.

lettering in the breeze reads “Cool

Mountain Cavern.” Another signature
shows igloos on every other letter with
polar bears on two of the others, only the
top of the L beings a snowy waste. It is
a mere detail that the bears are as large

as a

as

tire

The suggestion

igloos.

is

title

An

R

— p. r. a.— x
Marge O’Doone Useful

to

Get Over the Cool Ideas

DD

of Marge O’Doone”
of the plays you can handle
with a frosted lobby. The Orpheum,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., used the Vitagraph subject with a lot hut and a big snow painting. As an extra touch they had a couple
of snow clad trees, or rather half trees,
one each side of the lobby, leading to the
painting. The box office was built into a
log cabin.
To get snow effect daub the
foliage and bark with white paint and

A

“The Courage

to the

list

between the two panels.
—p. T. a
.

there.

A. C. Raleigh is swinging his motion picture weekly, issued by the Jensen and Von
Herberg circuit, into excellent shape. It
advertises only the Portland houses, but
there is no reason why it could not be
worked, with a few. changes in one or two
pages, for the entire circuit. It seems a
pity to waste all that effort on a one-town
issue when it could be made to work for
all of the Jensen and Von Herberg houses.

is

Layout Is Used
by Roth and Partington

Ideal

DTH

—

—

House Organ Makes Business

one of the most consistently good advertisers we know and we are
sorry that we cannot reproduce more of
his work. Some day we are going to take
a page and show his studies in the handling
of press book cuts in an individual way.
—P. T. A.—
Mr. Chambers

ness and lure them in. With one in front
of each fan inside the house and not too
close you can keep up the mental suggestion and lower the mental temperature
these hot days.

—P.

and Partington, who are manag-

T.

A

.

Try a Jangler for Heat

ing directors of the Imperial, Portola
and California, San Francisco, have
worked out the ideal layout for a chain
of houses where it is possible to take large
spaces. The cut shows a cross page elevens, which is about their usual space. This
is a lot of space where the rate is fifty cents
a line, even taking off the space discounts,

Get some of these wind bells those glass
from the Japanese stores. Get
;

tinklers,

enough

to

make

a

good showing

in

the

lobby and see to it that they catch the
breeze, if you have to supply a fan. The
jangle of the bits of glass will suggest a
breeze and this in turn will suggest cool-

Another Cool

Invitation.

sprinkle with pounded glass before the
paint dries. The glass will sparkle in the
light and give life to the paint. White paint
alone will look dead. And if you have any
of this show stuff, keep it dusted.
The
streets are apt to be dirty in summer and
you should watch your snow to see that
it does not get too black.
No one can get
a chill from last year’s snow storms. Make
your refrigerators look as though they had
just landed.
iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiir

PHOTOPLAY THEATRES,
DORTOLA
THEATRE

THREE LEADING
gssggj

HMfcmi
\VILLI

AM

fAVERSHAM
THE MAN WHO

A

When Doug

Musical
Innovation at
the Imperial

.DOUGLAS

Made "The
Mollycoddle"

MacLEAN
AND

tor

tasMAy

LOST HIMSELF

Y

JOHNNY I2AY\

FATHERS
CLOSE

SHAVE

Practically all of the stunts you read about each

(?EESE

OBAMA TV SOPRANO

SOLOIST,
GRAND CONCERT
HERMAN HELLER
HijRv

Lights of Harmony

week mav he found in this 300-page book compiled
from the best ideas used by this department and
supplemented by many new ideas and practical
hints.

Two

Dollars a Copy, Postpaid

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
516 Fifth Avenue,

New York

Building, Chicago, III.
Callender Building, Los Angeles,

Schiller

The Roth and Partington Cross Page

Splash.

Wright

&

Cal

Your patrons will not know until the last
fewfeet of the picture who was the guilty man.

Here is a perfect mystery story, with action
and dramatic power from start to finish. Superbly produced, with acting way above par, it
It
will hold any audience as though in a vice.
is Class Ain everything that makes a picture
big.

Who was the criminal? What was it that
made an innocent man believe himself guilty?
Can a good man be prevailed upon to do evil
by an evil will? Is a good man guilty if he does
wrong unintentionally and without his own
knowledge?

Distributors

Your
If

one moment, Mr. Exhibitor, please.

attention tor just

we know

anything about pictures

Did you ever hear

of a

Did you ever hear

of

laughter because

type

it

comedy jam

full

is

a

REAL

one!

of seat-grabbing thrills P

an exciting drama that brought gale after gale of
was chock-a-block with pure comedy of the highest

?

“A Broadway Cowboy”
If

this

you’ll only look at

shooting,

it

is

such a picture.

at the nearest

and thank Heaven

Pathe exchange
the chance

for

!

you’ll

book

it

sure as

—

—

A PATHE SEFL1AL
GEORGE B SE ITZ
i

vt

feature serial

tlrce

-

PIRATE GOLD
with,

MARGUERITE COURTOT
A Twentieth

Century battle

for

millions.—

Replete with the amazing deeds of a hero of
the

new

generation.

Every episode
it

is

a

serial

Insure your

You

a feature in

itself

and complete

masterpiece.

Summer business with a Pathe serial.

will get

very

is

—

first

them

episode.

into

—

your theatre with the
a

YOUNG
BUFFALO
UGEEL
WE S T E PoN

DRAMAS

Distributors
A

dynamic Western pictures with “Young Buffalo", the
famous rough-riding cowboy of circus and stage fame, in the stellar roles.
series of five

The

known

every city, town, and hamlet, and the pictures are of the great outdoor kind that your patrons have been asking about.
star

is

in
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Chicago Paper Criticises Producers
for Increasing Number of Subtitles

T

HE

News of Chicago is an
paper that justly bears a
national reputation as being widely
staid Daily

evening

read in the homes of the city and for its
large circulation among the best citizens
of all classes. Like many other great dailies,
the Daily News required some considerable
time before it deemed the cause of the
screen worthy of its support or of its
serious consideration. Now it is a staunch
supporter of the film drama, and takes keen
interest in its development and welfare.
The Daily News is in close touch with
its
readers on matters affecting screen
entertainment, and at times becomes their
mouth-piece in drawing attention to certain
defects in screened subjects. In the issue
of July 7 an important editorial appeared
under the heading “Action in Film Drama,”
which should be carefully read by every
film

producer

in

America.

The

editorial

draws particular attention to the increase
in subtitles and the accompanying decrease
in actual film drama, saying the change is
causing much discontent among picture
theatre patrons at the present time.
It has long been held that the best type
of moving picure is that in which the subtitles or explanatory words are reduced to
the minimum.
In other words, a moving
picture must be equal to the test of standing, or nearly standing, alone in conveying
to the spectator the action and the story
of a drama in order to be considered a form
of expression. As a complete form of expression the moving picture would be independent of either subtitles or explanatory words. It is evident, therefore,
that the making of moving pictures must
be retrograding if a multiplicity of words
is

It

merely appears

to be accepted

by motion

picture theatre patrons that the ordinary run
of film drama has more reading matter and
less picture than formerly.
It is probable

that some producers are going along as they
did before, with a minimum amount of time
devoted to bulletins on the progress of the
film tale.

The common understanding seems to be
that producers who have begun to overdo
these popular reading courses would help to
keep up the interest in screen drama and do
a favor to the millions of motion picture
if
they would drop Harold
enthusiasts
through the coal hole earlier instead of
giving repeated warnings in large letters that
eventually this or something equally dire is
to be Harold's melancholy fate.

Chicago Union Musician’s
Strike Is Still Continued

N

O

joint meeting of picture theatre
owners and the striking musicians
was held during the -week of Monday,
July 10, but it is rumored that one will be
held Monday, July 26.
The large houses
only seem to be affected by the absence of

union music, as about 60 per cent, of all the
musicians employed in Chicago are nonunion and are using an organ or piano.
The Chicago Federation of Musicians
attempted to induce the operators’ union
to call out operators in all small theatres
employing non-union musicians, but the
request was refused. The operators’ union,
however, has agreed to call out operators
in houses where non-union musicians have
been engaged to succeed men belonging to
the Federation.
So far as the writer can learn business

595

has suffered

little loss as yet, if any, for
the lack of music; but the larger houses
are bound to suffer in the long run if music
is not restored.
President Winkler of the Federation
firmly announces that no arrangement will
be acceptable unless it guarantees a SO per
cent, increase.
The Allied Amusement
Association has maintained unbroken ranks
thus far, and as stoutly declares that the
SO per cent, increase asked will not be
granted.

Manager Wolf berg
Talks About Paramount Week

District

H

ARRIS

P.

appointed

WOLFBERG,
district

manager

recently
in the
Players-

Central West for Famous
Lasky, was quite optimistic last week in
his views and statements regarding the
present and future of the business of that
organization in his extensive territory,
which has the largest square mileage of
any subdivision of Famous Players-Lasky
in America.
“I can see no earthly reason why the Chicago office should not press closely the
New York office in its business volume for
Famous Players-Lasky,” he said, with the
ring of enthusiasm in his voice. He referred
to the slight advantage which New York
possesses in having the leading officials of
the organization as residents, which enables
the exhibitor there to reach them, occasionally,
when an important business
decision is sought. Even with this handicap, however, Mr. Wolfberg holds that any
exhibitor in the Central West territory has
just as good a chance of securing equal
fairness and consideration from him as the
mouthpiece of these officials.
“We will start off the fiscal year, beginning the week of September 5, with a pub-

used.

The men who

ha've charge of writing the
however, must not be blamed for
the oversights of directors, who have
failed to carry the action and the story of
subtitles,

a picture properly in certain scenes
Nor
are they to be blamed for oversights of the
editors of the scripts, who have passed
them on to the directors in an imperfect
form.
Following is the editorial from the Chi-

cago Daily News
Patrons of motion picture theatres have
been heard to express discontent of late
because of the increasing amount of conversation and explanatory captions in screen
productions and the decreasing proportion of
actual film drama.
If Harold in a new suit of clothes is walking toward a coal hole in a sidewalk with a
pleasant smile on his interesting countenance
there is little need for the display of a placard
announcing that a dark fate awaits Harold.
Nor should the interest of the spectators be
further “milked,” in stage parlance, by words
on the screen to the effect that something
is going to happen to Harold.
The dramatist who is a real artist would
rather cause Harold to walk around the block
a couple of times than require the waiting
throng to read harrowing predictions that
something soon will be permitted to drop.

When Harold

finally falls through the coal
hole the spectators should feel that they are
looking at a bit of dramatic action, not read-

ing a story.
The actual extent of the increase of captions in motion picture films is not known.
At least there is no general estimate current.

—

“Sh hhhh! If
Wesley Barry

We

We ‘Might Get a Statement from This Film Boss.’”
cub reporter some sage advice in First National’s news“Go and Get It,” a Marshall Neilan production.

Keep Quiet

slips the
paper story.
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1

licity

campaign that

will

overshadow any

little

made by our organization,” said Mr. Wolfberg.
“That week
will be a national Famous Players-Lasky
previous similar effort

presentation of pictures perfect. The Stillman Theatre, Cleveland, he also ranks
among the finest theatres in eastern
territorjr.

The Liberty in
capacity of 1,200.

in

equally

his

territory

encouraging

reports.

New

A

Film Exchange Building
at Clark and Kinzie Streets
TTORNEY STEFANO, a wealthy, re-

evening.
The Liberty

tired Chicago lawyer, has just purchased the long-term lease on the
property at N. Clark and Kinzie streets,
this city, and has already arranged with
Contractor Alschlager, the well-known
Chicago builder, to erect a fourteen-story
office building.
It is understood that quite
a number of the floors will be rented as
film exchange quarters, and the building
will be constructed so as to conform with
the citjr ordinance, which regulates the

tember

R

Who

stated.

The leading opposition house of the
Liberty, the name of which was not given
by Mr. Grombacher, has the exclusive
rights to Mary Pickford and other big picits
manager and Mr. Grombacher
having agreed not to trespass on the feature pictures run by the other.
Mr. Grombacher and family left for
Spokane on July 15. As he did not have
time to visit the Chicago theatres he intends making another visit here in the
near future.

tures,

Edgar Hopp, son of Joseph Hopp, this
has been commissioned by the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company to
take scenes in a large lumber camp in the
mountains of eastern Tennessee for use in
Mr.
a forthcoming practical film subject.
Hopp will be engaged for a week in that
city,

;

work.

Ben Wilson’s Very “Chesty.”
and Neva, at the

No Wonder.

He’s

right, pretend not to see

Hopp was

New

Vitagraph Exchange Office

of

three-story

a

building at 839-43 S.
the Vitagraph office
handling forces will be housed

Wabash avenue, where
and

film

some time
by

42

is

in

November. The ground plot
and immediately adjoins

102 feet

Famous Players-Lasky building at
Ninth street and Wabash avenue. The cost
of the structure will be $150,000.
the

Has Special Music for Lloyd Comedy
In

a

statement issued recently, Edward

Hyman, managing

director of the BrookStrand Theatre, stated that he thought
the short reels that are used on the proL.

lj'n

grams

of

the

representative

theatres

throughout the country deserve equal
prominence with the feature pictures. Mr.

Hyman makes

a specialty of presenting
these short reel features on his programs
at the Brooklj’n Strand, and even goes so
far as to have special musical settings arranged and played by the Strand Symphony
Orchestra under his direct supervision.

Harold Lloyd in his latest comedy, “High
and Dizzj;,” shared starring honors at the
Brooklyn Strand last week with Norma
Talmadge in “Yes or No.”

Goss to Beautify Orpheum
J. F. Goss, manager of the Orpheum Theatre at Ogden, Utah, returned home from
a trip to Los Angeles and gained consider-

able space in the local newspapers with
several announcements. Mr. Goss made it
known that he had bought new hangings
and furnishings for the Orpheum and that
he had engaged a New York scenic artist

prepare a complete assortment of new
drops and hangings. Mr. Goss’ other announcement was that he had been granted
a sub-franchise for Ogden with Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.
to

Proctor Resigns from Associated
Ralph Proctor has resigned as assistant
general manager of Associated Exhibitors,
Mr. Proctor
1st.
Inc., effective August
states that his future plans are not as yet
clearly defined and an announcement of
them would not be made for a few days.
It is rumored that Mr. Proctor will open
offices for independent producers.

Starring in “The Branded Four” with
the awful

chief

perma-

General Manager James M. Quinn of
Vitagraph came on from New York recently
to sign the contract for the construction

Hopp on Rothacker Mission

East are operated but he is returning to Spokane with the opinion that theatres in the West are just as high class as
those in the East and that he has received

Mr.

of the navy, holding the
nent rank of chief petty officer.

and Norma Talmadge. The last named is
the best drawing card, Mr. Grombacher

The object of this tour, Mr Grombacher
stated, was to learn how the big theatres

left,

Lost Himself,” with William Faver-

Bill Hart, Doug Fairbanks, Charles Raj', Clara Kimball Young

Liberty Theatre, Spokane, Wash.,
stopped over in the city last week on
his way home after a month’s tour, during
which he visited all the large cities in the
He was accompanied by his wife
East.
and baby.

the

:

at the Liberty are:

of Liberty Theatre,

Ber., at

booked clear to Sepof the features which will
during that time are
“The Man
is

Some

sham; “Sand,” with William S. Hart; “The
Dark Mirror,” “The Sea Wolf,” “Jenny, Be
Good,” “Below the Surface,” “The Prince
Chap,” “The Fighting Chance” and “Homer
Comes Home.” Among the favorite stars

Spokane, Visits in the East
AY A. GROMBACHER, owner of the

in the

1.

be shown

storage of films.
The site is the same property about
which so much has already been written
in connection with the erection of a film
exchange building for Chicago. The former
lessees were unable to furnish satisfactory
bonds for the erection of a building and
sold their rights to Attorney Stefano.

Owner

No

Paramount-Artcraft pictures have been
shown chiefly. Admission to the Liberty is
25 cents in the afternoon and 35 cents in
the evening, for adults, and 15 cents, both
afternoon and evening, for children.
“Broken Blossoms” has been the greatest
success ever presented at the Liberty Theatre.
This picture was shown for seven
days, and the house was packed to capacity
for the entire week. The admission price
was raised to 50 cents, both afternoon and

trict had already signed for the exclusive
showing of “P-A” features for the national

cities

Spokane has

a seating
orchestra is used, but
a $25,000 Wurlitzer pipe organ furnishes
the musical accompaniment.
In the past

was received from the Cincinnati office
showing that ninety exhibitors in that dis-

war

During the

cameraman

“The Capitol Theatre in New York is
wonderful,” Mr. Grombacher stated, and
he pronounced the management and the

week, and every Paramount-Artcraft exrun nothing but its output during that week so far as features are concerned.
In Chicago alone 300 exhibitors
have already pledged themselves to run
only Paramount-Artcraft features for that
week.”
While the writer was present a telegram

July 31, 1920

information that will be of any great

benefit to his house.

-hibitor will

week. From other
Mr. Wolfberg had
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moment from

Neva Gerber.

this Select serial in the center.
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To Present Bathing Girl Revue in Connection With
“Up in Mary sA ttic Premiere at Broadway Theatre

Mary Carstairs,” the five
Norma Talmadge re-issue, to

tivating
reel

Savini Films,

Inc., of

Atlanta, Ga.

9

A

N

premiere has
been arranged for “Up in
Mary’s Attic,” the feature
comedy released by Fine Arts
Pictures, Inc., which opens at B.
Moss’
Broadway Theatre,
S.
New York, July 25, for an inelaborate

definite run.
In connection with the picture
a bevy of beautiful bathing gills
will appear in elaborate and dar-

ing costumes, it is announced.
will present dancing and
singing numbers, and in fact a
typical summer review with gorgeous settings will comprise the
entre acte for the picture.
The various exploitation angles are being used and the lobby
display painting on view at the
theatre is attracting considerable
attention.
Leon D. Lamsfeld,
manager of the theatre, says’
“We selected this picture for an
indefinite run because we believe
it is the kind that will draw the
crowds during the hot weather.
Its
unusual exploitation and
presentation possibilities make it
one of the best box office attractions available at the present
time. A score of bathing girls
will present an elaborate review,
but even without the girls we
believe the picture would prove
a good drawing card. Its unusual
story, pretty girls, elaborate production
and exceptional cast
make it a combination hard to

They

neat.”

Reelcraft Not Allied

With Any Association
President R. C. Cropper, of the
Reelcraft Pictures Corporation,
announces that Reelcraft Pictures Corporation is not allied

with any association, federation,
alliance or affiliation of either
distributors,
producers or exhibitors.

“The
original
policy
still
stands,”
states
Cropper,
Mr.
“Reelcraft is an independent producer and distributor of short
subjects
exclusively,
dealing
with independent producers and
independent distributors, distributing the releases of such independent producers that can
make pictures up to the standard required for our program,
and selling to the independent
buyers on the state rights market such pictures as they desire
to

purchase.
“There are no plans

made

or

contemplated relative to this corporation becoming a part of any
combination. Our present policy
has proven entirely satisfactory
from every angle, both as producer and distributor.
That it
has been a success is proven by
our business done during June,
which was more than double that
of any previous month.”

^Foreign Rights
Photo Products
pany announces

Available.

Export Comthe
Foreign

Rights, as well as the United
States and Canadian Rights, of
“The Rich Slave,” starring Mabel
Taliaferro, are available.
Some misapprehension on the
point is said to have arisen owing to the omission to make matters explicit in the advertising.

Press Book Ready for

“She Played and Paid”
The Joan Film Sales Co., which
will release a program of feature productions, announced an
elaborate press-book in keeping
with the quality of its initial release.

The press-book on, “She Played
and Paid” has twenty-four pages
of business-bringing suggestions,

combines the practical with the
artistic.
There are publicity
stories, exploitation aids, adver-

tising lines and photographs.
Some of the most striking fea-

tures of the press book are the
elaborate cuts of indoor scenes,
showing the luxuriously furnished French salons and ballrooms, where much of the action
takes place. The dash and gaiety
of Parisian life, in which Fanny
Ward is in her element, has been
played up, as this feature is one
of the strong points of the picture.
Posters, heralds, squeegee
prints, slides, bally-hoos, photogelatins, lobby displays, scene
cuts,
advertising layouts and
other accessories required to put
this picture over have been prepared.
Special
attention
has
been paid to the exploitation of
the title.

Savini Buys Re-Issue
National Film Corporation announces the sale of the Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, South Carolina
and Tennessee rights for "Cap-

Third Olive Tell-Jans
Production Completed
Showings
“Wings of

of the Jans picture,
Pride,” held recently
for visiting buyers, are said to

have been well attended and the

comments

of the audiences high-

favorable.

ly

Directed by B. A. Rolfe and an
adaption of the story by Louise
Kennedy Mabie, “Wings of Pride”
is a story of love, intrigue, drama
and politics that carries one from
the highest, levels of society to
the lowest. Miss Tell is seen as
-a

who has been adopted by

girl,

a

rich

New York

family

knows nothing
ents, and is
The manner

and

of her real parsatiated with pride.
in

which her wings

are clipped is said to present a
story
of
remarkable interest.
Jans Pictures, Inc., are now considering bids for territory on
“Wings of Pride” as well as “A
Woman’s Business,’’ also an Olive
Tell feature.

Florence Chase Is Star of Series of Features
to Be Distributed by Aywon Film Corporation

F

LORENCE

CHASE

is

the

name

of the latest film star.
She is a “find” of Nathan
Hirsh, president of the Aywon

Film
Corporation,
who announces that in her he believes
he has obtained an actress of
rare ability and of exceptional
beauty.
Miss Chase is of the statuesque
blond type and has had dramatic
training on the speaking stage.
In London she appeared as leading lady in many successes, and
European critics are said to have
declared her to be one of the
most finished actresses of the
present generation.
After an
appearance in a
Broadway success of the past
season Miss Chase decided that
she would take up motion picture work.
Never having appeared before on the screen she
wanted to learn the rudiments
of the work before the camera
and she played a few minor roles,
one in a picture recently released
by Mr. Hirsh. It was because of
her acting in this feature that
the president of the Aywon Film
Corporation decided that she was
capable of being starred successfully. At the time Mr. Hirsh did
not know that she was one of the
leading actresses of the English
stage. A contract was entered in-

between star and producer and
arrangements immediately made
several features with
film
to
Florence Chase in the stellar
to

role.

The first of this series has already been completed and is now
being titled, cut and assembled
and it is reported that those who
have seen it declare Mr. Hirsch
has discovered a real star, and
one that seems bound to meet
with instant favor. The title

“The Woman Above Reproach,”
a story that is said to be of great
dramatic interest.
Mr. Hirsch
said: “I will stake my reputation
as a producer and distributor of
motion pictures and as a man
who knows a real box office winis

ner

when

I

see

Woman Above

one,

that

Reproach’

is

‘The
not

only the biggest and greatest picture I have ever handled, but it
is one of the most remarkable
box office attractions ever released.”

Joseph Klein Leaves First National
to Become Manager for D. N. Schwab
Joseph Klein, for the past year

manager

of the

New York

First
National Exchange, has resigned,
effective July 24, to join the D.
N. Schwab Productions, Incorporated, of which organization
he is a stockholder. Mr. Klein
takes up his duties as general
manager and a member of the
board of directors, supervising
the distribution end of all D. N.
Schwab Productions, in which
David Butler is starred.
The first production, entitled
“Fickle Women,” is being sold
on state rights basis, and negotiations are under way for the
distribution on future produc_

tions,

two

completed,

of

which have been

“Smiling

All

the

Way,” a romance of Greenwich
Village, and “Girls Don’t Gamble
Any More,” a modern comedy
drama based on the Saturday
Evening Post story of the same
name.
Mr. Klein has had a wide experience in the motion picture
business, and although this is his
first venture in distributing on a
national basis, he has a thorough
knowledge of this end of the
business,
having held branch
managership during the past
seven years in every large center in the country, with the exception

of

the

Western Coast.

He was formerly manager
the Metro Exchange,

New

for

York,

Paramount Exchange, Pittsburgh,
Pathe Exchange, Atlanta, World

Film Corporation, Detroit, Chicago and New York, and South-

ern Division Manager for the
World Film Corporation, super-

vising the Atlanta, New Orleans,
Dallas and Memphis offices.

“Pajama Girl” Booked
for Two “Loop” Houses
The

C.

that

B.

Price Co. announce

His Pajama Girl,” starring
Billie Rhodes, has been booked
for a pre-release showing at the
Bandbox, one of Chicago’s finest
theatres, for a week, and following this will be presented at
the Zeigfeld Theatre on Michigan
Boulevard for a week. This is an
achievement of which the Price

Company

does two

is proud, making as it
week runs in the Loop

district.

These showings were arranged
by Mr. Weiss, of the Superior
Screen Service handling Indiana
and Illinois, who has also secured
other bookings
at
prominent
houses and reports over one hundred days already contracted for
though he has had the prints
only a week.

.
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Joan Company Offers

“Invisible

with Jack Sherrill and Ruth
the second release on Its
schedule of hi g productions
Company,
Sales
the Joan
which only recently announced
the Fanny Ward picture, “She
Played and Paid,” now announces
a serial, “The Invisible Ray,”
produced by the Frohman Amusement Corporation and starring

F

OR

Jack

Sherrill

and Ruth

Clifford.

It will be distributed via the
state rights market.
This serial tells a story dealing -with the discovery of an unknown force, the use of which is
powerful enough to wreck the
mightiest structure in existence.
It comes in the possession of a
band of criminals who seek to
utilize the energy to further their
own ends.
It took thirty-four weeks to
The locations
film this serial.
covered the continent, from Los

Angeles to New York, and from
Miami, Fla., to Sault. Ste. Marie,
Mich.; 124,180 feet of negative
were used, 124 hazardous feats
staged and performed one of
them a dive from an aeroplane
into the ocean. Railroads, drawbridges, tunnels, yachts, schoon-

—

ers, lighthouses, landslides, cliffs,

armories, a prison, skyscrapers,
oil-tanks and a host of similar
properties were used in the filming. Three structures were built
and blown up, while considerable
damage was done by explosions
forests that figure in the
in
story. Three-quarters of a mile
of underground passages and
tunnels were built, a subterranean
canal was built and equipped and
fifty-one interior sets constructed.
Reinhart, Earle and Peacock,
the cameramen, devised several

unique photographic effects. One
and
of these is a skeleton scene
another
in
ly

a crystal-gazing scene

is

six persons are distinct-

which

shown moving around the surface of a globe one foot in diameter in accordance with the
of a fortune-tellei
As for action, the serial is said
bristle with battles and peril-

prophecy
to

ous feats, fist-fights, tight-rope
walking, collisions, underground
struggles, etc.

popular fascination of
science has been exploited. The
“Invisible Rays” are manipulated
with weird effect, with blinding
flashes, causing terrific explohypnotism,
Palmistry,
sions.
magic and spiritualism has been
played up.

The

stated that the excitement and intensity of interest is
maintained to the very end. One
of the most phenomenal feats
occurs in the very last episode,
It

is

Sherrill swings from
flying aeroplane down to the
roof of a passing train and engages in an encounter with six

when Jack
a

criminals.

claimed that “The InvisIt
reguible Ray” includes all the
lar serial “stunts” and a host of
is

The personality of Ruth
Clifford, heroine and “survivor”
of “The Invisible Ray,” is such
others.

as to

her an attraction all
while the fearless per-

make

alone,

formance of Jack Sherrill is an
acknowledged box-office card.
A snappy press-book on this
feature

is

nearing

completion,

and the posters and other paper

prepared for it is as sensational
as the serial itself.
for London.
“The Rich Slave,” the Jaxon
six-part thriller starring Mabel
Taliaferro is to be given a special
where
trade showing in London,

“The Rich Slave

Ray”

Serial
Clifford as Stars

Miss Taliaferro is said to enjoy
a high reputation among screen
fans. She is popular in the British Isles, where she made
of her stage successes.

July

many

“Snapshots” Arouse Interest.
“Screen Snapshots,” according
Jack Cohn, is attracting unlooked for interest everywhere.
“The public,” states Cohn, “seems
to be vastly interested and entained by the little movie-secrets
which appear in this ‘all-star’
to

The glimpses of studio life,
peeps into the daily existence of
the screen celebrities, are not
only topics of interest, but are
also of educational value. Distributors of this reel advise me
because of this fact they are securing a growing number of un*
solicited bookings.”
reel.

31,

1920

with exhibitors is indicated by
the fact that the Strand Theatre
in Detroit has booked this picA
ture for a full week’s run.
statement from the Arrow offices
contends this comedy is the best
two-reel feature now in the in-

dependent market.
uuuiuuuumiiiiiiHiiiuuiiiiiiiiitiiiiuuiiiiiiuiiiiiiimuiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiii >
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Detroit Likes Burlesque.
That the Arrow-Hank Mann
comedy burlesque on “Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde” has scored a hit

Six Features with Violet Mersereau
As Star to Be Released by Pioneer
Contracts were signed recently
by Violet Mersereau, M. H. Hoffman, in behalf of the Pioneer, and
D. W. Townsend, of the Artograf
Film Company of Denver, cover-

peared in several pictures during
the past year for the Artograf,
will share the stellar honors with
Miss Mersereau.
Pioneer is now busily engaged

ing all the details of the production and releasing plans for

in the selection of suitable
terial for Miss Mersereau

six big productions.
The first of the pictures will
be the adaptation of Robert
Ames Bennet’s novel, “Finders,
Keepers.”
It is expected that
'this production will be finished
within two months, at which time
work on the production of the
second picture will begin without
delay.

Cobb.
They have options
upon several novels and famous
plays, upon which an early decision is expected.
The productions which the
Artograf is to make for the Pioneer are to cost not less than
$75,000.
Otis B. Thayer will be
in charge of the direction of
these productions. He is too well

Edmund

Cobb,

who has

ap-

maand

Mr.

known

to

Western

Solitude.

Jack Hoxie, star of the new
Arrow serial, “Thunder-

need comment.

bolt Jack.”

Seven Features, One Serial and Three Series of
Comedies Announced by Arrow for Autumn Release
N

keeping with the growth of
the Arrow organization during the past year is the announcement of the company’s Fall

I

A little more than two
months ago, Arrow moved into

plans.

larger
floor

quarters on the fourth
the Sandler Building;

of

new departments were

several

and others enlarged, and
the company’s activities are still
increasing.
Seven feature subjects, three series of comedies

installed

averaging two reels each, and one
serial, are listed for Fall distrib-

novel picture, in which no white
man appears during the entire
In filming this, the Northwestern Film Corporation obtained the services of the Indians on
the Crow reservation in Montana.
“Bachelor Apartments” is a
feature comedy produced by the
Georgia Hopkins Picture Company, and Miss Hopkins is the
star.
It was directed by Johnny
Walker, and is the first of a
series of high class feature comedies to be produced by the Hopkins company.

being directed by Ben Wilson from a story by Joe Brandt,
under the tentative title of
“Thunderbolt Jack.”
The short subjects include the
Muriel Ostriche two-reel comedies
directed by Arvid Gillstrom, the
Ardath comedies and the Hank
Morris
R.
Mann
comedies.
Schlank, producer of the Hank
Mann series, plans to add two

“Woman’s Man,” produced by

announces he expects
add other productions to the
present list, and that exhibitors
and exchangemen will receive

story.

ution.

The

prominent feature
production is “The Golden Trail,”
with Jane Novak as the star. The
story was written by Lewis H.
Moomaw, adapted by Elizabeth
Mahoney, and directed by the auIt is
thor and Jean Hersholt.
nearing completion at the AmerThe
studios.
Lifeograph
ican
scenes are laid in the East and
in the mining districts of Alaska.
The Alaskan scenes were photographed at Mt. Hood.
The cast includes Jack Livingston, Jean Hersholt, Bert Sprotte,

Screenart and starring Romaine
Fielding, is one of the principal

Matieson, Alfred Garcia,
William
O’Farrell,
Broderick
Jane
Dills and Allen Hersholt.
Novak has a dual role, that of the
college
Eastern
daughter of an
professor, and Faro Kate, an
Alaskan dance hall queen.

rial now in the source of production starring Jack Hoxie the
star of “Lightning Bryce” serial.

most

Otto

Another Fall feature is “The
Black Lagoon” described, as a
novel and artistic production
with an all-star cast filmed by
Photodramas, Inc., in the Ever-

It was diglades of Florida.
rected by Will Bradley, and is the
story of two American girls
caught in the net of a Spanish

nobleman and their subsequent
rescue by a devoted admirer.
Featured in the cast are Jane
John Charles, Ruth Pecheur
and Charles Gotthold.
Another autumn subject is the
Gail,

All-Indian
the White

production,

Man Came,”

“Before
also a

Arrow

features.
Practically all
of the territory has been sold on
this production, as on “Love’s
Protege,” a mountain love story

starring Ora Carew, produced by
Premier Pictures Corporation.
The William Steiner series of
“Tex” detective stories are also
included on Arrow’s Fall pro-

It is

producing companies to his organization, and will make fewer
films during the coming year.
W. E. Shallenberger, president
of Arrow,
to

entire co-operation of the
A large advertising and exploitation campaign will be conducted on each

the

Arrow organization.
subject.

•

gram. Four have been completed
and have met with great success,
announces Arrow.
Arrow will also release a se-

Unity

BuysArt-O-Grafs.

the
of
Rights to “Wolves
Street” and the “Desert Scorphave
Cobb,
ion,” starring Edmund
been sold by Arrow to the Unity
Photoplays Company of Chicago.

Very

little

territory

is

now

left

open on these two pictures.

Pioneer Purchases Controlling Shares
of Greater Stars Productions Company
Pioneer Film Corporation announces the purchase of Greater
Stars Productions of Chicago.
This deal was consummated during the recent visit of M. H. Hoffman, general manager of Pioneer, to Chicago, when he purchased outright the entire holding of all the stockholders of the
Great Stars exchange with the
exception of Clyde Elliot, who is
one of the founders of the company and will remain as general

manager.

The securing

of this

exchange

gives Pioneer excellent distribution facilities in Illinois, Indiana
It is
and southern Wisconsin.
expected that Mr. Elliot will visit
New York within a few days to
confer with Pioneer officials regarding the reorganization of
the Chicago exchange.
Greater Stars has been successful in the past in handling
Pioneer productions and even
greater success is expected in
the handling of this company's
Further depictures in future.

tails will be

announced

later.
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Urban Secures Film Record of Kolchak

Another advantage

s

Siberian Expedition for Screen Library

C

HARLES URBAN,

president of the Kineof America, has just purchased 2,500 feet of negative taken by

to

Company

Lieutenant Carl von Hoffman while the latter was with Admiral Kolchak’s ill-fated exMr. Urban
pedition against the Bolsheviki.
considers the pictures of inealcuable value
There are probably
for historical purposes.
no similar ones in the world.
Hoffman
had 18,000 feet
Lieutenant von
telling practically the complete story of the
Kolchak affair. He lost all but 2,500 feet
when the Bolsheviki destroyed the Kolchak
forces.
He was able to save this part of
his collection because he happened to be
carrying it along with his immediate perVon Hoffman says they
sonal equipment.
were destroyed and not salvaged, so that
the negative he has just sold to Mr. Urban
is believed to constitute practically the only
record of Admiral Kolchak’s disastrous adventure in Siberia.

Von Hoffman

started active life as a sol-

having been a member of the Russian
army during the Japanese war. Later he
came to America, served on the Mexican
border, and when the United States went into
dier,

the World War he became a member of the
Signal Corps of the United States Army.
After the armistice he went to Siberia and
joined the Kolchak forces. He is an Ameri-

can citizen.
Mr. Urban

bought the pictures for his
film library.
They will take their proper
place in the moving picture encyclopedia he
is developing.
He is engaged now in collaboration with Lieut, von Hoffman in editing and titling them.

Ford Educational Presents

T

|

school into the forest, and show the type of
work that is done by the forest engineer.
The motion picture will be used in this
manner to take the place, in part, of traveling lecturers to teach the state the need for
proper handling of its forest areas, and the
work will be started at once in the region

around

Cranberry

Lake.

Moon and Warren

Dean

Franklin

B. Bullock, Director
left Syracuse today

Forest

of

to
Extension,
watch the beginning of the picture work.
Plans have been laid to take much of the
film at the summer camp on Cranberry Lake,
at the State Ranger School of the College
at Wanakena, and then to take other scenes
Plans have
through Northern New York.
been laid for the showing of the devastation
done by forest fires, and the method and
procedure for replanting the barren areas
of the state.

While some of the pictures will be laid in
Syracuse, about the college grounds, the
bulk of the pictures will be actual forestry
in the state, and demonstration planting.

O NE
of

of the latest innovations in the

projection

world

has been placed on the

market by the De Vry Corporation of
Chicago. This device is a generator which
can be fitted under the hood of a Ford car
truck, so that by driving the car close
a schoolhouse, or a church, or any other
building (or to a screen, if out in the open),
and by running a cord from the dash of the
car through a window of the building to the
projector, you can show motion pictures of

or
to

professional quality.

innovation

tional Academy of Visual Instruction, held
July 14, 15 and 16, at Madison, Wis. an event
reported at length elsewhere in this issue by
•

;

Margaret

MacDonald.

I.

Fish Farming as a Science Is
Illustrated in Pictograph

S

CIENTIFIC
subject of

fish farming forms the main
Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph No.

and it is depicted in a fascinating
“Do Dogs Reason” contains matinterest to every lover of dogs and

7,048,

manner.
is

of

almost

lustrated.

“The

human

in

The comic

Rhyme

that

some
is

of the details ilJerry on the Job in

Went Wrong” and

in a lovers’ quarrel of the
sort.
Fish are bred artificially

resulted

most mirth-pro-

voking

and our streams
replenished with various kinds; and the film
shows the State Fish Hatchery at Hackettstown, N. J., where millions of fish .are raised
every year in rows upon rows of tanks, into
which pours a constant flow of fresh water.
Sherlock Holmes, the smartest dog in Ohio,
is shown in the second subject, putting out
lighted matches and cigarettes carelessly
thrown on the floor, going through various
tricks and performing graceful somersaults.

“Tropical Gems of Florida”
HE Ford Educational Weekly, which
was released July
Distributing

17

by the Goldwyn

Corporation,

was “Tropi-

cal Gems of Florida.”
It is in part the result of a vacationist’s trip along one of the
most beautiful rivers in America’s most
southerly state. The river, called the New,
received its name, according to reports
handed down by the Indians, from the fact
that the early native inhabitants of that
region waked up one morning to find a river
where formerly there had been a fertile
valley.

But the cameraman did not stop when he
had obtained pictures of the beauties of the
river; he went inland to photograph Ihe
tropical birds in all their vivid plumage as
well as the native luxuriant growths of
plants and flowers. The picture is indeed a
trip through one of nature’s richest art galleries.

State College of Forestry

Will

M

Make Propaganda Film

OTION

picture photography as a means
public education will be taken up
on a broad scale by the New York
State College of Forestry at Syracuse, as
part of its campaign to teach the State of
New York the need for reforesting the idle
lands which should be growing the state’s
future timber supply, and pulp wood for the
manufacture of the nation’s newspapers.
Work was started the past week on the
making of the first film of the college, to
show the work of a forester, the film to be
entitled, “The Making of a Forester,” and to
take a forestry college student through
of

Getting Off the Historical Film Corporation in Beautiful Form.
Aldwyn as Apphia, sister of Philemon and in love with his steward, Onesimus.
who after robbing Philemon was converted by Paul and sent back with the

Irene

famous Epistle

is

The feasibility of this generator was ably
demonstrated at the convention of the Na-

ter

De Vry Adapts Generator to
Fit Under Hood of Ford Car

this

of

that where necessary lights can be strung
in the trees, on poles, or in the building in
which the pictures are to be shown, and the
current can be switched alternately on and
off the lights and projector.
Twenty-five
globes may be used in lighting, of twenty"
watts each, or their equivalent. The De Vry
generator will operate any electrical 30-35
volt device, up to 750 watts. It weighs only
twenty pounds, and operates from a handsome case seventeen inches square, and seven
inches thick. It will project a picture up to
twelve feet square, at a distance of eighty
feet from an audience.

of Paul to Philemon. First release of Bible
pictures of Historical Film Corporation of America.

1
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New

Royal Theatre
Proves Popularity of Screen in Spain

Success of Madrid's

T

HE

opening of the magnificent Royal

Cinema

Madrid

further evidence
of the widespread popularity of motion pictures and the overcoming of prejudice, even in the most conservative localities.
Making due allowance for a characteristically Spanish liberality in the matter of adjectives, we cannot doubt that the
Royal Theatre is one of the finest in the
world, and its opening is looked upon in
Spain as a matter of national importance.
in

is

King Praises Theatre.
Nicholas Power Company, whose

The

projectors are used, furnishes an account
of the opening, printed in a Madrid magazine. and it easily can be seen that Spain
The king,
is well supplied with film fans.
the royal family and all the grandees of
Spain who were in town attended the performance and evidently had a fine time.
To quote from the local paper: “His
praiseful
many
expressing
Majesty,
phrases, was greatly pleased with the
achievement of the Empressa Sagarra and
promised that he would call again in order
to look over the whole building.’’ As the
king has a Power’s projector of his own, his
opinion of the Royal and its equipment carries somewhat more weight than the judgments of most kings. There is no doubt that
the Empressa Sagarra, owners of the Royal
Theatre, have spared no expense and
combed the world to get the finest equipment for their house.

the boxes, especially the parquette boxes,
apparently made for the exhibition of
women’s beauty; the ample sitting rooms,
furnished
with
comfortable,
graceful

American

arm

chairs;

the

perfectly

ar-

ranged orchestra seats, from every one of
which the spectator can comfortably watch
the performance; the proscenium arch of
pure marble and brilliant bronze, bedecked
with a wonderful arrangement of lights,
and an elegant blue damask curtain, which
presents a beautiful contrast with the predominating light green tone of the house,
in every touch present a fascinating and
admirable ensemble. Thus is explained the
ecstasy which overtakes the visitor upon
entering the Royal Cinema.”
Although this house cost the Empressa
Sagarra 2,500,000 pesetas, the public of the
metropolis of Spain is filling the theatre to
its capacity at every performance, and the
owners are well satisfied with their investment.

The Royal lends itself to the display of
beauty with its tiers of boxes. Although
there is no danger of the picture eclipsing
the bull fight in the eye of the Spanish public, nevertheless the Royal will take to itself a large portion of Madrid’s affection.

.

-

Exterior of Royal Theatre

Ince Adds to Press Stuff
The Thomas H. Ince Studios editorial
department has been augmented by the
engagement of Malcolm H. Oettmger, well
known feature writer and newspaperman,
wdio has assumed his duties to render a
specialized service to the prominent magazines and Sunday newspaper magazine
sections.

Oettinger is a newcomer to the West
Coast cinema capitol, having recently arrived in Los Angeles from New York City,
where he contributed interviews and features to popular publications with a w ide
r

national circulation.
lllltllllllllilililiillliiiiiiillliiiiiiliilllliiiiiliililitliiimmiiiiiifMiiiiiiiiliiimiiiiituiiiiiiiiiuuiiiitilllltNtUilltuimiuiuli

WHO AM

I’m

the

I?

Latin-American Newsboy.
Miss My Story on Page 602.

of
efforts to give their people the
best and have no objection to local papers
saying a few kind words in reference to
these efforts to please the public, may find
some suggestions in the attempts of the
“Nuvo Mundo” to do justice to the Royal

own

Cinema.

“Madrid boasts of a new, sumptuous,
splendid and comfortable photoplay palace,
the Royal Cinema, which today stands in
the centre of Madrid, the pride of all Spaniards and the admiration of of all foreigners. There is not in all Spain a more ample
and regally arrayed photoplay house than
the Royal Cinema. In spite of the great
dimensions of the building there is not a
single touch that betrays bad taste. Even
upon entering the plain but admirably exquisite vestibule, the visitor is impressed
with the beauty of the house.
“The regal stairway reaching to the
beautifully illuminated exhibition room,

Madrid,

iiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiuniimiiiHmiiaiiiiiiii

Newspaper’s Description.
American exhibitors, who are proud

their

in

Spain.

Another Interior View of the Royal Theatre, Madrid, Spain, Showing
Proscenium Arch.

Don’t
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Files

Incorporation Articles.

Articles of incorporation have been filed
at Sacramento for the Amador Film Company, and a permit to make film productions has been granted by the State Commissioner of Corporations. Charles Amador, who was recently featured by the
Bulls-Eye Films, is to be starred in twentysix one-reel comedies a year, supported by
Helen Kesler. The directors of the company are Judge Barnes, H. J. G. Bruning,

Fay Harwood, Charles Amador and James
Leek.

Screen Writers Organize.
A mass meeting was held recently at the
Los Angeles Athletic Club by more than
one hundred noted screen writers, for the
purpose of forming an association which is
to be affiliated with the Authors’ League
of America.
The new organization is to
be known as the Screen Writers’ Guild, a
fraternity to protect and promote the interests of its members.
A committee of
thirty was selected, with Frank E. Woods
as chairman, to perfect the constitution
and by-laws and to make arrangements
for permanent headquarters. The detail of
eligibility of the candidate for
in the new organization will

at the next

membership
be taken up

Productions, Inc., has taken out incorporation papers, with a capital of $250,000, all
•paid up, for the production of short film
subjects. Claire Woolwine, Alonzo L. Hart,
Max Richmond and John R. Martin are all
associated in the new venture, and negotiations have been concluded with the Special Pictures Corporation for the release
and distribution of the Premier Productions.
Plans are being discussed for the
building of a new studio either in Hollywood or Culver City. In the meantime the
Premier Productions will be made at the

Views

of the

To Erect Accommodation

and also

Studio.

Take “Peggy Wise” East.
George Larkin, leading man in the Frances Edmonde production, “Peggy Wise,”
has been appointed business manager of
the company and has left for New York
with a print of the film and will arrange
for its distribution while in the East. Mr.

when he returns to the Coast, will
immediately begin production on the second Frances Edmonde picture, in which
he will co-star with Miss Edmonde and
Larkin,

11

an actor of
for the story is
one with many psychic angles, which will
require high artistic ability in the entire
quired,

marked dramatic

G. A. Whitely, director of the western
division of the Community Motion Picture
Bureau, and John Jasper, manager of the
Hollywood studios, in their personal and
not their official capacities, are going to
build a location studio and laboratory in
San Francisco for production companies
that go up there on location from Los Angeles. It is often necessary for a company
to make several trips back and forth to
and from Los Angeles for developing and
testing the film, and the accommodation
plant will be built for just such emergencies
and will be open to all film producers.

(

cast.
Mr-.

it

required

ability,

Cabanne had completed the balance

of the cast and was at his wits end where
to go for the needed talent, when someone
suggested Jack O’Brien, best known for his

work with Marguerite

Clark in “Bab’s
recently concluded an engagement with Fox as the star of the new
serail which that company will release
early this fall.
O’Brien is over six feet
Diary,” and

who

three.

Sees Taylor in Action
George Croydon Marks, of the law
firm of Marks and Clerk, London, England,
was a recent interested visitor at the studio
in Hollywood where William D. Taylor is
engaged in filming “The Furnace,” his second of a series of four super-special productions for Realart for the coming season.
He was accompanied by Frank L. A.
Graham, an attorney of Los Angeles. Sir
George is an enthusiastic motion picture
fan and was particularly interested in “The
Sir

Furnace,” as it is the film version of a
novel by “Pan,” an anonymous writer, of

modern

social

life

in

England which

re-

cently created considerable of a sensation

Premier Productions, Incorporated.
A new film company called the Premier

all

first

film to be

act in a directorial capacity as well.

meeting of the Guild.

These pictures

Balboa studios in Long Beach, the
ready for release Sept. IT

t

IUM®!P=/

Browne Succeeds McQuesten.

when published

McQuesten has resigned as manager of Clune’s Broadway Theatre, and
Frank Browne has been appointed to take

W. Hansen,

A. H.

his place.

Cabanne Engages O’Brien

When

Christy Cabanne started casting
for the production, as yet unnamed, that
he is now making for Robertson-Cole, he
was for a time non-plussed as to where

he could find an actor who would fulfill
one of the most important roles, that of
the

“Man

of the
a

For the part

Dawn.”
veritable

giant

was

re-

in

England.

Ince Appoints

W. Hansen

widely known as one of the
most experienced and capable stage managers of the West Coast studios, has joined
the Thomas H. Ince staff, in the capacity of
stage manager, succeeding Harry Schenck,
resigned.

Hansen is a veteran technical expert,
having been production manager and technical director of the Hobart Bosworth Productions, more than five years ago. Prior
to that time he put in a number of years
at difficult technical work on the speaking
stage.

New

Pathe Special, “Man and His Woman,” Made by J. Stuart Blackton.
2.
The title there should be “Man and His Women.” Herbert Rawlinson
and is supported by Eulalie Jensen, May McAvoy and WArren Chandler.

live Jip to-the title excepting No.

featured player,

is

the
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CINE-

MUNDIAL!
1

crv
*

it

of
in the streets
•

Havana.

down the boulevards of Buenos Aires.
outside the bull ring of Caracas.
“CINE-MUNDIAL!” is my favorite cry.
I

shout

I

call

it

it

I am the Latin-American newsboy.
You can hear my cry in every corner below

the Rio

Grande.
I

know CINE-MUNDIAL.

It is

my

best seller.

Every actor and actress buys it.
Every theatre owner and film buyer takes it.
I sell it to the great public also, to men and women
alike.

Women

read the film advertising in

CINE-MUNDIAL.

Then they go to the theatre and ask the manager:
“When wall you show' this picture?”
They turn to its pictures and its fashion pages as soon
It is the only magazine coming from America they like.

as they take

it

from

my

hands.

it from me for its pictures and its sporting art icles.
them of Carpentier and Dempsey, of the bull fights, the carnivals.
They like it for its Spanish flavor, which other of my magazines lack.

Men buy
It

tells

I know.
For
They pay me

I

sell it to

for

it

them— these men and women.

—twenty cents

Other magazines are given away.

the copy

— American

CINE-MUNDIAL

is

I’ve sold

it

for five years.

money.
sold.

News-stands sell it, too. So do the book shops.
Together, and with our subscribers, we sold 17,800 copies of the July
That’s 6,000 more than we sold in February.

issue.

We sold 300 copies within an hour on Sunday night, May 30.
That was outside El Circo Metropolitano, in Caracas, Venezuela.
The CINE-MUNDIAL agent takes care

that there

is

no waste.

He must

cable his orders in advance.

know' that my people like it.
know' that you can use it. Write to Chalmers Publishing Company, 516 5th Avenue.
Tell them the Latin-American newsboy told you ab out their book.
I

I

crawl
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY
516 5TH AVENUE

31,
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News from Everywhere

lllir‘ millll,MWIIin

^

Mott,

Higby,

Golden Gate Gleanings

Alfred Allen, Arnold Gregg, Wilbur
Sam de Grasse and Joseph Kilgom.

Frank Keenan, accompanied by Mrs. Keenan, was here during the week, en route to

Buffalo Bulletins

Portland, Ore.

July 24.
— “The Ending
Fighting Chance.”
California.
—
“The Fourteenth Man.”
Portola.
Imperial. — “The Cheater.”
Strand. — “Riders of the Dawn.”
Rialto. — “The Truth.”
— “Married Life.”
Tivoli.
— “The Red Lane.”
Frolic.
Attractions

California Stages Novel Contest.
URING the week of July 11 the California
Theatre staged an added attraction in
the form of a unique music novelty, “Grand

D

Opera vs. Jazz.” The number was introduced
through the medium of an original song written by J. A. Partington and two grand opera
selections were then presented by local artists, with two jazz numbers, the audience expressing their preference by applause. Two
pianos were on the stage,, one on either side,
and the singers appeared on a raised platform
against a background changed with each
number.
The photoplay attraction for the
week was “Burning Daylight” and attendance

Eugene H.
assumed record proportions.
Roth, managing director of the California

away on
Records Go

a vacation trip to Alaska.
at the Imperial.
All house records at the Imperial Theatre
were smashed on the opening day of the engagement of Mary Piekford in “Suds” and
the outlook is that the record for a week
The former record
will also go glimmering.
was held by “Why Change Your Wife?”, a
production also presented under the management of Harry David. The policy of this
Theatre,

is

house of late has been to make weekly
changes of program, instead of keeping the
big hits on indefinitely, as was originally
planned.

“The Mollycoddle” Packs Portola.
With Mary Piekford playing havoc with
house records at the Imperial Douglas Fairbanks is holding up his share of the family
fame at the Portola by packing this house,
notwithstanding the fact that this produc-

was shown for a week at the California.
Manager Van B. Clement states that business
tion

is holding up here in a remarkable manner,
considering the fact that the vacation season is on in full swing.
To Feature First National Day.
Eugene L. Perry, manager of the T. & D.
Theatre at Oakland, Cal., has left for the
southern part of the State to arrange for
the personal appearance of stars on First
National Day, an event planned for the near
future at this house.
Frank Costello, manager of the T. & D.
Tivoli Opera House at San Francisco, and
popularly known as “The Prologue King,”
went to Turlock recently to attend the opening of the California Theatre and to present
his original prologue used at the Tivoli in
connection with “The River’s End.” The fame
of his clever stage settings has extended
all over the country and he is in receipt of
many requests for ideas along this line.
Circuit Houses to Show Serial.
The Kahn & Greenfield Circuit has booked
the serial “Hidden Dangers” and will offer
one episode weekly at the Saturday matinee
programs at both the New Fillmore and New
Mission theatres. This is the first time that
a serial has been offered in these houses.
Producers and Stars Visit San Francisco.
Marshall Neilan is spending a few days in
this city with a company from Los Angeles
working on “Dinty” and Wesley Barry, the
freckle face boy star, is having the time of

with newsboy associates.
is working nearby on a
“The Broken Gate,” under the
direction of Paul Scardon, with a supporting
cast which includes Miss Margaret del la
his life

Bessie Barriscale

film version of

Other visitors of note have included Viola
Dana, Miss Marjorie Daw, Virginia Rappe,
Edna Purviance and W. H. Howard.
Theatre Man Returns from. East.
Rex Midgley, manager of the American
Theatre, Oakland, Cal., has returned home
from an Eastern trip and brings word that
widespread interest has been directed to San
Francisco through the recent Democratic
Convention and the grand conclave of
Shriners,

the

perfect

climate

of

this

city

having proved a revelation to visitors.
Loew Gets New House.

Ackerman &

Harris, Western representa-

Inc., with headquarters at
San Francisco, announce the purchase of the
Mercy Theatre at Yakima, Wash., one of the
finest houses in the Northwest.
This will
be added to the Loew circuit in August.
Fresno Houses Change Hands.
Rothschild & Wobber, of San Francisco,
have taken over the two theatres at Fresno,
Cal., conducted by James Beattie, of San
Jose, of which the Liberty Theatre is the
best known.

tive for Loew’s,
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Attractions Ending July 24
New York City.

—
—
—
—
—
Strand. — “Go

Rivoli.
“The World and His Wife.”
Rialto.
“The Fighting Chance.”
Criterion.
“Humoresque.”
Capitol.
“Going Some.”
Broadway. “The Girl in the Web.”

Get It.”
Los Angeles.
Grauman’s.— “The Village Sleuth.”
Kinema. “Yes or No?”

—
— “The Truth.”
Superba. — “The Girl in the Rain.”
—
Alhambra. “Love’s Harvest.”
Rialto. — “Suds” (second week).
Clune’s. — “The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes.”
Tally’s. — “The Love Expert.”
Miller’s.— “The Miracle Man.”
Garrick. — “The Prince Chap.”
Symphony. — "The Joyous Troublemakers.”
Philadelphia.
Stanley. — “In Search of a Sinner.”
—
Palace. “The Courage of Marge O’Doone.”
Arcadia. — “Old Wives for New.”
Victoria. — “The Orphan.”
Capitol. — “Strange Border.”
Regent.— “Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm.”
Locust. — “Sand.”
Chestnut Street. — The Fortune Teller.”
Clev 'laud.
Metropolitan and Strand. — “Scratch My
Back.”
Stillman. — “Easy to Get.”
Alhambra and Mall. — “City of Masks” and
“A Lady in Love.”
Euclid. — “Treasure Island.”
Standard. — “The Girl in the Rain.”
Liberty. — “The Sins of
Anthony.”
Knickerbocker. — “Dollars and Sense.”
Chicago.
Randolph. — “For the Soul of Rafael.”
Castle. — “Suds” (second week).
Barbee’s. — “Silk
Husbands
and
Calico
Wives.”
—
Playhouse. “Yes or No?”
Casino. — “Under Crimson Skies.”
Orchestra Hall. — “The World and His
Wife.”
Ziegfeld. — “His Pajama Girl.”
Riviera. — “The Idol Dancer.”
State-Lake. — “The Girl in the Web.”
Kansas City.
Newman. — “Homer Comes Home."
—
Royal. “Away Goes Prudence.”
Twelfth Street. — “The Wonder Man.”
Regent. — “The Miracle Man.”
Liberty. — “Jenny, Be Good.”
California.

•'

St.

Attractions Ending July 24.
Shea’s Hippodrome. “Romance” and "The
Dark Mirror.”
Strand. “The Broken Melody” and “The
Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes.”
Lyric.
“A Tarnished Reputation.”

—

—
—

Winegar “Shoots” Sennett
T>

Stars.

EN TURPIN,

Charlie Murray, Louise Fa-D zenda, Ford Sterling and other members
of the Mack Sennett joy staff, may not know
it,
but Manager Elmer C. Winegar, of the
Central Park and Premier theatres, snapped
some great stuff of them performing with
Buffalo Shriners when the local wearers of
the fez visited the coast studios on the trip
to the Portland convention.
Mr. Winegar
accompanied Ismailia Temple for the purpose of making a film history of the trip.
The result was screened in the Central
Park on Thursday evening, July 15, and
members of the Shrine and press representatives were unanimous in acclaiming the some
4,800 feet of film a knockout.
Mr. Winegar
got some great scenic stuff, but the scenes
shot at the Sennett studios are perhaps
among the most interesting. Even the Sennett cat stars in the picture.
The film will
be shown at a special presentation in some
large theatre soon.

New Theatre in Niagara Falls.
party of north end business men in Niagara Falls have arranged to build a new
theatre that will accommodate 2,000 persons
in their section of the Cataract City. A stock
company has been formed with a capitalization of $450,000, more than half of which
has been subscribed.

A

Musicians Ask Increase.

The Musicians’ Union of Jamestown, N. Y.,
has demanded a new scale of wages and it is
understood that if the demands are not met
the music makers intend to walk out August
1.
The new list was sent to the managers of
the various houses the week of July 12. The
new scale calls for $49 per week of seven
days, with six and one-half hours in each
day.
Fifty dollars a week is asked for the
organists and $60 for orchestra leaders. The
men also demand that orchestras shall consist of not less than eight members in the
afternoon and ten at night. It is said that
the managers offered to compromise, offering
the men $36 a week. This was refused.
Injured in Fall at Star.

Joseph Greblowski fell sixty feet when a
wall at the Star Theatre on which he was
working gave way. He was taken to the

Emergency Hospital

suffering from injuries
and cuts and bruised about the
head and shoulder. He is an ironworker employed by the Jones Iron Works. The accident occurred during alterations on the’
to the spine

building.

Body Not That of Small.
The body of the man taken from the river
at the Maid of the Mist landing at Niagara
Falls on the afternoon of July 16 is not that
of Ambrose H. Small, the Toronto millionaire
theatre manager. Detective Sergeant Austin
R. Mitchel, of the Toronto police, who has
had charge of the Small case, viewed the
body and said it was not Small. Small disappeared from Toronto about two years ago.

Nothing has been heard from him since. Poall over the world have searched for
him. It was thought that he is the prisoner
of a band that is holding him for ransom.
Rumors circulated at the Falls were to the
effect that his captors had thrown him in
the river when the police were close on their

lice

trail.
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The Manant Brothers

owners.

Pittsburgh Paragraphs

Showman
Attractions Ending July 24.
Grand and Liberty: “Yes or No.”
Olympic: “Servant Question” and

Blaekstone: “Old Wives for New.”
Columbia: “Human Stuff.”
Minerva: “The Little Cafe.”
Savoy: “Twins of Suffering Creek.”

is

of the

new

theatre at East
rapidly and

progressing

the plans of the Sedler Amusement Corporation are rapidly being brought to a focus.
Last minute changes were made in the architect’s blue prints and a special stage, large

enough to house first-class
tractions. has been added.

Way

terms

Cameraphone: “A Cumberland Romance.”
Stage to Accommodate Shows.

road show at-

Sedler has made tentative plans for
booking of all big productions open for fall
showing and has had the pleasure of meeting
He
the members of the local film colony.
feels very much impressed with the courtesy

Mr.

extended to him by local managers and is
confident that his dealings will be harmonious in every respect.

Showmen’s Association Meets.
The second meeting of the Keystone Exhibitors’ Association was held in the Nemo
Theatre, Johnstown, Pa., Sunday, July 12.
The
President Jake Silverman presided.
other officers present were: L. W. Barclay,
vice-president; Chas. Baird, secretary, and
Nick Notopoulis, treasurer. It was reported
that this was the best meeting the association has had, as items of importance were
thrashed out to the satisfaction of all those
present. The next meeting- of the association
will be held in Altoona August 8.

Weilaml Has Neighborhood Monopoly.
Weiland Theatres, Inc.. A. A. Weiland,
president, have taken over the Edythe Theatre on Brownsville road, Mt. Oliver, Pittsburgh, this newest acquisition giving them
control of all theatres in the Knoxville-Mt.
Oliver territory. The Strand in Knoxville is
the only other house in operation now and
is doing good business.
Work is progressing
rapidy on the new 1400-seat Rialto, which
Weiland Theatres are erecting on the site of
Fred Herrington’s old Coliseum Theatre,
which they took over a year ago. Six months
ago they took over Mavis’ Mirror Theatre
and closed it.
Competition was very keen on the hill a
few months ago and as a result nobody was
making a barrel of money. Now that the
Weiland Theatres have the monopoly in this
section, it is a foregone conclusion that their
success is assured.

Showman Enjoying His

Motor.
Mark Browarsky, well-known Pittsburgh
exhibitor, is making an extended auto tour
of the East with his wife.
Mark says he
will be in the market to buy three or four
more theatres when he returns. He has
been dabbling in oil stocks the past year, but
he has now given that up and will devote all
his time in the future to his theatres.

the Town.

of the Majestic Theatre,
instituted a Great White

Pa., has
in his town by stringing 1,000 one hundred watt lamps along the thoroughfare
leading to the theatre and painting all telephone and telegraph poles white, making
the street “a blaze of light and glory,” as he

Butler,

“Foot-

Up

Lights

Frank Dunmire,

lights and Shadows.”
Loew's Lyceum: “Hairpins.”

C ONSTRUCTION
Pittsburgh

most of

did

the structural work, and A. Manant will be
manager of the house. The cost of construction was $50,000, and the capacity is 500.

it.

Coal Shortage Affects Business.

The Liberty Theatre,

Lilly,

Pa.,

is

only

running three nights a week during the summer months. Manager Seayon says that on
account of the coal shortage, the mines
around his town are hardly working at all.
Cambria, Johnstown— Pictures Only.
The Cambria Theatre, Johnstown, Pa., is
running pictures exclusively at present. Man-

ager Scherer says that he runs only the better productions and holds them for week
stands.

R.

&

C.

Improve Their Strand.

Several improvements are being made at
Rowland & Clark’s Strand Theatre, Oakland,
Pittsburgh.
A most effective coaling and
ventilating system has been installed, and
Manager Riley now claims that the Strand
is the coolest theatre in the city.
A handsome new drinking fountain has also been
installed and a new Crystal Bead Screen has
improved the picture wonderfully. And this
does not complete the improvements. Workmen are now busy installing a large Peloubet organ, which will improve the music at
this

house materially.

Theatre Notes and Personals.

A
tre,

stage

is

Nanty

being installed in the Star TheaA new lobby is also un-

Glo, Pa.

der construction.
Work will be started on Charlie Schatz’s
new house in Meadville, Pa., as soon as the
plans for same have been approved at Harrisburg.
It will be of 2,000 seat capacity.
Julius Stahl, of the Lyric Theatre, Oil City,
Pa., is spending a two-week vacation on an
auto trip in Ohio.
Bill Lampropolis, of the Paramount and
Olympid theatres, Latrobe, has motored with
his family to Atlantic City for a stay of several weeks.
G. Marakas, of the
nellsville.

Pa.,

is

He

California.

Orpheum Theatre, Con-

spending his vacation in
accompanied by Mrs.

is

Marakas.
Fred Harrington

is

the interest of the

new

in

Dallas, Texas, in
exhibitors’ organi-

zation.

Pete Alderman, manager of the Rialto
Theatre, Outer Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, has
the sympathy of a host of friends in the death
of his three-year-old daughter, who was accidentally burned to death.
The Majestic Theatre, Elwood City, Frank
Biardi, manager, is closed for enlarging and
repairs. The capacity will be increased from
It is expected to reopen the
500 to 1,000.
Earth.”

Harry Handel,

of the

Hippodrome Theatre,

Side, Pittsburgh, has returned from a
short vacation spent at his home in Buffalo.

North

Publicity

Sam

Sivitz,

Men Taking It Easy.
publicity manager for

Louisville Locals

the

Five Brothers Open New House.
The Manant Brothers, five in number, completed the work on their new Dixy Theatre,
Carnegie, Pa., and opened the house to the
public Saturday, July 10. This house is unique
in that it was almost entirely erected by the

1920

open on Sunday.

Managers of theatres say discrimination
is
being shown against them.
Ministers
say court action will be renewed against the
managers. Public opinion, it is believed, is
with the managers.

Moving Pictures in Schools.
Professor G. L. Crume, principal of the
Buffalo High School at Hodgenville, Ky., will
introduce an innovation in class work in
that section when he begins the use of motion pictures to instruct in geographical and
historical subjects.
He has booked weekly
educational and news films.
The machine
will be the first used in school work in Larue
County.
‘•Birth” Film Attracts Crowds.
“Birth” continues to play to good crowds
at Maeauley’s Theatre, having been booked
for extra days. It has played a total of sixteen days in Louisville, one of the longest
runs ever made here by a moving picture.

Pictures in Summer Park.
Educational, travel and news films are being shown this summer at the theatre in
Fountaine Ferry Park as a part of the regular bill.
They have moved up on the program, also, being shown now in the middle of
the bill.
LouisviUe Personals.
Lee L. Goldberg, secretary of the Big Feature Rights Corporation, has been confined to
his home the last few days by mild illness.
Fred Dolle, manager of the Alamo, and his
wife will leave Louisville shortly on a vacation trip to Wisconsin. Two or three weeks
there will be spent fishing.
Louis Steuerle, of the Fourth Avenue
Amusement Company, has just returned from
the national convention of the Elks, held in
Chicago.

Philadelphia Pointers
Manager’s Quick Wit Averts Panic.

HE

presence of mind of Jacob J. Wolf, of
the Jackson Theatre prevented what
might have become a serious panic.
The
theatre was comfortably filled with about
one hundred and fifty persons mostly women
and children, when a film caught fire and
exploded.
As the flames sprang from the
operator’s box shrieks and cries of fright
came from the audience and a rush was
started for the doors.
Before the crowd
could get started Mr. Wolf, the proprietor,
was reassuring them that there was no
danger.
He managed to get the audience
into orderly lines and all filed out safely.
The fire was put out with small damage.

Mastbnum Elected Club

Director.

Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the Stanley Company, of America, was elected a director of the Locust Club at a meeting held
last week.
This organization of representative men of Philadelphia was formed as a
dining club.
The clubhouse at 1319 Locust
street, will be opened formally in September.

Film Folk Enjoy Picnic.
Attractions Ending July
“Suds.”

17.

—
Alamo. — “A Cumberland Romance.”
Strand. — “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
Walnut. — “The Courage of Marge O’Doone.”
Mary Anderson. — “Silk Husbands and CalMajestic.

Rowland & Clark Theatres, will spend his
vacation in California during the month of
August. During his absence Charlie Frost
will take care of R. & C. publicity. Frost is
now holding down the position of photoplay
editor of the Pittsburgh Press during the absence of P. A. Mansfield, who is spending his
vacation in Californiia.

31,

ministerial association of Henderson when
the management of the Princess and the
Grand theatres announced they would remain
open Sundays following the refusal of authorities to close other places of business.
Jewish merchants took advantage of a clause
in the law which permits them to observe
their Sabbath day on Saturday and remain

house September 15 with “Sex Crushed to

Fred Moore Managing in Butler.
Fred Moore, formerly of the Hallmark exchange, has accepted a position as manager
of the Lyric and Grand Theatres in Butler,
Pa.
Mr. Moore was formerly manager of a
theatre in Farrell and is experienced in every
department of the business.

July

ico

Wives.”

Weather Good

OOL weather

for

Show Going.

section continues;
likewise
good
business.
Louisville
theatres are doing the biggest summer business they have ever done, and the prospects
are that it will continue.
Churches Fight Sunday Opening.
The church-moving picture theatre war,
which has been waging at Henderson, Ky„
since April, was reopened recently by the

C

in

this

Joseph Hebrew, district manager of the
Yitagraph for Eastern Pennsylvania, gave a
picnic last week for the benefit of the employes of the Philadelphia branch.
Many
entertainments and games were indulged in
until 9 P. M., when the crowds were sent
home in automobiles. Among the amusing
stunts run off was the three-legged race,
which was won by Mr. Binns and Miss Folmer, who both received a pretty pair of socks
as prizes.
The boys and girls went into a
pretty mash during the potato race, while
Lillian Appen proved herself the best little
grabber in the peanut shower. During the
baseball game Pop Ritter rivalled Babe Ruth
by popping out two home runs during the
game. The picnic was held at Burhome, Pa.,
and Mr. Hebrew was elected as the best little
joy maker of the celluloid district.

July
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Corporation Will Build in Brazil.

Baltimore Brevities
Attractions Kudins July 24.
Theatre. “Yes or No?’’

—
Parkway. — “A Cumberland Romance.”
Hippodrome. — “Lifting Shadows.”
Strand. — "Miss Hobbs.’’
New Wizard. — “The City of Masks.”
Garden. — “Almost a Husband.”
—
Blue Mouse. “The Discarded Woman.”
New

1

Sunset Theatre

Dry

Sold.

HE property which is occupied by the
Sunset Theatre has been bought byJacob Flax, who also operates the Brodie and
These three
Picture theatres in Baltimore.
theatres are all to be under the general suThe Sunset has
pervision of Fred A. Allex.
been managed by J. J. Hartlove, a pioneer in
the film business in Baltimore, for some time
and he will be retained by the present management.
Clover Theatre Enlarges.

T

The Clever Theatre, which

is

owned by

Milton Caplon, has been redecorated and improved by the addition of one hundred extra
The theatre was closed during the
seats.
week of July 5 and reopened to the public on
July 13.
To Remodel Picture Garden.

Extensive improvements which will cost
approximately $15,000 are to be made to the
Picture Garden Theatre by Joseph Blechman,

the proprietor. The theatre will close down
the latter part of this month for several
weeks, so that the necessary work can be
The lighting system will be reardone.
ranged, the interior redecorated and remodeled while an electric sign and metal marquee
will be built over the entrance.

Personal Notes.
Carl F. Goetz, of Baltimore, who has played
in moving pictures in the supporting casts
of Geraldine Farrar, Viola Dana, and others,
He is to act with Leon
is now in New York.
Mr.
Gordon and take up character work.
Goetz was with the A. E. F. in France during the war and for personal bravery was
awarded the Croix de Guerre.
A. H. Morris, of Fawn Grove, Pa., who- operates the Picture Theatre in that city came
to Baltimore on Tuesday, July 13 and called
on the Baltimore Film Exchange.
Charles F. Macklin, a member of the Maryland Censor Board, is a candidate for the
post of department commander of the Maryland Department of the American Legion.
The election of officers of this body is to be
held in Cumberland September 6 and 7 when
the departmental convention is held.

No Fair Smokers

Articles of incorporation have been filed
with the secretary of state at Indianapolis
by the Citizens Theatre Company, a newly
organized concern at Brazil, Ind., with a capThe incorporators are
ital stock of $100,000.
William M. Zeller, Simon Zeller and John A.
Morgan. Further details of the objects of
the new company have not been made public.
Although those interested in the company
said they were not prepared to give out any
information on their plans, it is generally
understood that the company will erect a
new theatre on the site of the old Brosius

There.

Evidently there are no members of the fair
sex who smoke in Hagerstown, Md. At least
they don’t imbibe the weed while attending
the performances at the Maryland Theatre
Charles Thropp. manager of
in that city.
that playhouse is reported as the authority
for it, because he is having the smokingroom for ladies with which the theatre was
equipped turned into an office.

Hoosier Happenings

Goods

Company’s

T

Heroism Plus Cool-Headedness.
presence of mind of a ticket seller and

orchestra leader in the Liberty Theatre,
a motion picture house, at Muncie, Ind., prevented a panic among the patrons Sunday
night when fire broke out in the operating
booth while the show was in progress. Sixteen reels of film were destroyed, resulting

approximately $500.
The theatre was packed at the time of the
fire, which is believed to have started from
a spark thrown from an open switch. Lucile
Manor, ticket seller, went to the front of the
theatre and, addressing the audience, quieted
them by asking that they file out through
in a loss of

All the while the orchestra
continued to play. As a result the patrons
did not know of the fire until they reached

of a motion picture theatre at Syracuse, Ind.,
committed suicide last week by drinking two
ounces of carbolic acid. He told a neighbor
to tell his wife goodbye and hastened to his
home, where he drank the poison. Domestic
difficulties is said to have prompted his act.

moved to Syracuse
months ago and was reported
good business at his theatre.
Barclay

about three
doing a*

to be

Tearing Down to Build TJp.
Work was begun this week on

the new
Theatre, the $300,000 project to be
erected at Lafayette, Ind., by the Luna
Amusement Company, of that place. Several
brick buildings are being torn down to provide a site for the new structure, which will
be located on Sixth street, between Main and

Mars

Columbia

streets.

It will

be completed about

the latter part of January, 1921.
The uuna company also operates theatres

Fort Wayne, Ind._ and Kankakee, 111., and
recently signed a contract to take over the
Family Theatre, a combination vaudeville
and photoplay house at Lafayette, at the expiration of the present lessee’s lease in Feb-

in

ruary, 1922.

New Type of “Fight” Film.
A dealer in alleged worthless stocks was
brought to Newcastle, Ind., last week from
Chicago to face charges of grand larceny
and obtaining money under false pretenses,
being alleged that he obtained about $400
from Newcastle persons to whom he sold
stock in a motion picture company. In selling the stock, Russell is said to have told the
investors that the first film would be entitled
“The Fight Between Autocracy and Democit

racy.”

United Exhibitors Get Six More.

more Indiana theatres have been acquired by the United Exhibitors Production
Corporations, which is building and acquiring a number of vaudeville and photoplay
theatres in the central and southern part of
The most recent acquisitions are
the state.
the Grand Theatre, Stone City Opera House
and the Crystal Theatre, Bedford, Ind.; the
Washington Theatre, Salem, Ind., and the
Alhambra Theatre and Orleans Opera House,
Six

Orleans, Ind.

The company will erect an attractive new
theatre at the corner of Washington street
and Kirkwood avenue at Bloomington, Ind.,
and it has-acquired four theatres in Indianapolis, the Rialto, the Broadway, the Gaiety
and the Lenwood, the first three devoted to
vaudeville and pictures and the last one
to pictures.

One

of the largest

AH

Ages.

and most successful free

entertainments ever held in Crawfordsville,
Ind., was the one given last week by Benjamin V. Barton, proprietor of the Strand Theatre there.
Two performances of Mary Pickford in “Daddy Long Legs” were given to
In addition to making
capacity audiences.
his invitation county-wide. Manager Barton
sent automobiles to the county “poor farm”
to bring the inmates of the institution to the
show. It was originally planned to give only
one performance, but the large crowd neces-

The crowds were made
ranging in age from two to
and from all parts of the

sitated

two showings.

up

people,

of

eighty years
county.

minium

PAGE
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DON'T MISS

IT!

Attractions Ending July 24.
—
“Thru Eyes of Men” and “Skinner’s

Lyric.-

Dress Suit.”
Grand. “The Butterfly Man.”

—
—
—
—
Gifts. — “The Orphans.”
Strand. — “Paris Green.”

Walnut.- “Why Change Your Wife.”
Palace. “The Figurehead.”
B. F. Keith’s.
“The Valley of Doubt.”

was

Theatre Manager Dies By Acid.
Harry Barclay, age twenty-three, manager

the rear exits.

the street.

which

destroyed by fire a number of years ago. The
theatre, according to reports will be devoted
to photoplays and vaudeville.

Free Show for

HE

store,

Cincinnati Contributes

Reports Fine

ACK STEWART

Summer

Business.

charge of the GoldJ
wyn Distributing Corporation in the district
comprising southern Ohio, Indiana,
T

and

Kentucky

in

exceptionally good
season.
“The Revenge of Tarzan” especially has been showing to far better results than was anticipated,
he says.

business for the

Top

Off

reports

summer

Good Dinner with

3Iovies.

—

After thirty-five years of marriage- -“why
change your wife?”
Mayor John Galvin’s
secretary, Newbold L. Pierson, and Mrs. Pierson, celebrated their thirty-fifth wedding anniversary July 15 by having an old-fashioned

wedding dinner, especially arranged for them
at a down-town hotel, and then “taking in
the movies." First they went to the Strand
to see Constance Talmadge in “The Love
Expert,” and then becoming convinced that
perhaps there is some science about modern
love, that they were not aware of thirtyyears ago, they proceeded to the Walnut,
Cecil DeMille’s “Why
And Mr. Pierson declared that he wouldn’t change his not for
worlds.
five

where they viewed
Change Your Wife?”

—

Stock Favorites Now In Pictures.
interest revived the past week among
old-time theatregoers who were "regulars”
at the old Pike Opera House in the halcyon
days of stock there, by the appearance of
James Neill and Edythe Chapman in support
of Jack Pickford in a “Double-Eyed Deceiver,” at the Gifts, brought out some interesting facts regarding the whereabouts of
the members of that organization. Strangely enough, most of them have taken up motion picture work, showing that this form of
dramatic art has to a great degree supplanted
the old stock company.

The

Exhibitor Interest in Organization.
According to members of the Greater Cincinnati Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Association, who met recently at the Hotel Gibson,
the resolutions adopted by the National Convention of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, held at Cleveland, may affect the
building of some proposed theatres in Cincinnati.
The local exhibitors at Cleveland
unanimously adopted a plea that the film producing companies stay out of the exhibition
business.
The reports of the Cleveland meeting was
presented by the local owners by I. W. McMahan, president of the Exhibitors’ Association, and Marcus Loew, of New York, who
on a previous visit to Cincinnati' had announced that he intended to establish two
or three theatres here.
He is now in back
of the 'exhibitors.

Association Elects Officers.
elected by the local exhibitors
were I. W. McMahan, president; Andy Heldesheimer, vice-president; John Huss, treasurer; John Huebner, secretary, and Peter S.
Smith, sergeant-at-arms.
The directors are
Dr. Otto Dieckman, Tom Riley, Henry Levy,
I. W. McMahan, Isaac Libson, Isaac Frankel,
Otto Luedeking, J. A. Ackerman, Andy Heldesheimer, John Huebner and Peter S. Smith.
Officers

Showman Buys Palatial Home.
Jerome M. Jackson, of the motion picture
firm of McMahan & Jackson, has purchased a
beautiful new home in Mt. Auburn, a Cincinnati suburb.
Mr. Jackson is one of the
pioneer exhibitors of Cincinnati.

Holds Film for Second Week.
such a remarkable record at the Walnut during the
first week of its show, which ended July 17,
that the management consented to the many
appeals of its patrons to hold the film over
for another week.

“Why Change Your Wife?” had
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Kansas City
There's a Limit ot Capacity.
Local newspapers gave credence to a very
unjust report when the story came up about
the Paramount films which were taken to
Wichita on July 5 by air route. The papers
reported that the reason that Gilday and Li
Beau did not accompany the film on their
westward journey was that they were afraid
to make the flight.
This statement is entirely false; in fact,
they were both very anxious to go, and
begged the pilot to let them make the flight.
But when he noted their avoirdupois he said
that he knew of no machine that would stand
up under such a strain. By this revelation
Li Beau and Gilday should stand guiltless
before the world.
Signing;

The

Showmen
“honor

“Paramount Week.”
which hangs in the

for

roll”

Famous Players

office is signed by exhibitors
are going to play Paramount pictures
exclusively during the third annual Paramount week in September. When the correspondent for Moving Picture World went into
the office he noticed that it was over half
full, and in glancing over it. observed that
most of the prominent exhibitors in the
territory had signed it.
Soon Opens Third Sedalia House.
W. J. Brill, who owns and manages the
Electra and Lona theatres in Sedalia, Mo.,
will shortly open his new house there, which
has been in the course of construction about
a year. Its seating capacity is around a
thousand,
and the approximate cost is

who

$250,000.

Dan Cupid Scores Again.
Another Kansas City man has been led
astray by Cupid at the Hollywood film colony.
Word of the marriage of Clyde F. Drollinger,
Jr., of this city, to Beatrice La Plante, a
motion picture actress, of Hollywood, was
received here this week.
Miss La Plante’s
latest picture was as leading woman for
Sessue Hayakawa in “The Beggar Prince."

Trade Shows
Roj- E. Churchill,

in

Two

Cities.

manager

son-Cole K. C. exchange,
to give a trade showing

of the Robertwill go to St. Joe
of “The Wonder

Man” at the Royal Theatre.
will be given at the
atre, Topeka.
showing

Another trade

Orpheum The-

Kansas City Film Personals.
Fred Martin, formerly assistant manager
of the United Artists in Chicago, is to cover
the Kansas territory in traveling for the
in Kansas City.
The heartfelt sympathy of his fellow exchangmen and other friends is extended to
J. N. McMeekin, manager of the Realart exchange, who is very ill.
Mr. McMeekin is
suffering from poison effects of his tonsils.

Robertson-Cole branch

Robinson has been added to the sales
force of the Vitagraph office here. Mr. Robinson was formerly connected with the St.
Louis office.
George Balsdon, division manager for Vitagraph, was a visitor in Kansas City last
week.
C. A.

Buffalo
T.
T.

W. Brady with

A.

W. Brady, former manager

P.
of the

Re-

public Distributing Corporation and recently
sales manager for that company under the
consolidation of that branch with the local
Select and National theatre exchanges, has
resigned from the Selznick Enterprises to
accept the position of branch manager for
the Associated Producers, Inc., in Buffalo.
Mr. Brady took up his new duties July 12.
He is now seeking quarters for the exchange.
Mr. Brady has been in the film business in
this territory for a long time.
Gardiner Pictures Reorganizes.
T. R. Gardiner remains as president of the
Gardiner Pictures Corporation, which was
reorganized recently.
Paul W. Smith, of
Baltimore, comes to Buffalo as treasurer and
assistant general manager, and Dave Levy,

formerly with Hallmark, Famous Players
Sales, is the new auditor.
Jack
Kirsch, former manager of the local Dooley
office, has been appointed sales manager and

and Picture

J.

pany

Hamblet
is

is office manager.
The complanning a big campaign soon for

Baltimore
Theatre

the fall season.

Walsh Succeeds

Siegel.

Edwin Walsh, former booker at the Robertson-Cole office, has been appointed to a
similar position at the First National office,
succeeding Otto Siegel, who has gone to the
Robertson-Cole exchange as assistant manager.
Nu-Art Exchange Expands,
Fred W. Zimmerman and his Nu-Art Pictures Corporation staff are now occupying
the entire floor, formerly headquarters of
Realart.
Mr. Zimmerman has engaged C.
Rose, former bookkeeper at Universal and
Gardinier Pictures, as bookkeeper. Mr. Zimmerman has received a very flattering letter
from Harld B. Franklin, managing director of
Shea’s Hippodrome, following the showing of
Clara Kimball Young in “For the Soul of
Rafael.”
Realart Business Rooms.

Manager Harry

Lotz, of the Realart
office, is getting writer’s cramps signing contracts for next season franchises.
Among
E.

recent “customers” are the Majestic Theatre,
Elmira, and the Star Theatre, Binghamton,
both of which houses have signed up for the
product.
“The Deep Purple” was shown at
Shea’s Hippodrome the week of July 11, following an elaborate advertising campaign by
Harold B. Franklin.
Henry E. Wilkinson,
former Realart manager here, was in Buffalo,
Friday, July 9, to get his family whom he
took to Pittsburgh, where he now also manages the Realart office.
Brink Suceeds Kirsch.
Howard F. Brink, formerly with Universal
and Famous Flayers-Lasky, has succeeded
Jack Kirsch as manager of the local office of

Dooley Exchange, Inc.
Nu-Art Takes Over Hallmark.
Fred W. Zimmerman, manager of the NuArt Pictures Corporation exchange, announces
the taking over of the local distribution of
the Hallmark and Triangle releases, some
I, 400
in number, including features, serials
and comedies. The Hallmark exchange has
been discontinued, and F. D. Lawlor, manager,
and “Hub” Taylor, Triangle representative,
have joined the Nu-Art staff. It is rumored
that T. W. Brady is considering leasing the
Hallmark offices as Associated Producers’
headquarters.
A. W. Young is now office
manager of Nu-Art, and Mr. Zimmerman will
at once expand his staff to take care of the

greatly increased business. Mr. Zimmerman
left Buffalo July 19 for a two-week fishing
trip in the Thousand Islands, and during his
absence Mr. Young will be in charge.
Exchanges Adopt Rules.
The Buffalo Motion Picture Exchange
Managers’ Association has adopted the following set of playing date rules, which have
been put in force. Playing dates will not
be changed unless (1) two weeks’ notice in
writing be given; (2) payment of rental
therefor made at time notice of change is
given; (3) protection originally granted in
contract be waived.
Silverman with First National.
A. Silverman, of New York, who has been
with the D. W. Griffith forces for over a year,
has joined the local First National sales staff.
The weeks of August 15 and 22 will be known
as “First National Producing Week,” and
City Sales Manager E. O. Hayes has already
closed contracts with representative accounts
in all the large cities of the territory for the
showing of F. N. features during these weeks.

Sunday Shows Success.
The Sunday picture shows at Shea’s Court
Street Theatre have proven a real success
and are drawing large audiences. Each Sunday the same program that is presented on
the Shea Hippodrome screen is also presented on the Court street house silver sheet.
This also aids in solving the problem of
taking care of the overflows at the Hipp,
many persons who are unable to get in at
the Main street house going to the Court
street theatre, where the entire vaudeville
orchestra, under the direction of Herman E.
Schultz, is engaged to accompany the picture
show.

Man Now

Salesman.

H. Levy, formerly associated with Loew’s

Palace Theatre in Washington, D. C., was introduced to the film trade in Baltimore by
Herndon Edmonds, Baltimore representative
of Paramount-Artcraft, during the week of
July 12 as Mr. Levy has become a member
of the sales force of that company. He will
cover the Virginia territory.
Film Salesman on the Job.
Having entirely recovered from a sudden
attack of appendicitis in Petersburg, Va.,
Bert Mendelson has returned to the Balti-

more territory

for Realart.

Has His Own “God’s Country.”
F. J. Brickner, film dispatcher at the Balti-

more Film Exchange, went up on the farm
for a week’s vacation beginning July 19. The
farm is located in Carroll County, Md., which
is known to some Marylanders as “God’s
Country.”

Baltimore Film Personals.
Jack Whittle, Pa the representative, and his
automobile spent the week beginning July 19
at Atlantic City, N. J.
S. A. Galanty, who was formerly in Baltimore covering the territory for W. W. Hodkinson, has now been appointed the manager
of the Washington, D. C., office for that

company.

Pittsburgh
Educational Opens

Offices.

The latest acquisition to Pittsburgh film
exchanges is the Educational Films Corporation,
the office of which is temporarily
located with the First National, at 414 Ferry
street.

C.

A.

Lynch,

formerly with Pathe

manager of the Educational.
New Yorker Now a Pittsburgher.

here,

is

George Gibbons, an expert publicity man
from New York City, has joined the forces
headquarters

of exploitation

Exchange Distributes

in

Pittsburgh.

Industrials.

is distributing a
single-reel industrial films, disthe Motion Picture Theatre
Owners Films, Inc., which they are authorized to furnish free to exhibitors of this
section.
The first release is entitled "A
Mouthful of Wisdom,” and gives valuable Information concerning the care of the teeth
Other subjects of an educational nature will

The Exhibitors’ Film Co.

series

of

tributed

by

follow weekly, it is understood.
Pittsburgh Exchange Personals.

Art Meyers is in Cincinnati, where he has
opened an office for the Supreme exchange,
handling “Mickey,” “The Spoilers” and “Is

Any

Girl Safe?”

Benjamin Drob is now in charge of the
advertising department at the Fox exchange.

Detroit
Have New Detroit Manager.
Frank W. Gebhardt, for the past six months
manager of the Michigan Motion Picture
R.-C.

Exhibitors’ League, has resigned to become
Detroit branch manager for Robertson-Cole,
succeeding Robert Churchill, resigned.

Associated Producers Open Offices,
A. Crane, Detroit manager for Assoopened temporary
Producers, has
ciated
offices on the first floor of the Film Building.
Equity Pictures In Detroit Opera House.
James Minter, of Minter-United Amusements Co., Detroit, has leased the Detroit
Opera House for the next few weeks and will
E.

show Equity
Clara

Kimball

Woman.”

pictures

Young

The first is
“The Forbidden

there.
in

Good Time Had by

All.

Detroit film exchange managers held their
first summer outing on July 22 aboard a private yacht. About fifty attended, including
The cruise was on the
assistant managers.
Detroit River and Lake St. Clair. Meals were
served aboard the boat, and landings at
amusement parks on the river were made to
permit the members to go in bathing and
enjoy other outdoor sports.
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The Curse of Carelessness.
you would know why copy-

If

on

are
tradepapers
headed straight for the boobyhatch, here’s one reason:
“Miss Soandso, in her newest
release, will be supported by

readers

selected

well

And

cats.”

— Publicity.

much-despised
blue-penciller had not caught it
who would have been blamed
for such a feline “fox pass?”
the

if

o

—

Jackson,

atre,

a great life,” says S. F.
Seadler, postcarding about his
.vacation, “if you don’t run out
of citronella.”

They’re drinking almost anything fluid these days.
o
“Sniping the Screen” seems to

—

is

a manner thus:
been subscribers to
the Motion Picture News for a

Bob Welsh

in

“We have

number

of years, and are
ceiving three copies.”

—

Lee Ferguson who, like most
knows nothing about the
noble game, likens poker play-

Picture News.

Manhattan
might
hook up “The Tiger Lady’’ with
the women-folks of Tammany
o

—

Our pudgy and plump compaJay Ray Murray, of Chi-

triot,

cago, has discovered, in a recent M. P. W. advertisement,
reference to “bone fide paid
subscriptions.”
No, Ray. That has nothing to
do with the bone dry moveBut,

as

a

bad

Expect Shocking Films.
films recently made in
Los Angeles are released, better look out for some shocking results of the tremblors
that have been “rocking the in-

dustry” out that way.

Of

We

spell,

—

Vital Importance.

—

—

— News

o

dignitary gets his
sured.

film

life

—

print in honor of N. T. Granlund
the bill at Odd Fellows Hall for

July
“

3:

‘Heart of Texas Ryan,’

who

duplicate

tradepapers

are so numerous that
be proper to call the
graphing branch of
dustry “the Duplicity

it

might

mimeo-

THE

from the city.”
“George Beban just reeking
with excitement” was promised
another

as

offering

wonderland of

Little
o

—

the

at

Rhody.

For the “Swap” Column:
“Old Wives for New” (Paramonnt).
o

o

—

No wonder

the “Deficiency
Expert” requires
requisitions
for everything.
to

check him-

self up.

—

(Universal).

three

of

—

aces

is

Clip

the

Theatre Display in “Sex” Very
Impressive. Tradepaper Head-

—

—

If

you

must;

is

the

title

Keaton’s

comedy

for release by Metro.

first

of

two-reel

Buster

—

if

is

under

trees.

We’ll quit now before
reader gets too dash-bored.
o

the

—

The Marion Davies bag has
made its appearance in department stores and smart specialty
shops of New York City and

—Pub-

—

o

And

say Broadway

we’ll

slouch in that
o

is

no

line.

—

Karl Coolidge, of the Screenwas thumping out a

scenario when his little niece
noticed the carbon copy in his
typewriter.
“I know what that is for,”
she said.
“That’s for the second show.”

—

Never Too Late.
With all this earthquake news
coming from the West Coast,
strange that none of our magnates have issued a “statement”
on the subject.
What a chance for producers
It’s

operating only in the East to
steal space in presenting the ad-

vantages of a steady base for
cameras
!

De Mille has begun
work on “His Friend and
His Wife,” wth Ora Carew, Conrad Nagle, Lois Wilson and Jack.
Holt in leading roles.

you

can’t do without there’s
Gin, Miss., and Ginsite, Tex.
Rye is to be found in seven
states
:

The Official Postal Guide provides soothing research along
similar lines for those who cannot travel far afield.

Florence
Turner has
been
added to the cast of “Blackmail,”
the new Viola Dana picture for
Metro.

Jack Mulhall will be leading
man for Bebe Daniels in her first
Realart picture, “You Never Can
Tell.”

the

direction

of

has been named
Rosanne."

Ray

Tom Forman,
“The

Sins

of

now

shooting
interiors
preparation
for
in
“Forty-five Minutes from Broadway.”
Charles

—

only necessary to park it
own trees singleits
trees, double-trees and whiffleit

line.

For Photoplay Editors and Theatre Programs

Ethel Clayton’s new picture,
just completed at Lasky’s under

Double Feature Tonight!
“The More Excellent Way.”
“Don’t Ever Marry.”
o
really

Shafts of wit and springs of inspiration are in the subtitles.
And to get a “shady” vehicle

o
Instead of becoming fatigued
and weak from long standing
home-brew hooch gets stronger
thereby.

—

and Paste

than

beaten.
o

—

no

William

"One Week”

“White Lies” (Fox).
“Nothing But Lies” (Metro).’
“The Truth” (Goldwyn).
“Everything But the Truth”

cause

consequence,

in

“Out of the Storm.”
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Assorted Titles.

o

is,

active

Reporting the number of time
he shaves would also be of gripping interest to the trade,

Patent Office
more anguish

There

tireing hubbub.

in-

tist.

S.

to pufflicists when their
stars are wheeling into tradepapers. Oddly enough these vemimeograph-driven
hicles
are
and not motored.
There are no spok’n parts in
the screen vehicle.
It is the silent drama because
there are no tongues a-waggon.

Looks as though Miss Davies
had launched a nation-wide
shopping tour.

didn’t

in

Next we shall be sagely adwhen he goes to the den-

The U.

much

licity.

vised

o

Photo Stars Seeking Photofame.
The “choice of vehicles” means

throughout the country.

—

krafters,

ment.”

About Those Vehicles Used by

know enough “to
when it rained
“The Woman God Sent.”

She

In-

Depart-

with

Tox Mix and Mack Sennett fresh

o

—

Review,

Exhibitor’s Herald and
Motion Pictures News are mentioned not at all.
o
Just because he Is a large
holder of real estate in the
vicinity of Wickford, R. I., we

Wid’s,

Item.

agents

Press

Trade

while

times,

come

Mr. Blue has sold the Best
Theatre at Millvale, Pa., to Mr.
Black.

Notice the sub-titles in “The

World and His Wife.” What a
tribute they pay to Moving Picture World as an authority!
The World is mentioned 39

was

—

He needs them

being informed by
the tradepapers every time a
are

it

o
Lasky in Center of Literary
Storm. Tradepaper Headline.
Look out for the over-head.

pufflicity to all the

When

o

—

o

raising,” sez

—showmen

Hall.

re-

—

ers to landlords.

o

now

And we wondered— how many
Myth Theatres are to be found on
some subscription rolls? Motion

even worse.

of us,

Lee.

to

ment.

be taboo.
But sniping the tradepapers
fashionable.

“They are always

writes

Miss.,

o

“It’s

o

Speaking Abont Duplicate
Circulation ’n Everything
A. B. Cook, of the Majestic The-

607

is

Fontaine La Rue
Alice

her

Lake

in

new Metro

is

supporting

“Body and

Soul,”

feature.

Barney Sherry has completed
his work in “The Barbarian,”
with Monroe Salisbury, and will
support Dorothy Phillips in her

new

picture.

Ten cameramen, headed by
John B. Seitz, have been engaged
to photograph the Ibanez story,
“Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,” at Metro, Hollywood.

Terry and Emmett King support

Earle Williams has begun production on his new Vitagraph feature, “The Romance Promoters,”
under Director Chester Bennett.
Helen Ferguson will be leading

her.

lady.

“Habit” is the title of Mildred
Harris Chaplin's current feature
for First National. William Lawrence, Walter McGrail, Ethel Grey

Bertram Bracken has been engaged by W. N. Selig to direct
“Kazan,” a film version of the

famous wolf-dog story by James
Oliver Curwood.
Julien

Eltinge

has

returned

from his

trip to the Orient, and
is planning to make one film production before returning to the

stage.

Erich Von Stroheim has assembled the cast for his new feature, “Foolish Wives.”
He will
play a leading role himself, and

Rudolph Christians, Marguerite
Armstrong, Maude George, Mae
Busch, Cesare Gravina, Madame
Kopetzky, Nigel de Bruiller and
Malveen Polo, play the other chi«f
characters.

Eva Novak, under

the direction

of Stuart Paton, will soon begin
work in Hollywood, Cal., c-

“Kate Plus Ten,” from the novel
by Edgar Wallace.

—
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City Square Theatre in Atlantic City
Sold to Stanley Company for $200, 000

O

NE

of the biggest deals in Atlantic
City, N. J., real estate has been closed
in the sale of the City Square The-

on Atlantic avenue, opposite the City
The property was purchased by the
Stanley Company of America, in conjunction with Edward J. O’Keefe, present manager of the house, from Dr. J. B. Benjamin.
The consideration is said to be over S200,000.
The property is situated in the heart of
Atlantic City’s business section and is or.e
of the most prominent sites on Atlantic
It has a frontage on the latter
avenue.
thoroughfare, running back 150 feet to
atre,
Hall.

Central avenue. The price the purchasers
paid for it establishes a new record for
real estate on this avenue, where prices for
ground and buildings are continually soaring

Besides the theatre proper, which is
devoted to motion pictures, the site includes four stores and seven apartments.
It is a block away from the Pennsylvania
Railroad, and on one side the biggest
department store in Atlantic City is being
On the other side the Chelsea
erected.
National Bank will build, having had plans
prepared for a $200,000 building.
“E. J. O’Keefe will continue to direct the
destiny of the City Square Theatre,” said
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the Stanley
Company of America. “It is our intention
to make extensive improvements, both to
the exterior and the interior of the buildand these will involve the installation
of the latest, modern equipment inside the
house, including one of the finest organs
ever placed in a motion picture theatre.”
With the accession of the City Square
Theatre the Stanley Company of America
now directs four leading theatres in
Atlantic City the Globe, B. F. Keith’s
Garden Pier, Virginia and Colonial.
ing,

—

Gives Cast of Compson Pictures
The complete cast of the first Betty

Compson

picture, “Prisoners

be released by

of Love,” to

Goldwyn Distributing Cor-

poration in the early winter reads as follows Blanche Davis, Betty Compson; her
father, Ralph Lewis; her mother, Claire
McDowell; her sister, Clara Horton; James
:

Randolph, Emory Johnson; his mother,
Kate Toncray; Martin Blair, Roy Stewart.
This production, recently completed, has
received high praise from Director George
Loane Tucker and others who have viewed
the film.

Urban Creating

Special Sets

for “Buried Treasure” in West
OSEPH URBAN, a well known scenic
is in Los Angeles where he is
creating special settings at the Brunton
studios for “Buried Treasure,” a forthcoming Cosmopolitan production starring MaHe has chosen the pirate
rion Davies.
scenes in this photoplay as offering scope
for his imagination and interpretive powers.
The enlistment of Urban’s talents in motion pictures brings to the greater public
the fruits of a really brilliant European
career unfamiliar, for the most part, to
those who have identified him solely with
his musical comedy backgrounds and his
scenery for certain operas at the Metro-

J

artist,

politan.

Urban can give more to the silver sheet
than he has had the opportunity to contribute to the theatre.
The limitations of musical comedy, for
all its fanciful beauty and color, and even
the breadth of the opera, more or less hampered by conventions, are swept aside by
Urban in the application of his art to the
His work is part of the great
screen.
movement toward a new sort of imaginative
and vital and expressive type of production
which swept Russia, Germany and to some
extent Paris, London and Dublin from 1905
to 1915.
Its first tenet is the expression in scenery and lights of the atmosphere of the play.

settings must not try to win applause
for themselves; they must exist solely to

The

Sunshine and Roses.
With Louise Glaum and Matt Moore in
Parker Read's produciton for Hod-

-

make

the

typical.

Vitagraph Exchanges to Get

“Trumpet Island” Prints Soon

A LBERT

E. SMITH, president of Vitagraph, has announced that the Tom
Terriss production, “Trumpet Island,”

is practically completed and that prints will
be in the various branches throughout the
Lnited States and Canada within the next
three weeks.
It will be released in September.
The picture will be presented in
seven reels, the importance of the story de-

looked or neglected.

|
g

The final editing of the picture, eliminating everything that could be spared in the
interest of rapid action and sustained inter-

Shipman, managing director of the new organization, who has just arrived in
New York from India, says that his circuit, which now comprises twenty-four of

recently will be read with considerable interest in this country.

1
1
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g
g
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visualization
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1
§

original

announcement that a co-operative association of the managers and
owners of various leading picture theatres in India has been formed

to

rp HE

g
1

The

this.

Show American Productions

India

1

i
1
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of

comprised more than twenty reels, as nothing which might possibly be needed to
make the production complete was over-

Frederic Shipman Forms Theatre Circuit
in

1
g

mood

the play the scene
clearer to the audience. A second point is
simplicity.
Urban gets rid of everything
that is going to clutter up a stage and interfere with the actors on one hand and
clear beauty and expressiveness on the
other.
In short, Urban advocates and
fights for freedom from artificial ornament
and absolute fidelity to the spirit of the
scene. His settings are interpretive never

manding
I

J.

kinson, “Love Madness.”

Frederic

the leading Indian theatres, will within a year number fifty, including several
for construction.
It took less than a month for Mr. Shipman to organize the Frederic Shipman Pictures, Ltd., of India, of which all the stock is owned by the managers of
theatres in the twenty-two cities at present represented. Mr. Shipman is enthusiastic over theatrical conditions in India, believing the possibilities for the
display of American films there are unlimited. He is now in New York to buy

new houses planned

§
|
j
j
j
g
g
|

1

pictures.

“India wants American pictures,” he said. “I have sat until nearly blind in
projection rooms in Paris only to find that about one out of every ten French
films is good.
Italian films are over-acted and the English product is not technically good. More American pictures are shown in India than all other kinds
combined, and the natives want American films above all others.”
Mr. Shipman, who is a brother of Ernest Shipman of “Back to God’s Country”
fame, acknowledged that he intends organizing circuits throughout the East, ineluding South Africai. He told how foreign producers have offices in these
places but cannot supply product.
Although Mr. Shipman left India in April, he did not arrive in New York
until last week, having spent a month in Paris and a month in London.
His
visit to America will be brief, as he is scheduled to be back in India in September.
Mr. Shipman is well known as an organizer and promoter of world’s tours.
He had the sole direction of the tours of Mme. Melba in 1910, Mme. Nordica in
1911, 1912 and 1913, Mme.
in 1912 and 1913 and Paul

Eames

in 1912, Mischa Elman in 1914, David Bispham
in 1913, 1914, 1916 and 1917, among others.

Dufault
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g
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est,
ter,

was done by George Randolph Cheseditor-in-chief of Vitagraph and Mrs.

Chester.
Tom Terriss directed the production.
One of the most spectacular of many
striking features is the wrecking of an airplane bearing a bride and groom through
an electric storm.
The story deals with the unspoken love
of Richard Bedell and Eve de Merincourt,
who three times are thrilled when they
look into each others’ eyes, yet they do
not meet.

Next Wallace Reid Film
“Always Audacious” is the title of the
next picture in which Wallace Reid will
star for Paramount following the completion of “The Charm School,” the production on which he is now working.
Under
the capable direction of James Cruze the
latter
tion.

vehicle

is

rapidly

“Toujours l’Audace”

is

of the story from which
picture will be adapted.

nearing comple-

French title
Mr. Reid’s next

the

No

details

forthcoming at present regarding the
rector or the remainder of the cast.

are
di-
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Rothapfel Books Five Goldwyn Pictures
for Late

F

IVE

photoplays,

Summer and Autumn

made by one motion

picture organization, for late summer
and early fall at a week-run theatre
is “going some,” yet that is the program
which S. L. Rothapfel, manager of the
Capitol Theatre, New York, has mapped
The five pictures
out for the theatre.
booked are all Goldwyn productions.
Appropriately enough, the first picture
in the series was entitled “Going Some.” It
is from the successful spoken comedy and
novel of the same name by Rex Beach.
It opened to a capacity audience on Sunday, July 18, and the business kept at a
high level throughout the week. The_work
of the young actor, Cullen Landis, who
made a hit in Rex Beach’s Alaskan picture,
“The Girl from Outside,” made another
strong impression upon screen fans.
Beginning Sunday, July 25, the Capitol
will show Will Rogers, the human and hu-

morous screen

comedian,

in

his

newest

Goldwyn

at Capitol

picture, “Cupid, the

Cowpuncher,”

based upon the rollicking, whimsical story
of cowboy life which Eleanor Gates christened “Alec Lloyd, Cowpuncher.” It was
directed by Clarence G. Badger.
Next in order will be a picture version
of the French drama, “Madame X,” in
which Pauline Frederick gives an emotional
characterization of the woman who refuses to defend herself against a charge
of murder in order that her son might
never know she was his mother.
“The Penalty,” a film version of Gouverneur Morris’ novel, an Eminent Authors’
Production, is also booked for the Capitol.
Wallace Worsley directed and Lon Chaney
has the role of Blizzard, the soulless, legless king of San Francisco’s underworld.
The fifth Goldwyn picture is a romantic
comedy starring Madge Kennedy and directed by Lawrence C. Windom.
It
is
called “The Girl with the Jazz Heart.”
Miss Kennedy plays a dual role.

New Hampshire and
to

T

Wisconsin Exhibitors
Hold Conventions in July and August

WO

important state conventions of
exhibitors will be held in the near
future. Ex-Senator C. H. Bean, who
in the past has been actively identified with
exhibitor organization in New Hampshire,
has issued a call for a meeting of all motion picture theatre owners in New Hampshire, to be held at the Hotel Arlington,
Boston, Mass., on Tuesday, July 27, at 1.30
P. M. The meeting will be preceded
social gathering in the same hotel.

by a

The Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Association of Wisconsin has sent out a call for
a state convention to be held at the Hotel
Wisconsin in the city of Milwaukee on
August 3 and 4. It is expected that both
these conventions will follow the example
of North Carolina, Georgia and Texas in
affirming their formal affiliation with the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, and contributing their quotas toward
the permanent organization fund.
The general manager of the newly formed
District of Columbia Exhibitors’ Association,

William

C.

Murphy,

A

in

a

letter

good summer picture

to

is

President Sydney S. Cohen, advises that
the following officers of the organization
have been elected for the current year
Harry M. Crandall, of Crandall Theatres,
president; Dr. William Herbst, of the Circle
Theatre, vice-president; William C.

Murphy, of the Home Amusement Company, secretary and general manager; A.
Brylawsky, of the Cosmos Theatre, treasurer.
In the same letter, Mr. Murphy expresses the confidence of the exhibitors in
their present leaders and says, “You can
count on the District of Columbia exhibitors for one hundred per cent, aid.”
Arrangements have been made
conventions

for state

the following states
Nebraska, Missouri, Louisiana, Massachusetts
and South Carolina.
in

:

Omaha

to Have a $300,000
Building for Film Exchanges
FILM exchange building twelve

A

stories high and costing $300,000 will
be erected at Eighteenth and Davenport streets, Omaha, according to an an-

609
nouncement made by Sam MacIntyre,
chairman of the building committee of the
Omaha Film Board of Trade. Work will
begin at once and the building will be
ready for occupation by January 1.
Each exchange agreed to pay a three
months’ rental in advance on completion
of the building, and every one of the exchanges in Omaha will move to the new
general quarters.
The building will compare favorably
with any exchange center in the country.
There will be accommodations for two
film companies on each floor, except the
top floor of the building, which will be
entirely occupied by the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. There will also be a
projection room on each floor for the purpose of screening pictures for exhibitors.

Companies

which

Omaha and which

have exchanges in
occupy the build-

will

Metro, Famous Players-Lasky,
Vitagraph,
Universal,
Select,
Robertson-Cole, Goldwyn, Republic, Fox,
A. H. Blank Enterprises, Fontenelle Feature Film Company, Pathe and the Omaha
Film Company.
Omaha has long been handicapped by inadequate quarters for film exchanges. The
exchanges are scattered throughout the
wholesale and retail business districts of
the city, and an exhibitor almost has to
take a week off if he would visit more
than one or two while in the city. For
eight months a strenuous effort has been
made by the Omaha Film Board of Trade
ing are
Realart,

to

find

quarters.

Eddie Laemmle’s Cannibal
Film at LaSalle Theatre
HIPWRECKED AMONG THE CANNI-

S

BALS,” a six-reel Universal feature,
taken by Eddie Laemmle last fall in
the island of New Guinea, has been booked
at the La Salle Theatre for an indefinite
run during the summer season
The La
Salle is a dramatic house.
Harry Reichenbach, who has a contract
for the exploitation of the picture in ten of
the leading cities in the country, will have
charge of the showing here.
In recognition of the dangers encountered
in the taking of these pictures in savage

Laemmle was the guest of
Adventurers’ Club of America,
this city, Thursday, July 15, Major General
Leonard being also an honored guest.
Laemmle left for Los Angeles on Tuesday,
wilds

Eddie

honor

at the

July

20.

presented in this Ralph Ince production for Selznick, “Out of the Snows.”

—
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British Officers Will Supersede American
Heads at Famous Players London Studios

W

ITH

the completion of the organization at the Islington, London, studio
of Famous Players-Lasky British
Producers, Ltd., the English business corporation of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, the American officials who got
the staff in working form will return to
this country and their places will be filled
by native British officials who have been
trained in the requirements of Famous

work.
The
most of them, have

production

Players-Lasky’s

American

officials will,

been abroad a year.
As one of the first steps

in the

contemH. Bell,

plated changes, Major Charles
O. B. E., assistant general manager of the
studio, sailed from England for America
During his visit in the United
July 14.
States Major Bell will inspect the new
eastern studio of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation to thoroughly familiarize himself with every phase of big studio work.
It is expected that he will be in this country about eight weeks.

Hoffman

to

Come

have been with him almost continuously
since his entry into motion pictures, are to
share in the Fox star’s good fortune. He
has planned to issue 49 per cent, of the
stock of the company to his “boys,” as he
calls them, retaining 51 per cent.

Sumner
Sumner

Britton

Buys Three

policy

it

Britton,

make good

as will also

31,

pictures and to tie

up book, screen and newspaper exploitation
throughout the country in such a way that
every man, woman and child will have an
opportunity to read the story and see the
picture.

Mr. Britton states that he is not yet ready
to divulge the titles of these stories, but
he will say that the first story to be produced will be a big story of the South
something very much out of the ordinary
run and with a universal human appeal.

Sumner

Inc.,

will be to exploit only such novels

Sam

Morris’ Operation Successful
Reports from the Mt. Sinai Hospital, ot
Fifth avenue, New York, indicate that
Samuel E. Morris, vice-president and general

ing

manager of Select Pictures, is recoverfrom an operation performed last week

and expects to be able to return to his desk
at 729 Seventh avenue in the near future.

^.lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIKj.

to America.

Following his return to England he

will

assume the duties of general manager of
the studio, succeeding Milton E. Hoffman,
who planned the construction and working
establishment of the studio, and to whose
tireless efforts the rapid success of production plans are due. Mr. Hoffman will
return to this country to duties with the
parent organization which will be an-

nounced
Major

later.
Bell, who is slated to
management of the studio, has

assume the
an extended

experience as theatrical manager before
the war. During the conflict he saw both
active and administrative service as an officer of the Royal Air Force.
He will be succeeded in his duties as assistant manager by J. Sloan, formerly purchasing agent of the London studio, who is
acting as assistant general manager during the absence of Major Bell. Mr. Hoffman is expected to return to America about
November 1, when the changes outlined

above

will

become

Lovick

Is

ROBERT

effective.

VIGNOLA
PRODUCTION

ROBERT

ture business in the British Isles.
The location manager for the London
Studio is C. E. Lovick. Under his planning
the company producing “The Great Day,”
adapted from the Drury Lane melodrama
and the first picture to be made at the

Made

for

G.

Released by Paramount

Cosmopolitan

“The World and

is in Switzerland shooting outdoor
scenes for that part of the story which
deals with incidents of the Alps.

studio,

Jhown at

His

the Rivoli Theatre,

week of July
Under the Direction

York,

Oil Discovered on Tom Mix Ranch
Oil has been discovered on the ranch
owned by Tom Mix, the daredevil star of
William Fox, at Mixville, in Southern California, according to an official report at the
Fox New York office. Along with the report of the oil discovery comes announcement of the formation of a company by
Mix, with himself as president; Pat Chrisof many years’
standing, as first vice-president, and Sid
Jordan, who worked with Mix for years
on the big Miller ranch in Oklahoma, as
second vice-president.
Many of Mix’s cowpuncher friends who

VIGNOLA

Presents His First

Major Bell and will be succeeded by J. S.
Morgan, who has learned the motion pic-

a

G.

Location Head.

Preliminary steps to place the studio in
the hands of competent English management have already begun in the accession
of A. Moss to the office of head carpenter
to succeed C. Moore, who has returned to
this
country.
Chief Electrician Albert
Kramer returns to the United States with

man,

1920

Stories

C. Britton, president of

announces the acquisition by his company of picture and
book rights in three big stories which are
slated for production in book and screen
form simultaneously, in accordance with the
production plans of this company, whose
Charles

July

Dr.

the

Wife”

New
18

,

of

Hugo Riesenfeld

The Next

Robert 0. Vignola Production
Will

Be

cowpuncher friend

“The
-i

Passionate Pilgrim''
null

^mJyMe ™n

July

31,
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Edgar Lewis Brings to Pathe’s “Lahoma”
Recollections of Oklahoma “Land Rush”
DGAR LEWIS,

then but a youth,
thirty-one years ago, was at Wichita,
Kansas, eager to enter the new territory which that day was to be thrown open
by the United States Government to those
hardy pioneers who had come from all
parts of the country to be in on the Oklahoma “land rush.”

E

Thousands had passed through Wichita
There were all types of men
and women among them, some good, many
bad. Lewis possessed the spirit of adventure, the love of the outdoors. He was “on
o" their way.

“Hello, Old Chappie”
Greeting to Thomas Meighan in
William DeMille Artcraft, “The
Prince Chap.”
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Makes

Big Hit at London Showing
RADE showings of Cecil B. DeMille’s
latest
tion,

Paramount Artcraft producChange Your Wife?”

“Why

have just been received by E. E. Shauer,
in charge of the foreign department of
the Famous Player-Lasky Corporation. The
trade showing in

London was

a gala event

and was one of the largest
and best attended showings since these
events were inaugurated by the FamousLasky Film Service, Ltd.
Exhibitors and critics have united in declaring the production one of the most
powerful and entertaining photoplays ever
shown in London. The critic of “The Cinema,” one of the principal trade papers,
predicts for the production phenomenal
in

film circles,

.

success in Great Britain, a sentiment that
is echoed by other critics.

Metro

A

author of “Other Men’s Shoes.”
completion, Mr. Lewis will come

east to make a picture from a story by
Kate Corbaley entitled “Hangers On.” Mr.
Lewis, under a new contract recently
signed with Paul Brunet, vice-president
and general manager of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., will produce a series of four or five
big specials for Pathe during the coming

year.

The picture to follow “Hangers On” will
be a version of Solomon’s story, “Garments
of Fate,” which will be made in Los Angeles.

It

is

SCREEN

examination by Metro

offi-

cials of the C. E. Shurtleff, Inc., pro-

is convinced this Jack London special
one of the strongest pictures it has ever

secured.

was the unanimous opinion

of

memwho witall

bers of the distributing concern
nessed the first run of the print in the
home office projection room, that never
had a great and stirring story such as Jack
London could write been more ably and
faithfully translated to the medium of the
photoplay.
Especially enthusiastic was the praise of
the staging of the marine scenes
the
struggle of John Pike, first mate of the
vessel, with the mutineers under the leadership of the wily Mellaire; and later the
fight to the death between Mellaire and
the man he once had tricked, “The Rat.”
The suddenness with which the end of this
battle came the two being swept overboard when a giant comber broke upon the
slanting deck astonished the spectators.
“Doubtless you will place me in the same
category,” remarked a Metro official after
the showing, “as the father who insists on
;

—
—

likely that L. C.

Shumway, who

playing the masculine lead in “A Beggar
in Purple,” will have the principal role. In
the cast will be Ruth King, Bettie Brice,
Charles Arling, Stanhope Wheatcroft, Fred
Jones and Lurine Lyons.
is

iiimmmiimmiii
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Picture Possibilities.

Edgar Lewis wanted to film that story
from the first day he entered the motion
picture field, but it was not until this year
that he could obtain the film rights from
Bobbs-Merrill Company. The producer has
just completed the story, and it will be released by Pathe on August 29 as successor
to two other Edgar Lewis specials, “Other
Men’s Shoes” and “Sherry.”
The work is a combination of Mr. Ellis’s
story and of the events which actually
transpired before Mr. Lewis in those trying
days of 1889. “Lahoma” is the type of production which seems to inspire Mr. Lewis
to his great efforts.
It is a picture of the
outdoors, well acted and with a series of
incidents which, besides being true, have
the greatest dramatic power.

Now

You
of a

on Soutar Story.

Mr. Lewis has now started work in Los
Angeles on a film version of “A Beggar in
Purple,” which was written by Andrew

1

Die!

This blood-chilling message,
bearing the fatal hieroglyphics

murderous Chinese tong,

came to four persons. Death,
creepy and mysterious,

dogged their foot-steps.
What happens? See

Lauds Mutiny Scene in
Shurtleff Production of London Novel

tion

It

its

EARLE
WILLIAMS

Official

duction of Jack London’s great novel,
“The Mutiny of the Elsinore,” with an allstar cast including Mitchell Lewis, Helen
Ferguson and William V. Mong, proved so
satisfactory that the distributing organizais

an excursion,” as he says himself.
This was the beginning of the settlement
of Oklahoma. Mr. Lewis saw things he can
In the
never forget on that adventure.
crowd was John Breckenridge Ellis, now a
Some years after the
popular novelist.
land rush Mr. Ellis wrote a romance under
the title of “Lahoma,” and abbreviation of
Oklahoma, which for some years has been
one of the most widely read of American
literary works.

Soutar,

With

relating

all the clever things his little boy,
Bruce, does, when I insist on expressing
my enthusiasm for ‘The Mutiny of Elsinore.’
But honestly, without prejudice, I
can say that the time I have just spent in
the projection room carried me completely
out of myself. I had shipped on the Elsinore, been eye-witness to the tremendous
drama enacted, fought side by side, in
spirit, with Pike
why, man, I lived that
story. And I cannot comprehend how anyone .who has the chance to see it can be
less intensely thrilled by it.”
This Jack London production was directed by Edward P. Sloman, photographed
by Jackson Rose, adapted by A. S. Le Vino
and staged with special art effects by Ed-

in

The

—

ward

Shulter.

Purple

Cipher
A
in

weird story of adventure
Frisco’s unsolved and

mysterious

Work on

Americanization Picture

Arthur Zellner, of Metro’s scenario staff,
is
in charge of the twelve pictures
Metro is to make for the motion picture
producers’ Americanization committee, announces the first of these short subjects to
go into production this week.
It
is
“Strangers, Beware” an original story by
Mr. Zellner with continuity by Julia Burnham, of the scenario staff.

who

love story of
•nent

— an

Chinatown.
X,
thrill and senti-'

adventure tale
suspense.

breath-taking

ofj

It

.

The screening

New York

will take place at Metro’s
West Sixty-first street.

studios in

is

Vitagraph’s

to lovers of

A

contribution

modern romance.

superb character portrayalj

by the screen’s most polished
actor.
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Selznick District Managers Hold Meeting
in New York to Discuss Sales and Policy

AA

CONFERENCE

of big interest to exhibitors and which covered a period
of a week has just come to a close in
New York City, following the departure of
four district managers of Selznick Enterprises to their respective territories. The
four district managers of Selznick Enterprises who were called East for this conference by Lewis J. Selznick, head of the

organization, are Samuel Sax, who supervises the central division, which territory
comprises Cincinnati, St. Louis and Indianapolis Arthur S. Hyman, supervising
•Chicago, Detroit, Kansas City, Milwaukee,
;

Minneapolis and Omaha; Claude C.

Elzell,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiininiiniiiiniiii,iiiiiiiiiiiniiinniimniiiiiininiiiiiiiiiii mwiM«»ffB

covering

territory south of Washington,
P. Whitaker, whose territory
covers the Pacific Coast.
The appointment of these men to posts
as district managers was made recently by
Sam E. Morris, vice-president and general
manager of Select, who, in assigning the
positions, raised the district managers in
question from the ranks.
Following the conclusion of the conference it was announced that the meeting
was held for the purpose of conferring on
the sales and policy that is to govern the
distribution of Selznick Enterprise’s productions during the coming year. At first
it was planned to hold the meeting in the
Middle West, but upon the advice of Mr.
Selznick, who considered the gathering as
of prime importance, the conference was
held in New York City. That the policy of
distribution discussed at the meeting tends
to help in every possible way exhibitors
was intimated by Mr. Selznick, when he
declared that the year 1921 should prove
to be a banner year in th history of Selznick Enterprises.
“Exhibitors can rest assured that our
policy for the coming year has been
planned expressly for the betterment of
our mutual interests,” said Mr. Selznick.
“Our sales end has not been made too
stringent, nor has our policy been confined
to a narrow procedure of business etiquette.
feel sure, however, that 1921 will reveal
that my motto, ‘I consider myself a failure
if
the exhibitor isn’t a success,’ is not a
mere flaunting of the pen, nor words that
are empty and devoid of their sincerity.”

D.

C.,

all

and V.

We

Gorgeous

Showing of Vignola Picture

them to feast
your eyes upon when you
of

COPIN NE
GRIFFITH
in

„

A

Given at the Hotel Astor
MOST successful private showing of
“The World and His Wife,” Cosmo-

politan Productions’ latest special,
was held in the Grand Ball Room of the
Hotel Astor on the evening of Thursday,

July

7/* WHISPER

MARKET"
of the

gay

North, leader

social whirl of

Rio de Janeiro, Miss
is

graced

gprgeous

by the

gowns

Griffith

most

ever cre-

ated by the modiste’s
for a

art

photoplay production.

Her dazzling beauty and
grace of figure are accentuated

by these

made

especially for her use

creations.

in this interesting

usual photoplay.

Lake,

unusually large number of persons
prominently connected with the stage and
screen were present. Frequently the audience brok into applause, which was long
and spontaneous at the conclusion of the

and un-

Among

many prominent

persons who attended were Lenore Ulrich, the
stage and screen star; Nellie Bly, the well
known writer; Vera Gordon, Rubye de Reymer, Gaston Glass, Claire Whitney, Nell
Brinkley, the celebrated artist; Dore Davidson, Norma Talmadge, Robert G. Vignola,
Constance Talmadge, Lillian Lauferty, the
short story writer; Alma Rubens, Edgar
Selden, Charles Coburn, Clarence Handyside, Ashley Miller, Oscar Eagle, Oscar
Apfelfi J. Searle Dawley, Frances Cappallano, Matt Moore, Philip Carlo, Alice Joyce,

the

and Montagu Love.
Robert G. Vignola, who directed the picture, and Alma Rubens, the featured player,
were showered with congratulations on the

A splendid
musical program accompanied the picture,
interpreted by an orchestra of twenty-five
under the direction of James Bradford.
great success of the feature.

Export Over $1,000,000 Films
to Foreign Countries in May
MERICAN moving pictures are enjoy-

A

ing great popularity in all sections of
the world, according to reports secured from the Department of Commerce,
our exports during the month of May,
amounting in value to more than a million
dollars, going to more than forty different
countries.

in the Circle?
smiling in her

Metro Screen Classic, “The Misfit
Wife.”

May

reports of the department

show

that

6,925,600 linear
feet of unexposed film,
valued at $230,357, and 20,225,824 linear feet
of exposed film, valued at $793,944, were
exported. Our markets for unexposed film
are limited to ten countries, but exposed
films were shipped to nearly every nation
in

the world.

The following table, prepared by the department, shows in detail the exports to
each country during the month:
,

Belgium

Denmark
France

Germany
Greece
Italy

Norway
Portugal

Roumania
Spain

Sweden
Switzerland

England
Scotland

Bermuda
Canada
Mexico

Newfoundland and Lab’r
Jamaica
Trinidad and Tobago....
Other British West

Cuba
Dominican Republic
Argentina
Colombia
Peru

Uruguay
Venezuela
China
British India
Straits Settlements
Dutch East Indies

Hongkong
Japan
Australia

Zealand

Philippine Islands
British West Africa
British South Africa

Egypt

97, .800

170,846
92.629
Indies
42,000
1,088,982

Brazil
Chile

New

Exposed

Lin. Ft.
70.213
706,792
4,255,602
210,500
28,000
20,240
42,422
451,822
3,500
12,000
600,215
162,302
1,212
2,318,530
19,732
87,000
2,026,941
323,700
380,268

Panama

15.

An

picture.

As Erminie

Who’s

Circle!
Alice

it’s

Netherlands

Gowns!
Dozens

Circle!

Why,

N

$3,166
36,810
121,338
7,075
1,600
1,030
1,697
52,574
183

280
22,982
8,085
152
79,356

300
870
117,549
7,900
11,099
3,670
8.S20
3,917
1,260
35,302

1,000

6

868,996
1,269,771
457,763
109,687
89,123
46,000
129,380
217,705
936,219
120,000
154,980
73,000
523,535
1,278, 3S5
10,000
519,032
1,000
187,000
20,000

24,157
50,313
19,163
2,854
6,819
2,000
5,075
4,470
37,130
2,400
8.1SS
1,950
16.645
65,583
600
11,941
185
6,250
1,200

Use Pony Blimp for Scenes
One

of the very few motion picture
cameras which have gained admittance to
the Naval Air Station at San Diego was
taken through the lines by Connie De Roo,
head cameraman of the Ruth Roland Company filming “Ruth of the Rockies,” which
is to be Miss Roland’s next serial for Pathe.
The scenes are of a flight made by Miss
Roland in the Pony Blimp D-57, which is

condirigible
practicable
the
smallest
structed to date. The Pathe star was the
first woman passenger the blimp ever carried.
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Anglo-American League Utilizes Screen
in Move to Cement National Friendship

W

ITH

the organization of the AngloAmerican League there has been
launched in this country a movement to utilize the American motion picture industry as the means of promoting a
great propaganda campaign.
This enterprise is sponsored by Lord Northcliffe and
close tab on its development is being kept
by government officials of both the United

States and Great Britain, with the idea of
finding a practical method of linking the
power of the picture to the power of the
press.

The Anglo-American League was conceived by Lord Northcliffe for the express
purpose of cementing more solidly the
friendship of Great Britain and the United
States.
The first chapter of this unique
organization was created in New York
Gity last spring, when C. L. Faulkner came
here at the head of the Northcliffe Mission.
At the first meeting in New York Arthur
Levey was made chairman of the national
executive committee.
He sought the cooperation of Benjamin A. Prager, president
of the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation,
who advised him to go to Los Angeles, the
fountain-head of picture production, at the

same time placing

the

facilities

of
flower’s coast studio at his disposal.

May-

Prince of Wales Enrolls.
Recently, when the Prince of Wales’
cruiser neared San Diego, Cal., the Prince
sent a radiogram to Arthur Levey, then in
Los Angeles, stating that he would be
pleased to receive the head of the new
propaganda movement. Following a conference between the Prince, Air Commodore Charlton, Generals Critchley and Carruthers and Mr. Levey, the Prince became
an honorary member of the league. He
expressed the hope that every true American and Britisher would also enroll.
During the Prince’s visit in San Diego
a league chapter was formed there, including
the
following
prominent San
Diegans: Mayor Wilde, U. S. Grant, Jr.,
son of General U S. Grant, and Major
Gerrard, British consul at that port.
The largest chapter is in Los Angeles,
and that city is the base of operations.
More than 200 prominent business, professional and film men are enrolled, among
whom are ex-Senator Frank P. Flint, as
president; A. J. Wallace, former lieutenant
governor of California, and now a candidate for the United States Senate; Mayor
•Snyder, of Los Angeles, and H. W. O’Melveny, head of the California Bar Association.

Franklin and

Dwan

Busy.

By

virtue of arrangements made by Mr.
it has been possible to make movies
of all the league activities to date. Much
of the photographic work has been supervised by Sidney A. Franklin, Mayflower

Prager

producer.

At present Mr. Prager

experimenting with a plan to make possible
the exhibition of league films in the legitimate show houses of the United States and

One of the features of this “good-will
drive” will be the making by leading film
producers of a series of propaganda pictures with
the spirit of international
brotherhood as the basic theme. The first
of these special productions has been completed by Allan Dwan. His picture is an
allegory entitled “Friendship.”
It
contains many “shots” selected from English
news weeklies, under the supervision of
Lord Northcliffe, showing various activiPlans

are

being

and England worked
developed

Engage Popular English Star
for Lead in “The Great Day”
ABLED

announcement has come from
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who has been in Europe for the last
month, that Bertram Burleigh, the well
known British film star, has been cast to
play the lead in the Paramount picture
version of “The Great Day,” the Drury
Lane melodrama which marks the first
photoplay to be made in Europe by the
Famous Players-Lasky British Producers,
Ltd. The picture, which is being directed
by Hugh Ford, has its scenes in England,
the Alps and Paris, and is said to be replete with the thrills which always have
characterized productions on the Drury

C

Lane stage.
Not only is Mr. Burleigh one

of the

most

popular film players in Great Britain, but
he also is well known in this country because of his work opposite the famous Russian dancer, Lydia Kyasht, in “The Black
Spider,” and in “The Dope Doctor,” “John
Halifax, Gentlemen,” “The Man Without a
Soul,” and George Loane Tucker’s “Mother
of Dartmoor.”
He also has appeared in
“Mrs. Thompson” from the book by W. B.
Maxwell, “Garryowen” from H. deVere
Stacpoole’s play and in “The Sands of
Time.”

whereby

Kathlyn Williams in Big Role
will have an important
role in Cecil B. DeMille’s next special for
Paramount following “Something to Think
About,” according to the announcement
which has just been made at the coast by
the director-general of Famous Players-

Kathlyn Williams

Lasky Corporation.
Production work on her next picture, the
B. DeMille special has already begun. Included in the cast are Ann Forrest
and Forrest Stanley, in leading roles, taking the places formerly held by Gloria
Swanson and Thomas Meighan respectively in
Cecil
B.
DeMille productions.
Shannon Day, former beauty of the Ziegfield Midnight Frolics, will also make her
debut under the Paramount banner in this
Cecil

production.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiimiiniiiiiimimiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiimi

A

Buys Crystal to Provide
Longer Runs in Kenosha
N

I

order

provide

longer runs for
attractions, distributed
Associated First National Pictures

special

to

feature

by
under which organization he held the
local
sub-franchise for Kenosha, Wis.,

Inc.,

Charles Pacini has acquired the Crystal
Theatre on Howland avenue, in the western
business district of Kenosha. The Crystal
will be the third link in Mr. Pacini’s theatre
holdings, which previously consisted of the
New Majestic and Butterfly theatres.
Mr. Pacini bought an eight-month-old
lease on the Crystal in addition to all fur-

nishing and equipment.
He immediately
secured an additional ten-year lease and
will start at once on the construction of a
new theatre. According to Mr. Pacini, the
day of the longer-run is approaching and
in order to consistently maintain his present policy and take care of merited long
runs it was necessary to have another theatre in Kenosha.

Thelma Percy Is Featured
Thelma Percy, with but a few months

of

motion picture experience to her credit, has
been elevated to the ranks of featured
players.

Nineteen-year-old Miss Percy will play
the leading feminine role in the C. E. Shurtleff, Inc., all-star production of “The Star
Rover,” the third Jack London story to be
filmed at Metro’s west coast studios in Hol-

lywood, Cal.
have attained

And, incidentally, she

will

a position rivaling that of

her

Eileen Percy, who is well known to
picture theatregoers everywhere.
The complete cast comprises Thelma
Percy, Courtenay Foote, “Doc” Cannon,
Dwight Crittenden, Jack Carlyle, Chance
Ward and Marcella Daley.
sister,

Trunkfull
of

Fun!

That’s what Larry

provides

in

his

Semon
latest

comedy where

as a “goof’
stage hand he messes up a
perfectly good show. He
thinks that footlights, because of their name, were
made to tramp on. He
gives them thunder just as
the “hero” says: “My isn’t
this an ideal
day" and
when the stage manager a

—

little

later

calls

some

for

fog on the scene, Larry
a barrel of
gives it to him
home brew fog barrel

—

and

is

Canada.

ties in which America
hand in hand.

every picture producer of note will contribute one or more features to the program. Included among those who are expected to be early contributors are D. W.
Griffith, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks
and Charlie Chaplin.
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lot

That and
more by —
all

—
a

whole

LARRY
SEMON
in

The Stage
Hand
A

Larry Semon

Comedy
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Finkelstein

& Ruben

Bar

Screens

to

|
I
|

Every National Advertiser

ATIONAL

east.

advertisers will be notified by a circular letter, a copy of which will be
sent ever}- member of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World. This decision was reached following the attendance of G. N. Briggs, publicity manager
for the firm, at the recent advertising convention at Indianapolis.

The
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Films carrying advertising under the guise of industrial pictures will be prohibited outright. Feature films carrying advertising will have that part deleted,
if this is possible without destroying the continuity of the story, and the clipped
portion returned to the producer. At the same time, the advertisers will be notified of the action. If the film would be spoiled by clipping, it will not be run.

1

members

Conferences will be arranged soon, according to the announcement, between
of the firm and President W. A. Steffes and directors of the United Theatrical Protective League with a view toward recommendations for the adoption
of a like course by the other leading exhibitors in Minnesota, North and South
Dakota, Western Wisconsin, the northern peninsula of Michigan and Northern
Iowa. It is thought that the league will follow the lead of Finklestein.
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Jensen
at

W

& Von Herberts Liberty

Yakima Opens

to

HAT

is declared to have been the
largest gathering in the history of
all local amusement efforts officially opened the new Liberty Theatre of Yakima, Wash., a structure owned by the
Jensen & Von Herberg interests of Seattle, holders of the franchise for Associated First National Pictures, Inc., for the
territory. E. J. Myrick, manager, arranged
the event.
“The River’s End,” Marshall Neilan’s initial independent production, distributed by
Associated First National Pictures, was selected for the opening. The Liberty Theatre is declared to have made the most auspicious beginning in the history of the
.various Jensen & Von Herberg theatres.

Both Mr. Jensen and Mr. Von Herberg,
their homes in Seattle, were in
Yakima for the opening of their newest
house.
Congratulations were showered
upon them for giving Yakima such a magnificent theatre.
The lobby of the new
building was resplendent with quantities of
bouquets and set pieces of flowers sent by

who make

well wishing friends.

Theatre Cost

$200,000.

The new theatre was erected
1,000.

at a

cost

has a seating capacity of
The building required four months’

of $200,000.

It

construction. The ventilation system is a
feature which recommends the new house,
particularly at this season.
The Liberty is a gem in its planning and

He

took along

promised to
tangible than fishermen’s oratory.
During Mr. Ragland’s absence Walter

advertisers are to be advised at once by Finkelstein & Ruben, of
Minneapolis, that more than forty northwestern motion picture screens in
4- ~
the largest cities of the territory will be barred to advertising. The houses
are in Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth, Superior and towns throughout the North-r

cation of a few weeks.
double supply of rods

a

and tackles and
bring back something more

of Forty Northwestern Theatres
1
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Theatre
Overflowing Audience
decoration.

One

ornamented

with

enters a central lobby,
fountain and with
a
chairs of inviting comfortableness. To the
left the incline leading to the balcony and
loges sweeps in a wide and inviting curve.

Loge seats, wicker chairs, wide enough and
enough apart to spell comfort to the
most rotund tired business man, are arranged in the lower portion of the balcony.
far

Color Scheme

Is

Ragland on Vacation
John C. Ragland, general manager of the
Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, has
gone to Grant’s Camp, in Maine, for a va-

ALBERT

Famous

E.

London

Go on Location

HE

first producing company of Famous
Players-Lasky British Producers is
“on location” in Switzerland on the
initial picture to be made from the English
studio. According to the plot of “The Great
Day,” which is the title of the picture,
being a film adaptation of the famous
Drury Lane melodrama, Frank Beresford,
the leading character in the plot, and his
friend, Dave Leeson, meet with a terrible
accident while they are climbing glaciers in
the Alps. Through the breaking of the life
rope Leeson is hurled over the cliff and apparently drowned in a mountain torrent.

T

It is to film this scene that the company
has gone to Switzerland where the accuracy
of atmosphere may be insured as well as
the magnificence of scenery known only to
the Swiss Alps. At the conclusion of the
work on location the leads will return to
Paris where they will meet other members
of the company.
Scenes taken in “The
Guardian Angel,” the cafe which figures in
the story, will be shot in the French capitol.
Names familiar to the American motion
picture industry are associated with the
initial production.
The director is Hugh
Ford who has for his assistant J. C. Boyle.
Hal Young, who photographed many of Mr.
Ford’s productions in this country, is

cameraman.

Will Feature Local Events
Prologues and local news events that can
be cleverly presented harmoniously with
special feature attractions have been announced as the new policy for the Strand
Theatre, New Bedford, Mass. This theatre
recently arranged for a full page advertise-

ment

in local newspapers to state that in
future harmonious and up-to-minute
programs of an entirely new nature would
be found at the Strand each week. The
effort is aiming principally at offering a
number of novelties the nature of which

the

will be related.

The initial program under the new
scheme featured Mildred Harris Chaplin in
“^he Inferior Sex,” distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and in
order to relate a local event the management of the Strand presented five hundred
feet of two local pugilists in popular favor,
editing the novelty to explain that Frankie
Britt and Knockout Dyson could certainly
not be accused of being “the inferior sex.”
Events of local interest will be featured.

SMITH

ki-l-V-E

Players’

Players

Restful.

decoration the Liberty is charming.
The walls are soft gray, lighted here and
there by glints of gold, while the curtains
and drapes are of a restful blue. Singers’
boxes, one on each side of the stage, provide a place for any musician who may appear at the theatre. The needed glow of
color is furnished by two art panels in
blues and greens. Under each window is
a wicker box filled with golden blossoms.
The ceiling is like a clouded summer sky,
while at the base there are vague suggestions of flower covered walls and towers.
Comfort has been the watchword in
planning the theatre. The rest rooms, situated at the side of the lobby, are equipped
with every detail. The projection room is
located on the main floor.
In

J.

Porges, until recently of the Famous Players’ staff, is assisting in the Kane offices.
Mr. Porges has held responsible positions
with several motion picture concerns and
at one time worked under Mr. Kane’s direction in the home offices of Select.

presents

H *3

—^

W- E

THE PREY

A VITAGRAPH SPECIAL PRODUCTION
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Oakland Mayor Declares Legal Holiday
on Date of First National Field Day

M

ARKING

an exhibitor achievement
probably never duplicated in motion

picture history, E. L. Perry, manager of the T. & D. Theatre, Oakland, Cal.,
has completed arrangements for the initial
field day for Associated First National Pictures, Inc., to be held in Oakland on July
26. The day has been declared a legal holiday by Mayor Davie in honor of the event.
This is believed to be the first instance
when the mayor of a city has declared a
legal holiday in honor of a motion picture
concern.
The T. & D. Theatre belongs to the

Turner

& Dahnken

interests of

San Fran-

cisco, holders of the franchise for Associated First National Pictures, Inc., for that
territory.
In carrying out the details of
the plan Mr. Perry had the full co-operation of the Turner and Dahnken interests

and that of Sam Y. Edwards, manager of
the First National exchange at San Francisco.

Reservations have been made at the hofor Anita Stewart, Marjorie Daw,
Wesley Barry, Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven, Ben Turpin, Phyliss Haver, Charlie
Murray, Bobby Vernon and Fay Tincher.
Charles Ray, Charles Chaplin, Marshall
Neilan, Agnes Ayres, Katherine MacDonald, Henry B. Walthall, Mildred Harris
Chaplin and Mack Sennett have wired they
will be present. Allen Holubar and Dorothy Phillips will suspend for one day preliminary work on “Man, Woman and Marriage,” which they are making for distribution by Associated First National Pictures to attend the celebration.
Accompanying the delegation of Southern California exhibitors will be Sol Lesser,
who, with Gore Brothers, holds the franchise for Associated First National PicMr.
tures for the Los Angeles territory.
Lesser wired that nearly a score of exhibitels

tors would arrive in Oakland on the morning of July 26 in order to personally meet
the various stars.
The giant parade will feature stars, directors, cameramen, scenic artists, scenario
writers, authors, exhibitors, producers and
distributors.
Floats have been especially
constructed by the larger mercantile dealers of Oakland and will make up the second section of the parade, which will be
headed by a group of three military bands
sent to Oakland from nearby cities.
During the early part of the afternoon
the various stars will appear at hotels and
At 4 p.
at the various amusement parks.
m. a reception will be held at the T. & D.
Theatre. The stars will occupy the boxes
of the theatre and witness a showing of a
First National subject which Mr. Perry
will select.
Mayor Davie will speak and
the various stars will be brought on the
stage for informal introductions to the

audience.

Bourchier to Play Borstwick
in Famous Players London Film
OLLOWING the cabled announcement

F

that he had engaged Bertram Burleigh
to play the lead in “The Great Day”
which is being filmed at the new Islington
studios near London, Jesse L. Lasky revealed on his return from Europe that Arthur Bourchier, the dean of London’s actor-managers, has been prevailed upon to

play Sir Jonathan Borstwick in this first
European production of the Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd.
“The Great Day” will be a film version
of the Drury Lane drama of that name
written by Louis N. Parker and George R.
Sims.
The picture, which is being di-

rected by Hugh Ford, has its scenes in England, the Alps and Paris, where are enacted many of the thrills characteristic of
the Drury Lane type of melodrama.
Arthur Bourchier is one of the old school
of British actors, being an associate of the
late Sir Henry Irving, the late Sir Herbert Tree and Sir Johnstone Forbes-Robertson. He introduced to Drury Lane melodrama a new type of acting, playing the
hero on realistic instead of exaggerated
lines.

Add Two Prominent Players
“Roaring Oaks”

to Cast of

OHN HOPKINS,

the player of leads
several productions,
has been added to the cast of “Roaring Oaks,” the serial now in production at
thei Seitz studio under the direction of
Bertram Millhauser. His part is a charprominently
figures
role
that
acter
throughout the fifteen episodes. Another
addition to the cast is Stephen Carr, the
fifteen-year-old boy actor who has been
playing in the recent De Mille productions.
“Roaring Oaks” will be Juanita Hansen’s
second starring vehicle for Pathe. The
play is by James Shelley Hamilton, of
Warner Oland
the Seitz scenario staff.
Marguerite
plays the leading male role.
Courtot, whose work in serials in which
she was co-starred with episode pictures,
has an important part.
Work on the initial episode is now under
way at the studio in New York. The location work for the chapter was completed

and

at

Long

director

of
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Dempsey Acquittal Increases
The Pathe

serial

A

Mrs. Dal Clawson Dies
Mrs. Dal Clawson, wife of the well known
cameraman, died suddenly in New York
last week from heart disease brought on
by an attack of acute indigestion. She arrived in New York a week prior to her
death in company with her husband, who
left the West Coast, where they made their
home, to assume the post of head photographer for R. A. Walsh.
The body was taken to California where
it will be interned at the Hollywood Cemetery. Clawson accompanied the body. The
deceased was a non-professional.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiim
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The

arrival

at

Famous Players-Lasky Film Company,
is

announced

home

office

in

TEe WHISPER!

Frank Meyer, assistant

of

a

of the

cable

received at

Ltd.,

the

Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation.

Mr. Meyer was accompanied by Tarkington Baker, who will act as Indian represenstative of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
The work of assembling the material and
for the construction of the mammoth studio and laboratory will be undertaken at once, it is stated.

MARKET"
I
u

All the pulsing

mance
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Talmadge Sisters Sail in August
Norma and Constance Talmadge, accompanied by Norma’s husband, Joseph M.
Schenck, president of both Talmadge Companies, their family physician, Dr. Bernard
Livingston, Miss Talmadge’s secretary, Miss
Ann Pallette, and Miss Talmadge’s maid,
are sailing on the “Imperator” August 12th,
with Mrs. Gish and Dorothy Gish, for a
two months’ vacation, in France, England,

Belgium and Italy. The Talmadge girls
meet their mother and their sister Natalie Talmadge, in Paris, where they expect
to crowd a year’s sightseeing into a few
will

is

their first trip abroad.

Webb Makes

Screen Debut
Clifton Webb, the young actor now appearing with Irene Bordoni in “As You
Were,” has been engaged by Metro to play
the role of Clay Cullum in support of Ina
Claire in the picturization of “Polly With a
Past,” by George Middleton and Guy Bolton. Clay Cullum is the role originated in
the stage production by Cyril Scott. Leander de Cordova is directing.

ihe very

city conjures

=

been retained

nn

story

labor

weeks, as this

1

Bombay

secretary of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, in Bombay, India, where he
will have charge of the construction of the
studio to be built by the Indian Empire

re-

ports that contracts on “Daredevil Jack,”
the fifteen episode serial starring Jack
Dempsey, arriving from all branches in constantly increasing numbers.
gain of 100
per cent, was noted on this serial three
weeks after the vindication of Jack Dempsey from the draft evasion charges by a
jury in a Federal District Court in Los
Angeles.
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Budget System of Finance Is Applied
Successfully by Realart Corporation
BUDGET

system of finance, similar
to those use'd by the largest business
corporations of the country, has been
originated and put into successful operation for the first time in the motion picture industry, it is believed, by Dario L.

A

Faralla,

controller

of

Realart

Pictures

Corporation.

The system has been in use for more
than seven months and its success has been
pronounced. It has not only proved a more
simple and practicable method of finance
than the old system, but it has resulted in
large savings in production and distribution and placed rentals to exhibitors on a
sound, economical basis.

No Previous
Mr. Faralla
success

of

is

the

highly gratified over the
He states that
system.

“The most difficult part of the task I
faced,” he said, “was to discover a method
of determining the expected revenue for
a year. Given this it was possible to proceed to the matter of expenses with assurance. First of all, it was necessary to determine from the performances of hundreds of motion picture films what the
average percentage of return was.
“I set out to discover the varying percentages of film returned during its life,
regardless of its original cost and its ultimate value. Arbitrarily setting the life of
a picture at two years, I discovered a percentage of return for each one of these
twenty-four months. This was a minimum
figure, of course, and placed no limit on
what an unusually successful picture would
do.
Method of Procedure.
“The budget system, therefore, worked
way.

Knowing how many

pictures

release during the year

in which they would be
obtained their total value by
the percentage of their cost over the
months of the year in which they would be

and the months
available,

I

active.

Value Decreases With Age.
“As these figures worked, a picture that
cost $350,000 and could be worked only two
months in 1920 would have to return more
than one costing $200,000 and working for
four months. Anything a picture returned
a month over its percentage quota was
simply surplus and was not written off its
value as played business.
“So, during each month of its life, a film
in

a

grew

Determining Expected Revenue.

in this

company would

had

Guides.

through it hundreds of thousands of dollars have been saved to exhibitors who
have shown Realart pictures during the
past year and that under the Realart “Star
Franchise” during the coming season the
benefits will be even more appreciable.
Mr. Faralla worked under adverse conditions in creating and carrying out the
budget system. He had no previous guides
by which to lay his plans and many financial experts who had made a study of the
motion picture business had declared it
was not possible to employ the budget
method.

*

the

definite value, becoming less
older.
From the beginning I

as

it

knew

how much

could be expected in revenue during the year and was able to plan
the company’s expenses accordingly. Going
forward into the new year I know just how

just
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many pictures and when we will release, so
that our total income is as certain to me
now as it will be a year hence.”

Army

Aviators Help

Details of the manner in which the army
service by co-operating with moving
picture producers makes it possible for the
public to view events which could not
otherwise be pictured, have been made
public in a statement authorized by the
Secretary of War, in which it is declared
that the moving picture industry has come
to recognize the service “as indispensible
in presenting the best in war pictures.”
“A few years ago, one scarcely ever saw
a moving picture made from aircraft,” >t
is
declared in the statement.
“However,
today there are few weeklies printed without at least one record. Those who have
had the opportunity to see the picture of a
trip over Mount Lassen and the Yosemite
air

Valley and Niagara Falls, which were taken
from the air service planes, can fully appreciate

how

faithfully the

corded every detail of

S

new

Goldwyn

vehicle
for Madge Kennedy, have taken place during the past week. Lionel Atwill, the wellknown actor who is playing opposite Miss
der,” the

eastern

to

Kennedy, developed blood-poisoning in his
right arm, necessitating the postponement
of much work planned. Gilbert White, one
of the art directors at the Culver City studios, arrived in New York to take charge
of the art element of the picture. Still another development was the hiring of the
Spitz studios on East 124th street, to be
used in addition to the regular studios, situated at 308 East 48th street.

studios

hiring of the Spitz studios was the
result of the incapacitation of Mr. Atwill.
The stage on 48th street has already been
utilized for the picturization and sets erected for the many scenes in which the leading man appears. No expense was spared
on the sets, for Goldwyn officials expect
“The Highest Bidder,” which is taken from
Maximilian Foster’s story, “The Trap,” to
be the most successful of the long line of
Consesuccessful Kennedy productions.
quently it was deemed cheaper to hire new-

sets

in

Cassity.

Hughes Appointed

in

New Haven

A1 Lichtman, general manager of distribution of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has announced the resignation of
Frank J. Scully as manager of the New
Haven exchange of that organization and
the appointment of Maxwell C. Hughes to
the position.
Mr. Hughes has had an extended experience in the motion picture industry
and leaves the post of New York manager
for Triangle to assume his new duties.

TERRISS

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS

Vehicle

rather than to tear down and later re-erect
the scenery in the 48th street studios.
In addition to the services of the star.
Miss Kennedy, and Mr. Atwill, who is to
be starred by David Belasco in the fall, the
cast includes two other well-known Broadway featured players, Vernon Steele and
Reginald Mason.
Mr. Steele recently
played the male lead in “The Hole in the
Wall,” on Broadway, and Mr. Mason did
as much in “Adam and Eva.”
Others in the cast are Joseph Brennan,
Brant Darley, Zelda Sears and Ellen

ISLAND
TRUMPET
PRODUCTION
ATOM
FROM THE STORY BY

re-

her

where work could be done with
which Mr. Atwill does not appear

Expect Great Success.

The

in

Hurry

Madge Kennedy’s

EVERAL important developments in
the production of “The Highest Bid-

cameraman

Dame Nature

most glorious moments.”

Goldwyn Takes Another Studio
Production on

News Weeklies

(<
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been spending much time lately in
Kansas City and has theatre managers
guessing, as he has been putting over sohas

Eastman Buys Tennessee Alcohol Plant;
Plans a Series of Great Laboratories

G

REAT

expansion of activities

is

fore-

shadowed in recent action and plans
of the Eastman Kodak Company. A

move

acquire control of one of the
important raw materials used in the manufacture of film has just been consummated
in the purchase of the plant of the American Wood Reduction Company at Kingsport, Tenn., built during the war to make
wood alcohol for the federal government.
A large concrete warehouse for the storage of motion picture film, with a capacity
of 10,000,000 feet, is to be built at Los
Angeles, to take care of the rapidly increasing demands of Pacific Coast consumers.
Perhaps one of the most farreaching plans, considering its ultimate relation to the industry, is the plan to erect
a number of laboratories in various parts
of the country near the producing centers.
The Eastman company is one of the three
or four largest users of alcohol in the country and heretofore has been obliged to purchase all of that chemical needed in its
business.
The Kingsport plant, covering
more than thirty-five acres, is expected
to produce all of the alcohol which the
company will use in future. The plant was
to

built in 1918 at a cost of

000

and

in

November

more than
of

that

$1,000,-

year

was

taken over by the government for $1,100,Since the signing of the armistice it
has been idle.
000.

Consider Enlargement of Plant.

The company is considering a great extension of the plant and the manufacture
of other chemicals which it uses in enormous quantities. Frank W. Lovejoy, a director and general manager, and James S.
Havens, a director and secretary of the
company, with Perley S. Wilcox, assistant
manager of the Kodak Park plant of the
company, have been in Kingsport for several weeks studying the possibilities of
these proposed enlargements. They are to
report upon the advisability of purchasing
more land and other extensions. George
Eastman has just returned to Rochester,
having spent a week looking over
ground.
It is not expected that the plant will be
in
operation
before
fall.
Herbert C.
Williamson, of the engineering staff of the
Eastman company, is in Kingsport in
charge of the preliminary .preparations for
after

the

the opening of the plant. During the war
the plant employed about 1,500 men and it
is believed that about that number will be
employed at first by the Eastman company.

Provides Against Transportation Delays.

The huge concrete storage building which
Eastman company is to erect at Los

the

Angeles

to insure a constant large supfilm there.
Since Los Angeles
became the heart of the studio world, a
vast amount of Eastman film has been continually on the way westward.
Prompt
deliveries to the producer-consumers are
essential and the warehouse is designed
to meet any great demand which may arise
and to provide against a shortage of available film due to delayed transportation or
any one of numerous contingencies which

ply of

may

Atlanta Prepares for Record
Picture Year, Says Pathe Man

J

with

his

increased

responsi-

bilities.

“In spite of the present heat wave,” he
“there are already unmistakable evidences that September will see the new
season start off with a rush of patronage
said,

which
where

will

mean crowded houses every1920-21.
The entire

throughout

classification
of
pictures of quality is
are strong
scheduled for big business.
Ruth
for serials in the Atlanta territory.
Roland is a great favorite. So are George
Seitz and Marguerite Courtot and Warner

We

Oland and Juanita Hansen.
“The Blackton and Edgar Lewis features
are always welcome, while Blanche Sweet
is the most remarkable ‘come-back’ in the
screen history.
All good short subjects
have excellent prospects. The Pathe News
and Review, and Topics of the Day, with
the Rolin Comedies, are welcomed with
increasing favor. As for Harold Lloyd and
his two-reelers he has caught and held

many

deals lately that they don’t know
to expect next.
He and his partner, Jack Roth, who jointly manage the
Apollo Theatre, are seen driving mysteriously around every night.

what

Amanda Brown, who has been the soprano hit at the Newman Theatre for the
past month, is voted a favorite by all who
have heard her sing. Mr. Feld wants to
make her a permanent soloist in the Newman

theatre.

Male Censor for Kansas
Governor Allen soon will appoint
motion picture censor for Kansas.

in

response

banks sailed from England on July
and will arrive in New York on
July 28, according to word received this
week by Hiram Abrams, president of the
United Artists Corporation.
The present plans of the two “Big Four”
stars will not permit a long sojourn in
New York as everything is in readiness
at their respective studios in Los Angeles
for the resumption of their activities and
both Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks are anxious
to get going on their next productions.

Each star has two stories in preparation, but it has not been decided which
will be the vehicles for their next United
Artists release. Miss Pickford has a popular novel and a well known stage play
at her disposal and Mr. Fairbanks has
an original story of the western type and
also a widely read novel in preparation.
Because no decision has been made by
either as to which will be produced, the
titles are withheld.
Immediately upon their arrival a definite
decision will be made and then telegraphic
advice to John Fairbanks and Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, general managers of the
two studios, will permit plenty of time in
which to prepare the required “sets” for
the starting of the productions a day or
two after the couple arrive on the Pacific
Coast.

requests

The Web

Mary and Doug Headed Home

21

many

McWHORTER,

the

newly apmanager for

pointed Pathe branch
* the Atlanta territory, is enthusiastic
over picture prospects for the coming year.
After three years’ service as a salesman
in that territory, Mr. McWhorter spent
several days in New York last week in

Frank

Newman

and M. H. Field
Leave Kansas City for East
RANK L. NEWMAN, president of the
Newman

chain of theatres in Kansas
City, and Milton
Field, managing
director, left on July 18 for a ten days’
trip to New York.
They will visit the
leading picture theatres of New York for
suggestions and ideas. Their itinerary calls
for stop-overs at Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburg and Buffalo and on the return trip
they will stop at Milwaukee and St.

H

Louis.

Joseph H. Gilday, manager of the Famous Players branch, has been taking some
quick trips to towns in this territory and
without exception has brought back very
substantial contracts for coming Paramount

of

Scandal
is

a beautiful

woman s most

treacherous enemy.

Y oung,

dazzlingly beautiful

CORIRNE
GRIFFITH
in

it

D

"The WHISPER

MARKET"

Thomas Henneberry, manager
tres at Fort Scott

presents a vivid picture of
the result of gossip in the

most

beautiful

of

of

thea-

and Independence, Kan.,

New

World cities, Rio de Janeiro.
Here, as Ermine North, she
resigned as queen in the
most exclusive

social set,

but faced disgrace because

Scandal

said

Gossip said

A

this,

and

that.

Vitagraph production of
mystery and intrigue

love,
in

one of the most romantic

settings in the world.

releases.

male

that the
in char-

acter.

—

M

to

board be not entirely feminine

the popular fancy with his sensational tworeel comedies nobody thinks of missing
one.”

After Trip Through Europe
\RY PICKFORD and Douglas Fair-

a

Three
women now censor films for the state and
two of them will be retained to work with
the man.
The governor’s action will be

is

raw

arise.

A.

connection
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Good Fairy Sees That Little Geraldine
Has Her Chance as Motion Picture Star

T

HE

fairy of good fortune has been
extremely kind to little Geraldine
Jackson, 6-year-old daughter of Fred
S. Jackson, an attorney of Buffalo, N. Y.,
and grandchild of Judge Joshua Gaskill, of
Niagara county. By the sheer force of her

pleasing personality and her exceptionally
keen sense of doing the right thing at the
right time Geraldine, within a year, has

drawn herself from total obscurity to a
motion picture star with her own company
and one of the honor guests at the notification ceremonies of Governor Cox.
The rise to fame of Geraldine is like a
fairy tale.

Long before she was

understand

the

cause

and

able to
effect of the

luniiiiiiuimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)

The Forked
Tongues!
All

of

languorous

Rio

de Janeiro, that

home

of rare beauty

and mystic tropical charm, suc-

cumbed

to the dazzling radiance

Erminie North’s personality.
She led the city’s social whirl
of

loved, was loved and was happy.
Then treachery came and plots
and intrigue.
The whisper
market stirred, awoke and cast
over all its baneful spell. At
this point is where the big mo-

—

ments

of the picture begin.

You

will

enjoy

screen drama she teased her parents to a
point of distraction to take her to the
movies. She just loved them, according to
her father.
Little Mary Wanted Her.
Mrs. Jackson took the children to San
Francisco and Geraldine insisted on a trip
to the studios.
Mrs. Jackson took Geraldine to the Mary Pickford studio and the
minute Little Mary saw the child she pronounced her a coming star and had her
manager draw up a contract for Geraldine’s

mother

to sign.

Sidney Chaplin later spied Geraldine and
then there was a long procession of managers seeking the child for their very own
star.
However, Geraldine entered the
Chaplin studios and amazed the directors
with her ability to perform before the
camera. After appearing in several productions experts declared Geraldine to be

another Baby Osborne.
Led Convention Cheering.
This year, “Gerry,” as she is familiarly
known, entered politics. During the recent Democratic convention in Frisco she
She was an
attended all the sessions.
ardent McAdoo supporter, but when the
tide turned to Governor Cox she went with
it.
With a tiny American flag in her hand
“Gerry” leaped to the speakers’ stand and
led the first Cox demonstration and became
the star of the convention.
Geraldine’s invitation to the notification
ceremonies of Governor Cox came as a result of the unprogramed meeting between
the little star and Mrs. J. D. Mahoney,
daughter of the nominee. According to
word from Frisco, Mrs. Mahoney and a
party were dining in a prominent hotel.
Across from their table sat Geraldine and
The captivating manner of
her mother.
“Gerry” took the Mahoney dinner party
by storm. She serenely left her mother to

“How Do You

Like the Forest?”
Jean Paige,
their Vitagraph serial, “Hidden

Asks Joe Ryan
in

of his co-star,

Dangers.’’
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuf

ham and eggs with the Mahoneys.
She became so attached to the new found
friends that she had to be forcibly detached from the party.
enjoy

Fox News Does Fast Work in
Filming the Yacht Cup Races
OX NEWS,

the semi-weekly screen
magazine, did remarkable work in presenting views of the first race in the
series for America’s cup between the defender Resolute and Sir Thomas Lipton’s
challenger Shamrock IV.
The scenes,
photographed by seven cameramen during
the course of the race on Thursday, were
rushed to the laboratories of Fox Film
Corporation. There they were immediately
printed, reviewed by the director in chief,

F

his secretary and entire staff in the projection room, and the material cut and assembled. At dawn Friday morning the task
was finished and prints were started on
their way to Fox exchanges in distant
states, to be released Saturday.

George Ingersoll Directs Advertising

CORINNE
GRIFFITH

and

P

Publicity for Hodkinson

RESIDENT W. W. HODKINSON

has
appointed George Ingersoll as director
of

advertising and

publicity

for

the

in

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, and Mr.
Ingersoll is now building up the plan and

Jhe WHISPER

the promotion division of the Hodkinson
Mr. Hodkinson is
distributing system.
constantly in search of men with ideas and
does not hesitate to invade the merchandising field.
Mr. Ingersoll’s work is evident in the

it

MARKET"

campaign on “The Green Flame” and “The
Silent Barrier.” Assisting him in this work
are George B. Gallup, Jr., Richard Weil
and William Dowling. Events at the Hodkinson offices are watched with considerable interest, since Mr. Ingersoll joined
the organization just in time for the fall
campaign. His experience in advertising
and merchandising covers fourteen years
and includes seven years of newspaper and

magazine work.

Won
He won

Spurs With Crowell.

pictures,

Outside.”

Mr. Gallup is a well-known New England advertising man, who, until joining
the Hodkinson staff, was advertising director of one of the largest houses of its
kind in the country. Previous to that he
was connected with such well-known organizations
the
Sperry Hutchinson
as
Company, Library Bureau and Cosmopolitan Magazine.
A recent addition to the department is
Richard Weil, who has been with Select
and with Robertson-Cole. He will prepare
the Hodkinson campaign books and general press matter, as well as serve in the
on special exploitation.
William Dowling heads the art department. Perhaps his best known work is the
series of portraits of prominent men he
did for “Town and Country,” in the course
of which he had as sitters Theodore
Roosevelt, Richard Harding Davis, General
Leonard Wood, General T. Coleman DuPont, Charles Dana Gibson, Otto Kahn and
field

W.

spurs as a copy-writer for
the Crowel Publishing Company in 1911,
and was engaged in the national newspaper
and magazine campaign conducted by that
company for its three publications. He
served three years with the Charles Frohman Company as playreader and press
agent. The past year he handled the Goldwyn Eminent Authors and the Rex Beach

Company

K. Vanderbilt.

his

beginning with “The

Girl

from

Dedicate Song to Bebe Daniels
song entitled “A Good Little, Bad
Little Girl” has been written and dedicated
to Bebe Daniels, one of the recent addi-

A new

tions to Realart’s galler}’- of female stars.

The words of the song are by Alfred HustLos

wick,

a

were

inspired

adopted, “The

Angeles verse writer,
by the advertising

Good

Little

Bad

Girl.”

and
line
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To Advertise National Paramount Week
in 868 Leading Newspapers in Country

N

ATIONAL Paramount Week,

Sept. 5
the slogan that will
be placed before millions of people
from one end of the country to the other
by the most stupendous advertising and
publicity
campaign ever conceived by
Famous Players-Lasky. For the third annual National Paramount Week the offi-'
cials of Famous Players-Lasky will use advertising space in twice the number of
papers that were used in the record breaking campaign of 1919.
Preliminary plans
for this year’s event call for the purchase
of space in 868 papers in cities and vilto 11 inclusive’’

is

lages exceeding 10,000 population in every
part of America.

Says Jean Paige, who thinks of business
first in Vitagraph’s “Hidden Dangers.”
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1

r

1

1

1

1

1 1

if

Known to Crowds on Broadway
ACK DEMPSEY

has lost none of the
New Yorkers have
held him since his victory over Jess
Willard for the heavyweight championship
of the world. In fact, he has added thousands to his loyal legion of followers, as

J

in

which

indicated by the crowd that stormed his
quarters during the last week, when the
title-holder and star in Pathe’s serial,
“Daredevil Jack,” went into training for
The champion has
a forthcoming bout.
not been seen in action since he won
the title from Willard, more than a year
ago, but he has been kept before the public by his successful serial.
Dempsey withheld his New York appearance, as well as his first bout in defense of his championship, until after his
acquittal of the charges made against him
on the West Coast.
He opened his training quarters at the
Van Kelton stadium on Broadway but deserted them on Sunday last for a trip to
New Dorp, Staten Island. There he was
immediately recognized, and, in a few
minutes after his appearance on the beach
he was the center of an admiring crowd
of thousands.

According to early reports received
the
the

executive

offices

of

:

to

its

success.

Miss Farrar, at the conclusion of her
work, was worn out and with her husband,
Lou Tellegen, started almost immediately
for her country home in the Adirondacks.
Adele Blood, principal support of Miss
Farrar, with Montagu Love, also was
fatigued by her strenuous efforts and
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at

number of theatres
mount productions solid” for the week will
exceed the mark set in any previous week
of the organization’s history.
A mark of
$1,000,000 business for the week has been
set by A1 Lichtman, general manager of

But
Larjry didn’t

the department of distribution, and indications point to the fact that this goal will
be exceeded by exhibitors anxious to avail
themselves of the benefit to be reaped by
being associated with this advertising campaign.
Every department in the daily newspapers will be for the specific benefit of theatres playing Paramount productions in the territory covered by such publications.
Under a striking heading announcing National Paramount Week, the
advertisements will list individually the
theatres in that territory playing Paramount productions and their bookings for
the week.

believe

in

signs

Magazine Space.
In addition to the advertising in the daily
papers, space also will be bought in publications of national circulation, such as the

Saturday Evening Post and Colliers. These
advertisements will tie up National Paramount Week with a plea for better motion

9

three months after the first
scene was “shot” in the old Thanhouser studio at New Rochelle, the
camera has turned for the last time on
the Associated Exhibitors’ production of
“The Riddle Woman,” starring Geraldine
Farrar, which will be distributed by Pathe.
With the filming of a massive scene, staged
on the biggest set ever built in the Thanhouser studio, Director Edward Jose wrote
'finis on his slate on Saturday afternoon,
July 17. The scene depicted a lawn fete
which several score of fashionably
in
dressed “extras” took part, together with
the star and principals, Miss Farrar and
Adele Blood and Montagu Love.
Under supervision of Director Jose, the
production is now being cut and titled.
The company returns late in the week
from Marblehead, Mass., where several exMoney was spent
teriors were filmed.
freely upon the settings which lend to the
picture an atmosphere absolutely essential

connection with Paramount Week.

in

corporation
booking “Para-

99

LMOST

at the home office, these representatives will be available for the prosecution of campaigns in any locality to better advertise local theatres and productions

the

Geraldine Farrars “The Riddle: Woman
Is Finished After Three Months Work

A

manager

Theatres Benefit Individually

Pathe Serial Makes Dempsey

esteem

pictures, and will redound to the advanof the exhibitor who exploits the
Paramount slogan in his lobby or local
displays.
As the next step in giving National Paramount Week countrywide application,
Famous Players-Lasky places at the service of exhibitors its exploitation representatives at each exchange..
Under the
direction of Claud Saunders, exploitation

tage

started for a vacation which will last for a
month.
“The Riddle Woman” is first of a series
of massive productions planned by Associated Exhibitors. When the complete cost
of the picture has been tallied, it will total
as much as any big picture of recent date,
says Pathe, and its value is clearly apparent in the “rushes” which are now be-

LARRY
SEMON
in

The Stage
Hand

:

ing pieced together in the work of preparing the production for release.

Vignola Finishes Second Picture
Robert Vignola, whose first special production for Cosmopolitan-Paramount, “The
World And His Wife,” was the principal
attraction at the Rivoli Theatre, New York,
last week, has taken the final scenes for
his second production, “The
Passionate
Pilgrjm,” from the novel by Samuel Merwin.
Vignola is now engaged in cutting
and titling it, and in between times he is
preparing for his next production which
is said to be based on an unusual dramatic
story by a famous author, a story admirably fitted for the screen and full of opportunities for rare human touches which
have characterized Vignola’s work in the
past.

He

wasn’t superstitious

— so,

didn t believe in signs
without the ouija board
guide him, how was he

to

to

know that right beside
him, as he calmly puffed his
Flor de Ropo, was a ton
of
off

powder just dying to go
and go up? But it

proved a blessing to Larry.
gave him prominence;
sent him through a few
It

slight carriers like a stone
wall, an iron door and other

things, and landed him
right on the stage as the
central
attraction
of
a
beauty Pallet.

||||„| IUUBIi
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Bert Adler Is Appointed to the Post of
Eastern Representative for Allan Dwan
RODUCER ALLAN DWAN,

at presspecials
Mayflower
releasing
through First National, and shortly to
offer his own productions as a member of
the
announces
Producers,
Associated
acquisition of Bert Adler as eastern repreMr. Adler first attracted Mr
sentative.
Dwan’s attention as exploitation manager
of Realart, where his campaign in behalf
of the producer’s “Soldiers of Fortune’’

P

ent

won wide comment

for its originality.

long association of both
Dwan and Adler with the film industry
and the confidential nature of the eastern
representative post the two principals have
never met each other. Adler is a pioneer
in the movement for the producer cooperation with the exhibitor the movement which teaches that a picture must
not only be sold, but “put over.” It will
be his chief duty to “put over” the Dwan
productions as well as to supervise their
booking.
Starting in the industry with Edwin
Thanhouser, Mr. Adler’s advertising literature of 1910 shows unique lobby displays
and tie-up suggestions. He became general
representative of the Thanhouser Company under the late C. J. Hite.
Adler perhaps attained widest note with
independent publicity office in the
his
Candler Building two years ago, where he
served Inter-Ocean Film, Educational, Film
Clearing House, Graphic Features, Warner
Brothers, United Kingdom Photoplays, of
Despite

the

—

London, and participated in the exploitacampaign of “My Four Years in Germany,” “The Vicar of Wakefield,” George
Loane Tucker’s “Manx Man,” the Williamson undersea pictures and “The Better

tion

’Ole”; also handling the personal publicity
of H. O. Davis, J. Frank Brockliss, J L.
Kempner, Rupert Julian, Herbert Blache,
Joseph R. Miles and Arthur S. Kane. Mr.
York repreAdler’s office acted as
sentative of Kinematograph Weekly of
London, a leading foreign trade paper.
He came to Realart through Arthur S.
Kane, and his present position with that
firm is that of associate director of advertising and publicity. Mr. Adler is a Mason,
Odd Fellow and Friar, chairman of the
membership committee of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers and member of
the energetic film theft committee of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.

Hew

Rogers Heads Famous Players
New Short Subject Department

A

L LICHTMAN,

general manager of
department' of distribution of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
has announced the appointment of W. F.
Rogers to head the organization’s newly
the

created

short

have been

laid

Plans

subject

department.

by

Lichtman and Sales

Mi".

Manager S. R. Kent
tensive campaign.

to

conduct

an

in-

Mr. Rogers, who will work directly
under Mr. Kent, has probably had as much
experience in handling short subjects as
any one in the film business. He was sales
manager of the General Film Company, in
charge of the short reels, and later assistant sales manager of Goldwyn, where he
specialized in

also

shorts.

Paramount’s new short films for the season of 1920-21 will be Paramount Mack
Paramount
Post
Sennett
Comedies,
Scenics, Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel
Pictures and Paramount Magazine. Famous Players-Lasky will also release some
of the Paramount Arbuckle and Paramount
Sennett Comedies. A drive will be made
also on the present stock and variety of
short reels.

King Visiting London Studio
Proves He’s “Regular Fellow”
* PERSONAL visit from His Majesty,

A

niuiiiiiiiiiiliiliiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiMiitiiiiitimmiiiitmiimiiniiiiiiMiiiimiiiiiHiiuiiimutiuiuiniuumiiiiiuumtiiui

was an honor recently accorded N. Gregory Arnold,

King George

V.,

Thomas

one of the art directors of the new London studio of Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., the English organization of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
It

was, as Mr. Arnold afterwards described,

a case of severe nerve attack until he discovered that His Majesty was a “regular
fellow” and wished to be regarded as “one
of the boys” when he visited the artist’s
studio.
Like his fellow art director at the London
studio, L. Dawson, Mr. Arnold is an old
exhibitor at the Royal Academy. During

the war he served with the Royal Air
Force, both in active service and in an administrative capacity.
The standing of both Mr. Arnold and
Mr. Dawson at the Royal Academy is considered guarantee of the artistry of productions which will be made at the London
studio by Famous Players-Lasky.

Riesenfeld Re-Books “Prince Chap”
Due to insistent demand from patrons
who failed to see William DeMille’s “The
Prince Chap” with Thomas Meighan during

its

New

week run

York, July

at the Rivoli Theatre,
11-17, Hugo Riesenfeld,

managing

director of the Rialto and Rivoli
theatres has booked the picture for the
Manager RieRialto the week of July 25.
senfeld is sponsor for the statement that
the demand for the picture was so great
that he was practically obliged to show
it at another of his theatres for an additional

ALBERT

LI

week.
E.

SMITH prese
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The Thomas H. Ince Trophy_
Presented by Mr. Ince for the competition of West Coast firefighters.

VITAGRAPH

SPECIAL PRODUCTION

for

C

Ince Presents Trophy

West Coast

Firefighters

ONTINUING

his interest and practical assistance in local and national

fire
prevention campaigns, Thomas
H. Ince last week presented a fine sterling
silver trophy for the competition of the

departments of Pacific Coast cities.
Measuring thirty-four inches high, with
an engraved design that symbolizes the
purpose for which it was originated, the
handsome trophy was placed in the care
of Fire Chief Scott of the Los Angeles defire

who will formally present it to
the Pacific Coast municipalities at the annual convention of fire chiefs to be held
partment,

Los Angeles on September 13, 14 and 15.
The presentation of the trophy is the
direct outcome of the special fire-prevention picture produced recently by Thomas

in

H. Ince and donated to the West Coast
Fire Prevention Bureau as “first-aid” for
its concerted drive to lessen the danger
of conflagration.

Two
The

erating the

Theatres Change
Amusement Company,

Illinois

Lillian

op-

Washington Theatre and Gar-

den, Granite City, 111., has taken over the
Rialto Theatre of that city.
After improvements are made, the Rialto, which
seats 1,200, will be opened September 1
as a feature house. The Washington, now
managed by Lopis Landan. Jr., and seating 1,100, will show vaudeville.
Mr. Landan also will manage the Rialto.

July
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Jensen
Von Her berg Employes Strike
in Five Cities; Trouble Began in Tacoma

P

RACTICALLY

all

ployed by Jensen

the union

men em-

& Von Herberg

in

Tacoma, Portland, Butte and
The trouble
out on strike.
arose in Tacoma and the employes in the
other cities have walked out in sympathy.
When Jensen & Von Herberg bought the
Seattle,

Yakima

are

Moore Amusement Company

in

Tacoma

last

the operators in that city were not
receiving as high wages as those employed
by the Jensen & Von Herberg theatres in
Seattle. They asked for the same, but arrangements were made for them to continue
at the old rates until September 1 of this
year. They admit that they agreed to this,
but according to the president of the operators’ union, they discovered that new
men were being trained at the Moore theatres in the mornings and at night after
the shows.
Fearing that the plan of the employers
was to put in these new men at the old
prices when the time came for an adjustment on September 1, they struck for the
new wage scale at once. The musicians
and bill posters and janitors struck in sympathy. The five Tacoma theatres continued
their regular shows, notwithstanding. This
fall,

Jimmie Adams.
“Nonsense,” third Mermaid
comedy released through Educational.

Featured

in

4iiiiiiiiiiiilimiiiiiiiiiliiiliiiiiliillliiiiiiillliiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimtiiimiiiii<iiii!iiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

Jimmie Adams Is Featured
in Third Mermaid Comedy
IMMIE ADAMS,

one of the best known
comedians in the two-reel field, becomes a featured player with the release of the third of the J&ermaid Comeexchanges.
Educational
dies
through
“Nonsense” is the working title of the picture, production of which has been com-

J

Adams appeared

“A Fresh Start,” the
the Mermaids and h?3
in

release of
that picture has already scored
such a hit that exhibitors have made many
requests that he be given greater promiinitial

work

in

nence.

To this Director Jack White has
with the result that “Nonsense”
the comedian’s name on the main

bears
title.

Varied Experience.
Differing from most comedians, Adams
does not rely, on make-up or eccentricities
of any sort in getting laughs. While the
comedies in which he appears are of the
fastest moving type, the slap stick variety,
he depends on his expressions and his
legitimate physical action.
His thorough
training in every department of comedy
making fits him for these accomplish-

ments.

Adams, during nine years had experience
every branch of the legitimate stage, appearing in musical comedies, vaudeville,
minstrel acts and even in the more serious drama. He has been in pictures for
three years.
He is probably best known
for his work in Sunshine Comedies, where
he appeared in the first lion pictures. He
has also appeared with a number of independent comedy companies, and when
Jack White arranged with Educational to
produce a series of Mermaids, he returned
to his old friend and director.
in

Building On the Increase
There has been an encouraging reaction from the building slump of. May, according to reports compiled from 199 cities
by the American Contractor, which show
operations to the amount of $131,117,320.
Remembering the poor freight service,
tight money and high cost of materials and
labor, the outlook for a resumption of normal building activities when the break
comes is most optimistic. June operations
show a gain of 2> l 2 per cent, over those of

/

May.

shares for all houses while
the preferred shares of theatre stock pay
eight per cent. It is pointed out that Allen
theatres at Calgary and Moose Jaw have
paid 67 l/2 per cent on their common stock
in three years.
One of the latest enterprises launched by
the Allens is the Allen’s Kingston Theatre,
Limited, which has been organized to erect
and operate a new Allen house in Kingston.
In this connection, it is interesting to note
that the Famous Players’ Canadian Corporation and Paramount Theatres interests already have a fairly large moving
picture theatre in. Kingston.

continued for two weeks, then on Saturday,
10, the union employes in the other
cities walked out in sympathy.
July

Pay More Than Union Wage.
employes came to Mr. Von
Herberg and told him that they were not
in sympathy with the walkout, but that they
had to obey union orders. Even O. G. WalIndividual

the popular organist at the Liberty
out.
W. A. Malotte, the organist
at the Coliseum, however, remained at his
keyboard, and the pictures are having exeven without the
cellent interpretation
thirty-piece orchestra that usually is at the
Coliseum.
Jensen & Von Herberg are paying their
Seattle operators more than the union
wage, and besides that they have several
other advantages over operators at other
theatres. The machines are kept in repair
by a special repair man hired for that purpose only, so that the operators never have
to spend extra time tinkering with their
machines. They work only six hours a day.
The company was willing to give the Tacoma operators the same scale and the
same conditions, according to Mr. Von Herlace,

pleted.

agreed

num on common

walked

1

ber,

had they kept their agreement

until

the time agreed upon.
None of the theatres in any of the cities
have closed and the public is going to the
shows just the same, according to Mr. Van
Herberg. He says there is no noticeable
falling off in the attendance and that the
public’s sympathy is with the company.

A story of dark deeds and
queer twisted conspiracy silhouetted against that bizarre

—

and baneful spot
Frisco’s
Chinatown. Threats of death,

Allan Theatre Enterprises
Reported in Fine Condition

T

signed with the dread and fatal
/

HE

Allen Theatre Enterprises of Toronto have announced various details
showing the extent to which Allen interests have grown.
The Allens claim to
have the largest moving picture theatre
chain in the world, the total seating capacity
of all Allen houses being 49,000 at the
present time.
It is added that when plans for the present year are completed the capacity of all
Allen theatres will be in excess of 70,000
seats.
It is declared that at the end of
the present year the theatres will represent
a total investment of more than twenty-five
million dollars.
It is stated that the earnings of all Allen
theatres, more than fifty in number, are
sufficient to

pay twelve per

cent,

per an-

heiroglyphics

tong

come

three

—

a

daughter,

of
to

a

father,

the

a

Chinese

family

of

and
whose
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latter

beauty arouses the latent
of a tong leader.

lust

U

Tangled threads of suspense,
romance and adventure
bind and hold one
thralled and thrilled until the
daring and surprising denoueintrigue,

|

j
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Direct Bert Lytell
,f
in “ The Misleading Lady for Metro
to

> EORGE W. TERWILLIGER, the Metro
director, who is concluding camera work

CJ

“Love Madness”
The

title of this J. Parker Read, Jr.,
production for Hodkinson, starring
Louise Glaum.

on the forthcoming production of Cecil
Raleigh’s melodrama, "The Marriages of
Mayfair,” has been selected by Maxwell Karger, director general, to direct the screen
version of "The Misleading Lady,” by Charles
Goddard and Paul Dickey, which will go into
production within the next two weeks.
“The Misleading Lady,” adapted by Lois
Zellner, will be Bert Lytell’s next starring
vehicle, the first picture in which he has
appeared since he came east after two years
at Metro’s Pacific Coast studios, where he
recently completed the Anglo-Indian spectacle, "The Price of Redemption,” adapted by
June Mathis from the novel by I. A. R. Wylie.
Mr. Terwilliger is now working at Stamford, Conn., with “The Marriages of Mayfair,” shooting the dramatic scenes showing
the robbery of the crown jewels from the
Tower of London, which has been duplicated
in a scene constructed by M. P. Staulcup,
Metro art director. Recently he finished an
episode showing the lawn ball given at the
estate of the Earl of Deerminster. It was
filmed at an inn in Greenwich, Conn.
“The Marriages of Mayfair” is one of the

“Panthea, ” Starring Norma Talmadge, Is
to Be Revived on August 2 by Selznick

O NE

of the big days on the calendar for
exhibitors has been marked for August
on
which date Selznick Pictures has
2,
scheduled to release through Select, the Norma
Talmadge production, “Panthea,” in which
she is presented by Joseph M. Schenck. “Panthea” has proven such a big success wherever it has shown that Selznick Enterprises
were prevailed upon to re-issue the picture
in August, to aid in accelerating the summer
business.
It was in “Panthea” that Norma Talmadge
was introduced as a Selznick star. Since
then it has been heralded far and wide as
being one of the greatest productions in
which she has appeared, giving her, as it
does, opportunity to display her every screen
ability,

both

in

an

emotional

and comedy

vein.

The motion picture version was taken from
the stage play in which Petrova registered
such a hit. The story is by Monckton Hoffe
and was directed for the screen by Allan

Dwan.
The

cast is a large one and most carefully
chosen.
In addition to Miss Talmadge as
Panthea Romoff, there ' are Rogers Lytton,
George Fawcett, Earle Fox, Murdock McQuarrie, “Count” E. Vo'n Stroheim, Norbert
Wicki, Herbert Barry, Jack Meredith, Henry
Thorpe, William Abbington, Winifred Harris,
Ieleen Peisey, Stafford, Windsor, William

Frank Curier and J. S.
The photography is by Roy Over-

Lloyd, Dick Rosson,

Furey.
baugh.

“The Revenge of Tarzan” Is
Hot Weather Business Puller
LTHOUGH

“The Revenge of Tarzan,” as
the Goldwyn-released photoplay made
from Edgar Rice Burroughs’ novel, “The
Return of Tarzan,” is now called, has been
available to exhibitors for but a short time

A

already being heavily booked. Exhibicount on the thrills in the ape-man’s
barehanded fight with a lion and other incidents to cause enough cold chills to make
the audience forget the heat.
“The Revenge of Tarzan” played a threeweeks’ pre-release engagement at the Broadway Theatre, New York, and a week at the
California Theatre, Los Angeles. A few of
the most recent bookings are: Southern
it

most elaborate of Metro’s productions. Mr.
Terwilliger has had to handle hundreds of
extra people in addition to a large cast and
is said to have achieved scenic results
of
unusual beauty.
“The Misleading Lady,” with scenes shifting from Africa to New Yorks’ fashionable
suburbs and the Adirondacks, affords Mr. Terwilliger further opportunity for imaginative
direction.
One of the first scenes will be
shot at a lake on Long Island. For this, an
African village will be constructed. Hundreds of natives will be shown in the scere.

Carpentier Special Playing
to Big Business Is Report
HE WONDER MAN,” starring Georges

T

is now showing in the principal cities of the country to big busi-

Carpentier,

ness. The reception which is being given the
production in various parts of the country
proves that Robertson-Cole, which released
the Carpentier production, made no mistake
in pronouncing it one of broad and diverse

appeal.

While it has been evident from the very
first that the picture was bound to be of
especial appeal to the youth of America to
the ex-soldier and his wife or sweetheart
many instances are arising to show that
“The Wonder Man” goes strong with older
audiences. A leading theatre in the city of
Pasadena, California, one noted for its population of elderly, very prosperous citizens,
booked "The Wonder Man” at a high figure.
In Atlanta, Ga., where it was shown at the
Atlanta Theatre, it played to $2.00 top admittance. Mr. McHenry, manager of the theatre,
wired Robertson-Cole during the picture’s engagement there: “ ‘Wonder Man’ opened to

—

wonderful business Atlanta Theatre. Taking
Atlanta by storm. Greatest production we
have ever shown. Admission one to two dollars. This is wonderful scoop to boost exhibitors’ business during summer months. You
are to be congratulated upon releasing production of this tj’pe at this season.”

is

tors

Theatre, Columbus; Colonial Theatre, Akron;
Palm Theatre, Youngstown; Grand Opera
House, Canton; Marion Theatre, Marion, Ohio;
Colonial Theatre, Beaver Falls; New Comique
Theatre, Putnam; Nemo Theatre, Johnstown,
Pa.; Arcade Theatre, Paducah; Alamo Theatre, Springfield, Mo., and the Family Theatre,
Port Huron, Mich.

Books Five Hodkinson Releases.
The way the live exhibitors throughout the
country regard the pictures that the Hodkinson organization releases

is

illustrated in

program of the Park Theatre, Corona, L.
I.
The Park Theatre is up-to-the-minute in
every respect and is under the personal direction of Ralph J. Laurita, a man who knows
The back
his public and what they want.
pag^e of his program for the week of July
19 reads as follows: “Coming Attractions:
Doris Kenyon in ‘The Harvest Moon,’ J. Warren Kerrigan in ‘The Dream Cheater,’ Mitchell Lewis in ‘King Spruce,’ Leah Baird in
‘Cynthia of the Minute’ and Rubye De Remer
in ‘His Temporary Wife’.”
the

TRUMPET ISLAND"
TERRISS
ATOM

PRODUCTION

ADAPTED and EDITED by
LILLIAN

WGEORGE RANDOLPH CHESTER
From

the Story

by

Morris

'}/'
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Pauline Frederick Gives Fine Emotional
Performance in Goldwyns “Madame

G

REAT

expectations of the screen version
of “Madame X," a popular and successful French, drama, are entertained by
Samuel Goldwyn, the producer, and the members of his studio staff at Culver City and
These expectations
of his home office staff.
of popular appeal and box-office drawing
power are based upon two things the power
and vividness of the emotion-arousing, soulstirring and the powerful, authoritative acting of Pauline Frederick.
“Madame X’’ was written by Alexandre Bisson, a French dramatist of genius. Its success abroad was duplicated in this country
when Henry W. Savage produced the play
on the spoken stage.
The poignant grief of the mother, unjustly
cast off by her husband, when she returns
to her former home hoping for a glimpse of
her little son, desperately ill, and is again
ordered from the house without a glimpse of
the child, is affecting in the extreme. Miss
Frederick denotes the suffering mother’s
state of mind and nerves with a reserved
command of every histrionic attribute which

—
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great acting pantomime that

carries as effectively without

words as with

them.

Prominent Players in Cast.
The
Jacqueline,
years
twenty
later,
wrecked by drugs and drinks, which Miss
Frederick interprets, is the same Jacquiline,

—

yet a curiously different one for the elder
Jacqueline has lived and suffered during the

Sales

Beware!

That was the message he gave”
her.

The

secret,

deadly Chinese

tong had marked her.

A

startling Story
mystery amid the
shadows of Frisco’s famous
Chinatown, with this polished
Vitagraph star at his best.
of

creepy,

baffling

EARLE
WILLIAMS

twenty years that have elapsed. Her emotions in the murder scene and in the great
trial, which is the climax of the play, are
depicted with the very breath of life so that
the spectator feels the constricting choke of
tragedy about his throat.
William Courtleigh is cast as the unjust
husband.
Casson Ferguson, in the role of
Raymond, the son, who defends his mother
against the charge of murder, gives a performance as fine and strong in its boyish
way as that of the star. Hardee Kirkland,
Albert Roscoe, Sidney Ainsworth, Lionel
Belmore, Willard Louis, Correan Kirkham
and Maud Louis are other members of the
east.
Frank Lloyd is the director.

and Exploitation Plans A re Being

Completed by Educational on First Serial

T

HIS week the Educational Films Cor-

is completing sales and exploitation arrangements for “The Mystery
Mind,” the Arthur B. Reeve and John W.
Grey serial produced by Supreme Pictures,
Inc., which will be the first chaptered story

poration

handled by Educational Exchanges.
Tentative plans are for the release of the
episode early in September, but a canvass is being made of the exchanges with a
view to learning the date at which each
office will best be able to start an intensive
Replies to this inquiry will be foldrive.
lowed in selecting the time desired by the
greater portion of the territory.
“We have our pans well in hand,” said E.
W. Hammons, vice-president and general
manager of Educational, “and it will be easy
first

>>
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for us to get a fast start when we are ready.
Possibly we are breaking some trade traditions so far as serials are concerned, but we
are going to depend on straight trade paper
advertising to acquaint the exhibitors of the
country with the pulling power of ‘The
Mystery Mind.’
Sell Serial on Its Merits.
“We will break another serial ‘rule’ in that
we are not going to prepare a lot of gimcracks and gewgaws under the guise of
‘novelties.’
took over the distribution of
‘The Mystery Mind' because we felt that it
had rare merit for a serial and we see no
reason why it should not be sold by us on its
merit, and by the exhibitor on the same

We

merit of his patrons. We hope to be able to
aid him in doing that by following a few
sane and sensible rules of ordinary and effective business conduct.
“While in the past five years the so-called
feature picture has had a wonderful development and the short subject has been brought
up from a mere filler to an essential and important portion of the program, it appears
that the serial has been allowed to follow
the same old rut.
Even the circus poster
has lost some of its flamboyance of the days
gone by. I feel sure that the serial can be
made not only as successful as in the past,
but that it can be given a much wider appeal by mere good showmanship, both on our
part and that of the exhibitors.
Story Written by Reeve.
“The story has been written by Arthur B.
Reeve and has been produced by himself and
John W. Grey, a veteran in this field. As the
star there is J. Robert Pauline, the hypnotist,
who is known in every city and hamlet in
America. If we had not thought ‘The Mystery Mind’ had exceptional merit, we would
not have acquired it. I believe we can show
that merit to exhibitors simply. We expect
them to be a little perplexed by our trade
paper advertisements; they will soon find
that we are simply refusing to leave the
realm of sanity because the production happens to be a continuous series of short subjects instead of only one.
We believe the
surprise will be welcome.”

in

The

National Film’s President Says Right
Kind of Serial Will Create New Patrons

Purple

D ECLARING

Cipher

and

that

the

most

successful

stories for the past ten years were first
printed as serials in the largest weekly
monthly publications and were after-

ward successfully published in one volume,
Captain Harry M. Rubey, president of the
America,
of
Film Corporation
aside the arguments advanced by
critics of the serial photoplay as a drawing
card for exhibitors.
The National’s president also asserts that
many of the best feature photoplays of the
last two years were adapted from short
stories that were published simultaneously
with the serials, in magazines that drew
their circulation largely from lovers of the
serial stories that appear therein.
“The parallel is obvious,” states Captain
Rubey, “for if a good story can be printed
in installments, securing a larger circulation
for the magazine it is printed in, a good
serial can be booked in the first-class theaNational

sweeps

tres

and add new patrons who will remain

friends of the exhibitors.

“Must Be Greater Than a Feature.”
“But the serial photoplay must be greater
than a feature, just as a serial story holds
the reader because it is more interesting and
has more angles of plot than a short story
can possibly have. Neither can it be padded.
No producer should ever manufacture a padded photoplay.”
“The Son of Tarzan,” which the National
firm is producing for David P. Howells distribution, is said to have all the elements
necessary for an interest-holding serial photoplay, as the story was first published as a
serial in a widely-read magazine, later as a

book and now adapted for the screen. Roy
Somerville, the adapter, has followed the fiction
version by Edgar Rice Burroughs
closely, and every link in the closely welded
chain of circumstances of the story itself ha.s
been preserved for screen presentation.
According to Edgar Rice Burroughs, the
author of “The Son of Tarzan,” it is not only
possible to make a serial photoplay that will
draw patrons to theatres as a magazine
draws readers on account of its serials, but
a photoplay “gets over from the jump.”

Sugar Plantation People to
See Seven Hodkinson Films

T HE

Derry Amusement Company of Dorry,
has just booked seven Hodkinson
releases to show July 14 to August 25.
An unusual feature of this booking is that
La.,

the company will present these pictures for
the benefit of the employes of the neighboring sugar plantations.
The list includes “The Turn of a Card,”
a Paralta picture starring J. Warren Kerrigan, directed by Oscar Apfel; “A Man’s

Man” and “A White Man’s Chance.”

J.'n Louithey are especially interested ii. the
talented young southern beauty, Lois Weber,
who plays opposite Mr. Kerrigan i:i “A
Man’s Man” and “The Turn of a Card,”
A Bessie Barriscale picture incl id ed is
“Madame Who.” Another picture bo »1 ed is
“The Blue Bonnet,” starring Billie R! .odes.
The two pictures from plays by Augustus
Thomas are “The Volcano” and “As a Man
Thinks.” in which Leah Baird stars.

siana,
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Branded Four’ as New
Serial Starring Ben Wilson -Neva Gerber

Announces
\ FIFTEEN

episode

“ The

serial

featuring-

’

Ben

Wilson and Neva Gerber has been announced for early distribution by Select
Pictures. This serial, which is in the sensational mystery class, is the second under
the banner of Selznick Enterprises and follows the release of the final episode of “The
Whirlwind,” which was distributed by Republic Distributing Corporation.
The success of “The Whirlwind,” which
has swept the country in keeping with its
name, is said to be one of the reasons that
influenced Selznick Enterprises to schedule
"The Branded Four” as a Select serial to
follow in the wake of its predecessor.
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber are wellknown as screen players, and their pulling
power in serials is large. In “The Branded
Four” they are said to have a story of mystery, thrills and suspense that grips from
start to finish.
From a box office angle it offers much,
concerning as it does the story of four girls
whose backs are branded while they were
yet infants. The brand was of such a nature
as to disappear in childhood, but it reappeared when the girls were twenty-one years
old.
There is enough fascination in this
point alone for the average exhibitor to
build his campaign upon.
But, following
out its established custom, Selznick Enter-

prises is aiding the exhibitor by supplying
a campaign book of forty-two pages.
The exhibitor’s campaign book for "The

Branded Four”

is complete with everything
needed in the presentation of this serial. It
begins with a cast, story and sales talks, followed by mail and program helps, exploitation suggestions and publicity stories. There

are nine 'exploitation stunts suggested, all of
them practical and serviceable to the exhib-

no matter where he is located, it is said.
Careful attention is given to all sections of
the country concerning publicity and exploiitor,

tation material.
Concerning publicity on the new serial,
there are fifteen pages altogether, or a page
for each episode. These pages are four columns in width and fourteen inches deep.
There is also a synopsis of each episode
which should prove serviceable. In the matter of paragraphs as program readers, Selznick Enterprises has given special attention
to the writing of a series of punchy sentences that should go over strong if used
properly. There is also an abundance of one
and two-column cuts showing the big moments and thrills in the picture. Suggestions
for heralds are also included in the book.
The book concludes with a list of accessories
and an order page to simplify the ordering
of these accessories.

Beban Completes “One Man in a Million
Sol Lesser Arranging Distribution Plans

W

ORD

has been received from the Sol
Lesser western office that George Beban has finished cutting his latest pro-

duction, “One Man in a Million,” and that
distribution plans are now being arranged
by Sol Lesser, who will soon come East with
Mr. Beban for the purpose of marketing the
picture.
The picture was nine months in the making under the personal supervision of George
Beban, who wrote the story, directed the picture, played the leading role and personally
supervised the cutting.
“In all my years of experience in motion
pictures, I never read a story more suitable
as a dramatic narrative for the screen than
the scenario of ‘One Man in a Million,’ ” said
Mr. Lesser, after seeing the picture in its
completed stages.
“It is an exquisite love
story with a beautiful theme, that at times
seems to be really inspiring.
“In all confidence I can say that the women and children are going to love the production.
There is a love triangle, but it is
founded on ideal love.
George Beban, Jr.
(Bob White) and his great St. Bernard dog,
Snookums, will score heavily with the children.
The double romance with Mr. Beban,

Helen Jerome Eddy, and Lloyd Whitlock and

Irene Rich, will strike a new note in screen
romance.
There is not a suggestive note
struck during the entire play.
"Perhaps no screen drama ever filmed
contains more beautiful women attired in
beautiful gowns.
Professional department
store models, wearing gowns valued at thousands of dollars appear in a number of
scenes. Contrasted with this is the beautiful
love of a boy for a dog, and a dog for a boy.
‘One Man in a Million’ is primarily a drama
of love and laughter.”
According to the word received, as soon as
Mr. Lesser finishes the details required to
the renovating of the Kinema Theatre, which
he owns in conjunction with the Gore
Brothers, he will come East with Mr. Beban
for the purpose of marketing this production.

“Her Beloved Villain” Completed Half Way.
Production has reached the half-way mark
on “Her Beloved Villain,” the working title
of Wanda Hawley’s third Realart production.
The Realartist recently completed “Food For
Scandal,” her second picture, which is scheduled for release in September under the Realart star franchise.

Director

Sam Wood

expects to finish “Her

“He
Charlie

Ray

Satisfies!”
as Kid Burns in “Forty-five

Minutes from

Broadway,”
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Beloved Villain” by the end of July. It is a
French story based on the famous farce,
“The Masked Ball,” by Bisson and Carre.

Bracken to Make “Kazan.”
Bertram Bracken, who recently finished

di-

recting Anita Stewart in the Louis B. Mayer
production, “Harriet and the Piper,” has returned to the Selig lot to make a big special
of James Oliver Curwood’s story, “Kazan.”
This will be his second Selig production this
year, the first being “The Mask,” upon the
completion of which he accepted Mr. Mayer’s
offer to make “Harriet and the Piper.” Jack
Laver, who has been associated with Mr.
Bracken for years, will be with him as assistant on “Kazan.”

Complete First Cutting of “Beau ReveL”
of John G. Wray, and

Under the direction

the personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
"Beau Revel,” the Thomas H. Ince-Louis

Joseph Vance special, has been completed at
the Ince studios. The preliminary editing and
cutting of the drama will begin shortly.
Some of those in the cast are: Lewis Stone,
Florence Vidor, Lloyd Hughes, Kathleen
Kirkham and William Conklin.
Connelly Is Assigned to New Role.
Connelly, the veteran Metro stock
actor, has been cast for an important role in
"Some One in the House,” upon which production will start in a few days under the direction of John E. Ince. Mr. Connelly has just
completed playing in “Hearts Are Trumps."
in which he plays the part of a Swiss monk.

Edward
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Big Bookings on Seitz’ New Pathe Serial
Proclaim His Increasing Popularity

T HAT

George B. Seitz has more than
doubled his value as a box office attraction since the completion of his first starring vehicle is evidenced by the report that
Pathe had more than fifty per cent, increased
bookings on “Pirate Gold” five weeks before
the release of the picture than was recorded
on “Bound and Gagged.” “Pirate Gold” is to
be released August 15, the first episode being
issued simultaneously with the final offering

“Young Buffalo”

in the

Hugo

Now

directing his

tion,

Ballin.

first

independent pro-

“The Honorable 'Gentleman.”
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Ballin Originates Novel Set

W

the production of Achmed Abdullah’s “The Honorable Gentleman”
nearing completion, Hugo Ballin is
now directing the more poetic and pictorial
episodes of the story.

ITH

While “The Honorable Gentleman” is a
modern drama in every sense, taking place in
the tenement district of New York, certain
scenes are laid in China of today. Together
with these characteristic glimpses of Oriental life, Ballin plans to visualize one of the

j

!

1

many

lovely legends familiar to students of

He

Chinese myths, “The Story of The Bell.”
will detail the fable of the
bereft of her lover and dying,
the metal from which the bell

I

I

maiden who.
fused with

is

is

Her

cast.

tears, according to common belief, forever
echo in the tones of bells the world over.
For this fragment of delicate fantasy, he
has devised settings of uncommon beauty and
curious simplicity. Instead of building lofty
employing idols and emtemples and
broideries, he has gone to the other extreme
that of the artist rather than the art di-

—

rector.

His characters will play before flat backgrounds on which are painted scenes as faithful to the spirit and artistic traditions of the

Chinese as one of their old prints made animate, of course, by the magic of the cinema.
Enriched by shadows and skillful lighting the
more
effect promises much to those who seek
than is usually found on the screen.

Hart Has Several Pictures

Ready for Paramount Release
S. HART will begin work on
another Paramount production shortbe dely, the title of which is still to
He has recently completed a
cided upon.
couple of productions for Paramount rehis
lease, one of the most interesting of
of
latest pictures being included, “The Cradle
San
Courage,” in which Hart has the role of a
Francisco policeman.
Frederick Bradbury wrote the original
story and Lambert Hillyer, who has supervised most of Hart’s last releases, adapted it

\

T|

7 ILLIAM

VV

-

|

,

to film form, and directed the
Joe August, A. S. C. officiated
camera.
Ann Little appears opposite Mr.
of the best characterizations she
!

j

to the screen.

and

star

in,

Thomas

numerous

_

production.

behind the

m

one
has offered

Hart

Santschi, heavy man
productions, plays

Gertrude Claire, Francis
heavy role.
Thorwald and George Williams have im-

the

portant
The story deals with San Francisco s underworld and portrays the fight of a reformed crok, an ex-service man to keep
straight. Bill Hart as the policeman has one
a
of the most unusual roles of his career in
story throbbing with emotion.
roles.

j

!

are in preparation.

The campaign book outlines a wide range
ideas for stunt campaigns.
There are

suggestions for ten exploitation devices,
which are both practicable and promise great
possibilities to the progressive showman.
The serial is scheduled for trade showings
at the Pathe branches soon.

“Comiclassic”

Comedy

T

Name of New
Release by Special

HE

Special Pictures Corporation is to
give another comedy release to the film
world, according to an announcement
made by officers of that Los Angeles organization which specializes in production and
distribution of short subjects exclusively.
“Comiclas'sic” is the name given the newest release of Special Pictures, according to
It will be
President Louis W. Thompson.
made up of a 1,500 foot comedy and a 500
foot scenic, made by the recently perfected

Handschiegl process.
Only the bigger stars and directors of the
comedy world will be used in the “CorniContracts are being signed
classic” release.
now with well known fun makers of the local
producing colony, while H. J. Roberts, general sales manager of Special Pictures, is on
his way to New York to line up mirth stars
at the

Gotham

studios.

This makes seven releases a

week already

arranged by Special Pictures, including the
company
the
which
with
“Comedyart,”
started, the Sunset-Burrud scenics, the Clayplay comedies in Animated Mud, and three
comedies from Premier Productions each
week. The eighth release is to be announced
soon. Production on the “Comiclassics” will
start August 1, and the first release is
scheduled for October 3.

Toy Books Kerrigan

Justine Johnstone Leaves to

Iff

The picture is announced by Pathe to have
been the object of more requests for bookings previous to the setting of a definite release date than any Pathe episode offering.
The announcement of its release proved the
signal for the signing of many contracts at
every branch office; and, in response to the
demand for paper, advance trailer and other
ex'dc’tation helps, Pathe rushed matters and
was able to supply these necessary and highly important accessories at a much earlier
date than is customary.
On information from the branches, all of
which have advised the home office that exhibitors are planning extensive campaigns,
Pathe expects this serial to open upon its
initial showings in an especially spectacular
manner, as many novel exploitation stunts
of

for “Honorable Gentleman”

series.

Although no definite announcement
regarding the production’s release has come
from the studio as yet, it is said that the
picture will go out as a Selig special.
“In.
for the Night” is a farce comedy containing
animals. It made a big hit when presented
on the stage several years ago.
picture.

Pictures.

So great has been the success of the past
Warren Kerrigan pictures at the Toy
J.
Theatre, Milwaukee, that the management,
according to a letter received at the home
offices of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
from W. F. Seymour, special representative,
has requested the privilege of playing the
next Kerrigan release, “The Green Flame,
and is prepared to buy the picture without a
This is a radical departure from,
preview.
custom for the Toy Theatre.
’

Expect to Finish “The Furnace” in July.
William D. Taylor expects to finish “The
Furnace,” his second super-special producHe will
tion for Realart, by the end of July.

before
take a rest at the Catalina Islands
the
starting work on his third production,
Thomas.
Witching Hour,” by Augustus
Sullivan Titles Selig Picture.
directed
sderic Sullivan, who recently
Selig, has just
'or the Night” for W. N.
titling the
led the work of cutting and

Film “Blackbirds” in South

T UST'INE JOHNSTONE,
»J

New York
ville,

Fla.,
scenes in

Realartist, has left
with her company for Jacksonwhere she will film a number

her first picture for Realart,.
“Blackbirds,” a screen version of Harry James
Smith s successful play of the same name.
The company, under the direction of Jack
Dillon, will spend a week or so in and around
Jacksonville, having their headquarters on
one of the well-known estates and returning
to New York via water to take scenes on
shipboard.
Mr. Dillon has established a reputation forhimself with “The Right of Way,” with Bert
Lytell; “Suds.” Mary Pickford’s most recent
release, and other productions of merit.
He
will be assisted by Ray Hallor and William.
Miller will be cameraman. The cast is composed of Charles Gerard, Mari'e Shotwell, William Boyd, Grace Parker, Walter Walker,.
Jessie Arnold and Mabel Bert,
“Blackbirds” was first produced in 1913 by
Henry Miller at the Lyceum Theatre, New
York. The story concerns the adventures of'
a beautiful Russian refugee who, through unfortunate circumstances, has become a leading member of a gang of international
crooks.
‘Of

’

American Reports Bookings
on “Peggy Rebels” as Heavy

H EAVY

advance bookings for “Peggy
Rebels” have been reaching the central
office in Chicago from every part of the
country. There is a belief on the part of the
exhibitor that a play that carries the Minter
stamp is sure to win the hard-to-please as
well as the popular seal of approval. “Peggy
Rebels” is considered a fine vehicle for this
little actress, giving her a unique, picturesque part in which there is plenty of scope
for acting. Her charm and natural ability do
the

rest.

Out on the coast the Palace Hippodrome
of Seattle and the Strand at Long Beach have
secured this American-Mary Miles Minter
production for extended runs.
The Garden
at Muskegon, Mich., also will feature “Peggy
Rebels” for five days, and the Hippodrome
at Toledo, Ohio, has arranged for a seven
day run.
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Dustin Farnum’s “Big Happiness” to Be
First Fall Release by Robertson-Cole

R OBERTSON-COLE

is

now preparing an

advertising and exploitation
campaign for “Big Happiness,” starring
Dustin Farnum, which it will shortly release
as the first of the big super-specials named
in its recent 1920-1921 fall announcement.
This production will mark the beginning
of the new Robertson-Cole plan, whereby it
will release not less than thirty-six pictures
yearly, of such distinction as to equal, if not
surpass, the best releases which are being
placed upon the market.
“Big Happiness” is the first picture to be
made by the Dustin Farnum Productions,
which becomes a producing ally of Robertson-Cole through a contract entered into
with this star a short time ago. It was chosen by Mr. Farnum from a great number of
stories submitted as being the one which will
so put him on the screen in his new productions as to forcibly prove to exhibitors that
Robertson-Cole, with its new pictures, is setting a new grade of product.
extensive

Has Many Big Scenes.
Dustin Farnum picture is based
on a novel by the same name by “Pan,”
The

first

well-known

English

writer.

The

screen

version was written by Jack Cunningham,
and the picture was directed by Colin Campbell.
The cast includes, besides Mr. Farnum,
Fred Malatesta, Kathryn Adams, Joseph

Dowling, William Brown, Aggie Herron and
Violet Schramm.
The picture is one which will give the exhibitor new opportunity to use the starring

Farnum to good advantage.
“Big Happiness” was made under the new
Robertson-Cole understanding, which allows
the star three months to a picture.
There are a number of pretentious scenes
in the production which measure up fully
to the story.
Opening in a picturesque part
of the Latin Quarter of Paris, the scene
shifts thence to the staid and dignified financial section of London, later to Wall Street,
to the Swiss Alps and back to London. One
force of Dustin

of the big sets

shows

a picturesque Parisian

where the bride and
the man who has been thrust upon her by
side-walk

restaurant,

F

playing
in David Belasco’s “The Gold Diggers,”
has been engaged by Metro for the

forthcoming all-star picturization of Eugene
Walter’s drama, “Fine Feathers,” which will
shortly go into production at Metro’s New

York studios

in West Sixty-first street.
Mr.
will play John Brand, the New
York financier, the role created in the stage
presentation of “Fine Feathers” several years

Truesdell

ago by Wilton Lackaye.
The engagement of Mr. Truesdell completes
all but one of the leading roles in the production. Louise Huff, long a star for Famous
Players, is to make her first Metro appearance as Jane Reynolds, the role created on
the stage by Lolita Robertson; Thomas W.
Ross, the creator of “Checkers,” who is completing his first Metro picture as the London
bounder, Jim Callendar, in “The Marriages
of Mayfair,” will appear in Max Figman’s
role,

Dick Meade, the newspaper man, and

Eugene

Pallette, recently featured in Metro’s

:.v, *;n*

The

role of Drag Harlan is admirably suited
to Mr. Farnum’s talents.
.abounding in gripping situations the story
moves along a path of pep and punch. There
is also a generous amount of comedy, and a
charming romance serves to strengthen this

picture of the great outdoors.

Gordon Edwards

J.

directed.

The produc-

tion contains some exteriors of unusual
beauty, having been photographed at Catalina.

Make Demand for
First Kane Production

Exhibitors

Ray

E

in

XHIBITORS
have

been

right to

in

all

parts of the country
clamoring for the

literally

show “Forty-five Minutes from

the strange action of her h.usband, are dining.
Farnum plays opposite Kathryn Adams.
Another interesting member of the cast is
Joseph Dowling, who was seen in the titular
role of “The Miracle Man” and in many other
screen productions, following a long stave

Broadway,” the first of the star’s personal
productions, and which is to mark his initial
presentation by Arthur S. Kane.
It is recalled that “Forty-five Minutes from
Broadway” was one of those comedies which
everybody went to see, whose jokes everybody repeated and whose melodies everybody

career.

hummed

Included in the cast

is

Fred M. Malatesta,

nephew of Nitti, former premier of Italy.
He came to America with Max Linder, and
since then has appeared in a number of proa

ductions, playing chiefly “heavies.”

While “Big Happiness” takes Mr. Farnum
far from his trails where the broad hat and
spurs of the cowboy are symbols of dramatic
action, it by no means makes him a gentleman of the arm-chair variety. He has in it
opportunity for one of the most thrilling
horse-back rescues ever put on the screen,

and one which, although staged in France,
comes up to anything done on the Western
plains.

Truesdell in Metro’s All-Star Cast
for Screen Version of “Fine Feathers"
rederick truesdell, now

July 31, 1920

production of “Parlor, Bedroom and Bath,”
will appear in Robert Edeson’s part, Bob
Reynolds, which he has brought from the
Pacific Coast studios to play.
Mr. Truesdell is the second member of the
cast of “The Gold Diggers” to join the Metro
forces. The star, Ina Claire, has started work,
under the direction of Leander de Cordova,
in “Polly With a Past,” adapted by June
Mathis from the stage play by George Middleton and Guy Bolton.
“Fine Feathers” will be directed by Fred
Sittenham.

Fox Completes “Drag Harlan.”
“Drag Harlan,” the latest production featuring William Farnum, has just been completed at the Fox West Coast studios. It is
from the pen of Charles Alden Seltzer.
The story is of the strong western type
for which this star has become famous, and
is

highly

dramatic

and intensely exciting.

long after hearing them.

Moreover, there is more than the box-office
possibilities to be considered.
Back of the
desire of theatre managers to obtain an attraction whose pre-eminent success is assured in advance, is a sentimental appeal.
From the picture-loving folk in scores of
communities has risen a demand for the
privilege of seeing the star in the appealing
comedy in their favorite film houses. They

have

ment

approved the judgGeorge M. Cohan, author of “Forty-

enthusiastically
of

Minutes,” who regards Ray’s selection
for the picture production as an occasion for
five

self-congratulation.

Three players in the cast, Donald MacDonald,
William Courtright and Harry
Myers, have appeared with Ray before, but
each of the women is playing with him for
the

first

time.

William Russell Completes

“The Man

W

Who

Dared*’ for

Fox

ILLIAM RUSSELL,

the William Fox
star, has completed the biggest vehicle
of his career in “The Man Who Dared.”
This production is worthy of being released
as a special attraction, but it will be on the
regular program.
This tale of romance amid the California
redwoods comes from the pen of Julius G.
Furthman. The action takes place in and
near a typical lumber camp, the picture
opening with most interesting scenes showing the felling of gigantic trees and the way
they are handled.
These scenes offer some
striking exploitation angles for the enterprising exhibitor.
The story moves rapidly through a series
of thrilling surprises to a big and unexpected climax.
Some unusual night scenes have been
taken particularly
one
where
twilight
changes to moonlight.

—

n
ALBERT E. SMITH

Announces
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Many Well-Known

Players in Cast of
“Twin Beds ” a First National Release
,

N

almost all-star cast, giving- renewed
assurance that the picture presentation
of “Twin Beds" will be quite in keeping- with the high standard set by the Selwyn
comedy hit on the stage, is revealed in the
latest advices from the studios of Mr. and
The
Mrs. Carter De Haven, in Hollywood.
production of this piece, for which the comefor
Arthur
Kane,
affiliated
with
S.
dians are
First National release, is proceeding in a
thoroughly satisfactory manner.

A

Every
favorably
silent

or

name in the list of players is
known to supporters of either the
spoken drama, and most

the

of

Mrs.
them, indeed, to devotees of both.
Carter De Haven himself has the role of
Signor Monti, the tenor who rises from a
humble place in a Brooklyn cabaret to a
lucrative engagement at the Metropolitan
Opera House. Helen Raymond is again playing Signora Monti, the part she took with
marked success in the stage presentation for
more than five years .appearing in every part
of the United States and in Europe and

furnish one pair’s full share of fun in the
always rollicking comedy.
For this production Mr. Desmond, who has

played leading roles
cesses,

is

lent

in a

the

to

long series of suc-

De Havens by

Viola

Hot Weather Hint.
Dana takes to water unehorus-like

in her

newest Metro, “The Chorus
Girl's Romance.”
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Demand for Johnson s Cannibal
Is Steady

,

T HE

still
are
being
strongly booked throughout the world, and
Robertson-Cole, the company that releases
them, announces that in the United States
there is a steady demand for these films.
Exhibitors realize that the Martin Johnson
pictures are real features, with a continuity
that rivals the best of fiction drama.
The
life of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, as picturized,
shows them in daily contact with threatened
death and the big climax, when the Johnsons are captured by the cannibal chief
Nagapate, is so obviously true that it carries
with it all the big punch of the best drama.
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Pictures

Announces Robertson-Cole

Martin Johnson Cannibal pictures,
showing South Sea Cannibals as they
really

1

today,

Faced Great Dangers.
a well-known fact among students

the South Seas that the beach natives,
while treacherous and dangerous, are not
nearly so apt to touch a white person as
of

the natives of the jungle. The latter are the
real cannibals of the South Seas as they
bury themselves in the dense forests of the
larger islands and are almost immune from
any expeditionary force of white people. The
beach natives, being in more frequent contact with the white man, know what is likely
to happen to them if they injure a white.
The Johnsons ventured among these fiercer
savages of the jungles. The Johnsons took

their lives in their hands, so to speak, and,
nothing but their nerve, faced ever-

with

present dangers.

These dangers are obvious to all who see
They are illustrated,
the Johnson pictures.
and not merely titles suggestive of danger.
Although they possess scientific value, the
Johnson pictures are motion picture entertainment, full of drama and touches of huMr. Johnson is not only an explorer
mor.
with a world-wide reputation, but he is an
expert cameraman and a student of the wants
of motion picture patrons.
Titles of the Releases.

Robertson-Cole is releasing the Martin
Johnson pictures in two five-reel productions, “Martin Johnson’s Cannibals of the
South Seas’’ and “Captured by Cannibals,”

and there are also ten one-reel feature pictures under the general classification of “’On
the Borderland of Civilization.”
These ten
pictures are “Tulagi, A White Spot in a
Black Land,” “Through the Islands of the
New Hebrides,” where man eats man; “The
Home of the Hula Hula,” “Saving Savages
in

the South Seas”;

“Cruising in the Solo-

mons” (through the heart of cannibal land);
“Domesticating Wild Men”; “Lonely South
Sea Missions”; “Recruiting in the Solomons,”
showing the dangers of the slave snatchers;
“The City of Broken Old Men” and “Marooned in the South Seas.”

William J. Irving, who played one of the
in Mme. Nazimova’s recent picture,.
“The Heart of a Child,” is cast for Andrew
Larkin, and Katherine Lewis for Amanda
Tate. Lottie Williams is a capital Nora, the
always eminently truthful but sometimes
tactless maid.

The production is being directed by Lloyd
Ingraham, assisted by George Crone and Bob
McGowan. The camera work is being done
by Ross Fischer.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi

Fog!

Fog!

Features for Broadway
In Single Week Maintain Fine Record

F
at

OLLOWING

up

its

splendid record of the

week of July, when it had three Broadway showings — “One Hour Before Dawn”
the Capitol, “Man and His Woman” at the

Broadway and Harold

Lloyd’s “High and
Dizzy” at the Strand Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
has two more Broadway exhibitions during
the week of July 18. In addition, “One Hour
Before Dawn,” the Jesse D. Hampton special

—

in which H. B. Warner
but, was booked by the

makes

his Pathe deBrooklyn Strand for
a run during the same week.
After his success with “Man and His Woman,” a J. Stuart Blackton feature, starring
Herbert Rawlinson with May McAvoy, Warren Chandler and Eulalie Jensen, B. S. Moss
booked “The Girl in the Web,” Blanche
Sweet’s newest Jesse D. Hampton production,

for the
release,

Broadway showing.

This

"Give me some more fog !"
That was what the stage
manager shouted to Larry,
his “ boob ” stage hand.
Larry gave him the fog, but
notwith thesametechnique
that old Jupe Pluve distributes

Two

it.

barrels of

good, thick “home-brew"
fog barrels and all landed
on the stage manager.

—

That’s one of the hundreds
of

stunts

that

will

make

you roar when you see

LARRY
SEMON
in

The Stage
Hand
A

Larry Semon

Comedy

Two More Pat he

is

a pre-

as the picture is not scheduled
general issue until August 15. It also is
third Blanche Sweet picture to play
Broadway since her “come-back” under

for

the
the
the

Pathe

banner,

the others being “Fighting
and “The Deadlier Sex,” both of
which met with great success.
“The Unconventional Maida Greenwood,”
fourth of the Mrs. Sidney Drew series of
comedies for Pathe, is a feature at the Capitol during the week of July 18.
The entire
series of Drew comedies have been shown at
this grat playhouse. All have featured John
Cumberland, noted stage star, and each of
the stories has been adapted by Mrs. Drew
from the “After Thirty” series of Julian

Cressy”

Street.

With the booking of the Brooklyn Strand
week for the New York
was rounded off on “One
Hour Before Dawn.” In spite of weather
a record-breaking
exchange of Pathe

handicaps every print of this production that
could be obtained by the New York office
has been booked solidly for eight weeks.
Virtually every local circuit has taken the
picture, including Loew’s, Fox, Poli’s, Wolf
and Springer houses.

D.

leads

Australia.

William Desmond and Mrs. Carter De Haven are well fitted for the roles of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Hawkins, characters that, as
“Twin Beds” enthusiasts will remember,

J.

Hampton.
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Metro Has Triple First-Run Showings
Three Successive Weeks in Baltimore
productions
consecutive week
explained alone by
OR
popumore
productions
had two
F Metro
run
Extensive
simultaneously
preceded and accomthe

recently

third

or

of its

at

George W.
Metro exchange in Washington, D.

Baltimore.

their

is

larity.

theatres in
Fuller, manager of the

exploitation

first

C.,

whose

territory includes Baltimore, called the attention of the home office to the decided preference shown for Metro pictures in the Mary-

land city.
Mr. Fuller cited as the latest testimonial to
Metro pictures in Baltimore that for the week
of June 28 "The Cheater,’’ starring May Allison, was exhibited for a first run at the New
Theatre, and “Old Lady 31,” starring Emma
Dunn, was at the same time the feature attraction at the Parkway Theatre.
“This makes the third consecutive week,”
he stated, “that we have had two or more
pictures for showing in Baltimore.”
Inasmuch as the New Theatre and the
Parkway are operated under different management, the simultaneous showing of Metro

panied the showings, and a prominent daily
carried large advertisements for both productions in its Sunday edition of June 27. The
New Theatre composed its own three-column
ad from a scene still, in which three figures,
including the star, were silhouetted against a
white background.
Above was printed in

—

large type: “May Allison in ‘The Cheater’
play that will make -you think and wonder.”
The Parkway Theatre carried the regular
two column ad cut that Metro provides among
its production accessories, in which the two
figures of 9ngie and Abe are shown embracing each other as they appear in this quaint
drama of youth and old age. In addition to
the advertisements, publicity stories appeared
on each production- in the amusement news
columns of the daily.
Proving it can be done, if you try.

Press Book on “Marooned Hearts
With
Conway Tearle Is Ready for Exhibitors
,

T

took a typhoon and two shipwrecks to
bring them together, but it was worth it.”
This strikes the keynote of the plan book
on “Marooned Hearts,” a National Picture
Theatres, Inc., production starring Conway
Tearle ,with Zena Keefe playing the leading
feminine role.
The press book is filled with twelve pages
of interesting matter that serve to give an
indication of the services being rendered exhibitors by Selznick Enterprises.
In the
story written by Lewis Allen Browne, Conway Tearle plays the role of a young society
doctor, and Zena Keefe portrays a young
society girl who has always been indulged in
leading a pampered life.
One full page in the press book is devoted
to an editorial on President Lewis J. Selznick
signing Mr. Tearle as a National Picture Theatres star. The following page gives several

I

Six Well
Olive
\

RRATED

program readers, which are followed by advance notices and current reviews. A synopsis of the

picture

is

also included, in addition

a page entirely devoted for the exploitation of the production.
Five exploitation
hints are embodied in the page, and these
suggest the use of throwaways, an artistic
window exhibit, a telegram to patrons, a
stage prologue and lobby displays.
For a mail campaign three model letters
occupy half of page seven, the other half
giving about a dozen program pointers. After
this newspaper line ads and halftone display
ads cover two full pages, with a half dozen
production cuts and a musical synopsis and
cues taking up two more pages.
The back of the book is devoted to accessories, which, according to the announcement on the bottom of the page, can be obtained at all Select exchanges.
to

Known

Thomas

Players in Support of
in Selznick s “Darling Mine”

in support of Olive

Thomas

in

“Darling Mine,” her forthcoming Selznick production, are six prominent
screen players who have acquitted themselves admirably in scores of screen plays,
and whose stage records serve to make them
an asset to this latest Selznick picture, it is

anounced this week.
The names of these well known screen
players include Walter McGrail, Walt Whitman, J. Barney Sherry, Margaret McQuade.
Betty Schade and Richard Tucker. Walter
McGrail has appeared in several Selznick
Enterprises productions, his latest being in
“The Invisible Divorce,” a National Picture
Theatres production.
Walt Whitman is rapidly gaining a screen
reputation as a portrayer of character roles.
.T. Barney Sherry’s most recent appearance is
in “Just Outside the Door,” a forthcoming

Margaret McQuade is well
Select picture.
known as a portrayer of character types, and
Betty Schade and Richard Tucker have both
shown marked ability in all of their screen
appearances.
“Darling Mine” was completed at the Selznick west coast studios under the direction
John Lynch and
Laurence Trimble.
of
Laurence Trimble, authors of the Olive
Thomas story, are said to have given the star
an opportunity to portray three distinct roles
that serve to place her in the delightfully
pleasing vehicles for which she is known and
loves to portray.

Miss Thomas first appears as an east side
then through a series of entertaining
incidents she climbs the ladder to Broadway
stardom, and from this point it is an easy
matter for her to be wooed and won by a
young society man.
girl,

July
Julia

Burnham Completes

31,

1920

Scenario

Julia Burnham, of Metro’s scenario staff,
whose picturization of Cecil Raleigh’s sensational melodrama, “The Marriages of Mayfair,” is being completed at Metro’s New
York studios and whose Americanization film,
"The Land of Opportunity,” is announced for
early production, has just completed an original scenario, “Miss Chan of China.”
The story opens with a young American
millionaire traveling in China, who is at-

tacked by a

mob

of Chinese

News

Selznick

Reel Proves as

Varied as

T

HE

Selznick

News

composition

news

sailors.

It Is

Interesting

reel is as varied in its

and as interesting

in

its

maintaining its position
among the news reels with the scoops of the
big happenings of the workaday, as the
items,

proverbial fifty-seven varieties are to a
multitude of people. Not a single day goes
by but that Selznick News is successful in
acquiring late minute pictorial news items.
Both the Democratic and Republican conventions proved the calibre of Selznick News
for speed, quick delivery and immediate
screening of the bombastic outbursts of the
throngs that filled both convention halls to
capacity.

The latest Selznick News Reel No. 30 starts
in its pictorial items at Marion, Ohio, the
headquarters of Senator Harding, the Republican candidate for President, jumps to the
Gulf of Mexico, takes a shot at an automobile race at Tacoma, Wash., secures pictures
of Georges Carpentier, the French war hero
and heavyweight pugilist, with Jack Dempsey’s manager and fight promoters in New
York City, and shows General March returning after an extensive tour of Europe.

Metro Calls Police Reserves
While Filming Night Scenes
OLICE

reserves

were

called

out

every

Stamford, Conn., when the Tower
P nightLondon
serenes were screened
at

of

for

Metro’s production of “The Marriages of
Mayfair,” Julia Burnham’s adaptation of Cecil Raleigh’s melodrama.
The scenes were
taken along the waterfront where a section
of the tower, 150 feet long and 80 feet high,
had been erected by M. P. Staulcup, Metro’s
art director.
The filming lasted three nights, from sunset
The principal actors engaged
to sunrise.

were Thomas W. Ross, Jack Crosby and Henry Hallam. The filming was done under the
direction of George W. Terwilliger, with
Louis J. Dunmyre as cameraman.
Mr. Terwilliger this week shoots the final
showing the interior of the tower.
These scenes will be taken at Metro’s New
r
Y ork studios in West Sixty-first street. The
production is under the personal supervision
of Maxwell Karger, Metro’s director general.
scenes,

Benlinni in Cast of Ina Claire’s Picture.

Maxwell Karger, Metro director general,
announces the engagement of Harry Benham
as a member of the cast supporting Ina Claire
in Metro’s forthcoming super-production of
“Polly With a Past,” by George Middleton
and Guy Bolton. Mr. Benham, Ralph Graves
and Clifton Webb will compose the trio of
young men in the conspiracy to create a
“past” for Polly.
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Walsh Builds Replica of Old Bailey Court-

W

house for Second Independent Production
HAT

is said to be one of the largest
interior sets ever recorded by the motion picture camera has been erected
at the Eiograph Studios, New York, for the
making of R. A. Walsh’s second independent
production to be presented by the Mayflower
Photoplay Corporation through First National. It is a replica of the Old Bailey court-

in London, the most solemn judiciary
institution in the British Isles and the scene
of many of the most sensational criminal
trials in the history of English law.
Ten days were spent in the construction of
the set, which covered the entire main stage
It is estimated that
of the Biograph plant.
more than 10,000 feet of lumber were used.

house

Excels in Faithful Detail.
In order to insure absolute accuracy in representing the Old Bailey to the American
public, Producer Walsh enlisted the co-operation of Boris Koman, a prominent English

that of the unsophisticated country bumpkin.
Several feautres new to Ray pictures are
presented in “Homer Comes Home.” One of
them is Priscilla Bonner, who for the first
time plays the leading feminine role- opposite
this star and carries off a comedy-romance
in pleasing style. Another innovation is that
the picture was adapted by Agnes Christine
Johnstone from the story by Alexander Hull,
instead of having been prepared by Julien
Josephson, who has done most of Ray’s scenarios.

Jerome Storm Directed.
The direction was by Jerome Storm, who
has acted in similar capacity in most Ray
productions. In addition to the star and Miss
Bonner the cast includes Otto Hoffman, Ralph
McCullough, Walter Highby, John H. Elliott,
Harry Hyde, Gus Leonard, Joe Hazelton, Bert
Woodruf and Lew Morrison.

barrister, who consulted with him on every
detail concerned in the erection of the set.

“By Return Mail.”
Utterly deserted in this bit from National
Picture Theatres production, “Just
a Wife.”
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiimmii

List “Seeds of

Vengeance”

for Release on July 19

B

ERNARD DURNING, who

added to

his

screen following in “When Bearcat Went
Dry,” and in the Republic special, “The
Gift Supreme,” is next to appear as the son
of a West Virginia mountaineer, it is announced this week by Selznick Enterprises.
The picture is “Seeds of Vengeance,” scheduled for release July 19 as a Select picture.
The story was written by Margaret Prescott
Montague, a well known contributor to nationally known fiction magazines. The adaptation for the screen was made by Sada Cown,
and the direction was in the hands of Ollie
L. Sellers.

Prominent in the cast supporting Mr.
Durning are Charles Edler, Eugenie Besserer,
Jack Curtis, Evelyn Selbie, Pauline Starke,
Gloria Hope, George Fernandez, Jack Levering, Burwell Hamrick and George Stone
the last two boys who appear in the early
part of the story. The list of names in the

j

supporting cast cites the fact that
production exhibitors have not only
cellent story and a well known and
featured player, but also supporting
who have a following in all parts

in

this

an expopular
players
of

the

country.

Get Five Big First-Runs
on “A Splendid Hazard”
DIRECT refutation of the theory thap
a costly attraction cannot attain maximum circulation in the summer months
is seen in the rapidly mounting volume of
bookings on Allan Dwan’s “A Splendid Hazard,” according to John W. McKay, general
manager of -the Mayflower Photoplay Corwhich presents the production
poration,
Although the
through the First National.
Dwan offering has been open for general distribution for only a month, bookings are multiplying by leaps and bounds.
As an example of the exhibitor interest
manifested in the picture, Mr. McKay cites a
case in which five important first run contracts were received in one day. The quintet
of theatres which signed simultaneously for
the Dwan production were the Eerber, East
St. Louis; the Majestic, Bloomington, 111.; the
Apollo, Peoria, 111., and the Gaiety Theatre,

A

I

i

I

Springfield,

week.

Playing the leading feminine role in support of Mr. Moore is Nell Craig. Other members of the cast include Vera Lewis, Harry
Rattenberry,

Max

Stanley,

Young.

The most

tion.

knells

of the new Walsh production lends
significance to the term "all-star.” The
three principals, Miriam Cooper, Anna Q.
Nilsson and Conway Tearle, have all attained
individual stardom and possess box-office
power of undeniable value.

The cast

new

V.

Tom Kennedy, Herbert
Douglas

Carter

and

Prior,

Lassie

H

2®

The

Fatal

Symbol!
certain of

— the

death

of a murderous and wrathful
Chinese tong. It boded death
for

four.

Three died but

How?

lived again!

See

EARLE

“Poor Simp,” Starring Moore

W

HAT Myron

Selznick believes to be a
scoop in acquiring directorial services is said to be embodied in the
person of Victor Heerman, who recently directed Owen Moore in “The Poor Simp,” a
Selznick picture, written by J. Shakespeare
Sap.
Mr. Heerman’s forte is comedy productions,
and his gift for inculcating the deft touches
at the psychological moment in his pictures
has materially aided his advance as a direc-

WILLIAMS
in

The

tor.

“I arfi specializing in comedy work because
like it, and because I believe there is a
great demand for good, clean wholesome
“And really
comedies,” said Mr. Heerman.
For
clever comedies are exceedingly rare.
every good comedy there are a dozen good
dramas.”
When the finishing touches were placed on
“The Poor Simp,” Mr. Selznick was convinced
that in Mr. Heerman he has a comedy director whose future work will be well worth
watching.

Purple

I

Cipher
A

story that stands out dis-

tinctly alone

and

against the ruck of

“Homer Comes Home,”

Starring

Charles Ray, Released July 18
OMER COMES HOME,” an Ince produc-

H

all

threatening sign

Herman Has Completed

111.

Well Known Players Support Owen Moore.
The cast supporting Owen Moore in his
forthcoming Selznick picture, “The Poor
Simp,” is composed of eight screen players
whose names have appeared in connection
with many screen successes, it is announced
this

The detailed information furnished by the
barrister was further augmented as the result of a fortuitous circumstance by which
Walsh obtained material assistance from two
players who for a number of years were
closely associated with the Old Bailey.
One
was Seton Javous, formerly a barrister who
pleaded a number of cases before juries of
the Old Bailey and at present a member ot
the New York bar. The other was Frederick
Evans, a former clerk in the famous English
court. Without any knowledge of their previous connections with the institution, Walsh
engaged them to act as barristers in the
courtroom scenes.
During the filming of the scenes both were
responsible for suggestions to enhance the
atmospheric fidelity of the action. It is expected that filming of the courtroom scenes
will be completed within a week, after which
the company will spend several days on loca-

tion starring Charles Ray and by far
the most laughable of this star’s recent
releases, is the Paramount release for the
week of July 18. Sparkling comedy is the
keynote of the latest production, which differs essentially from the theme of his previous picture, “Paris Green,” in’ which humor
was derived chiefly from the awkward attempt of a country boy, a returned soldier, to
pretend he could speak French. In “Homer
Comes Home” Ray returns to the role in
which he has created his greatest successes

unique
common-

place screen stories, because
of its
plot.

daring and ingenious
It baffles

you with

its

maze of mystery and intrigue,
romance and adventure and
then with crashing cap to its
climax it leaves you in mood
good photoplays)
that all
should

— startled, but pleased.
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'One Hour Before Dawn” Receives High
Praise from Critics During Run at Capitol

H

New

WARNER

made an auspicious debut
as a star under the Pathe banner during
the week's run at the Capitol Theatre,
B.

#

York, of “One Hour Before Dawn,” a

Jesse D. Hampton production. High praise for
every feature of the stirring drama was
registered by critics of the principal metropolitan newspapers. The acting of Mr. Warner and the strength of the plot were particularly pleasing to the reviewers.
The Evening Telegram was strong in its
praise of the production, stating: “That sterling actor, H. B. Warner, was the bright particular star in a tense detective drama, ‘One
Hour Before Dawn.’ The story is a film version of Mansfield Scott’s novel, ‘Behind Red
Curtains,” and, from the very moment the
first reel starts unwinding, it grips with a
grip of steel.”
“Iris Inn,” the Daily Illustrated News critic,
was equally emphatic in judgment of the
merit of the production and said:
“If you know, when we received notice that
the Capitol Theatre had scheduled a mystery
yarn for this week’s entertainment we had
quite made up our minds that we were going
to be bored, but were pleasurably surprised
as we watched the* unwinding of the plot of
‘One Hour Before Dawn.’
The megaphone
man in this particular story keeps the secret
to himself until the last few scenes, and

when you think

just

it

is

you discover

July

—

Epes Winthrop Sargent

it

its

JOHN

praise

words: "Only a superficial analysis
is needed to determine the ingredients that
have been used to make ‘One Hour Before
Dawn,’ in which H. B. Warner is starring, a
picture which thrills and interests.
“A less experienced actor than H. B. Warner might easily have overacted the role of
George Clayton. It is a full and difficult role
and Mr. Warner's work especially his facial

—

good.

Anna

Q.

Warner

“H.

the star of ‘One Hour Before Dawn,’ the feature picture at the Capitol this week. Mr. Warner is one of our best
screen actors. He has carried much of the
B.

Detroit,

is

whimsical charm and suavity of manner
which he employed so successfully on the
stage to his screen work. In his latest picture he has a mystery story to deal with, and
handles it in his usual clever manner.”
The Evening Mail said: “ ‘One Hour Before
Dawn’ is a drama of the intense variety which
one expects when H. B. Warner is cast for the
leading role. The swiftly moving, absorbing
story is played by the entire cast with a zeal
that leaves no dull moments from beginning

516 5th Avenue, N. Y.

Dear P. T. A.:
Your criticisms are the

first thing I
turn to in each issue of the WORLD.
They are understanding, fair and helpful.
Keep to it. It helps us all.

|
|
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won by Harold Lloyd

honors

in

his latest two-reel comedy special "High
and Dizzy,” first of his second series for

Pathe destribution and released July 11, have
been reported from both sides of the Continent. In Los Angeles, where, at Grauman's
Theatre, “High and Dizzy,” had its initial
showing on the West Coast, the young comedian made ’em whoop, according to Monroe
Lathrop, the film critic of the Los Angeles
Express.
In New York, where it played at the Strand
and Capitol theatres, the new Lloyd winner
won the same measure of praise. The test
of a real comedian’s merit is his popularity
with audiences of the type that are attracted
to the Strand, Capitol and Grauman’s, and
while Lloyd has passed this test many times
before, he never accomplished it with such
hilarious results as he attained with “High
and Dizzy.” Audiences were not only convulsed with laughter at Lloyd's antics in his
newest production, but received a thrill that
was equally as emphatic as the continued
chorus of laughter.
Monroe Lathrop, in reviewing the bill at

Grauman’s, gave Lloyd a remarkable tribute,
saying Harold Lloyd’s popularity is so ascendent that, brief as his comedies are, they
share first importance with any feature picture, however pretentious, that accompanies
them on the same program. It is so at Grauman’s, where Lloyd’s latest work of cachinaentitled 'High and Dizzy,’ appeared on
the bill with one of Robert W. Chamber’s
most popular stories, ‘The Fighting Chance.’
Lloyd is an artist who fully deserves the
greyhound leaps he has taken into public
tion,

favor.

Always refusing

to hold public intelli-

gence at low estimate, this comedian is now
receiving reward for it.
Grotesquerie in
make-up and buffoonery in method are alien
to

his

plan.

He works

out at least enough of a plot
his incidents upon, and then, with
reliance on the cheap system of distorting
life in human form, or on mugging, he puts
over some of the best entertainment of the
times.
Ludicrous situations compose the
value of Lloyd’s films; he is fertile in them,
and they are plausible. In ‘High and Dizzy’
more genuine excitement than usual is into

hang

corporated.
One reason,

and an important one, why
Harold Lloyd has come to the front so rapidly, is the cleanliness and the wholesomeness
of his entertainment. This fact is again noted
by the critic of the New York Evening Telegram in reviewing the newest Lloyd picture
at the Strand.

Roberts Has Hig Hole in De Mille Special.
Theodore Roberts, veteran Paramount character actor, is to be a member of the next
Cecil B. DeMille all star cast, which starts
work at the Lasky studio in the near future.
So says a recent announcement made by the
famous producer at the West Coast studio of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in
Los Angeles.
Roberts has been a member of many Cecil
B. DeMille casts and has done some of the
finest characterizations of his career under
the direction of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
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Very truly yours,
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Camera Work on
Metro’s “The Misleading Lady”

Lytell Starts

C

AMERA

first

Harold Lloyd Wins Fame on Two Sides of
Continent with “High and Dizzy” His Latest

C.,

Attention P. T. A.

.

to end.”

Mich

Moving Picture World,

1

Nilsson also

The Evening Sun thus commented:

|

KUNSKY

Detroit, Mich, July 15, 1920.

—

is

H.

Theatrical Enterprises

in these

expressions
plays well.”

1920

“P.T.A.” Means Picture
Theatre Advertising ” or

|

isn’t.”

The New York Tribune formed

31,

work on the Metro production
“The Misleading Lady” by Charles
Goddard and Paul Dickey, Bert Lytell’s
picture since his return to New York
of

from Metro’s West Coast studios
wood, has been started at the

in

Holly-

Morosco

Theatre.

The Morosco was used as the background
for a theatrical rehearsal which is one of
the sequences in the story,. “The Misleading
Lady” (Lucy Cotton), watching the rehearsal,
finds that “acting looks easy,” so she decides
she wants to go on the stage.
Bert Lytell does not appear in these scenes,
so he took the job of director and he will
be responsible for this entire episode. The
regular director of the production, George W.

Terwilliger, is finishing the final episodes
in the melodrama, “The Marriages of Mayfair,” taking the Tower of London scenes on
the setting erected along the Stamford waterfront by M. P. Staulcup. Mr. Terwilliger will
take charge of “The Misleading Lady” company at the conclusion of camera work on

“The Marriages of Mayfair.”
The scenario is by Lois Zellner.

Conway Tearle

in

Walsh

Picture.

Following closely upon the heels of the announcement that Miriam Cooper and Anna Q.
Nilsson had been engaged for R. A. Walsh’s
second independent production comes the
statment from the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation that the all-star cast of principals
has been rounded out with the acquisition of
Conway Tearle. Tearle affixed his signature
to a contract last week and has already
started work at the Biograph Studios, where
the Walsh offering to be presented by Mayflower through First National, is being filmed.
Another important addition to the cast of
the new Walsh production is that of Henry
Clive, well known legitimate stage star, explorer and portrait painter.
Clive has been
absent from the screen for more than three
years, having devoted the interval to painting
portraits of filmdom's brightest luminaries.
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Old-Timer Gets Back in
Game ; Immediately Sends
Check for His M. P. World
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GEORGE KRAUS.
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Newspapermen Much Pleased
with Neilan’s “Go and Get It”

T HAT

Marshall Neilan has scored another

achievement in the production of his
latest First National release, “Go and
Get It,” his latest independent special feature
production to be distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, is the verdict of
those who have seen it and described it as
"the picture of a million exploitation anglss.”
The New York Strand, where the picture
will be given its premiere public presentation, is heralding it as “the season’s sensation.”
This further backs up the opinion
handed down at a private showing for the
prominent newspapermen covering the Democratic national convention in San Francisco,
who pronounced it to be a most faithful portrayal of newspaper life.
The screen in fact has been given an entirely new idea, in the production of “Go and
Get It.” It is possessed of all the elements
that make for the success of a picture sensational stunts, humor, wit, daring, and in
addition the dramatic quality and love interest that have been skilfully interwoven
into the whole.
Wesley Barry has in “Go and Get It” a
part that is really vital to the production. In
recent pictures Barry has been more or less
of a comedy device, but in this film he has a
real part as copy-boy in a newspaper office, a
role that gives him an opportunity to regls
ter strongly in the big dramatic moments, as
well as to coax out the laughs.
The story is one of the most amazing ever
It deals with the atput into pictures.
tempts of a crooked manager to “sell out”
the newspaper by which he is employed to the
rival sheet in town at a ruinously low figure.
He allows the newspaper to lose its prestige
and circulation by passing up all interesting
news for his own sheet, but giving this news
to the opposition paper.
Pat O’Malley plays the part of the enterprising reporter, who in an effort to run down
this story performs a most hair-raising feat
in leaping from an airplane to a train and
from the train back to the airplane. His
clash with the jealous reporters of the opposition newspaper who suspect he is working on a big “beat” furnishes another thrill.
Bull Montana plays the part of the ape-

—

man, and his make-up, while transforming
him into a hideous looking creature, is in
reality a work of art and one of the outstanding accomplishments of the production.
“Live and Learn” New Rolin Comedy.
Pathe announces “Live and Learn” as the
title of the new Rolin comedy, which will be
released August 1. “Snub” Pollard, the “pint
sized” comedian, is starred in the comedy, and
is ably assisted as a sure-fire laugh-getter by
Marie Mosquini, the little Italian beauty;
Eddie Boland, ‘Sunshine Sambo,” the diminutive colored comedian, and a host of chorus
beauties.
The scenes are laid in a gymnasium, where “Snub,” surrounded by the fair
athletes, is enabled to extract an unusual

amount

of fun.

”

Pickford’s Latest Picture “Suds,
Plays to Heavy Business in Boston

N

spite of the fact that July 12 was the
hottest day of the year in Boston, the
performance of Mary Pickford in
“Suds,” at the Majestic Theatre, sold out in
less than two hours after the doors were
open in the morning and remained full until
the close of the final evening exhibition.
A crowd of over 500 persons was gathered
about the doors before they were thrown
open, and the steady rush of Pickford fans
continued throughout the day in spite of the
heat.
Tuesday the house again sold out
early in the afternoon.
According to box-office figures, “Suds”

I

inclosing check.
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I
discontinued taking
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first’

played to more money on its opening day
than any other feature attraction that had
ever been in the Majestic Theatre at the prevailing prices. “Suds” is booked for a twoweeks’ engagement, but this will probably
have to be extended to accommodate the
crowds.

Liberty, Cal.; American, Strand,
Ohio, Alamo, Indianapolis and Kentucky;
Glory, Kansas City; Poli’s Strand,
Palace, Plaza, Conn.; Goodwin, New Jersey,
and many others.
“Children of Destiny” has been booked fof
one week runs at Fay’s and Scenic theatres,
Rhode' Island; LaSalle, South Bend, Ind.;

Pasadena,

Isis,

Klock,

Columbia, Dayton; Grand, Columbus; Savoy,
Wilmington, Del.; Liberty, Wheeling, W. Va.
Willard Mack’s drama, “The Valley of
Doubt,” has been signed for a first run
.

screening at Libson’s Walnut Theatre, Cincinnati; Goodwin, New Jersey; Liberty, Portland, Ore.; Majestic, Reno, Nev.; Orpheum,
LaSalle, Chicago; Palace and Poli theatres in
Connecticut; Colonial, Indiana; Dome, Youngstown; Victory, Providence; New Auditorium,
Dayton.
.

1 1 1 1

1

1

II

1 1

1 1

1

In addition to the customary newspaper
space, a number of unique exploitation tie-

ups were used by Kenneth McGaffey, personal
representative for Miss Pickford, who was in
Boston to attend the opening.
Tie-up with Laundry.
The co-operation of the largest laundry in
Boston was secured, and entirely without expense to the attraction a large Pickford
“Suds” announcement was carried on every
shirt board and every paper band that circles
the shirts coming from the laundry.
The fleet of laundry delivery wagons carried signs on their sides advertising the attraction.
The wording which made an excellent tie-up for the laundry was as follows; “See Mary Pickford in her greatest
success, ‘Suds,’ at the Majestic Theatre.
are anxious for you to do so, as you will
appreciate
sanitary,
better
the
modern
methods of our laundry.”

We

For newspaper advertising the laundry
used a three-column space carrying a letter
to Miss Pickford as Amanda Afflick, the character in the picture, suggesting that she quit
her job in “Suds” and go to work for the
company. The advertisement was illustrated
with a picture of Miss Pickford in one of the
many comedy scenes of the picture.

Used Much Window Space.
As there is at present great competition
between the several companies making mechanical washing machins, and as these companies usually have display rooms in popular
localities, it was an easy matter to secure
the use of a great deal of window space for
the comparison of the comedy washing
methods of “Suds” and the highly efficient
methods of the particular washing machine
used.
For stores whose product had no direct
tie-up with the attraction, a frame with four
pictures of Miss Pickford was used, three

being scenes from “Suds” and one being her
photograph.
Included in the frame

latest

was a small card announcing that she was

to

be seen in “Suds” at the Majestic. A display
of this kind was placed in a window of a
store in Pittsburgh, and at Mr. McGaffey’s
suggestion the proprietor stationed a man to
watch it and the adjoining windows, and by
actual count 7,876 more people stopped and
looked in the Pickford window in eight hours
than in any other window of the store.

Selznick Records

Heavy

Bookings on Three Pictures

T HREE

Selznick Enterprises productions
are anounced as moving to the front in
unusual bookings throughout the coun“The Man Who Lost Himself,” starring
try.
William Faversham in his first Selznick picture, “Children of Destiny”; a Republic picture, with Edith Hallor as the star, and “The
Valley of Doubt,” a Selznick special production, are announced as having been well received in all the more important sections of
the country.
Among the important theatres that have
booked H. DeVere Stackpoole’s story starring
William Faversham are Barbee’s Loop, Avon
and LaSalle, Chicago; Modern, Orpheum and
Capital, Boston; Daine, Temple, Strand, Alhambra, Cleveland; Theis’ Orpheum, Colonial,
Grand, Hippodrome, Philadelphia; Pantages,
Salt Lake, Utah; Grauman’s, Cavillo, Jensen’s
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You’ll Cross

Your Heart
— like

Larry does and say
you never laughed so
much or saw a funnier film
frolic on the screen than
that

LARRY
SEMON
in

The Stage
Hand
It

is

his latest “blues buster”

and as the “boob stage
hand he succeeds wonderwell in doing the
thing just at the
right time
the right time
to catch you coming out of
fully

wrong

—

one fit of laughing and
send you into another. It
is another one of those ribtickling
that
comedies
brought forth the slogan
“laugh with Larry.”
He

makes you do
you want to or

X

it

whether

not.
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Fair Bathing Girls in One-Piece Suits
Make Broadway Strollers Stop and Look
LASE Broadway

has been startled at last.
several thousand people
A crowd
gathered in front of the Broadway Theatre on Monday, July 19, when a score of

B

of

bathing girls who will appear in person in
connection with the initial showing of “Up
in Mary’s Attic’’ at the theatre commencing
Sunday paraded down the street clad only
in their one-piece bathing suits. Traffic was
blocked for a short time, while news reel
photographers recorded the unusual performance.
Preceding the Broadway street display the
girls rehearsed on the roof of the theatre,
where they went through a series of dancing
acts, setting up exercises and other stunts.

Newspaper photographers and movie men
took pictures of the display, both from the
roof proper and from the roof of a nearby
building, “shooting” almost straight down
and showing the crowds on Broadway watching the performance.
The windows of the taller buildings in the
neighborhood were crowded with spectators,
and the roofs adjoining the Broadway served
as bleachers quite a large and enthusiastic
audience braved the scorching rays of the
sun to view the spectacle. With no chance
to seek the shade, the bathing girls worked
continuously for more than four hours on

—

the hot, tarred roof of the theatre.

The New York Morning American ran a
large picture display of the event the day
following, giving a detailed story regarding
the opening of the picture at the Broadway
Theatre and describing the scene on the
street.

Immediately following the publication of
in the American a number of
newspaper syndicates handling pictures for
thousands of newspapers throughout the
world requested photos for use in their synthe picture

dicate.

Next Pathe Review Has Group

H

of Attractive Film Subjects
EADING the features in Pathe Review

azine by Pat Sullivan, which brings Felix,
the cat, on the screen again.

Personal Touch
(

Continued from page 578)

Harry Hoyt, known in the industry as an
author and director of repute, has become
producing manager of the Vivian Martin Productions, with offices in the Capitol Building,

New

William E. Wardell, director general of the
motion picture department of the American
Red Cross, and a staff of assistants, has just
returned from Washington and the mountains
of Kentucky, where they have been producing
pictures for the American Red Cross, whose
Candler Building, New York.

offices are in the

*

W.

Film

cabled the

formed by Miss Agnes Hunter.
In rainbow tints Pathecolor presents “The
Wonder Road of France,” showing beautiful
views of the Bourne gorges. A line on the
fishing industry is afforded with the presentation, “Cashing in on Mr. Cod,” showing
the many different processes gone through
from the time the fisherman “shoves off” to
the fishing grounds to the time that Mr. Cod
is boxed for the consumer.
“Tumbling Tom” is a Novagraph offering
in slow motion, showing the gyrations of
an acrobat in action. The skill of the tumbler has always been the envy of the small
boy when he plays circus in the back yard,
and, with the Ultra-Rapid Camera slowing

down

the action to eight times less than the
normal speed, the spectator is enabled to
see exactly how the tricks are done.
Mr.
Ditmars, of the New York Zoological Park,
presents a study of “cannibal” birds in “The
Sky Pirates.”

Manufacturing

New York

London,

t

where he
*

W.

Mack

NDER

*

»

doing the honors for
Select Pictures Corporation in the South as
branch manager, with offices at Washington.
Mr. Mack was formerly with Robertson-Cole
in charge of the New York branch.
A.

V.

is

*

*

*

Smallwood, proprietor and manager
of the Lovettsville Opera House, at Lovettsville, Va., a town of 300 inhabitants, is an
enterprising exhibitor. He runs two days a
week and books good pictures. To cover the
surrounding territory of twenty-five miles he
publishes and circulates a small magazine of
twenty-eight pages, 9 by 16 inches, setting
forth his attractions, giving fan notes, local
baseball games for the month and many advertisements of local merchants, banks, time
tables and merchandise, besides many bits of
news, which no doubt covers the expense.
The magazine is circulated free.
J.

*

*

Lasky

at the

Long Island
*

*

studios.

New

York.

ware, will hold a two-days’ business convention in Atlantic City, N. J., August 23 and 24,
on the Million Dollar Pier. The new members
of the league, recently acquired, are Frank
Buehler, of the Stanley Theatres of America;
John Cook, of the Carr & Schad interests, of
Reading; George Benthum, of the Benthum
Theatres, and L. J. Chamberlain, of the

Chamberlain

Circuit.
*

*

*

fpr six years was
also with Thomas
Griffith as a technical director,

Henry K. Kotani, who
with Famous Players and

H. Ince and
is now returning to Japan in connection with
the Shochiku Kinema Corporation of Tokio.
He will be the director of the photographic
department. His ten years’ experience in the
United States will make him a valuable addition to the staff of the company, one of
the largest in Japan.
*

*

Teodoro G. de la Cerra, a film buyer from
Havana, is at present in New York, negotiating for the purchase of .a number pf highgrade American productions for physical distributing throughout Cuba.

George West, traveling representative of
the Reelcraft Pictures Corporation, has left
New York on a trip that will take him to
every important city in the United States.
He will be gone for more than three months
and will have traveled more than 22,000 miles
in the interests of Reelcraft when he returns

photography and camera effects used
to shoot unusual scenes.
The simplicity of
seemingly impossible trick pictures is revealed in an interesting manner. There is
an animated cartoon in this issue of the mag-

Hamlin, founder of Amusements, now
editor of the Journal, was the speaker at the
weekly meeting of the Associated Motion Picture advertisers on Thursday, July 15. Mr.
Hamlin’s subject was regional or local trade

*

)

of trick

*

in October.
*

Tom

*

*

*

•

Blackton were enthe Resolute and
guests of Sir
his yacht Victoria.

as
*

*

*

Elmer McIntosh, formerly with the Vitagraph in the negative department, is now
connected with the motion picture departof the American Red Cross in New York.

ment

*

H.

Film

J.

*

*

Aldous, treasurer of the Rothacker

Manufacturing

Company,

is

in

New

York, stopping at the Claridge Hotel, making
his business headquarters at the Rothacker
Eastern office in the Candler Building.
*

*

*

Dana, sales manager of the Arrow
Film Corporation, has left Omaha for Kansas City and St. Louis, where he will remain
until August 1, completing his tour of the
Middle West, where he closed a number of
P.

B.

big contracts.
•

*

*

Harry Lewis, manager

of Pathe’s art department, is on his two-weeks’ vacation,
climbing the hills of New Jersey, in the
neighborhood of Bear Mountain. Gertrude
K. Smith, of Pathe exploitation department,
is rusticating in Canada for her two weeks’
respite.
»

•

*

Leopold Wharton has returned to New York
from San Antonio, Texas, where he has been
producing a feature comedy starring Macklyn
Arbuckle. Mr. Arbuckle was stricken with
double pneumonia while in Texas and confined to his bed for two months, compelling
Mr. Wharton to abandon the comedy and
hasten Mr. Arbuckle to his home in the
Thousand Islands, where he is now convalescing.
*

*

a member of the
Exhibitors’ Trade Review advertising staff.
Mr. Renaud was formerly manager of the Pitt
Theatre in Pittsburgh for the Shuberts.

Ken Renaud has become

*

The motion picture exhibitors of eastern
Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey and Dela-

*

Coast the week of July 12. He is stopping at
the Pennsylvania Hotel until sailing time.

*

Bernard French, who for many years was
superintendent of the Vitagraph studios at
Flatbush, is now with the Famous PlayersJ.

1920

Dwight Cleveland, formerly with the Vitagraph scenario department and the Universal,
and more recently with the Jesse D. Hampton
Pictures, will sail for Europe on August 5
for recreation, and should anything be doing
there he will not overlook an opportunity.
Mr. Cleveland arrived in New York from the

*

the title of “The Kingdom of
Night,” the Paramount Magazine of
July 18 shows unique pictures of daylight s sunlit paths at the moment when sunset and night shades held sway.
The scenes
have been taken around New York, including well-known landmarks of the city, and
present a study in camera art with the contrasting shades of falling night.
In the same issue of the magazine appears
“Double Crossing Your Eyes,” a revelation

L

•

has

ment.

*

Study of Sunset and Night Is
Shown in Paramount Magazine

Company,

office his safe arrival
is erecting a large

laboratory, similar to the Chicago establish-

No..

61, released July 25, i s “The Babylonian Sun Dance,” the latest of the
Julian Ollendorff series, "The Spirit of the
Dance.” The ancient Babylonians were certain that the Sun was tlleir god and their
worship therefore took the form of a beautiful and graceful dance, which is vividly per-

*

*

R. Rothacker, president of the Roth-

acker

T.

*

Mr. and Mrs. J. Stuart
thusiastic attendants at
Shamrock yacht races,
Thomas Lipton, on board

*
»

*

31,

papers and their uses and influence in the
territories in which they are published.

York.
*

in

July

*

*

*

Chester Fennyvessy, of the Rialto Theatre,
Rochester, is staging a beauty contest in
connection with an Empire State attraction,
"Woman's Man,” which he is playing for an
This is part
entire week starting July 25.
of a campaign being conducted by the exploitation department of the Empire State
Film Corporation, a similar contest was held
at the Clinton Square, Albany, and at the
Lyric, Buffalo.
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Consensus of Trade Press Reviews

|
I

Here are extracts from available news printed in the five motion picture trade papers.
The
It is the aim to present one sentence that will reflect the spirit of the writer’s opinion.
papers are indicated as follows: Moving Picture World (M. P. W.); Motion Picture News
(N.); Exhibitor’s Trade Review (T. R.); Wid’s (W.); Exhibitors’ Herald (E. H.).
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production, which has received excellent di-

The Prince Chap

—

(Thomas Meighan Paramount- Artcraft)
M. P. W. A heart story exquisitely pic-

—

tured."

— Sentimental story; has few interestinging moments.
T. R. — This screen adaptation of Edward
N.

romance drama offers very pleasing entertainment. It is beautifully filmed,
presented by a notable cast and produced

rection.
N.
Theme

—

—

H.

E.

—A

offering.

fine

The City

of

Masks

—

(Robert Warwick Paramount)
M. P. W. A mysterious and highly entertaining Paramount photoplay.
Warwick’s latest is well fortified to
N.
please the most exacting patron.
This is an entertaining melodrama,
T. R.
agreeably seasoned with pleasing comedy

—

—

—

R. —
an attraction sure to please.
— Contains much propaganda, but has
strong story interest.
E. H. — Contains many pleasing episodes.
T.

is

T.

R.

—

W.

—

—

—

The Green Flame
(Warren Kerrigan—Hodkinson-Pathe)
M. P. W. There is no lost action in this

—

has a

—

Uncharted Channels
M. P.

to the

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii<iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiii
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—

Li Ting Lang
Hayakawa Robertson-Cole)
W.-— Interesting through Hayakawa’s

""

PATHE REVIEW

M. P.
impressive personality and intelligent grasp
of the subject matter, as well as for many
other reasons.
N. Hayakawa at his best as Americanized

—

Chinaman.

—

Interesting photoplay woven around
race prejudice, with Hayakawa in the role
of the Japanese college youth.
The picture
is well made, but Hayakawa’s work is decidedly more important and arresting than
the story.
W. Star gives usual pleasing performance
T. R.

—

in first rate picture.

"""""""""""""I

NO.

54.

—“What

the

Movie Man Will Play” is the first subject of
this release and consists of scenes of various
kinds which suggest definite types of music;
“Hints for the Chairman” introduces some
acrobatic stunts with a chair, which are
afterward analyzed in slow motion; “Taking
the Tire Out of Tires” is an interesting illu-

how old tires are made new, reviewing details in this process; “A Ribbon, a
Rag and a Paper of Pins” is the last subject,
and shows the fashioning of a lady’s gown
on the person of the wearer, after the pattern
of a design chosen from an individual picture
by her.

THE THIRD EYE
Terrors”
Third Eye.”
of

(Pathe).— “The House

the title of No. 10 of “The
This episode opens with the
train scene, where Rita makes a fight on top
of a moving train.
Much of this episode is
made up of action in connection with the
search for the film, and for the missing Rita.
The closing scenes show Dick and Mitzie
entering a trap which has been laid for them
in a note which tells them to come to a certain place to get the film. WKen they arrive
there they find Zaida with a knife in her
breast, and a warning note pinned to her
dress.
Dropped through a trap door to a
is

room below they

find Rita bound and gagged.
This episode is an interesting one, with the
usual rapidity of action.

THE CHAMPION LIAR

(Western), Sept.
unusually entertaining two-reel subwritten by Louis D. Lighton and produced by Ed. (Hoot) Gibson, who also plays
the leading role. The hero is a breezy young
11-

—An

ject,

—

(Sessue

„„„„„

'it

Comments on Short
""

is about to return home they both discover
that they do not want to part, and together
they seek a clergyman. The picture contains
considerable human interest.

latest Pathe.

cleverly produced.
Excellent detective-mystery picture
T. R.
with good suspense, thrilling climax and
prettily interwoven romance. Quite the best
picture in which J. Warren Kerrigan has
appeared in some time.

I.

—

H.

very cleverly developed detective
and one which has been equally

story,

"!

HIS PAL’S GAL (Pathe). One of the
“Young Buffalo” series, in which Tex, after
warning his pal to keep away from the gang
at the saloon, finds him dead by the roadside.
His pal’s girl arriving at the cabin, from
the East, finds favor with Tex; and when she

Not Worrying About Dawn.
B. Warner corrals a few quite moments
in “One Hour Before Dawn,” his

—
W. —A

"

stration of

—

Warner Robertson-Cole)
W. The entire cast is a credit

—

1

h,m

fine spiritual quality.

W. Satisfying offering that holds the attention fairly well.
E. H.
Miss Allison is not entirely at home
in the role and does not make it convincing.
This is not her fault, however, for the story
is filled with improbabilities.
(H. B.

""""""

—

— The

— Picture

—

—

P.

I""

(May Allison Metro)
Henry Arthur Jones play,
“The Cheater,” has been adapted to the
screen by Metro with fair success.
P.

Woman

—

1

M.

His

(Herbert Rawlinson Pathe)
W. Adequate directing and commendable acting elevate “Man and His Woman” to a class somewhat above mediocrity.
N.
Resembles old-time melodrama, with
all the favorite hokum intact.
T. R.
A melodramatic, improbable story
has been told in obvious and ordinary fashion.
It is the sort of thing that cheaper
houses and servant girls will accept.
W. Satisfactory production and artistic
efforts fail to get the story over.
E. H.
Gives Mr. Rawlinson splendid opportunity to display his histrionic ability.
M.

lively throughout.

The Cheater

picture, which carries the interest well from
start to finish.
N.
Kerrigan has interesting detective
story here.

Is

Man and

—

—

Warner puts

W.

relief.
The plot is of original construction,
containing a number of unexpected angles,
and holds its interest from start to finish.
W. Comedy and whimsy of this will cer-

tainly register.
Acfion
E. H.

timely and H. B.

across

it

Peple's old

on a lavish scale.
W. Very prettily handled romance of sentiment and charm.

is

Subjects
J

„„„„„„„„

'lull'll.

Westerner,

who

loves to talk and tells some
"whoppers” for humorous purposes.
This
get him into trouble with his girl, but he
wins her back after she has tried vainly to
fall in love with an honest but less entertaining fellow.
The humor in this is first
class and the character work appealing.
It
is also attractive in a pictorial way.

OFF HIS TROLLEY

(Rainbow), July 21.
two-reel comic, by J. A. Howe, with Billy
Engel, Jack Wright and others in the cast.
This is taken almost entirely on a trolley
line, and some laughable trick stunts are
pulled. There is much juggling of fares and
transfers and the passengers get into funny
mixups.
The subject is one that will undoubtedly go well.

A

THE MOON RIDERS,
—

versal.)

Episode No. 16 (Uni-

“The Flaming Peril”

is the title of
the 16th episode of this serial. It opens with
scenes in which Anna is forced to watch the
torture of her sweetheart. Finally she manages to free her hands and release him. Together they flee through a secret passage.
Anna hurries to Rosa’s cabin, and Buck goes
to the cliffs.
On Anna’s arrival, Rost gags

and binds her and throws her into a room,
while he pretends to marry an unsuspecting
girl, who is to hand him over a sum of money.

In the course of events the girl

is

shot

by Rosa, who is pursued by Buck. A general roundup places Anna again in the hands
of Rosa, who employs liquid fire to prevent

Buck’s rescuing her.

THE MOON RIDERS,
versal).— In episode

Episode No. 17 (Uni-

17,
“Rushing Waters”
Buck reveals the fact that he has not been
harmed by the liquid fire with which he has
been fought by Rosa. In the events which
follow Anna is thrown into a mine, which
Rosa attempts to blow up when Buck is in the
act of rescuing her.
The explosion taps an
underground stream, which empties itself

into the mine, and the close of the
episode
leaves the contemplation of a startling situation, in

which Buck and Anna have appar-

ently succumbed to the onrush of water.
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Sidelights

F

and Reflections

were to write a head for this article
should call it, “The Lying Camera.”
A popular fallacy is the notion that a
picture machine is always to be trusted.
Nothing could be farther from the truth.
If it were so the film industry would be
saved hundreds of thousands of dollars
every year, and millions of feet of film and
hours of labor would never be entered on
the debit side of its ledgers.
I

I

I

IN THIS ISSUE.

A simple method of proving this is to remind the reader than when he goes to the
photographer’s and sits for his picture he
expects, and is prepared to demand, not
then half a dozen poses. The man who
presses the bulb and lets the camera do the
rest has the half a dozen, or more, plates
ready, and shoots him from one angle after
the other as a matter of course. The subject’s remarks, when he receives his envelope of proofs, do not bring a word of
resentment from the wizard of the solar
print.
He is used to having his work
greeted with scorn and contempt, such as,
“Did you ever see such a bunch of freaks?”
!”
and “I’ll eat my hat if I look like this

The Gauntlet (Vitag-raph).
Firebrand Trevison (Fox).
The Hidden Code (Pioneer).

|
|
1

The
The

1
1

Mutiny of the Elsinore (Metro).

1

1

Going Some (Goldwyn).
The Prey (Vita graph).
The Fighting Chance (Famous Players-

|

The White

|
|

Lasky).

in

of

One glance at that collection
proofs by the members of your house-

a crowd.

hold and your eyes are opened, brutely but
thoroughly opened. Your wife’s comment
is brief but
comprehensive:
“Tear them all up, John, and then go and
get your money back !”
Your eldest daughter’s remark is:
“Perfectly dreadful, every one of them!”
Your old maid sister expresses her feelings by exclaiming:
“How could you go to that man, John?
you know what a positive fright he made
me look like !”
Your youngest son is the only one who
gets any fun out of the whole business:
“Gee, Dad,” he chuckles, “you must have
been in a fight and had your eyes blacked
and your face dented in just before you had
these pictures taken.”
lying camera plays such tricks
try to get at least one decent
portrait of yourself, think of the difficulties
that beset the production of a moving picture, where the director and the cameraman
must take thousands of shots that will
truthfully unfold the story of a photoplay!
If

the

when you

WEITZEL.

(Famous Players-

Cirele

Lasky).

|

|

Life's Tvrist (Robertson-Cole).

|

Under Northern Lights (Universal).
The Girl in the Web (Pa the).
The City Sparrow (Famous Players-

1
|
1

|

Lasky).
Go and Get It (First National).
Children Not Wanted (Republic).

1

A Cumberland Romanee

1

|

(Realart).

“The Gauntlet”
Pleasing Outdoors Vitagraph Release with
Harry Morey Has Wonderful Scenery.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.

S

CENERY

isn’t

the

only thing

in

the

Vitagraph picture, “The Gauntlet,” with
Harry Morey. But the scenic background to the story is worth mentioning
first because without it the story would lack
the proper atmosphere and be just a story.”
The scenery surely is wonderful. Most of
the action of the plot is laid in the Tennessee mountains. “The Gauntlet” has a good
love romance, and gets its name from the
fact that the hero, with almost every one
against him, stands up and faces the worst
and runs the gantlet of all the plots and
counter plots against him. Only the girl
is

his true friend.

There are not many big scenes and the
final

climax

suspense.

lacks

Plenty

Valentine. In the fore part of the picture
Her emotional
her work is excellent.
scenes toward the end are not so good. She
screens well. Two other parts which are
very well handled are those played by

Frank Hagney and Walter Horton.
Cast.

Harry

T.

Morey

Louiszita Valentine

Frank Hagney
Buck Higby
Walter Horton
Dan Barrow
Chas. Eldridge
Dave Worthing
Eleanor Barry
Sally Worthing
Robt. Gaillard
The Sheriff
About 4,700 Feet.
The Story.
Edgar Beverly, a New Yorker, has bought
a piece of land in Tennessee, having made
the purchase from a
never seen it. When
large syndicate to get
Beverly sends his son,

conflict and Buck is wounded.
He dies,
and Rod rescues Nessy and they are married.
Advertising and Exploitation Catchlines: A
vivid, thrilling tale of the Tennessee
Mountains. Harry Morey in a Big Role.
A Feudal Story, Yes! And One of the
Strangest Feuds, with a Mysterious Love
Affair Is “The Gauntlet,” with Harry
Morey.
In the Face of Great Odds, Secret Plotting
to Steal Away His Property, Rod Beverly Won Out.
See “The Gauntlet.”
With Only a Woman as His Friend Among
Hostile People, and a Great Tract of Iron
Land as the Prize. Did He Win? See
Harry Morey in "The Gauntlet.”
Exploitation Angles: The best exploitation
for this picture is what you do in the newspapers. It is a melodrama with the Tennessee mountains as the locality. The love angle
predominates and it would be wise to use
the mats and cuts contained in the press
book in your ads. They are very good, containing both dramatic climaxes and pretty
love scenes. Under these cuts you will find

—

-

quotations of what the characters are saying.
Be sure and use them.

of

mystery throughout the picture and everything clearly told keeps up the interest.
Harry Morey gives a good performance.
He is hard working and convincing. The
part of the heroine is played by Louiszita

Roderick Beverly
Nessy Worthing

six years at boarding school and is
glad to get back.
The mountaineers become suspicious of
Rod, because of his silence, and believe him
to be a revenue agent.
Dan Barrow, apparently his only friend, warns him of the dangers of roaming around the ridge. Mysterious attempts are made upon his life.
He,
however, faces the situation calmly and continues to pay attention to Nessy, though believing her family and a former lover are at
the bottom of these attempts.
Rod finds the land contains iron ore, and
that another force, headed by Barrow, is at
work against him to get the property. Rod
prepares to elope with Nessy, but circumstances are against him. One of the Worthings is slain, and Rod is accused of the
crime. A lynching party is planned against
the New Yorker, and Nessy is imprisoned to
prevent her aiding him.
The girl makes
her escape and appeals to Buck Higby, promising to marry him if he succeeds in saving
Rod.
Barrow intercepts a telegram telling of the
discovery of ore. Rod and Barrow have a
fight in the prison cell.
Barrow is worsted.
In making his escape, he is taken for Rod
and is shot. Buck saves Rod and confesses
he shot Worthing in self defence. There is

a
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It

But it is when you reach the bosom of
your family that you are made to feel the
full weight of the crime that the camera
has committed against j'ou. It is possible
that you have never thought much about
your looks before, but have gone along with
the comforting feeling that you would pass

(Cosmo-

politan).

less

is useless for the photographer to attempt to pour oil on the troubled waters
by saying blandly:
“The pictures must look like you, my
dear sir; the camera never lies.”
The photographer knows better, and wisely holds his tongue.
If he does speak at
all it is to assure you that his retoucher is
familiar with his business and when you decide upon the picture that looks nearest like
you the establishment will bend every energy to the removing of the accentuated
freckles, moles, furrows and left-handed
beauty spots that disfigure your face.

Wife (Metro).
World and His Wife

Misfit

from

mountaineer who had
made by a

efforts are

possession of the land,
Roderick, to the south

On the train Roderick meets
to investigate.
Nessy Worthing, daughter of the man who
sold the land to his father. She is returning

“The Mutiny of the Elsinore”
Stirring Sea Story Realistically Produced
by C. E. Shurtleff, Inc., Is Melodrama
of the Most Entertaining Sort. Released by Metro.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

W

HEN

Jack London wrote “The Mu-

tiny of the Elsinore,” the remembrance of the entertaining qualities
of good old melodrama was strong upon
him. The C. E. Shurtleff, Inc., production
of the story has transferred to the screen
all the vigor and romance of the plot and
the smell and color of the sea which forms
the background for so many of the scenes.
Action is the keynote of this picture. Subtle analysis of character has no part in its
plot.
To the boy and girls of all ages
who can still thrill to the healthful excitement of a tale of adventure, “The Mutiny of
the Elsinore” will prove a treat. The reception given former Metro releases of
this character indicates that sea tales are
as popular now as they were in the time
when “Treasure Island” and the long line
of salty yarns that preceded it were first
written. In the latest addition to the Metro
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sea stories there is a brave struggle against
the might of evil with virtue triumphant,
and right minded folk will follow the adventures of John Pike, the lad who never
forgets the debt of gratitude he owes to
the man who offered him his start in life,
with interest to the end.
An excellent cast throughout and workmanlike direction to every scene give the
spectator nothing to do but enjoy the unRealistic storm effolding of the plot.
fects while the “Elsinore” is at sea is one
of the best features of the production.
Mitchell Lewis is a part that is just suited
to him and the skilful acting of Helen Fer-

Noah Beery,

guson,

Casson Ferguson

Jr.,

Mong

are other features of
the picture that are greatly in its favor.

and William V.

Cast.

Mitchell Lewis
John Pike
Helen Ferguson
Margaret West
Noah Beery, Jr.
Andreas Mellaire
Casson Ferguson
Dick Somers
“The
Rat,”
alias
Jenkins,
Snoop
William V. Mong
Sidney D’Albrook
Crimp Sherman
Capt. Nathaniel Somers. .Norval MacGregor
J- P. Lockney
Jason West
Patch
The Dog
Story by Jack London.
Scenario by Albert Shelby Le Vino.
Directed by Edward Sloman.
.'

Length, Six Reels.

The
The

Story.

“The Mutiny of the Elsimate of the ship, John Pike.

real hero of

the first
When a lad and alone in the world, Captain
Somers gave John a position as cabin boy,
and Pike never forgot the kindness shown
him. The captain’s son, Dick, hates the sea,
but is fond of the daughter of Jason West,
part owner of the ship and one of her of-

nore”

is

ficers.

father,

When

Margaret West always sails with her
and John Pike adores her in secret.
Captain Somers is killed in a fight that

takes place in the cabin of the “Elsinore”
while Andreas Meallaire and two crooks are
trying to steal the contents of the ship’s
safe. Pike promises to heed the captain’s
dying request and look after young Dick.
The first mate also learns that Margaret has
a soft spot in her heart for Dick, in spite of
the young fellow’s liking for fast companions
and his aversion to life on the ocean.

With Pike

-

to think is to act.

He goes

to

the Somers home, finds Dick making merry
with a gay party of his companions of both
sexes and marches the boy off to the ship. Dick
would like to rebel, but Pike’s grasp on his
collar is too firm. When the “Elsinore” sails
Dick is one of the crew; and so is Meallaire,
who also loves Margaret and is determined
At the time he
to get her at any price.
robbed the .ship Mellaire was caught and sent
to prison.
A heavy beard, grown after his
escape from jail, saves him from being recognized except by one of the crooks, who
has sworn to have his life, and who follows
him on board the vessel.
The crew are a bad lot, and Mellaire has
no trouble in starting a mutiny when it
suits his purpose.
A heavy storm takes
place at the time, and in the battle on deck
John Pike fights the rebellious sailors singlehanded until helped by Dick, who has become
a real man since his forced enrollment as
one of the ship’s company. Pike is badly
hurt before the mutiny is subdued, but is
made happy by seeing that Dick is now worthy to marry Margaret and take command of
his father’s old ship.
Mellaire is killed by
the crook he had betrayed.

Program and Advertising Phrases:
Jack

made

London’s

most

powerful

One

of
stories

real.

A

Better Story Than “The Sea Woli” and
a Bigger Production.
Jack London at His Best in a Vivid and
Colorful Story of the Sea.
True Melodrama with the Tang of the Salt

Sea Air.
Exploitation Angles: This story is not so
well known as “The Sea Wolf,” but in many
ways it is better worth knowing. Get after
the bookstores to stock up on London’s works
and feature this particular novel. Use plenty
of paper and if you have played “The Sea
Wolf” tell them that this is better both in
plot and production.
Make it strong for
Mitchell Lewis.

“Going Some”
Goldwyn Production and Good Natured
lustration of a Rex Beach Novel.

Il-

Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

S

O

far as the presentation of

its

subject

concerned the Goldwyn picIt
ture, “Going Some,” takes it easy.
begins at the beginning and saunters along
through many by-paths, occasionally rematter

is

turning to the rather faint main line of
action. Attention is attracted to a champion runner receiving much applause amid
tremendous ensembles, but this track hero
then side-tracked and left to wander
is
around at large. It is his comical friend
who is to take the centre of the stage!
No, no, it is the manly fellow whose
estranged wife intends to get a divorce
from him for some reason not clearly set
forth. But these amiable people are transported to a Western ranch, where they
manage to amuse themselves in a pleasant
sort of way while interest becomes centred
upon a footrace between the champion’s
posing chum and a man who has a grudge
against the almost-divorced husband of the

champion’s

sister.

It really makes very little difference if
these entanglements are straightened out
or not. There are a lot of fine types in the
picture, an unusually large assemblage of
The so-called “huclean-cut characters.
man element” is there in abundance and
variety, most of it realistic, the male part
of it as amusing as it usually is in Rex
Beach stories, the younger ladies set aside
as a negative assortment rather beyond his

analysis.
“Going Some” is an
easy-going comedy of no very striking situation or incident but none-the-less pleasing to watch when one is in restful mood.
The cast is the strong point, and it is so
well-balanced that to praise it is to name

powers

it

of

in toto.

Cullen Landis

J.

Still Bill

Stover

Wilie

Helen Ferguson
Lillian Hall
Lillian Langdon

Kenneth Harlan
Ethel Grey Terry
Willard Louis
Walter Hiers
M. B. Flynn

Frank Braidwood
Nelson McDowell
Snitz Edwards

Hayward Mack

Ladew
The

reunion so happy that the contagion spreads,
and the ranch becomes dotted with couples
of billing and cooing turtle doves in human
guise.

Program and Advertising Catchlines: Not a
Thrilling Rex Beach Drama, But a Genuinely Interesting Comedy Romance.
No Frozen North in This Rex Beach Story

— Just

the Frozen Mitt to Friend Husband, and He Warms That Up.
One Long Laugh Made Up of a Lot of Little
Ones.
A Brisk and Breezy Comedy That Will
Please from Start to Finish.
Play this up as a
Exploitation Angles:
different Rex Beach story, and recall that it
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post some
time ago. If you can, hook up with a foot
race.
Tou can find some people in your
section to run and a small cash prize and
the glory will bring them out.

“Firebrand Trevison”
Buck Jones Featured in Strong Five-Reel
Fox Melodrama of the Far West.
Reviewed by Robert

Story.

Culver Covington in “Going Some” as a
track champion receives the adoration of
pretty girls to such an extent that his slender chum, J. Wallingford Speed, decides to
When Roberta Keap
pose for the effect.
decides to live on her Western ranch while
getting a divorce from her husband, she
takes along a gay party, the husband following unknown to her goes to live on an adjoining ranch.
There is a rivalry between
the two ranches which results in a challenge sprinting affair.
Speed keeps up the pretense of being a
speed demon, expecting to pretend illness
when the real champ comes along. When he
does appear it is on crutches, victim of an
auto accident.
Speed now has to train in
earnest.
Meanwhile the young wife is rescued from the attack of a billy goat by the
manly young husband she intended to divorce.
She faints skilfully enough to be
embraced a few moments, but there is no reconciliation.
She finds herself up against
some stiff betting when the militant woman
of the adjoining ranch puts in an appearance, and the two stake their ranches on
the result of the footrace.
Excitement runs high between the two
ranches, and it is intensified by the discovery of oil upon that of Roberta Kean, but
the real spirit of competition is confined to
the men. The women ranchers are guided by
sentiment in the end, when the race is decided first for one then the other through a
fluke.
To both women, the important decision is that bringing the estranged couple
together. It is their generosity to each other
which transforms a sporting event into a

C.

McElravy.

increasing interest in the work of
Buck Jones is felt in this new Fox
production, entitled “Firebrand Trevison.” The story, adapted from the original
by Charles Alden Seltzer, is a particularly
good one on which to base a Western
melodrama. It moves with smooth continuity and suspense and affords the hero
many special opportunities for daring

A

'I

stunts.
The hand-to-hand fight between
Trevison and Corrigan in the second reel
is intensely realistic, and the slide of the
hero and his horse down a cliff contains a
real thrill.

Winifred Westover appears as the heroShe is the daughter of a railroad
president, who comes West with her aunt.
Katherine Van Buren plays the part of the
other girl acceptably, and Stanton Heck as
Corrigan does excellent work as the heavy.

ine.

The

Cast.

Wallingford Speed
Jean Chapin
Helen Blake
Miz Gallagher
Donald Keap
Mrs. Robert Keap
Larry Glass
Berkeley Fresno
Skinner
Culver Covington

637

ning,

plot has rather a conventional beginbut develops unexpected strength.

melodramatic moments are highly
colored, but cleverly acted.
The settings are on a Western ranch and
afford many pleasing scenic effects. Trevison deals with the crooked judge in a
pretty high-handed manner, but for story
purposes this will undoubtedly be acceptable to an audience. As a whole the production is a strong one.

The

Cast.

Buck Jones
Winifred Westover

Firebrand Trevison
Rosalind Benham

Martha Mattox

Agatha
Corrigan
Hester Keys

Jefferson

Judge Lindman
Mullarkey

Stanton Heck
Katherine Van Buren
Frank Clark
Joe Ray
Pat Harnman

Clay Levins
Chinese Boy
Fong
Story by Charles Alden Seltzer.
Scenario by Denison Clift.
Directed by Thomas N. Heffron.

Hong

Photography by Vernon Walker.

The

Story.

Firebrand Trevison, in the picture of that
name, is owner of a ranch in Arizona which
a certain railroad is anxious to acquire. He
meets Rosalind Benham, daughter of the
railroad president, who has come West with
her aunt on a visit. Accompanying the ladies
is Jefferson Corrigan, a promoter, who loves
Rosalind.

Trevison and Corrigan get into a quarrel
over an insulting remark made by the latter
and indulge in a realistic fist fight. Corrigan
has already torn up a check paid by the

company to Trevison for his land.
Rosalind is asked by President Benham by
wire to pay cash to Treviston for the purpose of carrying out the purchase. This the
girl does and a friendship springs up between
railroad

herself and Treviston, which later ripens into
love.

Corrigan

continues

his efforts to injure
a girl named Hester
to
Trevison’s
go
ranch in order to
break up Rosalind’s interest, and also conspires with a crooked judge to throw a cloud
on Trevison’s title to the land. The latter
finds himself in a series of difficult situations,

Trevison.

Keyes

to

He induces
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but manfully fights his way out. He protects
his title to the land and eventually proves
to Rosalind that his love for her is genuine.
Program and Advertising Catehlines: Buck

Jones

in

Another Daring Western Play.

Buck and His Horse Slide Down a Cliff.
You Want to See Two Men in a Real

See
If

Fight, See “Firebrand Trevison.”

Great Mill.
Only One Thrill

It’s

a

"Firebrand Trevison,”
But It Lasts Full Five Reels.
Exploitation Angles: Work hard to estabPlay him
lish Jones, and feature his stunts.
up as a rival to Tom Mix, and play it strong.

“The

in

Misfit

Wife”

Metro Presents Alice Lake in a Story of
Feminine Devotion and Sacrifice.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
ERY charming in a new role is Alice
Lake, in the Metro production, “The
Misfit Wife.” The situation of a spirited girl shielding a foolish wife from disin a lover’s apartment, is not new,
but it is shown in this story from a new
angle. While the outcome is a little too
obvious, Miss Lake manages to make it in-

covery

teresting.
It would have been far more
interesting had she been up against a
genuine woman of high social position instead of a theatrical one with a lorgnette

who

gives strangers the up and down with
supercilious stare, and a conventional
society villain in spats who flicks cigarette ashes with his third finger. The direction is antiquated.
It is in spite of hackneyed handling of the
subject matter that Alice Lake scores a success.
She not only illustrates the importance of personality in moving picture
roles, but she indicates some very bright
possibilities as a comedienne. Quite capable of handling tragic roles she has the
sparkle to make a great hit in high comedy.
Given a live medium, her vivacious expression of all there is in it can be regarded as reasonably assured.
Her support in “The Misfit Wife” is of
the best so far as the men are concerned.
Forrest Stanley gives a manly interpretaa

and Edward Martendel an impressive
Billy Gettinger, Frederic Vroom, Graham Pettie and Jack Livingston present a
clean-cut group of characterizations. Taken
altogether, “The Misfit Wife” is a highly
satisfying performance and a desirable
number for any program.
tion,

one.

Cast.

Katie Malloy....
Peter Crandall
Duff Simpson

Alice

Lake

Forrest Stanley
Billy Gettinger
Frederic Vroom

Morton
Shad Perkins

Dr.

her true heart resents a flirtation between
Gilsey’s wife and his junior partner. When
she accidentally discovers that the wife is
going to meet the junior partner in his
rooms, Katie dashes to the rescue. Meanwhile Peter comes home, having discovered
the junior partner in a fraudulent transaction.

Peter and Gilsey go to the junior partner’s
rooms and there discover the cloak of Gilsey’s wife.
Katie comes out of hiding and
takes the blame to Gilsey’s sorrow.
Once
they are home it looks dark for Peter, but
he is wiser than they know. He takes Katie
to his arms.
They pretend, however, to be

estranged until Gilsey’s wife confesses her
moment of folly, when there is forgiveness
all around.
Program and Advertising Catehlines: Are
You a Misfit Wife? See the Story at the
and Find Out.
She Took the Blame for Another’s Escapade But Hubby Was Wise. See What
Happened to “The Misfit Wife.”
Don’t Be Deceived by Appearances.
See
“The Misfit Wife” Before You Make

—

Judgment.

Lake in a brilliant personal triumph.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Miss Lake
strongly. You can put the play over on her
personal appeal, but make the title work
for you, too, particularly as a teaser with
“Are You a Misfit Wife?” and “Is Your Wife
a Misfit.” Then break into the full advertising and keep the title to the fore.
For a
novelty announce a free performance for
misfit wives and husbands.
Later explain
that any wife eight inches shorter or taller
than her husband can go in free and take him
Alice

along.

Cosmopolitan Production of Celebrated
Spanish Play Features Alma Rubens
and Contains Artistic Merit.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

OME

ten years ago Charles Frederic
Nirdlinger made an English version
of the old Spanish play by Jose Echegaray, “The Great Galroto,” and it was

S

produced under the title of “The World
and His Wife,” with William Faversham
in the leading male role.
Cosmopolitan
Productions now offer a screen version of
the play directed by Robert G. Vignola and
featuring Alma Rubens, Montagu Love
playing the part of Don Julian, the character taken in the English version by Fa-

versham.

The characters are all Spanish and the
scenes are laid in Spain. The spirit of the
play, naturally, reflects the Latin temperament and every one concerned exhibits
enough emotional

stress in five minutes to
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fool of himself,

sought to illustrate
sipying tongues to ruin a woman’s reputa-

and separate a man and his wife. Modern life in the Western World is not in
tune with the story. Husbands here have
too much common sense to doubt the honesty of their wives upon any such flimsy
evidence as brings about the undoing of
Donna Teodora. To many spectators “The
World and His Wife” will seem stodgy and
old-fashioned; others will find it interesting. Taken on its own merits, is an excellent example of its school as to plot; also
as a representative of the heavy drama of
southern Europe.
The production of the screen version has
artistic merit.
Great care has been used
in providing the correct settings, many having been painted by Joseph Urban.
The
direction is of good quality. This applies
especially up to the point where the duel
occurs. In the scenes where the wounded
Don Julian and his wife are the central
tion

figures both

Montagu Love and Alma Ru-

bens have been allowed to overact. The
duel itself can hardly be called an exhibition of skilled swordmanship.
The finish
will appeal strongly to those of a religious
turn of mind.

The

entire cast

is

finely balanced.

Mon-

tagu Love has the dignity, breeding and

demanded by Don Juthe strongest acting part in the
Rubens is the perfect type for

intensity of feeling

His

is

Alma

Teodora, her Madonna-like beauty seeming to attest her innocence at every mo-

ment of the plot against her. When her
acting ability is used to the best advantage
she reaches a fine artistic level.
Gaston
Glass as Ernesto, Pedro de Cordoba as Don
Severo, Margaret Dale as Mercedes, and
Charles Gerard as Don Alvarez are prominent members of the cast.
Cast.

Don Julian
Teodora

(his wife)

Montagu Lbve
Alma Rubens

Gaston Glass
Ernesto
Don Severo (brother of Don Juan),
Pedro de Cordoba
Margaret Dale
Mercedes (his wife)
Charles Gerard
Don Alvarez
Marie
Mrs. Allan Walker
Capt.

Wickersham

Byron Russell

Story by Jose Echegaray.
Senario by Frances Marion.
Directed by Robert G. Vignola.
Length, 6,400 Feet.

The Story.
Modern life among the best society in
Spain is shown in “The World and His Wife.”
Don Julian, an elderly man of wealth and

are married and are supremely happy until
the lying tongue of idle gossip disturbs the
peace of their Eden. Don Julian takes the
son of his dearest friend into his home, after
the young fellow's father dies, and the kind
neighbors immediately start to couple the
names of Teodora and Ernesto. Don Alvaraz, a well bred blackguard, is anxious to
compromise Teodora for his own purpose,
and he does not find the task a difficult one,
owing to the excitable temperament of the
lady’s husband. The unfortunate Don Julian
also has a brother and a sister-in-law who
are quite ready to believe ill of the innocent
wife.
They succeed in poisoning the mind
of the' husband to the extent that he goes to

Story.

and redeems him.

She pays his debts, puts him on his feet and
marries him for pure love. A wound he receives from a disappointed suitor brings a
family doctor from New York, who spirits
the husband away to a home of wealthy
relatives in New York.
Katie follows him
and finds herself up against social prejudice
in the shape of his mother and his married
sister, both living with Henry Gilsey.
Gilsey
tests the crude wife severely and finds she is
willing to give up her husband for his good,
but that she loves him devotedly.
Gilsey now puts both to the test, sending
Peter away to some oil properties and putting Katie under a strenuous form of social
education. She improves rapidly in the matter of breeding and elegance of manner, but

six weeks. The mounreasoning and unand the author has
how easy it is for gos-

is

position, having fallen in love with a beautiful but penniless young girl, is overjoyed
The couple
to find that she also loves him.

Before Katie Malloy is “The Misfit Wife”
of Peter Crandall, she Is a bold little adventuress of no family in a wild Arizona towm
she invades as a manicure. It is there she
meets Peter, who is drinking, gambling and

making a

American for

the story
founded jealousy,

play.

“The World and His Wife”

Edith Gilsey
Leota Lorraine
Mrs. Crandall
Helen Pillsbury
Bert McBride
Jack Livingston
The Porter
Jim Blackwell
Author, Julie Herne.
Scenario by Lois Zellner.
Director, E. Mortimer.

The

last an
tive of

lian.

Graham Pettie
Edward Martindel

Henry Gilsey
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Ernesto and accuses him of betraying his
benefactor.

A

The Work of Scandal.
moment from “The World and

tragic

His Wife,” a Cosmopolitan-Artcraft.

The boy indignantly denies his guilt, and
Don
prepares to leave the house forever.
Alvarez meets him in a cafe and insults Teodora by his remarks. Ernesto knocks him
down and accepts a challenge to a duel. Teodora hears of the affair and begs her husband
to prevent it, as Don Alvarez is the best
swordsman in Seville. Julian forces Alvarez
to fight him and kills the blackguard after he
himself has been severely wounded.
There is still a chance for a reconciliation
between Julian and his wife before he dies,

July

31,
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out brother Severo so arranges matters that
tries to convince the dying
man that Teodora and he are innocent, he
only seems to confirm the guilt of both. Julian, wild with rage, uses his last breath to
instruct his brother to turn his wife and his
ward into the street. This is done, the last
scene showing the two wandering along the
high road and stopping to pray at a roadside
shrine.
A
Program and Advertising Catchlines:
Wonderful Cast in a Remarkable Production of a Famous Spanish Story.

when Ernesto

A Breath of Sunny Spain With Its Tempestuous Loves and Hates.
A Classic of the Stage Made More Real in
Pictures.

Montagu Love

in a

Faversham Stage Suc-

ter,

Helen,

broken.

is

Next morning Reardon kills himself. His
son, Jack, who has had the gambling fever,
having got into debt, forges Lowe’s name to
a check and passes it. Lowe gets possession
of the check and uses it to force his marriage with Helen. Lowe insists upon entertaining his friends in debauchery notwithstanding the recent bereavement of his wife.
He drives her brother from the house and
Helen,
then proceeds to enact the tyrant.
who had refused to love him when consenting to be his wife, is the subject of attack.
Next day she appeals to Calvin, who has
been elected, and he tells her that Lowe is in
no position to press charges against her
brother, as he is himself on the road to
prison.

cess.

Play up the cast
Exploitation Angles:
above the play because they are better
known, but drive home the fact that this is
the Faversham play done from the Spanish
of Echegaray. Pull up the scandal angle for
your newspaper talk, but sell mostly on cast
and pedigree.

“The Prey”
Alice Joyce in a Vitagraph Special Production of Society, Financial and Political
Intrigue.

Reviewed by M.

T

engagement- between Calvin and his daugh-

A.

Malaney.

HE

Vitagraph picture, “The Prey,” at
gives one the idea that it is just
another familiar story of politics and
gambling, a district attorney and a vice
ring.
Before the second reel is finished
the story takes an original twist, and to
the very end it holds complete attention.
The title comes from the situation which
makes the heroine fall into the hands of a
crooked big business man. He might be
called “the eagle,” since everything he does
seems to be for the purpose of dragging her
family down to ruin and ultimately marryfirst

ing her.

There are some gorgeous

sets,

and the

direction is excellent. One particular incident- is the wedding party. This is a jazzy
bohemian affair, with a barefooted dancer,
who certainly delivers the goods. “The
Prey” has a cast of fine actors. Alice Joyce
as Helen Reardon looks beautiful in all
the scenes and seems to work much harder
than usual. Rogers Lytton as the unscrupulous business man is excellent. Harry
Benham as James Calvin is an admirable
district attorney.
Another principal part
is that of Jack Reardon.
It is done well by

lack McLean.
One important thing can be added in favor of “The Prey.” The author didn’t use
heroic actions by the district attorney at
the end. Said attorney didn’t have something up his sleeve to pull on the villain.
Instead he lets things take their course, and
this is what the average audience least expects, but nevertheless relishes.
This picture belongs in the class of very good photoplays.
Cast.

Helen Reardon
Robert Reardon
jack Reardon

Alice Joyce

James Calvin
Henry C. Lowe
Nathan Sloane....Williard
Jesse

Henry Hallam
Jack McLean
Harry Benham
Rogers Lytton
Herbert Pattee
William Turner

L.

Cecil

Kearn

Pete Cunard
Roy Applegate
Story by Joseph Le Brandt.
Directed by George L. Sargent.

Length

—About

5,500

Feet.

The Story.
Robert Reardon in “The Prey” has misused
funds held in trust by giving them to a
friend, Henry Lowe, to invest.
Lowe tells
him the money is lost and he appeals to his
future son-in-law, James Calvin, who is run-

ning for district attorney.
Calvin refuses
to allow Reardon to get deeper into debt by
plunging into a financial pool proposed by
Lowe, and tells him that if he is elected
he will seek an indictment against Lowe.
Reardon becomes angry and as a result the

Lowe

is

confident that his wife will save

him from the district attorney, and stages
a frame-up against Calvin.
Luring him to

Lowe home, he forces his wife into a
compromising position.
Calvin then feels
that the only way out is to resign.
Helen
refuses to hear of such a course. Meanwhile
she had overheard a plot of Lowe’s to get
two of Calvin’s aids to steal evidence. The
money to be paid them is in the safe in the
Lowe home. Helen marks it and notifies the
police, who catch the two and also Lowe’s
henchman.
This results in the arrest of
Lowe.
Helen’s brother also is taken for
forging the check, but Lowe dies as a result
of the excitement and disgrace, and the young
fellow is freed. Calvin and Helen find happiness together.
Advertising Catehlines:
The “Eagle,” An
Unscrupulous Villain; the “Dove,” a
Beautiful Girl. It’s in “The Prey” with
Alice Joyce.
the

Crooked Financiers —
and a Pure Romance.
Alice Joyce in
“The Prey.”
See the “Devil Dance” at the Midnight
Wedding Party in “The Prey,” a Vitagraph Special with Alice Joyce.
Beautiful Settings, Gorgeous Settings, An
Original Midnight Wedding Party Revel
in “The Prey” with Alice Joyce.
Society,

Gamblers,

Exploitation Angles:
Special exploitation
is elsewhere in this issue.

page

“The White Circle”
Maurice Tourneur Skillfully Picturizes
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Last Novel.
Reviewed by Sumner Smith.

HESE

days when some theatrical critthink it in vogue to mount their
pedestals and assail the screen as a
purveyor of cheap entertainment, a picture like Maurice Tourneur’s ParamountArtcraft release, “The White Circle,” taken
from Robert Louis Stevenson’s greatest
novel, “The Pavilion on the Links,” is opportune. It is not only welcome as an artistic production of Stevenson’s best, though
not most widely known work, but as a picture possessing good plot, well sustained
interest, excellent acting and some particularly beautiful photographic and scenic

T

ics

effects.

Something better than the usual run of
pictures is expected of screen stories based
on the works of famous authors. That this
picture fulfills expectations is not merely
due to Mr. Tourneur’s skilful direction and
his selection of the cast, but to the art
director and the photographer.
The sets
are uniformly good, and some of the night
scenes, notably when the fugitives land
after their flight in a sailing vessel, are
among the most striking ever achieved by
photography.
This Stevenson novel is not as popularly
known as are “Treasure Island” and “Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,” both of which were
picturized by Famous Players-Lasky, but it
makes excellent motion picture material.
It is

Stevenson’s great unfinished novel, the

one upon which he lavished his utmost in
character delineation and plot structure,
and, as produced by Mr. Tourneur, it is a

welcome addition to the screen library.
The plot is not extraordinary, but Stevenson made
Tourneur’s

it

into

screen

a

gripping

story,

and

work does Stevenson

639

The absorbing

justice.

interest

of

both

story and picture lie in the portrayals of
different character types as well as in the
action. Spottiswoode Aiken excels as Bernard Huddleston, the cringing banker who,
finally redeems himself, doing some of the
best work of his career.
Well cast and. capable also are Jack Gilbert and Wesley Barry, who play those two

vagabonds, Frank Cassilis and
Like Aiken, Gilbert seems to have
especially faithfully interpreted Stevenson’s
intentions.
Janice Wilson as Clara Huddelightful

Ferd.

Harry

dleston,

S.

Northrup

as

Northmour,

the adventurer, and Jack McDonald as Gregorio also make the action convincing.
“The White Circle” will be accepted as
really high class entertainment by those
theatregoers who know something of Ste-

venson, and it also should have a powerful
appeal for all audiences because of its good

melodramatic plot and

its

striking scenes.

Cast.

Bernard

Huddleston

....

Clara Huddleston

Northmour
Frank Cassilis
Ferd

Spottiswoode Aiken
Janice Wilson

Harry

S. Northrup
Jack Gilbert
Wesley Barry
Jack McDonald

Gregorio
Directed 'by Maurice Tourneur.
Photographed by Charles Ortleib.
Story from Robert Louis Stevenson’s Novel,
“The Pavilion on the Links.”

Many

The Story.
ago Bernard Huddleston,

years

a

a section of the. London
a mystery to his neighbors
because they could not understand how a
man possessed of as much money as he was
thought to have would not live more magnificently.
With this banker lived his only
child, Clara, a beautiful, lovable girl. Among
her admirers was an adventurer named
Northmour, who concealed a. hot temper beneath a suave exterior.
One day Italians in the neighborhood were
celebrating the birthday of a patron saint.
Under cover of the annual celebration they
were planning a revolution and they counted
on funds they had deposited with Huddleston
to make it a success.
Learning that the
Italian secret society would soon demand its
money, Huddleston, frantic with fear, confessed to Northmour that he had misappropriated the funds and begged his aid. The
adventurer quickly bargained
with
the
cringing banker to hide him safely, providing
Clara became his wife.
The two men and the girl fled in a sailing
vessel to Northmour’s home in a lonely spot

banker,
slums.

lived

in

He was

from London.
There they met Frank
his boy companion, and Ferd, two
delightful vagabonds. Cassilis had previously engaged in a duel with Northmour.
The
adventurer had withheld his shot, telling
Cassilis that he would be in honor bound
to face his pistol when and where he chose.
Clara Huddleston instinctively distrusted
Northmour. Cassilis and she fell deeply in
love with each other. A clash between the
two men threatened when the Italians discovered the hiding place of the cowardly
banker and drew their symbol, a white circle,
on a window of the house. The three fugitives and Cassilis and Ferd banded together
far

Cassilis,

to fight the avengers.

After Huddleston suffered agonies visualizing his fate, the house was fired. The only
hope for its occupants was dependent upon
Huddleston sacrificing himself. A chance remark by Ferd inspired Huddleston to be a
man. He stepped out of the house and was
shot.

The

was left with the two men and
Northmour was about to claim
his shot and dispose of Cassilis when he
suddenly decided that wedded life would be
too monotonous and that he would rather
seek further adventure, and he left Clara and
Cassilis to be happy together.
Program and Advertising Catchlines: Anthe

girl

boy.

other
Robert Louis Stevenson Story
Brought to New Life.
“The Pavilion on the Links” Done Into a

Splendid Photoplay.

Maurice Tourneur’s Latest Contribution to
the Classics of the Screen.
Stevenson’s Stirring Story of a Vendetta
Transplanted to the English Coast.
Exploitation
Angles:
Hook up with

640
"Treasure Island” for your chief appeal.
Tell them that this is by the same producer, and that he has made a fine production of what is regarded as the great writer’s
greatest effort.
Get a book hoo'k-up if you
can, but trust mostly to lithographs for the
general public and the author’s name for
the better class of patrons.

“Life’s Twist”
Bessie Barriscale Gives Excellent Perform-

ance

in

Double Role

in

Robertson-Cole

Production.

Reviewed by Margaret

B

ESSIE
many

MacDonald.
has excelled

I.

BARRISCALE
of

former

her

efforts

in

the

Barriscale
producIn fact it may be
tion, “Life’s Twist.”
stated with considerable truth that the star
has an unusually large part in putting this
In the double role which
picture over.
she plays she has been able to sustain the
widely different character of the personalities which she portrays, exciting an almost equal interest in each. She is fortunate, however, in the matter of the cast

Robertson-Cole

which has been chosen to support her, and
also of working under the guidance of
capable

direction.
is to be taken into account
it must be admitted that what originality
is found therein is chiefly in the treatment
of the subject. And while one or two technical errors are evident, the production has
that fine quality of absorbing every moment of’the spectator’s attention. In other
words, “Life’s Twist” is a very entertaining
picture, which pulls strongly from the human interest side.
The role of Stephen De Koven, the husband of the play, has been drawn along
original lines. It is a difficult role, which
If

the story

has been well handled by Walter McGrail.
King Baggott plays with good effect the
rather thankless role of Jim Sargent.
Others worthy of special mention, appearing in minor parts are, William V. Mong,
Truly Shattuck and Marcia Manon.
Cast.

Muriel Chester I
Tina Pierce
j
Stephen De Koven
Jim Sargent
Mrs. Helen Sutton
Mr. Boyd Chester
Mrs. Chester

Bessie Barriscale

.Walter McGrail
.King Baggot

.

.

.

.

.

.

Claire

Dubrey

.George Periolat
.Truly Shattuck
William Y. Mong
Charlie Moye
.Marcia Manon
The Dope Fiend
Story by Thomas Edgelowe.
Scenario by Harvey Gates.
Direction by W. Christy Cabanne.
Length, Five Reels.
.

.

The

.

Story.

In the- story of “Life’s Twist” Muriel Chester is sold in marriage to Stephen De Koven,
the possessor of an ancient name and social
The young
position, but a lean exchequer.
man allowing himself to be placed by an

over-ambitious mother-in-law to be in the
despicable position of purchasing a wife, afterwards awakens to the mistake he has
made, blaming himself not alone for allowing himself to be a party to such a bargain,
but also for bringing unhappiness to the
woman he has made his wife.
Muriel, refusing to acknowledge their relationship of husband and wife, busies herself with the entertainment of people of De
Koven’s circle, continuing to inspire the admiration and love of all who knew her, and
finally the love of her husband.
In the
meantime, De Koven has refused to accept
the money which his father-in-law is under
contract to pay him, and instead accepts a
salaried position in his employ, recognizing
that to be the manlier course to pursue.
One day when De Koven is driving home,
he sees a young woman, Tina Pierce, pushed
out of the door of a street car because she
has not the price of her fare. The fact that
this woman, born to a humble walk in life,
is the exact image of the wife who spurns
him, suggests the trying of an experiment,
in which he places Tina in a beautiful apartment, with such luxuries and clothing as his
wife is surrounded with. In the first stages
of the experiment, De Koven realizes through
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something

suspected and none found guilty. Then consultations begin with the family lawyer and
with detectives.
Dick Ferguson thinks he
has come upon a clue, a cigar band dropped
in the Janney yard during the dinner given
at his house.
At a moment when Price is
turning over his man-servant to Ferguson,
the latter discovers that Price is smoking the
brand of cigars indicated by the peculiar
band.
But Esther has also made a discovery on
the night of the robbery which implicates
Mrs. Price. Then a private detective posing
as governess discovers Esther in private and
peculiar communication with Price by telephone.
Further than that Esther meets
Price by appointment in the city. The finger
of suspicion points strongly at Price when
there is a second disaster, the kidnapping
of his child and the demand of a heavy ransom he has threatened to pay his wife
back.
Clouds are also thickening around
Esther, when she discovers Ferguson’s new
man-servant at some crooked work and pins
the jewel theft on him. When Esther finds
that Ferguson has dared to meet the kidnappers by appointment, she follows and shoots
one of the two men assaulting him, none
other than the detective hired by Mrs. Price.
The plucky young secretary wins the man
she loves and reunites the estranged man and
his wife by her courageous intelligence.
Exploitation
Catchlines:
and
Program
Blanche Sweet and a Wonderful Cast in
a Puzzling Mystery Story.
One of Those Detective Stories Which Keep
You Guessing. You Don’t Find the Answer in the First Act.
If You Don’t Like Detective Stories, Go
See a Doctor. If You Do, Go See “The
Girl in the Web.”
A Favorite Star in a Splendid Play.
Exploitation Angles: Pique curiosity. Tell

lack

Tina’s

that

refinement,

of

necessary to make a
woman a pleasing companion. When he has
again been spurned by Muriel, he decides
to leave her, and takes passage for Europe.
Tina, sensing the situation, goes to Muriel
with a letter of farewell which she has
received from De Koven, and succeeds in
patching up an unhappy domestic tangle.
Program and Advertising Catchlines: Bessie
Barriscale and King Baggot Heading a
Cast of Favorites.
Bessie Barriscale With Brains and Without.
Which Do You Think You’ll Like
Best?
A Stirring Story of Social Slavery.
The “Other Woman” Rises to the Situa-

more than beautw

is

—

tion.

Play on Miss Barriand King Baggot for your chief appeal,

Exploitation Angles:
scale

but there are other favorites in the cast.
Truly Shattuck is a well known vaudeville
star.
She will interest some who are not
There is a good
interested in pictures.
chance here for a symposium on beauty and
brains.

“The

Girl in the

Web”

Pathe Presents Blanche Sweet in a WellConstructed Mystery Story.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
HE Pathe release, “The Girl in the
Web” is of a class of mystery story
It is,
just now very much in vogue.
however, superior to most of them in

T

stimulating the reaction of surprise.

This

means superior construction on the part
scenarist and director.
The best part

of
of

such plays is in vaguely
happen, but there are
producers who refuse to do a little thinking for ourselves. They prepare for solving the problem so carefully that the end
is all discounted long before it is reached.
There is reasonable preparation in “The

our enjoyment

in

wondering what

will

Girl in the Web.” The guilty individual is
right there before our eyes andmnder suspicion, but so skilfully is suspicion diverted
and misdirected in a consistent telling of
the story that there is mystery to be solved
until the last few scenes, as it should be in
plays of this kind. To nice construction,
careful
treatment and skilled editing,
therefore, are due the chief values of “The
Girl in the Web.”
Blanche Sweet is seen in a role that suits
her, which she plays with grace and quiet
dignity for the most part, but she is fully
alive to emotional moments as well, expressing her feelings with a truly feminine
personality all her own, a pathetically interesting figure throughout.
Her support
is flawless, Nigel Barrie offering a cleancut characterization of the manly young
American. Thomas Jefferson supplies the
comedy element of the much-used “private
stock” kind and does it as if used to it. As
produced by Jesse D. Hampton and as
shown at the Broadway Theatre, “The Girl
in the Web” is a mystery story superior
in preserving the mystery and in skilfull
presentation, a fine entertainment of its
kind.
Cast.

Esther Maitland
Dick Ferguson

Van

Blanche Sweet
Nigel Barrie
Thos. Jefferson

Janney
Mrs. Janney
Zile

Adele

Chapman
Mrs.
Bebita

Farrington

Hayward Mack
Christine Mayo

Price
Price

Peaches Jackson
Produced by Jesse D. Hampton.

The

Story.

“The Girl in the Web” is Esther Maitland,
private secretary in the Janney family. The
supposed head is merely the husband of
Mrs. Janney.
Living- with them are their
daughter, Mrs. Price and her husband, though
she is not able to ride it rough-shod over
him. When young Price finds that his wife
is spoiling her whole future at bridge whist
parties, he leaves the Janney home in disgust.
About this time, directly after a dinner party given by neighbor Dick Ferguson,
the jewels of Mrs. Janney are missing.
Several people have the combination of
the safe, including Esther.
Everybody is

—

them that the

thief is in plain sight all the
time, but that they cannot decide upon the
guilty party.
Get so cocksure that they
come just to prove you a liar. Play up Miss
Sweet and the cast of favorites. Use the web
idea for exploitation. For window work, for

example, you can draw a web on the glass
and place a cutout of Miss Sweet behind it

“The Hidden Code”
Pioneer Film Corporation Features Grace
Davison in Rather Crude Melodramatic Subject.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
HIS five-reel Pioneer Film subject, entitled “The Hidden Code,” was produced by Norman Harsell, and Grace
Davison is the featured player. The sup-

T

porting cast

is

not named, but includes a

hero and a villain of the conventional sort
and a band of crooks led by a woman
called Stella.
The production opens with
the picture of Miss Davison, who is a comely heroine, in the act of reading a melodramatic novel. The events, in which she
sees herself playing the leading role, are
shown chapter by chapter, giving a certain plausibility to what would otherwise
be a loosely knit and unconvincing series
of happenings.

There

is plenty of plot in this story, but
suffers from overacting and a general
lack of reality. The attention is held quite
firmly at times by the intensity of the
melodramatic incidents, some of which
it

contain genuine thrills, but on the whole
the action is too uncertain to make a very
successful production. It moves like a serial in which convincing effect has been
sacrificed for the sake of melodrama.
The subject is one that will entertain uncritical spectators, owing to its swift action. Some of the scenic effects are attractive and good photography helps out conIt is a production that would
have been much stronger if handled with

siderably.

more

sincerity in the acting.
Cast.

Grace Lamont

Grace Davison
Ralph Osborne
Richard Leslie
Richard Lestrange
August Mason
Clayton Davis
Directed by Richard Lestrange.
Photographed by Harry Fischbeds.
Story by Norman Harsell.

Eben Lamont

The
Grace Lamont.

in

Story.

“The Hidden Code,”

is

July

31,
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daughter of an eccentric chemist who
has been working on a new explosive. The
old man has finally reached his goal and is
anxious to turn his explosive over to the
government, though he has been offered a
price for it by Richard Leslie, president of
a company dealing in explosives. Mr. Lamont
fears his secret will be taken from him and
tattoos the formula on Grace’s shoulder in
an invisible ink, which may be brought out
only by certain chemicals.
August Mason, a hypnotist of crooked tendencies, who belongs to a gang headed by a
woman called Stella, sees the formula being
He kills her
placed on Grace’s shoulder.
father and gains hypnotic control over the
girl, but does not yet know how to bring
Tony, another memout the invisible ink.
ber of Stella’s gang, is in love with Grace.
He and Richard Leslie are both anxious to
save her from Mason and have repeated
clashes with this individual before she is
finally rescued from his clutches.
the

Tony become rivals and the
wins the love of Grace. Mason
is annihilated by the new explosive and the
formula is restored to Grace and Leslie.
A
Program and Advertising Catchlines:
Thrilling Fight for the Formula Tattooed
on the Shoulders of a Lovely Girl.
Leslie

former

and

finally

The Thrills of a Serial in a Single Feature.
If You Like Plenty of Action, See “The
Hidden Code.”
A Story of Vivid Action and Dastardly
Deeds.
Exploitation Angles: Sell the action, playup the fact that the formula is tattooed on
the girl's shoulder. If you want to tear the
town loose from its foundations, hire a
girl with really pretty shoulders to sit in a
store window with the shoulders exposed.
Give her a mask to increase the mystery and
run as a teaser the first day, adding an explanatory card for the second telling that
the formula is tattooed on her shoulder, but
in invisible ink.

“Under Northern Lights”
William Buckley Plays Effectively in Romance of Canadian Northwest for
Universal.

Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
O the average audience a story of
Canada’s Northwest is a pleasing subject for the screen, therefore “Under
Northern Lights,” a Universal production
featuring William Buckley, will be found
interesting.
It
has the advantage of a
good cast, the atmosphere of the picture
is convincing; and with one or two excep-

T

An intions the action will pass muster.
cident such as the suicide of the Indian
girl, who is seen jumping from a cliff, may
not be to the liking of all; but this is easily
gotten rid of, and can be cut with good effect. One of the best pieces of work in the
picture is the fight in LaRoque’s cabin. The
action in this scene is spontaneous and
therefore effective.
Virginia Faire is attractive as Suzanne
‘

Foucharde, and Herbert Bethew as Abner
Lee, and Leonard Clapham as Jacques Foucharde do noticably good work. “Under
Northern Lights” is a production of fair
quality, and will fit well into the average
theatre program.
Cast.

Douglas MacLeod
Jacques Foucharde
Suzanne Foucharde
Abner Lee
Louis La Roque

William Buckley
Leonard Chapham
Virginia

Faire

Herbert Bethew
Charles Brinley
Ben Corbett

Burke
Henry Foucharde

Frank Staples

Madge Carson
Na Fa Kowa

Oleta Ottis

Kay Harrison

Story by Jacques Jaccard.
Direction by Jacques Jaccard.
Length, Five Reels.

The
The story

Story.

“Under Northern Lights” centers about a romance between Douglas MacLeod, a member of the Royal Northwest
Mounted Police, and Suzanne Foucharde, a
daughter of that country. The return of Suzanne’s brother Jacques from the gold country introduces a tragic element which finally
evolves into a happy ending.
of

Some incidents in connection with Louis
La Roque’s desertion of an Indian girl and
the baby of which he is the father, lead up
to a game of cards in La Roque’s cabin,

where young Foucharde, discovering La
Roque and his common law wife cheating,
gets into a row in which he shoots and kills
La Roque. It then becomes the duty of MacLeod to arrest the brother of his sweetheart.
At the first opportunity he allows his prisoner to escape, and stands in the way of the
bullet aimed at Foucharde by another member of the mounted police. He is picked up
for dead, but later he recovers; and the
springtime finds Suzanne and MacLeod riding
side by side again, through the forest country of the Canadian Northwest.

Program

Catchlines:
Exploitation
and
William Buckley in a Strong Play of the
Canadian Northwest.
Where the Aurora Borealis Plays its
Changing Lights on the Hot Passions
the Eternal Snows Can Never Cool.
See the Stirring Fight Over a Game of
Cards. Jack Dempsey Isn’t in it.
Come Off the Summer Porch to Wander
Under the Cool Shades of the Great,
Mysterious Northwest.
Exploitation Angles: Play up the locale as
the most seasonable appeal. Work this with
snow effects in your lobby, using any of the
summer stunts recently shown. This will
make the strongest bid. For the story play
up MacLeod’s sacrifice.

“A Cumberland Romance”
Realart’s

Latest
ture

Reviewed

M

Mary

with the ladle across his forehead, the metal
making a scar which Clayton takes to be
the brand of Cain. Easter says good bye to
But
Clayton, who is leaving for the city.
the next day she follows him and throws
herself at his feet in an outburst of wild
emotion. She tells him she loves him. Clayton believes he loves the girl. “Sherd” talks
with Clayton, believes his intentions are
honorable and arranges for the wedding.
Clayton’s mother and sister
wedding party has gathered

cabin, when “Pa” Hicks, defying “revenuers”
to come to the wedding, gets drunk and
“Sherd” jumps in
starts to shoot Clayton.
front of Clayton, but little Easter leaps before “Sherd” and the bullet wounds her. Next
day she recovers and realizes she loves
“Sherd” after all. She tells Clayton. Clayton gives the ring to “Sherd” and the circuit
rider and the mountain girl are happily married.

Advertising
Program
and
Mary Miles Minter in a Story

Catchlines:
of the Tennessee Mountains.
An Idyl of the Wild Outdoors Which
Charmingly Fits the Little Star.
A Play of Primal Passions in Which True

Love Wins at Last.
Like a Breath of Air from the Sweet
Scented Woods.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Miss Minter
and feature her role. Try to visualize the
charm of the character in your advertising.
Play on the book origin of the feature by
using “From a Mountain Europa” in all of
your advertising, just beneath the release
title.

Miles Minter Pic-

Best.
by Herbert Caryl.

“

charming

screen artist, brings to Realproduction, “A Cumberland Romance,” that air of simplicity and
sweetness which has made her famous, plus
a gripping portrayal of the quick, wild,
spirit of a daughter of the mountains. The
role of Easter Hicks, daughter of an uncouth mountaineer moonshiner, gives Miss
Minter an opportunity to display her acting ability and she does not pass the opportunity by. “A Cumberland Romance” is
by far Miss Minter’s best film. Outdoor
scenes in the pictures are beautiful, and
the lighting effects remarkable.
A strong supporting cast surrounds Miss
Minter. Monte Blue, in the role of “Sherd
Raines,”,
an
earnest
young mountainpreacher, who aspires to be the husband of
Easter and a circuit rider, is excellent.
Clayton, portrayed by John Bowers, the
city engineer in love with Easter, is also a
strong part. Robert Brower, that loveable
old man of the films, is cast as the “Mountain Bishop.”
Martha Mattox, as Easter’s
mother, makes a typical mountain wife and
mother.
little

—

Cast.

Mary Miles Minter

Easter Hicks
“Sherd” Raines
Clayton
“Pap” Hicks

Monte Blue
John Bowers

Guy

Oliver

“Ma” Hicks
Martha Mattox
The “Mountain Bishop”
Robert Brower
Story by John Fox, Jr.
by Charles Maigne.
by Charles Maigne.

The

Story.

Easter Hicks, girl of the Cumberland
mountains, coming down the mountain side
astride a bull, meets Clayton, a young city
engineer. Later Clayton is impressed when
he sees her remarkable skill with a rifle.
“Sherd” Raines, a young mountaineer who
aspires to be a circuit rider, seeks to wed
Easter. But the girl is fascinated with the
city man.
Her father, a moonshiner hiding
from the revenue officers, sees Easter and
Clayton talking together and vows to kill
Clayton.
But “Sherd,” beating religion into
“Pa” Hicks, stops him from taking Clayton’s life. Then “Sherd” battles with his own
soul.
He starts to mould a bullet to kill his
rival.
As he prepares the mould a vision
comes to him he sees Cayton dead and a
voice
denounces
“Sherd,”
the
mountain
preacher, for taking a human life. Forgetful of the hot metal, “Sherd” flings the hand

—

Go and Get

It”

Marshall Neilan Production for First National Program Is an Absorbing

latest

Scenario
Directed

arrive.
The
at the Hick’s

Her

Is

ARY MILES MINTER,
art’s
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Mystery Story.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

T

HE

best part about “Go and Get It,”
the Marshall Neilan picture released
by First National, in which Pat
O’Malley and Agnes Ayres are the featured players, is that the reporter hero
obeys instructions and brings in a scoop
for his paper.
The picture itself also is
quite sure to obey instructions and to perform that exceedingly popular operation
known as “bringing home the bacon.” The
author has constructed his story with the
sole object of getting a firm grasp on the
spectator’s interest and hanging on at all
odds until the end of the last reel. “Go
and Get It” is a mystery melodrama produced with the care and skill that is expected of the highest grade pictures.
In book form it would have delighted the
man who found the best sort of relaxation

from

his
duties as President in “bully
yarns” of this nature. Transferred to the
screen it is more engrossing than ever and
is
shot through with humorous bits that
relieve the gruesome bent of several of the
situations. The love motive is well defined

and the lovers a handsome pair, whose
clear thinking and right acting make them
steady favorites. There isn’t any moralizing or any attempt to teach anything at

—

the picture just to be entertaining
and always. And that is precisely what “Go and Get It” does.
Marshall Neilan has not forgotten his
old trick of putting in the human shading
in every scene; also of supplying a cast
of uniform excellence.
Pat O’Malley is a
credit to the craft that is responsible for
all

in

first,

news

last

hounds, and Agnes Ayres would
brighten the corner of any publication
clever enough to give her a desk in its
editorial rooms.
Wesley Barry is grotesquely amusing as Dinty the office boy.
Noah Beery as Doctor Ord, Walter Long
as Jim Hogan and Bull Montana as the
gorilla
contribute strong specimens of
character acting.
The airplane scenes demand a special
word of praise. They are thrilling in the
extreme, the landing of the hero from a
flying machine on the top of a rapidly

—
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moving train and his return to his
craft being handled with great skill.
Cast.

Kirk Connelly
Dinty
Helen Allen
"Shut. the door” Gordon... J.

Pat O’Malley

Wesley Barry
Agnes Ayres
Barney Sherry

Rich
Doctor Ord

C.

J. L.

Mailles

Noah Beery
Bull Montana
Ferry, the Gorilla
Walter Long
Jim Hogan, the gangster
Lydia Teamans Titus
Lilly Doody
George C.. Dromgold
Thomas Hickson
Ashley Cooper
W. W. Crocker
Charles West
"Slim" Hogan
The Story.
When Kirk Connelly is engaged by the
newspaper that is owned by Miss Helen Allen he finds out that Business Manager
Gordon is doing his best to wreck the paper
so that he and the editor of the rival sheet
can buy it in for a song. “Go and Get It"
is the command that a good reporter always
tries to obey, without regard to life, limb
Several scoops having
or physical effort.
been put over on his sheet by the rival daily
Kirk swears to himself to defeat the plotters
and land the beat with the next big news
story that breaks. His chance comes when
he learns that Doctor Ord, who had treated
him in France after he had been wounded in
the big war, believes he ban restore life to
a human being whose spinal cord has been
broken. To test this theory the doctor arranges to secure the body of a gangster
who is to be hanged for murder, to restore
him to life and then transfer his brain to
the skull of a gorilla. This is done and the
next morning the body of the physician is
found in his study, with his back broken.
The next day the prosecuting attorney
who convicted Hogan suffers the same fate.
The gangster had sworn to be revenged
upon him, and also upon his brother, who
had given evidence against him. Kirk has
put two and two together correctly enough
to be certain that an attempt will be made to
kill the brother and is concealed in his room
when the gorilla climbs in at the window
and makes a rush at his intended victim.
The reporter shoots down the beast that
has been given a human brain and saves

Hogan’s

life.

Added interest is attached to the fact that
Kirk has written an explanation of the mystery and has had it put in type before he
goes to prove that his theory is correct. His
object is to be able to give the signal for
the presses to start running off his story the
moment he knows that he is right. The star
reporter on the rival sheet tries his best to
block the game and almost succeeds, but
Kirk, after a desperate fight with three men,
reaches the office just as the office boy, who
has been helping him, has ordered the head
pressman to “Let her go!”
The scenes where Kirk employs an airplane to enable him to board a speeding
train and to overtake a ship at sea in order
that he may bring back an important witness
In the murder case, and the situations involving Helen Allen passing herself off as
.her own secretary and pretending to be a
reporter on her own paper, are among the
complications that help the story to get over
in fine style.
It doesn’t take Kirk long to
come to the proper understanding with
Helen once his scoop is landed and the plotters have been handed their walking papers.
Frog-ram
Exploitation
and
Catchlines:
See the Daring Reporter Land on a Fast
Express from an Airplane. It’s a thriller.
A thrilling story of the newspaper world
with all its hustle and sensation.
A theme which outdoes Eugene Sue.
Imagine a human brain in a gorilla’s body!
Exploitation Angles: Play on the gorilla
episode and the airplane thrills. Go the limit
in jazzing your advertising, and put it over
in a big way.
Don’t just say it is a melodrama. Prove it to your patrons. Use the
strong cast as a minor argument, but offer
chiefly the thrills.

—

DEPARTED SPIRITS (Fox). Bud Fisher
has concocted a sure laugh producer in the
Jeff animated subject.
Jeffff consults the ouija board and discovers that Mutt
has stolen his booze. He invokes the spirit
of A1 K. Hall and brings dire punishment
upon Mutt, but in the end the latter retaliMutt and

ates.

One

of the best of these subjects.

“Children Not Wanted”

air

Republic Release Starring Edith Day Contains Strong Human Interest and a
Little Propaganda.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.

T

HE

Republic release, "Children Not
contains propaganda but
it’s of a new sort and of a kind that
This propaganda
will have wide appeal.
is

a

—

Wanted,”

plea

profit and
will show

for the’ placing of money and
comfort aside so that the public
more love and appreciation for

It contrasts the man or woman
thinks a child in the house is a nuisance with the man or woman who thinks
It presents a picture of
just the opposite.
a greedy landlord who bars contrast to one
who loves them.
These contrasting incidents are incidents
only and are scattered throughout the
story. There is a dramatic side of “Children Not Wanted” that has nothing to do
with children. It is a story of a girl’s fight
in New York against a man who covets
her.
He is shot by a jealous sweetheart,
who puts the crime upon the girl. Howthe
in
ever, these things happen late
story and they do not create the susthat
they should.
pense and
interest
The picture is well produced. The story
calls for few elaborate sets, but what there
are have been well made. The photography
is Tam, the outside scenes being exceptionally good.
Edith Day as Dorothy Crane has a part
that holds much human appeal. Lumsden
Hare is an excellent type for the crooked
gem swindlers and his acting equals his
appearance.
Little Ruth Sullivan plays
Betty Marsh, the orphan, in a sweet and
affectionate way. A feature of the production is the introduction of “K. C. B.,” the
writer, who takes a small part that of the
“nickel man,” who distributes nickels to
poor children in several scenes.

children.

who

—

Cast.

Edith Day

Dorothy Crane

Ruth Sullivan
Joe King
Lumsden Hare

Betty Marsh

Harrington
Marcus Hazzard
Mme. Duval
Ali Bey
The Nickel Man
R,obt.

Mrs.

Jean Robertson
Mario Majeroni
K. C. Beaton
Dorothy Walters

Farley

About

5,700 feet.

Directed by Paul Scardon.

The

Story.

Dorothy Crane, an orphan, and the heroNot Wanted," passes an unhappy childhood with her stern New England
aunt and uncle, who have made her feel she
was not wanted in their home. When they
ine of "Children

refuse to help care for Betty Marsh, fouryear-old child of Dorothy’s only friend, she
leaves with the child and runs away to New
York. There she tries to get rooms in a hoShe goes to
tel; the price asked terrifies her
apartment houses and again has the same experience children not wanted. Finally, she
gets a room with good-natured Mrs. Farley.
It does not offer much, but is cheap and
children are welcome.
Through the “help wanted” ads she gets
a position as office girl for Marcus Hazzard,
dealer in precious stones. He soon becomes
infatuated with her, which arouses the jealousy of Madam Duval, his business partner,
whom he had promised to marry. Madam
.

—

instructs Ali their Hindu servant, to watch
It is part of Dorothy’s duties to
receive callers at the Hazzard place. One of
these is Robert Barrington, wealthy collector
of precious stones, who becomes interested
in Dorothy and soon falls in love with her.
One day, because Mrs. Farley is ill, Dorothy takes Betty to the office.
Madam and
Hazzard gain the impression that Betty is
Dorothy’s child, and Hazzard concludes she
is not a good girl.
In his private office, he
insults her with an offer to be her “traveling companion.” Just as he is about to take
her in his arms a shot is fired and Hazzard
is killed instantly.
Dorothy turns in amazement to see Betty standing in the doorway,

Hazzard.

a smoking pistol at her feet.
She thinks
the child accidently killed Hazzard. Snatching her up, she flees home. Madam Duval
enters the room. There she finds Ali examin-

July
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ing the body.
Both conclude Dorothy fired
the shot.
They notify the police, and she
is taken there, together with the Hindu and
Madam Duval.
Upon sharp questioning by police ,the truth
is forced from Ali, that Madam Duval killed
Hazzard because of jealousy.
Dorothy is
released. She leaves headquarters with Barrington, now her fiance.
Program
Exploitation
anil
Catchlines:
Have You a Child? Stay Away. Have You
a Poodle?
the Landlord’s LanO. K.
guage in “Children Not Wanted,” starring Edith Day.

—

Human

Emotion. A Woman’s
“Children Not Wanted.”

Interest.

Jealousy

A Band

— in

Woman’s Love
Elements Bring the Climax in
“Children Not Wanted.”
Was Marcus Hazzard Killed by a Child.
It Looked that Way in "Children Not
Wanted.”
A Big Broadway Star Edith Day Is the
Star of “Children Not Wanted.”
Exploitation Suggestions: There is plenty
of Swindlers, a

These

—

—

of opportunity here because

it touches a vital
every community; The aversion
having children in their
may be a renters’ league
in your city.
If so, hook up with it.
You
can use a teaser campaign in the newspapers,
playing on the title.
Another sure fire
chance for a good story is to get your movie
editor to write up the appearance of “K. C.
B.,” the noted paragrapher, who appears for
the first time in a picture.
He has a small
but winning part.

problem

in

of landlords to
properties.
There

“The City Sparrow”
Ethel Clayton and Walter Hiers Score in
Paramount Picture of an Actress

and How Love Came.
Reviewed by Sumner Smith.

T

HE

Paramount production of “The
City Sparrow,” in which Ethel Clayton stars, is based on the old theme
of an actress beset by misfortune who
longs for love and a restful life in the
country, but Miss Clayton’s acting and that
of an exceptionally strong supporting cast,
and the direction by Sam Wood, make the
picture one which should please wherever
shown. Very many audiences will vote it
considerably above the average in entertainment values and all audiences will find
it well worth the price of admission.
Miss Clayton’s portrayal of the sweet,
wholesome dancing

girl is

sympathetic and

appealing.
The role is one which a less
capable actress might have overdrawn,
especially in the scenes where the girl decides to give up her country boy lover because she knows that as a result of an accident she can never be a mother.
Walter Hiers as Jim Ennis is good for a
laugh every time he moves an eyelash. As
the fat and hopeless lover of the dancing
girl, Hiers develops comedy of the most
likeable sort.
Clyde Fillmore as the country boy does

uniformly good work, while Lillian Leighton as the mother of Tim Ennis, played by
Hiers; Sylvia Ashton as the theatrical

boarding house keeper and Helen Jerome
Eddy as a country parson’s daughter make
the most of comparatively small roles. It
is to be regretted that Robert Brower as
the country parson was not given more opportunity for some of his character work,
but the plot apparently did not allow it.
William Boyd as the dancing girl’s partner
looked and acted the part.
Cast.

Milly

West

Tim

Ennis
David Muir
Ma Ennis

Hughie Ray
Annie
Parson Neil
Hester Neil
Mrs. Babb

Ethel Clayton
Walter Hiers
Clyde Fillmore
Lillian Leighton

William Boyd
Rose Cade
Robert Brower
Helen Jerome Eddy
Sylvia Ashton

Directed by Sam Wood.
Story by Kate Jordan.
Scenario by Clara G. Kennedy.
Assistant Director, Robert Lee.
Photographed by A1 Gilks.
Length, Five Reels.
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Current Film Release Dates
Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. “C” refers to
Comments, and “R” to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewer’s opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories of the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
L-5,143 Ft.
Ex. 1332.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Vol.

P-560; C-R, P-857;

44;

Thou Art the Man

L(Robert Warwick)
Vol. 44; P-459; C-R, P-1787.

5,003 Ft.

:

The Cost (Violet Heming)
The Strongest

(All-Star)

—Vol.

C-R-Vol. 44; P-299.
Should a Husband Forgive.
If I Were King- (William

43;

P-1284;

Vol. 42; P-1192.

Farnum).

C-R.

Vol.
Vol.

44;

Vol. 43; P-299; C-R, P-1619.

(William

Adventurer
Parts).
P-134.

Vol.

The Orphan

43;

(William

P-1650;

—Six
Vol.

Farnum

C-R;

— L-5,813 Ft. Vol. 44;
P-861; P-1105.
The Toll Gate (Super-Special — William
Hart)—L-5, 500 Ft. Vol.
C-R.

Aug.
Aug.

857; Ex. P-1479.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Super-Special.

May
May
May

Farnum — Six

Whv

Reels).

May.
Change Your Wife?

(Cecil B. De Mille
Vol. 43; P-1678; Ex.
828, 1087, 1332, 1596; C-R. P-1359.

Special)

— L-7,175

Ft.

Mrs. Temple’s Telegram (Bryant Washburn).
Vol. 44; P-862; C-R. P-1233; L-4,138 Ft.

—L1359.

Vol. 44; P-858; C-R, P-1105.

The Sea Wolf (George Melford Special)

—Six

The Dancin’ Fool

Reels).

Vol. 45; P-251; C-R, P-369.

TOM MIX

The Feud (Tom Mix).
2002

SERIES.

C-R

Vol. 43; P-1008;

.

The Daredevil (Tom Mix).

Vol.
Vol. 44; P-599.
Vol. 44; P-1235.
Gold Coins. Vol. 45; P-371.

43;

C-R
Leave

It

C-R

Vol. 44; P-138;

(Peggy Hyland).

Vol.

44;

455.

Russell).

P-739.
The Tattlers (Madlaine Traverse).
P-303; C-R, P-979.

Vol. 44;
Vol.

44;

The Mother

of His Children (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. 44; P-458; C-R, P-857.
Would You Forgive? (Vivian Rich). Vol. 44;
P-724; C-R, P-979.
The Dead Line (George Walsh). Vol. 44; P980; C-R, P-1105.
Forbidden Trails (Buck Jones).
Vol. 44;

Good (Madlaine Traverse).

Love’s Harvest (Shirley Mason).
Vol. 44;
P-1360; C-R, P-1499; Ex., P-1744.
The Iron Heart (Madlaine Traverse). Vol.
44; P-1501; C-R, P-1787.
White Lies (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. 44; P1630; C-R, P-1787.
Twins of Suffering Creek (William Russell).
Vol. 45; P-118; C-R, P-250.
A World of Folly (Vivian Rich). Vol. 44;
P-1790; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.
A Sister to Salome (Gladys Brockwell).
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones).
The Spirit of Good (Madlaine Traverse). R505.

The Little Wanderer (Shirley Mason).
The Rose of Nome (Gladys Brockwell).
Firebrand Trevison (Buck Jones).
Her Honor, The Mayor (Eileen Percy).
Extraordinary Specials.
Salome (Theda Bara).
The Honor System (All-Star).
A Daughter of the Gods (Annette Kellerman).
Les Miserables (William Farnum).

SUNSHINE COMEDIES.

Through the Keyhole.
Talks.

Ten Nights Without a Barroom.
A Lady Bellhop’s Secret.
Slipping Feet.

Virtuous Husbands.
Mary’s Little Lobster.

MUTT AND JEFF.

The Toy Makers.
The Tango Dancers.
One Round Jeff; C-503.
3 Raisins and a Cake of Yeast.
Departed Spirits.
The Mystery of the Galvanized Iron Ash Can.
The Breakfast Industry.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
April.

Treasure

Island

June.
(DeMille Special Reissue)

L-5.9S7 Ft
Vol. 44; P-1633; Ex. 1330:
C-R, P-1787.
Paris Green (Charles Ray)
L-4,257 Ft.
Remodeling Her Husband (Dorothy Gish);
L- 4,844 Ft. Vol. 44; P-1630; C-R, P-1787.
The City of Masks (Robert Warwick) L-4,708
Ft.
Vol. 44; P-1789.
Sick Abed (Wallace Reid); L-4,327 Ft. Vol.
44; P-1793; C-R, P-369.
Sand (William S. Hart); L-4,869 Ft.; C-R,

July
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

6

4

1
8

It.

(Super-Special-Tourneur)

FIRST NAT’L EXHIBITORS

—

503.

The Notorious Miss Lisle (Katherine Mac-

Donald).
Mnr. 1 The Fighting Shepherdess (Anita
Stewart). Vol. 44; P-141; C-R, P-

—

979.

Mar. 22

— The

Mar. 29

— The

ARTCRAFT.
Rebecca

of

Sunny Brook Farm (Mary Pick-

ford Re-issue); L-5, 382 Ft.

The Sins

of St.
L-4,656 Ft.

Anthony (Bryant Washburn);
Vol. 15; P-371.

Away Goes Prudence
Ft.

Let’s

Vol.

(Billie

Burke); L-5, 046

P-370.

45;

Be Fashionable (Doris May

McLean

—

— Douglas

Ince); L-4,501 Ft.
Vol. 41- P1503; C-R, Vol. 45. P-117.
Ladder of Lies (Ethel Clayton); L-4,271
Ft. Vol. 45; P251 C-R, 503.

The

Homer Comes Home

;

(Charles Ray); L-4,555
Ft. Vol. 45; P-252; C-R, P-369.
The fFourteenth Man (Robert Warwick); L-

The World and His Wife (Cosmopolitan Production); L-6,702 Ft.

The Fighting Chance (Special). L-5894.
The Prince Chap (W. De Mille Productions).
L-6168

;

R-506.

Crooked Streets (Ethel Clayton). L-4750.
The White Circle (Tourneur Production).
L-4017.

What Happened

to

Jones

(Bryant

burn).
L-4539)
Guilty of Love (Dorothy Dalton).
Hairpins (Enid Bennett). L-4796.

Wash-

COMEDIES.

June
June
June
July
Aug.
Aug.

Aug.

— Golly (Sennett — Two Reels).
— AByReels)
Model Husband (DeHaven — Two
27 — You Wouldn’t Believe
(Sennett)
— Two Reels).
—
The Quack Doctor. C-503.
15 — Great Scott (Sennett — Two Reels).
— Vacation
Time
(DeHavens — Two
Reels).
6

13

It

4

1

29—Never

Again

(DeHavens— Two

Reels).

PARAMOUNT-BURTON

HOLMES TRAVEL

PICTURES.
(One Reel.)

Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May
May

June
June
June
June

—Up-Country
in Siam.
—
In Lovely Lorraine.
—
In Happy Alsace.
9— An Oriental Sing Sing.
16 — Artistic Antwerp.
23 — Musko and Musume of Nippon.
30 — Battlefields of France.
— Beautiful Bruges.
13 — The Lure of the Lorelay.
20 — The Lake of the Sun and Moon.
27 —
18
25
2

6

Battlefields of France.

Idol Dancer (David Wark Griffith).
Vol. 44; P-137; C-R, P-597;
Ex., 828, 1477, 1480.

Woman

madge).

July.

P-1234.

Money

New

;

Me (William

Spirit of

—L-4,124

June
June
June
June

Below the Surface (Thomas H. Ince Special)
Vol.

455.

to

Reid)

(One Reel.)

—
Lounge Lizards of the Jungle.
—
Stars of the Stage and Screen.
—ALong
Jungle Honeymoon.
—
Live the Umpire and Others.
13 — Portraits from Acid.
27-— Quizzing the Prophets.
30 — A Forest Fantasy.
— The Transatlantic Night Express.
11 — The Movie Lure.
18 — The Kingdom of Night.
25 — Unpopular Science.
—
and Mummers.
—Masks
Peach Pirates.
15 — Dying as a Fine Art.
22 — The Unseen Land.
29 — Why Do They Do
16
23
30

L-5, 663 Ft.

FOX ENTERTAINMENTS.
A Manhattan Knight (George Walsh).

P-142;

(Wallace

—

Old Wives for

The Terror.

Black Shadows

A

Vol. 44; P-982; C-R, P-1233.
Lady in Love (Ethel Clayton) Vol. 44; P1238; C-R, 503.

P-2005.

Desert Love.

43* P-2173
Molly and I (Shirley Mason).

Vol. 44; P-1236; C-R,

6,797 Ft.
Ft.

the Sarre.

Dingapore.

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE.

S.

44;

The Joyous Troublemakers (William Farnum

The

P-724.

44; P-727;

P-503.

3

Ft.

P-141; C-R, P-857.

Terror Island (Houdini)

The White Moll (Pearl White). R-507.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES.
Heart Strings (William Farnum..— Six Parts).
The

—L-5,547

The False Road (Enid Bennett-Ince).

44;

SPECIALS.

——
—
—
—
—
22 — The Sentence of
29 — Souvenirs of the

4
July
Parisian Holidays.
July 11 The Land of Laos; R-504.
July 18 Frenchifying Metz.
July 25— In Flanders Fields.
Aug. 1 Cocoanuts and Copra.
Aug. 8 JJeroic Leige.
Aug. 15 Hunting for Formosan Headhunt-

Gives

Vol.

44;

(NormaT TalP-46; C-R, P- »

—Polly
of the Storm Country (Mildred Harris Chaplin). Vol.
PApr. 11 — Don’t Ever Marry (Marshall Neilan
Production). Vol.
P-726; C-R,
979; Ex., P-1743.
Apr. 18 — The Love Expert (Constance Talmadge — John
Emerson Anita
Loos Production). Vol. 44; P-860:
C-R, P-1105.
Apr. 25 — Passion's Playground
(Katharine
MacDonald).
L-5, 968 Ft.
Vol
44; P-981.
May
— Theart).
Yellow Typhoon (Anita StewVol. 44; P-1106; C-R, P-1233.
May 31 — David Wark Griffith Production.
June 11 — Marshall Neilan Production.
June 28 — Constance Talmadge Production.
July 19 — Yes or No? (Norma Talmadge).
Aug. 16 —Jack Knife Man (King Vidor).
30
Forty-five Minutes from Broadway
(Charles Ray).
Sept
— Thetion).
Scoffer (Allan Dwan ProducSept. 13 — Harriet
and the Piper
(Anita
Stewart).
Sept. 20 — Smilin’
Through
(Norma
Talmadge).
Sept. 20 — The Master Mind (Lionel BarryOct.
—Themore.
Woman.
Oct. 11 — Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray).
Oct. 18 — R. A. Walsh Production.
Oct. 25 — Nomads of the North (James Oliver
Curwood Production).
Oct. 25 — Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin).
Nov.
—
Curtain (Katherine MacDonald).
Nov.
— Twin
Beds (Mr. and Mrs. Carter
DeHaven).
Nov. 15 — The Heart of a Fool (Allan Dwan
Production).
Nov. 22 — The
Honorable
Peter
Sterling
(Lionel Barrymore).
Nov. 29 — The Girl of Gold (Norma Talmadge).
Nov. 29 — Penrod (Marshall Neilan Production).
Dec.
— TheHarris
Woman in His House (Mildred
Chaplin).
Apr.

4

44;

13,60.

44;

-

3

Aug;.,

6

4

1

8

6

Dec. 13

— The

Human

.

Chess-Board

stance Talmadge).

(Con-

—
644

—
—
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No. 4 of The Third Eye (Daggers of Death).
Start the Show (LaPlant One Reel).
Releases for Week of June 20.
Passers Bv (Herbert Rawlinson Six Reels).
Vol. 44; P-1735; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.
No. 12 of Trailed by Three (The Burning

—

—

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Six Feet Four (William Russell).
P-1793.
Eve in Exile (Charlotte Walker).
P-S54.
of Tomorrow
P-463.

The Valiev
Vol. 43

;

Vol.

41;

Vol.

42;

(William Russell).

The Honey Bee (Mme. Marguerite de

Sylva).

Vol. 44; P-600.

The Dangerous Talent (Margarita Fisher).
Vol. 43; P-2011: C-R, Vol. 44; P-134.
Slam Bang Jim (William Russell).
The Thirtieth Piece of Silver (Margarita
Vol.

Fisher).

The House

44;

P-981.

Toys (Seena Owen).

of

Vol. 44;

P-1502; C-R. P-1787.
Peggy Robels (Mary Miles Minter.
The Week End (Margarita Fisher Six Reels)
A Live Wire Hick (William Russell).

—

W. W. HODKINSON

Fuse)
(The Black Hand
5 of The Third Eye
Bag).
All in a Day (Rolin Comedy One Reel).
Releases for Week of June 27.
No. 13 of Trailed by Three (The Door of
Death).
No. 6 of The Third Eye (The Death Spark).
No. 3 of Bringing Up Father (Jiggs and the
Social Lion Two Reel Comedy).
Any Old Port (Harry Pollard One Reel).
Releases for Week of July 4.
The Man from Make Believe (William DesNo.

—

—

mond)

No.

14

—

The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production).
43; P-207;

Vol.

C-R. P-1010.

ZANE GRAY PICTURES, INC.
Riders of the Dawn (Six Parts — Hampton).
Vol. 44; P-980; C-R, P-1105.

PARKER READ,

JR„ PRODUCTIONS.
The Lone Wolf’s Daughter (Louise Glaum.
J.

Seven Parts).

Vol. 42; P-1010.
(Louise Glaum Seven Reels).

Sex

—

Vol. 43;

P-2013; Ex. 1331.

DIETRICH-BECK,

INC.
The Bandbox (Six Parts Doris Kenyon).
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon Six
Reels). Vol. 44; P-302; C-R, P-723.

—

—

DIAL FILM COMPANY PRODUCTIONS.
King Spruce (Mitchel Lewis

—

Seven Reels).
Vol. 43; P-2177; C-R, Vol. 44; P-723.

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS.
(Leah

Cynthia-of-the-Minute
-Parts).

,

Baird

— Six

Vol. 45; P-254.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
Warren Kerrigan).

Live Sparks

(J.

P-777.
830,000
(J.
P-1286.

Warren

The Dream Cheater

Kerrigan).
(J.

•

Vol. 43;

Vol.

Trailed

by Three

Warren Kerrigan).

The

Green

Flame

(J.

—

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol.
43; P-773; C-R, 2002.

Pathe Review

One-Reel Educational

and Topics
)
(One-third Reel) Issued Weekly.
Issued Every Wednes( Topical )
day and Saturday. Warner Oland and Eileen
Percy are stars of “The Third Eye” and George
B. Seitz and Marguerite Courtot of “Pirates
Gold.”
(

the

Releases for

Week

9

of

The Third Eye (The Race for
Gal (Young Buffalo Series

His Pal’s

of June

6.

The

Little Cafe (Max Linder),
Vol. 44; P1504; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.
No. 10 of Trailed by Three (The Slave Market).
N o. 3 of The Third Eye (In Destruction’s

Path).
You're Pinched (Harry Pollard One Reel).
Releases for Week of June 13.
No. 11 of Trailed by. Three (The Torture
Trap).

—

—Life).
Two

Reels).

The Unconventional Maida Greenwood (Mrs.
Sydney Drew Two Parts).
The Home Stretch (Harry Pollard One Reel).
No.

—

Releases for Week of July 25.
10 of The Third Eye (The House

Terrors).
Buffalo Series (The Law of
Border).
Call a Taxi (Harry Pollard
One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 61. R-503.
Releases for Week of August 1.

Young

of

the

—

One Hour Before Dawn (H. B. Warner).
No. 11 of The Third Eye (The Long Arm

of

Vengeance).

Young

Buffalo Series (The Hobo of Pizen
City Two Reels).
Rolin Comedy (One Reel).
Releases for Week of August 8.
No. 12 of The Third Eye (Man Against Man).
Young Buffalo Series (The Hold-Up Man).
Little Miss Jazz
(Beatrice LaPlante One

—

Reel Comedy).
Releases for

The

Girl

Reels

—

Week of August 15.
Web (Blanche Sweet— Six

the
—inHampton)

No. 13 of The Third

Eye (The Blind Trails

Justice).
1 of Pirate Gold (In
Map Three Reels).

—

Run Em Ragged

of

Which Hoey Buys a

(Rolin-Pollard

Comedy).

Take
Oh, You Kid!

MARTIN JOHNSON.
Lonely South Pacific Missions.
Recruiting in the Solomons.
The City of Broken Old Men.
Marooned in the South Seas.

ADVENTURE

SCENICS.

Son s of Salooskin.
Ghosts of Romance.

METRO PICTURES CORP.

—One

Reel

of Way (Bert Lytell).
Vol. 43;
P-1116; C-R, 2002.
Six Parts). Vol
43; P-938.

The Right

The Walk-Offs (May Allison

—

A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton).
P-773.
March — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn).
P-301; C-R, P-723.

—
—

Vol. 43;
Vol. 44;

—

March

Shore Acres (Alice Lake Six Reels).
Vol. 44; P-135; C-R, P-723; Ex. 1329.
April Alias Jimmv Valentine (Bert Lytell
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-456; C-R. P-857.
April. Dangerous to Men (Viola Dana). Vol.
44; P-598; C-R, P-979; Ex. 1328.
May 31 The Best of Luck (All Star Six
Parts). Vol. 45; P-372; C-R. 503.
June 7 The
Cheater
(Mav Allison Six
Parts).
Vol. 44; 'P-1791.
July 5 Parlor, Bedroom and Bath (All Star
Six Parts). Vol. 45; P-372.
July 19 The Misfit Wife (Alice Lake -Six
Parts).
Aug. 2 Held in Trust (May Allison Six
Parts).
Aug. 16 The Chorus Girl’s Romance (Viola
Dana Six Parts).
Sept. 1
The Hope (All-Star Six Parts).
Sept. 13
The Price of Redemption (Bert Lytell
Six Parts).
Sept. 20
The Saphead (Crane-Keaton Six
Parts).
Sept. 27
Clothes (All Star Six Parts).
4
Oct.
The Hope (All Star Six Parts).

—

—

—
—

—

— —
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

——

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS.

— Stronger Than Death (Seven Reels)
Vol. 44; P-631.
April — The Heart of a Child (Seven Reels),
Vol. 44; P-459; C-R, P-857.
Oct. 11 — Billions (Six Reels).
C. E. SHURTLEFF, INC.
April — Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-110S).
Aug. 23 — The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All
Star — Six Reels).
Nov. 22 — The Star Rover
(All
Star — Six
Reels.

January
'

TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS.

—
—

March

The Very Idea (Six Reels). Vol. 44;
P-1527; C-R. P-2002.
April Nothing But Lies (Six Reels). Vol. 44;
P-1235; C-R. P-1787.

ROBERTSON-COLE

INC.

Day
Pathe News
of

(Herbert Rawlinson

Six Parts).

No.

No.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

—

Man and His Woman

Warren Kerrigan).

R-505.

202.

Into the Kitchen.
Doctor’s Advice.

(The Hidden

No. 7 of The Third Eye (The Double Trap).
Don’t Rock the Boat (Harry Pollard One
Reel).
Releases for Week of July 11.
No. 15 of Trailed by Three (The Reckoning).
No. 8 of The Third Eye (Dangerous Trails).
Tex of the Timberlands (Young Buffalo
Series Two Reels). R-504.
Hello Uncle (Beatrice La Plante One Reel).
Releases for Week of July 18.

43;

Vol. 43; P-2013; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
Xo. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 44; P-1234.

Room

Come

.

of

—

Desert Gold (Hampton Production).

In

Crime).

—

BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON— GREAT
AUTHORS PICTURES.

Supreme Comedies.
Mumps.
Her Novel Idea.
Artistic Temperament.
Mollie’s

A Woman Who
cale).

The Brand

Woman

(Carlyle Blackwell). Vol.
C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
Bright Skies (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 44; P-859;
C-R, Vol. 45; P-250.
The Devil’s Claim (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
43; P-2174;

44; P-984.

The Fortune Teller (Marjorie Rambeau). Vol.
44; P-1107;

Ex. P-159S.
The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale). Vol. 44; P-1108; C-R, 503.
The Wonder Man (Georges Carpentier Six
Reels). Vol. 44; P-1502; C-R, P-1787.

—

The Heart

CO.

C-R, P-455.

44; P-302;

The Third

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Understood (Bessie Barris-

Vol. 44; P-139; C-R, P-597.
of Lopez (Sessue Havakawa). Vol.

of

Twenty (ZaSu

P-118; C-R, 503.
Li Ting Lang (Sessue

Pitts).

Hayakawa).

Uncharted Channels (H.

B.

Vol. 45;

R-505.
R-506.

Warner).

Week

Releases for

Elmo

No. 18 of

thie

of June

7.

Fearless (The Fatal Let-

ter).

No.

7

The Moon Riders (The Menacing

of

Monster).
No.

1

of

The Vanishing Dagger

(.The Scarlet

Confession).

A Hero

’n

Everything

(Monty Banks

—One

Reel).

Moonshiners and Jailbirds (Billy
Ester Jackson Two Reels).

Two from Texas

—

(J.

Farrell

Engel and

McDonald

— Two

Reels).

A

Releases for Week of June
Tokio Siren (Tsuru Aoki). Vol.

14.

45;

P-253,

July
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No.

2 of The Vanishing Dagger (The Night
of Terror).
Three Pairs of Stockings (Harry Keaton

One Reel).
Jaws and Kitten’s Paws (Harry Sweet
and Edna Gregory Two Reels Cen-

Lion’s

—

—

tury).

Releases for Week of June 21.
Vol. 44;
Alias Miss Dodd (Edith Roberts.
P-1633; C-R, P-1787.
No. 9 of The Moon Riders (The Triple MenNo.

ace).
3 of

The Vanishing Dagger

(In Death’s

Clutches).

— One Reel).
A He Male Vamp (Zip Monty and Connie
Henley— Two Reels).
The Fightin’ Terror (Hoot Gibson — Two
Reels —Western).
The Last Nip (Lee Kohlmar

Releases for. Week of June 28.
Human Stuff (Harry Carey). Vol. 44; P-1792.
No. 10 of The Moon Riders (The Moon Rider’s
Bride).
No. 4 of The Vanishing Dagger (On the Trail
of the Dagger).
Twin Lizzies (Star Comedy One Reel).
A Villain’s Broken Heart (Billy Engel and
Celeste Zimlick Two Reels).

—

—

A Tough

Tenderfoot (Helen Lynch and Jack

Carlyle

— Two

Reels).

Releases for

The More Excellent Way (Anita Stewart).
The Garter Girl (Corinne Griffith). Vol. 44;
P-984; C-R, 503.

The Sea Rider (Harry

No. 11 of The Moon
No. 5 of The Vanishing Dagger (The End of
the Rustlers).
Pills for Papa (Neal Burns and Josephine

Hill—One Reel).
Under Crimson Skies

— Six
Reels). Vol. 44; 1503; C-R, Vol.
P-117.
Should Waiters Marry? (George Ovey— Two
Reels).
The Boss of Copperhead
Farrell McDonald — Two Reels).
(Elmo

Lincoln

T.

Morey). Vol

44;

P-

1362; C-R, P-178'7.

Clover’s Rebellion (Anita Stewart).

May — A Master

Stroke (Earle Williams).

— Bab’s Candidate (Corinne Griffith).
Vol. 45; P-370; C-R, 503.
July — The Gauntlet (Harry T. Morey).
Sept.-— Trumpet Island (All Star Cast — Special).
Sept. — The Prey (Alice Joyce).
Sept. — The Whisper Market (Corinne GrifSept. — The Purple Cipher (Earle Williams).
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan — 15Episode Serial).
The Invisible Hand (Antonio Moreno — 15Episode Serial).

Week

of July 12.
Vol. 45; P-373;

C-R,

503.

No. 12 of the Moon Riders (The Pit of Fire).
No. 6 of The Vanishing Dagger (A Terrible
Calamity).
Kid-ing the Landlord (Bartine Burkette
One Reel).

Bear Skinned Beauties (Century Beauty
Chorus Two Reels).
The Shootin’ Kid (Hoot Gibson Two Reels).
Releases for Week of July 19.
The Girl in the Rain (Anne Cornwall). Vol.

—

44:

—

P.

Moon Riders (The House

No. 13 of The

Doom)

7 of The Vanishing Dagger (Plunged to
His Doom).
His Mis-Step (Bartin Burkette One Reel).
Off His Trolley (Jessie Fox-Billy Engel

—

Two

Reels).

— Two
Reels).
La La Lucille (Lyons and Moran); P-508.
No. 14 of The Moon Riders (Unmasked — Two
Reels).
No.
of The Vanishing Dagger (In Unmerciful Hands — Two Reels).
Thru the Keyhole (Davey and Burkette — One
Reel Comedy).
A Birthday Tangle (Century Comedy, Henley and Jamison — Two Reels).
Fighting Pals (Magda Lane — Two Reels
Western).
The

Red

Hot

Trail

(Leo

BIG V COMEDIES.
(Two Reels)
Pals and Pugs (Jimmy Aubrey).
A Parcel Post Husband (Earle Montgomery).
He Laughs Last (Jimmy Aubrey).
July The Laundry (Earle Montgomery).
August Springtime (Jimmy Aubrey).

——

O.

HENRY FEATURES.

VITAGRAPH

An Afternoon

A

Reels).
P-1086.

Vol. 43; P-1840; C-R,

Captain Swift (Earle Williams).
728;

Dollars

Reels).
P-117.

The Courage
Curwood

Vol.
of

Woman
44;

44'

—

P
Si'
4E

Marge O’Doone (James Oliver

— Seven

1239; C-R, P-1787.

Reels).

Vol

44-

’

P-

The Fortune Hunter (Earle Williams— Seven
Reels).

Vol.

P-726.

Kellard)
Serial).

A Dangerous
vs.

Little

of Kingdom
Vol. 43; P-1522.

Come (Jack

Shepherd

Pickford).

Vol. 43; P-2174.
Affair.

Duds (Tom Moore).
Water, Everywhere

Water,

Wits (Marguerite Marsh).

Episode

Vol. 44;

ton).

The

and
Rod La Rocque). Vol. 45; P-119.
Love or Money (Virginia Lee).
The Common Sin (Grace Darling and Rod La

PLIMPTON PICTURES.
What

Children Will

Should a Wife

Dodging His Doom.
Madcap Ambrose.

85.

Thirst.

Partners of the Night.

Vol. 43; P-1342; C-R,

Vol. 44; P-723.

Days (Rex

Beach

The Betrayal

Do (Edith Stockton).

Work? (Edith
COMEDIES.

(Will Rogers).
Vol. 43; P-1113; C-R, Vol. 44p*P-455; Ex.

Dangerous

— 15

BURTON KING PRODUCTIONS.
Discarded Woman (Grace Darling

of Letty (Pauline Frederick). Vol.

43; P-1290.

The

Vol. 43; P-1342; C-R, Vol. 44;

.

P-299.

The Evil Eye (Benny Leonard

Rocque).

P-1286.

43;

of

Stockton).

Maggie.

Production).

Vol. 44; P-2175; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.
(Basil King
Star).
Vol. 43; P-1293; C-R, Vol.

The Street Called Straight

—-All
44;

L. J.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

P-134.

Woman
Vol. 44;
The Woman
The

in

Room

13 (Pauline Frederick).

P-138 C-R, P-597; Ex. 949.
and the Puppet (Geraldine Farrar Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-142; C-R,
P-723.
The Strange Boarder (Will Rogers). Vol. 44P-729; C-R, P-979.
Out of the Storm (Barbara Castleton). Vol.
44; P-1107.
Jes’ Call Me Jim (Will Rogers).
Vol. 44; P1361; C-R, P-1499.
Dollars and Sense (Madge Kennedy).
Vol.
44; P-1363; C-R, Vol. 45; P-250.
The Return of Tarzan (Gene Pollar). Vol.
44; P-1504; C-R, Vol. 45; P-117.

Double Dyed Deceiver (Jack Pickford).
P-1791; C-R, Vol. 45; P-250.
The Slim Princess (Mabel Normand).
45; P-254; C-R, P-369.

BRAY PRODUCTIONS.
(One Reel.)
Wireless Telephony.
Pheasants, Aristocrats of Birdland.
Professor B. Flat A Musical Novelty.
Guardians of Our Gateways.

—

Famous Robberies.

of Courting.

Taos Indians and Other Subjects.

SELZNICK PICTURES.

Who Lost Himself (William Faversham). Vol. 44; P-1500.
The Flapper (Olive Thomas). Vol. 44; P-1239;
C-R, P-1499.
The Man

May

— Whispers (Elaine Hammerstein).
—
— The Desperate Doubt (Special).

17

Vol. 45; P-253.
News Reel.
May 24 The Valley of

Selznick

June 7
June 14

Hero (Owen Moore).
—The Servant Question
(William ColJune 21 —The Figurehead (Eugene O’Brien).
July
— Theman
Scarlet Letter (Herbert KaufMasterpiece — One Reel).
July 12 — Death. Where
Thy Sting? (Prizma
Comedy).
Aug.
— Panthea (Norma Talmadge).
Aug.
— Johnny
(Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece — One Reel).
Aug.
—
Darling Mine (Olive Thomas).
Aug. 23 — The Point Of View (Elaine Hammerstein).
Aug. 30 — The Poor Simp (Owen Moore).
SELECT PICTURES.
July 19 — The Sowing of Alderson Cree (Bernard During).
Aug. 16 — Just Outside The Door (Edith Hallier).

5

Is

Vol.

44;

High Cost

Distributed by Select Exchanges.

;

—

P-1634; C-R, Vol. 45; P-250.

Joyce
C-R, Vol

(Alice

P-1501;

P-115; Ex. 835.

My Back (T. Roy Barnes and Helene
Chadwick). Vol. 44; P-1632; C-R P-1787
The Great Accident (Tom Moore). Vol. 44-

— Sevei
P-597; Ex

Vol

C-R, P-979.

and the

Bow (Tom Moore). Vol. 42; P-1139.
Silver Horde (Rex Beach Production).
Vol. 44; P-460; Ex. 949; C-R, P-1359.
Palliser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol.

The Loves

Edward
Vol. 44;

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Miracle.

The Blooming Angel (Madge Kennedy).

Vol. 43; P-467.
of the North (Anna Boss).

The Veiled Marriage (Anna Lehr and Ralph

Toby's

43;

PRO-

P-1504.

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING

The

STAR

DUCTIONS.

June The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks).
June —-Love of Justice (Louise Glaum).
June Hell's Hinges (William S. Hart).
June Fifty-Fifty (Norma Talmadge).
July The Coward (Frank Keenan).
July The Lamb (Douglas Fairbanks).
July The Aryan (William S. Hart).
July The Deserter (Frank Keenan).
July Wild Winship’s Widow (Dorothy Dal-

Ruler of Men.

The

RECREATED

Earle).

Carmen

Wits

Scratch

SPECIAL, PRODUCTIONS.
The Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce

SPECIALS.
a Woman Strikes.
Life’s Greatest Problem.
The Other Man’s Wife.
The Littlest (Junior Special).

When

Wit Wins.

(Two Reels)
The Ransom of Mack (All-Star).
Thimble, Thimble (All-Star).

Maloney

8

HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.

Chains of Evidence (All Star).
High Speed (Gladys Hulette and

—

of

No.

With Every Meal.
—Alligator
Hunt.

HALLMARK

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES.
School Days.
Solid Concrete.
The Stage Hand.
Sept.

(J.

Releases for

Mar. 21

fith).

45,

The Red Lane (Frank Mayo).

One Reel.)
In Higher Spheres.
—
—
Silverware.
Tick-Tock.
——Broken
Silence.
Mar. 14 —
Feb. 15
Feb. 22
Feb. 29
Mar. 1

June

Week

of July 5.
Riders (Death’s Door).

FORD EDUCATION ALS.

STAR PRODUCTIONS.

The Moon Riders (At the Rope’s

of

8

End).

No.

Vol

2
2

-

9

lor).

—
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March

N ATION AL
a Wife.

— Just

PICTURES.
Vol.

44;

Christie Comedies.
(Two Reels.)

P-458; C-R,

P-979.

—

March Blind Youth. Vol. 44; P-600.
The Invisible Divorce (Leatrice Joy Walter
McGrail). Vol. 45; P-252.
Julv 19 Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle).
23
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince).
Aufi.

—

——

REPUBLIC PICTURES.

—
—
——

Kiss Me Caroline (Bobby Vernon).
Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher).
Torehy Comedies.

Where

Torchy (Johnny Hines).
for a Night (Johnny Hines).
Torchy Comes Through.

(Edythe Sterling). Vol.

C-R. Vol. 45; P-250.

Hindoo (Serial).
Husbands and Wives (Vivian Martin).

son). Vol. 44; P-1792.
Girl of the Sea (Williamson) R-507.

Special

Shirley

C.

Apple Tree

Law

Bruce Scenies.

Dreams Come True.

Walsh Production

—

P-140.

(E. K.

Lincoln).

UNITED ARTISTS.

—
—

—

Six
Pickford
(Mary
Jan. 18 Pollyanna
Reels). Vol. 43; P-636; Ex. 887.
Sennett).
(Mack
Apr. 25 Down on the Farm
Vol. 44; P-862; Ex. 537; P-1084-1087, 1597.
Romance (Doris Keane Seven Reels). Vol.
44; P-1239; C-R, P-1787.
June 13 The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks Six Reels).
June 27 Suds (Mary Pickford Five Reels).

—

—

—

—

—

EQUITY PICTURES.
The
For

Forbidden
Young). Vol.

Women

Kimball
(Clara
43; P-1291; Ex. 1800; C-R,

Vol. 44; P-299.
of Rafael
the Soul
Young). Vol. 44; P-983.

(Clara

Kimball

The Dreamer.
Hands Up.
Texas Guinan Comedies.

STATE RIGHT RELEASES
ARROW FILM CORPORATION.
The Chamber Mystery.
Circumstantial Evidence (Glenn White).

Vol.

44; P-1632.

Unseen Witness.
The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White).

Vol.

P-1503; Ex., P-1747.
Vol.

44;

Blazed Trail Productions (Every Other Week)
Lone Star Westerns (Every Other Week).

Lightning Byrce (Serial).

The Lurking Peril (Serial).
The Fatal Sign (Serial).

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORP.
Andy on

(Two Reels Each.)

DEMOCRACY' PHOTOPLAY COMPANY.
Democracy.

SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION.
(Comedypart —Two Reels Each.)

Uneasy Feet.

Vol. 43; P-2176.

STORYART SCENIC.
Creation’s Morning.

C-503.

a Diet.

Andy’s Wash Day.
Andy’s Night Out.
Gump Cartoons (One Reel).
Andy and Min at the Theatre.

Andy

— Serial).

NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION.
The Confession (Henry Walthall).

Four Times Foiled.

An

Overall Hero.

(Two

Barber Shop Gossip.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies.
(One Reel.)
Dreamy Chinatown.

Humid

July

RADIN PICTURES,

U.

PHOTPLAY CORPORATION.

—

G REIVER EDUCATIONS.

The

Spirit of the Birch.
Suds.
Precisely as Polly.

Reels).

S.

Washington, D. C.
Determination (All-Star Ten Parts).
ROMAYNE SUPER-FILM CO.
Culver City. Cal.
Jan. 15
Shot in the Kitchen.

8'

A Woman’s

INC.

Johnny Dooley Comedies (Two Each Month).
Brind’s Edueationals (One Every Week).

— Four of a Kind.
27 — Tit for Tat.
10 — Misfortune Hunters.
24 — Back on the Farm.
— Stung Again.

Without

(Sunset) Scenies.

729 Seventh Avenue.

April
April 13

June
June

Reels.)

Heirlooms.
Help!
The Movies.

Vol. 43;

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES.
6 — This Way Out.

May

Reels.)

Wild, Wild West.
Bungalow Bungle.

P-1841.

Feb.

INC.

—

Question

(Olive Tell Six
Vol. 44; P-141; C-R, P-597.
Business (Olive Tell). Vol. 44;

Madonnas and Men (Seven
Reels.)

Play Hookey.
Milburn Moranti Comedies.

(One Reel.)
The Mountain That Was God.
The Wind Goddess.

— Underground
—

1

P-601.

A Dream

Reels).

Vol. 44;

P-1790.

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.
Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro).
The Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens

Romeo.

YYTSTYRIA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Neglected Wives (Anna Luther). Vol.

ture).

P-1505.

(Two

The Glutton.
Hard Cider.
The Hasher.

(Two

Visits the Osteopath.

JANS PICTURES,

Chester Comedies.

(One Reel.)
Tarred and Feathered.

Gale Henry Comedies.

GROSSMAN PICTURES INCORPORATED.

Love

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.

(Two Reels.)
The Night Rider.
The Wild Cat.
Alice Howell Comedies.
(Two Reels.)
Her Bargain Day.
Rubes and Romance.
Billy Franey Comedies.

Perils of the Beach.

$1,000,000 Reward (Lillian Walker
Vol. 43; P-1523.
Face to Face (Marguerite Marsh).

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.
Escaped Convict.
The Square Gambler.

Eater.
Superstitious Girl.
Artist’s Model.

Happy Days.

Hank Mann Comedies (Every Other Week).

Vol. 44;

Screen Fan.
Matinee Girl.

Man

Billy YYest Comedies.
(Two Reels.)

Infant Icebergs.
Forbidden Fanes.
Barks and Skippers.

Fielding).
Love’s Protege (Ora Carew).

The Inner Voice

Flagg Comedy Revivals.
You Know (One Reel).
Bride.

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORPOR ATION.

Woman’s Man (Romaine

P-2000.

Girls

Darkness.

Sereenies.

P-1502.

43;

in

Troubadours of the Sky.

44;

AMERICAN CINEMA CORPORATION.
Women Men Forget (Mollie King). Vol.

of the North.

(Split Reel.)

The Bromley Case (Glenn White).

MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES

CO., INC.

Mason Revivals.

Girl.

Light

The
The
The
The
The
The

Adam and Eve in the Andes.
—An Elevator.
Pigs & Kava.

Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-983; C-F, P-1233;
Ex. P-1595-1744.
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller Production Six Reels).
Star Productions.
Judy of Rogue’s Harbor (Mary Miles Minter).
Vol. 43; P-1129; C-R, 2172.
The Stolen Kiss (Constance Binney). Vol.
43; P-2011; C-R. Vol. 44; P-134.
Sinners (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; P-2175.
Nurse Marjorie (Mary Miles Minter). Vol. 44;
P-135; C-R, P-723.
Jenny Be Good (Mary Miles Minter). Vol. 44;
P-984; C-R, P-1233; Ex. 1478.
Vol. 44; PMiss Hobbs (Wanda Hawley).
1630; Ex. 1599; C-R; Vol. 45; P-117.

Vol

Cy Wittaker’s Ward.
The Awakening of Ruth.

Chilkat Cubs.
Wanderlust.
Dog of the La Viajera.
Song of the Paddle.
Chester Outing Scenies.

Wanted

Features.

(R. A.

Vol.

with Carranza.

(One Reel.)

REALART PICTURES
The Deep Purple

44; P-142.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

44; P-1362.

Robert

Vol. 44- P-

In the Clutches of

Specials.

The
The
The
The

— God-

gaumont company.

Fresh Start (Marvel Rea).

Modern Centaurs.

Trail

1240.

Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton).

A Day

(Jose Collins

The Married Virgin (Six Reels).
Frivolous Wives (Vera Sisson).

Mermaid Comedies.

The One

Way

My Husband?

FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY'.

A Knight

The Why of a Volcano.
The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes.

44; P-1236;

Is

frey Tearle).

Julv 12 Mr. Wu (Special Cast).
July 19 Baby (Special Cast).
Julv 26 Mountain Madness (Special Cast).^
Vol. 44; P-727;
April The Gift Supreme.
C-R, P-1499.

The Great Shadow. Vol. 44; P-1237.
Man’s Plaything (Montagu Love-Grace Davi-

—

and Montagu Love Six Parts).
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Sheldon Lewis).
Vol. 44; P-599.

A
-

A

Distributed by Republic Exchanges.

Kinograms (News Reel).

Dr.

MURRAY
of Fair

YY.

44;

GARSSON.

Women

(Two-Reel Fea-

WARNER BROTHERS.

The Lost City (Juanita Hansen).
P-775.

WIl.K
Ashes of Desire.

AND

NY

ILK.

Vol.

43;

July

31,
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H. RICHARD SON

From

Australia
HE following letter, from Mick LangWe have
ley, came some time ago.
been unable to find space for it sooner.
Friend Langley is in North Fitzroy, Mel-

T

He

says

bourne.
Am going to butt right into the departWell Rich -excuse the familiarity.
ment.
After reading the department for three years
I feel I know you as well as though we
worked side by side I have been running a
Power’s for a year and a half, and am getI find, however,
ting good results from it.
that I am unable to use a wide aperture
Dallmyer projection lens with this mechanism, on account of its interference with one
Also I think the Power
of the spindles.
Company would improve its projector if they
:

—

—

Revised a more strongly made gate.
Last January we had a picnic. There was*
a great turnout and we had a rip-snorting
time.
Wish you might have been here!

Brains Frozen.
Well, you have the light ray dope by -cne
neck. We don’t go in for that out here. It
one were to demand a certain focal length
condenser glass he would be told that his
brains were frozen. But here is one thing I

know,

why

nearly all
your people use piano convex, whereas here
we nearly all use meniscus bi-convex? Also
what is your opinion of a piano bi-convex
and a meniscus bi-convex combination.

would

like to

viz.:

is it

Twenty-six Inch Spool.
wrote I told you of our 6,000
foot spools, but you did not seem to quite
grasp the idea. These spools measure twenty-six inches across, so that to get good re-,
suits a fairly large hub is necessary about
We have the spool
seven or eight inches.
box (magazine. Ed.)) hanging from the ceilIt also is supported by
ing of the room.
Last time

I

—

—

brackets.
We put a fourteen-inch reel in
the take-up and break the film at the proper
In so
place, without stopping the projector.
far as concerns your previous comment about
the carbons running such a show, I am using
a Columbia 18 millimeter solid lower (seventenths of an inch. Ed.), which lasts through

—
it

to settle

down

again.

How Long They

Run.

half hours until the interval, when we carbon up again. So you see the carbon proposition is quite simple, though we all use more

than eighty amperes.
Say, Rich, here is a question it has been
suggested that I ask you. Suppose you were
told to work under our conditions, and not
your conditions, how would you get on? The
bosses out here will not listen to the small
picture proposition.
They must and WILL
have a big picture, and we simply cannot get
focal length condenser glasses.
So tell us
what YOU would do working under OUR conditions.

The projectionists

of

Melbourne are

or-

ganized and are affiliated with the theatrical
union, but as a body we are too willing to
Nobody seems to
just let things slip along.
care so long as they draw the pounds, shillings and pence weekly.
Well, brother, I think I will close now,

thanking you for all the good that I have
obtained from the Department in the past.
First, friend Langley, what you say about
being unable to get condensers of any
standard focal length desired is almost in-

conclusive proof that you do not understand the difference between the two, in so
far as has to do with practical effect.
use the piano convex because our conditions for the most part do not call for
Bi C.
And now I will propound this question to
the Melbourne projectionist union, as a
whole and as individual members.
Under what condition would there be
gain in using a
Bi C combination as
against a piano convex and
SHOULD
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Notice to All!

!

rj
1

RESSURE

or our colums is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two or
three weeks. If quick action is desired
remit four cents, stamps, and we will
send carbon copy of department reply
as soon as written.
For special replies by mail on matters which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through
the department
remit one dollar.

QUESTION BOOKLETS.
We

g
g
g
g
g
g

have two paper covered booklets
containing 150 questions designed as a
guide to study.
They indicate what
the projectionist should know.
Either booklet, postpaid, twenty-five
cents; both, forty cents. United States
stamps accepted; cannot use Canadian
stamps.
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Are You Working by “Guess,” or Do
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THE LENS CHART.
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You demand that your employer keep

Don’t "guess.”

Do your work RIGHT.

Price, fifty cents, stamps.
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Angeles, Cal.
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a

—

credible incredible that you should be
obliged to adopt such unscientific and
wasteful procedure.
Do your exhibitors have so much money
that they can afford to throw it away in
If so why don’t they throw
that fashion?
direction, in the form
a bit of it in
I have no doubt they
of increased pay?
would object to increasing your pay, yet
they compell you to throw away probably
HALF your electric energy by forcing you
to use a guess-work optical system.
As to the Power’s gate, there are thousands of Power projectors in use in the
United States and Canada, and we hear no
complaint on the score of weakness. The
editor of this department has worn out
some few Power projectors himself, and
has found no fault with the gate construction.
As to the other fault you find we
fail to

see wherein

you

suffer,

because any

condition which would bring the projection
lens back that far would automatically
make unnecessary the use of a wide aperture lens.
The real trouble seems to be
that you men do not yourselves understand
the optical system of your projectors, and
its requirements.
There
That’s a slap on
the wrist for you.
!

not know why a meniscus is almost always
used w’ith a bi-convex. Can any one answer
that question ?

As

to the

— beg

method

mounting the upper

of

pardon, spool, we would like a
photograph, for publication, showing the
reel and the way you have it mounted.
reel

Amperage.

to

as to your amperage here we
again seem to have ample evidence that
your exhibitors do not care to work intelligently.
I venture the assertion that we
can give a better screen illumination with

Question for You All.
And now I am going to prove it. You
want to know why we mostly use piano
convex condensers in the United States and
Canada, whereas you mostly use
Bi C.
The fact that you ask the question is pretty

:

seventy amperes than your average man
gets with a hundred, and if that is true,

assuming voltage

at

110,

you would

be wasting 3,300 watts.
Anything above
seventy amperes is extremely wasteful, because a relatively very small percentage of
the added energy reaches the screen in the
form of light, even with the best possible
optical train procedure.
As to carbon
sizes, permit me to suggest that the most
efficient procedure is to use a carbon size
which will begin to pencil when you increase your current five amperes above
normal.
Your carbons are most likely
too large for efficient work. A seven-eighths
inch (19 mm.) carbon is recommended for
use with 90 to 95 amperes, though this will
vary somewhat with different carbons.

And
And

finally

Finally.

us

consider

your

perthe man
who asked vou to propound the query,
that I WOULDN’T WORK.
And that is
just a flat statement of truth, in so far as
has to do with projection room matters.
In the matter of picture size I would merely
lay the for and against before the man-

sonal

let

You may

question:

tell

ager.

That matter would be up to him, but if
he was a man of intelligence I venture the
assertion that

I

would

at least jar his self-

complaisance before I got through. But of
this you may be assured
he would listen
to me, because I would not enter the employ of any man with a head so square
that he refused to listen to any reasonable
argument an employe cared to make.
We have every regard for our Australian friends and brothers, BUT it seems
to us there is plenty of need for intelligent study of the various problems presented in both projection and motion picture presentation in Australia.

A

M

WHY

GAIN.

As to the piano bi-convex and the meniscus bi-convex combination, why we could
not say with certainty offhand, but we do
not believe the difference in practical effect would be very great.
Frankly, we do

then,

g

Address Moving Picture World, either
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
Garrick Building, Chicago, 111., or
Wright & Callender Building, Los
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiii

THERE BE

As

Methods?
his equipment in good order and up to
date.
He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in
knowledge and in your methods,
The lens charts (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
are in successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.

M

And now

You Employ Up-to-Date

:

YOUR

Suburban houses, such as I work in, run
from eight to eleven P. M., but the down
town houses run all day. We put in a new
upper carbon at start, and it runs one and a

ON
We

—

an entire evening run of 13,000 feet of film.
The upper is a 25 mm. (just under one inch.
We have considerEd.) Columbia cored.
able trouble with these. They will be worksuddenly
they will flame
ing all right, when
and sputter, and the amperage runs up while
voltage drops.
All one can do is wait for

647

An

Invention

Byers G. Ross, projectionist, and Oliver
Brindley, electrician, Cameraphone TheaPittsburgh, Pa., are the inventors of
is said to be a very efficient changeover dissolver. They have sent in a de-

tre,

what

:

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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scriplion, illustrated by blueprints, but we
are unable to grasp the idea in its entirety,

after communicating with Brother
Also, blueprints cannot be used to
make newspaper cuts from, so we have
decided to let the matter rest until we are
in position to give our readers a full, understandable description of the Pittsburgh
invention.

even

Ross.

He Reads
W.

It

Distance Counts

We

submit herewith two drawings

illus-

trating the practical effect of distance of
shutter shaft from center of aperture, or
ray.

light

Jones, C.

I

must make one criticism on some recent

- M,

33

*

•’f

_____

4

^

J)/4<jRF<

M

—

J/? /

Cut Off ArApfRrt/pE- ?/*te

In diagram No.

1

we

see visualized the

effect of distance of center of shutter shaft
from center of light beam, as applied to

Even then he can act quickly enough to
prevent anything except a minimum of white

three well known projectors, if the shutter
be, or rather could be located right up
against the aperture.
In diagram No. 2 we see the effect of
the aerial image or the light beam one and
one-half inches in diameter at the plane
at which it is intercepted by the revolving

on the screen.

shutter.

We

Explain.

Apropos of the slashed tailpiece, can you
explain the following which has occurred to
me many times in thirteen years. As an example:
I had Hearts of Humanity, eight
reels, recently and the end of every second
reel, viz., Nos. 2, 4, 6 and 8 (being last half
of 1, 2, 3, 4 when doubled up) for about
twenty or thirty feet were horribly sprocket
marked and weak along the sprocket hole
line.

Just one remark seems to us pertinent
in this connection, and it may be a wrong
one at that, viz., as the 'centre of the light
beam recedes from centre of the shutter
shaft the effect is as shown, plus increased
speed.
Now we are not certain (not being very
good at this sort of thing) if these two
factors work together, and are in effect one
and the same thing. Will some of our

Also there were patches about every foot
The sprocket tooth marks explain
the many patches to me, but why on a double
reel of 2,000 feet only the last twenty to
thirty feet should be thus marked is beyond
me. Have some theories myself, but would
or two.

like

know.

This

We

projectionist.
called the attention of
the chairman of the committee to the vital importance of having these terms officially adopted, from the viewpoint of the
writer and author, and to the fact that at
least half a dozen different names are used
for each one of the things above named,
except the one on which the body has already acted, though the committee has apparently not obeyed.

For instance,
architects’ plans
is

we have

before us several

on which the observation

variously labeled the “Operator’s

WHY

the nomenclature commithas gravely defined several
things concerning the name of which there
is
no confusion, flatly refuses to define
other things concerning which there is very
great confusion.
Is it because it hesitates to standardize
the names which have been brought into
being through the medium of this department and the handbooks of which its editor is author?
don’t like to think so,
but there is no other apparent reason, and
the committee refuses to assign any cause

ing this matter, but for ourselves, when
projecting we never under any except very
extraordinary circumstances left the observation port, and most certainly were not

us

which

We

that though with a quiet
was not always possible to
tell when we were at the place for changeover, without opening the upper magazine
door, at least on the first running of the

For

Names

We recently, through C. Francis Jenkins,
Chairman, Nomenclature Committee, made
another request that these few names be
included in the Society nomenclature. We
also asked that “Light Beam” and “Light
Ray” be defined by the committee.
The latter was done, though in a way
which we are afraid will not help matters
much, from the viewpoint of the practical

tee,

is

Can any one offer an explanation?
As to the change-over signal we freely
admit that there may be two ways of view-

all

running reel

to

ciety.

tell

the third or
fourth complaint that we have had of this
particular thing. I see no reason why the
last few feet should run off the sprocket.

asleep.

distance it is
I think you
C language.

Window.”
“Peep Hole,” “Lookout” and
“Screen Window.”
Tell Us Why.
Now will some one be good enough to

Can Any One Answer?
don’t

of

For some, to us non-understandable reason the committee, through its chairman,
has steadfastly refused to do this, though
the society as a whole, at the Philadelphia
meeting, by unanimous vote ordered the
title “Projectionist” defined as above and
included in the nomenclature of the so-

port

your opinion.”

We

relation

-

1

trouble.

Can

the

Port:
The opening in the
projection room wall through which the
screen is viewed.
Projection Port: The opening in the projection room wall through which the light
beam passes on its way to the screen.
Projection Room:
The enclosure housing
motion picture projection apparatus.
Projectionist: A person who makes a business of projection motion pictures.

Am

tail.

is

items
Observation

articles on

amputated

What

As

All

I use a card cue system, carrying the card
along with the reel, and when the changeover time comes I am there to attend to
It does not require the service
business.
of an alarm clock to wake me up to duty.
The man who has real interest in his work
won’t need any mechanical device to bring
him to his post of duty. He won’t be back
at the re-wind table reading the last mush
note from his Baby Doll, reading a novel, the
daily paper or doing anything else except
projecting the photoplay entrusted to him
He won’t
for reproduction on the screen.
miss the change-over, except in case of an

has 32 degrees and 12 minutes to cover, at
relatively slow speed, while in the last it
only has 22 degrees and fifty-four minutes
to cover, at higher speed.

have repeatedly requested the Nomenclature Committee of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers to include in its
nomenclature at least the following few

P.,

change-over signal devices. Have
been more than thirteen years in the projection game, and have tried about everything
in the change-over signal line. Find some of
them to be infallible, some to be in the way
in threading and that if the device gets suddenly out of order one is very quickly in

1920

We

this to say:
Enclosed find fifty cents for lens or optical
a constant reader of the
train charts.
department in fact of all projection stuff,
of which I can get hold.

—

31,

necessary to travel to speed.
will have to tell me that in A B

Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania, a newcomer to the department, has
J.

July

for

refusal to act.
that really is the reason, it would perhaps be well for the committee to consider that this department entered the
projection field w hen w’hat little there was
ot it w as ALL confusion w’orse confounded.
It, the department, was compelled to adopt
some name by W’hich certain things for
w’hich there were a dozen titles extant

it

its

If

r

subject.
signal

A

welcome.
provided

r

would very often have been

We
it

see nothing against the use,
be unobjectional in its oper-

ation. The man who will leave his projector when it is working, depending on a
signal to notify him of time for change,
will leave it anyhow, or at least that is our
view. The signal will not cause the careless man to do good work, but it will make
it easier for the careful man, who
really

needs

it

least.

YOU NEED
THE LENS CHARTS
ORDER A SET TODAY

could be described without explaining what
the name used meant every time a different

one w as used.
r

readers who understand the workings of
geometrical problems better than do we,
analyze this proposition for us. Of course
if we were to increase the distance to say
thirty-six inches, the actual portion of the
shutter occupied by a one and a half inch
circle

would be only about one degree.

What
ample

puzzles us

in

is

this: in the first ex-

diagram No. 2 the shutter blade

After seeking the opinion of projectionists through a period of YEARS (years before the Society of Motion Picture Engineers existed) we did adopt observation
port, projection port and projection room,
which were, and to an extent still are variously described by at least half a dozen

names

We

each.
believe this department and

its

edi-
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pioneer
by the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, and
we are frankly unable to understand the
attitude of the nomenclature committee in
Its chairman replies to our
this matter.
request for adoption of the foregoing terms
as follows
Dear Mr. Richardson: I am returning your
definitions.
of no reason for exI know
pecting that the Society will ever object to
or change them, as submitted on the sheet
you sent, which I am returning herewith.
I am adding the definitions of light ray and
light beam which the committee adopted
after a very long discussion and much arguVery truly yours,
ment.
tor

justly

is

to have its
lines recognized

entitled

work along these

JENKINS.
definitions mentioned
a bundle of light rays.

The
Beam,

Light
are
Light ray, a

Freedman,

Dear

Worth,

Texas,

We

want

to use

them

in

our union

out.

Inexcusable Negligence.
Of late I and other projectionists of this
city have been subjected to a great deal of
annoyance to put it very mildly due to
projectionists who use two thousand foot

—

—

reels forgetting to replace titles, etc.,
they separate their films into single
for return to the exchange.

when
reels

The

question booklets have gone forBut, my brother, let me impress
this upon you and the examining commit-

ward.

tee of Local 330: The first, most important
requisite for a competent examination is

an examiner who himself thoroughly understands his business. For instance, there
would be no manner of use in asking a man
being examined to name the conditions
Bi-C conunder which he would use a
denser combination unless the examiner
himself knew.
Please understand that we are NOT insinuating that your examiners are incom-

M

What we

are trying to get at

is

When

you get the question booklets
DON’T ask any question of which you
:

H
11

M
§§

s
=.

RICHARDSON

F. H.

The recognized standard book on the work of projection.
Complete descriptions and instructions on
all leading machines and projection equipment.
There isn't a projection room in the universe in
which this carefully compiled book will not save its
purchase price each month.

Buy

It

Today

1
1

=

$4 the Copy, postpaid

|
s
=

516

Fifth

New York

Avenue,

Building,

Schiller

Wright

&

|

City

Chicago,

may not yourselves be entirely sure of the
correct answer.
If we can be of any assistance to your
examiners we are at your service, so far
as our time will permit.
Are Less Charitable.

We

As

to the forgetfulness of the projectionists who leave off titles and tail pieces,
will
we are less charitable than you.
bet dollars to hard-boiled, decayed eggs
forgetfulness, but just infernal
it is
LAZINESS and hurry to get through and
get out.

We

n

III.

Callender Bldg„ Los Angeles, Cal.

measly titles in MY young life?”
That they injure another man’s show,
injure the enjoyment of hundred’s of people and mar the work of a fellow projectionist means absolutely nothing to them.
They should go back driving a truck, where

muscles count and brains are nil.
But what are your exchanges doing that
they don’t round up the responsible parties?
If they even half way inspect their
films they should instantly discover the
Are
fact that parts have been removed.
your exchanges dead, or merely asleep?

definition
gives better
on the
but we know of no reason why
this should be so.
do believe, however,
that as a rule the
Bi-C lenses are better
made, hence will give somewhat more uniform screen illumination.

screen,

M

n
§

Predicts Automatic Projection

§

Alfred Fowler, Alliance, Ohio, who woke
up to the prize competition too late, and we
are sorry to say, entirely missed the oppor-

Laverne A. Burbank, projectionist Garden Theatre, Flint, Mich., incloses money
for question booklets and two lens charts
and asks
What size (focal length, you mean. Ed.)
M Bi-C condensers should I use with the

is

expending at least one of the
discourseth thusly:
Do not know if I am too late for the prize
proposition.
Have forgotten whether it
closes June or July first.
Well, anyway, I
am of the opinion that within five years projection will be done automatically.
This might be accomplished by using a
Mazda lamp, an automatic dowser which
would close when film breaks, and an automatic slide carrier to announce ‘just a moment please.’ The “Manager” could then
rush to the projection room and make any
necessary
adjustments
when the show

kind of current, amperage at arc and working distance of lens distance from film to
first combination of projection lens, commonly termed “back focus,” and diameter
of working aperture of projection lens.
Don’t care about focal length of separate
combinations of projection lens. It is the

stopped.
Of course large reels would be used, which
would enable a projector to run uninterruptedly for almost half an hour, and an automatic mechanism could be devised which
would light the other Mazda, cut in the second projector and cut out the one running
at the right time.

s

To save

time,

order from nearest

office.

^

What Condensers

—

100-foot
following:
Fifteen-foot
picture,
throw, six-inch focal length lenses, both
front and back combinations being six-inch.
No. 2 lenses. Fifty amperes at the arc. Fiveeighths upper carbon and five-sixteenths Silvertip lower.
Current D C.
All the data that is necessary to send

when condenser combination

is

wanted

—

E F

of the

whole which counts.

If

projection lens, which would
long working distance.

mean

a fairly

How It Is Done.
your lens chart and you will
see that with fifty amperes D C and a
piano convex condenser combination we
will need a 6.5 inch collector lens (lens
next the arc) and a 7.5 inch converging
Look

lens,

at

with just a

trifle less

than seventeen

inches from center of condenser to film.
Under this condition, if your projection
lens has a working distance of four inches
it would have to have a 1.9 inch 'working
aperture (diameter) to pick up the entire
beam of light. If it has a working distance of five inches it would have to have
a 2.2 inch diameter working aperture.
Looking on the
Bi-C side of the chart
we find that for fifty amperes D C we will

M
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TODAY’S
PROJECTIONIST

Who

tunity

of

prizes,

you

have a one hundred foot throw and a fifteen foot picture you have a six inch E F

NOT

Such men disgrace the profession. They
should be kicked out, if discovered. Their
mental attitude and line of reasoning is:
“I’m through with them. T’ hell with the
next feller. I should worry. Lizzie’s waitoutside, an’, anyhow, what’s a few
in’

convex

We

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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In issue June 26 I notice Chester Kitzman,
Duluth, Minn., is having shutter trouble. I
think he must have the Extralite, as I had
the same trouble and found that covering
the master blade with paper, so as to make
it entirely opaque, leaving the outer blades
as they were, did the trick ahd gave excelWould advise him to try it
lent results.

this

For Managers and Operators

By

|

require a 6.5 meniscus and an 8.5 bi-convex,
with nineteen inches from center of condenser to film. For a four inch working
distance an opening 2.1 would do the trick.
The only
It "is all on the lens charts.
advantage we know of in the use of
Bi-C condensers is that for a given amperage the necessary combination gives a
greater distance from center of condenser
to film, hence a slightly less diverging
beam beyond the aperture, so that a projection lens of slightly less diameter will
pick up the ray, or a projection lens of
too small working aperture will pick up
more of it. Some thinks the meniscus bi-

M

HANDBOOK

|
H

and Brother Inclosed find forty
which kindly send the question

examinations.

petent.

MOTION PICTURE

1

H

—

Sir

cents,

for
booklets.

Fort

Projection Experience

:

Put Back the Titles
Leon

|

s

thin line of light.

says
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!

Will Be

TOMORROW’S
EXHIBITOR
Reads

Don’t Get Het Up.

Now

don’t get all het up, Mr. Editor, because I do not and will not believe that automatic projection will eliminate the projectionist (do you get the word), but I do believe such a projector will be manufactured
and placed on the market also that some

—

solid ivory-dome alleged managers would
promptly install them and attempt to do
away with the operator (get that word too)
in the endeavor to save a few dollars a week.
All over the world there are so-called
managers who would try to do that very

thing;

also

all

over

the

word

there

are

managers who would laugh

at such a thing.
In closing let me say that projectionists
will
be done away with those of
the real kind, I mean, but they will have to
study, and those just beginning to crack the

NEVER

—

ice in climbing from “Operator” to Projectionist will have to study hard in order to
catch the other fellow who was more forehanded, else they will be left hopelessy in
the operator cass.

All that the good brother says is quite
possible, though I very seriously doubt the
probability of any such thing gaining a

firm foothold.
This sort of stunt would automatically
acquire unto itself another automatic feature, because it would automatically make
impossible a high class reproduction of the
photoplay on the screen.
Of necessity all speed control would be
eliminated, though I am sorry to say that
the latter is now accomplished by the inattention of operators, and many who style
themselves projectionists, the excuse offered usually being that exhibitors do not
pay enough money to justify the strain, or
that schedules do not permit of speed control.

THE MOVING
PICTURE WORLD
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiimiiiiimimiiiniiiiii'

But anyhow friend Fowler’s ideas, as set
forth, are interesting, and we are obliged
Come again.
to him for their submission.
The latch string is always out for men with
ideas, whether we agree with the ideas set
forth or not.
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Better Equipment
BY
CONDUCTED

La

E.T. KEYSER

Garden Theatre
Combines Both Beauty and Utility

Detroit’s

T

Salle

HE

La Salle Garden Theatre, corner
Ferry Park and Fourteenth Avenues,
Detroit, which is now nearing comple-

tion, will open,

it

is

lobby is arranged for a restaurant, with
kitchen and manager’s office in the rear. A

stage.
In the

expected, some time in

balcony, which is reached by
ramps from the mezzanine floor, there are
five
banks of seats, separated by four
aisles, each four and one-half feet wide,

August.
for twentyhundred seats, of which fifteen hundred and thirty-five are on the ground floor
and ten hundred and sixty-five in the bal-

The arrangements provide

six

while a transverse aisle gives access to
twelve boxes across the front of the house.
In addition to these, there are six other
boxes, three at each side of the stage.

cony.

The architect, Christian W. Brandt, Kresge Building, Detroit, has taken every advantage of the location of the house to
combine a pleasing frontage with interior

The house proper

into the foyer,

running across the rear of the theatre, and
from which stair-ways lead to the mezzanine floor. Under each of these stair-ways
lavatories are situated.
aisles, each four and one-half feet
width, lead to the front of the house and
divide the seats into five banks.
To the left of the lobby are two stores,
while four stores are situated to the right.
These, as well as the lobby itself, are two
stories in height. The second floor of the

Four

in

Above, gallery; at

is

one hundred and

twenty-five feet in length and ninety-seven
feet in width.
The operating room, which is at the rear
of the balcony and front mezzanine, will
house three projectors, and is ten feet by
thirteen feet.
The house is of brick and steel reinforced
concrete, with solid plaster partitions.
The architectural and decorative design
is Italian renaissance and the color scheme
is rose, gold, ivory, and blue, with draperies
in old rose velour with gold trimmings.
A two arc Hertner transverter will be
used in the projection room, and an organ
will be installed at the cost of twenty-five

comfort and capacity.
The lobby is twenty-nine feet in width
and one hundred and twenty-four feet in
length, and is at right angles to the main

body of the house.
From the lobby one steps

stair-way leads from the restaurant to the
lobby below.
At the rear of the mezzanine floor is a
promenade with two alcoves overlooking
the house, and several lavatories.
The front portion of the mezzanine is
devoted to dressing rooms when vaudeville and legitimate acts are put on the

thousand dollars.
The house will be operated by the La
Salle Garden Theatre Company, with capital of two hundred and seventy-five thou-

left,

main

floor; to right,

the mezzanine

floor.
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THE CARBON FOR PERFECT PROJECTION

PINK LABEL

CARBONS
Bring Out the Details and Project Clear, Well-Defined Pictures.
Give Steady, Brilliant Arc, and Require Least Adjustment.
Yheir High Conductivity Insures Low Current Consumption.
For convenience of operators

all

12 " “ Electra ”

carbons are

Double-Pointed

All sises in stock ready for immediate shipment.

Write for prices and discounts.

HUGO
The New

REISINGER
New

Rialto the

11

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

Picture

Palace of Newark, N. J., Selects

MIRROROID
WHY?

Not bemuse of price, because the owners
Movies would not hesitate
select the best at any cost.

of this temple of
to

FEIBER & SHAY have ordered
used

to be

Ohio

a Mirroroid Screen

Akron,
Mirroroid

in their Colonial Theatre,

— their

first

experience

for over 5 years.

MR. H. BACHMAN,

with

which they have had
Does this count?

screens in Bayonne, N.

Mirroroid screens in

after

light

and testing them

in

day-

water over night, de-

cided that Mirroroid was the best.

MR.

J.

Co.,

SILVERMAN, of the Reeland Publishing
and the owner of the Jewel Theatre, Wood-

cliffe,

N.

J.,

Projection Lenses

J.,

of the Kossuth Theatre, Brook-

testing

lyn,

Guild la eh
Can not be surpassed for

critical definition,

flatness of field, brilliancy of

illumination,

image and
and we maintain absolute

uniformity of quality. That’s the reason
they are used in nearly every theatre in
the United States

and Canada.

also orders Mirroroid screens.

These men are all men that you can trust to find
the best in equipment as well as pictures. But
you do not have to believe them. All that you
need to do is write for a sample and convince
yourself that we have the best.

UNITED MIRROROID MFG. CORP.
725 Seventh

Avenue

New York

City

liHiMHHiiKsaiawri

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
8C8 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
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For Color Effects

Use

Hoods
Colors Are
I

Beautiful,

\

\

\ /

/

\/ \

\

Brilliant

Pirn

and
Permanent

For 5 or 10 W.

and 25 or 40 W.
Lamps

Hoods

Way Ahead

Slip

Over the Bnlb

of Dip and Less Costly

:oue.T

Reynolds Electric Co.
426 S.

Talman

Ave., Chicago,

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES

ST.

La Salle Garden Theatre.
Longitudinal section of the house.
iitiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.jiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii<iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimim

How

WRITE FOR CATALOG

EREER BROS. OPTICAL

10 ILC5. S.000

111.

CO.

LOUIS. MO.

National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
Manufacturers of Electrlo Ticket Tuimlnf
Machine, for Moving Picture Theatre, and
Rcrtauranta. Sold direct or through your
dealer.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC
TICKET

REGISTER
1511

St.

North

Louis,

COMPANY

Broadway

Mo..

U.

S.

A.

sand dollars. Charles W. Munz is the president; Bert R. Williams, vice-president and
general manager, and H. E. Applegate, secretary and treasurer.
As will be noted from the reproduction
of the architect’s wash drawing, the house
will constitute a notable acquisition to the
neighborhood in which it has been built.

C

Cleveland Feels on the Subject
of Uniforms in the Picture Theatre

LEVELAND

theatre

managers

are

doubly concerned over theatre attendants and their dress. That’s because they are having a hard time getting
the necessary help this year and because
there are so many changes that uniforms
are constantly being altered.
Most of them agree that all attendants
should have uniforms, and this is the rule
in all of the larger houses. Outside of three
of the first-run theatres, all ushers are girls.
In all of the theatres the doortenders are
men. The cashiers in most of them are girls
and they are the only ones who are not
required to wear the house’s regulation
style of dress.

Loew’s

Stillman, Euclid and Mall, all
theatres, have a standard dress
for their girls, who are required to wear

downtown

black waists and skirts of a light-weight
material, and white laundered stiff collars
and cuffs. The theatres furnish only the
collars and cuffs and pay the expenses of
laundering them.
“We have tried uniforms for the girls,
but without success,” said District Manager
Jack Kuhn. “We now find that the simplest
and the neatest outfit is the black and
white. And as nearly every girl has a black
dress we are not obliged to have our outfits altered because of constant coming and
going.”

What Greenbaum
Manager Jack Greenbaum

Said.
said:

“I

am

in

favor of uniforms or a uniform style of
dress for any theatre, large or small. I
believe navy blue is the most attractive, and
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—Says the
“I

FILM
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never knew what really

good A.C. projection was
until

used the Speer

I

Alterno

The Quality

Raw

Projectionist

Stock

Carbons — the

new white combination
sets.”

Right Photographically.

Maximum

Service in the

Speer “Directo

—Hold-Ark”

Carbons for D. C.

Projection

Projector.

Speer “Alterno” Carbons for A. C. Projection

Made

“The Carbons
With A Guarantee”

by

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING €0.
Verona,

New

SPEER CARBON COMPANY

Jersey

SAINT MARYS, PA.

WRITE FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICE LIST

Standard Theatre Equipment Company
"

504

HOUSE OF QUALITY”

NO. FIRST STREET

MARTINS FERRY, OHIO
DEALERS IN MOTIOGRAPH MOVING
PICTURE MACHINES, SPEER CARBONS,
MIRROROID SCREENS, and EVERYTHING
FOR THE MOVING PICTURE THEATRE.
WE SELL ON INSTALLMENT PLAN

If

Eastman Film was not

as

good

LABORATORY

it

Park, where
factured,
large as

Park

AMERICA’S FINEST

as

is

it

is,

is

Kodak
manu-

would not be
it is

as

— and Kodak

the largest photo-

graphic manufacturing
plant in tb° world.

NOW

DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA’S FOREMOST PRODUCERS

NEGATIVE DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
H.

J.

STRUT CKMANS, Managing

Director

PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE, N.
OPPOSITE 12STH STREET

J.

Telephone: Morsemere (21-422

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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they should be trimmed plainly and
should be dry-cleaned as often as is necessary at the expense of the theatre. We
buy medium sizes so as to prevent misfits
and generally ‘get by’ without any altering.
“Our uniforms are navy blue, with gold
braid and high front neck.”
All of the uniforms used by any of the
Loew theatres in Cleveland are manufactured by a New York concern.
There are two first run houses in Cleveland, where all the attendants are garbed
in Tuxedo outfits. These are the Metropolitan and Knickerbocker theatres, operated
by the Atlas Amusement Company. This
has been the rule at this company’s houses
ever since they started in business, eight
years ago.

July 31, 1920

that

only

Fool-Proof Splicing Machine
FOR

Laboratory

Exchange
Theatre
Price:

$7.50
Write

fer

Felder

er

Ask

Year

Dealer

GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
359-3(3

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
New York
East 155th Street

City

Tuxedos for Freedman.

“We find that Tuxedos give an elegance
to the surroundings and at the same time
are not expensive,” said Manager A1 Freed-

-talk
from your screen
-with RADIOS-

man. “We believe all theatres should have
uniforms or some distinctive dress, and even
if the small house cannot afford them, at
least the doortender should be uniformed.
“Our orchestra members wear them, and
it

50 -- RADIOS --$2.00
For Sale by all Leading Dealers

PERFECTION IN PROJECTION

Gold King Screen
10 Days’ Trial
No.

1

Grade, $1; No. 2 Grade, 75c.
Strechers Included

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Sold by all the leading supply
dealers throughout the country.

Factory:

ALTUS,

OKLAHOMA

Left to right:

is

quite a

mark

of distinction for all

em-

ployes in our theatres to possess the appearance that at once gives the patron the
notion that the theatre he enters is striving for the highest class in everything it
purveys, whether pictures, music or service.

“The Metropolitan and Knickerbocker
have young men for ushers. They are high
school or college students, and if one intends to have male ushers, he will do well
to engage young men of this class. They
have a certain pride in their appearance and
are ambitious, thus eliminating most of the
trouble which is found among male attendants such as inattention, curt answers to
questions and incivility in general.”

4 K.

W.

Electric

Generating

Set

60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable

moving picture work and theatre lighting. Smooth, steady current, no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator

ell

self-contained.

Send for Bulletin No. 30

UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
OSHKOSH, WISC.

Write for our up-to-date price

lift.

Amusement Supply Co.
We

are the Oldest 8upply House In th.

MOTION PICTURE TRADE
2nd

floor

Consumers

Bldg.,

220 South State Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
Dealera In MoUograph Moving Picture Machine*.
National Carbons, Mlnusa Screena and everything for
the Theatre.

WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN

—

Blair a Uniform Enthusiast.

At Loew’s Euclid Theatre, where productions are given showings of two weeks and
upward, the ushers and attendants, excepting the ticket-taker, are girls. They wear
a black and white outfit, but a change of

ankerJeK

ir

Automatically supplies only such voltage as
No waste of current in ballast.

arc requires.

HERTNER ELECTRIC
West 114th Street

Typical Cleveland Picture Theatre Uniforms.
Usher, Loew’s Alhambra; usherettes, Euclid; doorman, Euclid.

CO.

Cleveland, Ohio
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
3c Per word for situations wanted and help wanted.
5c Per word for all commercial advertisements.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
CAMERAMAN

photoplays or
news weekly go anywhere ten years’ experience
at present employed, but can be released have own
Box 122, care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.
outfit.
desires

position,

;

;

;

;

I WILL SEVER MY CONNECTIONS AS VICEPRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER OF A
MOTION PICTURE EXPORTING CONCERN AND
WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR HIGH-CLASS PROPOEXCEPTIONAL
SITION, HERE OR ABROAD.
CONNECTIONS THROUGHOUT LATIN AMERICA.

Exporter, Box 90, care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.
a
PROJECTIONIST, twelve years’ experience
bug on good projection require good equipment and
Fred C.
top wages, for I can deliver the goods.
Shivers, Lexington, Neb.
;

;

original cost. Write your requirements. J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.

FOR SALE

Five Cooper Hewift floor stand lights,
printer, drying drum, developing tanks, two Panchrome lights. Inquire W. E. Bock, 1908 Second
National Bank Building, Toledo, Ohio.
:

HEADQUARTERS

for Edison machines, parts and
Late model “D” machines from $50 to
some brand new. Motion Picture Exhibition

repairs.

$100

;

Company, 116 Market

BRAIN TONIC

street,

Newark, N.

for advertising

men

“Picture Theatre Advertising,” by E.

J.

found in

is

W.

A book crammed with

Sargent.
that have

live-wire ideas
already proved themselves in actual use. $2, postChalmers Publishing Company, 516 Fifth
paid.

avenue,

New

SUBSTANTIAL firm invites offers for representing really first-class productions United Kingdom,
Box 124, care of M.
P. World, N. Y. City.

CAMERAS,

—

EQUIPMENT wanted.
OPERA CHAIRS WANTED.

Theatre equipment
General specialty
of all kinds purchased for cash.
Co., 409 Morgan St., St. Louis, Mo.
WANTED Used theatre chairs (opera and folding). Give full particulars and lowest price. Leland
Theatre Supply House, Montpelier, Vermont.

WANTED

OPERA CHAIRS
chi.es

from war camps, booths, maand entire equipments furnished at half

DAVID STERN COMPANY,

ETC.,

“Value-Service-

Satisfaction Since 1885,” Chicago,

JURE CAMERA,
$40; New Twin arc

$45

;

tripod,

111.

panorama and

tilt,

movie light, $60; film measurer,
rewinder, $5 splicer, $6 view finder, $1. Ray,
326 Fifth avenue, New York.
$6

;

;

WANTED

;

WANTED.

Live topical and educational negatives for educational releases.
Submit developed or

WANTED.

motion picture camera,
in focusing mount, portable prothree-inch focus
small motion picture
Other
rewinder.
jector, film
Copeland, 5421 Spruce street, Philaaccessories.
for

:

undeveloped. Box 55, Animated Film Corp., Westlake, Louisiana.

;

delphia, Pa.

FILMS, ETC., FOR SALE
FOR SALE: “Million Dollar Mystery.”

46 reels;
Trail, ”'6 reels; “Redemption,” 6 reels;
17 single reel Pickford specials also, miscellaneous
features, comedies, serials, all in fine condition, with
paper.
Guaranty Pictures Co., 130 West 46th St.,
11th floor, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE
Five-reel features, with stars like
Mary Miles Minter and Monroe Salisbury. Complete line of advertising matter. Central Film Company, 729 Seventh avenue. New York.

“The Scarlet

CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE.
NOW READY—The New Miner Ultrastigmat

:

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.

STANDARD CINEMA CAMERAS. America’s
Our tremendous business built on
Write or wire your needs.
unswerving honesty.
Bass Camera Company, Charles Bass, Pres., 100
North Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE: 200 foot Universal motion
picture camera, regular and trick crank, forward and reverse movement, complete with
detachable dissolve, also 2 magazines, $350.00.

FILMS, ETC.,

Lens

:

$0.50
$1.00

Largest Dealers.

York.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
Europe and British Colonies.

Minimum
Minimum

F :1.9 lens for motion picture camera. ; price In
barrel, $75. Quotation, for moran tin* on any camera
on request. Send your orders In now. BASS CAMCOMPANY, Charles Bass, Pres., 109 North

ERA

Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the

;

:
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VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The
Leading, Independent Organ of Italian Film Trade

dollars a year
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Advertisement*: Tariff on application.
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Editorial Office*:

TURIN

B. F.
PORTER

(Italy)

—Galleria

Nazionale

The Utmost

in. Screen Brilliancy

PUTS MORE LIGHT ON BROADWAY

LARGE SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Spot Light, Robin's Cinema Time
and Speed Indicators, International Special Screen and Special Booth at CRITERION THEATRE,
44th ST. and BROADWAY, The MARVELOUS PROJECTION of “WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE" is
PERFECT from all VISUAL ANGLES.
B. F.

B. F.

installs

PORTER, EXCLUSIVE EQUIPMENT,

729-71H AVENUE,

at

49th STREET,

NEW YORK
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SPECIAL

ROLL
TICKETS
Your own *p*dai Ticket,
iny color*, accurately numbered crery roll guaranteed
Coupon Ticket* for Prize
;

Drawing*;

5,000. $0.00.

Gash

Prompt ihlpment*.

with the order.
Get the
Send diagram for Refaample*.
served Seat Coupon Ticket*, serial
or dated
All ticket* must conform to Government regulation
and bear entabliihed price of admission and tax
[

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Fire Thousand

$3.00
5.00
6.50
9.00
12.50
18.00

Ten Thousand
Fifteen Thousand

Twenty-fire Thousand

Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

Fifty

National Ticket Co.

style winter and summer. In winter they
a black skirt and waist, with linen
collars and cuffs, laundered in starch. In
summer they wear a dark skirt and a white
middy blouse made of a thin silk material.
The doorman wears a green uniform, long
coat. His outfit resembles a police officer’s
except for the color. The buttons are
brass and there is gold braid on collar and

wear

cuffs.

Manager

Blair of the Euclid is a uniform
enthusiast.
He believes every employe
should wear dress to distinguish himself or
herself. Even his porters are always so
garbed, wearing a blue uniform with short
coat trimmed with gold braid and a cap of
blue with name of theatre on it.
“It is hard, however, to get suitable and
attractive uniforms for summer,” he said.
“They do not stay in press and are easily
soiled when they are white.
funny thing

shamokin. Pa.

Pacific
Manufacturing

and
Specialty
Co.
San Francisco,

Calif.

—

Speed Regulator.
Note Improved Shift;
Sp t and Flood Lamps; Has Douser; Adjustable Condenser mount.
Built for high
amperage; Arc Controls; Operates under

own power; both opens and
Some

closes.

Territory open to dealers.
Circulars on request.

GUARANTEED
Mailing Lists
MOVING

happened with our girls this summer.
decided on a white canvas middy, and
girls had silk ones. They came to work
day with these on and the very next
every usherette in the theatre came on

—

total

by

25,300;

States,

E

BIZAR, owner and operator

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER
West 45th

Best Equipment

CUT

C.
CRANE
Griswold Bldg., Detroit, Mleh.

Missouri
Carl Boiler

&

Brother

Theatre Architects
RIDGE BUILDING, KAN8A8 CITY. MO.
OoaOBltanta to other architects.
Adrtaora to owners regarding plana and
specifications
of
contemplated theatres.

New

York

EUGENE DE ROSA
110

West 40th

Street,

New York

Pennsylvania

RITCHER-LEE COMPANY
32 Sooth 17th

St..

Philadelphia, Pa.

ALBERT SWASEY,

Inc.

Architects and Engineers
101 PARK AVENUE, N. Y.
SPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL WORK
No Charge

for Preliminary Serrioos

NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street

to Its members are
this jonrnal.

Moving Picture World

published exclusively in

YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY. *7-25.
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST.

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

“THE BIOSCOPE”

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN A IRELAND, LTD.

The Representative Weekly Journal of
the British Film Industry

City

prices

but quote

HOWARD

1M

Has the quality circulation of the trade in
Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION

all

who buy

or tell

Films.

OFFICES:

not

1114 Kresge Bldg., Detroit, Mleh.

W. I. London, England

Is

Advertised in the

Of sssclal Interest to

We do

C.

THE CINEMA

CO.

New York

Street

Washington, B.

Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT

and fresh.
Mr. Bizar claims that through the installation of this cooling apparatus his summer receipts have increased.

Chicago

(Trade-Mark Registered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catalogue
62

Bide-,

ff.

$4.00.

AMERICAN
Jfotoplaper

Mousey

148

of the

4.00

St.,

Columbia
ZINK & SPARKLIN, lac.
District of

People’s Park Theatre, Paterson,
Jersey, has always endeavored
to give every possible convenience and
comfort to his theatre patrons, and from
time to time makes innovations to his theatre. Mr. Bizar’s more recent addition to
his theatre comprises the installation of a
Typhoon cooling and ventilating system.
Two large five-foot Typhoons have been
installed on each side of the screen, taking
fresh air through openings in the side walls
of the theatre and forcing it directly over
the orchestra and out through the exit
doors. This operation entirely renovates
the atmosphere in the theatre once every
minute, so that at all times the air is cool

....$7.50
4.00

W. Adams

Let them plan your*.

house.

New

*

Further Particulars:

A. F. WILLIAMS, 166

These men can design a food

The People’s Park Theatre,
Paterson, N. J., Install Typhoons

Per M.

exchanges
313 manufacturers and studios
S$8 machine and supply dealers

ARCHITECTS

We

PICTURE THEATRES

1,057 film

THEATRE

two
one
day
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Every State

PICTURE

A

the
job with silk ones. Beats the dickens how
jealous a girl gets about others’ dress.”

109 Jones Street,

July 31, 1920

SENSIBLE

85,

I.

prices for

DEVELOPING— PRINTING

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W.
Specimen copy

Foreign Subscriptions

:

free

on request.

One pound

ten shillings

R0MAYNE COMEDIES
Among

the Best Two-Reelers on the Market
writp nn w irc

ROMAYNE SUPERFILM

CO.

LOS ANGELES

(Gold).

TITLES— TINTING
Cameramen Furnished

—

All

Work Guaranteed

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE

CO.

1005 Mailers Bldg:., Chicago

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
IT ALLAN A ED ESTERA
Official

FRAMES
THEATRE FIXTURES

THE NEWMAN MFG.
0.

of

the

Italian

Clasnu tears ab Union

Published on the

BRASS RAILINGS
CINCINNATI,

Organ

15th and 30th of

CHICAGO. ILL

—

and Producers

Motion Picture Directory Co.
244

West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
Phone: Bryant 8138

Foreign Subscription: 29 franco per annum.

Editorial

CO.

Each Month

15,012 Motion Picture Theatres
In the United States no more.
Use our addressing
or list service and save 30 to 50% In postage
Also lists of State Rights Buyer*. Supply Dealers

and Business

Via Cumiana,

31,

Offices:

Turin, Italy

THE BEST EQUIPMENT
IS ADVERTISED
IN THE
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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ATTENTION

COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all

its

RELEASE

“THE RODEO”
Photo Production of the world’s greatest assembly
of Champion Cow Boys and Cow Girls in daring feats and thrills.
five-reel

INDIVIDUAL attention.
which SELL prints.

branches, receives

Has the QUALITY and

STATE RIGHT BUYERS:

A
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PUNCH

WORK

Specially

equipped

Uniform

SUPERIOR

EXPERTS

with

QUANTITY production.
QUALITY such as only

for

scientific supervision

can .produce.

SPECIALTIES
you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.
If

This picture was just recently produced in continuity and with
the same care and detail as the biggest feature productions, and
is entertaining from beginning to end.

For State

communicate

rights,

HALL, SEC’Y

P. D.
Booth

9,

Bryant 5437

623 Qhio Ave., Wichita Falls, Texas

Come and

Empire City Film Lab., Inc.
345 W. 40th St. New York City

direct with owners.

visit

our Slide Library

at

BESELER LANTERN
SLIDE CO.,

FOR RENT
—
Times Square

Inc.

—B’way— 47th

St.

7th Ave.

FORMER PEKIN RESTAURANT

131 East 23rd Street
New York, N. Y.
Manufacturers and renters of Slides on every

FOR BUSINESS OR OFFICES
2

Floors

—4000

Sq. Ft.

Each

APPLY TO

conceivable subject.

WALTER

PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE!
17

Have your photo put on a

Eighth and Ninth Aves.

Bet.

WEST

42d

J.

STREET

SALMON
Telephone:

Vanderbilt 47

slide.

THE FOUNDATION OF PRESENT-DAY

MOTION

*MINUSA^
Gold Fibre Screens

PICTURES
PRECISION

STANDARDIZED
CAMERAS
PERFORATOR

MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT

I

PRINTERS
SPLICER
ACCESSORIES

SUPPLIES
For Motion Picture Laboratories , Studios , Theatres

Wise Exhibitors demand

perfect projection. Minusa
screens produce it. Twelve years ahead of the experimental stage proves it.

PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY

new york

& HOWELL
CO.
Larchmont
CHICAGO

BELL
1801-11

Distributors from coast to coast.

losangeles
Samples and literature upon request.

Ave.,

MINUSA CINE
SCREEN CO.
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

R0TARY
“MARTIN”
1 111
CONVERTER
FOR REAL

SUN LIT PICTURES
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC
412 S. Ho>ne Ave., Chicago

1010

Brokaw

Bldg..

CO.

Mdkejyour
theatre PAY

AfPNSPPN

New York

APPLING

SYSTEM

%

The A utomaticket System Stops
B ox Office Leaks & Losses
'Ask Us About It
"Automatic Ticket Selling
BROADWAY
1760

&.

Cash Register

NEW YORK

-all summer
Send for Booklet 6
Philadelphia Office:
703 Finance Building

70 West

Co.

L

45 it*
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SIMPLEX
DISTRIBUTORS
IMPORTANT
THE
OF SIMPLEX SERVICE
LINKS IN

CHAIN

ALBANY THEATRE SUP.

THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES, INC.
CLEVELAND RETAIL BRANCH

PLY

NORTHERN

Avenue

815-823 Prospect

OHIO

Cleveland, Ohio

EASTERN

CO.

NEW YORK

Clinton Ave.
ALBANY, N. Y.
4

(Except Greater

Selling Agents

BOSTON MOTION
TURE 8UPPLY
69

PICCO.

MASSACHUSETTS

AUBURN

BOSTON, MASS.

DB R E C K PHOTOPLAY

NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA

SUPPLY

CO.
98 Golden Gate Ave.

.

GREATER NEW YORK
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

and

Bros. Division

ARIZONA

- SOUTHERN OHIO

B.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

DWYER

BROS. & CO.
S20 Broadway
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Dutchess

PORTER

Putnam

Seventh Ave.

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

MISSOURI

NORTHEASTERN
ARKANSAS
Madison

MO.

St. Clair

Counties

•)

J

Clair

OREGON
— DELAWARE

SEATTLE. WASH.

M. SWAAB
1327 Vine St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LEWIS

St.

and Monroe

Counties)

423

and

EASTERN

N8LN ““ d
'

aiifton

Des Moines

Henry
Counties

Jackson
Lee
Louisa
Muscatine

-

in

Iowa

DHOLLIS-SMITH-MORTON WEST VIRGINIA

NEBRASKA
,
WESTERN IOWA

OMAHa'ne!!"*
THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES,
Des Moines Retail Branch
Formerly The Swanson Theatre

Equipment Co.
318 Locust Street

INC.

CENTRAL and
SOUTHERN IOWA

DES MOINES, IOWA

THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES, INC.
rovninvn
*
COLORADO
Equipment Co.
1514 Welton Street

DENVER, COLO.

MONTANA

NEW MEXICO

and

THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES,

WESTERN

1201 Liberty Ave.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

PENNSYLVANIA

D~
LELAND THEATRE SUPMAINE
PLY HOUSE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
97 State St.
VERMONT
MONTPELIER, VT.

oLUCAS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
ATLANTA, GA.
Q-

MICHIGAN MOTION

PICCO.

63 East Elizabeth St.

DETROIT, MICH.

Q

LUCAS THEATRE SUP
PLY CO.
St.

DALLAS, TEX.

N. Carolina Alabama
Carolina Louisiana

S.

Georgia
Florida

158 Marietta St.

Main

1

Denver Retail Branch
Formerly The Swanson Theatre

Scott

1816

INC.

Branch

Equipment Co.

QSOUTHERN

TURE SUPPLY

Retail

Formerly The Swanson Theatre

COMPANY

JERSEY

MARYLAND

-o

Omaha

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Manhattan Building
MILWAUKEE. WIS.

NEW

THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES,

INDIANA

Illinois St.

204

EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
80UTHERN

EASTERN

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.

State

and

Illinois

(Except Madison,

St.

CHICAGO. ILL.

North

New York

WASHINGTON

ING CO.
Madison Block

in

L

Monroe

21

o-

157

’

SEATTLE STAGE LIGHT-

EASTERN

St.

Dearborn

in

,

Suffolk
Sullivan

Rockland

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. ILLINOIS
608 South

Counties

Orange

and

CO.
468 Olive
ST. LOUIS,

729

F.

KENTUCKY

KRKER BROS. OPTICAL

Mississippi

Tennessee
Southern
Virginia

*

STATE

N. Y.
Selling Agents

ENTERPRISES. SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
Inc.

842-46 South Olive St.

NEW YORK

184 Franklin St.

BUFFALO,

D-

ARGUS
Calmy

BECKER THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
WESTERN

WESTERN NEVADA
OREGON

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

New

City)

THEATRICAL CENTRAL
SUPPLY CO.
vrw
yohk
NEW Y0RE
AUBURN, N. Y.
STATE
Selling Agents

RHODE ISLAND
CONNECTICUT

Church Street

York

Salt Lake City Retail Branch
Formerly The Swanson Theatre

Equipment Ca.

SALT

UTAH

CITT

TECO PRODUCTS MFG.
CO.
245 Loeb Arcade

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

-o

INC.

tjxaH
in A Tin

EASTERN NEVADA
Minnesota, South and
North Dakota, Northern and Eastern Iowa
and Northern and
Western Wiseonain.
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The Simplex running side by side
with any other machine for a week
unfailin gly

shows

its

superiority^.

jind after the first
ferfjjears ofconstant
service the Simplex
provides the reason
yQhj)

supply houses

throughout the country
are listing seVen j)ear
old SimpleXts almost
as high as nevV ones

best
theatres
k

use

s.

ThePrecision

Machine (o

.Tnc,

317-29 East 34th: St-NewYork
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ROYAL CINEMA
MADRID, SPAIN

AND NEWEST

FINEST
IN

ALL SPAIN

OPENS WITH

POWER’S
PROJECTORS
RELIABILITY

MADE

POWER’S PROJECTORS
INTERNA TIONALL Y
SUPREME
NICHOLAS

POWER COMPANY

INCORPORATED

EDWARD EARL,
Ninbty Gold

St,

President

New York, N .Y.
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